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GEOLOGY OF SCOTLAND.

GEOLOGY is that branch of science which relates to the structure of the earth,

the mineral constituents of its mountains and other rocky masses, and the cause

which have contributed to the relative distribution of land and water over its suria

It thus embraces physical geography as well as a consideration of the various change

that have rendered the planet so suitable a habitation for organised beings, recent

and extinct. The researches of the geologist clearly show that the surface of

earth has not always been as it now is-that there have been various modifications

from time to time produced, of its superficial arrangements-that the sea and Ian,

have repeatedly interchanged places-and that gradually, and not all a once, it

assumed an external configuration so admirably adapted for sustaining life, more es-

pecially human life, in its highest type of organised matter.

The qualities and varieties of the rocky strata, their vertical arrangement an c

position, no less than their diversity into mountain and plain, river and ocean bed,

demonstrate them to be the work of a designing cause, of the All-wise and Almighty

Creator. Rocks are neither the offspring of chance, nor the accidental effect of causes

that might have generated a wholly different product, without effecting the end foi

which they were created. The marks of intelligence and benevolence with whid

they are everywhere stamped, and the important office they fulfil m determining the

condition of the human race, in their migrations and occupancy
of different territories,

evince a designing purpose in their arrangement, distribution, and mineral coi

stituents. It is solely in consequence of these conditions, that the earth is fitted, m

so eminent a degree, to be the residence of such an order of beings as man, wh

they are divided into nations and communities; separated by seas, contii

islands
;
and are impelled to seek the means of subsistence, civilisation', and

ment, by ingenuity and exertion. This constitution of the earth has, accc -dingly,

produced a most decisive influence on their physical, social, and moral

The character of the strata which constitute the surface, the nature of the

imbedded beneath, and the broken and dislocated position into which hot

thrown, rendering them at once accessible and workable, have contrib lie

very existence of our commerce and arts; to the extension and improver

agriculture, manufactures, and navigation in every country of the world. Ad nt

arrangement of the mineral masses, or of even a few of the geographical
i

the earth, would have greatly altered its physical adaptations to tl

changed the relations of large portions of its inhabitants to each c

different direction to their pursuits, and issued in a different history.
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Thus, for example, had any of the great mountain ranges of the world been

altered in tin ir direction and height, or of the seas and oceans in their free opening

into each other, or had the continents extended from pole to pole, and what a different

state of things would have prevailed over the surface ? The dispersion of the race

from the eastern cradle of their birth, their subsequent intermixtures, their occupa-

tion of particular countries, and their final circumnavigation of the globe, would

not have taken place in the manner and time, nor been attended with the same

beneficial results, that have issued under the existing disposition of things. Trans-

plant the Himalaya, with their lofty table-lands, across Northern Europe, dividing

Russia from Germany instead of Thibet from India, and, along with an entire change

in the climate and productions of these nations, the agency of the tribes on one

another would have operated very differently, both in Europe and in Central Asia.

Instead of the hardy intelligent Teutonic, Anglo-Saxon, and other races, sprung
from the Japhetic stock which inhabit Great Britain, and her world-wide colonies,

a degenerate caste would have risen up, and retarded the progress of civili-

sation. Had Africa, instead of projecting from Europe to the South, stretched

to the West, and joined the continent of America, the whole history of the world,

ancient and modern, would have been changed : the black Negro of the tropics, and

the red Indian of the wilderness, would, ages ago, have invaded each other's terri-

tories, mingled with each other's blood, and modified each other's habits. Europe
and the Atlantic side of North America would have been isolated from the southern

part of the globe, and Spain and Portugal would have had no part nor lot in the

produce and treasures of the western world. The plains of Italy and France, it can

be established on geological data, emerged from the sea shortly before, or nearly
coincident with, the historical era. Had that physical event been prevented, which
it might have been, or even delayed, by the shifting of the subterranean forces that

caused their elevation, and what mighty influences would have been withdrawn,

through their operation upon Roman and Gallican States, from modifying the con-

dition of every civilised people in the world in their language, arts, literature, his-

tory, government, and religion !

Now, one main object of Geology is to investigate the nature of the causes which
led to the actual condition of the earth's surface and rendered it so convenient an
abode for man, as well as the kinds of animals and plants which existed in
the past epochs of its history, and are now entombed in its rocky strata. The
rocks, for miles deep, have been severally examined. The earliest appearances of or-

ganic life have been traced. The place of the metals and of the richest minerals have
been accurately explored. Five hundred genera, and eight hundred to a thousand

species of the larger families of vertebrate animals, and a thousand genera and species
of fossil plants, have l>cen restored to human investigation and spread out in the
cabinets of natural history, ^'ith such disclosures it may be safely averred that no
object within the compass of human research has been attended with more benefi-

rial practical results, or more brilliant discoveries into the past history of the planet,
ave attended with such rapidity, variety, and number, the investigations of the

There can be none more improving in extending our acquaintance with
none more calculated to give cheerful, healthful recreation and none more
:ted to raise the mind to wonder and admiration, while contemplating the
the great architect of the universe. The earth has been the cradle, so will
c grave of all our race. Hence the legitimate desire to learn its origin1U cause, the manner of its formation, and the laws of its continued course.
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GEOLOGY has a claim to be regarded as HISTORY Antiquarian History

a record of events which lie in the far distant past. The rocks of Scotland, de-

scribed in the following pages, belong most of them to the oldest formations in the

world. None go deeper into the crust, or can be ascribed to the operation of anterior

secondary causes. The fossil remains, contained in the lower stratified series, con-

si -t of the earliest types of organised bodies anywhere detected in the strata of the

earth. The testimony of their existence as living substances, vegetable and animal,

in very remote periods of time, and now incorporated as parts of the solid rock, is

of a nature not to be resisted : it speaks at once to the senses and the understanding

as alike credible and satisfactory. The more ancient periods of Scottish history are

involved in doubt and fable : the first settlers in the island, whence they came, the

line of the earliest kings, and the system of the Druidical priesthood, are matters

still of uncertainty. The evidences of Geology, whose memorials are infinitely

older, rest upon direct observation; nay, the older the chronicles here, the less

uncertainty is there as to their reading, where the registers are all engraven in the

most legible characters, and, to be understood, have only to be examined and com-

pared with existing forms of life. A state of things, in the most lucid order and

form, has thereby been revealed in the vegetable, animal, and mineral kingdoms,

very different from anything in existing nature plants generically distinct from all

living types animals whose families have all passed away and systems of rocks

which can no longer be produced by any visible agencies, under existing

arrangements.
The physical outline of Scotland is very much influenced by its geological con-

ditions. The headlands, bays, creeks, and valleys, are all determined, less or more,

by the peculiar formations and the disposition of the rocks. Hence the exceedingly

irregular form of the coast-line, as presented on maps, where exposed to the action

of the sea. The localities of the different mineral substances of the primary and

secondary rocks, are readily distinguishable by the long sea-arms or other indenta-

tions upon the shores, where, in their stronger resistance to its erosive action, the older

rocks generally occupy the capes and headlands, while the newer, from their softer

texture, as limestone and sandstone, have been penetrated, washed away, or exposed
in isolated patches. The islands, and especially the islands on the western coast,

have in this manner been detached from the mainland, their chief mass and lofty ridges

consisting of the hardest crystalline rocks, and presenting along the beaches only
narrow stripes of those more easily eroded. The great straths and valleys, again, are

all determined in their direction and extent by the position and bearing of the moun-
tain chains, as the valleys of the Spey, Dee, Tay, Forth, Tweed, and Teviot, which
have all an easterly course corresponding with the mountain summits

; they all lie

nearly parallel to each other, and the rivers, with their tributaries, all pour their

waters into the German Sea. The line of bearing is nearly E.N.E. by W.S.W. ; and
with scarcely a single exception, every class of rocks, whether occupying the plains
or lining the uplands, or caping the ridges, range from sea to sea across the island.

Hence a description of any particular locality, in respect of the same series of rocks,
will be found of general application over the mainland; where the continuity is

broken by straths, lakes, or arms of the sea, the particular formation can be easily

recognised on the opposite sides. The student may, therefore, indifferently as it

were, begin his researches along any intermediate district as his convenience or his

sojourn for the time may direct. And thus, whether it be the gneiss of Cape Wrath
or Ardtorinish the granite of Aberdeen or Arran the schists of Kincardine or
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the Mull of Cantyre the sandstones of Stonehaven or Helensburgh the porphyry of

Dundee or Largs the carboniferous deposits of St. Andrew's or Ayr the columnar

basalts of Earlsferry or Staflfa the lesson throughout will be one and the same, either

as respects the mineral constituents, or the geognostic position, or the relative ages

of the rocks examined.

The causes of this parallelism in the mountain chains, and continuity in their rocky

materials, are to be sought for in the elevatory movements which acted contempora-

neously upon their masses, and the direction of the forces which produced them. The

hypothesise! M. Kliede Beaumont implies that
" continuous systems must have had a

simultaneous origin," embracing a vast extent of geographical area, and arranged into

groups and systems in lines parallel to a great circle on the sphere. The various

qualities of rocks in Scotland are so arranged, from the most ancient primary to the

newest sedimentary formations, running in a direction from south-west to north-

east, and preserving throughout the valleys, slopes, and ridges of hills one common

line of bearing. As we shall afterwards see, volcanic agencies have been at work all

orcr the island. These agencies lifted up the strata and formed them into mountains

over their central nucleus. The great lines of fissure, occasioned by the disruption

of the strata, would consequently partake of the same rectilinear movements
;
and

hence the lakes, friths, and straths generally, as well as the chains of hills and moun-

tains, all maintain an approximation to parallelism proofs that the upheaving agency
from beneath must have extended across the country in the direction thus indicated.

The mainland of Scotland lies between 54 38' and 58 40' 30" of north

latitude, and 1 46' and 6 8' 30" of west longitude, and has been estimated at

> ) square miles, and the circumference, including minor irregularities, at about

3000 miles. The islands and fresh-water lakes are reckoned to be nearly 3700

square miles, or upwards of one-ninth of its superficial area. The extent of coast-

tVora Duncansbay Head to Berwick is 712 miles
;
from Duncansbay Head to

Cape Wrath 1 tf miles; from Cape Wrath to the Mull of Galloway 1430 miles;
the south coast where washed by the Solway to the mouth of the Esk 173 miles :

and of borderland the distance eastward to Coldstream is about 90 miles. Hence
there are rather less than eleven square miles of surface to one mile of sea-coast,
whereas in the whole of Europe, there are twenty-five miles of surface to one of
sea-coast ;

and in the other quarters of the globe there is a still higher ratio of the
farmer to the latter.*

The rock formations of Scotland, now to be cursorily described within this
** consist of three great divisions, namely, the primary, transition, and

To these are to be added a few limited sections of new red sandstone,
and the upper and still newer series of strata of which two-thirds of the superficial

England are covered, but of which only the smallest traces are to be
1 along the north-eastern and western shores. Rocks are termed

<*^
PMtratificd, aqueous or igneous, according as they have been sup-
ned1 in water, or erupted in a melted state from the bowels of the
I diudcd into formations, systems, and groups, according to the

under which
tlu-y have been formed, and the mineral and

tl"7 arc distinguished. Tiie term formation is apwh seem to have originated under nearly similar circumstances,
relatively embraced within a definite geological epoch. The

organic. ~*~J . k. v**v U4.UJ.Vi Cfc*. C*UU \J1 Cl CLillls

hey arc distinguished. Tiie term formation is applied to
designate rocks which seem to have

' * *

re
relatively erabi

*\icr. Uuid, to the
Otoloyy of Scotland, pp. 9, 10.
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term system is of a more limited application, and is intended simply to express their

relation to each other as determined by their mineral and fossil characters. A
group of rocks is still less generic than either of these

; as there may be several
; 'ins in a formation, so there may be several groups in a system, such as a

crystalline, sandstone, or limestone group or series of strata. The following table

exhibits both divisions and sub-divivisions according to their mineral connexion

chronological order, and relative superposition.

PRIMARY FORMATION.

Gneiss.

Mica Schist.

Quartz Rock.

Limestone.

Clay Slate.

Granite.

Basalt.

Claystone.

TABULAR VIEW OF ROCKS.

TRANSITION OR
LOWER SECONDARY FORMATION.

Grauwake.

Silurian Schists.

Old Red Sandstone.

Coal Series.

Mountain. Limestone.

. IGNEOUS ROCKS.

Felspar Porphyry;

Compact Felspar.
Greenstone.

UPPER SECONDARY
AND TERTIARY FORMATIONS.

New Red Sandstone.

Lias. Oolite. \Vealden.

Chalk.

Tertiary Series.

Amygdaloid.
Clinkstone.

Tufa.

The rocks, as arranged under the head of formations, are all stratified,

and are therefore supposed to owe their origin to deposition in water. The

igneous rocks all belong to the unstratified class, and are consequently as justly

ascribed to volcanic action, whose materials were once in a state of fusion, and

ejected from beneath the crust of the earth. The primary series are by far the

most widely developed of the rock formations of Scotland, covering upwards
of 19,000 square miles, or about two-thirds of its superficial extent. They

prevail chiefly in the northern Highland counties. The lower group of the

secondary formation is, in part of the series, limited to the southern division

and border districts, consisting of grauwake, silurian schists, and impure shelly

limestones. The middle or central districts are occupied with the old red sand-

stone, the coal metals, and the mountain limestone. The upper secondary and

tertiary formations are, in Scotland, of very limited extent, and chiefly confined to

Dumfriesshire and the Hebrides
;

while again, with the exception of the granite
the igneous class all lie within the area of the coal field or form its out-works, consti-

tuting the Sidlaw, Ochil, Campsie, Kilpatrick, and Pentland ranges of hills. But in

proceeding with our geological description, according to the natural order of the

rocks from the lower to the higher, it will be most convenient to adopt their

geographical distribution from north to south, which arrangement, although neces-

sarily attended with some repetition, will upon the whole be found the most con-

ducive to perspicuity and systematic condensation. One of the most remarkable

facts in descriptive Geology is, that in a transverse section from any two points
across the mainland, as from Cape Wrath to Berwick, we pass over the whole

intermediate series of rocks system upon system not piled up in one colossal

mass, but drawn out and slipped over the edges of one another, and so arranged
and disposed at successive intervals, as to be projected in regular order to the

surface. The arrangement, like the drawers in a cabinet or the courses in a

building, is thus uniform from below upwards, and as nearly as possible according
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of the Grampian. to the new
"JJ-^S Iring'vith their outcrops one above

Tmations, as the oolite, wealden, chalk, and tertianes so abundant m

EnriLnd Thus, within the circumscribed limits assigned for this sketch, rocks of

ererVkLrn kind meet our view, and Scotland in its mineral wealth and variety

may be considered as an epitome of the globe.

THE PRIMARY FORMATION.

The rocks included under this formation consist of granite, gneiss, mica-slate,

limestone, quartx-rock, and clay-slate. Their mineral constituents differ very little

from each other : felspar, quartz, mica, and hornblende, enter into them all
; lime,

talc, and chlorite, are more abundant in or exclusively confined to others; and,

through the whole series, these simple minerals exist either in the form of perfect

crystals,
or as broken, fragmentary portions of crystals. They are all, in conse-

quence, more or less, crystalline in their structure ;
and they are termed PRIMARY,

because they not merely denote the absence, but are assumed to have been formed

before the existence of living things, vegetable or animal.

Granite constitutes the basis of the whole; and although, according to the

igneous theory of its origin, it is probably a later formation than any of them, yet

at the fundamental rock, not only in this, but in all countries of the world, it falls

naturally to be described as the first of the series. The prevailing constituents of

granite are quarts, felspar, and mica
;
where hornblende is added or substituted,

as it frequently is, for mica, it is then denominated sienite ;
and in this form it is

easily distinguished by the darker colour which it assumes from the presence of the

hornblende. The more usual colours of granite (which are red, grey, or whitish

grry), are not unimportant as regards its texture for polishing and economic pur-

poses. Thus the red of Pcterhead and Aberdeen are found to be the most durable ;

the white varieties are esteemed to be the next in quality : the scale of hardness

diminishes in the proportion in which hornblende, talc, and other ingredients
abound. The mica sparkles like gold, and exists sometimes in crystals, as well as

the talc, of more than a foot square, when it is split up into thin plates, and used

s a '
>r glass. Some granites are binary, consisting only of two minerals,

Wspar with quartz or hornblende, and when polished break into irregular lines,

resembling Ars' -, on which account it has been called graphic granite.
A vein of this rock traTerw* the district about a mile east of the town of Port-

toy, in Banflshire, in connection wilh mica-slate and a bed of lustrous marble of

great celebrity.
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Nothing surprises one more when looking at this brilliantly diversified rock than
to be told that it owes its origin to fire, and once existed in a state of fusion
beneath the crust. Granite forms mountains, always the largest in volume and
loftiest in elevation in the world. It environs with its rocky vesture the whole
circle of the globe, and is the basis on which all the other formations rest.

It has penetrated and risen above every other part of the crust, and, in

beauty of colouring, closeness of texture, condensation, and other qualities of

endurance, granite, even in the mass, resembles, if it does not sometimes rival

the gems and precious stones of rarer occurrence. What the precise combi-
nation of causes, and what the circumstances under which they must have acted

in order to unite the ingredients in the proportions and forms that constitute

its peculiarities, there are no means, in the present state of science, of deter-

mining ;
but by a common observer examining a hand specimen of this remarkable

rock, the agency of heat would least of all be predicated as having been concerned
in its production. It is difficult still more, upon many scientific grounds, to admit
the hypothesis, as, for example, the unequal fusibility of its general constituents,

quartz, felspar, and mica ; quartz requires for its fusion a temperature equal to

4043 of Wedgewood's pyrometer ; felspar is fusible at a varying heat of 120 to

150, and mica can be reduced at a still lower temperature. It is argued, in these

circumstances, that the tripartite crystalline structure of this rock could not be

effected that in the same mass quartz could not be fluid when felspar was solid

nor the mica in a condition to be aggregated with either when all, if in fusion

must have been consolidated at such unequal temperatures. It is farther argued,

that, as regular crystals of felspar are not unfrequently found imbedded in quartz,

the felspar must have become solid while the quartz remained fluid, contrary
to what would have happened from the known fusibilities of these substances,

if they had consolidated from fusion. Asbestus, it is likewise stated, is a

foreign ingredient in granite, and which, although it melts at a lower temperature,
is found penetrating in the most delicate fibres through the quartz ; and, finally,

that shorl, a substance of comparatively easy fusibility, is often crystallised in the

quartz, shooting through it in every direction, with various wavings and incurva-

tions, and in fibres even finer than the human hair, all tending to prove that the

quartz had been completely liquid when the shorl crystallised. Whence, above all,

it is demanded, the source of the immense heat, the causes of its support, and the

means of its action when deprived of the vital air, that could first fuse masses of

matter beyond the power of imagination to conceive, elevate these masses through

the crust of the globe, and pile them up into the highest mountain chains,

simultaneously in the several quarters of the globe ? *

It is argued, in reply, that the fires that issue from volcanoes are evidences

of heat existing in the interior of the earth; and that, in a globe of eight

thousand miles diameter, there are stores enough of the combustible element for

the fusion of matter elevated only four or five miles on its surface. The craters

of Etna and Vesuvius have been successively augmented, and islands are fre-

quently seen to arise out of the sea ;
and what, therefore, could hinder the forces

that raised up the Alps, Hymalayas, and Andes, from melting and ejecting the

materials of which they are composed? The state of extreme condensation in

which the granite rocks are found to exist shows the presence of some cementing

*
Comparative View of the Huttonian and Neptunian Systems, pp. 240-1.
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dement, in the aggregation of their component particles,
which heat only wa<?

capable of producing. The several crystals are likewise in such a condition of form,

arrangement, and contact, as only fusion could have rendered possible; as, for

example, when they impress each other, quartz moulded on the felspar, or, as no

leu frequently happens, the felspar giving its form to the quartz : a clear evidence,

in either case, of a soft condition of both substances, and that softness occasioned

by fusion from heat. The existence of VEINS so generally diffused among the

primary rocks, and composed of the purest specimens of crystallised granite, is

adduced as one of the strongest proofs of the igneous theory of its origin. These

Terns hare the appearance of streams, of the melted substance, that have poured

through fissures and rents, penetrated and broken up passages in other rocks, run-

mug in every direction, and often crossing each other, and generally traceable to

some great nucleus or central mass of the formation. The rocks along their course

arc usually altered, or affected in such a manner by induration, discolouring, frac-

or smoothness of surface, as indicates either the presence of intense heat, or

the mechanical action of a body of matter violently intruded amongst them. Lastly,

the form and position of the primary mountains, the dislocation and upheaval of

their exterior parts, where strata originally horizontal are now nearly vertical, and

beds once united are separated, and the interspaces filled with granite, are regarded

as the most direct and conclusive testimony that the disturbing agency has been

produced by the expansive force of heat, and that the intruded matter, which is

always granite, has been fused and ejected by its action.*

These are some of the arguments adduced on both sides of the celebrated con-

troversy known as the Wernerian and Huttonian Theories, whereby the one

ascribed the origin of all rocks to precipitation in water, while the other con-

tended that granite at least, and some others, were produced by fusion in fire, and

ejected from the interior of the earth. Hence the terms Neptunian and Plutonic rocks

as applied to their respective systems. Werner, the father of systematic mineralogy,
todied in Germany, and derived his knowledge chiefly from the Hartz and Swiss

mountains. Button was a native of Scotland, traversed all the hills of Caledonia,
and founded his theory mainly on the appearances of granitic veins as exhibited in

OUsntilt, the centre of the Scottish Grampians. Though little doubtful of the cor-

reetoes* of Mutton's views, Sir Charles Lyell applies the term hypogene to the

granitoid group; that is, nether or under-formed rocks, to avoid any particular

theory a* to their origin. But the term has not been generally sanctioned among
Ideologists, the prevailing opinion bring that granite is of igneous origin, the result

of the gradual cooling down of the globe while in an incandescent state, and is

therefore inferior to all the stratified systems.
The Grampian range, which divides Scotland into two nearly equal parts, and

the Highlands from the Lowlands, is the principal seat of the primary
f which granite constitutes the centre or nucleus through their

n-th. The great mass, forming the anticlinal axis of the district, stretches
from the western shores at Oban, to Peterhead on the eastern, where some of the

ftiest peak* of the Grampians consist of granite, rising in Ben Cruachau,
i-Mao- 1 Mini, Ixxh-na-gar, and other distinguished mountains, to

Ben. Mar-Dlmi, according to the latest measurement, is

in height, and covers a superficial basis of nearly forty miles in extent,

PlAjrftur IUuitrntioita of the IluUonian
Tlusory.
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one vast mass of reddish granite. It occupies a central position in the loftiest part

of the range, in whose deep recesses are the sources of the Dee and Don, and the

springs of the "deer-haunted Avon," whence ridges of granite diverge for thirty milts

continuously in every direction, and extend over the whole eastern division of

Aberdccnshire. A vast, but less connected range, traverses the district from Morven,
on the west, to the Moray Frith, on the east, passing through Ben Nevis, Glen

Roy, the mountainous shores of Loch Ness, and sending outliers along the Find-

horn, to Forres, on the south, and on the north by Loch Eil, Sunart, Loch Duich,
and the wild districts of Kintail. Detached mountains of great elevation, and

long out -stretching hillocks in the moorland districts, occur in Ross, Sutherland,

and Caithness; the islands of Sky, Rum, Mull, and Arran, are all caped in their

highest pinnacles by the same rock, whence it stretches, but at wide intervals,

into Kircudbrightshire, through part of Wighton, Galloway, and terminates in

the lofty table-land and ridge of Criffel, on the Solway. Over this wide extent

of its superficial distribution granite, according to the most accurate estimates,

covers about 1760 square geographical miles, or about a fifteenth part of Scot-

land; but, considered as an eruptive or hypogene rock, the formation may be

found underneath in many localities where it is not actually visible. "While,

in Goatfell, and other mountain peaks, the granite protrudes through the schistose

rocks that wind round their bases and sides, and often cover them to near the

summits, there are many other mountains, as Ben-y-gloe, and Bernera, near Fort

Augustus, where the formation is only discoverable by small out-bursts that are

exposed in the ravines worn by the rivers along their acclivities, or by veins

traversing the strata in their immediate vicinity.

The veins themselves form an interesting feature in the geological history of the

primary rocks. The granite veins are of different dimensions, some being of the

breadth of several yards, others of a few feet or inches, and some even as thin as

paper. They are of unknown depth, and generally diminish in thickness as they
recede from the central mass or main body of the formation. Veins also occur in

many places where there is no visible connection with the parent rock, and where,

for miles distant, no granite mountain appears. The presumption is, from what

are actually seen, and the curious and diversified ways in which the overlying

systems are penetrated, that, were the surface of the primary districts fully exposed,

these remarkable phenomena would be found over the length and breadth of the

country, reticulating every part as with a gigantic system of network, and showing
the mighty levers employed by nature in piling up her Cyclopean masonry.

They are found in most of the western islands, and in some of them, as Coll,

where there is no connection with any mass of the same rock. In Arran they
are beautifully developed, in Glen Rosa and Glen Sannox, also in Glen Catcol,

where they pentrate in every direction, and in every degree of thickness, the clay

and mica slates : in Galloway, on the banks of Loch Kin, where an interesting

seiies occurs, varying from fifty yards to the tenth of an inch in width, and

running through the schistose beds, over an area of country of nearly eight miles

square. The veins in Glentilt are seen in the bed of the river, where, in the

space of little more than a mile, the strata of limestone are intersected by nine

or ten large, and by double the number of smaller veins, some extremely thin,

and several of them, accompanied with such marks of dislocation, confusion, and

induration, in the invaded rooks, as indicate very strongly the original fluidity

of the granite, and the violence with which it has been injected amongst them.
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arc likewise observable in several places in the district of Rannoch, at

umond on the Spey, at Fort Augustus near Loch Clunie, in the neigh-

bourhood of Huntly, and about eighteen miles northward, at Portsoy, where the

singular graph y of granite is found. Veins are equally numerous in the

counties of Boss, Caithness, and Sutherland ;
and here, in closing our description

rn, we would particularly notice the promontory of Cape Wrath, "the land's

end of Scotland's wildest region, and the most advanced post of its wildest seas/'

This majestic promontory, rises about 600 feet above the sea a bare, rugged, flinty

mass of stone, and is connected with the mainland by a ledge of rocks, consisting

of gneiss and quartz ;
the cape itself is composed of gneiss, interstratified with dark

hornblende rocks, and reticulated all over with the most remarkable display of

granitic veins. It is hollowed out into lofty arches and winding caverns, through

which the sea passes with the velocity of a torrent; a huge pyramid, towering above

the loftiest billows, and presenting, as the termination of the rude mountain ranges

of Scotland, a buttress of unrivalled strength and sublimity, worthy of all their

wildness and all their grandeur.

The rock which immediately overlies the granite is GNEISS, of which there are

three varieties, each composed of felspar, quartz, and mica, and only distinguishable

by the site, form, and arrangement of the crystals that constitute the mass. Gneiss

is essentially, therefore, a granite in its component parts, but differs from granite in

being always stratified, and in presenting none of the phenomena that accompany
the agency of fire. It is indisputably admitted to be of aqueous origin, formed by

precipitation in water, and afterwards indurated by chemical action or mechanical

pressure. It consists of a series of thin lenticular plates, which give it a ribbon-like

appearance, and which, according to the predominance of one of the ingredients,

causes the rock to assume the slaty, granular, or aggregate structure. Talc,

hornblende, chlorite, actinolite, as in granite, are not unfrequently diffused through
the substance of gneiss, whence particular names have been adopted to distinguish
the varieties in which they occur. Thus, when talc or clilorite is mixed in the

substance, it is termed protogine, by the French geologists ;
when the crystals of

felspar and quarts arc \, TV minute, the rock is named whitestone, orleptinite; when
the hornblende and f-Np:ir predominate, mixed with actinolite, it graduates into a

primitive greenstone ; and when the quartz and felspar are scarcely visible from their

extreme attenuation, it nirrjrr* into a variety of homstone. Sometimes the quartz,
instead of being disposed in layers or plates in the felspar, occurs in small parallel
rods or bars

;
and when this species is cut perpendicular to the direction of the

rods, especially after exposure to the atmosphere, it assumes the appearance, and in
hand specimen* is oftm mistaken for, petrified wood.

Gnciw, the lowest of the stratified rocks, is likewise the most widely diffused
of the Scottish primary scries, filling an area of 9600 square miles, and with

scarcely a break over this . district of country. It occupies nearly the
northern cou -uth.-rland, Ross, and Inverness; great part of Nairn,

Elgin, Aberdeen, and IVrth shires; most of the western islands, as Tiree, Coll,
t! I'Ui. Harries, and Lewis, consist of the formation, as also con-

Bnble trarts i, and Shetland. While in a soft state, or from the vast
to which it has been subjected, this rock often assumes the most singular

irted appearances, whole miles presenting twistings and undulations as if the
race had been moved and tossed like a stormy sea, and sometimes crumpled
bent, or rolled into gentle, unbroken flexures like a web of cloth. It will thus,
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in such cases, exhibit beautiful and picturesque aspects; and where exposed in

ravines along with other rocks, with which it finely contrasts, no better pictures or

groupings of rock scenery are to be met with. But, in general, where the gneiss is

unbroken, and as it seldom rises into peaks or serrated ridges, the districts in

which it prevails are rather monotonous and unpleasing, not unfrequently dis-

figured by spongy heaths and boggy wastes. The most desolate, uninteresting

portion of the Highlands is unquestionably the north-western districts of Ross and

Sutherland, where the hills of this formation are all flat and shapeless, surrounded

by unvarying solitudes of brown moor, interminable deserts of sand, and scarcely
enlivened by a river, or broken in their silence by a waterfall. Gneiss is the oldest

rock known in the records of Geology the lowest floor of the most ancicut seas

probably the first dry land that rose above their surface and here in these sterile

wastes presenting a scene of almost primitive chaos and desolation.

The next member of the series, in the ascending order, is MICA-SLATE, or

Schist, which, as possessing more mica, and being of a more slaty structure, is so

denominated. This rock is readily distinguished from gneiss by its glistening aspect,

and from granite by the absence of felspar, although it occasionally seems to graduate
into both when in contact. The particles of which it is composed are uniformly
more broken and rounded than those of gneiss, which probably arises from their

being partly derived from the granite and partly from the gneiss, and have in con-

sequence undergone a double process of attrition. Veins of quartz, parallel with

the strata or crossing them in every direction, are so predominant often as to

change the usual colour from a glistening grey into a mottled white. Vertical

dykes of the purest quartz, sometimes several yards in breadth, and traceable for

miles along the surface, are likewise of frequent occurrence. One variety is

termed garnet-schist, from the circumstance of these beautiful crystals being so

abundantly distributed through the substance of the rock as to form a principal

ingredient, as well as greatly to enhance the sparkling lustre of the mica. The

garnets vary from the size of a small seed to an inch in diameter, are of a dark

crimson colour or blackish brown, and under a bright sun look like gems in a

setting of gold. They occur plentifully in the formation near Huntly, in the

upper districts of Strath Tay, and of considerable dimension and very perfect

in the Isle of Mull.

The geographical distribution of this rock is much inferior in extent to

the gneiss: it is chiefly confined to the more central division of the Grampians,
which it accompanies in one continuous envelope, along the range from sea

to sea. The mica-schist thus embraces within its course the finest and most

celebrated scenery of the Highlands. No lover of the picturesque, in his most

favoured haunts, can fail to recognise it, whether by its bright metallic aspect or

the remarkable flexures into which the strata are twisted and folded up. Suffice it

to mention the beautiful ravines on the Esk and Isla, the pass of Killicrankie, the

Trosachs, the charming environs of Loch Ketterin and Loch Lomond, the pre-

cipitous defiles of Glencoe, and the dark rugged mountains that surround Loch

Goyle, Loch Fyne, and Loch Awe. The hills of this formation are among the

loftiest and most notable in the Grampian range, rising to 4000 feet and upwards ;

as Cairnwell, Ben-y-gloe, Schiehallion, Ben Lawers, Ben Vorlich, Ben Ledi, Ben

Venue, Ben Lomond, and all the bold serrated ridges to the west. The long head-

land terminating in the Mull of Cantyre, great part of the islands of Bute, Arran,

Jura, Isla, and the whole of Colonsay, consist of mica-slate ;
whence crossing to the
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mainland, embracing Mull, the formation stretches from Appin through Glencoe,

..circles Ben Nevis and the higher parts of Badenoch, lines the watershed of the

Spey on both side, as far as Laggan, where it is interrupted by the gneiss, but re-

appears on the slopes of the Cairngorm mountains, and spreads over great part

of the intermediate district towards Portsoy and Cullen.

We have remarked on the veins and dykes of quartz that characterise the

mica-slate formation, and no one perhaps ever passes a boulder of this substance

w.thout a momentary inquiry as to the causes of its origin, or the pure region

whence it has issued. The student in Geology is familiar with mountains of it.

QUAMTX-EOCK exists as an independent member of the series, as well as an ingre-

dient in every one of the primary, and of nearly all other rocks. One set of

theorists regard it as only an altered sandstone, which, through the intense action

of heat, has been fused, and on cooling was crystallised.
The more prevailing

opinion 'is that which ascribes it, like gneiss and mica-schist, to precipitation in

water ;
but as it alternates with both, sometimes resting on the granite, some-

times 'intermediate betwixt the gneiss and schist, not unfrequently overlying the

latter, and plentifully distributed through them all, in the form of veins and dykes,

which penetrate, like the granite itself, the whole members of the system, it is

difficult to ascribe to either new, and still more difficult to find a substitute for either

theory of formation. There are problems in every subject which science has not

yet solved. That there should be mysteries in Geology on the formative processes

of rocks, the sources of their constituent elements, and their mode of aggregation, is

according to the rule and not the exception of speculative inquiry. The quartz-

rock, thus difficult in theory to be accounted for, has a range and position in the

Grampians nearly co-extensive with the mica-slate, with whose substance it is so

mixed up and forms so large a proportion. A belt of quartz crosses the island,

baring its eastern limit in Banffshire, its greatest breadth in Braemar and Athole,

and attaining its culminating point on Schiehallion, which consists wholly in the

upper ridges of pure granular quartz. The line of bearing is by Glenlyon
and Glenorchay, where it terminates near Dalmally. The islands of Lismore,

I uiga, Scarba, Isla, and Jura, are almost composed of quartz-rock, attaining in

the Paps of Jura an elevation of upwards of 2000 feet, whose summits glance like

poliahed marble under the rays of the setting sun, the Pharos of the western main.

Another band of the same formation traverses the north-western coast from Loch
EUhort in Sky, to Loch Eribol on the mainland

; here there are several quartzose

ridge* of considerable altitude, among which is the Stack Balloch-nan-fey, a large
conical ma* of pure uncovered quartz-rock, described by Pennant as marble, and
which glutens in the distance like snow. Ben Lair, Ben More, and other mountains

llo- shire, of first-class magnitude, are composed of the same siliceous substance ;

likewise, the range of the Scarabins, on the southern verge of Caithness-shire, whose
whttcneM beautifully contrasts with the deep red of the sandstone by which

r are encircled. Ben Lair exceeds 3000 feet, on which, says Dr. M'Culloch,"
though it produces few Alpine plants to regale a botanist, a mineralogist will find

enough employment in collecting the greatest variety of quartz that is perhaps to

be found in any one place in the world, ranging from jet black, through every
potable gradation to snow white, and equally differing in texture and appearance.
But its great attractions are the views from the summit, and chiefly to the north-

The eye wanders far over the wildest mountains of Ross-shire, and through
a county a* apparently uninhabitable as it is uninhabited. It is usual, in describing
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mountain scenery, to speak of rocks and precipices, whether present or not, but

here they exist without any need of exaggeration. There is the reality in this

district, not merely the name : mountains, whose faces show the very skeleton of

the earth in all the details of its stratification, for miles together ; with deep and

wide valleys of enormous dimensions, bounded by vertical acclivities, just as the little

ravines of torrents are in other places; everything is gigantic and terrible; wild

and strange and new. From the summit of this mountain, the eye sees at once down

into a valley, as if perpendicularly beneath, and at a depth of at least 3000 feet
;

while the various precipices that rise all round, no less than those which start imme-

diately from beneath the feet, tending downwards into the abyss, and the deception
which makes us imagine that even ourselves are suspended above it. Numerous

lakes, among which Loch Fuir is conspicuous, add to the beauty of this wild and

wondrous scenery ; increasing also the picturesque effect produced by the infinite

variety and intricacy of the mountain forms, by the deep shadows of the valleys, the

reflected tints on the mountains, and the innumerable atmospheric effects in which

scenery of this class always abounds."

While the eye of the geologist is thus enchanted, and the imagination regaled,

amidst these sights and scenes of his apparently dry vocation, it is his province also

to relate that, in an economic view, the quartz formation is neither the most

valuable nor ornamental of minerals, that for architectural purposes it is unsus-

ceptible of polish, and to the agriculturist can be of no use, and that, wherever it

prevails, its course is marked by one continuous tract of sterility and barrenness,

of spongy heaths and rocky debris.

But nature, who scatters her good things on the right hand and on 'the left,

is sometimes as exuberant in her bountifulness as she is niggard and sterile in

other communications. The rock which succeeds the quartz, and sometimes alter-

nates with it, or is enclosed in its beds, is the PRIMARY LIMESTONE or marble, so

extensively used for ornamental purposes. This formation consists of nearly equal

parts of lime and carbonic acid, with a trace of silica. It resembles the quartz in

outward appearance, in being granular, white, and lustrous in colour, and regularly

stratified, and in hardness is scarcely distinguishable; but how different in its

susceptibility of polish, and other practical uses. Famed among the ancients in the

celebrated quarries of Paros, Pentelicus, and Carrara, their finest and most enduring

specimens of sculpture were chiselled from the same family of rocks which claim a

parentage with the limestone of the Grampians. There are several varieties,

differing chiefly in colour, fineness of texture, or as containing imbedded crystals ot

tremolite, sahlite, augite, asbestus, and steatite, whence it derives its unctuous feel

and variegated colours, as mottled, striped, and veined by lines of pink, green, and

yellow. Its range is nearly co-extensive with that of the quartz formation, being

generally imbedded in its mass, or accompanying its outcrop. It is burnt in a

great many places into quicklime, but as the concretions have an extreme tendency
to exfoliate and separate during the process, by the volatilisation of the carbonic

acid, it is difficult to preserve its cohesive and other chemical properties, and is

accordingly not rendered so applicable to economic uses as it otherwise might be,

from the large proportion of calcareous matter contained in it. Preserving the

same line of bearing with the quartz-rock, this limestone stretches along the more

central parts of the Grampians, and is found in almost every position in the

bottoms of valleys, in the beds of rivers, on the sloping acclivities of mountains, or

even caping their ridges and summits. It occurs plentifully on both sides of the
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Dee, from Ballater towards the Castletown of Braemar, at which latter place it

nearly composes the beautiful hill called the Lion's Face, and thence passes west-

ward by Glen Clunie and the base of the quartz-caped Morven. Appearing at

several intervening localities, it descends Glentilt, where it is so frequently pene-

trated by the granitic veins of Ben-y-gloe; and, crossing the river Garry, it may be

observed high on the sides of the green hill of Tulloch; and spreading over the

extensive tract southwards, to Loch Earn, there are various openings in the strata

for quarries in Glen Tummel, Glenlyon, near Loch Earn head, at Aberfoyle,

Auchmar, Loch Lomond when it is again traceable through all the western isles,

from Lismore to the more quartzy regions of Jura and Isla.

The CLAY-SLATE forms a very narrow strip, of about five or six miles in

breadth, and may be described as the outer envelope of the primary series and upper

Croat of the Grampian range. It extends from Stonehaven, in a continuous belt,

to Roscneath, and through Bute to Arran, where, at Loch Ransa, it is penetrated

by the granite, and is seen in connection with the mica-slate. It consists of a fine-

grained argillaceous basis, of considerable hardness, of various colours, from a

greenish-black to a deep-mottled purple, and, from its splintery fissile structure, is

admirably adapted for roofing-slate. Some of the smaller islands in the vicinity of

Oban, as Luing, Eisdill, and Seil, are entirely composed of the formation, where it

is extensively quarried, and has long formed an article of export. Various other

bands of slate occur, in groups of different kinds and qualities, among the primary
mountains. They are confined to no particular mineralogical district, but are dis-

tributed at long intervals, and appear as outliers indiscriminately in the granite,

gneiss, and mica-slate series. They are termed talc, chlorite, actinolite, and horn-

blende schists, according to the prevalence of any one of these mineral substances in

the mass. They have less or more an unctuous feel, a foliated or fibrous structure,

an extremely flexible texture, and a fine glossy lustre. The chlorite schist is very
abundant in the Cairnwell and Glenshee group; the hornblende variety, also

strongly impregnated with cubical iron pyrites, occurs at Ballahulish and Appin, and
Ben Lair, in Row-shire ; talc-slate is not abundant, and is generally incorporated
with the mica-slate, by the substitution of the talc for the mica plates. Actinolite

adust is usually associated with, as it differs little in character from, gneiss and
some specimens of granite, and is found in considerable quantity in Glenelg, and
the high and beautifully sloping passes of Glen Shiel.

The rocks of the primary formation, now described, are represented in Plate I.,
section 2, where the granite, as figure 1, occupies the centre of the group. The
rat follow in the order enumerated 2, 3, 4, 5, 6; but, of course, on so small a
scale, the subdivisions, dislocations, veins, and intersections, are not exhibited.
The remaining figures point out the formations yet to be described, according to
their ascending order of superposition, and as far as they lie within the assumed
line of aett

AlUrr this brief description of the different members of the primary rocks, it
mains to be noticed, in connection with the prevailing theory of their forma-

law which seems to have influenced their mode of aggregation, that, in
distances from the fundamental granite, the greater is

and the less crystalline their structure. Assuming
origu, ,,i ra,,,tr, and it necessarily follows that its surface, penetrating
the primitive seas, would be subject to the

disintegrating influence of
nc, aqueous, aud chemical agencies. The waters themselves, especially
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those resting in the newly-formed hollows, must have been heated to a high degree,

the air loaded with vapours, and the superficies of the earth raised to a compara-

tively high temperature. The process of disintegration would consequently be much
accelerated. The runnels and streams would carry down the loose particles, dis-

posing the heavier first and nearest, and carrying out the lighter and smaller to deeper
basins. And thus the whole system of the schistose rocks, in the primary series,

might have been forming at nearly one and the same time, or within a compara-

tively limited period of each other. The garnet-schist demonstrates of itself a very

high temperature over the surface of the globe, as the garnets and other crystals

denote that the rocks in which they are imbedded have experienced a degree of heat

sufficient to form such fusible minerals without being able to melt the other con-

stituents of which they are composed. The hard crystalline texture of the primary

rocks, and the total absence of organic remains, also strongly warrant the inference

that they have been exposed to the action of heat after the deposition and arrangement
of their strata. Hence, there exists the greatest affinity often betwixt these rocks,

where the granite is fused into the gneiss, the gneiss into the mica-schist, and the

quartz-rock, marble, and alternating beds all welded, as it were, to each other.

Heat alone, of all known causes, could produce such results. Added to the pheno-
mena of veins, the effects of the after-fusion of the granite, the changes, dislo-

cation, and induration invariably produced upon the strata through which they

penetrate ;
and there are few dogmas of science that can boast of resting upon a

stronger induction of facts, than that the mountains of the earth owe their elevation

to the expansive force of internal fire, and that its massive foundations have been

mainly consolidated through the instrumentality of the same agent. The rudiments

of all other rocks, and of all after formations, are likewise there, re-compounded

only from the waste and debris of the originally solid parts, or cast out from beneath

them by the influence of the causes by which they were upraised. The quartz of the

granite constitutes the substance of some of the more precious gems ;
the mica is

divisible into plates of the 1-300,000th part of an inch in thickness, and enters as

an ingredient into almost every combination of matter
;
the felspar is reduced to

clay, and mixed with the hornblende forms the soil of our most fertile carses.

Here, also, among these rocks, wherever existing on the globe, is the vein of the

silver, and the gold, and all the rare metals
;
the emerald, sapphire, beryl, topaz, and

amethyst are all derived from their interior. The marble to decorate our houses,
and the slates to furnish a commodious roofing, are among the first of nature's

offerings ; and thus combining security and elegance, usefulness and beauty, variety
and richness, the foundations of our steadfast earth, and the arrangement of its

mineral substances, are well calculated to speak the praises of its munificent creator,

and to form a noble subject of contemplation to its intelligent inhabitants.

THE SILURIAN SYSTEM.

The vast masses of crystalline rock considered above constitute, as far as the

researches of Geology can determine, the original crust and dry land of the solid ter-

raqueous globe. The mandate for producing life upon its surface was not issued

when the matter of these rocks was being arranged and consolidated. Not a par-

ticle of any organised substance has been detected in any part, through all their

profound depths, of the primary formation. But the whole, the entire aggregate of

material substance created, arranged, and upheaved to the influences of sun, light,
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and air, the living order and series of events commenced, and of which in the

rocks of the SILURIAN SYSTEM there are the first intimations. Herein are

contained, if we may so speak, the medal-stamps of creation in the earliest forms of
,

organic life that came from the hands of the Creator. The fact is all-important, and

the science is enabled to announce it, that in the lowest fossiliferous rocks vegetables

appear to have been the first of all organic bodies the impressions of plants and beds

of carbonaceous matter are found in the deepest and oldest strata of the formation ;

and no less satisfactory is the discovery that the fossils which next arrest the atten-

tion, and, embalmed in their stony matrix with the vegetables, are the remains

of marine animals, myriads of shells, and vast numbers of fishes creatures all of the

deep, when the command had been given,
" Let the waters bring forth abundantly

the moving creature that hath life." The geologist at once here plants his foot on

holy ground, and rejoices in results that so strikingly harmonise all his speculations

with the record of divine truth. These are legends of very olden times. The rocks

under consideration contain them in their brightest and most legible characters.

The rocks of the Silurian formation have been divided into three systems or

groups the transition, grauwake, and Silurian proper. They are all stratified, and

in their component parts are more or less siliceous and crystalline, arenaceous,

argillaceous, and calcareous, in which there are alternating bands of slate, sand-

stone, and limestone. The term " transition" has been applied to a part of the system
as not only indicating a change in the causes and conditions of their formation, but

as implying that the world was then advancing from an uninhabitable to an in-

habitable state. The "
grauwake" is simply the German term for grey-rock, and is

applied to the more coarsely granular portion of the series. Professor Sedgwick
designates these and other beds as the Cambrian group, because they constitute a

large part of the surface of ancient Cambria or Wales. The upper members of the
series are called Silurian, as occupying the country of the Silures, an ancient people
who dwelt in the district lying betwixt England and Wales, where these rocks,

consisting of various groups are largely developed. The division into Cambrian and
'rian is not generally admitted by geologists, the latter designation being held

as applicable to the whole, while the term transition is scarcely now theoretically
necessary or admissible, since the distinction is so clearly drawn between the
fowiliferous and the non-fossiliferous formations. The system is in many places
upwards of 30,000 feet thick, embracing an innumerable series of strata, and all

containing fossils.

The clay-slate occupies an intermediate territory between the primary and
ransition systems, being sometimes classified with the fossiliferous and sometimes
ith the non-fossiliferous rocks; but, as in the Grampian range no organic remains

n detected in any part of this widely extended system, we have noticed
tion with the more ancient series, which thus constitute one great

ting in the same physical region, and formed and elevated under
causes. Nor have any true Silurian strata been yet established to

-"lying and outward the clay-slate. The great valley of
, the slopes and defiles of the Sidlaws and Ochils, are occupied with

cally as well as organically distinct, and all belonging to a higher

|tcr
epoch in the earth's history. Still such arguments as the follow-

advanced in support of a Silurian connection with the clay-slates of the
Grampians.

J

First, this band of slate resembles in texture and colour the slates of Cumber-
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land and Westmoreland, iu. hand specimens scarcely distinguishable, and often less

crystalline
than the bands overlying the dark chloritic slates of Skiddaw. The

position of the clay-slate in reference to the true primary series, in the next place, is

very distinct, never alternating with, nor lying conformable to, any of these rocks.

It forms the outer zone of the Grampian range where porphyritic and trappean rocks

arc abundant, often interposed and associated with the slates sometimes reversing
their dip, and at other times rendering them almost comformable to the mica-schist.

Moreover, immediately overlying the clay- slate, precisely as in Cumberland and else-

where, the old red sandstone rests unconformably ;
near Dunkeld, and eastward by

Blairgowrie, as well as flanking Birnam hill on the south-west, the grauwake charac-

ters are strongly presented in some of the ridges. A single organism would determine

the point, as yet undetected in the numerous openings and quarries along the line of

deposit. But the absence of organic remains has been attempted to be partly

accounted for by the fact of the vast disturbance prevailing in the seas during the

deposition and upheaval of the strata, and indicated by the enormous mass of

igneous matter spread over their bottom, and repeatedly intermixed with the bands

of slate.

The student of Geology, however, has ample scope for examining this system of

rocks, so interesting as shadowing the first dawn of life upon the earth, in the Lam-
mermuir range, where they are developed upon a large scale. Though not so

extensive and lofty as the Grampians, this group of mountains combines many of

the boldest features of Alpine scenery, and are well entitled to be denominated the

Southern Highlands of Scotland. The axis of the chain runs from E.N.E. to

W. S.W., and extends nearly 150 miles in length, by an average breadth of thirty

to forty miles. It consists of various groups of hills, divided at intervals by rivers

and their divergent valleys, and forms the frontier barrier, from St. Abb's Head in

Berwickshire to Port Patrick in Wigtonshire. The Lammermuir, Moorfoot,

Hurt Fell, Lowthers, and Queensberry, constitute the more elevated portions of

the range. On the eastern extremity, where it terminates on the coast, the solid

strata are singularly contorted, forming several convolutions, and bent round an

axis of curvature parallel to the chain. Similar contortions and twistings are beau-

tifully exposed near Langholm, and in several places in Upper Eskdale. As a

general characteristic of the formation, it may be observed, that all the beds in the

southern portion of the range are finer grained than those in the northern, more

fissile and slaty, and lie at a considerably lower angle of elevation. The gigantic

piles around Peebles and Moffat are, many of them, of a flinty or sub-crystalline

;rxture, and tilted nearly perpendicular across their line of stratification. The

igneous rocks constitute at Innerlcithen a marked and interesting feature, where the

trap assumes a granitic structure, and the grauwake at the points of junction is

converted into Lydian-stone. This rock is often a mere siliceous variety of clay-

stone, hardened by the intruding igneous matter into a consistency so as to strike fire

with steel. It is of a light grey or bluish colour, sometimes of a deep black aspect,

when it has been mistaken for coal, and fruitless attempts made to reach the inner

beds of the valuable combustible. Alum-slate is likewise found in a few places, but

in small amount. These beds are generally very soft and friable, of a saline taste,

and readily distinguishable by a white efflorescent powder on their exposed surface.

The lines of cleavage are very distinctly marked in all the varieties, and they
arc always at right angles to the bed of stratification. Fissures or rents, often of

great extent, and filled with quarts! and magnesian earth, traverse indifferently the

d
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several members of the series, dividing them into large rhomboidal or tabular masses,

and running more or less oblique to the direction of the beds. Where the mica

prevails the surface of the rock has a smooth, glossy appearance ;
and where indented

by the ripple-mark a frequent and well-marked feature of the more flaggy varieties

there is superadded a lively and agreeable aspect to the generally dull exterior.

An interesting and important inquiry remains : whence the source of this enormous

fflfto. of sedimentary deposit ? a question all the more difficult and complicated

by the intervening distance from the Grampians, whose primary and granitoid

rocks so obviously supplied the materials of their neighbouring strata. The problem'

is one of still harder solution, when it is considered that nowhere, in the whole

southern range, are there any imbedded fragments of granite, gneiss, or mica-schist,

so as to indicate even the specific characters of the rocks whence they were derived.

But still, as already shown, abundance of materials were high above the waters, and

lofty pinnacles of rocks were scattered along the western shores, encircling the

whole line of coast from the Grampians to the Mull of Galloway, and southwards

into Wales. These doubtless, however altered and re-arraiiged, were of suffi-

cient mass for all the depository sediment required, and which connects them so

much in quality, structure, and age, with the Silurian formations of England, Wales,

and Ireland rocks all of them of an age anterior to that when the Alps \vere raised

bore the sea, and while the greater part of Europe was occupied by the ancient

ocean.

The ORGANIC REMAINS, in this series of Scottish rocks, are not abundant,

approaching in no degree to the numbers interspersed among the beds of the sister

kingdom, where some of the limestones of the formation are nearly composed of

animal exuviae. Here, too, they are scattered at wide intervals along the line of

strata. The principal localities in which organic bodies are found are the lime

quarries of Wrae, near Broughton ; Greiston slate quarry, near Traquair ; Girvan,
in Ayr; St. Mary's Isle, Kirkcudbright; Loch Ryan and Little Ross Island clay-

slates, on the western coast. These interesting relics carry the mind back, in

review, to the beginning of life upon the globe, when we witness the very dawn and
commencement of earthly'enjoyment the first forms and families of creatures

privileged to cat at the banquet of creation. Though generally low in the scale of

animated being, the forms of these earliest specimens of organisation are as perfect
and beautiful as those subsequently produced, each after its kind, demonstrating
bow Nature at once stamped, with her plastic hand, in these morning days of

istenee, the lineaments of symmetry and adaptation on everything that has life.

The entire casts, and even bodies, of some species are completely preserved ; their

organs of motion, feeding, and protection, are all fully developed'; and in one tribe,

ye, formed of four hundred spherical lenses in separate compart-
11 entire, and in the most perfect state of keeping; whereby man learns

many ages ago, the air he breathes and the light by which he sees were the
at this hour, and that the waters of the sea presented to their inhabitants

i of the most lucid transparency. The organisms belong ex-
i animals, and these chiefly to the" invertebrate tribes termed
cs, trilobites, and molluscs, all destitute of an interior bony

I to live in shallow water and on muddy bottoms. Nor are
i
wanting, belonging to the order of placoids, and so deno-

road scales or plates with which they are covered. Of these
t evidences of several genera and a great many species, differing
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from any now existing, but of an equally high type of organic being. Vegetables

would also appear to have been abundant enough in the bays and estuaries of the

Silurian seas, although the Scottish rocks have contributed as yet but comparatively

little to the fossil flora of the period. The plants are allied to the ficoids and

algae of the present time, which supply the food to several existing races
; and, as

showing the persistent analogy of nature through her long series of creations, there

were pentameri, terebratulse, and other forms of shell-fish, that fed upon the sea-

weeds which covered the rocks of the Silurian age of the world. Others of the

order cephalopoda Avere carnivorous, and adapted with organs to prey upon each

other, as the orthoceratites and nautili, which have their congeners in our

present seas, and still distinguished by their strong predaceous instincts and roving
habits.

As the Grampians consist of the earliest series of the primary rocks, so is this

southern range chiefly characterised by the fossils of the lowest palaeozoic system,

and therefore ranks in age with the Cambrian or oldest Silurian group of the

English rocks. The district of country which it traverses, though not so bold and

mountainous, partakes in many localities of the characteristic scenery of Wales, the

Cumberland Lakes, and the Northern Highlands. While there is much of sweet

upland pastoral, and the loveliest dales verdant to their tops, hills of a soft

rounded form or with long flat summits, there are also many noble gorges and steep

acclivities, and lofty peaks, which give grandeur and diversity to the borderland
;

otherwise famed for its classic rivers, their charming tributaries, and ancient warlike

Peels. The associations here are all of early times, physically and historically

rocks worn to their bases, and ravines that scarcely admit a ray of light to the

waters that have strained through them for ages cascades and waterfalls among
which the kelpies and wizards of other days have played their fantastic tricks and

beds of indurated strata which contain the relics of the earliest finny tribes of

creation.

Pirofcssor Jameson says
" The mountains of this formation have usually a

gentle acclivity, and its cliffs are not so steep and rough as those of mica-slate or

gneiss. It is more favourable to vegetation than any of the rocks already described
;

and it is observed that the quantity of vegetation increases from granite to clay-

slate, a circumstance which appears to depend, not so much on the lower level of

the outgoings of its strata, as on the nature of the rock itself. We can thus

observe a gradual change in the shape of mountains, also of their cliffs and valleys,

from granite to clay-slate ; and these differences are so striking and characteristic,

that a long experienced eye can, at a glance from the summit of a mountain, point
out with considerable certainty the different formations of which a country is com-

posed. Landscape painters, by confounding together all these differences, or by

combining them irregularly, fail, not only in accuracy, but in giving their work that

appearance which shows, at first glance, that it is not only a copy of Nature, bi.t a

copy by one who has formed a distinct conception of the general and particular

features of the inequalities observable on the surface of the earth. Some affect to

maintain that the grand features of mountains and plains are different in different

zones. Thus, that in the torrid zone, for example, the shape, cliffs, and other

appearances in mountains, are different from those in the temperate zone. This,

opinion, however, is erroneous, for the same formation in all countries presents

similar external characters; and, as the great formations are universal, no such

differences can exist. It is true that the blue colour of the heaven, its degree of
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illumination, the appearance of distant mountain-vapour, the shape of animals, the

luxuriance of vegetables, combined with the features of mountains, will form a par-

ticular character for each climate; but still the aspect of the rocks of the same

formation, in whatever country they occur, will be the same. Thus, cliffs of

granite and mica-slate have the same appearance in India and Siberia as in

Scotland ; and the valleys of the Urals do not differ in shape and other features from

those formed by similar rocks in this neighbourhood."*

It is thus that Geology, under its great physical aspects, illustrates even the

pursuits of the artist and furnishes the details of perspective. As far as landscape

depends on forms, it will be found that it is very often essentially regulated, as to

its beauty or deformity as well as its character, by the nature of the rocks of which

the district consists. This is often true, even where the rocks themselves are not

risible as the character of the surface, the outlines of the hills, the forms of the

bore* and headlands, and other circumstances, depend on the geological nature,

position, and arrangement of the rocks beneath. Nor is even the aspect of a culti-

vated country, where the original configuration is so obscured or obliterated almost

by plantation and husbandry, so independent of the subjacent minerals as might be

imagined. On the contrary, many districts in England as well as in Scotland, have

a character in their vegetating surface, or agricultural aspects, so marked as not

only to indicate the nature of the rocks beneath, but to enable an experienced

geologist to decide where one kind terminates and another begins. Thus compare
the bare rugged escarpments of Criffell, and all the bleak granite ridges of Galloway,

with the rounded tops and verdant sloping sides of the Terregles, Dalveen, and

Lowthcr hills, and no ordinary observer can fail to discern the marked distinction

between the contour of the primary and the transition series of rocks. The lofty-

pointrd Fells around the sources of the Teviot and its tributaries, composed chiefly

of trappean porphyries, so craggy and splintery, are as clearly again distinguishable
in form and outline from the grauwakc-schists of the mountains from whose deep
ratines issue the waters of the Tweed and Clyde. Look into the smooth upland
vales of the Kttrick, Yarrow, and Gala, and, because lying on the same formation,
how close their resemblance to the charming dales of Ewes, Esk, and Liddle, with

scarcely a tarn or lake in all of them to break or diversify the pastoral greenness of

their surface. These distinguishing features are very notable among the older

systems of rocks, whose strata arc nearly vertical, or all highly inclined upon the

'.rrauitr ; but when we descend among the secondary formations, the old red sand-

stone and coal measurers, we will find, where the rocks are seldom exposed, the

physical differences and the characters of the landscape not only widely changed
from all the former, but strongly contrasting with each other. The benefits of an
leaded agriculture, of rich, deep loamy soils, of gentle undulating plains, of

lirmificd woodlands and verdant meadows, will accompany us henceforth in our

cnption of the systems of rocks which characterise the Lowlands or central

Scotland. A Salvator Rosa drew his inspiration among the nigged
the Alps; the eye of Wilkie rested upon

" mine own blue Lemonds," and
and gentle spirit dwelt among the homes and landscapes ot village life;
h river for the leaping torrent the sheltered field for the wild waste.

As not unconnected with the subject, and before leaving the older systems of

may not be out of place to introduce here the substance of a very curious

Manual of Mineralogy, p. 363.
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and important speculation of Dr. M'Culloch's, concerning the comparative earliness

of the seasons in the northern districts. Like most of the Western Isles, South

and North Uist, Barra, Vatersa, Sandera, and all the neighbouring islands are

composed of gneiss ; they are all high, attaining a general elevation of 800 to 1000

feet, and in some of them there are mountains 2000 feet high. The western shores

arc flat, sandy, and generally arable, followed by boggy brown tracts of low

hills, interpersed with lakes, which are again succeeded by high mountains. The

earliness of the harvest is a remarkable circumstance in all these islands, and cer-

tainly considering the nature of the subjacent rocks, very unexpected, as the climate

is very moist, like that of most of the inner islands or the mainland, where it is a

month or six weeks later.
" This may be attributed," says Dr. M'Culloch,

" to

the dry and calcareous nature of the soil, in some measure
;
but I believe that it

depends as much on another circumstance, which will equally explain the well-

known forwardness of the harvest in Moray and on the east coast of Suther-

land
;
a tract which, in the same manner, exceeds in earliness the districts further

to the southward, and in a very great degree all those on the west coast. That to

which I allude is the greater proportion of light, or sunshine, which these districts,

remote and indifferently situated as they are, enjoy when compared with many
other tracts in the different parts of Scotland just named. The immediate cause of

this must be sought in the relative position of the mountains towards these places,

and in the direction of the prevailing winds, as these act jointly in causing the

detention of clouds over a particular region. The great annual supply of clouds,

as of rain, is from the west
;
and they are brought by the predominant western

uinds. The western-most land, which forms this insular tract, is too low and

narrow to arrest their flight, whence they pass freely over all the outer chain except

Harries
; which, by detaining them, becomes an exception to the rest of the Long

Island, being a dark, rainy, and late country. But as they arrive at the inner

islands and the mainland, they are stopped, partly by the Highlands of Skye and

Mull, but still more by the great western mountainous tract of the Highlands,

producing a dense and dark atmosphere through which the sun seldom shines, even

for a few days, without long and frequent interruptions. An undue proportion of

rain is a necessary consequence ; and that of course aggravates the evil, although it

must not be considered the sole cause. In that rain the clouds are partly dissipated,

as they also seem to be by being re-dissolved in the air; and thus the eastern

districts enjoy continuous sunshine, often for weeks, when the western are

wrapt in gloom. If this view is correct, a register of light by means of a proper

apparatus, ought to enter as much or even more than that of the barometer and

thermometer, into the scientific means of estimating the nature of an agricultural

climate." *

Geology is thus intimately connected with hygrometry, and both in many

interesting relations with agriculture. The soils of the earth depend, for richness

and variety, upon the qualities of the rocks beneath, and are sandy, clayey,

calcareous, or loamy, according as they rest upon, or are within the influence of, the

prevailing system in which these constituents exist. The dislocation and dip of

the rocks afford a passage for draining. Their height and distribution collect the

vapours, or give a free admission to the air and light of heaven.

*
Tftc Highlands and Western Islands, vol. 3, p. 21.
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THE DEVONIAN SYSTEM, OR OLD RED SANDSTONE.

The system of rocks on which we are now to enter leads us a step onwards as

well as upwards in our geological history, where we are presented with new aspects

of the country, introduced to new forms of life in its waters, and with new

features and arrangements in its mineral masses. The change is a remarkable one,

in the shifting of its outer scenery no less than in the singular character of its

various tribes of inhabitants. A new dynasty crosses the stage of animated exist-

ence, and is ushered in by as great a revolution in the laws that had hitherto pre-

vailed in the mineral kingdom, as the convulsed condition of the globe has shown

repeatedly to have occurred. The colour and constituents of the rocks are all

wonderfully altered. The transition from the beautiful crystalline masses of the

older formations into the fine grained and schistose strata of the Silurian series is

gradual, and in its first stages scarcely perceptible. A type and mould of far

coaner materials, and a distribution of thicker and generally less homogeneous

beds, characterise the Devonian order of things ;
while the seas were tenanted with

families of creatures dissimilar from those of the anterior era, and whose enamelled

kins were of such enduring texture as to rival, in brightness and strength, the scaly

appendages of every existing order of fishes. This may be justly termed the Fish

Epoch, and constitutes one of the most remarkable portions of the natural history
of our own country ; so numerous are the fossil remains, so singular their forms, so

diversified and yet so normally alike, so splendid their attire, so perfect their pre-

servation, and all so distinct from everything that now swim the waters or occupy
their deep coral caves, that we seem to be transported back in imagination to

scenes of romance rather than reality the relics of a physical drama whose

agents and pageantry have become utterly extinct. The rocky matrix in which
their remains are entombed is as evidently the wreck of a former world, water-worn

fragments of granite, quartz, schist, and other rocks
;

a reconstruction, amidst vast

and sodden changes of the inorganic crystalline formations, for the still more beauti-

fal elaborations and increasing progress of organic existence.

The old red sandstone formation, so interesting in every respect, consists of
three principal series or groups of strata lower, middle, and upper which are
H strongly characterised by a granular structure, and more or less by a reddish

Overlying unconformably the Silurian strata, or resting on them nearly at

ight angles, the beds of the old red indicate, from their position and relations, a
in the sea-bottom on which their materials were collected the steep

bores consisting of the primitive formations, or lifted into bolder and loftier

The immense thickness of the sandstone as clearly demonstrates
s or troughs into which they were cast. Hence the great mass

neratc, or tin- lower series, consists of fragments principally derived
in the

vicinity; and so persistent is this feature of the
it .the deposit, all over Scotland, bears a resemblance to the

with which it is
locally connected. Thus, on the line of

ITS, grauwakc, clay-slate, felspar, porphyry, and hornstone, along
f qtmrtx and a few

primary boulders, are the prevailing ingre-
Imc of the Grampians and the great primary mountains to

. mica-schist, quart/, and hornblende, of every variety of
fragments and boulders, almost entirely exclude the transition class of rocks.
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It is matter, too, of indifference, whether the geologist continues his researches into

this new group of strata over the border district, whither our description in the

former chapter has led us, or he returns to resume them over the northern frontier,

where the old red sandstone is developed on a scale almost co-extensive in area with

the primary series. The few pinnacles then above the waters still stand out in bold

relief: Criffel, Queensberry, Moor-foot, Hart Fell, and others, commanding from

their lofty summits all the shallows, creeks, and bays, into which their debris was

carried ;
and the yet higher Bens of the Grampians, overlooking the great valleys,

straths, and indented coast which mark the deeper basins into which their spoils

were collected. Flanking the primary and transition series of the Westmoreland,

Cumberland, and Welsh mountains, these sandstones are largely developed in

Devonshire, and are hence denominated the DEVONIAN SYSTEM of English Geologists

their position throughout distinctly showing the various sources and the littoral

character of the deposit.

The colouring matter of this formation consists of the peroxide of iron
; and,

though still a matter of hypothesis among geologists, the opinion which ascribes it

to volcanic origin is the one generally adopted, as it is indeed the only one which

seems adequate to account for the phenomenon. The period was one undoubtedly
of great disturbance, when the crust of the earth was widely fused and broken

up by igneous action; the seas would consequently be affected to as great an

extent with metallic impregnations ; the materials conveyed in a loose unaggre-

gated state, would be easily suffused with the penetrating element; and, as a

curious corroboration of its deleterious influence on animal substance, the organic
remains are fewest in number, as well as in the worst state of preservation, in those

groups and strata of the formation which are the most deeply tinged with the dis-

colouring solution. The grey flagstones of Strathmore, and the yellow sandstone

scries of Cromarty and Dura Den, are accordingly rich in specimens of their

respective flora and fauna of the period ;
but comparatively few of either are

traceable in the more deeply reddened strata and coarser conglomerates of Ross and

Sutherland.

The external characters of the formation, in its various localities, are thus too

well-marked to need any minute description of its mineral constituents. Taken in

the mass, it has been estimated at ten to fifteen thousand feet in thickness, presenting
a succession of sandstones, alternating with subordinate layers of sandy shale, thin

dark-coloured tilestone, and beds of impure concretionary limestone. The calcareous

rock is termed cornstone ; it is almost destitute of organic remains, and is of little

use as a limestone. While fine-grained strata, as well as conglomerates, are found

in all parts of the series, in the lower, middle, and upper divisions, it may be con-

sidered, as already stated, the general law in their order of superposition, that the

coarser beds all lie nearest the great mountain ranges, and that the finer and softer

ones take their positions successively more sea-ward. The Sutherland, Caithness, and

northern portions of the formation, which are densely clustered round the primary

series, are for this reason not only the coarsest in mass, but the oldest in age and of

the greatest extent in vertical thickness. Coul Beg, Coul More, and Suil Veinn, on

the north-western coast of Ross-shire, and resting uncouformably on a bed of gneiss,
form tiiree immense insulated hills of about three thousand feet high. The hills of

sandstone here are of every variety of aspect round, conical, ridged, or serrated.

They are sometimes isolated, sometimes in a prolonged range, with naked and pre-

cipitous rocky faces of a thousand feet in depth, and with an aspect often as rugged
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as that of the mountains of Skye. The sandstone in some localities constitutes the

entire mass of the mountain ;
in other places it is observed to rest on granite or

gneiss at a considerable altitude, and in not a few of the mountains of Ross and

Sutherland it is found only on their summits. The stratification is in general dis-

tinct Where the angle of inclination is low the strata are thin and equal,

a schistose flaggy structure, and exhibiting on the summits of the

a* the two Ben Derigs in Durness, an even surface resembling a pave-

ment of loosened tiles ;
but where the angle of inclination becomes considerable,

the diaiMifiiMM* of the stratification diminishes, and wherever it assumes the vertical

position the divisions of the beds are scarcely recognisable, the rock acquiring the

aspect of some granites or gneiss, into which it seemingly graduates, being split into

prismatic or angular fragments. Looking from an elevated summit over these

northern sandstone districts, composed of so many insulated mountains which are

capcd in one place, encircled round their base at another, and here and there accom-

panied with broken fragments of the formation, it is impossible to resist the con-

dusiou that the whole country has once been covered with a united stretch of sand-

stone, all now abraided and washed away, the harder portions remaining like pillars

of gigantic masonary, and the deep gorges of the rivers showing the still older and

more enduring foundations on which they rest. The extreme depth of this deposit,

as far as it can now be discovered, may be measured by the Kea Clock in Ross-

shire, a mountain of nearly three thousand seven hundred feet, or as high as Ben
Crnacban of the primary system, where the strata are nearly horizontal, and
extend from the summit to the base, which dips into the sea. The detached por-
tions which occupy the shore indicate the subaqueous range and connection

;
and in

viewing its relations to the islands of similar formation, Dr. M'Culloch justly infers

that the large intervals now occupied by the sea were once parts of a continuous
tract of land.

Southward of the Grampians, the beds thin out, and become more slaty and
fissile in their texture. This is the general character of the sandstones in Strath-
more and the basin of the Tay, in Strathearn, and Menteith; while in Roxburgh

Dumfries shires they are generally more flaggy and composite in their mineral

lualitiea. Mottled bands of a purple and fawn-coloured shale, and though close-

plained yet extremely friable, are not unfrequently interspersed ; as near Auchter-
the environs of Crciff, and the high ridges 'that slope westerly to Callendar.

* nppcr beds of the middle series there occurs a well-marked stratum of
and an excellent building-stone, which is dotted all over with whitish
tries! form. These spots generally inclose a dark centrical nucleus of the
n pea, and owing to which, whether of animal or metallic origin, the

has been occasioned. While the highest portions of the

ege into, and are scarcely distinguishable from, the sandstones of

, either in mineral texture or colour; those, again, of the lower

ibly graduate in many places into the crystalline primary rocks
repose, the altered sandstone being fused into quartz-rock by
This form of the sandstone occurs in various places near the. * ^f L++.O ivi tcuivsua jiiivv

. jiiu.1. inv/

Jrampians, in Glenshee, at Cally Bridge, and near Dunkcld,
t with the mica-slate and limestone, and has been generallybed as belonging to these formations.*

Jour. No. 30, p. 126.
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The geographical range of the formation is of great extent, being largely deve-

loped in every quarter of the globe. It forms vast areas in Russia and Central

Europe, in Siberia and Tartary, along the flanks of the Himalayas and upper plains

of India ;
it likewise extends over large portions of Australia, the boundless deserts

of Africa, whence their arid sands are mainly derived; and in North and South

America it is no less abundantly distributed. In Scotland, this rock deposit ranks

next in extent to the gneiss the largest of the primary scries and covers nearly
5000 square miles of surface, of which about a half lies to the north of the Gram-

pians. The organic remains are nearly the same in every region, the same species

inhabiting the ocean at one and the same time, in India as in Russia, in Scot-

land as in Africa and South America. As far as the researches of geologists

have yet extended, the collections of fossils from the Scottish deposits are more

numerous, as well as diversified in genera and species, than those of any other

country, perhaps than all the rest of the collections put together. This shows

how much has still to be done in this department of geology what spoils may yet
be gathered from the buried dead of past ages what trophies have still to be

won to the science over these immense fields of research.

The topographical features of the old red sandstone district are in general
varied and irregular; if in hills, rising in easy undulations, or swelling into round

conical tops ;
in the plains, where the strata lie flat, the scenery is generally of great

richness and amenity, the fields fertile and covered with the finest loams
; Avhere,

debouching from the mountains or girdling the sea-coast, the glens, valleys, and

lochs are diversified with every species of simple beauty and wild grandeur
the leaping cascade, the rushing torrent, the gentle river, having each their appro-

priate places in the heights and hollows of this friable formation. The picturesque

character of the valleys of the Jed, Rule Water, Teviot, and Tweed, is derived from

its precipitous cliffs worn by the rivers in the course of ages. The Crig-iip Linn, the

deep pools of the Nith, the Falls of the Clyde, the romantic shores of Largs, the

Cumbraes, and Rothsay, are all cut and moulded on the same variegated flesh-

coloured sandstone. The Ochils and Sidlaws may be regarded as the type of its

hilly or general physical features, along with their numerous valleys and ravines ;
of

which the more remarkable are Glen-eagles, Glen-farg, and Dura Den in the

former, and in the latter the Dens of Balruddery, Rossic, and Baliggarny, which

either cut through or open upon the strata of the middle and upper series.

It were endless to enumerate the many remarkable places and admired scenes

formed in this rock, where it flanks the southern ridges of the Grampians, lines the

trough of the Great Canal, or fringes the coast from the Spey to Dunnet Head,

and from Cape Wrath to Loch Carron ;
sometimes rising into mountains two and

three thousand feet high, or broken into shelving precipices and fissures of extra-

ordinary grandeur, or hollowed into bays and caves by the unceasing action of the

billows. The Orkney Islands, sixty-seven in number, are chiefly composed of the

old red sandstone, and, agreeing so closely in external aspect and mineral structure

with the general features of Caithness, there is little doubt of their having formed

at no veiy remote period a continuation of the mainland. Nor may it be unin-

teresting to remark, as a curious illustration of the wide diffusion of the forma-

tion in every district of Scotland, that the ancient monasteries, with scarcely an

exception, are chiefly constructed of this rock, from the circumstance perhaps

of their lying in the immediate vicinity, or of being built directly over the con-

venient and easily excavated materials.

I
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The OROAKIC REMAINS of the old red sandstone would require, of themselves,

crcral chapters of description. It has been termed the "Fish Period/' so abun-

dant and curious are the fossil specimens preserved of it. Nothing, however, beyond

a simple outline of their general features, and the more remarkable localities in

which they arc found, can be given according to the necessary limits of our sketch.

There are four great divisions or natural orders of fossil fishes, as admitted

by geologists, distributed in the several systems of rocks which compose the

earth's crust The latest classification is that of M. Agassiz, in the Poissons

FouUft, the standard authority in fossil ichthyology ;
and where, proceeding upon

:hc characters of the scales and plates, the following orders are described : 1. The

Placoid, or broad-plated scale. 2. The Ganoid, or shining scale. 3. Ctenoid, or

nomh ahtprd scale. 4. The Cycloid, or marginated scale. Now these different

orders are not promiscuously huddled together in the rocks of the earth, but have

each their distinct positions in the vertical arrangement of the fossiliferous strata,

and aenre to characterise the formations with which they are connected. Generally

speaking, the two former orders belong to the older secondary formations, and the

two latter to the newer secondary and tertiary series. And so, according to the

geological chronometer, were the successive periods of their introduction upon the

stage of organic "life. But, besides the form of the scales, the two divisions of these

natural orders are no less remarkably distinguished by the qualities and form of the

inner akeietoo. The fishes, for example, of the present age are arranged into two

great chutes, the cartilaginous and osseous. To the former belong our existing

ray, sharks, and sturgeons; the latter include the cod, herriug, and salmon

families. In the cartilaginous class, the internal framework is soft, destitute of

fibre, and contains scarcely a trace of calcareous matter
;
while the osseous tribes,

on the other baud, arc constructed internally of true bone, like that of birds and

quadrupeds, and which consists of a fibrous texture and of great hardness. But, as

if to make up for any deficiencies in strength and firmness arising from the carti-

lage, nature gave to ail the creatures of this class, in geologic times, a strong
gtarnal armiture of hard caseous scales, coated with enamel, and capable of the

grwltal endurance. The head sometimes consists of pure naked bone. The
skeleton in all of than extends to die extremity of the tail, and hence termed
Hftrrocercal or nncqually-lobcd, whicli serves to distinguish them from the two last

rdersas well M -existing races with an osseous skeleton, whose tail-fins are Homo-
rr equally-lohcd ; and thus covered cap-a-pie, over the length and breadth of

B body, the placoids and ganoids of the ancient seas were admirably suited to the
id condition of the clement in which they were placed. The ganoid order

> pwrwKng type of the old ml sandstone. They are nearly all of a family,
fturoids, M possessing in many respects a reptilian or lizard caste of organi-

Jc are thick and bony, often two or three inches broad, and com-
r curiously interlocked arrangement, artistically mailed upon each

tons of so early a period are recovered often in a state of perfecta colour, enamel, and freshness even finer than those of auy succeeding

beonrj of the Swiss naturalist, whereby he finds all the important
stuns to harmonise with the scales and dormal covering is of

i
geology. Without it, indeed, no other trustworthy

could have been found. The system of Cuvier, as applied to

i-rocecds upon their internal characters, combined
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with the form and disposition of the fins, could have been of little or no use

where the skeletons of fossil species are seldom detected in any considerable

portions, and where the teeth, spines, and other fragments, though obtained

in abundance, afford too imperfect data for arrangement. The skin, on the other

hand, with all its scales and plates so remarkably preserved, is the organ which

indicates not only important anatomical and functional distinctions, but also shows

the relation of every creature of earth, air, or water, to the element in which it

moves. Accordingly, as Cuvier, by means of a single bone, and often by the

fragment of a bone, was enabled to detect the order and genus to which it

belonged, and thereby to produce his wonderful restoration of the huge monsters

of Montmartre and the tertiary epoch, where every part fitted so precisely to its

place, so has Agassiz, by the aid of a solitary plate or scale, carried us back among
the earliest creations of the deep, demonstrated the several orders to which they

belonged, and pointed out the habits arid conditions under which they flourished.

Some were suited to muddy bottoms, some rejoiced in clear blue waters, some were

herbaceous, and others carnivorous, armed with teeth and claws capable of breaking
the hardest substances. The palceocarcinus, or lobster of Balruddery, was several feet

in length ;
the cephalaspis, or seraphim of Glammis and Carmylie, consisted of a

head of naked bone, nearly three times the size of the body ; and the phyllolepis, or

leaf-scaled fish of Clashbennie, was covered with enamelled plates of the enormous

dimensions of half a foot in diameter. Such researches, and especially discoveries so

minute, correct, and interesting, exalt the science with which they are connected,

and show principles of investigation worthy of our closest study, which can still,

at this remote distance of time, detect the surprising methods and analogies of

Nature in these beautiful and enduring tissues of her earliest works. The ways of

the Almighty in all ages are one and the same : the greatest diversity combined

with the greatest harmony -everything adapted to its place in the scale of being,

and all illustrative, in the most eminent degree, of divine wisdom and foresight.

The districts in which these interesting organic remains have been most

abundantly found are the counties of Caithness, Sunderland, Ross, Inverness,

Nairn, and Elgin, and, perhaps, most richly of all, in the Orkneys near Strom-

ness. The central district of Strathmore, included betwixt the Grampians
and Sidlaws, is next the most distinguished for the varieties and numbers of its

fossil treasures. The Carse of Gowrie, Dura Den, and Stratheden in Fifeshire,

are no less remarkable for the abundance of specimens imbedded in their strata.

The border counties, and other localities of the formation, have as yet yielded

them in small quantities, sufficient enough for identifying the deposit but

not to claim for them any separate description. Ichthyolites, or fragments

of the bones of fossil fishes, are abundant in the sandstones of Caithness and

Cromarty, and other localities in Scotland, but shells are rare
;
while in Devonshire,

and other parts in England, testaceae and crustaceans arc abundant. The geogra-

phical distribution of the old red sandstone, now referred to, may be considered as

nearly as possible corresponding with the geological divisions into the lower, middle,

and upper series
; and, therefore, as the most characteristic of the fossils belonging

to each series, it may suffice to notice those which are the prevailing types of

their several districts.

1. The northern district, which contains so large a development of the lower

series of the formation, is remarkable for four genera of fossil fishes, of the ganoid

order, namely, the astcrolepis, osteolepis, coccostcous, and pterichthys. The first
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is found in the Orkneys, in a state of almost perfect preservation, and is the largest

of all the genera belonging to the period. It is variously estimated, according to

it* ablest historian, Mr. Hugh Miller,* from eight, ten, to even twenty-three

feet in length, resembling, in all its equipments of bulk and strength, the

sword-fishes, sturgeons, and sharks of our present seas. The scales are round,

large, and divided into grooves, radiating from the centre of the organ. Hence

the term asterolepis, or the star-scale fish. The cranial buckler Tvas large

and flat, in some specimens about eight inches in length by six in breadth,

traversed by three slightly elevated ridges, and in size might have furnished

a substitute for the frontal bone of an elephant, or the largest of existing

crocodiles. The under jaws were furnished with two rows of teeth, the one row-

small and densely set, the other thinly set, but very large, bent and twisted, and,

after the reptilian type, were laterally fenced with two sharp-cutting edges. The

opcrcules and hyoid bones were likewise of great size and massiveness, the former

thickly studded with star-like tubercles, and the divisions of the arch of the latter

resembled those of a small Gothic window, in which the central nmllion parts

into two branches at top. As with these, so with all the other portions of the ossi-

fication of this earliest vertebrate type of the lower old red, every bone, plate, and

membrane being exactly suited for their place, and of the finest and most admirably
formed structure. Belonging to the highest division of the animal kingdom, the

asterolepis all of whose organs of sight, smell, hearing, and taste, are so delicately

preserved in the matrix of the rock demonstrates a high style of organisation;

showing that nature, in these morning days of existence, did not first fashion the

minute and imperfect, whence were gradually eliminated the larger and more com-

plicated structures of progressive animal life, but created at once models of the

highest kind and of the fullest dimensions. No theory of development, from the

little to the great, from the simple to the more perfect, from a condition of semi-

animate to the higher states of functionary action, can be maintained on the

paleontology of the old red sandstone. This single witness from the deep over-

throws the whole baseless fabric on which the Vestiges of the Natural History of
Creation" rests its preposterous assumptions, and shows the theory to be as devoid

of any foundation in science as it is repudiated by the feelings of our moral nature.

TTiere is no progression. There is no transmutation from family into family, in all

that exists in the underlying Silurian rocks, so as to give anterior geologic lineage,
on a lower scale, to this earliest example of the succeeding Devonian System. The

stcrolcpis moves as independently, and individually, in its orbit of animal life as

the stars in their courses; the nebular and development hypothesis are equally
unsupported by fact, and by the revealed law of creation.

The remains of this remarkable fish are found in the greatest abundance in the
sandstones of Orkney, near Stromncss

; in some of the beds they are so numerous
literate all traces of the rock itself; and their mode of preservation is no less

ular, presenting an instance of Nature's embalming which surpasses all the most
1 manipulations of the chemist, and as simple as it is perfectly conservative of

J plate, scale, tooth, and bone, in their original integrity. The substance of the
itself seems to be the only element employed in the preparation. The

1 matter has been converted into a dark-coloured pitchy mass, resembling
wm, or coal-tar, and which, thickly enclosing the body, has subserved equally

Foot-Prints qf the Creator.
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the purposes of shroud and coffin. It possesses the consistency as well as tenacity

of wax, and has been used as a substitute. And thus steeped in the residue of its

own blood, muscle, and flesh, the skeleton of the asterolepis, of the size of a por-

poise, and whose age in the geologic scale the years of human reckoning cannot

number, is again restored in all its enamelled polish and beauty, not a bone dis-

placed nor an organ disfigured.

The pterichthys and coccosteous are more abundant than the former; so

characteristic, indeed, of the series, as to be obtained in every locality of its northern

range at Cromarty, Gamrie, Lethen-bar, Seatcraig, Altyre, Tynet-burn, and the

Dipple on the Spey. Some of the finest specimens are found in nodules and a con-

cretionary limestone, which have served as a better matrix than the oxidized sand-

stone; every part of the body, internal and external, the stornach and its contents

undigested, even the pebbles and grains of sand intermixed with the food, are all

there, to attest the form and the instincts of creatures of which there are no existing* O

analogues. They are considered to be true fishes, though more resembling crusta-

ceans from their thick bony envelopes. They are covered with nearly the same

number of plates, differently disposed on the head and carapace. The tail in both

is long, and belongs to the homocercal or equi-lobate structure ;
thus indicative of

an osseous skeleton, and the cause, perhaps, of the perfect preservation of so much
inner integument. The coccosteous derives its name from the berry-like tubercules

which dot its plates, being the Greek compound (kokkos, a berry, and osteon, a bone)
for the descriptive term. It differs from the pterichthys, besides in the number and

disposition of the plates, in having a less elongated head, and the absence of arms

or winged appendages, which are so characteristic of the pterichthys as to serve for

its generic appellation. Hence the name pteron, a wing, and ichthys, a fish. But

whether so curiously placed on the body for defence, or as aids to locomotion, or,

like the flying fish of modern times, to assist its elevation, for breathing purposes,

into the air, these organs of the pterichthys have not been pronounced upon by

palaeontologists. There are several species of both genera; and so abundant are

their remains, that the seas of the period must have been literally swarming with

them, pursuing their prey among the rocks and shallows of the waters which, in the

Silurian period, were occupied by the trilobites, the crustacean types of the age, as

the pterichthys and coccosteous were decidedly of theirs.

The osteolepis, more fish-like in its form and general structure, is also veiy

prevalent in the old red sandstone rocks. It was one of the earliest discovered

fossils in the Caithness beds, and received its name, under the classification of

Cuvier, in consequence of the osseous character of its scales (osteon, a bone, and

lepis, a scale) ;
but as all the coverings of the fishes of the period were of the sub-

stance of bone, the designation fails in some of its most remarkable peculiarities.

Nature, perhaps, has never formed any similar creature with an outer vesture so

brilliant in its colouring, compact in its arrangement, and enduring in its texture,

as that in which she arrayed this early specimen of her marine workmanship.

Combining the lightness and agility of the feathered tribes, there was the hard,

impenetrable coat-of-mail over every organ, membrane, and spot of the body,

which so remarkably distinguishes the sluggish tortoise and cheloniaus of the

present time. The covering of the fishes already noticed consisted of detached

plates, which met at the edges of each other, and were united like the sutures in the

bones of the human skull, forming a uniform envelope round the entire body of the

animal, and thus better adapted for strength than for symmetry or flcetness. But
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the osteolepis the scales arc arranged alongside each other, like the bricks in a

wall disposed in regular rows, and joined in a manner calculated at once to afford

imrtectionto the internal parts, and to suit the flexures of the body while m motion.

fi dirisions of the head are all composed of pure naked bone, and brightly

enamelled. The teeth formed part of the jaws, not set in sockets, nor rising out of

the fleahv cartilage. The fins and tail consisted of the same substance, hard, shining,

enamelled bone; the rays of these organs were as numerous and thickly set as

the feathers in the wing of a bird. The scales were all of bone, coated with enamel,

and glistened like plates of gold. Thus every portion of the osteolepis was enveloped

in a network of bone, elaborated into every shape and form of organic structure,

and after subserving the purposes of animal life ages ago, the whole remain

undisplaccd and entire, as an evidence of the beautiful diversities and wonders

of Creation.

2. The middle group of the old red sandstone covers nearly the entire district

lying between the Grampians and the Ochils, and consists of conglomerate,

micaceous slaty bands, cornstone, tilestone, arenaceous marls, and thick beds of

grey and flesh-red sandstone. The cephalaspis and holoptychius are the vertebrate

remains that chiefly characterise the group. The relics of the cephalaspis are

exceedingly abundant, and are very widely dispersed in the series, but are found

most numerous, as well as in the best state of preservation, in the marls and tile-

stone. The cephalaspis, or buckler-headed fish, derives its name from the great

sue of this organ, being about three times the size of the body, and from its being

covered with a buckler or shield. The shield consists of one large plate, of a

lamellar structure and crescent-like form, which terminates in two long projections,

or pointed horns. The other plates of the head are united into one osseous case ;

awl the whole consisting of hard bone, protected by equally hard enamelled scales,

this fish, though never found above a foot in length, must have proved no easy

capture to its prcdaceous cotemporarics. The scales of the body formed elevated

bands, and the rays of the fins were covered by the membrane which everywhere
surrounds them, while the entire skeleton was wrapped in bony plates, so arranged
as to join or overlap each other. The fossil specimens, accordingly, are very

entire, and are lifted out of the rock, as if their interment had been but yesterday.
The quarries of Carmylic, Glammis, and Balruddery are the most noted places for

the relics of this remarkable genus, hundreds being disinterred within an area of a

few square yards ; and resembling, as they strongly do, from their cephalic shield,

the trilobitcs of the Silurian seas, they appear to have been equally abundant with

that most prolific race, and to have constituted, like them, the most singular race

of their time.

The holoptychius, or the wrinkled-scale fish, belongs to a family allied on the

one hand to the true finny tribes, and on the other hand, particularly in its denti-

tion, to the order of reptiles. The scales arc nearly circular, rough, and corrugated
in ridges, with waving furrows intermediate, and are sometimes two inches in

length, by an inch and a half in breadth. The plates covering the head have a

dotted, shagreen surface. The teeth are double set, the one set long and slender, the
)ther consisting of the sauroid or reptilian conical form, of great density. The head
m comparatively small, forming in this respect a remarkable contrast to that of
the cephalaspis : from the position of the mouth it required to turn on its back
while striking its prey ; the fins arc large and distantly placed ;

and thus encase:!
aB orcr in scalo-cnamellcd plates, articulated and mortised after the strongest
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and most flexible fashion, the holoptychius and cephalaspis were not unequally
matched for either attack or defence. The largest specimen yet found of the

genus measures thirty inches in length by twelve in breadth. It is also the first

that was found. We well remember the date a bright autumnal day in 1839

having visited the quarry of Clasbennie, in search of relics, only the day before

its discovery; but returned richly loaded with remains of other genera

namely, scales of the glyptosteus, phyllolepis, and glyptolepis ; all abundant in the

same beds, and all described and named in the monograph of M. Agassiz.

Of the crustacean family the fossil relics as yet detected in the old red sand-

stone are very rare. Any that have been found were restricted to the English rocks,

until a huge specimen was cast up in the Den of Balruddery. Several specimens of

the Calymene Sternbergii and a Brontes signatus, both allied to the trilobites of the

Silurian period, were the only forms of the order belonging to the Devonian deposits.

Fragments of "
petrified seraphim" had been long familiar to the quarrymen in For-

farshire a name applied by them to portions of the shell or case of a crustacean, from

their fancied resemblance to the conventional figures of cherubim as seen on tomb-

stones. Some fragments had likewise been found in the Ludlow rocks, and figured

by Murchison, in the Silurian System, as the pterygotus problematicus the pro-

visional name assigned by Agassiz. It is described in Mantell's Wonders of Geology*
as a eurypterus ;

and at the British Association, which met at Edinburgh in 1834,

the fragments of the creature there presented went under the more euphonious

cognomen of the edotea. The specimen found at Balruddery, embracing almost every

organism of the body, and presenting at ouce to the common observer a most

striking resemblance to the lobster, enabled the Swiss naturalist to determine its

order, genus, and species, as the palaocarcinus alatus, or the old-winged lobster.

The carapace, claws, and flaps, are all in the most perfect state of preservation,

ornamented externally with circular and elliptical markings, which give them an

imbricated or scaly appearance. The projections of the claws are finely developed,

terminating, the larger in sharp points or hooks, and the smaller in enamelled plates

like the nails of the human hand. This magnificent specimen now enriches the

cabinet of Lord Kinnaird, at Rossie Priory, and occupies in its different portions ten

or twelve drawers. When the portions are combined, this inhabitant of the rocks

and seas of ancient Gowrie appears to have measured from five to six feet in length,

and, from the great size of the shell or covering, the body might at least have

been two or three feet in circumference. Along with innumerable fragments of

the lobster, the Den of Balruddery abounds in fossil remains of various kinds :

annelides, shells, wings of pterichthys, heads uncountable of cephalaspis, and, as

described by Agassiz, portions of the parexus recurvus and clematius reticulatus.

The same bed of rock extends into the Den of Rossie, where the search

has resulted only as yet in the discovery of vast numbers of curious concretionary

nodules, resembling shells, and of which an elaborate account has been given by
M. Parrot in describing similar bodies (les pierres d'Imatra}, and which he affirms

to be des mollusques petrifices, sans coquilles. The nodules occur in great numbers

in Elland Water, near Melrose, and are regarded in that land of romance as "fairy

stones
;

"
they are of a spherical form, more or less flattened, generally consist of

laminae, are from half an inch to an inch in diameter, and, whether they are organic,

or simply concretions, as Sir David Brewster thinks, formed by the dropping of

* Vol. JL p. 760.
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water holding in solution earthy particles
which cohere on evaporation; the nodules

impart a singularly striking appearance to the surface of the rock, and call back

the imagination to a time when the sandstone constituted the silt of a sea-margin,

whose waters, filled with so many curious forms of organic life, have long since

.

About a mile to the westward, in the charmingly wooded dell of Baliggarny,

ocean the overlying bed of the mottled sandstone, so full of spots and blotches,

which stretches 'over great part of the Carse of Gowrie, the southern bank

of the Tay, and several places in Stratheden, dipping under the Lomonds at Glen-

vale. The spots are generally spherical, the transverse section forming a circle

rarring from a quarter of an inch to nearly a foot in diameter, and in the centre of

the spheres there is generally a small pea of metallic oxide, to which the iron diffused

through the stone seems to have been transferred. In accounting for the origin of

flifai. spots, Dr. Fleming has suggested that they are owing to the presence
"
prob-

ably of some vegetable or animal organism, the decomposition of which exercised a

limited influence on the colouring matter of the surrounding rock/' In corrobora-

tkra of this view, two specimens have been found with the scale of a holoptychius in

the middle of the white spot, one of which is in the possession of the writer, and the

Other in that of David Milne, Esq.; in whose Geological Account of Roxburghshire

the author advocates the theory of a chemical process, holding that the formation of

these blotches belongs to " the same class of phenomena as the blanching process

which takes place along the sides of fissures or cracks in the old red sandstone

rock," and where there is generally a larger development of metallic incrustations,

having very l>eautiful dendritic forms. The chemical analysis of the spot, as com-

parcd with the red rock, yields something in support of both theories, and is not

determinate as to either. Thus, in the spot, the iron is changed from a peroxide
to a protoxide,* which in the red stone exists as a peroxide ;

and again, in the

pot, there is a trace of phosphoric acid, whilst there is none in the general body of

the rock, and may have Urn derived from the phosphate in the scale or other

organisms. Assuming the organic theory as affording the readiest means of pro-

ducing the discolouration, from the infinite numbers of both vegetable and animal
bodies floating in the Devonian seas, the organic matter containing phosphoric or

carbonic acid, it is supposed, tacame gradually decomposed, and the acid, set free,

uabiiiul with a portion of the iron to form a protoxide, and thus discharged the
red colour. The metallic nucleus, which is of a dark bluish colour, and finely
contrasts with the ml and white of the rock, it may be also observed, generally
hears a proportion to the size of the spheres ; thus showing a correspondence between
the two, whether as cause or rilivt, whether the influence was discharged outwardly
Aon the centre or attracted inwardly from the circumference, and in either mode
jonfirmative of the organic hypothesis. The sandstone extends a considerable way

)en of Baliggarny, when it abuts against the amygdaloidal trap which has
thrown the strata into the perpendicular; at the point of junction, the sandstone is

ombinmjr with oxygen, combine with different proportions of it, and these t-ombi-

ty to the u*ual law of chemical attraction, giro rise to compounds having very

P -"^
Mtmh> trough whicl1 anJ metallic substance is diffused, there are

orrwpondinjf with the proportions in which the oxygen is united to

ijss
the oxide formed by the first degree of oxidation, and the

the htghnt degree of oxidation : the black coloured oxide of iron, as the

oxygen and the red coloured stone about 33, i 100 parts.
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converted into a pure quartz or flinty schist, while the trap becomes insinuated between

the beds, and welded to them by the strong fusion of heat. The interest of the

section here is greatly heightened by the vast overlying mass of the plutonic matter,

intending several hundred feet along the uptilted edges of the sandstone strata,

and displaying as perfect a profile view of the intermixture of eruptive and sede-

mentary rocks as curiosity or science can desiderate. The student, in his pursuits,

raivly has the good fortune of seeing these junctions, as they most frequently occur

upon inaccessible sea-shores, or lie concealed under too great depth of soil, or have

not emerged to the surface in sufficiently extended sections.*

This beautiful den, with its sweeping row of flower-covered villas at the entrance,

possesses attractions enough in itself to repay a visit, whether by naturalist, botanist,

or geologist ;
nor will the artist fail in his object should he see it as we last saw it,

in a bright autumn noon, as the rays of the sun streamed through the densely-tinted

foliage, and fell upon rivulet, rock, trees, and startled deer, producing the most
beautiful effects of light and shade, and lighting up a scene which the pencil may
trace, but will ever fail to impress in all its vivid beauty upon the canvass. The

accomplished authoress of the Queens ofEngland and Scotland humorously remarked
on the occasion,

" that even geology could be made interesting were it found only
in such delightful places;" in front the vista is no less delightful, where the eye

reposes on the richest and most spacious of those river-basins which constitute so

much of the physical frame-work of Scotland the lordly Tay.
3. And other " such delightful places" do often meet the geologist on his way,

whether he has to cross broad rivers, or scale rugged mountains, or tread wastes of

sand to meet them. Dura Den, in Fifeshire, is one of these, a deep winding
ravine formed in the upper series of the old red sandstone. The rock on both sides

presents a precipitous face, in some parts nearly 200 feet in height, and rising

behind into finely-wooded hills of 500 or 600 feet of the formation. Entering the

Den from the north, a cornstone at Craigfoodie, a conglomerate at Osnaburg, and

a grey, reddish sandstone near the church all of the middle series arrest the

attention, and will reward the inspection of the inquirer. The sandstone strata

immediately change in dip, colour, and texture, when he will find himself among
the newest or upper series, which are of all hues and dyes, the white-yellowish pre-

vailing, and hence it has been termed the YELLOW SANDSTONE. The qualities are

as various as the colours, consisting, in the lower beds, of beautifully white, hard

building stone, which is succeeded by thin layers of ferruginous marls, terminating
in thick bands of coarse sandstone. The fossil remains are chiefly confined to the

middle parts of the series, the beds immediately beneath and above the clay

marls. They are found all on the western side as well as in the bed of the stream,

which, in the course of ages, appears to have been the principal agent in scooping
the ravine. Five or six genera of vertebrate fossils have been described and named

* All the strata of the middle series occur in the vicinity of Perth, and extend in great thick-

ness nlong the left bank of the Tay by Scone and Lethendy. It may not be out of place to notice

here that the celebrated "coronation stone of Scone," now in Westminster Abbey, is formed of

this rock, and not, as antiquaries sav, of "
merbyl." We have examined a splinter of it, wher.

"
the stone" was wickedly fractured during the fitting-up at Westminster in 1838. It is unques-

tionably a bondjide specimen of old red sandstone. The colour, texture, and granular qualities
are identical with those of the sandstone of which Scone Palace is built. And whether, as the

legend affirms, originally from Egypt or the Holy Land, true it is, that the now existing emblem
of Scottish independence is a veritable product of Scotland itself, dug from the same quarry or

bed of rock as that of which the modern palace is constructed. /.
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by M. Agassix, some entirely new, and others new species of genera found in other

of the lower and middle series. They consist of the following kinds :- -

Ml motor, Holoptychius Andersoni and Flemingii, Pamphractus Ander-

(the Pterichthyt hydrophUus of Egerton) ;
also Diploterus (new species), Dipteri;*

(new specie*), Glypticu* Dalgleisiana (new genus), and one or two not as yet named.

This remarkable deposit is, in many places, filled to repletion with these curio\i3

relics. A space of little more than four square yards, on a late occasion, when the

writer was present, yielded about a hundred fishes perfect in their outline, and an

many more in a fragmentary and broken state. The scales and fins are, in genera],

quite entire, the forms of the creatures often starting in their complete scaly

envelope from the matrix ; and the organisms being all enamelled and of a bright

pink-colour, the teeth and plates of the head fresh and unbroken, one can scarcely

direst himself of the idea that, instead of the innumerable series of geologic terms

to be counted, he is looking upon the creations of yesterday, the relics of living

things that had just ceased to breathe.

The yellow sandstone deposit extends east and west, from St. Andrews to the

Ckiah hills, occupying the valley of Stratheden, and dipping under the carboniferous

tjBttiii,
from which it is generally separated by overlying masses of trap. It forms

a belt of no great breadth, but is in many places of vast thickness. It is found in

several other localities in Scotland in Morayshire, Cromarty, Ayrshire, Arran, and

across the Channel, in Ireland. Its fossil treasures have nowhere been so abundant

as in Dura Den, which may be considered, in its palaeontology as well as mineral

qualities, the type of the formation.

What, in conclusion, it will now be asked, was the flora of a period so remark-

able far its development of animal life ? Nature everywhere delights in contrasts
;

and here the contrast is certainly very striking, if the measure of her vegetative

powers is to be taken from the few scanty relics of fuci and algse scattered through
the lower and middle series of the old red sandstone. Not a fragment of vegetable
nutter has anywhere been detected in the yellow deposit; but they exist in the

system at Parkhill, near Newburgh, Wormit Bay, Balruddery, Carmylie, and other

localities and all confined to the tilestone and grey micaceous flags of the middle

These remains are chiefly of the fucoid order, consisting of thin slender

diverging into numerous leaflets or fronds, and resemble the long boggy
that grow in our marshes and lakes. Sometimes they may be observed as

ft mere coaly film, at other times like small decayed branches of gnarled oak, and

covering often the surface of the rock, causing it easily to split into thin divisional

flagstones. In Orkney they likewise occur in the lower series, where some have
the anparance of the club-moss, thickly striated and tubercled ;

and one specimen
has been described as a fern, of the size of the moorworts and other smaller kinds, and
in uffioient preservation to show that it belonged to the terrestrial, not the marine

But if thus scanty in her vegetable productions during the Devonian age,
the period was at hand when the earth was to pour them from her teeming bosom

*** mo"*"*ucnt meaure, and in forms and sizes which tropical climates c:iu

nljr now present. Dura Dcu exhibits, in the closest juxtaposition, the wonders of

*>k *&* A step carries you from the one series of rocks to the other.

liversal, inconceivable change passes over the surface of the globe, the
i in greater varieties and in multiplied forms of animal life, the earth

Boding in trees of the amplest and loftiest dimensions; and, leaping
the stream, in this narrow dell, you pass the shadowy bourne which separates
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two of the oldest and most singular epochs in the world's history. The mighty
operation is marked on a small scale, though recorded in the most legible characters

a slight depression in the dip of the strata on the one side a few black lines

interspersed among stripes of white on the other side is the simple lithograph by
which Nature tells of energies whose products are mountains and valleys, new
terming lauds, seas swarming with the moving thing that hath life, and mineral

treasures enclosed for man's use and comfort, which time only can exhaust.

THE IGNEOUS ROCKS.

Before looking into the carboniferous system, now dawning into view on these

lithologic pages of our history, rocks of a different class require first to be noticed

in their due chronological order. These are the igneous products of the age we
have just been contemplating, that is, the period intermediate between the old red

sandstone and the deposition of the various materials of the coal formation. After

the strata of the former had been all collected and arranged over the bottom of the

Devonian seas, they were penetrated, hardened, and upheaved by vast masses of

molten matter issuing from below
; forming new ranges of mountains, as the Sidlaws,

Ochils, Pentlands, Eildons, and Cheviots, and convulsing, like a tumultuous sea, the

whole surface of Scotland, The evidence of the plutonic agency, as well as the

geologic era of its chief activity, is as clear and certain recorded in every way,

form, and character of physical truth as that of any event of ancient times with

n Inch the moral historian has to deal.

When we consider the masses of molten matter thrown up by volcanos in

modern times Vesuvius, about 3900 feet above the level of the sea, throwing out

fiery torrents over all its slopes, and filling up valleys through all their extent

Etna, nearly 11,000 feet high, and 63 miles in circumference at its base Teneriffe,

16,000 feet, and the whole island composed of volcanic matter the Kirauea, in

the Sandwich Islands, a mountain of 18,000 feet, and the entire island in which it

is situated, seventy miles in length and covering an area of 4000 square miles, a

complete mass of volcanic matter while, along the range of the Andes and in other

parts of the globe, there are, every day, in active operation, about two hundred

fiery cones ejecting matter in sufficient quantity to form mountains higher and more

massive than the largest in Great Britain ; these facts take away all antecedent

incredibility from the assumption of hills of only 2000 to 3000 feet high being the

product of similar agencies, and raised into position by similar internal forces.

But, to take an illustration nearer our own shores, Iceland may be referred to

as an example of volcanic action on the great scale. The whole of this island is the

product of recently extinct or of actually existing volcanic foci, which, within a few

fleeting years of man's duration and in modern times, have thrown out masses of

fused rock higher than the loftiest of the Grampians, and of sufficient depth to cover

the Scottish Highlands thousands of feet all over with mountain ranges of the igneous

formation. Iceland lies within the same terrestrial zone with Great Britain, situated

between 13 20' and 24 31' of west longitude, and between 63 23' and 66 33' of

"Orth latitude, and is consequently distant less than the island's own length, or about

~>00 tniles from the most northern point of land in Scotland. It is nearly one-

third larger than Scotland, being calculated to contain about 38,230 square miles.

Through its length and breadth Iceland has been convulsed, upheaved, and overrun in
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every part; and even now there is scarcely a district in which a human habitation

can be built, without the risk of being speedily overwhelmed with the fiery torrent,

or submerged in the yawning abyss whence it continually issues. Hecla, the most

celebrated of ita cones, is 5110 feet in height, and its circumference at the base is from

fiftrcn to twenty miles ;
steam and hot vapours are constantly arising from the central

peak ; the aide* are scarred by numerous ravines ; and, for nearly ten miles around,

the beautiful and fertile valley which formerly encompassed this famed volcano is

overflowed by its fiery flood, or buried under immense heaps of cinders, pumice, sand,

and ^W Vast numbers of small cones rise in every part of this lava plain, the

Boat remarkable of which is the Raudseldar, which has an oblong form, a crater

in the middle 180 feet deep and 840 feet in circumference, and is composed, as

the name implies, of small red half-melted stones. There are several chains of

BHmntMM which traverse the island, one of which is above 200 miles in length, and

whoae summits attain the great elevation of 5685 to 5927 feet. The dark lava sides

and linear arrangement of their rocky masses sufficiently attest their volcanic origin,

without the still more terrible proof given from time to time by the latent fires

within their bosom bursting forth in unexpected and most destructive eruptions.

The Skaptar Jokul was produced by one of these outbursts in 1783, a ridge now of

hard rock, 100 miles in length, 15 miles in breadth, in some places 600 feet high,

and of an average height of 300 feet. Several torrents of lava have issued, in very

THHBt times, upon a similar scale of magnitude, from a group of mountains situated

near the centre of the island, and whose deep recesses have never been explored,

partly from the superstitious fears of the natives to accompany travellers into these

demon-haunted regions, and partly from the extreme difficulty and danger that

have attended every attempt to penetrate into their shattered and rugged defiles.

The eruptions are descried at an immense distance, covering all the interior with

dense mates of smoke and ashes, and throwing out quantities of scoriae and pumice
so great as to cover the waves for many miles round the shores of Iceland. The

WMfrri1** themselves, with their snowy peaks, are seen at a distance of 100 to 150

miles ; and nothing surprises the voyager more, as he approaches the scene of these

volcanic operations, than the contrast exhibited between their scorched, dark-

coloured bases and the gleaming whiteness of their upper ridges ; the internal fires

aoiildiiiiig beneath, or casting out vapours and warm springs ; geysers leaping
more than 200 feet into the air, and in a column of water 200 feet in diameter, with

a. temperature of 154". These singular phenomena, accompanying the subterranean

agency, an found in all parts of the land, and at all elevations, sending up clouds of

team from amidst fields of perpetual ice. The very ocean that surrounds the coast

it not free from them, where, in the northern portion of the Breida Fiord, studded
with innumerable islands, the water in many places is sensibly elevated in tempenx-
ture by their action. The author of The History of Iceland says :

M Betveuu the snowy chains now described lies the great desert of Iceland, whose
unknown regions form the scene of many superstitious terrors to the natives; and,
indeed, the lonely and desolate aspect of this district can scarcely be exceeded by
any other region on the earth. Age after age, volcano on volcano, have poured
their atony floods over its surface, till it has become almost one black scorified field.

long tract* of volcanic sand, immense masses, torn from the neighbouring moun-
tain*, wide chasms, huge insulated fragments of lava, everywhere interrupt the

-
of the travcllcr/whilst the magnetic influence of the rocks renders the

\ a guide. Iu these wastes no springs of water refresh the sight :
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no bird, no beast, scarcely even a plant or humble moss relieves the tedium of the

journey, or expels the feeling of loneliness that weighs upon the spirit. Where the

internal fires have been most active, hills are tossed On hills in inextricable confusion,

of which even the tempestuous oceau furnishes but a faint image. In other quarters,

magnificent glaciers of green transparent ice occur, whilst the volcanic scoriae with

which they are often mixed exhibit a contrast, though one strikingly characteristic

of this land, where fire and ice seem ever conjoined, and yet ever contending for

the mastery/'
Such is Iceland : and what is thus occurring so near ourselves, in modern times,

lias occurred within our own borders in the remoter periods of the earth's history.

The island of Great Britain has passed through the same fiery ordeal, and been

convulsed in a similar manner. The craters whence its volcanic masses issued are

closed over, the peaceful abodes of fertile valleys, or the quiet retreats of deep
lakes. Isolated cones, as Moncrieff Hill, the Lomonds, and Arthur's Seat, mark

the lesser foci of their action, while the greater torrents constitute the more extended

ranges which characterise the midland and southern portions of Scotland. The

Sidlaws, Ochils, Pentlands, and Cheviots, as well as the Campsie, Kilpatrick, and

Renfrew hills, are nearly all composed of the same materials of rock
; they have

been ejected all within the same geologic epoch, and now constitute the firmest

foundations of our once agitated land the jokuls and volcanos of an era that has

long passed away.
The term TRAP has been applied to this class of rocks, from the German Trappa,

a stair, in consequence of the terraced or step-like elevations generally assumed by
the hills of the formation. They are known in Scotland by the name of whinstonc.

The generic term "
trap

"
includes porphyry, compact felspar, claystone porphyry,

greenstone, clinkstone, amygdaloid, basalt, trachyte, tuffa, and several varieties of

each. They are very widely diffused indeed, more so in their several places of

emergence to the surface than the rocks of any of the other systems. The hills,

neither so lofty nor bold in character as those connected with the primary system,
have the same geographical range across the mainland, running parallel to the

Grampians and Lammermuirs, and are equally characteristic as a great geological

division of semi-crystalline rocks. The Sidlaws, Ochils, and Campsie hills are the

principal seats of the trap formation in the central district ;
the Pentlands, Cheviots,

'

Eildons, and other outliers, show its leading features and extent in the southern

and border country. The Renfrew hills, of great extent and variety, mark the out-

going of the formation on the western shores, and which are to be considered as a

continuation of the Kilpatrick group, terminating at Dumbarton in a series of

beautifully wooded cones and lofty mural cliffs.

The various members of the series differ greatly in their general composition
and appearance. Although, from other circumstances, it is impossible to doubt their

common origin, there are members of the family which, if viewed in detached spe-

cimens, would be considered as possessing no relation or affinity to each other;

since even some of the proximate rocks present as little mineralogical resemblance

as lime <ond sandstone, slate and coal. They have been ejected at different periods

and after long intervals, and consequently have been modified by the circumstances

under which they were produced, the conditions of the sea-bottom over which they

were spread, and the character of the rocks through which the fused matter was

erupted. They are not lavas, which are sub-aerial products, and therefore light and

porous ; nor are they aqueous formations, whose materials have been deposited in
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wmtcr, and subjected gradually to its abrading influences. These rocks are the

reaolte of igneous fusion deep under the crust of the earth, and from their weight

and density, having parted with few of their elements in a gaseous state, have

fonhtloai been consolidated under strong pressure from above before reaching the

nrf*** of the waters. They are found in all positions, insinuating themselves not

only between different rocks," but between the beds and thinnest laminae of the same

rock, filling up rents and fissures, and, like a cement poured from above, overlying

and binding the whole in one mass. They contain no organic remains, and the

afrtw* of these, except in a few instances, while abounding in all the sedimentary

rocks through which they pass, is urged by geologists as a proof that the trap matter

has been forced from below in a melted state, whereby any organic bodies that

mingled in the heated mass have been destroyed. While occupying no fixed place

in the order of superposition, the traps are never disposed in layers, and exhibit

no lines of stratification. They are often composed of the fragments of other

rocks, agglutinated by a base of clay, as in the tuffa species, and each con-

siderably altered by the heat to which they have been exposed. Remarkable

changes are also produced upon all the strata in immediate contact with the traps,

especially with basalt and greenstone chalk being converted into flint, limestone

into chert, clay hardened into brick, and coal into coke, when it is deprived of its

bitumen, or the quality which renders it combustible as a fuel.

These and other appearances have justly led to the conclusion, that the trap or

hJMlomi formation is of igneous origin, and that all the hills of which it consists,

to which we are indebted for so much beauty and fertility now the abodes of peace
abundance once glowed with volcanic fire, and were actually molten with

Their mineral constituents may be briefly described, consisting essentially of

', hornblende, and augite, substances which also form those of the modern
volcanic rocks. The traps are very numerous in their specific characters, as well as

twy different in their external appearances, occasioned by the various combinations

of their simple ingredients, of which no two in the whole series will be found exactly
alike. The porphyries, of which there are several species, are all more or less corn-

poaed of felspar ; that is, an argillaceous paste, containing imbedded crystals of other

fctMMBa, There is generally a considerable quantity of iron diffused through
the eompoaiiion, which, in the state of an oxide, gives a reddish tinge to the aspect
of the rock, and thereby serves to distinguish the felspar porphyry easily from the
other members of the formation. The term porphyry was applied by the ancients
to rocks of a burnt red aspect, and susceptible of polish j

it is now applied to all

rocka having crystals imbedded in a base of other mineral composition. Thus granite
a porphyritic rock, having crystals of felspar and mica imbedded in a quartz base

;

t as the troe normal structure is best defined in the trap family, the term is

strictly applied to some of the varieties of this extensive series of
rocks. Claystone and clinkstone are essentially one and the same, the

I of felspar porphyritically arranged, but more generally in a loose

ion, and the latter being of such close texture and induration as to

wnid when struck with the hammer. The prevailing colour

-gry or a dark green, and while occasionally assuming a columnar
f great dimensions, there is no prismatic or geometric arrange-

in the form of the columns. Sometimes several colours occur
t varieties of the felspathic rocks, frequently showing beautiful dendritic
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delineations on the surface, as well as green and yellow spots, which are supposed
to be occasioned by the oxidation of copper disseminated through the rock. "Where

the spots are concentric round a dark-coloured nucleus, as frequently occurs,

the presence of some organic substance is now considered to be the cause of this

appearance, which, as not having been entirely dissipated by the heat, had chemically
acted in discharging the colouring matter within the parts affected. These spots,

like those in the dotted sandstone, are in some instances innumerable, occurring in

every part, even in the innermost recesses of the indurated mountain. If, as the

name and substance of the rock import, the porphyries were ejected over the sea-

bottom in the form of clay-mud, and not in a state of fusion, though expelled by
the inner fires, myriads of the smaller organic bodies, always abundant in the ocean,

would be inclosed in the moving mass, and necessarily occasion such changes or

phenomena as those in question. A bed of this claystone porphyry extends along

the Ochils, almost continuously for twenty miles
; appearing at the upper entrance

to Glenfarg, at Lumbenny, in the parish of Newburgh, the Mount-hill, near Cupar,
and at various intermediate places in the parishes of Moonzie and Kilmany Its

prevailing colour is brick-red or ash-grey, and is richly covered with the circular

yellow spots.

The other varieties of the trap family are of a more compound character, and con-

sist of several kinds of crystals, or portions of other rocks united in the mass. Green-

stone is of a granular texture, and generally of a dark green colour, ofwhich there are

two kinds, one composed of hornblende and felspar, and another of felspar and augite,

and in both, crystals ofquartz and olivine are often mixed. Basalt consists of the same

ingredients, united only in different proportions ; it is generally of a darker colour and

finer texture, and occurs in every form of tabular, globular, and prismatic concretions,

iu which the minerals are always so intimately blended that the whole appears as

one homogeneous mass. Amygdaloid, or the almond-shaped stone, from the form of

the nodules, consists of a basis of impure claystone, through which are dispersed

various nodular substances, as quartz, agate, chalcedony, calc-spar, and green-earth
or chlorite. This rock forms the matrix of all the finest varieties of the Scotch

pebble, where alternating zones of felspar, quartz, chalcedony, and heliotrope, fre-

quently occur in the same crystal. The amygdaloid sometimes passes into tuffa,

containing portions of nearly all the species of trap, from half an inch to a

foot in diameter; some of which are sharp and angular, and others rounded.

The whole mass strongly suggests the idea of a current of liquid lava which, as it

proceeded in its fiery course, embraced the various substances lying in its way,
both soft and concrete, and by the excessive temperature altered and modified their

composition. The remarkable vesicular character of this rock, as seen in Glenfarg,

Moncricff, and Kinnoul hills in Perthshire, and in the Castle-rock and other places

in Dumbartonshire the habitat of the beautiful zoolitic family of crystals has

clearly resulted from the expansive power of gases in the process of cooling, while

the substances now filling the cavities have, many of them at least, been introduced

since the induration of the rock.

While none of the class of rocks now described exhibit any distinct lines of

stratification, they nevertheless assume the appearance, in many places, of being

disposed in beds or masses separated at regular intervals, and extending over con-

siderable distances. Sometimes also they are arranged in layers, possessing more
or less of a homogeneous character, as of mud collected or poured over a horizontal

!

ottora. Hence "flcetz trap," and the opinion once prevalent of its Neptunian
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origin. But a closer inspection speedily dispels the illusion, and shows the apparent

stratified structure to be only partial.
The vast pressure of the ocean would

neoeMarily contribute to the distribution of the materials into parallel beds within

certain limit*, whether these materials were thrown out by submarine volcanos

or were accumulated in the sea, from the debris of other rocks, during their

interval* of repose. There might be repeated alternations of such beds, differing

more or lew in their ingredients, according as the successive eruptions were at

longer or shorter intervals from each other, or modified by the conditions of

the currents, and other causes concerned in their formation. The amygdaloidal,

and other vesicular varieties of trap, may be accounted for in like manner, where

the pressure from above would not only prevent the escape of their gaseous con-

stituents, but, by preserving the fluidity of the mass for a longer time, assist in the

secretion of their particles and tbe flattening of the cavities in which their beautiful

crystals arc lodged.

The phenomenon of VEINS, or dykes, forms an interesting feature in the history

of these rocks ; nor, in a theoretic point of view, is it the least remarkable feature

in this history, that, of all the varieties of trap, basalt and greenstone only are found

in this condition among the secondary formations, and, along with these, felspar

porphyry only among the primary. No reason can be assigned for this : geologists

hare attempted no explanation of the fact. The granite veins are composed of pure

granite, unmixed with foreign substances ; those of the trap as invariably consist

of felspar, basalt, and greenstone, in their purest and best characterised forms.

These dykes are very numerous over the northern division of the island, as well as

among the Grampians occurring in every position and diverging in every direction

elevating, disrupting, and indurating the rocks of every kind along their passage.

They traverse the district of Strathmore, five or six crossing the bed of the

Tay, betwixt Dunkcld and Perth, and running nearly parallel for twenty or thirty
miles in a south-westerly course. A well-defined instance occurs on the southern

slope of Norman's Law, traceable for miles westward by Glenduckie, Higham, and

Newburgh. There is another on the opposite ridge running behind Letham School-

home, near to Auchtcrmuchty, under the Roman road at Pitlour, and skirting west

by Damhcad to the Path of Condie. In Strathearn they may be observed, in various

places, rising above the sandstone, and forming mural ridges of disjointed tabular

masses, of considerable elevation. They are of frequent occurrence in every coal-

field, subserving the purposes of a wise providence, while regarded as troubles by

On the shores of the Frith of Clyde, trap veins are very numerous, particularly
Donoon in thr direction of Toward Point, where they cut the schist at right
s and are readily distinguished by their dark colour from the bright silvery
the slaty strata. In some instances portions of the schist are inclosed in the

the dyke. One near Hafton House is of a light greenish colour and

composed wholly of the fused schist itself, tbe quartz being the pre-
t of the mass. Another, several yards in breadth, may be observed

('artk-.lnU, projecting across the road into the waters
;

it is traceable for
the mountain, whose culminating point, the Bishop's Seat,

formed of the same vein. Here, on this beautiful coast, the student in
meets with examples of three successive systems of rocks, the

""1 the trap or igneous formation.' The schist belongs
enes, already described; it extends along the southern group of
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the CoAval hills, consisting of smooth rounded tops, and thereby forming a striking
contrast with the loftier and more rugged range of mountains which surround Lochs

Long, Goil, and Eck, and all composed of the mica-schist of the primary formation.

Xor Avill he fail to notice the close resemblance between the grauwake and Silurian

slates which environ the springs of the Clyde, in the mountains of Peeblesshire, and

tin' schistose beds through which its waters, after their long course, pass into the sea.

The eye can discern no difference either in colour, texture, or mineral ingredients.

But their lustrous purity, washed daily by the tide, may here well invite the closest

inspection, as their truncated edges, innumerable divisional planes, detached group-

ings, and variegated quartz veins exhibit, in the most perfect manner, every feature

and characteristic of the formation. This border-fringe of rock, one of Nature's

finest weaving, cannot fail even to arrest the attention of the health and pleasure

seeking visitors who resort in crowds to these lovely beaches; favourably contrasting

with the most elaborate productions of the neighbouring mart of manufactures, and

more than rivalling them in all the enduring qualities of tint, lustre, fineness of

texture, elegance, and massiveness of structure. These tufts of wild flowers, the

green pellucid waters, the long-tangled sea-weeds, the thousand sportive marine

creatures that continually flit and glance through their foliage, all conspire to form

a picture of rare excellency, and to every cultivated mind of the most attractive

interest.

The trap dykes are very numerous in the islands of Bute and the Cumbrays,

stretching into the Ayrshire coast : some of the dykes are very broad and much
elevated above the surface, and traverse the schist and sandstone in such a manner as

show the islands and mainland to have been once more closely united. They
constitute likewise one of the most marked features along the southern portion

of Arrau, where, until examined, they have all the appearance of artificial dykes
or breakwaters, fencing the land from the sea. They environ the coast, from

Brodick Bay on the east to Pladda on the south-west; and as they are of all

dimensions, from a foot to ten or twelve feet in breadth, and cross each other

in their innumerable intersections of the sandstone, often curved and twisted like a

coiled rope along the beach, there is no place where these curious concretions can be

studied Avith greater advantage, and where all their phenomena, on an accessible

basis, have been so completely developed. One upon a large scale indeed, the

largest and longest yet traced in Scotland is the great Hawick dyke, which, after

passing through part of Northumberland, enters the Cheviot hills, traverses the

south-western district of Roxburghshire, crosses the ridges to the south of Chesters,

and onwards to Hawick, where, in a continued course north-west by north, it bears

through the parishes of Wilton and Ashkirk to near the head of Ale "Water.

Upwards of thirty miles of uninterrupted direction over the surface is thus clearly

defined, intersecting the grauwake, the porphyry, the old red sandstone, and the coal

formation in its course, and maintaining throughout its homogeneous character and

qualities as an igneous outpouring from beneath. Indeed, there is no part of the

country, in any class of rocks, free from the intersection of these curious stone-floods

of trap, presenting an equal diversity of mass and mineral character Avith the strata

around, and forming an instructive example of the various channels of communication

Avith the interior of the earth.

The rocks now described are of different ages, and connected with different

geological systems. The oldest, or the porphyritic traps, are chiefly diffused among
the primary, Silurian, and Devonian systems. The greenstone, basalt, and wacke

ff
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in all their larger outbursts as hills and ridges, are generally limited to

the area of the coal-field. In the form of dykes they are of all ages, while in

their columnar and prismatic state they arc developed, on their grandest scale,

among the tertian' deposits of the western isles. The proofs of this order of suc-

mmicm are Irresistible. The upheaval of the older strata, dislocated, and resting

at all angles on the edges of the porphyries of the primary and secondary mountain

chains, dearly demonstrates that the plutonic agency was in vigorous operation

over the whole area of the stratified rocks thus affected. The porphyritic traps,

capped by these deposits, rose above the surface of the ocean, studding with innu-

merable islets and forming shallows over the northern portions of Scotland. The

coal measures, afterwards filling up the basins and estuaries thereby produced, were

and upheaved in like manner by a new eruption of fused matter the

greenstone, basalt, and breccia whose relative ages are determined by the circum-

stanoe that these forms of trap are localised within the area of the coal metals,

which hare been variously affected by their intrusion. Finally, as will be afterwards

shown, the alternation of the basalt with the leaf beds of the Isle of Mull, and the

identity of the columnar structure of the adjacent islands all lying within the area

of the oolitic and tertiary systems as clearly warrant the inference as to the com-

paratively late eruption of these singularly magnificent piles of igneous rock.

The analog}* and history of the trappean family might be extended through

England into France, where in both countries it can be shown that they arc

of the same relative ages from the primary to the secondary formations, from

the new red aandstonc to the chalk, and from the period of the chalk to the most
recent tertiary deposits. The Silurian rocks of "\Ynlcs are identical with those in

Normandy, and through both the porphyries have burst their way. The oolite,

wcalden, and chalk of the south of England find their types on the banks
of the Seine and the Loire ; and the trachyte of the one country is not

distinguishable in mineral qualities, nor different in subterranean effects,
from that in the other. The extinct volcanos of Auvergne, in central France,
bring down the narrative of these events to the verge of historic times, when the

Cantal, Pay de Dome, and other volcanic peaks, rose above lakes inhabited by
mammoths, dinothcriums, and other gigantic pachyderms, which have now no
generic type* on the face of the globe. The living fires of Etna and Vesuvius issue
from the same interior storehouse, act upon, and throw up the same kinds of

that reared the Alps, the Himmalayas, and the Andes. Thus the laws
nature may be demonstrated, in these eruptive agencies, to be one and the

n all times past and present; giving shape and contour to a planet whose
ty, diversity, and conveniences are as fixed and determinate as its convul-

I changes have been uniform, progressive, and beneficial; and evincing a
'ower guiding the movements of the most violent forces, to form a

of beauty, and harmony, and
fertility.

SYSTEM-HIE COAL MEASURES.

^The tertility of 1TO(i to above was never ^^ than during the
n hich we are now entering the period of gigantic

eoeedcil to an age when the internal fires were more than ordi-
wa everywhere pierced, upheaved and vast masses of
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volcanic matter were rolled over the surface, or piled into lofty mountain ranges.

Dr. M'Cnlloch has remarked, that, over the length and breadth of Scotland, every

square yard has been more or less affected by the trap-rocks, and the convulsive

movements which their intrusion occasioned. The class to which the older porphy-
ries belong constitutes one of the most widely-diffused systems over the area of the

ijlobc. The effects are indicative of like causes. And thus the inference necessarily

follows, that the general temperature at the earth's surface would not only be corre-

spondingly high, but nearly uniform in geographical extent with the action of

the internal fires, which melted the rocks, and raised them into mountains.

The carboniferous era borders on this period of fiery activity. The system of

rocks composing the coal measures immediately succeeded namely, a series of

limestones, sandstones, ironstones, shales, and coal two-thirds of which consist of

vegetable and animal matter. The seas and the dry land were alike prolific. Masses

of limestone, from 20 to 120 feet in thickness, and beds of pure coal, from 1 to 20

feet thick, are entirely composed of their respective marine and terrestrial products ;

and when it is considered that a single coal-field will frequently contain from thirty

to a hundred seams of coal, and likewise several bands of limestone, both of correspond-

ing but variable thickness, it will be admitted that the quantity ofvegetable and animal

matter of which they consist indicates a period of the most prolific abundance in both

elements. Whence the heat which excited such wonderfully productive powers, during
a particular epoch of time, but unlimited in extent over the earth's surface ? The sun

alone could not be the source, for however high the temperature thence derived, the

solar heat could not have been universally, and at the same time uniformly diffused.

The plants of the period were nearly all of the kinds which are now confined to the

tropics, in their tree-form, and chiefly consist of the cryptogamic tribes, two-thirds

of the whole being ferns, which attained a gigantic size. Equally remarkable is the

fact, that a uniform state of vegetation prevailed over the whole earth during the

age in question the coal plants of Melville Island and Greenland corresponding to

those of Southern Europe the deposits in America yielding species identical witli

those in Great Britain ;
while every fresh discovery of the useful mineral, in the

east or west, in Russia or Australia, shows the fossil remains of the same flora, in

like gigantic forms, and in similar affluent fecundity. Hence the more probable
solution of the problem has been sought for in the disengagement and diffusion of

the heat accompanying so universal an eruption of the igneous rocks, and which, as

permeating every part of the crust, evinced a nearly uniform temperature over

the interior range of their influence. The hypothesis has likewise been adopted

by geologists, that the earth, originally an incandescent mass, was gradually

cooling down, but still sufficiently genial all over as to foster the excessive

growth of vegetation, as well as the amazing opulence of marine animal life.

But from whatever cause, the existence of a high and uniform temperature was

indispensable for the sustenance of so prolific and uniform a state of living things,

vegetable or animal
;
the disengagement of gases, especially of carbonic, would, upon

either view, be a necessary concomitant, producing vapours, showers, and rains of

corresponding density ;
and as all these requirements, in a moist an i warm atmo-

sphere, are implied in the exuberant flora of the coal measures, so is there evidence*

in the igneous phenomena of the period that the conditions were all in full and activ.

operation. "We learn/' says Sir Charles Lyell, "from the labours of M. Ad.

Brongniart,* that there existed at that epoch, during the formation of the coal

* Histoire des Vegetaux Fossiles, 2 vois.
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maMliiii equisete upwards of ten feet high, and from five to six inches in diameter
;

tree ferns of from forty to fifty feet in height; and arborescent lycopodiacese of from

sixtv to seventy feet high. Of the above classes of vegetables the species are all

.mall at present in cold climates; while in tropical regions there occur, together

with small species, many of a much greater size, but their development, at present,

even in the hottest parts of the globe, is inferior to that indicated by the petrified

faBt of the coal measures. An elevated and uniform temperature, and great

humidity in the air, are the causes most favourable for the numerical predominance

and the great si*e of these plants within the torrid zone at present."-*

The vista thus opened into the past condition of the earth is no less instructive

than curious. The existing kinds of plants in Scotland corresponding to those in

the coal measures are horse-tail, club-mosses, and ferns, none of which ever attain,

in their stems, the thickness of an inch ;
but which, as seen in the restored picture

of the ancient world, grew to the size of gigantic trees, and multiplied in such

numbers as to have surpassed the rankness and luxuriance of an Indian jungle, in

regions now invaded by the impenetrable barriers of the polar ice. The relics of

thftf extinct forests, through the converting agencies and wonderfully conserving

powen of nature, amidst so many convulsions of the globe, are now buried deep in

the bowels of the earth, constituting the chief source of our domestic comfort, and

of nearly all our commercial greatness.

The mineral masses would also be much influenced by the operation of these

causes. The heat, in the first place, would render them less cohesive in their texture
;

and, in the next place, their disruption, and the attrition necessarily occasioned by
the mechanical shifting and upheaval of the earth's crust over such large areas,

would as necessarily result in vast accumulations of sand, mud, and other detrital

matter. As from the disintegration of the primary rocks were obtained the materials

of the clay-slate, grauwakc, silurian, and old red sandstone deposits, so, again, from

these, as well as from the primary affected anew by the convulsions of the period,
were derived the sandstones, clays, and shales of the coal measures. The limestone

and coal are chiefly the product of organic agencies, when so much life WILLED into

bang and sustained in such profusion by the provident arrangements of the period
efeborsUri the vegetable and calcareous ingredients of which the coal and limestone

consist. It is less easy to trace the secondary sources of the ironstone, as, in the

anterior systems, especially the old red sandstone, iron was disseminated through
the mass in the state of an oxide, and as mere colouring matter

; whereas, in the

carboniferous system, it exists in thick layers, in nodules, and in other concretionary
. Hut hen-, again, a solution of the difficulty may, to a certain extent, be

for, in the extrication of heat and the fusion of earthy matter from the
r. hcn, by means of chemical action, magnetic and electric forces, a new
anent of the metallic particles would be produced, and their aggregation

earthy basis more readily effected. The prevailing ingredient, however, of
i is carbon, in a solid state the residuum of the vegetables which consti-

'tiiipuUhing feature; and hence, as holding a position in the earth's
late between the old and new red sandstones, and both almost desti-
B remains, it has been appropriately termed the "Carboniferous

an era so
wonderfully rich in the development of vegetable life.

w proceed to give a more detailed account of the structure, arrange-
titucnts of the coal measures the nature and characters of the

Principle* of Geolwjy. Vol. L p. 116.
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organic remains and the geographic distribution and economic history of the coal

itself. Much as the surface of our earthly abode is worthy of admiration, in the

distribution of land and water, the diversity of hill and dale, the succession of

>ns, of light and darkness, its interior arrangements are no less remarkable,

whereby the products of other remote ages have not only been garnered up, but so

distributed and protected, by a series of contrivances, as expressive of benevolent

purpose and foresight as any of the existing processes through which living nature

yearly accomplishes her beneficent designs ; and as contributive, if not essential, to

man's varied wants and requirements, the support and embellishment of his social

progressive condition.

1. The structure, arrangement, and constituents of the coal measures. The

mass of which the formation is composed consists of hundreds, or often of thousands

of alternating beds of sedimentary rocks. The strata vary in thickness from the thin-

nest wafer-film to fifty, or even a hundred feet
; every one of these distinct in their

lamination, made up partly of different ingredients, and showing a change in the

fluid, as the flux and reflux of the tide, in which they were deposited. Their aggre-

gate thickness is from 2000 to 15,000 feet in vertical depth. These materials are all

inclosed in basin-shaped hollows, contained within the area of the older rocks, and

produced mainly by the convulsive movements of the porphyritic traps. The old

red sandstone, for the most part, forms the sides and edges of the trough in whicli

they rest
;
the strata of the two systems are consequently unconformable to each

other.

The lowest beds of the formation consist generally of coarse-grained sandstone,

termed by the English geologists millstone grit, and inclose a few thin seams of coal.

The sandstones are scarcely distinguishable except by their position and organic

remains from the upper series of the old red ; their colour, texture, and arenaceous

ingredients are nearly the same, as seen in Dura Den, the Lomonds, and other

localities along their northern outcrop. Bands of limestone, shale, ironstone, and

sandstone, follow in repeated alternations. A thick, massive limestone characterises

this part of the series, termed the mountain limestone, from its great elevation, and

supposed to have once existed as coral reefs, raised on the bottom of shallow seas,

and so subdivided as to form suitable compartments for receiving and retaining the

materials of the coal. This limestone is co-extensive with the coal measures in every

part of the globe, and, like the kinds and orders of vegetables which accompany

them, so its mass is composed of nearly similar species of coralline and other

marine molluscs. The coal itself generally occupies a central position in the group,

firmly caked and inclosed between the stony strata, and yet so entirely separate

and homogeneous in its qualities as never, even in its thickest beds, to contain

the least admixture of foreign matter. Nature, with all her affluence, during the

carboniferous age, did not all at once heap the coally ingredients together. They
are arranged into seams of variable thickness. They are removed from each other

by interposed strata of other kinds of rock. Intervals of time, longer and shorter

according to their dimensions, would thus elapse betwixt each successive deposit.

And yet so wonderfully exact had she conducted her processes, attempered her

forces, prepared, accumulated, and arranged her materials, that the vast compound
mass never in a single instance has been permitted to interfere with the purity
and texture of the useful mineral. Not a fragment of rock, amidst the myriads
that must have been rolled about, nor a chip of sandstone, nor a broken ledge of

limestone, is found imbedded in the coal, from one end of the basin to the other.
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Tfce lower M the upper surface of every seam, the commencement as the close of

the bituminous deposit, preserve throughout their distinct lines of demarcation,

,,-t.^ * erery point of contact, above and beneath, with the enclosing materials.

Thtfarieties of coal as anthracite or blind coal, cannel or parrot, and the common

house or eiaace-coal are occasioned chiefly by the different proportions of the

dements that enter into their composition. The coal metals of

compared with those of Scotland, are of a greater average thickness,

~r m greater number of seams, and are generally of a richer quality, from

containing a larger proportion of bitumen.

The great coal-basin of Scotland, in which all these materials were collected,

occupies the central division of the island from sea to sea. The northern out-

crop of the lower beds meets the eye, along the ridge of which the Lomonds con-

statute the highest point, ranging eastward by St. Andrews to Fifeness Point, and

ing westward by Dollar, Stirling, the Campsie Hills, Glasgow, Greenock,

to the coast of Arran. The southern lip of the basin stretches from the German

Ocean, near Dunbar, by the Lammermuirs and Pentlands, to the Ayrshire coast on

the North Channel. The smaller basins of Berwick, Roxburgh, and Canonbie

are separated by the great silurian range, or back-bone of the border counties, and

arc as much connected with the English as with the Scottish coal measures. To

the lorer of the picturesque, as well as the geologist, the manner in which the strata

are arranged at Penton Bridge, in the bed of the Liddle, will furnish a study of the

most interesting kind. An injection of trap has thrown up the coal metals, shaped

ad amtH*^ the limestone into every form, here broken into large tabular masses,

there projected into lofty vertical walls ;
in one quarter twisted into long zig-zag

ridges, and in another gently bent into domes and arches of every size and variety :

sosne of the bands are a mere aggregation of cncrinites, and others are inscribed all

over with shells, entire and perfect as the existing races,
" forms of creatures in old

worlds." A concretionary ironstone, full of brick-red nodules, and thin dark-

coloured ihahs, ghre additional variety to the picture. The windings of the rivei,

the beaks on the Scottish side gently sloping, and thickly covered with coppice-

wood, and, on the English side, forming a precipitous wall of nearly a hundred

in height, serve to render the scene, with its various adjuncts, one of singular

r, and perhaps unrivalled as a display of geognostic masonry in ruins, on any
of magnitude. We here see part of the inner framework ami

by which, through the action of the trap, the great extended mass has

beta divided and arranged anew into workable sections.

Thus, oter the area of the great coal-basin, bounded north and south by
the older trap formations, a group of hills appears, isolated and thrown up as

if at random, and nearly all of a conical wedge-top shape. These hills, in the
eastern and central division of the coal-field, are the Lomonds, Cults, Largo,

Kellie Uws, North Berwick Law, Arthur's Seat, Corstorphine, Castle-

itirlifljr, Cleish, Binuarty, and the Bin-range at Burnt-island. From the
character of the strata, and other phenomena accompanying the elevation of the

sous rooks, it can be clearly shown that the period of their ejection was subse-
to the deposition of the coal-metals, which have been altered when in contact
wr heat, and shifted in position for considerable distances along their line of

raps of the Campsic Hills belong probably all, or in part, to the same
ion, being identical in mineral qualities, overlying or everywhere dis-

among the coal-metals. The associated strata, sandstone, limestone, shale, and
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clay iron-stone, arc found at various points of elevation through the range, which
is twenty miles in length, ten in breadth, and rises in Meiklc Ben to nearly 2000 feet

above the level of the sea. The coal is wrought in various places along the eastern

southern, and south-western declivities, in the parishes of Larbert, Kilsyth, and

Campsie. The metals are sometimes extracted from under a roofing of trap, spread-
iu over considerable extent of surface ; and there is little doubt that the stone-Hood

lias poured over, and now conceals, large areas of coal in the district. The injection

of so much igneous matter among the coal-metals may appear, at first sight, to have

led only to inextricable confusion, and to have been destructive rather than otherwise.

There are waste and disturbance, doubtless, and sometimes upon a considerable scale
;

but observe a little closer, and in these very disturbances we discover the most unequi-
vocal testimony of an overruling intelligence and a restraining hand guiding all to a

determinate purpose, and rendering conveniently accessible the inclosed treasures of

coal, iron, and limestone, which are always associated or found in the closest

juxtaposition.

Examine any coal-field in your neighbourhood, and observe, first of all, the

place of the mineral. The coal does not lie exposed on the surface. The consti-

tuent elements are such that by exposure they would speedily have run to waste.

Even a thick covering of earthy mould would not have been sufficient to protect it
;

and, therefore, was the treasure purposely hid in the ground, and so enclosed that

the floods could not wash it away. Then consider the quality of the rocks by which

the coal is protected : these are not the granites and hard crystalline masses of the

primary formation, through which no borings could have been made, and among
whose compact substances drainage would have been impracticable. A more suit-

able series of limestone, sandstone, shale, clay-ironstone has been established

around the coal-metals, at once affording a safe roofing to the mine, and an easy
outlet for the water, and all in themselves so valuable and indispensable to man.

Next observe the elevated and inclined position into which the coal strata have been

thrown. Had they remained horizontal, as originally deposited, and covered with

the vast accumulations spread above, the depth of the metals Avould have been

utterly beyond the industry of man to have reached. Hence the molten floods of

trap injected amidst them, whereby the seams are divided into workable sections,

the great basin broken into limited areas, a level produced for draining the

mines, and, instead of being plunged to inaccessible depths, the several beds are

repeatedly dislocated, and rise like the steps of a stair towards the surface. Again,

every coal-field is furnished with a system of checks, in the shape offaults or dykes

against floodings, fire-blaze, and the accidents that occur in the operations of mining.

These, formed of the detritus of the associated rocks, or of intruded whinstone,

present the appearance of a vertical wall, cutting the seams at right angles, and,

though often occasioning inconvenience and interruption, yet, as every experienced
miner well knows, form upon the whole his greatest safeguard, and are essential

every way to his operations. To all which add, as constants in every coal-field, the

minerals of lime and iron, gifts both of them of inestimable value the former in

the enriching of the soil and the construction of our dwellings, the latter ductile

and plastic as wax, and convertible into so many useful purposes ;
and the coal also

there, as if purposely to assist in the reduction of the ironstone and limestone into

their various economic proportions.
When read aright, one cannot fail to see in all this elaboration of materials,

arrangement and disposition of parts, quality and character of strata, and vast iu-
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exhaustible stores of mineral treasures, the most indisputable evidences of consuin-

mate wisdom, marvellous foresight, and benevolent design; all conspiring to call

forth our admiration and gratitude, as they cannot fail to reward the most

diligent study of the varied contents of this remarkable storehouse of ancient

n . \\hih in the repetition of the different strata, we see the successive

deposition of earthy substances of different natures, afterwards consolidated,

the number of the calcareous beds, no less than the alternation of the vegetable

strata with the laminae of the shales, show that successive generations of

animals, as well as plants, had followed successive depositions of earth. To

the *fim* circumstances of repose, the solution of soluble earths and metals,

pressure, and heat, ire must attribute equally the consolidation of the rocks and

the conversion of the vegetable deposits into coal. Conceive now the altered con-

dition and quiet statical arrangements of all within these stony chambers since

the coal measures were forming, and their basins were collecting their rich bitu-

ninous treasures. AVhere now the lands that maintained the mighty forests which

fitted them ? where the rivers that transported their daily loads of drift-wood ? where

the lakes, estuaries, and seas into which were poured their bounteous waters ? The

continents of the period have disappeared. The land and sea have interchanged

places. The coral reefs of ocean are elevated hundreds of feet over the fresh green
earth. And no (act is more certain, or more easily to be demonstrated iu the whole

science of Geology, than that every rock, stratum, or layer of indurated matter

hundreds in number in every coal-field on which there is impressed the figure of a

plant, the form of a fish, the curvatures of a shell, or the outline of any organic

thing, once constituted the bed of a sea or lake, the floor of the waters
; replaced

and covered over by another layer of rock, then by another, and another of still

differing and altering ingredients, and now all lifted up and piled mountains high on
the dry land. The most curious thing is, that the organic remains of the coal are

all of terrestrial origin, while those of the limestones are all as unmistakeably of

marine origin. The limestone and coal-beds alternate with each other, seams of

coal lying beneath the lowest calcareous deposit, and limestone strata of varying
thickness repeatedly intermixed with the bituminous series. There is one bed of

estuary limestone which traverses the coal-field betwixt Pettycur and Burdiehouse,
cropping out at various intermediate places; it is termed estuary, because
marine and terrestrial remains are found together in the mass, land plants,
oarine fishes, and shells, confusedly intermixed. But the exception only serves
themore to establish the general conclusion concerning the origin of the whole
carboniferous system, whose materials were collected during the subterranean

by which the earth's crust was so much affected, and the recur-
illations by which the floor of the waters was alternately depressed and

elre hundred feet on the slope of the Lomouds, or high up among
the Nith, near Cumnock, and we tread the shores of a former sea, the

Us, and drift-leaves, all imbedded in its sands, and all still as perfect and
icn washed and stranded up by the last ripple of its waves. Thus

Earthquakes have raucd to heaven the humble vale,
nilph the mountain's mighty mass entombed,
here the Atlantic rolls, fair continents have bloomed,

to be regarded as the mere exaggerations of the poet, but the warrantable
Motions of the man of science.
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2. The nature and characters of the organic remains. As the whole mass of

the coal is now universally considered to be composed of vegetable matter, so in like

manner all the limestones of the formation are regarded as mainly consisting of

animal matter, either secreted during the exercise of the living functions or the

petrified remains of their bodies. The nature of the flora of the period is best

denned on the thin bands of the shale and other accompanying strata, although not

so perfectly preserved as the skeletons of the fishes, or the testaceous coverings of

mollusca found in the limestone and other rocks. It is rare, for example, to meet

M ith the flower and seeds, those parts upon which the distinction of species and

their classification chiefly depend ;
but still, the portions which remain often possess

very great distinctness and beauty, and many specimens of wood are so exactly pre-

served, that the tissue may be distinguished under a microscope as complete as in

recent species. The coal, when beat with a hammer, gives the woody sound, and,

analysed by the chemist, its ligneous qualities are fully tested. The class, order,

sometimes the precise genus, as compared with existing families, may be ascertained

to which a fossil vegetable belongs, even when we detect only a small fragment of

the plant. More frequently these fossils bear an analogy to some recent kinds,

which they closely resemble, but to which they cannot be accurately referred. The

class and order, however, are generally determinate
; and, proceeding upon their

established and well-defined characters, the botanical history of the coal-field, though
the families or individual kinds be few in number, while vast in productiveness

and geographical range, supplies materials for ascertaining several truths of high
interest.

Between three and four hundred species of plants are now enumerated as

belonging to the coal measures, not one of which is marine, and most of which are

allied to the tropical tribes of palms and ferns. Experiments have shown that the

vegetable matter of these tribes is the most capable of resisting solution in water.

The wood of other kinds, of the dicotyledonous order, and of a harder texture, is

ascertained to be more easily soluble
;
and hence the presumption is, that, under

the conditions necessary for the formation of coal, many kinds have disappeared,

being entirely decomposed, and that, therefore, the flora of the carboniferous era was

richer and more varied than the fossil remains indicate.

According to the arrangement of botanists, there are two great divisions of

plants, termed cellulares and vasculares, the former flowerless, and hence called cryp-

togamous, the latter bearing flowers, and called phaenogamous. As connected with a

greater simplicity of structure, the cellular plants are destitute of spiral vessels,

while those of the vascular class are all possessed of them, as well as of a complex

system of tissue. By another subdivision, these classes are denominated endogenous
and exogenous, according to the nature of the stems, whereby the one receives its

increments of growth all on the interior, and the other on the exterior parts of these

organs. The seeds, again, of these natural orders, are very different, and, according

as they are one or two-lobed, the distinction arises of their being monocotyledonoua
or dicotyledonous ; the seeds of palms, corns, and grasses are of the former structure ;

those of our garden fruits, as apples, belong to the latter. The cryptogamic orders,

as ferns, club-mosses, and horse-tails have no true seeds, and they are, in conse-

quence, acotyledonous, whose germinal organs are as yet but little understood.

It would be wrong to interpret these divisions and forms of vegetable structure

as, in the least, indicative of a lower or a higher, a less or a more perfect system of

parts. Each is as perfect as the other, after its kind. They are so constructed,

h
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endowed with different kinds of organs and arrangement of vessels, as to become

most adaptive to their several conditions in the great economy of things. Their law

of Tegetable existence is never violated. There is no transmutation, beyond well-

defined limits, of one type into another; and from apparently the more simple to

the more complex, the fossil remains imbedded in the rocks clearly demonstrate that

sue and development are terms of no meaning, when applied to a low or a high

type of organisation. The cryptogamia of the old world, the earliest planting in the

new-formed soil, are in bulk, as in elegance and beauty of form, unrivalled by the

finest specimens of modern arboriculture. The little and the great, the extinct and

the recent, were equally the objects of Nature's maternal care, and were all modelled

with a skill and finish that left nothing to be supplemented.

Of the existing species of British algae, while some consist of microscopic forms,

inhabiting obscure places, shady paths, or half-immersed surfaces of stones and

hanks,
" the more complete algae/' says Dr. Greville,

"
comprehend species forming

sub-aqueous forests, of considerable extent, in the vast ocean, emulating in their own

gigantic dimensions the boundless element that unfolds them. Chorda filum, a

species common in the North Sea, is frequently found of the length of thirty or forty

feet In Scalpa Bay, in Orkney, according to Mr. Neil, this species forms meadows,

through which a pinnace with difficulty forces its way. Lessonia fuscesscens is

described as twenty-five or thirty feet in length, with a trunk often as thick as a

man's thigh; but all these, and, indeed, every other vegetable production, is

CTcecded in size by the prodigious fronds of macrocystis pyrifera the sea-weed

reported by navigators to be from 500 to 1500 feet in length ; the leaves are long
and narrow, and at the base of each is placed a vesicle filled with air, without which

it would be impossible for the plant to support its enormous length in the water,

the stem not being thicker than the finger, and the upper branches as slender as

common pack-thread."* The presumption is, that the algae of the most ancient

geologic times were, according to analogous instances, of still greater dimensions and
nice elaboration of functional organs ; while, as to the animal life of the period,
for intricacy, minuteness, and division of parts two instances may be given only,

namely, the encrinite, and pentacrinite, one individual of the former being made up
of no lest than 30,000 separate plates of stone, and one of the latter containing
150,000 minute pieces of the same material.

It was soon observed, when the study of fossil vegetables began to attract the
of botanists, that those from the coal measures were distinct from the

plants now existing on the surface of the earth, and that, in their general affinities,

they more nearly approached the species of tropical climates than such as grew in
the temperate tones. Subsequent researches have shown that the species imbedded

brent formations likewise differ from each other, and that from the lower to
the higher systems, according to their order of superposition, the genera and species
bwwtt* numerically greater. As already related, they first appear in the schists

limestone* of the silurian strata. These contain a few cryptogamic species,
hirteen, of which, according to Brongniart, four are marine algae, and the

ic allied orders. In the coal itself, above 300 distinct species have
i recognised, among which the ferns are the most abundant, amounting to

Is of the whole. Many of them are arborescent, with large branching
their roots, with portions of their trunks standing vertically, are stiD

*
Greville's Alga Britannica.
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found in the spots where they grew. A considerable number of palms, a few

club-mosses, and grasses, are the chief monocotyledons; and there are several

dicolyledons, which have been considered analagous to the families apocynae, euphor-

baciae, caotse, and coniferae ; along with numerous plants, the exact nature of which

is extremely doubtful.

The FELICES, or ferns, constitute the most numerous of the cryptogamic plants

of the coal measures. They indicate a state of the atmosphere, and represent

a condition of the earth's surface, stretching from pole to pole, and embracing
the extremes of longitude, with which no after period of the planet's history can

be compared, and of which, upon physical grounds, no sufficient explanation has

yet been given. The circumstances most favourable to the growth of such plants

are humidity, shade, and heat. The number of species found in the coal

formation are now upwards of two hundred, to which list additions are yearly

being made; most of them of forms differing much from those of living

ferns, and nearly all belonging to the tribe of polypodiums, which are chiefly

allied to the existing arborescent species of the tropics. The trunks and stems

of these arborescent species are deeply decorticated, and indented with seams,

the markings of their deciduous fronds, and by which they are distinguished

from those of all monocotyledonous plants. The whole superficies of the globe
M us one dense forest of fern trees. A uniform condition of temperature, moisture,

and soil everywhere existed to maintain their exuberant fecundity, which partook
of the same specific development in all latitudes. Admit one, or any number of

centres of generation, and the diffusion and the multiplication of the race are utterly

unprecedented; and show that the carboniferous era is, in all its circumstances

and peculiarities, a marvellous and yet unexplained page in the earth's history,

as it brings before the imagination a vista of the ancient world with which no

arrangement of landscape or combination of scenery can now be compared. The tree

" whose seed is in itself," God commanded everywhere to flourish. While the earth

was still unpeopled it sprang up luxuriantly, to be again buried in the ground. Man

digs from it his daily fuel, and, obeying the law of his multiplication, the earth is

replenished and subdivided, mainly through its instrumentality, as the promised in-

heritance of his race.
" It is, indeed, a curious reflection/' says a recent writer,

' ' that

the present commercial greatness of Britain should be intimately connected with the

towering and thickly-spread forests of arboraceous ferns and gigantic reeds, vege-
tables of strange forms, and uncouth names which flourished and decayed on the

surface of the earth, age after age, during the vastly-extended term of the carboni-

ferous period ere the mountains, in many masses, were yet upheaved, and Avhile

as yet there was no man to till the ground ! Yet such truths Geology teaches us,

and of such curious facts the very coals at our sides, and in our parlour grates,

remind us." *

The EQUISETACEJE, known as the common horse-tail of our swamps
and ditches, are likewise very widely distributed through the coal measures.

The existing species are indifferent to climate, extending from Lapland to the

t >rrid zone. The fossil ones were equally independent of latitude, being found

of the same gigantic size in all the coal strata. They are divided by Brongniart
into equisetse and calamites, so named from their jointed, reed-like structure. The

latter kind are more abundant in a fossil state. They are characterised by large and

* Our Coal-Fields. By a Traveller underground.
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wraple cylindrical stems, articulated at intervals, and sometimes marked by verticil,

Uted branches of great size. LEPIDODENDRA, including the lycopodiaceae, or club-

mow tribe, and other plants of similar structure, are, after calamites, tbe largest

and most abundant class of fossils in the coal formations of the North of England,

occurring from twenty to forty-five feet long, and occupying large spaces in an

upright position.
In some points of their structure they have been compared to

conifer*, or the pine family, and in the general aspect of the stems; to ferns more

especially,
in the abundance of axilar ducts contained in the axis, and in the want of

several apparatus ;
and to mosses in their whole appearance. By means of lepido-

dendron a better passage is established, according to Lindley and Hutton, from

flowering to flowerless plants, than by either equisetum or cycas, or any other genus.

SIOILLABIA, very common in the coal formation, constitute a group of plants

unknown in modern vegetation, and of which the duration seems to have been

il to that particular era. They abound in the sandstones and shales that

accompany the coal, and, being apparently hollow in the stem, the fossil specimens

are generally filled with sand or clay, surrounded by an outer bark, beautifully fluted

with longitudinal parallel grooves. M. Brongniart enumerates forty-two species of

sigillaria, and considers them to have been nearly allied to arborescent ferns, with leaves

tenr email in proportion to the size of the stems ;
while Lindley and Hutton show

strong reasons for classing them with dicotyledonous plants, entirely distinct from

ferns, and different from any plants in the existing system of vegetation. This tree

grew to an enormous size, specimens of four feet in diameter by fifty feet in length

being frequently met with
;
traces of a vascular and fibrous structure can be observed

in the trunk ; also, the annular wood-layers are sometimes beautifully defined
; and,

presenting a coating of bark of an inch in thickness, the probability is that the

sigillaria belonged to the exogenous order of vegetables. The STIGMARIA, equally

abundant in the coal measures, are perhaps still more obscure in their botanical

relations. The trunk of this tree is dome-shaped, of three to four feet in diameter,

and the branches, some of them, supposed to have been from twenty to thirty feet ;

their leave*, by Steinhauer, have been traced to the length of twenty feet, and have

been considered to be much longer. The stems and branches are covered with

spirally-disposed tubercles, resembling the papillae at the base of the spines of echini;

and from each tubercle there proceeded a cylindrical, and probably a succulent

leaf, whose scars penetrated through the bark, and rendered the surfaces on both

sides slightly corrugated. The form of the trunk and branches, which are always
flattened, show that these trees could not have risen vertically in the air, but must
either have trailed on the ground or floated in water.

There is a very remarkable fossil, described by Count Sternberg, with branches
attenuated upwards, and having the whole surface covered with leaf-bearing scales,

arranged in an imbricated manner, neither referable to the genus Yucca nor to that
of Cactus, to which he has given the name lepidodendron dichotomum. This plant,

'.< rns, as well as many of the preceding kinds, is furnished with a singular
structure of organs subservient to respiration, and highly adapted for inhaling

ions juices from the atmosphere. It is well known that the cacti, and most
sculcnt plants, derive their nourishment more from their relations to the air than

I he ynrrte, now so common in our gardens, and the lychnaphora,
which choose for their habitation a dry sandy soil that has undergone little prepara-

om the decomposition of previously existing vegetables, were peculiarly
clothing a recently formed world much warmer than the present. By
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such plants, vegetable matter would rapidly accumulate to the extent that we find

iu our coal strata, when the land abounded in moisture, and the air was densely

charged with carbonic acid.

Favularia, Megaphyton, Bothrodendron, and Ullodendron belong to the same

group of plants with the sigillaria, and all exhibit a similar disposition of scars,

arranged in vertical rows. In the three first genera the scars appear to have given

origin to leaves, and in the last they indicate the insertion of large cones. The

Asterophyllites, so called from the stellated arrangement of the leaves round the

branches, are possessed of many of the characteristics of these imperfectly under-

stood families j there are no traces of them found among existing vegetables, nor in

any strata more recent than the carboniferous series. But still these, as well as all

the others, are connected with living tribes by common principles of structure, and

by details of organisation which show them all to be parts of one grand, consistent,

and harmonious design.

But of all the fossil plants found in the coal measures, the CONIFERS, or pine

tribe, distinguished by their punctated woody structure, are the most interesting,

whether we consider their characteristic properties, extensive distribution, age, and

consistency of habit through all the epochs and changes of the earth's history.

Unlike the tree ferns already noticed, the pines grow now as they grew before,

inhabiting the same latitudes, and preserving the same appearances in bulk and

figure. The coniferse occupy a place intermediate between the classes of the cellu-

lars and vasculars, connected with the former through the lycopodiums, and with

the latter by the myricese, or aromatic gale tribe. The scales of the cones are

regarded by botanists as true foliage or reduced leaves, and in this respect they

approximate to the genus zamia, of the order cycadeae, where these; organs are dis-

tinctly developed as carpellary leaves. Thus widely connected through the chain of

vegetable life, the fossil pines, discovered in the coal strata, form also the most

interesting link between the present and the remote past, showing similar conditions

of vegetable existence and forest landscape. No class of plants have been more

useful to man than the whole pine family ; none are more universal in their .distri-

bution over the face of the globe ;
none are possessed of such powers of endurance,

existing through all time, and natives of every part of the world, from the perpetual
snows of arctic America to the hottest regions of the Indian Archipelago. These

trees differ as remarkably in form as in size, ranging through every gradation, from

the stunted juniper of the Grampians to the stately cedars of Lebanon ; and the

fossil specimens do not excel the existing races. The araucaria, or Norfolk Island

pine, attains a height of two hundred feet and upwards ; and, in the Oregon territory

of North-West America, there are species of the fir tribe (P. Lambertiana and

P. Douglasii), which rise to even still more gigantic proportions. Among the largest

fossil specimens are those of Craigleith and Granton, in the neighbourhood of Edin-

burgh, which were lately found in the sandstone deposit, and measured about forty

feet in length by nearly five feet in diameter, but were only fragments of their original

dimensions. Figuratively, it is said of the cedar, that its branches shall cover the

earth, and in the shadow thereof all fowl of every wing sball dwell. Literally, we

find that members of the same family have existed in all lands, and flourished in the

mountains through all ages. Our fires are now supplied with billets from the modern

pine forest, growing in the vicinity, or over the very wreck of ancient submerged lands,

and along whose borders waved the extinct forests of geologic times, which furnish

fuel to all the families of man, and encourage the arts in all quarters of the globe.
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If we seek for anything analogous in the present condition of things, New

Zealand furnishes some of the most striking points of resemblance betwixt the flora

of the old and the new worlds. In that recently discovered land, the number of

species of plants already described is about 632, of which 314 are dicotyledonous,

and the remainder monocotyledonous and cryptogamic. The fern tribe is the most

abundant, covering, in the tree size, immense districts. They replace the grasses

of other countries. Plains and mountains are everywhere filled with them, growing

to thirty and forty feet in height, and giving their sombre hue of colouring to the

landscape. The variety and elegance of the arborescent species are remarkably

striking, recalling to the numerous emigrants who visit these distant shores the

strata of their fatherland, when Nature was storing up materials, in the remote ages

of the past, for colonising and facilitating the intercourse betwixt the remotest ends

of the earth : when the mountains of Caledonia, now covered with the braken, which

scarcely conceals and cannot compare in stature with the branching antlers of the

red deer, were mantled in forests of tropical characters, and which attained to a size

and elevation of more than tropical dimensions.

The formation of coal from these vegetable bodies is now a matter, among

geologists, which admits of no dispute. Their growth, distribution, and uniformity

of character must be regarded as the results of peculiar causes. That the

principal beds are of a single period, formed of the same class of vegetables, proves

that the causes by which they were generated acted only during that epoch.

That they are dispersed all over the globe, in areas of variable dimensions, proves

farther that the physical agents concerned in their production must have acted on

the vegetable matter, and its conversion into coal, with far greater intensity, and on

a much grander scale, than any of the geological causes that are still effecting

changes on the earth's surface. That the vegetables were collected into basins,

and into stratified beds or seams, by the abrasive action of water, are points on
which all are equally agreed. There are differences of opinion as to the con-

ditions under which the coal resulted, the chemical agencies concerned in the

prooot, and the mechanical powers that assisted in the collection of the materials.

held by one class that all the vegetables grew where the coal lies, and by
another, that they were transported from a distance by rivers and currents. That
the materials did not all grow on the spot is apparent from the immense bulk

required for beds that are of any considerable degree of thickness, as well as

from the fact, that the portions of which the bottom of the mass was formed
exhibit no more marks of having undergone decomposition or decay than that which

lay at the top. The traces of stems, branches, and leaves, are as distinct and per-
fect in the lower divisions of the strata as at the centre or surface. The whole,
therefoir, of which a layer was constituted must have been very rapidly deposited ;

ami, from the extreme delicacy and beauty of preservation of some of the organic
form*, the forests which supplied them must have grown at no great distance.

Many trees, indeed, with their roots and stems, are to be found in every coal-field,

ding in their original vertical position, and penetrating several distinct strata of
ndatone and shale, as well as of the coal itself. In these cases the fact is certain,

oly as to the place of their birth, but as to the intensity of the causes which
i o rapid accumulation of materials around their still unbroken, undecaycd

The transformation of the vegetables themselves into coal has been variously
ned upon cl.cmi.-al

principles. The most probable account of it is, that
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during their submersion the plants have suffered that slow kind of decomposition by
which the greater part of the vegetable principles have been evolved in new combi-

nations, while the carbon, and a portion of the hydrogen, have remained. This

residue, mixed with more or less of earthy matter, deposited at the same time from

the waters, has in its soft state been consolidated by the force of aggregation, and

under the strong action of the heat of the period assisting its more rapid decomposi-

tion, has formed the bituminous product of coal. It is well known that wood, by
immersion in water, becomes first brown, and then black

;
and the ligneous fibre, by

slow decomposition, or more rapid, according to the state of the climate, is com-

pletely converted into a black mould, in which carbon predominates. Hence it is

easily conceivable, that this process, being carried on under different circumstances,

may proceed with various degrees of rapidity, and to a greater or less extent ; and

hence, likewise, will originate different varieties of coal, some being much more

carbonaceous, some more bituminous, than others, while their composition will be

also varied by the different quantities of earth deposited during their formation.

The purest coal would be the most quickly formed
;
and as few of the ashes of any

coal are mixed with particles of clay or sand, the presumption is, that the whole

chemistry of the process, and all the mechanical forces engaged, were special, unpre-

cedented, and never repeated under the same combination of circumstances.

The analogy to peat, in the formative process of coal, is maintained by some,

especially by Dr. M'Culloch. His illustration is curious. "
By the action of water/'

he says,
" on the vegetable matter, a portion of the hydrogen is dissipated, and the

result is a new compound of hydrogen and carbon. It is not unlike that produced

by fire, of which roasted coffee is an example. Thus the papyri of Herculaneum

have been roasted, or carbonised by water, not by fire
; they are in a state of peat.

The exact nature of this change is easily ascertained by chemical analysis. There

is here an approximation to the condition of bitumen, and thus to coal ;
but it is no

more. When forests, or peat of far higher antiquity, are found at greater depths in

the earth, the bituminisation is well marked, though still incomplete. The antiquity
is proved by the strata that lie above, and the substance is then lignite, including

Cologne earth, Bovey coal, and jet. This substance may be considered a mixture of

peat, and coal, or a transition between the two, retaining the vegetable forms. The

last change is to coal. This, in a similar manner, is proved to be a substance of far

higher antiquity than lignite ;
and that such is its origin is also proved, geologically,

by the exact resemblance of its disposition among the strata, to that of peat among
beds of sand and marl, and by the certainty that it has been formed under fresh

water, and in marshes, as it contains only fresh water shells and terrestrial vege-

tables. It is proved, chemically, because, by mere change of form, jet becomes

coal."*

Anthracite, or blind coal, is generally found in veins, of small size, and

traversing the rocks of nearly all ages ; certainly in granite, gneiss, the trap of

the Carlton Hill, Edinburgh, as well as in the coal formation in various places in

England, Wales, near Cumnock and Kilmarnock in Scotland, and at Kilkenny in

Ireland. In America it is found covering large areas, near Pittsburg, and other

localities in Virginia. From its analysis, it does not appear to contain any bitumen,

its chief ingredients being carbon, silex, alumine, and oxide of iron, and hence, by

mineralogists, anthracite is not referred to a vegetable origin, but, like plumbago,

* Western Islands. Vol. iii. p. 121.
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which is usually found in similar situations, it is supposed to be the product of such

agencies as elaborated and arranged the particles of other compound earthy and

metallic rocks.

ie CARBONIFEROUS LIMESTONES chiefly owe their origin to the prolific abund-

ance of the marine animal life of the period, as the coal unquestionably does to that

of the terrestrial vegetables. There is great difficulty in admitting this conclusion,

at first sight, when one considers the vast quantity of limestone contained in the

coal measures. Some of the beds are several hundred feet thick, consisting often of

96 per cent, of pure carbonate of lime. There is a repetition of beds of varying

thickness, occurring in every quarter of the globe, and always co-extensive with the

sire and form of the coal-basins. Through their whole extent in Scotland, England,

Wales, and Ireland, the mountain limestone strata are invariable accompaniments,

lining generally the outer edges of the basins, and following the direction and line

of bearing of the coal metals, but not unfrequently traversing them at right angles,

and thereby dividing or separating the basins from each other. In America, where

everything is on a vast scale, the limestone covers an area of many thousand square

miles, stretching from the Atlantic to the base of the Rocky Mountains, and filling

with calcareous matter nearly the whole immense interspace of the Central States.*

This limestone, wherever found, possesses a general uniformity of character, com-

pact and thick in the mass, and, for the most part appears to be composed of

organic remains. When apparently more homogeneous and destitute of organisms,

the microscope has shown that these are often more profusely distributed through
the mass of the rock, the mineralised skeletons being as fully developed and per-

fectly preserved as those of a larger and thicker shelly texture. The rock is

occasionally of an oolitic structure, and sometimes contains parts of encrinal

columns, in such abundance that the mass is, in a great measure, made up of them,
whence the name Encrinal Limestone. Along the northern line of the outcrop

fiahire, it everywhere abounds in these organisms from St. Andrews, by the

Cults, Forther, Lomonds, Binnarty, and Cleish-hill quarries. An inner range of

the deposit occurs on the south of Largo Law, at Innertiel, Inverkeithing, North

Queensferry, Rosyth, and Charleston, where the deposit is often nearly a hundred
feet thick, and filled with countless multitudes of shells and corallines.

The coralloid remains consist of several genera, as caryophylea, turbinolia,
wtrea, favocites, tubipora, and retipora. These are the most abundant; but,
in all, upwards of thirty genera, and about seventy species, have been found
in the carlxmiferous limestone; while, of the families of Crustacea and testacea,
mow than a thousand species have been detected in the formation. It was

U most remarkable geological features of this continent is the vast extent of the
. I have traced its eastern border conforming to the course of the other

the
Mississippi more than 1,000 miles, running to the west of south,

k to the
thirty-fifth degree of north latitude, in the state of Alabama ;

td, and lies to the north of west, leaving Little Rock on the Arkansas
uth, and disappearing between 500 and 600 miles from the Rocky
ttend.

uninterruptedly a geographical distance of at least 1500 miles
ring portions of the states of New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana,

Titory of Arkansas on that line. In Tennessee, Kentucky, Virginia,fad by a hnc, of which the Cumberland mountains form a part. In the

nppi flows, and which include the Illinois prairies, it appears like

,
nng an almo.t unvarying toV-Featherttonhaiyh; Geological Report,
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remarked of the vegetables of the coal strata, that their geographical range was

co-extensive with the circumference of the globe, that the same species were com-

mon to America and Europe, to Melville Island and Australia, and that the types
of them, which still exist, are in their larger forms all confined to tropical countries,

while in northern latitudes they are represented by diminutive herbaceous plants.

The same law of distribution seems likewise to be maintained betwixt the extinct

and existing races of the animal remains, as represented in the carboniferous lime-

stone, more especially with those of the coralloid order. The living families of

corallines, in their full and active development, are now only found in the Pacific

and Indian seas, where, in all nearly corresponding latitudes, they swarm in countless

myriads, are possessed of the same habits, and are still employed, as were their

congeners in the old world, in piling up coral-reefs, vast islands of limestone rock.

The extinct genera were spread over the terraqueous globe, are found in the lime-

stones of all countries, in Greenland and Australia, and swarmed in such numbers

as to compose entire beds of limestone. And as with the existing vegetables, so

with the existing animals. Several kinds of polypi, of the orders of millepore and

cellepore, are still to be found in the North Seas, and one genus of the latter

family, namely, the hydra or polype, is common on the shores of Greenland, which

in several of its species likewise inhabits the Mediterranean and Indian Ocean. But

in the cold regions their habits are different. They build no reefs, and like all

zoophytes along the coasts of Scotland, where in many beautiful and diversified

forms the order abounds, they live in a cellular tissue, reared on a single slender

stem attached to stones. Thus persistent, in one remarkable direction, has Nature

been, through all ages, in her structure and distribution of vegetable and animal

life, demonstrating that, as the temperature of countries 'and epochs has changed,
so in size, form, habit, and fecundity have her living tribes in both kingdoms, been

altered and modified.

It is still a question among geologists, whence the source of all the calcareous

matter of which these limestones are composed? The opinions are various, and

some of them as novel as they are untenable. Recent writers on Geology, in

America, consider the formation to be of igneous origin, and to be unstratified

even.* Others regard it as cast out in a powdery state from submarine volcanic

foci, and spread over areas, greater or less, of the sea-bottom by the action of

currents and other causes, when the shells and corallines became entangled in the

mass. The opinion has also prevailed that the whole has been derived from the

destruction or waste of the primary rocks ; while others, and they are a very
numerous class, maintain that it is the result of animal secretion from the waters

of the ocean, where, existing either in its elements or suspended in combination,

marine animals possess the power of elaborating the lime into concrete rocks and

coral reefs.

With regard to the two first views, there can be little doubt that the interior

of the earth contains, in its vast storehouse of primary materials, lime in sufficient

quantity for forming any extent and depth of limestone rock established on its

surface. But many reasons could be assigned against either of these being the

mode in which the deposit was formed, or the manner in which the animal remains

became incorporated with the mass. Nor can we well seek for a solution of the

difficulty in the waste and debris of pre-existing calcareous rocks ; for, as far as our

* Dr. Emmon's Geology of the Second District of New York, p. 38.
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mledce extends, such rocks are of comparatively limited extent among the primary

The beds of limestone in the grauwake and silurian groups greatly exceed

e discovered in the older strata. They are still more largely developed in the

IxmitVrous system, while, as a general principle, it may be farther held, that the

calcareous matter is more abundant in the several systems above the coal measures

than in those which are beneath them. The learned have not yet determined

whence the saltness of the ocean is derived, nor how, after so much evaporation, it

u always maintained at the same degree of saltness. So with the secondary cause

or derivative source of the calcareous matter on the dry land, or in the waters of

the ocean, whence generation after generation, epoch after epoch, marine animals

have derived their sustenance, their shelly coverings, and the matter of the rocks in

which they find their shelter and, finally, their tomb ! Doubtless, what is carried

into the sea, and there dissolved, will be formed anew into strata, whether by

mechanical or organic agencies ; and, as geology pretends not to solve all the

mysteries of nature, her discoveries in this field of research, in simply detecting

the mode of formation, and the analogy betwixt the organic constituents in the new

and the older limestone rocks of the earth, may be reckoned among the most

interesting and marvellous revelations of science.

The history of coral reefs at present constructing in the southern hemisphere,

under the active instincts and exhaustless energies of these puny architects of

nature, is of vast importance in a nautical as well as scientific point of view. The

extent of such structures is prodigious. The incredible rapidity with which they

are executed is equally striking. Within a certain oceanic belt, and with no limits

as to longitude, they rise in every part of the astonished mariner's track, now

startling him with the form of a new island, now interrupting his course with their

long line of breakers, now entangling him in meshes of reef, through which with

difficulty he can thread his way. "It is not/' says Darwin, in his interesting

account of the Keeling Islands,
" that the ocean spares the rock of the coral :

the great fragments scattered over the reef, and accumulated on the beach, whence

the tall cocoa-nut springs, plainly bespeak the unrelenting power of its waves.

Nor are there any periods of repose granted. The long swell, caused by the gentle

bat stead? action of the trade-wind always blowing in one direction over a wide

area, causes breakers, which even exceed in violence those of our temperate regions,

and which never cease to rage. It is impossible to behold these waves without

fating a conviction that an island, though built of the hardest rock let it be

porphyry, granite, or quartz would ultimately yield and be demolished by such

iimiilihle force*. Yet these low, insignificant coral islets stand and are victorious
;

for here another power, as antagonistic to the former, takes part in the contest. The

jqpanic forces separate the atoms of carbonate of lime one by one from the foaming
breakers, and unit*- them into a symmetrical structure. Let the hurricane tear up
its thousand huge fragments, yet what will this tell against the accumulated labour
of myriads of architects at work night and day, month after month. Thus do we
aw the soft and gelatinous body of a polypus, through the agency of the vital laws,

conquering the great mechanical power of the waves of an ocean, which neither the
art of man, nor the inanimate works of nature, could successfully resist."*

The corallm. H only work at a certain mean depth of a few fathoms beneath the

They generally commence on some submarine volcanic rock, on which they

Journal of Retearclut, Sfc. By Charles Darwin, Esq., p. 517
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construct a line of reef until it reaches the surface. As generally happens, the

foundations, through the oscillatory movements of the crust subject to the volcanic

action, subside and carry down the building again below the waves. Here the

creatures renew their operations, which may be successively repeated. In this

manner a great thickness of rock is often produced, and a lamellar structure, or

divisional planes at the different off-sets, thereby communicated so as to give the

appearance of stratification. The reef widens on both sides of the first wall, accord-

ing to the nature of the bottom, by bringing up new tiers of mason-work. A
considerable extent of surface is thus given to the reef, which, according as it is

lagoon, encircling, or barrier, is increased by successive increments, as determined

either by the instincts of the creatures themselves, or the conditions of the localities

in which they carry on their operations. The origin and growth of the lagoon form

of islands are thus described by the same author :

" It may be said, granting the

theory of subsidence, a mere circular disc of coral would be formed, and not a cup-

shaped mass. In the first place, even in reefs closely fringing the land, the corals

do not grow on the shore itself, but leave a shallow channel ; secondly, the strong
and vigorous species, which alone build a solid reef, are never found within the

lagoon : they only flourish amidst the foam of the never-tiring breakers. Neverthe-

less, the more delicate corals, though checked by several causes, such as strong tides

and deposits of sand, do constantly tend to fill up the lagoon ; but the process must

become slower and slower, as the water in the shallow expanse is rendered subject to

accidental impurities. A curious instance of this happened at Keeling Island, where a

heavy tropical storm of rain killed nearly all the fish. When the coral at last has filled

up the lagoon to the height of lowest water at spring-tides, which is the extreme

limit possible, how afterwards is the work to be completed ? There is no high land

whence sediment can be poured down, and the dark-blue colour of the ocean bespeaks
its purity. The wind, carrying calcareous dust from the outer coast, is the only

agent which can finally convert the lagoon island into solid land ; and how slow

must this process be \" *

Thus are islands formed, thus is the massive framework of the globe, year by

year, and age after age, increased and rendered solid. The great barrier which

fronts the N.E. coast of Australia is probably both the grandest and most extraor-

dinary reef now existing in any part of the world. It is described by Flinders as

having a length of nearly one thousand miles, and as running parallel to the shore,

at a distance of between twenty and thirty miles from it. The great arm of the sea

thus included has an average depth of between ten and twenty fathoms, whicli

increases towards one end to forty and even sixty ;
and all this wide interspace is

probably now silting up with the calcareous mud and breakage of the reef, and in due

time destined to become one extended deposit of limestone. The Keeling or Cocos

Islands, situated in the Indian Ocean, and about six hundred miles from the coast

of Sumatra, are many hundred miles in extent, and entirely of coral formation. At

the distance of little more than a mile from the shore, no bottom is found with a

sounding line of 7,200 feet long ;
and which, upon elevation, would therefore present

the remarkable appearance of a lofty submarine-formed mountain, or high range of

table-land, caped with limestone. The island of New Caledonia is nearly in length
480 miles, with an average breadth of 60, and consists of coral, where a double line

of reef projects 140 miles into the sea, while another line fronts the west coast of

* Journal of Researches, p. 559.
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bout 400 miles long. Again, in the middle of the Indian Ocean, are situated the

Laccadive, Maldive, and Chagos line of atolls, or lagoon islands, of which the

Maldives constitute one single mountainous island, bordered by reefs, and very

nearly of the same actual figure and dimensions with New Caledonia. And not to

multiply instances, where they are innumerable, suffice it to state, that throughout

the greater part of the East Indian Archipelago coral reefs abound along the shores

of the mainland, as well as of the islands with which it is studded
; some Avith

proofs of recent elevation, and others appearing as a grand circle of breakers, with-

out a single spot of land or rock, though in due time certain to appeal-, through the

ceaseless conflict of the storm-loving polypi.

\\\- feel surprised when travellers relate accounts of the vast extent of certain

ancient ruins, but how utterly insignificant are the greatest of them when compared

to the piles of stone accumulated in these seas by the work of minute animals, and

erery particle of which has been subjected to the power of organic arrangement.

These little creatures are enabled to separate from the sea-water a proportion of

lime, so minute as to be almost inappreciable, in the quantity present, by the most

careful analysis. They secrete the stony coverings on the outside of their soft

bodies. The figures of these incrustations are impressed and embalmed in the solid

rock ; and some of them form themselves into compounds resembling trees, with

root, stem, and branches, composed of separate and detached particles. A Layard
wonders at the figures of men, war-horses, and strange animals recovered fresh

from the chambers and walls of Nineveh and Khorsabad. Botta is filled with

rapture as he paints them anew in his splendid work ; and Bonomi, or a Rawliii-

son, has scarcely words by which to convey his admiration of their beauty and

interest. It is thus, we may suppose, with the geologist, when he gazes on the

ruins of an ancient world on the broken escarpments and waHs of limestone, im-

presaed on every part with strange organic forms, and recalling to the imagination
a period when Great Britain was emerging above the waters, encircled on all sides

with coral reefs, and surrounded with an ocean swarming with myriads of island-

building corallines. The scale of erection here is one of boundless dimensions,

encompassing in one and the same age the terraqueous globe, and, in point of

antiquity, carrying him into epochs of time for which the historic calendar has no
scale of measurement. What an elaborate combination of marvels in the structure

of the lily-stone or encrinite, composed of thirty thousand articulating joints,
inwoven every one of them with cartilage, and all as flexible in the moniliformis,
and the other species, as the necklace jewel from which it derives its name, and

piled on each other like the masonry of an elegant Gothic shaft. The pentacriuite,
of which there are two living species, consists of 150,000 minute pieces of calcare-

ous matter, articulated and lubricated in like manner, all moved at the will of the
creature by a muscular system attached to every individual bone, rendering it, in

the extreme organs or fingers, capable of contraction and expansion in every
direction

j at one time spreading outwards like the petals of an open flower, and at

another rolled inwards over the mouth like an unexpanded bud. The actmocriuus,
f encrinite, and the apiocrinus, or pear-like encrinite, possess forms of no

singular beauty; the one invested all over the erect stem with a series of

flexible branches ; the other exhibiting in miniature the palmated crown
the palm-tree, and spreading its frond-shape tentacula with similar elegance of

Vhcn we consider," says Dr. Buckland, "the profusion of care, and
oquisite contrivance, that pervade the frame of every individual in the genus of
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pcntacrinite, forming but one of many members of the almost extinct family of

crinoideans and when we add to this the amount of analogous mechanisms that

characterise the other genera and species of this curious family we are almost lost

in astonishment at the microscopic attention that has been paid to the welfare of

creatures holding so low a place among the inhabitants of the ancient deep ; and we
feel a no less irresistible conviction of the universal presence and eternal agency of

Creative care, in the lower regions of organic life, than is forced upon us by the

contemplation of those highest combinations of animal mechanism which occur in

that paragon of animal organisation, the corporeal frame of man/'*

Nor was nature stinted in her production of these and other elegant forms of

coralline life. Every one of those named consists of several species. The encrinite

family prevailed over all, swarmed in every latitude, and filled every sea with the

products of their labour. Their remains are found in every stratum of a calcareous

character, and masses of limestone, from fifty to a hundred and fifty feet in thick-

ness, are frequently seen to be entirely composed of them. Entire specimens, how-

ever, are rarely to be met with, in consequence of the complex structure of the

skeleton, and the perishable nature of the enveloping membrane, the separate

pieces being disjointed, and having floated about after the surrounding cartilage was

decomposed. They are sometimes mixed in other beds of limestone, and in shale,

occasionally with shells, whose profusion in these cases determines the character of

the beds. These shells, among the order Conchifera dimyaria, of the genera

modiola, mytilus, and nucula are the most abundant; and in C. monomyaria,

avicula, inoceramus, and pecten ;
in that of Brachiopoda, leptsena, lingula, orthis,

productus, spirifer, and terebratula; of Gasteropoda, buccinum, euomphalus,

natica, nerita, and turbo ; the bellerophon is the sole representative of the order

Heteropoda ;
and in that of the Cephalopoda, goniatites, nautilus, and orthoceras, are

not only abundant, but are all remarkable for their size and elegance of form, the

orthoceratites being frequently, in the quarries of Bo'ness and Closeburn, found of

the gigantic dimensions of five to six feet in length by a foot in diameter.

The fishes of the carboniferous age were also very abundant, consisting of

several new types, and some of them of enormous bulk. Creatures allied to the

family of sharks now for the first time appear, armed with teeth and jaws of fierce

aspect, and covered with enamelled plates, through which a bullet could scarcely

penetrate. Thus in the order of placoids no less than twenty-eight new genera,
and a hundred species of the finny race, exist in the rocks of the period ; of the

ganoid order there are five genera, and twelve species; and of the sauroids,

or the approaching reptilian caste of organic structure, there are about thirteen

genera, and twenty-four or twenty-five distinct specific forms. The estuary lime-

stone of Burdie-House, near Edinburgh, is a perfect museum of organisms, of the

richest and rarest kinds, vegetable and animal, from the smallest microscopic to

the most gigantic of the marine tribes. Here are found the finest specimens of

the Megalichthys Hibberti, whose teeth are four to six inches in length, the scales,

with which it was densely covered, of more than an inch in diameter, and all

brightly enamelled, and a body supposed to have been at least fifty to sixty feet

long. Here likewise are interred the remains of another equally huge and vora-

cious animal, the Gyracanthus, along with coprolites, or the foecal excrement of

the genus, composed of the animal matter they fed on, and so numerous in

*
Bridyeicater Treatise, v. i. p. 442.
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some spots as to form almost the entire mass of rock. The remains of the

Pal*o*itcu* are very numerous, and in the most perfect state of preservation,

erery organism in its place, and the whole trout-like form of the body lying im-

bedded in the grassy calcareous matrix, once the slime of the river that nourished

them. The fronds of the ferns and other water-plants are spread out, in their

most dclic-utr fibres and tracery, on the thinnest divisional planes of the limestone;

aud so abundant often are they as to conceal every appearance of stone under their

dense aborescent foliage. The plants are all of a terrestrial or fluviatile kind, and

so perfect and entire as to warrant the inference that they have not been tossed and

drifted about in an ocean, nor transported from a distance, but have perished in situ,

and dropped amid still waters. There are neither corals nor marine shells in this

deposit. Hence the presumption of its being a fresh-water, or estuai^ limestone.

It may have been a lake, joined by a shallow neck to the borders of an ancient

sea, whither the megalichthys, resembling the crocodile family in bulk, and the

pyrocanthi, akin to the sharks in voracity, may have penetrated in quest of food,

or indolently reposed by the umbrageous shades of its slimy margin.

According to the relation now given, the physical features of Great Britain, as

well as of the earth generally, would be very different from what they now are.

The period in question was one not only of prodigious affluence in vegetable pro-

duce, but likewise of unprecedented exuberance in marine animal life, when all

these northern latitudes were in the condition in which the coral districts of the

Pacific are at present. Every coal-field was first the bed of a coral-reef sea. The
islands and mainland were densely covered with groves of bananas and cacti, the fern,

club-moss, and pine tribes, all of giant stature, and all encircling lakes and bays

swarming with myriads of tropical creatures of corresponding activity and diversity
of character. The whole of our seas, from Greenland southwards, through the

central division of Scotland and England, the south-eastern parts of Wales, and

Urge provinces in Ireland, over all the north-eastern districts of France, the

Netherlands and Germany, were interlaced, separated into lagoons, and walled up
by huge barrier -reefs. These reefs now constitute our mountain and encrinital

limestones, the most valuable for building and all rural purposes. There, indeed,

scarcely exists a doubt that the family of polypi, now rearing their wonderful
structures iu the Pacific, were the artificers in the olden times of all those masses
of limestone which underlie and are intermixed in every coal-field, branching out
and in among the metals, and an infallible sign that wherever we have the one
mineral the other is not far distant. The animal and vegetable products of the age
are entombed in the same basins, and are the sure indices, in their altered condition,
of the presence of each other in the same geologic system.

8. The geographic distribution and economic history of coal. Like all the

early formation-, of which we have been treating, the carboniferous sytem is one of
niversol diffusion. It prevails, subject to local irregularities, in every quarter of

the globe, umlrr every clime; and, unrestrained by mountains or seas, the coal
metals constitute a treasure-fund available for all nations.

Tfc i area of the coal measures in Scotland may be estimated at nearly one
iks in length, by an average breadth of thirty-three miles, extending

t. Andrews to Ayr, and north and south from the Ochils to
ocrmuirs. This space is divided into a great many independent basins,

in th.-ir sire and direction by the older surrounding porphyries, and
noken up and subdivided by the eruption of the more recent greenstones
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and basalts. The coal metals, in their workable beds, are bounded by the old red

sandstone of Stratheden in Fifeshire, never descending into the vale, and showing
their general northern out-crop along the slopes of the Cults, Lomond, Cleish,
and Saline hills. The eastern part of the Fife coal-field is one of the most disturbed

and complicated districts in Britain; where, in a space measuring about twelve

square miles, of which Largo Law forms the centre, the trap covers nearly one-half

of the surface, and penetrates the metals in every direction. The consequence of

this intrusion of the trap is, that the faults and dislocations, and the variations of the

stratified rocks in dip and position, are beyond calculation : the mountain limestone,
instead of being found only at the margin of the basin, presents itself at intervals

over the whole
;
and the coal-field, instead of forming one extended basin, is separated

into twenty or thirty detached portions, which are distributed over the district with

the most capricious irregularity. Numerous slips, dykes, and bosses have elevated

parts of the formation far above others, which, having been afterwards swept away
by currents of water, have occasioned great diversity in the number of seams, even

in contiguous localities, and rendered it often a matter of the greatest difficulty to

recover the bearing of the once united strata. These remarks are applicable, more
or less, to several other districts

;
more especially to the remarkably disturbed out-

line of country betwixt Kirkaldy and Lochgelly, the neighbourhood of Dun-

fennline, Carnock, and Clackmannan; and, again, to the Stirling, Bannockburn,
and Campsie coal-fields, where the undulating surface is everywhere diversified by

dykes and outbursts of trap, occasioning innumerable ravines and divergent valleys,

and stamping the whole neighbourhood with the well-known physical features of

the coal formation. The following statement will show the variable numbers and

thickness of the seams in the different localities, arising chiefly from disturbing

causes, and which have so much affected their original contiguity and more general

uniformity in the mass.

The coal metals, above the mountain limestone, commence on the north-east

:at Drumcarro, bearing westward to Ceres, where seventeen beds occur, one of which

is sixteen feet thick not now wrought and the average of the whole about seventy
feet thick of the pure carbonaceous matter. The adjacent basins on the south-east

are, Lathallan, Lathockar, Falfield, and Largoward, where there are eight beds,

thirty-two feet thick in all, one being thirteen feet. At Earlsferry, near Elie,

beyond the trap of Largo Law, there are seventeen seams, as at Ceres, nearly sixty

j

feet thick, and all dipping to the west ; while in the St. Monance and Pittenweem

basin there are the same number of seams, but with an aggregate thickness of

: eighty-two and a half feet of coal. On the western side of Largo Bay the metals

dip to the south-east, containing in the Wemyss and Kirkaldy coal-basin twenty-

nine, in some places thirty-four, workable beds of coal, varying in thickness from

two to twenty-one feet, and measuring in the whole 119^ feet thick. A smithy-
coal occurs here, only eighteen inches thick, but of comparatively great value. A
breadth of ten miles of sea, comprehending Largo Bay and a part of the Forth,

divides these coal-fields from those of Earlsferry ;
and as the inner beds of each

terminate at the shore, and dip towards each other, and towards the water which

Divides them, the warrantable inference is, that other beds crop out under the

Forth in the intervening space of ten miles. It has, therefore, been assumed that

the real number of beds reaches to or exceeds forty. It is also very probable that

meet under the water, forming a trough, which is prolonged across the Frith,

"id
re-appearing in the Musselburgh basin on the opposite side. The metals
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at Dysart, dipping ander the sea, are wrought nine hundred feet below the

urface.*

TUfc. *o**9 an approximation of the quantity of Coal that is wrought, and is still at work, on

Wemyu and Dysart coal-Jields-the
richest and deepest coal-mines m Scotland, f
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forms a marked feature in the petrology of the rocky shore from Kirkaldy to Largo
Lochgelly, Capledrae, Halbeath, Fordel, Dunfermline, and Carnock coal-works

arc all included within the denuded area, varying in their number of seams from

four to fourteen, some of which are from ten to sixteen feet thick, and having an

aggregate thickness of thirty-five feet. Beautiful specimens of organic remains

occur in some of the basins : spines, scales, teeth, and other fragments of fishes

all brightly enamelled, and some of the teeth of enormous dimensions, fluted,

striated, and as sharp and polished as in the living animal. The Wellwood and

Dunfermline coal, though of no great thickness, are extremely fine in quality, pos-

sessing much of the soft texture and caking qualities of English coal. Two seams

only arc wrought ; one four feet, and the other five and a half feet thick. Much of

the sandstone here is of a bluish-black colour, arising probably from carbonaceous

matter discharged from a bed of anthracite which occurs to the westward, effected

by the agency of trap dykes, or other kindred sources of heat. At Craigluscar, about

three miles north of the town, there occurs a remarkable intermixture of trap and

limestone, in various alternations, and where the calcareous matter communicates to

the rock an extremely dark lustrous aspect. In the Elgin Colliery there are twenty-
seven beds of coal, some of which are extremely thin, the main seam being five

feet two inches, and the total thickness of the deposit fifty-six feet. The Clack-

mannan coal-field extends from the Forth to the Ochils, bounded on the east by the

Ck'ish and Saline hills, and the beds in several places are much interrupted by

slips or faults. There is one fault, which occurs a little to the south of the Devon,
that occasions a shift in the strata from 700 to 1230 feet ; and in Law Hill, near

Dollar, a greenstone trap has completely charred all the coal in the vicinity. Some
of the beds abut against the Ochils, where they are almost vertical, rubbed, and

crushed, and present all the phenomena of the most violent mechanical action

through the upheaval of the trap. The coals generally, however, are of excellent

quality, consisting of twenty-four seams, which vary from two inches to nine feet

thick, and average about sixty feet in all. Fire-clay, clay-ironstone, and black-

band are very abundant in the district. The cannel or parrot variety of coal

occurs in most of the basins now enumerated.

The coal-field of the Lothians is engirdled along its east, south, and west out-

crop by a belt of old red sandstone, which is succeeded by the grauwake and silurian

rocks of the Lammermuirs. The metals generally dip from these older formations

towards the sea, any deviations in the interior of the basin being produced by the

eruption of the igneous rocks. The coal measures extend from Aberlady Bay to

near Liiiton, in which there are no less than fifty-two slips, whereby the strata are

depressed 5169 feet towards the north; while again, in the same direction, they
are raised by thirty-seven slips, or steps of elevation, 2412 feet, the difference being
-767 feet, or nearly the maximum height of the hills on the south.* The strata are

not much inclined or shifted from their original horizontality, which shows the

change of level to have been produced by a simultaneous subsidence over the whole

area of the field, occasioned perhaps by the ejection of the matter of the igneous

rocks, and which in dykes, ridges, and hills forms no inconsiderable mass. North

Berwick Law, Traprain Law, the Bass Rock, Arthur's Seat, the Braid and Corstor-

phine hills, all lie on the verge, or rise within the limits of the coal-field. There

are about sixty seams of workable coal in the more central division of the basin,

one of which is thirteen feet thick, the rest generally under ten, and all of them thin

*
Report of Mid-Lothian, by D. Milne, Esq.

k
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out towards the south and west out-crop of the metals. The aggregate thickness is

estimated at 126 feet, attaining its maximum towards Niddry, Dalkeith, Gilmerton,

Tranent, Musselburgh, Prestougrange, Elphinstone, and Cowdens. The encrinite,

or mountain limestone, underlies the whole series of coal seams now described,

encircling Edinburgh on the north, and extending westwards by Cramond, Aber-

oorn, and Blackness, to Falkirk. The coal along this line, never of any great

.:, is nearly worked out: the beds chiefly belong to the under series, accom-

panied with an enormous mass of sandstone, shale, and other strata, about two

thousand feet thick, and which has been everywhere invaded or overlaid by the trap.

A low range of trap hills, extending from Bathgate to Linlithgow, divides the

Falkirk and Stirling coal basins from those now described on the east, and from

the extensive mines of Lanark on the south-west. The Bathgate coal basin pos-

sesses points of great interest to the mineralogist. The encrinite limestone which is

wrought at Bowden Hill under the trap is about sixty feet thick, extending X.X.E.

to Linlithgow. A fresh-water bed occurs in the adjoining parishes of East and Mid

Caldcr; and at Kirkton there are ferruginous or bituminous beds of shale mixed

with translucent silex, laminae of pure limestone, porcelain jasper, and the remains

of Ettropteru* Scouleri. A rich black-band ironstone is wrought at Polkemmet, aud

a still more remarkably rich bituminous shale,* termed by the workmen a cannel coal,

While these pages are passing through the press the question is raised, in the Court of

Session, as to the mineral qualities of this bed, which has an average thickness of eighteen inches,
and yields a more than ordinary proportion of inflammable gases. The pursuers in the action are

Mrs. Elitabeth Honeyman and her husband, William Gillespie, Esq., of Torbane Hill
; and the

defenders are Messrs. James Russel and Son, coalmasters at Blackbraes. The witnesses on both
sides consist of the most eminent geologists, chemists, microscopists, scientific and practical mining
engineer* in Great Britain ; and, having taken part in the trial, we have had access to the con-

versation, opinions, and reasonings of both parties, debating the question whether it is to be
classed with the coals or shales, with the greatest ability, and manifesting the most intense
interest in the merits and results of the trial.

Professor Ansted, as first witness, said, that viewing the mineral geognostically in the field,
* be considered it as technically allied to the underclays of the coal measures ; and as a commercial

lition of the substance, he would designate it either as an indurated mineral pitch or asphalt,
incd very closely with clay impurities, or as a clay largely impregnated with mineral

Professor Fleming decided, upon a careful examination of the mineral, that "
it was

iff else than a good cannel coal, containing in abundance the various coal plants, visible to
>d eye, usually found in the coal measures." Mr. Hugh Miller, the author of the Old
xu, said " he found the Torbane mineral to differ from all coals he was acquainted with, in

nrumstance that it had not a fixed carbonaceous base, and had, what all true coals wanted,
rth, which remained in the same bulk and form after the consumable parts were burnt

lies did." Among the chemists, Dr. George Wilson said, that " he considered the
be a clay, largely impregnated with bituminous matter, and that, after repeated careful

ills were: of carbon in coke, 4-13; volatile matter, 68-12; ashes silica;

lean specific gravity, 1-247 ; and that, after the volatile matter has been expelled,
the retort a black mass, which, when heated in the open air, is found to c

:
f earthy ingredients, principally silicate of alumina (clay), the remainder being

or A. Fife "had analysed all the cannel coals in Scotland, with a view to their

Lmcs, and considered the Torbane mineral to differ in no respect from the
coals, except its being of a very superior quality." Comparing its constituents

Capeldrae cannel coal, he found them to be as follows :-
"ILL MINERAL. CAPELDRAE.

Carbon 56-7
- Hydrogen 6-8

3 '6 Oxygen 8-8

Nitrogen 1-9
0-3

Sulphur 0-J5
'

'

Ash 254
i>*nk, Esq., author of A History of the Fossil Fruits and Seeds of the London Clot/.
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is extracted in great masses from the pits of Boghead, Bathvale, and Torbane Hill.

There are four seams of coal, varying from six inches to three feet thick, intermixed
with fire-clay and nodular ironstone. Sigillaria, stigmaria, lepidodendra, and other

coal plants, are extremely abundant in all the beds.

Near Carron, in the Falkirk basin, the coal consists of seven or eight beds,

rally thin, and of an aggregate thickness of twenty to twenty-five feet. The
metals are worked at a great depth, nearly six hundred feet, where they dip under
the Carse clay, and vast accumulations of sand and gravel, which here form

interesting objects of attraction to the antiquary, as well as the geologist. Similar

alluvial formations cover the coal-field around Lecropt, Denny, Bannockburn, and

Kilsyth: the seams generally rise towards the Campsie hills, extending along
their sides, and are often overlaid or completely insulated by the trap, which in

some places has so charred the coal as to convert it into anthracite, or coke. A
manufactory of alum, copperas, and Prussian-blue has been established at Campsie.
The material is derived from a bed of alum-slate, which lies above the coal. When
the coal is removed the air decomposes the slate, causing it to effloresce and to

resolve into a soft, unctuous mould of earth. The line of railway betwixt Edin-

burgh and Glasgow runs along great part of this coal-field, cutting the strata at

right angles often; in other places the section is parallel to the beds; and the

and other works on Fossil Botany,
" had carefully examined thin sections of the mineral substance

by microscopic powers, varying from 160 to 660 linear, by both transmitted and direct light ; that

it had no vegetable structure, and, therefore, he was of opinion that the substance cannot with
truth be designated coal

;
but that, as a substance, it should be classed with the resinous and

argillaceous shales, consisting of resinous and earthy matter, and not, like coal, of organised
carbonaceous matter and bitumen." Professor Balfour described the structure of the mineral, as

exhibited by the microscope,
" as a vegetable structure, of which there were three kinds in coal, the

woody fibre, the scalariform, and the cellular tissue, all of which were found iii the Torbane Hill

mineral. Shales did not exhibit any traces of vegetable structure." J. Quekett, Esq., Professor

of Histology in the Royal College of Surgeons, London,
" has examined by the microscope most

of the known coals in England and Wales, about seventy varieties, in all which the tissue

is woody; discovered no organised structure in the substance of the Torbane mineral, while,
in its general structure, it was different from anything he ever saw in his life before. The basis

of the mineral is a porous slate, the pores or interstices of which have been filled with an inflam-

mable material somewhat resembling bitumen, but yet differing from this substance in many
particulars."

Several other eminent scientific witnesses, on both sides, bore corresponding testimony to the

above. The counsel, all of the highest standing at the Scottish bar, next addressed themselves to

the jury, bringing, in illustration of their conflicting views, all the wit, humour, logic, eloquence,
and law of the profession. The court, through the presiding judge, then went over the various

ta of the evidence, declaring its inability fully to appreciate its scientific import, and yet

itly describing the scientific distinctions as "crotchets." A respectable and intelligent jury,
six days' trial, found a verdict in behalf of the defenders, resting chiefly on the terms of

tiic lease, but also virtually implying that the mineral in question was coal. Another jury,
led over by other judges, will have the matter in dispute before them anew ; when, stripped

of all its legal and commercial adjuncts, the Torbane Hill mineral will receive its fixed and true

place, whatever that may be, as one of the richest and most valuable inflammable substances

yet discovered in the bowels of the earth.

The undisputed and permanent mincralogical characters of this interesting substance are

specific gravity, about 1-167; structure, amorphous; colour, dark brown ; streak, brown, earthy-

looking ; fracture, semi-conchoidal
;

translucent on the edges, very inflammable, argillaceous
or bituminous odour

; white soft ash, and yields no coke. In all true coals there is a preponder-
ance of fixed carbon over ash varying in degree, but constant, and forming coke. In the dis-

puted mineral the reverse is the case. In Professor Fife's analysis the carbon is not fixed, but is

a product, as in oils. Our first impressions, therefore, are only the more confirmed by the conflict

of opinion elicited in this legal discussion that the mineral in question must be classed with the

shales, and is not a COAL.
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intrusive rocks are shown in the most interesting manner, in every variety of

position, form, and disturbance.

The Lanark coal-field is bounded on the south and west by the Pentlands and

Renfrew trap hills, and embraces a vast extent of country, diversified by the wind-

ings of the Clyde, and where some of the richest minerals are lying in the water-

shed of the river. Within the area of this field there are a great many mines an

inexhaustible repertory of coal and ironstone. The city of Glasgow is built over the

metals; and, being of comparatively easy access in the vicinity, they form the chief

source at once of its stirring activity and accumulating wealth. The many ravines

and elevations in the different parts of the city, the undulating contour of country

north and south, the outbxvrsts of trap at the Necropolis and other localities, and the

various dykes of the same igneous formation that shoot everywhere around, are all

clear indications of the mineral treasures beneath, and of the elevatory forces that

have arranged them into convenient sections for the miner. Immediately to the

west of Glasgow, on the north side of the Clyde, the coal is not abundant
;
the

deposit seems to belong principally to the lower part of the series, or mountain

limestone ;
nor are the relations of the strata there very well ascertained. Fossil

trees frequently occur in the sandstone : a fragment, three feet long, and twenty-six

inches in diameter, with four long roots inserted in the rock, was at one time

exposed in a quarry north of Sauchiehall-street ;
and four others, situated in a line

at nearly equal distances, were to be seen in a quarry north from the Kelvin

aqueduct.*
The Hurlet and Quarrelton coal-field is five miles south-west from the city, on

the opposite side of the river, where the coal, though considerably deteriorated by

masses of iron pyrites, is of great thickness at Quarrelton, varying from fifty to

sixty feet ;
and in one place ten beds, ninety to a hundred feet thick, are found

together, perhaps the thickest mass of bituminous matter ever discovered. A bluish

amygdaloidal greenstone, a hundred feet thick, has penetrated the basin, and overlies

great part of the minerals ; and, in consequence, local authorities have inferred, as

an explanation of the phenomenon, that the beds of coal were first raised by a vertical,

and then pushed over each other by a horizontal motion. A thin bed of alum-slate

occurs at Hurlet, manufactured into alum and copperas, as at Campsie ;
and as the

strata, on both sides, dip towards the Clyde, thus causing it to follow the bottom of a

trough or basin, there can be little doubt that the alum-slate is an extension of the

bed which occurs at Campsie. At Maxwelton, Blackball, Nitshill, and Hallhill,

which surround Paisley, and form the southern boundary of the Clyde basin, the

beds of coal vary from six to sixty-six in number, from a few inches to ten feet

.ickncstt, and in the aggregate from twelve to twenty feet of good, workable
metals. The mines on the east and south-east are wrought in the parishes of

kland, Airdrie, Shotts, Bathgate, Bothwell, Hamilton, Carluke, and

Carstairs, where, in general, there are eight or nine workable seams, in some places

upwards of thirty, with a total thickness of from twenty-five to thirty-seven tVt t.
;

Hie ! 1 abounds in black-band ironstpne, varying from a foot to a foot and
i half, and in several places a clay-ironstone, or ochreous shale, yields the ore in

oosiderablc supply. The Airdrie and Gartsherrie black-band yields from 3

9 per cent and contains so much carbonaceous matter as nearly to com-

!' Onidt to the Geology of Scotland.

Cnig't Ettay <m the Carbonifcrou* Formation of Lanarkshire
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plete the process of calcination, with only a small expenditure of coal. The quantitr
of coals brought to Glasgow, in 1836, from thirty-seven pits in the vicinity,

amounted to 561,049 tons, of which 124,000 were exported to the Highlands and

adjacent places on the Clyde; thus leaving for the use of families and public
works in the city and suburbs, 437,049 tons of coal. The population since that

period has nearly doubled, and the public works have increased perhaps in a still

higher ratio. Hence the present consumption will amount to about 874,098 tons.

But, as exhibited by the books of the River Trust, there were exported, for the year

ending the 30th June, 1852, from Glasgow, 200,560 tons of coal, which, added to

the quantity consumed in the city and suburbs, shows that the coal-fields

surrounding the western metropolis of Scotland yield an annual product of one

million seventy-four thousand five hundred and fifty-eight tons of coal, over and

above all that is consumed at the pits, the blast furnaces, and the numerous

towns and populous villages embraced within their area, or situated on their

confines.

The coast from Port Glasgow to Ardrossan consists, for the most part, of the

old red sandstone, which in several places is of great thickness, generally fine-

grained, though occasionally conglomerate, and usually of a deep brown-red. The

interior, as well as the north-west of Renfrewshire, is much covered with trap

rocks, of the felspar-porphyry formation, and underlying the coal on both sides,

separates the Clydesdale from the Ayrshire coal basin. The district is very rich in this

useful mineral. The amount of coal shipped at the two ports of Irvine and Troon,

during the currency of the year 1852, was little short of three hundred thousand

tons that of Troon alone being 245,300 tons. Near Ayr, one bed at Taiglum is

eleven feet thick ; the Irvine beds are five in number, three of which being three

feet each, and two seven, making in all twenty-three feet of excellent workable coal
;

while in the north-west, in the vicinity of Ardrossan and Dairy, there are nineteen

feet of coal in six beds, from two to four and a half feet thick. The shipments
at Ardrossan, for the same period, amount to 63,744 tons. Anthracite occurs,

in a bed of four to five feet thick, at Riccarton, south of Kilmarnock, resting on

sandstone. The whole field abounds in ironstone, in beds varying from six inches

to nearly two feet thick, yielding a very high per centage of iron, and is surrounded

by thick masses of the encrinite or mountain limestone, which crops out and is

extensively worked at various places along the edges of the basin.

The remainder of the western coal measures is broken up into small detached

basins, generally separated by igneous rocks, but frequently containing numerous

seams of great aggregate thickness. The basin of Dalmellington occupies the valley

of the Boon, consisting of seven beds of coal, of which one is nine feet thick.

Another small isolated basin occurs in the old red sandstone, by which it is com-

pletely environed, near Dailly and north of Girvan, where the coal seams have an

average thickness of forty feet. The Cumnock and Muirkirk basins lie to the

north-east, surrounded on all sides by trap hills, of which Corsancone forms the

apex, raising the western portion of the metals at New Cumnock about a thousand

feet above the sea. Around Mansfield there are six beds, about forty feet thick

three of them being respectively nine, eleven, and twelve feet ;
this basin is ten

miles long by five broad, and at the highest point the coal metals lie on the surface,

with very little dip or inclination towards the interior. On the north-eastern side,

between Mauchline and Muirkirk, there are eight beds, one nearly ten feet, and the

whole about forty-four feet thick. Lower down in the valley of the Nith. the Kirk-
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connel and Sanquhar coal-field stretches in a south-easterly direction, having a length

of seren by a mean breadth of two miles, and containing twelve seams of coal, three

of which average four feet thick; it is intersected by numerous faults and greenstone

dykes, which have greatly crushed and charred the metals, and in one place changed

them 'into columnar anthracite. The coal measures stretch from near the town o

Annan, along the shores of the Solway, to Cannobie, -where the coal is wrought

Byreburn on the Esk, below Langholm, but now nearly exhausted. A greater

thickness of the valuable mineral occurs on the Rowanburn, a tributary of the

Liddcl, about a mile to the south-east, where there are three or four seams wrought

with profit. But although extended along the entire water-shed of this border

and beyond Carter Fell towards the Cheviots, no workable beds occur east-

ward of Lawston, where the strata are thrown up by the trap with a westerly

dip, and which all belong to the under series of the carboniferous system. The

cncrinite limestone crops out in various localities around the coal-field, of great

thickness and purity, skirting the northern side of the basin from Ecclefechan

to Langholm, and, running in long ledges or broken up into large tabular

manes, forms a very picturesque scene in the trough of the Esk, near the water-mill

adjacent to Armstrong's Tower, of border renown. A narrow belt of the old red

sandstone, of the upper or yellow series, succeeds the limestone a little to the north,

resting upon the grauwake. An interesting junction of the three formations sand-

stone, trap, and grauwake may be observed in the gorge of the Esk, about a mile

below Langholm, near the bridge, where the trap has considerably altered and

uplifted the sedimentary rocks; while, to the north-east, the sandstone has been

derated more than a thousand feet, capping the summit of Whitock Hill, and fur-

nishing material for the beautiful monument there erected in honour of Sir John

Maloom, of Indian celebrity.

The general results to be deduced from this description of the several coal

basins of Scotland are as follows results highly important in a geological, but
still more in an economic point of view : Taking, as already stated, the length
of the great central basin at 100 miles, and its breadth at 33 miles, and deduct-

ing for the area of the Firth of Forth under water 360 miles, there remain
about 2874 square miles of the coal measures, or of the strata classed in the coal

formation. But deducting the portion which underlies the mountain limestone,

iding from St. Andrews to Drumcarro, and from Pittenweem to Crail, and

making allowance for the intrusive rocks which prevail largely in every district;

>ably not more than one-half of the superficial area of the coal measures, or 1436
square miles, can be regarded as available for working coal. The average number of

good coal scams is twelve, and their total average thickness about thirty-four feet,

taking allowance for faults and dykes, there are nearly, at a rough estimate,
lion cubic yards of coal in each square mile. The average weight of a

cubic feet, is one ton; in the 1436 square miles there will be
illions of tons; and, therefore, according to the estimated thickness

1 basins at thirty-four cubic feet, the amount of the valuable mineral
everal coal basins of Scotland cannot be regarded as less than one

eight trillions of tons a quantity sufficient, even at the present high
a consumption of about six millions of tons, to supply the increasing

wants of the country for two thousand years.
onstone and black-band may be regarded as nearly co-extensive with

'J here arc few coal basins, at least, in which one or other of these
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forms of the iron ore have not been discovered and wrought. The number of hot-

blast furnaces in operation in Scotland during the years 1852 and 1853 are, accord-

ing to the returns now before me, 102, of which the Gartsherrie works have the

greatest number. The average produce' of pig-iron, of each furnace, is about sixteen

tons a-day; thus yielding a total annually of 509,184 tons weight of pig-iron, or of

metal in a state for commercial purposes. This vast product, raised from the coal-

fields of Scotland, has been chiefly owing to the successful researches made for the

black-band ironstone within these twenty years, and the improved methods of

smelting the ore by means of the hot-blast furnace. The present market-price of

iron is from 2 16s. to 3
;
hence the total annual value will be about one

million and a half pounds sterling. The value of the coal at the rate of 6*. a ton

will be considerably above this amount, or about 1,700,000 a-year. The lime

cannot be estimated at much less. Thus, in all, the commercial produce of coal,

iron, and lime raised from the coal measures of Scotland will be little short, in

annual value, of five millions of sterling money. The whole mineral produce of the

kingdom in 1814 was only about 1,600,000, and of which amount the three

substances mentioned constituted the proportion of 1,440,000.

While the coal metals, with their constant associates, lime and ironstone, are

now ascertained to exist in every continent and in all the larger islands, the

boundaries of many of the coal-fields have been measured, and a comparative
estimate of their minerals determined. In proportion to their extent the richest

mines in the world are those of Great Britain, which occupy a space of nearly

8,000 square miles of workable coal. The American coal measures, in the States

alone, cover an area of about 133,000 square miles ; a single coal seam, of an

average thickness of ten feet, occurs in Pennsylvania, which spreads uninterruptedly
over an extent of 14,000 square miles

;
while the coal-basin of Illinois, Indiana,

and Kentucky, is not much inferior in superficial dimensions to the whole of

England. A computation of the quantity of vegetable matter, in a given portion of

coal, has been made, and the result is, that a cubic yard of coal weighs upon
an average one ton a bed of coal of one acre in extent and three feet thick

contains 4,840 tons and the produce of 1,940 acres of forest trees is absorbed

in one acre of coal. Multiply the 8,000 square miles of the coal-fields of Great

Britain, or the 133,000 square miles of the coal-fields of the States, by the

denominator given, and the number of tons in a single bed of three feet thick

is prodigious, showing how inexhaustible are the stores of the useful combustible

for generations to come. But instead of one bed, the coal-basins range from ten to

nearly a hundred seams of the mineral, and instead of three feet thick, many of

the seams are from ten to twenty feet in thickness ;
and thus, taking the compu-

tation all the world over, no intelligible array of figures can represent, as no human
mind can grasp the conception of, the infinitesimal results in weights and measures

of the all-bountiful gift stored up for man's use and improvement in the stony
chambers of his habitation.

The author has elsewhere * related, on this subject,
" that it does not appear,

from any well authenticated records, at what precise period man availed himself of

this useful mineral, either for the purposes of art, or of domestic comfort. The

early history of nations is traditionary ;
but there is no tradition from very remote

times, in any of them, as to the discovery of coal no philosopher speculating about

* The Course of Creation, p. 120.
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the importance of the fact, and its bearings on the progress of civilisation. . .

What the Romans termed lapis ampelites, is generally understood to mean o

eannel coal, which they used not as fuel, but in making toys, bracelets, and oth

ornaments / while their carbo, which Pliny describes as
< vehementer perlucet/ w

simply the 'petroleum
or naptha, which issues so abundantly from all the terti

deposits. Coal is found in Syria, and the term frequently occurs in the sacred

l?s. But there is no reference anywhere in the inspired record as to digging

or boring for the mineral, and no directions for its use. In their burnt-offerings,

wood appears uniformly to have been employed. In Leviticus the term is used as

synonymous with fire, where it is said that ' the priests shall lay the parts in order

upon the wood, that is, on the fire which is upon the altar/ And in the same

manner for all domestic purposes, wood and charcoal were invariably made use of.

Doubtless the ancient Hebrews would be acquainted with natural coal, as in the

mountains of Lebanon, whither they continually resorted for their timber, seams of

coal near Beirout were seen to protrude through the superincumbent strata in

various directions. Still there are no traces of pits, or excavations into the rock, to

show that they duly appreciated the extent and uses of the article. Their term

inj, which properly signifies charcoal, appears to have passed into the northern

languages, as in the Islandic gloa ; the Danish gloe ; the Welsh glo, a coal golen,

to give light ;
the Irish o-gual ; and the Cornish kolan : terms all expressive of the

act of burning, or of giving light.

r many reasons it would seem that, among modern nations, the primitive

Unions were the first to avail themselves of the valuable combustible. The word

by which it is designated is not of Saxon but of British extraction, and is still

employed to this day by the Irish in their form of o-gual, and in that of kolan by
the Cornish. In Yorkshire stone hammers and hatchets have been found in old

mines, showing that the early Britons worked coals before the invasion of the

Romans. Manchester, which has risen on the very ashes of the mineral, and grown
to all its wealth and greatness under the influence of its heat and light, next claims

the merit of the discovery. Portions of coal have been found under or imbedded in

the sand of a Roman way, excavated some years ago for the construction of a house,
and which, at the time, were ingeniously conjectured by local antiquaries to have

been collected for the use of the garrison stationed on the route of these warlike

inradcrs of Mancenion, or the Place of Tents. Certain it is, that fragments of coal

are being constantly, in the district, washed out and brought down by the Medlock
and other streams, which break from the mountains through the coal strata. The
attention of the inhabitants would, in this way, be more early and readily attracted

by the glistening substance.

cYcrthelcss, for long after, coal was but little valued or appreciated, turf
and wood being the common articles of consumption throughout the country. About
the middle of the ninth century a grant of land was made by the Abbey of Peter-

borough, under the restriction of certain payments in kind to the monastery, among
b are spcx y carte of wood, and, as showing their comparative worth,
twelve carts of pit-coal. Toward the end of the thirteenth century, Newcastle

hare traded in the article; and by a charter of Henry III., of date 1284,
granted to the burgesses to dig for the mineral. About this period,

for the first time began to be imported into London, but were made use of

hs, brewers, dyers, and other artizans, when, in consequence of the

nng regarded as \cry injurious to the public health, Parliament petitioned
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the King, Edward I., to prohibit the burning of coal, on the ground of being an
intolerable nuisance. A proclamation was granted, -conformable to the prayer of

the petition, and the most severe inquisitorial measures were adopted to restrict or

altogether abolish the use of the combustible by fine, imprisonment, and destruction

of the furnaces and workshops ! They were again brought into common use in the

time of Charles I., and have continued to increase steadily with the extension of the

arts and mamifactures, and the advancing tide of population, until now, in the

metropolis and suburbs, coals are annually consumed to the amount of about three

millions of tons. The use of coal in Scotland seems to be connected with the rise

of the monasteries, institutions which were admirably suited to the times the con-

servators of learning, and the pioneers of art and industry all over Europe and in

whose most rigorous exactions evidences can always be traced of a judicious and

enlightened concern for the general improvement of the country. Under the regime
of monastic rule at Dunfermline, coals were worked in the year 1291, at Dysart,
and other places along the coast, about half a century later

; and, generally, in the

fourteenth and fifteenth centuries the inhabitants were assessed in coals to the

churches and chapels, which, after the Reformation, have still continued to be paid
in many parishes. Boethius records that, in his time, the inhabitants of Fife and

the Lothians dug
' a black stone/ which, when kindled, gave out a heat sufficient

to melt iron."

Thus tardily have all our most obvious discoveries been made, and their uses

applied. The pits from which the black stone was dug are still to be seen near

Crail, and other places along the coast of Fifeshire, penetrating the surface only a

few feet, and merely the out-crop of the metals touched. The ground itself had first

to be cleared of its massive forests, sufficient for ages to supply the wants of the

inhabitants, while art was young and the inventive sciences little understood. The
social movement now in progress is mainly the result of both being carried to a

pitch of which our forefathers never dreamed. The pressure in the moral may be

compared to the expansive forces in the physical world, all latent a few years ago,

but now in such vigorous activity, in the various appliances of steam, mechanism,
and electricity, as to change the whole aspect of society, and to convert the wilder-

ness into a garden. They are mutually assistant to each other : the march of

civilisation advances apace, and the resources of the mine are more and more

available; the treasures of the earth, hidden and unknown for ages, are fully

appreciated, and their practical benefits ascertained. The arrangements of a far-

seeing Providence are clearly discernible in the mighty operations and vast intel-

lectual achievements already realised ; the relics of distant ages have become, not

the toys of the antiquary, but the giant levers of the man of science ; and, as there

are no limits to the resources, so will the genius of coming generations be stimulated

to new exertions, and rewarded with new means of comfort and improvement.
The doctrine of final causes here receives one of its most striking verifications.

No truth in history is better established than that the whole earth has been given

to man as the theatre on which is to be fulfilled the revealed destiny of his

race, when civilisation shall be co-extensive with its boundaries, when the arts

and sciences shall be as widely cultivated, and when pure and undefiled religion

shall prevail in all its borders. The old branches of the human family are in

rapid decay: the pioneers of a higher moral and intellectual development are

everywhere planting themselves in their desolate places. The mineral stores under-

ground furnish the principal means of their conquest, occupancy, growth, and

I
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permanent establishment in their new fields of location. Not an island or continent

n the terraqueous globe, and within its habitable domains, that is not of the easiest

access to civilised man. The fuel and the metals that enable him to speed his way

and consolidate his power, he digs from the bowels of the earth. Garnered up

in ages long past, and, as designed on purpose to meet the requirements of

his lot, he finds them in every region where his enterprising spirit leads, whether

he is to promote the cause of truth while yielding to his own propensities, or to

accelerate the spread of knowledge by the ingenuity which prompts him to extend

his own dominion. When the gold and the silver mine is exhausted, and the

feverish excitement that drove him to his new settlements is past, the more peaceful

occupations of life will be pursued, the cultivation of the soil become his enjoy-

ment, towns and cities arise on every side, and amidst all the busy appliances of

commerce and the arts, the school and the church will appear. The grandest

achievement of his moral destiny will be thus accomplished the ends of the earth

brought together the promise again realised
" I will bring thee to a land whose

stones are iron, and out of whose hills thou mayest dig brass : when thou shalt lay

up gold as dust, and the gold of Ophir as the stones of the brooks."

THE NEW RED SANDSTONE AND SUPERINCUMBENT STRATA.

The series of rocks which immediately overlie the coal measures is termed the

New Red Sandstone, in contradistinction to the Old Red, which is subjacent to the

coal, and belongs to an anterior geologic age. The irregular expanse of sea left in

the regions of Britain by the broken masses of land, produced by the uplifted

carboniferous rocks, was filled by the detritus of the period, and afterwards consoli-

dated into a succession of sandstones, clays, marls, and limestones. This formation

occurs in Ireland, but not abundantly, and only in the north-eastern part, which

may be regarded as an extension of the Lammermuirs. In Arran, and on the west

coast of Ayrshire, on the southern slope of the Lammermuirs, around Dumfries and

Langton, is a large tract of these rocks, spreading into the plain of Carlisle, the vale

of Eden, and against the west face of the Cambrian mountain limestone. The new
red sandstone and the superincumbent strata occupy nearly the whole superficies of

the central, eastern, and southern districts of England. It is largely developed in

America, on the continent of Europe, and especially in Russia, whence, from the

*at extent occurring in the district of Perm, it has been denominated the PERMIAN

SYSTEM, and is generally described as such in works on geology. The formation

is found in Scotland only in patches, at remote intervals, round its borders ; and, in

tome of the localities, the position of the sandstones is by no means a settled point,
whether as belonging to the coal measures, to the old, or to the new red series.

There are great diversities in the number, mineral qualities, component ele-

rncnU, and external appearance of the strata belonging to the new red sandstone.

Indeed, to rery different arc they, that nothing but their relative position, and the

nhaUnce* with which they are associated, can determine the true systematic
character of some of the beds. In Germany, France, and England, there is often
the widest dktilietioa, which has given rise to different systematic arrangements, as
well as to a different nomenclature, dependent only on some prevailing local pecu-
liarity ; ai. ug the important fact, that it is by general types, and not by any
conventional aeries of strata, that rocks are to be identified in different countries,
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A deep red variegated sandstone, raagriesian limestone, gypseous marls, sometimes
beds of crystallised gypsum, and occasionally rock-salt, may be considered as the

characteristic mineral substances composing the system. The whole series of

beds, too, are generally fine-grained, thinly laminated, and easily split up into slaty

flags, and the different strata are usually separated by soft unctuous clays, or

calcareous marls.

As the period appears to have been comparatively barren both in animal and

vegetable life, so the mineral wealth of the system cannot be highly estimated,

forming a remarkable contrast in this respect with the coal measures. The mag-
ncsian or, as it is likewise called, the dolomitic limestone yields, under chemical

treatment, the magnesia of the apothecary; and, although the soils connected with

this rock are neither rich nor genial in their appetency for the cereals, yet a certain

admixture, when reduced to quicklime, is not unfavourable to some of the grasses.

It furnishes in some localities a beautiful and durable building-stone, of which, from

the quarries in Bolsover Moor, in Derbyshire, the new Houses of Parliament are

constructed. The flaggy schists are employed extensively for lithographic purposes,

the admired German blocks being chiefly derived from these beds. The gypsum and

rock-salt of commerce are likewise dug from this formation, sometimes alternating

with the other strata, in thin stratified beds, or occurring in basins, in irregular

masses, from twenty to a hundred and twenty feet in thickness. The Chester,

Worcester, and other salt-pits in England, also those in Spain, Germany, and

Austria, the celebrated mines of Cracow, in Poland,

" Where, scoop'd in the briny rock, long streets extend,"

and the recently discovered beds in Ireland, are all situated in the new red sand-

stone
;
and all as yet form the subject of controversy, whether these saline crystal-

lisations owe their origin to deposition in water, or to the vaporising influence of

heat. With the exception of an ore of copper, wrought to some extent in Germany,
termed kupfer-schiefer, no other metal is derived from the system.

When compared with the carboniferous system, so rich in organic remains and

in mineral treasures, the new red sandstone indicates one of those vast changes in

the course of nature which demonstrates a direct interposition of creative power.
The superabundant flora of the past age becomes suddenly extinct. The materials

of three to four thousand feet of solid rock are collected, without a particle of coal

being contained in the mass. The myriads of creatures which filled the seas, and

whose remains form the mountain limestone, all ceased to exist, with the exception

of one or two families of zoophytes and testacea. Instead of the black-band iron-

stone, the source of our chief metallic wealth and power, gypsum and rock-salt are

produced, and stored up in a few rare localities. The formation is widely spread

over every quarter of the globe; and the changes in the vegetable and animal

economy, as indicated by the changes in the mineral kingdom, appear to have been

equally universal.

But once again, in the altered state of things, nature was preparing for new

forms of life and new types of animal existence, while she was parting with so many
of the old races, which had so admirably subserved the purposes of their creation.

One remarkable change in the laws of functional structure is here, for the first time,

observable
; namely, the substitution in fishes of the homocercal for the heterocercal

form of the tail-fin. This organ in the fishes of all the former epochs of the earth's

history is unequally lobed, as still preserved in the shark and sturgeon, in conse-
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quence of the vertebral column extending to the extremity; whereas, from this

period downwards, and in all existing families, with the exceptions noticed, the back-

bone terminates within the fin, and thereby causes it to be equally lobed, as seen in

the cod, herring, and salmon. The impressions of bird and reptilian foot-marks are

also very abundant in this series of rocks. Here, likewise, are the first traces of

oviparous quadrupeds,
in the remains which have been found of the protosaurus and

phytosaurus. The foot-prints in some places, especially in Pennsylvania, Connec-

ticut, and Virginia, are very abundant, consisting of small toe-like scratches, deep,

palmy impressions, and large tridactyle hollows, which measure eighteen inches in

length, by fourteen in breadth; and in some localities, so numerous are these

curious lithographs, as to indicate a place of general resort, probably upon the

retiring of the tide in quest of prey, where lines and tracts are observed to cross

and re-cross each other in every direction. Many of the strata are covered with

the ripple and other water-marks, suggestive of the retreating wave and shelving

shore ;
and very frequently they are indented with little circular spots, imputed to

the pattering of the rain. In the Stonesfield slate, near Oxford, and in the sand-

stones of Sussex and Dorsetshire, the trail and petrified castings of marine worms,

perfectly preserved, have been detected, impressed on the sand while it was yet soft

on the sea-shore. Nor, among these singular hieroglyphics, are the least singular

the tubular cavities in which the molluscs themselves must have resided, the forms

of the creatures being distinctly traced at the upper extremity of the holes still

preserved in the rock. The fossil impressions in the sandstone of Dumfriesshire are

equally well defined in the only two localities in which they have been found
;

namely, Cocklemuir, in the parish of Lochmaben, and Locherbriggs quarry, near

the town of Dumfries. They consist, in the former locality, of the foot-prints of

some four-footed reptilian, where the alternate movements of the right and left

pairs are parallel, and at regular distances from each other. The impressions are

about two inches in diameter, by half an inch in depth ;
and in the other locality

they have obviously been produced by the passage of birds over the soft sand,

generally small, but perfect in their outline, and even the scratchings of the

sharp claws distinctly legible. What a curious reading all this, in these chronicles

of ancient geologic times! How singular the preservation of such ephemeral

impressions as the trail of a worm, the tread of a reptile, the foot-print of a bird,

mingled with indicia of the state of the atmosphere, the direction of the winds, the

ripple of the waves, and the flow of the tides ! Preserving something of the old,

and introducing so many new traces of organic life, especially those of birds and

oviparous quadrupeds, the new red sandstone has been regarded as the transitional

boundary between the lower and upper secondary strata, and serves to mark a

period of comparative inactivity in the physical causes by which, from time to time,
the state of the mineral, vegetable, and animal departments of nature have been so
much influenced, modified, and finally changed.

Accordingly, one of these changes, upon a great scale, appears to have taken

place upon the introduction of the next series of superincumbent strata. These are
the lias, oolite, wcalden, and chalk groups, in which we have not only a
set of rocks, but also different races of plants and animals. Instead of

*ian limestone, there are dark argillaceous and calcareous beds of rock
;

for

gated gypseous and salifcrous marls, there are blue pyritous clays; and in place
i mottled sandstones, there are bands of coal, and dark-coloured bitumi-

hale*. Nor in the organic products are the differences less striking. The sea
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now s\varme<l with new and strange forms of life, creatures sixty to a hundred feet

in length the icthyosaurians and plesiosaurians. The land was again covered

with a rich vegetation, generally different, but approaching to the rank luxuriance of

tliti carboniferous age, and accompanied with animals of corresponding bulk

i^uanadons, hylaeosaurians, and pterodactyles fit to swim in the slimy lagoons, or

to perch on trees, in search of food and prey. And everywhere in the waters there

were coralline and shelly bodies, many of them infinitesimally small, but so incon-

ceivably numerous as to form, by their skeletons alone, masses of rock several

hundred fret thick, and thousands of miles in extent. These teachings of geology

forcibly, again, support the truths of Natural Theology, showing in such vast

changes the direct interposition of Divine might ; and, in the beautiful adaptive

arrangements thence arising, the constant superintendence of the great First Cause.

This series of rocks, comprising under each group a great diversity of strata, is

widely extended over the midland and southern districts of England, the central

regions of France, and stretch some of them in one continuous belt along the whole

northern outskirts of Switzerland, into the heart of Germany. They are only found

in Scotland in the western islands, skirting portions of the north-western shores of the

mainland, and at intervals along the eastern coast from Helmsdale to Elgin. The

Lias, the oldest of the series, simply means layers, from its thin, flaggy beds of lime-

stone and bluish shales, and exists in considerable thickness in the islands of Mull,

Egg, and Skye. The Oolite, or roe-stone, immediately succeeds the lias in each of

these localities, containing beds of imperfect coal, which have been overflowed and

hardened by igneous rock; there are, likewise, considerable beds in Caithness-

shire, and among which is the Brora coal deposit, consisting of several thin seams,

mixed with bands of limestone, containing large petrified trees. The Wealden is

derived from the term "
wolds," literally, the wood or forest district of Sussex and

Hampshire, and is found at Linksfield, near Elgin, in a series of blue, laminated

clays, sandstones, and impure limestones, all more or less charged with oxide of

iron, which gives a variegated tint to the formation. The Chalk deposit is of still

more limited extent than any of the above, or can scarcely be said to exist at all as

a rock in Scotland, there being only two places Banff and Mull where the

characteristic flints occur. They are, however, in sufficient quantity, and lie in such

positions, to show that they could only have been derived from a bed of chalk in

situ, whose softer materials have yielded to the influence of time, and been washed

out by the action of the sea. Among the more remarkable organic remains cha-

racteristic of the wealden and inferior systems, teeth, spines, and bones of the

ichthyosaurus and plesiosaurus, have been detected in great abundance in the deposit

of Elgin. Along with leaves, branches, and stems of trees in the lias and oolite of

Skye and Caithness, there are large casts of shells belonging to the ammonite and

echinida (sea-urchins) marine families; likewise the gryphaea, cidaris, trigouia,

and ostrea are very common in the latter localities. The remains of Cycadeae,

allied to the existing cycas revoluta, and pine-apple ; Coniferee, resembling the yew
and pine ; a great variety of ferns, allied to the types of the coal measures ; besides,

Lilacea, and other undescribed genera, are all there to attest the existence of a

warmer, if not even of a tropical climate, during the currency of the period when

gigantic lizards and a luxuriant flora inhabited these northern parts.

The detached portions of rock in so many and widely separated localities, in

which these interesting remains are preserved, derive additional importance from

the consideration, that they serve as memorials of the successive increments of the
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land, of the ceaseless inroads of the sea, and of the severance of places once united.

"NY hen we find that these groups of strata were all formed under water, and succes-

sively arranged from Caithness to Dover, and from Skye to the Isle of Wight, in the

MUM* geologic periods, the imagination is stretched not a little to recall the physical

conditions which admitted of their deposition, at the extreme points of the island,

and the altered circumstances under which a few fragmentary outliers are all that

remain to indicate their existence. The lias of Skye, the oolite of Brora, the wealden

of Elgin, and the chalk-flints of Banff" and Mull, are identical in their mineral con-

stituents with the rocks of Yorkshire, Oxford, Bucks and Portland, and show, all of

them, indications of the same fossil remains : when animals allied to the tortoise,

the crocodile, and the gavial of modern times prevailed in every part of our sea-

borders and rivers, and when Scotland, by its older rocks and their earlier elevation,

constituted the largest portion of the mainland of Great Britain.

THE TERTIARY SYSTEM OF ROCKS.

The tertiary system constitutes the last great sub-division of the rocky strata

of the earth, and consists of a series of clays, sands, gravels, marls, and limestones.

The beds are all more or less indurated, or composed of true layers of rock
;
some

of them furnishing an excellent building-stone, and others so loosely aggregated as

to decompose on exposure to the weather. They lie immediately above the chalk,

and generally within the hollows produced by the abrasion and upheaval of the

chalk formation. The period has been one of considerable disturbance, when the

land and sea were repeatedly interchanging places ;
and the system, in consequence,

is made up of alternate beds of marine and fresh-water deposits, containing in-

numerable organisms characteristic of each. The London clay constitutes the

lowest portion of the series, whence, as the centre point in England, the strata range
in every direction from Hungerford to Norwich, along both sides of the Thames,
and occupy an average breadth of thirty to forty miles. They extend into Hamp-
shire, where the basin is of considerable extent, forming, in the Isle of Wight,
nearly the half of its surface, and resting on the vertical edges of the chalk beds.

The tertiary system is amply developed in the basin of Paris, in the district of

Auvergne, over large tracts in Switzerland, where it is elevated many thousands
of feet on the sides of the Alps ; it diverges through most of the states of Central
and Southern Europe, the Italian shores of the Mediterranean, and along the
southern range of the Himalayas, where it attains an altitude of twelve to fourteen
thousand feet.

The existence of the tertiary formation in Scotland has only very recently been
established, and under circumstances which greatly enhance the interest of the

dwoorery. It was scarcely surmised that our island was the theatre of volcanic
action o lately as the tertiary period indicates. But the fact is now placed beyond

The Duke of Argyll has adduced the evidence of vast subterranean opera-
rtual volcanic materials, in the island of Mull, as well as of the highest
r of their occurrence among the other western isles. A paper on the

appeared in the Geological Quarterly Journal for May 1, 1851, in which
ry minute and

interesting details of this important discovery, and of

following is an abridged account :

"The island of Mull is deeply indented, in a direction nearly east and west, by
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two long arms of the sea, Loch na Kael and Loch Scridden, forming the natural

divisions described by Macculloch as the northern, the middle, aud the southern trap

districts. The northern division is of comparatively low elevation, and composed

chiefly of terraces of trap. The middle division is a lofty and rugged tract, con-

taining the fine summits of Ben Tulla and Ben More, the latter being one of the

highest mountains on the western coast, and visible from a great distance among
the Hebrides. The whole of the long and high promontory stretching westward

from the flank of Ben More, and lying between Loch na Kael and Loch Scridden,

exhibits great terraces of trap, piled one above the other, and terminates in that

ing headland of Bourg or Gribon, whose lofty horizontal lines rise from the

with almost perfect regularity, in a pyramidal form, until the final cap
attains an elevation of about two hundred feet. The southern division has been

ng known for the magnificent coast scenery it displays ; presenting a continuous

.e of mural precipices of great elevation, frequently based on and capped by basalts

every variety of form, and including extensive strata of the oolite and lias. Here

occurs the headland of Ardtun, the scene of the discovery. The first public mention

of the pictorial grandeur of the spot is from the pen of Dr. Samuel Johnson. Sir

Allen M'Lean, in conveying him from the island of Inch Kenneth, to visit the

ruins of lona, selected this spot as a resting-place ;
and the Doctor mentions, that

its columnar basalt, in whose broken shafts they sat, was pointed out to him a*>

scarcely less deserving of notice than that of Staffa."

This basalt constitutes the lava of the district. It occurs in jointed columnar

masses in various parts of the island, on both shores of the Sound of Mull, in far-

famed Staffa, in Skye, and several of the adjacent islands, on the coast of Antrim,
and forms the Giant's Causeway in Ireland. The cliff at Ardtun is one hundred

and thirty feet in height, and, in a vertical section, presents the following descend-

ing order of beds, where the lighter scoriae or pumice, the hard concrete lava, and

the vegetable organic matter, repeatedly alternate with each other.

Uppermost basalt 40 feet

First leaf-bed 2

First ash-bed 20

Second leaf-bed 2|
Second ash-bed 7

Third leaf-bed li

Amorphous basalt 48

Columnar basalt to the level of low tide . . . . 10

The geological epoch to which all the beds above that of the amorphous basalt

belong is determined by the character of the organic remains. The leaves are of

considerable variety, but all belonging to well-known existing families of the Dico-

tyledonous order. They are, therefore, remains of the tertiary period, a conclusion

farther confirmed by the position of the chalk flints in the tuff conglomerates with

which they are associated.
"
Further, these beds seem to me," says the noble Author,

" to furnish indis-

putable evidence of subserial volcanic action, alternating with periods of repose. The
second leaf-bed is the one which throws the clearest light on the circumstances of its

formation. It is to be observed, in the first place, that the leaves are not torn or

shattered : those of the large palmated planes, as well as those of the small buck-

thorn, &c., being fully extended, and showing unruffled surfaces. Leaves, violently

cast from the trees on which they grew, would not have presented such appearances;
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they do not even consist of the brittleness of dead leaves, when dry. Two other

remarkable circumstances remain to be noticed : first, that no trunks of trees, no

branches, nothing beyond the size of the merest twig, has been yet found associated

with the leaves ; secondly, that plants of a reedy texture some of them at once

recognisable as Equiseta are associated in great abundance with the leaves, espe-

cially with that lower portion of the bed which almost exclusively consists of the

vegetable remains. From all this the conclusion is obvious, that these leaves must

hare been shed, autumn after autumn, into the smooth still waters of some shallow

lake, on whose muddy bottom they were accumulated, one above the other, fully

expanded, and at perfect rest. It cannot have been a water agitated by tides or

currents ;
for these would have swept such remains away, or left evidence in their

disposition of disturbing agency. It cannot have been water of any depth; for it is

\u-ll known that reeds, and especially the Equisetum and other kindred families, do

not affect such situations. But there is another ground for this latter conclusiou :

the bed of ashes, or tuff, covering the leaves shows clearly, from the arrangement of

its materials, that they cannot have undergone the sifting process inseparable from

subsidence through water. The light pumiceous particles, and the heavy, flinty,

white lapilli, are disseminated indiscriminately, without any reference to the order

of gravity, although the former are composed of a substance which will frequently

float in water, whilst the latter are particularly dense and heavy.
" All these circumstances taken together, as well as the absence of any fresh-

water shells, or other organisms, indicative of a permanent lacustrine condition,

seem to me to afford the strongest evidence, that the situation in which these leaves

were overflowed by volcanic mud and ashes was one which may rather be described

as a marshy terrestrial surface, than the bottom of a lake, properly so called. The
hollow in which the marsh had originally been formed, and in which the first or

lowest leaf-bed had accumulated, continued to be a hollow after the mud and ashes

had overflowed it. "Water again accumulated, and autumnal leaves were again cast

upon its surface, in greater numbers and variety than before. An eruption, similar

to the first, for a second time covered its deposits ; still its condition remained suffi-

ciently unchanged to admit a repetition of the same process, and once more it con-
tinued to receive the annual sheddings of a forest vegetation. But the third eruption
must have been one of a very different kind : sheets of lava, of great solidity and

thickness, were now poured forth upon the ground; and if surfaces completely
\ itrified, such as well-marked obsidian, be any indication of subserial exposure, such
must have been the condition of this lava. The configuration of the country no

longer remained the same, and so complete was the change effected by this and

subsequent convulsions, that the spot which had so long been the receptacle of calm,
stagnant waters, under the lee of some great forest, became as we now see it, cut
ito the tea-cliff of a naked headland, so peculiarly exposed to the surf of a stormy

ocean, as well to deserve the description of its Gaelic name ' the Point of Waves.'
"I D one who has followed this description of the Ardtun Head, and is

1 with Staffa, will fail to recognise a remarkably corresponding feature.
wo members of the Ardtun series the massive amorphous basalt,

o and resting upon the columnar offer a precise representation, on a

Jc, of that wonderful front which lies opposite, at some five or six miles
whole group of the Treshnish Islands, which guard famed Staffa

wm, from their low tabular appearance, to belong to the same pro-
r trap, and may represent the skeleton of that country now destroyed,
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from whose forests the Ardtun leaves were shed. It is not improbable that by

future researches amid the conglomerates, and other stratified matters associated

with the traps, in Mull and the neighbouring islands, portions of the more substan-

tial parts of those forests will yet be found. It appears, from Dr. M'Culloch's

account of the traps of the middle district.of the island of Mull, that he did actually

find the carbonised stem of a tree, whose structure proved it to be coniferous. His

notice of the
( vein

'
in which it occurred is an accurate description of the tuff

which covers the leaves at Ardtun; but he expressly says, that it occupied a per-

pendicular, instead of a horizontal position in the cliff; and the headland of Bourg
ins to be indicated, although not very clearly, as the locality."

This interesting and valuable paper concludes with a description of the geo-

ical structure of the trap formation on the coast of Ireland, where similar alter-

nating leaf-beds and lignites, with columnar and amorphous basalt, occur at Antrim

and the Giant's Causeway. The account goes pretty far to establish the important

inferences, that Scotland and Ireland were, at the period of the eruptions, portions

of one and the same country, that the western isles, all the marine interspaces,

and the mainland, were united, and that the Ardtun leaf-beds indicate the occur-

rence of changes, since the period of their.deposition, not less great in climate than

in the geographical forms of land and sea.

" The area of the Hebrides," says Professor Edward Forbes,
"
appears to have

been a scene of igneous eruptions and disturbances of level from a very early geo-

logical period down to the age of the newer tertiaries. These beautiful and singular

islands present a rich field for geological explanation, much as has been done among
them. Their palaeontology, one of the freshest and fullest mines for discovery yet

remaining in the British Islands, may be said to be unexamined. The working out

of the exact relations in age of the igneous with the stratified rocks of the Hebrides,

and of the physical and vital phenomena, determined by the several eruptions within

their area, will sooner or later be one of the most delightful and best rewarded tasks

to which a competent observer can apply."*
The view of Staffa from the south-west, as represented in Plate I., Section 1.,

shows the broken columns at the base of the cliff, over which the waves are con-

stantly dashed. The larger entire ones occupy the centre of the picture. The

amorphous mass, of which the island is chiefly composed, rests on the top. The

columns are very irregular in the number and position of their joints ;
but the order

and symmetry, the richness arising from multiplicity of parts, combined with great-

ness of dimension and simplicity of style, render them far superior, in their general

effect, to anything which architecture in its best efforts has ever produced. In the

number of sides they vary, as all basaltic columns have been found to do, but the

Hal and pentagonal are the predominant forms. The rock which forms the

substance of the columns is of a dark greyish colour, and of a uniform texture,

precisely similar to the amorphous mass above, which contains various amygdaloidal

cavities, filled with radiated concentric spheres of zeolite, mesotype, stilbite, and

other minerals, occasionally of great beauty and fineness. Staffa is of an irregular

oval shape, about a mile and half in circumference, and presents an uneven table-

land on the top, terminating on all sides in precipitous columnar cliffs. There are

three caves, the largest of which is Fingal's, which is 227 feet long, by a variable

height of forty-four to fifty feet, and an average breadth of forty-two feet a natural

*
Geological Journal, May 1, 1851.

M
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columns of even- form and variety, and in grouping and picturesque effect
Wl**** f

description.

IVe TaAf ISLANDS of the Hebrides all contain, more or less, examples of tlie

_ structure, some of them on a scale of grandeur even superior to Staffa

"They are divided, according to Dr. M'Culloch, into two principal groups,

Skye being the centre of the one, and Mull of the other. The Shiant Isles, the

remarkable rocks at Loch Maddy and St. Kilda, the " Teneriffe of Britain," form

the outskirts of this volcanic region, now in so many detached parts, but once more

intimately connected. Ailsa Craig and Arran also display in several places the

columnar structure, presenting some of the most magnificent colonnades anywhere to-

be found. In Skve, to the north of Ru-na-Braddan, the cliffs have a beautiful and

^ig eftct ;
where the columns are arranged in the most perfect order, extend-

ing in an altitude of three hundred feet for many miles, with no superincumbent

amorphous mass, as in Staffa, tut the pillars, as they rise, are projected on the sky :

thus producing great lightness of effect, as well as an endless diversity of elegance

in the outline. St. Kilda is about three miles long, by nearly two in breadth, and

counts chiefly of the high hill of Conochan, which is cut down, almost abruptly,

from tbe summit to the very water's edge. The precipice is about thirteen hundred

fat higb, perhaps the loftiest cliff in Britain, unless it is exceeded by that of Foula,

in Shetland ; and yet is fearlessly ascended and descended, swung from, and searched

in 6tery direction, by the bird-catchers in quest of the sea-fowl, which in myriads

lodge in its dizzy crags.

Geologists have long been familiar with the surturbrand beds of Iceland
;
that

is, btteminiaed wood imbedded in the igneous rocks of that volcanic island, and

whose age is determined by the botanical characters of the enclosed fossils. There

are avreral layers of surturbrand, varying from a few inches to four feet in thickness,

and separated by intervening courses of trap, partly as in Mull columnar, and

partly amorphous. One of the separating masses of trap is about 450 feet thick,

another 150 feet, and other portions alternating with thin bands of indurated

vegetable clays or leaf-beds, exhibiting in the most perfect manner all the forms,

veiaa, ribs, and fibres of the leaves. There are two principal varieties of the surtur-

brand, or bituminous wood the one pale-brown, the other black and shining, like

pitch-coal, sometimes united in the same fragment, and generally retaining the

woody structure, and both varieties so fresh and well preserved, as to be cut by the

natires into their common household utensils. The leaves, many of them, are

(leaeribtd as belonging to the common poplar, whilst others are referred by Horne-
^nann to the balsam species, a native of Siberia and North America; some are

represented M closely resembling the willow, birch, and oak, the largest of which
are about the size of a man's hand. Now, in reference to the leaf-beds and ter-

of Mull, it is not doubted that the formation in Iceland, the trap, with its

vegetables, is of very recent origin, part of a series of volcanic move-
in action, and, though ceased within the geographic limits of Scotland,
the self-same causes, separated by a narrow interval of ocean, have been

^operation in ejecting materials similar to those of Ardtun and the

Jwteway. The character of the two classes of phenomena is almost iden-

mpathy betwixt the localities is still maintained by the shocks of earth-
om time to time visit our shores, and which are generally consequent

wncwed energy of Hecla, or other Icelandic cones. And 'thus are we
e

comparatively short period of time, as of the close proximity in
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istancc, since volcanos existed ia our own country, and when their subterranean

fifes, which have only retreated a few hundred miles, melted materials sufficient to

form islands, to shatter and upheave mountains.

t
There are other indications of our geographical as well as insular position

ring undergone great changes in its temperature, botany, and zoology, since the

inination of the tertiary period. This has been denominated the Mammoth Age,
eu the elephant race literally swarmed over Northern Europe, and whose

remains arc dug up, in countless numbers, in every field in England. Lions, tigers,

hyenas, and the monkey tribes, all flourished in these latitudes. The boa-constrictor

has his representatives in the fossil serpents of the London basin. Turtles, both of

marine and fresh-water characters, were very abundant. Beavers, racoons, tapirs,

and even the rhinoceros, had every one of them their representatives in similar or

identical generic types of animal life. The Elephas primogeniiLS, of which there are

only two existing species, namely, the Asiatic and the African, and both limited to

the tropics, once abounded over the island in vast herds, of whose enormous tusks

hundreds are yearly dug up from the British strata, or fished out of the waters in

the Channel, and along the south-eastern coast. Hippopotami and crocodiles are

found over a large portion of Northern France, and of whose not very distant

physical union with England there scarcely can exist a doubt. Of the vegetable

tribes, Cycadca, palms, cocoa-nuts, and other intertropical families have been

abundantly detected : the lovely acacia, the pungent condiments of the Japan and

the Spice Islands, cucumbers, dates, and other luxurious fruits were indigenous to

the soil and climate of Great Britain. A high temperature, it is reasonably con-

jectured, and an atmosphere perhaps more charged with carbonic acid, must have

prevailed at a period when plants and animals so different from all existing races

inhabited these, and still more northern regions ;
when the Scottish forests of palms

and allied tribes were shedding their leaves over the volcanic muds of Ardtun
;
and

when the subterranean fires of Arran and Skye, of Mull and Staffa, were rearing
those magnificent colonnades of regularly constructed basalt, piles of natural

architecture, in all their most elegant and massive combinations of effect.

THE METALS.

The metals constitute a class of substances, which are not more interesting from

their application to the common arts of life, than from the facts which they eon-

tribute to the general principles of geological science. Their position and distribution

in relation to each other and to the several rocks of the earth, form very interesting
and instructive points of inquiry. The causes of their origin, their forms and

structure, as existing among the bodies with which they are associated, and their

probable amount in richness and quantity as indicated by the physical features of

the districts in which they occur, are all matters of the greatest importance in a

scientific as well as economic point of view. These natural stores of hidden treasures

are not confined to any epoch or formation, nor to any tracts of country ; they are

found, more or less, in every part of the earth's crust ;
and in their most valuable

products of iron, silver, and gold, are to be met with in the rocks of all ages. Only
seven or eight were known to the ancients; but the class of metalliferous sub-

stances has been increased to more than five times that number within the present
half century.
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No data of bodies is better defined than that of metals. Their peculiar lusti

perfect opacity, great density, their extreme tenacity, and remarkable ductility, ar

properties which serve readily to characterise them, and which to the same exter

belong to none of the other varieties of matter. They are believed to be simple sut

rtinv^ insoluble in water, and capable, when in a state of oxide, of uniting wit

acid*, and of forming with them metallic salts. When a metal is combined Avith or

or more substances, cither earthy, combustible, or saline, it is then said to be min

ralltfd. Lead, united with sulphur forms galena, or the sulphuret of lead
; coppe

united with carbon, is termed malachite ;
and iron, united in variable proportior

; silex, alumine, and water, becomes hsematite, or fibrous iron ore. The onlj

Iftf^U that have as yet been found in the metallic state, and therefore termed nath

mrtalt, are platinum, gold, silver, quicksilver, copper, antimony, palladium, arsenic

tellurium, bismuth, nickel, and iron ;
and all these, with the exception of platinum,

palladium, and arsenic, have been discovered either in the rocks or soils of Scotlauc

The metals and metalliferous ores are chiefly found in veins, of which thej

occasionally compose the only substance; but they are more often disseminate

through the earthy or stony substances with which the veins are filled. Veins maj
be described as separations in the continuity of rocks, of a determinate width, bi

extending indefinitely in length and depth, and more or less filled with metallic anc

mineral substances of a different nature from that of the masses they traverse

Some reins are evidently fissures of mechanical origin, having been produced

deratory forces, or by contraction of the rocks of igneous formation, or of sue

sedimentary deposits as have been subjected to the process of consolidation

the strong action of heat. They have been filled, in many instances, from beueat

by the sublimation of metalliferous matter, through means of internal fires
; while

in others, from the surface, by infiltration, or the action of streams charged witl

various materials. But perhaps more frequently the veins are connected by a gradus
mineral transition with the surrounding rock, and appear to have resulted from

electro-chemical separation, or segregation, of certain mineral and metallic particles
from the enclosing mass while in a state of fusion or a soft condition, and their

determination to particular centres. The separation of pure metal from solutions of

metallic salts, by galvanic action, and from the ore by a modification of the same
force as in the case of the hot-blast furnace exemplifies the nature of those

change* by which native gold, silver, copper, lead, and iron, may be produced in the

interior of the earth.

Some of the metals, as titanium, manganese, chrome, bismuth, and molybdena, are

found disseminated in crystals, and forming beautiful streaks, of various colours,
in the mats. They arc sometimes diffused as a soluble powder through the

tancc of the crystal, rendering it opaque, bright or dark yellow, as in some of

urngorums ; sometimes they occur as small spicular crystals, or curved lamellar
ions

; and very often as pyrites they assume the form of cubes, or of reuiform,
botrjroidal, and mamillary crystallisations.

Irinsic and comparative value of metals arises from many causes, as their

leability, and powers of entering into combination with other substances.

rtab, as rhodium, iridium, palladium, tellurium, have been found in

1 quantities, and can be applied only as alloys to other metals : they
moat part, indeed, been only detected in the state of natural alloys.

the more useful metals and their comparative value, are in the fol-
'

: gold, silver, iron, platinum, copper, zinc, tin, lead, nickel, and cadmium.
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Gold, which is likewise the most malleable of all metals, can in a single grain be

<\t ended, as a wire, into the length of seven hundred feet, which gives a thickness of

only one thirty-thousandth part of an inch. The gold leaf, which is sold in books, is

xtremely thin, that less than five grains can be beaten out so as to cover a surface

of about 272$ square inches ;
and the thickness of each leaf does not exceed the one

throe hundred-thousandth part of an inch. And yet such is the density of this

metal, that the gross approximated amount of gold specie in the world in all its

forms of coins, medals, plate, and ornaments is capable of being compressed into a

mass of twenty feet square. Gold is always found in the metallic form, or as a pure
native metal; though, as such, it is generally alloyed by small portions of other

metals, as silver, copper, &c., while the main sources of its supply are from alluvial

deposits, or the matrix of veins of quartz, or from the substance of the rocks them-

selves, generally of the older formation. It occurs in all countries, for, while the

richest and scarcest of the useful metals, gold is almost universally distributed. It

is curious to notice, in connexion with the recent unprecedented supplies from the

diyyings in America and Australia, and man's intense desire at all times for col-

lecting gold, that Professor Jameson mentions in his work on Mineralogy, that

there occurs an auriferous alluvial deposit on the coast of California, of fourteen

leagues, and extremely rich in this valuable metal. This was published in 1816 ;

and in his Manual of Mineralogy, published in 1821, the same eminent authority
states that "in Ireland gold was collected a few years ago to the amount of one

thousand ounces, and one piece weighed twenty-two ounces."* It occurred in the

alluvial soil at Croghan Kinshela, in Wicklow.f
The metals which occur to any workable extent in Scotland, or which have been

worked in former times, are mercury, cobalt, zinc, manganese, antimony, lead,

copper, iron, silver, and gold. Several of these are found in such small quantities as

to be of no economic value. They are interesting only, and deserving of notice, in a

raineralogical point of view; and as they are confined to no particular system of

rocks, any description of them must be equally desultory as to their geographical
distribution.

Mercury is found in the native state of a metal both in primitive rocks and in

those of the coal formation. It is said to occur in the former series in Isla, where

it was found in a peat-moss, on the western face of the ridge of quartz-rock which

traverses the island
; the quantity collected having been two quarts by measure.

But Dr. M'Culloch, upon whose authority the statement rests, did not himself find

any, nor was he able to form any conjecture as to the source in the mountain whence
it was derived.J

" The only place," says Bishop Watson, in his Chemical Essays,
"
in Great Britain, so rich in metals, where quicksilver has been found is at Berwick-

upon-Twecd." This discovery is said to have been made in digging out clay for the

*
JLtnital of Jfincralogy, p. 263.

t According to the accounts of early writers, the quantity of gold amassed by the ancients

must have been prodigious. Thus, in 2 Chron. ix. 13, we are told that Solomon received 666 talents

of gold (more than 27 tons weight) in one year; and in 1 Kings, x. 21, it is said: "And all

King Solomon's drinking-vessels -were of gold, and all the vessels of the house of the forest of

Lebanon were of pure gold." Diodorus says, that the tomb of King Siniandius was environed

with a circle of gold, three hundred and fifty cubits about, and a foot and a half thick. Semirarais

erected in Babylon three statues of gold, one of which was forty feet high, and weighed a thousand

Babylonian talents For these statues there was a table or altar of gold, forty feet long, and
twelve feet broad, weighing fifty talents.

J Western Islands, vol. ii. p. 258.
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of a house in the street called Hyde Hill, upwards of a century and a half

the mercury was observed to exude from the small fissures or cracks which were

farmed in the clay as it dried. Williams, in his Natural History of the Mineral

t\iytkm (*oL ii. p. 3~8)> and a writer in the Commercial Magazine (vol. ii. p. 204),

B notice of the circumstance, by whom it was reported that the clay was still

to be impregnated with mercury, which ran out in small globules. Cobalt

more widelv diffused, but also in very small quantities ;
it occurs in the silver

i of Alva," in Stirlingshire, in small veins in the limestone of the coal formation,

at Bathgate, along with galena and blende, in the sandstone at Broughton, near

fpaiaUirirli ;
and likewise an arseniate of cobalt and black cobalt ore are found in the

1^ mines of Tyndrum, near Glenorchay, associated with copper pyrites, calc-spar,

and harries or heavy spar. There is also zinc, though very sparingly, in this

locality, as well as in the lead mines of Wanlockhead. Manganese, which is abun-

dantly diffused in rock-crystal, especially the amethyst species of quartz, is said* to

occur as an ore in Aberdeenshirc.

"Hie ores of antimony are not numerous. A sulphuret of antimony, ofa light grey

colour, is found in considerable quantities at Glendinning, in Dumfriesshire, where it

has been wrought for a great many years. It occurs in a vein, about twenty inches

vide, traversing the grauwake and clay-slate of the district. It yields about fifty

per cent of metal, and has at times been very productive, several hundred tons of

antimony having been extracted from the mine.

The ores of nickel are few and sparingly distributed. It occurs in capillary,

and sometimes diverging, filaments of a yellowish colour, inclining to steel-grey.
Nickel is always an ingredient in meteoric iron, and especially in those mysterious
vmitors termed meteoric stones or aerolites. The per-centages in these bodies is

from 1-5 to 3-25. It is found in the mines of Leadhills and Wanlockhead
;

also in

fans with nickel-ochre, galena, and blende, in the limestone of the coal-field of

Ltnlithgowshire ; and at Alva, in Stirlingshire, accompanying the ores of cobalt,

siher, and copper. It has lately been discovered in considerable quantities in the

chlorite schist of Argyleshire, on the farm of Carile-Chrata, near Inverary. It

ooaan along with small portions of the ores of copper and cobalt, and is extracted
from the vein in about 11 per cent, of pure nickel.

Lead is rery widely distributed in Scotland, being found in almost every district,

occurring in every system of rocks. Its ores are very numerous, but the

only, or galena, is wrought as a productive mineral. Beautiful carbonates,
oc, green, grey, and white colours, occur at the mines of Wanlockhead and

The sulphate and phosphate, with other ores of lead, are found in the

similar specimens, for cabinet purposes, are very abundant in the

Irum and Strontian, in Argylcshire. Galena, or the sulphuret of lead,

inaltrie, Abcrdcenshire, in granite; at Strontian, Coll, and other places,

wnnachashin, on Loch Tay, in mica-slate, in connexion with green-
phjrry; at Wanlockhead and Leadhills, in clay-slate and grauwake; at

Caithness, and near the old castle of Wick, in grey micaceous old

uraberhead, in Lanarkshire, and in the Lothians and Fifeshire
of the coal formation. With respect to the minerals in these and

naj be remarked, that a general notion pervaded the Scottish
a period well remembered in Scotland, of the extent and value of their

Phillips' Mineralogy.
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subterranean treasures. English, as well as German miners Averc generally the

parties
who pursued the researches in these instances, sometimes with more or less

success, sometimes having their origin in visionary or perhaps fraudulent views,

and only in a few cases with much advantage to the proprietors. The company at

Lcadhills sent exploring parties, about the beginning of the eighteenth century, over

the whole country ;
often making advantageous contracts for themselves, and some-

times, as in the works on the East Lomond, carrying off the whole produce to

'Hi inland, without any share or remuneration left for lordship. The Blebo mines, in

Fifeshire, near St. Andrews, attracted their attention in 1722, where there were

found outliers or masses of ore "weighing ten to twenty-four stones of pure metal;"
but in consequence of the hardness of the enclosing rock, and " the want of full-

grown timber, especially oak," in the vicinity, the arrangements were not completed,
nor the workings ever again resumed.*

Copper is found in the native state in many countries. In Cornwall, which is

perhaps one of the greatest known depositories of copper and its ores, the native

metal occurs in most of the mines. There are only two places in Scotland where it

is found in this form, in Zell, one of the Shetland islands, and in Caithness, in the old

reel sandstone. But the ores are very numerous and highly interesting, from the

forms of the crystals and beauty of their colouring. Their distribution is nearly as

extensive as the ores of lead, and by the miner they are generally regarded as guides

to each other. They have only been found remunerative for working, however, in a

few localities, and some of the mines have been since abandoned.

Native iron occurs only in two forms, namely massive, or in thin plates, but in

either form is extremely rare. It is also, as a native metal, the product of volcanos,

and has been found among the lava and scorise of the mountain of Graveneire, in the

department of Puy de Dome, in France. Iron, in the native state, likewise enters

into the composition of those atmospheric bodies termed meteoric stones or aerolites.

Tlicse singular concretions are common to all parts of the world ; they are supposed

by some to be formed in the atmosphere, where their constituent elements, existing

in a state of vapour, are caused to unite by electric or magnetic action ; by others,

as Mrs. Somerville, Professor Silliman, and Baron Humboldt, they are regarded as

heavenly bodies, projected from the moon, or even more distant worlds, and which the

attraction of our planet has caused to deviate from their previous path, and to speed
with the rapidity and force of lightning to the ground. But from whatever source

meteoric stones may come it is highly probable that they have a common origin,

from the uniformity, or rather the perfect identity, of their composition. The most

remarkable, in point of size, of which any record has been preserved is the Siberian

mass, found on the banks of the river Janisei, and weighing 1680 Russian pounds ;

the one discovered in the vice-royalty of Peru, in South America, which weighed
about fifteen tons

; and another which was found in the desert of Sahara, in Africa,

exceeding three thousand pounds in weight. These bodies have all the metallic

lustre, are possessed of great malleability and flexibility, and consist of nearly pure

iron, with a small trace of nickel, and sometimes of cobalt. The fall of aerolites

is now observed to be a phenomenon ofvery frequent occurrence ; hardly a year passes

without some instances being noted; and, as Humboldt remarks, they afford the

only direct experimental knowledge we possess, if his theory of their origin be adopted,
of any of the specific properties or qualities of matter not belonging to our globe.

*
M.S. Reports of Blebo and Lomond Lead Mines.
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The almost universal presence
of the ores of iron, and the infinite variety

of i* combinations, are too veil known to require description. There are about

cast different species
described in works on mineralogy, ihc dif-

tt of the mineral in clay-ironstone
and black-band belongs to a different

pirtof our sketch, and both have been referred to as members of the carboniferous

The metal of silver is generally disseminated in veins among the primary and

transition rocks. It is often found in the native state, but most frequently m ores

mociated with arsenic, cobalt, lead, &c. The most common form of the ore is

Jphuret of silver, which is a combination of metallic silver and sulphur. Masai

of pore silver, 200 Ibs. in weight, have been found in Norway. The rich silver and

gold mine* of Mexico are in porphyritic rocks. The localities in Scotland in which

this metal occurs are, for the most part, pervaded by the same character of rocks

as at Alra, Airthrcy, and Dollar, among the porphyries of the Ochils ;
at Lynedale,

near Linton, among the clay-stone and felspar rocks of the Pentlands; near

8t Mary** Loch, in Selkirkshire, where trap dykes are found to intersect the

jgfrUtrfi^. beds of the district ;
and also at Wanlockhead and Leadhills, where the

gnnwake and clay-slate are traversed in every direction by felspar rocks, forming

irregular bed* or veins, from one to thirty feet wide. The quantity of silver found

in these {daces has been variable: in some, mere traces in the lead ores; at

Wanlockhcad, in the proportion of eight to ten ounces to the ton of lead; at

Leadhills, the proportion is even greater, but never been found worth extracting ;

while at the Woodhill, in the Ochils, after a trial of only a few weeks, made

by Sir John Erskinc, about 1715, 40,000 to 50,000 worth of silver is said to

hare been obtained, "besides much ore which was supposed to have been

purloined by the workmen." It appears from the registers of the mines kept

at Aha, that there are not fewer than fourteen or fifteen veins discovered in the

hills there, which, from the trials made, were found to contain specimens of

silver, lead, copper, iron, and cooalt. Along the same range, in the Gloom

II til, near Castle Campbell, and to the westward of Alva, at Blairlogie and

AirUtrey, considerable quantities of silver were extracted about the same period,

in combination with ores of lead, cobalt, and copper.* About the year 1607, when
the ilrcr mine of Hilderstonc, near Linlithgow, was discovered the most flattering

expectations were excited. The King's Advocate, Sir Thomas Hamilton, of Bynnie
or Byres, was proprietor of the land, but his majesty took formal possession of the

mine, and appointed commissioners to raise and send ore to the Mint in London, to

hate ita value assayed. By an act of council in that year, Sir Bevis Bulmer and

xhcrs, were empowered to go to the mine, accompanied by Sir John Arnot, Deputy-
treaaurcr, and Thomas Achicson, Master of the Mint, there to raise ten tons of the
tanous ores and metals; and these very ten tons of " red mettle" were refined in

TVjwer of London. The mine was worked for three years by the Crown, under
aimer's directions; when, in 1613, Sir William Alexander, Thomas Foullis, and

.lr mado iu first appearance in small strings of silver ore, which, being
lift mt of that precious ore. Part of this had the appearance of malle-
nd, upon trial, to bo so exceedingly rich, as to produce twelve ounces of

f ore. In the year 17G7, Lord Alva, of some of the remains of the ore
of communion cups to be made, for the use of the church of Alva.

unpUon u engraved :
' Sacris in Ecclcsia, S. Servani, apud Alveth,

MUftno, D.D., e.j., Jacobus Erskinc.' "Statistical Account.
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Paulo Pinto, a Portuguese, got a grant of the mine of Hilderstonc, on paying a tenth

of the refined ore.*

The history of gold in Scotland the richest of all the metals, from its ductility

and other properties is involved in great obscurity. The system of rocks and

quartzose veins, in which it is found in other countries, constitute two-thirds of the

superficial area of the island of Great Britain. The rivers that debouch from the

mountains the great chains of the Grampians, Laramermuirs, and Lowthers flow

for the most part through narrow ravines, charged with the debris of the rocks,

they expand into the broad alluvial plains that receive their waters in their

passage to the sea. If the all-coveted metal exists in any abundance, therefore,

within the boundaries of ancient Caledon the facilities for its extraction, either from

the rocks or from the soil, are of the most convenient nature. Early inhabited by
a hardy pastoral race in the Highlands, and, from very ancient times, occupied in

the Lowlands with boroughs and an enterprising commercial population, there can

be little doubt that the auriferous deposit would be highly prized and eagerly

sought after; and that, if ever found in any considerable quantities, the discovery

could not fail to be noticed in the annals of the period. The leading historical

authorities, however, have related very little on the subject; and their references

are all of the obscurest and briefest kind. Tradition, as on all other points, has pre-

served mythical representations of the precious idol, which appears to have existed in

every locality, to have had a temple in every rock, worshippers employed in acts of

iurification in every stream, and kings and nobles to receive their portion of the ofler-

gs in every district. Thus along the whole upper watershed of the Clyde, embracing
a district of twenty to thirty miles in length, from its source to as low down as

Biggar, gold is said to have been found in every rivulet and tributary ; likewise, in

the basins of all the higher feeders of the Tweed, as at Kersop on the Yarrow, near

Philiphaugh, and in Gleugaber Burn at Henderland, on the Ettrick, where the

researches were very productive ;
and in Upper Annandale, in the alluvium of Moftat

Water, the Annan, and other streams, the traditionary evidences of its existence

are abundant. The passes along the Elvan or Shortcleugh Water, the Lankcleugh

Burn, the Glengonnar, and all the streamlets in the lateral glens, up to the deserted

Gold Scours hamlet one of the oldest Scottish lavaderos and onwards to the

stirring and picturesque villages of Leadhills and Wr
anlock, among the Lowthers,

there are still existing traces of the auriferous treasure, where the washings are

carried on, and every year more or less remunerative to those engaged in them.

The midland districts of Scotland, connected with the Pentlands, the Ochils,

and the Sidlaws, are equally rife in their traditionary notices of the precious
metal. Gold, as well as silver, is reported to have been discovered in the claystone

porphyry near Logan Wr

ater, and in the Hilderstone Hills of Linlithgowshire ;

at Alva and Dollar, among the porphyries of the Ochils; at Binnarty, in the

same formation, and Largo Law; and at Long-Forgan Moor, on the southern

slope of the Sidlaws, near Dundee. The schistose rocks of the Grampians

nearly identical with the Ural chain in Russia, the auriferous mountains of

Australia and California, and many of the lofty ridges which feed the gold-sand
rivers of Africa are referred to in works on mineralogy as having many nuclei of

the metal: sometimes in the rocks themselves, sometimes in the alluvium of the

*
Preface to Tfie Discoverie and Historic of the Mynes in Scotland, by Stephen Atkinson.

Printed for the Bannatyne Club.
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rim*. Glen Turret, in Perthshire, is mentioned by several authorities, although

I hare been able to discover no local evidence of its existence, now or at any

ter period likewise Glen Quoich in the immediate vicinity, or some one of

Blhcrnmnerous glens that rejoice in the same cognomen, is given as a habitat

of gold. And in Aberdeenshire there are various places, resting upon tradition

or eqamilr unauthenticated accounts, which claim connection with the mineral, as

eer Dramgayan, the bogs of New Leslie, the Menzies, in the parish of Foreran;

md rich deposits arc said to have occurred at Overhill in Behelvie, on the Strath-

rtr. "While doubtless many of these golden legends may be traced to the

Donstmwiveis of the time, it is no less certain that others have a real foundation

history a the following gleanings from authentic sources will show, or even

belief, from the character of our Scottish rocks, that the auriferous

of the country are greater than former indications may seem to warrant.

An Act of Parliament of James I., held at Perth in May, 1424, proves that

nines of gold, sUrer, and lead were known in Scotland as early as that year ;
and

probably that discoveries of the more precious metal, as at Glen Turret and Glen

Qmriffr, had already been made within the limits of the county. It was enacted in*

the reign of the same monarch that no gold or silver should be permitted to be

carried forth of the realm, except it pay a duty of forty pence upon every pound

exported ; and in the event of, any attempt to contravene this provision the defaulter

was to forfeit the whole gold or silver, and to pay a fine of forty pennies over and

dhvve to the king. But nearly a century earlier, it appearsf that David I. granted

to the Abbey of Dunfermline " the tenth of all the gold that should accrue to him

out of Fife and Fothrif;" i.e., according to Chartulary of Cambuskenneth, the

kingdom or territory of the Forth, from the neighbourhood of Stirling to where the

liter is lost in the salt water. The part of the Ochils, in which are situated the

ones of Aithrcy, Alva, and Dollar, skirt the northern boundary of this district,

and mar, therefore, have yielded the gold here referred to. Further notices of both

fold and lead occur in the Compotum Constabularii de Tarbart, 1326, of King
Robert Brace, in Pitcairn's Criminal Trials, in the Minutes of the Privy Council,
nod the Treasurer*t Compota of the Jameses, in the Otho M.S. in the British

Museum,: and in certain memoranda given to Sir Robert Sibbald by Colonel Borth-
wiek and Mr. R, Seton

; from all of which there can be no doubt of the eager
to"**"* * *** beg*s being from an early period directed to the subject, and of

i existeuoe of the metal in several parts of the kingdom. If the chroniclers are
e credited, it would appear that from a period much earlier the inhabitants of
rth Britain were accustomed to seek for gold, and were well acquainted with

ornamental purposes and economic uses. Tacitus, in his history of

country of the Caledonians as yielding the precious metals
aia anrum, argcntum, et alia metalla, pretium victorise ;" and in the

lately published by Bealc Poste, Esq., there is this curious
"
Afterwards there came Roman chieftains across the

t Tictory over the Britons (i.e., Caledonians, A.D. 421), so
the honour of their people upon them, and they plundered the

of its gold and its filter, and took from it its satin and silk, and its
d tUvtr, so that they returned home with victory and triumph."

'

Hiitory of Scotland, vol. iii. p. 182.

HsueWimafr, v. i. p. 363
t 1** Cottonitm Collection. Otho, F. x. 12.
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eir traffic in money and the disposition of the inhabitants of Britain, even before

is time, to become a prey to usurers, arc evinced by the fact that no less a person
an the philosopher Seneca had the large sum of 10,000,000 sesterces, or about

1,000, placed out at interest among the chiefs and nobles, who expended large

in building villas, and indulging the multifarious luxuries of their conquerors.*

According to Lesley, Bishop of lloss, in his Descriptio Reyionum et Insularum

oti(S, the gold mines at Crawford Muir were first discovered in the reign of

James IV., when several entrances were made in the accounts of the king's Treasurer,

in the years 1511, 1512, and 1513, concerning sundry payments made to Sir James

Pettigrew, and the men employed by him in working the mines. From this period

downwards, through several reigns, the mines of Crawford Muir became an object of

attention, not only to the Scottish monarchs, but also to Queen Elizabeth, and

several English mining adventurers. Considerable sums from time to time were

obtained, both from the washings of the alluvium, and the matrix of the quartz of

which the veins chiefly consist. James V., on his marriage with Magdalen of

France, caused to be presented to his royal bride several covered cups filled with

native gold or coins, as specimens of Scotch fruit : an act of gallantry said to have

been performed, at a later period, after a similar fashion, by the Regent Morton.

The subsequent marriage of James with Mary of Lorraine gave a fresh impulse to

the mining researches of the king, who brought over from France a body of work-

men from her native Duchy; owing to whose superior skill sufficient quantities of

gold were obtained to form the regalia thirty-five ounces being devoted to the

queen's crown, and three pounds ten ounces to that of the king's. One
Cornelius Hardskins, a German miner, was sent to "Wanlockhead by Queen
Elizabeth to collect gold. He formed a company and obtained a lease of the

mines, employed "sixscore men, and women, lads, and lasses," and in the space
of thirty days sent to the Mint at Edinburgh 450 sterling, where a considerable

quantity was coined into three-pound pieces, each of which is said to have weighed
one ounce. Another miner, Abraham Gray, called Gray-beard sent also by Eliza-

beth collected as much gold as to form a basin, which he presented to the French

king, full of gold coins, by the Earl of Morton. It is reported on the same authority
the chronicles of the period that one George Bowes collected in Roberts' s Moor

pieces of gold of the size of a small bird's egg ;
he also discovered a vein or stratum

of earth in which small particles abounded, from which he soon collected a con-

siderable quantity ; but having engaged with the avaricious Queen of England
whose emissary he likewise was to keep all his discoveries secret, he caused the

shafts to be filled up, and his agents and Avorkmen sworn to secrecy. He presented
a purse full of the precious metal to Elizabeth, valued at sevenscore pounds sterling.

Her majesty very graciously thanked him for the gift, and engaged him to return

at her expense next season, for the purpose of searching for "a richer vein;" but

he was killed on his way by the breaking of a ladder in a mine at Keswick, in

Cumberland. Mr. Bowes appears to have employed a great many workmen, and to

have paid them with native gold. It is also related that Sir Bevis Bulmer, Master

of the Mint to Queen Elizabeth, employed three hundred men for several summers
in searching for gold at the mines of Wanlock and Leadhills, who collected

100,000 sterling worth, and which was certainly used at the Scottish Mint,

though the amount is probably exaggerated. We find in the records of the Privy

*
Xipliilinus's Life of Xero.
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Council, that in 1591, "fourscoir stane weight of gold/' and also, in the same

wear, two hundred weight of gold, were ordered to be coined; but it is not related

where the gold was found. By a grant of James VI., in 1593, the gold, silver,

and lead mines in Crawford or *Friar Muir, and Glengonnar, are given to Thomas

Foullis, goldsmith
in Edinburgh, for twenty-one years, in consideration of the

great stuns due to him by his majesty and his "dearest spouse." The king, it

appears, was due to Foullis 14,594, and his majesty pledged in security "twa

drinking peceis of gold, wcvand in the hail fytene pundis and fyve uncis ;" while it

U dear that the tacksman worked the mines to some extent in 1597, as there are

acts of council in that year for the protection of his carriers against
" broken men

of the Borders."*

The gold, it may be observed, seldom occurs in the veins or lodes in this district,

hot in small grains it is plentifully diffused through the soil on the slopes of the

hills, and in the drift of the streamlets that occupy the ravines and valleys. Several

valuable specimens are reported, from time to time, to have been picked up by the

miner* and others within a comparatively recent period. One specimen was found

which equalled in size an ordinary field-bean
;
a second which weighed ninety, and

a third which weighed sixty grains. The largest known nugget was about two

pwmdf in weight, found at Leadhills in the time of the Jameses. Having visited

the locality on the 9th of September, 1853 a day ever to be remembered from the

glorious sunshine and golden beauty of the hills we saw various collections of gold
in the possession of the residents, which they were daily augmenting. Dr. Watson,
the intelligent author of A Brief Historical Account of the Mines of Wanlockhead,
fcowed ns a considerable quantity collected by himself, some in small grains,
others in pieces of nearly the size of a garden -pea. One gentleman, of our own
oadfsiic acquaintance, we accidentally r.iet in Glen Mennock, who had purposely
come from a distance to "

the diggings
"

inspired by the auri sacra fames and

though only a few days at work, had obtained as much gold, in small grains and
flakes, as would make a tolerable sized brooch-ornament, to which he had destined
m gatherings and limited his ambition. These circumstances we notice, as show-

ing the auriferous character of the district.

wo great mountain chains in Scotland, extending nearly from sea to sea, are
ians and the Lammermuirs, with their continuation into the Lowther
J consist of granite, gneiss, mica-schist, quartz-rock, marble, clay-slate,

ic auriferous rocks in all countries, without a single exception, are
!

cries, lying in the same order of superposition, and flanked
iferous old red and other sandstones. They are traversed in

" of granite, quartz, metals, and other minerals. Quartz-
ad, pure white massive rock, covers an area of 800 square miles, of

) feet at least, while veins of the same substance are
'-

Highlands, from the southern ridges of the Gram-
somctimes like vertical walls, of several yards in

for miles along the surface. Similar veins are "common
nrrmuir range, as well as in all the granite, grauwake, and

Galloway, Kirkcudbright, and Upper Xithsdale. Uni-
e of the globe one of the matrices of gold is quartz-rock.

^bearing mountains of Hungary, Siberia, Australia, Cali-

articles in the

ed

I

^
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fornia, Mexico and Peru, arc all of the same mineral characters, and belong to the

same geological epoch with those of our primary and older palaeozoic mountains.

In England the quartz-rock and entire primary series cover only about 600 square

miles. In Scotland they amount to more than 19,000 square miles, or nearly two-

thirds of the surface. In England the auriferous quality of the quartz-rock is

reported to be nearly as two ounces of metal to every ton of the mineral. There is

no reason to doubt that the quartz-rock of Scotland is fully as auriferous as that of

England ;
and hence should chemistry, which has made such prodigious advances

within the last half-century, be successful in discovering some easier and cheaper

icthod of separating the metal from the stone, no limits can be set to the riches of the

lountain-land of Scotland. At present the expense of extraction, by crushing and

ther means, is so great as to be uuremunerative ; but as all mechanical difficulties are

iving way to the progress of human invention, the presumption is that the mineral

kingdom, so extensively explored by geology, will also become more obedient to the

analytical processes and resolving powers of science. Chemistry has already effected

wonders in separating as well as in combining, in subduing the most volatile elements

as in reducing the most flinty refractory mass to ductility and softness. And hence

we may yet find in the fable of Prometheus taking fire from heaven to animate his

man of clay, an emblem of the transmuting powers of chemistry in dissolving the

rocks of the earth, and vivifying their opaque dust with the radiant lustre of the

precious metal.

CONCLUSION.

These researches, both as respects the metals and the rocks in which the metals

are disseminated, have carried us over a wide field of observation, and shown that

within the limits of our own mountain land there are specimens of nearly all the

mineral substances wrhich enter into the composition of the earth's crust. Some of

the more useful minerals, as iron, lime, and coal, exist in a larger proportion than

in any other country in the world. Compared with their superficial areas, the

carboniferous formation may be estimated as follows : in the whole of Britain, at a

twentieth of the surface
;
in Belgium, at a twenty-fourth ;

in France, at one two-

hundredth ; in America, with all its abundant stores of the deposit, at a still smaller

ratio
;
while in Scotland it covers more than a seventeenth part of the surface. All

the other interesting phenomena brought to light by the science of geology, are

likewise exhibited in some of their more striking points of view. The several

systems of rocks, in their divisional groups and strata, are not more distinguishable
from each other than are the families of plants and animals, in their genera and

species, which were contemporaneous with their deposition, and in whose stony
matrix they have been so marvellously preserved. The primary mountain chains

were established, and vast masses of secondary and tertiary plutonic rocks were

upheaved by the agency of volcanic movements, which have shown themselves no

less obedient to the restraining hand of a wise Providence, in securing the foun-

dations of our steadfast earth, than contributive to all those arrangements on the

surface that so adorn our land : in its plains, hills, and valleys in its springs, rivers,

and lochs and in all the enchanting diversity of its Island and Highland scenery.
The repeated submergence of the land under the sea, or the invasion of the sea

upon the land, whereby its waters were -violently agitated, have been no less pro-
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doctire of good, in preparing a fertile soil of earth, covering up the dry flinty

rock, M rendering the precipitous mountain slope smooth and accessible. Thus

everything that meets the view above, and all that is enclosed in the rocky chambers

bopcath, in Scotland, as in all the M'orld over, go to confirm the grand conclusion,

lfrt the earth hat a regular structure that its materials have been arranged under

the operation of general laws of great energy and wisdom and that all its changes
are to be riewed as the physical expression of omniscient intelligence and omnipotent

rule, guided by benevolent purpose and skilful contrivance, since,
' ' in the beginning/'

God created the heavens and the earth, and the Divine Spirit moved upon the face

of the deep.

" Chasms of the early world are there,

And rocks are seen, craggy, and vast, and bare,

And many a dizzy precipice sublime,
And caverns dark as death

;

Above, in all his old regality,
The monarch eagle sits upon his throne,
Or floats upon the desert winds alone."



EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

PLATE I.

SEC. 1 is a sketch from Dr. M'Culloch's Western Islands, winch shows the

intermixture and relative positions of the conglomerate trap-tuff, the amorphous
and columnar basalt, as exhibited on the south-west side of Staffa. The whole face

here is divided into three distinct beds of trap of different characters. The lowest

consists of tufa, the next of the great columnar range, and the uppermost of an

irregular mixture of small, implicated and bent columns, with an amorphous
basalt.

SEC. 2 represents the various rock formations of Scotland, according to their

lineal outcrop and relative superposition, from the granite to the new red sandstone.

The superincumbent strata, as not lying in the line of bearing, are not delineated in

the section. The primary series of the Grampians are denoted by the figures 1, 2,

3, 4, 5, 6, in the order of description in the text. Fig. 7 shows the grauwake and

clay-slate of the Lammermuirs. Fig. 8, the old red sandstone, in the several

districts in which it occurs. Fig. 9, the felspar porphyry, and other varieties of trap

of the Sidlaw and Ochil ranges. Fig. 10, the carboniferous series, the black line

showing the position of the mountain limestone. Fig. 11, the new red sandstone,

overlying the coal-field of Cannobie, and its direction across the Border.

PLATE II.

SEC. 1 is a striking example of flexure in gneiss, occurring in the Island of

Bernera, in Lewis. The different lines indicate the various colours by which the

flexion of the rock is rendered sensible
;
and the blacker tints point out the alter-

nating beds of hornblende-schist in the same mass. At one side the strata appears
to have been compressed and elongated at the same time. M'Culloch's Western

Islands.

SEC. 2 is intended to represent the yellow sandstone of Dura Den, or upper series

of the old red, betwixt the underlying beds of the middle series, and the overlying car-

boniferous system, in its lowest seams of coal. Several eruptions of trap are like-

wise shown in the section.

SEC. 3 is a sketch of the cliffs of Airdnamurchan Point. There are more than

t\vo sets of veins represented, but it is not possible to determine how many, as the
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fracture* of the rock, in nature, interfere with the nicety of examination that would

be required for that purpose. The sketch has been divested of all these accidental

circumstance*, BO as to render the essential parts more visible. M'Culloch's

JTofem Jtlandf.

PLATE III.

Fig. 1, the Trilobite, is one of the earliest creations of animal life, and con-

stitotcs the prevailing type of the Silurian rocks in every quarter of the globe.

"Fig. 2, the Coccosteous, characterises the lower series of the old red sandstone.

Fig. 3, Cephalaspis, belongs to the middle series ;
while Osteolepis, Fig. 4, ranges

through both. The Holoptychius, Fig. 5, is found abundantly in the middle and

upper, and also in the carboniferous system. Pamphractus, Fig. 6, is chiefly found

in the yellow sandstone deposit of the upper series.

PLATE IV.

The forms here represented are all peculiar to the carboniferous formation. Fig. 1

represents the elegant upright stem of the Apiocrinites rotundus, or Pear Encrinite,

copied in part from the restoration of the Bradford specimen in Miller's Crinoidea.

The arms are nearly closed. Fig. 2 shows the body of Actinocrinus, along with the

pectoral and capital plates, and the orifice of the mouth, or proboscis, capable of

elongation for sucking in food (see page Ix). The Encrinite, Fig. 12, constitutes the

prevailing type of the mountain limestone, as the Lepidodendron and Sigillaria.

Figs. 11 and 15, are equally characteristic of the coal-beds. The roots of Sigillaria
w now regarded as one and the same with what is described in the text as the

trunk and items of Stigmaria. Fig. 15 is an upright trunk of Sigillaria, recently
discovered iu the coal-field of St. Helen's, near Liverpool ;

it is nine feet high, with
** ** tereral feet long, attached, and extending in the underclay in their natural

turn. The roots resemble in structure and form undoubted StigmariEe, and thus
Ublish the correctness of M. A. Brongniart's conjecture as to the identity of the

i tree* the stem and roots of the same fossil vegetable body.



THE PICTORIAL HISTORY OF SCOTLAND.

CHAPTER I.

THE ROMAN PERIOD.

OCR earliest authentic knowledge of Britain

comes from the Romans. In the fifty-fifth year
before the Christian era, Julius Caesar effected his

first landing on the southern shores of our island.

But it was not till 135 years later, during the reign

of the emperor Vespasian, that Cnteus Julius Agri-

cola, at the head of a Roman army, penetrated into

the northern parts of the country. This distin-

guished general, whose exploits have been fully

described by his son-in-law, Tacitus, the ablest and

most philosophical of the ancient historians, was

appointed to the government of Britain in the

seventy-eighth year of our era.

He began his military career in

this province by conquering the tribes in the north-

western parts of the country, and subduing Mona,

which, after the departure of Suetonius, had re-

gained its independence. In the

succeeding summer he earned his

arms to the northward, into the territory of tribes

with whom the Romans had never, as yet, come
into contact. It is the opinion of the learned

Chalmers, that Agricola, setting out from Mancu-

nium, the Manchester of the present day, led his

army along the western coast, and that, after tra-

versing Lancashire, Westmoreland, and Cumberland,
he came to the Tau, which this writer contends

was not the river Tay, as is commonly supposed,
but the Solway Frith. The Tau (the Taus of

Tacitus), he says, is a British word, signifying an

estuary, or any extended sheet of water, and might,

therefore, apply to the Solway equally with the

Tay. Besides, lie contends, it is incredible that the

Roman legionaries, who were so vigorously opposed

during their sixth campaign in the strong country
which lies between the Forth and the Tay, could

have crossed so many streams and mountains, sub-

dued so many strongholds, and penetrated so far

northward as the Tay, without encountering a much
lunre formidable opposition. It was the plan, he

VOL. l.

A.D. 80.

A.D. 81.

argues, of this cautious general, to advance by de-

grees, and to fortify the country as he advanced ;

and we accordingly find him spending the remain-

der of the season in building a line of forts in the

most convenient situations for keeping possession

of the country he had gained. Others, however,
are of opinion that the march of Agricola to the

Taus, in his third summer, was merely an inroad

undertaken with a view to discover the country, to

lay it waste, and to strike terror into the inhabit-

ants, and that the occupation of it was not at that

time attempted or thought of.

The fourth summer, according to Tacitus, was

spent by Agricola in exploring and

overrunning the country extending
from the Solway to the Friths of Clyde and Forth,

and in securing the territory which had been over-

run. The historian speaks of the tides of the opposite

seas flowing very far up the estuaries of Clota and

Bodotria (the Friths of Clyde and Forth), so as to

leave only a narrow neck of land, which Agricola

defended by a chain of forts. Thus, he adds, all

the territory on that side was held in subjection,

and the remaining enemies were removed, as it

were, into another island.

In making this advance, however, the Roman

general had overlooked the country Avhich lies be-

tween the Solway and the Clyde, now included in

the counties of Wigton, Kirkcudbright, Dumfries,

and Ayr. And as the fierce tribes inhabiting that

region would have been left in his rear, in tho

event of his carrying his conquests beyond the

Forth, he thought it prudent to subdue them, be-

fore undertaking his contemplated expedition to the

north. " He accordingly invaded,"
Q2

says Tacitus,
" that part of Bri-

tain which is opposite to Ireland," which must be

the promontory of Galloway.* To do this, he is

* Tacit. Agric. chap. xxiv. ; Chalmers' Caledonia, vol. i

p. 101. Some writers suppose that Agricola, in his fifth

campaign, crossed the Frith of Clyde, and subdued the

natives" of Cantyre, Lorn, and Lochabcr, but the words of

Tacitus,
"
that part of Britain which is opposite to Ireland,''

clearly point to Galloway as the scene af Agricola's opera-

tions.
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:

-

to have sailed from Kilbridc Loch, in

Cumberland on the Solway, and to have landed

near Brow at the Lochar-mouth, which here forms

a natural harbour. From the coast of Galloway

Agricola obtained a view of the distant hills of

Ireland, and the sight is said to have suggested the

Idea of invading that island also, for the purpose

of adding it to the Roman empire ;
but this design

was never carried into execution. After various

engagements with the native tribes, he succeeded

in clearing the south-west of Scotland, as far as the

(brts on the Frith of Clyde. In this campaign,

noconliiifl to Tacitus, he subdued several nations

till thec unknown to the Romans.

In the summer of the sixth year of his adminis-

tration, Agricola resolved to extend

his operations to the district beyond
the Forth, as he dreaded a general insurrection of

the more remote tribes, who had hitherto been dis-

BJted, and hostile to each other. The army was
attended and supported in all its movements by the

set, which had been commissioned to survey the

and harbours. Guided by the information

by his naval officers, the Roman
1 the Forth at Inchgarvie, where the

frith is greatly contracted by the projecting points
of the opposite shores, and landed in Fife, at a

place now called North-ferry.* On reaching the

wmL side of the Forth, the army marched along
the east coast, attended by the ships. The fleet

kept so near the shore, that, as Tacitus informs
a,

* the cavalry, infantry, and marines were fre-

fjnently mingled in the same camp, and recounted,

pleasure, their several exploits and

omparing, in the boastful language of

____ .'* the dark recesses of woods and moun-
M with the horrors of waves and tempests, and

1

fcjj*
"" enemy subdued with the conquered

pines now found himself for the first time
'7 tlftf* th the real Caledonians, whose

"f tad confidence were still unshaken by
mmediately flew to arms, and, without

Mf to be attacked, commenced offensive opcra-
by assaulting the Roman forts oti the isthmus

the Forth and Clyde, which Agricola had
ithout adequate defence. This

f ! eaid to hate alarmed the invaders,WM
v!
d?td ^ -0me of * officer8 to
Forth rather than wait to be

Ho at once rejected
Wng informed that the Cale-
to attack him on all sides, he
mto three

divisions, that his
'bers and ignorance of the country

ftsf rf^Z.*^
l >rtttllity f

"""winding
of the

by former

84.

engagements, pitched its camp at Lochore, about

two miles to the south of Lochleven, where traces

of the encampment are still to be seen.* Here the

Romans were vigorously attacked during the night

bv the native tribes, and would have been entirely

overwhelmed if Agricola had not come with great

celerity to their aid, and driven the assailants back

to their woods and morasses. The Caledonians,

however, were no way discouraged by this repulse,

but resolved to defend their country to the last

extremity. They therefore proceeded to arm their

youth, to send their wives and children into places

of safety, and to ratify the confederacy of their

several tribes by solemn assemblies and sacrifices.

The Romans meanwhile spent the winter in Fife,

where the fleet supplied them with provisions, and

kept open their communications with the garrisons

on the south side of the Fortn.

When the Roman commander took the field, in

his seventh and last campaign, he

sent forward his fleet to alarm and

distract the enemy, by ravaging different parts of

the country, and then moved northward with his

army, to which he had now added as auxiliaries some

of the bravest of the southern Britons, on whose

fidelity he could rely. He appears to have directed

his line of march by the course of the Devon,

turning to the right from Glen-Devon, through the

opening of the Ochil hills, along the course of the

rivulet which forms Glen-Eagles, leaving the braes

of Ogilvie on his left; then passing between

Blackford and Auchterarder, an easy march would

bring him to the moor of Ardoch, at the foot of

the Grampian mountains,! the Gran-Pen of the

Britons, signifying the head or chief ridge. Here
he found the native host drawn up under a chief,

whose name has been latinized into Galgacus, the

most distinguished among the Caledonian chieftains

for his birth and valour. According to Tacitus, the

barbarians amounted to thirty thousand mm though
the number has, in all probability, been greatly ex-

aggerated; for, as Chalmers justly remarks, there

was not a district in Scotland during that age, which
could have fed thirty thousand persons for one day.
The Roman army consisted of eight thousand foot

and three thousand horse, with about four thousand

Gordon's Itin. p. 36 ; Sibbald's Hist Inq. p. 37
; Old

Stnt. Acct. of Scotland, vol. vii. p. 315; Channels' Caledonia,
vol. i. p. 110; Lockhart's Life of Sir Walter Scott, vol. \i

P. 7. Mr. Pennant, however, is of opinion that Connie, in

Perthshire, was the place of attack.
+ The exact site of this battle has been keenly disputed,

some fixing it at the base of the central, and others at that
of the eastern portion of the Grampian range. Chalmers
contends, with great probability, that ihe moor of Ardoch
was the spot on which the engagement took place. There
are very evident signs here of ancient conflicts. The large
ditch of a Roman camp can still be traced for a considerable
distance; weapons, both British and Human, have been
dug up, and on the hill above Ardoch Moor are two enor-

mj'iis heaps of stones, the one called Carnwochel, the
"tli.r Carnlee, which are, in all probability, the sepulchral
cairns of the Caledonians who fell in the battle. See
Gordon's itin. Septen. p. 42

; Chalmers' Caledonia, vol. L
P. 112

; and Hoy's Mil. Antiq. pi. 10.
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legionaries and eleven thousand auxiliaries. But

every possible advantage was on the side of the

invaders. They were composed of highly disci-

plined and veteran troops, completely equipped,
with both offensive weapons and defensive armour

of the best kind, and led on by a general of con-

summate ability and great experience in the art of

war
;
while their opponents were little else than

an undisciplined mass of barbarians, armed with

long and unwieldy swords, without points, and

only meant for cutting. The issue of such a con-

tost could not have been long doubtful, but for

the desperate valour of those who fought for the

independence of their country, and all that is dear

to man.

Before the engagement, according to Tacitus,

the two hostile leaders stimulated the ardour of

their respective armies by eloquent and glowing

appeals to their hopes and fears. The speech which

the historian has put into the mouth of Galgacus
is worthy of special attention, not, of course, on

account of its genuineness, but because of the view

which it indirectly gives of the hardships which

the Romans inflicted upon the nations whom they

subdued, and because the ascription of such senti-

ments to the leader of the Caledonians shows the

high estimation in which their obstinate valour com-

pelled even their conquerors to hold them.
" When I reflect on the causes of the war, and

the circumstances of our situation, I feel a strong

persuasion that our united efforts on the present

day will prove the beginning cf universal liberty

to Britain. For we are all undebased by slavery ;

and there is no land behind us, nor does even the

sea afford a refuge, whilst the Roman fleet hovers

around. Thus the use of arms, which is at all

times honourable to the brave, now offers the

only safety even to cowards. In all the battles

which have yet been fought with various success

against the Romans, our countrymen may be deemed
to have reposed their final hopes and resources in us;

for we, the noblest sons of Britain, and therefore sta-

tioned in its last recesses, far from the view of servile

shores, have preserved even our eyes unpolluted by
the contact of subjection. We, at the furthest limits,

both of land and liberty, have been defended to

this day by the remoteness of our situation and of

our fame. The extremity of Britain is now dis-

closed : and whatever is unknown becomes an object
of magnitude. But there is no nation beyond us

;

nothing but waves and rocks, and the still more
hostile Romans, whose arrogance we cannot escape

by obsequiousness and submission. These plunder-
ers of the world, after exhausting the land by their

devastations, are rifling the ocean : stimulated by
avarice, if their enemy be rich; by ambition, if

poor ; unsatiated by the east and by the west, the

only people who behold wealth and indigence with

equal avidity. To ravage, to slaiighter, to usurp
under false titles, they call empire : and where they

make a desert, they call it peace. Our children and

relations are, by the appointment of nature, ren-

dered the dearest of all things to us. These are

torn away by levies to serve in foreign lands. Our
wives and sisters, though they should escape the

violation of hostile force, are polluted under the

names of friendship and hospitality. Our estates

and possessions are consumed in tributes ;
our grain

in contributions. Even our bodies are worn dowr ,

amidst stripes and insults, in clearing woods and

draining marshes. Wretches born to slavery are

once bought, and afterwards maintained by their

masters : Britain every day buys, every day feeds,

her own servitude. And as among domestic slaves

every new-comer serves for the derision of his

fellows, so in this ancient household of the world,

we, as the newest and vilest, are sought out to

destruction. For we have neither cultivated lands,

nor mines, nor harbours, which can induce them to

preserve us for our labours. The valour, too, and

unsubmitting spirit of subjects only render them

more obnoxious to their masters
;
while remoteness

and secrecy of situation itself, in proportion as it

conduces to security, tends to inspire suspicion.

Since, then, all hopes of mercy are vain, let those

at length assume courage, to whom safety as well

as to whom glory is dear. The Trinobantes, even

under a female leader, had force enough to burn a

colony, to storm camps, and, if success had not

damped their vigour, would have been able entirely

to throw off the yoke ; and shall not we, untouched,

unsubdued, and struggling, not for the acquisition

but for the security of liberty, show at the very

first onset what men Caledonia has reserved for

her defence ? Can you imagine that the Romans

are as brave in war as they are licentious in peace ?

Acquiring renown from our discords and dissensions,

they convert the faults of their enemies to the glory

of their own army : an army compounded of the

most different nations, which, as success alone has

kept together, misfortune will certainly dissipate ;

unless, indeed, you can suppose that Gauls and

Germans, and (I blush to say it) even Britons,

who, though they expend their blood to establish a

foreign dominion, have been longer its foes than its

subjects, will be retained by loyalty and affection !

Terror and dread alone are their weak bonds of

attachment, which, once broken, they who cease to

fear will begin to hate. Every incitement to vic-

tory is on our side. The Romans have no wives to

animate them ;
no parents to upbraid their flight.

Most of them have either no home, or a distant

one. Few in number, ignorant of the country,

looking around in silent horror at woods, seas, and

a heaven itself unknown to them, they are deli-

vered by the gods, as it were imprisoned and

bound, into our hands.

"Be not terrified with an idle show, and the

glitter of silver and gold, which can neither pro-

tect nor wound. In the very ranks of the enemy
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w* shall fiud our own bands. The Britous will

acknowledge their own cause. The Gauls will

recollect their former liberty. The rest of the

Germans will desert them, as the Usipii have lately

Nor is there anything formidable behind

Ungarrisoned forts, colonies of old men,

towns, distempered and distracted be-

nnjust masters and ill-obeying subjects.

Uen i a general ;
here an army. There, tributes,

piim^ and all the train of punishments inflicted on

laves; which, whether to bear eternally, or

instantly to revenge, this held must determine.

March, "then, to battle, and tliiuk of your an-

cestors and think of your posterity.*'

In accordance with the usual Roman policy, the

fffl^iiiarlM were left to bear the brunt of the battle.

They were stationed in the centre, the horse were

drawn up on the wings, and the legionaries were

placed in the rear, to bring support wherever it

might be required. "The Caledonians, for the

greater display of their numbers," says Tacitus,
M were ranged upon the rising ground, so that the

front line stood upon the plain ;
the rest, as if

linked together, rose above one another upon the

ascent. The charioteers and horsemen filled the

middle of the Geld."
* The battle was obstinately

contested, and was at length decided in favour of

the Romans, as their own historian admits, not so

mach by their great valour, as by their superior skill

and better weapons. After the defeat of the main

body, a reserve of the Caledonians made a move-
ment with a view to take the Romans in flank, but

the attempt was defeated by Agricola in person, at

tiat bead of a strong body of legionaries, and the

flight then became universal. Ten thousand fell,

either in the battle or the pursuit, wliilst the loss

of the Romans amounted to only three hundred
aad sixty men. Tacitus relates, that the natives set

fire to their dwellings before mingling with the

fttgitives from the battle, and that some of them
laid violent hands upon their own wives and
children, in order to save them from slavery and

corlnariu*, bi^uiiies
the a\le of which \v;u

Tli* manner in which the
w* efcanoU U particularly described bv

fc-'fa- "The followingM **!. They first drive.'

. UUa wonl *d by T.citu*.
feirrr of a *, or char
I JasMWfana of a scvthe. The n

and the rattling of the
they bar* Insinuated themselves

"iSA*^ 5* * **
.

laMatoai iasMsi>s to r
?*i^.t M' " ". a fr.,m

acquire the
down a steep

and turning in a short
run upon the

with

the Romans. Night put an end to the engagement
and the slaughter, and next day nothing was seen

in front of the invading army, but a silent and

deserted country, and houses involved in smoke

and flame. The victory was complete, but it was

of no practical value in its results. The vanquished
Caledonians found refuge in their cicuntain fast

nesses, whither the victors durst noi; venture t

follow them. Agricola led back his army to the

territories of the Horcstii (Fiicshire), whom he

had previously subdued, and at length distributed

his troops into their winter quarters.

Meanwhile, the fleet was scut on a voyage of dis-

cover}', from the Frith of Tay round the north

coast of Scotland. It doubled the promontory of

Caithness and Cape Wrath, proceeding as far as the

Orcades and even Thule supposed to be Foula

the most northerly of the Shetland islands
; then

ran down the western coast to the Land's End in

Cornwall, and turning to the east arrived iu safety
at the Trutalensian harbour, (supposed to be Sand-

wich, in Kent) ; sailing thence, along the eastern

coast, it returned to its former station in the Frith

of Tay. To this exploratory voyage the Roman
world, in all probability, owed its first certain

knowledge that Britain was an island. The

imagination of the mariners was no doubt greatly
excited by the novel sights which they witnessed,

and they appear to have indulged in exaggerated
statements respecting the icebound regions of the

north ; for Tacitus, who in all probability received

the narrative from his father-in-law Agricola, and

the officers of his fleet, states that the Orcades

(Orkney) islands, till then unknown, were dis-

covered and subdued
;

tliat Tlmlc, which had been

concealed iu gloom and eternal snows, was also

descried
;

and that the sea in tlicse parts is a

sluggish, mass of stagnant water, hardly yielding
to the stroke of the oar, and scarcely ever agitated

by winds and storms. " The dominion of the sea,"

he adds,
"

is nowhere more extensive, for it forces

up and carries back with it the waters of rivers;

and its cbbings and flowiugs are not confined to the

shore, but it penetrates into the heart of the

country, and works its way among hills and moun-
tains as in its native bed.''

*

Soon after these exploits, Agricola was recalled

by the jealous tyrant Domitian,
and returned to Rome, where he

died, not without suspicious that his days had been

shortened by poison.

From this period to the accession of the emperor
Hadrian, the Roman historians are

nearly silent about Britain. But we
then learn, that the imperial authority was maintain-

ed with
difficulty. The Romans were attacked by

the native tribes all along the northern front i-

the whole island was thrown into such confusion,

that the emperor in person found it necessary to

* T:'.cii. Ayric cliap. x.

A. D. So.

A.I>. 117.
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make an expedition into Scotland to repress the

disorders. The conquests of Agri-
A.D. 120.

A. D. 110.

Sohvny, were virtually relinquished, and Hadrian

contented himself with erecting a new and much

stronger rampart than that raised by Agricola, from

the Solvray Frith to the mouth of the Tyne, tho

remains of which may still be traced. Up to this

period, therefore, it is evident that the Romans had

obtained no permanent footing in Caledonia, though

the discovery of a succession of coins along the

line of the ancient rampart which united the Friths

of Forth and Clyde, shows that they had not en-

tirely abandoned the country to the north of the

Solway."
On the death of Hadrian, Antoninus Pius suc-

ceeded to the imperial throne. Lol-

lius Urbicus, the governor, whom
the new emperor appointed to the command in

Britain, distinguished himself by the courage and

ability which he displayed against the turbulent

and warlike tribes of Caledonia, whom he again

drove into their inaccessible fastnesses beyond the

Grampians. He rebuilt the wall

between the Forth and the Clyde,
which appears to have been completely destroyed

by the incursions of the barbarians,f The rampart
of Lollius consisted of a deep ditch and an earthen

wall raised on a foundation of stone. It extended

about thirty miles, and was defended by nineteen

forts, placed at intervals along the line. A mili-

tary road ran, as a necessary appendage, within

the rampart, affording a ready communication from

station to station. Such has been the solidity of its

construction, that, notwithstanding the perishable
nature of the materials, this mound can still be

traced after the lapse of seventeen centuries, and

inscribed stones have been, from time to time, dis-

covered in various parts of the line, recording that

the second legion, and detachments from the sixth

and the twentieth legions, with some auxiliaries,

were employed upon the works.

For a period of about twenty years, during
which the administration of Lollius Urbicus lasted,

peace appears to have been maintained; and this

able officer devoted himself to the improvement of

the country, by the construction of various camps
and fortalices, the ruins of which may still be traced

;

by the formation of roads, and the introduction of

those useful arts which are best calculated to ele-

vate and civilize the character of barbarous nations.

This period is rendered memorable by the extension

of the privileges of Roman citizenship to all the

* Chalmers' Caledonia, vol. i. p. 116.
t Hoi sk-y's Brit. Rom. lib. i. c. 10. It is usually called the

wall o:' Antoninus, after the emperor under whom it was
erected, but among the people it bears the name of Gra?me's
or Grim's Dyke. Gryme in Welsh and Cornish bigniiies'

strong,' and Chalmers conjectures that the term is applied
metaphorically for

' a strength or a rampart." The fable
that the name was derived from a leader of the Scots who
first broke through the wall, is now completely exploded.

A. D. 183.

: inhabitants of the Roman empire a measure wor-

thy of that emperor, who has been justly deno-

minated the second Numa, and whose glory it is,

that he diffused order and tranquillity over the

greatest part of the earth.

The death of this benevolent monarch put an
end to the administration of Lollius

Urbicus in Britain, and to his

prudent and energetic measures to preserve tho

tranquillity of the country. Calphurnius Agricola
had to be despatched by the new emperor Marcus

|

Aurclius to quell an insurrection of the British

tribes. During the twelve years which succeeded
!

this revolt, no further mention is made of their

attempts to throw off the Roman yoke. But in the

reign of Commodus they again
broke through the wall of Anto-

ninus, and ravaged the countiy which lay between

that rampart and the wall of Hadrian, and even

defeated the Roman legions and slew their general.

The alarm caused by this insurrection was so great
that Ulpius Marccllus, a general of great ability

and experience, was despatched in haste from Rome
to take the command of the Roman troops in

Britain. He speedily succeeded in chasing the

native tribes beyond the barrier, and in restoring

the tranquillity of the countiy. During the con-

fusion that succeeded the assassination of Com-

modus, and the contest between Severus, Niger, and

Albinus, for the imperial throne, the northern

Britons were held feebly in check. Albinus, who
was governor of Britain, drained the island of its

best troops, when he passed over to Gaul to en-

counter Severus, and the Caledonians promptly
availed themselves of the favourable opportunity
to lay waste the settled Roman provinces, and

their destructive ravages continued for years.

After the battle of Lyons,which decided the fate

of Albinus, and left Severus sole

master of the Roman world, the

new emperor sent Virius Lupus as his lieutenant to

restore tranquillity to the revolted provinces. After

a few years of timid negotiation, and an unsuccess-

ful attempt to bribe the Caledonians with a large

sum of money to retreat from the frontier, hos-

tilities were renewed with greater violence than

ever, and Virius Lupus was compelled to send

urgent representations to Rome for a powerful

reinforcement of troops. The intelligence was re-

ceived with pleasure by Severus. His old age was

rendered miserable by the profligacy and continued

quarrels of his sons, and he resolved to avail him-

self of the opportunity to withdraw them from the

luxury of Rome, and to inure them to the toils of

war and of government. He therefore immediately
commenced preparations for marching in person

against the Caledonians. Notwithstanding his ad-

vanced age, (for he was above threescore,) and his

gout, which obliged him to be carried in a litter,

|
he set out, attended by his two sons, his whole

A. D. 197.



mult, and a formidable army

tatha year 208.

It woold appear that, at this period, the various

tribe* who inhabited the northern part of Britain

had merged their separate designations in the

appellation
of the Meatae and the Cale-

_, The former, according to Dion, dwelt

the barrier wall, which separated the island

into two parts; the latter inhabited the moun-

fri
.
region beyond.

" Both of them," he adds,

inhabit barren uncultivated mountains, or desert

manhy plains, where they have neither walls nor

towns, nor manured lands, but feed upon the milk

of their flocks, and upon what they get by hunting,

and some wild fruits." Herodian, in bis narrative

of the proceedings of Severus in Britain, says,

Many part* of Britain were become fenny by the

frequent inundations of the sea. The natives swim

through these fens, or run through them up to the

waist in mud ; for, the greatest part of their bodies

being naked, they regard not the dirt They wear

iron about their neck* and bellies, esteeming this as

M aad rich an ornament as others do gold. They

upon their bodies the figures of divers

and use no clothing, that they may be

to view. They are a very bloody and war-

b*ke people, using a little shield or target, and a

pear. Their sword hangs on their naked bodies.

They know not the nee ofa breastplate and helmet,

and imagine these would be an impediment to them

in passing the fens. The air is always thick with

the Tapoars that ascend from the marshes."

The natirea, alarmed at the formidable prepar-
ations which Severus had made, sent deputies to

aflar their eobsaisaioa, and to sue for peace. But

THE PICTORIAL HISTORY OF SCOTLAND,

and reached Britain

I.

, anwilling to lose his labour, says Herodian,
or to miss the glory of being called Britannicus,

their ambassadors and carried on his

Early in the year 209 ho began his march to

frontier. In the comparatively civil-

which extended between the walls of

Antoninus, he met with little oppo-
1 1 but the dHfcmlries which he encountered as

a* he crossed that line were of the most
dahle description. The classical writers who

his campaign, inform us, that he
to drain the marshes and to throw
tram than, to cut down the forests, to

swat IM nwuataini, and to open up the country

by roads j and they affirm that he lost
fifty thou-

d Man, who wart worn out by their incessant
kbosjw and hardships. The Caledonian* Vmno. nnhardships. The Caledonians hung on
the rear and flanks of the army and harassed the
t*ao|ja on their march, but prudently avoided any

In spite of these obstacles, the
attainted so far to the north that

the
extraordinary length of

of the nights in comparison

good reason to

..:..,

tW day* and

of Italy.

believe, that the extreme point to which Severus

attained in this memorable expedition the Ares

Finium Imperil Romani was the narrow pro-

montory separating the Cromarty and the Mora;
Friths. Here, it is alleged, the native tribes sough
for peace, surrendered their arms, and agreed

relinquisn a portion of their territory.*

After this success, Severus returned to York in

an infirm state of health; but scarcely had he

reached that station when information was received

that the Caledonians were again in arms. Irritated

by the undutiful conduct of his sons, and by his de-

clining health, as well as by the violation of the

recent treaty, the iron-hearted old emperor pre-

pared again to take the field against his indomit-

able adversaries, vowing that he would spare nei-

ther age nor sex. But they were saved by the death

of their ferocious enemy, who expired at York,

Feb. 4th, A.D. 211.

Caracalla, the eldest son of Severus, who was

intrusted with the conduct of the war, attempted,
more than once, to shorten his father's days,
and busied himself in trying to gain over the

soldiers to support him as sole successor to (he

imperial throne, rather than in executing his fa-

ther's orders. Tired of a warfare in which so little

was to be gained, and anxious to reach Rome, in

order to carry out his own ambitious projects, he

concluded a peace with the Caledonians, ceding to

them the territories between the Solway and the

Forth, which they had recently surrendered to hia

father. Previously to his celebrated northern

campaign, Severus erected a rampart almost pa-
rallel with the earthen mound which Hadrian

had constructed between the Solway and the

Tyne, and which must have suffered severely, both

from the severity of the climate and the assaults

of the barbarians, during the ninety years that had

elapsed since the date of its erection. The v all of

Severus was built of stone, and was about eight
feet thick, and twelve feet high to the base of the

battlements. Along the line of the rampart were

erected, at unequal distances, a number of stations

or towers, eighty-one forts, and three hundred and

thirty turrets. On the northern side of the wall

was dug a ditch about thirty-six feet wide and from

twelve to fifteen feet deep. The erection of this

strongly-fortified rampart leads irresistibly to the

conclusion, that the Caledonians had regained much
of the intermediate country between the walls of

Hadrian and Antoninus, and sufficiently attests the

persevering and formidable character of the as-

saults of our rude ancestors on the Roman power
in Britain.

" This Caledonian war," says Gibbon, "neither

marked by decisive events, nor Fiugal and his

attended with any important con- Leroe?.

sequences, would ill deserve our attention; but

Dion, lib.bcsri.p. 1280; Herodian, lib. iii. p. 13-2
;

Clial-

men 1

Caledonia, vol. i. p. 187.
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it is supposed, not without a considerable de-

gree of probability, that the invasion of Severus

is connected with the most shining period of the

British history or fable. Fingal, whose fame, with

that of his heroes and bards, has been revived in

our language by a recent publication, is said to

have commanded the Caledonians in that memor-

able juncture, to have eluded the power of Severus,

and to have obtained a signal victory on the banks

of the Carun, in which the son of the king of the

world, Caracul, fled from his arms along the field

of his pride. Something of a doubtful mist still

hangs over these Highland traditions, nor can it be

entirely dispelled by the most ingenious researches

of modern criticism : but if we could, with safety,

indulge the pleasing supposition that Fingal lived,

and that Ossian sung-, the striking
Contrast of the

Caledonians and contrast of the situation and man-
the Romans. ncrg Of tne contending nations

might amuse a philosophic mind. The parallel

would be little to the advantage of the more civil-

ized people, if we compared the unrelenting revenge

of Severus with the generous clemency of Fingal ;

the timid and brutal cruelty of Caracalla, with the

bravery, the tenderness, the elegant genius of Os-

eian ;
the mercenary chiefs who, from motives of

fear or interest, served under the imperial standard,

with the free-born -warriors who started to arms at

the voice of the king of Morven : if, in a word, we

contemplated the untutored Caledonians, glowing
with the warm virtues of nature, and the degenerate

Romans, polluted with the mean vices of wealth

and slavery."*

After the departure of Caracalla, there occurs a

blank of seventy years in the

history of Britain, during which

the silence of Roman historians would lead us

to believe that the island enjoyed peace. When
it reappears in the annals of history, we find

it the scene of a new enterprise, which was

frequently repeated in after years. During the

joint reign of Diocletian and Max-

iinian, Carausius, a Menapian, was

appointed to the command of a powerful fleet, for

the purpose of repelling the marauding incursions

of the Franks and Saxons, who about this period

began to ravage the coasts of Gaul and Britain.

cum, the modern Boulogne, was chosen for

the station of the fleet. Carausius, who was a bold

and skilful seaman, exerted himself with signal

success against the pirates ;
but he was speedily

accused of collusion with the enemy, and Maxim-
ian gave orders to put him to death. The wary
sailor anticipated the snare laid for his destruction,

and fled to Britain, where his cause was embraced

by the legions and the auxiliaries which guarded

Gibbon's Decline and Fall, vol. i. chap. vi. p. 54 (Vir-
tue's edition). Ossian's Poems, vol. i. p. 175. But, as i

Tytler justly remarks, much has yet to be proved before
|

we venture to transplant these shadowy heroes into the i

5eld of history.

A.D. 211.

A.D. 306337.

that island; and, boldly assuming the imperial
purple and the title of Augustus, he defied the arts

and the power of his enemies. During the space
of seven years he wielded the sovereignty of the
island with courage and ability, defended the fron-

tiers of the Roman province against the assaults of
the northern tribes, and raised Britain to its natural
station of an important maritime power. At
length, just as Constantius was preparing to attack
him with a fleet of a thousand

ships, Carausius was treacherously
A ' D ' 297 '

murdered at York by his first minister Allectus,
who succeeded " to his power and to his danger."
For about three years the assassin maintained him-
self in the sovereignty of Britain, when he was
defeated and slain by the prefect Asclepiodatus, an
officer of Constantius Chlorus, to whom Britain fell

on the resignation of Diocletian and Maximian

(A.D. 296), and the division of the empire between
Galerius and Constantius. After some contests with
the Caledonians, of which little is known, the new

emperor died at York, in the summer of A.D. 306,

and his son Constantine, afterwards called the Great,
succeeded to the throne. During
the whole of his reign Britain

seems to have enjoyed uninterrupted tranquillity.

Six years after the death of Constantine (A.D.

343), the Caledonians renewed their destructive

inroads upon the Roman province of Britain, and

Lupicinus, an officer of ability and reputation, was

despatched to repel their incursions. The native

tribes now, for the first time, ap-
, .

*
c A.D. 360.

pear under the designations 01

Picts, Scots, and Attacotti. The Roman historians

speak in strong, probably exaggerated terms, of

their cruelty, and rapacity.* The Attacotti are even

accused of delighting in the taste of human flesh.

When they hunted the woods for prey, it is said

that they attacked the shepherd rather than his

flock, and that they curiously selected the most

delicate and brawny parts both of males and fe-

males, which they prepared for their horrid re-

pasts.f These savage tribes, in the reign of Julian

the Apostate, broke through the wall of Severus,

killed a Roman general, and Nectaridius, the

" Count of the Saxon shore." Three years later,

in the time of the emperor Valen-
... A.D. 367.

timan, they spread themselves with

rapid and irresistible fury, from the wall of Anto-

ninus to the shores of Kent; and it is even

affirmed, though not on the highest authority, that

they pillaged the city of London, and carried off

its inhabitants as slaves.| An urgent representa-

tion of the excesses perpetrated by these marauders

was sent to the imperial court, and Theodosius, the

* Ammian. rxvii. 8.

t Jerome, tome ii. p. 75, quoted by Gibbon, vol. i. chap.

xiv. p. 408. Mention is made of two bands of Attacotti, who

were enrolled among the imperial legions, and stationed

in Italy and Illyricum. Kotitia Imperil, sections xxxii. xl.

+ Ammian. Marcell.lib. -~vii. chap. 7.
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general of his time, and father of the em- island.

[CHAP. I.

The artificial fabric of civil and military

perorof that name, was despatched to the assist- government which the Romans had raised and

ace of the southern Britons. Landing on the
i
maintained in Britain, was dissolved by their do

^^ rf Kent, with a numerous and veteran army, parture. The inhabitants were divided into namp-

he speedily succeeded in defeating the barbarians, . rous factions, under the government of a multitude

and chased them into the northern district of the
j

of petty chiefs, who, instead of uniting against the

eoontrv. In the verses of Claudian it is affirmed, J
common enemy, wasted their strength in intestine

that the unknown region of Thule was stained with
| quarrels. Availing themselves of the favourable

the blood of the Picts, that the oars of Theodosius opportunity afforded them by the withdrawal of

dashed the hyperborean seas, and that the dis-
\

the Roman troops, and the dissensions of the Ro-

tant Oreadcs were drenched with Saxon gore. He manized Britons, the northern tribes rushed forth

then repaired the wall of Antoninus and the ruined from their fastnesses to invade and lay waste the

forts, and converted into the Ro- i defenceless province. The Britons, in despair, ac-

man province of Valentia the re-
j cording to an old chronicler,

" send ambassadors to

covered country between the walls of Severus and Rome, entreating, in piteous terms, the assistance

Antoninus. of an armed band to protect them. A legion is

Daring the struggle between Valentinian and i immediately sent, provided sufficiently with arms.

Maxima*, Britain suffered severely, owing to the
j

When they had crossed over the sea and landed,

flower of its youth, and nearly all the troops, hav- they came at once to close conflict with their ene-

mies, and slew great numbers of them. All ofing been withdrawn by Maximus to aid him in the

CTwtwf. The Scots and Picts, taking advantage of

the aheenee of the soldiery, renewed their destruc-

tive raraye. without molestation. In the words of

aa old chronicler,
" The whole island, deprived of

all her armed soldiers and military bands, was left

to her cruel tyrants, deprived of the assistance of

them were driven beyond the borders, and the hu-

miliated natives rescued from the bloody slavery
which awaited them.

"The Roman legion had no sooner returned home
in joy and triumph than their former foes, like

hungry and ravening wolves, rushing with greedy
all her yooth, who went with Maximus, and, igno- i jaws upon the fold which is left without a shep-
rant of the art of war, she groaned in amazement
far many Tears under the cruelty of the Picts and
Beets." They were again expelled, however, by
Chryeantas, the lieutenant of Theodosius in Bri-

tain. Bat thoagh driven back, in a little time

they were tore to return to the attack, and on the

aHajhtsst appearance of insecurity or of relaxed vi-

ffleaee, they were erer ready to sally forth from
Mrtain fastnesses, and to lay waste the

jjj
aonthcrn provinces. On the death
of Thcodosius, he bequeathed

*ith Gaul, Italy, and all the countries

hf tk country of the west, to his son Hono-
ris*, a boy only ten yean of age. In the early part

r
**5**ke

provinces enjoyed comparative rest
WB the inromotu of the enemy, through the ex-
OM of the famous Stilicho, who fought long and

jr
to uphold the falling empire. But the vast
Ro"MB dominion was now in a state of

""My fNihkniM nd decay, attacked on even
tho fierce and warlike tribes by whom it

tltiautely destroyed, while a spirit of discon-
tent and molt dittoed itaelf throughout the em-

The Roman legions were
gradually with-

rom the Wand, for the more argent purpose
ting the wat of dominion from the attacks

> Goth, and liana, and Dritain was necessarily
'-4ed without defence to the Saxon pirate's

-rag, tnbe. of CaledoniaCaledonia At length,
i to the cities of Britain urg-

adopt measure, for their own protec-
rtwllr

abdicating the rights of sovc-sovc-
a conceding the independence of the

herd, are wafted, both by the strength of seamen

and the blowing wind, back through the bound-

aries, and spread slaughter on every side. And now

again, they send suppliant ambassadors, with their

garments rent and their heads covered with ashes,

imploring assistance from fhe Romans, like timorous

chickens crowding under the protecting wings of

their parents. Upon this the Romans, moved with

compassion, send forward, like eagles in their flight,

their bands of cavalry and marines, and, planting
their terrible swords upon the shoulders of their

enemies, mowed them down like leaves which fall

at their destined periods. Having driven their

enemies beyond the sea, the Romans left the coun-

try, giving them notice that they could no longer
be harassed by such laborious expeditions, but that

the islanders, inuring themselves to warlike wea-

pons, should valiantly protect their countiy, their

property, their wives, and children."

The last detachment of troops that Rome sent to

this island was commanded by Gallio of Ravenna.

After repelling a furious inroad of the Picts and

Scots, the Roman general informed the British

chiefs that the empire could no longer afford them

protection, and that they must henceforth trust to

their own courage and activity for the defence of

their lives and liberties. Having given them this

parting advice, supplied them with military

weapons and engines, and repaired the fortifications

and wall of Severus, the Romans
+i- *u i j _ About A.D. 420.
took their final departure from

Britain, nearly five centuries after Julius Cnesar

first landed on its shores.
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It must be apparent, from the preceding narra-

tive, that the Roman tenure of North Britain was
both brief and partial. It was not a permanent
colonial settlement, but a merely temporary occupa- : whole extent of coast from the
tion for purely military purposes. Its influence, the Frith of Forth, including a part of Northern-

twenty tribes, who were connected by rac-h Might
ties as scarcely to enjoy a social state." The
the Oltadini, who appear to have occupied the

therefore, on native manners and arts, was slight,

partial, and transitory. "Like an unwonted tide,

the flood of Roman invasion swept beyond its

natural limits, disturbing and unsettling many
things long unaffected by change. But the tide

ebbed as rapidly as it had flowed, and at most only Northumberland and of Roxburghshire, the -whole

bcrland and of Roxburghshire, the whole of Ber-
wickshire, and of East Lothian

; the GaJmi, \vhow
seats lay in the interior country, on the west of the

Ottadini, from the Tyne on the south to the Forth
on the north, comprehending the western parts of

helped to prepare the soil for a new growth."
*

CHAPTER II.

THE CALEDONIANS.

THAT the earliest inhabitants of Britain were a

Origin of the people of Celtic origin and race,

Lritons. seems now to be admitted on all

hands. "The present age," says Gibbon, "is satis-

fied with the simple and rational opinion, that the

islands of Great Britain and Ireland were peopled

from the adjacent continent of Gaul. From the

coast of Ivcnt to the extremity of Caithness and

Ulster, the memory of a Celtic origin was distinctly

preserved, in the perpetual resemblance of language,

of religion, and of manners
;
and the peculiar

character of the British tribes might be naturally

ascribed to the infliience of accidental and local

circumstances." This conclusion derives additional

probability from the fact, that the greater part of

the names of mountains, lakes, and rivers, in both

divisions of Britain, are still descriptive and sig-

nificant, in some dialect of the Celtic language.
The appellations of these vast and permanent parts

of nature, as Sir James Macintosh remarks, are

commonly observed to continue as unchanged as

themselves. Hence, after the revolutions of ages,

and the fluctuations of conquest, dominion, and

race, together with all the changes which time and

usage insensibly introduce into language, the names

in question are still distinctly traceable, while the

extent to which they still prevail in both parts of

Britain, seems to argue the original ascendancy of

the race from whose language they were derived.

Caesar and Tacitus agree in representing the re-

ligion, the manners, and the language of the Gauls

and Britons as identical, at the time of the Roman
invasion

; and as the tribes of North Britain prac-

tised the same religious rites, followed the same

habits, and spoke the same language with the tribes

in the south, they must have had a common origin.

It appears, from the investigations of the erudite

Caledonian tribes.
Chalmers, that at the period of

of Selkirk and Twccdale, much of Mid Lothian,
and nearly all West Lothian

; the Sel</ocac, rrho

inhabited Annandale, Nithsdalc, and Eskdale,

having the Dee for their western, and the Solway
Frith for their southern boundary ; the Norantc$,
who inhabited the middle and western parts of

Galloway; and the Damnii, who possessed the shires

of Ayr, Renfrew, and Stirling, with a portion of

Dunbarton and Perth. "Such were the five tribes,"

says this author,
" which occupied, during the first

century, that ample region extending from the Tyne
and Solway on the south, to the Forth and Clyde
on the north, varying their limits with the fluctua-

tions of war, conquest, or internal dissensions,

during the succession of many ages." Beyond the

Forth we find the Horestii, who possessed the dis-

trict between the Forth and the Tay, comprehend-

ing the shires of Clackmannan, Kinross, and Fife ;

the Venricones, who inhabited the country between

the Tay on the south and the Carron on the north,

including the Carse of Cowrie, Strathmore,

Stormont, and Strathardlc in Perthshire, the whole

of Angus, with the larger part of Kincardineshire;

the Taixali, who inhabited the northern part of

Mearns, and the whole of Aberdccnshiie, to the

Doveran; the Vacomagi, who possessed the country

on the south side of the Murray Frith, from the

Doveran on the east to the Ness on the west, com-

prehending the shires of Banff', Elgin, and Nairn,

the east part of Inverness, with Bracmar in Abcr-

decnshire. The Alboni inhabited the interior dis-

tricts between the lower ridge of the Grampians on

the south, and the chain of mountains which forms

the southern limit of Invcrncss-shirc on the north.

The Attacotti possessed the country from Loch

Fine on the west, to Lochlomond on the cast. The

Calcdonii proper, inhabited the whole of the dis-

trict from the ridge of mountains which separates

Inverness and Perth on the south, to the range of

hills that forms the forest of Balnagowan in Roes-

shire, on the north. The Cantae inhabited the east

of Ross-shire, from the estuary of Varar on the

south, to the Dornoch Frith on the north.

The north-eastern coast of Sutherland was in-

habited by the Loyi on the south ;
the cast and

north-east, of Caithness by the Cartiabii. The

Acricola'g invasion, the ample ex- small tribe of the Catini inhabited the north-west
~ A 1 IP -1" C.. .4.1.

tent of North Britain was inhabited by one-ami
* Wilson's Archaeology, &c. p. -101.

VOL. 1.

corner of Caithness and the eastern half of Strath-

navcr in Sutherlandshirc, while the Mert'K occupied

c
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example of a female sovereign in the case of the

celebrated heroine Boadicea.* The authority of the

British princes appears to have been greatly cir-

cumscribed, not only by their nobility, but by the

people.f and especially by the priests.
" Their kings,"

says Dio Chrysostom,
" are not allowed to do any-

thing without the Druids ;
not so much as to consult

about putting any design into execution without

their participation. So that it is the Druids who

reign in reality ;
and the kings, though they sit on

thrones, feast in splendour, and live in palaces, are

no more than their instruments and ministers for

executing their designs."

Although there is now reason to believe that a

druidical origin has been errone-

ously assigned to not a few memo-
rials of antiquity in North Britain, yet there can be

no doubt that among the Caledonians, as among the

native tribes of South Britain, druidism was the

ancient form of worship.} The Offices ^4 privi
.

druidical priesthood, in both divi- leges of the priests.

The condition of the Caledonians at the period of i sions of the island, were the most implacable foes of

Agricola's invasion very much resembled that of
' the Roman invaders. They combined the sacer-

the kindred tribes of South Britain, in the time of dotal and judicial characters, and exercised per-

the interior, and the Carnonacae the north and

we*t of tht county. The west coast of Ross was

inhibited by the Creonct. The Cerones inhabited

the whole west coast of Inverness, and the districts

ofArdnamnchan, Morven, Sunart, and Ardgower, in

Argrieahire; and, finally, the Epidii inhabited the

sooth-west of Argyllshire, from Loch Linne on the

north, to the Frith of Clyde and the Irish Sea on

the south, including Kintire.*

The most ancient name bv which the Romans de-

^ signaled the northern part of

Britain, appears to have been Ca-

and the various tribes who inhabited

It woe indiscriminately termed by them Caledo-

nian*. AM Caioll signifies wood in Celtic, the Cale-

dooii of the Roman writers has been supposed, with

probability, to be merely a classical transfor-

i of Caoill daion : literally, the people of the

Others, however, are of opinion that Cale-

it a Roman corruption of the Gaelic words

6WdacA, the district of the Gael

Druidism.

. B . Julius Caesar. They were little re-

moved, in the scale of social life or

of dril government, from rude savages, leading a

pastoral life, living on the milk of their flocks, or

on the produce of the chase. They were divided into

of petty states, which usually waged
with one another. In moments of ex-

thcy united under a pendragon, or

authority, however, was both

precarious ; and when disasters over-

or the emergency passed away, the

was immediately dissolved. It was
this want, as Tacitus expressly admits, which gave
* Bnnn so great an advantage in their con-
tssts with these warlike tribes. It was rare that

o or three of these petty states united
the common enemy. They fought for the

part separately, and, as a necessary conse-
weiw beaten in detail.f We learn from
that the government of the British tribes

1 ** * !*. monarchical ; but very little

", either of the limits of the royal authority,* of Ik* rules of stiMWM/tn uJLi:_ .

"**
* recognised, but not to have been

re4 or enforced ; and we are informed
* no distinction of sexes was made in

son to the royal office; and he gives an

* f thssttweotroM original tribes are

*8.) from the
ancient treatise,

__ it may be doubted
*^ "f" nnhrl. tribes werenw soeh accuracy as these

'"count IH rendered
into which he

manent authority over both chiefs and people.

They presided over sacred things, were the judges
in all disputes and litigations, public and private,

took cognisance of murders, disputes about inhe-

ritances and boundaries, decreed rewards and pun-

ishments, and were the lawgivers, physicians, poets,

and philosophers of their country. Their sanction

was necessaiy to all public transactions, which

otherwise were of no validity. They were selected

from the best families, and their nirth, together
with their station and privileges, procured them
the highest veneration among the people. AVhoever

refused obedience to their decrees was declared im-

pious and accursed, was debarred from attending
the sacred rites, interdicted the use of fire, banished

from the fellowship of men, excluded from the pro-
tection of the law, and feom all offices of honour

;

all men shunned him, and fled from his approach
lest they should be contaminated by his touch.

The Druids were divided into three classes, term-

ed the Druids, Vates, and the

Bards. The Bards were poets and

musicians, the Vates were the priests and physiolo-

gists, and the Druids were those who combined the

study of nature with that of moral science. They
had one chief, or Arch-druid, who
acted as high priest, and possessed
absolute authority over the rest. At his death he
was succeeded by the most eminent of the survivors,

or, if there were several competitors of equal rank,
the contest for the vacant office was decided bv the

Tacit Agric. chap. rvi.

+ Cwsarde Bell. Gall. iv. iT.

J The most probable derivation of the word Druid is

that which brijigs it from Dnti, the Celtic word for an
oak. in the plural Dntidhe. It is the same word with Drus
the Greek name of the oak.

Their classes.

Arch-druid.
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\ otcs of the otherDruids, thoughsometimes the strug-

gle terminated in an appeal to arms. Every Druid

carried a wand, or staff, and wore a kind of orna-

ment, enchased in gold, about his neck, called a

Druid's Egg. They also decorated their necks with

gold chains, and their handsand arms with bracelets.

They wore the hair of their heads short, and their

beards long. Their robes were remarkably long ;

and when employed in religious ceremonies they

always wore a white surplice.*

The Druids, according to Caesar, enjoyed exemp-
tion from military service, from the payment of

taxes, and from all other public burdens. Jn con-

sequence of these privileges, and of the veneration

in which they were held, the British youth flocked

to them in great numbers, to be in-

structed by them and trained up in

their discipline. Their pupils were taught the doc-

trine of the transmigration ofsouls, the motion of the

heavenly bodies, and the course of the stars, the

magnitude of the heavens, and of the earth, and the

wisdom and power of the immortal gods. A part of

Mode of instruc- the education of their pupils con-

tion. sisted in getting by heart a great
number of verses, commemorating the actions of dis-

tinguished men. Though they were familiar with

the art of writing, they did not think it proper to

commit their instructions to writing: for two reasons,

as Caesar supposes ; first, because they did not wish

that the knowledge of their system should be diffused

among the people at large ;
and secondly, that their

pupils, having no books to refer to, might bestow

more pains in cultivating their memory,f
It was the opinion of Diogenes Laertius, that

the tenets of the Druids might be

comprehended under four heads:

to worship God, to abstain from evil, to behave

courageously, and to believe in the immortality of

the soul
;
for enforcing all these virtues, Pomponius

Mela also states, that they published the doctrine

of the immortality of the soul, in order that the

people might thereby be animated to bravery in

war. The people, he adds, in consequence of their

belief in this doctrine, were accustomed to bury
along with the dead, things useful for the living-,

and to put off the settlement of accounts till they
should meet again in another world. Some writers

have conjectured that the fundamental doctrine of

druidism was the belief in one God
; others affirm,

that the most ancient form of druidic religion was
the worship of the celestial luminaries, and of fire.

If this be correct, the tenets and rites of druidism
must soon have degenerated into grosser idolatry ;

for Caesar informs us,t that the
vjOCIS

chief object of their adoration was

Mercury ; that they had numerous images of this

god, whom they regarded as the inventor of all arts,
as the guide of men in their journeys, and as pre-

Toland's History of the Druids, pp. 2429.'

Caesar de Bell. ftalL vi. 13. + Ibid. vi. 17.

Tenets.

11

siding over the pursuits of gain and the transactions
of commerce. After him they worshipped Apollo,
Mars, Jupiter, and Minerva, holding nearly the
same opinions as other nations with regard to 'these
deities

; namely, that Apollo warded off diseases
that Minerva was the first instructor in manufac-
tures and handicrafts that Jupiter swayed the

sceptre over the celestial regions and that Mar
was the ruler of war. To him, when they Imd
resolved to engage in battle, they usually <:

the spoil which they had taken in war : out of \\hat

remained to them after the fight, they sacrificed the

animals they had captured: the rest they gathered
together into one spot. Heaps of things thus put
aside, in consecrated places, were to be seen in

many of the states; and it was rarely that any
person was so regardless of religion as to dare,
either secretly to retain any part of the spoil in his

own possession, or to take it away when thus laid

up ;
for such a crime there was appointed a very

severe punishment, accompanied with torture.

Suetonius, in his Life of Claudius, informs us, that

the Druids were accustomed to

offer up human sacrifices
;
a state-

ment which is confirmed by other trustworthy
evidence. Tacitus, speaking of the capture of

Anglesey by Suetonius Paulinus, states, that he cut

down the druidical groves, "hallowed with cruel

superstitions ;
for they held it right to stain their

altars with the blood of prisoners taken in war,

and to seek to know the mind of the gods from the

fibres of human victims."* Diodorus Siculus in-

forms us, that criminals were kept under ground
for five years, and then offered up as sacrifices to

the gods, by being impaled and burned in great

fires, along with quantities of other offerings. Hi-

adds, that it was only upon extraordinary occasions

they made such offerings, as, to consult what

measures to take, or to learn what should happen

to them, by the posture in which the victim fell,

the convulsions of his quivering limbs, and the

course of the blood as it flowed under the knife of

the officiating priest.t But Cccsar, who had the

best opportunities of learning on the spot the truth

on the subject, of these horrid rites, states ex-

plicitly, that persons who were attacked by any

serious disease, or were exposed to the perils of

war, or to any other danger, were accustomed

either to immolate human victims, or to vow that

they would do so, and to employ the Druids to

perform these sacrifices; their opinion being, that

the gods were not to be propitiated unless, lor the

life of a man, the life of a man were offered up.{

There were also sacrifices of the same kind appoint-

ed on behalf of the state. With regard to the

manner of offering up these sacrifices, Strabo states,

that images of wicker-work, of immense size, were

constructed, in which men, and all descriptions of

* Tacit Ann. xiv. 30. t Diort. Sic. r. 31

* Csesar de Bell. Gall. vi. 16.
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ctttle tnd beast*, were roasted together. Accord-

ing to Plutarch, the noise of songs and musical

inctranmts was employed on these occasions, to

drown the eric* of the sufferers. They regarded

the destruction, in this manner, of persons taken in

the commission of theft or robbery, or any other

oeUnqucnry, as most agreeable to the gods ;
but

when the supply of such criminals was insufficient,

they did not hesitate to make victims of the

PUnr informs us, that the Druids entertained

great veneration for the oak, which

they considered as the emblem, or

rather the peculiar residence, of the Deity,* that

they chose groves of oak for their o\vn dwelling-

places, and performed no sacred rites without the

lcf of that tree. None of the druidical groves

now remain in North Britain ; but Chalmers men-

tions, that the sequestered spot on which stands the

barge cromlech, called the Auld Wives Lift, near

Craigmadden, Stirlingshire, appears to have been

surrounded by a grove of oaks, as several of the

stamps of those trees were still visible in his day ;

aad that, in the Isle of Skye, there is a consecrated

well, called Ixxh Seant Well, celebrated for many
virtue*, and near it there is a small clump of wood,
which is to this day held sacred by the surrounding

inhabitants, who arc careful not to cut a branch of

it, from the belief that some misfortune would be

the revolt of the act.f There arc various other

instances in which, within little more than a

CMtiuj, ancient oaks were still standing around
the circles of upright stones which constituted the

temple* of the Druid*. Chaplcts of oak were
worn, both by the priests and the people, in their

rectgioos ceremonies, while the altars were strewed
with it* karcs and encircled with its branches.

Mat the most remarkable of the

druidical superstitions connected

i_
WM ^ revercnco Paid to the

plant, when it was found growing upon
' tm. It was thought to contain a divine

d to be the peculiar gift of Heaven. Pliny,
a particular account of the ceremony of
this plant, Hates, that whenever the

* wat bund on the oak, which it veryf* a pi occasion was made to it on the

(the .ixth day of the moon), with greatwo white bulU were bound to the oak by
then the Arch-druid, attended by "a

we of people, asccndrd the tree, dressed

consecrated golden knife, cut
toc,whkh another, standing on the

I in bu sagura, or robe, amidst the
of the people. The bulls

and prayers offered up, that

'.

. :.

this gift of Heaven might be. rendered efficacious in

those distempers in which it should be administered.

They entertp.ined a high opinion of the medicinal

virtues of the mistletoe, and esteemed it as a

sovereign remedy for all kinds of sickness. "They
call it," says Pliny, "by a name which, in their

language, signifies Ail-Heal, because they have an

opinion that it cures all diseases." The Druids

ascribed medicinal qualities, also, to the selago, a

kind of hedge-hyssop ; to the samolus, or marsh-

wort ; and especially to vervain
; but much of the

efficacy of these herbs, according to them, depended

,
upon the manner in which they were gathered.

The influence of the Dndds over their country-
men appears to have depended upon
their eloquence, no less than upon
their reputation for superior wisdom and learning.

We have frequent mention made of their displays

of oratory in their public proceedings, and they
were evidently capable of wielding, in the most

skilful manner, this powerful instrument for ruling

;

the popular mind. They had ample opportunities

to display their eloquence, and to prove its efficacy,

in their instructions to their pupils, and in their

public addresses to the people on religions and

moral subjects ;
in the administration of the laws,

also, and in the celebration of their religious

solemnities, and especially in the debates of the

great councils of the nations, and in their speeches
to the armies when about to engage in battle.

' The people pay a great regard," says Diodorus

Siculus, "to their exhortations, not only in the

affairs of peace but of war, and these arc respected
both by their friends and enemies. They sonic-

times step in between two hostile armies, who are

standing with their swords drawn and their spears

extended, ready to engage, and by their eloquence,
as by an irresistible enchantment, they prevent the

effusion of blood, and prevail upon them to sheathe

their swords. So great arc the charms of eloquence
and the power of wisdom, even amongst the most

fierce barbarians." We are told also by Tacitus,

that "the British chieftains (who were educated by
the Druids) before battle fly from rank to rank and

address their men with animating speeches, tend-

ing to inflame their courage, increase their hopes,
and dispel their fears ;" and he depicts the Druids

of Mona, when that sanctuary was attacked

by the Roman general Suetonius, rushing with

burning torches through the ranks of their armed

countrymen, arrayed to repel the invaders, and in-

flaming their courage by pouring forth phrenzied

prayers, with their hands uplifted to heaven. Ir is

a curious fact, that the descendants of these ancient

Britons long retained their taste for eloquence.
"
Orators," says Mr. Martin, "were in high esteem

both in these islands (the Hebrides) and the con-

tinent, until within these for"y years. They sat

always among the nobles or chiefs of families, in

the streah or circle, and by the force of tlieir
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eloquence had a powerful ascendant over the

greatest men in their time."
*

It appears from the concurring testimonies of

several ancient authors, that natu-

ral philosophy was the favourite
Studies.

Vutcs, in particular, investigate and display the
most sublime secrets of nature, and by auspices and
sacrifices they Ibrctcl future events." One of their

chief methods of divination was from the incpet-
tion of the entrails of the human victims offered in

study of the British Druids, and that they entered '

sacrifice
; and, as we have already seen, they drew

into many disquisitions in their schools, concernin

the form and magnitude of the universe in general,

and of this world in particular.

Astronomy.

that this world was never to be entirely destroyed

or annihilated, but was to undergo an endless suc-

cession of revolutions, which were to be effected

sometimes by the power of water, sometimes by
that of fire. Astronomy also appears to have

been one of their chief studies. " The Druids,"

says Caesar,
" have many disquisitions concerning

the heavenly bodies and their motions, in which

thcy instruct their disciples ;" and Mela observes,
" that they profess to have great knowledge of

the motions of the heavens and of the stars."

Some knowledge of the science,

indeed, was absolutely necessary,

to enable them to fix the times of their religious

solemnities, some of which were monthly, others

Their method of annual. They computed their

computing time, time by nights and not by days,

so regulating their birthdays and the beginnings
of months and years, that the night came first

and then the day.f Pliny says,
"
They began both

their months and years, not from the change but

from the sixth day of the moon." The 10th of

March was their New Year's Day. They had

also a cycle, or period of thirty year?, which thcy
called an age, and which likewise commenced on

the sixth day of the moon. When no unexpect-
ed accident prevented it, they assembled upon
stated days, either at the time of the new or full

moon
;
for they believed these to be the most aus-

picious times for transacting all affairs of im-

portance, and they considered it unlucky to engage
in battle while the moon was on the wane.

Magic and ^s might naturally have been
divination. expected, the art of divination was

one of the favourite pretensions of the druidical

priesthood. Cicero tells us, that he knew one of

their number, Diviaticus, the celebrated ^Eduan

their predictions from the posture in which the

victim fell, and the direction in which the blood

flowed from his body. So famous did these druid-

ical professors of magic and divination become, that

they were consulted, on all important occasions, not

only by their own princes, but even sometimes by
the Roman emperors.
One of the most extraordinary superstitious no-

tions entertained by the Druids, re-

lated to the anguinum or serpent's
U1 'en

egg, which Pliny tells us was worn by them as

their distinguishing badge.
" I have seen that

egg," says he ;

"
it is about the bigness of a moderate

apple. Its shell is a cartilaginous incrustation, full

of little cavities, like those on the legs of a poly-

pus." The most extravagant stories were told of

this production. It was said to be formed, at first,

by a great number of serpents twined together,

whose hissing at last raised it into the air, when it

was to be caught, ere it fell to the ground, in a

clean white cloth, by a person mounted on a swift

horse, who had immediately to ride off at full speed,

to escape from the serpents, who pursued him with

great rage, until they were stopped by some river.

The genuineness of the egg was to be proved by

encasing it in gold and throwing it into a river. If

it was genuine it would swim against the stream.

The most wonderful virtues were ascribed to this

egg. Its efficacy was particularly shown in ren-

dering those who carried it about with them vic-

torious in all disputes, and successful in their at-

tempts to procure the favour and friendship of the

great. It has been conjectured, with great proba-

bility, that these opinions and practices arc con-

nected with the worship of the serpent, one of the

most widely extended superstitions of the human

race.

The practice of the druidical religion was inter-

dicted by repeated decrees of the Roman emperors,

and the priests were the objects of the peculiar

hostility of the Roman generals. It was extirpated

Britain, by Suetonius Paulinus,

but survived in the northern
A.D. 09 CI.

prince, and he was wont both to profess to have a ' from Mona (Anglesey), its chief scat in South

thorough knowledge of the laws of nature, and to

make predictions respecting future events, partly

by augury, partly by conjecture. Pliny also men-

tions, that in his day the magic art was cultivated

by them with such astonishing success, and so many
ceremonies, that the Britons seemed to be capable

parts of the island long after its extinction in the

south. The learned Chalmers is

of opinion, that the principal seat

of Druidism in Scotland seems to have been in the

.:nsof

JiruiJism.

of
instructing even the Persians themselves in these

j
recesses of Perthshire, near the range of the Grain-

arts. "
They pretend," ho says,

" to discover the
|
pian hills

;
and he states, that the number and

designs and purposes of the gods. The Eubates or variety of Druid remains in Xorth Britain are al-

most endless.* Besides these material monuments,

land
Marti" 3 I)escriPtion of the Western Isles of Scot- 1

there can be no doubt that the bonfires of May-day

+ Cir-sar, vi. 18. ' * Caledonia, vul. i. p. VC.
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(Beltein or Beltane), and many

tthtr popular customs and superstitions which still

survive in some of the more remote districts of our

try, have all been derived from this source, and

the general prevalence and powerful influ-

of that system of religion which the lapse of

centuries has not been able wholly to

Uiterate.

The prevalence of a system of superstition so

zationof cruel and debasing is wholly in-

tfc- CafaJoniana.
compatible with an advanced state

of driliiation, and there is abundant evidence

that the condition of the Caledonian tribes, an-

terior to the Roman invasion, was but a few stages

tfjBOitd from a state of barbarism. Caesar informs us,

that in the interior of the island they never sowed

their lands, but followed the occupations of thg

honter and the shepherd, clad in the skins, and

living on the flesh and the milk, of their flocks and

and the spoils of the chase. He also men-

thai they thought it wrong to eat either the

hare, the common fowl, or the goose, although they

reared these animals ibr pleasure. Strabo states

that, though they had abundance of milk, they
were ignorant of the art of making cheese; and

Xiphiline, or Dio Cassius, whose work he abridged,

affirms, that none of them ever tasted fish, although

they abounded in their lakes and rivers a pre-

judice which even yet has not wholly disappeared
from among their descendants the Highlanders.
The same author also tells us, that so late as the in-

of Sercrns, the Caledonians and the Maeatse

upon the milk of their flocks, upon wild

frvJta, and whatever they could procure in hunting ;

and he adds, that when in the woods they fed upon
note and leaves, and that when natural sustenance

Buwd. they were in the habit of employing as a

certain composition (supposed to be
kind of drug, which deadened the cravings of

r), by which, when they had eaten about the

fMttity of a bean, thi-ir spirits were so admirably
eopportrd, that they no longer felt hunger or thirst

At this period extensive forests and marshes
earned nearly the whole face of the country; the
hear and the wolf lurked in its thickets and caves

;

the bison, the moose-deer, the Caledonian bull,
and the wild boar, roamed through its wastes.*

1. MMsUsoa, feaeriUng an urns found in a

I*
1

.* L
un

l'
U Ino"t remwksble in

i iPODhviis of the econd dorsal

javelin of oue of the
exactly fitted by

lin*. This instru-
"> ! penettmied to the apophyxis*. which i. aloo injured, the
o.

well enmited. that NiU,,n thinks
wo or three years after. The

Against these gigantic animals the imperfec

weapons of the Caledonian tribes must frequently

have been found unavailing. The earliest in!

bitants of North Britain appear to have followt

the chase, or waged war, with arrow, lanoe,

spear-heads of flint, celts, hatchets, hammers,

other weapons formed of stone, or occasionally

of horn or bone.* As civilization advanced, thes

rude implements were gradually Introduction of

replaced by weapons and tools metals.

formed of copper and tin. At what period

art of smelting ores was discovered by the Bi

tons, and metallic weapons and implements sul

stituted for those of stone ;
whether this improve

ment was produced by the gradual progress

civilization among the aboriginal colonists, or

the intrusion of a new and higher race it is no\

impossible to say. This much is certain, that at a

very early period the ancient Britons were familiar

with tin, and that about B.C. 400, if not earlier,

the naviea^of Tyre and Carthage visited the British

isles for the purpose of obtaining that metal to

compound with the copper found so abundantly in

several parts of Asia.f In the course of time the

knowledge of the mineral treasures of the southern

shores of the island would be communicated to the

remoter tribes beyond the Solway and the Tyne,
and they would learn to barter the skins won in the

chase, for the coveted sword and spear of bronze.

The knowledge of the metallurgic arts, thus com-

municated, would no doubt ultimately lead the

Caledonian tribes to quarry and smelt the ores which

abound in their native hills, and to mould the

weapons and implements which they used. This

is proved by the discovery of numerous stone and

bronze moulds in which the earliest tools and

was found, and in 1824, a third was disclosed on the Blair
Drunimond estate, seven miles farther inland, and over-
laid with a thick bed of moss. Beside it also lay the rude

harpoon of the hardy Caledonian whaler, in this instance

retaining, owing to the preservative nature of the nioss,
some remains of the wooden handle by which the pointed
lance of deer's horn was wielded. ll'ilxon's Archaeology
and Pre-hittoric Annul* of Scotland, pp. 2o, 33.

___
There was a large cairn on the Moor of Glenquicken,

Kirkcudbrightshire, wliich popular tradition assigned as the
tomb of some unknown Galwegian king, styled Aldus
Me Galdus. It was removed about the year IN09. On
removing it the workmen came to a stone coffin of very
rude workmanship, and on raising the lid they found the
skeleton of a man of uncommon size. The bones were in
such a state of decomposition, that the ribs and vertebra
crumbled into dust on attempting to lift them. The re-

maining bones, being more compact, were taken out : when
it was discovered that one of the arms had been almost
separated from the shoulder by the stroke of a stone axe,
and that a fragment of the axe still remained in the bone.
The axe had been of green stone, a species of stone never
found in this part of Scotland. There were also found
with this skeleton a ball of flint, about three inches in

liameter, which was perfectly round and highly polished;
and the head of an arrow, also of flint, but not a particle of

any metallic substance. Wilton'$ Archaeology, p. 131.
+ Little doubt can now be entertained that Herodotus,

(r.. c. 4S4,) in his allusions to the Cassiterides <>r Tin
Islands, refers to Cornwall and the neighbouring islands.
We learn also from the " Ora Maritima" of Festus Aviemj
(circa B.C. 400,) that Britain was visited at that early period
by the Carthaginians.
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weapons of the native metallurgist were formed.

Swords, spears, axes, and other weapons and im-

plements of bronze, in some cases exhibiting consi-

derable beauty and variety of form and decoration,

have been found in great numbers in different parts

of the country, and afford an interesting specimen

of the state of the arts among our ancestors, prior

to the Roman invasion.*

" Whencesoever the first knowledge of the me-

tallurgic arts was derived," says Mr. Wilson,
"

it

introduced into the British isles the elements of a

change scarcely less momentous than those which

later ages trace to letters, the magnet, the printing

press, or those later applications of the metals

the railway and the electric telegraph. The native

Briton was no longer confined to his little clearing

on the coast, nor compelled with ingenious toil to

fashion the shapeless flint and stone into the wea-

pons and implements that supplied his simple

wants. The forests rang with the axe and the

wedge, the low grounds were gradually cleared of

their primeval forests, and the fruits of patient

industry were substituted, in part at least, for the

spoils of the chace The facilities afforded by
the more pliable metal tools would speedily work

no less remarkable changes on the mansions of the

living than on the sepulchres of the dead. The

subterranean cavern would give place to the wooden

structure, which the new arts rendered at once a

more convenient and simple style of architecture ;

while the inroads on the forests which such changes
led to, would necessitate the clearing of the neigh-

bouring lands, preparatory to the extended labours

of the agriculturist.''!
* In the year 1780, in dragging for marl in Duddingston

Loch, near Edinburgh, a large heap of swords, spears, and

lamps of brass was brought up, and from the fact that some
of the lumps of brass seemed as if half melted, and that

gigantic deers' horns and fragments of others were dis-

covered along with the weapons and masses of melted

bronze, it has been conjectured, with some probability, that

a considerable manufactory of bronze weapons had been
carried on at some remote period on the margin of the loch.

Some of the most perfect and beautiful of these weapons
are now in the Abbotsfcrd Museum, and about fifty pieces
of swords, spear-heads, and other fragments of weapons,
most of them more or less affected by fire, are in the collec-

tion of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland. The swords
are of the leaf-shaped form, with perforated handles, to

which bone or wood lias been attached. Some of the large
spear-heads have been pierced with a variety of ornamental
perforations. During the construction of the Queen's Drive,

almost directly above Duddingston Loch, two most
beautiful and perfect leaf-shaped bronze swords were dug
up in a bed of vegetable charcoal, and are now in the
Museum of the Society of Antiquaries. The bronze spear-
heads present a great variety of forms of ornamental devices.
The Scottish bronze dagger of the same period is almost

invariably found to consist of a two-edged blade, tapering
to a point, and perforated with holes for attaching a handle
to it by means of rivets. Bronze bucklers have also been
found in various places, and some of wood, fill of brasa
nails. The circular Highland target is closely 'brmed on
the model of these bronze shields, even retaining the boss
on the centre of the target, which was intended to receive
and protect the hand in which the buckler was held, though
the Highlanders, like the ancient Romans, wore the shield
B the arm, a striking proof of the tenacity with which the

Celtic races ore found to cling to ancient customs. See

Archaeology, &c., part ii.

+ Ibid. pp. 205, 221 .

The descriptions furnished by Julius Omar, Ta-
citus, and other classical writers, of the weapon*
used by the native Britons in their encounters
with their Roman foes, do not in any degree corres-

pond with the common forms of the bronxe swords
and spears found in the earlier tumuli. The bronze

leaf-shaped sword is a short and small, though
formidable weapon, evidently adapted for thrusting
rather than striking ; whereas Tacitus describes the

Caledonians as using swords large and blunt at the

point. It has, therefore, been supposed, with con-

siderable probability, that the bronze era was past-

ing away when the Roman legions first landed on

I the shores of Britain. Be this as it may, we know
| that, at the period of the Roman invasion, the native

tribes were acquainted with the use of iron ; for He-

rodian expressly informs us that they wore iron

about their necks and bellies, esteeming this as fine

and rich an ornament as others do gold. Under a

vast cairn on the supposed site of the battle of Mons

Grampius, great quantities of iron weapons were

found mingled with bones, which there is every rea-

son to believe were coeval with the resolute stand

which the Caledonians made on this spot against the

legionaries of Agricola. In various other ports of the

country, remains of sword-blades, spear-heads, dag-

gers, and other iron weapons have been discovered,

in connexion with bronze implements, glazed pot-

terr, and other relics, which lead to the conclusion

that they must have belonged to the same era,

though it may be doubted whether such weapons

were at all in general use at this period among the

Caledonian tribes.

Mention is made, both by Caesar and Tacitus, of

the war-chariots, which formed an War-chariots of

important part of the military the Caledonians,

array of the ancient Britons. These chariots were

armed with scythes and hooks, attached to the

wheels and axles, for cutting and tearing the ad-

verse ranks as they were driven rapidly along.

Each chariot contained a charioteer, with one or

sometimes two warriors. These vehicles (hey ap-

pear to -have managed with considerable de\

and on several occasions succeeded by their means

in breaking the Roman line. The very dread of

the horses, Caesar informs us, and the noise of the

rapid wheels, often broke the ranks of his legions.

When they had thrown the enemy into cor.

the warriors leaped from the chariots and fought

on foot, while the drivers retired to a short d

tance, so as to favour their retreat in case of their

being overmatched.
" In this manner," says Ca>ar,

they perform the part both of rapid cavalry and

of steady infantry." It is worthy of notic

the Gauls, nearly three centuries earlier, employe*

the same mode of fighting in their contests wit

the Romans. " A number of the enemy," say.

Livy,
" mounted on chariots and cars, made t

wards them with such a terrible noise, from the

trampling of the horses and the rolluig of the
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a* affrighted thc horses of thc Romans,

looted to such operations. By this means,

a distracting terror seized upon thc victorious ca-

Tmlry, and men and horses in their headlong flight

'thrown in heaps to thc ground. Thc same

produced disorder even in the ranks of thc

i ; through thc impetuosity of the horses, and

the carriages they dragged through the ranks,

many of thc Roman soldiers -in the van were trod-

den or bruised to death, and thc Gauls, as soon

as they taw thc enemy in confusion, followed up

the advantage, nor allowed them brcathing-

:.:.-.

-

Thc hones which the Caledonians employed in

Tbrir Innn nd war "KCTC of a smaU trce(1 >
but

swift, spirited, and hardy. The

cavalry were accustomed, like thc car-borne

warriors to dismount on fitting occasions, and to

fight on foot They are said to have been also in

the habit of mixing infantry with cavalry ; a foot-

soldkr holding by each horse's mane, and keeping

pace with him in all hi's motions.
lU7- But the infantry, according to Ta-

etfos, constituted thc main strength of thc armies

of the Caledonians. Their swiftness of foot, and

cxpataet* in swimming over rivers, and crossing

fau and marshes, gave them a great advantage in

making sudden attacks and retreats. Like their

Highland descendants, they were in the habit of

throwing off the greater part of their clothing, be-

fore closing with their adversaries in a hand to

hand conflict. They were armed
.'.

a spear and a long unwieldy
word, without a point, und only meant for cutting-!

Their defensive armour consisted only of a small

light target
" Their sword," says Hcrodian,

"
hangs on their naked bodies. They know not

the tue of a breast plate and helmet, and imagine
these would be an impediment to them in passing

fens." The spear was sometimes used as a
mimic weapon, and at the butt end of it was a
rattle, formed of a hollow ball of copper, with pieces
of metal inside, to frighten the horses of the

toemy. In their conflicts with the Romans, the

ifiUury tattle*.
^*ledonian8 displayed some know-
ledge of military tactics, both in

fc of drawing up their troops, and in their
lc and skill in turning the wings of the
The infantry was usually placed in the

the caralry and chariots on the wings.WM which contained their families were
* rear, and served as a barrier for its

on, while the presence of these spectators of

jnwrta,
and the shrill cries which they

I. *? f "T *' ?** incentive

ght to the

'

'

of the earliest inhabitants of

Tacit. Agric. c. 36.

Scotland were of a rude and primitive character.

The simplest in construction is the
, ,.,, Strongholds.

earthen mound, or mote hill,

steeply escarped, and, no doubt, having its vallum

of earth surrounded originally by wooden palisades.

Nearlyakin to these are the circular hill forts, or duns.

as they are called in Gaelic, which still crown the

summits of so many Scottish hills. Numerous speci-

mens of this class of fortifications maybe seen on the

heights of Galloway and the Lothians, on the Lam-

mermoors, and on the southern slopes of the Ivilsyth

and Grampian hills, immediately to the north of

the great Roman wall. They usually occupy the

level summit of hills difficult of access, and are

inclosed with ramparts of earth and stone, without

any appearance of mortar or cement. In the areas

of several of them there were huts, or other build-

ings for habitations, and wells for supplying the

garrison with water. The most remarkable of these

lull forts are the strongholds which crown the sum-

mit of the Catterthuns in Angus-shire, looking
across the valley of Strathmore. The mountain on

which they stand is bifurcated with a fortress on

each peak, the highest called the White, thc other

the Brown Catterthun, from the colour of the walls.

The White Catterthun is of an oval form, con-

structed of a stupendous dike of loose stones, up-
wards of a hundred feet thick at the base, and

twenty-five feet thick at the top, with a succession

of ramparts and ditches which surround the height
at lower elevations. The area within the stony
mound is flat, and is a hundred and thirty-six feet

in length, by two hundred feet in breadth. The

hollow, which was once the well of the fort, is still

visible, though now nearly filled up with stones.

The Brown Catterthun is of a circular form, and
consists of a series of concentric entrenchments. It

must have cost uncommon labour to collect the

materials of these huge works, and to carry them
to such a height.*
Another class of native works to which great

interest has been attached, are the

Vitrified Forts, in which the stones

have been fused by the action of fire. Several in-

genious theories have been framed to account fo

the origin of these remarkable works
; but the cor

elusion which Dr. Hibbert drew, from a series

careful investigations, is now generally acquiesce
in that the vitrification is an incidental and nc

a designed effect, resulting accidentally from the

frequent kindling of beacon fires, as the signals
war or invasion, as well as from bon-fires, whic
formed a part of festive or religious rejoicings.f" The situation of these British strengths," eaj

Chalmers,
"
their relative positions to one anothe

* Chalmers' Caledonia, vol. i. p. 89 ; Boy's Military At
tiqmties, plate xlviii.

; King's Munimenta" Antiqua, vol.

~, ' Pktes ! and : Pennant's Tour, vol. iii. plate xvi.
;

Wilson's Archeology, p. 412.

^+ Archa-ol. Scot. vol. ir.
; Wilson's lrcliseology : pp. 41

Vitrified forts.
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and the accommodations attached to them, show that

they have rather been constructed for the purpose
of protecting the tribes from the attacks of one

another, than for the purpose of checking an invad-

ing enemy. They are placed upon eminences in those

parts of the country, which, even in these early

ages, must have been the most habitable, and have

furnished the greatest quantity of subsistence. They

frequently appear in groups of three, four, and

even more, in the vicinity of each other
;
and they

are so disposed upon the tops of heights, that

sometimes a considerable number may be seen

from one another, having one much larger and

stronger than the others in the most commanding
situation, which has, no doubt, been the distin-

guished post of the chief. Such was the large

and strong post on the Eildon hills, around which,

17

or three apartments about five feet wide, and
covered with stones of the same kind. On digging
within the area of these dwellings, charred wood
or ashes, mingled with fragments of decayed bout*
and vegetable matter, and fragments of large earthen
vessels, have generally been found, and occasionally
a querne, or handmill for grinding corn.

Another class of primitive dwellings, which
abound in many parts of Scotland,
are the Weems, or natural caves,

Wc*1M OT tnn-

which have been rendered more commodious by
art. Great numbers of these subterraneous dwell-

ings have been discovered in the northern districts

of the country, and in the Hebrides and Orkney-
Islands, varying in their internal shape and dimen-

sions, but bearing a general similarity in the ntvli-

of their construction. A single aperture, in most
in the adjacent country, there are the remains of

j
cases, served for door and chimney, and for the ad-

more than a dozen smaller strengths. Such, also,
'

mission of light and air, though occasionally a

were the large strengths on Burrenswark-hill, at

Inchtuthel, the Catterthuns, Barra-hill, Castle-over,

and others, all which had their subordinate posts

around them
;
and the remains of many of those

strengths are still to be seen. That many of these

fortresses were in existence before the Romans in-

vaded North Britain, appears from this decisive

circumstance, that several of the larger strengths

were converted into Roman posts. The large

British fort on the Eildon hills, that at Inchtuthel,

that at Castle-over, and some other smaller British

fortlets, were converted into Roman posts. We
may also draw the same inference from the curious

fact, that Roman camps are judiciously placed

among several groups of these British strengths,

for the evident purpose of overawing and watching
them."*

Connected with these hill-forts is another kind of

primitive stronghold, consisting of

artificial trenches, generally dug in

the side of a hill, and evidently intended to afford

shelter to the natives and their cattle from an in-

vading foe. Examples of this class of defensive

earth-works may still be seen between Kintore and

Inverury, in Aberdeenshire
;
in the parish of Dairy,

in Kirkcudbrightshire ;
in Giencoe, and in various

other districts of the country,f
There is the clearest evidence that the earliest

habitations of the aborigines of

Artificial trenches.

Dwellings. North Britain, like those of the

natives of almost every other country, were "
pits,

or slight excavations in the ground, covered and

protected from the inclemency of the weather by
boughs of trees and sods of turf." The rudest of

these primitive dwellings consist of shallow exca-

form, and about

A higher order of

vations, of a circular or oblong
seven or eight feet in diameter.

subterraneous structures is composed of large flat

stones, without any cement, and consisting of two

VOL. I.

Caledonia, vol. i. p. 87, note.

Archaeology, &c. pp. 418, 41S

small aperture has been found at the further end,

apparently to give vent to the fire. The roof,

when artificial, was formed, like those of the cyclo-

pean structures of Greece, and of Mexico and

Yucatan, of huge stones, overlapping each other

in succession, until the remaining vacant space
could be completed by a single block extending
from side to side. Ashes, quernes, deers' horns, and

bones, have frequently been discovered in these

weems, and occasionally a few extremely rude im-

plements, the relics of the primitive arts of the

inhabitants. In one of them, in the parish of

Auchterhouse, Forfarshire, a brass ring was found,

but without any inscription; and in another, in

Shapinshay, Orkney, a gold ring was discovered,

of very remarkable construction.

In almost every district of Scotland there aro

natural caves, which have been improved by art

into hiding-places for the inhabitants. Few of

these subterranean retreats are more interesting

than the caves of Hawthornden, near Edinburgh,

which have been hewn, with great labour and in-

genuity, in a rocky cliff overhanging the river Esk.

The original entrance was most effectually concealed

by being constructed in the shaft of a very deep

draw-well, sunk in the court-yard of the castle.

These remarkable structures, which consist of dif-

ferent apartments, of various forms and sues, are

well known to have afforded shelter, in the reign of

David Bruce, to a courageous band of Scottish

patriots, under Sir Alexander Ramsay, who endea-

voured to rescue their country from the domination

of the English. Other examples of a similar kind.

all bearing traces, more or less, of the employment

of artificial means to adapt them for human dwell-

ings, may be seen on the banks of the Teviot and il

tributary the Ale, in Roxburghshire,
on the bank

of the Calder, in Lanarkshire, and along the eoa

of Arran.

Another class of primitive dwellings, diff

slightly from the subterranean weems,
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to be peculiar to the Orkney Islands, and to the

neighbouring districts of Caithness and Suther-

land. They are popularly termed
Pfcu

1

bcxue*. u pjcts Bouses/' and are usually

erected on the level ground, or excavated in part

oat of the ride of a hill, so as to admit of a level

entrance. They are built with stones of consider-

able MM, which converge towards the centre, where

an opening appears to have been left for the admis-

sion of light and air. An artificial mound has been

Reaped over them, so that their external appear-

ance is scarcely distinguishable from that of the

larger tumuli.*

Tlie rude but massive structures of cyclopean

architecture seem to have been gradually aban-

doned, first, for dwellings of a similar character,

but "!* and less durable in their modes of con-

ttupttoii, and then for huts composed of turf and

branches of trees. Caesar describes the houses of the

Britons, at the time of the Roman invasion, as nearly

of the same form and structure with those of the

Gauls.f These, according to Diodorus Siculus, were

formed ofwood, and covered with straw ;
and Strabo

represent* them as being constructed of poles and

wattled work, of a circular form, with lofty, taper-

ing, or pointed roofs. There can be no doubt that

Hau of th Cale- tuc houses of the Caledonians, at

aniiM the time of Agricola's expedition,

von of this description : and in various districts of

the eumitij the relics of these structures have been

discovered beneath an accumulation of from eight
to ten fcet of moss. The floors, which are generally
found to measure about six feet in diameter, consist

of rough oral palings of stone, bearing marks of

fire, and frequently covered with charred ashes, and
are sometimes surrounded with the remains of

pointed hazel stakes or poets, the relics, doubtless,
of the upright beams with which the walls of the

aaeient fabric was framed. In one of these dwell-

ings eovered near Comrie, in 1823, pieces of char-

eeal and burned wood were found, along with
cbamd wheat and some fragments of iron, which

ay probably have lain there undisturbed since the
tee when the native tribes fired their houses be-
fere fleeing for rcfugo to the woods, after the fatal
battle of the Grampians.!

In many parts of the country the subterranean
fttraotara of the ancient inhabitants of Scotland are
found in groups, but there is no reason to believe
tbt theyhad anything among them answering to the
lMi ideas of a city or town. "What the Britons

11 town," says Cossar, is a tract of woody coun-

^"Wwided by a Tallinn (a high bank) and a
the security of themselves and cattle

the incursions of their enemies." And*". "The forests of the Britons are
far when they hare inclosed a veryNT*** with failed trees, they build within it

I.**""!?*"" f
V wem, and other primeval

Briuin. we Caledonia, vol.

p. 78.

houses for themselves, and hovels for their cattle

These buildings are very slight, and not designe

for long duration."

If we may credit the statements of the classic

writers, the domestic arrangements of the ancient

Britons were of a very peculiar kind. Caesar

forms us that ten or twelve families used to live

under the same roof, the husbands Community or

having their wives in common. wives.

The offspring of these singular unions were re

garded as the children of the persons by whor

their mothers had been first married. Many have

been disposed to call in question the truth of the

statements, and to contend that the Romans dre\

this erroneous conclusion from the circumstanc

that the Britons slept promiscuously in the

hovels, as the peasantry do to this day in some pai-1

of Ireland. But it has been alleged on the othe

hand, that among other barbarous tribes, the Re

mans found many families huddled together unde

one roof, M'ithout, however, assuming on

account that they lived in all respects in commoi:

Besides, the testimony of Caesar is confirmed bj
that of Dio Cassius, or his abridger, Xiphiline, wl

reports a conversation respecting this custom

tween the Empress Julia and the wife of a Britis

chief; and by the evidence of St. Jerome, who states

that the practice still prevailed in his day in the

northern parts of Britain. It is probable, however,
that the community of wives was never at any time

universal among the British tribes
;
for there is

abundant evidence that the women were held iu

general respect, and that the chastity of the sexes,

and the purity of domestic intercourse, were highly

appreciated and strictly maintained by the Britons.

"Women appeal- to have assumed Social rank of

the prophetic office equally with women,

men, and they even occasionally held the reins of

sovereignty, and commanded armies in the field.

And the frequent occurrence of implements of

housewifely and female ornaments among the con-

tents of the ancient sepulchres, warrants the con-

clusion, that women possessed, even at that early

era, among the northern tribes, no unequal position
in the social scale.

Of the manner in which the hovels of the Cale-

donians were furnished, we know scarcely anything.
A variety of domestic vessels of...

c j-tr i f j Domestic utensils,
stone, oi different forms and sizes,

have been discovered
;
but nearly all of them are

extremely rude, both in their form and character,
and in their attempts at ornament, and have

evidently been in use among the Scottish abori-

gines at the same time with the stone celt and
hammer. Coeval with these domestic utensils is

the druidical patera, as it is generally designated,
from an idea that it was used in the sacred rites of

druidical worship, consisting of a small round cup
or bowl, with a perforated handle on one side, and
more or less ornamented, though generally in the

rudest style, and bearing unmistakeable evidence

that it was formed by men destitute of efficient me-
tallic tools. To this class also belongs the Scottish
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querne or handmill, unquestionably an invention

of the highest antiquity, though
Querne. ., , , .

"
,.,

it has continued in use until very

recently, in some of the remoter districts of the

country. On the introduction of metals, these rude

vessels and implements of stone were replaced by
utensils formed of bronze, and even of gold, which,
whenoesoever it was derived, appears to have been

used in Scotland, to a considerable extent, from the
'

earliest period of the introduction of metals. Many j

Vessels of bronze f ^ese interesting relics of anti-

and gold. quity, which have been brought to

light either by opening the cairns and sepulchral

barrows, or by the draining of bogs and lakes,

consist of various culinary and domestic utensils,

such as pots, caldrons, tripods, goblets, and bowls

formed of bronze, and occasionally horns or drink-

ing-cups of gold. It has been customary to ascribe

all these vessels, either formed of bronze or of the

precious metals, to the Roman era
;
but there is now

good reason to believe that they ought rather to be

regarded as the productions of native art, though,

doubtless, of a late period, and not improbably, in

many cases, coeval with the Roman invasion.

The art of manufacturing articles of earthenware

was not unknown to the Cale-

donians. Numerous specimens of

such articles have been discovered in the tumuli ;

and as they present, in every respect, a striking
contrast to the pottery of the Roman colonists, we
need have no hesitation in assigning them to the

native manufacturer. The earliest of these speci-

mens of native fictile ware are composed of very
coarse materials, rudely formed by hand, imper-

fectly baked, and liable, therefore, to crack by mere

exposure to the weather. Others, however, are

gracefully formed and elaborately decorated, and
have evidently been made by workmen who had

acquired a knowledge of the potter's wheel. Nu-
merous cinerary urns and domestic pottery of various

kinds have been found in Scotland, and are charac-

teri/cd by considerable diversity, both in shape and
decoration. The vases most frequently found are

divided into three kinds : the large sepulchral urn,

which contains the burnt bones of
Sepulchral vases. , , , , .

the deceased, and is usually a trun-

cated cone, standing mouth downwards, in a dish

made to fit like a pie-dish the drinking-cup, of

a barrel form, but widening at the mouth, holding
about a quart in measure, and supposed to have
contained articles of food for the dead (it

is most

frequently found with skeletons, and is placed at

the head and feet) and incense cups, small in size,

and more fantastic in shape and ornaments than
the former, supposed to have been filled with
balsams and precious ointments or frankincense,
and to have been suspended over the funeral pile.*
Some of these perforated urns or cups, which are

evidently designed for suspension, are provided
with a cover or lid, made of the same material.

Others are made round on the bottom, so as to be
unfitted for setting on the ground ;

and it is sup-

Sao B. C. Hoare's Ancient Wiltshire, Introd. i. 25.

posed that these are specimens of the earliest arti-

ficial cooking-vessels manufactured by native skilL*
On the other hand, urns, coated with a dark green
glaze, have been found alongside of iron weapons
and other relics, which show that they belong to

the last Pagan period in Scotland.

The Macutie and Caledonians arc represented by
the classical writers as living in a
state of nudity ; but the accuracy of

the statement may be doubted, as the Romans
seldom saw these warlike tribes save in battle,

where, according to the general custom of the Celtic

nations, they were in the habit of laying aside

the greater part of their clothing for convenience.

Ctesar states, that the inhabitants of the interior of

Britain wore garments of skins
; it is highly im-

probable, therefore, that the northern tribes were

entirely destitute of clothing. The Gauls poMMMd
the knowledge of the art of fabricating and dyeing
cloth, and consequently so must also the inhabitant*

of the north of Britain. According to Pliny and

Diodorus Siculus, the Gauls manufactured woollen

cloth, dyed of several colours, and woven either in

stripes or cheques. The Belgian Gauls wore dyed
tunics of variegated colours, and close trousers,

which they called braccae. Red was the predomi-
nant colour, both in the chequered trousers and in

the tunic. Over the tunic, both the Gauls and the

Britons wore a short cloak, called a sagum, which

was of one uniform colour, generally either blue or

black. As civilization advanced, the dress, with

the other manners and customs of the southern

Britons, was doubtless adopted by the ruder

northern tribes, and the dyed garments of wool

gradually superseded the clothing of skins. Nu-

merous allusions are made by the classical writers

to the peculiar custom which the Britons practised

of staining their bodies of a blue Custom of paint-

colour, with the herb vitrum or ig their bodice,

woad. According to Herodian, they punctured

their bodies with the figures of all sorts of animals.

Isidore, speaking of the Picts, states that their

name was derived from their painted skins, and

that they squeezed out the juice of certain herbs

upon the body, and punctured the figures with

a needle. This practice, which bears a close

resemblance to the tattooing common among
the natives of the South Sea Islands, was in all

probability at its height when the clothing of the

people was most scanty; but as civilization ad-

vanced, and the articles of raiment were increased,

it would be gradually discontinued, and at last

wholly abandoned. The personal personal orn-

ornaments of the aborigines of menu.

Caledonia appear to have been formed of bone or

horn, and even of coal and stone. Various relics of

these primeval decorations have been preserved,

consisting of perforated beads of bones, horn pins

perforated animals' teeth, and other rudely formed

necklaces and pendants. Ornaments of jet or shale,

and cannel coal, and large beads of glass and peb-

ble, have also been discovered in the grave-mound*

Archaeology, p. 280
;
ArelueoL Scot, vol ii. p- 7tt.
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of North Britain, together with relics formed of

polished pale greenstone, representing a class

which appear to have been common among the

personal decorations of the stone period, whether

regarded merely as ornaments, or valued for some

fr^LUn virtue which may have been supposed to

pertain to them. Necklaces, even ruder still, have

been found belonging to this primeval period,

formed of the common small shells of our coasts

of cockles and of oyster-shells, perforated, and

strong together with a fibre or sinew.

The ornaments belonging to the bronze period

arc, as might be expected, of a much higher order.

Not a few of them, indeed, were still formed of

tone, or of jet and shale ;
but the taste and in-

genuity which their workmanship displays are

evidently the result of considerable mechanical

kill. Some of these ornaments of shale * were,

until very recently, held in superstitious reverence

by the peasantry, for their medicinal virtues or

supernatural powers, and were especially re-

garded as a sovereign specific to counteract the

opposed effects of witchcraft. Necklaces, beads,

buttons, rings, and other relics of this class, have

been discovered in great numbers in various dis-

tricts of the country, exhibiting a degree of finish

and decoration which distinguishes them from

earlier ornaments formed of the same materials.

To the same period belong the large beads of glass

or vitreous paste and amber, stone, clay, and porce-

lain, so frequently found in the British tumuli, and

commonly known as Adder Beads, Serpent Stones,

and Druidical Beads. But by far the most valu-

able of the Scottish sepulchral deposits of the bronze

period, are the beautiful gold and silver relics which
arc from time to time brought to light on the open-

ing of sepulchral tumuli, or in the course of agri-
cultural or railway operations. They are of great

variety, and, in many cases, are exceedingly beauti-

ful in design and ornament. Some of these con-
aaUM WK.I^ sist of bracelets and armlets; others

are a sort of necklace or collar,

[CHAP. II.

a torque, composed of flexible bars of gold
or sihrer, twisted like a rope or wreath, and sup-
posed to hare been the symbol of nobility or com-

Herodian says that the Caledonians wore
of iron,

" of which they were as vain as

barbarians were of gold." Numerous spcci-
f those torques and armilltc, composed of

gold, silver, and bronze, have been found in various

parts of Scotland, and have attracted great atten-
tion by the beauty of their workmanship. Massive

rings, with dilated ends, have also been dis-

1; and it in supposed that
tlu-y, nswcll as the

gold armilhr, cotmtituted tho "
ring-money

"

the ancient llritoiiH, and wore employed as a
medium till long after tho era of the

invasion. Another claw of gold ornaments
to the British Islos consists of a solid

ndrical gold bar, bent into a semicircle, and
at both ends with hollow cups, rescnj

th mouth of a trumpet. It has been con-
that these curious gold relics served as

Boats.

clasps or fastenings for the ancient British chlamyi
or mantle, worn by the native chief, or by
arch-priest when robed in his most stately pon-
tificals. Metal rings of various kinds, fibulae, hair

pins, bodkins, and needles of bronze, are frequently

met v, ith, and occasionally some small fragments
knitted or woven tissues, of the herring-bone
tern the interesting remains of the domestic manu-

factures of the ancient Caledonians. The massive

snake-bracelets, the beaded torques, and the ring

for the haii-, formed of bronze, frequently found ir

Scotland, are generally characterized by gn
beauty of form, and delicacy of ornament, and are

supposed to belong to the latest Pagan era, Avhen

artistic design had been fully developed.*
From the insular position of Britain, it is evident

that its first colonists must have

possessed some knowledge of boat-

building and of navigation ;
and various specimens

of the canoes of the aboriginal Britons have froc

time to time been brought to light. Several ot

these have been dug out of Lochar-moss, in Dum-
fries-shire, near the Sohvay Frith, along with an-

chors, oars, and other naval implements. One

brought to light in 1736, was seven feet long, aric

dilated to a considerable breadth at one end : ii

paddle was found near it. Another, hollowed out

of the trunk of an oak, was examined by Mr. Pen-

nant in 1782. "Near a place called Kilblain,"

says he,
" I met with one of the ancient canoes

the primeval inhabitants of the country, when it

was probably in the same state of nature as Vir

ginia when first discovered by Captain Philip AE
das. The length of this little vessel was eight feet

eight inches
;
of the cavity, six feet seven inches

;

the breadth, two feet
; depth, eleven inches

;
and

one end were the remains of three pegs for the

paddle. The hollow was made with fire, in the

very manner that the Indians of America forme

their canoes." f
Other rude barques, of a similar constructiot

have been discovered in Carlinwark Loch, Kirk-

cudbrightshire, and in Loch Doon, Ayrshire.
One of the canoes found in the latter, mea-

sured about twenty-three feet in length, and was
formed of a single oak-tree, with the insertion

of an upright plank into a broad groove, for the

stern. The largest of these primitive barques dis-

covered in North Britain, was found on the banks
of the Can-on, Stirlingshire, in 1726, at a depth of

fifteen feet from the surface, and covered by suc-

cessive strata of clay, shells, moss, sand, and gravel.
It was formed, as usual, from a single oak-tree, and

measured thirty-six feet in length by four feet in

breadth, and was finely polished, and perfectly
smooth both inside and outside. No fewer than

nine ancient canoes have been found, at different

times, on the banks of the Clyde, at Glasgow. In

one of them lay a beautifully finished stone celt,

Archncology, part i. chap, viii., part ii. chap, vi., nixl

part iii. chap. v.
; Archtrol. Scot. vol. ii. plate iii., vol. iii. p.

299, vol. iv. p. 217, vol. viii. p. 429 ; Caledonia, vol. i. p. 12.
t Pennant's Tour, vol. ii. p. 107.
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apparently formed of dark greenstone. Another,
found in 1825, was built of several pieces of oak,

though without ribs, and exhibited unusual evi-

dences of labour and ingenuity. A third, dis-

covered in 1847, had a circular hole in the bottom,

to admit of water shipped being run off when it

was on shore ; and, strange to say, this hole was

stopped by a plug of cork. Another kind of boats

in use among the ancient Britons at a later period,

appears to have been formed of osier-twigs, covered

with hide, closely resembling the currach of the
j

Irish, and the coracle of the Welsh. But, owing to
\

the perishable nature of the materials of which i

they were formed, no specimen of this class of pri-

mitive boats has been preserved.
There are few sources from which we can derive

such accurate information respecting the manners

and customs of a people and their progress in civil-

Sepulchral me- ization, as from the structure and
morials. contents of the memorials they

erect in honour of the departed. The ancient Bri-

tons, like most other untutored races, expected their

future to resemble their present state, and that in

another state of existence they would have an op-

portunity of pursuing the occupations in which

they delighted to engage here. Hence the wea-

pons of war and of the chase personal ornaments

the insignia of rank and distinction the favour-

ite horse and dog were deposited in the sepulchral
mound along with the buried chief, in order that,

in the new state of being on which he had entered,

he might be arrayed in a manner befitting his rank,

and provided with everything requisite for his de-

fence, subsistence, and amusement. The sepulchres
of the first colonists of North Britain for the most

part consist of two classes, Barrows and Cairns, the

former composed only of earth, the latter of stones.

The Barrows are of various forms

and sizes, and have been described

by Dr. Wilson, in his very able and learned work,
as consisting of the Long Barrow

;
the Bowl Bar-

row, a plain hemispherical mound of earth; the

Bell Barrow, which is not very common in Scot-

land, is evidently of later date, and exhibits greater
skill and labour in its construction

;
the Conoid

Barrow
;
the Crowned Barrow, with one or more

standing stones set upon it
;
the Enclosed Barrow,

which is environed by an earthen vallum
;
and the

Encircled Barrow, generally of large proportions,
and surrounded by a circle of standing stones. The
whole of these vast mounds have evidently been re-

served only for chiefs and personages of exalted

rank. The common dead were deposited in plain
and undistinguished cemeteries. The long barrow,
which is supposed to be the earliest of these sepul-
chral memorials, is an immense mound of earth of

an oblong form and rude construction, but con-

taining no metallic implements, and very few valu-

able relics of any kind. The contents of the other

more elegantly shaped barrows indicate the ex-

istence of a much higher state of civilization among
the people by whom they were constructed. There
is reason to believe that this mode of burial was

Cromlechs.

not entirely superseded till some time after the
introduction of Christianity into Scotland.
The Cairns, or tumuli constructed of stone*, are

the largest and most numerous
of all the Scottish sepulchral
mounds, and appear to have been erected as a

receptacle for the honoured dead from the remotest

period down to the close of Pagan custom* and
sepulchral rites. Some of these gigantic monu-
ments have been erected on the sites of ancient

battles, and are believed to be the memorial* of
the victors in those bloody conflicts. Cairns abound
in almost every district in Scotland, and many of
them are works 6f great labour, containing exten-
sive sepulchral chambers, regularly built of stone*

of considerable size. All the articles discovered in

these stone chambers arc usually of greater value

than those which have been deposited in any other

class of sepulchral mounds
; they are, therefore, sup-

posed to have been the burial places of the most dis-

tinguished chieftains of the aboriginal races. They
are of different shapes ;

but the conical form is most

frequently met with. Great numbers of these cairns

have beon opened in various parts of the country,
and the interesting relics which they contained have

added largely to our knowledge of the manners and

customs of the primitive races of Scotland.

The Cromlech, or " Druidical Altar," as it was

long termed, is now generally re-

garded as a sepulchral monument,
and is undoubtedly by far the most laborious and

costly memorial which the ancient Britons erected

in honour of their illustrious dead. It usually con-

sists of three or four rough, unhewn blocks, support-

ing a huge cap-stone, and inclosing an urn, within

which the skeleton has been disposed in a con-

tracted position, and accompanied with coins and

relics of an early period. In some cases these

cromlechs appear to have been encircled with a

ring of standing stones. There is good reason to

believe that these huge sepulchral memorials are

the work of the earliest inhabitants of Scotland,

during the primeval or stone period. They are

now comparatively rare
;
but the traces of ruined

cromlechs, which are still visible in various part*

of the country, show that they must at one timo

have been much more numerous.

The ancient Britons appear to have adopted a

variety of modes in the disposition Mode- rf borUl.

of the body in these sepuchral

monuments. In all probability, the earliest mode

of interment was to place the body in a cist in a

contracted posture, with the knees drawn up to the

breast, that the warrior, with his weapons at 1

side, might be ready to spring up fully equipped

for the conflict. The weapons and implements

found with the remains of the body interred in th

posture are usually of rude workmanship, although

the custom appears to have prevailed for ages

Sometimes the body was laid in the grave at 1

length, and in these cases the articles of I

and iron deposited along with it indicate greater

skill in the arts, and a more advanced state of

1
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civilization. About the closing period of the Pa-

gtn era, rndc oaken coffins appear to have been

for the primitive cist of stone. Two
of these ancient coffins, each formed of

a> solid trunk of oak, were recently brought to light

in the course of some excavations on the Castle-

hill t Edinburgh. Similar examples of oaken

tiiti, hollowed out of solid trees, have been disco-

wed in various parts of the country. In the later

tumuli have been found bronze rings, bridle bits,

and other portions of horse furniture, in some in-

stances highly decorated. The skeleton of the dog
is frequently met with, and sometimes the teeth and

bones, and even the entire skeleton of the horse
;

and, in rare cases, the relics of the British war-

chariot, making evident the remarkable fact, that not

only the warrior's weapons, but even his chariot and

hones, were sometimes interred along with him.

The contents of these sepulchral monuments
how that, at a very early period, the inhabitants

of North Britain were in the frequent practice of

burning the bodies of the dead. As in every state

of iociety the rites connected with the burial of

the dead are among the last things affected by
change, there is every reason to believe that the

practice of cineration was introduced by a new
race, along with the knowledge of the metallurgic
arts. It is unquestionable that this custom must
hare been in use among the ancient Britons for

many generations before the era of the Roman
invasion. The practice of cineration was long
contemporaneous with the custom of inhumation,
and it is impossible to say which of the two was
esteemed the more honourable. Li some of the

tumuli, indeed, a single cist has been found con-

taining a skeleton untouched by fire, and around
it several cinerary urns, containing the half-burned
bones and ashes of the dead. In others the central

large and carefully constructed, while
which are placed around them are greatly
T, both in construction and dimensions. The

in all probability, contains the ashes of the
ehief and his wife; the latter, those of their chil-

dren, or favourite attendants. Caesar relates of the
Gallic chieftains, that their funerals were magnifi-
cent and sumptuous, and that not only the thingsMl they loved best when alive, and even their

oofs and horses, but their favourite sen-ants and
avers also, were consumed along with them on

the Ameral pile/ Apart from the conclusion which
J be drawn from this statement, the arrangc-
it of the sepulchral tumuli of the aboriginal

fcone, the groups of cists or urns, and other
lies which they contain, afford strong presump-
t evidence that a similar practice prevailed

.*

"
'

Alogoui to the sepulchral cairns of the Cale-
ans are the memorials which they erected on

**
iiitlil Hm 1 1

^^ rf ""went conflict, to per-
petuate the remembrance of those

I ui the engagement. Some of these sepul-
hnwli mark the supposed site of the battle of

ML OU. Ti 19.

the Grampians.
" On the hill, above the moor of

Ardoch," says Gordon,
" are two great heaps of

stones ; the one called Carn-wichel, the other Carn-

lee. The former is the greatest curiosity of this

kind that I ever met with. The quantity of great

rough stones lying above one another almost sur-

passes belief, which made me have the curiosity to

measure it ;
and I found the whole heap to be about

one hundred and eighty-two feet in length, thirty

in sloping height, and forty-five in breadth at the

bottom."* In this cairn there has been found r.

stone coffin, containing a skeleton seven feet long.
In the parish of Libberton, near Edinburgh, there

were several very large cairns of this class, called

Cat-stanes, beneath which were found cists contain-

ing human skeletons, and various bronze and iron

weapons. There are also single stones in various

parts of Scotland, still known by the same designa-

tion, which is evidently derived from the British

Cad, or the Celtic Cath, signifying
" a battle."

Another class of single memorial-stones are the

Hare or Hoar-stones
(i. e., literally border or bound-

ary stones), which have evidently been intended to

serve as land-marks. One of these rude memorials

stood on the Borough Moor of Edinburgh, and pro-

bably marked the western boundary of the ancient

chase claimed from time immemorial by the city.

When James IV. mustered the array of the king-
dom there in 1513, the royal standard, according
to tradition, was displayed from the " Hare Stanc,"

which is now built into the wall on the left-hand

side of the highway leading towards Braid, not far

from the head of Bruntsfield Links.-'r The term
" Hare Stanes," is applied to a circular group of

stones near Kirkden, in the parish of Kirkurd,
Peeblesshire

; and there are several cairns and
" laws "

in various parts of the country which bear

the same designation.J To this class of memorials

belongs the " Hawk Stane," at St. Madoes, Perth-

shire, which stands on the marches of what is

known to have been the ancient possessions of the

Hays of Errol, and still bounds the parishes of St.

Madoes and Inchture. This stone is said to have been

set up immediately after the defeat of the Danes, in

the battle of Luncarty (circa A.D. 990), and is re-

ferred to by Boece as existing in his day (A.D. 1500).
A still more remarkable class of monumental or

memorial-stones are the " Stand-
in,. c -nnno " iv. -I Standing-stones,
ing-stones, as they ore denomi-

nated, from their upright position. The most
celebrated of these monuments of antiquity are tho
Stones of Stennis the Orcadian Stonchenge as

they have been appropriately termed. They con-
sist of two groups of rude pillars, formed of single
stones, placed perpendicularly in the earth. Their
situation is very peculiar. Two large sheets of

Itin. Septen. p. 42.

t
" The royal standard floated wide,
The staff A pine-tree strong and straight,
Pitch'd deeply in a massive stone,
Which still in memory is shown."

. _, Marmton, c. iv. st. 2".
The most celebrated of these is Harlaw, in Aberdeen-

Hire, the scene of the well known "
Battle of Harlaw."
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water, communicating with the sea, arc connected

by a causeway, called the Bridge of Brogar, "with

openings permitting the tide to rise and recede.

Upon the eastern tongue of land stands the

smaller group, arranged in the form of a horse-

shoe, the height of the pillars being fifteen feet

and upwards. "When entire, the circle appears

to have consisted of twelve upright stones; but

nearly the whole of them have now disappeared.

The circle, however, is clearly marked by a sur-

rounding mound of earth, and the remains of some

of the overthrown stones. On the opposite isthmus,

advancing towards the Bridge of Brogar, stands

the larger group, called the Great Circle of Stennis,

or Rin^ of Brogar. The stones of which this circle

is composed are smaller in size than those on the

opposite side of the lake, varying from six to fifteen

feet in height, and from two and a half to seven feet

in length. When entire, it appears to have consisted

of sixty upright stones. Only twenty-three of

these now remain, ten of which are prostrate. The

whole is inclosed by a deep trench, which measures

three hundred and sixty-six feet in diameter, and is

still six feet deep, and twenty-nine feet broad. The

entrances are formed by narrow earth-banks across

the trench. In the centre of the smaller circle lies

a large horizontal slab, which has been conjectured
to have been used for sacrificial purposes ;

and it is

supposed that it was on this altar that Einar-jarl,

of Orkney, offered up Halfdcn, son of Harold, the

fair-haired King of Norway, in sacrifice to Odin.

In the immediate neighbourhood of this circle,

though forming no part of it, stood the Stone of

Odin, a pillar about eight feet in height, and per-

forated with an oval hole, large enough to admit a

man's head. Through this hole lovers were wont
to join hands when they interchanged vows, taking
the " Promise of Odin," as it was called. In an-

cient times this ceremony was held so sacred, that

the person who dared to break the engagement
was counted infamous, and excluded from all so-

ciety.* Dr. Henry states, that a tradition existed

in his time, about the close of last century, that

human victims destined for sacrifice were bound to

the perforated column, preparatory to their slaugh-
ter as an acceptable offering to Odin. In later

times, the heads of children were passed through
the perforation, in order to secure them against

palsy in after life. It is deeply to be regretted
that this interesting relic of antiquity, as well as

two of the pillars of the adjacent semicircle, were,

in 1814, wantonly destroyed by the stupid barbarity
of a neighbouring farmer.

Monolithic monuments of a similar character are

to be found in many parts both of the mainland

and of the islands of Scotland. Sometimes they
consist of single stones, and as often they appear in

groups of two, three, four, or more ;
but in all cases

they are without any mark of chisel or tool. There

have been many conjectures as to the origin and

purpose of these erections. Some have contended

*
Archseol. Scot. rol. i. p. 263: vol. in. p. 122; Pirate,

Ohp, 38.

that they arc of druidical, others that they ate of
Scandinavian origin. Both of

.

however, may now be regarded as exploded, and
the opinion is gaining ground, that thcae hnge un-
hewn monolithic columns, which abound in nth
numbers both in Asia and in Europe, owe their

origin not to one creed, but to ono remarkable

phase of the human mind, the influence of which
has long since disappeared.

" The vorictiea ap-
parent in their grouping and structure,'' tap Dr.

Wilson,
" ore such as may well justify the coaclu-

sioi:,. that instead of being the temples of a *

faith, they are more probably the ruins of a rarictr

of edifices designed for divers purposes, and, it may
be, even for the ritea of rival creeds. This at least

is certain, that the latest, if not the only unques-
tionable evidence of their use which we possess, is

not as religious temples, but as courts of law and

battle-rings, wherein the duel or judicial combat
was fought, though this, doubtless, had its origin in

the invariable union of the priestly and judicial

offices in a primitive state of society. The sereral

concentric circles, so frequently characterising them,

add to the probability of their adaptation to the

purposes ofjudicial or deliberative assemblies."*

ThePicU.

CHAPTER ill.

ricTlsii PERIOD. A.D. 44C TO 843.

AT the period of the Roman abdication, the names

of Caledonii and Moeatoe had disappeared, and th

inhabitants of North Britain bore the designation

of Picti, or Picts. Historians are

now agreed that the Picts were

not a new race, but merely the Caledonians under

a new name. The first writer who mentions the

North British tribes, under this designation, is

Eumenius, a professor at Antrim, who in a pane-

gyric on Constantius, in the year A.D. 297, speaks

of " the Caledonians and other Picts."t Eleven years

later, in an oration pronounced in the presence of

the Emperor Constantino, he repeats the statement

that the Caledonians were a part of the Picts.

About the close of the fourth century. Ammianu*

Marcellinus describes the Picts as divided into two

nations, the Dicaledones, or, according to another

reading, Dcucaledones, and the Vecturiones.J On

this passage Mr. Grant remarks: 'The farm

Deucakdones is attended with no difficulty. D*

chaoilldain signifies,
in the Gaelic language, the re

or genuine inhabitants of the woods. DN, pro-

nounced short, signifies
black; but pronounced long

signifies real, genuine ; and in this acceptation, th

word is in common use. Du Errvmack, a 0ea

Irishman. Du AUnnnacJt, a genuine SootM

The appellation of DeucakdoMt served to diatin

Archaeology, p. 113-
..

+
" Non dico Caledonnm aliormnqne Pi< m.

J
" Eo tempers Picti in duas geatw dini Di
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gnlsh the inhabitantsof thewoody valleys of Albinn,

or Scotland, from those of the cleared country on

the east coast of Albinn, along its whole extent, to

certain distances westward along its mountains, in

the interior parts of the country. These last were

denominated, according to Latin pronunciation,

FfctertMM*, but in the mouths of the Gael, or na-

ture inhabitants, the appellation was pronounced
L'achtarich. The Vecturiones thus possessed the

i level surface of the country, while the Deucale-

i inhabited the narrow, deep valleys, which

universally completely covered with thickly

growing woods." Chalmers and Sir William

Kctham, however, are of opinion that de, in the

British language, has the same disjunctive effect

with the particle dis in English, and that the De-

etleJottfi meant the separated Caledonians who
liTed without the Roman provinces, in the western

and northern parts of Caledonia, and who were

thus distinguished from the Vecturiones, that dwelt

along the eastern coast from the Forth to the Varar.
* As this open country," says the former,

" ob-

tained from the British provincials the descriptive

Origin and men- appellation of Peithtc, so the inha-

ing of the name, bitants of it were consequently
termed Pathi, Peithioyr, and Peithwyron, all which
term* denoted the people of the open country. The

only difference between the British words Peithi

and Peithwyron is, that the former is a more general,
aad the latter a more special term, the same in im-

port as the English and Englishmen. The British

words, Peithi and Peithwyron, would naturally be
Latinued by the Romans into Picti and Pecturoncs,
or rather, Vecturones." f A more simple and na-
tural derivation of the word, however, is from the
Latin term Picti, signifying painted, bestowed upon
the Caledonians from their well-known custom of

staining or tattooing their bodies. The Latin writers
tmiMi 1 1 is seem to have understood the name in
this sense,t

On the final departure of the Romans from Bri-
ain, the five Romanized tribes who inhabited
>'alentia,or the country between the walls of Agri-

i and Antoninus, were declared independent;
the incessant attacks of the fiercer tribes
the wall rendered it necessary for them to

in their own defence, they formed by their
"** kingdom, called sometimes the Reg-

, or more
frequently, the kingdom

of
Strathclyde. This Cumbrian

kingdom of the Romanized Bri-
extended from the Solway on the south, to

Forth and Loch Lomond on the north
; andfrom

tht Origin and Deteent of the Gael. Byu- ~i r i

a7fl

I, note. See al*o Pink-
i '. :l,.l

_
"
fonqne notatot

rataftU evaniae* Pieto morienu fignraa."
. lib - "vi. T. 416.

Cairail.

" ** A""U t Inh*WUnU of **

the Frith of Clyde on the west, to the limits of the

Merse and Lothian on the east. It appears to hava

included the present Liddesdale, Teviotdale, Dum
friesshire, Galloway, Ayrshire, Renfrew, Strath-

clyde, the midland and western parts of Stirling-

shire, with the largest portion of Dunbartonshire,
" The metropolis of the kingdom," says Chalmers,
" was Alcluyd, which they still retained when the

pen dropped from the hand of the venerable Bede,

A. D. 734, and which is situated on the north bank
of the Clyde, at the influx of the Leven. The de-

scriptive name of Alcluyd, which signifies the rocky

height on the Clyde, was applied to the bifurcated

rock, on the summit of which these

associated Britons had a strong hill-

fort, which formed a secure residence for their re-

guli or kings. To this fortress the Scoto-Irish

subsequently applied the name of Dun-Briton, signi-

fying the fortress of the Britons, an appellation

which, by an easy transition, has in modern times

been converted into Dunbarton." * The Cumbrian

Britons, in imitation of their former protectors, en-

deavoured to protect their country from the inroads

of their enemies by the erection of an artificial safe-

guard, consistingofa broad and deep
fosse and double rampart, extend-

ing upwards of forty-five miles, from Galashiels on

the north, to Peel-fell, at the eastern extremity of

Liddesdale on the south, and defended by forts

built at intervals along the line, on the summits

of the neighbouring heights. Some remains of this

interesting work, which is known by the name
of the Catrail, may still be traced,t Among
the petty chiefs who reigned over Strathclyde,
there are none whose names or exploits are

worthy of preservation, with the single exception
of the famous King Arthur. At
.,

3 - ,, . ,, King Arthur.
the commencement of the sixth

century, this semi -fabulous monarch was chosen

pendragon, or chief military leader of the Cum-
brian Britons, expelled his sovereign, the feeble

Huail or Hoel, and reigned over Strathclyde from

A.D. 508 to A.D. 542, when he was killed in the

fatal battle of Camlan. J The fame of his deeds of

valour has been perpetuated both by the romances

of the poets and the talcs of tradition, while his

obscure successors, continually occupied either in

civil broils or foreign conflicts, have engaged
neither poet nor chronicler to transmit their deeds

to more inquisitive times.

At the period of the Roman abdication the Picts

were governed by a chieftain, , .

named Drust, the son of Erp, who,
for his prowess in his various expeditions against
the Roman provincials, has been honoured by the

Caledonia, vol. i. p. 238.

+ Ibid, vol i. p. 239, Gordon's Iter. Septcn. p. 103.

} It, lias been strenuously maintained that Arthur is not
n ival but only a mythological personage, the chief divinity
of that system of revived Druidism which appears to hava
arisen in the unconqnered parts of the west of Britain, after

the departure of the Romans. For an elaborate examination
of this question, see

"
Britannia after the Romans," pp. 70

111. A defence of the historic reality of Arthur will b
found in

"
Turner's Anglo-Saxons," voL L pp. 268283.
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Irish annalist with the name of " Drust of (he

hundred battles." The following chronological table

of his successors was first printed by Inncs, from an

ancient manuscript in the Colbertine Library, which

had once belonged to Lord Burleigh, and had at

that time been seen by Camden. Its authenticity
has not been questioned, and has, indeed, been con-

firmed by various collateral circumstances.*

A CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE OF THE PICTISH
KINGS.

Date of Darn* Period
Acces- tion uf of their
eion. Reign. Deaths.
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rilbge notr inclndcd in the county of Donegal, in

liihnd and his education was carefully conducted

ader Use best masters which that country, long

before this converted to Christianity, could supply.

After founding several monasteries in his native

had, he became involved in the factious conten-

tions by which, then as now, Ireland was torn

trader ; and, in the year 563, he took his depart-

ure from that country to introduce the gospel into

the dftolaf* and barbarous dominions of the north-

ern Picts. Embarking with twelve companions,

in a boat of wicker-work, covered with hides, he

set oat upon his pious and benevolent mission, and

landed on a solitary isle near the south-west angle

of Mull, then known by the name of I, signifying,
in Irish, an island; afterwards changed by *Bede

into Hy, Latinised by the monks into lona, and

again honoured with the name of I-columb-cil the

isle of St. Coluniba's retreat or cell.

"
Isle of Columba's cell,

Where Christian piety's soul-cheering spark
(Kindled from heaven between the light and dark
Of time) shone like the morning star."

Here Columba settled with his twelve disciples.
"
They now," savs Bede,

" neither

sought nor loved anything of this
Monastery ol

world." For two years they laboured with their

own hands, erecting huts and building a church.

Tny Itred under a strict discipline, which Co-
id established as the rule of the monaste-

'unded, and employed much of their

ding and
transcribing the Holy Scrip-

latin translation. Having or-

luhraent, the pious missionary
Jaboars among the Picts. The dif-

ULxi
t0 cncountcr were of the

Mftbto kind. The country was woody,
*. nd m&rted with wild beasts,

"
* both dangerous and
.. t . . - 9

The king himself
an audience, but ordered the* to be shut against him ; and the power-

thcir d U
r ***

an interpreter to make hiSsftf i^
barbamn., ho sp^dUy acquired
rrer their

langnage as to enable

him to address them in their native tongur. Hi?

self-denying labours were crowned with ra;
cess. The Picts were at this time governed by
Bridei, the son of Mailcon, a prince of great influ-

ence. The patience and perseverance of Columba,
and the influence of his virtues, overcame the pre-

judices of the king; and, along with the greater
portion of his subjects, he embraced the Christian

religion. Attended by his disciples, Columba tra-

versed the whole of the Pictish territories, and
even penetrated into the remote islands of Orkney,
everywhere instructing the people in the truths c !

the gospel, and in gardening, agriculture, and other

useful arts, erecting churches, and establishing mo-
nasteries. These monasteries or cells were Ion?

subject to the Abbey of lona, which thus became
not merely

" the luminary of the Caledonian re-

gions, whence savage clans and roving barbarian?
derived the benefits of knowledge and the blessings
of religion," and the nursery which supplied with
learned pastors the monasteries, and above tlut*
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hundred churches which Columba himself had

erected, and also gave divines to many of the

religious establishments among the Anglo-Saxons,
the Norwegians, and other neighbouring nations,

but. was probably at that time the chief seminary
of learning in Europe.
Few circumstances connected with the early his-

Church govern-
toi7 of Christianity in Scotland

mcntofthe have excited so much controversy
Culdees. as fae question regarding the na-

fure of the system of ecclesiastical polity founded

by Columba ; one class maintaining it to have been

strictly Presbyterian, while others contend no less

strenuously that it was Episcopalian. The former,

which has been adopted by the learned Selden, is

the opinion generally deemed most in accordance

with the expressions of Bede, the earliest authority

on the subject. But though this diversity of senti-

ment exists as to their form of church-government,
there is a general agreement as to their zeal and

simplicity of character, the purity of their doc-

trines, and the holiness of their lives. Even Bede,

who laments over their rejection of the authority
of the Bishop of Rome, and their neglect of the

peculiar practices of the Romish Church, yet testi-

fies that "
they preached only such works of charity

and piety as they could learn from the prophetical,

evangelical, and apostolical writings." The Cul-

dees, as the clergy were called, were not forbidden to

marry, and some of them are known to have earned

their subsistence by engaging in secular employ-
ments. Columba died in the year

Iipath of Columba. pn *. ,, .,

597, in the seventy-seventh year
of his age, leaving behind him a name which will

ever occupy a distinguished place on the pages of

ecclesiastical history.*
"\Vith the exception of this interesting episode,

Civil wars of the the history of the Pictish mo-
Picta. narchy, so far as it has been pre-

served, is made up of little else than a tissue of

domestic strife and foreign war ;
sometimes with the

Saxons, sometimes with the neighbouring kingdom
of Strathclyd, and sometimes with the Dalriadic

Scots. A civil war, which began in 724, raged for

several years with great fury, and at length termi-

nated in the complete triumph of Ungus, honoured

by the Irish annalists with the title of Great, and
who appears to have been the ablest and most

powerful of all the Pictish kings. He was equally
successful in his contests with the Scoto-Irish, the

Northumbrians, and the Britons of Strathclyd, all

of whom he defeated in successive engagements.
After a life of incessant strife, he died in peace,
in the year 761.

In the midst of these conflicts with their neigh-

bours, the Picts found a new enemy in the northern

Tlir Vikings, or pirates, or sea-kings, who had prc-

Sea-kings. viously ravaged the coasts of Eng-
land and France, and indeed, generally, of all the

north-west of Europe. They first appeared on the
* Smith's Life of St.. Columba. Bede, lib. iii. ch. v.

Adamnan, lib. i. ch. rrxii., lib. ii. ch. xxxis. Chalmers' Cale-

donia, vol. i. pp. 318323 ;
and Jamieson's Account of the

Culdees of lona.

coast of England in the year 787. A few years
later, they found their way to tho shore* of CUt
donia, and carried their ravages throughout the
Hebrides, where they burned tho religions hoMM
which the disciples of St. Columba had established.
In 839, these marauders entered the Pictish terri-
tories : and a sanguinary conflict ensued between
them and the Picts, in which the latter were de-

feated, with the loss of their king, Defett ^
Den, and his only brother, Bran, Picu, and duh
together with many of their chiefs.

* * *** ***
This disastrous event hastened the downfall of the
Pictish monarchy. Enfeebled by foreign invasion,
and distracted by domestic strife, the PicU were

compelled to yield to the power and policy of Ken-
neth, the King of the Dalriadic Scots, who at

length succeeded in carrying into execution hi*

long-cherished project of uniting the two crowns in

his own person. To understand how this import-
ant event was brought about, it will be necessary
to give a brief outline of the arrival and program
of the Irish Scots in North Britain.

Few controverted points have given rise to n

keener discussion than the ques- Origin of the

tion, "Whether the Scots were the Scou.

indigenous inhabitants of Britain, or merely emi-

grants from Ireland ? That question has long been

set at rest ; and it is now admitted, on all hands,

that the Scots came originallyfrom Ireland, but that,

at a very early period, they had passed over from

the western shores of Britain into that island, and

before the commencement of the fifth century, had

given their name to the whole of that country.'-

They were, undoubtedly, of Celtic origin, and spoke
the Celtic language. Two of their tribes, who took

possession of the northern division of Ireland (the

ancient Irish Ulladh, the modern Ulster), carried

on such frequent and fierce domestic feuds, that,

about the middle of the third century, Cormac,

who then reigned over Ireland, was compelled to

interfere, by force of arms, to quell the disturbances

of his turbulent subjects. In this intestine war,

Cairbre-Riada, the cousin and general of Cormar,

conquered a territory of thirty miles in extent, in

the north-east of Ireland, and, taking possession of

it in right of conquest, called it Dal-Riada, the por-

tion of Riada-t The descendants of Cairbre-Riadn,

and his followers, like the rest of their countrymen,

were continually engaged either in domestic broils

or in hostile excursions against the Romanized in-

habitants of the neighbouring shores of Britain.

See the Ulster Annals and the Pictiah Chronicle.

t Orosius, b. L ch. i. "Igbernia," he MTS, "wliifh

call Scotland, is surrounded on erery side by the ocett. I

also Clandian
" Totum cum Scotus Hibernem mont
Scotorum cumnlos flerit glacialis lerne."

Porphyry, -who flourished at the clow- of the tMrd oHarjr.i

the first writer who speaks of the
" Scotic*

Oentj
Camden, vol. L p. 98. Catedonia, TO!, i.

be no doubt that Ireland ws the ancient

Romans. Camden demonstrates that ancient Scot*

island, that it was separated from Brium. and thai,11 .

not a distinct island from Ireland, ttmden s EpiC p. WW.

+ O'Flaherty's Ogygia. O'Connor! DiMert. pp. 1*0,1/1,

Caledonia, vol. i. p. ^73,
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Their first invasion of the Roman provinces of
|

Britain appears to have taken place about the year ,

304, on the accession of Valentinian. But their
j

aggression was repelled by the valour and skill of
|

the celebrated Theodosius; and they did not suc-

ceed in forming any permanent settlement in

Britain till a considerable time after the abdication

of the island by the Romans.

In the beginning of the sixth century (A.D. 503),

Their ftrtt Mttle- Loara (or L )' Fergus,andAngus,

SMBt in North the three sons of Ere, King of Dal-

liriuin.
riada, led a colony into the ancient

province of the British Kpidii, and effected a settle-

ment upon the promontory of Cantyre. They seem

to have met with but feeble opposition from the

native tribes ; and the silence both of history and

of tradition in regard to this point, has led to the

opposition that the Dalriads obtained possession

of their new settlements by favour rather than by
force. Their chiefs seem to have had each his own

Urritory and tribe. Cantyre was the portion of

Fergus, Loarn took possession of the district which

still hears his name, and Angus is supposed to have

eolonued Ila.

" In the records of time," says Chalmers,
" there

scarcely occurs a period of history which is so per-

plexed and obscure as the annals of the Scoto-Irish

kings and their tribes, from their settlement in

A.D. 603, to their ascendency in A.D. 843. The

original cause of this obscurity is the want of

contemporaneous writing. An ample field was thus

left open for the conflicts of national emulation.

Ignorance and ingenuity, sophistry and system, all

contributed by their various efforts to make what
ws dark still more obscure. The series and gene-
alogy of the kings have been involved in peculiar

perplexity by the contests of the Irish and Scottish

antiquarians lor pre-eminence in antiquity, as well
as in fame. And Cimmerian darkness has over-

spread the annals of a people who were too restless

fcr the repose of study, and too rude for the elabora-
tion of writing." Fortunately, the annals of Tiger-
nach and of Ulster, with the judicious commentaries

"Flaherty and O'Connor, together with several
briaf chronicles and historical documents, first

TOght to light by the laborious Father Innes,
hare thrown some rays of light on a period of his-

tory which would otherwise have been involved
i" total lUikuess. From these various sources the

industrious Chalmers has compiled the

genealogical arid chronological table of

^Irish kings during this dark era, ex-
from the settlement of Fergus, in 503, to

the cetssiuu of Kenneth to the Pietish throne
nparfod of 340 years.

Date of Dura-
tion of DemlM.

I-arm. *

so of Ew

* YfWl. i.0.

1*03 8 000

vw
Ml

5
24

611

MB

Date of
Acces-
sion.
A.D.

035
557
571
GOO

Dura-
tion of

021

021

C37

642

653
GU5

681

Series

4. Gauran, the son ofDomangart
5. Conal, the son of Comgal . .

6. Aidan, the son of Gauran . .

7. Eocha'-Bui, the son of Aidan

8. Kenneth-Cear, the son of Eocha'

Bui ..........
9. Ferchar, the son of Eogan, the

first of the race of Lorn . .

10. Donal-Breac, the son of Eocha'-

Boi ..........
11. Conal II.. the grandson of Conal

1............
12. Dungal reigned some years with

Conal.

13. Donal-Duin, the son of Conal .

14. Maol-Duin, the son of Conal . .

15. Ferchar-Fada, the grandson of

Ferchar 1........
16. Eocha'-Rinevel, the son of Do-

mangan, and the grandson of

Donal-Breac ....... 702

17. Ainbhcealach, the son of Ferchar-

Fada ......... 705

18. Selvach, the son of Ferchar-

Fada, reigned over Lorn from
706 to 729.

19. Duncha-Beg reigned over Can-^
tyre and Argail till 720 . . .1

20. Eocha III., the son of Eocha'- [ ,,

Rinevel, reigned over Cantyre
[

'

and Argail from 720 to 729, and!
also over Lorn from 729 to 733.

21. Muredach, the son of Ainbhcea-
lach ..........

22. Eogan, the son of Muredach . .

23. Aodh-Fin, the son of Eocha III.

24. Fergus, the son of Aodh-Fin . .

25. Selvach II., the son of Eogan . .

26. Eocha-Annuine IV., the son of

Aoah-Fin ........ 700

27. Dungal, the son of Selvach II. . 82G
28. Alpin, the son of Eocha-Annu-

inelV......... 833

29. Kenneth, the son of Alpin ... 830

Years.

22
U
34
16

571

005

Gil

621

642

653

CCA

681

703

705

733
730
739
709
772

3

3d
S

24

30
7

7

The Irish chroniclers affirm, that the three chiefs

who headed the emigration were far Lorn. Fennt*. and

advanced in the valeof years before Muredach.

leaving Ireland, and that they received the bene-

diction of St Patrick before his death, in the year

493. This statement is confirmed by their early

decease after they had laid the foundation of their

new settlement. Angus was the first who died,

leaving a son, Muredach, who succeeded him in the

government of Ila, The death of Lorn, the eldest

brother, soon followed, so that Fergus was left sole

monarch of the Dalriadic Scots, a dignity which he

enjoyed for the short space of three years, having
died in A.D. 506. Fergus was succeeded by his

son Domangart, whose troubled _
i *. j i -p IT- Their successors,

reign lasted only five years. His
two sons, Comgal and Gauran, successively en-

joyed his authority. The former had a peaceful

reign of four and twenty years, which afforded him

leisure to extend his territory and to consolidate his

power; the latter, who ascended the throne in

535, without opposition, to the exclusion of his

brother's son, after a reign of twenty-two years,

was slain in a battle with the Picts. The succes-

sion was thus opened to his nephew, Conal, the son

of Comgal, whose unfortunate administration ter-

minated by a civil war, in 571. A contest for tut
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vacant throne then took place between Duncha, his '

son, and Aidan, the son of Gauran, in which the

latter lost his life on the bloody field of Loro, in

Can tyre. The successful competitor was formally in-

augurated by Columba in June (A.D. 574). His long
and active reign was chequered with alternate suc-

cess and defeat. Having gone to the assistance of

the Cumbrian Britons, he overthrew the Saxons at

Fethcnloa on Stanmorc, in 584, and again at the'

battle of Lcithrcdh, in 590, when two of his sons,

Arthur and Eocha-fin, were slain. On the other

hand, he was worsted by the Saxons, in 598, in the

battle of Kirkim, where his son, Domangart, was
slain

;
and five years later he was totally defeated

by the Northumbrians, under jEthelfrid, at the

battlt of Dawstane, in Roxburghshire. Three years
before this disastrous conflict, which greatly weak-

ened the power of the Dalriads, Aidan, attended

by Columba, appeared at the celebrated council of

])rum-keat, in Ulster (A.D. 590), where he claimed

the principality of Dalriada, the land of his fathers,

and obtained an exemption from the homage which

his ancestors had been accustomed to pay to the

chiefs of Ireland, Aidan, the most powerful of all

the Scoto-Irish ruiers, died in the year 605, at the

advanced age of eighty, and was buried in the

church of Kilcheran, in Campbelton.
Aidan was succeeded by his son Eocha-Z>w', or

Eocha the yellow-haired, who reigned sixteen

years. Towards the close of his reign he became
involved in a war with one of the tribes of Ulster,

whom his troops twice vanquished in battle. He
did not long survive his victories, when his son,

Kcnneth-cear, or the awkward, ascended the throne

(A.D. 621) ; but, after a reign of only three months,
he was killed fighting against the Irish, in the

unfortunate battle of Fedhaevin.

Kenneth-cear was succeeded by Ferchar, the son

Accession of the of Eogan, the first of the race of

family of Lorn. Lorn who reigned over the Scoto-

Irish in North Britain. He died A.D. 637, after a

reign of sixteen years. He was followed by Donal,
surnamed breac, or freckled, the son of Eocha'-bui,
of the race of Gauran, the grandson of Fergus. At
the instance of Congal, a fugitive chief from Ulster,

Donal was induced to invade Ireland at the head of

a motley army of Scoto-Irish, Picts, Britons, and

Saxons, but he was completely defeated in a bloody
battle fought on the plain of Moyrath, A.D. 637,
and was obliged to consult his safety by a rapid
retreat to his own dominions. He was equally un-

successful in an enterprise against the Picts, by
whom he was defeated at Glenmoreson, in Perth-

shire, in the year 638. Four years after this dis-

aster, he was slain at Straith-Cairmaic by Hoan,
one of the reguli of Strathclyd. His son, Catha-

suidh, fell by the same hand in 649.

Conal II., the grandson of Conal I., who was also

of *he Fergusian race of Comgal, was the next ruler

over the tribes of Cantyre and Argyle. His claims
were disputed by Dungal, who had obtained the

government of the tribe of Lorn, and was a de-

scendant of its first ruler. The contest, however,

does not appear to have been of long duration, for
Conal died in undisturbed possession of his do-

minions, in 652, after a reign of ten yean. Donnl-
duin, or the brown, son of Conal, reigned thirteen

years, and was succeeded by his brother, Maol-duin,
in 665. The family feuds which
had long existed between the Per-

l

gusian races of Comgal and Gauran, broke out with

great fury during the reign of this prince, and led
to the assassination, in 672, of Domangart, the MM
of Donal-breac, who was of the race of Gauran, and,
in retaliation, to the murder of Conal, the ton of

Maol-duin, in 675. These dissensions contributed

greatly to weaken the race of Fergus, and to in-

crease the ascendency of the rival house of Lorn.
On the death of Maol-duin, the sceptre was wised

by Ferchar-/t/a, or the tall (apparently of the race

of Lorn, and probably the grandson of Ferchar, who
died in 673), who kept possession of the throne,
amidst family feuds and domestic dissensions, for one
and twenty years. On the death of Ferchar, in 702,
the sceptre passed again to the house of Fergus, in the

person of Eocha'-rineval, the son of Domangart, who
was assassinated in 672. The reign of this prince
was short and unfortunate. His ambition prompted
him to invade the territories of the Britons of

Strathclyd, but he was defeated in a bloody con-

flict on the banks of the Levcn. In the following

year, the sceptre was wrested from his feeble grasp

by a prince of the rival house of Ix>rn. This prince
was Aiubhcealach, the son of Ferchar-fada. His

excellent disposition obtained for him the epithet

of Ainbhcealach-7nAaM, or the good; but, after

reigning one year, he was dethroned by his brother

Selvach, and obliged, in 706, to take refuge in Ire-

land. At the end of twelve years he returned to

Cantyre, and made a gallant effort to regain his

authority, but he perished (A.D. 719) in an engage-
ment fought in Finglein, a small valley among
the mountains of Lorn. lo the mean time, a more

formidable antagonist to the usurped power of

Selvach arose in the person of Duncha-beg, who

was descended from the rival race of Fergus, by
the line of Comgal. He assumed the govern-

ment of Cantyre and Argyle, and confined the

authority of Selvach to the family district of

Lorn. The rivalry between these R^^ b*twei
two princes led to a fierce and the h'otuet of

protracted warfare, which inflicted Ft>rtP" "^ Lorn-

much misery on their unhappy followers. In an

attempt which they made, in 719, to invade each

other's territories by means of their currachs,

a naval battle ensued, which was maintained for a

considerable time with great bravery and perse-

verance, and terminated in the defeat of Selrach.

The death of Duncha, which took place in 75

an end to this strife, but it was speedily renewed,

and carried on for several years with great fury,

by his successor, Eocha III., the son of Eocha-rine-

val. The death of the able but unscrupulous Selvach,

in 729, at length put an end to the bloodshed and

misery which flowed from the contests of thcs

rival houses. This event transferred the goveru-
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_ of Lorn to Eocha, and the whole Scoto-

Iriah kingdom became again united under one

On the death of Eocha HI., in 733, Muredach,

the eon of Ainbhccalach, of the race of Lorn,

a.sconded the throne. This peaceful succession is

believed to have been the result of a compromise,

brought about by the interposition of the tribes,

who were worn out by intestine feuds. Muredach,

who now reigned sole monarch of the DaLriadic

tribes, it called by the Gaelic bard, Muredhaigh-

mkaitk, or Muredach the good ; but his reign was

hart and disastrous. In revenge for a base out-

rage committed by Dungal, the son of Selvach,

who had carried off Forai, the daughter of Brudc,

and niece of the great Pictish king Ungus, the

Lnruioii of Lorn hitter, in the year 736, led his

by UM Picu. army from Strathern, through the

pane* of the mountains, into Lorn, which he wasted

with fire and sword. He seized Duna, and burned

Creic, two of the fortresses of Lorn
;
and having

taken prisoners Dungal and Feradach, the two sons

of Selvach, he carried them in fetters to Forteviot,

hi* capital Muredach collected his forces, and pur-
Hied after the retiring invaders, and having over-

taken them at Cnuic-Coirbre, a battle ensued, in

which the Dalriads were defeated with great

hnghfrir by Talagan, the brother of Ungus.
Muredach is supposed to have perished in the

pursuit (A.D. 736), after a reign of three years.
Muredach was succeeded by his son Eogan or

Ewen, who continued the war with the Picts, but
died in 739, in which year the Dalriadic sceptre i

WM awumed by Aodh-fin, the son of Eocha HI., \

and grandson of Eocha-rineveL This sovereign,
who was descended from Fergus by the race of

Ganran, u called by the Gaelic bard, Aodhna Ard-
/AlnCA, or Hugh, the high or great king. In 740, he
numulniid Ungus, the celebrated king of the

Pictt,with such access, that this powerful monarch
did not again come into collision with the Scots.
After the death of Ungus, in 76 1 , the tide of success

!** of Pico- turned against the Picts, and Aodh-m fcy U* bcou. fin penetrated, through the passes
of Olenorchy andBreadalbanc, into the heart of the
PSctkh territories, and reached Forteviot, the capi-
tal, where he fought a doubtful battle with Ciniod,
the Pictaah king. AM the Picts had seized the

of the mountains in his rear, his aituation

extremely critical ; buthesucceeded,by great
ad bravery, in leading his army within the
rf PP* Lorn, where the Picta did not
i to follow him. Aodh-fin died in 769, after

a fkriow reign of thirty years.

j-fin
wai succeeded by his son Fergus II.,

n%Md three yean. After him Selvach II.,
' *on

,*
Eof*^ aeromed the government (A.D.

k wWch h held for twenty-four years; but of

hwory has recorded nothing worthy of
Mha IV., designated Eocha-annuine, the
to, of the Gauran race of Fergus, suc-
"ch II. in 796. This monarch is the
the Latin annalist*. Ou Ids accession,

he found a civil war raging in his dominions

between the rival tribes of Argyle and Lorn, which

was productive of great bloodshed and misery. The

story of an alliauce between Achaius and his great

contemporary, Charlemagne, was long firmly be-

lieved, but has now been proved to be a fable,

though Chalmers is of opinion that something of

the kind may have taken place with, one of the

reguli of Ireland.* To Achaius has also been

ascribed, but without the slightest evidence, the

institution of the ancient order of the Thistle. It

is certain, however, that he entered into an alliance

with the Picts, which exercised a
Alliance ofAchaius

most important influence on the with the Pictish

future history of the country. His ro
-val familJ-

marriage with Urgusia, the daughter of Ur'guis,

and the sister of the Pictish kings, Constantino and

Ungus, who reigned in succession, from A.D. 791 to

830, enabled bis grandson, Kenneth, to claim and

acquire the Pictish sceptre, as the heir of his

grandmother. Achaius died in 826, after a pros-

perous reign of thirty years. His successor, Dun-

gal, the son of Selvach II., was the last of the

powerful family of Lorn. After a feeble reign of

seven years, he relinquished the sceptre, in 833, to

Alpin, the son of Achaius, or Eocha IV., and

Urgusia. The ancient chronicles agree that Alpin
died in 836, after a reign of three years; but

conflicting accounts have been given of the time,

place, and circumstances of his death. According
to the fabulous narrative of Boece, Alpin, asserting
his title to the Pictish throne, was taken prisoner
in a battle with the Picts, near Dundee, and be-

headed. Another and more credible account repre-
sents him as having lost his life in an encounter

with the Gallowegians, on a spot in the parish of

Dalmellington, in Ayrshire,which,inmemory of this

event, for several centuries bore the name of Lacht-

Alpin, the stone or grave of Alpin. He was

succeeded, in 836, by bis son Ken-
Accession of Ken-

neth, surnamed the Hardy. On neth, and union

the death of Uven, the king of of tne crowns.

the Picts, in 839, Kenneth asserted his claim to

the Pictish throne, in right of his grandmother, Ur-

gusia, His claims were opposed by Wrad, the son of

Bargoit, who appears to have been the time heir ;

but, after an arduous struggle of threeyears, during
which Wrad died, and Bred, his successor, both in

his claims and in his misfortunes, was slain at For-

teviot, in 842, fighting in defence of his capital and

kingdom, the Scottish monarch succeeded in uniting
the two crowns in his own person. There is ever}'

reason to believe that the story of the total exter-

mination of the Picts by the sword of the victorious

Kenneth, is the invention of a later period. It is

certainly supported by nothing approaching to

contemporary evidence. Kenneth and his imme-

diate successors styled themselves, not kings of

Scotland and of Pictavia, but kings of the Scots and

the Picts. The Picts are spoken of as a distinct

people down to the tenth century, and they appear

See " Remarks on the History of Scotland," by LorU
Hailev
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to have been gradually absorbed by the predomi-

nating nation of the Scots a result which may be

. accounted for by the fact, that they were in all pro-

bability a people of the same race, speaking a

similar language, and differing little in their man-

ners, customs, and institutions. " In the person
of Kenneth," says the learned Chalmers,

" a new

dynasty began. The king was changed, but the

government remained the same. The Picts and

Scots, who were a congenial people, from a common
'

origin, and spoke cognate tongues, the British and
! Gaelic, readily coalesced. Yet has it been asserted

I by ignorance, and believed by credulity, that Ken-

neth made so bad a use of the power which he had

adroitly acquired, as to destroy the whole Pictish

, people in the wantonness of his cruelty. But to

! enforce the belief of an action which is in itself

inhuman, and had been so inconsistent with the in-

! terest of a provident sovereign, requires stronger
i proofs than the assertions of uninformed history,

or the report of vague tradition. The Picts con-

tinued throughout the succeeding period (from 843

to 1097) to be mentioned by contemporary authors,

because they still acted a conspicuous part, though

they were governed by a new race, and were united

with a predominant people."
*

On examining the line of Pictish kings as con-

tained in an ancient chronicle, we find that here-

ditary succession was wholly unknown to them,

even so late as the ninth century. From a remark-

able statement of Bede,t it may be inferred that

Mode in which the monarchy was elective; that

the Pictish kings the election was confined to some
were chosen.

spccfic ciass Of individuals
;
and

that whenever there existed a doubt as to the

proper object of the election, the person most

nearly related to the last king by the female line

was chosen. Mr. Skene is of opinion that the

* "
Caledonia," vol. i. p. 333. Innes, in his

"
Critical

Essay," (vol. i. pp. 145 166) has given a most learned
refutation of the absurd story respecting the extermination
of the Picts. The indefatigable Chalmers has, with his
wonted acuteness and industry, searched out all the in-

formation that can now be obtained respecting the histo-

rical events of this obscure period, and has thrown light on
many points which were previously enveloped in darkness.
See "

Caledonia," vol. i. books ii. and vi. On the other

hand, the whole story of the conquest of the Picts by
Kenneth, and also Kenneth's extraction from the old royal
line of the Irish Scots, have been called in question by Pin-

kerton, in his
"
Enquiry into the History of Scotland preced-

ing the Keiffn of Malcolm III." a work of great learning and

ingenuity, but disfigured by rash assertions and a pervading
spirit of prejudice and paradox.
A somewhat different view of this important revolution is

taken by a recent writer, Mr. Skene, in his able work on
the

"
Highlanders of Scotland." He contends that the con-

quest hy the Dalriadic Scots was confined exclusively to the

Piccardaeh, or southern Picts ; that the Scots were assisted
in that conquest by the Cruithne, or northern Picts ; and
that, after the conquest, the northern Picts, although they
owed a nominal submission to the kings of the Scottish

line, yet remained, in fact, independent, and still retained
their ancient territories and peculiar designation. See
Bkane's "

Highlanders of Scotland," vol. i, pp. 5763.
f Bede says that the Picts on their first landing agreed,

'

ut ubi res veniret in dubium magis de fceminea regum
prosapia quarn de masculina regem sibi eligerent, quod
usque hodie apnd Pictos constat esse servatum." The Picts,

therefore, continued to elect their monarchs in 731, the
period in which Bede closes his history.

31

election was not unlimited in its range, but was
confined

exclusively to the hereditary chief. of the
different tribes into which the nation wa divided.*" Such a mode of succession as this, howerer," be
justly remarks, "was not calculated to but: Mb
chief who in this manner obtained the I'ictuh

throne, would endeavour to perpetuate the suc-
cession in his own family, and the power and
talent of some chief would at length enable him
to effect this object, and to change the rule of elec-
tion into that of hereditary succession. Thi object
appears in reality to have been finally accom-
plished by Constantin, the son of Fergus, who as-
cended the Pictish throne towards the end of the

eighth century, and in whose family the monarchy
remained for some time." But though the regal
authority among the Picts became hereditary in

the male line at this period, yet in several points
the succession differed from our ordinary roles of
male succession. In all cases, brothers ncoooddd
before sons

;
after all the brothers had succeeded,

the sons of the elder brother were called to the

succession
;
then the sons of the remaining brothers

in regular order.

Among the Dalriads the succession both to the

chieftainship of the different tribes, and to the su-

preme government of the nation, was neither strictly

hereditary nor strictly elective, but was regulated

by what has been termed the law
of Tanistry. According to this

L

law, which appears to have been generally followed

in Ireland, as well as among the Scoto-Irish, the

person in the family of the reigning prince, whether

son, brother, or even more remote relative, who was

judged best qualified, either from abilities or expe-

rience, was chosen under the name of Tanist, to

lead the army during the life of the king, and to

succeed to him after his death. Taxes were, of

course, wholly unknown among these rude clans :

the dignity of the chiefwas supported by voluntary

contributions of clothes, cattle, furniture, and other

necessaries.f

Chalmers has asserted that at this era the tenure

of land, throughout the country,

terminated with the life of the

possessor ;
an opinion, it has been justly said, re-

quiring some modification, as it indicates ft state of

barbarism even greater than is discovered by the

few glimpses of light which sometimes shoot

athwart the twilight of our history.! By a custom

which the Scots brought with them from Ireland, de-

nominated, in Irish, gabh*il-cine, meaning, literally,

"family settlement," it appears that the fathers

of families divided their lands among their sons,

sometimes in equal, sometimes in unequal, portions :

females were strictly excluded from any share in

Tenure of land.

He refers to Adomnan, b. ii. ch. 24, T. 83. in

the fact that there existed among tho Picts a dm
people into nobles and plebeians, and to Tacit. ( > lU

and to Tigernach, to show that it was the former tlone tht

were eligible to fill the throne.

+ Ware's Antiq. p. 70; Davis's Reports in the cast

Tanistry, p. 101 ; Caledonia, vol. i. p 306.

J Ibid. Leland's Prelim. Disc. sxn.
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this appropriation,
but were assigned a certain

number of their father's cattle as their marriage

portion.* A striking example of the operation of

this law was exhibited so late as the reign of Alex-

ander II., when the Gallowaymen took up arms

in support of the pretensions of a bastard son

against the claims of the three legitimate daughters

of their late lord. As Galloway was at that time

governed by
" its own proper laws," there can be

no doubt that the Gallowegians had both law and

custom on their side.

As to the legislative code of the Scoto-Irish : tra-

ditionary maxims and local usages
seem to have supplied the place of

written laws; and there can be little doubt that

their customs bore a close resemblance to the Brehon

laws of Ireland. " This Brehon law," says Cox,
44 was no written law, it was only the will of the

Brehon, or lord; and it is observable that their

Brehons, or judges, like their physicians, bards,

harpers, poets, and historians, had their offices by
descent and inheritance. The Brehon, when he

_ . ,
administered justice, used to sit on

KMion law. . ,
J

a turf or heap of stones, or on the

top of a hillock, without a covering, without clerks,

or, indeed, any formality of a court of judicature,f
This state of law, as Chalmers observes, may be

traced among the Scoto-Irish in Scotland till recent

times. Every baron had his mote-hill, where just-
ice was distributed to his vassals by his baron-bailie.

I'nder the Brehon law, all crimes, even of the deepest

dye, might be commuted by a mulct, or payment,
whichwas called eric a term signifying a fine, a ran-

som, a forfeit, and also a reparation. This rude system
of jurisprudence was long recognized by the law of

Scotland; and eren so late as the reign of William
the Lion, a statute was passed enacting that,

" Gif
ane slays ante man, he shall give twenty-nine kve
and ane young cow, and make peace with the
friends of the defunct conforme to the law of the
eountrie." Among the Albanian Scots, the fine, or
mulct, was termed cro ; and the "

Regiam Magis-
tatam" has a whole chapter showing

" the cro of ilk

man, how mickil it is." According to this authority,
the ere of a villain was sixteen cows

; of an earl's

son, or thane, one hundred ; of an earl, one hundred
nd forty ; and that of the King of Scots, one thou-
Knd cows, or three thousand orat ; that is to say,
three oras for every cow.*;

Very little is known of the state of society, or of

HsfMss, food, sad the condition of the people, in thisU. remote period. But a few inci-
owl notices may be gleaned from the lives of the

ints. We learn from Adomnan's Life of
mba, which was written only eighty years
r the saint'* death, tliat the houses of the Scoto-

<*wew eonstruetod entirely of wattles. Even the

I tbe IrUh a mamag portion was called Sort'.'"Wmlly MU, autle. Croft alw ignifie. both cattle
'

Anwnim to hit History; Harri.'t Ware, p. 70

TJIn
L
f
Un
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d
'

t *' **>* i*! Skene'ii Stat
Etaf William, eh. ri.; BegUm Hag. lib. iv. ch. S~

Abbey of lona was built of the same rude materials.

The clothing, even of the monks, seems to have

been often composed of the skins of beasts, though

latterly they had woollen stuffs and linen
;
the first

probably manufactured by themselves, the linen

imported from the Continent. The variegated plaid

was introduced at a later period. Venison, fish.

milk, flesh, and wild-fowl were the common food of

the people. Their favourite beverage was a kind

of mead made from honey. Their wealth consisted

principally of their cattle, and the royal revenue

was paid in cows, even down to the accession of

Robert Bruce. "The monks of lona," says Chal-

mers,
" who lived by their labour, cultivated their

fields, and laid up corn in their garners. But it is

to be recollected that the monks were everywhere,
for ages, the improvers themselves, and the instruc-

tors of others, in the most useful arts. They had

the merit of making many a blade of grass grow
where none grew before. Even lona had its

orchards in the rugged times of the ninth century,
till the Vikings ravaged and ruined all. What-

ever the Scoto-Irish enjoyed themselves, they were

very willing to impart to others. The most un-

bounded hospitality was enjoined by law and by
manners, as a capital virtue. Manufactures the

Scoto-Irish had none, and every family had its own

carpenter, weaver, tailor, and shoemaker, however

unskilful and inadequate to the uses of civilization.

The division of labour and of arts takes place only

during periods of refinement." With regard to

their shipping, we have seen that

the earliest inhabitants of North
Britain used canoes, but the vessels of the Scoto-

Irish were constructed by covering a keel of wood

and a frame of wicker-work with the skins of

cattle and of deer. These were denominated cur-

rachs. Afterwards they were enlarged, and made

capable of containing a pretty numei-ous crew. In

these curraclis the first colonists must have emi-

grated from Ireland to the western coast of Scot-

land
; and it was in a vessel of this description a

wicker boat, covered with hides that Columba,

accompanied by his twelve disciples, sailed from

Ireland to lona.

Such, then, was the condition of the different

nations inhabiting North Britain in the ninth

century. The Picts were by far the most powerful
of these nations. Their territories Territories of the

were bounded by theFrith of Forth Picts-

on the south, the German Ocean on the east, the

Pentland Frith on the north, and on the sonrli

partly by a range of hills termed Drumalban, which
form the present western boundaiy of Perthshire

and Inverness-shire, and partly by the sea from

Loch Linne to Cape Wrath. The Pictish kingdom,
therefore, consisted of the present counties of Kin-

ross, Fife, Perth, Forfar, Kincardine, Aberdeen.

Moray, Inverness, Ross, Sutherland, Caithness, and

the northern part of Argyle. The original capital
of the kingdom appears to have been at Inverness,

but was afterwards removed to Aberncthy in

Strathcarn. The Dalriads were much less pcnvcr-
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Of the Scots.

ful. Their original territory seems to have been

limited to that part of the county
of Argyle which lies to the south of

Loch Linne, and they appear to have maintained

their possession of a territory so inconsiderable in

comparison with that of the Picts, partly by the

strong natural boundaries and impervious nature of

the country itself, partly by the close connexion

which they at all times preserved with their native

country, and perhaps also, partly by the policy
with which they took advantage of the jealousies

and rivalry between the northern and southern

Picts.* The former of those tribes, indeed, on three

several occasions, actually entered into a league
with the Dalriadic Scots against their own country-
men. And it is by no means improbable, as Mr.

Skene has conjectured, that the Scots obtained po-
litical pre-eminence in the first instance, only over

the southern Picts, and that the northern tribes, if

they did not actually assist the Dalriads in the

struggle, at least did not actively oppose them.

But the union of the various independent tribes

under the rule of one monarch, led to most im-

portant changes, both in the internal condition of

the country, and in its external relations
;
heredi-

tary succession was established, the once formid-

able designation of Picts disappeared, and the name
of Scotland gradually extended itself over the

whole of North Britain.

CHAPTER IV.

THE SCOTTISH PERIOD. A.D. 843 TO 1097.

THE union of the two nations of the Picts and

Scots under one sovereign, exercised an important

influence, both on the security and extension of

Reign of Kenneth the united kingdom. Kenneth

Mncalpin. Macalpin appears to have been

an able and a warlike prince, and he vigorously

repelled the aggressions of the Saxons and Danes
on his newly-acquired territories, and even made

frequent incursions into Lothian.f It required,

indeed, all his energy and valour to defend his

kingdom against the assaults of the invaders, by
whom its independence was menaced. On the one

hand, the Britons wasted the country adjoining

Strathclyd; and burnt Dumblane; and on the other,

the Danish pirates, under Ragner Lodbrog, plun-
dered the east coast, and earned their ravages as

far as Dunkeld, on the Tay.J Kenneth, however,
succeeded in making good his position against all

his assailants, and, after a successful reign, he died

at his capital of Forteviot, or Abernethy, A.D. 859,

hiving governed the Scots seven years, and the

Scots and Picts jointly, sixteen years. Kenneth
is said to have been a religious prince,

" as reli-

' Skene's Highlanders of Scotland, pp. 33, 45, and 59.

Innes, Append. Chron. No. 3.

I Ibid. Turner's Hist. Anglo-Sax, vol. ii. pp. 115117.
VOL. I.

gion was then understood and practised." Ik-
erected a church in Dunkeld, to which he rcmorcd
the relics of Columba from lona. He hu been
celebrated also as a legislator, which may probably
be correct

; but the laws which have been ascribed
to him are undoubtedly spurious.
Kenneth left both a son and a daughter; but he

was succeeded by his brother Do-
nald, according to a mode of inhe-

Donald' 4 - D- 83'-

ritance common both in the Scottish and Pictiih

royal families, by which the brother of a deceased
monarch was called to the throne in preference to
the son, probably in order to escape the inconve-
nience of frequent minorities. Of Donald than is

scarcely anything to be said. The Gaelic bard calls

him " Dhomknaill dhreachruaid," or Donal of the

ruddy countenance
; and the Chronicon Elcgiacnm

states that he was strenuous in war. After a reign
of four years, he died at his palace of Balachon,
A.D. 863, and was buried at Icolm-Kill,

" the grand
storehouse of his progenitors." It is said, that

during the reign of Donald the old laws of Aodfin,
the son of Eochan III. were re-enacted by the Scoto-

Irish chiefs, at Forteviot.*

Donald was succeeded by his nephew, Constan-

tino, the son of Kenneth, who, Constantino,

during a reign of eighteen years, A. D. 863.

was engaged in almost uninterrupted warfare with

the Danish pirates. After half a century of fierce

contests, they succeeded in establishing themselves

in Ireland, and took possession of the commodious

harbours on the east and north of that island, from

which they were enabled to extend their destruc-

tive ravages along the whole of the western coast

of Scotland. Fresh bands of these roving depreda-
tors issued from their native shores invasion of UM
and penetrated into the heart of Dane*.

the kingdom, by all its maritime inlets
; by the

Clyde on the west, and by the Friths of Moray,

Tay, and Forth on the east. According to the old

chroniclers, these marauders were first called in

by the subjugated Picts, to assist them in obtaining

revenge on the son of their conqueror; but, as

might have been expected, friend and foe appear

to have equally suffered from their plundering in-

cursions. In 866, under Aulaf, or Olavc, a de-

scendant of the famous Vi-kingr Ragner Lodbrog,

they ravaged the coasts of Scotland for the space

of three months. Four years later a more formid-

able armament sailed from Dublin, under the same

ferocious leader, took Alcluyd, or Dumbarton, the

capital of Strathclyd, ravaged the whole ex:

North Britain, and returned to Dublin lade:,

plunder and glutted with slaughter. Thrice, daring

the reign of Constantino, did their vessels re-appear

on the coasts of the devoted country ; and, at las*.

(A.D. 881), the Scottish monarch was slain on the

shores of the Forth, in an ineffectual attempt to

defend his territories against these ruthless i:

vaders. According to another, but less trustworthy

account, he was taken prisoner in the battle, and

Chron. Pict. Pinkerton's Enquiry, vol. It p. 178; Colo-

donia, vol. i. p. 377.
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sacrificed in a cave on the sea-coast, noa~ Crail, in

Fife, to the manes of the leader of the pirates -who

had fcH*" in the engagement.*
Constantine'H immediate successor was his bro-

ther Aodh, or Hugh, whose reign ,

was short and unfortunate. Grig,
|

the Maormor, or chief of the country between the

Dee and the Spey, now forming the shires of Aber-
j

dees and Banff, raised the standard of rebellion
J

against him. Hugh was wounded in a battle

which took place at Strathallan, and died two
,

m/^tfr* after at Inveruiy, having held the reins of

government only one year-t The sceptre was im-

Unrption of mediately seized by the successful

Grig, 8*L rebel, who associated with himself

on the throne, Eocho, or Eth, son of the King of

Strathclvd by a daughter of Kenneth Macalpin.

Grig u said to have reigned for about eleven years,

with a more extensive authority than had been

enjoyed by any of his predecessors. The monkish

chroniclers, who have conferred on him the high-

sounding title of Gregory the Great, represent him
as a mighty conqueror, who not only overthrew the

Pict* and the Britons, but even subdued England
and Ireland. According to Chalmers, the virtues,

the valour, the successes of Gregory, which shine

so resplendent in the pages of these fablers, may
a 1 be traced up to the pious gratitude of the monks
of St Andrews. Grig, like other usurpers, appears
to have conferred some privileges on the ecclesias-

tics of his age, and they were studious, by grateful
fclsnhnndt, to eulogize his character and asperse
the reputation of his predecessor.:). In spite of

the favour of the church, however, he and his col-

leagne were expelled from the throne by a popular

J)<My lv g^ insurrection, A.D. 893, and were
'

succeeded by Donald IV., the son
f Conrtsntine IL During his reign the Danish

pirates re-appeared in Scotland, and were defeated
at CoUin, on the banks of the Tay, in the vicinity
of Scone. Notwithstanding this defeat they re-

terncd from Ireland, in 904, under Ivar O Ivar,
and baring penetrated to the neighbourhood of

Forteriot, were bravely encountered by Donald,
who lost his life in the engagement, after having
skintheDanishlcader.il
Donald was succeeded, A.D. 904, by Constan-

r
tine II I., the son of his uncle Hugh,
who, like his predecessors, had to

repeated
attacks of the Danes. In 907,

Ihejr invaded Scotland, and plundered Dunkeld
;

hot, in an attempt to assault Forteviot, they were
defcatedand driven from the country. This did
ot prevent their return in 018, when Constantino,
with the assistance of the Northern Saxons, en-
routered and repulsed them at Tinmorc a defeat

; Chron. in the Reg. of St An-

which appeai-s to have given a considerable period

of repose to the kingdom.*
A new adversary, however, appeared in the per-

son of the Saxon, Athelstan, son of invasion by
Edward the Elder. The causes Athelstan.

which led to an open rupture between this prince
and Constantine have been variously stated. Some
writers assert that the Scottish king had given
offence by breaking the league which he had made
with the Saxon prince; others, that he had pro-
voked the wrath of Athelstan by affording an

asylum to Godred, a fugitive Northumbrian prince.t

Be this as it may, the English chroniclers affirm

that the Saxon monarch, in 934, invaded Scotland

by land and sea, and wasted the country, while

Constantino remained secure in his inaccessible

fastnesses beyond the friths. In revenge for this

invasion, Constantine, along with his son-in-law

Aulaf (or Olave), the Danish chief of Northumber-

land, who had lately made considerable conquests
in Ireland, and his allies, the people of Strath-

clvd and Cumbria, and the northern Welsh, in-

vaded England, and entered the Humber with six

hundred and fifteen ships. But in the memorable

battle ofBmnanburgh, (A.D. 937) a place, the situa-

tion of which is now uncertain:}: the united army
was completely routed, with great slaughter. Aulaf

escaped with the remnant of his forces to Ireland;
and Constantine, whose son was left among the

slain, with difficulty made good his retreat into bis

own dominions beyond the Forth. A few years
after this defeat, in A.D. 944, he retired into a

monastery, and passed the remainder of his life as

Abbot of the Culdees of St. Andrews. According
to Fordun, Constantine was the first of the Scottish

kings who made the heir-apparent to his crown

Prince of Cumberland. But there is reason to

believe that Cumbria was not connected with Scot-

land till the reign of his successor, Acquisition of

Malcolm I., the son of Donald IV., Cumberland by

to whom it was ceded by the

Saxon king, Edmund, A.D. 945. The territory
thus ceded to the Scots consisted of the modern
Cumberland and Westmoreland. It had constituted

an independent British kingdom under the name of

Reged, and had strenuously resisted the attempts
of the Saxon kings to destroy its independence.
At length Edmund the Elder, of England, suc-

ceeded in conquering this little kingdom, and put
out the eyes of the five sons of Dunmail, its last

British king. He then bestowed his new acquisi-
tion on Malcolm, on condition that he would be-

come his associate in war, or, as the terms are

explained by Matthew of Westminster,
" that ho

*
Colbert, Chron.; Chron. No. 3, in Innes, Append.;!

Annals of Ulster.

t Saxon Chron. p. Ill ; Ogygia, p. 485. It is worthy of

notice, that North. Britain is for the first time called Scot-

land by the Saxon Chronicle, under the year 934..

t Supposed by some to be Brian, in the south of Lincoln-

shire, by others Burgh, on the Humber, in the nor;
same county. See Simeon of Durham; Saxon Annals;
limes, App. Chron. No. 3: Irish Annals; Euquirv, voLiL
p 1*3.

l-'ordun, lib. iv. chap. xxiv. -sxv.
;
Saxon Annals.
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\vould defend the northern parts of England from

the invasions of his enemies, "whether they came by
sea or land." Some ingenious writers have at-

tempted to discover in this transaction an acknow-

ledgment of feudal dependence on the part of the

Scottish monarch
;
but they have overlooked the

important fact, that the agreement was entered

into between two independent princes, the one of

Saxon, the other of Celtic race, more than a cen-

tury before the feudal usages or tenures were

introduced into England by the Normans.

Malcolm I. appears to have been a prince of great

Malcolm I., ability and prudence ;
but having

A.D. 944. overthrown and slain Cellach, the

insurgent Maormor or chief of Moray, he was

assassinated at Fetteressoe (A.D. 953) by one of

the Moraymen, in revenge for the death of his

chief.*

Indulph, the son of Constantino III., succeeded

Malcolm. " In his reign," says the ancient Pictish

Chronicle.f "the town of Eden was vacated and

left to the Scots to this day." It is supposed
that allusion is here made to Edinburgh, which

had been seized by Athelstan in his invasion of

Scotland. A.D. 934. The reign of Indulph was

Renewed inva- grievously troubled by the in-

sions of the vasions of the northern pirates ;

and he at last lost his life in a

successful engagement with these fierce plunderers,

fought near the bay of Cullen, in Banffshire, where
a considerable number of barrows on a moor still

preserve the memory of the defeat of the Danes.}:
This encounter, which took place in 961, is called,

by the old writers, the Battle of the Bauds.

Duff, or Odo, the son of Malcolm, now mounted
._ the throne, according to what ap-

pears to have been the legal order

of succession at this time, when each king was

succeeded, not by his own son, but by the son of

his predecessor; but his right was disputed by
Culen, the son of Indulph, who laid claim to the

sceptre which his father had welded. In an en-

gagement wliich took place at Duncrub, in Perth-

shire, Culen was defeated, and Doncha, Abbot of

Dunkeld, and Dubdou, the Maormor of Athol, his

most influential supporters, lost their lives. But in

the following year Duff was driven from Forteviot

into the north, and was assassinated at Forres, A.D.

965, after a troubled reign of four years and a

half.

Culen, the son of Indulph, succeeded to the vacant

throne. "
During this reign," says

Culen, A.D. 965. , . . ,
b '

i.
Fordun,

" which was equally unfit

and remiss, nothing either kingly or worthy of

recollection is to be recorded." But Culen did not

long retain the power wliich he had so traitorously

* The ancient chronicles differ as to the circumstances
of Malcolm's death

;
but the above seems the most trust-

worthy account. See Chron. No. 8 and 5 in Innes ; Fordun,
lih. iv. chnp. xxvii.

; Wyntown.vol. i. p. 179; and Dalryinple's
Collections, p. !)9.

+ Inues, Apj). No. 8.
*

J Ihi.l. Chron. No. 5.

5 Chroii. No.
[>, Innes, App.; Ulster Annals.

obtained and so unworthily held. Having com-
mitted an act of atrocious violence on hi* relation,
the daughter of the King of Stmthclyd, the Hritoiu
took up arms to avenge the injury, and Culen,
with his brother Eocha, was slain* |

a battle fought at a place situated to the south of
the Forth.'

The crown now fell to Kenneth III., another ion
of Malcolm I., and the brother of Kenneth III..
Duff. Kenneth was evidently a

prince of great ability, but of a daring and un-
scrupulous character. His first act was to follow
out the war with the Britona of Strathclyd, ratlier,
it is to be presumed, with ambitious views of con-

quest, than to avenge the merited fate of his prede-
cessor, who was of a rival family. The Hritons had

enjoyed a precarious independence for upwards of
five centuries, under various reverses and the multi-

plied attacks of powerful adversaries ; but, pressed
on every side, their territories were gradually nar-

rowed, and their power diminished. They made a

gallant struggle for independence, but, weakened

by the frequent devastating invasions of the Danes.

they were unable to resist the attacks of their

powerful neighbours. Dunwallon, the last king of

Strathclyd, after exhibiting the ConquMt of

utmost courage in defence of his Stmihcljd.

kingdom, was defeated by Kenneth at the battle of

Vacornar, in A.D. 973, retired to Rome, where he

assumed the religious habit and died a monk, and

his territories were incorporated with the rest of

the Scottish dominions.! During the reign of

Kenneth, the northern pirates, undismayed by
their repeated defeats, renewed their invasion of

Scotland, and sailed up the Tay with a numerous

fleet, They were met by the Scot- Defeat of &t

tiish forces at Luncarty, in the Dues at Lun-

vicinity of Perth. The battle was CMt
.
v-

long and fiercely contested. At length the two

wings of the Scottish army were compelled to give

way; but they rallied behind the centre, which

was commanded by the king in person, and taking

up a new position on more advantageous ground,

they renewed the conflict, and finally defeated the

invaders with great slaughter, and drove them

to their ships. Monumental barrows, filled with

the relics and arms of the slain, attest the truth

of this battle, although some historians have af-

fected incredulity on the subject. Connected with

this memorable engagement, which is still famous

in Scottish story, is the well-known tradition of the

origin of the family of the Hays, Earls of Errol.

It is said, that when the Scots were flying from th

field, with the Danes in pursuit, a husbandman,

named Hay, with his two sons, who happened

be at work in a neighbouring field, armed only

with their ploughbeams, placed themselves ii

narrow pass through which the vanquished
^

hurrying, and impeded their flight.
" What!" sail

the gallant rustic,
" had you rather be slaughtered

by your merciless foes than die honourably hght-

Ulster Annals, and Chron. No. 3; Fordun, roL L p. 30.

* Caledonia, vol. i. J>.
800.
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jg for your country? Come, rally, rally!" With

these words, brandishing his ploughbeam, he rallied

ta* fugitives, and led them back to victory.
" Sone

efter," to use the simple language of Boece,
" ane

fnm^l was set at Scone in the quhilk Hay and

his not war maid nobil and dotad for thair singu-

lar virtew provin in this field, with sundray lands

to sostene thair cetoit It is said that he askit fra

the king certane lands liand betwixt Tay and

Arole and gat als mekil thairof as ane falcon flew

of tag mans hand or scho lichtit. The falcon flew

to ane town four milis fra Dunde called Rosse and

lichtit on ane stanc quhilk is yet callit The Falcon

8tene and sa he gat al the lands betwixt Tay and

Arole six milis of lenth and four of breid quhilk

lands ar yit inhabit by his posterite."* In proof

of this story, an appeal is made to the arms of the

Hays three escutcheons supported by two pea-

sants, each carrying the beam of a plough on his

HrriH*". with a falcon for the crest But it is

quite as likely that the story may have been in-

vented to explain the arms; and there can be no

doubt thtt the tradition is entirely fabulous. It has

been proved that armorial bearings were unknown
at the date of the battle of Luncarty that the

Hays are a branch of the Norman De Hayas, and

did not come to Scotland till more than a hundred

years after the period referred to that they only
obtained the lands of Errol from William the Lion

boat the middle of the twelfth century and that

it was not till the middle of the fourteenth century
that they ware ennobled.

This decisive victory over his foreign enemies
aflbrded Kenneth leisure and opportunity to mature
aad neat* his domestic projects. With charac-

teristic energy he proceeded to take measures for

the abrogation of the most remarkable peculiarity

CfcMft in the of the Scottish regal constitution
sssisa. the mode of succession to the

IhiMis aud procured the consent of the states to a
law, settling the succession on the nearest surviving

or blood relation of the deceased mo-
narch, of whatever age ; and providing that, in case
ttfct hair should not be of ago at the time of the

nag's decease, a regent should be appointed to
fern the kingdom until the minor attained his
rteenth jroar. In the prosecution of the line of

peJiejr he had adopted, Kenneth is believed to have
to death Malcolm, the son of his brother Duff,

rho had been abeady recognised as Tanist, or next
the throne, and invested with the lordship

Qnnberland. Some of the English chroniclerst
tale that Lothian was ceded to

Kenneth by the Saxon king Ed-
gar; but as no mention is made

wtant event in the Saxon Chronicle, or
ancient English annals, or in Fordun,

the statement has been called in* Mr. Allen, however, whose authority is
he greatest weight, is of opinion that

Ittfejj*. "S*. ** d. ebsp. riii.MUw of We.Umn.tcr ; Allen
1

. Vindi-
* ladepeodsass of Scotland.

the account given by Wallingford may be relied

on, as, although he wrote in the twelfth or thir-

teenth century, he appears to have possessed origi-

nal materials, which are now lost. From the defeat

of the Northumbrian king Egfrid by the Picts, in

685, the district of Lothian seems to have been a

kind of debateable land, alternately subject to

the Scotch or Pictish, and to the Northumbrian

kingdoms, though it was probably at this time in

the actual possession of the Scottish King. Wal-

lingford's account of the manner in which the

quarrel respecting this disputed territory was at

last determined, is, that when Kenneth came to

London on a visit to Edgar, he represented to the

English monarch that Lothian belonged, by heredi-

tary right, to the English kings ;
that Edgar, after

consulting with his nobles, agreed to resign the

territory to Kenneth, as it was difficult to maintain,

and of little advantage to England, but only on

condition that he should do homage for it to the

English crown
;

that Kenneth assented to these

terms, and promised that he would allow the people
to retain their ancient customs, and to continue

English in name and in language : all which, adds

the historian, remains firmly established to this

day. Mr. Allen is of opinion that the whole, or

part of the district, Avas re-annexed to Northumbria

on the defeat of Malcolm II., in 1005; but, after

the victory over the Northumbrians, gained by the

same monarch, at Carharn, in 1020, a final cession

of the district to the Scottish king was formally
made by the Northumbrian earl Eadulf.

One of Kenneth's acts of cruelty recoiled upon him
to his own destruction. After the suppression of an

insurrection in the Mearns, he had put to death the

only son of the chief of the district.* By some

means or other Kenneth was induced to pay a

visit to Fenella, the mother of the victim, in her

castle near Fettercairn, and here he was assassin-

ated by her orders.f Immediately after the com-

mission of the murder, she fled down a valley, still

called Strath-Fenella, to a place in the parish of

Fordun, where she was overtaken and put to death.

This event took place, A.D. 994, after Kenneth had

reigned twenty-four years.
In spite of the energetic and unscrupulous policy

of Kenneth, his son did not, after all, succeed him
on the throne. The right of succession was con-

tested by three competitors. Of these, Constan-

tino IV., the son of the ruthless Culen, is believed

to have been first crowned
;
but in a few months

he was defeated, and slain in a conflict near the

river Almond, in Perthshire,! with a son of ] >

and younger brother of the murdered prince, Mal-
colm, who immediately mounted
the throne as Kenneth IV., sur-

named the Grim by the Scottish chroniclers, from
the strength of his body. His claims, however,

* Chron. No. 6, in Junes.
t Ulster Annals, anno 994; Chron. Elegiacum; TVyn-

town's Chron.

J Chron. No. 5, in Innes
; Fordun, lib. ir. chap, xxxvii.,

but he is mistaken as to the place of Constautiae's death ;

Ogygia, p. 487.
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were opposed by Malcolm, the son of Kenneth III.,

and who, after the murder of his cousin Malcolm,

the son of Duff, had been recognized as the heir

to the throne, and as such appointed Regulus, or

Prince, of Cumberland. At length the rival claim-

ants met in conflict at Monivaird, when the contest

was decided by the death of Kenneth, A.D, 1003,

after a reign of eight years. The scene of the

battle is marked by a large barrow, called Carn-

chainichin the Cairn of Kenneth.*

Malcolm II. was an able prince, and renowned

Malcolm II.,
leader. He is styled

" Rex Victo-

A D. 1003. riosissimus," by the ancient chron-

iclers ;
but his reign appears to have been of a

chequered character, according to the saying of the

Gaelic bard :

"
Thirty years of variegated reign
Was king by fate, Malcolm."

In the earlier part of his reign he was harassed

by successive invasions of the Norsemen, who had

now, for some time, obtained possession of the

Orkney islands. They made their appearance in

great strength on the coast of Moray, and seized

and fortified the promontory called the Burghead,
where they found a commodious harbour and a

secure retreat. Sigurd, the Earl of Orkney, one

of these Danish Vikings, carried on his depreda-
tions along the shores of the Moray Frith, even

after he had formed a matrimonial alliance with

Malcolm, by marrying his daughter ;
but friends

and foes were equally laid under contribution by
Danes defeated by

these marauders. In the year
Malcolm, A.D. 1010. 1010, they made a fresh descent

upon Moray ; but they were encountered near

Mortlnch, and defeated with great slaughter, after

a protracted struggle, by Malcolm, who, in pursu-
ance of a vow which he is said to have made on

the field of battle, endowed a religious house near

the scene of his victory. This endowment was,

shortly after, confirmed by Pope Benedict, and

Mortlach became the seat of the earliest Scottish

bishopric. Several Danish skulls, the relics of

distinguished warriors who fell in the battle, were

built into the walls of the church of Mortlach, and

were still to be seen there not many years ago.
The scene of this bloody conflict is marked by a

number of sepulchral mounds, which contained hu-

man bones, broken armour, and other relics of the

slain.f In spite of this severe defeat, Sweno, the

Danish king, renewed the attempt at invasion, by
detaching a fleet and army, under Camus, one of

his most renowned leaders. They appear to have

effected a landing on the coast of Angus, near to

Panbride
;
but they had advanced only a few miles,

when they were encountered at Aberlemmo, by
Malcolm. After an obstinate contest,the Danes were

overthrown with great slaughter, and their leader, in

his retreat from the field of battle, was overtaken

and slain. A tall and highly sculptured monu-

* Chron. No. 5, in Innes
;

Chron. Eleg. ; Fordun, lib.

iv. chap. xli.

t Caledonia, vol. i. p. 399 ; Fordun, lib. ir. chap. xl.
;
Old

Rat Ace. vol. xvii. p. 444.

mental stone, which bean the name of Comu*-croM,
is supposed to mark the spot where bo was killed.*

Still the Danes were not discouraged, and they
renewed their attempts to subjugate Scotland by
landing on the coast of Buchan, about a mile west
from Slaincs Castle, in the pariah of Crudrn ; but

they were attacked and defeated by the Maormor
of the district. Swcno, at length, disheartened by
so many defeats, appears to hare

p.|Ml ,1^,,^
entered into a convention with of tht^iavsii

Malcolm, A.D. 1014, by which he *J>. 10U.

engaged to evacuate the kingdom, and to abstain

from future invasion. Thus, after a severe strag-

gle, which appears to have continued, at intervals,

for nearly a century and a half (866 to 101 1

valour and energy of the Scots triumphed orer the

efforts of the Norsemen. It was certainly highly
to the honour, both of Malcolm and his people,
that these fierce Norsemen, who had been the

scourge and terror of every other cou

rope, and had even placed their leaders on the

English throne, should thus have been baffled in

their attempts to establish themselves in the Scot-

tish territory, and have been at last compelled to

desist from the contest.

Soon after the termination of his warfare with

the Danes, Malcolm was involved \Var wjth U>

in a contest with the Northum- Northumbrian*,

brians; and in the year 1018 he led his army to

Carham, near Wark, on the southern bank of the

Tweed, where he was encountered by Uchtrcd, Earl

of Northumberland. The battle was fiercely con-

tested, and the issue was doubtful, though the

victory was claimed by the Northumbrian earL

Uchtred, however, was soon after at

by the Danes, and his brother and successor,

Eadulf-Cudel, from the dread of a second inva-

sion, was induced to purchase the friendship

of Malcolm, by ceding to him, or ouuAnu-

ing the former cession, of the rich Cession r,f

district of Lothian, including not Ix>thi*n to M

only the whole of the three coun-

ties which now bear this designation, but Berwick-

shire, and the lower part of Teviotdale.

The last important event which occurred in the

reign of Malcolm, was his dispute with the eele-

brated Canute, the Danish king of England. The

cause of the war is involved in
War^ cannu.

much obscurity ;
but it appears to

have been connected with some dispute reepectinj

the homage due by the Scottish king for the pru

cipality of Cumberland. Canute led an anny

against Malcolm, who, on his part, pvtpued to

repel the invasion; but, by the interpoaiti

mutual Mends, the dispute was amicably adjo

* There are several other stones in M

county, which bear the same name,

nion that these Cambns-stones have all prol

landmarks, or hoar-stones, and that th n

from the Celtic, cam, crooked, which eni

Gaelic compounds and proper names. Abo

however, a huge skeleton was dng up
near^

which appeared to have received a mortal TOM u,

head, as part of the skull was cut .way. It

lying in a sepulchre, which wa* inclo^ with four i
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and it WM agreed that Malcolm should retain pos-

secsion of Cumberland on performing the conditions

upon which it had been transferred to him by the

Saxon kings.* Malcolm died peaceably, in 1033,

after an eventful reign of thirty years, and was

buried at lona. The story of his assassination at

Glammis is a fiction, invented by the monkish

chroniclers, and the laws which are ascribed to him

by Moece and Buchanan, have been clearly proved

to be the forgery of a much later age.

Duncan, grandson of Malcolm, by Bethoc, or

Aeessskm of Dun- Beatrice, one of his daughters, now

eta, X.D li)33. ascended the throne, which he oc-

cupied for six years
" the gracious Duncan," who

fell by the dagger of Macbeth. " On reading these

names," says Sir Walter Scott,
"
every reader must

feel as if brought from darkness into the blaze of

noonday, so familiar are we with the personages

whom we last named, and so clearly and distinctly

we recall the events in which they arc interested,

fat comparison with any doubtful and misty views

whieh we can form of the twilight times before and

after that fortunate period. But we must not be

Wndfd by our poetical enthusiasm, nor add more

than due importance to legends, because they have

bees woven into the most striking tale of ambition

and remorse that ever struck awe into a human
bosom. The genius of Shakespeare having found

the tale of Macbeth in the Scottish Chronicles of

Bnifaiehcid. adorned it with a lustre similar to that

with which a level beam of the sun often invests

i fragment of glass, which, though shining at a

with the lustre of a diamond, is, by a near

investigation, discovered to be of no worth or esti-

mation." Macbeth was the Maormor of the remote
district of Ross, where, it is probable, he wa- all

b nominally independent of the royal authority.
Hi* lady, whose real name was Gruoch, had regal

blood in har veins. She was the
wkH*.

granddaughter of Kenneth IV., sur-

the Grim, who was slain fighting against
King Malcolm ; she had, therefore, deadly injuries to
** on the reigning monarch. Her grandfather
had been dethroned and killed by Malcolm, her
brother ananimtcd, and her first husband, Gil-

eemgaia, the Maormor of Moray, burned in his cas-
tie along with fifty of hi* friends, whilst she herself
had to fly for her life along with her infant son
Lttlaeh. She sought shelter in the district of Ross,
rf whieh Macbeth was hereditary lord, and to him
be gave her hand. Macbeth, on the other hand,

had wrong* of his own to avenge, for his father
o had been slain by Malcolm ; and thus, instigated

oth by ambition and revenge, he attacked and
l>uncan at a place called Uothgowau, or the

fc's HOO-MS, near Elgin, in low, mid not, as the
tier or the dramatist allege, in his own castle

iiememt Macbeth immediately mountel the

earding to the old rule of Scottish succession, 'was

^InS""
1"* * * *>. *".; MatUww of Westminster,

". I*.*. **. BUS,} bgbur of St. Aadiura,

better than that of Duncan. He appears to have

been in reality a just and equitable prince, and

there is reason to believe that bis administration

was conducted with great ability, and to the gene

ral satisfaction of the people. The adherents

the family of the murdered monarch, however,

sisted bis authority from the first. After sever

unsuccessful attempts to dispossess him, they we

at length joined by Siward, the Danish Earl

Northumberland, whose relation Duncan had ma

ried, and by Macduff, the Maormor of Fife, whc

patriotism is said to have been inflamed by soi;

personal injuries. These two powerful chiefs hav-

ing espoused the cause of Malcolm, Duncan's elc

son, who had fled to England on his father's deat

they advanced against Macbeth at the head of

formidable army, during the year 1054. Their

encounter is believed to have taken place at Di

sinane Hill, on the summit of which Macbeth,

cording to tradition, had a stronghold. He ws

defeated, but escaped from the battle to his fa

nesses in the north, where he appeai-s to have pr

tracted the war for nearly two years. He was

length defeated, and slain at Lum- jjis defeat and

phanan, Aberdeenshire, on the 5th death, A.D. 10-10.

of December, 1056, in the seventeenth year of

reign.* His adherents did not immediately aba

don the contest, but set up as king, Lulach, the

son of Lady Macbeth by her first husband. After a

brief struggle, however, he too was defeated, and lost

his life in a battle which was fought at Essie, in

Strathbogie, on the 3rd of April, 1057. All opposi-
tion to his claims being thus completely crushed, Mal-

colm was crowned at Scone, on the 20th. of the same

month, the Festival of St. Mark.f The powerful
chief to whom lie was mainly indebted for his re-

storation to the throne of his ancestors, AVQS re-

warded with the important privileges, that he and
bis successors, Lords of Fife, should have the right
of placing the kings of Scotland on the throne at

their coronation, that they should lead the van of

the Scottish armies whenever the royal banner was

displayed, and that if he, or any of his kindred,
" committed slaughter of suddenty," they should

have a peculiar sanctuary, and obtain remission on

payment of an atonement in money4
Malcolm HI., surnamcd Canmore (Cean-mohr), or

Great-head, ascended the throne Malcolm Can
in 1057. He was a prince of great

A - D ' 1007 -

energy and valour, and his reign forms an import-
ant era in the early history of Scotland. His do-

minions included not only the ancient possessions
of the Scots and Picts, but the kingdom of Strath-

clyd, the province of Cumbria, consisting of Cum-

Wvntown, vol. i. pp. 238-9
; Simeon of Durham, p.

187
; Caledonia, vol. i. pp. 404 416 : Hailes's Annals, vol. L

p. 2.

t Pinkerton strenuously maintains that Malcolm must
have been not the son, but the grandson of Duncan, and the

great length of the interval tifty-four years between the
dates assigned to the death of Duncan and that of Malcolm,
is adduced by him in support of this conjecture. Enquiry,
vol. ii.

i>. 403.

J Fordun, lib. v. chap. is. ; Buchanan, lib. vii. p. 1 15
;

Annals of Scotland, voL L p. 3.
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berland and Westmoreland, and the district of

Lothian, forming the south-eastern portion of mo-

dem Scotland. The Cumbrians and the people of

Strathclyd were of British race, while the inhabit-

ants of Lothian appear to have been chiefly of

Saxon and Danish extraction. The south-western

angle of Scotland, on the other hand, known by
the name of Galloway, was inhabited by a mixed

race, partly of Scottish and partly of Pictish de-

scent, and their numbers had been increased in the

course of the ninth, tenth, and eleventh centuries,

by various bodies of colonists from Ireland. "
They

appear," says Mr. Allen,
" at all times to have owed

subjection to the Scottish kings, but they long
retained tho barbarous habits and the ferocious

manners, which the ravages of the Northmen had

impressed on the country they had quitted. In

the twelfth century they are called Picts or Gal-

wegians, and as late as the fourteenth century,

they are distinguished by the appellation of the

"\Vild Scots of Galloway."
The accession of Malcolm Canmore was followed

by events which ultimately led to most important

changes in the manners and customs of his subjects.
He had passed about fifteen years at the court of

His friendship Edward the Confessor before he
with the Saxons, became king, and the habits and
connexions which he had formed there, induced

him to maintain a more friendly intercourse with

England than had been customary with his pre-
decessors

;
so that, with the exception of the short

and hasty incursion which he made into Northum-
berland in 1061,* nothing occurred during the

reign of the Confessor, to interrupt the harmony
between the sister kingdoms. He had contracted

a most intimate friendship with Tostig, brother of

Harold, and earl or governor of Northumberland.

Simeon of Durham says they were so much at-

tached to each other, that they were popularly
termed " the sworn brothers." On the accession of

Harold to the English throne, Tostig took up arms

against him
;
but having been repulsed, he took

refuge with Malcolm, and remained in Scotland

during the whole summer,f But the Scottish king
took no part in the invasion of England made by

;uid his ally, Hardrada, King of Norway, in

the close of the same year, and in which they both

lost their lives at the battle of Stamford Bridge,
near York, 25th September, 1066.

The death of Harold, at Hastings, a few weeks

later, and the conquest of England by the Nor-
; aused a considerable number of the friends

of the Saxon dynasty to seek refuge in Scotland

from the oppressions of the victorious Normans.
The most distinguished of these was the unfor-

tunate Edgar Atheling, the heir of the Saxon line,

who, along with his mother, Agatha, and his two

sisters, Margaret and Christian, fled to Scotland in

the beginning of 1068, accompanied by Maerles-

wegen and Gospatric, two powerful Northum-
brian chiefs, who were disgusted at the Norman
tyranny.

Simeon of Durham, p. 180. t Ibid. p. 193.

Soon after tho arrival of these illustrious fugi-
tives in Scotland probably about Mm of
1070 Malcolmespoused ^ Iargarct, ilakuhk
the elder of the two princes***, at Dunfcrmlino
She was beautiful, accomplished, and pious ; and
as Edgar was weak, almost to imbecility, *he

might be looked upon as inheriting tho claim* at
the Saxon royal line. The marriage of the Scottish
monarch was soon followed by his invasion of

England, in conjunction with the Done* and the

Northumbrian barons, who were hostile to William
the Conqueror. The Danes, however, after storm*

ing York, and putting the Norman garrison to the

sword, were repulsed, and returned to their ships ;

and the discontented Northumbrians were gained
over by William before Malcolm took the field.

Entering England with a nume- Hi inruioa at
TOMS army, the Scottish king routed England.

the English, who opposed him at Ilunderskcldc,
and mercilessly ravaged Durham, and the northern

and western parts of Yorkshire. Gospatric, who had

made his peace with William, in tho mrttntiiM

laid waste the district of Cumberland, and Mal-

colm, exasperated by this retaliation on his own

frontiers, continued his ravages with increased

severity. Even the churches were destroyed and

burnt, while the miserable inhabitants, who had

fled to them for refuge, were consumed in tho

flames. Malcolm returned home, leading captive,

says an English historian, such a multitude of

young men and maidens,
" that for many yean

they were to be found in every Scottish village,

nay, even in every Scottish hovel."*

William was incensed to the highest degree by
the repeated insurrections of the William th Con-

Northumbrians, and both to punish qneror ivuIUtc*.

their recent revolt, and to oppose an obstacle, in

the desolation of the country, to the future inva-

sions of the Danes, he laid utterly waste the firtile

district between the Humber and the Tccs.f
" At

this time," says William of Malmesbury, "there

were destroyed such splendid towns, such lofty

castles, such beautiful pastures, that, had a strangrr

viewed the scene, he might have been moved to

compassion, and had one inhabitant been left alive,

he would not have recollected the country." I The

inhabitants of this once populous and fertile dis-

trict seem to have been almost wholly extermi-

nated. Many who escaped the sword, died <

famine ; many sold themselves into slavery, to

escape starvation ;
and many thousands of the

lower orders, together with a considerable number

both cf Anglo-Saxons and Normans of eonditi

who had incurred the displeasure of the Conquero

fled for refuge into Scotland, and found acor

reception at the court of Malcolm, who, taud

the value of such auxiliaries, conferred honours

and estates upon them with no sparing ban

William, having secured pea** at horoe P

pared to chastise Malcolm for his inroads into Eaf

Simeon of Durham, p.
201-

+ Ingalphaa p.
!'

J William of Malmesbury, p. HBt
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and, in 1072, he invaded the Scottish terri-

lavaakw of tones both by sea and land. He
Scotland, overran and wasted the country as

nr as the Tay ; but as the inhabitants, according to

the policy which they seem to have followed from

the earliest times, destroyed or removed everything

of value as the enemy advanced, William, as the

Saxon Chronicle expresses it,
"
nothing found of that

uhich to him the better was." In the end, Malcolm

met him at Abernethy,* when a peace was con-

rlodcd between the two kings, on the conditions

that Malcolm should give hostages and pay homage
to William.! The question has been raised, and

keenly disputed, For what was this homage per-

formed? The advocates of the English supremacy

Bagttah claim of contend that it was for the Scottish

apremacy over crown. No satisfactory evidence,
Scotl*nd'

however, can be produced in sup-

port of this assertion. It is true that certain of the

Anglo-Saxon kings assumed the title of Monarch,
or Emperor, of all Britain. But this vain-glorious

assumption of a vaunting title proves nothing;
and it would be easy to produce a parallel case of

similar pretensions having been put forth without

any foundation. The notion that the Scottish

kings were the acknowledged vassals of the Anglo-
Saxon princes of England, is directly opposed to

the whole course of the history of the two coun-

triea, Scotland was never conquered by any of

these monarchs; nor is there any evidence that

they erer made an attempt to wrest it from its

Mint possesson. There is as little trust-

eridence that any acknowledgment of the

of the kingdom of Scotland upon the

was ever made by any of Malcolm's pre-
The only homage which was paid bv

the Scottish kings, prior to the Norman Conquest,
was not for the kingdom of Scotland, but for the
territories which they held in England, such as
Cambria and Lothian, and which were ceded to
them by the English kings on this express con-
dition. For these possessions they of course did

to the English crown, exactly in the same
as the Norman kings of England did
to the French crown, for the possessions

which they held in France.

JJaii
Malcolm espoused the cause of Edgar

MhaUnf. he
necessarily at the same time denied

it of William to the English throne, andM to acknowledge him as his liege lord. But
illiara took measures to assert his authority,

invaded Scotland, Malcolm submitted to his
claims, and acknowledged his title to the same

" jU^urf^Ti*** M*koln> met the Conqueror is called
tjr iBRulphni, and "

AlM-rnitl.ici" by Florence
tar. Lord H.iU. ps.fc j

other writers,

^J .."" "* " * probably ome place on the river
'

I tola risk* of U
forary

of David, Malcolm's ton, to Walter
.*"* of Uw Standard, it is raid that

ijfh Lodonia, Calatria, and Scotia,kVMAMfllv * * - \ - t .,
^nere the warlike

as his vassal.

ntrod. to I orduu, p. 40.

i homage as had been paid to his Saxon predeces-
sors. To employ the words of Lord Hailes, one of

the ablest inquirers into this subject,
"
According

to the general and most probable opinion, this

homage was done by Malcolm for the lands which

he held in England."*
William, on his return from this expedition, de-

prived Gospatric of his earldom of Northumberland,
under the pretext that he had secretly instigated
the murder of Comyn, the former governor. Gos-

patric a second time took refuge Gospatric takes

in Scotland, where, notwithstand- refuge in Scot-

ing of his former defection, he was

again cordially welcomed by Malcolm, who be-

stowed upon him extensive estates on the eastern

marches, together with the castles of Dunbar and

Cockbumspath-f The possessor of these strong
fortresses was popularly said to have the keys of

Scotland at his girdle.
" And the circumstance is

worthy of remembrance," says Mr. Tytler, "not

only as marking the origin of a potent family, des-

tined to act a leading part in the future history of

the country, but as indicating the policy of Mal-

colm, who, conscious of the inferiority of his own
Celtic race, manifested a wise anxiety to prevail on

strangers, wkether Normans, Danes, or Saxons, to

settle in his dominions."

After this agreement with William, Malcolm
seems to have remained quiet for some years ; but,

in 10T9, hostilities were renewed Renewal of

with England, on what grounds
hostilities.

i historians have omitted to state. Availing himself

of the favourable opportunity afforded by the ab-

sence of the English king, who was 011 the Conti-

nent, carrying on a war with his son Robert, Mal-

colm again invaded Northumberland, and w;;

the country as far as the river Tyne, returning
home laden with plunder.}: The following year,
as Robert was now reconciled to his father, he was

intrusted with the command of an army against
Scotland. But the expedition proved unsuccessful,

and Robert soon returned without effecting any-

thing worthy of notice. It was at this period that

the fortress of Newcastle on the Tyne was erected

as a protection against the inroads of the Scots. It

necessarily and professedly tended to render inse-

cure the authority of the Scottish king over the

district of Northumbria.
After the death of William the Conqueror (A.D.

1087) and the accession of his son, William Rufus,

various causes of dispute took place pispnt? with

betwixt England and Scotland. William F.ufus.

This prince appears to have withheld from Mal-

colm part of the English possessions to which he

claimed a right ; and, probably with the view of

vindicating his claim, the Scottish king invaded

England in May, 1091, and penetrated as far as

Chester-le-Street, between Newcastle and Durham,

Annals, vol. i. p. 316
; Allen's Vindication; Pict. Hist.

of England, vol. i. pp. 534586.
t Simeon of Durham, p. 205

; Gospatric is a corruption
of Conies Patricius, the name and title of this powerful
baron, who was the ancestor of the Earls of March.

1 Ibid.
j>. 210.
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where, receiving intelligence that Rufus was ad-

vancing to meet him with a superior force, he

prudently retreated without risking a battle. In

the autumn of the same year, William made pre-

parations to invade Scotland, both by sea and land.

His fleet was destroyed by a tempest, and many of

his cavalry perished by want and cold; but in spite

of these disasters he advanced with his army to the

shores of the Forth. Meanwhile the Scots, in ac-

cordance with their usual policy, had driven away
their cattle, and laid waste the country ;

so that

their enemies were reduced to great extremities by
the want of provisions. Malcolm crossed the Forth

with his forces, and advanced into Lothian to meet

the invaders. The hostile armies met, and were

Peace between readv
\

engage ;
but through the

Malcolm and mediation of Robert, the brother
Eufus. Of Rufus, and Edgar Atheling,

who was at that time with Malcolm, a peace was

concluded between the two monarchs. "
King

Malcolm," says the Saxon chronicler,
" came to our

king, and became his man, promising all such

obedience as he formerly rendered to his father, and

that he confirmed with an oath. And the king
William promised him in land and in all things
whatever he formerly had under his father." Mal-

colm consented to do homage to William, and to

hold his land under the same tenure of feudal

service as he had formerly paid to his father.

William on his part agreed to restore twelve

manors which Malcolm had held under the Con-

queror, and to make an annual payment to him of

twelve marks of gold.* At the same time Edgar
Atheling was reconciled to William, and permitted
to return to England.
The peace thus made was not of long contin-

New disputes
uance ' In the following year

between them. (1092) William erected a castle at

A.D. 1092.
Carlisle, a step which Malcolm

appears to have resented, as an encroachment on

the freedom of the territories which he held in

Cumberland. A personal interview between the

kings was proposed as the best mode of settling
their differences. Malcolm accordingly repaired to

Gloucester (24th August, 1093); but on his arrival,

William demanded that he should do homage there,

in the presence of the English barons. With this

demand the Scottish monarch refused to comply,
but oifered to perform his homage according to the

ancient usage, on the frontiers, and in the presence
of the chief men of both kingdoms.f This proposal
was contumeliously rejected by William, and Mal-

colm returning home in great displeasure, assem-

bled an army, and burst into Northumberland,
v.'liich he wasted with fire and sword. But while

lie was besieging Alnwick Castle, he was suddenly
Death of Malcolm, attacked and slain by Robert de

A.D. 1093.
Mowbray, a Northumbrian earl.

His eldest son, Edward, shared his fate. The
manner of Malcolm's death has been variously

* Simeon of Durham, p. 216 ;
Sax. Chron. pp. 147 198;

Hailes's Annals, vol. i. p. 22.
* Simeon of Durham, p. 218

;
William of Jlalmesbury,

p. l'-'i : Annals, vol. L p. 24.
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related. According to Fordun, the castle of Aln-
wick was sore pressed, and the garrison dee-

paired of relief, when one of the besieged under-

took either to deliver them or to pcruh in the

attempt. Issuing, therefore, from the castle, and

carrying the keys of it on the point of his spear, he
advanced to the Scottish camp, where he inquired
for the king, in order that he mi^ht deliver the

keys into his hand. Malcolm, informed of hi*

approach, came hastily out of his tent, without his

armour, when the traitor pierced him with his

spear, and in the confusion succeeded in making
his escape. In the old chronicle of Alnwick Abbey,
the soldier who slew King Malcolm is called

Hammond, and it is stated that he escaped through
the river Aln, at a place which was long after

called Hammond's Ford. Fordun relates that the

English, availing themselves of the confusion

caused by the death of the king, mode a fierce

attack upon the Scots, and put them to the rout,

and that Prince Edward was severely wounded in

the encounter, and died three days after.*

The death of Malcolm was followed, in a few

days, by that of his excellent Death of QOMB

queen, who had exercised a great

and most beneficial influence over the fierce and

impetuous character of her husband. When the

king set out on his fatal expedition to England,

Margaret, worn out, it is said, by her vigils and

fastings, was suffering from a fatal and lingering

complaint. Her biographer, Turgot, acknowledges

I

that abstinence ruined her constitution, and

brought on excruciating pains in her stomach,

which death alone removed. Her lost moments

are described by that faithful minister, who related

what he saw. Her thoughts were much occupied

with the welfare of her children.
" Forcwcl

said she to Turgot,
" my life draws to a cla

but you may survive me long. To you I commit

the charge of my children ;
teach them, above all

things, to love and fear God, and whenever you

see any of them attain to the height of earthly

grandeur, O, then, in an especial manner, he t

them as a father and a guide ! Admonish, and

need be, reprove them, lest they be swelled

the pride of momentary glory, through avarice

offend God, or, by reason of the prosperity
o!

world, become careless of eternal life. This, in the

presence of Him who is now our
ouly^witi

beseech you to promise and to perform."
I*

a short interval of ease she devoutly roes

communion. Soon after, her anguish

turned with redoubled violence,

herself upon her couch, and calmly wa1

moment of her dissolution. Cold, and

agonies of death, she ceased not to put n

plications to Heaven. These were -

words: " Have mercy upon me, O

to the multitude of thy tender mercies ;

my iniquities ;
make me to hear joy and gla

that the bones which thou host broken may *

Chr. Sax. p. 1W Fordoa, lib. T. c. 25 ;
Bor.

p. 01).
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cast roe not away from thy presence, and take not

thy Holy Spirit from me ;
restore unto me the joy

at' thy salvation!" "At that moment," continues

Target,
" her son Edgar, returning from the army,

approached her couch. * How fares it,' said she,
' with the king and my Edward ?

' The youth stood

silent I know all,' cried she,
' I know olL By

Ail holy cross, by your filial affection, I adjure you
to tell me truth.' He answered: ' Your husband and

your son ore both slain.' Lifting up her eyes and

her hands to heaven, she said :
' Praise and bless-

ing be to thee, Almighty God, that thou hast been

pleated to make me endure so bitter anguish in the

hour of my departure, thereby, as I trust, to purify
me from the corruption of my sins

;
and thou Lord

Jems Christ, who, through the will of the Father,

hast enlivened the world by thy death, oh deliver

me !' While pronouncing the words,
' deliver me,'

he expired."
The character of this excellent princess is worthy

. . to be " held in everlasting remem-Her character. , . ,

brance. Her piety was sincere

tad deep, though somewhat tinged with asceticism;
and her biographer expressly admits that her

health wot injured by her long vigils, fasts, and
mortifications. Her beneficence was exhibited, not

merely in public and somewhat ostentatious alms-

i pring, in feeding indigent orphans with her own

ministering at table to crowds of poor per-
sons, and washing their feet ; but in secret acts of

charity, and in her unwearied efforts to relieve the

seassitiis, and assuage the afflictions, of her Saxon

countrymen, of high or low degree, who had been

expelled from their homes by the oppressions of the
Norman invaders. Many of these unhappy exiles
had bean compelled, by the wont of the common
necessaries of life, to sell themselves into slavery,
d wra dispersed over the country. She em-

ployed her agents to seek out such persons, and to

teqairt into their condition, and whenever their

appeared oppressive, she secretly paid
om and restored them to

liberty.
Margaret appears to have laboured to elevate the

ion of the people, as well as to improve their
T and morals. We are told by her bio-

that she encouraged merchants to come
rioea parts of the world with many precious

which had never before been seen in

Among the articles thus imported,
o is made of highly ornamented

T various colours, which, when the
ight, adds the chronicler, and were in-

' tba persuasions of the king to put on,"u to become new beings, so fine did
m their new-fashioned clothes. She

so Mgiriflniiiit in her own attire. She in-
ker of attendants on the person"

^y***^ the parado of his public
, and caused him to be served at table
d silver plate. "At least," says the

n
;

" tha dishes and Teasels were gilt
In the management of her own

, tha displayed such a mixture of strict-

ness and kindness, that she was equally revered

and loved by all who approached her. She enter-

tained many ladies, employed their leisure hours

in the amusements of the needle, and paid strict

attention to the decorum of their conduct. " In

her presence," says Turgot,
"
nothing unseemly

was ever done or uttered."

The gentleness and amiability of this excellent

woman, together with her pru- Her influence over

dence and good sense, enabled her Malcolm,

to acquire complete control over the fiery temper
of her husband

;
and her influence over him appears

to have been exerted with the most beneficial

effect. To her he seems to have committed the

management of the religious affairs, and the in-

ternal polity of his kingdom.
"
Malcolm," says

Turgot,
"
respected the religion of his spouse, was

fearful of offending her, and listened to her ad-

monitions. Whatever she loved or disliked so did

he. Although he could not read, he frequently
turned over her prayer-books, and kissed her fa-

vourite volumes. He had them adorned with gold
and precious stones, and presented them to her in

token of his devotion. She instructed him to pass
the night in fervent prayer, with groans and tears.

I must acknowledge," he adds,
" that I often

admired the works of the Divine mercy, when I

saw a king so religious, and such signs of deep

compunction in a layman."
Various abuses appear at this time to have crept

into the church, as well as among Her reformations

the people, and Margaret employed among the clergy

her learning and eloquence, not nd the laity,

only in the instruction of her husband, but in con-

troversy with the clergy, and in urging them to

reform their various errors of doctrine and disci-

pline. At this period, the Scottish clergy had

ceased to celebrate the communion of the Lord's

Supper, on the plea that they were sinners, and

dreaded to communicate unworthily. They made
no distinction between Sabbath and week days;
and they permitted the marriage of a man with his

step-mother, or the widow of his brother a prac-
tice originating probably in avarice, as it relieved

the heir of a jointure. All these abuses the queen

corrected, in a firm yet temperate manner. " She

displayed to the clergy," says Lord Hailes,
" the

vanity of their superstitious or indolent excuse for

their neglect to celebrate the communion, and she

restored the religious observance of Sunday, an

institution no less admirable in a political than in

a religious light." She held a solemn conference

with the clergy regarding the proper season for

celebrating Lent; and "three days," says Turgot,
" did she employ the Sword of the Spirit in com-

bating their errors. She seemed another St.

Helena, out of the Scriptures convincing the Jews."

After her death, Margaret was received into the

Ilomish calendar. " Others "
says

her candid biographer, "may ad-
Her cammi

mire the indications of sanctity which miracles
afford : I much more admire in Margaret the works
of mercy. Such signs are common to the good and
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the evil, but the works of true piety and charity

are peculiar to the good. "With better reason,

therefore, ought we to admire the deeds of Mar-

garet, which made her a saint, than her miracles

had she performed any which could only have

pointed her out to mankind as a saint." Nearly
two hundred years after her death, her body was

removed to a tomb of more distinction, in the

church of Dunfermlinc. A legend of " a well ima-

gined miracle
"

narrates, that it was found impos-
sible to lift the body of the new saint until that of

her husband had received the same honour ; as if,

in her state of beatitude, Margaret had been guided

by the same feelings of conjugal deference and
a licet ion which had regulated this excellent wo-

man's conduct while on earth.*

The character of Malcolm Canmorc himself, it has

Character of been justly said, stands high, if his I

Malcolm. situation and opportunities be con-

sidercd. Though he was not altogether free from

the fierceness and barbarity of his age, he was a

man of undaunted courage, and of a noble and

generous disposition.
" From his early youth,"

says Lord Hailes,
" to his last invasion of England,

his conduct was uniform. He maintained his

throne with the same spirit by which he won it.

Though he was the ruler of a nation uncivilized

and destitute of foreign resources, and had such

antagonists as the Conqueror and William Rufus
\

to encounter, yet for twenty-seven years he sup-

ported this unequal contest; sometimes with sue-
j

cess, never without honour. That he should have

so well asserted the independency of Scotland is

astonishing, when the weakness of his o\yn king- i

dom, and the strength arid abilities of his enemies,
are fairly estimated."!
An incident is related concerning Malcolm by

Aldred, on the authority of David I., Malcolm's \

son, which is strongly illustrative of Ids courage I

and generosity. A nobleman of his court had
j

formed a design against his life. His traitorous

intentions became known to the king, who, during
the amusement of a hunting-match, drew the con-

spirator into a solitary glade of the forest, up-
braided him with his treachery, and defied him to

mortal and equal combat. "Now," said the gal-
lant monarch, unsheathing his sword,

" we are

alone, and armed alike. You seek my life
;
take

it." The traitor, surprised at this act of generosity,
threw himself at the king's feet, confessed his crime,
and intrcated forgiveness. The king pardoned and
restored him to his confidence, and never had any rea-

son to repent of his manly and generous conduct.}:
An attempt has been made to claim for Malcolm

Alleged claims as tlie character of a great legislator,
a k-gislator. It is asserted by Boece, that im-

mediately after his accession, he held a parliament
at Forfar, and restored to their estates, dignities,
and jurisdictions, all the nobles whose fathers had
been murdered by Macbeth that he introduced

*
Turgot, Acta Sanctorum, 10 Jun. 328, quoted by Lord

uuilcs, Aimnls, vol. i. pp. 3015.
T Annals, vol. i. Ibid. p. 20, and note.

among his nobles the custom of taking
from the lands which they powood that he in-
vented new titles of honour, such as those of Earls
and Barons

;

* and it has even been alleged by later

and abler writers, that Malcolm introduced the
feudal system into Scotland.! The story is cir-

cumstantially told, how he summoned all his nnblee
to meet him at Scone, and how each, bringing with
him, as directed, a handful of earth from his lands,
surrendered them by that symbol to the king, who
granted charters of them anew to each proprietor,
under the form of feudal investiture. 'l~he Moat-
hill at Scone is said to be composed of earth brought
together for this purpose, and thence called ommtt
terra. But this legend is not supported by any
trustworthy authority, and is totally incredible.

It is very probable, as Lord Hailes remarks, that

Malcolm assembled the chief men of his kingdom
immediately after his accession, and that he re-

stored the estates forfeited in the reign of his pre-

decessor; but the other political acts ascribed to

him are merely conjectural. The modern title of

Earl may be traced nearly to his time, and it is

probable that it was now assumed by some of those

who had previously home the designation of Maor-

mor, or Thane. Surnames also began to bo em-

ployed about this period, though they were not in

general use till long after the days of Malcolm.

The collection of laws ascribed to this monarch

has been proved to be a forgery of the fourteenth

century ;
and the assertion, that the syntematic

introduction of the feudal system into Scotland is

to be ascribed to his policy, is destitute both of

proof and of probability. That system was not

introduced by any one monarch, or in the course

of a single reign, but appeal's to liavc grown up

gradually under the fostering influence of various

natural causes, assisted from time to time by a

train of favourable circumstances. Lord Hailes is of

opinion that tlu's important change1-1111 ^i. L Innorm'ioii*.
was accomplished so slowly tnat

in some parts of Scotland the custom of feudal in-

vestitures did not begin to prevail, till it rigour

began to be mitigated in others. Great change!,

doubtless, took place in the manners and customs

of the Scottish people during the reign of Malcolm

Canmore ;
but these changes were brought about,

not by any new institutions which he established,

but by the example of his queen, and of the Saxon

nobles and their followers, whom the oppressions)

of the Normans forced to take refuge in his king-

dom. The revolution which the introduction of I:

glish manners at the court of Malcolm produced in

the frugal and abstemious habits of the Scotch, ii

thus pitcously bewailed by on old chroi

is said that such outrageous riot ensued at thia

time, and began to grow in use among the Scottish

men, together with the language and mannew i

the English nation (by reason that such a multi

tude of the same, flying out of their country, were

Boece, xii. 250.

t Lord Kaimes's Essays concerning British iiiUituUS,

Essay i.
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daily received into Scotland to inhabit there), that

direr* of the nobles perceiving -what discommodity

and decay to the whole realm would ensue of this

intemperance, came to the king, lamenting griev-

ously the case, for that this venomous infection

spread ao fast over the whole realm, to the pervert-

ing and utter removing of the ancient sobriety of

diet used in the same. Wherefore they besought

him to provide some remedy in time, before hope of

redress were past, that the people might be again

ndnccd into their former frugality, who hitherto

wed not to eat but once in the day, and then de-

siring no superfluous meats and drinks to be sought

by sea and land, nor curiously dressed or served

forth with sauces, but only feeding to satisfy na-

ture, and not their greedy appetites. Hereupon

King Malcolm took great pains to have redressed

this infectious poison, and utterly to have expelled

it forth of his realm. Howbeit, the nature of man

is so prone and ready to embrace all kinds of vice,

that where the Scottish people before had no know-

ledge nor understanding of fine fare or riotous sur-

feit, yet, after they had once tasted the sweet-

poisoned bait thereof, there was no means to be

found to restrain their liquorish desires. But to

bewail that in words," he sagely adds,
" which can-

not be amended in deeds, is but a folly."*

Malcolm had a family of six sons and two

, , , , ., daughters : Edward, who died of
Malcolm fiumlr. , . , ,.,

his wounds at Alnwick a few days
after his father ; Etheldred, who entered the

church; Edmund; Edgar; Alexander; David; Ma-od,

the wife of Henry I., king of England; and Mary,
the wife of Eustace, count of Boulogne. They all,

as it has been remarked, received English names,

apparently after their mother's relations. All the

children of Malcolm were under age at the

tine of their father's death. He was succeeded by
DoMld Buio kis brother, ] )onald Bane, who
< UM crown, had fled to the Hebrides on the

death of his father, Duncan, and
does not appear to have visited his brother Mal-
eolm at any period of his reign. As soon as he
reerired intelligence of his brother's death, he
hurried to Scotland with a powerful armament,
P*ted n the western isles, by the assistance of

Magnus Barefoot, King of Norway,!and apparently
rith little opposition took possession of the throne.

According to the Celtic law of succession, Donald, as

tjfr^M**
! of the royal family, was heir to the

iwn, and his pretensions were supported by a

powwfel party among the Scottish nobles, to
wkothe imitations of the last reign, and the

prtfcrence shown to strangers, had been peculiarly
woxJoua. The children of the late king were has-

eoneyed to England, and placed in a state of

wnity by their uncle Edgar Atheling.
The first edict of Donald Bane was a sentence
BsiaUMMor of banishment against all the fo-

reigners who had taken refuge at
roan court on ignorant and foolish attempt

the program of civilization, and to bring
r. p. 881. t Fonlun, lib. T. chmp. xxri.

Donald.

back the country to the savage state of the western

isles, in which his own life had been spent.* His

triumph, however, was short-lived. Duncan an

illegitimate son of the late king.f T.

,
a

, , , , Duncan,
who had been sent as a hostage to

England, with the permission of William llufus,

collected a numerous force of English and Xormans,

expelled Donald from the country, and took pos-

session of the throne (May, 1094,) whether in his

own right, or for the lawful family of Malcolm,

does not clearly appear. After a reign of only a

few months, Duncan was assassinated by Malpedir,
the Maormor, or Earl, of the Mearns, in November,

1004, at the instigation, it is alleged, of Edmund,
the second of the legitimate children of Malcolm

Canmore, who had entered into an agreement with

his uncle, Donald Bane, to share the kingdom be-

tween thcm.J On the restoration of Donald to the

throne, his inhospitable edict for

the expulsion of foreigners was

Strictly enforced, and every effort was made to

overthrow the measures which his brother had

taken for the civilization of the country. Matters

remained in this state for more than two years. At

length, in 1097, Edgar Atheling, along with his

nephew Edgar, raised a powerful army in England,
and marching against Donald, overcame him in

battle, and having obtained possession of his person,

imprisoned him and put out his eyes. William of

Malmesbury states, that Edmund, the unworthy son

of the pious Margaret, was condemned to perpetual

imprisonment, for his accession to the murder of

Duncan ; that, during his captivity, he was touched

with remorse, and in token of penitence for his

guilt, ordered the fetters he had worn in his dun- '

geon to be buried with him in his coffin. Donald

Bane died at Roscobie, in Forfarshire, and with

him terminated the line of the Scottish kings.||

We are informed by the learned Chalmers,*" that

throughout the Scottish period, Scotland proper
\

was divided into ten districts, exclusive of Lothian,

Galloway, and Strathclyd. I. FIFE, Districts of

comprehending the country be- Scotland.

twecn the Forth and the Tay, below the Ochil Hills.

Of this extensive district the celebrated Macduff

was the Maormor. II. STRATHERN, including the i

country between the Forth and the Ochil Hills on

the south, and the Tay on the north. III. ATHOL
and Stormont, comprehending the central high-

lands, lay between the Tay and Badenoch. IV.

ANGUS, comprehending the country from the Tay
and the Ha on the south, to the northern Esk upon
the north. V. MEARXS comprehended the district

which lay between the North Esk and the Dee.

Fenella, the inhospitable murderess of Kenneth III.,

was the wife of the Maormor of this district, and

Hailes's Annals, vo*l. i. p. 49 ; Sax. Chron. pp. 190, 200.

f Annals, p. 49, note ; Caledonia, vol. i. p. 422.
Ibid. p. 423; Fordun, lib. v. chap, rsviii.

William of Malmesbory, p. 158.

||
It is worthy of notice, that John Comyn, the lord of

Badenoch, during the great competition for the crown,
claimed the succession as heir of Donald Bane, through tUe
female line.

H Caledonia, TO!. I pp. 452 i-54,
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the daughter of the Maormor of Angus. VI. ABER-

DEEN and BANFF comprehended the extensive

country between th*e Dee and the Spey. Greg, the

Maormor of tliis district, occupied the Scottish

throne from A.D. 882 to 893. VII. The exten-

sive district of MORAY comprehended the country
from the Spey to the Farar or Beauly, and reached,

westward, to the limits of northern Argyle. The
Maonnors of Moray were persons of great import-
ance at that period, and the Moray men acted a

[jicuous part in the bloody scenes of Scottish

my. VIII. ARGYLE, which formed the ancient

kingdom of the Scots, extended along the main-

land of Scotland, from the Clyde to Ross, and

comprehended the adjacent isles. IX. The great
district of Ross was composed of the counties of

Ross and Cromarty. The powerful chiefs of this

province were often engaged in bloody conflicts

with the rapacious Norsemen. Macbeth was
Maormor of Ross-shire when he slew " the gracious

Duncan," and seized his sceptre. X. SUTHERLAND
and CAITHNESS formed a district which, at the end

of the tenth century, was governed by Sigurd, the

Norwegian Earl of Orkney, and after him, by his

son, Thorfinn, the grandson of Malcolm II. These

districts, during the Scottish period, were connected

by very slight ties. The inhabitants of each pro-
vince possessed peculiar rights, followed their own

customs, and were governed by their own chiefs

or Maonnors, who could not be appointed or dis-

placed by the king; and there was scarcely any
recognition of a supreme legislative body or

authority, having the power to make laws for the

whole community. The authority of the king,

though it was acknowledged, was often resisted,

because it could not easily be enforced.

To every careful student of the events and insti-

tutions of this period, it must be evident that the

predominant people were a Celtic race. The laws

were Celtic, the government Celtic, the titles of

honour Celtic, the usages and manners Celtic, the

church Celtic, the language Celtic. "
If," says

Chalmers,*
" Malcolm Canmore, a Celtic prince,

who did not anogate the character of a lawgiver,
had been disposed to effect a considerable change
in this Celtic system, he would have found his in-

clination limited by his impotence. The Scottish

kinir-s, during those times, seem not to have pos-
(1 legislative power. Whenever they acted as

!ators, they appear to have had some coadju-
either some Maonnors, a term by which we

i o understand the civil ruler of a district, or

bishop."f At a later period, when the chil-

dren and grandchildren of Malcolm attempted to

introduce new institutions and maxims of govern-
ment in the provinces of Galloway and Moray, so

firmly attached were the people to their ancient

and hnbits, that the innovations gave rise

to frequent insurrections.^
Mention has already been made of the residence

of Donald Bane, in the Hebrides, and the powerful
*

Caledonia, vol. i. p. 455.
t Uailes's Annals, vol. i. p. 182. Ibid.

support which the inhabitants of
islands gave to him in hi* attempts But* of the

upon the Scottish crown. It in cvi- HMd*.
dent that they had at this period little or no politi-
cal connexion with the mainland of Scotland, but
were under the domination of petty chief*, who
were sometimes independent, and at other period*
under the superiority of the king* of Norway.

j

During the early portion of the ninth century they
j

suffered much from the depredation* of the >

wcgian pirates, whose incessant ravage* were *e-

verely felt by the various religious commanitie*
scattered over the Western Island*. It appear*
from the Irish annals, that these fierce marauder*
not only laid waste the country, and plundered the

I monasteries of their treasures, but also carried off

great numbers of captives, both male and female,
: and sold them for slaves in the markets of Norway
i

and Sweden. They had not as yet, however, ef-

fected any permanent settlement either in the ule*

or on the mainland of Scotland. But toward* the

latter end of the ninth century the number of

these pirates was greatly increased by a revolution

which had taken place in Norway. Harold Har-

fager, or the light-haired, after a protracted struggle,

obtained possession of the Norwegian throne,* and

united the provinces of the Scandinavian peninsula
into one monarchy. The Vikings _

, , ,
J

,, , Erection of UM
who had unsuccessfully opposed Norwegian king.
his ambitious designs, fled for re- dom of the 1*1*

fuge to the Scottish Hebrides and'^"^^
Orkneys. The numerous bays and

inlets of these islands afforded shelter to their gal-

leys, as well as facilities for the incessant excur-

sions with which they harassed the conqueror who

had expelled them from their native country. Ha-

rold was not slow to retaliate on these marauder*,

and every summer sent out his fleet to chastise them

for their depredations, and to expel them from the

fastnesses in which they had taken refuge. They

easily evaded his attacks, however, by flying to the

open sea; and as soon as his ships were with-

drawn, they returned again in winter to their old

retreats.

At length Harold, exasperated by the failure at

these repeated attempts to protect hi* new

acquired dominions from the incursions of these

plunderers, resolved to put on end to their pre-

datory inroads by the conquest of the island* which

had afforded them shelter. Accordingly, in the

year 875, he set sail from Norway with a pown
ful fleet, and proceeding successively to the Shet-

land Isles, the Orkney Isles, and the Hebrides, h

subdued and expelled the pirates,
and took p

sion of their settlements. Continuing hi* course,

he came to the Isle of Man, which he found

tirely deserted its inhabitant* having fled t

Scottish mainland on his approach. Returning

homeward, ravaging the coast of Scotland i

proceeded, he conferred the government

newly acquired possessions
on Sigurd, a dwtur

TorfiEus, Hist. Nonr. vol. iL b. iL chip. iiL; Skenc's

Highlanders, vol. i. p. !>1.
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guished Norwegian chief, who was accordingly in-

culled first Jarl of the Orkneys.

His return to Norway was the signal for revolt

The native Hebridean chiefs immediately availed

themselves of the opportunity afforded by his ab-

enoe, and the dispersion of the pirates whom he

had expelled from their settlements, to take posses-

sion of the islands, and to drive out or put to death

the Norwegians whom Harold had left behind him

to secure his newly conquered territory. On hearing

of this revolt, Harold sent out a'second expedition,

under the command of a powerful chief,named Ketjl,

to chastise the insurgents, and to re-establish his

authority. As Harold bestowed the title of Jarl on

Kctil before he set out, it is evident that he intended

to adopt the same method, for the permanent subjec-

tion of the Hebrides to his sway, which had proved
successful with the Orkneys. The islemen appear
to have been quite unprepared for the vigorous
mtw " which Harold adopted, and were easily
snbdued by Kctil, who compelled the native chiefs

to acknowledge his authority, and to pay him tri-

bate.

No sooner, however, did the Norwegian Jarl find

himself in the quiet possession of his new domin-

fona, than he resolved to renounce his allegiance to

Harold, and to declare himself the independent

OTSreign of the Hebrides. With this view, he

ought to gain the favour of the islanders by confirm-

ing to them their ancient privileges, and by form-

ing alliances of various kinds, both with the native

chiefs, and with several of the leaders of the pirates.
He then dismissed the troops he had brought with
him from Norway, and declared himself independ-
ent of the Norwegian king. His plans were so skil-

lullj laid and so vigorously executed, that, in spite
of the power of Harold, Kctil remained sovereign
of the Western Isles during the remainder of his
lifc. He was succeeded by his son Helgi, and his

grandson, Thorstein the Rod ; but the native chiefs
of the Isles seem soon after to have succeeded in

throwing off the Norwegian yoke altogether.
Helgi, with his adherents, scttled'in Iceland, while
Thorstein, in company with his mother, Audur, the

daughter of Ketil, proceeded to the Orkneys. At a
MhwqMBt period, the Western Isles fell under the

of Sigurd, Jarl of Orkney, and his son,
Inn, although they seem never to have been

"gather independent of Norway, as they received

Z^?. **^ ^C ^"dinavian peninsula, and
titrate to its monarch*. But their subjection
ittle more than nominal, till, in the last year of

Malcolm Oanaote's reijm, Magnus Barefoot, king
T Norway, invaded the Hebrides with a powerful

* nd completely subdued them, together with

|rkaeys
and the Isle of Man. Many of the

ats fled for refuge to the mainland of Scot-
the remainder, with their chiefs, were

1 to submit to the power of the conqueror,
rrttuh king was at that time making pre-
for that fatal expedition into England in

life, he found it impossible to
remote parts of his dominions, and

was compelled to leave them in the possession of

the Norwegian monarch.

At the time of KetiTs death, Sigurd was Jail of

the Orkney Islands. He gave a
Xorwegi]U1 Jo.

hospitable reception to Thorstem minion in the

the Red, the grandson of the de- North of Sco;

ceased chief, on his expulsion from
A 'D-

the Hebrides, and entered into a close alliance with

him. With their united forces the two pirate

chiefs invaded the northern districts of Scotland,

and made themselves masters of Caithness, Suther-

land, Ross, and Moray. Two of the Scottish Ma-

ormors of these provinces, Meldun and Melbrigda

Tonn, were slain. According to the Norse Sagas,

the death of the latter was revenged upon Sigurd
in a veiy singular manner. Melbrigda Tonn, or

Maolbride the Buck-toothed, say these writers, de-

rived his appellation from a peculiarly prominent

tooth; and Sigurd having slain him in battle, cut

off his head, and suspended it to the front of his

saddle as he galloped over the battle field. The

violence of the motion caused the prominent tooth

to inflict a wound on the thigh of the Jarl, -which

inflamed, and ultimately caused his death.*

Sigurd was succeeded by his son, Guttonn, at

Jarl of Orkney, while Thorstein the Red took pos-
session of the newly acquired territories on the

mainland, and assumed the regal title. Buc his

sovereignty -was of short duration. He had en-

joyed his conquests only about six years, when a

vigorous attempt Avas made to wrest them from

his possession by the native chiefs of the district,

under the command of Duncan the Maormor of

Caithness. A fierce battle ensued, Expulsion of

in which Thorstein was defeated Norwegians.

and slain, and the Norwegians were expelled from

the mainland of Scotland about A.D. 900.f
About eighty years after this date, the Norwe-

gian inhabitants of the Orkney Conversion of

Islands were converted to the Chris- the Orcadians.

tian faith, by the influence of the Norwegian king,

Olaf, on his return from an expedition to Ireland, in

the year 998. The Celtic part of the population had,

at an early period, been induced to embrace C

tianity, by the zealous followers of St. Columba.J.
For nearly a century after the death of Thorstein,

the Scottish chiefs appear to have retained undis-

turbed possession of the northern districts of the

country, with the exception of Caithness, which

fell into the hands of Thorfinn, Jarl of Orkney, in

consequence, it is supposed, of his marriage with

the daughter of Duncan, the Maormor of that pro-
vince. Towards the close of the tenth century, an

attempt vras made by the Scots, under Finlay, son

of Ruari, Maormor of Moray, to recover possession
of Caithness

; but, after an obstinate engagement,
they were defeated by Sigurd, then

Conquests of

Jarl of Orkney, who immediately Sigurd,

overran the whole of the northern A -D - 986~
districts of Scotland with his victorious army, and

*
Landnamabok, Olafs Saga, &c., quoted by Mr. Skena

rol. i. p. 05.

+ Ibid.

1 Totteus, Orcades, chap. ii.
; Caledonia, vol. i. p. 8-10.
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took possession of Sutherland, Moray, Ross, and

Argylo. After holding these territories for seven

years, the Norwegians were surprised and expelled

by a sudden rising of the Scottish Maormors and

r followers. Sigurd, on receiving intelligence

of this successful revolt, collected a numerous army
among the islands, and proceeding at once to the

Scottish mainland, attacked and put to flight a

hostile army stationed near Duncansbay Head, for

the purpose of arresting his progress. But on

learning that Malcolm, the Maormor of Moray, was

approaching with an overwhelming force, the Nor-

ian Jarl retreated to his own dominions in the

Orkneys, and left the Scots in possession of the

disputed territory.

Soon after this success, Malcolm obtained pos-

session of the Scottish throne on the defeat and

death of his rival, Kenneth Macduff, at Monivaird,
. 1003. Two years after his accession to the

mce between threne, a reconciliation was efiect-

SigurJ and ed between the new monarch and
Malcolm II.

his former antagonist, Sigurd; and
their alliance was strengthened by the marriage of

the Norwegian earl with the daughter of Malcolm.

The only issue of this union was a son, named

Thorfinn, who afterwards became the most power-
ful carl of his race. On the death of Sigurd in the

dy battle of Clontarf, near Dublin,* the Scot-

tish king took charge of Thorfinn, who was at that

time only five years of age, and ultimately put him
in possession of the province of Caithness, which

,

had so often been the subject of contention between
the Norwegians and Scots. Mr. Skene, who has

altogether departed from the generally received

history of this period, is of opinion, that instead of

Malcolm II. having reigned thirty years over Scot-

land, there were two Malcolms, of different families,

the first of whom reigned twenty-six, the latter

four years.f He contends that, on the death of

Malcolm II., his successor, who belonged to a rival

faction, endeavoured to dispossess Thorfinn of the

territories which he held on the mainland of Scot-

land, and that the Norwegian not only overcame
his assailants in repeated engagements, both by sea

and land, but followed up his success by conquer-

ing the whole country as far as the Frith of Tay,
and completely subjugating the inhabitants.

" The Norwegians," he adds,
" thus obtained

ian con-
effectual possession of the greater

in the part of the north of Scotland ;
and

mh of Scotland, their kingdom, which, by the ta-m '

lents and energy of Thorfinn they
were enabled to retain for thirty years, was un-

paralleled in its extent and duration by any pre-
vious or subsequent conquest. Besides the Orkneys,
which was their original seat, their possessions in

This event is celebrated in an ancient poem, of which
ay's celebrated Ode,

" The Fatal Sisters," is a para-
phrase. Sigurd had gone to the assistance of Sigtrig, the I

Viking of Dublin, against the famous Irish monarch, Brian
;

Boru.

This view he has adopted, he says, in consequence of

uding the most remarkable c jincidence between the Irish
Annals and the Norse Suga, both of whom agree in these

particulars. Sec Skene's Highlanders, vol. i. pp. 108114.
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Scotland consisted now of the Hebrides, and at nine
of the great districts, or earldoms, of Scotland,
which, as far as can be gathered from the *f ,

appear to be those of Caithness, Nosv, Sutherland,
Ross, Moray, Gamioran, Buchan, Marr.and Angus,
while to the Scots there remained nothing north of
the Friths of Forth and Clyde, except the district*
of Fyfe, Strathcrn, Menteith, Oowry, and '^mrr.
with the two northern districts of Atholl and
Argyll."
The version which the Norwegian Sagat gire of

the history of Duncan and Mao-
both also differs considerably from Cu imoftS ate-
the- account contained in the pages torr of DOMM
of the Scottish chroniclers. Ac- *"* MacUth.

cording to the former, Duncan, who was the no of

Crinan, Abbot of Dunkeld, by Beatrice, daughter
of Malcom II., reigned only over the southern part
of Scotland, while Thorfinn, who also was the

grandson of Malcolm, possessed the northern por-
tion of the kingdom. After Duncan had enjoyed
the throne for six years, his people resolved" to

attempt the recovery of the extensive territories in

the north which Thorfinn had conquered. Taking
advantage of the absence of the Norwegian prince
on an expedition to England, the Scots, with Don-
can at their head, penetrated as far as the district

of Moray, without encountering apparently any
resistance. The Gaelic inhabitants of the north,

however, who preferred remaining nnder the Nor-

wegian yoke rather than submit to a chief of their

own race, whose title to the throne they could not

admit, opposed the farther progress of Duncan, and

Macbeth, the Maormor of Moray, attacked him in

the neighbourhood of Elgin, defeated his army, and

put him to the sword.

The victorious chief, following up his success, made
himself master of the whole country that had ac-

knowledged the authority of Duncan, and with the

sanction and assistance of the Norwegians, kept

possession of the Scottish throne for a period of

eighteen years. The adherents of Duncan's family

made several unsuccessful attempts to dispossess

him. In one of these, A.D. 1045, Crinan, the father

of Duncan, was slain, with a great number of his

supporters. Nine years after, Malcolm Canmore,

Duncan's eldest son, who had token refuge in

England, obtained the assistance of a Saxon army,

under his uncle Siward, carl of Northumberland, to

recover possession of his father's throne, but he

succeeded in wresting from Macbeth only the pro-

vince of Lothian. Four years afterwards, Macbeth

was defeated and slain in the battle of Lumphanan,

during the absence of his Norwegian allies, on

a maritime expedition, in which their fleet was

almost totally destroyed by a tempest And on

the death of Thorfinn, which took place six years

after the accession of Malcolm Canmore, nearly

the whole of the Scottish mainland returned under

the dominion of the native chief, though the

northern and western isles continued in the

possession of the Norwegian Jarls; and about

the close of the eleventh century, were *nb-
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juried by Magnus Barefoot, the powerful king of

Norway.-
It is difficult to say how far this narrative of the

None Sagas is to be relied on, in those points in

which it differs from the generally received history.

It u evident, however, from the statements, both of

the Norwegians and of the Scottish chroniclers, that

.Lifian the incursions and settlements of

eoloniu. the Norsemen must have produced

a great change on the character of the population

of the northern provinces of Scotland. In the

more mountainous districts, the impervious nature

of the country presented an almost insuperable

barrier to the incursions of the pirates, and the

ancient Celtic inhabitants retained possession of

their territory. But in the eastern and more level

provinces, especially near the sea-coast, the ancient

inhabitants were almost entirely driven out and re-

placed by Norwegian colonists. About the middle

of the eleventh century, therefore, the pure Celtic

nee, who once possessed the whole of the north of

Scotland, from the western to the eastern sea, were

confined within those limits, which they have never

nee exceeded, while the eastern districts became

inhabited by a mixed race, principally, however, of

Norwegian origin.

In the meantime, the population of the south of

Scotland remained partly of Saxon, and partly of

Celtic descent, the Saxons possessing the whole of

the country south of the Frith of Forth, while the

Celts occupied the remaining districts. The num-
ber* and influence of the former, however, were

rapidly augmented by what has been called " the

Saxon Colonization of North Britain," the emi-

gration of Saxon colonists of all classes, into the

country, which, during the succeeding reigns, led

to the introduction of Saxon laws, institutions, and
farms of government into Scotland, and produced a

great revolution in the manners and customs of its

.tic inhabitants.

CHAPTER V.

tCCLWIASnCAL HISTORY.

Cn*TKTUMTY was introduced into Scotland at a

vwy early period. Towards the latter end of the
fcurth crntuiy. Xinian, the son of a British prince
of Cumberland, visitul Rome, and remained there

the necesnon of Siricius to the bishopric of
H*. "ho, according to Bede, ordained
Ute young Briton, and sent him to preach the

to the pagan tribes of Caledonia. St.
i or St Ringan, as he is commonly styled in
id, arrived in Britain about the year 397,

J*JtMMied the chief scat of his mission at
WTutheroe, in Galloway, where he erected the cele-

brated " Candida Casa," which Bede describe
as " a church of stone, built by xhe gospel
the southern Picts, in a manner preached by St.

unusual among the Britons.'' This
" white-walled cathedral church " of Whitherne,
which, notwithstanding its reputation, was doubt-

less a very humble and primitive structure,

became the shrine of its famous founder, and con-

tinued to be the resort of many a royal and noble

pilgrimage, down even to the Reformation. The
death of St. Ninian took place on the 16th of Septem-

ber, A.D. 432 a day which, for ages, was cele-

brated as a festival in honour of the virtues and
labours of this primitive bishop, whose memory
is still preserved in Scotland by the numerous

churches, chapels, and caves which bear his name.

From Whithern, as a centre, the Christian faith

speedily radiated to the surrounding districts, and

there is reason to believe that the labours of " the

brethren of St. Ninian "
extended even to England

and Ireland. So rapid was the progress of the

new faith in the British Isles, that about the time

of St. Ninian's death, Palladius Mission of Pal-

was sent from Rome " to the Scots laaius.

believing in Christ, as their first bishop."
* This

statement has occasioned a great deal of contro-

versy. There can be little doubt now, however,
that the chief mission of Palladius was not to the

Scots of Britain, but of Ireland, though it app
that, after leaving that country, he personally visited

the converted Picts of North Britain, and sent his

disciple, St. Servauus or St. Serf, to the northern

islands to preach the gospel to the inhabitants of

Orkney and Shetland. The author of the

chronicon states that King Eugenius gave ]

ladius and his companions a place of rcsL"

where he asked it, at Fordun in the Mearns, and

there he is said to have ended his days. Tlu

good reason to believe that the influence of his

labours was not evanescent, for before the close of

the century, a number of churches had been

founded, both in the islands and on the mai::

of Scotland.

About the middle of the sixth century, St. Kenti-

geni imparted the knowledge of Conversion of

Christianity to the Strathclyd Bri- the Strathclyd

tons, and is said to have founded

the see of Glasgow. In honour of his pious labours

the cathedral of that diocese was afterwards dedi-

cated to him, under the endearing name of

Mungo,f and many other localities in Scotland

perpetuate his memory. St. Rule, St. Adrian.

Woloc, and St. Kieran, are also deserving of m
as taking part in the good work of preaching the

Christian faith to the inhabitants of and of tlu>

the southern districts of Scot- Northern Picts bj

land. But the conversion of the
st Co1

northern Picts, which took place in the sixth cent

Prosper of Aquitaine, Chron. Temp. p. 26 ;
1

chap. xiii. ; Jamieson's Account of the Ancient Culdees,

p. 7
; Goodall's Introd. to Fordun.

+ Mungo, in the Norwegian language, signifies
'' JM*

friend ;

"
in the British, it means "

kind, gentle, courteous.
'

Se Caledonia, vol. i. p. 316, note.
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was effected, as we have seeu,* by the labours

of St. Columba
;
and the religious establishment

which he founded at lona is justly regarded as the

great centre from which the blessings of religion

and of civilization diffused themselves over the

whole country. It was certainly not owing to its

natural features that this island was selected to

become " the luminary of the Caledonian regions."

It is .scarcely three miles in length, and one in

breadth. The highest elevation in it is 400 feet,

and the surface is diversified with rocky hillocks

and patches of green pasture, or of mossy and boggy
soil. At the southern extremity, with the excep-
tion of a low sandy tract, it is a mere labyrinth of

rocks. It has been supposed that the isolation of

this little island, placed
" far amid the melancholy

main," and the security which it seemed likely to af-

ford, were the principal attractions to Columba and

his twelve disciples, when they sought an asylum

among the Scottish Picts, from the troubles of their

native land. But the old Celtic traditions seem

rather to indicate, that in the true missionary spi-

rit, this noble-minded benefactor of our country
" bearded the ancient faith in its stronghold, and

reared the primitive Christian fane of lona, where of

old the pagau circle had stood." The Highlanders, to

the present day, frequently designate lona by the

name of Innis nan Druidheanach, or the Island of

the Druids or magicians ;
and a green eminence,

close to the sound which separates it from the west

point of the Island of Mull, is still called Claodh

nan Druidheanach, or the Druids' Burial-place.f
Odonellus relates, that when Columba first landed

in lona on Pentecost eve, some Druids who had
been there disguised themselves in the habits of

monks, and pretended that they had come to that

place to preach the gospel, with a request that he

and his followers might betake themselves to some

other place, but that Columba immediately dis-

covered the imposture, and that they resigned the

field to him.J
We are informed by Bede, that the first churches

Conversion of the f the Britons were constructed of

Northern Picts timber
;
but the ecclesiastical struc-

ture erected by Columba and his disciples seems

not even to have aspired to the dignity of a wooden

church, but to have been composed only of stakes

i and wattles. A curious passage in his Life by
1 Adomnan, speaks of the primitive apostle of the

i

Picts as sending forth his attendants to gather

|

bundles of twigs with which to build their hospice,
and as being challenged by the proprietor from

|

whose lands they had collected the materials.

'After spending two years in erecting the sacred

'edifice, and the private dwellings of the monks,
,and in organizing the religious establishment,
! Columba commenced his pious labours among the

northern Picts. In the execution of the arduous

duties to which he had devoted himself, the zealous

missionary met with astonishing success. He

*
Ante, pp. 2527.

t Old Stat. Ace. vol. xiv. p. 199.

} Smith's Life of Culumba, p. D2.

VOL. i.

and his disciples seem to have travelled through
every part of the 1'ic-tUh territories. In a few
years the greater part of the nation was converted
to

Christianity, and hundreds of churche*. mom*.
teries, and cells were established throughout the

country. The indefatigable zeal of the Culdee
clergy induced them to carry the knowledge of the
Christian faith to the Anglo-Saxon
inhabitants of Nortlmmbria; and, M^VcfilE
not satisfied with the range of at- Northm ana

tion afforded by the mainland of
w**twn **

Britain, they undertook voyages to the northern
islands and the Norwegian seas, for the purpose of

propagating the gospel in these far distant region*.
Columba himself is said to have made a voyage to
the North Sea in his currach, and to have remained
there twelve days. His biographer mentions, that
the Saint happening to meet with a prince of the

Orkneys in the palace of King Brude, at Inverness,

requested him to extend his protection to "*i^tin

monks who had lately sailed to the Northern Seat,
and that the missionaries were afterwards rescued by
him from a situation of imminent danger.* Dicuil,

an Irish monk of the nintn century, states that monks
from Ireland resided in Iceland for six months,
and when the Norsemen first visited that island

in the latter half of the ninth century, it was unin-

habited, but they discovered traces of the former

presence of Irish monks, and found their books,

croziers, and bells. The monks referred to were,

in all probability, Culdees of lona ; for it is well

known that there existed in ancient times a church

in Iceland dedicated to St. Columba.t There

ample evidence that the inhabitants of the Western

and Northern Isles were converted to the Christian

faith prior to any Norwegian settlement among
them ; and in many of these islands interesting

traces still remain of the collegiate establishments

founded by St. Columba and his followers. I After

a life of unwearied activity in doing good, this illus-

trious benefactor of our country died on the 9th of

June, 597, at the advanced age of sevenry-eevcn,
"
leaving his monastery firmly settled, a people con-

verted by his labours from Paganism to Christianity,

and a name for the celebration of every ape."

Oswald, who succeeded to the throne of Northum-

bria in the year 634, had spent his youth in lona,

to which northern sanctuary he had fled for refuge,

and having been instructed in the doctrines of the

Christian faith by the primitive disciple* of Co-

lumba, he naturally made application to them tor

religious teachers who might communicate the

knowledge of Christianity to his people also.

" He sent to the elders of the Scots," say* Bede,
"
amongst whom, during his ba- mid*; mi*U to

nishment, he had been baptized,
Noitbumbwta**.

that they might send him a bishop by whose

doctrine and ministry the nation of the Angle*

whom he governed might be instructed in the

* Vita St Columb. lih. ii. chap. xvii. apod Messingharo.

f Wilson's Archaeology, p. 480.

t Chalmers (Caledonia, vol. i. p. 821), and noUs), enn

rates upwards of twenty churches, chapels, and monast*n*

bearing tue name of St. Columba,
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Christian faith." A monk, named Corman, was

accordingly sent from lona to Northumberland, but

his temper and disjwsition seemed to have rendered

him unlit for the difficult duty intrusted to him,

and he pecdily returned to the monastery. A
council of the "elders was convened to hear his

report While he was describing the barbarous

dispositions
and gross ignorance of the Northum-

brians, and vindicating on that ground the aban-

donment of his mission, a voice was heard exclaim-

I'.rother, you seem to have forgotten the apos-

:> junction, that little children should be fed

with milk, that they might afterwards be fitted for

stronger food." Every eye was turned upon the

speaker, who was Aidan, a monk of the establish-

ment. The council immediately determined that

he should be sent " to instruct the unbelieving and

the illiterate it being proved that he was super-

eminently endowed with the gift of discretion."*

He was accordingly ordained and sent to the court

of Oswald, where he was eminently successful in

instructing and civilizing the rude Northumbrians.

He was, it seems, but imperfectly acquainted with

the English language, but Oswald, who understood

the Celtic tongue, acted as interpreter between the

preacher and the people. Aidan was appointed

Bishop of Lindcsfarne, where he fixed his seat and

erected a monastery in the year 635. The northern

limits of his bishopric extended into Teviotdale and

Lothian, and the monastery of Mailros owes its

original foundation to his zealous labours. Finan,
his successor in the bishopric, was also ordained

and sent by the College of lona, A.D. 651, and he,

as we shall see, sent missionaries to preach the

gospel to the East Saxons. Ten years later, on
the death of Finan, the Culdecs appointed Colman,
one of their number, to discharge the duties of the

ofiee. But, in consequence of a dispute with the

Romish bishops respecting the proper mode of ob-

serring Easter, in wlu'ch they were supported by
King Oswy, Colman resigned his bishopric, and,

along with his disciples, leturned to lona, about
A.D. 864. The religious community which Aidan
had established on the island of Lindisfarne con-

1 to flourish for more than two centuries, until
it was dttrtroyed by the Danes.

!> regard to the doctrines held by Columbn,
nne* of wo are informed that he was nc-

i-oiuiuU. customed to draw them from the

unpolluted fountain of Divine truth. As he was
ttsMttf much given to the study of the Holy Scrip-
tares, he taught his disciples to appeal constantly
to the same infallible standard, and declared that

nly to be the Divine counsel which he found in
u of God.t His followers, as we learn

from Btdc, would receive those things only which
mtained in the writings of the prophets,

angflut*. and apontlcs, diligently observing the
""I purity. And of Aidan, one

'"<l f their number, who,
D have iecn, was sent to instruct the North-

B*d, lib. iii. chp. r.
t Viu SL Cvlumb. 'lib. iii. chap. xii.

umbrians in the truths of Christianity, he says,
" All the gifts which were conferred on him

by kings, or by the rich of this world, he imme-

diately distributed with the greatest cheerfulness

to the poor who came in his way. So far was his

njode of living removed from the indolence of our

time, that he required of all his associates, whether

clergy or laity, that they should give themselves to

meditation, either by reading the Scriptures, or by
being at pains to ^-arn the psalmody."*
The establishments of the Culdees,f although

they were characterised by not a Nature of the

few of the peculiarities of the Culdee establish-

monastic societies, yet in many
important points differed widely from these ascetic

institutions. So far were they from regarding
the marriage relation as inconsistent with their

character, that it seems to have been held in honour

among them. Although, as members of the same

society, they possessed some things in common,

yet their wives and children, or their nearest rela-

tions after the death of any of them, divided their

property and laid claim even to the offerings which
had been made at the altar.J At a later period,

it appears that their abbots, in some places at least,

succeeded to their office by hereditary right ; and
so strictly did they follow this mode of succession

in the bishopric of Armagh, in Ireland, that fifteen

generations of the same family filled the episcopate.
The Culdees of St. Andrews, however, were not

permitted to keep their wives in their own houses
;

but this regulation is supposed to have been framed

in a subsequent age, when the increasing influence

of that system of superstition which " forbids to

many," and presumes to put asunder those whom
God hath joined together, constrained the Culdees

so far to yield to the tide of popular feeling in

favour of celibacy.
The members of the Culdee establishments lived

under a rule usually called " The
,,

r> i /. ,-. , , , . i . T Their mam desiffn.
Rule of Columblull," which is

said to have been drawn up by Columba himself,

and is still extant. But though they might deem
certain regulations necessary for the preservation
of order, they were not, like the monastic societies,

associated expressly for the purpose of observing
this rule. Their main design was to train up
others for the work of the ministry. Their estab-

lishments were, in fact, seminaries of the clnu-ch,

both in North Britain and in Ireland. Hence it

has been justly observed, that they may more

properly be viewed as colleges, in which the

various branches of useful learning, both human
and divine, were taught, than as monasteries. The

clergy of lona passed much of their leisure time

in working at the mechanical arts and in the

practice of music, and their pupils were not only

Rede, lib. iii. chap. iv. and v.

t Culdee is supposed to have been derived cither from
Ci7, or Cel, a retreat, and De, God or more probably from
Gilt<--l)c, a servant of God.

Excerpt Reg. St. Andr. Pinkerton's Enq. i. App. p.
4(52.

Smith's Life of Columba, p. 135 : Jamieson's Account
of the Culdees, p. 88.
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instructed in theological learning and in the know-

ledge of the arts and sciences which were at that

time known, but were also taught experimentally
the benefits arising from bodily labour and the ex-

ercise of some mechanical art. The purity of their

lives, their industry and frugality, and their dis-

regard of secular honours and preferments, obtained

for them universal esteem, and gave them vast in-

fluence among all classes of the community.
In each of the monasteries or colleges established

by the Culdees there were twelve brethren, with a

provost or abbot, who had supreme authority over

the rest, and who was chosen by the brethren from

Form of govern- among themselves. The form of
ment church government established

among the Culdees has been the subject of a keen

and lengthened controversy.* The zealous Presby-
terian maintains, that the church established by
Columba was formed on a Presbyterian model, and

that it recognized the great principle of clerical

equality. The devout believer in the apostolic

origin and authority of Episcopacy, can discover

nothing essentially different from the diocesan epis-

copacy which at that time generally prevailed;
and the Roman Catholic sees evidence of the exist-

ence of his own peculiar doctrines in that church,
which both the other parties are agreed in pro-

nouncing to be the solitary exception to the

universal prevalence of its dogmas, and the earliest

witness against its 'corruptions. Each party has,

unfortunately, been more anxious to prove its re-

semblance to their own cherished system of church-

government than to ascertain its actual constitu-

tion. They have eagerly seized hold of every
circumstance which appeared to favour their hypo-
thesis, and attempted to neutralize and explain

away whatever was adverse to their system, f
The principal authority with regard to the form

of government in the Culdee church is the follow-

ing passage of Bede :
" That island (lona) is always

wont to have for its governor a presbyter-abbot,
to whose authority both the whole province and

controversy re- even the bishops themselves, by an

gartling. unusual constitution, ought to be

subject, after the example of their first teacher, who
was not a bishop, but a presbyter and monk."J
From this passage the Episcopalians argue, that

Bede must have used the word bishop (epis-

copus) in its ordinary sense, and consequently, that

the church of the Culdees must have been an

Episcopalian one
;
and they attempt to explain the

anomalous circumstance of these bishops being sub-

iect to a presbyter, by asserting that the monastery
of lona possessed a bishop as well as an abbot, anc

that the bishops (episcopi) who were subject to the

presbyter-abbot were merely those bishops of lona

over whom the abbot had some jurisdiction in

temporal matters. They farther allege, that in

mentioning the mission of Aidan and Finan, from

* On the Episcopalian side, Lloyd, Stillingfleet, and Keith

may be consulted
; on the Presbyterian, Selden, Sir James

Dalrymple, and Dr. Jamieson.
t Skene's Highlanders, vol.i. p. 183.

J Hist. lib. iii. chap. iv.

he college of lona, to preach the Christian fiuth to
:he Northumbrians, Bede adds, in both cac*, that

;hey "received the degree of episcopacy ;

"
that

the same author elsewhere state*, that " t'cdd the

jresbyter had been sent to preach the gocpcl to the
East Saxons, and that I5i>!mp Finan, teeing his

success in the work of the gosjn-1. and having
called to him two other bishop* for the ministry of

ordination, made him bishop over the nation of the
East Saxons ; and that he, having received the

degree of episcopacy, returned to the province, and
with greater authority fulfilled the work which he
had begun, erected churches in different place*,
ordained presbyters and deacons, who might aut
dim in the work of faith and in the miuUtrjr of

baptism ;

"* and that, in another part of his work,
Bede mentions that Pope John wrote a letter to

the heads of the Scottish or Culdee church,

addressed to the bishops, presbyters, doctors or

abbots of the Scots, and implying both the exist-

ence and the superiority of the episcopal order in

the church.f The evidence of Adomnan is also

adduced, who narrates, that Columba ujx>n one

occasion sent for a priest at the consecration of the

eucharist, and that, suddenly casting a look at him,

he desired him to use the privilege of his order and

to break the bread according to the episcopal

mode.J On the other hand, it is argued by the

Presbyterians, that if a presbyter possessed the

supreme government of the Culdee church, it mu-t

have been essentially a Presbyterian church ; and

in answer to the objection derived from the men-

tion of bishops by Bede, they assert that the word

had a different signification in the Culdee church

from that in other churches, and did not imply a

distinct or superior order of clergy. They deny

that the monastery of lona poes>i-d a bishop as

well as an abbot, as there is not, either in t!.

annals wliich contain many particulars regarding

that island or in other historians, the smallest

trace of any Bishop of lona different from the

Abbot of lona, and they contend, that if there was

nothing unusual or anomalous in the constitution of

the Culdee church, with the mere exception that

the abbot exercised jurisdiction
over the bi>hop in

some temporal matters, it is difficult to suppose that

Bede would have intimated the existence of an un-

usual form of government in the strong and precis

terms which he uses. With regard to the muri

of Aidan and Finan it is alleged, that they w

not only chosen and sent forth, but ordained byti

college of Culdees at lona, in which there

bishops ;
and consequently, that though these I

sionaries were termed bishops, they eou'd not h

been diocesan bishops, as they received holy o

from the hands of presbyters. Colman, w

ceeded Finan, and was also sent from lona, ex

declares that he received his episcopal honours, o

what kind soever they were, from the (

Elders. "The Easter which I keep," says he,
"

received from my Elders, who sent me hither a

Hist. lib. iii. chap. ii. + nU. lib- dl P-

1 Vita St. Columb. lib. i. chap. xvi.
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hUhop." The n.. -^nt to the Northumb-

rians, though clothfd with episcopal honours, con-

sidered thcniM-lvo as .still subject to the authority

of the Council of Kldrrs, by whom they were

ordained and sent out, and supplied from time to

time with coadjutors, and to whom, on their return,

they gave a report of their mission. The ordina-

tion of Cedd took place among the Saxons, and is

accounted for by the fact that the Church of

Rome had greater influence in the south than in

the northern port of Britain, as, half a century

before that event, Augustine had been sent to Eng-
land by Pope Gregory, for the purpose of subject-

ing it more effectually to his authority. The letter

of Pope John, it is affirmed, was addressed to the

dignitaries of the Scots in Ireland, not in North

Britain ; and in proof of this statement, reference

is made to the fact, that mention is made in the

superscription of the Archbishop of Armagh, the

Bishops of Connor and Clonmacnois, and of the

Abbot of Roacree, all in Ireland
;
and it is argued

that, as the seats and titles of the rest of the

bishops and abbots ore not known, the presumption
U. that they were Irish too. The statement of

Adomnan is regarded as of little weight, because it

rests on the authority of a very credulous writer,
who makes it appear that Columba discovered the

bishop by some supernatural impulse, and who,
Boreorcr, is known to have strained every nerve to

bring the monks of lona under the papal authority.
And at all events', it is alleged, all that can be in-

ferred from this solitary proof is, not that

Gohunba did not claim an ecclesiastical jurisdiction
over "

bishops themselves," but that he paid this

respect to a stranger who had come from a distance,
and did not belong to the province over which he

presided. The testimonies of various other ancient
writers arc adduced in support of the account

giren by Bede. In the Saxon Chronicle it is

atated, under the year 560, that " there ought to be

always in li an abbot but no bishop, and to him
ought all the Scottish bishops to be subject, for the
rawon that Columba was on abbot, not a bishop."
'orduit Mrs, that before the coming of Palladius,

Scots had, as teachers of the faith and ad-
the sacraments, only presbyters and

following the custom of the primitive
And in the Breviary of Aberdeen it is

ud, that before the time of Palladius "the Scots
Mfcr teachers of the faith and ministers of the
cramenU, presbyters and monks, following only

and custom of the primitive church."

leorjr, differing in some respects from both of
ws, has been advtx-nud by Mr. Skcne, in

torjr of the Highlanders of Scotland." f
opinion, i:,,- (Vuli-c church was

essentially

ijwcopal church, but at the same time it dif-
nos respects from that form of church-*t To understand the peculiarities of its

l^i "y" U Wil1 t* n^ssary to bear in
the Cnldoc church included the province

Scota in Ireland, as well as the

rw,Bk.HLcl*p.riiL t VoL L rp . l'Jti-1: 7

northern Picts in Scotland; and tliat it was the

work of St. Patrick in the fifth century, not that

of Columba in the sixth (as generally supposed),
who merely added the nation of the northern Picts

to its jurisdiction. The churches of Britain, of the

southern Scots, founded by Palladius, and of the

southern Picts by Ninian, had all einaiiated from

Rome, and unquestionably derived their form of

government and worship from her. The Culdee

church the church of the northern Picts and

northern Scots was in a very different situation,

for it as unquestionably emanated from the church

of Gaul, a church always opposed to that of Rome,
and claiming a descent from the church of Ephesus,
and its founder, St. John the Evangelist ;

and it

was under the teaching of St. Martin, of Tours,
that St. Patrick framed the system of church-

gOA'ernment which he afterwards introduced. In

the year 380, about fifty-two years before the Cul-

dee church was established by St. Patrick, the

monastic system was, for the first time, introduced

into Europe by St. Martin. In the monastery
which he established at Tours, the monks consisted

of laymen, and the abbot was at first an ordained

presbyter. But in a short time a bishop was pro-
vided for the exclusive use of the monastery. Avho

was elected by the abbot and monks, and ordained

by the adjacent bishops, to the end that he might
preach and discharge episcopal offices in the monas-

tery ; and this bishop was obliged to reside within

its walls, and submit to its monastic rule. St.

Patrick was the nephew of St. Martin, whom he

visited at Tours
;
and Mr. Skene contends that the

system of church-polity \vhich he afterwards intro-

duced into Ireland, was framed on the model of his

uncle's monastic institutions. In the Culdee mo-

nasteries, however, the monks were not laymen,
but ordained clergymen, and their system pre-

sented the still more remarkable peculiarity, that

many of the abbots possessed the same character,'

exercised the same functions, and in every respect

occupied the same position with the bishops of the

other churches; and the monasteries over wliich

these abbots presided possessed a jurisdiction over

a certain extent of territory in the neighbourhood,
in the same way as the bishops did in other

churches. Mr. Skene therefore concludes, that the

great peculiarity of the Culdee church was the

union of the clerical and monastic orders into one

collegiate system, where the abbot and the bishop
was the same person, and the inferior orders of

presbyters and deacons formed the monks, who
were under his control. This conclusion, he main-

tains, is borne out by the statements of the older

historians, in whose works we can distinct 1;

a division of the Culdee abbots into two orders,

of bishop-abbots, and presbyter-abbots ;
the former

being the rulers of the monasteries which had been

founded by the primate, the latter, of the monas-

teries which had emanated from those ruled by a

bishop-abbot, and were intended to remain subor-

dinate to the monastery from which they pro-

ceeded, and not to form a separate jurisdiction,
I"
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its polity, then, the Culdee church may be regarded
as a collegiate system carried to its fullest extent

;

and in its mode of operation it may he viewed as a

missionary church, peculiarly adapted to the state

and character of the people among whom it was

established.

The Culdee church, at first, consisted of the pro-

vince of the northern Scots in Ireland alone, and

the primacy of the whole church was vested in the

monastery 01" Armagh. In the middle of the

nth century, the primacy was removed from

Armagh to lona, the abbot of which, though only a

presbyter, assumed the office of primate of the

whole Culdee church. On the conquest of the

southern Picts by the Scots of Dalriada, the Cul-

dee system of polity was introduced among that

race, and appears to have supplanted the system
founded by St. Ninian, who, as we have seen, was

educated at Rome. In consequence, it would seem,

of this great accession of territory to the Culdee

church, the primacy was removed from lona to

Dunkeld, a monastery belonging to the northern

Picts. After an interval of only forty years, the

primacy was once more removed from Dunkeld to

St. Andrews, during the usurpation of Grig, the

Gregory of the chroniclers, probably with the view

of conciliating the clergy of the southern Picts.

After this period there appears to have been no

alteration in the outward form of the church until

the reign of David.*

The most important religious establishments

The relictions "which the Culdees possessed in

houses of the Scotland were at Abernethy, Dun-
Culdees.

blane, Scone, Brechin, Monymusk,
Mortlach, St. Andrews, Dunkeld, and Lochlcven.

Many of these afterwards became episcopal sees.

According to the Pictish Chronicle, a religious house

was founded at Abernethy, by Nectan, King of the

?'icts, who reigned about the year 455. He dedi-

cated the royal foundation to God and to St. Brigid,
and endowed it with lands " until the day of doom.;"
the boundaries ofwhich are minutely specified from

the stone at Apurfeirt to the stone near Cairfuill.t

The structure erected by Nectan was in all pro-

bability a wooden church,
" after the manner of

the Britons," and so remained until about A.D. 711,

when we are informed by Bede that a second

Nectan. King of the Picts, sent messengers to Ceol-

fred, Abbot of Jarrow, requesting him to send

architects, who, according to the manner of the

Romans, should erect a church of stone among his

people. A collegiate church was
Abernethy. 5 j j 'i_ j .-> cfounded here during the reign of

"W illiam the Lion, and it attained high celebrity as

a place of learning. William bestowed the church

\bernethy, with its chapels, lands, and tithes, on
the abbey of Aberbrothoc, and the Culdees were re-

placed by canons regular in the year 1273. Every
vestige of the ecclesiastical buildings has been anni-

hilated, except a single round tower, which still

* Skene's Highlanders, vol. i. pp. 200, 201.
Now written and pronounced Carpow a place about a

mile east from the present village of Abernethy.

remains, as the only evidence of the former glory
of this once celebrated seat of religion and l^minf.A religious house, which wan dedicated

Sen-anus, or St. Sui. was erected at a very early
period ori*&n islet in Lochlcvcn. In the Register
of St. Andrews it is stated, thnt

Brude, the King of the Pictn, about
I<oeU *"-

the year 700 bestowed the island of Lochlevcn on
St. Serf, and the Culdees residing there and wring
God. St. Serf was (according to Wyntown, tbo
Prior of Lochleven) contemporary with Adomnan,
Abbot of lona. This religious establishment wan
enriched by liberal donations from successive king*
of Scotland. Macbeth, Malcolm III., Edgar, and
his brother Ethclred, appear in the list of it* bane
factors. The brethren of St Serf were expelled
from their secluded retreat by David I., and their

establishment was merged into the new priory of

canons regular of St. Austin, established at St.

Andrews. A catalogue of the Lochleven library
has been preserved,* at the time of its spoliation

by the " soir sanct," as David was termed by one

of his successors. It consisted of seventeen volumes,

among which were the Gospels, the Acts of the

Apostles, and the three books of Solomon ; a

Commentary on the book of Genesis, and another

on the Song of Solomon, no discreditable indica-

tion, it has been justly said, of the studies of these

recluses of St. Serf's Isle. At... . 1 orunout.
Portmoak, on the eastern margin
of Lochleven, there was founded during the ninth

century, by Hungus, the Pictish king, a religious

house, where the Culdees performed their accus-

tomed functions for many a generation, till they,

too, became the prey of the prior and canons of

St. Andrews, during the general re-organization

of the ancient religious establishments.

Dunkeld was selected for the site of a Culdee

house at a very early period. It nnnVaLi
is stated by Abbot Myln, who was

a canon of Dunkeld, that Constantino, King of the

Picts,
" from his devotion for St Columba, at Mat

time patron of the trhole kingdom, founded and en-

dowed an illustrious monastery here, about the

year 729, and in this monastery he placed thoae

religious called Keldecs, having wives, according

to the custom of the oriental churches." f Dun-

keld for some time possessed the primacy of the

kingdom, and was long regarded as a second lona,

The house of the Culdees, at St. Andrews, wa

one of the most celebrated of their
gt Anirtwfc

religious establishments. Accord-

ing to an old monkish legend, it owes its origin to

of St. Andr. pp. 44, 43. The riniiiiifg~
.1 of the works of Ongen, the H

written by St. Bernard ;
three" Quires or Book* eocr

the Sacrament; the Reader, or Companion ;
Ix

or Lectionarium, or book containing tl

lessons ;
a work ascribed to Jerome : the writing of Proper

of Aquitain ; a Dictionary ;
a Book

toexplainig the Duties and 1

Abbots ; the Gradual, or Bookof

ok, and part of a book which w appoed U

been a collection of the writings of the fMhere.

+ JMnkerton's Enquiry, vol. ii. p. 267; ^jntown, b. n.

chap. viL
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Bagnio*. a monk of Achain, who, being warned of

God in a dream or vision, tliat the Emperor Con-

tantinc intended to translate the relics of St.

Andrew the martyr, then deposited in Patne, to

Constantinople, removed a portion of them, with

which he sailed westward, and after being long

tomd about at sea, he was driven into a bay

mar the place where St. Andrews now stands,

which then bore the name of Mucros (the Pro-

montory of Swine), and subsequently of Kilrymont

(the cell or church .on the King's Moor), and

there, about the middle of the fourth century, he

built the tower and church now known by his

name. This account places the date of this edifice

probably 400 years earlier than that of any build-

ing in Scotland, of which the age is satisfactorily

ascertained. In all probability, the religious house

at St. Andrews was founded by Hungus, the Pictish

king, who died in 833 ; for it is certain that, about

the year 82o, he founded a church at Kilrymont,
which henceforth received the name of the Apostle

Andrew, to whom it was dedicated.

There i* an ancient legend recorded in the Regis-
ter of St. AndrcwH, respecting the foundation of

the church of St. Kcgulus, which is worthy of no-

tice, rather as a curious example of the earliest tra-

dition a* to the national emblem of the cross of

St. Andrew, than on account of the authenticity of

it* tatcmrnta. Hungus, King of the Picts, it ap-

pears, had invaded Northumberland, and upon his

return wa overtaken by Athclstan, King of the

Saxons, at the head of a powerful army.
44

Having given order for battle against the next

day," aaya the historian,
"
Hungus betook himself

to prayer, spending most part of the night in that

exercise. A little time before day, falling into a

lumber, it teemed to him that the Apostle St. An-,
udrrw ttood by him, and assured him of the victory;
which viakm being related to the army, did much
tsjeowafe them. The history addeth, that in
the joining of the battle, there appeared in the air

a crow in the form of the letter X, which so terri-

fied the eoemiea aa presently they gave back, King
himaelf being killed. Hungus, to ex-

for the victory, gave to thetha

elwreh of Ilegulua, now called St Andrews, divers
rich gift*. aa chalices, baaonn, the image of Christ
to fold, and of his twelve apostles in silver. He
gave, likewise, a caw of beaten gold for preserving
the relics of 8t. Andrew, and restored to the spi-
rft" : <> of all corn, cattle, and herbage
within the realm, exempting them from answering
before any temporal judge ; farther, he did opjwint
the eroM of St. Andrew to be the budge and COR-
fawet of the Picta. both in their wan and othJr-

riae.wUch, so long aa that kingdom stood, was
rrrtd. and is by the Scots an yet retained."*

Tbea* gifts of Pictiah k
;:doubtedly

twdrf for the benefit of the Culdoes, for the re-
8t Andrews statea, that a tract of land,

'the Barony of th/Cddeea, below the Boar's

LUCO

III.

jnce

this

Brecliin.

Round towers.

Raik," was given byKingHungus to St. Rule. In the

tenth century, such was the celebrity of the Culdee

establishment at St. Andrews, that Constantine I"
abdicated his throne, and took up his residen<

among them, and died, A.D. 943, abbot of

monastery. It is supposed by some antiquarians

of high authority, that the interesting little church

of St. Regulus or Rule, to which allusion has already

been made, owes its origin to the Culdees, and was

used by them as a place of worship. Others, how-

ever, are of opinion that it was erected by Bishop

Robert, the founder of the Priory of Canons Regular
of St. Andrews, about A.D. 1144.

The ecclesiastical foundation at Brechin belongs
to the era of the kings of the Scot-

tish race, and is believed to have

been erected by Kenneth, the son of Malcolm, who

reigned from 967 to 991. The ancient Pictish

clironicle sums up the brief record of his reign in

these words :
" This is he who gave the great city

of Brechin to the Lord." Connected with this

establishment is one of those curious edifices called

round towers, so plentiful through-
out Ireland, but of which there are

only two examples in Scotland, at Abernethy and

at Brechin. The wildest theories of antiquarian

speculation have, from the days of Giraldus Cam-
brensis to those of O'Brien, been framed to account

for the origin and purpose of these singular build

ings. They have been regarded as intended for

the performance, respectively, of the religious rites

of the followers of Budha and of the Druids, and of

the early worshippers of fire and of the sun. They
have been identified with minarets for calling the

people to prayer ; they have been regarded as the

representatives of the material object of Phalic

worship ; they are supposed by some to have

been penitentiary prisons ; by others, monumental

tombs; while others, again, affirm them to have

been the observatories of ancient astronomers.

Some writers have maintained that they were

erected -by the Phoenicians, others by the Danes.

At length the conclusions which. Mr. Petrie has

come to in his instructive Prize Essay, published

by the Royal Academy of Dublin, seem to be gene-

rally acquiesced in. 1. That the towers are of

Christian and ecclesiastical origin, and were erected

at various periods, between the fifth and thirteenth

centuries. 2. That they were designed to answer,
at least a two-fold use, namely, to serve as belrries

and as keeps or places of strength, in which the

snajred utensils, books, relics, and other valuables

were deposited, and into which the ecclesiastics to

whom they belonged could retire for security in

cases of sudden predatory attack. 3. That they
were probably also used, when occasion required, as

beacons or watch-towers.* The round tower of

Brecliin is a slender turret of freestone, eighty-five
fvet in height to the cornice, and fifteen feet more to

the pinnacle of the roof or spire, of later date, which

* IVtne's Round Towers; O'lirien's Round Towers of

Ireland; Moore's Hist of Ireland, vol. i. p. :>0 ; liillinp'a
and Barn's Baronial and Eccles. Aiitiq. of Scotland, part EL
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has been added when the cathedral church was re-

erccti'd in the thirteenth century. The sides of the

v arc adorned with sculptures of a singular

and very tmtique style of carving. The tower has a

decided inclination in one direction, and in storms

of wind is seen visibly to sway from side to side.

The Culdces had establishments also at Mortlach,
] )unblane, Scone, Culross, Kirkaldy, Mailros or Mel-

rose,and in Oronsay, and Colonsay, and various other

places ;
but these, and all the other ancient Culdee

houses, were merged by David I. into the monastic

establishments which he founded. Columba, as we
have seen, taught his disciples to appeal to the Holy
Scriptures as the source of Divine truth, and from

a very early period they abjured the errors and

Opposition of the strenuously resisted the eucroach-

Culdees to the ments of the Church of Rome. It
errors of Rome has already been shown that the

Culdees denounced the Romish doctrine respecting
the marriage of the priests, and there is reason to

believe that their practical opposition to celibacy
was one great cause of their suppression. They
obstinately refused to conform to the mode in

which the Church of Rome observed Easter, and

the rite of the clerical tonsure.* It is believed, on

the authority of the celebrated Alcuin, who was

nearly contemporary with Bede, in the eighth

century, that the Scottish clergy rejected auricular

confession and priestly absolution,f
"
They re-

jected auricular confession as well as authoritative

absolution," says Toland,
" and confessed to God

alone, as believing God alone could forgive sins."

And the famous St. Bernard denounces the Irish

As this matter has been very often misunderstood, it

may be well to quote the following correct explanation :

" The difference between the Roman and Eastern Church
concerning Easter, which began about the year 200, lay in

this: The churches of Asia observed this least on the
fourteenth moon, upon whatsoever day of the week it fell

out. being the day on which the Jews offered their paschal
lar.iii. The church of Rome celebrated it on the Sunday
following that day, if it chanced not to fall on Sunday; hut
did not. as the eastern churches had from perpetual prac-
tice and tradition ever done, celebrate Easter on a week-
day. Thus the difference between the Romiin and Eastern
church only consisted in six days at most : and the only
question was, whether Easter was to be celebrated on the

week-day on which it fell, or on the Sunday following."
Very different was the dispute between the Roman

Church, and those of Britain and Ireland, concerning Easter.
i in the sixth century upon this ground : In 0-Svi,

is Kxignus, a Roman priest, introduced a great
. into the mode of computing Easter, of which the
.1 terms would neither instruct nor entertain tiie

reader. Suffice it to say, that his rule, adopted by the
Roman Church, threw the celebration of Easter a whole
month farther back than before. But Britain and Ireland

ibstinate for their old Easter, as they were lately
for the old st\le

;
and thus kept Easter a whole month be-

fure the Unman Church. Cuminius, who lived at the time,
specially mentions this difference of a month ; and the

dispute between the Roman and the British and Irish
churches was not known till Augustin the monK was bent
to convert the Saxons in 597." Pinkerton't Enquiry, vol. ii.

;

}\
ith regard to the tonsure, the Romish priests wore the

hair round the temples, in imitation of a crown of thorns,
;e Scottish clergy, according to the custom of the

Eastern Church, shaved it from their foreheads into the
form of a crescen-u

-tie to the very learned Men and Fathers in the
I'rovince of the Scots ;" Sibbald's Fife, p. 169.

Culdees for this among other reatona, that M
they

do not go to confession ; no one can be found who
applies ibr the prescription of j* imnce\ nor any one
who will prescribe it ;"

*
and lie C!M.>where state*

that "
Mulachy, bishop of Armagh, anew intro-

duced the most
salutary use of rnnfeariou and the

sacrament of confirmation." It has bee* MiinuBML
from the language of Bede, that the Cttldece did
not administer the sacrament of baptism accord-

ing to the practice observed in the Romish Chunk,
which is confirmed by the complaint made by
Lanfranc, Archbishop of Canterbury, against
the Irish Culdees, that "they baptized infant*

by immersion, without the consecrated chrism."
That they were also opposed to the doctrine of the
real presence, has been inferred from the commen-
tary which Scdulius, a bishop of Scottish extrac-

tion, who lived in the early part of the eighth

century, has given on 1 Cor. xi. 24 :
" l)o this in

remembrance of me." " He has left his memorial to

us in the same manner as any one who was about

to go to a great distance, should leave some pledge to

him whom he loved, that as often as he saw it he

might be able to recollect the benefits and the low
of his friend." f

The Culdees, it would appear, also withstood the

worship of angels and saints. "They paid no

respect to holy relics or to the mass; and they
condemned the Itomish practice of appointing
masses for the dead, and ottering up prayers to

them." Toland observes of the Irish Culdees, that
" in their public worship they made an honourable

mention of holy persons deceased, offering a sacri-

fice of thanksgiving for their exemplary life and

death, but not by way of propitiation for sins."

For he says, "They neither prayed to dead men
nor for them. And though naming particular

.men on such occasions gave a handle for creating

them afterwards into tutelary saints, yet, at that

time, the Irish were as far from addressing them

selves to saints as to angels. For they were per-

suaded (to use the words of Claudius, one of their

most celebrated divines) that ' while we art'

present world, we may help one another, cither by
our prayers or by our counsels ;

but when we comt

before the tribunal of Christ, neither Job, not

Daniel, nor Noah, can intercede for any one, but

even* one must bear his own burden;' which M

plain sense and Scripture. But that which i plain

nonsense, and nowhere authorized in Srripture

I mean the sen-ice for the dead the Irih never

practised till they were obliged >>*
the

Council of Cashel, convoked by order of Ht-ary the

Second, in the year 11".

They were equally opposed to the doctrine of

works of supererogation.
"
They were so far," saye

the same author,
" from pretending to do more

good than they were obliged to do, moch lese to

superabound in merit for the benefit of other* (but

* Vit Malach. chap. vi. p. Jtt". p.

son's Culdees, p. 218.

+ "Poland's Naz&r. Lett. ii. p. 28.

* Ibid. p. 26.

'
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fQfh others as should purchase these superfluities

of grace from their executors tlic priests), that they

readily denied all merit of their own, and solely

hoped* for salvation from the mercy of God, through

faith in Jesus Christ, whose faith, as a living root,

was to produce the fruit of good works, without

which it were barren or dead, and consequently use-

ICM; for as Claudius observes, from some other sage,
4 The faithful man does not live by righteousness,

but the righteous man by faith.' This excellent

sentence, culled out of numberless testimonies to

the same purpose in the oldest writers, compre-
hends at once and decides the whole controversy."*

Since such doctrines as these were held by the

Culdecs, it is not to be wondered at that they were

the objects of dislike and hostility to the supporters
of the Papal pretensions, who denounce their ex-

cfaMtTe devotcdness to the authority of Scripture,

their rejection of the ceremonies, doctrines, and

traditions, enjoined in
" the statutes of the holy

fathers," the rudeness of their forms of worship,
and the unauthorised character of their ecclesias-

tical government. In the acts of the second Coun-
cil of Chalons, A.D. 813, the Scottish clergy are

denounced in the following terms :
" There are in

certain places Scots who call themselves bishops,
and contemning many, without the licence of their

lords or superiors, ordain presbyters and deacons
;

the ordination of whom, because for the most part
it falls into the Simoninn heresy, and is subject to

many errors, we all with one consent decree that it

ought to be invalidated by all possible means."
And the fifth canon of the Council of Ceal-hythe,
A.D. 816, decrees, that no Scotch priest shall be
allowed to perform any duty of his function in

England, ungratefully overlooking the important
fret, that a great part of the north of England was
converted by missionaries sent from lona.

The chief reasons," says Dr. Henry,
"
assigned

br that Council for refusing to keep communion
i these Scotch Culdees were that they had no

tropolitan amongst them, paid little regard to
other orders, and that the Council did not know bv
whom they were ordained, t. e., whether they were
ordained by bishop* or not. The rectors or bishops
rthtsereral cells of the Culdees were both chosen

rfnwl. or consecrated by the members of
tM, which was probably the very thing1* which th. Council of Ceal-hythc was dissati*

1 to Dot without sufficient grounds, thcrc-
that the following testimony has been given

' lh
*J!

oWV*'tMIC* *** b
>-
* Culdees to the

omiptlaM of BOOM :

Scotland, given to ambition and avarice', went frc-

Vyrtlj
'to ROOM for preferment b the ehureh-^ ,t lay much that way the,,. th,v did

to advance the design of the Romish
lkmcf

I, boU, n* ^^ ^^U party. Many men went to and fro, between

-,.
u*arj of Briuiu, rol. m. p. 244.

Rome and Scotland, to bring the Scots to a full

obedience unto Rome, and conformity. By name

there was one Boniface sent from Rome to Scot-

land, a main agent for Rome in these affair* : but

he was opposed openly by several of the Scots

Culdees, or divines, namely, by Clemens and Sam-

son, who told him freely,
' That he, and those of

his party, studied to bring men to the subjection

of the Pope, and slavery of Rome, withdrawing
them from obedience to Christ

;

' and so, in plain

terms, they reproached to him and to his assistants,
' That they were corrupters of Christ's doctrine,

establishing a sovereignty in- the Bishop of Rome,
as the only successor of the apostles, excluding
other bishops ;

that they used and commanded
clerical tonsure

;
that they forbad priests' marriage,

extolling celibat; that they caused prayers to be

made for the dead, and erected images in the

churches;' to be short, 'that they had introduced

in the church many tenets, rites, and ceremonies,
unknown to the ancient and pure tunes, yea, con-

trary to them.' For the which and the like, the

said Clemens, and those that were constant to the

truth with him, were excommunicated at Rome as

heretics, as you have in the third volume of the

Concels, although the true reasons of their excom-

munication be not there set down." *

Throughout the whole of Europe, at this period,

learning was at a low ebb ; but, all circumstances

considered, the literature of the Learning of the

Culdees will bear a comparison Culdees.

with that of the clergy in any other part of Chris-

tendom. Their Irish brethren were held in the

highest estimation for their scholarship ; and, in-

deed, Ireland was at this time regarded as the chief

seat of learning in Europe. Bede informs us that

it was customary for the English of all ranks to

retire for study and devotion to Ireland, where

they were all hospitably received, and supplied

gratuitously with food, with books, and with in-

struction.! His contemporary, Aldhelm, describes

Ireland as " rich and blooming in scholars, and

adorned, like the poles of the world, with innumer-
able bright stars," and speaks of the "troops of

scholars daily transported thither." We know,
from other sources, that at this time, and down to

a considerably later period, the most distinguished
scholars in Europe were either Irishmen, or had
received their education in Irish schools. " That
the Hibernians," says the learned Mosheim,

" who
were called Scots, in this (the eighth) century, were
lovers of learning, and distinguished themselves in

these times of ignorance by the culture of the

sciences beyond all the other European nations,

travelling through the most distant lands, both

with a view to improve and to communicate their

knowledge, is a fact with which I have been long
acquainted ; as we see them in the most authentic
records of antiquity, discharging, with the highest
reputation and applause, the function of doctor in

France, Germany, and Italy, both during this and

* Pref. to Knox's Hist.
+ Bede, Hist lib. iii. chap, rxviii.
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the following century." Now the monastery of

]o;iu was an Irish foundation, and many of the

Scottish Culdees, in subsequent times, were either

natives of Ireland, or were educated there, and must,

consequently, have heen imbued with the learn-

ing for which the Culdee establishments of that

country were so famous. So early as the fourth cen-

tury, the celebrated heresiarch Pelagius, a Scottish

monk, enjoyed the highest reputation for his intel-

lectual ability and accomplishments; and some con-

troversial writings attributed to his pen still exist.

His disciple, Celestius, whose reputationwasnearly as

great as his master's, appears to have been his fellow-

countryman ;
for Jerome, the great opponent of the

Pelagian heresy, in one of his scurrilous invectives,

calls him a blockhead, swollen with Scotch pottage.
*

St. Patrick, the Apostle of Ireland, and the real

founder of the Culdee Church, who flourished in

the fifth century, was a native of North Britain.

He was a great patron of learning, and his chief

religious foundation, which was at Armagh, soon

became so famous as a school of theology, that at

one time it was said to have communicated in-

struction to seven thousand students. The monas-

tery of Armagh long possessed the primacy of the

Culdee Church, both of Scotland and Ireland, and

many of the Scottish Culdees received their educa-

tion in that seminary. The Confession of St. Pa-

trick was written in Latin
;
but the auther apolo-

gizes for the rudeness of his Latinity, owing to his

long habit of speaking Irish. To this period also

belongs Gildas, our earliest historian, the author of

two declamatory effusions in Latin, the one en-

titled a "
History of the Britons," the other an

'

Epistle to the Tyrants of Britain." Historians

differ both as to the degree of credibility due to

tliis author, and as to his country and parentage ;

but he appears to have been the son of Caw, Prince

of Strathclyd, and to have been born about the end
of the fifth or the beginning of the sixth century.
He was the brother of Aneurin, the famous bard.

The historian Xennius, or Ninian, one of the monks
of Bangor, was, in all probability, a fellow-coun-

tryman of Gildas. Contemporary with Nennius
was the Irish Culdee, St. Columbanus, who died in

The writings of this eminent man," observes

Mr. Moore,
"
display an extensive and various ac-

quaintance, not merely with ecclesiastical, but with

il literature. From a passage in his letter

to Boniface, it appears that he was acquainted both
with the Greek and Hebrew languages ; and when
it is recollected that he did not leave Ireland till he
was nearly fifty years of age, and that his life after-

wards was one of constant activity and adventure,
the conclusion is obvious, that all his knowledge of

elegant literature must have been acquired in the

schools of his own country. Such a result, from a

purely Irish education in the middle of the ninth

f'-ntury, is, it must be owned, not a little remark-

nMe."t Another learned Culdee of this age was

'

Scotornm pnltibus prsegravatus."
* Hist, of Ireland, vol. i. p. 267 ; Pict. Hist of England,

vol. i. p. 290

VOL. I.

St Cummian. the author of an epistle, rtill extant,
in defence of the Roman mode of corn puling KasUr.
addressed to Segienus, Abbot of lona, in which b*
shows a very extensive acquaintance both with the

subject of chronology and with the worlu of the

fathers, Greek as well aa Latin. " The rarioM
learning, indeed," says Mr. Moore, i^,^ mm" which this curious tract display*, among UM Soot-

implies such a
facility and range ttokeJstfjr.

of access to books, as proves the libraries of the
Irish students at that period to have been, for the
times in which they lived, extraordinarily well far-

nished." Among the Culdee scholars of this age,
mention must also be made of Caminius, the suc-

cessor of Columba as Abbot of lona, in 667, and of

Adomnan, who succeeded Cuminius in the same
office, 679. Both of these learned men wrote a
Latin Life of their illustrious predecessor. The
work of Adomnan, in particular, gives a most in-

teresting picture of the early condition of the

country, and of the arduous labours of these primi-
tive missionaries of the Cross.

Alcuin, the chief ornament of the imperial court

of Charlemagne, and the president of the University
of Paris, was by birth a Scot * So also was Clement,
the undaunted opponent of papal errors, who was
at the same time set over a public school in Italy ;

Albin, the author of a ti-eatise, published in the

name of Charlemagne, against the proceedings of

the Council of Nice, which had decided in favour of

image-worship, and Dungal, who presided ever the

institution at Pavia, and was selected by the Em-

peror Lothaire I. to superintend the whole sjste

of the Italian universities, and who has left various

works,
" which bear honourable testimony, both

to his scientific and bis literary acquirements."

Among the learned Scotch ecclesiastics of this age,

mention must also be made of Sedulius, the author

of a celebrated commentary on the Gospel of Mat-

thew and on the Epistles of Paul, and of a treatise,

entitled " The Concordance of Spain and Hibernia,"

who subscribed himself at a council of Pope Gre-

gory II., "a British bishop of Scottish descent."

His countryman, Virgilius, the Bishop of Salti-

burgh, a skilful philosopher and mathematician, aa

well as a good divine, is the author of a treatise in

which he refuted the then received opinion, that

the earth is a plain surrounded by the heavens at

its verge, and proved that it is of a spherical form,

and, consequently, that every nation had their anti-

podes. For broaching this opinion, he was perse-

cuted as a heretic by bis British contemporary,

Boniface, and nearly lost his life. Rabanus Mauraa,

another Scotchman, who finished his rdocatio

under Alcuin, was an accomplished scholar, am

wrote several commentaries on portions of the

* So great was the resort of learned men t

to the court of Charlemagne t this period, u
in the dedication of his Life of C * *

says,
"
Why do I speak of Scotland ? that w

most despising the dangers of the
jem,

p **^o'
1

"'

with a numerous train of philosopher*,
of

fomons, abdicating their native soil, ""* *

happy under your fliToar, as the serrMits of the wi
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Sacred Scriptures, a dissertation on etymology, a

raiti* upon the signification and properties of

words, one on the respective duties of parents and

children, and various other works which attained

to high cclebiity, both for scholarship and genius.

But by far the most illustrious of these learned

Scots was Joannes Scotus, or Erigenia, who was

undoubtedly of Scottish origin, though it has been

disputed whether the place of his birth was in

Scotland or Ireland. This accomplished scholar,

who was probably the most learned man in Europe

during the ninth century, is the author of a con-

siderable number of treatises on metaphysics and

theology, and the translator from the Greek of

certain mystical works on the Divine Names and

Celestial Hierarchy, ascribed to Dionysius, the

Areopagite, and also, it is alleged, of a treatise of

Aristotle, on the Right Government, of Princes.

The works of Scotus furnish conclusive evidence

that the Greek language was at that time taught
in the Culdee schools. His principal work,

" On
the Division of Nature," is characterized by Mr.

Turner as "
distinguished for its Aristotelian acute-

ness and extensive information." In one place it

it observed,
" he takes occasion to give concise and

able definitions of the seven liberal arts, and to

express his opinion on the composition of things.
In another part, he inserts a very elaborate discus-

sion on arithmetic, which he says he had learned

from his infancy. He also details a curious con-

rcrsation on the elements of things, on the motions

of the heavenly bodies, and other topics of astro-

nomy and physiology. Among these, he even gives
the means of calculating the diameters of the lunar

and solar circles. Besides the fathers Austin, the

two Gregories, Chrysostom, Basil, Epiphanius, Ori-

g*n, Jerome, and Ambrosius, of whose works, with
the Platonuing Dionysius and Maximus, he gives

laift extracts, he also quotes Virgil, Cicero,

Aristotle, Pliny, Plato, and Boethius; he details

the opinions of Eratosthenes and of Pythagoras on
one astronomical topics ; he also cites Martiatius

Capella. His knowledge of Greek appears almost
in every page."

* The subtle speculations of
Scorns aiercieed a very remarkable influence on
the philosophy, both of his own age and of succeed-

ing times, and the introduction of the later Platon-
ism of the Alexandrian school into the theology
ad metaphysics of Europe, has been ascribed to

the influence of his writings. The learned Mosheim
that the Boot* were also the first teachers of

the nhoMSfio theology in Europe, and that so earlyM the eighth eMtury they illustrated the doctrines
of religion by the principles of philosophy.
Among the branches of

literary and scientific

knowledge taught at this time in the schools of the

, were arithmetic, geometry
"D<r wkkh **phy was com-
prehended, astronomy, mu*ic,

Rrammar, logic, and rhetoric, to which must be
dded

divinity, or the study of the Holy Scriptures,

p. 88S; Pict Hi kt wl. i.

and controversial theology. In the eighth cen-

tury the seven liberal arts were divided into two

great classes : the first, or more elementary of

which, comprehending grammar, rhetoric, and logic,

was called the Trivium ;
the second, comprehending

music, arithmetic, geometry, and astronomy, the

Quadrivium. It is impossible to say when this

system originated ;
but John of Salisbury speaks of

it as an ancient one in his day.
" The Trivium

and Quadrivium," he says,
" were so much admired

by our ancestors in former ages, that they imagined

they comprehended all wisdom and learning, and

were sufficient for the solution of all questions and

the removing of all difficulties; for whoever under-

stood the Trivium could explain all manner of books

without a teacher : but he who was further advanced,
and was master also of the Quadrivium, could an-

swer any questions and unfold all the secrets of

nature."* Latin was the language of the learned

at this period ;
not only the scholastic divines and

philosophers, but also all writers on geometry,

astronomy, and other branches of science, composed
their works in this tongue. But the great body of

the people, and even the kings and chiefs, still

employed the Celtic speech of their works in the

ancestors.f The oldest existing Celtic language.

compositions in the Celtic language are some frag-

ments of metrical productions which have been pre-

served in the old annalists, and are supposed to be

of the date of the fifth century. The earliest Irish

or Celtic prose writings of this period are the annals

of Tigernach and of the four masters of Ulster, which

contain a large amount of valuable information

respecting the early history both of Ireland and of

Scotland. Tigernach, the oldest of these writers,

lived in the latter part of the eleventh century, but

both his annals, and those of the other chroniclers,

are believed to have been compiled from authentic

records of much greater antiquity. The Albanich

Duan, a metrical composition in the Celtic tongue,
written in the early part of the reign of Malcolm

Canmore, whatever may be its merits as a poem, has

supplied some interesting historical notices.

What learning existed, however, was for the most

part confined to the religious and monastic orders.

Few, if any, even of the higher classes, appear to

have been acquainted with the Latin language,
which was then the key to all other erudition.

Malcolm Canmore himself, as we have seen, was
unable to read. We may easily conceive, then, what
must have been the intellectual condition of the

great body of lus subjects.
The abrogation of the privileges and peculiar

observances of the Culdees began Suppression of

with Margaret, the queen of Mai- the Culdees.

colm Canmore. This pious princess, the grand-niece
of Edward the Confessor, not contented with re-

dressingthe abuses of the Scottish Church, strove to

assimilate it to the ecclesiastical system of her

Joan. Sails. Metalog. lih. i. chap, rii

+ "Toiaijiio cum Scotia piisro sennone et institutis ute-
retur." Jiuclianant Hitl. p. ]t>7. See Caledonia, book lit
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Saxon counlrrmen, wliich was closely formed after

the model of Rome. She appears to have held

frequent conferences with the clergy for the pur-

pose of persuading them to lay aside what she

termed their novelties, and to embrace the Catholic

faith. The proper period for the celebration of

Lent was the subject of a solemn conference, held

in 1071. When the council met, it was found that

the Scottish clergy could only speak Gaelic. Mar-

garet could only speak Saxon; but the king, who
understood the English language as well as his own,
acted as interpreter between the fair and royal re-

former and the Scottish ecclesiastics. As might have

been expected, the queen's arguments prevailed.

Her biographer states, that " the clergy, overcome by
the arguments of reason and truth, abandoned their

erroneous usage, and observed Lent according to

the Catholic institution." According to Lord Hailes,
" conscious of their own ignorance, they dutifully

acquiesced in the dictates of a learned queen, as

delivered by the royal interpreter."* A similar

course was followed by the sons of Queen Margaret,

Edgar, Alexander, and David, who all concurred

in carrying out the reorganization of the Scottish

Church on the model of the Church of England.

They founded bishoprics, endowed monasteries, and

filled them with English monks ; merged the primi-

tive societies of the Culdees into the new orders of

the canons regular, and superseded their missionary

bishops by a complete parochial system. The sup-

pression of the Culdees was completed by David I.,

who founded or restored most of the Scottish sees

and of the principal monasteries. This revolution

in the Scottish ecclesiastical system was effected,

first, by the establishment of parochial clergy, and

consequently superseding the missionary system ;

which had hitherto supplied the spiritual wants of

the people ; secondly, by the introduction of the

monastic orders of the Roman Catholic Church into

the country ; and, thirdly, by appointing a bishop
over the parochial clergy, and declaring the terri-

tory over which the Culdee monastery had exer-

cised their jurisdiction to be his diocese in the

Roman Catholic sense of the word.f
Eeclesiastieal districts were not unknown, how-

ever, previous to this period, but they were incon-

veniently large, and were established by private

persons rather than by public authority.
" That

Origin of parochial parishes existed during the reign
districts. of Malcolm Canmore," says Chal-

mers,
"

is certain from unquestionable records. It

seems equally certain, that when churches were

erected, parishes laid out, and parochial duties

statedly performed, ecclesiastical dues must have
been incidentally paid. In the charters of Alexan-
der the First, and of David, tithes are mentioned as

if they were familiarly known and had been long
established. It is clear that tithes were paid to the

clergy during the reign of Malcolm Canmore, and

probable that such ecclesiastical dues were paid to

the
clergy as early as the commencement of the

*
Annals, vol. i. p. 39, and note.

+ Skene's Higlilanders, vol. i. p. 203.

tenth century (910), when Constantine tie kin*,
and Kellach the bishop, solemnly vowed to observe
the faith, discipline, and right* of the churches."
We conclude this sketch with the following lift

of the Scottish bishoprics, according to the date of
their foundation, taken from Keith'* Catalogue. la
some of its dates, however, it must be regarded
rather as an approximation to the truth, as- far M
it can be ascertained from authentic source*, j*wi
as fixing the exact years of the erection. It is to

be observed, also, that the See of Galloway, or

Whithern, founded by St Ninian, was destroyed
about the commencement of the ninth century ; and
this and some of the other early sees are believed

to have been restored by David I.

A.H.

1. See of the Isles 417
2. See of Galloway 4M
3. See of Glasgow MO
4. See of Dunkeld 7

5. See of St. Andrews 89*
6. Mortlach, afterwards Aberdeen .... 1010
7. Seeot Ross 1128
8. See of Brechin 1 130

9. See of Caithness 1150

10. See of Dunblane 1160

11. See of Moray 11

12. See of Argyle 1300

CHAPTER VL

SCOTO-SAXON PERIOD. A.D. 1097 1306.

EDGAR, the son of Malcolm Canmore, ascended the

Scottish throne in 1097, while still a youth, and re-

tained it till his death, on the 8th of January, 1107.

During his reign the country appears to have en-

joyed tranquillity both at home and abroad. The

marriage of his sister Matildis, or Maud, to Henry

Beauclerk, King of England, doubtless contributed

to the maintenance of peace between the two coun-

tries, and the disposition of Edgar was little likely

to provoke hostilities.
" He was a sweet-tempered,

amiable man," says Aldred, a contemporary chro-

nicler, "in all things resembling Edward the Con-

fessor, mild in his administration, equitable and

beneficent""

Edgar, dying without issue, was succeeded bj

his brother, Alexander I. Soon AjBMndar i^ nor.
after his accession, the existing

amity with England was strengthened by the

riage of Alexander with the Lady Sibilla, one of

the numerous illegitimate daughters of Henry I

Such an alliance, Lord Hailes remarks, was not held

dishonourable in those days. The extent of Ale:

der's territorial dominions, however, was lessen

by the separation of Cumberland, which Edgar

on his deathbed, had bequeathed to hi JowifM

brother David. Alexander at first disputed tl

ity of this bequest ; but, as David was suppor

both by the English barons and by Henry, h<

himself obliged to acquiesce
in the settlement.!

Aldred, Gen. Reg. Angi. p. 367 ;
Hl. Amuls, L L

t Hailes's Annals, voL i. p. 5*, nd *
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The leading event of Alexander's reign was the

__ struggle which he maintained for

taS2jaico' the independence of the Scottish

tWSooctuh Church against the pretensions of

<*"** the English archbishops. Turgot, a

BMHilr of Durham, and the confessor of the late Queen

Margaret, bad been appointed by Alexander to the

bishopric of St. Andrews, A.D.1 109, but his consecra-

tion was delayed for two years, in consequence of a

dispute respecting the right of performing the cere-

mony. This privilege was claimed both by the

Archbishop of Canterbury and of York, while the

king and the Scottish clergy denied that it be-

longed to either. The dispute was on this occasion

terminated by a compromise, which left the point

nsettled.

On the death of Turgot, in 1115, the see re-

named vacant for five years. At length, in 1120,
VmAmt**- a monk of Canterbury, was appointed to

the bishopric. The dispute concerning the right of

was immediately renewed, and the

prelates used every effort to obtain the

recognition of their assumed authority over the

clergy of Scotland. But Alexander* steadily re-

sisted their pretensions, and vindicated, with com-

plete rocctso, the freedom and independence of the

Scottish church.

This contest lasted for fourteen years, and Alex-

ander did not long survive its ter-:... .. ., _,
mmation. He died on the 27th

of April, 1124, about two years after the death of

bis queen, who had brought him no issue. He is

traditionally remembered by the epithet of the
*
Keree," according to Wyntown, on account of the

vigOBf and promptitude with which he quelled an in-

surrection of the Moraymen, and punished them for

their rapine ;* or rather, perhaps, as Lord Hailes

supposes, from his injurious and passionate disposi-
tion. The resolute manner in which he maintained
the rights and privileges of the Scottish church

him to have been possessed of undaunted
, and great firmness of character. "He was
and courteous to the clergy," says a con-

writer,
" but to the rest of his subjects

terrible beyond measure ; high-spirited, always en-

ejwnsjnng to compass things beyond his power;
(he does not appear, however, to" have ever been
foiled in any of his undertakings) ; not ignorant of
letters, cralous in establishing churches, collecting
retiee, and providing vestments and books for the

clergy t liberal even to profusion, and taking de-

light in the office, of charity to the poor."t
On the death of Alexander, David his brother,

the yonageet eon of Malcolm Canmorc and
* ii fD*M. Margaret, ascended the throne.

Having pawed his youth at the
of his sister in England,

"
his manners," says

L p. WS : "He was calljt
hr wa* ano prill puni&ser

'nit. >tiit Murray and
.

.**** seaejse tWr Inik aw the mldis of an*
iclc p Oft

wW. OM. fes> Ani. p. 308.

Malmesbury, "were polished from the rust of Scot-

tish barbarity ;

" while his possession of Cumber-

land, bequeathed to him by his brother Edgar, had

accustomed him to the cares and labours of adminis-

tration, and had made him acquainted with the i

more advanced civilization and the better regulated

government of the sister country. He had also,

before his accession to the throne, married an

English wife, Matilda, the daughter of Waltheof,
Earl of Northumberland, and the widow of Simon

de St. Liz, Earl of Northampton. On the separa-
tion of Cumberland from the Scottish kingdom,
the king ceased to be an English baron

; and

accordingly it appears, that Alexander never

attended at the English court. But David, both

by his tenure of the earldom of Cumberland, and

of the earldom of Huntingdon in right of his wife,

was bound to pay homage to the English king ;

and accordingly, when Henry L, in 1127, sum-

moned the clergy and nobles of his realm to swear

that they would maintain the rights of his

daughter Matilda as heir to the throne, David was

present at the assembly, and was the first who took

the oath.

While David was residing at the court of Henry,

Angus, Earl of Moray, rose in re- insurrection in

bellion against him, and claimed Moray.

the crown as the lineal descendant of Kenneth IV.,

the son of Duff, the eldest son of Malcolm I. ;

while David was descended from Kenneth III.,

the youngest son of Malcolm I. David was

zealously supported by the martial barons of

Northumberland, and at the head of a numerous

army he marched against the northern insurgents,
and overthrew them at Stracathrow, in Forfarshire,

A. D. 1130.*

On the death of Henry, in 1135, his nephew
Stephen, Earl of Boulogne, in spite Contest for the

of his oath to maintain the settle- English crowu

ment of succession made by his uncle, deposed

Matilda, and forcibly seized the English crown.

David, however, was faithful to his engagements,
and immediately led an army into England, and,

taking possession of the whole country to the north

of Durham, excepting the castle of Bamborough,

compelled the northern barons to swear fealty to

Matilda, his niece, and to give hostages for the

performance of their oath.f When the news of

this inroad was brought to Stephen, he said,
" What the king of Scots has gained by stealth, I

will manfully recover." He immediately collected

a powerful army and marched to Durham. On the

approach of Stephen, David, finding him-

deserted by the English barons, who had sworn to

maintain the pretensions of Matilda, retreated to

Xewcastld A compromise was ultimately effected,

(Feb. 1136,) by wlu'ch David consented to with-

draw his troops, and to restore the country of

which he had taken possession ;
while Stephen

engaged to confer upon Henry, Prince of Scotland,

David's eldest son, the earldom of Huntingdon,

* t'lirou. Mi-lrose. p. 105.
* Hailes's Annals, vol. i. p. 77.
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the towns of Carlisle and Doncaster, and

promised not to make any grant of the earldom of

Northumberland, until the claim of Prince Henry
to that earldom, in right of his mother, was heard

and determined. For these possessions Prince

HI-HI-v did homage to Stephen ;
but David himself

i to do so, although still retaining the earl-

dom of Cumberland in his own hands.

The war was however renewed before the end

and war between f the same year, by David, on the

i mid Scot- ground that Stephen had refused

or delayed to put Prince Henry in

-ion of Northumberland
;
but in reality, in

consequence of a confederacy with the partisans of

Matilda, to eject her rival from the throne.

Stephen was at that time in Normandy; but through
the efforts of Thurstan, the aged Archbishop of

York, David consented to a cessation of hostilities

till the English monarch should return to England.
But Stephen, on his return, having rejected the

demands of David, the truce was at once broken

of!', and the Scottish king again entered Northumb-
erland (A. D. 1137), and ravaged the country with

> character merciless barbarity. The English
of the warfare, historians impute these shocking

excesses, not to the leaders of the Scots, of whose
moderation they give some examples, but to the

soldiers, who were composed, they tell us, of Nor-

mans, Germans, and Angles, of Northumbrians and

Cumbrians, the men of Teviotdale and Lothian, the

Picts, or Galwegians, and Scots.* " As for the

king of Scots himself," says an old chronicler,
" he

was a prince of a mild and merciful disposition ;

but the Scots were a barbarous and impure nation
;

and their king, leading hordes of them from the

remotest parts of that land, was unable to restrain

their wickedness." "
They exercised their bar-

barity in the manner of wild beasts," says another

contemporary writer,
"
sparing neither sex nor

age, nor so much as the child in the womb." On
the approach of Stephen, in the beginning of the

foilowing year, David deemed it advisable to fall

back upon Roxburgh, where he took up a strong
position and waited the approach of the English
king. Stephen, however, having, it is said, dis-

covered that some of the leaders of his army had a

secret understanding with the enemy, avoided the
snare laid for him, and, after laying waste the

Mi borders, hastily returned to the south.

David re-entered Northumberland in March,
ith the main body of his army, sending, at

the sumo time, his nephew William, at the head of a

body of Galloway men, into the west of England,
where he defeated a considerable body of English,
near Clithcrow (4th June), and carried off a great

quantity of plunder. Meanwhile, David laid siege
to the strong castle of Norham, which Ralph Flam-
bard, Bishop of Durham, had erected in 1121, to

1!. of Hexham, p. 216; I. of Hexham, p. 260. Gesta
mephani It is worthy of notice, that this is the last time

of < 'ralli iwuy are mentioned in history. It appears
at a considerable body of the Pictish nation had remained
that district, -and up to this date had preserved their

Quiiuuul peculiarities.

repress the inroads of the Scottish borderen.
Norham surrendered, after a feeble rmutancc, and
David, having dismantled tlu- fortrwa, marched
forward, through Northumberland and Durham,
to Northallerton, in Yorkshire, without opposition.
Stephen was so hard pressed by the partiMUU of
Matilda in the south, that he could offer no effective

opposition to the invaders, whose number* exceeded
twenty-six thousand, and were composed of all the
various races now united under the swav of the
Scottish king. The inhabitants of the northern
counties were therefore left to their own rfWitypt,
and they succeeded, clu'efly by the effort* of the

aged Archbishop of York, in
collecting an army,

though less numerous than that of the Scot*. It

consisted, however, of all the nobility and gentry
of the northern counties, and was under the com-
mand of William Peveril, Gilbert and Walter de

Lacy, and especially of Walter 1'Espec, an aged
warrior of great experience and reputation. The
venerable Thurstan bestowed bis blessing upon
the soldiers, and the remission of their sin*;
assured them of victory if they were penitent ;

and promised eternal happiness to all who should

fall in battle "in defence of Christ's Church

against the barbarians."

The English army was drawn up on Cutton Moor,
in the neighbourhood of Northallerton. Here they
erected a remarkable standard, consisting of the

mast of a ship fastened in a four-wheeled car. At
the top of the mast a large crucifix was displayed,

having in its centre a silver box containing a con-

secrated host, and lower down were suspended the

banners of St. Peter of York, St. John of Beverley.
and St. Wilfred of Ripon. From this standard the

engagement which ensued derived the name of
" The Battle of the Standard." The Battle of th

Scots, whose ensign was a lance, Standard

with a sprig of heather wreathed *""-'

around it, advanced toward the enemy in several

divisions. The van guard, commanded by Prince

Henry, consisted of the men of Lothian and I

dale, of border troopers from l.iddodule and Cum-

berland, and of the fierce and barbarous " Scots of

Galloway," reinforced by a small body-guard of

men-at-arms, under the command of I'.u-tai

John, a Norman baron. Next came the High-

landers and the Islesmcn, armed only with thrir

small round target and the claym I these

marched the king, with a strong body of Saxon and

Norman knights and men-at-arms, and tin-

guard consisted of a mixed body from

other parts of the country. Many "f tl

soldiers were very imperfectly armed and equipped,

and were, therefore, unequally matched with the

well-appointed men-at-arms who composed
the great

body of the English army.
David endeavoured to take the English by ror-

prise, and, favoured by a dense fog. which concealed

his advance, he succeeded in reaching the moor on

which they were posted before they received the

tidings of his approach. The alarm was suddenly

given, and the English ran to anus in great di*-
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order. To gain time at this critical conjuncture,

and probably also actuated by a sincere desire to

prevent farther hostilities, the English leaders sent

to the Scottish army Robert de Bruce, Earl of An-

nandale, and Bernard de Baliol, two barons of Nor-

man descent, who held lands both in Scotland and

England, to offer, as conditions of peace, to pro-

cure from Stephen a grant of the earldom of North-

umberland in favour of Prince Henry. Bruce, who

was far advanced in years, had a high reputation

for wisdom and eloquence, and, during a long resi-

dence in Scotland, had lived on terms of the closest

friendship with David. He represented to his old

master, the impolicy of the war which he was carry-

ing on against his former allies, and urged upon
him the duty of putting a stop to the horrible out-

rages of the Scottish army, which were a violation

of all the laws of humanity and religion. "I charge

your conscience," said he,
" with the innocent blood

which cries aloud for vengeance. You have beheld

the enormities of your army, you have mourned for

them, you have openly disclaimed any approbation
of them. Prove now the sincerity of. your pro-

testations, and withdraw your people from a war

disgraceful in all its operations, and dubious in the

event. We are not mighty in numbers, but we are

determined; urge not brave men to despair. To
see my dearest master, my patron and my benefac-

tor, my friend and companion in arms, with whom
I spent the season of youth and festivity, in whose

sen-ice I am grown old, to see him thus exposed to

the dangers of battle, or to the dishonour of flight,

it wrings my heart."* At these words he burst

into tears. David was deeply moved by the tears

and expostulations of his old friend and companion
in arm*, but he nevertheless rejected his proposals.
Urucc, on receiving this answer, and hearing him-
self denounced as a traitor by William Mac Dono-

chy, the king's nephew, renounced his allegiance
to the Scottish crown

;
Baliol also gave up the fealty

which he had once sworn to David, and returned
with all haste to the English army, to warn them
of the approach of the Scots.

l>avid had resolved to place the men-at-arms and
the archcih in the van, but that post of honour was
claimed by the Galwegians, who maintained that,

by ancient custom, the privilege of commencing the
conflict belonged to them. The men-at-arms were,
for the most part, English and Normans, who had
abandoned their native country, and taken refuge
at the court of the Scottish king, and the disputes
between them and the half-naked clans threatened
the most disastrous consequences.

" Whence comes
this mighty confidence in those Normans?" said

Malis*. Karl of Strathern, to the king ;

"
I wear no

armour, but there is not one among them that will
advance beyond me this day."

" Rude earl," said
Allan de Percy, a Norman knight,

"
you boast of

*~* P >*eh of Brnec, which contains manv curious
wrua si full length by Aidred ; and, as he was

rmiDoro-.but was honoured with the peculiar
M, we my prenurae that it is substantially
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what you dare not do." The altercation was re-

pressed by the interposition of the king, who un-

willingly yielded to the demands of the Gallov, ay-

men, and placed them in the van, under their chiefs,

William Mac Donochy, Ulrick, and Dovenald.

The second division consisted of the men-at-

arms, the archers, and the men of Cumberland
and Teviotdale, under the command of Prince

Henry, with whom was associated Eustace Fitz-

John, a powerful and valiant Northumbrian baron,
whom Stephen had offended by depriving him of

the important fortress of Bainborough. The third

body was composed of the men of Lothian, with

the islanders and the Highland Caterans. The king
himself commanded the reserve, consisting of the

Scots properly so called, and the inhabitants of

Moray. The English were drawn up in one com-

pact body around the sacred standard. The men-
at-arms dismounted and sent their horses to the

rear, and, mingling with the archers, ranged them-

selves in the front of the battle.

The Bishop of Orkney, as the representative of

the aged Thurstan, delivered an energetic speech
for the encouragement of the troops ;

and assured

them that those who fell in this holy war should

immediately pass into P&radise. The venerable

Walter 1'Espec also ascended the carriage in which

the holy standard was fixed, and harangued the

soldiers, reminding them of the glory of their an-

cestors, and of the barbarities perpetrated by the

Scottish invaders. " Your cause is just : it is for

your all that you combat. I swear," said he,

grasping the hand of the Earl of Albemarle,
"
I

swear that on this day I will overcome the Scots,

or perish !

" " So swear we all !

" exclaimed the

barons assembled around him.*

The Scots advanced to the attack, shouting their

war-ciy, A Ibanich ! Albanich ! f The Gallowaymen

charged the English infantry so fiercely, that their

front ranks were thrown into disorder ;
but the

English archers came to the assistance of the

spearmen, and overwhelmed the Scots with inces-

sant and well-directed showers of arrows. Prince

Henry advanced to their support, and, at the head

of the cavalry, charged and broke through the Eng-
lish ranks, says Aidred, as if they had been cob-

webs, and dispersed the troops which guarded the

horses in the rear. The Gallowaymen, though they
had lost their leaders, Ulrick and Dovenald, rallied

and prepared to renew the combat, which had

now continued for two hours with the greatest

fury. At this critical moment, an English soldier,

elevating on the point of his spear the head

of one of the slain, proclaimed it the head of

the King of Scots. A sudden panic seized the

Hailes, vol. i. p. 90.

t That is,
" We are the men of Albyn ! "the roost

ancient name of Scotland. This war-cry, of course. ;

that the Galwegians were tie most ancient inhabitants of

Scotland
; in other words, the descendants of the 1'iots or

ancient Caledonians. When they were repulsed, the Eng-
lish shouted in dciision, "Erygh ! Erygh !

" " Ye are but

Irish! Ye are but Irish!" alluding to that part of the

(ah\i-Kian8 who. tliuugh ranked among the Ficte, were yet
wild Scots of Iriiii extraction.
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Scottish forces ; the Callowaymen threw away
their arms, and the troops forming the third

division of the army also fled without resistance.

D.ivid promptly brought up the reserve, and strove

trieve the fortune of the day, but without effect.

Tlio terror and confusion became general ;
and the

knights and men-at-arms who attended on the king,

;ig that the battle was irretrieveably lost, con-

;necl him to retire from the field. He succeeded,

however, in rallying around the royal standard a

strong body of troops, which covered the retreat,

and checked the pursuit of the enemy. In this

memorable battle, which was fought on the 22nd

of August, 1138, the Scots are said to have lost

10,000 men.

Three days after the engagement, David reached

Carlisle with the remains of his army, and employed
himself in collecting and re-organizing his scattered

troops, which had fallen into a state of confusion

bordering on mutiny. For some days he was in

a state of uncertainty respecting the fate of his gal-

lant son, who, carried away by his impetuosity, had

pursued too far the troops whom he had routed.

On his return from the chase of the fugitives, the

Prince, finding the battle lost, commanded his men to

throw away their banners, and, mingling with the

pursuers, he passed through the horses ranks undis-

covered, and, after many hazards, succeeded in

reaching Carlisle the third day after the king his

father.

An assembly of the prelates and nobles was held

Council held at at Carlisle, by Alberic, Bishop of

Carlisle. Ostia, the papal legate, who ear-

nestly entreated the Scottish king to listen to over-

tures of peace. He also persuaded the savage

Galwegians to restore their female captives, and
induced the whole Scottish army to enter into a

solemn engagement that they would not in future

violate churches, nor murder old men, women, and
children * a circumstance which affords conclusive

proof of the ferocity of the troops, and of the bar-

barity with which the war had been earned on.

Meanwhile, the victors at Northallerton were not

The Scots again
*n a condition to follow up the ad-

take the field, vantage they had gained, and the

Scottish army soon re-assumed the offensive by lay-

ing siege to the castle of Wark, which they reduced

by famine
;
and David, having razed that fortress,

"
returned into Scotland," says Lord Hailes,

" more
like a conqueror than like one whose army had

, been routed." Peace was soon after
reace concluded. , , , ... ., . ., , , ..... ,, ,

concluded (9th April, 1 139) through
the mediation of the legate and of Stephen's wife,

Maud, who was David's niece. The terms granted
by Stephen were highly favourable to thp Scottish

king, and showed that, though defeated, he was
not humbled. The earldom of Northumberland,
with the exception of the two fortresses of New-
castle and Bamborough. was ceded to Prince Henry.
As an equivalent for these castles, he obtained a

grant of lands in the south of England. The North-

* R. of Hexham, p. 326; I. of Hexham, p. 264; Annals,
!

TOLL p. 93.

umbrian barons wore to hold their estates of the
Prince of Scotland, reserving their fealty to Ste-
phen ; and, in return, David und all his people be-
came bound to maintain an inviolable peace witft

England, and gave the sons of five earls tat hostage*
to Stephen for their performance of this part of the
treaty.* The.se conditions of peace were arranged
at Durham; and Prince Henry, proceeding south-
ward with the English queen, met Sn-plji-n *
tingham, and there ratified the negotiation. The
prince, who,

"
by his noble and generous carriage,''

says an English chronicler. had so won the heart
of Stephen, that he loved him no less than if he
had been his own son," accompanied the English
king to the siege of Ludlow Castle, which was
held out against him by the adherents of Matilda.

Having incautiously approached too near the walla,
Prince Henry was unhorsed by the besieged, bat
was gallantly rescued by Stephen.

In 1141, the cause of Matilda was for a short
time triumphant, and David re- Darid' <MC*P

paired to the court of his niece,
from Winchester,

and vainly endeavoured to persuade her to follow

his mild and wise counsels. Her haughty demean-

our, and violent measures, speedily alienated from
her the affections of the people. The Londoners
rose up in arms against her. She fled precipitately
from the capital, and, accompanied by her uncle,

took refuge in the royal castle of Winchester,
where she was besieged by Stephen, and from

which she with great difficulty effected her escape.
David accompanied her in her flight, and was
indebted for his concealment, and his safe con \i-\-

ance home to his own country, to the exertions of a

young man, named David Oliphant, to whom he

had been godfather, and who was at that time

serving in the army of Stephen.
From this period David seems to have given his

almost exclusive attention to the Dismrbenees
affairs of his own kingdom. The caust .1 iiy a !

tranquillity of the country wns dis-

turbed for a considerable time by the pretensions

of an adventurer, named Wimund, who, it u

alleged, had been a monk, first in the abbey
of Furness, and afterwards in the Isle of Man,

but claimed to be the son of Angus, Earl of

Moray, slain at Stracathow, in 1130. Having
succeeded in collecting some vessels, he began to

make piratical excursions among the western isle*.

Many persons of desperate fortunes espoused bis

cause, and he obtained in marriage the daughter

of Somerled, Thane of Argyle, who either from

policy, or from a belief in the justice of his claims,

favoured his enterprise. Wimund next invaded

the mainland of Scotland, slew many of the inha-

bitants, and pillaged the country. For several

years he carried on his depredations successfully,

and constantly eluded the forces sent against him,

either by concealing himself and his followers

amid the dense forests which covered the country,

or by retreating to his ships. Strange to say, the

Scottish king was at length obliged, in order to put

Annals, voL L p. 98, and not*.
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n end to the outrages of this daring and crafty

adventurer, to enter into terms of accommodation

with him. and to bestow on him a certain territory,

together with the government of the abbey of

FornesB, in which he had passed his earlier years.

His insolent and arbitrary conduct, however, ex-

cited an insurrection against his authority, and the

people took him prisoner, and put out his eyes.

He paaaed the remainder of his strangely chequered

life in the abbey of Biland, in Yorkshire. His

audacious spirit, however, appears not to have been

depressed, or even humbled, by his calamities. He

took great delight in relating his adventures to the

friars at Biland ; and is reported to have said,

44 Had they but left me the smallest glimmering of

light, my enemies should have had no cause to

boast of what they did."*

The remaining years of the reign of this wise and

David'. efforts to J* monarch were peaceful and

promote the pro- prosperous. Relieved, both from

perityofhu foreign wars and from internal

disturbances, he applied himself

assiduously to the improvement of the country, by
the encouragement of agriculture and of manufac-

tures, the establishment of towns, the erection of

churches, monasteries, and other public build-

ings, and the enactment of judicious and equitable

laws.

Aldred represents him as cultivating and encou-

ragingeven' art that tended to soften and civilize his

subjects. He speaks of his attention to his gardens,

buildings, and orchards, that he might, by his ex-

ample, induce his people to follow the like pursuits.
presents him as employing some part of his

time, even in the last year of his life, either in plant-

ing herbs or grafting shoots, and mentions the im-

provements made by him in agriculture, so that a

eoutr) formerly indigent and barren, was now
able, out of its abundance, to supply the necessities

of its neighbours. He enumerates the towns and
castles which David erected, the foreign commo-
dtties he had introduced by commerce, and the im-

provements thence made on the dress of $iis sub-

jeeta. lastly, he celebrates the reformation made
on the morals, both of the clergy and people", and
the beneficial effects which the instructions and ex-

ample of the king exercised upon all classes of the
common ity.t

It is assumed by some writers, that the esta-
lishment of incorporated bodies in Scotland, for
the promotion of trade and commerce, is to be
ascribed to the wise and far-seeing policy of

It was during his reign that Louis le Gros
introduced these institutions into France, and in
some of the ancient copies of the old Scottish laws,
it is stated that David framed his burgh laws from

W Nrafar roL i. chap. Mir. ; Fordun.lib. viii. chap.ii.;*
AagMMLL P.-

fcO. Fordun calls this adventured

M.J
1 " WorU>3r of notice, however, that

L J5*J^ "*/11 1ue tion f this kind,

l4 ap. Fonhu, lib T. chap, ilix., m., kiL

the information furnished by certain learned men,
whom he sent to other countries to observe the

stitutions that had been there introduced.*

The death of this excellent monarch was

bably hastened by that of his son Death of Prii

Henry, which took place on the Henry

12th of June, Ilo2, to the great grief of his coun-

trymen, who had formed high anticipations of the

benefits to be conferred by his accession to sove-

reign power. Aldred, who had lived with him

from childhood, and knew him intimately,
-

that he resembled his father in all things, except
that he had a somewhat greater suavity of manner,
and that he was a son in all respects worthy of

such a father. Prince Henry left by his wife Ada,
the daughter of the Earl of \Varenne and Surrey,
three sons : Malcolm, who succeeded his grand-

father; AVilliam, surnamed the Lion; and David,

Earl of Huntingdon; and three daughters. The

afflicted monarch roused himself from his grief to

provide for the succession of his grandson. Malcolm,
a child in his twelfth year. He ordered the youth-
ful prince to be proclaimed heir to the crown, and

sent him on a progress through his dominions, to

receive the homage of the barons and the people.
He also settled his Northumbrian territories on his

grandson AVilliam, and presented the boy to the

barons of that province as their future ruler, and

required them to promise obedience to his authority.

Having completed these prudent arrangements, the

aged king, within a year, followed
TT j- i *.

and of Band,
nis son to the grave. He died, at

Carlisle, on the 24th of May, 1153. In striking

and beautiful consistency with his life, he was

found dead in an attitude of devotion. " His death

had been so tranquil," says Aldred,
" that you

would not have believed he was dead. He was

found with his hands clasped devoutly upon his

breast, in the very posture in which he seems to

have been raising them to heaven."

The remarkable liberality of David to the church

was highly extolled by the monkish David's grants to

historians his contemporaries, and ^e church.

has been as severely censured in later times.
' Had

David duly considered," says Major,
' the number

of religious houses founded by his predecessors, the

parsimony wherein churchinen, especially monks,

ought to live, and the little allowance made by the

Scots to their kings in those times, he would not

lavishly have given the crown lands to nourish the

sensuality of bishops, and spoil the devotion of

monks." f To which Buchanan adds, that.

bodies too corpulent, the use of the members in some

measure ceases, so wit, oppressedby plenty, began to

languish, learning became nauseous, piety supersti-

tion, and vice was taught in the schools of virtue."?

These complaints respecting the donations which

David bestowed upon the clergy,were summed up in

the pithy saying of James, the first of that name

king of Scotland, that David " was ane soir sanct

*
Ridpath's Rorder History, p. 88.

+ Miijnr de destis, boot. lib. iii. chap. ii. p. 10&.

J lier. Scot. lib. vii.
\>.
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(sore saint) for the crown."* But it has been justly

remarked by Lord Hailes,
" that we ought to judge

of the conduct of men according to the notions o:

their age, not of ours. To endow monasteries may
now be considered as a prodigal superstition, but in

the days of David I. it was esteemed an act o:

pious beneficence." Much may be urged, too, in

justification
of this beneficence ;

and it may fairly

be questioned whether any course could have been

followed, better fitted to promote the civilization o:

a people just emerging from barbarism, as the

Scots were at this period, than the erection, in al

parts of the country, of these monastic establish-

ments, which were, at the outset, not only semi-

naries of piety but of learning, for training men o]

business for the service of the state, as well as men ol

letters for the church ;
and which, moreover, served

as a kind of general reservoirs for diffusing a know-

ledge of architecture, of agriculture and gardening,
and other useful arts. No doubt, in process ot

time, many monasteries became the seats of sloth,

ignorance, and debauchery, but candour should

forbid us to ascribe accidental and unforeseen evils

to the virtuous founder,f

David, however, had many other estimable

. _ qualities, besides his liberality to

the church. He was at all times ac-

cessible to all classes of his subjects; his apartments
were always open to suitors, for he had nothing
secret but his counsels, says Aldred. On certain

days of the week he sat at the gate of his palace,

for the purpose of hearing and deciding the causes

brought before him by the poor. He took great

pains also to make them understand the reasons,

and to convince them of the justice of his decisions;

for, says Aldred,
"
they often argued with him, and

he with them,when he refused to accept the person of

the poor in judgment, contrary to justice, and they
were very reluctant to acknowledge the equity of

his decisions when adverse to their claims." His

custom was to dismiss all his attendants at sunset,

and to retire for solitary meditation. At daybreak
he resumed his labours. He was fond of hunting,
but he never permitted this amusement to interfere

with the discharge of his duties. " I have seen

him," says Aldred,
"
quit his horse, and dismiss his

hunting equipage, when any, even of the meanest

of his subjects, implored an audience." J So estini-

his estimable able, in a word, was the character
character. of this excellent monarch, and so

faithfully did he discharge the duties of his office,

that Buchanan, who was no flatterer of princes,

declares, that " he equalled all former kings in mili-

tary science, and excelled them in the arts of peace ;

in so much, that if the best heads and greatest wits

should set themselves to frame the character of an

accomplished prince, they could never devise nor

imagine such an one as he did express himself in

the whole course of his life."

BellendeiK fol. 185.
* Hailes's Annals, vol. i. p. 115.

t Aldred apud Fordun, lib. v. c. slix. ; Hailes's Annals.
ol. i.p. 110.

Rer. Scot. lib. vii. p. 122.

VOL. I.

The tide of Saxon colonization bad, as we bar*
seen, steadily set in during the three preceding
reigns, but it flowed still man copiously after the
accession of David to the Scottish throne. Hi*
education at the court of Henry I., hu marriage to
an English countess, and his long rpfideace in

England, had made him extremely partial to the
institutions, manners, and customs of that country ;

and great numbers of Saxon, Nor- s*ltef
man, and Flemish settlers were Anglo-!
attracted to his court, where they
received a cordial welcome and
munificent grants of land. Among the Northum-
brian nobles who sought an asylum in Scotland
from the vengeance of William the Conqueror, were
the powerful Earl Gosparic, the founder of the

great family of the Earls of March
; Arkcl, the

progenitor of the Earls of Lennox; and Siward,
the founder of a distinguished family, which termi-

nated in an heiress, who carried the estate* to the

Maxwells. Among the Anglo-Normans who settled

in North Britain during the reign of David, the

most eminent was Hugh de Moreville, the Con-
stable of Scotland, who acquired vast posaessioni in

Lauderdale, the Lothians, and Ayrshire, and was the

original founder of Dryburgh Abbey. The inimlm
of the Riddells came from Yorkshire before 1116, and
settled in Roxburghshire, of which he was one
of the earliest sheriffs. The Corbels, a Shropshire

family, acquired lands in Teviotdale about the same

period. The Lindsays came from Essex, and ob-

tained from David, a grant of estates in upper

Clydesdale and in the Lothians. The ancestor of

the Somervilles was the second son of a Norman

baron, who came over with the Conqueror, and

obtained from him lands in Staffordshire and

Gloucestershire. The Umphravillcs came from

Redesdale in Northumberland. The Maxwells are

descended from Maccus, the son of Unwyn, who
attached himself to David before his accession to

the throne
;
as did the ancestor of the family of de

Sules, or de Soulis, who followed him from North-

amptonshire into Scotland, and was rewarded by a

grant of Liddesdale and other lands, both in Teviot-

dale and in Lothian. His descendant, Nicolas de

Soulis, was one of the competitors for the crown

with Baliol and Bruce, in 1290, and the whole

family seem to have been involved in the ruinous

effects of that memorable contest The ancestor of

the Oliphants, as we have seen, accompanied David

in his flight from Winchester, in 1142, and was re-

warded by a grant of the manors of Smailholm and

Crailing, in' Roxburghshire. The ancestor of the

noble family of Seton was a Norman, named de

Say, who obtained from David, lands in East

Lothian, designated from him Say-ton, which his

descendants assumed as their surname. The Keiths,

Earls Marischal, are descended from Herrei, the

son of Warin, who received from David, a grant of

the manor of Keith in East Lothian. The pro-

genitors of the Maules and Melvilles, the de

auincies. Berkeleys, Herrieses, Cunninghams, Lock-

harts, Ramsays, Falconers, Rollos, Colvilles, GOT-
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Ions, Grahams, Rosses, Sinclairs, Frasers, and

nany other families celebrated in Scottish history,

prang from Anglo-Norman lineage, and settled in

Scotland during the twelfth century. The ances-

tor of the Hays was an Anglo-Norman, who acted as

Tincenia to Malcolm IV., and to William the Lion,

in the early part of his reign. The progenitor of

the Ruthvens was Thor, a Danish chief, who came

from the north of England, and settled in Scotland

under David I. Radulph, the founder of the Kin-

nftird family, obtained from William the Lion, be-

fore the year 1184, the lands of Kinnaird in the

Cane of Cowrie. The Kers are a branch of an

Anglo-Norman family, wliich settled in Roxburgh-
shire during the thirteenth century. The powerful

family of the Cumyns, which acted so conspicuous

a part in the wars of Bruce and Baliol, came from

Northumberland during the reign of David I. A
Tounger son of this family held the office of chan-

cellor from 1133 to 1142. Bernard de BalioL the

founder of the Baliol family, came from Barnard

Castle in Durham, and was a courtier of David I.

Robert de Bruis or Bruce, the founder of the illus-

trious family of Bruce, was an opulent Yorkshire

baron, who received from King David, his friend

and companion in arms, a grant of Annandale.

The royal family of the Stuarts are descended from

Walter, the son of Alan, a Shropshire baron, who
obtained from David I., and his successor Malcolm

IV., extensive possessions and a high office. The

progenitors of the immortal patriot Wallace settled

under the Stuarts in Renfrewshire and Ayrshire.
! amiltons derive their descent from the two

younger sons of Robert, Earl of Leicester, the

grandson of one of the barons who came over with
the Conqueror. Their settlement in Scotland took

place during the reign of William the Lion. During
the aame reign, the Dundasses, Grays, Mortimers,

Mowbrays, Gourlays, Anstruthers, Montfichets or

Muschets, Bissets, Cheynes, and Grants, all of

Anglo-Norman lineage, settled in Scotland. The
MBMtoi of the great family of the Campbells obtained
a settlement in Argyle, as early as the twelfth

century, by marrying the heiress of O'Dubhin, a
Gaelic chief, with whom he obtained Lochow. His
descendant, Sir Nigel Campbell, who married Marv,
the awter of Robert Bruce, joined that hero at the
0tl of his enterprise, and adhered to him in pros-

perity and in adversity, till his final triumph at
Bannockburn. Not a few of the most eminent
families in Scotland arc of Flemish origin. The
8nArlandu,Moray8, Douglasses, Leslies, Flemings,
Inmafi, and many others, all owe their descent to
Flemish ancestors. The Flemings, indeed, were the
most enterprising race of the twelfth century, and
all clasaea of them settled in every district of North
Britain, especially in the towns and hamlets. So
great was the number of Flemings who settled in
Scotland at this period, that they obtained the
riffht to be governed by their own laws. The
illustrious family of the Douglasses are derived
from Theobald, the Fleming," who, between
114? and 11UO, obtained from Arnold, the Abbot

of Kelso, the grant of some lands on the Douglas
Water in Lanarkshire. Bartholomew, a Flemish

chief who settled in the district of Gairock, Aber-

deenshire, was the ancestor of the Leslies. An-

other Flemish chief, named Freskin, obtained from

David the lands of Strathbrock in West Lothian,

and at a later date, after the suppression of an in-

surrection among the turbulent inhabitants of

Morayshire, was rewarded by the grant of some of

the most fertile hinds in that district. He was the

progenitor both of the Earls of Sutherland, and of

the celebrated family of Moray, one of whom, the

gallant Sir Andrew, was the associate of Wallace

and of Bruce, whose sister, Christian, he married.
"
Such," says Chalmers,

" were the Anglo-Saxon,

Anglo-Norman, and Anglo-Belgic families, who
were the principal settlers among the Gaelic people
of Scotland, during this period of her annals; such

were the men who governed Scotland throughout
the Scoto-Saxon period, who formed her constitution

and administered her laws, who established her

church and transmitted her authorities, who vindi-

cated her rights and restored her independence."
*

David was succeeded by his grandson, MALCOLM
IV., a youth only in histwelfth year. Accession of Mai-

This was the first of the minorities colm IV., 1153.

which were of such frequent occurrence in the

government of Scotland, and was attended with

not a fewr of the calamities which usually fall upon
the nation " whose king is a child." The old Celtic

law of succession was now again in opposition to

the Saxon rule. According to the former, the true

heir of the throne was William, termed the Boy
of Egremont, the son of William Fitz-Duncan, and

grandson of Duncan, who was Malcolm Camnore's

eldest son.f His claims were supported by no less

than seven earls of whom the principal were the

earls of Strathern, Ross and Orkney and by the

great body of the Celtic inhabitants of the country.
But notwithstanding the powerful support given
to the Boy of Egremont, this attempt, like even*

other, to re-establish the old law of succ

failed of success, and the Celtic race were obliged
to submit to the sway of the Saxon kings of the

family of Malcolm Canmore, and to the pro
the Saxon and Norman barons whom their prudent

policy attracted to the Scottish court.

A few months after Malcolm's accession, the

tranquillity of the country was dis- invasion of

turbed by the invasion of Somer- Somerled.

led, the powerful chief of the Isles, whose daughter
or sister, as we have seen, had married the adven-

turer Wimund, or Malcolm Mac Heth, the alleged
son of Angus, Earl of Moray. J The events of this

war, which lasted for several years, are unknown ;

but in 1157, the contest was brought to a close by a

treaty, which was considered so important, as to

form an epoch, from which royal charters \\iiv

dated. About this time, also, occurred Malcolm's

Caledonia, vol. i. book iv. chap, i.

+ The Hoy of figrernont died in his nonage ; his connexion
with this insurrection has not been very clearly established-

J Hailes's Annals, vol. i. p. 118.

f Sir James Dalrymple's Collections, p. 425.
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first transaction with the English king. Eight
years before this, Henry had an interview with

j htvid, at Carlisle, and received from him the

honour of knighthood. On that occasion he made

oath, that, if ever he attained the English crown,

lie would restore Newcastle to the Scottish king,

and cede to him and his heirs for ever the whole

territory between Tyne and Tweed. Instead of

Malcolm over- performing this solemn engage-
reached by ment, however, Heniy now de-

Henry II. manded the restitution of those

territories which Malcolm already held in England.
An interview between the monarchs took place at

Chester, and Malcolm, young and inexperienced,

either overreached by the superior cunning of the

English king, or betrayed by the treachery of his

counsellors, whom Henry had corrupted,* not only

relinquished his claim to the territory to the north

of the Tyne, but also abandoned to England his

whole possessions in the northern comities, and

received in return the earldom of Huntingdon,
which Henry appears to have taken from Mal-

colm's younger brother, David, to whom it had been

bequeathed by the late king.f Malcolm is stated,

at the same time, to have performed homage to

Henry, in the same manner as his grandfather had

done to Henry L,
"
reserving all his dignities."

This step produced deep and universal discontent

among Malcolm's subjects. The following year

(1158), he repaired to the English court at Car-

lisle, with the view of receiving the honour of

knighthood from Henry. But this interview ended

in a quarrel, and Malcolm returned home in disgust,

without having obtained the coveted distinction.

He seems, however, to have been bent on pro-

curing the object of his ambition, at whatever cost
;

and when Henry set out on his expedition for the

recovery of Toulouse, in 1159, Malcolm went with

him to France, and was knighted by him there.

The Scottish nobles and people, however, were

Discontent of the indignant at the conduct of their

Scottish people, king, in forgetting his station as an

independent prince, and fighting under the banner of

the English monarch ;
and they sent adeputation into

France, to remonstrate against this desertion of his

duty on the part of their sovereign.
" \Ve will not,"

raid the deputies,
" have Henry to rule over us."

Malcolmwas constrainedtocomplywith their wishes,

and to return with all haste to his own dominions.

The supporters of the Boy of Egremont seem to have

regarded this as a favourable opportunity for urging
liis claims

;
and while Malcolm was holding a great

council at Perth, J Ferquhard, or Feretach, Earl of

Strathern, and five other earls, conspired to seize the

person of their sovereign, and assaulted the tower
in which he had taken refuge ;

but a reconciliation

v as effected by the intervention of the clergy.
"The intentions of these noblemen," says the

itinuator of Fordun, "were not traitorous

e.
1

selfish, but singly directed to the welfare of

'

Fordun, lib. viii. c. iii.

J II. Hoveuen, p. 491
;
Hailes's AnnaJs, vol. i. p. 120.

i Citron. Mel. JlUO.

the state."* At this critical period, aUo, a
formidable insurrection broke out in i,,turrrctjon in

Galloway; partly, it would appear, Ualluway
from the jealousy with which the Celtic inhabit-
ants of that district viewed the introduction of
Saxon settlers, and Saxon laws and customs. Mal-
colm promptly led an army against the insurgt :

but was twice repulsed by them. With charac-
teristic intrepidity he attacked them a third time,
and obtained a complete victory. Fergus, the Ixml
of Galloway, submitted to the authority of Mal-

colm, gave his son, Uchtred, as a hostage, and
assumed the habit of a canon-regular in the Abbey
of Holyrood, where he died in llGl.f
The turbulent inhabitants of the province of

Moray,
"
whom," says Fordun, _" no solicitations or largesses could

allure, no treaties or oaths could bind to their

duty," like the men of Galloway, were indignant
at the intrusion of foreign settlers, and the intro-

duction of foreign manners. They had often re-

belled against the Scottish government, and at this

juncture they once more raised the standard of

revolt,
" in support of their native principles, and

in defence of their ancient laws." After a violent

struggle, Malcolm finally succeeded in suppressing
the rebellion, and completely crushed the powerful

family which had hitherto possessed the title of

Earl of Moray, and bestowed that dignity upon
the earls of Mar. It is asserted by some historians,

that he had recourse to the strong measure of dis-

possessing the ancient inhabitants of the province,

removing them to other parts of the country, and

planting new colonies in their room. But such a

step, if adopted at all, could have been only very

partially carried into effect There can be no

doubt, however, that Malcolm availed himself of

the favourable opportunity afforded by the sup-

pression of this revolt, to abrogate many of the

ancient customs of the province, and to introduce

Saxon laws in their room, and to subject the dis-

trict completely to his authority.

From some unexplained cause, the ambitious

Somerled a second time declared Defeat and death

war against Malcolm, and, assem- of Someried

bling a numerous army from Argyle, Ireland, and

the Isles, he sailed up the Clyde "(1164) with one

hundred and sixty galleys, and landed his forces

near Renfrew, threatening, as some of the chroni-

clers inform us, to make a conquest of the whole

of Scotland. Here, according to the Chronicle of

Melrose,} Somerled was slain, with his son, Gillie-

colane, and his great armament dispersed by a very

inferior force of the Scots. According to tradition,

however, this celebrated chief was assaainated in

his tent, by a person in whom he placed confidence;

and his troops, thus deprived of their leader, re-

turned in haste to the Isles, suffering severely ii

their retreat from the attacks of their enemies.}

Fordun, lib. viii. c. iv.

Ibid. ;
Chron. S. Crucis; Hade*, ToL L p. 124.

J Chron. Mel. p. 169. , ,.
s Gregory's History of the Western Highlands, p. 18.
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This was Malcolm's last exploit, for he died soon

after at Jedburgh, on the 9th of December, 1165,

to the twenty-fifth year of his age.

Some historians affirm, that Malcolm was de-

prived of the government shortly before his death.

Bower relates that Malcolm, having made a vow

of perpetual chastity, and being intent on divine

things, neglected the administration of his king-

dom ; that from these causes he became odious to

the people, who constrained his brother "William

to accept the office of Regent* The story of Mal-

colm's vow of chastity appears to have been a fable,

in all probability founded upon his surname of the

Maiden, which is supposed to have been given to

him on account of his youthful and effeminate

countenance ;
for it is known from one of his own

charters, that he had a natural son.f If such a

revolution as has been mentioned did actually take

place, it may have been caused by Malcolm's sur-

render of the northern counties to England, and
his impolitic attachment to the English monarch.

Malcolm was succeeded by his brother WILLIAM,

AecMioii of *^e second son of Henry, Prince of

Wiliim II., Scotland, and grandson of David
AJ>. 1165. tae Fjrgk The new monarch be-

gan bis reign by courting the friendship of the

English king. Contrary to the advice of his coun-

sellors, he passed over to the Continent to Henry,
who was engaged in suppressing an insurrection in

I'.rittany, and spent his Christmas with him in the
famous old castle on Mount St. Michael. If the

object of William in thus paying court to the

English monarch was to obtain the restitution of

Northumberland, he was disappointed in his ex-

pectations. But Henry kept up his hopes with
fur promises, and agreed to prolong the trace with

Scotland, because it was for his own interest to

preserve peace on the borders, during his absence
on the Continent William seems, ere long, to have
discovered that he had been amused with fruitless

expectations, for, in 1168, he sent ambassadors to

France, to negotiate an alliance with that kingdom
gainst England. This is the first negotiation be-
tween Scotland and France of which we have any
authentic information.^ Two years later, however,
when Henry, the eldest son of the English king,*** t

*?P
c
j*
tcd with hi father in the government,

oth William and his younger brother, David, were
resent at his coronation (14th June, 1170), and

did homage to the youthful monarch along
i the other English barons. But, in 1170, when

Wr between Wil- a quarrel broke out between Henry
Ii,ryll.and his son, the Scottish king, ap-
r wearied of fruitless solicitations, joined in

deracy with the young king, and obtained from
i grant of the earldom of Northumberland for
M; and of that of Cambridge for his brother

Stimulated by these concessions. WilliamM army and invaded England. This inroad
ted, however, in the fruitless devastation of

For.lun.1,1. riii

the country, and a truce was agreed to, which was

prolonged to the close of Lent in the following

year. In 1174, he again invaded .Northum-

berland ;
and while the rest of his army spread

themselves over the country, burning and destroy-

ing wherever they came, William, with a small

body of troops, lay in careless security near Aln-

wick. While thus engaged, he was, on the 12th of

July, suddenly surprised and made William taken

prisoner by a party of Yorkshire prisoner.

barons, headed by Ranulf de Glanville. They had
set out from Newcastle at an early hour that morn-

ing, with a party of four hundred horse, and reached

the neighbourhood of Alnwick without being dis-

covered. Dining their march, a thick mist fell and
bewildered them, so that they became \mcertain of

their road. Some of the more cautious or timid

proposed to turn back. " If you should all turn

back," said Bernard de Baliol, one of their leaders,
" I will go forward alone." Animated by this de-

claration, they rode forward, and in a short time

discovered the battlements of Alnwick Castle. In

their way they suddenly encountered the Scottish

king, who was riding in the fields with a slender

train of sixty horsemen. William so little expected
an attack of this nature, that he at first mistook the

English for a returning party of his own stragglers.

On perceiving his error, however, he cried out,
" Now it will be seen who are true knights," and

instantly charged the enemy with the handful of

men who attended him. But he was speedily over-

powered by superior numbers, unhorsed, and taken

prisoner. His companions and several of his nobles,

who were not present at the conflict, voluntarily
shared the fate of their sovereign. The English
barons carried off their royal prize with all celerity,
and returned in safety to Newcastle that night.
William was at first confined in the castle of Rich-

mond; thence he was taken to Northampton, to

meet King Henry, and was brought before him
with bis feet tied under his horse's belly an act

of wanton and indecent barbarity, which is calcu-

lated to give a very unfavourable idea of the per-
sonal character of the English king.* A few days
after, Henry carried his prisoner to Falaise, in Nor-

mandy. In this strong fortress he was confined

till the month of December following, when he re-

gained his liberty by disgracefully Disgraceful

sarrendering the independence of surrender of the

i TIT-.,.-!, xi f independencehis country. With the consent of r
of

the Scottish barons and clergy, Scotland,

given at Valogne on the 8th of December. 1174,

William became the liegeman of Henry for Scot-

land, and all his other territories.t He agreed to

deliver up to the English king the castles of Edin-

burgh, Stirling, Roxburgh, Berwick, and Jedburgh,
and gave his brother David and twenty of his prin-

* This is the account given hy Hoveden (See Hailes's

Annals, vol. i. p. 135); it is proper to add, however, that
Jordan Fantosme, who has given a minute account in rliynie
of William's capture, makes no mention of this circum-

stance, and states, that Henry had departed for Normanuj
before the Scottish king could be presented to him.

f Hailes's Annals, voL i. p. 140
; Hovedeu, p. 550.
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cij)al barons as hostages for the performance of the

treaty. It is worthy of remark that, while the in-

dependence of the nation was bartered away in

this weak and pusillanimous manner, a prudent
and memorable clause, as it has been termed, was
introduced into the treaty, leaving entire the inde-

pendence of the Scottish Church. This clause was

successfully pleaded by the bishops and clergy be-

fore the Papal legate, in a council held at North-

ampton (1176), when Henry required them " to

yield that obedience to the English Church which

they ought to yield, and were wont to yield in the

days of his predecessors." The Scottish clergy,

though on English ground, and in the power of

Henry, boldly made answer,
" that they had never

yielded subjection to the English Church, nor ought

they."'
In the beginning of the following year (1175),

Return of William William returned to Scotland along
to Scotland. with his brother David, and on the

10th of August following, he and his clergy and
barons did homage to Henry at York, in terms of

the treaty of Falaise. Meantime his captivity was
the signalfor an insurrection amon<*

Feuds in Galloway. ,, , , , , , ,., ~ ^ ,,
the turbulent inhabitants 01 Gallo-

way. Fergus, the chief of that province, who was
subdued by Malcolm IV., died in 1161. According
to the ancient Celtic law of inheritance, his terri-

tories were divided between his two sons, Uchtred

and Gilbert. At the head of their clansmen, these

chiefs were in attendance upon King William during
that disastrous expedition into Northumberland
which terminated in his captivity. On the loss of

their sovereign, the Scottish army made a precipitate
retreat into their own country. The Gallowaymen
retired into their native fastnesses, and, with their

characteristic turbulence and jealousy of foreigners,

they availed themselves of this favourable oppor-

tunity to attack the Saxons and Normans who had
settled in their district, and to expel the regal
officers. They proceeded next to turn their arms

against each other (September 22, 1176), and Gil-

bert caused his brother Uchtred to be assassinated

with circumstances of horrible barbarity,f His at-

tempts, however, to possess himself of his murdered
brother's inheritance were gallantly resisted by Ro-

land, the son of Uchtred
; and next year, William,

having regained his liberty, marched into. Galloway
in order to chastise Gilbert

;
but instead of exe-

cuting justice upon him for his double crime of

murder and rebellion, he contented himself with

^exacting a pecuniary satisfaction, according to the

ancient Celtic custom. In 1176, Gilbert presented
himself, among the other Scottish barons, at York,
did homage to the English king, and was received

into favour. Henry is said to have sold his pro-
tection to the fratricide for a thousand marks. In
11 Si. this turbulent and ferocious chief, trusting

probably to the protection of Henry, again took up
arms, and began to lay waste and plunder the

*
Rym. Foed. vol. i. p. 39.

* Fordun, lib. via. c. xxv.
; Benedict. Abbas, p. 92;

s Annals, vol. i. p. 151.

country with hia wonted barbarity. Term* of ac-

commodation were offered him, which he rejected ;

but his death in the following year freed the eon*
try from his devastations.

Roland, the son of Uchtred, promptly trailed Mm-
sclf of the favourable opportunity afforded by the
death of Gilbert, to obtain pos.scs.Mon of the whole
province of Galloway. On tho 4th of July, 1185,
he defeated the adherents of Gilbert, and slew Gil-

patric, their leader. With equal courage and ac-
cess he overthrew and dispersed a formidable band
of robbers who had overrun tho country.* The
Scottish king, it is alleged, was gratified by tht"t

enterprises of the gallant Roland; but Henry WM
highly incensed, and in 1 186, he assembled a power-
ful army at Carlisle, with the intention to invade

Galloway. Roland, however, was not dismayed.
He fortified the passes of the country, and prepared
to offer the most desperate resistance. But a com-

promise was afterwards made. It was agreed that

Roland should retain the possessions which had
been held by his father, Uchtred, and should sub-

mit to the decision of the English court as to what
had belonged to Gilbert, and was now claimed by
bis son Duncan. Henry was satisfied with the ac-

knowledgment thus made of the paramount au-

thority of England, and William granted to Duncan
the territory of Carrick, a district of ancient Gal-

loway, as a full satisfaction for all his claims.

In the meantime, and during all the remainder of

Henry's reign, entire harmony subsisted between

England and Scotland. On the death of Simon de

St. Lis, Earl of Huntingdon, without issue, Henry
restored the earldom to the Scottish king, who con-

ferred it on his brother David. On the 5th of Sep-

tember, 1186, William, on the proposal of Henry.

married, at Woodstock, Ermengarde, daughter of

Richard, Viscount of Beaumont, and the descendant

of an illegitimate daughter of Henry I.j on which,

as part of the dower of the young queen, "his

cousin," the English king restored to William the

eastle of Edinburgh.! Two years afterwards he

offered also to give up the castles of Roxburgh and

Berwick, if William would jy the tenths of his

kingdom for the holy war. The proposal was sub-

mitted to an assembly of the clergy and nobility,

but they made answer, that "
they would never pay

the tenth, although both kings should have sworn

to levy them."

Scarcely were the commotions in (Jalloway sup-

pressed, when the Celtic inhabr aiaa*

parts of the country, took up arms against the new

settlers, and forced them to seek >

tified places. In the more remote d^uicta, the na-

tive chiefs exercised almost a regal sway ; and not-

withstanding tho vigorous measures adopted by

Malcolm IV. to reduce them to obedience, H is eri

dent that they still acknowledged, at the almost,

only a qualified dependence upon the Scottish

Hailes's Annals, vol. L p. 152; Chnm. M*L p. 17B;

Fordan, lib, viii. c. mit.
+ Chnm. Mel. p. 176

; Hoveden, p. 682; H*il AunU,
vol. i. p. 103.
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crown The inhabitants of Moray revolted in 1171.

Iwnmctionin In 1179, William and his brother

Moray n<i ROM- David were obliged to march

into the district of Ross, to suppress some disturb-

ances which had arisen there. They erected two

fluUesses to bridle the turbulent inhabitants of that

wild and remote province, but without the desired

effect It is probable that these commotions were

caused bv the pretensions of Donald Bane, who

claimed the crown as the son of William and grand-

con of Duncan, commonly called the bastard king

of Scotland, and, as usual, obtained the support of

the Northern chiefs. For seven years he held out

the earldoms of Moray and Ross against all the

power of the Scottish king, plundering the rest of

the country far and wide. At length, in 1187,

while William lay with his army at Inverness, a

marauding party, commanded by Roland, the lord

of Galloway, accidentally met Donald on the heath

of Mamgarvy, accompanied only by a small body of

his followers, attacked, and slew him.* By his

death, tranquillity was restored to the country.

A singular incident is related by Buchanan, on the

authority of an old chronicler, as having occurred to

William on his return from the expedition against
Donald Bane. Gilchrist, Earl of Angus, for the

great services performed by him to the crown and

nation in this and the preceding reign, had the

king's sister given him in marriage, who, abusing
his bed, he caused her to be slain. This murder so

enraged the king against him, that, forgetting former

services, he devastated his castles, confiscated his

estate, and banished him the kingdom, whereupon
he retired to England. But in the treaty between
William and Henry, it being stipulated that neither

of the contracting powers shall shelter their respec-
tive enemies, Gilchrist was obliged to leave Eng-
land, and, returning to Scotland with his two sons,
hiiiftcd from place to place, passing their time in

great misery and want; but being seen by the

king on the road in the neighbourhood of Perth, in

the disguise of farmers, by their mien they dis-

covered themselves to be above-that station, and on
William's approach left the way, to prevent dis-

covery. This shyness raising William's curiosity,
he had them brought before him, when, inquiring
who they were, Gilchrist, kneeling, in a very mov-
ing speech acquainted him with their lamentable
condition, wherewith the king was so sensibly
touched, that he not only pardoned him, but re-
stored him to his former honours, favour, and estate,t
The death of Henry II., 6th July, 1189, led to an

of the important and memorable event,
>c of the recovery of the independence

of the kingdom. Richard Cceur de
his successor, then intent upon collecting

j"y
tor his expedition to the Holy Land, invited

'

Scotland to his court at Canterbury,od upon William's engagement to pay to him the

1A. rii. p.

- Ja[TiiL; Chron - MeL P-
p. 188; M^JOT Hi,U lib. ir

sum of ten thousand marks sterling equal to a

one hundred thousand pounds sterling at the

sent day, agreed to restore the castles of Roxb
and Berwick,

" to be possessed by him and his hei

for ever, as their own proper inheritance." " Mo:

over," the charter proceeds,
" We have granted to

him an acquittance of all obligations which our

father extorted from him, by new instruments, in

consequence of his captivity, under this condition

always, that he shall completely and fully perform
to us whatever his brother Malcolm, King of Scot-

land, of right performed, or ought of right to have

performed, to our predecessors."* The boundaries

of the two kingdoms were at the same time re-es-

tablished, as they had existed at the date of AVil-

lianrs imprisonment. The Scottish king was put
in possession of all his fees in the earldom of Hunt-

ingdon or elsewhere, and all the charters of homage
done to Henry II. by the Scottish barons were de-

livered up, and declared to be cancelled for ever.

There can be no doubt that Richard, by this in-

strument, made a full renunciation, at least of what-

ever new rights of sovereignty over Scotland had

been extorted from William by the treaty of Fa-

!
laise. As Mr. Allan remarks,

" The charter re-

places the two kingdoms on their ancient footing,

and leaves it open for discussion, what were the

:
lands and possessions for which homage and fealty,

were due to the English crown. But from one of

the most full and accurate of our contemporary

chroniclers, it is apparent that the independence of

Scotland was understood at the time to be the effect

and purport of the treaty. Benedictus Abbas, in

his account of the transaction, informs us that Wil-

liam did homage to Richard for his English digni-

ties, and that Richard, on the part of himself and

his successors, granted to the Scotch king, and to

his heirs for ever, an acquittance from all allegiance
and subjection for the kingdom of Scotland." It is

owing to this wise and just treaty, which the later

English historians have censured as impolitic, and

to the fidelity with which it was observed on both

sides, that for more than a century after its date

there occurred no national quarrel or hostilities be-

tween the two countries. The sum which William

paid for this valuable boon could not have been

raised without considerable difficulty among a peo-

ple so poor as the Scots were at this period ;
and

there is reason to believe that an Act was granted
to him, for the payment of the ransom, by a con-

1

vention of the clergy and barons held at Mu^el-

burgh. Lord Hailes concludes, from the terms of a

charter granted by William to the Abbey of Scone,

that the clergy (who contributed a share of the aid)

re-imbursed themselves, to a certain extent at least.

by imposing something of the nature of a capitation
tax on the inhabitants of their territories, and that

|

this tax was so burdensome, as to induce some of

the inhabitants to leave their places of residence in

order to elude payment.t It is worthy of notice, as

662 ; Bened. AbbRym. Feed. vol. i. p. 64 ; Hoveden, p.
p. 676 ; Hailes's Annals, vol. i. p. 165.

t Annals, voL L p. 166 (note).
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indicating the kindly feelings which William enter-

tained towards his benefactor, that when Richard

was treacherously made prisoner by the Duke of

Austria, on his way home from the Holy Land, the

Scottish king sent two thousand marks to assist in

paying the price of his redemption.*

David, Earl of Huntingdon, heir presumptive to

\.lvfiitnres of fc e Scottish crown, accompanied
I>:ni.l. the king's Richard in his crusade, and shared

brother. both in his successes and in his

misfortunes.+ He was shipwrecked on the coast of

Egypt, and taken prisoner by the Saracens, who
sold liim as a slave. Having concealed his rank,

he was purchased for a small sum by a Venetian,
|

who brought him to Constantinople. There he was

accidentally recognized by some English merchants,
who ransomed and sent him home. On his home-

ward voyage he was overtaken by a violent storm,

and narrowly escaped a second shipwreck on the

coast of Scotland. He ascribed his deliverance to

the Virgin Mary ; and, as a token of his gratitude
for her intercession, he founded a monastery for

j

Tyrone monks, at Lindores, in Fife.

Scarcely any events worthy of notice occurred

during the remaining years of William's reign. In

Insurrection of H96, the peace of the northern

Harold, Earl of counties was disturbed by an in-

Orkney. surrection, headed by Harold, Earl

of Orkney and Caithness. William, with his usual

promptitude, marched against the insurgents, and

speedily dispersed them. In the following year,

however, they again appeared in arms near Inver-

ness, under Torfin, the son of Harold, and a second

time they were defeated by the royal army. The

king now marched through Ross and Caithness to

the northern extremity of the country, where he

seized Harold, and detained him in captivity until

his son, Torfin, surrendered himself as a hostage.
Harold was allowed to retain the northern part of

hi^ earldom, but the southern division was bestowed

upon Hugh Freskin, the progenitor of the earls of

Sutherland. Fordun says, that William, returning
from this expedition into Caithness,

"
passed over

a^ain into Scotland," which shows that at this

period the northern province w^s not included in

Scotland proper. The chiefs of that remote district
j

had hitherto been accustomed to consider them- !

selves subject to the Danish, rather than to the

Scottish crown. Harold having again rebelled, his

son, as a punishment for his father's reiterated in-

surrections, and his own turbulence, had his eyes
pat out, and perished miserably in prison, in the

tastle of Roxburgh. J

On the accession of John to the English throne,
A.D. 1199, William did homage to him at Lincoln,
"
saving his own rights." After the performance of

the ceremony, the Scottish monarch endeavoured,
but without effect, to obtain the restitution of the

Chron. Mel. p. 179.
+ Boece, Hist, book xiii. ; Buchan. Hist lib. vii. p. 120.

rev of our readers will need to be reminded of the con-
Rricnona part which David is made to perform in Sir
Walter Scott's

"
Talisman."

1 Fordun, lib. viii. c. Ivi.

three northern counties of England, wl.eh ha
claimed as his ancient inheritance. Two yean
Misunderstanding alter

> a niibUlldcmtailduig arose b*.
im and twecn the two kings, respecting

William.
fort

mouth to overawe the garruon at Berwick, *nd
which William repeatedly demolished as soon as it

was built. The quarrel increased to such an extent,
that a war threatened to arwo out of it ; and, in

1209, John led an army to Norham, while William
assembled his forces at Berwick. But by the

vention of the barons of both countries, Vrtilitm
were averted, and a treaty of peace was concluded
between the kingdoms. John became bound not to

rebuild the castle of Tweedmouth, and William, on
his part, agreed to pay fifteen thousand marks " for

procuring his friendship, and for fulfilling certain

conventions between them."* Wilhum also de-

livered his two daughters to John, that they might
be provided with suitable mutches. The Scottish

writers affirm, that by the terms of the agreement,

Henry and Richard, the sons of John, were to

marry the two princesses. If so, this stipulation

was not fulfilled. At a great council or parliament
held at Stirling, in 1211, William asked assistance

to enable him to fulfil the stipulations of this treaty,

and received from the barons a grant of ten thou-

sand marks, and six thousand from the boroughs,t

In the meantime, a new insurrection broke out

among the turbulent inhabitants of insurrection of

Ross, who were not even yet recon- Gutlutd.

ciled to the government of the Saxon descendants

of Malcolm Caumore. Guthred, a descendant of

William Fitz-Duncan, and the son of Donald Bane,

who fell A. D. 1187, asserted his claim to the throne,

and, landing from Ireland, spread devastation

through the northern provinces. William, in spite

of his age and infirmities, led an army against him

in person; but Guthred kept possession of the

mountain fastnesses of the north for some time, and

baffled every attempt on the part of the king to

take him, until he was treacherously betrayed into

the hands of Comyn, Earl of Buclian, Justiciary of

Scotland, and executed, A.D. 12124

This was the last exploit of William, who, after

a long illness, died at Stirling on Death of wuum.

the 4th of December, 1214, in the

seventy-second year of his age, and forty-ninth

year of his reign the longest reign in the range

of Scottish history. Besides six natural children,

he left by his queen, Ermengarde de Beaumont, on

son and two daughters, Marjory and Isab

former of whom was married to the cclebr

Hubert.de Burgh, Justiciary of En^

latter to Gilbert, Earl-marshal of that kingdt

Before the reign of William, none Origin of IB* Itaysl

of the Scottish kings seem to hare Ai

assumed armorial bearings.
The Lion H

the Royal Arms of Scotland, first appears on his i

Rjm. Foed. vol. i. P. 1 I Hl, >L L p. l.
+ Fordun, lib. viii. c. Iron.

J Ibid. c. Ixrri.; Hailes, vM. i. p. 1W.

Anderson's DipluiuaU, p. 04-
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and it is probable, that from this circumstance he

received the surname of The Lion. From a similar

cause, the president of the Herald's Court in Scot-

had ia termed Lord Lion King-at-Anns. It is

worthy of notice, that most of the rulers of the

northern countries of Europe, the kings of England,

Scotland, Norway, and Denmark, the native princes

of Wales, the dukes of Normandy, the counts of

Flanders, Holland, Hainault, &c., all about the

ame period during the twelfth century appear,

as with one accord, to have adopted a lion as their

cognizance ; and that the assumption of the eagle by
the monarchs of the eastern and southern portions

of Europe took place almost contemporaneously.*

ALEXANDER II., a youth in his seventeenth year,

A*ri"n of ascended the throne on the death

Alexander II. of his father William, and was

crowned at Scone on the 10th of December, 1214.

One of the first acts of his reign was to enter into

an alliance with the patriotic English barons against

King John, in expectation of regaining the northern

counties; and having crossed the borders, he invested

the castle of Norham, but without success. John

was BO incensed, that he marched to the north with

a mixed and savage host of mercenaries the out-

eact* and freebooters of Europe headed by
" Buch

the Murderer,"
" Godeschal the Iron-hearted," "Fal-

co without Bowels,"
" Manleon the Bloody," and

other ruffians of a similar character, for the purpose
of wreaking his vengeance on the disaffected barons

and their adherents. His progress through York-

Scrage conduct of shire and Northumberland was
King John. marked 'with flames and blood.

The towns and castles of Morpeth, Mitford, Aln-

wick, Wark, and Roxburgh, together with all the

villages and hamlets on the road, were given to the

flames, John himself setting fire with his own hands
in the morning to the house in which he had spent
the preceding night, and the most shocking tortures

were inflicted upon the inhabitants by the ferocious

oldicry, to make them confess where they had con-

cealed their money,f The Scottish king retired

before a superior force; and John, vowing that he
would " smoke the little red fox out of his covert,"!
followed him as far as Edinburgh, burning the towns
of Jhinbar and Haddington on his way. Alexander

having drawn together a powerful force, encamped
on the river Ek, near Pentland, a few miles to the

oath of Edinburgh. John feeling disinclined to

ruk a battle, and unable to remain longer in a

country which his savage fury had laid waste,
harried back to England, in his retreat setting fire to

the Priory of Coldingham and the town of Berwick.
In retaliation for these outrages, Alexander

AVronitr tend* Mtrcne<l into England, and laid

England in con- waste the western border counties

.
with fire and sword. The Chronicle

"
of Mclrone states that the Scots in

hii army meaning, probably, the Galwegians
tax-he's Punairant of Amu.

MeL p. 190; M. Paris, p. 275; Fonlnn, lib. ix.

*. P- 1*1 "Wanna Alounder was of a red"; Haiku rol. i.
j,. 171.

burnt the Monastery of Holmcultram, in Cumber-

land, and that, in returning home with their pk
der, nearly two thousand of them, as a judgme
for their sacrilege, were drowned in the river Ede

rather, perhaps, in the shifting sands of the

way Frith.* The Scottish king dismissed the

ferocious plunderers from his army, and then

vanced to the south to join Prince Louis, of Franc

whom the barons had invited over to assist them

protecting their rights, against their own deteste

and contemptible sovereign. On his way, he tc

possession of Carlisle and assaulted Barnard Castle

the seat of the Baliol family, where Eustace

Vesci, one of the leaders of the barons, was slai

Alexander, on reaching Dover, is said to have dor

homage to Louis for the possessions which he hel

from the King of England;! and Louis and

barons, on their part, expressly recognized the rig!

of the Scottish king to the counties of Northuml

land, Cumberland, and Westmoreland, and
oath that they would not conclude a separat

peace.
After the death of the infamous John (17th

tober, 1216), Alexander continued to co-operat
with Prince Louis and the confederated barons

;

as John, before his death, had made his peace wit

Rome, the king of the Scots, and his whole annj
and kingdom, were in consequence _
. ,,?.;, ? .. Papal interdict-
included in the excommunication

which Gualo, the Pope's legate, fulminated a

Louis and his adherents. The sentence seems

have been very little regarded either by the clerg

or the people of Scotland it was not even put
lished by the former till after the lapse of nearly

twelvemonth.J
The disgraceful overthrow of Louis next ye

(25th May, 1217), induced him to make peace

Henry ILL, the young king of England, withoti

paying any regard to the interest of his Scott

ally. On hearing of the treaty, Alexander, ~w

was on his march into England, returned hoi

He soon after effected his reconciliation both

Henry and the Papal See. On the 1st of Deceml

1217, he received absolution at Tweedmouth, :

the Archbishop of York and the Bishop of Durl
the delegates of Gualo ;

and at the same time he

yielded up to Henry the town of Carlisle, and did

homage for the earldom of Huntingdon and the

other possessions which he held in England. In

the following year, the papal legate and his dele-

gates exacted large sums from the Scottish clergy
as the price of absolution. Those

i V .o j XT. i -L A j its removal,
wno satisfied their exorbitant de-

mands were at once relieved from the excommuni-
cation and interdict under which they had been

laid
; others were commanded to repair to Rome, to

be absolved there
; while a third class, who were

either reluctant to submit to the authority of the

legate, or to pay the price of reconciliation, were

Chron. Mel. p. 190.

f Ibid. p. 191.

J Hniles.Yoli. p. 173; Chron Mel. p 192 : Fordun, lib.

ix. c. x\\i.

$ Fordun, lib. ix. c xxxii.
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suspended or deposed. At length the clergy,
wearied of these exactions, sent a deputation of

three bishops to the Papal court, where, on a pro-

foM'in of penitence, they easily obtained absolu-

tion.
" He must have a tender conscience," said a

cardinal, ill their hearing, "who confesses a crime

when lie has not been guilty of an offence."* Gualo

was recalled, and the Pope confirmed the liberties

of the Scottish Church, alleging as one of the

grounds of this boon,
" the respect and obedience

which Alexander had manifested to the Papal see."

It was agreed that the disputes between Henry and
Alexander should be referred to Pandulph, the new

Papal legate, but they remained undecided till

1237.

On the 25th of June, 1221, Alexander married

Marriage of the princess Joan, Henry's eldest

Alexander. sister. This fortunate union had a

most favourable effect in strengthening the bonds

of amity between the two kingdoms ;
and it was

followed by a long period of uninterrupted peace,
which enabled the Scottish king to turn his undi-

vided attention to the regulation of the internal

affairs of his own kingdom, by the enactment of

wise and just laws, many of which are still in force.

Almost the only events that mark the history of the

country during the next twelve or thirteen years,
are some insurrections which broke out among the

turbulent inhabitants of Argyle, Galloway, Moray,
and Caithness, and were suppressed by the vigor-

i >nnces in ous measures of the king. The dis-

Caithness turbances in Caithness were caused

by the rigorous exaction of tithes and other ecclesi-

astical dues, by the officers of Adam, the bishop of

that province ;
and the bishop himself is alleged to

have excommunicated the people for their refusal to

comply with his demands. A great multitude having
assembled to consider what course they should fol-

low in these circumstances, one of them exclaimed,
'

Short rede, good rede slay we the bishop." The
crowd ran instantly to the episcopal residence at

Halkirk, assaulted it with fury, set it on fire, and
burnt the prelate alive in his own palace (A.D. 1222).

Alexander, who was at Jedburgh on his way to

Kngland when he heard of this atrocious deed, im-

mediately hastened to the north, and inflicted con-

dign punishment on the murderers, putting, it is

said, no fewer than four hundred of them to death.

'Hie Karl of Orkney and Caithness was accused of

having abetted or connived at the murder, for when
some of the bishop's servants, who had escaped

tlirough the flames, came in haste to him to crave

Assistance for their master, he coolly answered,
"Let the bishop come to me, and I will protect
him." The earl was in consequence deprived of his

^tate, but the king afterwards permitted him to

ideem it. In the year 1231, however, he was him-
lf murdered in his own castle by his servants,
d then burned, in revenge for this atrocious

Forduu, lib. ix. c. xxxiii.

Cln-on. Me', p. 199; Forclun, lib. ix. c. xxxvii.;
, lib. xiii. p. 293.

VOL. i.

The insurrection in Moray was connected with
the claims of Gilliescop McScolanc,
a descendant of William Fitz-1 )un-

""** Mormy
'

can, to the earldom of that province. He at first

obtained a temporary success burnt the town of
Inverness, spoiled the crown lands in that neigh-
bourhood, and baffled the king himself, who went
against him in person (A.D. 1228). Next yew,
however, he was betrayed into the hands of the
Earl of Buchan, justiciary of Scotland, who put
him and his two sons to death.* " He appear* to
have been the last of hia race," says Mr. fiVam,
" and thus terminated those singular attempt* to

place a rival family on the throne of Scotland,
which lasted during a period of upwards of one
hundred years, and which exhibit so extraordinary
a proof of the tenacity and perseverance with which
the Highlanders maintained their peculiar laws of

succession, and the claims of a hereditary title to

the throne."

The most formidable of these internal commo-
tions was the last, which broke out

in Galloway in 1233, on the death
"

of Alan, the son of Roland, the chief of that dis-

trict, and high constable of Scotland, leaving three

daughters, but no male heir. This Alan of Gallo-

way, who was the representative, in the female

line, of the great family of the Morcvilles, was the

most powerful subject in the kingdom. His eldest

daughter, Helen, by his first wife, married Roger
de Quincy, Earl of Winchester, who beeaiu

stable of Scotland in her right By his second

wife, Margaret, eldest daughter of David, Earl of

Huntingdon, the brother of William the Lion, he

left two daughters, Christian, who married Wil-

liam de Fortibus, son of the Earl of Albemarlc, but

died without issue; and Devorguil, the wife of John

Baliol, of Barnard Castle, whose son, John Baliol,

was the succesful competitor for the crown, on the

death of Margaret of Norway. The rude and tur-

bulent Galwegians, who clung pertinaciously to

their ancient customs, resolutely opposed the par-

tition of their country among the heiresses of their

late lord, and headed by Thomas, a bastard son of

Alan, and Gilrodh or Gilderoy, an Irish chief, who

had come to his assistance, they marched against

the Scottish king, who was approaching to attack

them, and ravaged the adjacent country with

merciless fury. Alexander got entangled among

morasses, and was placed in a situation of immi-

nent peril, from which he was extricated by th*

Earl of Ross, who assailed the rebels in the rear,

and discomfited them with great slaughter. Thar

leaders, Thomas and Gilrodh, made their escape fc

Ireland, but next year they returned with a

army, and renewed the war. This second attempt,

however, was as unsuccessful as the first. Th two

leaders submitted to the king's mercy, and were

pardoned, but their Irish followers, straggling

towards the Clyde in the hope of being able to find

a passage to their own country, fell into the hands

of the citizens of Glasgow, who are said to

* Furdun, lib. ix. c. xlriL

L
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L-Jieadcd them nli with the exception only of two,

whom they sent to Edinburgh to be hanged and

quartered there.*

About this period dissensions began to arise be-

Plminrioni hr t^6611 *he English and Scottish !

twcvn the SonttUh kings. Their claims upon each
nd English other had never been finally

settled
;
and Henry, either from

'

ambition or weakness, was induced to support the

pretensions of the Archbishop of York to the right

of officiating at the coronation of the Scottish kings,

and to solicit Pope Gregory IX. to employ his

authority with Alexander, to perform the conditions

of the old treaty between Henry II. and William

the Lion, in strange forgetfulness of the fact, that

all claims under that treaty had been expressly
renounced by Richard I.f The Pope accordingly
issued a bull (A.D. 1234), admonishing the Scottish

king to comply with the demands of Henry,
" as

',

his doing so would greatly conduce to the peace
and tranquillity of both kingdoms." Instead of

j

submitting to these claims, Alexander sent an
j

ambassador to the English court, to demand the

restitution of Northumberland, Cumberland, and 1

Westmoreland, which he claimed in right of in-
!

heritance. He also alleged that his father, William,
had paid to John, the father of Henry, the sum of

fifteen thousand marks, on condition that Henry
and Richard, the sons of John, should marry Mar-

garet and Isabella, the daughters of William, which
|

condition had not been performed, and that Henry !

himself had failed to perform his engagement to

marry Marjory, another daughter of William's.
'

their settle- These claims were not finally ad-
menu

justed till September, 1237, when,
at ft conference held at York, in the presence of

Otho, the Papal legate, it was agreed that Alexan-
der should receive lands in Northumberland and
Cumberland, of the yearly value of two hundred
pounds, in full satisfaction of all his demands. f The
following year (4th March, 1238), Joan, Alexan-

Deathofthe ^er's queen, sister of Henry, who
4*0ra,NUecoad had been long in a declining state,

AleMuld'er' ^^ at Cantcrbury, without leav-

ing any issue. In the course of
i year (15th May, 1239) Alexander married

gain. Hi* new queen was Mary, daughter of

Ingelram do Couci, a great lord of Picardy, who,
on account of his brave actions, extensive posses-
ioM, and three marriages with ladies of royal and
illurtriou* families, was surnamed Le Grand.
The death of Joan, and the alliance with a family

fch had always been hostile to the interests of
gland, weakened the bonds of amity between

Alexander and Henry ; but, for several years, their
I friendship continued to exist, and in 1242,
Hilr., rol. i. p. IH2; Fonlun, lib. . c . xlviii.
Ryinwi FoeO. rol. L pp. 8-iH, 331, 330
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l pomp, and professed
Ulcir dignily The CH dt

" Je ne *ni* lUy, ni Prince nai,
J toil le Seigneur de Couci."

Henry, when about to set out on his expedition to

France, confided to Alexander the care of the

northern borders. But in this same year, an event

occurred which drew after it important conse-

quences.
At a tournament held at Haddington, Walter

Bisset, a member of a powerful Murder of the

family in the north, was over- Earl ofAthole by

thrown by Patrick, Earl of Athole,
*> Bksets-

a youth distinguished for Ir's knightly accomplish-
ments. It is alleged that the defeat was embittered

by an old feud which existed between the Bisseta

and the family of Athole. A day or two after, the

earl was murdered in the house where he lodged,

which, probably for the purpose of concealing the

atrocious crime, was set on fire by the assassins.

Suspicion immediately fell upon the Bissets, and

the nobility, headed by Patrick, Earl of March,
and David de Hastings, who had married the

aunt of Athole, flew to arms, and demanded

vengeance, both upon Walter Bisset and his uncle

William, the chief of the family, to whom popular
clamour pointed as the author of the conspiracy.
Bisset strenuously denied the charge. He urged
that he was fifty miles distant from Haddington
when the murder was committed. He instantly

procured the sentence of excommunication against
the assassins to be published, both in his own

chapel and in all the churches of the kingdom.
He offered to maintain his innocence by single

combat, but he declined a trial by jury,
" on ac-

count of the malevolence of the people and the

implacable resentment of his enemies." The king
strove to protect him from the fury of his enemies,

and the queen, according to Fordun, offered to

make oath,
" that Bisset had never devised a crime

so enormous;" that is to say, shewas so convinced of

his innocence, that she was willing to appear as

one of his compurgators, if the case should be .sub-

mitted to that mode of trial. At length it was

decided that the estates of the Bis- their banish-

sets should be forfeited, and that ment

they should swear upon the Holy Gospel that

they would make a pilgrimage to Jerusalem, and

there, for the remainder of their lives, pray for the

soul of the murdered earl.*

Walter Bisset, however, escaped to England, and

sought to avenge himself on his enemies at the ex-

pense of his country and of the king, to whose pro-

tection he owed his life. He artfully represented
to the English monarch that he was lord superior

of Scotland, and ought to have been first consulted

beforejudgment was given ;

" that Alexander, being
his vassal, had no right to inflict such punishments
on his nobles without the permission of his liege

lord;" and in order still farther to excite Henry

against the Scottish king, he described Scotland sis

the ally of France, and as the asylum, of the fugi-

tive enemies of England. Henry, who was a weak

monarch, was inflamed to such a pitch by these

misrepresentations, that he determined on an im-

* Hailes'" Annals, vol. i. p. 157; Fordun, lib. ix. e. lix i

M. Paris, p. M8.
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mediate invasion of Scotland. He secretly applied

te between to the Earl of Flanders for assist-

. iii.iunl mice, organized a confederacy of
aider. Irish chiefs to aid him in his enter-

pri-e, by making a descent upon the Scottish coast,

iiiui assemblui a large bo<ly of troops, with which

lie inarched to Newcastle. Alexander was nothing
daunted at these preparations. He declared that

he never did and never would consent to hold from

the kiii2f of England any portion of the kingdom of

Scotland ; and, with the strenuous support of his

he succeeded in raising an army of a hun-

dred thousand foot, and a thousand horse, to

repel the unprovoked invasion. Matthew Paris,

n contemporary English historian, has given
us an interesting description of the accoutrements

and discipline of this powerful host, and of the spirit

by which it was animated. " The Scottish cavalry,"

according to his account,
" were brave and well

mounted, although their horses were neither of the

Spanish nor Italian breed, and the horsemen were

clothed in armour of iron net-work. The in-

fantry," he adds,
"
approached to one hundred

thousand, all unanimous, all animated by the ex-

hortations of their clergy and by confession; coura-

geously to fight and resolutely to die in the just
defence of their native land."* The hostile armies

came in sight of each other at a place in Northum-
berland called Ponteland ; but, fortunately for both

countries, peace was concluded without bloodshed.

Alexander, as M. Paris tells us, was " a devout,

upright, and courteous person, justly beloved by all

the English nation no less than by his own sub-

jects." The English nobles were by no means
favourable to the rash enterprise of their imbecile

king ; and, through the exertions of Richard, Earl

of Cornwall, brother to Henry, and the Archbishop
. of York, a treatywas concluded (A.D.

Peace concluded. ,,,, ./ , , TT
1244) on equitable terms. Henry

prudently waived all demand of homage from Alex-

ander for the kingdom of Scotland
;
and the Scottish

monarch, on the other hand, agreed always to bear

good faith and love ta Henry as his dear and liege

lord, and never to enter into alliance with the ene-

mies of Henry, or of his heirs, unless they should

unjustly aggrieve him. It was also stipulated, that

the treaty concluded at York in 1237 should be

maintained, and that the proposal there made of a

marriage between the son of the King of Scots and
*lie daughter of Henry should be carried into effect.

Allan Durward, Henry de Baliol, David de Lindsay,
with other knights and prelates, then swore on the

soul of their lord the king that the treaty should be

kept inviolate by him and his heirs,f
The only event of the reign of Alexander which

remains to be noticed, is the maritime expedition
which he undertook, in 1249, against Angus, Lord
of Argyle, with the view of compelling that chief
t' 1 pay to the Scottish crown the homage which he
had been accustomed to render to the King of Nor-

way. Alexander had conducted his fleet as far as

M. Paris, p. 045
; Chron. Mel. p. 156.

* Kvmer's Feed. vol. i. pp. 374, 428
;
M. Paris, p. 646.
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the Sound of Mull, when ho waa seized with a fcrer.
and died in a small island, named Ivmih at AUv

'

Kerrara (8th July), in the
fifty-

MnUrlL
first year of his age, and thirty-fifth of hn reign.He was buried in the Abbey of Metro* in accord.
ancc with his own desire. Alexander waa a-
doubtedly one of the ablest and beat of oar SeottUi
princes ; and he was justly characterized by For-
dun as "a king pious, just, and brave, aa the shield
of the church, the safeguard of the people, and the
friend of the miserable." He was a zealous supporter
of the independence of the Scottish Charch, and a
liberal patron of the clergy, particularly of the
Dominican or Black Priars, for whom he founded
no fewer than eight monasteries at Edinburgh,
Berwick, Ayr, Perth, Aberdeen, Elgin, Stirling,
and Inverness. Boece supposes that his partiality
to these mendicants may have arisen from his ^"fag
seen their founder. St. Dominic, in France, about
the year 1217. " The sight of a living saint," saya
Lord Hailes,

"
may have made an impression on

his young mind ; but, perhaps, he considered the

mendicant friars as the cheapest ecclesiastics. Hi*

revenues could not supply the costly institution of

Cistercians and canons regular, in which his great*

grandfather, David I., took delight."*
Alexander was succeeded by his only son, ALEX-

ANDER III., who had not completed irmmhai of

his eighth year when the death of Aleiandw 111.

his father, on the 8th of July, 1249, opened to him

the accession to the Scottish throne. He was im-

mediately conducted by an assembly of the nobility

to the Abbey of Scone, for the purpose of being
crowned. It was objected by some of the

nobles, that the king ought to be knighted before

his coronation took place, and that the day fixed

for the ceremony was unlucky. But Cornyn, Karl

of Menteith, urged the danger of delay, aa Henry
was intriguing at Rome to procure from the 1'ope

an interdict against the coronation of the young

prince, alleging that Alexander, being his liege-

man, should not be anointed or crowned with-

out his permission ;
and he proposed that the Bishop

of St. Andrews should both knight and crown tho

youthful monarch, as William Rufu* had been

knighted by Lanfranc, Archbishop of Canterbury.*

The patriotic arguments of Comyn prevailed,
O

the 13th of July, David de Berne-
CownattoB>

ham, the Bishop of St. Andrews,

girded the king with the belt of knighthood, and

then explained to him his duties, first in Latin,

and afterwards in Norman-French. The varioi

ceremonies employed upon the occasion piewateH

a curious combination of old Celtic usages and c

recently imported Anglo-Norman customs.

youthful monarch was seated upon the aacre

stone of destiny, which formed the coronatio

chair; the crown was placed on hi bead, tl

sceptre in his hand ;
he was invested with th

mantle, and the barons and knights, kneeling u

homage, threw their robes beneath hie feet, A

Hailes, vol. i. p.
174.

+ Ibid. ; Fonlnn, lib. x. e.
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aired Highland sennachy, or bard, clothed

in a scarlet mantle, stepping forth from the crowd,

repeated, in the Gaelic tongue, a long genealogical

recitation, in which, beginning with "
Hail, Alex-

ander, King of Albion, son of Alexander, son of

William, son of David," he carried up the royal

pedigree through all its generations, to the fabu-

lous Gathelus, who married Scota, the daughter of

Pharaoh, and was the contemporary of Moses.* It

is doubtful whether Alexander understood a word

of the rhapsody addressed to him, but he is re-

corded to have liberally rewarded the venerable

genealogist.
The English king had at this time, in the spirit

of bis age, resolved upon an expedition to the Holy
Land ; and, in order to secure the northern borders

of bis kingdom from the incursions of the Scots

during his absence, the marriage formerly agreed

The king's
on between his daughter Margaret

marriage. and the young king of Scotland,

was solemnized at York, on the 20th of December,

1251. The ceremony was graced by the presence
of Henry and his queen, of Mary de Couci, Queen-

dowager of Scotland, who had come from France

on the occasion with a numerous train, and of the

principal nobility and prelates of both countries.

The festivities, which lasted several days, appear
to have been of the most magnificent character.
" Were I," says a contemporary chronicler,

" to

explain at length the abundance of the feasts, the

v and the frequent changes of the vestments,
the delight and the plaudits occasioned by the jug-

glers, and the multitude of those who sat down to

meat, my narrative would become hyperbolical. I

hall only mention that the Archbishop, who, as the

great Prince of the North, showed himself a most
serene host to all comers, made a donation of six

hundred oxen, which were all spent upon the first

coarse ;
and from this circumstance I leave you to

form a parallel judgment of the rest"t
In the midst of these festivities, Alexander per-

Heary't attempt
ôrme<i homage for the lands which

upon th inde- he held in England ;
and Henry,

pts4sMtor Scot- with that mean and dishonourable

policy, which was afterwards fully
developed by his son, endeavoured to take advan-

tage of the youth and inexperience of his relative
and guest, by cunningly proposing that he should
also render fealty for his kingdom of Scotland.
But the young monarch, with a prudence and spirit

beyond his years, replied,
" that he had been in-

vitl to York to marry the princess of England, not
to treat of affairs of state, and that he could not
lake a step so important without the knowledge
and approbation of his parliament." J Henry was
constrained to rest satisfied with this reply, and for
the present, at least, to desist from his demand. It
wa agreed, however, that he should send into
Scotland a trusty counsellor who might act in con-

1'k.i.
c i; Cliron. Mel. p. 219; Rymer's

-

; UHf. M; Ujmer't FoL ToL i. p. 407.

cert with the Scottish nobles as guardian of the

young king; and Geoffrey de Langley, keeper of

the royal forests, was appointed to this important
office ;

but he was speedily expelled by the barons

on account of his rapacity and insolence.

It soon appeared that the English king had by
no means laid aside his designs upon the independ-
ence of Scotland. In the year 1254, he procured

Pope Innocent the Fourth to grant him a twentieth

of the ecclesiastical revenues of that kingdom during
three years, ostensibly for the aid of the Holy Land,

but really for his own uses
;
and he despatched

Simon de Montfort, the celebrated Earl of Leices-

ter, on a secret mission, for the purpose of strength-

ening the English interest at the court of -.Alex-

ander. At this period, the powerful family of the

Comyns were at the head of Scottish affairs, and

two of the barons of their party, Robert de Ros

and John de Baliol, held the office of regents. They
were fiercely opposed by a rival

, . , ", ,
r
\_ ii -r. i c Scottish factions.

faction, headed by the JLarls 01

March, Strathern, and Carrick, Alexander the

Steward of Scotland, and Alan Durwarcl the High

Justiciary, who had been accused at York of a de-

sign upon the crown. The interests of this party
were espoused by Henry and his daughter, Queen

Margaret, who complained that she was confined in

the castle of Edinburgh, a sad and solitary place,

without verdure, and by reason ot its vicinity to

the sea, unwholesome ;
that she was not permitted

to make excursions through the kingdom, nor to

choose her female attendants; and that she was

not allowed to enjoy the society of her husband,

the king.* Henry despatched the Earl of Glou-

cester, and Maunsell, his chief secretary, to the

Scottish court, under the pretence of inquiring into

the grievances complained of by the queen, but in

reality for the purpose of assisting the discontented

nobles in their machinations against the party
which steadily opposed his interested schemes.

While the Comyns and their supporters were en-

gaged in preparations for holding a parliament at

Stirling, the Earls of Dunbar, Strathern, and Car-

rick, in concert with the Earl of Gloucester and

his associates, surprised the castle of Edinburgh,
and obtained possession of the persons of the king
and queen.f As soon as Henry heard of the suc-

cess of his forerunners, Gloucester and Maunsell,

he immediately issued his writs to lus military

tenants, and assembling a numerous army, marched

to the Scottish border, declaring, however, that in

his visit to his son and daughter, he should attempt

nothing prejudicial to the rights of the king, or the

liberties of Scotland. Alexander and his queen
were suddenly removed to Roxburgh, where they

had an interview with Henry, who came from the

castle of Wark for that purpose. The government
of Scotland was there remodelled under his influ-

ence, and a deed was drawn up by which Alexan-

der bound himself not to admit his Change of coun-

late counsellors, or their friends, to sellors.

any share in the management of the affairs of hia

* M. I'aris. p. 610. t Chrou. Mel. p.
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kingdom, until they should make satisfaction to

;ind the King of England for offences they
: might he charged with. In the room of

:ivns and their associates, the Earhi of Fife,

Dunbar, Strathern, Carrick, and the Bishops of

] )unkcld and Aberdeen, and others of the nobility

and clergy Avho were favourable to the English in-

tcrot, were appointed regents of the kingdom, and

guardians of the king and queen for seven years,

till Alexander should have reached the age of

twenty-one.* This deed, which was deposited in

the hands of the English king, was loudly con-

demned, as derogatory to the honour of the king-

dom, and the Bishop of Glasgow, and the Bishop-

elect of St. Andrews, the Chancellor, and the Earl of

Menteith, indignantly refused to affix their seals to

an instrument so prejudicial to the independence of

the country.f Henry having thus, with charac-

U'ii-tic cunning, concealed his designs against the

liberties of Scotland under the mask of friendship,

proceeded to recruit his exhausted coffers by selling

a pardon to John de Baliol, and confiscating the

- of Robert de Ros, the late regents.
The arrangement made at Roxburgh by Henry

and his partisans appears to have been maintained

for about two years, during which the country was
the scene of continual broils. Gamelin, the Bishop-
elect of St. Andrews, who had been removed from

his secular office on account of his opposition to the

English faction, procured himself to be consecrated

by the Bishop of Glasgow, in spite of an interdict

isMii'd by the regents ;
and although placed without

the protection of the laws, he hastened to Rome,
laid his complaint before the Pope, and induced him
to excommunicate his enemies, and to declare him

worthy of the bishopric. J The regents, enraged at

the opposition of Gamelin, seized the revenues of

his see, while Henry prohibited his return, and
issued orders to arrest him if he attempted to land

in England. But the opponents of the English
faction continued to gain ground. Mary de Couci,
the widow of Alexander the Second, and John de

Brienne, her second husband, visited Scotland in

aid, animated with all her old hereditary
hatred of England, immediately espoused the cause

of the Comyns. At this juncture, the Bishop of

Dunblane, and the Abbots of Jedburgh and Mel-
rose the delegates of the Pope published the sen-

tence of excommunication against the counsellors

The English fac-
ftne king- The Comyns promptly

nhrown availed themselves of this favour-
B Comyns. able occurrence, declared that the

government was in the hands of excommunicated
and accursed persons, who had shamefully mis-

managed the affairs of the state, and that the king-
dom would soon be laid under a papal interdict.

Finding that their cause increased in popularity,

uldenly rose in arms, seized the king and
at Kinross, carried them to Stirling, and

Hailes, vol. i. p. 202; Rymer's Foed. vol. i. p. 566.
Chron. Mel. p. 221

; Fordun, book x. chap. ix.

1 Ckron. Mel. p. 221.
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totally disj>ersed the English faction.* Henry WM
at that time engaged in a contest with the Welsh,
and the now dominant Comyns entered into a league
with Lewellyn, Prince of Wales, and the chiefr of
the

Principality, which stipulated that neither of
the parties should make peace with the ** e/
England without mutual consent.!
Alan Durword meanwhile fled to England, and

the Comyns assembled their forces, xb -gHli fce-

and, taking the king with them, Uo pot *>*.
marched against the English party. No hostilities,

however, took place the contest was ultimately
settled by negotiation and the King of Fng*fH
was compelled to dissemble his animosity against
the Comyns, and his bitter mortification at the
failure of his designs, and to accommodate hhnaitf
to the altered state of parties in Scotland. A new
regency was appointed (1258), which left the go-
vernment of the country mainly in the hand* of
the queen dowager and the Comyns ; hut, with the

view of conciliating the opposite party, Alan Dor-

ward, and other three of the late counsellors, were

included in the number of the regents. J

Shortly after the new government was esta-

blished, the Comyns lost their great leader, Walter,

Earl of Menteith. It was reported, in England,
that his death was occasioned by a fall from hU
horse

; but, in Scotland, it was believed that he had

,been poisoned by his countess. The unhappy wo-

man appears to have been instigated to the com-

mission of this crime by a criminal passion which

she had cherished for an Englishman, named John

Russell, whom she soon afterwards married with

indecent haste. She was openly charged with the

murder of her husband, and she and her paramour
were cast into prison, deprived of their estates, and

ultimately compelled to leave the kingdom.$

In 1260, Henry, probably encouraged by the

death of his opponent, made an R^,,,^ tttempu
attempt to regain his lost influ- Of Henry on Uw

ence, and sent William de Horton, ind
2*"j|*?*

"*

a monk of St. Albans, on a secret

mission to invite Alexander and his qaeen to re-

pair to England, to treat of certain important affairs,

which, however, were not communicated to the

Scottish counsellors or parliament. Alexander and

his nobles were, with good reason, jealous of this

perpetual intermeddling of England, and they took

careful precautions against any sinister designs

upon the independence of their country. Alexan-

der and his queen consented to visit London, bat

on the express condition that neither the king nor

any of his attendants should be required to treat of

state affairs during their stay at the English court,

and that Henry should make oath that he would

not detain either the queen or her child, if her de-

livery should take place in England.

In accordance with this arrangement, the king

* Hailes, vol. i. p. 208 ; M. Paris, p. M4.

t Rymer's Foed. voL L p. 643

J Ibid. p. 070.

$ Hailes, roL i. p. 207.
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fti.J queen, accompanied by a considerable body of

the Scottish nobility and clergy,

repaired to the court of Henry,

queen to the where they were entertained with

English court,
unusual magnificence. The queen

now drew near her time ; and, at the urgent solici-

tation of her father, it was agreed that she should

lie in at the English court. But such was the well-

founded jealousy which was entertained of English

ambition and intrigue, that Henry was required, a

second time, to make oath that, in the event of

the death of the queen or of Alexander, the royal

infant should be delivered to an appointed body of

the Scottish nobility and clergy, consisting of the

leaders of both the great national parties. This

stipulation having been made, Alexander returned

Birth of the to Scotland, and in the month of

Princess Margaret February, 1261, his queen was de-

livered, at Windsor, of a daughter, who was named

Margaret, and afterwards married to Eric, King of

Norway.*
In the beginning of the following year, Henry

UiM*nsion8 be- toterposed ^ good ffices to Pre-

twoen Alexander vent a rupture between Alexander
and Haco, King and Haco, King of Norway, but

way-

-without effect The Norwegian
chiefs of the western islands, from their predatory
habits, had long been formidable neighbours to the

wutuu coasts of Scotland
; and they had not only

overspread the whole of the western archipelago,
i j.t had frequently invaded and plundered the main-
land. The Scottish king had made repeated at-

tMUfKi to obtain possession of these islands, and a ]

number of the chiefs were induced, either bv force
'

or by motives of interest, to renounce their alle-

giance to the Norwegian crown, and to become the

fi-udatories of Scotland. Alexander II., as we have
een, died on the coast of Argyleshire, while lead-

ing an expedition against the isles, to compel their

chiefs to acknowledge him as their feudal superior.
On the death of the king, the object of the expedi-
tion was abandoned, but it was resumed when
Alexander III. took the reins of government into
his own hand. After an unsuccessful attempt to

gain his end by negotiation, he is alleged to have
instigated the Earl of Ross, and other island chiefs,
to invade the Hebrides, with the view of compelling
the petty kings of these isles to acknowledge the

orerognty of Scotland. If we may credit the nar-
ratives of the Norwegian chroniclers, the invaders
not only burned and plundered the villages, and
fv.-n churches, but inflicted the most horrible cruel-
tic* upon the helpless inhabitants^ Haco, the Nor-

Haco invade* vegian king, made immediate pre-
paration for vengeance. Having

collected a large fleet, he set sail from Herlover on
the 7th of July, 1263. With this splendid arma-
mentthe most powerful that had ever sailed from
Norway Haco reached Shetland in two days, and
thence tailed to Orkney, and anchored in the Bay

* * 212; M. Westminster, p. 377.
>t0ne>* XoU* to Ul" N "e Accoum of u Bul

of Ronaldsvoe. There he remained for severs
1

weeks, levying contributions from the inhabitants

both of the islands and of the opposite main-
land. It is mentioned by the Norse Chronicle

of the expedition, that while the fleet lay at

Ronaldsvoe,
" a great darkness drew over the sun,

so that only a little ring was bright round the orb."

This incidental notice has afforded the means of as-

certaining exactly the date of this expedition ; and
it is found that the remarkable phenomenon of an

annular eclipse must have been seen at Ronaldsvoe
on the 5th of August, 1263 ;

" a tine example." it

has been justly said,
" of the clear and certain

light
reflected by the exact sciences upon history."
Haco now sailed for the south, and being joined,

as he proceeded, by Magnus, the
Progress of the

Lord of Man, and by Dugal, and Norwegian
other Hebridean chiefs, he found expedition,

himself at the head of a fleet of above a hundred

sail, most of them vessels of considerable size, and

all well provided with men and arms. Dividing
his forces, he sent a squadron of fifty ships to

plunder the Mull of Cantyre ; another, of five ships,

to make a descent on the Isle of Bute
;
while Haco

himself, with the rest of the fleet, remained at

Gigha, a small island between Cantyre and Isla.

The division which sailed against Bute, compelled
the Scottish garrison of the Castle of Rothesay to

surrender, and it appears that, at the instigation of

Rodenc, a pirate chief, who claimed Bute as his

inheritance, the island was laid waste, and part
of the garrison of Rothesay basely murdered. In

the meantime, Haco himself, having recalled the

forces which had been detached to plunder the

peninsula of Cantyre, entered the Frith of Clyde,
and anchored in the Sound of Kilbraunan, between

the mainland and the Isle of Arran.

The Scottish government, seeing the imminent

danger of a descent of the Norwegian host upon
the mainland, endeavoured to effect a treaty of

peace with Haco, and a temporary truce was

agreed on, to afford an opportunity for the discus-

sion of the terms of pacification. Ravages com-
The demands made by Alexander mitted by the

were of the most moderate kind; Norwegians.

he claimed Bute, Arran, and the two small islands

of the Cumbrays, but offered to give up to Norway
the whole of the Hebrides. Fortunately for Scot-

land, Haco would not listen to these terms, and as

soon as the truce terminated, he despatched a fleet

of sixty ships up the Clyde into Loch Long, to

plunder and lay waste the country on its shores.

This detachment penetrated to the head of this

loch, committing great devastation as they passed.

A narrow neck of land divides Loch Long from

Loch Lomond, the islands of which lake were

crowded with inhabitants, who had fled for sas

to those secluded retreats, doubtless with the confi-

dent expectation that they were thus placed com-

pletely beyond the reach of their ruthless foes.

But the Norwegians dragged their light boats

across the Isthmus of Tarbet, and launched them

on Loch Lomond, and wasted with fire and s\vord
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> and shores of this beautiful lake. In the

\\onls of a Norwegian bard who commemorates this

exploit,
" The persevering shielded warriors of the

t liro\ver of the whiy./.iug spear drew their boats across

id isthmus. Our fearless troops, the exactors

of contribution, with flamingbrands wasted the popu-

lous i.-lands in the lake, and the mansions around its

circling bays." Another expedition of a similar cha-
i

meter was undertaken into Stirlingshire, by one of

the Hebridean cliiefs, who slew great numbers of

the inhabitants, and returned laden with plunder.

But the delay which had taken place had given

the Scots time to collect their forces, and the ele-

ments now began to fight against the invaders. A
storm destroyed ten of the ships which lay in Loch

Long, and soon after, on Monday, the 1st of Octo-

ber, the rest of the fleet, which still lay in the Frith

of Clyde, encountered a tempest of such tremendous

violence from the south-west, accompanied with

torrents of hailstones and rain, that several of the

A ere cast a-shore, and the remainder, mostly
dismasted or otherwise disabled, were driven up
the channel towards Largs. A multitude of armed

])ca>ants occupied the heights above the sea-shore,

ready to take advantage of the disaster of the in-

vading fleet, and they immediately fell upon the

crews of the stranded vessels. But the Norwegians
defended themselves with great intrepidity, and
the wind having somewhat abated, assistance was
sent them by Haco, and they succeeded in driving
on" their assailants. "When daylight appeared, the

Norwegian king landed at the head of a strong re-

inforcement, for the protection of two transports
that had been cast ashore the preceding day, and
which the Scots had attempted to plunder during
the night. Soon after, the Scottish army, led by
the king in person, along with Alexander, the

Steward of Scotland, came down from the high

grounds above the village of Largs. It consisted

of a numerous body of foot soldiers,
Battle of Largs. ,

>
, ,,

well accoutred, and for the most

part armed with spears and bows, and of fifteen

hundred cavalry, armed from head to heel, and
mounted on Spanish horses, which were also clothed

in complete armour. The Norwegians, who were

greatly outnumbered by this force, were drawn up
in three divisions, one of which occupied an emi-

nence that rises behind the village of Largs,
while the other two were stationed on the beach.

As the engagement was about to commence, Haco
was with great difficulty prevailed upon by his

chiefs to return in his barge to his fleet at the Cum-
brays, to send them further reinforcements. But
he had scarcely reached his ship when another
storm arose, and rendered it impossible, for the pre-
sent, to laud additional forces. In the meantime,
the van of the Scottish army had encountered and
put to

flight the advanced body of the Norwegians.
Hie fugitives, in their headlong retreat, disordered
the ranks of the squadrons drawn up on the shore.
J he rout soon became general. Many of the Nor-

^egians threw themselves into their boats and

attempted to regain their ships, but some of the

boats became overloaded and wen swamped. The
rest of the troops retreated along the Aon, closely
pursued by the victorious Scot*. They repeatedly
rallied, however, and made an obwtinate tfiitd
wherever the nature of the ground eHWded m
favourable opportunity of resistance. The **iwttiih

king was wounded in the fuoe by an arrow, tod
Alexander, the Steward of Scotland, was -Hi
But the pursuers pressed on in increasing numbers
and with redoubled fury. The slaughter among
the retreating Norwegians now became very great,
and Haco, the nephew of the king, and one of At
most renowned champions in the host, Ml,
along with many others of the principal leaders ;

and but for the timely arrival of a reinfbreeaent
from the fleet, which by extraordinary efforts ef-

fected a landing through a tremendous surf, the

Norwegian army would have been entirely de-

stroyed. These fresh troops immediately "ttwAfd
the victorious Scots, and, if we may give implicit

credit to the Norse account of the battle, succeeded

in driving them back from the high grounds over-

hanging the shore. " At the conflict of corslets on

the blood-red hill," says the Norwegian chronicler,
" the damasked blade hewod the Defect of the

mail of hostile tribes, ere the Scot, Norwegians,

nimble as the hound, would leave the field to the fol-

lowers of an all-conquering king." The relics of

the invading force then re-embarked in their boats

and regained their ships.

Meanwhile, the storm continued to rage with un-

abated fury, and the remaining ships of Unco's mag-
nificent fleet were dreadfully shattered and dis-

tressed. Many of them were driven from their

anchorage, and dashed against each other, or flung

upon the shores and rocks. The beach was covered

with the fragments of the % cssels, and with the deed

bodies of their crews. A truce was granted to

Haco, for the purpose of burying his dead.* After

the performance of this melancholy duty, the un-

fortunate monarch collected all that remained of

his once noble fleet, and sailed away to the Island

of Arran. He then, after a short delay, steered

for the northern islands, which at that time were

the undisputed property of the Norwegian crown ;

and after much loss and suffering from the stormy

weather, which continued throughout the whole

of his homeward voyage, he at last reached

Orkney, on the 26th of October. Here an illness

seized him, brought on by mental anxiety and

grief, as much as by incessant fatigue. He li-

gered for some weeks, struggling Dettb of Km*

bravely against his disease, and

endeavouring to soothe his mind under hie

fortunes, with the thought that he was oTcrthrowi

by divine, rather than by human power,

arm of God," he said,
" and not the strength

The cairns and tumuli erected over th<- *w
"J"'*j

arc still visible on the field of battle, lilll* to t*

Largs. In the centre there once stood tafiM

culurly axes and swords
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man, hath repulsed me, wrecked my ships, and

Mat death among my soldiers." As he felt his end

approaching, he received- the last rites -which the

church administers to the dying, and the spirit ofthe

old Norse warrior reviving within him, he com-

manded the Chronicles of his ancestors, the pirate

kings, to be read to him ;
and he expired at midnight,

on the 15th of December, with these wild tales of

bloodshed and rapine still sounding in his ears.*

The victory of Largs was, in its consequences,

one of the most important ever won by the Scots. It

extended and consolidated the Scottish dominions,

and freed the kingdom for ever, from the incursions

of those savage warriors, who had been so long the

terror and scourge of western Europe. Alexander

lost no time in following up the advantages already

gained ;
and so vigorous were the measures which

he adopted, that the King of Man, and all the

chiefs of the western isles who had adhered to

Haco, were compelled to acknowledge themselves

the liegemen of the King of Scotland, and to con-

sent that, in future, they should hold their domi-

nions of the Scottish crown. Magnus, the King
of Man, did homage to Alexander at

'

Dumfries, in

1264, and became bound to furnish to his lord

paramount, when required by him, ten galleys or

ships of war
; five with twenty-four oars, and five

Final settlement ^th twelve,f Two years later,

of the quarrel with after long negotiations, a treaty
was concluded with Norway, by

which all claim of sovereignty over the Isle of

Man and the Hebrides, and all other islands in

the southern and western seas, was ceded to the
Scottish crown. But the islands of Orkney and
Shetland were expressly excepted from this stipu-
lation. It was agreed that the Hebrides, and other
isles made over to Scotland, were in future to be

governed by the laws of that kingdom ; but the
Scandinavian inhabitants received permission to
retire with all their property. On the other hand, it

was stipulated that the King and estates of Scot-
land should pay to Norway four thousand marks,
of the Roman standard, and a yearly quit-rent of a
hundred marks sterling, for ever. And all parties
became bound to fulfil their obligations, under a
penalty of ten thousand marks, to be exacted by
the Pope.J This treaty ended for ever the wars
betwixt Scotland and Norway ; and the bonds of

amity between the two kingdoms were subse-

quently drawn still closer by the marriage of the
nncew Margaret, the daughter of Alexander,

with the youthful Eric, Haco's successor.
In 1272, Hi-nry III. of England died, after a
De*th of Henry

reign of nearly sixty years. At
11

?}
*-c*Mion the coronation of his son, the able,

but unscrupulous Edward I., in
1274, Alexander and his queen, the new king's

N'orw i*" Account of Haco's Expedition
trMd.ted, with Notes, by the Re?. James

T' l

'\"
ti "n " n^ NOT"PM Expedition,

in TnmsMtions of the Society
uquamnit of Scotland, vol. ii. pp 350407

.* "I"
1

'"! ' rdun, book"i! cha,,. xviii.

M5; Fordun, book x. clmp. MX.

sister, attended with a splendid retinue, and did

homage, according to custom, for his English

possessions. He seems, not without reason, to

have placed no great reliance on the honour or

upright intentions of this brother-in-law; for he

took good care to obtain a letter, under Edward's

hand, declaring in explicit terms, that this
friendly

visit should not be construed into anything pre-

judicial to the independence of Scotland. In 1278.

the King of Scotland appeared before the J

Parliament at Westminster, and in general terms

acknowledged himself the liegeman of Edward,
and the oath of fealty was taken for him by Ro-

bert de Bruce, Earl of Carrick, concluding with

these words :

"
I shall faithfully perform the ser-

vices used and wont for the lands and tenements

which I hold of the said king."* Edward, who
had evidently formed the design Designs of Edward
of entrapping the Scottish king on the independ-

into the performance of an uncon- ence of Scotlai

ditional homage, on which he might afterwards

have founded the plea that Scotland was the fief

of England, was forced to accept the guarded ac-

knowledgment as it was given. And he showed

his understanding of the oath of fealty, as sworn

on this occasion, and at the same time manifested

his chagrin at the failure of his crafty scheme, by

declaring that he reserved his claim of homage for

the kingdom of Scotland whenever he or his heirs

should think proper to make it.

The preceding years of Alexander's reign, from

the time that he assumed the reins of government
into his own hand, had been remarkably prosper-

ous. The firm, yet prudent and conciliatory man-

ner in which he conducted the affairs of his king-

dom, had secured him the confidence and affection

of his people ;
and the country, freed from both

foreign invasion and internal disturbance-

steadily developing its energies and advancing in

civilization.

In 1281, the Princess Margaret was married

to Eric, King of Norway, then a Marriag.

youth in his fourteenth year.f and Princess
,y

*,. .... .
J and ot the

tnis most politic alliance was, soon priuce j;

after (1282), followed by the mar- Scotland

riage of Alexander, the Prince of Scotland,

then in his nineteenth year, to Margaret, a

daughter of Guy, Earl of Flanders. But the fair

prospect of continued prosperity and happi
the king and nation which these alliances held out.

was speedily overcast, and the tidings of di

which followedeach other in rapid succession. -

dismay throughout the kingdom. Alexander had,

some years before this, met with a severe domestic

affliction, in the death of his queen. His second

son, David, died when a boy. His daughter, Mar-

garet, the Queen of Norway, died _ . , ^
in child-bed, in the latter part of

the year 1283, leaving an only child, named after

Rymer's Foed. vol. ii. p. 126.
t It appears from her marriage settlement, that at tins

period of our historv, the price of hind was ten yt
chase.
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her mother, and called in Scottish history the

Maiden of Norway. The death of Queen Mar-

garet was followed by that of her brother Alex-

ander, the Prince of Scotland, on the 28th of Jan-

uary, 1284. The Scottish king was thus in a few

months bereft, by death, of all his children, and the

hopes which were entertained, that the peace and

prosperity of the country would be maintained under

the sway of his descendants, were suddenly blasted.

These sad calamities rendered it necessary that

f
, immediate measures should be

esskm. and taken for the settlement of the

iid marriage succession to the crown. For this
61 '

purpose the parliament was assem-

bled at Scone, on the 5th of February, 1284, when
the estates of the realm solemnly bound themselves

to acknowledge Margaret, Princess of Norway, as

their sovereign, failing any children whom Alex-

ander might have, and failing any issue of the

Prince of Scotland, deceased. Mention is made of

the issue of the prince, because the parliament,

having assembled immediately after his death, it

uncertain whether the princess might not yet

present the kingdom with an heir to the crown.*

Alexander was still a man in the flower of life,

and to avert, if possible, the evils of a disputed

succession, he took for his second v.'ifc, Jolcta, the

young and beautiful daughter of the Count of

Lrcux. The nuptials were celebrated at Jedburgh
with great magnificence and much popular rejoic-

ing. But evil omens accompanied this union. In

the midst of the festivities which graced the joyful

occasion, a spectral figure, habited like the King
of Terrors, glided with fearful gestures among the

personages of a strange masque which was ex-

hibited, and at length suddenly vanished. This

skeleton-like figure was, no doubt, a part of the

pageant ;
but it was in bad taste, and excited such

terror and apprehensions of evil among the guests,
: Fordun considers it as a supernatural prog-

nostication of the fearful calamities that were about

to fall upon the country,f These forebodings of

evil were unhappily soon realised. Within a year

Death of after his marriage, on the 16th of

Alexander III. March, 1286, as Alexander was

riding in a dark night between Kinghorn and
Kurntisland, on the northern shore of the Frith of

Forth, his horse suddenly stumbled over a rocky
eliif above the sea, at a place now known by the

::e of King's "Wood End, and the rider was killed

the spot.

The death of Alexander at this critical juncture
. perhaps, the greatest national calamity that

has ever befallen the kingdom of Scotland. The

lamentation was universal, and all classes looked

vard with dismay to the consequences which
seemed likely to ensue,

" Old men and beldames
Did prophecy about it dangerously."

" When it is considered," says Sir Walter Scott,:}:
f

that his only near heir was a mere infant, and
'

Hailes, vol. i. p. 222. t Fordun, book x. chap. xL
J Quarterly lleview, vol. xli. p. 310.

"VOL. I.

residing in the distant country of Norway, and
that the failure of a life to precarious mat neces-

sarily open the way to all the c%il* of a disputed
succession, it is no wonder that the credulous re-
called the phantom of death which had appeared
in the hour of nuptial revelry; t

1

lie no-
bles of the land listened to palc-cycd surtheaiai

intimating disasters which they dared not openly
name ;* or that a people, attached to music and

poetry, should have commemorated their king'*
gentle government and their own loss, in the fol-

lowing rude but affectionate lines, (opposed to be
the earliest specimen that is preserved of the Scoto-

Saxon, or Lowland Scottish dialect. (The polling
is modern.)

' Whfln Alexander our king was dead,
Who Scotland led in love nJ le,

Away was sonse* of ale and bread,
Of wine and war, and game aad gWn,

Our gold is turned into lead;

Christ, born into virginity,
Succour poor Scotland and rcmciJ, J

That stad,; ij in perplexity."
"

Alexander died in the forty-fifth year of his age,
and the thirty-seventh of his reign.

" Let no one

question the salvation of this king because of his

violent death," says Fordun ;

' he who has lired

well, cannot die ill.'
: * :s universally re-

gretted, for his virtues both public and private.

He waji temperate in his habits, Hu character.

pure m his morals, and exemplary
in all hisoomestic relations. He was kind and

gentle in his manners, and at the same time firm

and constant in his purposes. His policy towards

England was conciliatory and forbearing, but ho

was the resolute defender of the independence both

of the kingdom and church of Scotland. His lore

of justice was most conspicuous, and grca
4

deared him to the whole body of his subjects.

Attended by his justiciary and his principal noble*,

he made an annual progress through his kingdom,

for the redress of injuries and the punishment of

evil-doers ;
so that the common people were pro-

tected from the oppressions of the barons, and their

bands of insolent retainers.
" In his time," sat*

Fordun,
" the church flourished ; its ministers were

honoured with due reverence ;
vice was openly dU-

couraged ;
craft and violence were alike overawed ;

injury ceased, and the reign of virtue, truth, and

justice,
was maintained throughout the land. He

reigned over himself as well as others, and was re-

garded far and near, not only among his friend*

but his enemies, and especially the Knglish, will

*
Referring to the well-known

Rhymer to the Earl of March, the day

death,
" That before the next day, at noon,

should blow as Scotland had not :

The next morning, the day being clear, *!

change appearing in the air the noble

Thomas of his saying, calling him ****
that noon was not yet P****- Abo.

came to advertise the earl of the

"
Then," said Thomas, "this " the tei

so it shall prove to Scotland.' -S Spottiswoode.p.4?.

* Tranquillity. t Abundance.

II
Placed. * Book r. eh.p. *L
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love as well as fear." We need not wonder that a

monarch adorned with so many virtues was deeply

lamented, and that his memory was long and affec-

tionately cherished by the people of Scotland.

MARGARET OF NORWAY, the granddaughter of

Accession Alexander, who had heeii recog-

of the Maiden of ui/ed as heir to the crown in 1284,

Norway. -^Qg residing in Norway at the

time of her grandfather's death. It was therefore

necessary, both on account of her infancy and

her absence from the kingdom, to appoint a

regency ;
and at a parliament held at Scone, on

the llth of April, 1286, six guardians of the

realm were by common consent chosen to carry on

the government of the country. Fraser, Bishop of

St. Andrews, Duncan, Earl of Fife, and Alexander,
Earl of Buchan, were intrusted with the adminis-

tration of the northern division of Scotland, beyond
the Frith of Forth. The country to the south of

the Forth was committed to the charge of "Wishart,

Bishop of Glasgow, John Comyn, Lord of Badenoch,
and James, the High Steward of Scotland.*

It soon became apparent, that a long minority
was the least of the evils which the kingdom had
now to dread. The rule of a female sovereign
was new to Scotland, and was repugnant to the

whole course of the habits and feelings of the

powerful and turbulent barons, who exercised
almost regal sway in that country. Acco^frig to
the feudal system, the king was little else thru the
first of a band of warriors their leader in battle
as well as their ruler in peace j

and in that rude
and warlike age, it was reckoned disgraceful for
noble knights to obey the orders of a woman. The
right of the Maiden of Norway to the Scottish
throne was therefore immediately called in ques-
tion. Even in the parliament at Scone, the claims

Opposition to her f Bruce and Baliol -were zealously
right*. advocated by their respective par-

tisans ; and a few months later (Sept. 20, 1286), the
adherents of the former, including Patrick, Earl of
Dunbar, Walter Stewart, Earl of Mcnteith;
James, the High Steward of Scotland; Angus, son

Donald, the Ix>rd of the Isles
; and others of the

most powerful of the Scottish
nobility, along with

two influential English barons, Thomas do Clare,
brother of Gilbert, Earl of Gloucester, and Richard

lurgh, Karl of Ulster, assembled at Turnbcrrv
Ustlo, for the purpose of

supporting Brace's title
> the crown as the descendant of David, Earl of
lunt.ngdon, brother of King William the Lion

is purpose they entered into an agreement,
ich they bound themselves to adhere to one

mother on all occasions and against all persons,
nng thc.r allegiance to the King of England,
also to him who should gain the kingdom of
lnd, as the rightful heir of the late king f

I..,, . . . "v.-.aug uie jongaom ot fccot-
as own dominions. On being informed of

the death of Alexander, his brother-in-law and

faithful ally, he exclaimed to his confidential coun-

sellors, "Now the time is at last arrived, -when.

Scotland and its petty kings shall be reduced under

my power." He was careful, however, to conceal

his insidious designs till the proper time for their

disclosure should arrive. Meanwhile, he contented

himself with watching the progress of affairs in

Scotland, and observing, with malignant satisfac-

tion, the intestine strife to which the heartburnings
and jealousies of the Scottish nobles gave rise. In

1288, the number of the regents was reduced to

four, by the assassination of Duncan, Earl of Fife,

and the death of the Earl of Buchan.* The High
Steward, another of the regents, had espoused the

cause of Bruce, and was therefore hostile to the

rights of the youthful queen ;
and at length the

quarrel between the rival factions of Bruce and
Baliol broke out into an open war, and the whole

kingdom was plunged into a state of confusion.f

While the country was thus torn by internal

dissensions and rapidly tending to Precarious state of

anarchy, it is alleged that the the country.

States of Scotland foolishly sent ambassadors to the

King of England, requesting his advice and media-

tion towards composing the troubles of the king-

dom; but the truth of this statement has been

denied, as not resting upon any good authority. It

is certain, however, that in the end of the year

1289, Eric, King of Norway, opened a negotiation
with Edward regarding the affairs of his infant

daughter, and her kingdom of Scotland. This

was precisely what the English monarch wished

and expected, and he at once eagerly caught at the

offer made to him by the father of the youthful

queen. At his request, the Scottish regents ap-

pointed the Bishops of St. Andrews and Glasgow,
with Robert Bruce and John Comyn, to treat, in

the presence of the English monarch, regarding
the matters proposed by the Norwegian ambassa-

dors,
"
saving always the liberty and honour of

Scotland."! To this conference, which was ap-

pointed to be held at Salisbury, Edward sent the

Bishops of Winchester and Durham, and the Earls

of Pembroke and Warenne.
Edward had, at the outset, formed the project

of a marriage between the young Queen of Scot-

land and his only son, Edward, Prince of Wales,

and he had secretly procured a dispensation for the

marriage from the Pope, as the youthful pair were

within the proliibitcd degrees. This scheme,

however, was not yet suffered to
Conferences ftt

transpire, and no direct allusion SalLslmn
was made to it in the treaty which ing tlie v<>'">s

was drawn up at Salisbury. It queeu '

was there stipulated, that the queen should be im-

mediately conveyed either to her own dominions
or to England, untrammelled by any matrimonial

engagement; and that if Edward received her thus

free, he would, on demand, deliver her as free to

*
Fordnn, book xi. chap. si.

t Hailes, vol. i. p. 226.

t Ibid.
, Ryro. Foed. vol. ii. p. .181.
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the Scottish nation; provided always, that good
order should bo previously established in Scotland,

so that she might reside there with safety to her

. a clause which evidently gave an unscru-

pulous monarch, like Edward, the power of detain-

ing the queen in England as long as it might serve

his purpose to do so. The Scottish commissioners

undertook, before receiving the queen, to give se-

curity to Edward, that she should not many with-

out his counsel and consent, and that of her father,

the King of Norway. It was also stipulated that

peace and good order should be established in Scot-

land before the arrival of the queen, so that she

might go there with safety, and remain in all

freedom ;
and with regard to the guardians or

public officers in Scotland, it was provided, that

should any of these be suspected persons, or in

the opinion of the King of Norway unfit for their

offices, they should be removed, and persons of the

highest rank and character appointed in their room

by the advice of the "
good men

"
of Scotland and

Norway ;
and if they differed in their opinions,

the dispute should be settled by the commissioners

whom Edward might appoint to act as umpires.
Of this convention three copies were made, one in

Latin, which was transmitted to the King of Nor-

way, and two, in French, were retained for the

use of the Scots and English, a proof, as Lord
Hailcs remarks, that among both nations at this

period, Norman-French was the language in which
state affairs were generally conducted.*

The conditions of this treaty, so favourable to

Her projected
the desi ns

?
f th

.

e English mon-

marriase to arch, render it evident that some
Prince Edward at least of the Scottish commis-

sioncrs had been gained over to

his intei-est
;
and it is probable that they had been

privately sounded respecting the proposed mar-

riage between Prince Edward and their queen, and
had been instructed to prepare the minds of the

nobility and people of Scotland for its favourable

reception. As soon as the projected alliance became

generally known, the Estates of Scotland assem-
bled at Brigham, a village on the north bank of

the Tweed, between Coldstream and Kelso, and
from thence addressed a letter to the English king,

expressing, in warm terms, their joy at the good
news which had reached them,

" that the Apostle
had granted a dispensation for the marriage of

Margaret, their dear lady and their queen, with
Prince Edward, and beseeching him to inform
them if the report was true. ' If it is,'

"
they

conclude, "'we, on our part, heartily consent to

the alliance, not doubting that you -will agree to

such reasonable conditions as we shall propose to

your council.'
"
f They wrote at the same time to

Eric, King of Norway, informing him of their

consent to the union, and urging him to send his

daughter immediately to England. It is evident

that, at this period, the idea of an alliance with

England was by no means unpopular among the

*
Annals, vol. i. p. 228

; Eymer Foed. vol. ii. pp. 446, 447.
t Hailes. vol. i. p. 228; Rymer Foed. vol ii. p. 472.

Scottish nobility, many of whom, as we hare Ma,
were of Anglo-Norman extraction, and held cstativ
in both kingdoms. They were cartful, however,
to take the most jealous precautions that all the

rights and immunities of Scotland, as a separate
kingdom, should be upheld and presorted. The
final arrangements respecting the proposed mar-

riage were concluded at Hrigham, Arttel of ifc

on the 18th of July, 12!M), K- :.-'.:; of Brigfcni
tween the guardians, clergy, earl, boron*, and
whole community of Scotland, and the Huhop of
Durham and five other plenipotentiaries on the

part of England. It was agreed that the rights,

laws, liberties, and customs of Scotland were to be

inviolably observed in all times coming, throughout
the whole kingdom and its marches, saving always
the rights which the King of England, or any
other person, has possessed before the date of thi

treaty, in the marches or elsewhere, or which may
accrue to him in all time coming. It was stipu-
lated also, that failing Margaret and Edward, or

either of them, without issue, the kingdom should

belong to the nearest heirs to whom it ought of

right to belong, wholly, freely, absolutely, and

without any subjection ; that the queen, if she should

survive her husband, was to be given up to the

Scottish nation free from all matrimonial engage*
nicnts ; that the kingdom of Scotland was for crer

to remain separate from England ; that the eccle-

siastical privileges of the country should be pre-

served in all their integrity; that no native of

Scotland was in any case whatever to be compelled
to answer, out of the kingdom, for offences com-

mitted in Scotland; that the national record* were

to remain within the icalm, and that no aids of

money or levies of troops should be demanded,

unless in such cases as were warranted by former

usage.*
The articles of this treaty were ratified by

the guardians and community of Scotland, and

eagerly confirmed by Edward, who took a solemn

oath to maintain them inviolate. Edward, pre-

suming on the power which lie iMwanTs lap*
had thus acquired over the Scot- * oodst

tish people, appointed the Bishop of Durham to

the office of Governor of Scotland, a step altoge-

ther unwarrantable ;
and growing more insolent ii

his demands as he found them patiently submitted

to, he intimated to the Estates,
" that certain I

mours of danger and peril to the kingdom of

land having reached his ear, he judged it righl

that all castles and places of strc:

dom should be delivered up to him." t

mand, however, met with a peremptory r

with which Edward was obliged to rest i

But the events of a few weeks rendered

treaties and stipulations
of no effect The rouag

queen having at length set sail pc.ih of

from Norway, fell sick on her pas- tht M

sage, and died at Orkney, about

the end of September, 1290, in the eight

Hailes, vol. i. pp. Ml 235.

* Uviner Foed. rol. ii. p. 488.
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her age. When the tidings of this fatal event

reached Scotland,
" the kingdom was troubled,"

MC Bishop of St. Andrews,
" and its inhabit-

ants sank into despair." In 1284, the crown had

been settled on the descendants of Alexander III.,

but no further provision had been made for its

descent. By the untimely death of the Maiden of

Norway, the descendants of Alexander III. were

altogether extinguished,* and the country was now

exposed to all the evils of a disputed succession,

to intestine broils, and, as it proved, to foreign

conquest.
INTERREGNUM. The situation in which Scotland

Edward's ruea- was 11(nv placed seemed every way
fcures. favourable to the designs of the

English king. There is no authority for believing,
as has sometimes been asserted, that the par-
liament or people of Scotland ever requested the

advice and mediation of the English monarch in

settling the succession to the throne. But it now

appears, from some important documents recently

discovered,! that a direct invitation to interfere

in the affairs of Scotland was given to him by
Robert Bruce, Lord of Annandale, and liis ad-

herents
; and that they appealed to the authority

and protection of Edward and of the royal crown
of England, against an alleged design of William,

Bishop of St Andrews, and John Comyn, the

guardians of Scotland, to raise John Baliol to the

throne; and placed themselves, their adherents,

kindred, and effects, moveable and immoveable,
under the special guard and protection of the Eng-
lish king. These documents afford too much
reason to suspect, that Bruce and his accomplices
were prepared to sacrifice the independence of
their country, to conciliate the favour of Edward
and to gain their own selfish ends. It would ap-
pear, also, that two of the guardians of Scotland,
and a majority of the nation, were at this period
inclined to prefer Baliol as the lawful heir of the
Scottish crown

; and hence this base and treason-
able attempt, on the part of Bruce and his partisans,

an the support of the English king. Ed-
ward readily listened to their appeal, so far as
uitcd his own interest. There can be no doubt
that he had already resolved to claim the right
to determine this question, in his pretended char-

( Ixjrd Superior of the kingdom of Scot-
land; and the motives which led to his inter-
ference are candidly stated by an old English
toftorian:--"Thc King of England having as-
sembled his privy council and chief nobility, told

,

"

'u-'n*
"*U <* that within the period of a cen-

sry, m illiam the Lion, and his posterity, had made no fewer
U,n num*Kc, and yet there was not now a descendant

l kind in exuunce. Of these ten man-ia^s, so manyA no urae; the remaining four produced only

a. having ha-1 th, jirst offer of the Bcoth
that t WM only on his refusal to hold it as the

klg^ Balio1 WM Pfl. The
Uimtthe9e 8latement8 com -

them that he had it in his mind to bring under his

dominion the king and the realm of Scotland, in

the same manner that he had subdued the kingdom
of Wales."*

For tliis purpose he summoned the barons and

military tenants of Yorkshire, Lan- Conference at

cashire, Westmoreland, Cumber- Nurham.

land, and Northumberland, to assemble at Norham,
on the 3rd of June, 1291 ; and he requested the

clergy and nobility of Scotland to hold a conference

with him at the same place, but on an earlier day
the 10th of May. On the day appointed the con-

ference took place. The proceedings were opened

by the English Justiciary, Roger Brabazon, who,
in the name of his sovereign, distinctly announced

that he meant to regulate the succession to the

throne of Scotland, as Lord Paramount of that

kingdom.
"
Wherefore," he added, Edward's claim as

" our lord the king, for the due Lord Paramount,

accomplishment of this design, doth require your

hearty recognition of his title of Lord Paramount
of the kingdom of Scotland." f

There could be nothing more unjust than this

claim of the English monarch. It
injustice of the

has been observed by Sir Walter claim.

Scott, that "to create a fief as a feudal depend-

ence, the superior must be proprietor of the lands

which he bestows upon the vassal, and the vassal

must receive them under condition of homages and

services. Now, the monarchs of England were

never in possession of Scotland, properly so called.

That kingdom, the original seat of the Scots in

the remote province of Argyle, was extended

by the "conquest of the Picts to the northern

borders of the Frith of Forth, called, from being
their boundary, the Scottish Sea. The provinces
thus conquered and melted down into the kingdom
called Albania, and afterwards Scotland, were ter-

ritories which the English had never possessed, or

claimed right to, and lay beyond the more northern

wall, where the Southern Britons never set l

but as flying from the sword of the Romans. This

change of territory in North Britain took plat,

early as 538. At this period, there is not only no

proof of the King of England having interfered

with the conquest of the Scots over Pictland, or to

dispose of the lands of the vanquished ;
but it seems

probable there was not a king of England to make
the grant, or to receive the homage. The idea,

therefore, that Scotland was held as a fief of

England, seems totally groundless. At no mo-

ment, till the temporary usurpation of Edward I.,

had any king of England such possession <>;

land as to dispose of it as a fief, either to th

tish king, or any other : nor was it in any ropect

by English cession, permission, or convenience, that

Kenneth Macalpine and his successors swayed
their sceptre." J
The modern supporters of the English supremacy

over Scotland, unable to resist the force of these

*
Tytler, vol. i. p. CO.

+ Ibid. p. 70 ; Hemingford, vol. i. p. 33.

J Quarterly Review, vol. sli. p. 342.
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arguments, have endeavoured to show that the

supremacy in question was " one of a peculiar na-

ture a special tenure arising out of the ancient de-

pendence of the Scottish Regulus, upon the Anglo-
Saxon Brctwalda, Basileus, or Emperor, and not to

be cramped by arguments to be drawn from a later

jurisprudence." According to this theory, Scotland

was not a feudal dependency of England, but " a

member of the Anglo-Saxon empire," governed by
"
undcr-kings," and subjected to its

"
over-lord, the

Basileus, or Emperor of Britain." To this asser-

tion it may be answered, First, That there is no

evidence that the dignity of Bretwalda ever had a

legal or permanent existence among the Anglo-
Saxons. " An imaginary being," it has been justly

said, "is created to substantiate an imaginary right."

Until the time of Egbert, (A.D. 825,) there was

nothing like unity among the Anglo-Saxon king-

doms; and the superiority he had acquired over

the other petty Anglo-Saxon princes was soon

lost by his successors. The whole of England
was not united in one monarchy till the com-

plete subjugation of the Danish invaders, and the

coalition of the southern and northern states,

after the death of Edwy (A.D. 958). In these

circumstances, it is preposterous to talk of the

dependence of the Scottish "under-king," on the

Anglo-Saxon Bretwalda, or "
over-lord," when

there was no Bretwalda in existence to enforce or

to receive the acknowledgment of supremacy. Se-

condly, Edward claimed the right to settle the

succession to the Scottish throne, not as Bretwalda,

or Basileus, but as the feudal Superior and Lord

Paramount of Scotland. As such, he was acknow-

ledged by the competitors for the crown, and by
the Scottish guardians and nobles. After the con-

vention at Norham, he styles himself, in addition

to his former titles, the Superior or Sovereign Lord

of Scotland. It was, therefore, the feudal superi-

ority of that kingdom which he claimed and at-

tempted to exercise, and not any vague, undefined

supremacy, as the Emperor of Britain. Thirdly,

Circular writs were addressed by Edward " to the

cathedrals and principal monasteries throughout

England, commanding them to search their chron-

icles and archives for all matters relating to Scot-

land, and to transmit them to the king under their

common seals;" but no instance, nor even pre-

tended instance, was adduced (excepting the

temporary submission of William the Lion), in

which homage had been rendered for the kingdom
of Scotland, or feudal services performed which

could be regarded as an acknowledgment of su-

periority. If any such instance could have been

adduced, we may rest assured that it would have

been brought forward.

The only homage which the Scottish kings paid
to the English crown before the Norman Conquest
was not for the kingdom of Scotland, but for the

possessions which, having formerly been part and

portion of England, were ceded to the Scots by the

inonarchs of that country. These territories were :

tie lordship of Cumberland, ceded to the Scottish

crown in 945; and Lothian, including Berwick-
shire, ceded in 971. These latter district*, though
they have long been integral port* of Scotland,
were never subject to a Scottish king till they were
ceded by Edgar to Kenneth, uiuhr the condition of
homage and allegiance, and were held by the Scot-
tish princes under this burthen, exactly in the same
manner as the English monarch* held their own
French possessions, under the burthen of homage
and fealty to the King of France. It U, no doubt,
true, as we have seen, that on various occasion* the

English sovereigns endeavoured to circumvent thwr
Scottish neighbours, and to pervert the homage,
which they admitted to be due for their possession*
in England, into an unconditional homage far the

kingdom of Scotland.* All such attempt*, howercr,
were steadily resisted and baffled, with the single ex-

ception of the case of William the Lion, from whom
a general acknowledgment of fealty was wrung, as

the price of his liberation from captivity. Hut hi

engagement to become the liegeman of the English

king was cancelled by Richard I., on payment of a

large sum of money ;
so that the relation between

the countries returned to the original footing. The

very treaty which Edward had entered into with
the Scottish Estates, at Brigham, in 1290, wa*
sufficient to prove how unfounded were his preten-
sions to supremacy over Scotland ; for if that

country had been a fief of the English crown, then

the Maiden of Norway would, of necessity, hare

been a ward of the King of England, who would

have had a right to dispose of her in marriage,
without submitting to negotiate on the subject with

those who, in that case, would have been his own
vassals. Nevertheless Edward, availing himself of

the favourable conjuncture of affairs, 'and of his

own position as the umpire among the competitors

for the Scottish throne, demanded, as a preliminary

condition of his decision,
' the h< arty recognition of

his title as Superior and Lord Paramount of the

kingdom of Scotland."

Brace and his adherents, who had instigated thi*

demand, must of course have been prepared for Una

claim of superiority, but the rest of the n*eahly

listened to it with astonishment and dismn\

length, a solitary voice was heard to utter these

words: "No answer can be mode while the throne i*

vacant." t
"
By Holy Edward," cried the King

of England,
" whose crown I wear, I will > indicate

my just rights or perish in the attempt."

make this speech good," says an old English chroni-

cler,
" he had issued writs for the convocation of his

army, so that, in case of his demand being resisted,

he might conquer all opposition,
were it to the

death." J
" He was enraged because they Mtpected

him, and at (he some time showed that their raspt-

It is worthy of notice, that in the aeeoaat *?"j",
English official records of the homage n*
ander III., the original wonls of homage fa

lently erased, and others substituted in th

proof that the terms in which it was expressed!

satisfactory to the English monarch. Tb neeotd t* st

extant, and the fraud visible. ^^j . ML
+ YValsinghani, p. 0(5. { Hemiagfort, p. .
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cions were just" The Scottish Estates found

themselves placed in very trying circumstances,

and they requested time to consult with their absent

members. Edward rejoined that they were all suf-

ficiently informed by the tenor of his summons,

and at first would give them only till next day.

A farther delay was then requested, and they were

allowed a term of three weeks to return a definite

answer. This delay the king knew might promote
his views, and, at any rate, could not injure them,

as by that time the barons he had summoned would

be assembled in arms.

The power of Edward was no doubt formidable,

but enemies still more dangerous were at work in

their own councils. A number of the principal

nobility had already been gained over to the Eng-
lish interest, and by their intrigues, and the liberal

distribution of money, no less than ten competitors
were induced to claim the Scottish crown, for the

purpose of perplexing the question, as well as of re-

moving tho opposition which they might otherwise

have offered to the designs of the English king.

The competitors
AU h Pcd **"* their time-serving

for the crown ro- submission to Edward's claim of

cognize Edward
superiority would meet with rc-

lor'

ward, while they clearly foresaw

that the candidate who declined to acknowledge
the title of Lord Paramount, claimed by the arbi-

trator, would forfeit any chance of success. Thus
weakened by mutual jealousies, and disunited by
conflicting interests, the Scottish barons yielded to

the imperious demands of the English monarch,
and basely sacrificed the independence of their

country to promote their own selfish ends.

On the 2nd of June, 1291, the adjourned meeting
of the clergy and nobility of Scotland took place
on a green plain, called Hollywcll Haugh, near

Uprcttlington, opposite to Norham Castle. There
were present no fewer than eight persons who,
under various titles, laid claim to the crown. The
Buhop of Hath and Wells, then Chancellor of Eng-
land, opened the proceedings. He stated, that "by
Tarious evidences it sufficiently appeared that the

English kings were Lords Paramount of Scotland,
and, from the most distant ages, had either pos-
MMd or claimed that right; that Edward had
required the Scot* to produce their evidences or

arguments to the contrary, and had declared him-
self ready to admit them if more cogent than his

own, and upon the whole matter to pronounce
righteous judgment ; and that, as they had brought
forward no answer to invalidate liis right, it was
the intention of the King of England, as Lord
Paramount, to determine the question of the succes-

The chancellor (hen turned to Robert
Bruce, Lord ofAnnandalc.and dcmanflcd," Whether

was content to acknowledge Edward as Lord
P*inount of Scotland, and willing to receive
Judgment from him in that character?" Bruce,

jr
the official record, of the proceedings, de-
f, expressly, publicly, and openly declared
went The same question, was then put to

lUUn, rot L p. 240; Ujm . Foed. vol. ii. P . 04.-,.

the other seven competitors, all of whom returned

the same answer. Next day, Jolin Baliol and his

brother-in-law, John Comyn, Lord of Badenoch,
the two remaining competitors, appeared, and

solemnly acknowledged the superiority of the Eng-
lish king. The selfish pusillanimity which the

Scottish nobility thus exhibited, produced its usual

result of increased arrogance. No sooner had this

disgraceful scene terminated, than the chancellor

protested, in the name of his master, that, although
he consented to act now as Lord Paramount, he did

not resign his right of property in the kingdom of

Scotland, acclaimable hereafter in fit manner and
time convenient.* After this insulting declara-

tion, the whole of the claimants affixed their signa-
tures to two important instruments. The first

declared that,
" Forasmuch as the King of England

has evidently shown to us that the sovereign

seignory of Scotland, and the right of determining
our respective pretensions, belong to him, we there-

fore agree to receive judgment from him as Lord

Paramount, and we become bound to submit to his

award." f By the second deed, possession of the

W7hole land and castles of Scotland was delivered

into the hands of Edward, under the pretence that "a

judgment cannot be without execution, nor execu-

tion without possession of the subject of award," f

but on condition that Edward should find security
for the faithful restitution of his charge, within two

months after the date of his award. It was finally

agreed, that a body of one hundred and four com-

missioners should be appointed, in order to prepare
the point in dispute for an ultimate decision, and to

report to the king, forty being named by Baliol,

for himself and the competitors who approved of his

list, forty by Bruce, and the competitors who

agreed with his nomination, and the remainder by
Edward himself, who, moreover, was empowered
to add to the number if he thought fit.

On the llth of June, 1291, the four regents of Scot-

land made a solemn surrender of Surrender nf

the kingdom into the hands of Ed- the kingdom to

ward, and the governors of its

castles also gave up its fortresses to his disposal.

The conduct of one of the Scottish nobles in this

hour of trial is worthy of notice, presenting, as it

did, a noble contrast to the base and selfish spirit

which his brother barons displayed. Gilbert de

Umfraville, the Earl of Angus, who commanded
the important fortresses of Dundee and Forfar, de-

clared, that, having received these in charge from

tho Scottish nation, he would not surrender them
to the King of England, without au obligation to

indemnify him, from Edward and all the com-

petitors. To remove his objections, a letter of in-

demnity was drawn up, and signed by the claimants

of the crown and the guardians of the realm
;
and

in their name he was enjoined to deliver up the

fortresses of which lie held the keys. The scru-

ples of Umfraville being thus removed, he yielded

*
Rytn. Foed. vol. ii. p. 051.

+ Ibid. p. 553 ; Hailes, vol. i. p. 24!).

t Hailes, vol. i. p. 250.
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obedience to the injunction, and placed Dundee

and Forfar in the hands of the English Icing.* The

custody of the kingdom was immediately re-

dclivcred to the regents by Edward, who was pro-

bably satisfied, in the meantime, by this acknow-

ledgment of his claims and compliance with his

demands ;
but he enjoined the regents to appoint

Alan, Bishop of Caithness, an Englishman, to the

important office of Chancellor
;
and he nominated

Walter of Agmondesham, another agent of Eng-
land, as his associate in office. A few days after,

he appointed Bryan Fitzallan, an English baron,

to be joined in commission "with the Scottish re-

gents,
and by these steps secured an effectual in-

fluence over the government of the country. The

great seal of Scotland was then delivered to the

joint chancellors, the Bishop of Caithness and

"Walter Agmondesham. At the same time, Robert

Bruce, and his soni John Baliol, the regents, and

ninny of the principal Scottish barons, swore fealty

to the King of England. One ecclesiastic only,

the Bishop of Sodor, presented himself to perform
the disgraceful ceremany. The peace of the king,
as Lord Paramount of Scotland, was then pro-

claimed, and the assembly finally adjourned to the

3rd of August.! The interval was employed by
Edward in making a progress through Scotland;
in the course of which he visited Edinburgh, King-
horn, St. Andrews, Dunfermline, Linlithgow, Stir-

ling, and Perth. All classes of persons, bishops,

carls, barons, and burgesses, were required by
him to sign the rolls of homage as his vassals.

AYhocver refused to take the oath of allegiance,
was ordered to be punished by imprisonment. J

"\Vhcn the commissioners assembled at Berwick,

The competitors
on the 3rd of August, to receive

fur the crown, the claims to the crown, twelve

competitors presented themselves. These were
I. John de Baliol, who claimed the crown as the

grandson of Margaret, the eldest daughter
of David, Earl qf Huntingdon, brother

to King William the Lion.

II. Robert de Bruce, who was the son of Isabel

second daughter of David, Earl of Hunt-

ingdon.
III. John de Hastings, who was the son of Ada,

the third daughter of David, Earl o:

Huntingdon.
IV. John Cornyn, Lord of Badenoch, who claimed

as the great-grandson of Donald Bane

formerly King of Scotland.
^ . Florence, Earl of Holland, descended from Ada

the sister of King "William the Lion.

W. Patrick Dunbar, Earl of March, descended

from Ilda, or Ada, daughter of William
the Lion.

MI. William de Vesci, who claimed as grandson
of Marjory, daughter of William the

Lion.

Mil. William de Ross, descended from Isabella

daughter of William the Lion.

Hailes, vol. i. p. 2-01.

J K) ID. Feed, voL iL p. 578.
t IMd. p. 262.

IX. Robert de Pynkeney, descended from Marjory,
daughter of Henry, Princo of Rnotfrnd,
and sister of William the Lion.

X. Nicolas de Soulis, <'. :r0m Marjory, t
daughter of Alexander II., and wife of
Allan Dunvord.

XL Patrick Galythly claimed as the son of

Henry Galythly, who, ho contended, WM
the lawful son of William the Tkm,

XII. Roger de Mandevillc, descended from An-
frica, whom he affirmed to be a daughter
of William the Lion.

To these twelve competitor* a thirteenth was
soon afterwards added, in the person of Kric, King
of Xorway, who claimed the crown as the heir of
his daughter Margaret*
The pretensions of nine of these claimants were

obviously inadmissible, and they indeed voluntarily
withdrew their claims before the final decision WM
pronounced. There is every reason to believe, that

most of them had been induced to enter the lifts

by the secret intrigues of the English king, for the

purpose of neutralizing their opposition to his

schemes, and of rendering the election more com-

plicated. And having served this end, their

claims were at once put aside.

The final decision of the cause was postponed
till the following year (1292), ap- Couwe followed

parently to give the commissioners

full time to make the necessary in- commissioners.

vestigations, but really with the view of accustom*

ing the people of Scotland to regard the English
monarch as their Lord Paramount. On the 2nd of

June, the commissioners made a report to Edward,
who commanded them to consider, in the first

place, the claims of Brvce and Baliol, thus virtu-

ally determining that the crown must be awarded

to the descendants of David, Earl of Huntingdon.
After some preliminary deliberations, which were

nothing more than a premeditated piece of acting

planned by the English king, the commissioners

reported that there appeared to bo a difference of

opinion among the Scottish members of their body,

by whose advice, if unanimous, it would have been

the duty of the king to have regulated his conduct;

and they therefore declined to give any advice,

without having the better judgment of the pre-

lates, nobility, and other wise men of England.

On this, the further consideration of the question

was appointed by Edward to take place in a

parliament, to be held at Berwick, on the 15th

of October. He declared that, in the meantime,

he would consult the learned in foreign parts it

and recommended all persons present, of

kingdoms, to study the case and consider what

ought to be done.

When the parliament met at Berwick on i

appointed, Edward requested the commissiooers to

* Hailes, vol. i. pp. 255-288; Bjmer, roL iL pp. 67-
57
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an answer to the following questions :
"

1st.

15y what laws and usages ought judgment to be

given ? 2nd. If there are cither no laws by which

the case may be determined, or if the laws of Eng-

land and Scotland should be at variance, how ought

judgment to be given ? And 3rd. Ought the suc-

cession to the crown of Scotland to be regulated by

the same principles which were applicable to earl-

doms and baronies ?" The commissioners replied,

that the decision must be given according to the

laws and usages of the two kingdoms ;
but if none

existed applicable to the present case, the king

i-ii-rht and should make a new law; and that the

succession to the crown of Scotland must be de-

cided in the same manner as the succession to

earldoms, baronies, and other indivisible inherit-

ances.*

After these preliminaries, Bruce and Baliol were

menu of heard at great length in support of

15ruce their respective claims. Bruce

pleaded, that his right to the crown had been recog-

nised bv the States of the realm in the reign of

Alexander the Second ;t that Alexander, towards

the close of his life, and without the prospect of

having heirs of his own body, had summoned the

bishops, earls and barons of the land, and demanded

of them which of the issue of the daughters of his

uncle David, Earl of Huntingdon, had the preferable

claim to the succession
;

that they, being there

assembled, deccrned and adjudged according to their

own laws, the imperial laws, and others, that the

son of the second daughter should inherit prior to

the daughter of the first born, and all the clergy, as

well as laity, unanimously and cordially showed
the name as a true judgment to the king ;

that

Alexander, then taking the Lord of Annandale by
the hand, presented him as his true and lawful

heir, to all the nobles and magnates, clergy as well

laity, as his lawful heir to the kingdom of Scotland;
and that the whole of them, by the king's com-
mand and in his presence, took the oath of fealty
to Brace, upon the holy gospels ;

that Alexander
the Third gave his friends to understand that,

failing issue of his own body, Bruce was his right
heir ; and that an oath had been taken to maintain
the succession of the nearest in blood to that

monarch, failing the Maid of Norway and her
iMoe. Bruce further insisted, that the succession to

a throne ought to be decided by the law of nature,
rather than by the laws and usages in force be-
tween subject and subject, by which law he, as the
earcst collateral in blood, liad the strongest claim

;

that his title was supported by the custom of suc-
eetsion to the Scottish crown, by which the brother,M nearest in degree, was preferred to the son of

Hailca, vol. i. p. 200.
Tb document* connected with this important fact

it published by the lleeord Commission in 1837.
PnJnUry tu-ttlciuent of the succession, it has been

id, placet the right of the family of Bruce to the
on t firmer bwui than that of conquest, and is an

rt*nt, and it may be added, a novel feature in that im-
t.<ra. North British Review, voL iii. p. 304

"Jw*JDoegnti
and Records, illustrating the History

and Baliol.

the deceased king ;
that a woman, being incapable of

governing, ought not to reign ; and, therefore, as

Devorguil, the mother of Baliol, was alive at the

death of Alexander the Third, and could not reign,

the kingdom devolved upon him as the nearest

male of the blood royal.
The reply of Baliol to the first and most power-

ful part of Brace's pleading, was
weak and evasive. He contented

himself with merely affirming, that no conclusion

could be drawn from the acknowledgment of Alex-

ander the Second, as he left heirs of his own body;
and he passed over, without notice, the statement

respecting the declaration of Alexander the Third,

and the oath taken by the Scottish people to maintain

the succession of the next in blood to that monarch.

To the other arguments adduced by Bruce in sup-

port of his claim, Baliol answered, that the claim-

ants were in the court of their Lord Paramount,
who must give judgment in this case, as in the

case of other tenements held of the crown, accord-

ing to the common law and usages of his king-
dom

;
that upon these principles the eldest female

heir is preferred in the succession to all inheritance,

indivisible as well as divisible. He argued, that

the ancient rule of succession to the Scottish crown,

referred to by Bruce, truly militated against him-

self, for the son was nearer in degree than the

brother, yet the brother was preferred.* He main-

tained that Bruce's argument, that a woman ought
not to reign, was inconsistent with his own claim,

for if Isabella, the mother of Brace, had no right
to reign, he could derive from her no claim to the

throne
;
and besides all this he urged, Bruce here

denied what he had by his own deliberate act

acknowledged, for he was one of the Scottish

nobles who swore fealty to Margaret, the Maiden

of Norway.
The competitors, Bruce and Baliol, having thus

been fully heard in support of their respective

claims, King Edward required of his great coun-

cil and the commissioners, an answer to the follow-

ing question
"
By the laws and customs of both

kingdoms, ought the issue of an elder sister, but

more remote by one degree, to exclude the issue of

the younger sister, although one degree nearer?'
1

To this the whole council unanimously retained

an answer in the affirmative, thus declaring, by

implication, against the claims of Bruce. In an-

other meeting, held three weeks Edward df <

later, on the 6th of November, in i'avour of Baliol

Edward formally pronounced his decision,
" that

Brace should take nothing in the competition with

Baliol." John de Hastings, the descendant of the

third daughter of David, Earl of Huntingdon, now

claimed one-third of the kingdom, on the ground
that it was a divisible inheritance. On this, Bruce

again presenting himself, and adopting the argu-

* Lord Hailes remarks, that Baliol here attempt-
answer Bruce's argument without understanding it. I'--

supposed an ancestor to be a common stock, and the degrees
to be the persons descending from that stock. Hence, the

king's brother was one degree nearer the common stock

than the king's son.
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ment of Hastings, also claimed a third part of

Scotland, reserving to Baliol, as descended from

the eldest sister, the name of king and the royal

dignity. But these claims were unanimously rc-

by the council.

The final decision was given on the 17th of the

same month, in the great hall of the castle of Ber-

In the presence of the prelates and Hobles

of both countries, Edward solemnly decreed,
" That

John IJaliol should have seisin of the kingdom of

Scotland." But again, at the termination, as a

vein- and a half before, at the commencement of

rocecdings, the English monarch protested,
" That the judgment he had thus given should not

impair his claim, or that of his heirs, to the pro-

perty of Scotland, when they should think fit

: t it." On the 19th, the five regents were

ordered to give the new king seisin of his king-
.id orders were sent to the governors of the

castles throughout Scotland, to deliver them into

his hands. The same day, the great seal, which

had been used by the regency since the death of

Alexander III., was publicly broken into four

parts, and the pieces deposited in the treasury of

England,
" in testimony to future ages of England's

right of superiority over Scotland." Next day, Ea-

liol swore fealty to Edward in the Castle of Xor-

Baliol's coro- ham. On St. Andrew's l)ay the

nation.
30th, he was solemnly crowned at

Scone ; and, on the 26th of the following month,
he concluded this degrading scene by paying his

homage to Edward at Xewcastle-upon-Tyne.*
Thus far the designs of the English king had

been crowned with success. But it was soon evi-

EdwimTs Imrsh
d
?
nt that the acknowledgment of

and ignominious his supremacy over Scotland was
u-nt of only a part of his scheme, and

that he was determined, by a series

of galling indignities, to goad his unhappy vassal

into rebellion, that he might thus be furnished

with a plausible pretext, to annex the revolted fief

to his own dominions. Scarcely had Baliol taken

-ion of his vassal kingdom, when he was
made to feel the degradation of his position. A
private citizen of Berwick, having appealed to the

English king, from a judgment of the commission-

ers of justice, whom he had appointed in Scotland

the interregnum, Baliol remonstrated

against the appeal being entertained, reminding
Edward, that by the treaty of Brigham, no Scot-

bject was to be compelled to answer in

an English court for any act done in Scotland.

Ivlward replied, with unblushing effrontery, that

such a promise had been made to suit the conve-

nience of the time, and that he did not intend to

be bound by it.
"
This," said he,

"
is my firm de-

termination with regard to all complaints or ap-

peals brought before me from Scotland ;
nor will I

be bound by any former promises or concessions

made to the contrary ;
I am little careful by what

deeds or instruments they may be ratified. I shall

Hailes, vol. i. pp. 261269 ; Evmer, vol. ii. pp. 582
501.

VOL. I.

B that
superiority and direct dominion

which I hold over the kingdom of Scotland, when
and where I please; nor will I ! neces-

sary, to summon the Kin- of Scotland himself into

my presence, within t!
, ,,f England.**

Baliol's spirit quailed Iwfori- this unprincipled
threat, and he consented to buy BaUoTawM**
his peace with his imperious mas-
ter by yielding up all the stipulation* contained in
the treaty of Brigham, concerning the freedom and
immunities of Scotland, and which Edward had
solemnly sworn, in the presence of the

nobility of
both countries, to maintain inviolable.

Baliol was soon made to feel that the declaration
of the English king, respecting :. nu to-

wards Scotland, was not to prove an empty
'

Every encouragement was held out to the Scottiah

people to appeal to the King of England for the
redress of their grievances, and, .

the harassed vassal king was sum- to appear beta*
moncd to answer in the English :

courts on the slightest occasion,

and made to feel, at every turn, the disgrace and
mortification of his dependent position. He was
held to be a party in every appeal from hi* courts,

whether for injustice done, or for justice delayed,
and it was resolved to subject him to the i

able burden of making a personal appearance at

the trial of every appeal. Such treatment could

have had but one object; and at length, oven the

weak and pusillanimous Baliol was goaded to re-

sistance by finding himself thus exposed to con-

tinued insult and injury, where he had expected

amity and honour. The case in which his }

at length gave way, was an appeal respecting the

earldom of Fife. Duncan, the Earl of Fife, was at

that time a minor, and his grand-uncle, Macduff, had

made a temporary seizure of some part of his estates.

Macduff was summoned to answer for this offence

before the Scottish Parliament at Scone, and being

found guilty, suffered a short imprisonmc:

his release from his confinement, he appealed to

the King of England against the MMtfiui- of the

Scottish States, and Edward immediately um-

moned Baliol to answer the alleg 'acdtaH

by appearing in person before him. In the fint

instance Baliol took no notice of : !>ut on

receiving a second summons, he : ;>pcor-

ance in the English Parliament, on the day named,

15th October, 1293. "\Vhcn the apjx--.il
ramo on,

Baliol was asked what defence he bad to oflbr.

said,
" I amKingof Scotland: to the _ktawp|y.

complaint of Macduff, or to ought

else respecting my kingdom, I dare not mat

swer without the advice of ny people."

means this?" cried Edward.
" You aw my

man, you have done homage to me, TOO a

in consequence of my summons." Baliol, how

steadily adhered to "the answer which he I

ready given. He declined even to ask an ac

ment of the case, for the purpose of advising *

his people, as Edward insidiously recommet

Kvmer, rol. ii. pp. W<
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Under these circumstances, the Parliament of Eng-
land declared that the King of Scotland had of-

fered no defence ;
that in his answer he had been

guilty of a manifest contempt of the court, and

of open disobedience ;
that he was liable to Macduff

in damages ;
and that, as a punishment for his con-

tumacy in refusing to plead before his Lord Para-

mount, the three principal castles of Scotland, with

the towns in which they are situated, should

be taken into the custody of Edward until the

King of Scots shall make satisfaction for his con-

tumacy.*
These violent resolutions of the English Parlia-

ment, together with the offensive regulation requir-

ing his personal attendance on the courts of his

Lord Paramount, in England, seem at length to

liave exhausted the forbearance of Baliol, and to

have convinced liim that he was regarded as a mere

tool, to be used for the most degrading purposes,

and to be flung aside as soon as these purposes
were served. He resolved to extricate himself

from this miserable position, and the opportune

breaking out of a war between France- and Eng-
land seemed to afford him a favourable occasion

to throw off the English yoke. Edward, who, as

Sir Walter Scott remarks, had shown himself as

untractable and disobedient a vassal to Philip of

France, as he was a severe and domineering su-

perior to Baliol, had refused to obey the summons
of the French king to appear in his court at Paris

to answer, as his vassal, for the injuries which he
had inflicted on the subjects of France. Philip
had, in consequence, pronounced sentence on the

ii. king as contumacious, and directed his

estates in France to be seized, as forfeited to the

crown. Edward highly resented these proceed-

ings, renounced his allegiance as a vassal of Philip,
and declared war against France, (A.D. 1294).
To assist him in carrying on this war, Edward

summoned the King of Scots, and a number of the
most powerful of his nobles, to attend him in per-
son, with their vassals

; and he also ordered Baliol
to extend to Scotland the general embargo which
he had laid on all vessels within his English do-
minionsthe embargo to continue until Edward's
farther pleasure should be known. But the Scot-
tub nobles were now thoroughly disgusted by the
insolent and overbearing conduct of the English

Prp*rtionf to ^"fiT- Instead of complying with
throw off the his demands, they assembled a par-

liament at Scone, in the latter part
of the year 12iH. Under the pretence of lighten-
ing the public burdens, they dismissed all the Eng-
lishmen maintained at court a prudent measure,
mjt an old chronicler, as it removed the persons
who might have been spies on their conduct.f
A council tp- They then appointed a council of

four bishops, four earls, and four
xmras, by -whose advice Baliol was to act as the

ninistrator of public affairs. And if we may
the statements of some of the English

lUilm, vol. I pp. 274281.*
Bemingfonl, vol. i.

writers, a watchful eye was kept on Baliol him-

self, and he was detained in a kind of honourable

captivity in a distant fortress.*

These proceedings naturally excited the sus-

picions of Edward, and he demanded that the

fortresses of Berwick, Roxburgh, and Jedburgh
should be delivered to the Bishop of Carlisle, to

remain in his hands during the war between Eng-
land and France. The Scottish Parliament deemed
it prudent to comply with this demand, although

they were at the moment negotiating an alliance

with the French king. This treaty, Treaty with
" the ground-work," observes Lord Fir.

Hailes,
" of many more equally honourable and

ruinous to Scotland," was signed at Paris on the

23rd of October, 1295. By it the niece of Pliilip

was to be united to the eldest son of Baliol, and if

Scotland should be invaded by the English, the

French king engaged to assist the Scots with

troops, kept at his own charge.f The Scottish

guardians now drew up an instrument, in the name
of their king, renouncing all fealty and allegiance
to Edward, on account of the many and grievous

injuries which he had inflicted upon the kingdom
of Scotland; and assembling an army, under the

command of Comyn, Earl of Bu- \var ^^
chan, they invaded Cumberland, England,

towards the end of March, 1296, and laid

the country. They were disgracefully repulsed,

however, in an assault which they made upon Car-

lisle, and returned without having accomplished

anything of importance. Another inroad which

they made, a few days after, into Northumberland,
was equally unsuccessful. J

Meanwhile, Edward, at the head of a numerous

and well-appointed army, consist- Edward \-

ing of thirty thousand infantry
Scotland,

and four thousand horse, was on his march to the

Scottish border. He was joined by Anthony Beck,
the military bishop of Durham, with a thousand

foot and five hundred horse, and with this com-

bined force he crossed the Tweed, and prepared to

lay siege to the town of Berwick. This important
fortress had either not been delivered by tl:

to the Bishop of Carlisle, or it had again fallen

into their hands. It was now defended by a strong

garrison, composed of the men of Fife, who re-

fused to surrender on the terms which Edward
offered. Berwick was, at that time, celebrated for

its populousness and wealth, and the extent of its

commerce, which, in the opinion of a contemporary

chronicler, entitled it to the name of a second.

andria. Edward was determined, at whatever

cost, to make himself master of it giege ari

He commenced the attack at once of Ber

by sea and land. But the garrison fiercely as-

saulted his ships, burnt three of them, and com-

pelled the rest to retire. Exasperated at this dis-

comfiture, Edward led on the land attack in person,

and, mounted on his horse, Bayard, was the first to

M. Westminster, p. 42-V + Uymer, vol. ii. p. COS.

t Hemiiigford, vol. i. p. 87 : Uailes", vol. i

Thron. of Lanercost, p. Ic5.
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loap the dike that defended the town. The im-

petuous onset of the English soldiers, animated by
the example of their king, earned all before it.

The inhabitants were butchered without distinction

<if M'X or age, and, for two days, the streets of the

i with blood. The numbers that perished

in this indiscriminate massacre are variously stated,

but they undoubtedly amounted to many thou-

sands.*

The churches, to -which many of the miser-

able inhabitants had fled for refuge, were defiled

with blood, spoiled of their ornaments, and turned

into stables for the English cavalry.f A party of

'thirty Flemings had posted themselves in their

factory, a strong building, called the Red Hall,

which the resident merchants of that nation, by
their charter, were bound to defend at all times

against the English. True to their engagements,
these brave men held out the place till even-

ing against the whole English army. The as-

sailants, irritated by this obstinate defence, set the

building on fire, and its faithful defendants per-

ished, every man of them, in the flames.J The
massacre of Berwick took place on Good Friday,

and, on the same day, Sir William Douglas, who
commanded the castle, capitulated ;

and the garri-

son, consisting of two hundred men, after taking
an oath not to bear arms against England, were

allowed to march out with military honours.

On the 5th of April, while Edward remained at

Baliol's rennn- Berwick, Henry, Abbot of Ar-
ciation of his broath, appeared at his court, and
homage. delivered to him Baliol's solemn

renunciation of Ms allegiance. "You have," was
the language of the instrument,

"
wantonly sum-

moned me to your courts; you have committed

grievous outrages and robberies upon my subjects,
both by sea and land

; you have seized my castles

:md estates in England ;
killed and imprisoned my

subjects and the merchants of my realm; and when
I demanded a redress of these injuries, you have
invaded my dominions at the head of a vast army,
with the purpose of depriving me of my crown,
md have cruelly ravaged the land: wherefore I

renounce that fealty and homage which have been
extracted from me, and do resolve openly to op-
pose myself in defence of my kingdom against
Edward of England."

" The foolish traitor,"
-aid Edward, when he received this letter;

" of

*
Langtoft states that 4000 perished in the storming of

i; Fordun ami Wyntown give ns the number of
M; Henungford of 8000; and Knighton says, that 17,000

:

'

to the sword. The shocking incident which made
dward at length put a stop to this butchery is thus related

. ntown, vol. ii. p. 83 :

" Thus they slayand ware sa fast,
All the day, till at the last,
This kyng Edward saw in that tyde
A woman slain, and of her syde
A bairn he saw fall out sprewland,
Besyde that woman slayne lyand;
'

Lasses, Lasses,' then cried he,
' Leve off, leve off,' that word suld be."

1

Fordun, book si. chap. liv. Iv.

J Hailes, vol. i. p. 2S7.

what folly is he guilty ! but since he will not <

to us we will go to him.'"

The Scottish army, enraged at the cruelties
which Edward had inflicted on the. inhabitants of
Berwick, made an inroad into England, and ad-

vancing into Rcdcsdalc and Tyncdalc, laid waste
the country, and committed great cxccstc*.

Edward did not allow this hasty incursion to inter*

fere with the prosecution of his plans. The Castle
of Dunbar, the key of the eastern marches, WM
delivered into the hands of the Scottish leaden

by the Countess of March, while the carl, her hus-

band, served in the army of Edward. To recover
this important fortress, the Earl of Surrey WM
despatched with ten thousand foot and a **"itand

heavy-armed horse. The garrison being hard

pressed, agreed to surrender, unless relieved within

three days ;
and the Scottish army, consisting, it U

said, of upwards of forty thousand men, advanced
to their relief, and took up a strong position on the

heights above Dunbar. Surrey advanced to attack

them (April 28th) ;
but as the line Defeat of the

of march led through a valley,
S.ouatDunUr.

which rendered his ranks somewhat irregular, the

Scots, imagining that their enemies were thrown

into confusion, precipitately abandoned their strong

position, and rushed down to the encounter. The

English, emerging from the valley before the lines

could meet, received the disorderly charge of their

assailants with firmness, and repulsed them with

great slaughter. Ten thousand men arc said to

have fallen in the field or in the pursuit, among
whom was Sir Patrick Graham, an ancestor of the

Duke of Montrose, who was lamented even by the

English, as one of the wisest and noblest of the

Scottish barons.f An immense number, including

the principal of the Scottish nobility, were taken

prisoners. Next day the Castle of Dunbar sur-

rendered at discretion, not without strong suspi-

cions of treachery on the part of the governor,

Richard Siward.} The Earls of Athol, Uo^

teith, and the leaders of the garrison, together with

a considerable number of barons and knights, who

had taken refuge in the fortress in their flight from

the fatal field of Dunbar, submitted to the mercy

of Edward. All the prisoners of rank were for the

present committed to close confinement in different

English and "U'clsh castles, and were afterward*

compelled to attend their conqueror in his French

wars.

It is reported that Edward, previous to hfe

invasion of Scotland, had secured the support of

Bruce, the son of the competitor for Hie crown, by

expressing his determination to place him on the

throne, of which Baliol had shown himself

unworthy. Trusting to this promise, Broc and

* " Ha! cc fol felon, tel folie faict! tTl n n>oU tMJT 4

nous, nous viendrons i lui." Ionian, book xL taf> .,

Foed. vol. ii. p. 707.

f Hemingford, vol. i. p. 06. It u w
Cromwell defeated the army of the Seottlak C.

(3rd Sept, 1650.) on the same ground, and

circumstances.

J See Langtoft's Chron. vol. n. !>
-*
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las powerful friends had renewed their oaths of

homage to Edward, and had joined the English

army. After the battle of Dunbar, Bruce hinted

to the English king his expectation of being

raised to the throne which Baliol had forfeited.

" Have I no other business," was the haughty

reply,
" but to conquer kingdoms for you?" Bruce

silently retired, and appears to have interfered no

further with public affairs.* The battle of Dunbar

for the present decided the fate of Scotland. All

ice to the power of Edward was at an end.

On the 18th of May, the strong castle of Roxburgh
was given up by James the Steward of Scotland,

who, at the same time, swore fealty to the English

monarch, and abjured the French alliance. The

fortresses of Dunbarton and Jedburgh were soon

after surrendered. The castle of Edinburgh capi-

tulated after a siege of eight days, and Stirling

was abandoned without resistance. The spirit of

the nation was sunk in despair, and the conquest
of the country appeared to be complete. Edward
continued his progress without opposition to Perth,

Baliol's suhn.is-
where hc received a message from

ion, and abdica- the unhappy Baliol, offering sub-
ti,,n of the crown. misMon, and imploring peace. Ed-

ward, in reply, directed him to repair to the castle

of Brechin, where the Bishop of Durham would
announce to him the terms on which mercy would
be extended to him. lie was required to abdicate

his tlirone in favour of Edward, with the most

degrading ceremonial. Divested of his royal
robes, and crown, and sceptre, he was compelled to

ftand as a criminal, with a white rod in his hand,
in the presence of the Bishop of Durham and the
barons of England. Hc confessed that, misled by
evil and false counsel, as he averred, and through
his own simplicity, he had grievously offended his

liege lord. He recapitulated his various trans-

gressions his league with France, and his hos-
nyain.st England. He acknowledged the

jiuitii-e of the English invasion and conquest; and
three days after this, in the castle of Brecliin, he
resigned bis kingdom of Scotland, its people, and

homage, into the hands of his liege lord
KdwarcLt After this humiliating ceremony, Baliol
nnd l

!

; WITO sent to London, where they
remained lor thru- years in confinement in the
TOWCT. Thus terminated the brief and disastrous

reign of John Baliol. In more auspicious circum-
anoes hc might have been a useful and popular

Monarch. Bat opposed to a powerful and un-
crujmlous advtTMiry, and surrounded by a base

treacherous
nobility, who were actuated by

private and selfish ambition, rather than by the love
:

ry. or a regard for the public welfare,
proved utterly destitute of those talents which

. vol. i. p. 201. Fordnn, book . chap.

aioii was prepared at Kincardine, on
e penance took place in the churchyardhkJro, on the 7th ; and tfie final surrender of the

de on the 10th July, at the castle of Brechin,

jy*
prweooe of Edward himself. See Tytler, vol. L

the emergency demanded. His reign was there-

fore miserable and inglorious, and Ms fall unpitied.
Scotland now lay prostrate at the feet of hti

invader, who continued an unre- EJWU^-S .,ro.

sisted march through the kingdom gress through

as far north as Aberdeen and Scotland.

Elgin, placing garrisons in the deserted fortresses,

and receiving the submission of the Scottish barons

and prelates, who hastened to make their peace by

taking the oath of allegiance, and renouncing the

French alliance. On his return south, in passing

Scone, he mutilated the cartulary of that ancient

abbey, for the purpose of destroying whatever his-

torical notices might be found at variance with his

pretensions. He also carried off some of its char-

ters, and tore the seals from others
; Carries the

and, that nothing might remain Scotch retaliate

which could remind the Scots of Westminster,

their original independence, he caused the famous

stone on which the kings of Scotland, from the

earliest ages of their monarchy, had been crowned,

along with the Scottish crown and sceptre, to be

conveyed to Westminster, where it was deposited
in the cathedral, as an offering to Edward the

Confessor, and a memorial of what he deemed his

absolute conquest of Scotland.*

On the 28th of August, Edward held a parlia-

ment at Berwick for the purpose Sul)m ; s>i ,m of

of receiving the submission of the \\\,- s.-mtWi

clergy and laity of the conquered
nobles,

kingdom ;
and there, cither from hope of his favour

* Huiles, vol. i. p. 204; Hemingford, vol. i. pp.
This was the celebrated Lia Fuil, or Stone of Destiny,

which, according to fabulous clironicles, Gathelus, tin;

Spanish king, a contemporary of Komulus, sent with his

son. when he invaded Ireland. It is believed to ha\

for many ages as the coronation throne of the kings of Ire-

land. It was removed to Scotland, and deposited at lona.

for the coronation of Fergus, the son of Ere, who led the

Dalriadic Scots to the shores of Argyleshire. From thenco

it was conveyed to the abbey of Scone, in S42, by Kenneth

II., when the kings of the Scottish race had extended their

sway over the ancient kingdom of the Picts. Walsingham
says that the use Edward put it to was, to serve as

for the officiating priests at Westminster. In the wardrobe

account of the king, for 1299, there is the entry of a

to
" Walton the painter, for a step to the foot of i

Chair, in which the Stone of Scotland was placed, near the

altar of Edward in \Vestminster Abbey." The cc."

which this stone is supposed to have with the destir:

Scots, is commemorated in the celebrated leonine \

" Ni fallat fatum, Scoti quocunque locatum,
Invenient lapideru regnare tcnentur ibidem

"

Which has been rendered thus

" Unless the fates are faithless grown,
And prophet's voice be vain,

Where'er is found this sacred stone,
The Scottish race shall reign."

So deep-rooted has been the belief of the Sects in tin-

augury, that many hailed the accession of Ja:

crown of England as the accomplisliment of i

This veneralde stone is still preserved, and forms ;

port of the coronation chair of the British sovei.

Westminster Abbey. It was, in all probability, 01

the Tanist stone, where the new chief, or king, wa-
and sworn to protect and lead the people. This custom is,

undoubtedly, of eastern origin, and traceable to a very

remote era. Thus when Abimelech was made king, it was by
the pillar which teas in Shechem, (Judges ix. 0) ;

and when
.Toash was anointed king by Jehoida, the king stood by M
pillar at the tnanr.tr was, (2 Kings ii. 14). See Wilson'n

Archeology, p. 08.
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or fear of his vengeance, the Scottish barons and
, presented themselves in such numbers, to

.10 oaths of fealty, that their names fill

thirty-five skins of parchment, which arc still pre-

served amongst the English archives. The mea-

sures which he adopted for the settlement of his

new dominions were characterized by great pru-

dence and moderation. He ordered the forfeited

estates of the clergy to be restored. He even made

uent of provision for the wives of many
iigdom. of his prisoners. The various juris-

dictions of the country were left in the hands of

their ancient possessors, and few of those who held

office under Baliol were dispossessed. But with all

this assumed moderation, every precaution was

takc'ii to render his conquest secure. John "Warcnne,

Earl of Surrey, was appointed Guardian of Scot-

land. Hugh Crcssingham, an ambitious church-

man, was made Treasurer, and William Ormsby
Justiciary. The fortresses of the country were

committed to English captains, and a royal ex-

chequer was instituted at Berwick, on the model

of that at Westminster. Having thus achieved

an easy, and apparently a permanent conquest,
Edward returned to England,

" with the glory,"

says Lord Hailcs,
" due to the conqueror of a

free people."
The rapid and apparently complete prostration

.. con(iuc t
of the Scottish people beneath the

of the Scottish victorious arms of Edward, may be
nobility. accounted for, to a great extent,

by the selfish and vacillating conduct of the nobles,

their natural leaders. At this period, owing to

the systematic policy pursued by Malcolm Canmore
and his successors, the Scottish nobility consisted

almost entirely of foreigners Anglo-Normans and

Anglo-Saxons who felt no patriotic attachment to

the country in which they had settled, and were
not bound to it by those strong ties that connect

a people with a land which has been for ages the

abode of their fathers. Many of these barons, too,

held extensive estates in England as well as in

Scotland, and were, therefore, to a certain extent,
the subjects of both kingdoms. As they had no

peculiar affection for either, their allegiance was
made to depend almost entirely upon personal con-

rations. They had far more of the spirit of the

enary, who serves for pay, than of the patriot,

lighting in defence of his native land the place of

In- fathers' sepulchres.* Hence the lukcwarmness

!>pears from the Eotuli Scotitc, that Edward had
Wtowed many rich grants of estates and salaries upon the

nncipal nobility and prelates, with the view of securing
> his interest He gave

AKXUAL VALUE.
To the Bishop of Glasgow, lands of
To James the Steward
To Patrick, Earl of Dunhar
To John"de Soulis
TII NYilliam Sinclair
To Patrick de Graham

100

100
100
loo Marks.
100
100

1 th.-sc persons were to have lands of the subjoined value.
i condition that the kingdom of Scotland should continue
the possession of the English king and his heirs. Ed-NN afterwards changed his plan, and gave these barons

which they manifested throughout thin great
struggle in the defence of tluir country, and the

frequency and shomvlcssncu with \

changed sides, according a* their private interest

dictated, without the *','. ;rd to the public
welfare. They \\ .

. nug upon thn trongrr
side. It was very different, how e ve-r, with (he Scot-
tish nation at large. The middle

J|(Urw]and lower class of proprietors c*pe- gaoufeli MopU
cially, who were sprung of the smint UM
native race of Scotland, felt keenly
their national degradation, and the Ion of the fat-

dependence of their country. Animated by an
ardent spirit of patriotism and a determined hatred

against their oppressors, tl. U im-

patience to throw off the K. . The ad-

ministration of the govern <. : dward had

appointed over the conquered kingdom became

every day more oppressive and hated. .\ ;::ncrotu

bands of armed p ;: against the nsurpfis

throughout the whole country, besieged and ntonr.nl

the castles which they had frarri.Mi:u-d, and took

signal vengeance for the injun'i
-

inflicted upon the defenceless inhabitants,

critical juncture the Alinii;
1

.:/ raised up a cham-

pion in the cause of suffering freedom, who fint

awoke the Scottish nation to a consciousno-

strength, and aroused a spirit of resistance to

oppression, which all the pov.cr of the usurper
was never able wholly to subdue.

" When we read the story of William W;.

says an eloquent writer,
" im:i

gination wanders back to the times Wllae*.

of heroic antiquity, and enthusiasm can scarce

keep pace with reason in forming an estimate of

his services to his country. He gave birtli to the

land of his nativity, and intere^tid the sympathies
of the world in behalf of her gallant straggle far

existence. Personal wrong, and the -

pression practised on his friends, first clung him to

revolt; but his passion soon hanUiu-i

pie, like the burning lava converted into stone.

Against the victorious might of 1

himself, and carved his way to honour without the

shouts of a thousand vassals to proclaim his feudal

greatness, or a coronet on his brow to tell the no-

bility of his blood. Fortune did not look askance

upon his sacrifice. The discipline of English chi-

valry quailed before him : c .

ridicule gave way to reflection, uud reflection ti

alarm
;

the oppressed dared to remonstrate ;
the

oppressor deigned to assign reasons for his oppres-

sion
;
insult and injury were followed by rctalktio

and revenge ;
and the haughty Plantageaet tttaA

himself no longer the invincible ;
his an:

pated, his vassals faithless, his nobl.

and the conquest, gained by so many intrifem

and prelates gratifications in money, or other rsl'-'

to John Comyn he gave the large sum ttt

He took care, however, to rfimbune huns

wards, marriages, and other items of retinae,,wi

fallen to the Scottish crown during the

Tytler, vol. i. p. 80, nnd note.
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ao much artful policy, and such elaborate chicane,

vanished like a dream."
*

Sir William Wallace sprung from an ancient

family of Anglo-Xorman descent, but neither rich

nor noble. He was the second son of Sir Malcolm

Wallace, of Ellerslie, near Paisley. The precise

date of his birth is unknown. His father and elder

brother are said to have been slain in some of the

skirmishes of the times, and when the patriot

himself was very young. His early years were

passed under the superintendence of his uncle,

a wealthy ecclesiastic at Dunipace, in Stirling-

shire, by whom his mind was carefully stored with

the choicest passages of the Latin classics, parti-

cularly those in which the lore of liberty is most

powerfully recommended. The patriotic priest, it

is said,
"
deplored the calamities of his country, and

was never weary of extolling the sweets of liberty,

and lamenting the miseries of dependence."! The

enthusiastic affection with which the memory of

the Scottish patriot has been cherished, has given
a tone of exaggeration bordering on the fabulous to

the traditionary descriptions of his character and

exploits ; but making every allowance for the ro-

mantic hues which the passionate admiration of

his countrymen has thrown around him, the sober

verdict of history must determine, that Wallace

was every way worthy of his fame. His uncom-
mon stature and personal strength, combined with

daring courage and great military genius; his

stainless character and superiority to all base and
selfish objects ; his stirring though rude eloquence,
which gave him a wonderful power over the hearts

of his followers
; his pure and enthusiastic patri-

oti.m, and unextinguishable hatred of oppression,
marked out this renowned hero as pre-eminently
fitted to be the leader of a high-spirited people
in their struggle to maintain their freedom and

independence.
At a very early period of his life, Wallace mani-

fested a strong dislike to the English, -who now
insolently lorded it over Scotland; and tradition
has recorded numerous instances in which he took

signal vengeance upon them for personal or public

Hi. cm expUts
inJurics- But the incident which
occasioned his finally rising in

arms, is believed to have happened in the town of

-
v, vol. iii. p. 365.

+ Harbour ha* expressed, with equal spirit and feeling,
i.iiMTj and oppresnion of Scotland under Edward, and

. : !i a passiona'e exclamation, which will find an
echo in ererjr Scotsman's bosom :" A I fredotne is noble thing !

Fndome may., man to haiir liking ;

Frcdorae all solace to man giflis ;

lie lerys at ess that freely '.

A noble hart may haiff nane ess,
Na Mlys nocht that may him pleas,
'yfl~ fredume fail : for fre likin"
I yharnit our all othir thing.Na he that ay lias levvt fre

May nocht know weill the propyrtc,The anger, na the i

u _!i,coni
' 1

-
vt lo f"ule JiM*mfc

Bjnr he hail asMyit it,
Than all ptrqner k* said it wyt :

I think fredome mair'to pryss
Than all the gold in warld that is."

Lanark, A.D. 1297. Wallace was at this time re-

siding with his wife in that place. It happened
that one day some English officers insulted him on

account of his gay dress and rich dagger, and

taunted him with the contrast between his garb
and the depressed condition of his country. A
quarrel ensued, which led to bloodshed, and Wal-

lace, overpowered by numbers, fled to his own

house, and by the assistance of his wife, escaped

through a back entrance, and fled to a rugged and

rocky glen, near Lanark, called the Cartland Crags,

where he was safe from immediate pursuit. His-

lop, or Hazelrigg, the English sheriff, em-aged at

the escape of Wallace, in a spirit of cruel and un-

manly revenge, attacked and burned the house,

and put his wife and servants to death. On re-

ceiving notice of this atrocity, Wallace immedi-

ately collected a small body of his friends, returned

to Lanark that same night, and avenged the death

of his wife by the slaughter of her murderers.*

From this period he devoted himself to the work

of redressing his country's wrongs and inflicting

vengeance on her oppressors. He speedily suc-

ceeded in gathering around him a body of men
whom he imbued with his own fierce and deter-

mined spirit. Unable, as yet, to cope with the

English invaders in the open field, he began a

species of guerilla warfare, to which the district

around his place of refuge was admirably suited.

Issuing suddenly from the Cartland Crags, he at-

tacked detachments of the English soldiery, inter-

cepted provisions for their garrisons, and stormed

and took many of their strongholds. His retreat

was as rapid as his advance; and amid the wild

passes and dangerous defiles to which he and his

followers betook themselves, it was impossible for

an enemy to pursue them with safety.

The fame of Wallace began now to attract the

notice of his countrymen, and _
i ,, , ... ~ His rapid

-

awoke the dormant spirit ot some

of the nobles. Sir William Douglas, calk

Hardy," a brave and powerful baron, who had

sworn fealty to Edward after the siege of EL

disregarding his oath, joined the patriots at the

head of a large body of retainers. The castles of

Disdeir and Sanquhar were taken by Douglas:
and Wallace, by a rapid march on Scone, surprised

Ormosby, the English Justiciary, killed many ofhis

followers, and acquired a rich booty. With their

united forces, they broke in upon the west of Scot-

land, where almost every stronghold was speedily

wrested from the enemy. These
is j

ineii ],y a

successes were followed by the ad- number

hesion of some men of note to the barons.

cause of the patriots, in addition to those who had

*
Wyntown, vol. ii. pp. 92 95. Blind Harry says that

Wallace was outlawed, when a mere youth, for killing an

Englishman, the son of the governor of Dundee, who had

usnlted him. This story, however, is not supported
by any trustworthy evidence, and Dower, the continuator of

Fonlun, an excellent authority, asserts, that the hostility of

Wallace to the English arose from his despair at IK

the oppression of his relations and countrymen,
servitude and misery to which they were subjected. 1'ordun,
vol. ii. p. 109.
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adv joined it. Among these were the Steward of

land, ar.d his brother, ItoberfWishart, Bishop of

. Alexander Lindsay, Sir Richard Lundin,

and Sir Andrew Moray, of Bothwell.* The most

Ekable

adherent, however, was the younger

,
Earl of Cai-rick. His extensive estates in

uth and west of Scotland, gave him immense

nee in the kingdom, and rendered his support
. most value to any cause he might espouse,

hud incurred, it would seem, the suspicion of

Warden of the Western Marches, who sum-

med him to attend at Carlisle, on pretence of

incss relating to the safety of the kingdom.
::c-c complied, and took an oath on the sword

Thomas a Becket, that he would remain a faith-

Missal of the King of England. To remove any

lingering suspicion of his loyalty, he even ravaged
the estates of Douglas, who had already joined the

11 band of patriots. Yet with an inconsistency
ich contrasts strangely with, the fearless in-

: ity for which he was afterwards so honourably

inguished, he returned to Scotland to arm his

IT'S vassals against Edward, and having failed

in this attempt, he now joined Wallace with a

number of his own tenantry.t
The insurrection of the patriots, at first despised

as the troublesome but petty movements of a band
of robbers, soon grew to a head, which alarmed

Kdvard for the security of his newly-acquired
dominions. Instructions were therefore transmitted

to Surrey to move upon Sbotland with a force

sufficient to crush the insurrection. Henry Percy,
the nephew of Surrey, and Robert

invades Scotland, de Clifford, accordingly passed the

borders, with a force of forty thousand foot, and
o hundred cavalry. At Lochmaben they were

attacked during the night by the Scots, and were
;. d from total rout only by the inferiority of the

Scottish force, which the light of their burning
nabled them to discover. Percy and Clifford

the neighbourhood of Irvine, where Wal-
lace and the insurgents had taken up a strong
position, with a force which, though deficient in

, was sufficiently numerous to have given
battle to the enemy. But dissensions among the

leaders weakened, and ultimately dissolved, their

i'ederacy.
" All the leaders were independent,"

'Lord Hailes, "all untractable. They would
ather fight, retire, nor treat by common consent."

The pride of these feudal barons would not submit
to be commanded by the only man among them
who had talents to meet the emergency ;

and at

length, to preserve their estates, they made their

ntion at submission to the English, and
Irvine.

signed a deed acknowledging their

r in having violated the peace of their Lord

Paramount, and promising to give hostages for

their future good conduct. This document, drawn
up by Wishart, Bishop of Glasgow (9th July,

1297), has, among other names, those of Bruce, the

Steward of Scotland, and Sir William Douglas,

*
Hailes, vol. i. p. 300.

{ Ibid p. 3GI ; Hemingford, vol. i. p. 120.

attached to it. Wallace, \rlio hod resoluUlr op.
posed this disgraceful transaction, pot himaclf at
the head of his own tried follower*, and, aceon-
panicd by Sir Andrew Moray, of Bothwell, UM
only baron who adhered to him, retired indignantly
to the north/
The English commanders, who wm to bar* ml*

culated that by the bccession of the borons, tht

power of the patriot would be utterly broken, were

speedily undeceived. Unsubdued in spirit, though
deeply incensed at the

pusillanimity and vacillation
of his titled associates, and their desertion of their

country, Wallace kept the iield, at the head of a
considerable army, consisting partly of his personal
adherents, partly of the tenants of the crown and
church lands, and partly of the vassals CM :> of the

barons who had made their peace with rxlward.

The old English historian, Knighton, inform* as,
" that the whole followers of the nobility had
attached themselves to him

; and that, although the

persons of their lords were with the King of Eng-
land, their heart was with Wallace, who found his

army reinforced by so immense a multitude of the

Scots, that the community of the land obeyed him
as their leader and prince." f While the Eng'Mt
leaders remained in a state of in- Successes of

activity, after the capitulation at WaUsos.

Irvine, AVallace carried on hostilities in the north-

ern counties, with characteristic rigour and success.

The castle of Dunottar was surprised and garri-

soned,}: Forfar, Brcchin, and Montrose, were either

taken or deserted by their garrisons at his approach.

Aberdeen, after having been set on fire and relin-

quished by the English, fell into his hands. The

castle of Dundee was next surrounded and ssailed,

with every prospect of success, when tidings that a

large force, under the Earl of Surrey and (Vesting-

ham, the English Treasurer, was on its march to

Stirling, compelled him to desist The townsmen

of Dundee, however, were ordered, on pain of his

H.iiles, vol. i. p. 301 ; Hemingford, roi. Lp. 121

+ Pago ^1 6.

J The description which Blind Tinn-

ing of the church of Donottar is not without poetics!

merit :

" Wallace on fire Rani* set all i.

llurnt up the court and all thai w ...

Atour* the rock the lave' ran with gmtdio,
Some hang on craggs right dolefully to di*.

Si.me leapt, sonu- :

"
!

-.mthron in life was left with--.it that MA.
Ami tin-in within they burn.-d to ubt* eoM.

AVhen this was done, fele' fell on ks*S son,

At the hishop asked absolution.

AVallace said laughing,
' '

A re. ye war-men, repent ye for M CBMUf

They rued not ns, in the town

Our brave barons when that they hannd ibtn.
If'tJhM*. I- -

This, and other kindred exploits of WJbe*'"PT"*

exaggerated ;
but there is every reason

was merciless in his tn-nlment of th I

country. The English historians affirm, thai

great cruelties on the English ecclesisrtlCT wkoMh

in Scotland, ana wuo hud not obeyed

Scottish States, in 1201$, banishing them I

country.

Caused. Around.
c The rest

*
MSBJ.
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vengeance, to prosecute the siege with unabated

rigour.
Wallace then hurried to Stirling, in order to

guard the passage of the Forth, by which alone the

English force could penetrate into the northern

parts of the country. He encamped at Cambus-

kenncth, and took up a strong position on a rising

ground, which commanded the bridge of Stirling,

a long and narrow erection of wood, situated about

a mile above the present bridge. On the opposite

side of the river lay the English forces, composed
of fifty thousand infantry, and one thousand men

at arms. The experience of Surrey warned him

of the almost certain destruction which awaited his

troops should they defile across the narrow bridge,

and attack the Scots in their present position. To

add to his difficulties, a portion of his forces con-

sisted of the Scottish barons and their retainers,

whose fidelity, in the event of a battle, could

scarcely be relied on. He sought, therefore, to

temporise, and despatched two friars to propose
terms to Wallace. The reply of the patriot was

brief and stern :
"
Return, to your friends," said

md tell them that we came here with no

peaceful intent, but ready for battle, and deter-

mined to avenge our own wrongs, and set our

country free. Let your masters come and
attack us

;
we arc ready to meet them beard to

beard." Enraged at this defiance, the English
soldiers clamoured to be led on. Sir Richard

Bmale of Stirling,
Lundin, a Scottish knight, who

11 th Srptcmbcr, had gone over to the enemy at

Irvine, pointed out the danger of

defiling along a narrow bridge with a powerful
and vigilant enemy in front, and offered to guide

;

uglish to a ford at no great distance, where

sixty men could cross at a time. " Give me," said

lie,
" but five hundred horse, and a small body of

foot, I shall turn the enemy's flank, while you,
lord carl, and the rest of the army, may pass over
in security." This judicious proposal was rejected,
on the ground that the army would be thereby
divided. Surrey still hesitated, but Crcssingham,
the Treasurer, passionately exclaimed, "Why do
we thus protract the war, and waste the king's
treasures? Let us fight, as is our bounden duty.'
Surrry, contrary to his own better judgment,
yielded, and gave orders for an immediate attack.

Cressuigham, along with Sir Marmaduke Twenge,
a
^valiant

and experienced soldier, led the van!
about one-lialf of the English force had

passed the bridge without opposition, Sir Marma-
duke impetuously charged up hill with a body of

hcary-ormed cavalry, for the purpose of dislodging
the Scots from their strong position. The conse-
quence of this rash attack was fatal to the assail-
ant*, as the Scots, from their vantage-ground, drove
them headlong before them with their long spears
In the meantime, a masterly movement was exe-
cuted by a part of the Scottish army, who, making

rapid detour to the left, suddenly assailed the
-nglih in the rear, and interposed between them
*na the bridge. Wallace, as soon as he perceived

the retreat of the enemy thus cut off, rushed down
from the high ground, and fiercely assailing the

scarcely formed battalions of the English on the

north bank of the river, threw them into inex-

ricable confusion. Many thousands of the heavy-
armed horse were slain or drowned iu their flight.

Surrey, who witnessed this scene from the opposite

)ank of the river, sought to retrieve the fortur.es of

he day by sending across, at a moment when the

)ridge was left open, a strong reinforcement,

along with the royal standard of England, and his

own banner. Unable to form, and assailed on

eveiy side by the Scottish spearmen, they only
added to the confusion and slaughter.* A party
of Scots, crossing the river by a ami defeat of

ford at a little distance, assailed the English.

Surrey in the rear, and committed great havoc,

assisted by the Scottish barons and their retainers,

who, throwing off the mask, assisted their victo-

rious countrymen in slaying and plundering the

flying enemy. Xo quarter was given. The

country, for miles around, was covered with the

bodies of the English soldiers. Twenty thousand

men are believed to have fallen in the battle and

the flight. Among these was Cressingham, a man
so detested by the Scots, that they mangled his

dead body, and arc said to have torn the skin from

the limbs.f Sir Marmaduke Twenge gallantly cut

his way through the thickest of the enemy and

escaped. The loss of the Scots was trifling. The

only man of note among them that fell was Sir

Andrew Moray. .Surrey fled on the spur to Ber-

wick, conveying to Edward the first news of this

terrible defeat. Such was the brilliant and u

battle of Stirling Bridge, which redeemed the dis-

graces of Dunbar and Berwick, while it afforded to

Scotland the prospect of the speedy restoration of

her national independence.
The battle of Stirling was followed by the sur-

render of Dundee, and the chief stronghold.-

kingdom. The joy, however, which these brilliant

successes excited in every part of the count .

for a time checked by the appearance of a new and

terrible foe. Amid the ever-shift- F:imine

ing scenes of warfare, a large por- tilcnce i

tion of the arable land had been Jan(L

allowed to lie uncultivated, and now a grievous
famine began to be felt by the peasantry, i;

whom perished. This was followed by a pestilence,

produced by the exhalations from the put;
cases that lay rotting on the ground, and agpi

by the deficient or unhealthy food of the
]

* The Scottish historians assert that the brid
dowa cither by means of a stratagem of Wallace or .

weight of the English horse, foot, and machinery.
English chronicler states that it was broken d'ov.

orders of Surra}-, to prevent pursuit. SeeWallacv
p. ;i">.

t This is the account given by Hemingford, p. 130. The
chronicle of Lanercost, p. 190," says, that Wallace ordered

only as much of the skin to be taken oil' as would make a

sword belt This is probably the origin of the s:

by Abercromby and others, that the Scots made
Cressingham's skin.

J Huiles. vol. i. pp. 304300; Fordun, book xi. chap.
Siix.

; Ilemingford, vol. i. pp. 1:20130.
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Wallace, on whom the government of the country
seemed tacitly to devolve for as yet he had not

been appointed guardian sought, by a series of

wise regulations, to mitigate the evils he could not

prevent.
The standing crops were carefully husbanded,

nnd their use placed under wholesome restrictions,

to meet the demands of the coming winter. His

rru'v and comprehensive mind also suggested

Wallnoe invades thc plan of invading the northern

land. counties of England; and, by the

plunder obtained, to make reprisals on the enemy,
while he fed his famished countrymen at home.

Accordingly, early in the month of October, a cer-

tain proportion of those capable of bearing arms, in

every county, barony, town, and village, were sum-

moned to meet on the moor of Roslin. The army
which assembled, though comparatively small in

number, in consequence of the opposition of the

nobles unfriendly to the patriot, was yet sufficiently

strong to justify an immediate inarch
; and, accord-

ingly, elated by the prospects of plunder andrevenge,
the Scots proceeded southwards. Wallace divided

the command with Sir Andrew Moray, of Both-

well, a young soldier of great promise, the son of

the faithful patriot who fell at the battle of Stirling

Bridge. On the news of the approach of the Scot-

ti>h force, the inhabitants of Northumberland fled

from the open country, and, with their wives and

children, cattle and goods, sought refuge in New-
castle. After a brief delay, of which Wallace
availed himself, to punish the disaffected inhabit-

ants of Aberdeen, the Scottish army entered Eng-
land. The countks of Cumberland and Northum-
berland were wasted with fire and sword, and no

preceding inroad of the Scots had been so extensive

or disastrous in its results.* The English chro-

of the time have left us many graphic and

affecting pictures of the sad and desolate condition

of the devoted districts.
" At this time," says

Hemingford,
" the praise ofGod was unheard in any

church and monastery through the whole country,
from Xcwcastle-upon-Tync to the gates of Carlisle;
for the monks, canons regular, and other priests,
who were ministers of the Lord, fled with the whole

people from the face of the enemy, nor was there

any to oppose them, except that now and then a

few English, who belonged to the castle of Aln-
wiek, and other strengths, ventured from their

safcholds and slew some stragglers. But these

were slight successes, and the Scots roved over
the country from the Feast of St. Luke (Oct. 18) to

:. Martin's day (Nov. 11), inflicting upon it all

the miseries of unrestrained rapine and blood-

shed."!

"tt allace having called in his plundering parties,
led his army to Carlisle, at that time one of the

wealthiest cities in the north of England. But
the place was strongly fortified and garrisoned,
and A\

allace, after sending a summons to surrender,

VOL. r.

* Fordnn, book xi. chap. xxix.

t Hemingford, vol. i. p. 133.

which was disregarded by the English, paused on,
and laid \\a-tc Cumberland and AlWyfafr M far
as Derwentwatcr and Ccx-kennou'. u
now approaching, and the fn*t * t in with in-
tense se\ mty. Tho dcvuMa: Scot, had
rendered the whole district litti. .BO *
wilderness, and many of their own soldier* per.
ishcdbycold and famine. \ !.ate return
to their own country became therefore ahwtaeiy
necessary.
An incident occurred on th :ne, which.

as it finely illustrates the piety and humanity at
Wallace, and relieves somewhat the sad dot

plunder and bloodshed, desc;

The monastery of Hexham had shared the fate of
other religious houses, having been rifled and other-
wise injured by the Scots in their advance. Only
three monks had remained, and believing all danger
to be past, were busied in repairing the damage*
which their house had sustained.

again appeared. The fierce soldiers entered, brand-

ishing their weapons and demanding that the
treasures of the monastery should be given up.
The purport of the sad reply was, that all had
been previously carried away. At this moment
Wallace entered, and commanding his soldiers to

be silent, requested one of the monks to perform
mass. This was done, and the leader, with tho

soldiers, listened reverently. Retiring for a mo-

ment, however, to lay aside some of his armour

previous to the elevation of the host, the avarice

and ferocity of the soldiers broke out. They rudely
seized the sacred cup from the communion altar,

tore away the ornaments and vestments, and even

laid hold of the missal in which the service had
been commenced. While the priests stood tremb-

ling and horror-struck at the sacrilege, Wallace

returned
;
and after having given proteetkisi

orders for the punishment of the gnuu-.l to U

wretches, soothed and reassured monk* at

the trembling priests. K

with me," said he,
"

it is that alone which can

secure you. My soldiers are evil-disposed; 1 raitnol

justify, and I dare not pun:-
"

As some

compensation also for the injnr!'

tained, he granted (Nov. 8, 1297,) an ample pro-

tection in the name of the K iand to the

prior and convent of Hexham, forbidding on pain

of death and forfeiture of goods, to kill or injure

any of them.*

Leaving Hexham the Scots advanced to

castle; but finding the garrison prepared for a

strenuous resistance, they turned aside from th

town, and having made a division of their plunder,

and allotted their share to the Galwegtana, who

were with the army, they returned horoc.t

In revenge for this destructive inroad, Lord

* Hemingford, rr . 133-ir,. Thi- in*trnmit U grutei

by Andrew de Moray and \Yilliam Wallace,

army of Scotland, in the name of the illtutrv

John, hy the grace of God king of Scotland, and with con-

sent of the estates of the kingdom. Thii protectwo vs* to

continue in force for a year.

t Ibid. p. 130.

O
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Robert Qiffonl invaded Scotland with an army

Ixml K>l*rt
of twenty thousand foot and a

hundred horse. But after plunder-
...l.ilr.

jnp Aniiaiidule they returned home

bout Christmas, having burned a number of cot-

tage* and hamlets, taken a few prisoners, and

killed three hundred and eight Scots.*

Soon after his return from his successful expc-

WaJUoe chosen ditiou into England, Wallace, in an

UuarUuui of assembly of the principal nobility,

hel.l at the Forest-kirk, in Selkirk-

shire, was chosen Guardian of the Kingdom of

:d, in the name of King John, and with con-

tent of the community of Scotland. Thus armed

with the authority (o which he was so justly enti-

tled, he proceeded to adopt and enforce those

public measures which he considered most con-

ducive to the security and welfare of the country.

before his investiture with the office of

Guardian, Wallace had turned his attention to the

i of the foreign trade of the kingdom, and

accredited persons had been despatched with letters

to the free towns of Hamburg and Lubeck, inti-

mating that their merchants would now have safe

access to all the ports of the kingdom of Scotland

with their merchandise, as the country,
" thanks to

God, has, during the war, been recovered from the

power of the English.''! He now directed all his

energies to rectify the abuses and disorders which
had arisen from the disorganized state of the

country. In order to secure a sufficient number of

recruits, whenever the exigency of the state re-

quired it, he divided the kingdom into districts,

and caused a muster-roll to be made out, containing
fcto vigorous the names of all who were capable
measure*. Of bearing arms between the age of

sixteen and sixty. For the purpose of introducing
discipline among his new levies, he divided and
subdivided them in a jwculiar manner. He ap-
pointed an officer over every four men, another of

higher power over every nine, another of still

higher authority over every nineteen men, and
thus continued the gradation of rank till it reached
the chiliarch or commander of a thousand. The
leaser boron* and gentry flocked to his standard in

great numbers, while the higher ranks of the

nobility, though they were secretly disaffected, and
enrioos of his

authority, were
ye't deterred by the

fear of imprisonment from offering any opposition to
his measures. 1 In un assembly of the barons, held

.
at Torphichc-ii. on the 2!>;h of March, 1298, Wal-

bestowed reward* on several of his friends and
ww-wldiers for their patriotic exertions in the

of Scottuh independence. Among these he
the office of Constable of Dundee upon

mtafcrt.t.LLp.lSa.
which .till exists among the

k, was brousht to
" f >

1297.

':,,

Alexander Skirmishur, or Scrymgcour, and his

heirs,
" for his faithful services in bearing the royal

banner of Scotland." This grant is said to have

been made " with the consent and approbation of the

Scottish nobility."* About midsummer of this year
aconsiderablebodyofEnglish,commandedbyAymer
de Vallance. Earl of Pembroke, landed in the north

of Fife, and began to lay waste the country. Their

destructive ravages, however, were Defeat of the

soon interrupted by the Guardian, !>.;

who attacked them (12th June) in l^mbroke.

the forest of Blackironside, and after an obstinate

conflict defeated them with the loss of one thousand

five hundred men. The only person of note among
the Scots who fell in this encounter, was Sir Duncan

Balfour, Sheriff of Fife. In the mean time tho

English monarch was detained in Flanders, by the

war in which he had engaged with the King of

France for the recovery of Guienne, when intel-

ligence reached him that his new conquest had

been completely wrested from him by Wallace.

In his absence a parliament was summoned by the

English regency, to meet at London on the 10th of

Oct. 1297; but the English barons refused to grant

any aids or levies to carry on the vrai against the

Scots, unless Magna Charta and the Charter of the

Forests were first ratified. Edward, though most

reluctant to comply with these demands, clearly

perceived that in no other way could he secure the

support of his nobles in carrying out his ambitious

schemes
;
he therefore, after three Measures

days' deliberation, consented to adopted by

confirm the charters, which had
been sent over to him, and having thus removed

the disaffection of his nobility, he sent letters to

the earls and barons of England, entreating them,

as they valued his honour, and that of the whole

kingdom, to meet at York on the 20th of January,
and thence, under the command of his lieutenant,

the Earl of Surrey, to march into Scotland to

repress and punish the audacious rebellion of that

nation. At the same time he sent letters to the

Scottish magnates, reminding them of their oaths

of fidelity to him, and commanding them to attend

the muster at York, on pain of being held as public

enemies if they refused.!

On the day appointed there was a great assem-

bly of the earls and barons of Tne ^-1 Of

England ; but the Scottish nobles, Surrey advances

deterred by the dread of Wallace,
to the ordt?rs-

did not venture to obey the orders. Eight days
later a general muster of the English fort

held at Newcastlc-upon-Tyne, when there

* This celebrated instrument, which is dated nt Tor-

phichen, '2l)th .March, 1'298, is panted by William
'

Knight, Guardian of the kingdom of Scotland an
of its armies, in the name of the excellent Prii..

John, by the grace of God the illustrious king
land; and the seal of Raliol is attached to th.

crumby Mat.-s, that Wallace held a commission

gency under the seal of Baliol, which was privately
dnrinu' the captivity of the latter in the Tower of 1

but the accuracy of this statement cannot be impliciuj
relied on.

+ Hemingford, voL i. p. 138.
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bled an army of a hundred thousand foot, two

thousand heavy cavalry, and two thousand light

horse. With this Ibrnmlahk1

array the Earl of

Surrey inarched across the border and relieved the

important fortress of Roxburgh, which had endured

a long siege by the Scots, and was reduced to great

extremity. The English then returned along the

border to Berwick, which the Scots abandoned at

their approach, to the gi-eat joy of the garrison,

which had stoutly held out the castle after the

town had fallen into the hands of the enemy.
Edward in the mean time had hastily concluded a

truce with the King of France, and in his anger

against the Scots, and eagerness to punish them for

their revolt, returned with all speed to England,
where he was welcomed with joyful acclamations.

Surrey had previously received letters from the

king, ordering
1 him not to march into Scotland

until he should join the army in person ;
on which

the English general had sent home the greater part

of the troops, retaining only a body of twenty thou-

sand foot find fifteen hundred horse. But as soon as

Edward returned to England, about the middle of

March, 1298, he instantly summoned the barons and

other military tenants to reassemble with their

powers at York on the Feast of Pentecost, and he

also commanded the Scottish nobles to meet at the

same place on the day appointed, otherwise con-

dign punishment would be inflicted on them as

vassals who had renounced their allegiance. But

to this summons they paid no regard.*
Edward lost no time in proceeding to the bor-

Edward invades ders, and on reaching Roxburgh,
Scotland. he found himself at the head of

seven thousand cavalry, and eighty thousand in-

fantry the most powerful army that had ever en-

tered Scotland; and it was soon after strengthened

by the arrival of a considerable reinforcement from

Gaseony. But so little confidence had the English
barons in the honour and integrity of their mo-

narch, that they refused to advance farther until

the king in person should ratify the confirmation

of Magna Charta, and the Charter of the Forests,

as they were apprehensive that he would attempt
to elude the fulfilment of his former promise, on

the plea that it had been given when he was in

foreign parts, and was, therefore, not binding within

his own dominions. Unwilling to comply with

this demand, and yet unable wholly to evade

it, he had recourse to the cunning device of in-

ducing the Bishop of Dui-ham and the Earls of

Surrey, Norfolk, and Lincoln, to take a solemn

oath on the soul of their lord the king, that on

his return, if he obtained the victory, he would

perform his promise. The barons were obliged to

rest satisfied with this equivocal assurance, and to

proceed on their march against the Scots,t

Meanwhile, Wallace was making vigorous pre-

parations to resist the invaders; Base and selfish

but all his efforts were weakened conduct of the

by the mean and selfish jealousy of Scottish nobles,

the Scottish barons, who were envious of his well-

Hemingford, vol. i. p. 158. t Ibid. p. 159.

earned military renown and hi^h command. Ac-
cording to Fordun. it . iguage of manr
of the iidliiliu W. v, ... :imn to

reign over u>."' 'I 'his .,,, ., and factious

sowed (lissen.sion and jH-rplcxity in the councils of
the nation, at the critical moment when mrthiitf
but an honest love of freedom, and a cordial unani-

mity in rc>i.tiiifj oppnaaian, could have ptrsmrd
the indcpciulence of the country. A few. h-.

of the greater han.ji-. tlic principal of whom were
John Comyn, of liadcnoch . (lie \oonger Sir Join
Stewart, of Ronkill ; Sir John (iraha:;

corn ; and Mac-duff, the grund-uu arl of

Fife, repaired to the national standard, andean*
scntcd to act with the only man whose talents werv

equal to the emergency.
AVallaee. having collected his forces in the inte-

rior of the country, acted with
).],, ,, f \\-jhn-

great sagacity. His plan forth"

defence of the kingdom, which " { ** **

often, in subsequent times, proved saceessful in

Scottish warfai-e, was to avoid a general < ngage-
ment with the far superior forces of the cm i

hang upon their line of march, driving off all

supplies, and wasting the country through

the English were to advance; to wait till the

scarcity of provi-
:

--lied them to retreat,

and then to attack them when their army should

be exhausted by privation. The wisdom of this

plan was very apparent, and, for some time, it was

completely successful. Edward advanced through

Berwickshire to Lauder, and thence to Tinple

listen, now Kirkliston, a village between

burgh and Linlithgow, without receiving ai

tclligencc of the invisible fix-, who caniid off the

cattle and provisions, and wasted the country as he

advanced. At the same time tiw fl ' liffht

horse kept so strict a watch over the movement*

of the invaders, that <

able to obtain any satisfactory information reapee

ing the position or strength of their opponenta.

While Edward lay at T,

arrival of his fleet' which he had onl<!-. ':

round from Berwick to th-.

supplies for his army, he learned that

garrisons, which had been left in the strong ea*

of Dirleton and in two other neighbouring ft

had made frequent sorties, and -

his foraging parties. I'pon thin ho desp

Anthony Bck, the warlik.

lay siege to these fortress

were unsuccessful. In an assault upon

was driven back with loss, and as the U

his command were in want of a sufficient

train, and were si.ifcring from

visions, the bishop sent Sir John Murro.

the king's pleasure.
" Return."

said Edward,
" and tell tl,

late, that he ought to show himself

when he is acting the bishop, but that

present business he must not pro. I

clemency. And, as for you," he said, addmawg

Fordun, book sL chsp. xixi.
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Marmsdikf, "
you are a relentless soldier, and I

hare often hnd to rc])rovc you for too much cruelty

r exultation over the death of your enemies.

ow return whence you came, and act as

cruelly as you please. You will have my thanks,

not mv censure; and take heed that you do not

ace mv face again till these three castles arc burnt

to thefcrou

In the mean time, the pressing wants of the be-

siegers were relieved by the arrival of three of

the transports laden with provisions ; and the

bishop, on receiving this seasonable supply, ordered

A fresh and more vigorous assault, which was suc-

cesvfal; the garrison having surrendered after

the lapse of two days, on condition that their lives

should be spared. The other two forts were aban-

doned, and set on fire by their defcnders.f Mean-

while, the English army began to suffer severely

^1 sute of fr m the want of provisions, as the

Kngli&h fleet which was expected from

Berwick was detained by contrary
winds. At length a few vessels appeared; bring-

ing a small supply, and a donation of wine was
di-tributed among the Welsh troops, who were
reduced to great extremities. An alarming mutiny
brukc out in the camp, and the Welsh, inflamed

by the wine, and irritated by the privations they
had already suffered, attacked the English quarters
in the night, murdered eighteen priests, and
wounded many more. Upon this, the English
cavalry rode in upon the mutineers, and slew eighty
Of their number. In the morning, the Welsh, of

whom there were forty thousand in the army, en-

raged at the slaughter of their comrades, threatened
to withdraw from the army and join the Scots.
4

1 care not," said Edward, when their intention was
reported to him ;

'
let my enemies go and join my

MBies. I trust that in one day I shall chastise
then both." The English army was now placed
|a mot critical circumstances. The ships were
till dt-taiiifd by contrary winds, and the scarcity
of provisions became so

distressing, that Edward
nd it impossible to subsist any longer in his

present quorum. No information could be ob-
tained respecting the position of the Scottish army,
which, according to the plan of its sagacious leader,
Mtcd the country as the enemy advanced, but

to risk an engagement Edward was at

compelled to issue orders for a retreat to

gU j and the prudent arrangements of Wal-
*
T^**.*

*** appearance, about to be crowned
th sacccsft, when the- invaders were rescued from
r perilous position by the

treachery of two
TfMriMRofdM P*atc Scottish nobles, "whose

unU, names shall rot,"- Patrick, Earl
of Dunbar, and the Earl of Angus.

traitors came
privately at daybreak to the

> of Durham, and informed
> that the Scottish army was encamped not far

i the forest of Falkirk, and that it was the in-
Wallacc to surprise the English by a

*k, and to hang upon their rear and
toL L P. lea f lbi(L p 161

harass them in their retreat. Edward, on receiving
this welcome intelligence, exclaimed,

" Thanks be

to God, who hitherto hath extricated me from every

danger ! They shall not need to follow me, since

I shall forthwith go and meet them."* The orders

for a retreat were instantly countermanded, and

the soldiers were directed to arm and to hold them-

selves in readiness to march.

Though the utmost diligence was used by
Edward and his officers, it was three o'clock before

the immense concourse of soldiers and camp-fol-
lowers could be set in motion, and it was late be-

fore they reached a heath to the east of Linlithgow,
where they resolved to pass the night in their

armour. In the picturesque words of the old

chronicler, whose narrative we have followed,
" Each soldier slept on the ground, using his shield

for a pillow, and his arms for a couch
;
each horse

stood beside its master, and the horses themselves

tasted nothing but cold iron." f In the middle of

the night, the king, who slept on the heath, re-

ceived a kick from his war-horse, which stood

piqueted beside him, and in the first confusion "oc-

casioned by the accident, a cry arose that there

was treason in the camp, and that the enemy was

upon them. Edward, although two of his ribs

were broken by the blow which he had received,

immediately mounted his horse, and appeased the

tumult by showing himself to the soldiers: and

as it was now dawn, he gave orders to continue the

march. The army passed through Linlithgovr
about sunrise, and soon after descried the advanced

guard of the Scots on the ridge of an eminence, at

some distance in their front
;
but when the English

squadrons marched up the hill they found that the

enemy had disappeared. Edward ordered a tent

to be raised, and mass to be said, as it was the Feast

of St. Mary Magdalene (22nd July, 1298). While
this sen-ice was performing, the day became

brighter, and the English soldiers could distinctly

perceive the Scots in the distance, taking up their

positions on a stony field, at the side of a small

eminence, in the neighboiirhood of Falkirk.

The Scottish army amounted to thirty thousand

men, not a third part of the num-
,

,, ,
'

, , ,, Battle of Falkirk.
ber opposed to them ;

and Wallace,
who was well aware of this disparity of force, was

extremely reluctant to risk the safety of the coun-

try on the issue of a single battle, fought in such

disadvantageous circumstances, and at first resolved

to retreat. But the near approach of the English
rendered this step extremely hazardous, and he

therefore proceeded to draw up his men in the

position best fitted to resist the assaults of the

enemy. The infantry, which constituted the chief

strength of his army, were divided into four com-

pact bodies called schiltrons, with lances lowered

obliquely over each other, the front rank kneel-

ing, those behind them stooping with their weapons

gradually sloping till they came to a level, while

those in the centre held" their spears erect, the

whole closely wedged together, and seeming
*
Hemingford, vol. L p. 105. + Ibid.
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nn old English historian, like a castle walled with

steel.* The archers, commanded by Sir John

Stewart, were placed in the spaces between the

('.;%ii-:'ms, and the cavalry, consisting of only a

thousand men-at-arms, were drawn up at some dis-

tance, in the rear. Having arranged his troops in

this order, Wallace addressed to them this brief

exhortation,
"
I have brought you to the ring, dance

as you best can."f

Edward, on learning the dispositions which the

Scots had made, hesitated to give orders for the

attack, and proposed that the tents should be

pitched, in order that the soldiers and the horses

might obtain refreshment. This was opposed by
his officers as unsafe a small rivulet only separat-

ing the two armies. "What then would you advise ?
"

said the king.
" An immediate advance," was

the reply ;

" the field and the victory will be ours."
" In God's name then let it be so," said Edward,
and immediately, Bigod, Earl Marshal, and the

Earls of Hereford and Lincoln, led the first line

straight upon the enemy. Their progress, how-

ever, was retarded by an extensive morass, which

covered the front of the Scottish position, and

obliged them to make a circuit to the left Mean-

while, the Bishop of Durham, who led the second

line, perceiving the nature of the ground, inclined

to the right and turned the morass, but, knowing
the danger of a precipitate attack, he ordered his

division to halt till the third line, under the king,

should come up to their support.
" Stick to thy

mass, bishop," exclaimed Ralph Basset of Drayton,
" and teach us not what to do in the face of an

enemy."
"
On, then," replied the bishop ;

" set on

in your own way. We are all soldiers to-day, and

bound to do our duty." They instantly rushed on

and attacked the first division of the Scots, which

was almost simultaneously assailed on the opposite

quarter by the first line, which had now extricated

itself from the morass.

The moment the lines met, the Scottish cavalry,

either dismayed at the immense superiority of the

enemy, or, as has been alleged, from treachery on

*
Langtoft thus describes the conduct and appearance of

the Scottish infantry :

"Ther foremost couray therbakkis togidere sette,

Ther speres poynt over poynt, so sare and so thikke

And last togidere joynt to se it was warlike.

Als a castello thei stodc, that were walled with stone,
Thei wend no man of blode throgh them suld have gone,
Ther folk was so mykelle, so stalwart and so clene.

Ther foyntes forward prikelle, nonhut wild thei wene,
Thut of alle Inglande, fra Berwik vnto Kent,
The folk therein men fond had been thider sent,

Strength suld non haf had to part them throgh oute,
So were thei set sad with poyntes rounde ab<mt<'.''

Langto/t's Citron, book ii. 1. 304, 305.

+ In the Cottonian MSS. the words used by Wallace aw
thus given:

"
Hij haue'pult ou into a gamen, hoppet yil

, linnet." Sec Wallace Papers, p. 10. According to AVul-

ham, the words were "
I haif brocht you to the ring,

gif you cun." The meaning of this characteristic

'Si has been very generally misunderstood. Lord
Hailes has shown, that "hop gif you cun" signifies, not
"

ho].,j if YOU c:>
4
'i hope," as his been commonly supposed, but"

dunce according to your skill." The verb " cun
"

is

te, but the acun and the adjective are still in usi-

"Let my right hand forget its cunning."
" A cunning arti

ficer." Annals, vol. i. p. 315 (note).

:he part of their leaden,* fled without striking
ilow. A few only of their mirnW :< mainrd be-
side the spearmen, who ttxxl thi-ir ground firmly.
and repulsed the

horse. Uut Sir John -

the ranks of the an!..

kirk, was
accidentally

slain, in spite of the'.:'

who fell in great numbers art.und him. Their
bodies were afterwards distinguished among the

slain, as being tin- talltst and handaomrsi men
of the army.t 'Hie infantry, however. Mill
maintained their ground in spite of the forioM

charges of the English rav.iln, thi ir Miqoe
lances, says Hemingford, pointing every wjr. tike

a thick impenetrable wood. .nord

suspended the attacks of his horsemen, and i ifal 4
up his archers and slingei-s, v. . d tin ir ar-

rows upon the close columns of the spearmen, with

volleys of the large round stones which covered the

field of battle. Thus exposed, without the means of

defence or retaliation, to the galling storm of mis*

siles which assailed them iu all direct ions, the Sent*

at last became unsteady, the front line was broken,
and the English cavalry charging Defeat of UM
them while they were iu di-

overthrew and put to flight tht-?-e formidable

masses. Wallace, with the remnant of his array,

succeeded in gaining the shelter of the neighbour-

ing wood, leaving nearly :

dead on the field; among whom wen- MaedmX

grand-uncle to the Earl of Fife, and Sir John

Graham, of Dundaft',
" the hardy wight u:ni

still fondly reniemben d as t D ieml cf the

Scottish patriot. | Sir Bryan de Jayc, Master of

* Forduu a Hearne, p. 981 ; Wjnlown. book riii

xv. 1. 47.

+ See Appendix, Note I.

J Sir John (iriihnm was buri. d in lh- r)iu:.

Falkirk. The follow ing is tli.- \-.

'' Mellte lIKUHl'lli

Conditur hie Grumus, bt llo :

" Heir jyes Sir John the Gnu
Ane of the Ch. .('- wh.

Ane better Knight
Nor WU L'Uile I il.llll.-. .'1

His Grace the 1'uke i M.

who is also proprietor of L>uiul*n",

ham's castle is seen in ruins, JXIIICMW
on wliich the following lin. -

" Sir lone ye (iiame, \.

One of ye rl

l-'avght vitli \s swuril, -

Cuminundit mine to 1- ir it !

The accounts which the S...ttih fctab

b:ittb- of Fiilkirk, diff. r

English chronicl.-rs

the nobles towiinK \V:i!i

Sc-.ttisli ie;ulei-. wen

the defeat. Tin y 81

of three t\\\\-

lace, Stewart, and Com;
lid of tlie army ;

i

with ten thousand nit-n ; that

followed his example : m.

-...ndonedby.:

th northern Uuik

i:obrt Bruce, boa

he sternlv reproved for beaiing arm* siit hto "

All these'fictions have been eipioJed by Lori
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the Scottish Templars, and a companion of the

one order, of high rank, were the only men of

note who fell on the English side.

Wallace retreated with the remains of his army to

hither he was followed bj- the English ;

but when they arrived, on the fourth day after the

battle, they found the town deserted and reduced

to ashes. Edward took up his quarters in the con-

vent of the Dominicans, which had escaped the

flames, and here he remained for fifteen days, to

recover from the wound inflicted on him by his

hone. Meanwhile, his victorious army earned fire

The Kngh-h
an<^ SWOI"d through the country in

Uy wa-t- the all directions. Clackmannanshire

and Menteith were ravaged and

plundered, and the whole of the rich and populous
district of Fife was laid waste and giren up to mili-

tary execution in revenge for the gallant resistance

mode by Macduff and his vassals at Falkirk. St.

Andrew's, which was found deserted by its inhabit-

ants, was delivered to the flames. Perth was burnt

by the inhabitants themselves, on the approach of

glish. But the invaders were now suffering
from the scarcity of provisions, as their long-ex-

pected ships with supplies from Berwick were still

detained; and, unable longer to maintain themselves

They are com- in a country which had been laid

pelted to n-trvt. wastc both by friend and foe, they
began their march southward, by Glasgow and
Bothwell to Lanark, and thence to Ayr. Robert

Brocc, Earl of Carrick, who at that time held this

place, set fire to the castle and fled on the approach
of the English ; and Edward, from the want of pro-
visions, unable to follow him into Carrick, turned
ride into Annandale, and took Bruce's castle of

Lochmabcn, and then returned to England about
the middle of September. Thus the English
monarch, in spite of his vast preparations for this

campaign, and his victory at Falkirk, was com-
pelled by famine and distress to retreat, leaving the
whole of the country to the north of the Forth still

mmbduuL It is evident that if he had not been
led, bj the

treachery of the Earls of Dunbar
nd Angus, to bring the Scottish army to action,
r must hare retreated with discredit and loss, and

the gacicxu plan which Wallace had formed for

n regarding the statements
>< Ur.when he denies that the

lid any influence on their con-
Aajrof UnUv That there was treachery among

uprmrdl.t Hemingford; and Uie flight"" W
V'

C C< "'"'"-"'t-fllR-|lt Of till- I..1U1,.,
II

priilialiility was caiued by the

:

*

ff5S?S3S
.'.t.al and inU-ivMing, and as Ix.rd

'

: .a,l, that there

-SW Hemingford
'

"il"'""!!^' .I-1'.H. 1U,; Hailes.vol.

^^^Sl^'^wT^ f"n'Mi w<w lonK slimvn

ttfcSSlKfi*'
i UM ilefeat.

veneration. n.l ..
carj-mHy

cS53a2S:

the defence of Scotland would have been crowned

with complete success.

"When the English army reached Carlisle, the

Earls of Norfolk and Hereford Discontent <>f

returned home, in consequence of the Ki;

their indignation at the king on

account of his breach of faith, in bestowing the

Island of Arran on a Scottish adventurer, ;

Thomas Bisset,* in spite of his solemn promi-
he would adopt no new measures without the ad-

vice of his council. In a parliament held at Car-

lisle, he assigned tc his earls and barons extensive

grants out of the estates of the Scottish nobles,

although he was as yet master of but a very small

part of Scotland. These estates, however, as He-

mingford remarks, were grants given in hope, not

in possession, and it very soon became apparent by
how frail a tenure they were held.

After the fatal battle of Falkirk, Wallace

voluntarily resigned the office of Wallace r

Guardian of Scotland, finding him- the office of

self unable to discharge its duties Guardian

amidst the calumnies with which the jealousies and

factious, spirit of the nobles aggravated the diffi-

culties of his position. In his room, the Scottish

barons appointed John Cornyn of Badenoeh. the

younger, John de Soulis, Bruce, Earl of Carrick,

and William Lamberton, Bishop of St. Andrew's, to

be Guardians of the kingdom. It has hitherto

been supposed that, after his return to t!.

of a private knight, no further efforts were macK

Wallace to free his country from the yoke ot

oppressor till after the lapse of seven years, and
within a very short period before he fell a vi

to the unrelenting vengeance of the

monarch. Important documents recently bro;

to light,f however, have proved that, during
interval between his resignation of his office a. id

his execution, Wallace did not retire from the

contest in disgust at the treachery and fat.::

spirit of the Scottish barons, or seek, like too n:

of them, to earn the favour of the conqueror

timely submission, but exerted himself to the ut-

most in defence of the fallen and betrayed liberties

of his country. Seeing no further prospect
cess at home, amid the dissensions and j

of the Scottish nobility, and unable to cojx'
-

handed with the power of Edward, he hastened to

plead the cause of Scotland at the throne of Fia

Romance attended him from first to last. The

documents referred to give us the
Hjs vi

history of that fine incident, which iv.,

has hitherto been regarded as a tui-e Ol T

fiction, because resting on the au-

thority of Blind Hairy, his capture of the pi:

rover, Sir Thomas dc Longueville. This cclebra

chief was a Frenchman by birth, but, imitating the

example of the ancient Norse Sea-kings, he attacked

and plundered vessels of all nations. He was known

by the name of the Red Rover, from the blood-red

flag which he usually displayed, and his courage,

H.-iiiinitfird, vol. i.p. 1(J6.

* Wallace Papers, published by the Maitlaud Club.
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strength of body, and successful piracies, rendered

him, :it that time, the terror of the seas. The Scot-

tish champion was on his voj-age to France, and

the small vessel in which he sailed was steering
for the port of Dieppe, when DC Longueville's ship

appeared in the distance, and instantly gave chase.

Wallace, on learning from the terror-stricken mari-

ners the character of their pursuer, ordered them

all below excepting such as were absolutely neces-

sary to manage the ship, and then calling together
his own veteran followers, he commanded them to

arm themselves and lie flat upon the deck, so as to

be out of sight. In a brief space the piratical

ran on board that of Wallace, and the Red

Rover, casting out grappling irons to make sure of

his prize, jumped on the deck in complete armour,
followed by his men, who already felt assured of

victory. But the armed Scots started up at once

and made a sudden onset upon the pirates, and a

furious personal encounter took place between the

Scottish champion and the Red Rover, in which

the latter was vanquished and surrendered at dis-

cretion. Wallace carried his prisoner with him to

the court of France, and succeeded in obtaining his

pardon from the king, who even conferred the

honour of knighthood on De Longueville,andoffered
to take him into his service. But the Rover had
contracted such an affection for his generous victor,

that he insisted on returning with him to Scotland,
and {'ought by his side in many a bloody contest.

After the death of his heroic patron, Sir Thomas de

Longueville joined Robert Bruce, and aided him in

its to vindicate the independence of Scot-

land. Bruce rewarded his bravery by bestowing

upon him the estate of Kinfauns, in the neighbour-
hood of Perth, which long remained in the posses-
sion of his descendants, who bore the surname of

Charteris, which is said to have been the family
name of the valiant Rover.*

When Wallace landed in France, he lost no time

in his in proceeding to Amiens, where
mission.

t jlc French king then held his

court, and urged him to assist his Scottish allies

against their common enemy. But Philip had by
this time concluded a treaty of peace with the Eng-
lish monarch, and was about to cement their alli-

ance by the marriage of Edward, who was now a

widower, with Margaret, Philip's sister, and of

bebella, his daughter, with the Prince of Wales.

Philip at first insisted that the Scots and their

king, John Baliol, should be comprehended in the

but as Edward would on no account con-

sent to this proposal, the point in dispute was
settled by mutual concessions, Edward agreeing
to give up his ally, the Earl of Flanders, who had

nling to another account, De Longueville married
tlie heiress of the ancient family of Charteris, and obtained,

ith her, the baronial castle of Kinfauns, and the

s annexed to it. The estate is now the property of

iy. The Hover's large two-handed sword is still

'I among the family inuuinii-uts. It is believed,
that the ancient Barons of Kinfauns are now represented,
in the male line, by a once-powerful brancli of the name,
uie

Chiu-ierises, of Amisfield, in Dumfriesshire.

rebelled against Philip, upon condition that the
French king should on hi* part abandon the i

of his Scottish allio.

when Wallace reached Amiens, and Philip u
said to have thrown him into prwon, and to

despatched a letter to Edward offering to
at his disposal the pcnon of the lute GOT
of Scotland an offer which wa jc\ fully accepted
by the English monarch.* l!c this :i

appears that Philip not only did not de-lmr Wal-
lace up to Edward, but that he releaacd him
from prison and furnished him with credentials

to his agents resident ut the court :if u., !Js4fcii
Ilome.t We have no means of as- * ltae*.

certaining whether Wallace ever reached ROOM, bat
this much is certain, that at this time Itonifarr the

Eighth, who then filled the papal chair, isancd a ball,

in which he laid claim to the sovereignty of Scot-

land, and affirmed that the English monarch bad BO

right to the Scottish crown, and that the people of

Scotland owed him no feudal subjection. Edward,
in his answer to the bull, informs the Pope that he

had been deceived by certain " enemies of peace
and sons of rebellion," then resident at his coat,
whose false suggestions he miuoted might be for

the future disregarded. There is no direct evidence

that the claim of the POJK- to the lordship of Soot-

land was instigated by Wallace; but, taking into

consideration all the circuii>t.ir.ci-s of the ca.v

is the strongest probability that he was one of th0
" enemies of peace

"
to whom Edward allu

The unfortunate Baliol, whom the Scots still ac-

knowledged as their rightful king, .;

had remained a prisoner M:H-C udrlir

1296. The King of France had

in vain attempted to procure hi.s liberation it

but now, at the earnest rc<i

ward consented to release the fallen monai<

to place him in the hands of the Hi>h<>p .f Yioro-

za, the papal legate.
"

I will send him t

Pope," he is alleged to have said, "as a pcrji

man, and a seducer of the
\->

the governor of Dover conveyed the unfortu

prince to Whit*and, near Calais, iKl;

the papal nuncio, in th>

witnesses (18th July. -

receipt for his person.
\V.

when Baliol's trunks were M
crown of gold, the Great Seal of Scotland

vessels of gold and silver, with a cond

of money, were found in them.
'.

mitted to retain the money, but I

; by Ed ward, and the crown wms

the shrine of St. Thoma>
'

throned King of Scotland t

eestral estate of Baillcul. r

lived in quiet obscurity till his death, in

This statement rots on the authority of tbt C<

Manuscript. Wallace 1'apera,

+ Wulhu-.- I
1

,

dressed by 1'liilip
t.,

recently discovered, by *''
Record Office in the Tower of 1*~~

.^
* \\ alsingham, p. 76.
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Meanwhile, the Scottish Guardians had laid siege

to the castle of Stirling, the only

.|,ugmiii" stronghold in the interior of the

to kingdom which remained in the
ii,T*k Scotland. handg of thc English. Edward,

who was well aware of its great importance, made

rigorous preparations for its relief. Early in Xo-

. ><), he assembled an army at Berwick,

and prepared to march into Scotland, for thc pur-

pose of raising the siege of Stirling, and re-

ducing thc country beyond the Frith of Forth.

But. to his great mortification, his barons peremp-

torily refused to advance farther than Berwick;

alleging that the severity of the winter, the im-

passable nature of thc country through which they
would require to march, and the scarcity of forage
and provisions, rendered an expedition into Scot-

land, at that season, wholly impracticable.* The

main cause of their refusal, however, was the king's
violation of his promise to confirm certain charters ;

and. disregarding his remonstrances, they withdrew

to tl.i ! '.dward. in high dudgeon, marched

forward with the force that adhered to him
; but,

on becoming acquainted with the formidable posi-
tion occupied by the Scottish army, he was con-

strained to retrace his steps. Meanwhile, the

garrison of Stirling was reduced
at S: : '"

great extremities; and the

king, finding it impossible to raise

i the castle to be surrendered.! It

wai accordingly given up to Sir John de Soulis,

ta, who placed it under the charge
'A'illium Olifant.

.unmcr of the following year (1300),
1 K<h\ ard invaded Scotland by the

i'-nofScot- western marches. "On the day
appointed," (1st July,) says an

:?ncj,t "the whole host was ready, and the
-\ith his household, then set forward

S1"'' not in coats and surcoats, but on
powerful and eo-tly chargers, and, that they might

i taken by surprise, well and securely armed.
crc were many rich caparisons embroidered on
a and nutinn, many a beautiful pennon fixed to

nriny :i banner displayed. And afar
ard of thc neighing of horses;M and valleys were even-where covered

horse* and waggons, 'with provisions

* ''
1 i. p. 17(1.

Miilll.l.T. J>
41.'l

*n Friar, who accompanied..n .,,.1 1,. ,,v,,, .o,,ri,,,,s ,!
intereatingVhyth-

liiv-nK.k. wrltu-u in'ohl

I

',

1

and sacks of tents and pavilions. And the days
were long and fine. They proceeded b\

journeys, arranged in four squadrons." The first

squadron was led by Henry de Lacy, Earl of Lin-

coln. The second by John "Warrene, Earl of

Surrey. The king commanded the third squad; oa

in person, and
"
brought up the rear so closely and

ably, that none of the others were left behind. In

his banner were three leopards courant, of fine

gold set on red, fierce, haughty, and cruel
; thus

placed to signify, that the king is dreadful, fierce,

arid proud to his enemies
;

for his bite is slight to

none who inflame his anger : not but his kindness

is soon rekindled towards such as seek his friend-

ship or submit to his power." The fourth squadron
was led by

" Prince Edward, a youth of seventeen

years, and bearing arms for the first time. He was

a well-proportioned and handsome person, of a

courteous disposition, and intelligent, and desirous

of finding an occasion to display his prowess. Ho

managed his steed wonderfully well, and bore,

with a blue label, the arms of the good king his

father."

Eighty-seven of the most illustrious barucs of

England, with their retainers, were in this host
;

including knights of Bretagne and Lorraine, and

apostate Scottish nobles. This formidable and

splendid army marched into Annandale, and be-

sieged and took Lochmaben, the fortress of Robert

Bruce, and then sat down before the castle of

Caerlaverock, strongly situated on the Solway
Frith, about nine miles from Dumfries. " Caer-

laverock was so strong a castle," siege of Can--

says the contemporary chronicler laverock,

already quoted,
" that it did not fear a siege ;

therefore the king came himself, because it would

not consent to surrender. But it was alwa\

nished for its defence, whenever it was required,
with men, engines, and provisions. Its shape v as

like that of a shield, for it had only three sides

all round, with a tower in each angle ; but one of

them was a double one, so high, so long, and >o

large, that under it was the gate, with a draw-

bridge, well made and strong, and a sufficit

other defences. It had good wells ami

ditches, filled to the edge with water ; and I be-

lieve there never was seen a castle so beautifully

situated, for at once could be seen the Ii

towards the west, and to the north a fine country,
surrounded by an arm of thc sea, so that no crea-

ture born could approach it on two sides, without

putting himself in danger of the sea. Towards
the south it was not easy, because there were

numerous dangerous defiles of wood, and marshes

and ditches, where the sea is on each side of it,

and where thc river reaches it
;
and therefore it

was necessary for the host to approach it towaids

the east, where thc hill slopes."
*

The chronicler proceeds to give a minute account

of all the operations of the siege, which, shows, that

thc science of reducing fortified places must at that

time have been but in its infancy. The besieged
* Translation by Sir H. Nicolas, p. til.
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were at length compelled to surrender, when it was
found that the garrison, which had thus defied the

whole English army, including all ranks, amounted

to only sixty men, "who were beheld with much
astonishment." "

They were all kept and guarded
till the king commanded that life and limb should

be given them, and ordered to each of them a new

garment."* But this account of the treatment of

the prisoners differs entirely from that in the

Chronicle of Lanercost, where, in closer conformity
with the character of the victor, it is stated that

many of them were hanged,f
After the surrender of Caerlavcrock, Edward

marched into Galloway, where he

plunders and took several castles. His personal
liivs wast,;

operations seem to have been, in
ltr

-
v~

a great measure, confined to the

south of Scotland ; but he sent out detachments of

his army, in various directions, to plunder and lay
waste the country, and several conflicts took place

between them and the Scots, who hung upon their

march, watching a favourable opportunity to cut

off the stragglers. The king himself advanced as

far as Irvine, a sea-port town on the coast of Ayr-
shire, where he encountered the Scottish army
under the regents. But, after a brief skirmish,

they rapidly retreated to the fastnesses of their

mountains, whither the heavy-armed English ca-

valry found it impossible to follow them. Accord-

ing to Rymcr,
" the Welsh in the English service

would not act, and the cavalry could not." An-
other division of the English army laid waste

Clydesdale, and committed the most revolting ex-

cesses. At Lesmahago, they set fire to the Abbey

Translation by Sir H. Nicolas, p. 87.

t Chron. Lan, p. 194. The Wardrobe Account of Ed-
vrard I., for the y.-ar 1300, contains a statement of the ex-

penses incurred in the siege of Caerlaverock, and in hiring
to convey engines to be used in the siege, and in

furnishing provisions for the arm}-. An account is also

given of the wages paid to the workmen employed in re-

pairing the fortresses which fell into the hands of the

English. It appears that, during the expedition, the average
Wages per day were i. d.

Admiral of the Fleet . . .20
Captains 10
Chaplain of the Fleet . . .

Master OB
n 08

Horsemen..... 10
Huwinen. . . . . .02
M us' ins ..... 04
Carpenters 04
Smiths 04
Plasterers 08
Miners 08
Labourers 02
Hoys, or Apprentices . . . 02

There are several entries of payments made to "women
helping to clean the ditches," at ]</. per day. The hostilit;
of the common people in Scotland to the invaders is eviden
from the fact, that Edward was compelled to bring labour

a eoiisiil.-raljle expense, from the northern countie
md. From the same documents we learn, that thi

price of Oats per quarter
i. d.

January, 1300, was, at Holderness . .22
Joly, ,. ., Newcastle-upon-Tyno 2 6
Price of Wheat per quarter, at Cawode,

near York 40
In Scotland, the price of Oats was 4(f., and of Bear, o

Barley, 8</. and lOd. per boll
; of Wheat, Wd. and ZOd,

VOL. I.
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hurch. in which a considerable number of the ia-
habitants hud taken refuge, and many of tfrna
perished miserably in the farnm

Meanwhile, l.duard, who had MtlnMahfd htt

lead-quarters at Dumfries, WM cofagtd in rrpair-
ing and

strengthening the diflercnt fortnw*
rhroughuut Galloway, which had iiimkn<i to
his arms

; but he was at last compelled, by the ap-
proach of winter, to delay further operation -

another season. At an earlier period in the cam-
paign, he had given a contemptaooa Tafaial to the
demand of the Scottish regents, that John
their lawful king, should bo permitted pcamblT
to reign over them; but affecting now, when it

suited his purpose, to listen to the

remonstrances of the French king, true* wtt* fee
he (October 30th) concluded a

treaty with the Scots, which was to last till Whit-

Sunday in the following year, 1301.

While the English king was encamped with hie

army near Caerlaverock, Winchel- inurferwiw at

sea, Archbishop of Canterbury, th* Pop* tanMv
arrived with an admonitory Bull

from Pope Boniface VIII., asserting that Scotland

belonged of ancient times, and did still of right

belong, to the Holy Sec, and commanding Edward
to desist from all hostilities against the Scots.* In

this singular document, the pretensions which the

English monarch had set up to the feudal superi-

ority of Scotland arc refuted by cogent aig limit
*

which, there can be little doubt, were auggeated

by the commissioners whom Soulis the regent, had

a short time previous sent on a mission to Home,
to complain of the injuries which the English king
had inflicted upon Scotland^ He reminds Ed-

ward, that his father, Henry, King of Kngland,

when, in the wars between him and Simon de Mart

fort, he requested the assistance of Alexander the

King of Scotland, did, by his letters patent, ac-

knowledge that he received .such assistance, not a*

due to him, but as a special favour: that when

Edward himself requested the presence of the i

King Alexander at the solemnity of his

nation, he, in like manner, by his letters potent,

entreated it as a matter of favour, and not of right ;

that when the King of Scotland did bomago
to Edward for his la:; >lale and Ponrith,

he publicly protested that his homage was paid,

not for his kingdom of Scotland, but for hi* bada

in England ; that, as King of Scotland, he wai

independent and owed no fealty ; which hoanafiv

so restricted, was according- \ >(
.
T Edward i

that when Alexander III'

ess to the crown a grand-daughter,
in her nun*

the wardship of this infant was not conferred po

Edward, which it would have been, had he I

Frynne Hist. Edw. I. p. 8W. The Artfckfafcdf's W*r to

the Pope gives an interesting pietort of

countrv at that time, and of the d*nR*i

exposed from the l>and of Seottosh "Atef* wbo

about thirsting for the blood of tbeK^W ^ ____ (

+ These c - Wm- *

Canon Law in the 1
B-"n

Wm. Eagleshaui. Foidnn, book n. eh*p.n>r.
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Lord Superior, but was given to certain noblemen

of the kingdom, chosen for that office and that

tiie mere circumstance of his having negotiated

:,r the marriage of his son, the

Irincc of Wales, with Margaret, the heiress of

Scotland, must prove fatal to any plea he might

advance in favour of his being the feudal lord of

that kingdom, as he would find no one weak enough

to believe that he would have submitted to nego-

tiate when he had a right to command. After

theae conclusive arguments in favour of the inde-

pendence of Scotland, the Pope proceeds to exhort

the king, in the name of God, to set at liberty all

bishops, clerks, and other ecclesiastical persons

whom he had imprisoned, and to remove all officers

whom be had appointed to places of trust in the

kingdom, contrary to the wishes of the people.
*
But," added Boniface,

" should you have any

pretensions to the whole or any part of Scotland,

end your proctors to me within six months. I

will hear and determine according to justice. I

take the cause under my peculiar cognizance." To

theae Papal mandates the Archbishop added his

own admonitions on the duty of obedience to so

aocred an authority, warning the king, that if

he resisted or demurred, Jerusalem would not fail

to protect her citizens and to cherish, like Mount

Zion, those who trusted in the Lord. At the con-

clusion of thi-s address, which was made in the

presence of Prince Edward and the assembled no-

blea, the king swore a great oath, and exclaimed in

ft fury. I w ill not be silent or at rest, either for

Mount Zion or Jerusalem, but as long as there is

breath in my nostrils I will defend what all the

world knows to be my right"* But aware of the

danger of quarrelling with the Roman Pontiff,

especially in the circumstances in which he was
then placed, ho moderated his tone, and after con-

sultation with the nobility, informed the arch-

bishop that he would, as speedily as possible, hold
ft council with the prelates and barons of England,
and, by their joint advice and determination, return
n answer to the Papal admonition.*

ard accordingly disbanded his army and
MUunud a Parliament to meet at Lincoln, in

February, 1.J01. There the Papal Bull was sub-
ttitt<d to the assembled earls and

ii* barons of England, who directed
a *l>iritt>d Icttcr to &* Pope, repu-
diating the claims of the Romish

w to the kingdom of Scotland. "
All England

owa," Mid they, that erer since the first esta-
hment of this kingdom, our kings have been

1

liege lord* of Scotland. At no time has the

"H*01" f Scotland belonged to the church. In
iporak the king* of England ore not amenable

Bee of Komi-. Wi- },uvc wjth onc vojcc ^
that, u to temporals, the King of England

the Papal authority; that he
: offer his indqit-ndencc to be questioned ;

'ill not send commissioners
Such is, and such, we trust in God, will

- + Prynne, Edw.I . p. 883.
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ever be our opinion. We do not, we cannot,

must not permit our king to follow measures su

vcrsive of that government which we have swo:

to maintain, and which we will maintain." *
This

instrument had appended to it the seals of a

liundred and four barons, and was subscribed at

Lincoln, 12th February, 1301.

About two months after this meeting of Parlia-

ment, Edward addressed a private Edward's letter

letter to the Pope, solely intended, to the Pope,

as he declared, to quiet the conscience of the Pon-

tiff, in which he entered into an elaborate exami-

nation of the question, and attempts to prove the

superiority of England by historical facts, deduced

from the period of Brutus, the Trojan, who, he

alleged, founded the British monarchy, in the age
of Eli and Samuel. The Pope had laid claim to

the kingdom of Scotland, on the ground that it had

been miraculously converted to the Christian faith

by the relics of St. Andrew. Edward opposes this

argument by another miracle. "
Athelstone, king

of England," said he,
" overcame the rebellious

Scots in battle, through the intercession of St. John

of Beverley. He prayed through the same inter-

cession for a visible sign, whereby all men of that

age and of the ages to come, might know that the

Scots were of right subject to England. Having
thus spoken, he drew his sword, struck a flinty

rock in the neighbourhood of Duiibar, and made a

gash in it of about an ell in length. The evidence

of this miracle is twofold. First, the mark appears
on the rock at this day. Second, the legend of the

miracle is weekly recited in the church of Beverley
to the praise and glory of St. John.f The con-

science of the Pope must have been very easily

quieted, if such arguments as these were regarded
as a sufficient vindication of the violent invasion of

the rights and liberties of Scotland.

Meanwhile, the truce having expired, Edward,
in the summer of 1301, again Campaigner
marched into Scotland at the head 13oi.

of a powerful army ; but the campaign was wholly
ineffective. An early and severe winter set in,

and many of the horses of the English men-at-

arms perished from the severity of the weather and

the scarcity of forage.J Edward, however, deter-

mined to pass the winter at Linlithgow, in order

that his presence might operate as a check upon
the Scots. Here accordingly he built a castle, and

kept his Christinas; and here, on the 2l>ili of

January, 1302, he was induced, by the mediation of

France, to conclude another treaty True,; with the

with the Scots, which was to con-

tinue till the 30th of November (St. Andrew's

day). He then proceeded to Roxburgh, and from

this, by Morpeth and Durham, returned to London.

It is worthy of notice, that on this occasion the

Scottish commissioners still professed to act in the

name of Baliol, but Edward refused to recugnize

*
r.ynier Foed. vol. ii. p. 875.

+ Jl.id. p. ss:i
; Hailes, vol. i. pp. 327 324.

J Fordun, book xii. chap. i.

| Rymer Foed. voL ii. pp. 892 S96.
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;hroned monarch as king of Scotland, or the

:i.- the allies of the king of France.

on as the truce had expired, Edward pre-

, llft |, t
, pared to renew the war, and sen

,-hat into Scotland Sir John de Scgruvc
whom he had lately appointee

governor of the country, at the head of an army
. thousiind men, chiefly consisting of cavalry
e inarched from Berwick towards Edin

i,
and having reached the ncighhourhood o

i,
for the purpose of more easily procuring

. he divided his troops into three divisions

separated that they had no communication

with each other. In the meantime, John Comyn
and Sir Simon Frascr, hearing of the approach o

aglish. had collected a small but chosen ami)
of eight thousand men, and making a forced march

in the night from Biggar to Roslin, attacked the

first division of the enemy in their encampmcni
at break of day, and entirely routed them

>e himself was wounded and made pri-

soner, along with his brother and son, who were

su/ed in bed, and sixteen knights and thirty

esquires. "While the Scots were engaged in

collecting the spoil, the second division of the

!i army came in sight. A fierce conflicl

ciiMied, in which the Scots were again victorious,

and a rich booty and many prisoners, including

Ralph the Cofferer, the paymaster of the army,
fell into their hands. This second struggle had

scarcely concluded when the third division of the

English appeared, led by Robert Neville. The
Scottish army, worn out by their night's march
and their two successive encounters, thought of an

immediate retreat, but the near approach of the

enemy rendered this impracticable. Their leaders

flew from rank to rank encouraging their men, and

having equipped the camp followers in the arms of

their slain enemies, they made a furious charge on
the English, and, after an obstinate conflict, routed

them with great slaughter. Fordun states that the

before the second and third of these encoun-

ters, had recourse to the cruel policy of putting
their prisoners to death. According to Langtoft,
when the order to slay the prisoners was given,

Ralph the Cofferer, the treasurer of Edward, inter-

ceded with Sir Simon Fraser for his life, and

promised a large ransom. " This coat-of-mail is no

priestly habit," replied Fraser; "Where is thine
alb or thy hood ? Often have you robbed us of our
lawful wages, and done us grievous harm ; it is

now our time to sum up the account, and exact its

at." Saying this he struck off the hands of
the unhappy priest as being polluted with the

<>f
iniquity, and then with one blow severed

ad from his body.*

lun, book xii. cliap. ii
; Langtoft, vol. ii. p. 319;

: ii. hook viii. chap. 16. Some of the English
nipt to conceal or extenuate the defeat of

r countrymen on this occasion. They report that Sir
Neville and his men staid behind to hear iu:i>s :

L'!icn they came up they repulsed the Seots in a great
nd recovered many of the prisoners, and add,

of all those who staid behind to hear mass no one was

The
victory of Uoslb, once more for the

cleared the country of ii

but the period seemed a

have come, when neither un- ** a7il
daunted courage nor the nuwt *'*** Ktaf.
strenuous eMi.rts could longer maintain the fade-
pendcnce of the Scottish

jioople. They were tx
deserted

l,y their l-iithle*, allin, on wbow **.
ance they had relied in their hoar of need Their
patron, Pope Boniface, luni:,- quamlled irh

Philip, found it expedient to court the
friendship

of the English monarch, and
forgetting hi. fanner

declaration in favour of the Scots, had the utum
effrontery to write to \Vi-i

gow (13th August, 1302), commanding him to
demist from all opposition to Edv.ard. f hart
heard with astonishment," said h< .

rock of offence, and a stone of stumbling, hare bun
the prime instigator and promoter of the fatal

disputes which prevail between the S-ottih ^tifljj
and Edward, King of England, i < loved
son in Christ, to tin

;,g Of the

Majesty, to the hazard of your own honour and
salvation, and to the inexpressible detriment of the

kingdom of Scotland. If these things are M, yam
have rendered yourself odious to God and ni'

befits you to repent, and, by your most earocet

endeavours after peace, to strive to obtain t

ness." At the same time the Pope addreatcd a
Bull to all the Scottish bishops, commanding them
to be at peace with Edward, and thnatcnii

in case of disobedience, he would be ci.

administer another and
.cdy.*

The desertion of Boniface was soon followed by
that of the French king, who con- T

_ 1 FVUtT Of I ftfIS)
eluded a treaty of peace .vith l.d- ^,,1, .\i.4

ward, from which the Scots we: i '

entirely excluded, Edward, on his

part, agreeing togivc uphis ally the Earlof Plunders.

During the progress of the negotiations between

England and France, the Earl of lituha.'i. James,
the Steward of Scotland, John Soul is, one of tht

regents, and Ingclram dc t'mfravillc, were tent,

as commissioners, to watch over the ititcresta of

Scotland at the French court. But Philip cun-

ningly persuaded them, that after the settlement of

his own affairs with Edward, he would be able to

negotiate a peace for his allies with roorr facility

and on better terms, and he had the beenKss to

entreat the deputies, a :n were some of

the most influential of the Scottish nobles, to re-

main with him at the French court, under the

pretext that he wished them to carry back to their

countrymen the intelligence of hi* having con-

cluded" the negotiation on their behalf, b-..

that he might detain them in France until Edward

should have completed his preparations **1
invasion of their country. They were thoroughly

either killed, wounded, or Uken pri

reditofthis nionki-.li bgnd
slain. Th- Kn-li-h .-hronu-ler Langtoft lu nirea mi

account of the Untie, and candidly admit* Out tb Lafttsfc

sre entirely defeated.

Ivymer, voL ii. p. 905.
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duped by the orrificcs of their treacherous ally,

and consented to remain. In the meantime they

notified to the Guardian and nobility of Scotland

the conclusion of the treaty between France and

England, and exhorted them to persevere in the

independence of their country.
" Be not alarmed,"

lid tlu-v.
" that the Scotsare not mentioned in the

'The King of France will immediately

send"ambassadors to divert Edward from war, and

to procure a truce for us, until the two kings can

hare a personal conference in France. At that

conference peace will be concluded beneficial to our

nation. Of this, the King of France himself has

given us the most positive assurance. You would

grratlr rejoice if you knew what reputation you

have acquired all over the world by your late con-

. ith the English. "Wherefore, we beseech

you earnestly that you continue to be of good

courage. And if the King of England consents to

a truce, as we firmly expect he will, do you like-

wise agree to the same, according to the form

which the ambassadors of the King of France shall

propose by one of our number, who will be sent to

you. But if the Kingof England, like Pharoah, shall

grow hardened and continue the war, we beseech

you. by thi- mercy of God, that you quit yourselves
like !i:cn, M that by the assistance of God and your
own coutagc you may gain the victory.

1 ' *

But the termination of the war with France

EUlwarJ again
enabled Edward to bring all his

-"!>- resources against the Scots, and to
otland -

attack them with a force which
rendered resistance hopeless. The recent defeat of

his troops at Roslin, had inflamed to the utmost
his rancorous ho>tility against the people who had
o resolutely opposed his authority, and he swore
that he would cither complete the subjugation of

untry, or turn it into a wilderness n't only
the field to dwell in. To accom-
all the vassals of the crown, both

.({land and France, were summoned to his

tandard
j extensive Icvii-.s of men and horses were

made, and the din of preparation was heard from
OB* extremity of the land to the other. About

iy, Edward put his army in motion,
wid reached Koxburgh on the 21st of that month,
while his eldest son, the Prince of Wales, at the

h**^
f another division, entered Scotland by the

whet. On the 4th of June they reached

iafargh, their progress having been marked at

'aid waste and towns and
'e. The people, heart-broken by

Jtadfiil sufferings they had undergone, offered
John Comyii, Sir Simon Frascr,

Jlliam Wallace, who had recently
in France, alone continued the unequal

'-, un.l
bnrfqg suddenly from the fastnesses
v had take., refuge, at the head of a

followers, they made fre-

baimswng attacks upon the invading
cut off the .tragglcr* from the main body,

Bjnner Food. voL L p. 053.
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and intercepted their convoys. Their efforts, how-

ever, were utterly unavailing to retard the pro-

gress of the enemy. From Edinburgh, Edwa:

pursued his destructive course by Linlithgow
Clackmannan to Perth, and thence by Dundi

Brechin, Aberdeen, and Banff, to Kinloss in Moray.
He established his quarters for some time at Loch-

cndorb, a strong fortress built on an islet, in a lake

in the wilds of Morayshire, and here he received

the homage and oaths of fealty of the northern

barons. Leaving this remote spot, he penetrated

into Aberdeenshire, and reached the strong castle

of Kildrummie on the 8th of October, from whence

he retraced his steps to Dundee, which he reached

the 20th of the same month. Thence he

marched to Cambuskenneth and Stirling, and

finally proceeded by Kinross to Dunfermline,
where he took up his winter quarters. In this

progress through the country, the castle of Brechin

was the only fortress which shut its gates against

him. It was commanded by Sir Thomas Maule,

a soldier of distinguished valour, Brave resist-

who held out the place for twenty ance of Sir

days against the assaults of the Thomas Maole.

English forces, and was so confident of the strength
of the walls that he stood on the ramparts and

contemptuously wiped off with a towel the dust

and rubbish raised by the stones thrown from the

English battering engines. This brave knight,

however, was at last mortally wounded by a missile,

but even while he lay expiring on the ground, he

inveighed against the men as cowards when they
asked him if they might now surrender the

The garrison, however, capitulated next day.*

Early in the month of December, Edward was

joined by the queen, at Dunfermline. Here the

English soldiers, by his orders, levelled with the

ground the magnificent abbey of the Benedictines,

a building so capacious, says an English chron-

icler, that three kings, with all their retinue,

might have been lodged conveniently within its

walls
;
but " the Scots," he adds, by way of apo-

logy,
" had converted the house of the Lord into a

den of thieves, by holding their rebellious Parlia-

ments therc."t This was a sufficient crime in the

eyes of the English king to justify this act of

savage barbarity. The church of the monastery
and the cells of the monks alone were spared. A
show of resistance was still kept up by Coniyn. the

Governor, Sir Simon Fraser, and a few other

barons. The Castle of Stirling also still held out,

and with the view of protecting this la.>t place of

refuge, Comyn collected all the forces he could

muster, and took up a position on the north bank

of the Forth, on the ground where Wallace had

gained the signal victory of Stirling. Edward, on

hearing of this movement, immediately advanced

against the Scots at the head of his cavalry. In

his eagenicss to assail his enemies, he intended to

have followed the example of the impetuou>

ingham, and to have crossed the river by the bridge}

Matthew of Westminster, p. 440. Ibid.
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but on coming forward he found that it had been

Mv broken down and burnt by order of Comyn.
,; ,, f He, therefore, sought out a ford

h at some distance, and passir.g the

river in person with his cavalry,

he attacked and dispersed the little army of the

Shortly after this Ir.st effort to maintain the in-

ami suhmis- dependence of their country, the

"t'the courage of the Scottish leaders al-
-'- Idlers,

together gave way, and on the

9th of February, 1304, the regent Comyn and his

>wers made their submission to the commis-
t' the English king, at Strathorde, in Fife-

It was stipulated, that their lives should

pared, and that they should retain their liberty
and lauds, subject only to such fines as Edward

might think proper to impose. From this capitu-
lation the following persons were specially ex-

cepted, as having, by their obstinate resistance to

the pretensions of the English king, deserved a

more severe punishment: Wisheart, Bishop of

Glasgow, James, the Steward of Scotland, Sir

John ISoiilis, David de Graham, Alexander de

Lindcsay, Simon Fraser, Thomas Bois, and Wil-

liam Wallace. To all these persons, except Wal-

lace, the preservation of their lives and liberties was
offered on terms more or less rigorous. But,

" as

for AVilliam Wallace," says the deed,
"

it is cove-

nanted that he shall render himself up at the will

and mercy of our sovereign lord the king, if it

shall seem good to him ;" terms which left him en-

tirely at the mercy of Edward, and were almost

equivalent to a declaration that he would be sent

to execution the moment he was taken.

Not long after, about the middle of Lent, a Par-

liament was assembled at St. Andrews, when Wal-

lace, Sir Simon Fraser, and the garrison of Stirling
were summoned to appear, and on their failing to

do so. sentence of outlawry was pronounced against
them.t At length, Fraser, in despair, agreed to

accept of the amnesty which Edward offered, on
the hard conditions of fine and banishment from
the country. But no mercy remained for Wallace.

The rhyming chronicler, Langtoft, relates, that the

hero, finding himself standing alone against the

power of the English monarch, from his hiding-
in the forest of Dunfermline, sent some of

nds to Edward, with a proposal to surrender

''. on a written and scaled assurance of safety
in life, limbs, and estate. But "

full grim
" was

Edward, it is added, when this was reported to

him, and breaking out into an ungovernable rage,

>j set on hc cursed Wallace by the fiend, for

: -a<l of a traitor, and set a price of three
aee' hundred marks upon his head. On

hearing this, Wallace, flying again to the moors
and marshes, betook himself once more, for sub-

e, to plunder.}
Tliis place must have been on the Orewater, but the

ity is not now known.
+ 'i'riv, t. p. .TK

s, v,,l. i. p. 338; Ilyley, pp. 369 370; Langtoft,
TOL u.

p. 3-24. Dr> Lingard, the prejudiced, and not always

The strong castle of Stirling stfll held owL
though defended by a slender garrison. The
charge of this important fortress had been com-
mitted by John Soulis, one of the regents, who
was still in France, to .Sir William OliphaaJ, a
knight of singular bravery and

fidelity. He re-
fused to capitulate, not from any hope of being
able to offer an effectual resistance to the arms of
Edward, but from a point of honour. He had
never, he alleged, sworn i 'he English
monarch

; but he had sworn to defend the easts*
entrusted to hischaige, and must, therefore, waft
the orders of his master. Sir J- lin S<mli*. He
proposed, however, if a short truce were granted,
that he would instantly rqrair to France and as-

certain from his master whether he should at once

give up the fortress, or hold it out as long as he
was able. But Edward, who was deeply enraged
at the obstinate resistance of the Scot*, declared

that he would listen to no such term*. "
If he will

not surrender the castle," said he,
"

let him keep
it against us at his peril."

On receiving this reply, Oliphant and his brave

companions resolved to defend Siege of Siiihag
their charge to the last extremity.
The siege commenced on the 22nd of April, and
continued till the 20th of July. Thirteen warlike

engines were brought to btar upon the fortress,

several of which hurled stones of tin- wi-i^ht of two

and even time hundred pounds, and!hir threw

javelins and leaden balls of great size. The leaden

roof of the cathedral of St. Andrews was torn

away to furnish materials for these missiles. The

garrison, however, made a most desperate resist*

ance, and by their frcqucri sallies and the

manner ill which their engines were served and

directed, they destroyed great numbers of the

besiegers during these operations. Edward ex-

posed himself with all the gallantry, an

rashness, of a youthful warrior, and on more occa-

sions than one had nearly fallc: :o hie

temerity. While riding near the walls, a

struck him on the breast, and lodged between the

plates of his armour. The point of the tv capon,

however, had not pierced the skin, and pulling it

out with his own hand, he shook it in defiance, and

called out aloud that he would hang the villain

who had hit him. On another occasion, a stone of

great size and weight, projected from one o

engines on the ramparts, struck the ground

him with such violence, that his horse backc

fell under him ; upon which his soldiers ran fcr-

ingenuous apolopst of Edward, .tale*, that
" ** "

of his countrymen made their )><-ace
wi

tercets of Wallace were n i

convey the impression that teWslesett

the same, teni.- d as to U
leaders. But, as Mr.

the authorities which he quote*. b **

vantured to make such statements.

rest of the noble* it *^
life and limbs should be toft, that

'

mcnt or lotc their eitattt," but U
^

^^.'^*&Z^-*'~
interest* were not forgotten.
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ward and hurried him down the hill towards the

camp, chiding him for his rashness in thus exposing

himself needlessly to danger. After the siege had

continued nearly a month, without much progress

baring been made, the sheriffs of London, York,

and Lincoln, were commanded to purchase all the

bows, quarrclls, and other warlike weapons that

could be collected within their districts, and to

end them instantly to Stirling ; and the governor

of the Tower was also required to send down the

- which were under his charge. All com-

munication between the garrison and the surround-

ing country was cut off, to prevent them from

obtaining a supply of provisions. Orders rrere

given for the employment of the Greek fire, a new
and most destructive combustible, which set fire to

the rojfs and walls of the buildings ;
and in addi-

tion to all this, two immense machines were con-

structed, which overtopped the walls, and over-

whelmed the besieged with stones, and lead balls of

enormous weight. By means of one of these, called

r-wolf, a breach was at length. made in the

two inner walls of the castle. The brave little

garrison, worn out by their long-continued exer-

their numbers reduced by famine and siege,
their provisions exhausted, their walls torn in

pieces, were forced to surrender at discretion.*

Sham.-f'il iii.U^ni- Every indignity was heaped upon
them,which a mean and ungenerous

* n - mind, exasperated by opposition,
could inflict Sir William Oliphant, the governor,
and twenty.five knights and gentlemen, his gallant
aMoriates in the siege, were compelled to go in

-ion to the tent of Edward, stript to their
hirts and drawers, their heads and feet bare, and
on their knees to acknowledge their guilt, and to

give themselves up to his mercy. Upon this the

king consented to spare their lives; but the

governor wu tent to expiate his offence in the
wrr of Ixindon, and the rest were consigned to

other KmrlMi prisons. The garrison, which had
long defied the whole power of the English

ray, WM found to have consisted of no more than
ndred and forty soldiers, besides Sir William

it and the other knights and gentlemen, a
aching friar, a monk, and thirteen ladies, the

of tin- knights, who had shared
Mf with them the dangers and privations of

their obstinate defence.!
*land WM now at length completely prostrate

vadcr; but the last hope of

aopendenco wu not extinguished so
flaee lived and was at large. Edward,

. ct himHclf with characteristic perscver-

jsterate enmity
to hunt down, by everyw power, the only Scotsman who hadM utted to his

authority. The English

' '-
1 nlm, nn.MVvntown,

,

captains and governors in Scotland were com-
manded diligently to search out his retreats, and

large rewards were offered for securing his person,
dead or alive. Tempted by the great promises
held out to him, Ralph de Haliburton, one of the

prisoners lately taken at Stirling and carried into

England, basely undertook to betray the patriot
into the hands of his enemies, and for this purpose
was sent back into Scotland in charge of Sir John
de Mowbray, a Scottish knight, who w;

employed in the same nefarious transaction. What
were the precise measures adopted by Mowbray
and Haliburton cannot now be ascertained, nor is

it even clear that it was by their exertions that

Wallace was actually taken. All that is certainly
known is, that soon after this, the patriot was

betrayed and taken by Sir John Capture of

Menteith, a Scottish baron, who Wallace-

then held the castle of Dunbarton, under a com-

mission from the English king.* Langtoft
that Menteith succeeded in discovering Wallace's

retreat through the treacherous information of

Jack Short his servant, and that he came under

cover of night and seized him in bed.t According
to tradition, he was captured at Robroystoii, a

place about three miles north-west of Glasgow,
and instantly conveyed to Dunbarton Castie, and

thence with all speed to London,
" with great num-

bers of men and women," says Stow,
"
wondering

upon him."J
His fate was soon decided, and the London rab-

ble, who had so often trembled at his name, had

the satisfaction of beholding the refined cruelty

and tortures which attended his execution, and

have stamped the character of Edward with in-

delible infamy. The day after his arrival, he was

conducted on horseback from the house in Fen-

church-street, where he had spent the night, to

Westminster Hall, accompanied by John

grave, acting as grand marshal of England, and

the recorder, mayor, sheriffs, and aldermen of the

city. On reaching the hall a crown of lair

placed upon his head, in mean and cruel mockery,
because it had been reported that he had formerly

said that he deserved to wear a crown in that place.

Sir Peter Mallorie, the kind's chief
. ,. ,, . his trial

justice, then impeached him as a

traitor to the king of England, as having burnt

the villages and abbeys, stormed the castles, and

slain and battered the liege subjects of his i

the king. To the charge of treason Wallace pleaded
not guilty : as he had never been the subject of the

king of England, he owed him no allegiance,
and

consequently could be no traitor. As to the other

articles of accusation, he admitted that, in tin- dis-

charge of his duty to his country, he had done all

that was stated. He was, as a matter of course,

* See Appendix, Note iii. In the account of the capture
and execution of Wallace, preserved in the Anm ";

~vM. mid printed in the "
Illustrations of Scottish 1!

by the Maitland Club, it is stated, that he was cap;
the house ofone Rawe Raa ( Ralph Raa or Ray) in Glasgo*

+ Langtoft, Chron. p. S29.

J Stow, Chron. p. 209.
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immediately condemned to death. The sentence

which was pronounced upon him, contains an in-

teresting outline of the hero's exploits. It recites,

that John Baliol having forfeited the kingdom of

Scotland, Edward conquered it, and publicly

received the homage and fealty of its
"
prelates,

earls, barons, and others" that he proclaimed

bis peace through the realm that he arranged a

svsteni of government for it,
"
according to the

laws and customs of that land'' that the foresaid

"\Villiam Wallace, forgetting his fealty and alle-

giance, had raised an immense body of followers,

had attacked the English officers, had slain AVil-

liam de Hcselrigg, sheriff of Lanark, whose dead

body he afterwards cut in pieces that, gaining

strength and influence, he stormed the English

garrisons, caused his writs to run through all

Scotland, as if he were superior lord of that realm

that he summoned parliaments that he at-

tempted to league himself with the king of France

that he ravaged Northumberland, Cumberland,
and Westmoreland that he opposed the king
in a pitched battle and that, when defeated, he

refused to avail himself of the terms of peace
then held out to his acceptance. He was, there-

and barbarous fore, condemned to death, with
execution. a\\ the barbarous and inhuman

tortures which the malignant ingenuity of his

enemies could devise. The sentence was executed

on the twenty-third of August, 1305. Heavily
ironed, he was placed on a hurdle and dragged at

the tails of horses through the streets, to the usual

place of execution the Elms in Smithfield. He
was then hanged on a high gallows, after which he

was cut down while yet breathing, and his bowels

were taken out and burnt before his face. His
head was then struck off, and his body divided into

four quarters. The head was afterwards placed
on a pole on London Bridge, and the limbs were

eent to be exposed to public view in Newcastle,

Ihrwick, Perth, and Aberdeen.*

So perished Scotland's great national hero,
" hewed as a carcase fit for hounds," a man who,
in any age, would have been illustrious, but who
towers as much above the men of his own time in

true nobility of soul, as in bodily stature and

strength. Amid the general defection of the selfish

and time-serving nobility, who then and after-

wards were the pensioners of England, he alone

adhered with unswerving constancy to his coun-

try's cause. He was ever

"
faithful found ;

Among the faithless, faithful only he ;

Among innumerable false, unmoved,
Unshaken, unseduced, unterrified,

;lty he kept, his love, his zeal ;Nr number nor example with him wrought,
To swerve from truth or change his constant mind,
Though single."

Wallace Papers, Introd. p. xxvii. and No. xx., a tran-

script from one of the Cotton MSS., embodying an interest-
's narrative of the legal proceedings (it' thev may be so

led) against Wallace. Henry the Minstrel "state's, that
a reaching the place of execution Wallace requested that a

Ill

His memory is
imperishablj embalmed in the

grateful hearts ( ,f 1,1s countrymen, and
arc still commemorated, with an cnthnaiaeai vhieh
the lapse of five centime* bat nut btto Mt to
impair.*
The great champion of Scottish independence

having been at length remove*!.
Edward proceeded to frame a

system of government for the con-

quered country, which, as he fondly hoped,
indissolubly united with tin !

commissioners, elected by a coum-il of the fluidieh

nation, which Edward had summoned to meet at

Perth, and invested with full parliamentary power*,
assembled in London,! and there, in concert with

twenty commissioners from the Engluh parlia-

ment, framed regulations for the government of
Scotland and the administration of justice to tbe

people. Sheriffs and justices were appointed in

the different districts of the count to the

control .of the king's lieutenant, chancellor, and
chamberlain. The feudal law, which, sine* the

time .of Malcolm Canmore, had been gradually

making its way into Scotland, was now enforced

to the exclusion of all others, while the remains of
the ancient customs of "the Scots and Brt

they are termed (the Scots, Irish, and 1

races) were finally abrogated. For the farther

settlement of the laws of the kingdom, it WM
ordained that the king's lieutenant should, on bis ar-

rival in Scotland, assemble the estates, before whom
the laws made by king David, with tbe amend-

ments and additions of succeeding kings, should to

read, and that the lieutenant, with his council of

English and Scots, should amend the laws and

usages that were evidently against Cod and reason,

so far as they were able in so short a time, and

without the king's advice. A report in writing

was to be made to Edward of the proceedings and

opinions of this assembly, with regard to the im-

portant subject of the reformation of the Scottish

laws
;
and they were also directed to choose repre-

sentatives to meet with commissionersappointed by
the king, with full powers to frame inch regula-

tions as should tend to the better government of

the country for the future. f In this revision of the

laws and statutes of Scotland, great respect wae

professed for the ancient usages of the Scottish

Psalter which had been taken from bi persoo *****
:

lpteB*tfied to
returned. This desire beinf.

to hold it open before him, an

consciousness failed.

An ingenious writer in the wv~-~ ,-

that Wallace was, as his name implie

he personified the principle of !

opposed to Saxon or Norman uprwnar
was the secret of his intense hatrrd to U

popularity with the lower cla>.

hostility shown him by the nobility, who*
or Saxon origin ;-and, finally thai the an-tarf

were the patriarchal clans of S

English invader. Scottith Jottr-

f. -M;
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people, anil for the opinions of the nobles
; but, as

was to be expected, especial care was taken to

secure the dependence of the kingdom upon the

English crown, and a controlling power over all

offices and appointments was left in the hands of

the king.
But while Edward was thus taking steps to

secure his conquest, and flattering himself that he

was at length about to reap the fruit of fifteen

years' incessant labours, the prize was suddenly
snatched from his grasp; and within six months
of the execution of Wallace, the system which craft
and violence had reared, at a vast expense of
blood and treasure, was entirely overthrown.*

* It appears from the Wardrobe Accounts of Edward,
that the disbursements for the Scottish -war for the yearv> .-.,

to more lllm Qne ^^ of the nalional
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CHAPTER VII.

ROBERT BRUCE.

A.D. 130T> 1329.

ROBERT BRUCE, to whom belongs the honour of

Ori-nn restoring the independence of his

of the family of country, was descended, like AVal-

lace, from a family of Nornian

origin. Among the barons who followed the

rd of William, Duke of Normandy, in his

conquest of England, was Robert de Brus, or

Brwvsc, whom the Conqueror, for his valour and

public sen-ices, rewarded with extensive estates in

the East and West Ridings of Yorkshire. To his

BOT. Robert de Bras, David I., King of Scotland, on
his accession to the throne, in consideration of

arly friendship, made a grant of the Lord-

ship of Annandale.* The younger son of this

second Robert, on whom the estates and title sub-

sequently devolved, was the proper founder of the

race of Scottish Braces. The fifth in descent from
him. and the grandfather of our hero, was Robert
dc Brace, the competitor with Baliol for the

Scottish throne. His son, also named Robert,
married the Countess of Carrick, and thus added

largely to the estates and feudal influence of the

family. The circumstances connected with his

marriage were so singular and romantic, and had
so momentous an influence on the fortunes of

Scotland, that they deserve a passing notice. The

young Countess of Carrick, while engaged in the

chase, and accompanied by a large retinue, sud-

denly encountered Robert de Brace, pa.--.-hg on
horseback through the domains of Turnberry.
The tall and graceful figure of Bruce impressed the

lady so favourably, that she invited him to join
her train and share the hospitalities of her
castle. The young nobleman, however, dreading
the consequences of an unsanctioned intimacy
with an heiress under the wardship of the crown,

courteously declined the invitation; but the

countess, seizing the bridle of his horse, conducted

him, as a captive knight, to Turnbcrry Castle.

Here, after fifteen days' residence, they were
married, without the knowledge of the relations of
either

party, and without the requisite consent of
the Scottish king. The estates and castle of the
countess were immediately seized by royal autho-

rity, but escaped the doom of forfeiture on the

payment of a heavy fine. Of this union, so

strangely formed, Robert Brace, the restorer of
Scottish

liberty, was the first-fruit. He was born
the 21st of March, 1274, and seems to have
it his

early years in Carrick, to the earldom of
he succeeded, at the age of sixteen, on the
of his mother. His conduct amid the

struggles of his country, prior to the year 1305,
I'fn he assumed the character of an open and

patriot, contrasts most unfavourably with
* See ante, p. C2.

VOL. I.

his after dec-da, and can ncarccly be explained on OT
other principle than a cold and
cautious selfishness. Equal to Wai-
lace in bravery and

capacity, he
lacked his lofty prim ipK- and pore

rtoWn tlne*-

patriotism. Supple, dexterous, and arconunodatiag.
his inconsistencies excite our wonder tad rrgitt inow in arms for his country, and then leagued with
her oppressors, now braving the rath of the

English king, and then again swearing fealty to

him, eager for the independence of Scotland, and
yet looking coldly on the efforts of the onlr maa
whose dauntless heroism promised SOCCCM

straggles for freedom, it required the energy.
perseverance, and consummate valour u after

years, to redeem his character from the charge of

culpable weakness. By the stern though whole-
some lessons of adversity, his spirit gradually
acquired purity and strength, and shone out at

last in acts of noble endurance, princely generosity,
and justice tempered by benevolence. The con-

duct of Bruce, it is true, may be explained, and in

part vindicated, by the peculiarity of his circum-

stances, which necessitated a course different frum
what he would have chosen. His grandfather,
after vainly endeavouring to establish his preten-
sions to the throne of Scotland, had quietly ac-

quiesced in the elevation of Baliol. His father,

the Earl of Carrick, had submitted uniformly and

implicitly to the superior ascendancy of the Eng-
lish monarch. Brace, therefore, though convinced

of his right to the Scottish throne, and determined

to assert it, could not in the meantime, with

decency or hope of success, urge his claims. A
more serious difficulty also interpostd, which time

and prudence alone could remove. In his preten-

sions to the crown, he had to contend with a rual

who was at that time one of the most powerful

men in the kingdom. Baliol had tamely submitted

to renounce for ever all claim to the Scottish

throne, and his son was in captivity; but the claim*

and hopes of his family centred in John Comyn,

commonly called the Red Comyn, who was the mm
of liis sister Marjory. Comyn was Regent of the

kingdom, allied to many of the noblest families in

Scotland and England, and, by the decision of

Edward, possessed, in succession, a clear right to

the Scottish crown. Between the families of

Bruce and Comyn there thus sprang up all

jealousy and hatred which rival and inccoMWilN*

interests could create. Accordingly, the move-

ments of both families, during the contents which

occurred between the abdication of Baliol acd I

death of Wallace, seem to have been decided rather

by a regard to family intends than the good o

their country. They were uniformly rtayrdoa

opposite sides, with the exception of the \

period when Brace and Comyn were aseoctatr*

the regency of the kingdom. This coalition, how-

ever, seems to have been mainly produced by i

desire to crash Wallace, whose single-n

patriotism and influence endangered their common

pretensions ; and, that end once gained, they re-
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turned to their former course of factious opposition

and strife.

The scorning inconsistencies, therefore,
whichmark

the carlv life of Bruce, may have been but the move-

ments of a cautious and far-seeing policy, which

ought, by balancing parties and humbling his

enemies, to pave the way for the establishment of his

own claims and the restoration of his country's

freedom. At the jxsriod when our history resumes,

Bruce stood in high favour with the English king,

who aought his counsel in the settlement of the

kingdom of Scotland; while the conduct of his

ri\ ul Comyn, who seems to have wholly lost the

confidence of Edward, was watched with a jealous

e\ c, and his estates were subjected to a heavy fine.

After the reduction and submission of Scotland,

Legne between while Bruce was actually employed,

toJ* along with Wisheart, Bishop of

of

**

Glasgow, in framing regulations
St Andrews, for the future government of the

kingdom, he secretly entered into a bond of

alliance with William de Lambcrton, Bishop of St.

Andrews.* By the terms of this agreement, they
bound themselves to resist the enemies of their

country ; to consult together and give mutual

aMUtance to each other, by themselves and their

people; to engage in no important undertaking
without mutual consent

; and to apprise each other

of impending danger, and use the utmost en-

deavours to prevent it. This league, so important
in its consequences, was concluded on the llth of

June, 1305. Bruce now took measures to rouse
the nobles to resistance, and even sought to

KBiu the sen-ices of Comyn, his rival, in achiev-

ing the independence of Scotland. According to

ComimtHx Wyntown.f while Bruce and
bctwwa (trace Comyn were riding in company

from Stirling, their conversation
tuned on the miseries to which their country was
wbfrctt-d by the Knglish rule. "With the view
of adjusting their differences and combining their

tfrcagth, Bruce is said to have proposed, that

Comyn should support his title to the vacant
throne; offering, in return, to make over all his
ntatc* to Comyn ; or, as an alternative, promising

the claims of Comyn to the crown, on
s the reward of his aid, the extensive
** n" rival. Comyn agreed, on the

P>11 to withdraw his claims in favour of
?: and the covenant thus made was secretly and
lljr ratified. On the part of Comyn, however,

Tir* this paction was insincere
; for, dc-

.irous of ruining Bruce, he trans-
irlUh king a statement of the

it carefully concealing such ports of the
t as militated against his own

loyalty.
nspieious of danger, was

residing at the

2*oirt. Edward, cither anxious for clearer
e treason of Bruce, or desirous, as has

*d, to get into his power other members

of his family, and to crush at one blow their preten-

sions, betrayed no suspicions of the Earl of Car-

rick's fidelity. Bruce, however, was warned of his

danger by the Earl of Gloucester, and, accompanied,
bv a few friends, immediately fled from Winchester

to Scotland. On the way he met a person who

proved to be the bearer of letters from Cornyn to

Edward, urging the death or immediate imprison-
ment of his rival. He was instantly slain and his

letters seized ; and, with these documents in his

possession, Bruce hastily continued his journey,
and reached his castle of Lochmaben on the fifth

day after his flight.* It was now the month of

February, 1305-6, and the English justiciaries,

appointed by Edward for the administration of

justice in the district of Galloway, were holding
their sittings at Dumfries, attended by a large

concourse of barons and freeholders,f Jchn Comyn
was present, giving suit and attendance on the

king's court. Learning this on bis arrival in

Scotland, Brace, who, as a freeholder of Annan-

dale, was also bound to attend on the justiciaries,

repaired to Dumfries for that purpose. During the

proceedings of the court, Bruce requested a private

interview with Comyn, and they accordingly re-

tired to the cloisters of the Minorites, or Grey-
friars. What ensued is not certainly known.

The Scottish historians say, that _i!i s miu dt r.

Brace reproached Comyn, in bitter 10th Feb. isuvt).

terms, for his treachery, that a warm altercation

took place, in the course of which Comyn gave
Bruce the lie, and that Bruce in reply stabbed his

rival with his dagger.J Appalled at his own deed

and its consequences, Bruce hurried out of the sanc-

tuary, calling loudly for his horse. He was met by

Kirkpatrick and Lindsay, two of his followers,

who, seeing him pale and agitated, demanded the

cause. " I doubt," said Bruce,
" that I have slain

the Red Comyn."
" Do you doubt ?

"
said Kirk-

patrick,
" I will make siccar

"
(sure) ; and, rushing

into the church, he despatched the wounded n-,an.

Sir Robert Comyn, an uncle of the murdered noble-

man, with several adherents and attendants, were

slain while endeavouring to protect their chief.

On hearing the tumult, the English justi'

believing their own lives to be in imminent danger,

gave orders to barricade the doors of the court-

room. Bruce compelled them to surrender by

threatening to fire the building: they were per-

mitted, however, to depart in safety to England.
The death of Comyn, though the effect of hasty

passion rather than of premeditated Brace

revenge, placed Bruce in circum- resolves to claim

stances which demanded instant the crown-

decision. He had offended the English king be-

yond the hope of forgiveness ;
had directed against

himself the enmity of the numerous and powerful

family of the murdered noble ;
and had committed

a crime which, as it involved him in the guilt
of

sacrilege, was viewed with horror by the people.

Wyntown, vol. ii. p. 127. + Heurjigforil, vol. L p. 220.

} Harbour's Bruce, vol. i. p. 23.

See Appendix, Note V.
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He had to choose, therefore, between the open
avowal of his claims to the Scottish crown, or their

entire renunciation : between the life of a fugitive

and an outlaw, and the immediate vindication of

his country's liberty. His decision was speedily
taken. Returning to Lochmaben, after a brief con-

sultation with his brother Edward, it was de-

termined to hazard all consequences by claiming
the vacant throne. Messengers were accordingly

despatched to coliecthis friends and adherents, and
to warn those nobles who were known to be favour-

able to the cause of Scottish independence.*

Only a few of the nobility, however, responded to

his this appeal,t In addition to his own
supporters brothers Edward, Nigel, Thomas,

and Alexander the chief supporters of Bruce were

"William de Lamberton, Bishop of St. Andrews
;

Robert WIsheart, Bishop of Glasgow ;
David Mo-

ray, Bishop of Moray; the Abbot of Scone; Thomas

Randolph, nephew of Bruce, and afterwards Earl

of Moray; Chrystal Seton, brother-in-law to Bruce;

Malcolm, Earl of Lennox; John de Strathbogic, Earl

of Athcle
;

Sir James Douglas, who joined him on

his way to Scone, and became his most gallant ad-

herent and wannest friend
; J Gilbert de la Haye,

Earl of Errol
; Hugh de la Haye, his brother;

David Barclay, of Cairns
;
Alexander Frazer, an-

cestor of the Earl of Lovat ; Walter de Somcr-

ville, ancestor of Lord Somerville
;
David of Inch-

marten, ancestor of the Earl of Airlie
;
Robert Boyd,

ancestor of the Earl of Kilmarnock
;
and Robert

Fleming, ancestor of the Earl of Wigton. To these

may be added, Alan, Earl of Monteath; Nigel Camp-
bell, of Lochow, ancestor of the Duke of Argyle ;

and Simon Frazer, of Oliver Castlc. Against this

small band, the forlorn hope of Scottish liberty,

stood arrayed the chivalry of England, the parti-

sans of Comyn, and the great body of the nobles

and inferior barons, who, disheartened by their late

fruitless and ruinous attempts to cast off the Eng-
lish yoke, had submitted in despair, and dreaded a

renewal of hostilities. Undismayed by these diffi-

culties, and determined either to free his country
or perish in the attempt, Bruce hastened with his

adherents to Scone, where, on the 27th of March,
_his 1306, and but forty-five days after

coronation at the unhappy slaughter ofComyn at
Scone.

Dumfries, he was solemnly crown-

ed, with as much state as the situation of affairs

would permit. Edward, as we have seen, had
carried off the regalia of the kingdom, and the

celebrated Stone of Destiny, on which the Scottish

kings, according to immemorial custom, were
seated at their coronation. A small circlet of gold
was therefore substituted for the royal crown ; ||

and, clothed in robes which Wishcart, Bishop of

Glasgow,^ supplied from his own wardrobe, Bruce

* Harbour's Bruce, vol. i. p. 24.
t l-'ordun, book xii. chap. 9. J Barbour, vol. i. p. 27.

Hailes, vol. ii. p. 3.
|| Kj-mer Foed. vol. ii. p. 1048.

*[ Tlds warlike prelate, in whom the natural and profes-
sional character were so much opposed, art'ords a singular
example of inextinguishable patriotism under the tyranny
of circumstances, while the rapidity with which he changed
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took the
necessary oaths. A banner, wroughtwith the arms of Baliol, was to nim p.

the same prchtc. and beneath it the new king re-
ceived the homage .,f hi., M.hjc.-tv I %c-r cbet the
accession of Malcolm Conmorc, the EarU of Fife,
descendants from the .

joyed the honorary <!

lacing the
Scottish kings on the throne at their coronation,*
Duncan, Karl of Fife, was ii

but his sister Isabella, the wife of Comyn. Karl of
Buchan, withdrew

secretly from her htuhond, tt:d

hastening to Scone, which hc reached on the
second day after the coronation of the King,
insisted upon enjoying the privilege* and

;
< rfornv

ing the duties of her family, Kru< e. nnxiotiB to

invest his crown with every parable eircunutancc
of legitimacy and sacrcdness, complied ; and on the
29th of March he was a second time placed on the
throne by the countcss.t who was afterwards cruelly
punished by Edward for her devotion to her

country's cause. Thus solemnly crowned, Bruce

proceeded to strengthen his interests

different parts of his dominions, seizing upon the

castles of his enemies, and imprisoning the thcriA

and officers of the English ].

When the news of the death of Comyn, and the

daring attempt of Bruce to assert
g tj(

. .

the independence of Scotland, Kdarl on

reached Edward, he was residing hearing of UM

at Winchester, during the season

of Lent. Though worn out by incessant exertion*

and the infirmities of age, his mental energy wee

still unimpaired, and he lost no time in meeting
the dangers which threatened his northern con-

quests. Aymcr de Valence, Earl of Pembroke, wee

immediately appointed to the office of Guardian of

Scotland, and letters were despatched w ith all baste

to the military tenants of York and Northumberland,

enjoining them to follow bis orders in proceeding

against Bruce and his adhere as Edward

less careful to secure the aid of the spiritual power

sides, and the ease with which he took oaths am!

them, give a strange insight int.'

At the competition for the thnmebrtwewn ItnttfWMl

the bishop took the oath of fealty to Edwanl. Lut * it*

first to break it by instigating Jiu

territories. The "fate of Ualiol being <

swear homage to the Engli.sli

ward reached the Continent, than the ivtles cd

stimulated Wallace and Urnce to arms, and jo

steel at the head of his retainers. At

on his country, and again he took the

break it ere a month had passed, hy in*tij

bellion. A fourth time he solemnly snbo

march against the Prince of Wales, at it

Galloway against Wallace and Hroce. ASJSM

repeated his oath at St. Andrews, in pre

sembled barons of both realms. Hot, on t)*

he hastened to give him plenary absolute* fa

of Comyn, robed hi.t at his coronation, an

crusade against the oppressors of his co

Glasgow he converted into engines with which be

the Castle of Cupar. lie shared in all the bi

of his country-, an,l

dun with materials for his <

* See ante, p. 38.

+ Hailes, vol. ii. p. 2, aud note; Intel, p. 34.

J Kyuier Foed. vol. i. p. W**-
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gainst Bruce and his followers. To Pope Cle-

ment V., lately one of his subjects, he transmitted

an account of the sacrilegious murder of Comyn,
with a request that his vassal be

Brae* c>ro- .
,

: -.mediately placed under the ban

of the Holy See. Clement has-

tened to comply, and a bull was issued enjoining

the Archbishop of York and the Bishop of Carlisle

to pronounce the sentence of excommunication

against Bruce and his adherents.* The spiritual

sentence, which otherwise might have proved, in

that superstitious age, fatal to the cause of the

new-made king, altogether failed in its design.

The wise policy of Bruce had made Lambcrton and

many of the chief Scottish ecclesiastics his fast

friends, and the inferior clergy, influenced by their

superiors, and jealous of their own independence,

paid no respect to the mandates of the Pontiff.

The next step of Edward was an appeal to the

chivalrous spirit of the age. On arriving in Lon-

don, be conferred the honour of knighthood on his

>n, the Prince of Wales, and on three hundred

young men belonging to the noblest families in

England. The occasion was signalised by a splen-
did entertainment and a singular ceremony. Two
swans, covered with golden ornaments, were

brought before the king, who made a solemn vow
I and to the swaus, that he would punish

ISrucx- for hi* sacrilege, and thereafter devote him-
elf to the pious work of redeeming the Holy Se-

pulchre from the Soraccns.t The young Prince of

Wales also took oath, that he would not remain
two nights in the some place until he reached
Scotland.

Pembroke proceeded rapidly to the north, to

"f Tern- check the progress of the revolt,
ak proceeds while the aged king followed more

leisurely in his carnage, preceded
* day's march by his son and the band of newly
made knights. On his arrival in Scotland, Pem-

took possession of the important town of
rth, which was, at that time, walled and strongly

Hrucc arrived before the town with an
army greatly inferior in numbers to that of the
English commander. Nevertheless, in the chival-

i spirit of the age, he challenged the Earl to
out and fight in the open field. Pembroke

ring promised to meet him on the morrow,ww off his men, and encamped in the wood
ihfen, about six miles distant from the town.

^on
the promise of the English leader, and

is of danger, the soldiers proceeded to
their armour and to cook their evening
o parties were sent in different direc-

U> procure ibrago for the troops. But the

BMtUofMrth- crafty Guardian led out his sol-
<Ufe*i die towards nightfall, and sur-

prised the Scottish forces, which,Mm unawares and unarmed, r.ade a des-
Unoe. Bruce was thrice unhorsed, and

t in imminent danger of being taken

prisoner, but was rescued by the valour of Si

Christopher Seton, his brother-in-law. The rout

of the Scots was complete ; and, in addition to the

number of the slain, Bruce had to deplore the cap-

tivity of Hugh de la Hayc, Sir David Inchmartcn,
Sir John dc Somerville, Thomas Randolph, and

others of his bravest adherents.* Edward, on re-

ceiving intelligence of the victory, commanded the

prisoners to bo instantly led to execution. But
Pembroke ventured to disobey the sanguinary
edict. Randolph was pardoned ;

a few were ran-

somed
; but the majority were hanged and quar-

tered, in the spirit of a merciless revenge.
In the meantime, Bruce and his friends, with

about five hundred men, who had kept together,
retired into the wild fastnesses of Athole. Driven
from Athole by the necessities of straits to which

his starving soldiers, he descended lie is reduced,

into the low country of Aberdceushire
; but had

quickly to withdraw to the mountains of Breadal-

banc, on the approach of a superior force of the

enemy. Amid these wilds they preserved, for some

time, a miserable existence, by wild berries and

the scanty and precarious produce of fishing and
the chase. The presence of the queen and many
other ladies, who had joined the fugitive band at

Aberdeen, determined to share the dangers of their

husbands and fathers, though it secured to them
the solace of female society, aggravated the sufier-

ings and anxieties of their situation. Barbour

makes mention of the efforts of the knights, and

especially of the "
good Sir James Douglas," to

provide for the wants and to promote the comforts

of the ladies,

" For whiles he vcnesoun them brocht,
And with his hands whiles he wrocht

Gynnis, to tak geddis (pikes) and salmonys,
Troutis, elys, and als nienonys" (minnows) ;

and the king himself was often comforted by liis

wit and cheerfulness.f

They had now reached the head of the Tay, and

were approaching the shire of Argyle, the country
of the Macdougals, of Lorn, whose chief had mar-

ried the third daughter of the Red Comyn, and

was eager to revenge the death of his kinsman.

On receiving intelligence that
p,

-

Bruce and his adherents were attacked and

lurking on the borders of his ter- defeated by the

ritories, this powerful chieftain
l

collected a thousand men and attacked the fugitive

band of patriots, who were now only three hun-

dred strong.}: The encounter took place in S

fillan, near Teyndrum, at a spot which still bears

the name of Dairy, or the King's Field. After a

severe engagement, the adherents of Bruci

whelmed by numbers, were compelled to give way.
Sir James Douglas and Sir Gilbert dc la lino
were wounded, and many of the IIOI-M

by the long polc-nxes with which the Highlanders
were armed. At length the king, dreading tha

total destruction of his little band, commanded

*
Trivet, p. 343 ; Barbour, pp. 35, 36 ;

M. We^tni. ;. 4 '.5.

f Barbour, voL L p. 40. J Ibid. pp. 41, 42.
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them to retreat through a narrow pass, lie himself

\-j; up the rear, and repeatedly turning and

driving back the assailants who attempted to press

iiiiDii them. Lorn, observing
1 the skill and valour

(1 by Bruce in protecting the retreat of his

lid to one of his retainers,
"
Methinks,

Mnrthokson, he resembles Gol Mak-morn, protect-

ing his men." * Two brothers, whom Barbour calls

Mackyn Dorscr (interpreted the sons of Diirward or

Porter), and a third person, whose name is not men-

tioned, the strongest and bravest among Lorn's

followers, had made a vow that they would cither

his narrow stay the king or perish in the at-

ipe. tempt. Watching a favourable

opportunity, they simultaneously assailed him in

a narrow pass, between Loch-an-Our and the edge
of a steep precipice ;

one seized his horse's rein,

but received a wound which hewed oft' his arm
;

a second had, in the meantime, grasped Bruce by
the leg, and was attempting to dismount him, but

the king, putting spurs to his horse, made the

animal suddenly spring forward, so that the High-
lander was thrown down, still holding by the stir-

rup. The third, taking advantage of an acclivity,

sprung up behind him on his horse. Bruce, how-

ever, by his great personal strength, forced him
forward on the horse's neck and slew him, after

which he killed with his sword the other assailant

whom he dragged at his stirrup. There is a tra-

dition in the family of the Macdougals, of Lorn,

which, in all probability, refers to the same peril-

ous conflict, though rt docs not entirely coincide

with the narrative of Barbour, either in the names
or number of the vassals by whom Bruce was as-

sailed. According to this tradition, Macdougal
himself engaged in a personal encounter with

Bruce, during his retreat, and was struck down by
the king, and would have been slain on the spot,

had not two of Lorn's retainers, named McKcoch,
rescued him by seizing &e mantle of the monarch,
and dragging him from above his adversary.
Bruce rid himself of these foes by two blows of

his redoubted battle-axe, but was so closely pressed

by the other followers of Lorn, that he was forced

to abandon the mantle and brooch which fastened

it, clasped in the dying grasp of the McKeochs.
A studded brooch, said to have been that whioh

King Robert lost upon this occasion, is still pre-
served in the family of Macdougal as a memorial
of this memorable incident.f The signal bravery

displayed by Bruce in this encounter, extorted the

applause even of his enemies. Barbour mentions
that Mac-Xaughton, a baron of Cowal, expressed
to the Lord of Lorn, in the strongest terms, his

admiration of the deeds of valour which Bruce

performed in this perilous retreat.
"

It seems to

give thce pleasure," said Lorn,
" that he makes

curious passage has been often quoted in the

Miitrovi-rsy. There can be no doubt that it refers
W*n ancient Celtic tradition, but the incident alluded to

!<: found in the poems published by Macpherson.
1 S.v Lord of flie Isles, (Junto ii., St. xi., and Appendix,

An engraving of the brooch is in preparation
for this work.

such havoc among our friends." " Not to, by my
faith," replied Mac-NY' ;,u t, bo befriend
or foe who a-lii. >. CKU of chivalry, mm
should bear faithful witoCM to hi* valour; and
never have I hoard of by hi* knightly
feats has extricated himself from uch dangrn <u
have this day surrounded Hr ; 1 acdcmxal* ,

appalled by an arm that carric-d

death, or unwilling to press so brave a foe, dis-

continued the pursuit, and rrtin-d to tlu-ir own
country. In after times, and under happt<
cumstances, Bruce took ample vengeance an this

powerful family.
The winter was now approaching, when it wa*

no longer possible to subsist amid
these barren wilds. It became

necessary to provide for the safety
t Ki

of the ladies, to whom the rigours
of the coming season, and the hardship* of %

wandering life, would have proved fatal Tbt

queen and her attendants \\c-re therefore ant

away to the Castle of Kildrummic, under the

escort of the cavalry, commanded by Nigel Bruee,

the king's brother, and the Karl <>f Atholr. With
two hundred infantry, the remains of his force,

Bruce resolved to seek refuge in the district of

Cantirc, or among some of the adjacent Ulead*,

Sir Neil Campbell, who possessed great influence in

that district of the country, \vas accordingly sent

forward to provide vessels nnd
\

:->r the

voyage. The heroism of Bruce, which fhone to

brightly in the battle-field, displayed itself now in

circumstances even more trying. Wandering from

place to place, hungry, weary, and foot.>ore, he

sustained the spirits of his followers by relating
"

Atild stories of i:

Set in tyll hard as*j is str
"

(te

talcs of romance and chivalry, in which indomi-

table courage and perseverance had triumphed orer

the greatest obstacles.* In Home, rendered almot

defenceless by the battle of Cannrc, and hwi

Hannibal, who marched up to her very gates, b

after years of patient endurance, triumphing ! last

over all her foes, he saw fort-shin; Ttaeat

fortunes and ultimate glory of his own kingdoc

The king and his friends, in tlu-ir rrlrcat before

the Lord of Lorn, had been dim:

considerably to the southward of

1 )alry, and their progress was now intcmiptcti

Loch Lomond, to cross which they bad no h

while to go round it would expose them lo ti

attacks of their enemies ia A:

siarr'h, a leaky boat, capable of carrying
o

tin iv persons, was discovered !>y Douglas, 11

the king and he were first ferried

despatched it in return for the rest of the party, M

* " '

Tharfor,' he said, 'atour all tiling,

Keep you from

And th'ynk that thouch we now

That God may yet rele<- M '

We rede offni!iy run ii.t wr
Far harder stcd tlmn 'f ><* r.

AndsvneonrL."
That they came

U>
l ?ioL L p. 47.
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(hat the whole band, partly, says Barbour, by

swimming, partly by rowing, reached in safety the

other ride. The passage of the lake occupied a

considerable period, and the Icing, in the mcan-

itained those who had passed over by

u to them the romance of Ferambras (more

probably Ficrabras), and an account of the siege of

I Hike Peris," in the tower of Egrymor, by

Ijiwyn.* They were now reduced to great

r.itics from the want of provisions, and while

traversing the hills and woods in search of food,

they met with the Earl of Lennox, who had recog-

nized the peculiar sound of the king's bugle.

Lennox, who, since the fatal encounter at Methven,

had heard nothing of the fate of his royal master,

fill upon his neck, and, the king embracing him,

they \\cpt together.! The carl supplied his friends

with provisions, and, by his guidance and assist-

ance, they succeeded in reaching the province of

And crosses to Cantire, where they were rejoined
Cuitire. by Sir Neil Campbell. Cantire

was at this time subject to Angus, Lord of the

Isles, the descendant of the renowned Somerled, and

the chief of the powerful clan of the Macdonalds,
who received Bruce and his adherents with kind-

ness and hospitality, assigned to them the castle of

Dunnaverty for their residence, and, according to

Barbour, swore fealty to the king, and engaged to

render him every assistance in his power. Bruce,

however, did not deem himself secure, even in

this remote district, from the pursuit of his enemies,
and therefore resolved to pass over to the little

island of Rachrin, on the coast of Ireland, a

dreary and half desolate spot, inhabited by the

ramls of the Lord of the Isles. Amid these rude,
but friendly islanders, Bruce and his followers con-

tinued to lurk in concealment during the winter of
1300.

It was at this period that an incident is said to

Kuicyoi Draco have happened, which, though it

lUtttpukr. rests only on tradition, carries
with it an air of verisimilitude, and is in itself

extremely probable. The king was lying one

morning upon a handful of straw, and
deliberating

whether he ought not to abandon all further

attempts to make good his right to the Scottish
Town, uud

transporting himself to the Holy Land,
spend the mr.aimliT of his life fighting against the
Jw ccn - !'

!. that while he was thus

ring, In- l,H,Kc,l upward to the roof of the hut
lich herby, and his eye was attracted by the
ons of a spider, who, in order to fix its web,
ndeavouring to swin^ itself from one beam to
w above hi* lu;i<l.

Involuntarily he became
item 1

,

rtinacity with which the insect
I his exertions. At length, after it had
1

carry its point six times, but without
it occurred to him that ho had himself

s
. Tl L p. Oft.

fought just six battles against the enemies of

country, and he resolved that he would decide

own course, according to the success or failure of

the spider. At the seventh effort, the insoot gained
its object, and Bruce in like manner persevered,

and never afterwards met with any decisive <!.: clc

or defeat in his efforts to vindicate his own rights,

and the freedom of Scotland. Hence it has been

held unlucky or ungrateful, or both, in one of the

name of Bruce to kill a spider.

In the meantime ruin fell upon the greater part
of the friends and adherents, whom rate Of Bruce's

Bruce had left behind. Exaspe- friends,

rated beyond measure at the repeated revolts of the

Scots, Edward issued an ordinance, commanding
the Guardian of Scotland to proclaim that the

people of the country should search for and pursue
all who had been in arms against the English

government, and under the penalty of imprison-
ment and loss of their estates and castles, to appre-
hend every such offender, dead or alive. All who
harboured these rebels were to be punished at the

discretion of the Guardian. Those who were pre-
sent at the murder of John Comyn, or were abettors

of that deed, or knowingly received the guilty

persons, or their accomplices, were sentenced to bo

drawn and hanged. It was added, that all who
were at any time in arms against the king, as well

as all, whether ecclesiastics or laymen, who had

willingly espoused the party of Bruce, or who had
exhorted the people of Scotland to rise in rebellion,

were, on conviction, to be imprisoned during the

king's pleasure. "\Vith regard to the conr.non

people who might have been constrained by their

lords to take up arms, a discretionary power v. as

committed to the Guardian to fine or ransom them,

according to their offences.*

These orders were rigorously executed in the

treatment of the patriots who had the misfortune

to fall into the hands of their enemies. Bruce's

queen, and his daughter Marjory, who, on
the approach of an English army, had fled from

the castle of Kildrummie, and had taken refuge in

the sanctuary of St. Duthac, at Tain, in Ros.-

were meanly and treacherously delivered up to the

English by the Earl of Ross, who violated the

sanctuary, and made them and their escort pri-

soners. The ladies were committed to different

prisons in England,! while the knights and si

who attended them were immediately put to death.

The heroic Countess of Buchan, who had placed the

king upon the coronation chair, was immured in a

cage, constructed in one of the centre turrets of the

castle of Berwick, strongly latticed and CTOSS-

borrcd with wood, and secured with iron. Sho

was not permitted to converse with any person,

except the women who brought her food; and it

was expressly stipulated that these should " bo

English and liable to no suspicion."} Mary and

Christina Bruce, both sisters to the king, were also

Kyley, p. fllO; Hailcs, vol. ii. p. 11.

+ Harbour's Hruce, vol. i. p. 00.

J Fordun, vol. ii. p. 1014.

0.

s
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taken prisoners ; the latter was shut up in a con-

vent, but Mary was confined in a cage, similar to

that of the Countess of Buchan, constructed in one

of the turrets of Roxburgh Castle ;

*
Lamberton,

Bishop of St. Andrews; Wishcart, Bishop of Glas-

gow ;
and the Abbot of Scone, were taken in arms,

and conveyed in fetters to England.! Edward
wrote to the Pope, requesting that, in consequence
of their opposition to liis authority, these prelates

should be deprived of their benefices, and that

"William Comyn, brother to the Earl of Buchan,
should be appointed to the sec of St. Andrews, and

Geoffrey do Mowbray to that of Glasgow ;
but this

request does not appear to have been granted.
The Castle of Kildrummie, in which Xigel

Bruce had shut himself up, was
Surrender of , . , , T> i- i

KilJrnnimie, and besieged by an English anny.un-
cruel fate of der the Earls of Lancaster and

Ni-el I truce, and Hereford. The garrison made a
other patriots. ., , .

'
.... , ..

gallant defence, till a traitor,

named Osburn, having set fire to the magazine
of corn and destroyed their supplies, they were

compelled to surrender at discretion.!: Nigel
Bruce, a beautiful and accomplished youth, whose

fate excited commiseration even among the Eng-
lish, 5 was sent in irons to Berwick, and there

executed as a traitor, along with divers other

knights and soldiers.
||

Christopher Seton, who had married Christian,

the sister of Bruce, and so gallantly rescued him
at the battle of Mcthven, shared the same fate.

According to Barbour, he was betrayed to the Eng-
lish by one MeXab, " a disciple of Judas," in whom
the unfortunate knight reposed entire confidence.^
He was immediately taken to Dumfries, where he
was tried, condemned, and executed. It appears
that he was present at the murder of Comyn, and
was therefore regarded as an accomplice in that

deed. John de Seton, his brother, was about the

same time put to death at Newcastle.

The Earl of Athole, in attempting to escape out

Fordun, vol. ii. p. 10U. + M. Westm. p. 455.

J Harbour, vol i. p. 67. M. Westm. p. 455.

i;
There is a passage in Barbour singularly expressive of

the vindictive spirit of Edward. The news of the surrender
of Kildrummie arrived when he was in his mortal sickness
at Burgh-npon-sand.

"And when he to the death was near,
The folk that at Kildromy were
Come with prisoners that they had tane,
And syne to the king are gane.
And for to comfort him they tauld
How they the castell to them yauld,
And how they till his will were brought,
To do off that whatever he thought ;

And ask'd what men should off them do.
Then look'd he angrily them to,
He said grinning

' HANGS AND DRAWS,'
That was wonder of sic saws,
That he that to the death was near,
Should answer upon sic manner ;

For outen moaning and mercy,
How might he trust on him to cry,
That sooth-fastly dooms all thing
To have mercy for his crying,
Off him that throw his felony,
Into sic point had no mercy?" p. 74,

t Barbour, p. 65.
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of the kingdom, was driven back by a tempest, and
fell into the hands of the enemy. He was fnktB to
London, and executed with cirrumstaocea of sboek-
ing barbarity, being first half strangled. then let
down from the gallows while yet alive, hi* howtfc
taken out and burnt before hi* frff ; and finally hi*
head was cut off and placed amount those ft the
other Scottish patriots, upon Ti"fMJff Bride*.
Athole was related to the royal family at "W
land, and when this circumstance was ritujrf in
his favour, Edward swore that his only distinctiosi
should be a higher gallows than his fellow traitors.

Matthew of Westminster mentions, that the Mfffc
then grievously sick, endured the point of his
disease with more patience, after hearing of the

capture of his relative."

The veteran Sir Simon Frnzer, the last friend and

companion of Wallace, was still in arms ; bat soon
after this he was defeated at a place called Kirkro-

cliffe, near Stirling, and token prisoner, along with

many other knights and squires. He was carried to

London in chains, and as he rode through the city,
with his legs fettered under his hone's b>

garland of periwinkle was, in mockery, placed upon
his head. He was then condemned and executed,

with all the studied and revolting cruelty of the

English law of treason, and his head was fixed

beside that of his murdered compatriot Wallace,

upon London Bridge. Sir Herbert dc Morhasa

and his squire, Thomas Boys, Sir David lueh-

marten, Sir John de Somervillc, Sir Walter Logan,
and many others of inferior rank, were put to

death at the same time. Superstition mhigiod
its horrors with those of a ferocious state policy,

and the citizens of London were taught to believe,

that demons with iron hooks were seen ramping
on the gibbets, among the dismembered limbs of

these unfortunate men, and "
horribly tormenting

their bodies."!

To complete the ruin of the patriotic cause, tht

extensive estates of Bruce were bestowed on dilfcr-

ent English nobles, and he and his adherent were

solemnly excommunicated at Carlisle, by Cardinal

St Sabinus, the legate of the pope in Kitgland,

with all the terrific pomp with which sock a

sentence is usually fulminated against the objects

of papal displeasure, t

While his family and friends were thos COB-

signed to the dungeon and the gibbet by their

ruthless captor, Bruce passed the winter in the

small island of Rachrin, ignorant of their sjnwrsk

fate and beyond the reach of the papal lh:d

His own situation was apparently unknown botft

friends and foes : and Fordan state*, that i

period he was proclaimed, in derision, throo,

churches of Scotland, as lost, stolen, or itn

On the approach of spring, Sir James I

impatient of inactivity, obtained prnnw
the king to make a descent, along with &

M. Westm. p. 456; Soda Chron. L ii. F ** ;

T

+ See Appendix, Note VI. | Hemiag*"1. F*>
Fordun, book xiL chap. xi.
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Boyd, open th island of Arran. Passing over,

The with a small band of followers, in

patriot* ler on open boat, he arrived there dur-
'

;

-
ing the night, and placed his men

in ambush near the castle of Brathwick, or

Brodick. which was then held by a strtng garri-

son, tinder Sir John Hastings, an English knight.

Early next morning, Douglas had the good fortune

to surprise the under-warden of the castle -with a

valuable cargo of provisions, arms, and clothing

for the garrison, and, after killing forty of the

escort, he made himself master of the stores which

thev carried. The governor, hearing the noise of

the conflict, sent out a body of soldiers to the

assistance of his men ; but they were repulsed by
the Scots, and forced to seek refuge within the

walls of the fortress.* Finding the castle too

strongly fortified to be assailed with any hope of

success, Douglas drew off his men to a fortification

of the ancient inhabitants, situated in a 'woody
dell. Here they were joined by the king, who
soon after arrived from Kachrin, with a company
of about three hundred men, embarked in thirty-

three galleys, which, according to Fordun, he had
been enabled to procure by the aid of a chieftainess

called Christiana of the Isles.f

Before passing over to the Scottish mainland, J

and pns
Bruce despatched one of his follow-

ever to th* main- crs named Cuthbert, into his an-

cestral territory of Carrick, to learn

how his vassals in that district stood affected, and
with instructions, ifhe found appearances favourable,
to make a signal, on an appointed day, by lighting
a fire on an eminence near the castle of Turnberry.
When the day arrived, Brace anxiously watched
tor the expected signal, from the dawn of the

morning. At length, about noon, he perceived a
fire on the appointed place, and instantly embarked
with his men, steering their course, as darkness
cam* on, by the friendly light. On reaching the
shore about midnight, they found the messenger
waiting for them, with the* evil tidings that Lord

with a strong garrison, occupied Turnberry
GMlle, and many of his men were stationed in the
town ; that the people were utterly dispirited ; and
that there was no hope of receiving from them
oar tMutaii... "Traitor!" said Bruce, "why,

-lid you kindle the fire?" "Alas! sir,"

replied Cuthbert,
" the ftrc was not made by me

;

it. as soon as I saw it burning, I knew that youd ymr men would come over, and therefore I
ame

tojncct you here, and to warn you of your
In this perplexing position, Bruce

t-ited what to do; but his brother Edward
ijr

declared that he would pursue the enter-

prise at all hazards. Brace, also,
tuck n.i av.t after ome deliberation, dcter-

T tkJVi,rt
mincd to ronain and take such
adventure and fortune as Heaven

I him. They immediately proceeded

Hook wi. chap. xi.

\ ?*"
APP nd". N VII.

, ol L p. . | 8e Appendix, Note VIII.

to attack the English troops, cantoned in careless

security in the village of Tumberry, at some little

distance from the castle, and succeeded in putting
most of them to the sword. Percy heard the up-

roar, but, ignorant of the numbers of the enemy,
he did not dare to sally out to the relief of his men.

After this exploit, Bruce remained three days in the

neighbourhood of the castle, and then withdrew to

the mountainous parts of the surrounding country.*
AVhile Bruce remained in the vicinity of Turn-

berry, a lady, nearly related to him, but whose

name has not been preserved, brought him a supply
of money and provisions, and a reinforcement of

forty men. From her, too, he received the first in-

telligence of the melancholy fate of his friends who
had taken refuge in the castle of Kildrummie

towards the close of the preceding year. He waa

deeply affected by the recital, and vowed that their

deaths should not go unrevenged. In the meantime,

Percy kept close within the castle Percy evaluates

of Turnberry, afraid to venture Tunibem Castle.

beyond its walls, until the arrival of a powerful

reinforcement, under Sir Roger St. John, enabled

him to evacuate the fortress in safety, and to re-

treat with all haste into England.

Meanwhile, Bruce retired into the mountainous

parts of Carrick, expecting to be joined by his

brothers Thomas and Alexander, whom he had

despatched to Ireland, for the purpose of collecting
reinforcements in that country and the adjacent
islands. On their return, having n f f

landed in Loch Ryan, in Galloway, and execution

with a force of seven hundred men, "f

theywere instantly attacked and
Eruce>s br

routed (9th Feb. 1306-7,) by Duncan Me Dowall,
a powerful chieftain of that country, in the Eng-
lish interest. The brothers of Bruce, along with

Sir Reginald Crawford, who -were all gricv.

wounded, fell into the hand of the victor, who
carried them to the English king, at Carlisle.

Edward ordered them to be instantly executed. f

This grievous disaster was somewhat counter-

balanced by a successful enterprise The Don-las

undertaken by Sir James Douglas.J
Larder.

Having obtained the king's permission, that ad-

venturous knight, taking with him only two

yeomen, repaired secretly into Douglasdale, which

Edward had bestowed on Lord Clifford, by whom
the castle of Douglas was held with a strong

garrison. Here Sir James discovered himself to

Thomas Dickson, who had been the faithful friend

of his father, and had showed great kindnos to

himself in his early youth. This trusty vassal

concealed Douglas in his house, and brought to him

secretly the principal adherents of the family, who

eagerly welcomed the sou of their old lord, and

pledged themselves to assist him, to the utmost of

their power, in the recovery of his patrimonial

Harbour, vol. i. pp. 89 92.
* M. Westiu. p. -!"). Langtoft states that Alexander

Bruce had been educated at Cambridge, where he made ex-

rraordinary proficiency iu leamiug, and adds, that he was
Dean of Glasgow. Vol. ii. p. 33(5.

I Harbour, vol. L pp. 90 101.
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inheritance. Having
1 obtained from these friends

accurate information respecting the state of th

country, he concerted with them a plan for sur

prising the English garrison on Palm Sundaj

during their attendance OH divine service, in th

neighbouring church of St. Bride. On the da

np|x.):!itcil, the garrison, consisting of thirty mci

marched in procession to the church, leaving onl

the cwk and porter in the castle. A number o

]><m;_; !;\-V adherents, with arms concealed unde

their clothes, entered the sacred edifice along wit

them, and suddenly raising the cry of "
Douglas

Douglas!'' made a fierce onset upon the English
and alter a stout resistance killed or took prisoner
the whole party, with the loss, however, of th

faithful Dickson. Douglas then took possession o

the castle, and after plundering it of all the arm
and valuables which could be carried off, he heapc

together, on the floor of the store-room or magazine
all the wheat, flour, meal, and malt which he f'ounc

in the stores, and staved the casks of wine and othe

liquors ; after which he put his prisoners to death

flung their dead bodies on the pile, and then se

fire to the castle. This atrocious deed, which
was long commemorated in the tradition of the

country by the name of the Douglas Larder, took

place March 19th, 1306-7.

Deprived of the succours which he expected from

Criiirnl situ- Ireland, the situation of Bruce was
ation of Bruce now very critical. He was fre-

quently in great danger as he skulked from one

hiding-place to another among his native moun-
tains, and was indebted for safety to his superior

knowledge of the woods and morasses of that wile

district. His enemies hunted him like a beast oi

prey, and even had the baseness to lay plots for

-iissinarion. One of his own relatives, in

whom he placed great confidence, was gained over

by Sir Ingram de Umphraville, the English com-
mander at Ayr, who prevailed upon him, by the

promise of an ample reward, to attempt to slay
Bruce. It appears that the king was in the habit
of

rising early in the morning, and retiring to some

sequestered spot for private meditation ; and this

villain, with his two sons, lay in wait for him near
his usual place of retirement. Bruce, unconscious

; s attacked
^ ^is danger, went out one morn-

by three traitors, ing, attended only by a page, who
>om he slays. cari-iC(J a oow and arrows, and

proceeded towards the covert where the traitors

had concealed themselves. They advanced to meet

him, the father having a sword in his hand, one of

the sons a sword and a spear, and the other a

sword and a battle-axe. Bruce, however, had re-

ceived some hints respecting their intended vil-

lany, and stood upon his guard. He had no wea-

pons excepting his sword, and the bow and arrows,
which he took from the page, commanding him to

stand at a distance
; for, said he,

" If I overcome
these traitors, thou shalt have enough of weapons,
out if I am slain, you may make your escape." In
the meantime, the traitors drew near, with the evi-

dent intention of making a simultaneous attack

VOL. I.

121

|

upon the king. Bruce commanded them to coat*
no nearer, as ho wo. aware of their treachery.The lather, howi , ,1 w j t {, r~*-HtTM of
mil for his person and bcrv.ce, a:

to approach, when Jhucc let
fly an arrow, whidl

hit him in ihe <yc, and
penetrating into hi* brmin,

killed him on t One of the sona rashta*
forward and fetched u uw ^ftfc ft haU|,.
axe, but missing his stroke, he (.tumbled and Ml,
so that the king deft his *kull with one blow, be-
fore he could recover his feet. The
traitor ran on Bruce with hu spear,
with a sweep of his sword, cut off the steel
of the weapon, and then killed him, before he bad
time to draw his sword. Wiping his bloody wipoa
and looking upon the dead bodies, Brace remarked
to the page, who ran joyfully forward to congra-
tulate him upon his

victor)-,
" These would hare

been three gallant men if they hod resisted the

temptation of covctousness."
*

After this perilous exploit, Brace continued to
wander among the fastnesses of Corrick, ofttn with
a very slender train, both for the sake of secrecy
and from the difficulty of finding support for hit

men. The Galwcgians, having AdrenUlre^
learned that he was in their country blj at

with only sixty followers, resolved GaUegiana,

to attack him by surprise, and for this purpose
collected a body of two hundred men, and provided
bloodhounds to track bis stops through the forests

and morasses. About night-fall, however, he re-

ceived notice of their approach from his wonts,
and instantly withdrew l.is little troop into the

shelter of a morass, about two bow-shots from a

deep and rapid mountain stream, of which the

banks were steep and rocky. Having drawn op
his men in this secure position, he left them under

charge of Sir Gilbert de la 11

them to lie down and rest, while he himself, with

two attendants, went forward to reconnoitre. After

a careful survey of the ground, he found that the

river could be crossed only by a deep ford, and that

he path which led up from the water's edge to the

summit of the bank, was so steep and narrow, that

;wo men could not advance a-brcost. Here he

stood for a considerable time, till at length the bay-

ng of a hound was heard at a distance ; but from his

reluctance to disturb his followers on what might,

after all, prove a false alarm, he remained at the

ford, till the trampling of horses and the rotors of

men made him aware of the near approach of hit

nemies, and, by the light of the moon, he eoold

ec them preparing to cross the ri 'iif

o lose the advantage of his strong position, be

cut back his two attendants to rouse and bring up

is men, while he remained alone to defend the pas*.

Tie fierce Galwegians seeing only a solitary op-

onent guarding the ford, plunged at once into

he river and made for the opposite bonk.

ley crossed one by one, Bruce, who stood high

bove the landing-place, transfixed the foremast

lan with his long spear, and with a second thrust

Barbour, voL i. pp. I'J3 108.

a
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tabbed his horse, which blocked up the narrow

path in such a way that the next assailant must

charge over its body. Five or six of the enemy were

thus shun in succession, and the rest, dismayed by

the fcte of their companions, drew back for a little ;

but ashamed that so many should be held at bay

by one man, they returned to the attack, encou-

raging each other with loud cries to press on. The

dreadful sword of the king, however, swept round

on all sides, and slew a man at every stroke, till

the pass was completely blocked up by the dead

bodies of men and horses. At length, on the ap-

proach of his followers, the Galwegians turned and

fled, having lost fourteen of their number by the

single arm of Bruce. When De la Have and the

soldier.) came up, they found the king wearied, but

nnwounded, sitting alone on the bank of the river,

where he had east off his helmet to cool himself in

the night air. Barbour describes them as gazing

upon him with affectionate admiration when they
heard the recital of his exploit, and saw the dead

bodies ofthose whom he had slain with his own hand.

Those of his followers who had been dispersed over

the district, hearing of this adventure, hastened to

rejoin his standard, in case of any further attack.*

Meanwhile Sir James Douglas was still lurking

Exploit of Sir among the fastnesses of Douglas-
June* DungUs. dale. " He loved better," he said,

* to hear the lark sing than the mouse squeak."
Clifford had rebuilt the castle of Douglas, and
restored its defences, and having placed a new
garrison in it, under the command of a brave

soldier, named Thirlwall, had himself returned to

England. After his departure, Douglas determined

gain to expel the enemy from his patrimonial
inheritance. For this purpose he had recourse to

stratagem ; and having concealed a part of his fol-

lowers in a wood, he sent a detachment at an early
boor in the morning, to drive off some cattle from
the immediate vicinity of the castle, towards the

place where the ambush was laid. Provoked at
this audacious act, Thirlwall hastily armed a con-
siderable portion of KIM men, and pursued the
marauders with the view of recovering the spoil.
AM soon as he had pawed the place where Douglas-

lying concealed, the Scots suddenly turned
1 tbdr

^pursuers, who, suspecting no danger,
following with all speed, and in great disorder,
e same moment those who were lying in
b burst forth upon them with the war-cry of

ogl*, Douglas," and intercepted their retreat.
all, and the greater jwrt of his followers,

f slain, and only a very few regained the
Itrr of the castle. After this exploit, having

rtAy-mer do Valence, Earl of Pembroke,
h a powetflil force was marching against the

"ouglaa collected his vassals and joined his
emgb, who was then at Cumnock, in Ayr-

fif reetiYed this reinforcement, Bruce, with
>s now hu brother Kdward, awaited the

the enemy. Pembroke, who brought
L L pp. 1W-H8. , Ibid. pp. Ul-lvw

with him a large body of men-at-arms, had re-

centlv been joined by John of Lorn, ,, . .

. , i -L i j iTT-ti i
J. lie king nar-

with eight hundred Highlanders, ro,vly escapes
whose active habits and training

from the pursuit

rendered them well fitted to follow
of John of LoTn~

an enemy among the moors and morasses in which
Bruce had so often found shelter. Lorn is reported
also to have had along with him a remarkably
sagacious bloodhound, which had formerly be-

longed to Bruce himself, and having been fed with

his own hands, had become so much attached to

the king, that if once put upon his track, he would
follow his footsteps anywhere. Bruce, whose force

amounted to only four hundred men, had his atten-

tion fixed on the movements of the men-at-arms in

the low country, while, unknown to him, Lorn,
with his eight hundred Highlanders, made a circuit

among the hills, and gained the rear of Bruce's

little army. Perceiving the danger of his situa-

tion, and unable to make head against, the superior
forces which pressed upon him on both sides, the

king divided his men into three bodies, and having
appointed a place of rendezvous, commanded them
to retreat by different routes. But when Lorn
arrived at the spot where they had divided, he set

loose the bloodhound, which instantly fell upon the

well-known scent, and led the pursuers directly in

the track which the king had taken. Finding his

party closely followed by the whole force of the

enemy, Bruce again subdivided his small body into

three parts, but without effect, for the pursuers
attached themselves exclusively to that which he

led in person. He then ordered the remainder of

his followers to disperse, and each one to provide
for his own safety, and retained with himself only
his foster-brother, or the son of his nurse. The

bloodhound, however, neglecting the footsteps of

the other fugitives, followed the traces of the two

men. On this Lorn became convinced that one of

the two must needs be the king, and despatched
five of the swiftest of his men, with orders to

follow hard after Bruce, and intercept his flight.

They did so with such agility, that they soon came

in sight of the king and his foster-brother.
" What

aid wilt thou make? for we shall speedily be

attached," said Bruce to his single attendant, when
he saw the mountaineers rapidly gaining on him.
" The best I can," replied his foster-brother.

" You

say well," rejoined the king ;

" then here I make

my stand." The five pursuers soon approached
with loud cries and menaces. Bruce took three to

himself, leaving the other two to his foster-brother.

The first who encountered him, he cleft through
the skull with one stroke. The other two. starting

back at the fall of their companion, allowed Bruce

to observe that his foster-brother was hard
}

on which he sprung to his assistance, and struck off

the head of one of his assailants. Leaving him to

deal with the survivor, he returned upon the other

two, both of whom he slew before his foster-brother

had despatched his single antagonist.* When this

It has been supposed that this, and some other kindred

exploits of Bruce, have been exaggerated bj lii.s metrical
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perilous
encounter was over, Bruce, with a courtesy,

which strongly marked his character, thanked his

".rothcr for his aid.
"

It likes you to say so/*

answered his follower,
" hut you yourself slew

four of the five."
"
True," said the king,

" but

only because I had hctter opportunity than you.

Your two assailants were not apprehensive of me
when they saw me encounter three, so I had a

; ;'s time to spring to your aid, and to return

equally unexpectedly upon my own opponents."

In the meanwhile Lorn and his men approached

rapidly, and the king and his foster-brother betook

themselves with all haste to a neighbouring wood,

through which ran a small river. Here they sat

down, for Bruce was exhausted by fatigue, and

il that he could go no further. But the cry
of the bloodhound intimated that their pursuers

were close at hand, and his foster-brother entreated

Bruce to provide for his safety by resuming his

flight.
" I have ofttimcs heard," answered the king,

" that whosoever will wade the length of a bow-

shot down a running stream shall make the
' slouth-hound' lose scent. Let us try if it will

do so now, for were yon devilish hound away, I

should care nothing for the rest."

Meantime Lorn reached the spot where lay the

bodies of his slain vassals, over whom he made his

moan, and threatened vengeance for their blood.

He then followed the hound to the side of the brook,

down which the king and his attendant had waded

a great way. Here the hound was completely at

fault ; and Lorn, after a long and fruitless at-

tempt to recover the trace, was reluctantly com-

pelled to relinquish the pursuit.* In this encounter

Bruce had the misfortune to lose his banner, which

was taken by his nephew Randolph, who was then

fighting in the ranks of the English.
"
Others," says Barbour,

" affirm that upon this

occasion the king's life was saved by an excellent

archer, who accompanied him, and who perceiving

they would be finally taken by means of the blood-

hound, hid himself in a thicket, and shot him with

her; but when we keep in mind that Bruce was pos-
of great bodily strength, and skill in the use of his

weapons, mid was, moreover, clad in complete armour, there
will appear to be nothing improbable in the account of his

s over half-naked and ill-armed eaterans.
*

Harbour, vol. i. pp. 123 133. The account Barbonr
the mode in which the English pursued Bruce and

his followers, and the dexterity with which be evaded thi-m,

ionited by the English chronicler Harding, a great
:o the Scottish nation :

4 The king Edward with hoost him sought full sore,
But aye. he fled into woods and strait forest,
And sl;.-w his men at staytes and dangers thore;
And at murreys and mires was aye full prest,
Englishmen to kill withoutyn any rest;
In the mountaynes and cragges he slew ay where,
And in the nyght his foes he frayed full sere.

The king Edward with horns and hounds him sought,

^ ith men on foot through man-is, moss, and myre,
Through woods also, and mountens(where they fought),
And even the king Edward bight men great hyre,
Him for to take and by might conquere ;

But they might him not get by force ne by train,
He sat by the fire while they went in the rain."

Harding'* Chronicle, pp. 303-1.
ee Appendix to Lord of the Isles, note K.

an arrow. "In which way,- add* the

Archdeacon, his escape- happened I am uncertain ,
but at that brook the kingescaped from hi* punmrra,"

After their escape from the pursuit of Ijur*,
Bruce and his trusty attendant

proceeded towards the appointed by dmTta*.
rendezvous. In the midst of the *

forest they met with three armed freebooter*, OM
of whom carried the carcase of a sheep. Thrw
men pretended that they were in search of th

king, whose party they intended to join. Hruco
answered, that if they would go with him, they
would find the Scottish king. To this they agrrcd|
but something in their manner i-xcr

suspicions, and caused him to be on his guard.
" Until we are better acquainted," said hi-,

must go before us, and we will follow near to jrtm."
" You have no occasion to suspect any harm from

us," answered one of the strangers.
" Neither do

I," said Bruce; "but this is tin I

choose to travel till we know each other I

The men did as he commanded, a\\>'.

travelled till they came to a waste anil ruinons

house, where they made a fire, and dressed part of

their provisions. The king, however, insisted that

a separate fire should be kindled for hinm-lf and
his foster-brother at the other end of the house.

After a hearty meal, Bruce, who was orereoBD

with fatigue, could not resist an inclination to

sleep; but first he desired his fostc:

watch while he slept, as he entertained

suspicions of the three strangers. The king had not

been long asleep, however, ere his foster-brother Ml
into a deep slumber also, and the time \

having discovered who Bruce actually was, ;

to slay him, doubtless with the expcctati"

ing the reward which the English had offered tar hit

life. Fortunately he awoke as they -were advancing

for this purpose, with their weapons in their hands,

and starting up he drew his sword and prcjwrcd to

meet them; at the same moment treading heavily

upon his foster-brother, to awake bin.

conflict ensued, in which the three ruffian* were

slain, but to the great grief of the king his faithful

follower lost his life.* From this place Bruo

travelled alone to the appointed rendezvous,

he was joined by his brother Edward '

James Douglas, with a hundred and fif.

No sooner did he find himself at the head oft

a considerable body of followers, thn:

hunger and weariness, he began to inquire wh<

the enemy were quartern!.

they would, in all probability,
be off thiir gua

under the impression that the Scots -

dispersed. Having received in- - -

formation from Sir James Douglas,

that a party of about two hundred

taken up their quarters for the night in a

a mile or two from the camp of the mam ai

Bruce set out under cover of the night, and

upon them at daybreak, he put the greater part

them to the sword.

Barbour, ToL L pp. 133184.
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In consequence of these successes, the number of

Brucc's adherents increased daily ;

the nwrny from and the Earl of Pembroke, after

repeated failures in his attacks

upon the Scots, became disgusted with his ill

success, and, abandoning the country, retreated to

Hrucc immediately quitted his moun-

tain fastnesses, and, descending into the lower

h <>:' A vrsuirc, expelled the English from

the fortified places, and reduced the whole of

Cunningham, Kyle, and Carrick to his obedience.

About the same time, a detachment of the enemy,

amounting to a thousand men, while marching from

Bothwcll into Kyle, under the command of Sir

Philip Mowbray, were attacked by Sir James

Douglas, and completely routed. Mowbray him-

self with difficulty escaped to the castle of Inner-

kip, then held by an English garrison, while his

Ben fled in great disorder to Bothwcll.

Alarmed at these successes, Pembroke, in the

luttle of beginning of May, advanced into

Loudon liill.
Ayrshire, with a* body of three

thousand cavalry. Barbour relates, that in the

chivalrous spirit of the times, the English com-

mander challenged the king to give him battle, and
intimated that he intended to march by Loudon
liill on the 10th of May. Bruce, who then lay with

his little army at Galston, agreed to meet his old

enemy on the appointed day, at the place mentioned,
i . the recollection of his discomfiture at

Pembroke, he took due precautions to

guard against an unforeseen attack, and to prevent
his small army from being overwhelmed bv the

greatly superior forces of the enemy. The road at

that part of Loudon Hill where Bruce resolved to

wait the advance of the English, led through a

piece of dry level ground, about five hundred yards
in breadth, and bounded on both sides bv extensive
and deep morasses. Barbour says, that when
Bruce rode out from Galston to survey the ground,
the hay was lying on the '

fayr-fcild, even and
dry," which he selected for the encounter. Con-

IC this open space too large for his small

army of nix hundred si>canncn, as it could be easily
outflanked by the English cavalry, he drew three

deep parallel trt-ndn-s on either hand, from the
mmsscs to the road, leaving only room for the

movements of a force similar to his own. He
thus secured both his flanks and rear, and at the
same time provided two successive rallying places

case of need. His boggngc was placed on a hill
U

|

' iie charge of the camp followers,

ly in the morning, the king, who was on the
watch, perceived the enemy advancing in two
m, of divuion*. Harbour describes, in glowing

f, the splendid and imposing appearance
Kodly array; the sun gleaming ui>on

fcdr burnished helmets and shields their glitter-
f hauberks that wore white as flouris "the

harness of the horses the coats of arms ofM colours, and the pennons and banners wav-
bove the wood of spears. The first line

lUrboor, roL L p. 149.

couched their lances, and at full gallop charged
the Scottish spearmen, who were drawn up in a

deep battalion. But they received the charge with
such firmness that many of their Defeat of

assailants were unhorsed and slain
;

Pembroke

and after a short, but severe conflict, the English
van was driven back in disorder upon the rear,

which, in its turn, fell into confusion, and ulti-

mately took to flight. The Scots followed up their

advantage, and pressing forward on the disordered

ranks of the enemy, gave them no time to rally,

and drove the whole army off the field with consi-

derable loss. Pembroke himself took refuge in

the castle of Ayr.* Three days after the victory
of Loudon Hill, Bruce defeated, anj O f t

i
ie

with great slaughter, Ralph de Earl of Gloucester.

Monthermer, Earl of Gloucester, and compelled
him also to fly to Ayr. The Scots blockaded this

fortress for some time
; but, on the approach of

succour from England, they were obliged to retire.

The moral effect of these victories was most

beneficial to the patriotic cause. Emboldened by
his success, the Scots now flocked in great numbers

to the standard of their sovereign. His power
and reputation daily increased, and ' a general

opinion, long suppressed by the former course of

adverse events, began to be entertained throughout
Scotland, that Heaven, in the hour of utmost need,

had raised up, in the heir of the Scottish throne, a

prince destined by Providence to deliver his coun-

try, and that no weapon forged against him should

prosper."
The repeated reverses which his troops had met

with, greatly incensed the English monarch. Al-

though advanced in years, and enfeebled by illness,

he resolved to march in person mness anj

against the Scots, and to take death of

signal vengeance upon them for Edward I.

their insubordination. He had been detained at

Carlisle during the whole winter, by the w;i.-ti:)g

effects of a dysentery ; but now, under the

ment caused by the tidings of Bruce's incr

success, he flattered himself that the virulence of

his malady was abated. As an evidence of his

recovery, he offered up, in the cathedral at (.'.

the horselitter in which he had hitherto be .

ricd. and, mounting on horseback, he proceeded
towards Scotland, though he was so weak t

required to be supported in the saddle. But the

effort was vain. In four days he advanced only
six miles. On the 6th of July he reached the

small village of Burgh-upon-Sands, on the

of the Solway Frith, where he stopped once more

for the night, and on the morning of the m \

as his attendants were raising him up to ;

some food, he expired, in the sixty-ninth year of

his age, and the thirty-fifth of his reign.
The death-bed of this powerful, but ambitious

and unprincipled monarch, is calculated to t>

memorable lesson. For more than twenty
the conquest of Scotland had occupied his almost

undivided attention. To accomplish this darling
*

Barbour, voL i. pp. 153160.
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object of his guilty ambition, he had employed the

most unscrupulous devices, had lavished the trea-

sure of his subjects, and shed their blood like

Tvnter, had doomed to the axe and gibbet, men
\vho owed him no allegiance, and were guilty of

no crime, except an ardent love of their native land,

lie had transformed into inveterate enemies two

nations who, for nearly a century, had lived in a

f friendly intercourse, and engendered be-

them a spirit of implacable animosity which

it required many ages to soften and obliterate.

And now, when worn out by age and disease, the

prize, for which he had loaded his soul with guilt

and his memory with infamy, was wrested from

his grasp, and he was doomed to terminate his

within sight of that devoted country of

which he had been so long the scourge, and -which,

after all his attempts to enslave it, lay yet before

him free and unsubdued. In his last moments his

thoughts were entirely occupied with the subjuga-
tion of Scotland, and his deadly hatred to the nation

he had so grievously injured, was manifested by his

driii;,' injunctions to his son, that he should prose-
cute the war without truce or breathing space ; and

that his bones should be carried at the head of the

invading army, and never be committed to the

tomb till Scotland was entirely subdued. His

heart he commanded to be sent to the Holy Land,
iu whose defence he had once fought. Froissart,

who probably had the authority of eye-witnesses
for his statements, has given us the following ac-

count of this remarkable injunction :
'* When

F.dward saw that he should die, he called

before him his eldest son, who was king after him,
and there, before all the barons, he caused him to

swcir, that as soon as he were dead, that he should

take his body and boil it in a cauldron, till the flesh

departed clean from the bones, and then to bury
the i'.esh and keep still the bones ; and that, as often

Scots should rebel against him he should

Me the people against them and carry with

him the bones of his father ; for he believed verily,
that if he had his bones with them, that the Scots

should never attain any victory against them. The
which thing was not accomplished, for when the

died his son carried him to London."
.'.rd was interred in AVcstminster Abbey,

where liis tomb is still to be seen, bearing the

appropriate inscription :

:: LIES EDWARD THE FIRST, THE HAMMER
OF THE SCOTTISH NATION. *

Edward the Second, who succeeded to the throne

-sionof of England in his twenty-fourth
Edward II.

year, was a weak prince, fond of

idle amusements, and of worthless favourites and

es, and showed as little inclination as abi-

hty, to carry out the schemes of his predecessor.
Alter a delay of several weeks, he advanced into

Scotland, as far as Cumnoek, where he remained
from the 6th to the 28th of August. He then re-

1 "EdwarJus Primus Scotorum Malleus Me est.

Pactum Serva."

traced hw steps, and, having appointed the Earl
of Pembroke Guardian of Scotland, made bit way
back into England, without having performed a
single act of importance. On reaching York, with
his characteristic fickleness he removed Pembroke
from the guardianship of Scotland, and bertowcd
that office on John de Bretagnc, Karl of Richmond.
Full power was conferred upon him over all ranks
of persons ; and the Sheriffs of Northumberland,
Cumberland, Westmoreland, and Lancashire, were
enjoined to raise the whole military strength of
their respective counties, under his command
formation was soon, afterwards received, th ..

ward Bruce had made an inroad into Galloway,
and had laid waste, with fire and sword, thoic

districts in which the inhabitants had refused to

join his standard. The Guardian was therefore

directed to protect the Galwcgians from the ravages
of Bruce. Special orders were at the sain

issued to Patrick, Earl of Dunbar, and
other Scottish barons, to accompany the 1

army in this expedition, while the sheriffs cf Lon-
don were enjoined to purchase and transport to

Berwick, provisions and military stores for the

troops, together with iron, hempen cord, crossbows

and arrows, and certain larger weapons of the

same kind, called balistcc dc turno, employed in

the attack and defence of fortified places.*

At the head of this army, the Earl of Richmond
marched into Gallowav. Bruce,

, , -111" , Expedition of
unable to make head against a

t)l ,. ;

force so much superior to his own, mon.i.

prudently avoided a general ac- ^^^
tion, and retreated to the north of

Scotland. Sir James Douglas, however, appear*

to have remained in the south, for the pur

reducing the wooded and mountainous di>:

Ettricke forest.f On his way to the north, the

king was joined at the Mounth, on the 'i>.r:lers of

the Highlands, by Sir Alexander and S! :

sons of the gallant hero of

power. From them he learned that J

Earl of Buchan, with Sir John Mowbray, and his

own nephew, Sir David de Brechin,

bliug their vassals, and preparing to atta.

The time seemed favourable for their purpose, for

Bruce was now attacked by a
nmcc., Ulacw>

wasting distemper, which deprived

him of his appetite and strength, and threatened

his life. Fordun attributes his i.

hunger, and the hardships which he had been sub-

jected to ever since his defeat at
'

hour says, that the king fell sick at I in

on his march in search of the Karl o! I

that Edward Bruce and the other :

were along with him, consider! ;._

in that place as too open and exposed, rcn

Kerr's Life of Bruce, roL i p. 3-23; Rytn. Food. ToL

"Vigour, p. 102. According to this ant!,

pedition into the north was undeitakea fur the

that part of the country.
+ Liook xii. chap. xvi.
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the king in a horse-litter to Slcnath, a strong post

on the north coast of Alwrdccnshire.

Uuchan. having received intelligence of Bruce's

situation, assembled his vassals.

EH oTltuohifn, and marched towards Slcnath ;

but finding the royalists strongly

posted, he did not venture to

attack them. Several skirmishes, however, took

place between the archers of both armies ; and as

provisions began to fail, and their enemies daily

increased in numbers, the Scots deemed it prudent

to retire into Strathbogie. Here they remained

for some time, until the king had somewhat re-

<aamd from his illness, when they returned to

Invcrury, as a more convenient station for pro-

curing provisions during the winter. Upon this,

:rl of Uuchan, with a body of about a thou-

mnd men, advanced to Old Meldrum, and Sir

David de Brechin pushed on to Inverury with a

mall party, and suddenly attacked and put to

flight a few of Brace's soldiers at the end of the

Enraged at this military affront, the king

instantly rose from his litter, and called for his

hone. In answer to the remonstrances of his

friends, he declared that the insults of the enemy
had wrought his cure; and although so weak that

be was obliged to be supported in his saddle, he
led on hU troops in person, and, marching to Old
Mt-ldrum. he made a furious attack upon the Earl
of Huchan, and entirely defeated his army, pur-

suing them for many miles with great slaughter.

may believe the poetical liistorian, Barbour,
the king was restored to health by the excitement
of the conflict, and the exultation consequent upon
his victory.* He soon after marched into Buchan,
the territory of his mortal enemies the Comyns
wasting it with fire and sword; and took such

signal vengeance for the injuries they had done
that Harbour informs us, the "

harrying of
an " was the subject of lamentation for tifty

years after this severe military execution; and
tlee* of th* devastation may even yet be seen.f

After the victory over C'omyn, his" ally, Sir David
CotumueJ oe- dc I-'!'in, who had'been taken

if UM prisoner in his o\vn castle of Bre-
chin, was pardoned and taken into

war, tad is said to have joined his uncle with
bole force. The citizens of Aberdeen also

wred in Unices favour, and, assisted by some
stormed and took the castle, ex-

I the English garrison, and levelled the forti-
IOM with the ground. The castle of Forfar,

*Kgly garrisoned by the English,
t taken by a soldier named Philip the

1'latane, who put all the English to
rd; and the fortifications were

instantly
He *" reUtei * expressions

h-i, bo..t ha. miid me L^and'feer;or boold no medicine so soon
*, * they Lave done.-" cll l llii dmyare tuni. d ui. ii~ ^Sassu beer ntw.i, ti..... *

demolished by the command of the king, a course

of policy which he invariably followed, in order

that the fortresses might not fall again into the

hands of the enemy, and thus enable them to retain

their hold upon the country.

Meanwhile, Edward Bruce overran and reduced

the district of Galloway, the tur-
DarinR e,

bulent inhabitants of -which had of Edward

always been hostile to the family
Bruce,

of Bruce, and had on various occasions reduced the

king to great straits. With an inferior force he

encountered, at the water of Cree, a body of twel re

hundred English, under Sir Ingram de Un;:

and Sir John de St. John, assisted by a nati\

called Donegal, or Dougal; and, after a fierce

conflict, he routed and put them to flight, with the

loss of two hundred men. Many of the fugitives

fled for safety to the mountains, while their leaders

with difficulty escaped to Butel, a castle c:i the

sea-coast of Galloway.* After this victory, Bruce

proceeded to reduce the country, and con

the inhabitants to swear allegiance to his 1 .

While carrying on these operations, he received

intelligence that John de St. John had levied a

new army of fifteen hundred horsemen, and was

advancing, by forced marches, with the intention

of surprising the Scottish troops. Edward, how-

ever, resolved to anticipate the attack by a daring

enterprise, which a soldier of more prudent valour

would never have hazarded. He ordered his in-

fantry to take up a position in a strait valley,

strongly fortified by nature; and early in the

morning, taking with him fifty horsemen, well

armed and mounted, he made a retrograde move-

ment, and, under cover of a tliick mist, succeeded

in gaining, unperceived, the rear of the 1

army. It appears to have been his intention to

charge the enemy in the rear, as soon as they
should have commenced their attack upon his in-

fantry. But the mist suddenly cleared away, and

exposed his little party to the view of the English.

who were only a bow-shot distant. In this critical

situation, Edward, deeming retreat very dangerous,
if not impracticable, without hesitation or delay

charged the enemy with so much fury, that they

were thrown into confusion, and many of them

were unhorsed and slain. Before they had time to re-

cover from the panic produced by this sudden a

he made a second, and, soon after, a third charge,

which threw them into inextricable disorder, and

put them entirely tothe rout. Barbour states that the

particulars of this daring and successful exploit-

which he calls aright fair point ofchivalry were re-

counted to him by Sir Alan de Cathcart, a companion
of Edward Bruce on this occasion, and a knight,

"
Worthy and wycht, stalwart and stout,

Curtaiss and fayr, and off gude fame.' t

*
Barbour, pp. 181, 182; Kerr's Life of Bruce, vol. i.

p. 3J5. Umfraville was a Scottish boron, who eml ;

English interest in 1305. Barbour states, that he had

quired so great renown of knightly prowess, that he aw
had a red bonnet carried before him, on the point of a sp*ar,

as a token that he had attained the summit of chivalry.

t Barbour, pp. 183185.
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In a third engagement, on the banks of the Dec,

(Juno '-M'lli, 1308,) he defeated and took prisoner

Donald of the Isles, who was assisted by Sir Ro-

land of Galloway, and other chiefs of that tur-

bulent district. By these successes he expelled the

Engli.-'h entirely from Galloway, and brought the

whole province under the dominion of his brother.*

Meanwhile Sir James Douglas was engaged in

reducing to obedience, Douglasdale
Expulsion of the

*
'.

Knu'lish from oiid the forests ot Selkirk and Jed-

Selkirk Forest, burgh. Douglas Ca^tlo was at this

time held under Clifford, by Sir

John de Webcton, a brave young Engli>h knight,

who, according to Barbour, had engaged, for the

love of a beautiful lady, to keep the ' adventurous

cast If,'
1

as it was called, for a year and a day. Dou-

glas succeeded in decoying him into an ambus-

cade, by means of a stratagem which, in its con-

trivance and success, bore a close resemblance to

that which proved fatal to the former governor.
Sir John and the greater part of the garrison were

slain, and the castle having shortly after surren-

dered, the fortifications were again levelled with

the grcund.f
"U'hile employed in the expulsion of the English

from Ettricke Forest, and scouring the mountain-

ous country of Tweeddalc, Douglas happened to

hear some persons in a farm-house near the water

of Lyne talking loudly, one of whom used the

word, "devil," as an oath or adjuration. 1 Con-

cluding, from this expression, that the house con-

tained warlike guests, he immediately assailed it.

and had, the good fortune to take prisoners Thomas

:uvl.captnre Randolph, the king's nephew,
of Randolph, afterwards the famous Earl of

Moray, and Alexander Stuart, of Bonkill, both of

whom were still in the English interest, and had
conic into that country with the purpose of driving
out Douglas and his adherents. They were well

treated by their captor, who carried them to the

king.
"
Nephew," said Bruce,

"
you have for

a while renounced your allegiance, but you must
now be reconciled." " You reproach me," an-

swered Randolph ;

" but you are more deserving of

reproach. Since you have chosen to defy the King
of England, you ought to meet him in the open
field, and not trust to cowardly ambuscades.''
" That may happen in due time," replied the king,
"and perhaps ere long; meanwhile, since you arc

so rude of speech, it is fitting that your proud
words should meet their due punishment, till you
know my right and your own duty." Having thus

spoken, he ordered his nephew into close confine-

ment. The lesson was not without effect
; for, after

a short restraint, Randolph was reconciled to his

uncle, whom he ever after served with unshaken

fidelity.
'

Fordun, book xii. chap. xvii. ; Barl>our, p. 180.
+ liarbour, p. K3; Hume's History of the House of

pp. W, 30. This story is the foundation of Sir

Walter Scat's last romance " Castle Dangerous."
J Tho Lyne falls into the Tweed a little above Peebles.

. p. 187. It would appear from this anecdote, that

t' profane swonri-^ was at this time confined to

military men, in Scotland at least

Bruce, after these tnccoaM, wju able to rwdto
.1the Lord of I^orn for the injurie* ,

he had done him in the extremity irmu*, f
of his distress, after the dt-fi-nt at

Mcthvcn.
According!;. junction of Da*.

glas and his forces, he mar,
and laid waste the country. 'ii.thesoa
of the chieftain, had

p.
-

.1 hi men in ambush. t

a narrow and formidable post, between Duhnally
and Bunawe, whu-e tl- huge and prectpitoM
mountain, called han, sink* down iqnn)
the margin of Loch Aue. The road, which rmn
between steep rocks on the one hand, and a pmv
pice overhanging the lake on the other, v
some places so strait that only one pmoa ctmld

pass at a time. Bruce, liowever, hod teemed
accurate intelligence respecting the nature of the

ground, and the position of the enemy ; and baring
divided his army into tw.i

j,
.

division, consisting of light-armed archer*, wider
the command of Douglas, with order* to make a
circuit round the mountain, and to take poasesssai
of the heights, which commanded the poution of
the Highlanders. The king himself, \\ith the main

body of the army, having entered the pass, wrr

immediately assailed by the men of Lorn, who,
Avith loud shouts, began to shoot arrows, and hurl

down huge stones upon them. Meanwhile, Dou-

glas and his men had gained the hiirh ground, and

letting fly a shower of arrow s, made the Argylt-
shire men aware of their perilous situation; and

then, rushing down sword in hand, attacked them

in the rear. After a stout n^s^t- ivfntofdw

ance, the Highlanders were thrown Mtatan&i

into confusion, and took to Hi^'iit. Tho deep and

rapid river Awe was then crossed by a bridge,

which the fugitives attempted to demolish, in order

to stop the pursuit. Hut t'.u tort were too cloat

upon, their rear ;
and taking poawcaioa of the

bridge, they pressed upon their retreating for*,

and dispersed them with great shun;

Lord of Lorn had early betaken himself to his

galley, from which he was compelled to witnea*

the total defeat of his army, without being abb to

render them any assistance.*

After this deii-ive engagement, Bruce ravaged

the territory of Lorn, and laid ml mWisliB

siege to the castle of Dunstoffnafe,
'

the principal stronghold of the MacdoBgali

which their chief had tied for n

compelled to surrender; and the Lord of Lorn,

wearied with the contest, submitted t

but his son John,
"
rebellious," ay Barboar, "i

* In noticing this circ irboweiswaw

folk-wing generous s.-ntimenU :

" To John of Lorn

I trow when hr
' **

Out of his schippi* {rt
.*

1
".

**?:.,
Be slavne n; ,

That lie 11.

ns a RTftn

As to themselves
I

;
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he wont to be," fled to England by sea, and con-

: in the service of the English king.*

While Bruce and his adherents were thus steadily

Vacillating wresting their country from the do-

polic.Y of mination of their enemies, the mea-
IMwanl. sures of the English Government

were feeble, fluctuating, and capricious. In less than

a vear, commissions were granted to six different

governors in Scotland, and recalled before those

appointed had time to act upon them. It could

scarcely be expected that such changes as these

could bring any change of fortune to the English
arms. The Scots continued steadily to gain ground,
and many of the fortresses of the kingdom fell into

their hands at different times, and, according to the

prudent policy of Bruce, were immediately de-

molished. Meanwhile, the measures of Edward
showed the remarkable decay of national spirit

which had taken place under his feeble and vacil-

lating rule. Lamberton, the able but versatile

Bishop of St. Andrews, who had remained a

prisoner in England ever since the battle of Meth-

vrn, was liberated from his confinement and pen-
sioned, on taking an oath of fidelity to the English
king, and engaging to become his faithful liegeman.
"With the zeal, real or pretended, of a new convert,
'

.-aged to publish the sentence of excomimmi-
>t Bruce and his adherents (llth Aug.,

and was soon after permitted to return to

Scotland, doubtless for the purpose of promoting
his patron's interests.t At length, in the spring

A trice of 1309, a truce was concluded by
the mediation of Philip, King of

France. Hostilities, however, were not long sus-

pended. Edward charged the Scots with having
'1 the truce, and summoned his barons to

meet him in arms at Newcastle, on the 29th of

.her, in order to inarch against the enemy.
But all his

proceedings continued to be charac-
terized by weakness and uncertainty. The orders
brood for the muster of the royal army, appear to
have been obeyed or neglected by the English
boroni a? thrir pleasure. Preparations were made
to carry on the war

vigorously, and in a short time
id aside, and directions given to the English

governors in Scotland to conclude, and if necessary
hose a truce. On the other hand, all

e public measures of the Scots exhibited the
UncM and vigour which were stamped upon
i by the personal character of their sovereignOn th.. "tfh of

February, 1309, the estates of Scot-
'

'

:;l>lcd at Dundee, and
'-olcmnly declared that Robert
r^rd of Annandale, the competitor!

by the ancient laws and
torn, of the kingdom, to have been preferred to

'petition for the crown, and that

:-y re-cognized Robert Bruce, now
r.litiR to Fordun, book xii. chap.

'id. win-re the

in
Hut Harbour is an enrlicr an-
-t Lorn "gent treytms to the

edera, vol. iii. pp. 82, 08.

reigning, as their lawful sovereign, and they en-

gaged to defend his right, and the liberties and

independence of Scotland, against all opponents,

declaring all contraveners of the same to be

guilty of treason against the king, and to be held

as traitors against the nation.* At the same time,
the clergy of the kingdom issued a pastoral charge
to their flocks, declaring

" that the Scottish nation,

seeing the kingdom betrayed and enslaved, had
assumed Robert Bruce for their king, and that the

clergy had willingly done homage to him in that

character." f At length the progress of Bruce be-

came so alarming that Edward was roused into

action, and prepared to take the field in person.

Perth, which was at that time an important fortress,

and had been strongly fortified by the English, was
now threatened by the Scottish army. Edward
made immediate preparations for its defence. He
ordered a fleet to sail to the Tay ;

directed the Earl

of Ulster to assume the command of a considerable

body of Irish troops assembled at Dublin for the in-

vasion of the west coast of Scotland, and commanded
the whole military array of the kingdom to meet

him at Berwick, on the 8th of September, 1310.

In spite of the defection of many of the great

barons, who were disgusted with Edwartl invades
the conduct of the king and his Scotland, hut

favourite Gaveston, a powerful
without effect.

army assembled at the place of rendezvous, and

entered Scotland about the end of autumn. Bruce

cautiously avoided a general engagement, and con-

tented himself with harassing the invaders on their

march, cutting off their provisions, driving the

flocks and herds into remote fastnesses, and laying
waste the country as the enemy advanced. A
famine of unprecedented severity, by which Scotland

was at this time visited, must have proved a power-
ful auxiliary to this wary policy. According to

Fordun,
" so great was the scarcity and dearth of

provisions, that the people in many places were

constrained to feed on the flesh of horses and other

unclean animals." J The English king marched on

from Roxburgh Castle to Biggar, and thence to

Renfrew looking in vain for an enemy to en-

counter. The scarcity of forage and provisions
soon compelled him to retrace his steps, and with-

out having achieved any thing of importance, ho

returned to Berwick, where he spent eight months

in a state of inactivity. He afterwards 1>

in a letter to the Pope, that Bruce and his ad-

herents lay lurking in their coverts, after the man-

ner of foxes, all the time he was in the country, not

daring to oppose him in the open field.
||

It

improbable that the Scots had secret friends in tho

camp of the enemy, for it appears that they had

received from England, supplies of provisions, arms,

and horses. Edward, on his return to his own

country, issued a proclamation prohibiting this

practice, under the highest penalties of the law.

Kerr's Life of Bruce, vol. i. p. 370; Instrument in Old

General Register-House, Edinburgh.
+ II:iil<-s, vol. ii. p. -10

; Anderson Indepcnii. App. N. !-

J Kordmi, book xii. eluip. xviii.

S FueJcra, vol. iii. pp. 225 230.
||

Ibid. p. 283.
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Upon the retreat of the English, the S.-ots

their lUst:irs*i> and descended into Lothian.

Edward, on receiving; intelligence of this move-

ment, inarched again into Scotland, but was
v compelled to retreat. A third expedition,

by his favourite Gavcston, and a fourth,

ducted by the Earls of Gloucester and Survey,

-ely undertaken, but with the same

ibrtunatc result.

had now established his authority through-

. nilintes out th greater part of Scotland,

u!,' and he resolved to retaliate the

BnghuxL many and grievous injuries which

Vets had suffered at the hands of the English.

>rdingly collected an army, and marching into

the bishopric of Durham, plundered and ravaged

untry with merciless severity. Having
(1 their thirst for vengeance by a week of un-

ned devastation, theScots returnedhomeladen

with booty. Edward, in a letter to the Pope, com-

l bitterly of the excesses committed by the

i army during this invasion, and declared

that they
*

perpetrated the most horrible ravages,

i.itions, buniings, and murders in the border

counties of our kingdom, but more especially in the

vie of Durham, not sparing the innocent

youth or the female sex, and paying no respect,
'vcu to the immunities of ecclesiastical

."
* We must recollect, however, that the

cruel injuries which the English had inflicted upon
'ttish nation, provoked, if they did not jus-

tify, this retaliation, and '
it was not strange," as

Lord llailcs remarks,
" that in a fierce age, one

who had FCCII the ruin of his private fortunes, the

y of his wife and only child, and the tor-

i'.id execution of his dearest relatives and

:.icnds, should have thus satisfied his re-
"
t It must be added, that this cruel species

:'u-f was the universal practice of the age,
it most of Brace's contemporaries would,

r doubt, have coincided with Fordun, who,

ng an account of this inroad, says.
"
Thus,

ng of God, and by a just retribution of

nee, the perfidious English, who had de-

and slaughtered many, were in their turn

d to punishment.''! In a second expedi-
idcrtaken a few weeks later, Bruce and his

army burnt and plundered the districts of llcdes-

;id Tynedale, and inflicted -such miseries

ic people, that after abiding fifteen days in

'.. the northern provinces found it neces-
1 purchase their retreat.

On his return from this invasion, the king laid
1 the city of Perth, one of the most im-

'

fortresses which the English still possessed,

place of great strength, and was fortified

:ig and high wall, protected at intervals

towers, and surrounded by a broad, deep
t, full of water. The garrison, under the corn-
id of William Oliphant, an Anglicised Scot,

-a, vol. iii. p. 2-1. + Hailes, voL ii. p. 43.

J Book xii. chap, sviii.

VOL. I.

H I

with whom were associated the Earl of Strathrm
and a soldier named M,,.|at, made a tare rafe.
ance, and for six ,l an tne HTort* of tbr
besiegers ; but the town was at 1,-ngth captwrd b*
means of a skilful stratagem, planned by the kiaw.
and executed with great courage and destrritv!

Having carefully mark.-d the spot where the moat
was vl.uli.r.u-:. and the wall most accessible, he
raised the siege, and marched to a ntfakrrahl

distance, as if he had abandoned the enterprise.
After an absence of eight da\s, he suddenly re-
turned during the night, at the head of a chosen

party of his soldiers, funii.shed with sra!ing fed-

dcrs, and readied the walla without bring d-
covered by the garrison. The king in penoB led
the way, in complete armour, and, bearing a "%
ladder in his hand, he waded through the moat, the
water of which reached to his chin, and was the
second man who mounted the wall.* A 1

knight, who happened at this time to be
)

in the Scottish army, at the Mght of this gallant

action, exclaimed,
" What say of oar

French lords who spend their days in fitting.
wassail, and jollity, when so worthy a ii.

here putting his life in hazard to win a nuacrabl*

hamlet." So saying he threw himself into the

water after the king, and was one of the tint to

surmount the wall. Animated by this hi:

ample, the Scots scaled the rampart, and surprised
the garrison in their ; town was almost

instantly taken, plundered, and burned, and the

fortifications completely demolished. The lire* of

the English garrison were spared ; but the Scots,

who had espoused the cause of the invaders, were

put to the sword. The Karl of Strathern was

taken prisoner by his own son, who then fought

under the banners of the king. Having renewed

his allegiance, he was pardoned, and received into

favour.

Edward now attempted, hut without

to negotiate another truce, and

appointed five commissioners to K.ngland V; UM

conduct the treaty. Hut as the

continual dissensions between the English king

and his nobles, afforded a favourable opportunity

for the complete expulsion of the etMHny from

Scotland, Bruce refused to accede to the propoaal,

and again invaded the norti.

ing and laying waste the county of Northumber-

land, and the bishopric of Durham, lu the covat

Harbour, pp. 173 IT!>. I...r.| II

that this little circumstance icKl-

Harlxmr's narrathv. A \>r;i. r at r mncv *
I the kin- :.s i\n- fint. From theMAM

Harbour rrl:.'

nnaii first

1 note. If wi-

Thrcnodie,") thr i

memorated by Harbour. w:is the famous 8

LonguevUle. See ante, p. Ifi.

" Kinfauns. which fni.

Sometime did lu.ld : whose *c: ut wurd d
.lines unto this <!.-.

This sword is still preserv. d in KialaB Cartfe. "
*J

.jravin.,' of it i "The ir Ma <A

(Abbotsford editiou).
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of this expedition, the towns of Hexham and Cor-

bridge, and a great part of the city of Durham,

were reduced to ashes. The king established his

head-quarters for some time at Chester-le-Strect,

while Sir James Douglas penetrated to Hartlepool,

which he sarked, and, having laid waste the sur-

rounding country, returned to the main army with

much booty, and many prisoners of both sexes.

Such was the terror which this invasion inspired,

that the four northern counties purchased a truce

payment of two thousand pounds each. On
th ir way home the Scots assaulted Carlisle, hut

wt re repulsed with considerable loss. They also

attempted to surprise Berwick by a forced inarch

and a night attack ;
but when they were in the

act of scaling the wall, the barking of a dog
alarmed the garrison, and the assailants were com-

pelled to beat a retreat.

Soon after his return to Scotland, Bruce suc-

Iimct obtains c***^ "* making himself master

poMcirion of of the castle of Dumfries, and of

various strung th^ of Butei and Dalswinton in

Galloway ;
the former a seat of the

Baliols, the latter of the Comyns. The castle of

Dundee was also closely besieged by the Scots, and

the garrison, under William de Montfichet, agreed
to surrender, unless relieved within a stipulated

time. The English king on receiving intelligence
of this agreement, meanly and dishonourably
commanded Montfichet, under the penalty of

death to himself, and confiscation of his estates,

!.ite the truce and retain possession of the

town; and supplies of ships, provisions, and sol-

diem, were ordered to be sent with all speed, from
Newcastle and Berwick, for the reinforcement of

the garrison.

About this time the strong castle of Linlithgow,

Capture of the crect d by Edward I., was surprised

by a brave husbandman, named
-'"* William Binnock, or Binny "A

tout carle and a sturc," says Barbour,
" and of

himself dour and hardy." Observing that the
Scots were, on every hand, recovering from the

Enjjluh, the castles and fortresses which the in-

Tadcn poaacmd within Scotland, this stout-hearted
and patriotic peasant could not brook that the
tactic in hi* \icinity should remain unassailed.

prefer* concerted a stratagem for its sur-

priml. which was equally remarkable for ingenuity
and daring courage. He communicated his design
to owe of his neighbours, whom he persuaded to

m in the enterprise. Binny had been accus-
totncd to Mipply the garrison with hay, and they
had laMy required from him a fresh supply. He
""id them of the excellence of the forage, and
radertonk to send it to the fort, early in the morn-
feg. Having stationed a party of his friends in
abash near the gate, he- mmraled eight armed

in his wain, and covered tin -in with hay ; the
team wa* drnrn by n servant, who bore a .sharp
xc- under hi-, gabcrdion, while IJhny himself

i carekmly at hi-, side. The porter, on the
approach of the expected wain, lowered the draw-

bridge, and raised the portcullis. As soon as the

waggon had reached the middle of the gateway,
the driver, on a sign from his master, suddenly cut

asunder with his axe the soam, or tackle, by which
the oxen were attached to the waggon. Binny. at

the same instant, shouted the signal-word, which
was " Call all, call all," and, drawing the sword
which he had under his country habit, killed the

porter. The armed men then leapt up from under

the hay, where they lay concealed, and attacked

the astonished garrison. The waggon was so

placed that the gate could not be shut, or the port-
cullis lowered, or the drawbridge raised, and the

Scots, who were in ambush, hearing the signal

agreed on, rushed in to the assistance of their com-

panions, overpowered and slew the garrison, and

took possession of the place. Bruce worthily re-

warded Binny for his gallantry, and, faithful to his

usual policy, ordered the castle to be demolished.*

The important fortress of Roxburgh, situated

near the confluence of the Tweed
,.if p^i.m,,)!

and the Teviot, had been com- 7th March,

mitted by Edward to the charge of

Gillemin de Ficnnes, a knight of Burgundy, and

its position, the strength of the fortifications, and

the number of the garrison, rendered it apparently
secure from any open assault on the part of the

Scots. Douglas, who was then lurking in the

forest of Jedburgh, concerted a plan for its sur-

prisal, and having collected sixty chosen men, and

provided them with rope-ladders for scaling the

walls, he approached the castle on Fasten's Even,

immediately before Lent, when the garrison were

full of jollity, and indulging in drunken -\\

Favoured by the twilight, and having black frocks

thrown over their armour, Douglas and his fol-

lowers cautiously crept on their hands and fret

through the park, which surrounded the

On drawing near to the moat, they were ol>-

by one of the sentinels, who, mistaking them for a

herd of cattle belonging to a neighbouring farmer,

remarked to his comrade in their hearing.
" The

good man is making meiry to-night, and \.

gotten to bring in his oxen, unheeding th;r

may fall a prey to the Douglas." The Scots waited

till the retiring sound of their voices satisfied them

that the two English soldiers had left the rampart,
and then hastened to the foot of the wall, and

applied their scaling ladders. But the noise made

by fixing the iron hook on the crib-stone, alarmed

the nearest sentinel on the outer wall, who

immediately ran to the spot, and attacked with

his lance the foremost of the Scots, who, al

moment, had reached the top of the ladder, t But

he parried the stroke, and, closing with his ;i-

struck him a deadly blow with his dag-
threw him over, before he had time to give the

alarm. Another sentinel rushed forward aiid

Riu-lxinr, pp. 103196.
t Harbour says, the name of this soldier was Sinie, "'

Simon, of the Lcalii.'UM-, "a crafty mini and curi.

that it was he who constructed the rope ladder*. FP-

200202.
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I the Scot, but he shared the fate of his

comrade. The rest of the garrison were singing,

dam-ing, and making merry in the great hall
; and

ilie unsuspecting revellers had the slightest

suspicion of their danger, the assailants broke into

the midst of them, shouting the war-cry of

t !as Douglas." Many of the soldiers were

slain, and more were taken prisoners. De Fiennes,
\ ernor, with a few of his men, retreated to

the keep, and gallantly defended himself till next

day. when, being severely wounded in the face,

and having no hope of succour, he surrendered on

condition that he and his men should be allowed to

retire to England. But this brave soldier died of

unds soon after. The king immediately sent

his brother. Edward, who levelled '' baith town and
eastell and dungeon," and reduced the rest of

Teviotdale, with the exception of Jcdburgh, and
that part of the border district closely adjoining to

England.
When intelligence of this gallant action -was

and of conveyed to Randolph, who was
Kd nlmrgh, now reconciled to his uncle, and
14th March.

iiad becn crcated by him Earl of

Moray,* he was stimulated to rival the exploit by
the reduction of the yet stronger castle of Edin-

burgh, which he had already belcagured for six

vceks. For twenty years it had been in the

-ion of the English, and was now held by a

strong garrison, under the command of Sir Piers

Luband, a knight of Gascony ;
but suspecting his

fidelity, they cast him into a dungeon, and elected a

governor of their own nation to take the command
of the fortress. Finding that the castle could not

be taken by open force, Randolph anxiously in-

quired whether any of his men could devise some

stratagem by which the walls might be scaled.

A soldier, named "William Francis, presented
himself to the earl, and informed him that

he could point out a place where the wall was

only twelve feet high, and could be easily sur-

mounted. This man in his youth had lived in the

castle, and, having become enamoured of a girl in

the neighbourhood, for the purpose of meeting her

he had been in the habit of lowering himself from
the Avail during the night by means of a ladder of

ropes, and gaining the foot of the rock by a secret

and precipitous path. Custom had rendered this

perilous passage so familiar to him, that he could

accomplish it in the darkest night, and he now
offered to guide the besiegers into the castle by
the same way. Randolph, eagerly embraced the

proposal, and placed himself, and thirty chosen

men, under the guidance of Francis. Taking ad-

vantage of a dark night, they clambered up the

precipitous rock, on which the castle stands, with

great difficulty and danger, and when they had

*
Harbour, who probably had seen Randolph, thus de-

-> appearance and character :

" He was of comely
stature, broad visaged, and of a countenance fair .anil

'

: the friend of brave men. loyal, just, and munifi-

'.ng loyalty above everything, and hating falsehood
n. He was jovial in company, and amorous, and

altogether made up of Virtue." pp. 197, 198.
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ascended about halfway, found a projecting erag.
011 w fh i: .vn to n, 1MUa<
nd to preps. further par:

expedition. While -
. they hoard the

"check-watches," a* (alU the

making their round and challenging the i

on the walls above then critical
a soldier on the ramp;i
tonnes* and gaiet;. , i(|jifhiiM

moving on the rock, t!. , <oue. and railed
out "Away! 1 ;| t

"
Tfa. ^^^ ^M^

down the precipice and passed over the heads of

Randolph and his men, as they sat cowering wider
the rock from which it bounded. They had the

presence of mind to remain perfectly silent, and
the watch, hearing no movement, > mitinucd their

rounds. The Sects then rcncucd their toihMM
and dangerous ascent, and arrived in safety at the

foot of the wall, where it was only twth* feet

high, and fixed their scaling ladder. Francis, their

guide, ascended first, th--ii drew Gray,
and Randolph himself was third. Before, however,
all the party had mounted, the sentinels, who had
heard whispering and the clank of anna, "T'gfrt
the alarm, raised the cry of "

Treason," and
attacked Randolph and hi- men. But they were

speedily repulsed or slain, and the Scots baring by
this time gained the parapet, hastened towards the

keep, or principal strength. The whole garrison

was now alarmed, and ran to arms, and a duping
conflict ensued, in which Randolph wo for some

time in great personal danger, as the garrison

greatly out-numbered their asMulantn. Bat the

constable was at length slain, and his follower*

immediately surrendereu at discretion. Si:

Luband, the former governor, on being released

from his imprisonment by Randolph, entered the

service of Bruce. Francis was rewarded by a

grant of the lands of Sprouston, in Roxburghshire,

and the castle itself was instantly demolished.

" A more desperate adventure waa nrrtr

achieved," says Barbour,
" in the taking of any

fortress in any age or country, saving only at the

capture of Trcile, when Alexander the Cheat leapt

headlong from the top of th< ::c among a

crowd of foes, and courage*
led hxHatlf

until rescued by Aristirus and his nob

The capture of the strong fortresses of Roxburgh

and Edinburgh, alarmed Edward for the *.

Berwick, and induced him to issue orders I

removal of the heroic Countess of Bnrhan fro* hi

cage there, to a safer place of confinement

attempt was at this time made, through the med

tion of the King of France, to rcne* th t

with the Scots, but without effect ;
R|a(r g^,^

and Bruce again invaded Cum- tend

berland and laid waste the coun-

try. Soon after, he made a descent

upon the Isle of Man, to which h

enemies, the Macdowalls, hod retreated, af

expulsion from Gallov *"*?!*-
who appears to have becn the same chief by

* Harbour, pp. 20 210.
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Thomas and Alexander, the brothers of Bruce,

.:id taken prisoners at Loch llyan,

. ,[ in battle. The castle of Itussin was

taken by storm, and the whole island completely

eubdmtl. _

While the king was ubsent on this expedition,

i Hruce expelled the English from Galloway

and Xithstlnle.aiul demolished the fortresses in these

i, next made himself master of the castles

hcrglen and Dundee, and proceeded to lay

to the castle of Stirling, nowTmre with tlie . , . ,

,.r almost the only considerable fortress

in Scotland, which still remained in

AO>. 1->13. ^c nan(jg Of (ne English, and a

place of great importance, as the key to the whole

northern part of the kingdom. The governor, Sir

Philip de Mowbray, defended himself for a consi-

derable time with great courage and success; but

at length, becoming straitened for provisions, he

offered to surrender the fortress, if not relieved

- of St. John the Baptist (24th
. in the following year. To this proposal
; d Bruce, without consulting his brother,

consented. It is evident that his conduct in enter-

.:> such an agreement, all the advantages cf

were on the side of the English, was most

lent. It am .-ted the progress of the Scot-

i.'Iordcd the King of England a whole

e the entire military force of his

dominion*, and compelled the Scots either to

abandon the siege of Stirling with dishonour, or to

<t the kingdom upon a general

engagement, in which the superior numbers and
: the English, gave them a great

K
|

. .i-bert expressed the highest

di*plcaurc when the treaty was made known to

1'ut, disdaining to imitate the conduct of

1. who. in a former year, had compelled the

governor of Dundee to violate an agreement made
v similar circumstances, he determined

\ the engagement, and to meet the
!i in a fair iiel-1, if they were disposed ^o
Iwttlc for the relief of the" fortress.*

1'hilip de Mowbray was allowed

Orwt prvptra-
to &" iu

I
K 'rson to London, that he

** mJ7i.v might state to the King of Eng-
.nid and his council the terms
of the :,:;,,, ment which he had
entered into with the Scots. Ed-

ward and hu barons had long been alienated from
rath other, but the urgency of affairs brought

i temporary reconciliation, and both parties

y could not, without dishonour, decline
the entcTprwc to which they were called. 1m-

'

B^boor
UU-. tint h.-n ; , .,., 1>t rated with

'" this treaty
. 'his diunicti-i i-tir ivph

;il lU-ht thrm were

manfully abide battle, and OMemblu all wn
', with all t!if

iwar.l. should
nOt In* MID; to re*cac Stirling." Barb.,ur, pp

mcnse preparations -were accordingly made for

the relief of the beleaguered fortress. The English

king summoned all the military power of the king-
dom to meet him at Berwick on the llth of June.

Ninety-three great tenants of the crown were com-

manded to repair thither with their entire feudal

service of cavalry, while the different counties of

England and Wales were enjoined to levy a body
of twenty-seven thousand infantry. The English
barons who held estates in Ireland were ordered

to collect their vassals and join the army ; and

letters were directed to Eth O'Connor, Prince of

Connaught, and twenty-five other native Irish

chiefs, requesting the attendance of all the force

they could muster. A powerful fleet was also as-

sembled for the invasion of Scotland by sea, and

for the transportation of provisions and warlike

stores for the use of the army. The supreme com-

mand of the fleet was intrusted to John Sturmy
and Peter Bard

;
and John of Argyle, who received

the title of High Admiral of the western fleet of

England, was appointed to co-operate with the

naval armament. Great care was taken that an

abundant supply of provisions for the troops, and

forage for the cavalry, should be collected, together
with waggons a?id cars for the conveyance of the

tents and baggage,* and that the army should be

amply provided with smiths, armourers, carpenters,
and other useful artisans. On the appointed day
there was assembled at the place of rendezvous,

perhaps the most magnificent army that England
had ever yet sent forth. The powerful Earls of

Lancaster, Surrey, Arundel, and Warwick, indeed,

refused to attend in person, alleging that the king
had failed to perform certain stipulations which he

had promised, but they sent their vassals; and the

rest of the barons mustered in great splendour,
with all their military force. According to the

best authorities, the accumulated array exceeded a

hundred thousand men,t including fifty thousand

archers, and a body of forty thousand cavalry, of

whom three thousand were clad in complete armour,

both horse and man. J

Meanwhile, King Robert had collected his forces

in the forest called the Torwood, midway bt

Stirling and Falkirk. The number of fighting men

The waggons which attended the English an
stored with t-vc-ry art irk- of iir<:-t^>ity, eonveniem

luxury. Harbour makes particular mention of a 1

ami sixty carts loaded with poultry; and Will

Malmesbury states, that the multitude of earria<,-

kinds was so ^reat, that, if placed in one line, they would

have i -\t< niU-d sixty miles in length.
t Tu-cl. vol. iii.'p. 2<W; harbour, p. 218.

J
" Mfii niyclit see then that had bene by,

Mony it worthy man and wycht,
And nioiiy aac annur guyly dycht,
And niitny anr sturdy sUTand steed,
Arra\it intiil rychc wc-de ;

Motiv helms and habergeons,
Shields, and spears, and pennoas,
And sa ninny a Comely knyrht,
That it siTiiit-d that in to l'\eht

They should vanquish the world all ha ; le."

Ibid. p. 219.

The metrical historian also states, that the Kngli.-li army
i by a considerable body of men-at-aniis from

Oascony, 1'oietou, 1'rovence, and Languedoc.
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-scmblcd in obedience to his summons did

not much exceed thirty thousand,
''"'" 1-1 i t i

besides nearly twenty thousand un-

armi d and undisciplined camp-
; invasion.

fo!lowi>1
.

s an(1 scrva,lts . The great
;> v of liis army was in cavalry, which,
i numbers and accoutrements, were utterly

unable to compete with the English men-at-arms.

ucc was well aware, both from his own ex-

:e and that of Wallace, that a body of in-

i'antry, armed with long spears and judiciously
. could ofl'er an effective resistance to the

of a superior body of horse, and he had

heard of the recent discomfiture of the French men-

3 by the Flemish pikemcn at the battle of

,iy.* He resolved, therefore, to fight on

foot, and to compensate by the skilful disposition

of his forces, their inferiority in number and

strength. Having reviewed his army, he was greatly

delighted with the courageous appearance both

of the leaders and common soldiers, and addressed

them in a cheerful and encouraging manner, urging
them to fight manfully, in the approaching battle,

iu defence of their lives, fortunes, and liberties, and
of the honour of his crown. The place which he

M of selected for the field of action was
eklmrn. a picec of ground near Stirling, to

which Barbour gives the name of the New Park. It

was partly open and partly encumbered with trees,

and the approach to it on one side was protected

by a morass, called the Ncw-miln Bog, the passage
of which would be difficult and dangerous to an

enemy. Bruce, having carefully examined the

ground, determined to arrange his men in four divi-

^parated from each other, yet sufficiently
near for the purposes of communication. Three of

I a front line, facing the south-east,

hich direction the enemy was approaching,
and extending from the brook of Bannock to the

village of St. Xinians, probably in the direction of

the present road from Stirling to Kilsyth. The

right wing was protected by the steep and rugged
of the rivulet called Bannockburn, by the

marshes of Milton and Herbert, and by rows of

pits, dug in those places where the ground was
firm. The left flank was exposed to a sally from
the garrison of Stirling, but the terms of the treaty

precluded them from rendering any assistance to

their countrymen, and their numbers were too in-

considerable to excite apprehension. This, however,
was the most vulnerable part of Bruce's position ;

and as the ground on this quarter was firm and :

level, and adapted for the mamrnvrcs of cavalry,
he fortified it against their assaults, by causing a

number of pits to be dug in it, so close together,

irbour, as to resemble the cells in a honey-
comb. They were a foot in breadth, and between
two and three feet deep, and were slightly covered
with brushwood and green sods. According to

Buchanan, sharp stakes were also fixed in the pits,
and iron calthrops or spikes, contrived to lame

i vol. i. part. ii. p. 047; and William of

JUlmesbury, p. ] 52
; Tjtler, vol. i. p. 300.

i]u ' '" red in different
The military advantage* of

for while ,1,-f, nees. pnu ,,..,,,..1.

artificial, teemed
the space i:i fi- .nt \\.i.s, at the sarn

and impeded, n-

the enemy of the- a-i .

superiority in numb.-:

The Scottish an
^inalcaznp

at the Torwood until Saturday . tl June.
when word was brought tin- ..I Uia
all night at Edinburgh.

gence, they nun died to tin N

Park, and took up their appointed
s " *nn.

positions on the gro- '. for the field of
battle. The right win- '.ward

Bruce; the reward or cent..
iiy Thorn**

Randolph, Earl of Mora\ ; und the !

Douglas and the youn- 'land. The

king himself commanded the fmuth division, which

lay in reserve behind the omtn| and wa com*

posed of the men of ( antire, and the

Isles, and of his own vocals of Camels. Along
with him was his faithful friend and ally, Angtn,
Lord of the Isles, with th-- nn P. of Butt-; n

also was stationed a select body of cavalry, under

the immediate command of Sir 1 !i, the

Mareschal of Scotland, wl; . md for the

important service of charging and di-j r-injf the

English archers. The royal standard wa
]>.

according to tradition, in a :ig a round

hole for its reception, and hence tern

Stone. It is still shown on the tup of .

ncnce, called Brock's-b.

Ninian's. Theba-.

followers, from fifteen to twenty thoa^:i:n! ii

her, were stationed in

the rear, and separated from the field of b.,
1

an eminence, still called, from that c ircunulanec,

the Gillies'
(i.

c. the Mill.t

Early next morning (Jui.> army
heard mass, and many of tin rbour, made

their shrift
"

full devoutly," and with the >o\

of men who were re.-olvid to die 0:1 t'

free their country; and as it w . '. of t

John, they took no dinner, but kept thi-ir fa*! on

bread and water. Mcanwhit- . I

hearing mass, rode out :

he had commanded to be mule <1;

night. Having satisfied hiKi*::

had been properly executed, he returned, and c

mandcd his soldiers to arm. and

under their different banners. He then c*a4

ealthr.

that the English c^ah^ "** *

Tg^er remark, "

annvwillhe found ii "...

and skilful.
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proclamation to be made, that those who were not

prepared to conquer, or to die with honour, were at

liberty to depart; but he was answered by a great

rJiout, and an expression of the determination of the

troops with one accord to take the issue of victory
or death, as God should send it.

Having arranged his men in their proper order,

the king despatched Sir James Douglas and Sir

Robert Keith to reconnoitre the English army,
which had rested all night at Falkirk, and was then

in full march towards Stirling. They soon descried

the tremendous approach of the vast host, which

covered, according to Barbour, the whole country
far and wide, forming a glorious spectacle of martial

pomp and splendour. The sunshine, falling upon
the burnished armour of the men-at-arms, made the

land seem all in a glow. White banners, right

fairly floating, and pennons waving in the wind,
made so gallant a show, that the bravest and most

numerous host in Christendom might have been

alarmed to see such a hostile array moving against
them. Having, on their return, reported to the

king the vast number and formidable appearance
of the enemy, he, dreading the effect of this intelli-

gence upon the minds of his soldiers, directed them
to give out to the army, that the English, though
numerous, were badly disciplined and arranged.
On approaching Stirling, the English king de-

tached Sir Robert Clifford with a chosen body of

eight hundred horse, directing him to make a circuit

by tbe low grounds to the east and north of St.

Ionian's, and, turning the left flank of tha Scottish

army, to throw himself into the beleaguered fortress.

Bruce was apprehensive that an attempt of this

kind would be made, and had enjoined Randolph,
who commanded the centre division, which was

probably somewhat in advance of the two wings,
to be vigilant in preventing the enemy from throw-

ing succours into the castle of Stirling. The move-

ment of Clifford, however, escaped the notice of

Randolph ; but the eagle eye of Bruce detected a

line of dust, with the glancing of spears and the

flashing of armour, northward in the direction of

Stirling, and coming up hastily to his nephew, he

exclaimed angrily,
"
See, Randolph ! there is a rose

fallen from your chaplet. The enemy have pasM-d
where you kept ward." On receiving this reproof,

Randolph hastened with a body of five hundred

spearmen to repair his fault, or to perish in the

attempt. As he advanced into the plain, Clifford,

interrupted in his purpose of gaining Stirling,

wheeled his large body of cavalry, and charged
the Scots at full speed. Randolph drew up his

men in a close column to receive the onset, so

as to present a front on all sides, with their

epcars extended directly outwards, like a wall of

steel, and exhorted them to offer a steady resist-

ance to the charge of the enemy.* At the first

" Be not dismayed for their schor (threatening aspect),
Hut set your spears you ln-t'or,

Anil buck to luick for ail your rout,

And all the sjieiirs their i">ints out:

Swa gate (in this manner) us best defend may we,
Environed with them gilT -we be."

Barbattr, p. 2*i.

onset, Sir "William Daynecourt, an English com-

mander of distinguished valour, was unhorsed

and slain. The enemy, far superior in numbers,
environed the little band of Scottish infantry, and

assailed them on every side with the utmost violcirce.

The combat appeared so unequal, that Douglas, con-

j
sidering Randolph in great jeopardy, requested

permission from the king to go and succour him.
" You shall not stir a foot to help him," said the

king ;

" I will not alter my order of battle, and lose

the advantage of my position. Let Randolph ex-

tricate himself as he best may." Still the danger
seemed to increase, and the English horse appeared

entirely to encompass the Scottish spearmen.
" In truth," replied Douglas,

" I cannot stand

by and see Randolph perish, and therefore,

with your leave, I must aid him." The king un-

willingly consented, and Douglas hastened to the

assistance of his friend. On approaching the scene

of conflict, however, he perceived that the English
were falling into disorder, and that many of the

horses were galloping off with empty saddles. He
therefore ordered his followers to halt, saying,
" These brave men have repulsed the enemy: let us

not diminish their glory by claiming a share in it."

" When it is remembered," says Sir Walter Scott,
" that Douglas and Randolph were rivals for fame,

this is one of the bright touches which illuminate

and adorn the history of those ages of which

blood and devastation are the predominant charac-

ter." The assailants had by this time lost a great
number of men in their fruitless attempts to break

the serried ranks of the Scottish spearmen, and

were beginning now to flag in their efforts. Ran-

dolph, observing this, ordered his men to make a

sudden and violent charge in their turn, and put
the enemy to flight with great slaughter. The re-

mains of Clifford's party fled in disorder to th

body of the army, while Randolph and Douglas
returned to their respective stations in the Scottish

line of battle. The scene of this memorable skirmish

was at the north end of the village of Xe\\

about a quarter of a mile from the town of

Stirling.

While this affair was still undecided, the English

army was slowly advancing in order of battle

towards the Scottish position, when Edward ave

orders for his men to halt, that he might <

with his principal barons whether to give battle

that night or next day. By some mistake

ever, the English vanguard, being unapprised of the

order to halt, continued its march till it

within sight of the Scottish army. King Robert

himself, mounted on a small palfrey, was at this

period riding along the front of his line, m;.

ling the ranks of his host. He carried a battlr-axc

in his hand, and was distinguished by a golden
coronet which he wore on his helmet. In front of

the English vanguard there was " a wycht :

and a hardy," called Sir Henry de Bohun, who. per-

ceiving Bruce thus engaged, conceived that he >aw

an opportunity of acquiring distinction, and ending

the war at a single blow. He therefore couched
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his lance, and, spurring his charger, rode furiously
-r the king, with the expectation that he

would easily bear him to the earth. The contest

,iost unequal, as the English knight was

armed at all points, and mounted on a heavy war-

horse; but Bruce, instead of declining the en-

counter, to the surprise of the spectators, rode

forward to meet his assailant. Just as they were

about to close, however, he suddenly turned his

palfrey to one side, so that de Bohun missed him
with the lance point ; and, rising in his stirrups as

the baffled warrior passed him in his rapid career,

he struck him with his battle-axe so severe a blow

that it dashed helmet and head to pieces, and laid

him dead at his feet. The handle of the weapon
was shivered by the violence of the blow.*

Animated by this exploit, his men advanced

boldly upon the English vanguard, which began to

withdraw in confusion to the main army. Upon
this, the Scots raised a great shout, and, pressing

vigorously on their retreating foes, slew a few of

them : but Bruce, afraid of disorder getting into his

ranks, recalled his soldiers from the pursuit. The
Scottish leaders then gathered around the king,
and remonstrated with him upon his temerity in

thus exposing himself to danger. Conscious of his

imprudence, and yet aware that he could not have

declined the combat without damping the courage
of his followers, Bruce looked at his broken weapon,
and only replied,

" I am sorry for the loss of my
good battle-axe."

On the return of Randolph from his encounter

with Clifford, the other Scottish commanders has-

tened to meet him and to congratulate him on his

victory. The king, seeing them thus assembled,
"
blvthe and glad," says Barbour,

" that their foes

butyt in such a manner," addressed them in

cheering strains, pointed out the favourable omen of

next day's success wliich so fortunate a beginning
afforded, and remarked that the same events which

"High in his stirrups stood the king,
And gave his battle-axe the swing
Right on De Boune; the whiles he pass'd
Fell that stern dint, the first the last !

Such strength upon the blow was put,
The helmet crash'd like hazel-nut ;

The axe-shaft, with its brazen clasp,
Was shiver'd to the gauntlet's grasp :

Springs from the blow the startled horse,

Drops to the plain the lifeless corse:

First of that fatal field, how soon,
How sudden, fell the fierce De Boune !

"

Lord of the Isles, c. vi. st. xv.

It may be interesting to the reader, to compare with
these spirit-stirring lines the rude but graphic description
which the ancient metrical biographer of Bruce gives of the
ame memorable incident :

"
Schyr Henry myssit the noble king ;

And he that in his stirrups stud,
With the ax that was hard and gud,
AVitli sa great mayne (fcrce) raucht him a dynt,
That neither hat nor helm mycht stynt
The heavy dusche (clash) that he him gave,
T-iat ner the heid till the harnys (brains) -clave.

The hand-ax schaft fruschit (broke )
in twa,

And he down to the earth gan ga:
All flatlynys (flat) for him faillyt mycht
This was the first stroke of the'fycht"

Barbour, p. 230.

had animated the courage of their

proportionately depressed the spirits of the
" And fra the heart be i1iioaef|l,
Tin- l,.|y i. n.,1 ,.nt. a

Th.

Shall foil,,

He then requested their advice, whether it wa*
now expedient to fight or to retreat, declaring kb
willingness to submit to their dccwion. la spite of
the immense disparity of force, however, the Scot-
tish leaders were now resolved, at all k nHf to
abide the issue of the conflict, and with one voice

they declared theirdetcrmination tofight on the mor-
row. Delighted with their alacrity f^y^
and courage, the king then directed adJm* to tte

them to have all their troops ar- !

rayedby sunrise next morning in their proper pod*
tions, each man under his o\vn banner. He earnestly
entreated them on no account to break their order,
and so courageously to receive with levelled pean
the charge of the English cavalry that eren the

hindmost ranks of the enemy might feel the bock.

He reminded them that they possessed three great

advantages in the impending struggle. First,

theirs was the righteous cause

" And for the right ay God will fight."

Secondly, the enemy had sought them in their own

land, and had brought with them such a vast annual

of wealth rhat, if the Scots gained the victory, the

poorest soldier in the army would be enriched bj
the spoil. Thirdly, they fought for their live*,

their wives and children, their freedom and their

country, while the English fought only for con-

quest.

"

He warned them that if they were beaten,

they need expect no merry at the hand of their

enemies,* and exhorted them to think in the heat of

the conflict, of the grievous injuries which "
they

and theirs" had inflicted on Scotland, and would

yet do if they had the power. He pointed out that

their honour, freedom, and happinete were entirely

in their own hands, and that everything depended

on their own discipline and valour. He gat

injunctions that not a single soldier -.hould quit the

ranks to plunder or to make prisoners,
until the

field was completely won. He promised that

heirs of all who fell should enter into puiaMMnn

their lands without the usual feudal fine;

finally, he assured them that if they quitted tJ

selves like men, and obeyed the ordm he had now

given, they might confident -

At the close of this spirit-stirring
address k

leaders, the soldiers were dismissed c^^fr* 4 tw
to their quarters. After making Wt
the necessary arrangements for the

battle, they assembled again in the

evening, and lay all night in arm* upon

Meanwhile, the English troops were

couraged by the unfortunate events of the d

thinking it not advisable to hard an
jJUtk

these circumstances, the king and

For they should si
' *

Rvcht as they did my broibrr Neil,

f Burbonr, pp. 40 W4.
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off their men to the low
grounds,

to the right and

roar of their original position, where, according to

an old English chronicler, they passed the night in

drunko!iiu>s and riot.* Barbour states that they

laid bridges of communication over the ditches and

mines, by which the low, swampy grounds
where intci>ected, and that it was re-

jwrtcd that the garrison of Stirling Castle brought

doors and windows during the night to the camp,
-: in these opcrations.t At this time, it is

said, a Scotsman named Alexander Seton, who

served in the English army, deserted to Bruce, and

informed him that he might obtain an easy victory

if he would attack the enemy at an early hour in

the morning. But the king refused to abandon the

advantages of the position which he had so judi-

ciously chosen.

The next morning, being Monday, the 24th of

June, at break of day, the whole So. tish army
heard mass. This solemn ceremony was performed

by Maurice, the Abbot of Inchaffruy, upon an emi-

nence in front of their line, where ho could be seen

by all the troops. They then took breakfast, and

arranged the:r..-elvcs in t'.ieir appointed divisions,

under their different banners. Each of them was

furnislu-d, says' an old chronicler,
" with light ar-

mour that a sword could not easily penetrate. They
had an axe at their side, and carried lances in their

hands. Their fortes moved also as thick as an

hedge."' When the whole army was in arrav, and
their banners displayed, the king proceeded, accord-

ing to the custom of the age before a battle, to confer

the honour of knighthood upon Walter, the young
Stcwar I of > Bit Jaino Douglas, and many
other gallant soldiers, in due order, and according
to their rank.

The vanguard of the English army, composed
I, under the command of the

Earls of Gloucester and Hereford, now drew near.
her nine divisions, which followed at a little

di-tamc, were compressed, by the narrowness of
the ground, into a close column, and seemed to the

-

ots to form one dense mass of warriors,
:h their bright and burnished armour,

number of banners which tio-itcd over them.
|'|

h king in j>erson brought up this vast
and u:r.vieldy body. A chosen band of five hun-

m- attended him as his body-guard; and Sir

V.ih-ncc, the veteran Earl of Pembroke,
: Giles de Argentine, one of the most ac-
hed knights of the age, rode at his bridle-

"l Anglico mort vino
o,-fc et ilrinkhailc plu,* de la Mor*. Camlxleu Writ!

II!).

seen there

iruni (a compact column)

bright banner and sheen."

Harbour, p. 249.

rein. AVhen Edward observed the firm array of the

Scottish army, he seemed greatly surprised, and

turning to Sir Ingram de Uinfraville. a..

Scottish baron, who was in attendance up

person, he exclaimed, "What! will yo:

fight?" Umfraville assured him that they ce:

would ; and he then advised the king, in^'

an open attack, to order an apparent retreat 1

his encampment, expressing his confident

the Scots would then, in spite of their leaders,

break their array, and disperse to plunder the

camp, when the English army night easily return

and overwhelm them. But Edward reject

sagacious counsel, thinking it unworthy of him
even to appear to retreat before an enemy
ferior in numbers. At this moment the Abbot of

Inchaffray, bareheaded and barefooted, v

along the Scottish line, and, holding a c

aloft, in few and forcible words exhorted the

soldiers to combat bravely for their rigli

liberties.* As he passed, the whole army knelt

down with one consent
" And a short praver there maJe they
To God, to help them in that li^rhi."

" See !

"
cried Edward,

"
they arc kneeling

mercy."
" You say truly," replied Umfraville ;

"
they do ask mercy, but it is from God. not from

you. Trust me, yon men will win or die."
' Be it

so, then," said the king.andiminediately commanded
the charge to be sounded.

The English van, led by the Earls of Gloucester

and Hereford, advanced at full

gallop on the right wing of the

Scots, commanded by Edward Bruce; bu:

rivalry between these two leaders, as to pree
induced Gloucester to hurry to the attack with

a precipitancy which greatly diminished tli

of the charge. The Scottish spearmen st

in their array, presenting a serried front o:

on which the impetuous assault of the '

scarcely produced any impression. There w..

a breaking of spears at the meeting of the lines,

says Barbour, that the noise might be heard a

great way oif, and many good knights were I

from their saddles and slain, and horses were

stabbed and rendered furious by their wounds.

AVhen the Earl of Moray saw the right wing thus

engaged, he brought up the centre division to meet

the main body of the English, whom he encount-

ered with great gallantry, and even gained gr.mnd

upon them, although they outnumbered him
to one, so that his men, says Barbour, appc;
be lost amidst the multitude of the Engli>;

they had been plunged into the sea. The left wing
was then brought up by Sir James Douglas and

Walter the Steward, preserving a small i:

to the left of the centre, so that the whole S
line was now engaged in a hand-to-hand conflict

with the. enemy. The battle raged with the ut-

most fury. The English cavalry attempted, by

repeated and desperate charges, to break through
the phalanx of the Scottish spearmen ;

but they,

*
Forduu, book xii. chap. uu.

The battle.
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exasperated by the remembrance of the grievous

injuries inflicted upon them during many long
of oppression, and eager for revenge, re-

pelled every attack with steady and determined

valour, and slew great numbers of their as-ail-

aiits. The English archers, however, by whom the

of the cavalry was supported, began to do

\ecution on the close ranks of the Scottish

spearmen ;
but Bruce had made provision against

a force whose importance he had learned by
fatal experience. He directed Sir Robert Keith,

Mar-hal of Scotland, with five hundred mcn-

at-arms whom lie had kept in reserve for that

purpose, to make a circuit round the morass

called Miltown Bog, and to charge the left

flank of the archers. This well-timed movement
was promptly and successfully executed. The

. i of the bowmen, who had neither spears

English archers, nor other long weapons, to defend

themselves against cavalry, were instantly over-

thrown with great slaughter, and dispersed in all

directions, spreading confusion throughout the

whole English army. Part of them fled to the

mran body, who endeavoured to compel them to

rally ;
but they were so thoroughly intimidated by

the onset of the Scottish cavalry, that neither force

nor persuasion could induce them to return to their

post.* On the overthrow of their formidable op-

ponents, the Scottish bowmen, who were greatly
inferior in numbers, and probably also in skill,

had now an opportunity of galling the English

cavalry without opposition ;
and after their arrows

were exhausted, they made great havoc among
the enemy with their short battle-axes.

The battle continued to rage with great fury,

but with evident disadvantage to the English.

Bruce, perceiving symptoms of exhaustion in the

ranks of his enemies, and seeing, too, how man-

fully his own soldiers had borne themselves in the

conflict, and that they were still fighting with un-

diminished vigour, encouraged his leaders to con-

tinue their exertions, assuring them, that if they
did so. the victory would soon be won. lie then

brought up the reserve to take part in the conflict,

ami all the four divisions of his army were now

cng;ivd in one line. The English, however, still

stood their ground, and made repeated but una-

vailing efforts to break through the firm array of

the Scottish spearmen, though at every successive

charge they lost more men, and fell into greater
confusion. "

It was awful," says Barbour,
" to

hear the noise of these four battles fighting in a

line, the din of blows, the clang of arms, the

shoutings of the war-cries
;
to see the flight of the

arrows, horses running mastcrless, the alternate

sinking and rising of the banners, and the ground

streaming with blood, and covered with shreds of

* It is very remarkable that the Scottish generals do not

appear to have profited by the lesson which the success

of this maiKciivre was fitted to teach them. Almost every

subsequent battle against England which they lost, was ih-

cided by tin- aivln-i-s, to whom the close and compact army
of the Scottish phalanx afforded au exposed and unresisting
mark.

VOL. I.

armour, hr..'
. pcnnoiu and rich searfe

torn and soiled \vith Wood iind Hay. and lo listen
to tin- gi-'Kius <,f t!i,- sfssjadtd :ivi the dying,"
The Scots continued to gain ground, and prewd
with renewed energy upon t hi- confined and already
wavering in:.

on them ! They fail '.

"

when the fortune of the day .still

hung in the balance, the *, n int ,J^
and attendants on tlu UMOMS)

camp, prompted either by the en*

thusiasm of the moment, or the desire of plnoder,

suddenly appeared on the (iilliiV-hill. in the rear

of the Scottish line of battle, and having hastily

assumed such arms as they fund neamt, and
fastened sheets and horsecloths upon tent pole* far

ensigns, they presented the appearance of a new

army advancing to the assistance of the Scot*.

This unexpected sight spread instant dismay amidst

the ranks of the English, already wearied and dis-

heartened by the obstinacy of the contest, and

they began to give way all along the line, though
at first slowly. King Robert, whose piercing eye

perceived the effect of this movement, intanUy
put himself at the head of the reserve, and raising

his war-cry, pressed with redoubled fury on the

failing ranks of the enemy. This on-*t, vigorously

supported by the other divisions of the Scottish

army, decided the fate of the day. The English
broke into disjointed squadrons, T.,U | T t

and began to quit the field, in the l.-^tuh.

spite of the most energetic exertions of their lead-

ers to rally them and restore order. In one of

these attempts to renew the fiuht, the young Karl

of Gloucester rode headlong ->u the ranks of the

Scottish spearmen, and wa> in.-t:i;it!y
unhorsed and

slain.* The flight no\\ iward,

whose personal courage was undoubted, n nained

on the bloody field till all was lo.-t, when the Karl

of Pembroke seized his bridle-rein and constrained

him to retire. Sir Gil.

the king a short way in his flight,
till Le saw him

safe from immediate dan-cr. li

farewell, saying, "It is not my custom to fly!"

and turning back, he cried hi- Alf

tine!" galloped boldly again-t t

manded by Edward Brace, and was borne d

and slain by the Scottish spears,t

ford, a veteran soldier, renowned iu the I

* He was killed at a \-\ncc called 0* B

short mile from the fifldol
have saved his life, but, n.--l, . I

armorial bearings over b

his horse a beautiful aii.l

been presented to him bjr
the king,*

^arbour, p. 203; Seal* > **$
Mllant soldior was one of t

the age. He bud l,n-lv r--innied fr.

Emper. -r 1 1

" '

..f^irJIHllT
that he was. in popular eUSUi ,

%Xz,K:;--
Argentina had warred

with tli.
-

engagement, an easy mstter, b '
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wars, and Sir Edmund Mauley, the Seneschal of

Kngland, shared the same fate. The slaughter

was immense. Multitudes of the fugitives were

drowned in attempting to escape across the river

Forth. Others, who fled in the opposite direction,

were hemmed in by the deep ravine of Bannock-

burn, and were there overtaken and slain in such

numbers, that, according to Harbour, the brook

was so choked and bridged over with the dead

bodies of men and horses, that it might have been

passed over dry-shod. The camp-followers, also,

when they saw the enemy completely broken and

-ed, fell upon the disheartened fugitives (who
had thrown away their arms to facilitate their

escape), and put multitudes of them to death.

Thirty thousand of the English were left dead upon
the field, amongst whom were twenty-seven barons,

two hundred knights, and seven hundred esquires.
The loss on the side of the Scots was very small,
and Sir William Vipont and Sir Walter Ross were
the only persons of note among the slain.*

When Kdward left the field he was accompanied
by five hundred heavy armed horse. He appears
to have been bewildered in the confusion of the

route, for, instead of directing his course to the

south, he fled northward to Stirling Castle, and
demanded admittance. But Sir Philip de Mow-
bray, the governor, remonstrated against this im-

prudent step, reminding the king that the fortress

would be again immediately besieged, and could
not possibly hold out any time. Edward, there-

fore, made a circuit round the castle park, by the
Itound Table, and, avoiding the field of battle and
the victorious army, fled towards Linlithgow,
closely pursued by Douglas with about sixty horse-
men. In irassing the Torwood, Douglas met with
Sir Laurence Abernethy, a Scottish knight, who,
with a small body of cavalry, was hastening to

join the English army. Sir Laurence, like the

greater part of the Scottish barons of that day,
appears to have held his political opinions very

knight to sUy two pajn doss. Hasten the Carmelite men-
Ming (he death of de Argentine :

Nobilk Arei-ntin, pujjil indue, dulcis Egidi,
Vix icirram mrniem cum te succumbere vidi."

"J
1* ftr* n." . Ird Hailes, "mentions the three
f requisites of a true knight, noble birth, valour, andUMM. Few UonlM ooupleU can be producedhae M, much sentiment. I uh that I could haved more ample memorials concerning a character

:r.,m modern manners. Sir Giles de
wmi a h.-ro of romance in real life." Boece says

le Argentine well, and expressed'. it : '.;-:
sg was so dearly be-

...1 he would rather "that

|

- had remained nnfuught, than that Itoss had

"Ont-taken him mm ban not seen,
\Vin-re h for any man made moaning."

tnanni-r, wh.-n in a ssllv from
CarrickferRns, Neil

ird-i whom hi-
i-..imii:in.l.-,l, liml (M .

rotrmctod resistance which saved tin v^t ,,f

.

She made such lamentation a, sur-

in- n had ferly (wonder)
i.-ml.ly

r >> in. -an nun uny thing,
or would u.,i hear men make moanicg."

loosely, and on learning from Douglas that the

English were entirely defeated and dispersed, he
was easily persuaded to desert the vanquished
cause, and to join in the pursuit of that prince
whose standard he was on his way to join. They
came up with the fugitive monarch at Linlithgow,
but were too few in number to attack the roval

escort of five hundred men-at-arms. They con-

tinued the chase so closely, however, as not to give
the enemy a moment's rest, killing or taking pri-
soners all who foil an instant behind. Edward's

ignominious flight terminated at Dunbar, a dis-

tance of sixty miles from the field of battle, where
the Earl of March received him hospitably, and
furnished him with a fishing skiff, or small ship,
in which he escaped to Berwick.

In the meantime, great numbers of the fugitives
had taken refuge in the recesses of the rock on
which Stirling Castle is built, but being soon

assailed by a party of the Scots, they were com-

pelled to surrender at discretion. A large body of

Welshmen escaped from the field, under the com-
mand of Sir Maurice Berkley, and having, accord-

ing to the old Celtic custom, thrown off their upper

garments previous to the battle, they presented a

singular appearance in their flight through the

country. The greater part of them were slain

or taken prisoners by the peasantry before they
reached England. A similar fate overtook many
other stragglers who had thrown away their

arms and accoutrements, in their flight from this

disastrous field. The Earl of Hereford, the Con-

stable of England, escaped with a considerable

number of men, and took refuge in the castle of

Bothwell, which was then held by the English,
under the command of Sir Walter Gilbertson.

But twenty-two barons and bannerets, and sixty

knights, with an immense quantity of spoil, fell

into the hands of the victors. According to an

English historian,
" the chariots, waggons, and

wheeled carriages which were loaded with the baj-

gageand military stores, would, if drawn xip in a line,

have extended for sixty leagues."
* Barbour says

that two hundred pairs of gilded spurs were taken

from the field of battle. Among other prisoners,

Roger de Northburge, keeper of the king's signet,

or privy seal, with his two clerks, and the signet

itself, fell into the hands of the Scots. King Robert

restored it to Edward, on condition, however, that

it should not be again used. Many of the prisoners

paid large sums for their ransom, and the victorious

army must have been greatly enriched by the

plunder of the English camp, which contained

great store of provisions, with vessels of gold and

silver, splendid arms, rich apparel, and sumptuous
horse and tent furniture, together with the military
chest holding the money for the payment of the

troops. Of the immense value of this booty, some

idea may be formed from the lamentation of an old

English chronicler over this disastrous battle.
"

day of vengeance and misfortune !" says he
;
"odious

and accursed day ! unworthy to be included in the

* M. Molmesb. p. U7.
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circle of the year, which tarnished the glory of

England, and enriched the Scots with the plunder of

nous stuffs of our nation, to the extent of

two hundred thousand pounds (nearly three mil-

lions of our present money). How many illustrious

nobles and valiant youths, what numbers of excel-

lent horses and beautiful arms, how many precious
::ts and golden vessels, were carried off in

one cruel day !"
* Another of the English historians

'

hat "
all the spoil collected after this great

victory was munificently divided by Robert among
his troops, who had so gloriously triumphed in

c of their country ;
and that he treated the

nobles and others who were made prisoners with

so much courtesy and humanity, that he wonder-

fully changed the hearts of many of the English
from enmity to admiration and estcem."t The

generous courtesy which the Scottish king dis-

played towards the prisoners, and the last remains

of those who fell in this engagement, presents a

noble and striking contrast to the mean and cruel

.lit which his adherents received at the hands

of the English. The body of the young Earl of

Gloucester, for whose death the king was much

grieved, was carried to a neighbouring church,

where it was waked all night, and afterwards sent

to England, along with the remains of the gallant

Clifford, to be interred with the honours due to

their rank. The other barons and knights were

honourably buried in consecrated ground. The
the slain were interred upon the field. Sir

Mannaduke Twenge contrived to conceal himself

during the fury of the pursuit, and early next

morning, when the king was surveying the

field of battle, he came forth from his hiding-
'

ind approaching the king, kneeled down
him. "

Welcome, Sir Mannaduke," said

Brace, to whom he was personally known ;

" whose

prisoner are you?"
"
Yours, Sir," answered the

knight.
'

I receive you," replied the king, and
retained him in his company for a considerable

time, treating him with the utmost courtesy, and

ultimately dismissed him, not only without ransom,
but loaded with gifts.J The other prisoners were
all well treated. The generosity and clemency
which Bruce displayed after this signal victory,

<1 the admiration even of his enemies. An
English contemporary chronicler relates, that

i his humane and courteous attentions to his

captives, he won their affections, and showed the

English how they might have improved their i

:es.

On the day after the battle, Mowbray, the go- !

vernor of Stirling Castle, surrendered that fortress,
'

according to the conditions of the truce, and en-

tered into the service of the King of Scotland.

:lc of Bothwell, in which the Earl of Here- '

ford had taken refuge, capitulated, after a short
> Edward Bruce. This nobleman was ex-

changed for Bruce's queen and daughter, his sister

11. MalnK-sb. p. 152.

Harbour, p. 2iiU.

t Job. de Trokclowe, p. 28.

Walsingham, p. lOti.

Christian, 'Wishart the Bihop of Gbwgow.
blind, and the young Earl of Mar. John de Srgrav*.
one of the English boron* taken primer in the'

battle, was exchanged for David de Lindrsaj.Andrew Moray, Thomas do Moraire, or Morbami
Reginald de

Lirtdesay, and Alexander his brother.
In the train which followed the English king to

Scotland there was one Baston, a Camtlito friar.
esteemed an excellent Latin poet, who w*
for the purpose of commemorating the

triumph of the Engl>h arm*. He WM taken pri-

soner, and was compelled, as his *n>rimiiatt ran-

som, to celebrate "
the victory of the Scots at

Bannockburn.''*

Such was the memorable bottle of rVifr^tHnni ;

which, both in its immediate consequence*, and its

more remote effects, most be regarded as en* of

the most interesting and important crrnts in tht

history of our country. It put a final termination

to the schemes of conquest on which snronsiT*

English monarchs had lavished so much blood and

treasure, and raised Scotland from the condition of

an oppressed and conquered province, to that of a
free and independent state. It taught the TViittish

people to continue their resistance to invader* to

the last extremity, and never to regard their caaat

as desperate. They had aecn their country, to all

appearance, entirely crushed beneath the iron yoke
of the oppressor, their cities sacked, their national

monuments plundered or destroyed, their law*

abrogated, their noblest patriots consigned to iht

dungeon, the axe, and the gibbet, and their xwe-

reign hunted like a beast of prey among tat

mountains and forests of his native land ; and now,

by the Divine bl< 'he sagacious and par-

severing efforts of that great man, whom Pro-

vidence had raised up to vindicate the cause of hi*

oppressed fellow-countrymen, they *aw the most

powerful army that their eneinii-s had erer brought

against them scattered like chaff before the wind,

and the independence of their country tetaoliahad

on a solid and permanent basis.
" Dark times,

indeed, succeeded these brilliant days; and nont

more gloomy than those during the reign of tht

conqueror's son. But though there might be fc

or doubt, there could not be a thought of despair,

when Scotsmen saw hanging, like hallowed

liques, above their domestic hearths the *wo

with which their fathers served the Broee *t tl

field of Bannockburn."t The effect* of t

have been felt through every period of

history, down to our own day ; and 1

be a doubt that the proud position

now occupies, is, in no small J^gi*** O1

great deliverance achieved by tht aaart

Bruce and his gallant compatriot*.

Hailes, vol. ii. p. 67, and Sou ; Fortaa, fcook mfc *>
""'

Sir Walter Scott He mention*, *")" *l

the small estate of Deuchar, in th

:<! transmitted from

proud inscription :

"AtBa ~

Of

-.
- '

iMnockburn I seired U* ** _
irbilk the Ingli* "* * I * I*****
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CHAPTER MIL

ROBERT BRUCE,

THE great and decisive overthrow at Bannock-

burn produced such a discouraging effect on the

minds of the English people, that they became,

for a time, unable to defend their own frontiers

from the incursions of the Scots. Taking advan-

tage of the general panic which his recent victory

had created among the English, the king, about

the end of summer, sent his brother Edward and

Inroad of the Sir James Dou
:
las into England,

Scou into by the eastern marshes, with a

England. large force, which laid waste Nor-

thumberland, and levied contributions from the

principality of Durham. Having proceeded as far

as Richmond in Yorkshire, leaving devastation

behind them, they turned to the westward, and,

after burning Appleby and other towns, re-entered

Scotland loaded with spoil, and the large amount

of ransom-money paid by the wealthy religious

houses of the district. Their advance and return

were alike unopposed ;
for such was the fear which

hod seized on the inhabitants, that the sight of

three or four armed Scots was sufficient to put a

hundred of them to flight ;* while many of the wild

troopers in the marshes, eager for plunder, joined
the invaders in spoiling their countrymen.

In the meantime, Edward had summoned his

Parliament, and endeavoured, but in vain, to raise

a force sufficient to protect his kingdom, and punish
the Scots. The Earl of Pembroke, however, wtis

appointed Warden of England to the north of the

Trent ; his former sen-ices as Guardian of Scot-

land eminently qualifying him for the difficult

duty of defending the frontier. Bruce, who was

ainccrely desiroua to obtain for his kingdom a

pccdy and honourable peace, availed himself of

liatiun* the crisis to make proposals to

Edward for a cessation of hostili-

ties until the intends of their respective king-
dom* should be satisfactorily adjusted by com-
mlMfam i ii belonging to both nations. To this

Edward agreed, granting a safe-conduct to the
h coiuniuwioncrs, and appointing persons

to raix't and arrange with them the terms of

peace- :ipbcll, Sir Roger de Kirk-

patruv -<rt Keith, and Sir Gilbert Hay,
accordingly crossed the border, and began ncgoti-

. the English commissioners. The at-

wnj speedily abandoned. K up-
land refused to renounce her offensive claims on
Scotland as its feudal huperior, and the Scotti.-h

; mined to treat only as the represcnta-
f :\n indi-jK-mli'iit nation, proud of their

.ad recent success, and hopeful for the
-

future, returned to Scotland. An-
other destructive invasion of the northern provinces

, p. 100.

followed this abortive attempt to establish peace

between the two countries. According to the

Chronicle of Lanercost, the Scots entered Eng-
land by Redesdale and Tynedale, and for six

months marched through Cumberland, driving away
cattle, burning towns, oppressing the inhabitants,

and compelling them to pay tribute, and swear

allegiance to the Scottish king.* A sum equal to

60,000 is said to have been paid to the invaders by
the people of Cumberland alone. Though the Parlia-

ment of England was sitting during this destructive

inroad, it offered neither resistance to the Scots, nor

protection to the miserable people ;
the growing

unpopularity of Edward, and the fierce factious

existing amongst the nobles, preventing the com-

binations and energy which the crisis required.

The Scots therefore returned home, unmolested, with

their plunder. To the events of Death of

this year, so important to the Scot- Jolm BalioL

tish king, must be added the death of John Baliol,

the competitor with his grandfather for the crown.

He died in France, at Bailleul, his patrimonial

estate, where for many years he had resided, ut-

terly forgotten by the people, to whom his weak
and inglorious reign had been productive of such

suffering ; and leaving one son, Edward, who was

destined, like himself, after a brief and shadowy

sovereignty, to live and die in circumstances as

obscure. In the spring of the following year

(1315), the Scots advanced, for the third time, into

England. They penetrated into the bishopric of

Durham, and plundered the town of Hartlepool.
In this expedition, however, their success was by no

means equal to that of former inroads. They were

repulsed from Carlisle, which they had besieged,

and failed altogether in an attempt to surprise the

town and castle of Berwick.+

The attention of Bruce and the Scottish nobles

seems at this period to have been Settlement

anxiously turned to the necessity of the Sc

of an Act of Settlement, regulating
succession.

the succession of the crown; and accordingly, in a

parliament held at Ayr on the 26th of April, a

deed was passed, and solemnly ratified, of which

the following were the leading provisions : That on

the demise of the king the crown should devolve on

his heirs male ; that, with consent of Marj<>-

daughter and heiress-presumptive, should J

die without male issue, his brother Edward, and his

male heir, should succeed to the throne; and that,

failing these, Marjory and her heirs male should be

next in succession: provided always, that she mar-

ried with the consent of Parliament. It w .

decreed, that, in the event of either Robert,

ward, or Marjory, leaving an heir male who

minor, the regency of the kingdom should devolve

on Thomas Randolph, Karl of Moray; or

the royal family become extinct, the same noble-

man was empowered to conduct the administration

until the Scottish parliament should elect a suc-

Apud Tyrrell, vol. iii. p. 262.

t Cl.ron. Lanercost, apud Tyrrell, vol. iii. p. 264; Haii3,
vol. ii. p. 70
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cessor to the vacant throne.* The wisdom of this

deed is not more apparent than the disinterested

patriotiMii
of Bruce himself, in preferring to his

daughter Marjory his brother Edward, in whose

maitial spirit and experience the independence
land, on his own death, would have found

a ready and resolute defender. This important

arrangement was speedily followed by the marriage

of Marjory with "Walter, the Hereditary High
Steward of Scotland, who received as the dowry of

his bride extensive estates in the shires of Linlith-

gow and Roxburgh. From this union sprung a

race of sovereigns, under whom Scotland and Eng-
land were at length happily united, and whose

ilant wears at this moment the British

crown. In the midst of these wise measures for

iVty of the kingdom, it was invaded by a

new and terrible foe. A grievous famine, the

result of ungcnial seasons and destructive wars,

spread over England and Scotland, reducing the

miserable peasantry to the lowest, depths of

3, and sweeping them away by thousands.

The harvest of 1314 had been greatly injured

by continued rains: much of the seed sown in

the spring of the following year rotted in the

ground from the same cause, so that the scanty

yield of autumn proved utterly inadequate to

the wants of the population, and, being speedily

devoured, left them to hunger and death. In

131.J, the quarter of wheat, beans, and peas, was
sold for 20s., equal to 16 of our modern currency:
in July, 131G, wheat rose to 30s., or 22 10s.

;
and

in August reached to 40s., or 30, per quarter.
The blockade of the Scottish ports by an English
squadron, aggravated the pressure of famine, so that

at one period the quarter of wheat rose to the

enormous price of 100s., equal to 75 of our money.
Though every expedient was employed to lessen

the evil, and Scotland was less dependent, from its

extensive pasture, on grain as an article of food

than the sister kingdom, the mortality was yet so

great, that the survivors are said to have been

hardly sufficient to bury the (load.

Our history must now record the brief, though
splendid success of the Scottish arms in Ireland.

In that country the Anglo-Xorman power had

succeeded, so early as the reign of Henry II., in

reducing the native population, and formally add-

ing the island as an appendage to the English
crown. Misgovcrnmcnt and oppression had made
the rule of England for a long time hateful to many
of the native Irish chiefs, and rendered them eager
to regain their independence. Instigated accord-

ingly by the successes of the Scots, and encouraged
by the weakness of Edward's administration, and
the factions of the English and Anglo-Irish nobles,
the chieftains of Ulster despatched messengers to

imploring his aid in the attempt to expel
their oppressors, and offering, in return, to bestow
the crown of Ireland on his brother Edward.

Though the chances of success were both re-

mote and doubtful, Robert, desirous to distract

*
I'ordun, book xii. chap. 21.

HI

and enfeeble the English, u well a. grati/T t]
ambition of his brother, who*
spirit was fired by the prtwncct of tSSK
a crown, ultimately complied ; and I*I*U. y
within a month after the pa-ing of **** **
the Act regulating the raceoton to the
Edward Bruce, accompanied by nx
soldiers, embarked for Inland* Th
armament reached the opposite roast in atfcty, and
the troops were discn i

1

Clondowne, 'near

Carrickfcrgus. Imni. .

sels returned to Scotland a mcarore either it*.
dered necessary by the great naval uperioritr of

England, or adopted with the donga of teaching
the soldiers, that on their own discipline aad
valour their safety and Micccaa would now 'my
depend. The Scots advanced on Carrickfergna la
two divisions, the van commanded by Randolph.
Earl of Moray, and the main Ixxl iward
Bruce in person. On their inarch they encountered
a body of Anglo-Irish troops, con- i>fct of th

sisting of about twenty th.m-and AogU>-Iiifc.

men, under Mandeville, Bissct, and Logan, military
vassals of the Earl of Ulster. A brief engagement
ensued, in which the S :* obtained a complete

victory.* The town of Carrickfergus wa inbM

qucntly taken ; but an attempt to reduce the eaitl*

altogether failed, as tin

the engine's usually employi-d in -

places. The cause of Bruce was now strengthened

by the accession of some of the principal uativt

chieftains of Ulster, who M

their sovereign.! Two chieftains, huwcvt -, in the

English interest, with alxnit two thousand aprir-

mcn,and the same nui:.

selves at the stro: rmallone,

hemming in the Scots, and
;

of provisions, endeavoured to star-. -..idrrt

into submi>sii)ii. With his character

tuosity, Bruce led his men to the atta

ceeded in clearing the pass, deft

with great slaughter, and c .<

of cattle, which afforded a season.'.

hungry soldiers. J
Tlu

with their Iri>h allies, muivhcd into th-

Ulster, and ravaged the po>-

settlers and their adlir:

The towns of Dundalk and Athenbt, abo,

stormed and burned.

In the meantime, Richard de Burgh.

ful Earl of

assisted by sonu- of th ( oonaught, w

remained "faithful to England, prepniv

and avenge the a--:' '"> &**

Edmund Butler, also, the

assembled the military force of

marching northward* 0*1

services 'in renting the Cm-: but, eonfi

own strength, and jealous
of J

feudal domains, Ulster arrogantly dccli

and after increasing his force and ravaging U

Harbour, i

* Ibid. p. Wl.
..

--
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ts supposed to be friendly to the Scots,

mix; need to meet the invaders. On the approach

of De Burgh, Bruce retreated to the

neighbourhood of Conyers, where

^r he took up a strong position, -while

Conyers. jne J7nglisn army encamped within

the shelter of a large forest, about twelve miles

distant from the town. A series of brilliant skir-

mishes ensued, in which the Scots,. led by the Earl

of .Moray, were uniformly successful, interrupting

the convoys of provisions destined for the English

army, and killing, with little loss to themselves,

numbers of their enemies. Harassed by these

constant attacks, De Burgh now took up a safer

position, and, resolving to close the war by a deci-

sive engagement, moved with his whole force on

the encampment of the Scots. Brace, on learning

the advance of his enemy, had recourse to a stra-

tagem suggested by Sir Philip Mowbray, which

was attended with complete success. The banners

and pennons of the Scottish army were left flying

in their camp, as if the troops were drawn up
behind the huts and baggage-cars, by which all the

avenues to the camp itself were guarded and

encumbered ;
while, in order to complete the decep-

tion, a portion of the Irish allies were ranged in

the rear. The English force advanced in careless

confidence, and speedily became entangled among
the baggage-cars, while many of the soldiers left

their ranks to plunder, under the impression that

its had fled. In the meantime, Brace, with

the beat part of his force, had executed a skilful

and gaining unperceivcd the flank and rear

of hi* foes, made a sudden and fierce attack.

Surprised and dismayed, the soldiers of Ulster

node scarcely any resistance. Thousands perished
on the spot ; and the rest, who fled to Conyers, were
overtaken by the cavalry of Moray, and many of

them fclain in the streets.* This brilliant victory
was followed by the flight of the Earl of Ulster to

the south cf Ireland, and the revolt of the Irish

inhabitant* of Connaught and Mcath, who rose on

'.cr*, burning their castles and
:!uir possessions. The Earl of Moray

was now dipa! ..(land to obtain rcin-

1
s had Ixrn greatly reduced

by the hard service of the- pn-mling three months;
Mrucc in |>enon prosecuted the siege of Car-

xus. C<Jin]K-lk-d to abandon the siege, but

strengthened by the return of Moray with five

hundred m-n. tin- S>tti-h leader marched south-
wards through Mcath into Kiltlarc, his progress
marked by a rrudty and devastation as ungenerousm it was impolitic, and the results of which he
li\i<| to dcplon 'scol, in Kildare, the
march of the Scots received a momentary check,
from the presence of a new army, commanded by
Lord Edmund Butler, the Justiciary of Ireland.

i.n.wof The force of Butler greatly out-

cry numlx-ml that of Edward Bruce
but the factions existing among

had destroyed the unity, and relaxed

Bsrbour, pp. 204 21M).

the discipline, necessary to success ; so that, after a

feeble resistance to the fierce charge of the Scots,

they fled in dismay, leaving their camp and mili-

tary stores to be plundered by the conquerors

(26th January, 1316). By the victory of Arcol,
Bruce was left undisputed master of the greater

part of Ireland, and the coveted crown seemed

already within his reach; but his late unsparing

cruelty now recoiled upon himself, and rendered

useless the advantage he had already gained. A
grievous famine, the consequence chiefly of his

destructive inroad, swept over the devoted districts
;

thousands of the native population, and many of

his own soldiers, perished ;
so that, to escape in-

evitable ruin, he was compelled to retreat to Ulster,

where provisions might be procured from Scotland

by sea. Roger, Lord Mortimer, who po-
extensive estates in Meath, hastily collected an

army of fifteen thousand men, and endeavoured to

intercept the retreat of the Scots. The hostile

armies encountered at Kenlis, in Battle of

Meath ;
but the troops of Mor- Kenlis.

timer were defeated with so great slaughter, that

eleven thousand of them are said to have been

slain. Having reached tllster, Edward Eruce,

availing himself of a brief breathing-time, de-

spatched Moray again to Scotland to procure
reinforcements to his troops, greatly reduced by
the hardships of war and the ravages of famine.

While Edward Bruce was prosecuting the Irish

campaign, Scotland, under the rule of his wise and

politic brother, was peaceful and flourishing, and

rapidly recovering from the effects of her strug-

gles for independence. The English government,
directed by a feeble king, and distracted by the

fierce dissensions of the nobles, could offer no

efficient opposition to the Scots ;
while a rebellion

in Wales, to quell which the whole military force

of the country had been summoned, and the suc-

cesses of the younger Bruce in Ireland, rendered

a cessation of hostilities in the highest degree

desirable.* In the western islands King ];

of Scotland alone, did there exist invades t

,, . ... ... ., -westerr

anything like opposition to the an(1 S11
-

sovereignty of Bruce. John of John ui'Lorn.

Lorn, driven from his possessions on the mainland,

after his defeat in 1308, had established hii;;

these remote islands, and continued for a long time

to inflict grievous injury on the commerce of the

kingdom. This horde of pirates, Bruce determined

to destroy ; and accordingly, accompanied by his

son-in-law, he set sail with a powerful fleet. To

conceal his intentions, and take his foe by surprise,

instead of rounding the peninsula of Cantire. the

fleet sailed up Lochfine, and cast anchor at

Tarbet. A narrow isthmus, scarcely exceeding a

mile in breadth, separates the Lochs of East and

West Tarbet: across this low-lying neck of land

the vessels were dragged upon a species of slide,

composed of smooth planks of trees laid length-

wise, parallel to each other.f The disaffected

l-'.M-d. vol. iii. pp. 546 580.
T Harbour (p. 302) states, that there was a superstitious
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islanders, intimidated by the sudden appearance of

their sovereign at the head of a powerful force,

immediately submitted, while John of Lorn was

captured, and committed first to Dumbarton Castle,

and afterward to the castle of Lochleven, where he

terminated his turbulent career.

About this time, to the great joy of the king and

P.irth of tnc nation, the Princess Marjory
Eobert II., March bore a son, Robert, who, fifty-five

years afterwards, ascended the

throne of Scotland, on the death of his uncle,

David II. But this joyful event was soon changed
to mourning, by the death of the young mother,
almost immediately after child-birth.*

In the meantime, the Scottish expedition in Ire-

land was pursuing its course with varying fortune.

Immediately after the victory of Kenlis, Edward
Bruce resumed the siege of Carrickfcrgus ; but

from the want of military engines the castle re-

sisted all his efforts to storm it, and the siege was
converted into a blockade. Reduced to extremities,

the garrison were about to capitulate, when they
received a sudden accession of strength and spirit

from the presence of Thomas, Lord Mandeville, who,
with a large body of troops, passed the encampments
of the besiegers, and entered the castle in safety.

The discipline of the Scottish force must have

become greatly relaxed, and they appear to have

neglected even the ordinary precautions necessary
. .. , to insure success. Mandeville re-

jThe Scottish .
!

anm- saved bv the solved to take advantage of their

ic conduct of carelessness, and accordingly, on
'leming. ^ mornin& aftcr his entrallcc into

the castle, he made a sudden and vigorous sally on

the cantonments of the Scots. XeU Fleming, and

a guard of sixty chosen men, were alone in readi-

repcl the attack
; and Fleming generously

resolved to save the army, by the sacrifice of him-

self and his little band. Having despatched mcs-
- to Bruce, warning him of the attack, he

drew up his men to the best advantage, and, after

a chivalrous appeal to their patriotism, met the

shock of the advancing force. The contest was

fierce, though unequal. Fleming and his com-

panions were slain to a man, but not until many of

their enemies had fallen, and time had been gained
for their countrymen to arm, and form in order of

battle. Mandeville, after sending round two detach-

ments to prevent the escape of the Scots, proceeded

rapidly along the main street of the town, to attacic

id quarters of Edward Bruce. He was met,

however, by Bruce himself, at the head of a large

body of men hastily armed. In the conflict M hich

followed, Mandeville, conspicuous from his armorial

hearings, was struck down and s'ain by Edward
Bruce. On the loss of their leader, the English
retreated in dismay to the castle

; but, alarmed lest

the enemy might enter along with them, the garrison

belief current among the islanders that they should never be
till their invader sailed across the Isthmus of

nid that, considering this supposed prophecy to huvo

..led by the passage of Brace's vessels in the man-
ner

lit-M-r'.lied, they immediately submitted to his authority.
*

t'ordun, xii. 26.

barricaded the gate, hoisted the drawbridge, tad ex-
cluded their friends, who were all Uin or takm
captive by the Scots. After the conflict. Brace
himself a man of generous feeling tad ahhralroaa

valour, though deficient in the omdeate nrttmmrj
to constitute a great commander ought oat the

gallant Fleming, still alive, though in the agonic* of

death, with his brave band tying dead aioand him,
and bewailed with tears thekm ofhit noble follower.

The garrison of Corrickfcrgtt* now agreed to ear*

render, unless relieved before the close of the month
of May ; and on the 2ml of the same month Edward
Bruce was solemnly crowned King of Ireland.'

During the next five month* the historical

records furnish little that is intcreetiag "p^'tiitf,
the proceedings of Bruce, if we except the arreader

of Carrickfcrgus Castle, and the defeat of a party
of Scots, under Allan Stewart, by an EngttaV
force. In the month of November, however, the

English government, alarmed at the succcw of the

Scots, and dissatisfied with the conduct of the Anglo-

Irish leaders, appointed Roger Mortimer Guar-

dian and Lieutenant of Ireland, and be*idc* giving

orders that twenty vessels should he provided to

convey the new governor, with a large force of

cavalry and infantry, to Ireland, commanded all

Englishmen, holding lands there, to he in rrodiaea*

to join him at Havcrford, on the 2nd of February,

1317.1 In this emergency, Moray Kinjr Rokeft f-^
was again despatched to Scotland in prraaa to ih

by Edward Bruce, to obtain rein- ewtoiMiea f aie

forcements; and the King of the

Scots, impressed with the importance, to

and his kingdom, of maintaining hit brother^

crown, determined to conduct in penon a large

body of troops to the scene of war. The govern-

ment of Scotland was intrusted, during hi absence,

to his son-in-law, Walter Stewart. aicU-.i

gallant Douglas ;
and the expedition having wiled

from Loch Ryan, in Galloway, lantkd H

Canickfergus/t After a brief period of rttt, tfco

two brothers, at the head of their nnitt-d force,

amounting to twenty thousand men, hart

forced marches, and having eluded a strong b

of troops stationed to prevent their entrance in

Leinstcr, passed through the county of

and advanced to Slane. During the marc

engagement took place,
which strikir-

_ :j.-.^ ~t !. SMttuh kin*.
the cautious

The Earl

forty thousand

lining, with this large force, an

through which his enemies mart

pass, proposed to attack their rear *

had defiled through the forest.

who led the first division, hurried o

apprehension of danger, leaving t

under his brother, far behind. Scarcely
ij

w

rear entered the wood, when it

galling discharge of arrows, and 1

the neighbourhood
of a superior

fi

it took place,
which t-t.

)us intrepidity of the Scottish I

of Ulster had asecmbled an army

isand men to oppose the 1

k J>,'a Inrn-p force. U'
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his men to inarch in order of battle, and on no

account to quit their ranks. His own nephew, Sir

Colin Campbell, who, irritated by the discharges of

M^lifh archers, rushed to attack them, re-

ceived a blow from the king's truncheon which

almost beat him from his horse, accompanied with

a stern rebuke for his insubordination. The Scots

slowlv but steadily advanced, and
i ^

* powerful army on reaching an opening in the
j

r the wood the whole force of Ulster
Erl of Ulster. was discovered drawn up in order

of battle. Robert hastened to attack them, and

after a short but fierce conflict the sturdy valour of

the Scots prevailed, and the tumultuary host of

Ulster was either slaiii or driven from the field.

Edward Bruce returned only to find the battle

ended, and to encounter a severe but merited rebuke

from his brother, for his having endangered the

safety of the whole army by his inconsiderate

rashness. The Scots advanced, by way cf

Drogheda, on Dublin, which they endeavoured to

capture ;
but in this they were unsuccessful, as the

^. after burning the suburbs, which might
have facilitated the entrance of the Scots, and

strengthening the fortifications with the materials

of a church which they demolished for that pur-

pose, offered a brave and determined resistance.

Foiled in this attempt oa Dublin, the king of the

Scots, and his brother, took possession of the
- fie of Cnoc, and, after a short stay

.lip. ii.arrlied to Xaas. and thence to Cullen,
in thi- ci.iMity of Kildarc. They penetrated, if we
may credit the Iri>h annals, as far as Limerick,

accompanied by bands of the savage native popula-
tion, ho ravaged the country without mercy,

despoiling the religious houses, and even rifling the

vpulchres in their search for spoil.
c the Scots were reaping the fruits of

Ifortintr bring*
^e 'r

l
rcvi us successes, Mortimer

reinf.irrptn.-nt, landed in Ireland with a chosen

'>dy of troops, and having trans-

mitted orders to Butler, his pre-
decessor, to delay any further attack upon the
Scots until he arrived at the camp, advanced
rapidly to Kilkenny. On his arrival he found
that the royal brothers, taking advantage of the
inaction of tlic Anglo-Irish h-aders, had

skilfully
extncatcd themselves from the difficulties of their

position, and by forced marches had reached
KiWn cturn to Ulster. Dis-

banding, therefore, the
tumultuary army, which he

ftmnd Momblcd at Kilkenny, Mortimer, with a
'

r disciplined force, pursued the
Scots, -A h<>. after various indecisive skirmishes
with the English army, made good their retreat

:i incident which occurred on this
march, deserves notice, as

illustrating the humanity
and ' which King Ro-
bert was eminently characterized,
h army was about to commence

limerick, the king heard the cries
woman, and on inquiring what was the matter

informed that a poor woman, a laundress'

or washerwoman, had been seized with the pains
of labour, and was making a great outcry at the

prospect of being left behind in that helpless
situation. Bruce immediately gave orders that

the march should be stopped, that a tent should

be pitched for her reception, and that the other

women should attend upon her delivery; and he

gave special directions respecting the manner in

which she should be conveyed along "with the army.
" This was a full great courtesy," says Barbour,
" that such a king, and so mighty, made his men
dwell in this manner for a poor lavender."*

On the return of the Scots to Ulster, ir.any of

the Irish chieftains hastened to hisremrato

acknowledge Edward Bruce as Seo!a:ul.

their king. Robert having thus accomplished the

chief design of his expedition in consolidating the

power of his brother, set sail for Scotland, accom-

panied by Randolph, but leaving behind him the

flower of his army.

During his absence, various attempts were made
to disturb the tranquillity of his

Exploit -

dominions, but with very limited Janus Douglas.

success. The English king, encouraged by the

absence of his great rival in Ireland, summoned
his military vassals to meet him at Xc .

about the end of September, 1317, for the purpose
of invading Scotland; but he was compelled to

abandon the attempt in consequence of the

sition of the Lancasteriau party. Hostii/.

twcen the kingdoms were therefore confined to

occasional border frays, in which the Scots were

almost uniformly successful, mainly throi:_

activity and skill of Sir James Douglas ;

Steward. At this time Douglas had c.^

mansion for his own residence at Lintha

near Jedburgh, and had resolved to give a ba.iquet
to his military vassals on the completion of the

building. The Earl of Arundel, the -warden of the

English marches, having received notice of this

intention, crossed the borders with a force of ten

thousand men, in the hope of surprising th

in the midst of their festivities. Dougl.
received timely notice of the approach of the

enemy, and resolved to attack them in :

wood, through which their line of march L
having thickly twisted together the young birch

trees on either side, so as to form an abu

penetrable by cavalry, he posted a considerable

body of archers in ambush at the narrowest part of

the pass, where its breadth did not exceed t vventy

yards. The English advanced in care i

and on reaching that part of the road whc:

ranks were so compressed by the uarrownc--

Barbour, p. 320. The narrative of the metii
nicler affords no authority for th- ^t:it-m.>nts wh:
been added to it in modern times, that when the

occurred the English \vere pressing hard upon I!r

had given orders for a hasty retrea:

manded the orders, and offered battle to t':.

Conceiving that he nm.,t have vect-ivtd a

Were afraid to attack him, and thus atiV.uW him ai

tunity to send off the poor woman a:id her child, and then
to retreat at his leisure without suti'eriiig any inconvenient*
from the halt.
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glade,
that it was impossible for their cavalry t(

act ^ ith effect, Douglas rushed upon them at th

head of a small body of men-at-arms, shouting hi

war cry, while the archers at the same time sud

denly poured in repeated volleys of arrows. Th

English thus assailed on every side, were thrown

into inextricable confusion, and driven back wit]

great slaughter; but, owing to their vast supc

riority of force, Douglas did not venture to pursu
them into the open country. In the first onse

Sir Thomas de Richemont, one of the Englis)

leaders, was slain by the hand of Douglas, wh
took, as a trophy of victory, a furred hat which h(

wore above his helmet.*

Soon after this, a Gascon knight, named Ed
mund de Cailou, governor of Berwick, was attackec

by Douglas, while returning through the Merse t<

that fortress, loaded svith spoil from an inroad inti

Teviotdale. Cailou and most of his men wen

slain, and the booty of the plundered district,

recovered. A similar fate befell Sir Robert Neville

who at that time resided in Berwick. On hearing
from some of De Cailou's fugitive soldiers, a hi

eulogium on tho prowess of Douglas, Neville

boasted that he would encounter this puissan

leader, if he would come and display his banner

before Berwick. Douglas, on receiving informa

tion of this vaunt, marched into the neighbour
hood of that town, and sent out a detachment to

burn some villages within sight of the garrison
Xeville immediately issued from Berwick at the

nead of a force more numerous than that of the

invaders, and encamping upon an eminence, waitec

till the Scots should disperse in quest of forage
But Douglas called in his detachments and instantly
marched against the enemy. An obstinate engage-
ment ensued, in which Sir Robert was slain in a

hand to hand encounter with Douglas, and his party
was entirely routed with great slaughter. Sir

Ralph Neville and many other persons of distinc-

tion were taken prisoners. Douglas, after ravaging
the whole district, burning all the villages and

hamlets, and driving away the cattle, returned to

the forest of Jedburgh, leaving behind him a name
of such terror, that, according to Barbour, all

along the borders, the English mothers were
accustomed to pacify their children by threatening
that they

" would make the Black Douglas take

them."f

Foiled in his attacks upon Scotland by land,

The English
*ne English monarch resolved to

attempt a landing attempt an invasion by sea. A
party of English troops embarked

in the Humber, and, sailing up the Frith of Forth,
lauded at Dunybrissle, in Fife. The sheriff of the

I'ounty hastily collected five hundred men, and at-

tempted to oppose their landing ; but, intimidated

hy the superior numbers of the invaders, the raw
evies made a precipitate retreat. In their flight

fhey encountered William Sinclair, Bishop of Dun-
keld, who was hastening from his seat at Auchter-

1

Barbour, pp. 322324.
+ Barbour, p. 310. Fordun, book xii. chap. xxr.
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tool, at the head of sixty of hi* Bcrrint*. listing
received notice of the flight of the sheriff and hu
men, this warlike prelate, whom Barboor terms
"rycht hardy, mcikill, and tark,

B

immediately
put on his armour, and, coating a linen frock or
rochet over it, threw himself on honebaek and rode
out to meet the fugi; ATiitber are yon
fleeing ?

"
said he to their leaden ;

"
you deserve to

have your gilt spurs hacked off." Then, throwing
aside his ecclesiastical garment and *i ny a paw.
he cried out,

" Let all who love their country and
their king turn again with me." With this he
made a fierce attack upon tho

English, who were speedily de-
r*pnta*4 br*U*

featcd and driven back to their Uubm of Dma

ships, with the loss of five hundred

men, besides many who were drowned by the

swamping of some of their boats. The sumTon
immediately set sail, and returned with all speed to

their own country. On the return of the King
from Ireland, he highly commended this gallant

exploit, declaring that Sinclair should be his own

bishop ;
and by the name of " The King's Bishop"

was this courageous prelate long and honourably
remembered by his countrymen.*

After the return of king Robert from his Irish

expedition, Edward, smarting interfere* of

under his frequent defeats, and the Pope-
alarmed for the safety of his kingdom, attempted
to intimidate the Scottish king and his subjects,

by the thunders of spiritual warfare. In J'ope

John XXII., a man alike senile and renal, he

found a ready instrument for bis purpose ; and, by
the liberal use of English gold, he induced him to

issue a bull, commanding, under pain of nnatm

munication, a cessation of hostilities for two yean,
" between the King of England and his belored

son the noble lord Robert Bruce, carrying himself

as King of Scotland." t Two cardinals ware

despatched into England, as the papal legates, to

enforce the observance of the truce ; and, foreseeing

that such an unjust and partial exercise of eeciesfr-

astical authority would be resisted by the Scots,

the legates were privately empowered to infliet

upon the King of Scotland, or on any other per-

sons whom they might think proper, the highest

spiritual censures. The pontiff still further ex-

hibited his thorough subserviency to Edward by

intrusting the cardinals with a bull, to be mad*

public if necessary, by which the sentence of <

jommunication was pronounced against all

nemies of the English king, and the invaden

His dominions, and especially against Robert 1

and his brother Edward. The pop* t

minated another bull against the MinoriU

or instigating the Irish to rise in rets

Fordun, book xii. chtp. xrr\

, .. . .1 __,lc nvi'.**-

nd
be county; but no ment

it is on other grounds eiceedtajfriFW
Rymer Foed. vol. Hi. P- 394,
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gainst the English government and to join the

Scottish invaders.

The conduct of Bruce, in this delicate and trying

situation, evinced great calmness

pniLnT'condtict
and prudence, combined with un-

of Uruce in regard shaken courage. While showing
all due respect to the pope, as the

head of the church, he firmly resisted all attempts

to encroach upon the dignity of his crown and the

independence of his kingdom. On their arrival in

England, the cardinals despatched two nuncios,

the Bishop of Corbeil and Master Aumery, to

convey the papal letters to the Scottish king.* On
their way to the north, in company with Lewis de

Beaumont, the bishop elect of Durham, the nuncios

were intercepted, at a spot called Rushy Ford,

near Darlington, by a band of freebooters, under

Gilbert Middleton and Walter Selby, who robbed

them of their money, luggage, and horses, and

then dismissed them to prosecute their journey,f

They reached the Scottish court in a very disconso-

late plight, and were courteously received by Bruce,
who listened patiently to their statements. Having
then consulted with his nobles who were present,

upon the message delivered to him by the nuncios,
he made answer, that he earnestly desired to pro-
cure a good and firm peace, either through the

mediation of the pope, or by any other means
;
but

that, so long as he was only addressed as Governor

of Scotland, and the title of king was withheld
from him, he could not, until he had advised with
the whole council, and the other barons of his king-
dom, admit the legates to an interview, nor was it

possible for him to convene a council for this pur-
pose before the Festival of St. Michael (29th Sept.)
He allowed the open letters of the pope, recom-

mending peace, to be read in his presence, and
listened to them with all due respect ;

but he re-

fused to receive the sealed letters addressed to

Robert Bruce, Governor of Scotland. "
Among my

barons," said he, "there are many bearing the
name of Robert Bruce, who share in the govern-
ment of my kingdom ; these letters may possibly be
ddrrssed to some one of them

; but they are not
addressed to me, who am King of Scotland."
The nuncios attempted to offer an apology for

the omission of the title of king, by observing
that it was not customary for their holy mother
the church to say or to do anything, during the
dependence of a

controversy, which might preju-
dice the rights of either of the parties.

"
Since,

then," replied Bruce, pointing to the papal letters^
T spiritual father and my holy mother are un-

illing to prt-judice the cause of my adversary by
ig mo the title of king, they ought not to have
ueedmy cause, during the dependence of the

ntrovorsy, by withdrawing that title from me
am in possession of the kingdom of Scotland
I my people call mo king, and other princes
ess me by that title; but my spiritual parents
ie an evident

partiality among their sons.

Rymer Food. rol. iii. p. 661.
Tjrrel HUt. Toi UL p. 269.

[CHAP. vrtr.

Had you presumed to present letters so addressed

to other kings, you might perhaps have been

answered in a different style ; but I reverence you
as the messengers of the holy see." The messen-

gers then requested that the king would command
a temporary cessation of hostilities.

" To this,"

replied Bruce,
" I can never consent without the

advice of my parliament, the more especially

while the English daily invade and spoil my
people."

" All this was spoken," says the letter

of the nuncios to the pope,
" in an affable manner

and with a pleasant countenance, evincing all due

reverence for your holiness and the church." It

appears from the same interesting document, that

another papal messenger, named Jacobinus, had

been despatched some time before, with letters

to the Scottish prelates, announcing the coronation

of the pope, but had been refused admission into

Scotland. The two nuncios carried Jacobinus

along with them, and earnestly entreated the king
to permit him to execute his commission. To tliis

request Bruce gave no answer, but,
"
by a certain

change of his countenance, silently intimated a re-

fusal," and they were informed by the secretaries

of the king, that this refusal was owing to the

omission of his royal title; and the Scottish

counsellors assured them, that if the letters had

been addressed to the king of the Scots, negotia-

tions for a good and lasting peace would have been

readily entered into, but no attention would be

paid to the injunctions of the pope, so long as the

royal title was withheld.*

On receiving intelligence of the rejection of their

proposals, the cardinals, who had _his refusa] to

remained all this time at Durham, receive the papal

resolved, at all hazards, to pro-
claim the papal truce in Scotland. This perilous

office was intrusted to Adam Newton, the Father

Guardian of the Minorite Friars of Berwick, who

was furnished with the requisite documents, and

with letters to the Bishop of St. Andrews, and the

other Scottish prelates, requiring them to enforce

the papal mandate. A most interesting account of

this journey to Scotland has been given by rsV.vt.n;

himself, in a letter addressed to the cardinals.!
" In the first place," says he,

"
I arrived safe at

Berwick, with God's assistance, but not without

difficulty and tribulation. About a week ago I

proceeded from Berwick to Old Cambus, a village

about twelve miles distant from Berwick, near

which place in a wood the Lord Robert lay con-

cealed with his accomplices, labouring night and

day in the construction of various machines, in-

tended for the siege and destruction of Berwick.
" But I cautiously left all the bulls, letters, and

other papers with which you had intrusted me

in safety at Berwick, till I should receive a saf

conduct from the said Lord Robert
;
which I re-

ceived for myself and the papers from the Lori

Alexander Seton, seneschal to the said Lord Ro

bert, and Master John de Montonforth, his clerk.

" I then went 7mck to Berwick for my paper
* Rymer Foed. voL iii. pp. 661, 662. t Ibid. !
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and credentials, and returned again to Old Cam-

bus, but was refused any personal intercourse with

the said Lord Robert, and was desired to give all

my letters to the foresaid seneschal and clerk, that

they might be shown to the said Lord Robert.

And because he was not named as King of Scot-

land, all the bulls and letters were contemptuously
returned to me ;

and a message was delivered me
from the said Lord Robert, declaring that he would
not acquiesce in the bulls or in your processes,

unless called King of Scotland, nor until he had

acquired possession of Berwick. On this, seeing
that I was environed with danger, I was greatly
troubled how I might preserve the papers, and my
own mortal life. Before the foresaid persons, and

a multitude of others who were gathered around

me, I expressly and publicly proclaimed, that a

two years' truce was established and ordained be-

tween England and Scotland, by the authority of

the supreme pontiff ; but which proclamation they
all despised.

"
I next earnestly entreated the foresaid persons,

in the name of the Lord, that in charity and com-

passion, and from reverence for the holy see, they
would give me a safe conduct to pass further into

Scotland to some of the prelates of that country,
to carry your orders into execution, or at least for

my safe return to Berwick.
" But they refused to grant me either, and ^dis-

missed me desolate on all sides, with express orders

to get out of the country in all haste. I was,

therefore, reluctantly constrained to measure back

my steps towards Berwick. In my way thither I

was encountered by four armed ruffians, who robbed

and despoiled me of all my papers and of my gar-

ments, stripping me entirely naked. It is ru-

moured, that the Lord Robert and his accomplices,
who instigated this outrage, now have the papers
which were taken from me."

Throughout the whole of this negotiation it is

evident that the pope acted. as the servile tool of

the English court
; but the good sense and firmness

of Bruce, aided by the patriotism of the Scottish

clergy and the attachment of his subjects, enabled
him to thwart the cunning policy of Edward and
his ecclesiastical ally, and to maintain the dignity
and independence of his kingdom.
The important town of Berwick, the key of the

Capture of eastern marches, still remained in
Berwick. the hands of the English; and

Bruce, as we have seen, was found by the papal
-ror busily engaged in the construction of

engines for its capture. Fortunately for the Scots,
a burgess named Spalding, having been harshly
Seated by the governor, Roger Horsely, deter-

mined, in revenge, to betray the town into the
hands of the enemy. This purpose he communi-
cated to a Scottish lord, called by Barbour the

Marshall,* by whom the intelligence was immedi-

ately conveyed to Bruce himself. " You did well,"

Barbour, pp. 333339. Lord Hailes conjectures, on
plausible grounds, that the nobleman referred to by

Harbour, was the Earl of March. Annals, vol. ii. p. 97.

U7

said the sagacious monarch,
"
in Viny BM -g^

confidant, for if you had told this to cither Pta-
dolph or Douglas, you would hate oflended the on*
whom you did not trust. Both of them, bowerrr,
shall aid you in executing this enterprise.

1*
The

king then commanded his informant to repair, with
a strong body of troops, to Dunc Park, about four-
teen miles from Berwick ; and Mparate orders were
given to Douglas and Randolph to meet him at the
same place, each accompanied by a "lifrttn bend of
retainers. At nightfall, the troops thus

secretly
assembled, quitted the place of rendexrooa, and
marched to Berwick; and having, by the aseietnnee
of Spalding, fixed their ladders near the Cowport,
they scaled the walls undiscovered, sod were

speedily masters of the town. When the alarm
was given, the citizens hastily assembled in groups,
or ran wildly through the streets

; but, panic-strode

by the suddenness of the attack, they offered BO
effectual resistance. Not a few were slain or made

prisoners, but many escaped over the walls or

threw themselves into the castle. A portion of the

assailants dispersed themselves through the itieete

to slay and plunder ; but a select body were kept

together by Randolph and Douglas, in readiness to

repel any attempt on the port of the garrison to

recover the town. This precaution saved the Scot-

tish force from destruction; for next day, about

noon, the governor of the castle, discovering the

small number of the assailants, made a despemte

sally, and had nearly succeeded in recapturing the

city. After a fierce struggle, however, in which a

young knight, called Sir William Keith of f
**iht"w.

eminently distinguished himself, the English were

driven back into the citadel with great slaughter.

On learning that the town was taken, King Robert

came up with the rest of his forces to secure the

important conquest. Great numbers of Scotchmen

also flocked into the town, from the Mcrse, Teriot-

dale, and Lothian, to assist in the reduction of the

castle, which soon surrendered. The garrison wate

permitted to depart into England. Immense

quantities of merchandize, provisions, and military

stores were found in the city, and its plunder

greatly enriched the Scottish army. Instead of

demolishing the castle, as he had hitherto dooe

with all the fortresses recovered from the English,

Bruce resolved to strengthen the fortification*,

and to commit the keeping of both town and

castle to his gallant son-in-law. The Steward

being well aware, from the importance of the

town, that the English would soon make a njor-

ous effort to recover it, carried on his preparatio

with great energy. He reinforced the garrison,

which consisted of a strong body of archers, ef

men, and cross-bowmen, with five hundred fen

men, who quartered his arms, and *

from his own hereditary possessions,
and

the relations of his family. He kid in *

stores of provisions that the town and cas

victualled for a year; and, assisted by J<

an experienced Flemish engineer,
he c

springalds, cranes, and every other kin.
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engine, then employed in the defence of fortified

towns. In the midst of these preparations, Bruce

Invasion of invaded Northumberland, surpris-

England. ing the Castle of Mitford, and re-

ducing the strongholds of Wark and Harbottle.

He penetrated into Yorkshire, plundering and burn-

ing Xorthallerton, Boroughbridge, Scarborough,

and Skipton; and compelled the inhabitants of

Ripon to redeem themselves from military exe-

cution, by the payment of a large sum of money.
He then ied back his army into their own country,

loaded with booty, and driving their prisoners be-

fore them, according to the chronicle of Lanercost,

like flocks of sheep,t Edward, unable to protect

his subjects from the destructive inroads of the

Scots by force of arms, again sought and obtained

the aid of the Pope ; and the two cardinals, who
still remained in England, were instructed by the

Papal bull of pontiff to issue a bull of excom-
encommanica- munication against Robert Bruce

Brace'Sj'ws ^ all his adherents, on the

adherents. ground that they had captured
Berwick in violation of the terms of the papal

truce, and maltreated the messengers of the holy

aee.J Meanwhile, Edward had summoned his par-
liament to meet at Lincoln, but was compelled to

prorogue it on account of the invasion of the Scots ;

while an army hastily assembled at York was dis-

mis>ed, as the enemy had already returned home.
The English parliament met at London, about

Michaelmas, and gave orders that the various

towns throughout the kingdom should furnish each
a certain number of soldiers, completely armed,
who were required to serve for forty days, and to

be maintained at the expense of the citizens.

These levies, along with the military barons and
their retainers, formed a large and efficient force

;

but when they came to the rendezvous at York, the

animosity between the king and his nobility ran
o high, that it was found necessary to disband the

army, without making any effort to recapture Ber-
wick, or to punish the aggressions of the Scots.

At this period tidings were conveyed to Scotland

n-fat and death
ol !

.

h
.

e disastrous issue of the ex-
of Kdwanl Hruce, pedition to Ireland. Edward

4tb

[sue
1*'' Brtlce had maintained a precarious

authority in Ulster by means of

frequent reinforcements from his native country.He now rashly encountered at Fagher, near Dun-
dalk, a greatly superior force, amounting to nearly
twenty thousand men, under John de Berming-
ham, and wa* defeated and slain. The army of
Edward Brace u said to have numbered only two
thousand men, exclusive of his Irish allies, a large,
but irrtgular and ill-disciplined host As the
English were approaching, Bruce despatched three
ot his principal officers, Soulis, Stewart, and Mow-
bray, to observe the number and strength of the

enemy. On their return they strongly urged the

Harbour, pp. 839, 840.
Chron. l^iiercost, p. 230.
firmer Focd. vol. iii. pp. 707711

} WaUingham, p. 111.

propriety of declining an engagement with an

army so vastly superior. To these judicious coun-

sels Edward Bruce, with his characteristic impe-

tuosity and contempt of danger, refused to listen ;

nor could his resolution be shaken by the intima-

tion of his Irish allies, that they would decline

taking part in so hopeless a contest. The engage-
ment began by a vigorous charge of the English
on the vanguard of the Scots, Avho were almost

instantly overwhelmed. Edward Bruce was slain

by John Maupas, who was himself found lying
dead upon the body of his enemy. Sir John Soulis

and Sir John Stewart were also slain, while Sir

Philip Mowbray was mortally wounded. A small

remnant of the Scots, under John Thomson, the

leader of the men of Carrick, succeeded, with the

assistance of their Irish allies, in making good
their retreat to Carrickfergus, and from thence

reached Scotland.* Notwithstanding the gene-
rous conduct of King Robert after the battle of

Bannockburn, the victors treated the body of Ed-

ward Bruce with revolting indignity. It was

quartered, and exposed in four different places in

Ireland as a public spectacle. Berrningham car-

ried over the head, as an acceptable present to the

English king, and received, as the reward of his

services, large grants of money and land, with the

title of Earl of Lowth.f Thus terminated an ex-

pedition, which, if it had been as wisely prose-

cuted as it was auspiciously begun, might have

changed the relations and history of the three king-

doms.

The death of Edward Brace without lawful male

issue, and that of Marjory, the Settlement of the

king's daughter, who had left an succession to the

inlant son, rendered some new

regulations necessary regarding the succession to

the crown of Scotland. Accordingly, in a meeting
of the Scottish parliament, held at Scone in the

beginning of December, 1318, an Act of Settlement

was passed, in which the prelates, earls, barons,

and others of the community, after solemnly re-

newing their oath of allegiance to Bruce, ordained,

that should the king die without a lawful male

heir, Robert, the son of the Princess Marjory,
should succeed to the throne : that, in the event of

Robert Stewart, or any other heir of the king's

body, being a minor at the period of the king's

death, Thomas Randolph, Earl of Moray, and,

failing him, Sir James Douglas, should be ap-

pointed tutor to the heir and guardian of the king-

dom, until it appeared to the majority of the com-

munity that Robert Stewart, or the other heir of

the king, was capable to administer the govern-
ment in person. It was farther enacted, that as in

times past certain doubts had arisen, though with-

out sufficient cause, regarding the rule of succes-

sion, the male nearest to the king at his death,

descending in the direct line
; or, failing him, the

nearest female in the same direct line ; or, failing

the whole direct line, the nearest male in the col-

* Harbour, pp. 3C2 368.

t Rvmer Foed. vol. iii. p. 767.
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lateral line, respect being always had to the right
of blood by which the deceased king reigned
should succeed to the throne.

These enactments having been unanimously

adopted, Randolph and Douglas declared their

acceptance of the offices thus conditionally assigned
to them, and, laying their hands on the holy gos-

pels and the relics of the saints, took a solemn

oath faithfully to discharge their duty, and to ob-

serve, and cause to be observed, the laws and customs

of Scotland. After this, the bishops, abbots, priors,

and the rest of the clergy, and the earls, barons,

knights, and freeholders, and the other members of

the community, took the same solemn oath in the

same manner, and affixed their seals to the instru-

ment of succession.

Besides determining the succession to the crown,

Laws enacted by
^s parliament passed various im-

tlie Scottish portant ordinances regarding the

parliament. civil, military, and ecclesiastical

interests of the kingdom. All men were required
to array themselves forwar. Everylayman possessed
of land, who had ten pounds' worth of moveablc pro-

perty (equal to a hundred and fifty pounds' worth
in modern times), was commanded to provide him-
self with an acton and a basnet that is, a stuffed

leathern jacket, and a steel helmet, together with

gloves of plate, and a sword and spear. Those
who were not provided with these pieces of de-

fensive armour were ordered to have an iron-jack,
or back and breast-plate of iron, a knapiskay, or

iron head-piece, with gloves of plate ;
and every

man possessing the value of a cow, was enjoined to

be provided with a bow and a sheaf of twenty-four
arrows, or with a spear. In case of disobedience,
the recusant was to forfeit his moveable property
half to the king, and half to his overlord, or

superior. All sheriffs and lords were enjoined to

make inquest into the execution of this law. All

persons while on the road to the royal army were

required to subsist at their own charges, without
in any way oppressing the country; those who
came from places near the rendezvous were en-

joined to bring carriages and provisions along with
them

; those who came from remote parts were to

bring money, and if refused a supply of provisions
after the offer of reasonable compensation, per-
mission was given to take what was necessary, but
under the eye of the bailie or magistrate of the

district. To supply the enemy with weapons, or

to give them any assistance whatever, was declared
to be a capital offence. Ecclesiastics were pro-
hibited from remitting money to the papal court
for the purchase of bulls, and all holders of fiefs in

Scotland, but resident in England, were prohibited
from drawing money out of the kingdom. Among
the statutes of the same parliament is found one

relating to theft-bute, or ransom of theft. Any
person who paid this ransom was held as a con-

victed thief, and was liable to be banished accord-

ingly, without farther proof, and the receiver of
the composition was to be severely fined, or, if

unable to discharge his fine, was to be imprisoned

during the king's pleasure. The statute conclude*
with a qualifying clause,

"
saving the liberties of

those lords who had such conceded to them bj the

kings of Scotland, before our lord the king who
now reigns." The persons thus exccpted were, in
all

probability, the nobles residing on the bordtrrm,
whose cattle were constantly exposed to the incur-
sions of freebooters, and, when stolen, could only
be regained by the payment of a ransom.*

"While the Scottish parliament wa* Uuuing there
wise and salutary ordinances, the Pope, at the in-

stigation of the English king, continued to fulmin-

ate against Bruce and his adherent*. Mnetingm
were despatched from Scotland to

obtain a reversal or mitigation of 'r-nlmt tttemt
these severe measures, and the resto- to conciliau id--

ration of friendly relations between P*!**'

the Scottish nation and the holy see ; but, by the

influence of the English ambassadors, the attempts

altogether failed, f In another quarter, the un-

generous efforts of the English monarch to injure

Scotland, received a dignified check. The Scot*

had for a long period carried on Tnulc with

an advantageous trade with Finn- FlnJr.

ders, procuring, in return for the produce of their

own country, arms, provisions, and military store*.

This commercial intercourse Edward endeavoured

to interrupt, by soliciting the Count of Flanders,

the Duke of Brabant, and the magistrates of the

different towns in the Netherlands, to prohibit the

Scots from in future entering their ports and mar-

kets, representing them as excommunicated per-

sons, with whom the faithful ought to have no

friendly dealings. The reply of the Count of

Flanders to this proposal was marked by a wisdom

and liberality which entitle it to honourable men-

tion.
" His country," he said,

" was common to

all men of every region, and the right of entry to

it was free to every person; and in permitting the

Scots to enter his ports, and his own people to

trade with Scotland, it was by no means his wiah

or intention to countenance or encourage that na-

tion in error, but merely not to interfere with the

free exercise of merchandize, on which the exist-

ence and prosperity of his own subjects to neces-

sarily depended." With the exception of the Duke

of Brabant and the city of Mechlin, the states and

towns in the Netherlands returned similar replie

Availing himself of an apparent reconc

with the Lancastrian party, Ed-

ward resolved to make a vigorous by Ldnrt tor

effort for the recovery of Berwick. U

He summoned his military vassals

to assemble at Newcastle-upon-Tyne, on the 2

of July, 1319. A numerous levy of in&ntrj

ordered to join the royal army, from the t

counties of England and Wales ; and, in addi

the land force, a powerful fleet was appou

Fordun, book xiii. chap. xiii. ;
Ken Lift of Bract,

vol. ii. chap. xx. Regiara MajesUtem.

t Rymer Foed. vol. iii. p. W*jt y . . . .

J Kymer Foed. vol. iii. pp. Wi 770<

Hymer Fned. vol. iii.
!'
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occupy the mouth of the Tweed, to prevent the

introduction of supplies or reinforcements to the

machines, and
gamson, to transport provisions,

necessary stores, and to co-operate with the army

in the varied operations of the siege. These ex-

tensive preparations \vere not completed till early

in September, when Edward marched from New-

castle ; and having crossed the Tweed without op-

position, entirely surrounded Berwick from the

river to the sfa, securing his camp by strong lines

of circumvallation, while his fleet occupied the

estuary of the Tweed.* After landing the pro-

visions, military stores, and machines, it was re-

solved, at a council of war, to attempt the capture

of the town by storm; its low walls affording

facilities to a sudden and well-conducted escalade.

On the morning of St Mary's Eve, 7th Septem-

Acunlt upon bcr, the English army was drawn
the town Up jn separate divisions, placed at

regular distances, and provided with scaling lad-

ders, scaffolds, and defences, with hoes and pick-

axes for mining. Meanwhile, the Scots, under

their gallant leader, Walter, the High Steward of

Scotland, were preparing bravely to defend the

town. Steward arranged his men in companies to

meet the advancing parties of the English, and,

attended by a considerable body of reserve com-

posed chiefly of his own relations, he passed along
the ramparts, encouraging the troops to behave

manfully, and ready to briug assistance where it

jwrnH most to be required. At the sound of the

trumpet, the English marched to the assault ; and,

after filling the ditches and applying their ladders

to the wall, strove bravely to reach the top, but

were everywhere repulsed by the garrison, their

ladders thrown down and many of them wounded
and alain. In the afternoon, the English fleet,

which had to wait the rise of the tide, sailed up to

the walk on the river side. One vessel, filled with
armed men, and constructed specially for the pur-

poae of assault, was warped up by means of boats

M near as possible to the rampart To the bow of

bar boat, which was hoisted mast-high, was fitted

a species of drawbridge, which was intended to be

drojij cd upon the wall, and to afford a passage from
the ship into the town. As this formidable vessel

approached, the Scots from the battlements assailed
her with close and deadly discharges from their

ftpringalds, crossbows, and other engines, so that
the sailors were unable to bring her

sufficiently
near, and the drawbridge, when let down, fell short
of the walL At length she grounded on a bank,
nod a party of Scots sallied from the town at ebb-

tide and Btt her on fire. On the
failure of this double attempt, a

retreat was sounded, and the assailants drew off to
their camp.

l>uring the five following days no assault took

place, but both parties were ac-

tively engaged in preparations for

iU fUore.

MMtal stuck

Bartxmr, pp. 812 8aa HU account of the si
ft sink ill; minute and interesting.
Mis, oL i pp. 109 H3.

ege is

See alsoHaiWAn-

the coming strife. The English constructed

machine called a Sow, framed of large beams of

timber, with a strong roof, sloping like the back

of the animal from which it took its name, and

capable of containing a considerable number of

men, furnished with all the necessary implements
for undermining the foundation of the wall. Move-
able scaffolds were also built high enough to over-

top the walls of the town, and to enable the assail-

ants to fight the Scots upon equal terms. To aid

the efforts of the land army, a number of ships were

fitted up similar in construction to that vessel

which had been destroyed by the Scots, but rendered

more effective by filling the top castles with armed

men and archers, intended to drive the defenders

from the walls, while the assailants beneath, dragged
the ship close to the walls and lowered the draw-

bridges. These formidable preparations had been

anxiously watched by the gallant Steward. With
the advice, and under the directions of Crab, the

Flemish engineer, he constructed two powerful pro-

jectile engines of vast strength, called cranes, and

intended to discharge stones of great weight, with

immense force. Springalds were also provided, for

projecting thick heavy darts winged with copper,

together with strong iron chains with grappling
hooks attached to them, and large bundles of highly
combustible faggots, mixed with flax and tow

saturated with pitch. As on the former occasion,

the Steward divided his men into companies, as-

signing to each the defence of a portion of the

wall, while, at the head of the reserve, he resolved

to watch the various points of attack, and to supply
reinforcements where these might be needed. On
the morning of the 13th September, the English
marched forward to the sound of trumpet, and soon

succeeded in filling up the ditches, and fixing their

ladders
; but they were assailed by the garrison,

not only with the ordinary hand weapons, but with

discharges of large stones and other missi!

were beaten back on every quarter. The conflict

raged till noon, when, finding every effort unavail-

ing to take the town by an escalade, Edward

gave orders that the Sow should be brought forward

for the purpose of undermining the walls. As this

huge machine advanced, one of the era:

merly mentioned, was wheeled up to that part

of the wall directly opposite; its maiui.

being committed to the care of a skilful English

engineer, captured in the late assault, and who

was threatened with instant death if he did not

use all his endeavours to destroy the Sow.

At the first discharge, a great stone launched

against it flew beyond the mark, Destruction of

on which the English endeavoured
"
tin

to hurry on the machine to the foot of the wall.

The second discharge was attended with no better

success, as the stone fell short. A third time the

engineer bent the machine, straining it to it

utmost effort, but now with an aim so true that

the stone descended with overwhelming force on

the top of the Sow, shivering the strong roof into

pieces, and destroying many of the soldiers and)
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miners concealed within. The rest fled in terror

from the shattered fabric, pursued by the derisive

shouts of the Scots, who cried out from the walls,

that the English Sow had farrowed her pigs. Crab

ediately cast over his grappling-hooks and

s, and secured the machine, and, having
thrown burning faggots on its broken timbers,

speedily reduced it to ashes. Meanwhile, the

-quadron, at flood tide, moved up to attack

the lower wall along the Tweed. As the vessels

advanced, the engineer to whom the defence

of that portion of the wall was entrusted, dis-

charged against the foremost, a large stone, kill-

, ing and wounding a great number of her men,

upon which the remaining ships were so much
intimidated that they withdrew from the assault,

nayed by the destruction of the Sow, the

English land-force continued to press their attacks

with unabated vigour, in the hope of wearing out

!

the strength of the besieged. But the Scots,

, animated by the presence of their brave leader,

who was everywhere present, assisting to remove

the wounded, cheering on the men, and supplying
reinforcements, succeeded in beating them back

at every point. The escort of Steward became at

last so reduced that one man only remained with

him, when an alarm was given that the English
had broken down the barrier close to St. MaryV

, gate, which they were endeavouring to fire.

Steward hastened to the scene of danger, and

having drawn a considerable reinforcement from

the garrison of the castle, ordered the gate to be

thrown open, and sallying out upon the enemy,
repulsed them with great slaughter. The Scots

retired into the town, after having extinguished
the flames and secured the gate. The assault

terminated only on the approach of night, when
the English force, foiled in all their attempts, re-

turned to their quarters, wearied and greatly dis-

i heartened. Both parties appear to have fought
with emulous valour

;
and it is mentioned, as an

evidence of the fierce determination displayed

throughout the struggle, that the women and boys

belonging to the garrison were continually em-

ployed, while the strife was raging, in gathering
up, and conveying to their friends, the stones and
other missiles discharged by the English.

"\Vlrile Edward was engaged before Berwick,

Invasion Bruce anxiously endeavoured to

of England by raise the siege, and collected a

large army for that purpose. The
lumbers of the enemy and the strength of their

entrenchments induced him, however, prudently to

lecline an immediate encounter; but he resolved
o make a powerful diversion in favour of the be-

rcd town, by invading England, thus corn-

tiling Edward to abandon his enterprise in order
o defend his own dominions. Randolph and

Douglas accordingly crossed the borders with a

^-ll-appointed force of fifteen thousand men.*
he Scots, it is said, had concerted a plan for ob-

possession of the person of the queen, who
*
Walsingham, pp. Ill, 112,

was at that time
residing near York, tad

dictating the terms of an honoarablt
vantageous peace." Foiled in this ntt, mnt by tfc

escape of the queen, who learned their porpaatfrom a Scottish prisoner who Ml into the Wmlt of
the English, they wasted Yorkshire, dcetroyisw
Ripon and carrying devastation as far as Minn!
To resist this terrible inroad, the Archbishop of
York, in the absence of the regular
collected a large but ill-assorted and
force, composed of archers, yeomen, ,

clerks, monks, and friars, and advanced on th*
head quarters of the Scots, then ^**Hrt>tn

>

at

Mitton.f On the approach of this motley hot^.
the Scottish leaders called in their detachment*.
and while the English were defiling arrow a bridge
over the river Swale, charged them furiously,
under cover of the smoke of some stacks of hay
which they had set on fire for the purpose. The

tumultuary force of the arch-, Th ClMfttr at

bishop was broken and put to Mins*.'

flight in an instant, and pursued for a considerable

distance, with great slaughter. Four thousand
men are said to have fallen, and among these were
three hundred priests, distinguished by the white

surplices which covered their armour. Many were

drowned in attempting to re-cross the river Swale.t
and those who escaped were saved only by the

darkness of night. In allusion to the clerical

leaders of the defeated army and the slaughter of

the priests, this rout was named by the Scots, in

the savage pleasantry of the times,
" The Chapter

of Mitton."

When the news of the Scottish invasion and the

defeat of Mitton reached tlie camp before llcrwiek,

the English barons whose estates lay in the north

of England, headed by the Earl of Lancaster,

withdrew from Berwick to defend their own do-

mains, and Edward, thus deprived of nearly

third of his army, was compelled Th *** of

reluctantly to raise the siege.)!
Berwick ratni.

Determined, however, to punish the Scots, he

marched southward, hoping to intercept them as

they returned to their own country. But Ran-

dolph and Douglas having received accurate intel-

ligence of the movements of the English array,

prudently eluded an encounter, and returned safer/

into Scotland by the western marches, loaded wiUi

booty, and carrying with them many pnsooeta,

appears, from an authentic document, that no to

than eighty-four towns and Tillage* wtw
J

and pillaged by the Scots in this ezpedii

On the departure of the English from B

Bruce hastened to his gallant son-in-law, sr

brave men who had so nobly defended I

portant fortress, and added to themilil

of the Scottish nation. After bestowing a

" Certe si capU fuisw* tnnc RegiB.e*a V** 1

emisset sibi Scotia."-M. Malmwbnr/, p. 1

t Harbour, p. 349.

J Walsinghara, p. 1 12.

Harbour, p. 351.

|l Harbour, pp. 358, S-VJ.

[ llvmer Foed. vol. iii. PP- " <**
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the highest encomiums, he provided for the future

safety of the town by increasing the height of the

walls, and otherwise strengthening the fortifica-

tions, some of which had suffered during the late

siege.

Foiled in his attempts to reduce Berwick, anc

Negotiations for unable to protect his subjects from

a peace. the fierce incursions of the Scots,

Edward and his parliament now became desirous

of peace with Scotland. For this purpose "com-

missioners were nominated by both parties ;
and a

trace was ultimately agreed upon for two years,

commencing with Christmas 1319 ;
and in the

mean time the commissioners were authorised to

continue their negotiations for a lasting peace.

The Pope renews It appears somewhat strange that
his spiritual Edward's old ally theTope should

censures against , , , , ,, .

Bruce and his ^ave selected this moment to re-

adherents, new the thunders of his excom-

munication against the Scottish king and his

adherents ; and, apparently enraged at the con-

tempt with which his former censures had been

treated, the holy father commanded the Archbishop
of York, with the Bishops of London and Carlisle,

to repeat the ceremony on every Sabbath and
festival day throughout the year.* This ill-timed

and unfair exercise of authority on the part of his

holiness seems to have excited great indignation

among the people of Scotland, and in a parliament
held at Aberbrothock, on the 6th of April, 1320,
the barons and freeholders of the realm, with the

consent of the king, and in the name of the whole

Spirited memo- community of Scotland, addressed
rial of the a spirited memorial to the Pope
tub Urons. in vindication of themselves and

their sovereign from the misrepresentations of
their enemies. After alluding to the fables then

currently believed respecting the origin of the
Scottish nation, their long line of a hundred and
thirteen kings, their conversion to

Christianity by
the apostle Andrew, and the favour which former

pontiffs had shown to their forefathers as the flock
of the brother of St. Peter, they go on to denounce
the unjust interference of Edward the First with
the affairs of Scotland, and describe, in forcible

terms, the calamities which the ambition of that

unprincipled monarch had brought upon their

country.
" Under such free protection," say they," did we live, until lidward, king of England, and

father of the present monarch, covering his hostile

designs under the specious disguise of
friendship

and alliance, made an invasion of our country at
the moment when it was without a king, and
attacked an honest and unsuspicious people, then
but little experienced in war. The insults which
this prince has heaped upon us, the slaughters and
devastations which he has committed, his imprison-
ments of prelates, his burning of monasteries, his
portions and murder of priests, and the other
enormities of which he has been

guilty, can be
rightly described, or even conceived, by none butM eye-witness. From these innumerable evils

Rjraer Fod. yol. iii. pp. 797, 810.

have we been freed, under the help of that God
who woundeth and who maketh whole, by our

most valiant prince and king, Lord Robert, who,
like a second Maccabaeus, or Joshua, hath cheer-

fully endured all labour and weariness, and ex-

posed himself to every species of danger and

privation, that he might rescue from the hands of

the enemy his ancient people and rightful inhe-

ritance
; Him, Divine Providence, and the right

of succession according to those laws and cus-

toms which we will maintain to the death, as

well as the common consent of us all, have made
our prince and king. To him are we bound, both

by his own merit and by the law of the land, and

to him, as the saviour of our people, and tin

guardian of our liberty, are we unanimously deter-

mined to adhere. But if he should desist from

what he has begun, and should show an inclina-

tion to subject us or our kingdom to the king cf

England, or to his people, then we declare, that we
will use our utmost effort to expel him from the

throne, as our enemy, and the subverter of his own
and of our right, and we will choose another king
to rule over us, who will be able to defend us

;
for

as long as a hundred Scotsmen are left alive, we
will never be subject to the dominion of England.
It is not for glory, riches, or honour, that we fight,

but for that liberty which no good man will con-

sent to lose but with his life.

"
Wherefore, most reverend Father, we humbly

pray, and from our hearts beseech your Holiness to

consider, that you are the vicegerent of Him with

whom there is no respect of persons, Jews or

Greeks, Scots or English ; and turning your pa-

ternal regard upon the tribulations brought upon
us and the church of God by the English, to ad-

monish the King of England that he should be con-

tent with what he possesses, seeing that England
of old was enough for seven or more kings, and

not to disturb our peace in this small country,

lying on the utmost boundaries of the habitable

earth, and whose inhabitants desire nothing but

what is their own."
After declaring that they are willing to do every-

thing for peace, which is consistent with the freedom

of their constitution and government, and exhorting
the Pope to procure the peace of Christendom, in

order that the Holy Land might be recovered from

the hands of the infidels, and expressing their

readiness to undertake that holy expedition if Ed-

ward would permit them to depart in peace, they

jo on to say :
" If your Holiness do not sincerely

relieve these things, giving too implicit faith to

the tales of the English, and on this ground ?hnll

not cease to favour them in their designs for our

destruction, be well assured that the Almighty will

inpute to you that loss of life, that destruction of

luman souls, and all those various calamities which

our inextinguishable hatred against the English,
and their warfare against us, must necessarily

iroduce. Confident that we now are, and shall

ver, as in duty bound, remain obedient sons tc

ou, as God's vicegerent, we commit the defence of
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Detection of a

conspiracy

against King
Robert.

our cause to that God, as the great King and

Judge, placing our confidence in Him, and in the

firm hope that he will endow us with strength,

and confound our enemies ; and may the Almighty

long preserve your Holiness in health."

To this memorable and interesting document

were appended the names and seals of eight earls

and thirty-one barons, among whom we find the

High Steward and the other great officers of the

crown.*

The attachment of the nation, thus strongly

manifested, to the person and

government of Bruce, did not ex-

empt him from treasonable at-

tempts to deprive him of his crown.

David de Brechin, the king's nephew, with five

other knights and three esquires, secretly combined

to put the king to death, and elevate to the throne

William de Soulis, hereditary Butler of Scotland,

whose grandfather, Nicholas de Soulis, had been

a competitor for the crown as grandson of Marjory,

daughter of Alexander II., and wife of Alan Dur-

ward.f The records of the Tower furnish evidence

that both Soulis and Brechin had long been in the

pay of the English monarch
;
and there is every

reason to believe that his emissaries originated and

fostered the conspiracy against the life of Bruce.

The Countess of Strathern, who had been made

privy to the plot, was induced, either by remorse

or fear, to reveal it, and the conspirators were in-

stantly arrested, and afterwards tried before the

Scottish parliament (August, 1320). Sir David de

Brechin, Sir William Malherbe, Sir John Logie,
and an esquire named Richard Brown, suffered

death, while Sir William de Soulis and the Coun-

tess of Strathern were condemned to perpetual

imprisonment. Notwithstanding the popularity of

Bruce, and the undoubted proofs of the guilt of

])c Brechin, the fate of the latter was generally

regretted. His youth and high birth, and valiant

exploits in the Holy Land, where he had served

with signal distinction, seem to have blinded the

people to the guilt of his treason against his uncle,

and the liberties of his country. He had always
been the secret or avowed partisan of England.
In 1308, he assisted Comyn, Earl of Buchan, in his

attacks upon the king while marching through
Aberdeenshire : in 1312, we find him a pensioner
of Edward, and Governor of Dundee, in the Eng-
lish interest : in 1315, he was a prisoner of war,
but though generously pardoned by Bruce, he stood

coldly aloof from the brilliant movements which
followed

; viewing with dislike the success of his

relative, or secretly plotting his overthrow. His

doom, therefore, was most deserved
; but, either in

consequence of his personal qualities, or from the

leniency with which, in that age, conspiracies

against the government and flagrant breaches of

allegiance were generally regarded, his death ex-

cited public sympathy, and the parliament by
* See Anderson's Diplomata Scotia, Plate LI., for a fa&

of this celebrated memorial,
t Fordun, book xiii. chap. i. ; Barbour, p. 380.

VOL. I,

The Pope
recommends

petcc.

which he and his accomplices
was long remembered in Scotland by the :

the Black Parliament. Even among the nntilci.
the treason of DC Brechin found it* apologist*.
Sir Ingram dc Umfravillc won to much dwouMUd
with the punishment inflicted on the conspirator*,
that he solicited and obtained leave from Brae* to

dispose of his estates, and, retiring into England.
transferred his sen-ices to Edward, declaring that
" he could not remain in a land where to noble a
knight was put to a pitiful and shameful death tor
such a slight cause."

* "
It is difficult to conceive.*

as Sir Walter Scott observes,
" how far Sir Ingram

de Umfraville imagined the immunities of a noble

knight to extend. This was the fourth time he
himself had changed sides. He had borne arm*
nndcr Wallace, and under the subsequent Scottish

regency ; he had become English, and was one of
the knights appointed to keep Edward's rein at

the battle of Bannockburn. That victory re-con-

verted Sir Ingram to the Scottish allegiance, which
he finally renounced out of pity and tendernea* far

the fate of Sir David de Brechin, and, perhaps, note

lurking anxiety concerning what might be ultimately
reserved for himself, when traitors were receiving

payment at the hands of the executioner." t

The bold manifesto of Abcrbrothock, and thr

remonstrances of Sir Adam de Gor-

don and Sir Edward Mambuisson,
whom Bruce shortly after sent as

ambassadors to the papal court, induced the Ro-

man pontiff to suspend, for some time, the pub-
lication of the sentence of excommunication and

interdict, and to address an admonitory epi*Ue

to Edward, recommending the conclusion of a

peace with Scotland. With this request the

English monarch deemed it politic to affect com-

pliance, and he accordingly granted authority to

the Archbishop of York, the Bishop of Carlisle, and

others, to treat with the commissioners of Brace.!

The meeting, which took place at Carlisle, wa* at-

tended bv two nuncios from the Pope, and by two

envoys from the King of France, who requested

to be allowed to act as a mediator on the occMMh

These negotiations for peace, however, led to no

satisfactory result. On the part of Edward they

were evidently insincere ;
for on the *ame day on

which he transmitted a safe conduct to the Scottish

commissioners, he issued a com-

mission to five persons, among ' '

whom was David, Earl of Athole, giring th

thority to receive into his favour all Seotn

every rank, who should be willing to

themselves to the English government}

From these attempts to excite trra*o

the subjects of Bruce, Edward wa* compel!

a time to desist, in consequence of the oil

sition of his own kingdom. Hi* n

Hugh le Despenser, who, on the death

Barbour.

+ Hist, of Scotland, voL - P- '**

+
Ryiucr Foed. roL iii. p- 7M.

Ibid, p. 865.
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had aoecceded to his place in Edward's confidence,

like his predecessor, the trust of the facile

v and, by his profligate, insolent, and rapa-

conduct, had rendered himself the object of

dislike. The dissensions between the

barons and Edward, which had continued

ny years to disturb and enfeeble the king-

dom, grew at last to a head, and

the Earls of Lancaster and Here-

ford, and their adherents, entered

into a treaty of alliance with the Scots, and con-

torted an invasion of England, to be conducted by

King Robert in person. Owing to various causes,

hewerer, the Scottish forces did not appear in time,

and the secret of the treasonable alliance between

the disaffected barons and the Scots having mean-

while transpired, Edward promptly took the field

at the head of a powerful force, and totally dis-

concerted their projected union. The Earl of Lan-

caster, finding himself unable to maintain his

gnwnd against the royal army, retreated to the

north, probably in the hope of receiving assistance

from the Scots ;
but he was intercepted at Borough-

by Sir Andrew Hartcla, Warden of the

Marches, and Sir Simon Ward, Sheriff of

Yorkshire, and, after a fierce en-

gagement, (16th March, 1321,) his

totally routed. The Earl of Hereford,
others of the disaffected barons, were

The Earl of Lancaster took refuge in a

r; but surrendered himself next dav, and
wea soon after executed for treason.*

Elated by the extinction of the Lancastrian

faction, and the transient gleam of success -with

Mwvri't ft*,
'which his arms had been favoured,

ifcr Edward resolved to put an end to

tile war by the immediate invasion

of Scotland, and, in a tone of pre-
BMtare triumph wrote to the Pope, requesting him
" to ghre himself DO farther trouble about a peace
with the Scots, ee he had determined to establish a

paaet by farce of anna,
M
t

la order to carry out this resolution, he proceeded
to ^OBtheetieadance of his

military vassals
;

the parliament, which assembled" at York
the hraJHiaa of April, issued orders for

army; every village and
1 waa required to furnish one foot

naed, and the larger towns and
Baal numbers, to serve against the

,***? ^*3^
** *** expense of the inha-

I httfe rabaidiee were aim granted by the
aad the clergy, the cities, towns, and

way the charge of the intended expc-
i aafl a fleet waa appointed to attend the

WJofptwiaioiis, while a consi-
ooaui^ aader Sir Robert Ix?yburn, was
to act against the weat coast and islands

D"if thtae extensive
preparations, which were

.

'1protracted through a period of four months,

Scots twice invaded the north-
Destructive

ern provinces of England. The inroads of the

first expedition advanced through
Cumberland and Westmoreland into Lancashire;

and, after plundering and wasting the country at

pleasure, returned home loaded with spoil,

second, and more formidable invasion, immediat

followed. Bruce himself, at the head of achosen

of troops, entered England by way of Cumberland,
and marched into Lancashire, where he was joined

by the second division of the army, under Randolph
and Douglas, who had penetrated by the middle

march. The united force ravaged Lancashire and

the other northern counties without opposition, and

succeeded in collecting an immense booty, c

ing of gold and silver, ecclesiastical plate and orna-

ments, herds of sheep and oxen, and household

furniture of all kinds, which they earned off in

waggons at their pleasure, and, after destroying
the growing crops, and everything that could not

be removed, they returned to Scotland, having

occupied twenty-four days in this destructive

foray.*
Edward having at length completed his prepar-

ations, invaded Scotland at the Edward inva les

head of an army of a hundred Scotia ul.

thousand men. Bruce, politic as August, 13

well as brave, and no longer bound to r:

safety of his kingdom on the fate of a battle

with a greatly superior force, prudently resolved

to avoid a general engagement, and adopted a

course which speedily compelled his enemy to make
an inglorious retreat. By his or- Prudent policy

ders, all the cattle and provisions, of Bruce,

and the valuable effects of every kind, throughout
the districts of the Merse, Tiviotdale, and the Lo-

thians, were removed to places of safety. The in-

habitants concealed themselves in the fastnesses of

the country, while Bruce himself encamped with

his army at Culross, on the north side of the Frith

of Forth, ready to take advantage of any favour-

able opportunity for annoying the enemy,
the English advanced into Scotland, they found

themselves traversing a silent desert. The instruc-

tions of Bruce, regarding the removal of the cat-

tle, had been so fully obeyed, that a party of

soldiers, sent out to procure provisions for the hun-

gry troops, succeeded in bringing to the cam]) only
one lame bull, which had been l.eft by the S>.

Tranent, "
Is this all that you have got?" asked

the Earl of Warrene :
"
By my faith, I nev.

so dear a beast !"J On reaching Edinburgh. Ed-

ward halted for three days, in expectation of the

arrival of his fleet with the necessary supplies.
But the vessels were detained by contrary winds,
and before they could make their appearance many
of his soldiers had perished from famine ; and, in

order to save his army from destruction, he found

it necessary to return to England without having

Fordnn, book riii. chap. iv.

+ liarbour.p. 870.

J Ibid. p. <J71
; Fordun, book xiii. chap. iv.
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geen an enemy, or gained a single advantage

which could lessen the disgrace of his retreat. On
r.v their march homewards, his sol-

.softhe '

i on their diers plundered the Abbeys of

retreat. Holyrood and Melrosc, and burned

the Monastery of Dryburgh, rifling the sanctuaries

of their most sacred furniture, killing the Prior

of Mi-lrose, and mortally wounding a number

of the monks. On regaining their own country,

thcv indulged so intcmperately, after the priva-

tion's they had endured, that sixteen thousand of

were cut off by a disease which an English
orian calls a bursting of the bowels, while

great numbers had their constitutions ruined for

life.'

The retreat of the English army had been griev-

ously harassed by Randolph and Douglas, who, at

the head of a chosen body of men, hung on their

rear, cutting off the stragglers ; and, at Melrose,

they put to the sword an advanced party of three

>alsofthe hundred strong.f Bruce himself,

Scots. on learning the success of his

scheme, crossed the Frith of Forth with a large

army, and pushed rapidly into England, determined

to punish his enemy for the late aggression. The

strong castle of Norham, to which he laid siege,

resisted his utmost efforts; but, having received

intelligence that Edward lay encamped with the

remains of his army at Biland Abbey, near Malton,
in Yorkshire, he resolved, by a forced march, to

I
surprise him in his quarters.
The Scots found their enemies drawn up, in a

position of great strength, on the summit of a

.red and steep hill, accessible only by one

narrow pass. Douglas, with a chosen body of

:i. undertook to force this pass, and accom-

panied by Randolph, who, with four squires,

quitted his own division to serve under his friend

i volunteer he charged boldly up the hill at

head of his troops. But they met with a

desperate resistance from Sir Thomas Ughtred and
Sir Ralph Cobham, while their rear and flanks

'(red severely from the stones and other missiles

which were hurled on them by the English, who
red the summits of the neighbouring rocks.

Defeat The military experience of Bruce
of KihviirJ at suggested an expedient which

speedily determined the victory in

his favour. A party of men from Argyle and the

vere ordered to climb the rocks, at some
distance from the scene of action, and to attack
the flank and rear of the enemy, posted on the

mit. The Highlanders, accustomed to moun-

arfare, quickly reached the ridge of the

hill, and drove the English from the heights, with
;t slaughter,} while Douglas and Randolph

: Tfi'd the pass and made way for the main body
lie Scottish army. The English fled in all

directions, abandoning their camp-baggage and
c to the enemy. Edward with difficulty

4>ed to York, closely pursued by the Steward of

Knigliton, p. 2M2. t Barboar, p. 372.

J Barbour, p. 376.

Scotland, who chivalrously displayed hia banner
before the town for a whole day. The privy seal of

England was again lost in the confusion of the flight,
and several prisoners of note were taken, among
whom were John of Bretagne, Earl of Richmond,
and Henry dc Sully, Grand Butler of France.

Sully and other French knights were court

received by Bruce, and dismissed without ransom,
and enriched with presents;* but Richmond, in

consequence, it is said, of the opprobrious terms in

which he had spoken of Bruce, f was committed to

prison, and only liberated, after long captivity, if

we may credit the account of Barbour, on the pay-
ment of twenty thousand pounds, a sum equiva-
lent to three hundred thousand pounds of our
modern money. The Scots, after tarrying for one

night at Biland to divide the spoil, marched into

Yorkshire, and carried their devastations to the

banks of the Humber. In retaliation of the

severities inflicted on Melrose and Dryburgh, they

spoiled the religious houses of the district, or com-

pelled them to purchase exemption, by the pay-
ment of large sums of money. About the middle

of October the Scottish army at length returned to

their own country with a large and valuable booty,
and great numbers of captives, both of low

and high degree, and driving before them im-

mense herds of cattle, belonging to the plundered

provinces.
The difficulties and anxieties of the English

monarch were greatly aggravated Treachery

by repeated acts of treachery on of the Earl of

the part of his nobility. About

this period he discovered that his northern baron*

had, without his knowledge, entered into negotia-

tions with the Scots, and that Hartcla, who, for

his services in the overthrow of the Lancastrian

faction, had been created Earl of Carlisle, was at

the head of this new and extensive confederacy.

It appeared, on investigation, that Hartcla had held

a secret interview with King Robert, and had

come under a solemn engagement to maintain him

* " The Frankys knychts men takyn had,

Were brought right there before the king,

And he made them fair welcoming ;.

And said,
'
I wot right weill that ye

For your great worship and bounty,
Come for to see the fighting here,

For since ye in the country were,

Your strength, your worship, and your might,
Would nocht let you eschew the tight ;

And since that cause led you theretill,

And neither wrath nor evil will,

As friends ye shall received be,

Where all time welcome here ye be.'

They kneeled and thankyt him greatly,

And he gart treat them courteously ;

And lang while with him, them had he,

And did tliem honour and bounf ;

And when they yearned to their land,

To the king of France in pri-snn.l.

He sent them quit, but ransom free,

And great gifts to them gave he."

Barbour, pp. 878, 879.

t Ibid. Edward gave him licence to sell part of his

lands, and ordered his tenants to contribute towar

payment of "the large and intolerable ransom which we*

deuianded-for his liberation. Foed. voL iv. pp. 10, 10.
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and hU heirs iii the right and possession of the

entire kingdom of Scotland. On the discovery of

the plot he was arrested and brought to trial, and,

having been found guilty, he suffered the death of

traitor, after being degraded from his rank and

honours, and having his gilt spurs hacked off his

t i-

/ j

The successive disasters \vhich he had suffered,

A thirteen yuV together with the divided state of

tna> *gretU 10. bis kingdom and the treachery of

many of his nobles, made the English monarch

anxious for a cessation of hostilities; and soon after,

a thirteen years' truce was concluded by the me-

diation of Henry de Sully, Grand Butler of France,

who had been taken prisoner by the Scots at the

battle of Biland Abbey.t But Edward's conduct

was marked by dissimulation and bad faith, and

he endeavoured, in various ways, both to excite

disturbances in Scotland and to inflame the mind

of the Pope against the Scottish king.J To coun-

teract these insidious designs, King
Robert despatched to Rome his

court,
nephew, Randolph, who conducted

this difficult negotiation with such address, that

the pontiff was induced to address a bull to Bruce

with the title of King. In a curious and character-

istic narrative of this negotiation, which the Pope
transmitted to Edward, he apologises for this step,

by alleging, that Bruce's claims could not be

strengthened, nor that of the King of England
impaired by it ; that he was earnestly desirous of

reconciliation and peace ; and that Edward well
knew that the papal bull, issued for the attainment
f these salutary ends, would never be received in

Scotland if it were addressed to Bruce under any
other appellation than that of King.

"
I therefore

exhort yoo," he adds,
" in your royal wisdom, that

yo would be pleased patiently to suffer me to
address the said Robert under the title of royal

"} Edward, however, was by no means
with this apology, and he remonstrated

the concession which the Pope had made,
dishonourable to the church, and highly

prejudicial to the claims of the English crown
;

MBpbining. with great show of reason, that the
twh nation would naturally conclude that the

*ope intended to acknowledge the right where he
nw the title ; and reminding his holiness,
it was an avowed maxim of papal policy, that
Iteration in the condition of the parties, should
de during the continuance of the truce.

||

Randolph, whoac conduct in this delicate nego-
um, as Lord Hailes remarks, presents him in

iracter of a consummate politician, previous
rturn repaired to the court of France, and

.0 .narnt alliance between that kingdom
iMMwhile, the commissioners

-BisLef Braes. TCLU.B.3W.

, ml*
1" A"MU' * **! %"> Foed. rol. UL

W A.iuk, TO| H. pp. IM, 137.

I*-14*; RjSer rid. roL ir. p. 29.
''

Mat

appointed to negotiate a lasting peace between

England and Scotland, held fre-
Treaty of

quent conferences, for the purpose peace broken off.

of considering the terms proposed ; but, after many
tedious discussions, the treaty was

ultimately
broken off, because, as Edward alleged, the Scot-

tish commissioners insisted upon conditions degrad-

ing to the English crown, and absolutely refused

to submit the disputed articles to be argued in the

presence and under the mediation of the Pope.*
"While negotiations were pending with the papal

court, a son was born to King 3-^ of

Robert, at Dunfermline, f who David H,
afterwards succeeded his father 5tli ilai'

cl>, 1 ;1

under the title of David II. Another auspici-

ous event occurred shortly after, the marriage
of Christian Bruce, the king's sister, and widow of

the brave Sir Christopher Seton, to the famous Sir

Andrew Moray, of Bothwell, the companion of

AVallace, and afterwards regent of the kingdom. 1

Scotland was now enjoying the blessings of peace
and good government, and its prosperity was

steadily increasing, when the national happiness
was overclouded by the death of Death of the

the king's son-in-law, the valiant Steward,

Steward. Barbour, who has feel- 9th April, 1321

ingly commemorated his many virtues and high

promise of renown, states, that when his impend-

ing dissolution became evident, after devout con-

fession and repentance, he received the sacraments

of the church in due form, and expired like a good
Christian. His gallant behaviour in the memor-

able battle of Bannockburn, when a mere youth,
and his successful defence of Berwick against a

powerful army of the English, led by their king in

person, had gained him a high reputation among
the Scottish warriors of that period. His untimely
death caused deep and universal lamentation.

About this period, Randolph, who had been sent

ambassador to the court of France, Treaty with

concluded, at Corbeil, a treaty of France.

alliance, offensive and defensive, in which it was

agreed to make common cause in all future wars

between England and either of the contracting

parties ; but with this reservation, that King Ro-

bert should be free from the effects of this engage-
ment so long as the truce with England lasted.

)'

In consequence of the recent changes in the royal

family, a parliament -was held at Qath Of fea]tv

Cambuskenneth (July, 1326), in taken to Prince

which oaths of fealty were taken

to the infant Prince David, and failing him anil

Kerr's Bruce, vol. ii. p. 333.

+ Fordun, book xiii. chap. v. J Ibid. chap. xii.

Then men might hear men greet (weep) and en ;

And many a knight and many a lady,

Making apart right evil cheer,
So did they all that ever they were :

All men him moaned commonaly,
For of his eild (age) he was worthy.
When they long while their dole had made,
The corpse to Paisley have they had,
And there with great solemnity,
And with great dule erdyit (entombed) was he.

Barbour.. p. 38C

|l Kerr's Hist, of Brace, vol. ii. p. 342.
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bis heirs, to Kobert Stewart, son of tho deceased

Walter Stewart and Marjory, the daughter of the

king by his first queen.* The same parliament

Minted to the king a tenth of all the rents of the

lav-lands in the kingdom, to be levied according to

the valuation which was followed during the reign

of Alexander III. It is worthy of notice, that, on

this occasion, the representatives of the royal burghs

appear, for the first time, to have been recognized

as forming a third estate in the national parlia-

ment ;
a sure sign of the increasing importance

of the cities and towns.f

In the year 1327 a revolution took place in the

-i.ion of government of England, through
1-Mward II., the agency of the Queen Isabella

A.D. 1327. an(j ncr minion Mortimer
;

the

weak and unfortunate Edward II. was deposed, and

soon after murdered, and his son, Edward III., then

a vouth of fourteen, was called to the throne. The

council of regency, who earned on the government

during the minority of the king, while professing
the most pacific intentions, acted towards Bruce

in an insidious and hostile manner; and he, pro-

voked by their repeated instances of bad faith, re-

solved to take advantage of the favourable oppor-

tunity afforded by the internal disturbances of

England, either to renew the war, or to obtain an

advantageous and permanent peace. The English

government was still determined not to recognize
the independence of Scotland, or the title of Bruce

Tnice with Eng-
to the crown. The negotiations

land broken off. for the conclusion of a peace be-

tween the two kingdoms was therefore broken off,

and preparations were made on both sides for the

prosecution of the war. Edward III. issued a pro-

clamation, declaring that he had received certain

information that the King of the Scots had com-

manded a formidable army to assemble on the bor-

ders, before the 29th of May, and summoning the

whole military array of the kingdom to meet him
at Newcastle by that day, to repel the threatened

invasion. A reinforcement was sent to the garri-
son of Carlisle, the key of the western borders

;
and

a naval force was also ordered to be in readiness

to be employed against the Scots. Soon after this,

King Robert sent a formal defiance to the young
English monarch, and the herald was commanded
to declare the truce at an end, and to intimate that

the Scots were about to lay England waste with
fire and sword. J

Bruce himself, though only fifty-three years of

Invasion
ae e> na(^ now Become Vei7 infirm,

of England by and about this time was attacked

W
Randolph and by an inveterate disease, then

termed the leprosy, which pre-
rented him from taking the field in person ;

but
the command of the invading army was intrusted
to the famous leaders, Randolph and Douglas,
whose experience, and combined courage and

'

Fordun, book xiii. chap. xii.

Kerr's Hruce, vol. ii. p. 345.

! Froissart, vol. i. chap. svi. ; Hailes, vol. ii. p. 140.

Kerr's Bruce, vol. ii. p. 357 ; Froissart., vol. i. chap. xiiv.

prudence, rendered them peculiarly fitted for
such an enterprise. The Scottish forces, accord-

ing to Froissart, consisted of three thousand

men-at-arms, knights, and squires, well armed,
and mounted upon good war-horses, and twenty
thousand light-armed cavalry, mounted on ponies,
or hardy little hackneys, which could subsist upon
the coarsest food, and support every fatigue. This

picturesque old chronicler has given a most graphic
description of the Scottish equipments, and mode
of warfare in this campaign. "These Scottinh-

men," says he, "are brave, and Character of th

exceeding hardy, through their Scottish troop*.

constant wearing of arms and experience in war.
"When they invade England, they often march

twenty, or even twenty-four miles, in a single day
and night. All are on horseback, except only the

rabble of followers, who are afoot. The knights
and squires are well mounted on large coursers, or

war-horses, but the commons and country people
have only small hackneys, or ponies. They use no

carriages to attend their army, and consequently

carry no provision of bread and wine along with

them. Such is their sobriety, that they content

themselves for a long time with flesh, half sodden,

without bread, and with water unmixed with wine.

They have no occasion for pots or kettles, as they
contrive to dress their victuals after a manner

peculiar to themselves, knowing that they shall

always find abundance of cattle, in their enemy's

country. When they have slain and skinned the

cattle, they make a kind of kettles of the raw

hides, with the hair on, which they suspend on

four stakes over fires, with the hairy side outmost,

and in these they boil part of the flesh in water,

and they roast the remainder by means of wooden

spits, hung upon wooden spit-racks, and disposed

around the fires. Besides, they make for them-

selves a species of shoes, or brogues, of the same

raw hides, with the hair still on them. Each

person carries, between his saddle and the crupper,

a flat plate of iron, and a little bag of oatmeal

trussed behind him. "When, by eating flesh

cooked as before described, and without salt, they

find their stomachs weakened and uncomfortable,

they put this plate upon the fire, and, heating it,

bake thereon their oatmeal cakes, wherewith to

strengthen their stomachs. Faring in this hardy

manner, it is not wonderful that the Scots should

be able to make longer marches than any other

troops, being altogether unincumbered with bag-

gage and provisions."
*

The rendezvous of the English army ultimately

took place at York. It consisted x,,mlr* and

of sixty-two thousand men, of character of

whom eight thousand were knights

and squires, excellently mounted, and armed, both

man and horse, in steel; fifteen thousand were

lighter armed cavalry. To these were added

fifteen thousand infantry, and twenty-four thousand

archers. In this magnificent host were included

* Froissart, vol. i. chap. xvit.
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fire hundred men-at-arms, who had been brought

from Hainauit at a great expense.* But a furious

quarrel, which took place at York, between these

foreign auxiliaries and the English archers, caused

a good deal of bloodshed, and appears to have pro-

duced considerable embarrassment during the whole

expedition.! Before Edward could put his army

font. in motion, he received information

at the Sootsuh that the Scots, under Randolph
and Douglas, had broken into

England by the western border, and were laying

waste the whole country with fire and sword.

Orders were instantly given that the troops should

themselves, under their respective banners,

set out for the purpose of chastising the in-

They reached Durham on the fourth day,

and, as they were then in the hourly expectation of

falling in with the enemy, they marched in order

of battle, the infantry being divided into three

t*Hr*M . each having two wings of five hundred

heavy-armed cavalry. They could learn no tidings

of the Scots, however, until they entered Northum-

berland, where they perceived melancholy proofs of

their presence, in the smoke and flames of the

Tillages and hamlets, which the invaders had

burned in their progress. | From morning, "even

till the vesper hour," the English army marched
in search of the Scots, tracing their progress by

'

melancholy beacons," without being able

V obtain even a glimpse of their nimble foes, who
to have withdrawn towards the west,
44 the savage deserts and bad mountains

valleys
*

as Froissart calls them of West-
morelsnd and Cumberland. At length, after a
fruitless and fatiguing pursuit of three days,
through a country which had been rendered a

and smoking desert, the English, in

of overtaking the fleet invaders, marched
back to the Tyne, in the hope of being able to cut
9 tkt retreat of the Scots into their own country.TW cavalry reached that river towards nightfall,

it, with great difficulty, at a place
above Hexham. They remained
all night under arms, lying on the

BssjUsk bare ground, each man beside his

bone, with the reins in his hand,
to mount at a moment's warning. They had

her brafe for their hones nor food for them-
MtMPt ** loaf, which each trooper had

rt poo Us bone crupper, and which the rain
st sweat from the hone had rendered almost

The nin descended in torrents, and
I the rim to such a height, that the infantry

Ufht troops, who reached the bank on the* day. found it impossible to cross. The
w* reduced to extreme distress from the

ft*tassft,*sLL*ka,STl; Cart Brace, Tol.ii. pp.860,

from the country-
uw from New-

U about twenty-

scarcity of provisions and for-age, and the total

want of shelter, and they endeavoured to protect

themselves from the weather by huts constructed

of the boughs of trees, whilst the horses obtained

a scanty subsistence by cropping the green leaves.

After remaining on the bank of the Tyne for

eight days, during which time they suffered such

hardships and privations that symptoms of mutinv

began to appear among the soldiers, they re-crossed

the river and set out again in quest of the Scottish

army. In this perplexing situation Edward issued

a proclamation, offering knighthood and a grant
of land of a hundred pounds yearly rental, to any

person who should bring him certain information

of the place where he might find the enemy.*
Sixteen knights and squires immediately rode off,

in different directions, in quest of the Scottish

army, and on the 31st of July one of them.

Thomas de Rokeby, came into the camp at Blanch-

land, on the river Derwent, and claimed the reward

which the king had offered. He had been taken

prisoner by the Scots, who were encamped only a

few miles off, and had been brought before their

leaders, who professed to be equally ignorant of

the position of the English army, though this

may well be doubted, and had dismissed him with

orders to inform his countrymen where they were

to be found. On reaching the place, however,

which they did next day about mid- The position of

day, they found the Scots strongly
tlie

posted on the slope of a steep hill, at the foot of

which ran the rapid river Wear, full of huge
stones and swollen by the late rains,f As this

position was considered to be impregnable, the

English king sent a herald to the Scottish 1<

with the proposal that they should either draw

back their forces and allow him to cross tlu

and to draw up his army in order of battle

other side, or, if they preferred it, that they should

cross the river, and try their fortune with him on

the plain, where he would afford them full opportu-

nity to form their battle. But Randolph and

Douglas only laughed at this bravado. ' The king-

and barons of England," said they,
" know that

we are in their kingdom, which we have burned

and ravaged everywhere on our march. If dis-

pleased therewith, let them come and chastise us :!

they choose, for here we mean to remain as long a>

we please."J The two armies continued

each other for several days, the English vai.

deavouring to induce the Scots to leave tbci

position. Every night the soldiers lay upon tin::

arms on the bore ground, holding their h< .:
-

the reins, and destitute of forage or fuel
;
while, 01

the other hand, the Scots, after stationing

watches, retired to their huts, and, lighting up ;

prodigious number of fires, from dark till daw;

kept
"
horning with their horns, and maki-

Rvmer Foeil. vol. iv. p. 312.
t Froissart, vol. i. chap. xix.

J Ibid. Barbour says, that in the course of this day tw<

novelties were seen by the Scots, crested helmets, whicl

they greatly admired, and war-cracks (cannon), which the;

had never heard before. p. 302.
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nuu ie

Scott i;

a noise, as if all the great devils from hell had

been there." During the day frequent skirmishes

took place, in which a number on both sides were

killed, wounded, or made prisoners. The English

hud learnt, from some of their prisoners, that the

tti>h army had neither bread nor wine, nor any
ions except cattle, and it was their intention,

rding to Froissart,
" to hold the Scots there,

in manner as besieged, thinking to have famished

For three days and nights the English

army remained on the bank of the river, opposite
ui*h encampment, in the expectation that

the scarcity of provisions would compel the in-

vaders to quit their impregnable position. But on

the fourth morning the camp of the Scots was

found deserted and empty. They had secretly de-

camped during the night, and had taken up a new

position, on the Wear, even stronger than the

former, and masked by a wood called Stanhope

Park, which enabled them to conceal their opera-

tions. The English also moved their encampment,
and took up a position on a hill opposite the Scots,

so that the two armies continued to confront each

other as before. On the second night after their

exploit of arrival, a daring attack of Douglas
Douglas. had nearly proved fatal to the

young king.* About midnight, with a chosen

body of four hundred horse, he passed the river by
a ford at a considerable distance above the English

position, and gained, unperceived, the rear of their

camp, which appears to have been carelessly

guarded. On approaching the outposts, he as-

sumed the manner of an English officer going his

rounds, and called out,
"
Ha, St. George ! is there

no watch here ?
" He was thus enabled, without

detection, to penetrate into the camp.f and even

to reach the royal quarters, when he and his men
made a furious assault upon the enemy, shouting

out, "A Douglas ! A Douglas! English thieves, ye
shall all die !

"
and, in a brief space, slew three

hundred men. Douglas himself forced his way to

the royal tent, cut the tent-ropes, and would have

carried off the young king, but for the brave resist-

ance of the chaplain, and others of the household,
who fell in their master's defence, and thus gave

'line to escape.

Being thus disappointed in his attempt on the

person, Douglas cut his way through the

gathering crowds of his enemies, and, with very

Froissart, vol i. chap. six. ; Barbour, p. 897.

)our relates the following incident, which occurred

they made their way through the camp :

" An Englishman that lay heekand'
Him by the fire said to his feer,

1

'
I wit not what may tide us here,
But ritfht a great Brewing

3 me takes,
I dread sae for the Black Douglas.'
And he that heard him said,

'

Perfay
4

You shall have cause, if that I may.'
With that, with all his company,
He rushed in on them hardily,
And the palzions* down he hare."

Barbour, p. 396.

1

Basking.
2 Comrade. 3

Shuddering. < By my faith.
* Pavilions ; tents.

inconsiderable loss, returned in safety to the Scot,
tish camp. On being asked by Randolph what
speed they had made, he replied,

" We have drawn
blood." " Had we all gone together," said the

earl,
" we should have discomfited them

one." "Thut might well have been," replied
Douglas, "but the risk would have been too great."

Randolph then recommended that they should
hazard a battle in the open field ; bat Douglas in-

sisted that it would be most imprudent for them to

encounter an enemy so much superior in numbers,
and daily increasing, well supplied with provisions,
and fighting on their own soil.

" We will deal
with them," said he,

" as the fox did with the

fisherman." " How was that?" replied the earl
" A fisherman," said Douglas,

" had made a hut by
the side of a river, that he might follow his occu-

pation of fishing. One night he had gone out to

look after his nets, leaving a small fire in his hut,
and when he returned he saw by the light of the

fire a fox devouring one of the salmon he had
taken. 'Robber !' said the fisherman, drawing his

sword, and placing himself in the doorway of the

cabin,
'

you shall not escape.' The fox in great

perplexity looked for some hole to get out at, but

saw none, whereupon he pulled down with his

teeth a mantle which was lying on the bed, and

dragged it across the fire. The fisherman ran to

snatch his mantle from the fire, the fox flew out at

the door, leaving the poor man lamenting the loss

of his '

gude salmaund,' and the destruction of his

mantle, while the fox got scaithless away. We
are the fox," continued Douglas,

" and yon host

the fisherman that bars the way; but we shall

disappoint them and make good our retreat in a

manner they little expect."*
He then proceeded to explain the plan which he

had formed to cover the retreat of the Scottish

army, which was approved of by Randolph. The

English forces, which were three times the number
of the Scots, guarded the passage of the river

Wear in front, and rendered it impossible for them

to move in that direction. In the rear of the

Scottish camp, however, there was an extensive

morass, impassable for heavy-armed cavalry, but

capable of being crossed without much difficulty

by the hardy little hackneys of the Scots; and

through this they resolved to effect their retreat,

having previously prepared a number of hurdKs,

made of wands or boughs matted together, for the

purpose of facilitating their pas- skilful retreat

sage over the softer places of the Of

bog. On the evening which they
into thair own

. countrr.
had selected for their departure,

they lighted up large fires throughout their encamp-

ment, and kept up a great noise of horns and

shouting, as if they were feasting and carou.-iug.

But soon after nightfall they broke up their camp,

and marched off, leaving their fires burning. On

reaching the morass they dismounted, and throw-

ing down the hurdles which they had prepared

This conversation, which wears a striking air of \erir

similitude, ia minutely detailed l>y Barboor, pp. 3W, *
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for this purpose, (hey pased over the water runs

and broken parts of the bog in safety, carefully

Hani i inJ these temporary bridges, so as to prevent

the enemy from pursuing them.* They had ad-

vanced several miles on their way homewards

before the English were aware that they had

quitted their position. The day before this night-

march, a Scottish knight had been taken prisoner

by the English, and, being strictly interrogated, he

informed them that the Scottish soldiers had re-

ceived orders to hold themselves in readiness to

march in the evening, under the banner ofDouglas.

Fully expecting from this information that another

night attack was about to be made on their camp,

the English army drew up on foot, in order of

battle, and lay all night under arms. Early in the

morning two Scottish trumpeters, who had fallen

into the hands of the scouts, were brought into

the camp, and reported that the Scottish army had

decamped before midnight, and were already ad-

vanced several miles on their way to Scotland.

The English leaders, however, suspected some stra-

tagem, and kept their men under arms till broad

daylight, when some scouts, who had been sent

across the river, returned with the information

that the camp was entirely evacuated. On exa-

mining the deserted camp, there were found in it

above five hundred slaughtered cattle, and more
than three hundred caldrons or kettles, made of

their skins, suspended on stakes, and full of meat
and water ready for boiling, with about a thousand

spit-racks with meat on them ready for roasting,
and tea thousand pairs of old shoes, or brogues,
mad* of raw hides, with the hair still upon them.
Tbtra was no living thing found in the camp,
txeept five English prisoners, stript naked and
tw-d to trea,t whom the Scots had left, with an

limiting message to the English king, that "
if he

were displeased with what they had done, he might
cam* and revenge himself in Scotland." Edward
ws so deeply mortified at the disastrous termina-
tioo of this campaign, that he burst into tears
when he beard that his enemies had escaped. It
wae fell that any attempt to overtake the Scots
voddhftT* been utterly hopeless. Unmolested by
t aemy, they punmed their march with all

zpcdition, and regained their own country in
r, laden with the plunder which they hadJ-d during their successful inroad. The

i army, on the other hand, suffered severelyM privations and fatigues to which they had
i nbjtcttd during this brief but unfortunate

imptifn. The foreign cavalry, especially, were

:

i. chap. m.
"their

<*:s<if
Ab.lhMllM

and hurt by the"liga-
iryt had been broken by

. or from wanton cruelty,
i, in that disabled cond'i-

of thu view, Froissart
untied, and allowed to go

reduced to a state of great wretchedness, and on

reaching York the greater part of their horses

died, or became unserviceable.* The remains of

this splendid force soon after returned to their own

country, and the rest of the English army was

disbanded.

It had now become apparent to the English king
and his advisers, that all attempts to obtain as-

cendancy over the Scottish people must prove
abortive ;

and the disastrous issue of the recent

expedition, the impoverishment of the public ex-

chequer, by the long war with Scotland, and the

desolated condition of their country, made them de-

sirous of a lasting peace. It became evident, too. that

nothing less than a definite and permanent treatv

would put a stop to the devastating inroads of the

Scots
; for, only a few weeks after the return of

Randolph and Douglas to their own country, King
Robert in person invaded England pienewed inva.

by the eastern marches, at the sion of England

head of an army, which, accord- ^y the Scots,

ing to Barbour, included every person in Scotland

able to bear arms. One division of the army, under

Bruce himself, sat down before Norham
;
a second,

under Randolph and Douglas, laid siege to Aln-

wick Castle
;
while a third detachment was com-

manded to lay waste the open country of Northum-

berland.f But hostilities were speedily interrupted

by the arrival in the Scottish camp of commission-

ers with powers
" to treat of peace and concord

with the magnates, nobles, and The English
others of Scotland," and to make make overtures

a proposal to the Scottish king of for a Peace -

a marriage between David, his only son, and Jo-

anna, the sister of the King of England. These

overtures were readily listened to by Robert, who

on his part, labouring under " a heavy malady.'

and seeing that his only son was still an infant

was equally anxious to terminate the war by at

honourable peace ; and, in the meantime, a truce

was agreed upon during the continuance of the

negotiations. Bruce required, as a preliminary
basis of any treaty between the kingdoms, tha

the independence of Scotland should be recognizeel

and this important concession was finally made ii

a parliament held at York, on the 1st of March

1328, in -which it was agreed, that the Englisl

monarch should renounce, fully and for ever, ai

claims of dominion and superiority over Scotland

It was declared by him, in the instrument of re

nunciation, that. " Whereas we,
, ,, . Renunciation

and others of our predecessors, Of au ciaims of

Kings of England, have endea- superiority on

voured to obtain a right of domin- t
.

1 "'
'';"''

. .
e

.
"""i-

ion and superiority over the king-
dom of Scotland, and have thereby been the cau^

of long and grievous wars between the two kinf

doms; we, therefore, considering the numcroi

Fordun, vol. iv. p. 304.

t Barbour says, that Bruce, quitting the portion 01 "

army which blockaded Norham, joined the third divisi'

and amused himself by hunting from park to park, as if

the country had been his own. p. 405.
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slaughters, sins, and bloodshed, the destruction

of churches, and other evils brought upon the

inhabitants of both kingdoms by such wars, and

the many advantages which would accrue to the

subjects of both realms, if, by the establishment

of a firm and perpetual peace, they were secured

all rebellious designs, have, by the assent

ot' the prelates, barons, and commons of our king-

dom, in parliament assembled, granted, and hereby
do grant, for us, and our heirs and successors what-

that the kingdom of Scotland shall remain

t,.r ever to the magnificent Prince and Lord, Ro-

bert, by the grace of God the illustrious King of

Scots, our ally and dear friend, and to his heirs

and successors, free, entire, and unmolested, sepa-

rated from the kingdom of England by its respec-

tive marches, as in the time of Alexander, King
of Scotland, of good memory, lately deceased, with-

out any subjection, servitude, claim, or demand
whatsoever. And we hereby renounce and convey
to the said King of Scotland, his heirs and succes-

sors, whatsoever right we, or our ancestors in times

past, have laid claim to in any way over the king-
dom of Scotland. And by these same presents we
renounce and declare void, for ourselves and our

heirs and successors, all obligations, agreements, or

treaties whatsoever, touching the subjection of the

kingdom of Scotland and the inhabitants thereof,

entered into between our predecessors and any of

the kings thereof, or their subjects, whether clergy
or laity.

'' And if there shall anywhere be found any
letters, charters, muniments, or public instruments,
which shall have been framed touching the said

sbligations, agreements, or compacts, we declare

that they shall be null and void, and of no effect

whatsoever. And, in order to the faithful ob-

servation thereof in all time coming, we have

?iven full power and special authority to our faith-

iil and well-beloved cousin, Henry de Percy, and
o "\Villiam le Zouche, of Ashby, to take oath upon
>ur soul for the performance of the same.
" In testimony whereof, wo have given these

'Ur letters patent, at York, on the 1st of March,
md in the second year of our reign. By the king
limself, and his council in parliament."

*

This important preliminary having been satis-

actorily adjusted, negotiations for a permanent
ence proceeded amicably and with great dis-

Tenns of the patch. The treaty was finally con-

treaty, eluded at Edinburgh, on the 17th
f March, 1327, and verified on the part of the

i-nglish Government, in a parliament held at

Northampton, on the 4th of May, 1328. It was

tipulated, that there should be a perpetual peace
etwecn the two kingdoms of England and Scot-

md; for the confirmation of which, it was agreed
hat a marriage should take place between David,
Idest son and heir of the King of Scotland, and
* There is a copy of this important deed in Kyrner, vol.

337
; another in ForJun, hook xiii. chap. xii.

;
and a

rd in a public instrument of Henry Wardlaw, Bishop of
: Andrews, copied by him 17th March, 1415. See Hailes,
>L ii. p. 107.

VOI,. I.

Joanna, sister to the King of England. In the
event of Joanna's death"" before marriage, lh.

of England engaged to provide a suitable match for
David from his nearest in blood ; and in th<
of David's death previous to the marriage, the

King of England, his heirs and successors, are to
have the right to marry the next heir to the throne
of Scotland, either to Joanna, if allowed by the
laws of the church, or to some other princes* of
the blood-royal of England. The two kings, with
their heirs and successors, pledged themselves to
be good friends and faithful allies, and to assist
each other. Saving to the King of the Scots the
alliance between him and the King of France, and,
in the event of a war in Ireland, against the King
of England, or in Man, or the other Scottish is-

lands, against the King of the Scots, the two
monarchs mutually engaged not to assist the rebels.

All writings, obb'gations, instruments, or other mu-
niments relative to the subjection of the people or
lands of Scotland to the King of England, and
which are annulled by the letters patent of the

King of England, as well as all other instruments
and charters respecting the freedom of Scotland, as

soon as they were found, were to be delivered up
to the King of the Scots

; and the King of Eng-
land engaged faithfully to give his assistance in

order that the processes of excommunication in the

Court of Rome and elsewhere, against the King of

the Scots, his kingdom and subjects, should be re-

called and annulled.* It was agreed, moreover, on

the part of the king, the prelates, and the nobles of

Scotland, that the sum of twenty thousand pounds

sterling should be paid by them, within three

years, at three separate terms; and that, in the

event of failure, the}' should submit themselves to

the jurisdiction of the Papal Chamber. And,

finally, it was stipulated, that the laws of the

marches were to be faithfully observed on both

sides. It appears, from a writ under the privy seal

to the Dean and Chapter of Westminster, that,

though not mentioned in the treaty, it was also

agreed that the famous Stone of Destiny, on which

the Kings of Scotland were wont to sit at their

coronation, should be restored to the Scots,f Bu.

when this trophy was about to be taken from West-

minster Abbey, where it had been deposited by
Edward I., the mob of London rose in a riotous

manner and prevented its removal.{ Unpopularity
The treaty was indeed in the high- of the treaty i'n

est degree unpopular in England,
The peace was termed by the English histo-

* That these negotiations for a complete reconciliation

between Bruce and the papal see were ultimately uc-

isful, appears from the fact, that a bull was addren

, UUUIIU, u^ l*

for the time bein^. This deed is dated 13th June, IS

days after the decease of KinR Robert. It i* deposited in U*

Advocates' Library, Edinburgh. Heir's Bruce, roLu. p. 472.

t Hailes, vol. ii. p. 158; Kerr's Bruce, roL 11

(Appendix). The original duplicate of the treaty i now

preserved among the archives in the Begister House, in

Edinburgh.
J Chron. of Lanercost, p. 201.
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nans ignominious,
and the marriage a base alli-

toce i
and the national pride was deeply wounded

by the renunciation of the claim of superiority

over Scotland, after such a vast amount of blood

ad treasure had been lavished in the vain attempt

to make it good. The treaty, however, was not

merely just in itself, but was rendered necessary

by the circumstances in which the English nation

was at that time placed, the exhaustion of the

public exchequer, and the divided and weakened

state of the country, under the sway of a youth of

tiijm. Motives of private interest may, indeed,

hare influenced the Queen Mother and Mortimer

in concluding a peace ; but though glorious to the

Scottish king and people, the terms were in no de-

gree derogatory to the honour of England.
" It

is fortunate for a nation," says Lord Hailes,
" when

th* tt1<H> views of its rulers chance to coincide

with the public interest They who censure pacific

measures are generally those persons who are ex-

empted by their condition from encountering the

toils and dangers of war, or from contributing to

the intolerable exactions which are necessarily oc-

casiooed by its expense. No peace is ever adequate
to the sanguine expectations of the vulgar, and,

through some strange fatality, their expectations

are no lees sanguine after a long series of disasters,

than after the most signal and uninterrupted

One of the leading articles of the treaty of

M-n . ^ Northampton was, that a marriage
I'nice l*rid should take place between David,

ss4U Print** the heir to the Scottish throne,

then only five years of age, and
the Princess Joanna, then in her eleventh year.
In spite of the tender age of the bride and bride-

groom, this part of the treaty was carried into

almost immediate effect The Queen Dowager,
tteoded by a splendid retinue, carried her daugh-

ter to Berwick, where she was received by her

fM&g bridegroom, accompanied by Randolph and

Doaglas, *hom the king, detained by illness, had
seat ae his representatives, and there the marriagewe celebrated with great magnificence, on the
tbd of July, 1328.1 With the princess, whom the
Sorts Mtrnamcd "

Joanna-make-peace," was deli-
.: terms of the treaty, the Ragman Roll,

[CHAP. VIII.

containing the names of all those Scotsmen who
had paid homage to Edward I , as well as other

important charters and muniment* which that
monarch had earned out of Scotland. Thus, after
a ngwnary war of thirty-two years' duration

>UMidwas raised from a state of almost hopeless
tratioo to peace and

prosperity, and was a
Mgtk recognized as a free and independent king.Tkli reat consumma not long

liberty of his country permanently established,

and was attacked by
" a heavy malady," which in

these days was termed a leprosy. He spent the

two last years of his life in peace and retirement at

Cardross, on the eastern shore of the Frith of

Clyde, near Dunbarton. He devoted himself to

ship-building, architecture, and gardening, im-

proving and enlarging his rural palace, and

planting fruit trees. He delighted in hawking, and

especially in sailing on the beautiful estuary of the

Clyde. It appears from the accounts of his chain-

erlain, that .he kept a lion for his diversion, and

Iso maintained a court-jester, or fool, and that he

ntertained his nobility with great hospitality, aud

ras a liberal benefactor to the poor.* On the

uspicious marriage of his son he Death of King

[uitted his seclusion to welcome Robert

lis youthful daughter-in-law at Edinburgh; but

inding his illness gaining ground, he immediately
eturned to Cardross to die. Shortly before his

leath, an interesting and affecting scene occurred,

vhich has been minutely narrated both by Frois-

art and Barbour.
" It happened," says the former,

" that King
Robert of Scotland was right sore _his reqnest

aged, and feeble
; for he was on his death-

jrievously oppressed with the

jrcat sickness, so that there was no way witli liira

)ut death; and when he felt that his end drew

he sent for such barons and lords of his

realm as he most trusted, and very affectionately

entreated and commanded them, on their fealty,

that they should faithfully keep his kingdom for

David his son
;
and when this prince came of age,

that they should obey him, and place the crown ou

tus head. After which, he called to him the brave

and gentle knight, SirJames Douglas, and said,

before the rest of the courtiers ' Sir James, my
dear friend, none knows better than you how great

labour and suffering I have undergone in m
for the maintenance of the rights of this kingdom;
and when I was hardest beset I made a vow, which

it now grieves me deeply that I have not accom-

plished. I vowed to God, that if I should live to

see an end of my wars, and be enabled to govern
this realm in peace and security, I would then set

out in person, and carry on war against the enemies

of my Lord and Saviour, to the best of my power.

Never has my heart ceased to bend to this point ;

but our Lord has not consented thereto ;
for I have

had my hands full in my days, and now, at the

last, I am seized with this grievous sickness, so that,

as you all see, I have nothing to do but to die.

And since my body cannot go thither, and accom-

plish that which my heart hath so much desired,

irtd by him to whom, under God, the resul

efljr due. The king, whose constitution ha<
brotoo by the fatigues and

hardships of his
rtj * begin to droop soon after he saw the

161.

J:

book **" eh p- ** ;

I have resolved to send my heart there in place
of

my body, to fulfil my vow ;
and now, since in all

my realm I know not any knight more hardy than

yourself, or more thoroughly furnished with all

knightly qualities for the accomplishment of the

vow, in place of myself, therefore I entreat thce,

Kerr's Bruce, vol. ii. pp. 472, 473
;
Chamberlain's Ac-

counts, voL i. pp. 29, 38, 89, 40 41, 46.
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mv dear and tried friend, that for the love you bear

to me, you will undertake this voyage, and acquit

my soul of its debt to my Saviour
;
for I hold this

opinion of your truth and nobleness, that whatever

you undertake, I am persuaded you will success-

i'ullv accomplish ; and thus I shall die in peace,

provided that you do all that I shall tell you. I

will, then, that as soon as I am dead, you take the

heart out of my body, and cause it to be embalmed,

and take as much out of my treasure as seems to

you sufficient for the expenses of your journey,
both for you and your companions ;

and that you

carry my heart along with you, and deposit it in

the Holy Sepulchre of our Lord, since this poor

body cannot go thither. And it is my command,
that you do use that royal state and maintenance

in your journey, both for yourself and your com-

panions, that into whatever lands or cities you may
come, all may know that you have in charge to

bear beyond seas the heart of King Robert of

Scotland.'

these words, all who stood by began to

weep ;
and when Sir James himself was able to

reply, he said,
' Ah! most gentle and noble king, a

thousand times do I thank you for the great honour

you have done me, in making me the depository
and bearer of so great and precious a treasure.

Most faithfully and willingly, to the best of my
power, shall I obey your commands

; albeit, I

would have you believe, that I think myself but

little worthy to achieve so high an enterprise.'
1 Ah! gentle knight,' said the king,

' I heartily
thank you, provided you promise to do my bidding
on the word of a true and loyal knight.'

' As-

suredly, my liege, I do promise so,' replied Douglas,
'

by the faith which I owe to God, and to the order

of knighthood.'
' Now, praise be to God,' said

the king,
'

for I shall die in peace, since I am
assured that the best and most valiant knight of

my kingdom has promised to achieve for me that

which I myself could never accomplish.' And not

loug after, this noble king departed this life."*

According to Barbour, the king summoned the

lords and prelates of the realm into his presence,
before whom he executed his testament, in which
ae bequeathed large sums of money to the members
f various religious fraternities, that they might
iray for the salvation of his soul. He then ad-

Iressed the assembled nobles, expressing his thank-

ulness that God had given him space to repent f
'f his sins, and mentioning his vow to go upon an

.ion for his soul's safety against the enemies
f God. As he now found this impossible, through
he near approach of death, he expressed his desire

aat his heart should be sent thither, and requested
aem to choose one of their own body,

"
honest,

-ud wight," who should carry his heart to

'

Froissart, vol. i. chap. xriv.

t "I thank God that has me sent

Space in this life me to repent ;

For through me and my warring
Of blude lias been rycht great spilling.
Where mony sackless men were slain."

Barbour, p. 410.

war against the foes of God The lord* sorrow-
fully -withdrew to another room, and chose "

the
worthy lord of Douglas

"
to fulfil the king's wish.

When this was made known to Robert, he ex-
pressed his cordial approbation of their choice,
which had fallen, he said, on the person he m.*t
earnestly wished to undertake the intended pil-
grimage.

*

It was, probably, at the same intcrriew, that
the king delivered to his nobles what hat been
affectionately termed, The Good

Kut9 Robert'.

King Robert's Testament," con- uumem
taining his last counsels to his people, respecting
the best mode of resisting the aggressions of their

powerful neighbours. He recommended the Scoti

always to fight on foot; to put their trust in the

mountains, morasses, and woods of their country,
instead of walls; to employ, for arms, the bow, the

spear, and the battle-axe
; to drive their cattle into

the fastnesses and narrow glens ;
to lay waste the

plain country by fire; to keep the enemy in a state

of perpetual alarm, by loud noises through the

night, so that through hunger, and weariness, and
continual apprehension, they will retreat with as

great affright as if they were defeated in battle, t
These sagacious injunctions, the concentrated

wisdom and experience of " The Good King Ro-

bert," were admirably adapted to tho state of the

country and the condition of the people ; and al-

most all the subsequent defeats of the Scots may
be traced to their neglect of these counsels.

The venerable biographer of Bruce describes, in

affecting language, the "
great lamentation

" which
all classes of the Scottish people made over the

untimely decease of their sovereign, strong-
bearded men weeping full sore, and wringing their

hands,
"
regretting his worthy bounty, his wit, his

strength, his bravery," and, above all, bis kindness

and courtesy ; the dread in which, during his life,

they were held by their neighbours, and the high
renown they had obtained in foreign countries,

through his valour and exploits.
" And sekyrly,"

adds Barbour,
" wonder was nane,

For better governour than he

Mycht in na countre fundyn be."

There are, indeed, few names in the page of

history to compare with Bruce, either as a leader

of partizan-war, or as a statesman and a king.

His personal qualities peculiarly fitted him for the

task to which he was appointed. He was nearly

six feet high, broad-shouldered, open-chested, and

well proportioned, and possessed of great bodily

strength, combined with lightness and activity.

He had thick curled hair, a low forehead, and

strong and prominent cheek bones. The expres-

sion of his countenance was open and cheerful, and

his manners, though dignified, were affable and en-

gaging. He was singularly gentle, courteous, and

unselfish in his behaviour towards his followers ;
and

* Barbour, p. 411.

t Eidpath's Border History, p. 590; Fonhin, book sU.

chap. x. See Appendix, Note X.
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there are few scenes in history more beautiful than

the picture which Bnrbour gives of his efforts to

comfort his faithful adherents in their weary wan-

dering* *ftr the defeat at Mcthven, forgetting

his own sufferings in the attempt to alleviate

theirs.* His generous treatment of his English

prisoners,
in spite of the cruel injuries which he had

received at the hands of their king and country, re-

fleeted equal honour on his sagacity and humanity ;

and his manly spirit of chivalry caused him to

respect the claims even of the humblest and weak-

est Adversity tamed the natural impetuosity of

his temper, and taught him the lessons of patient

endurance, moderation, and perseverance. His

personal prowess and military talents were of the

highest order, and were always directed by an

excellent judgment and strong good sense ;
he ex-

celled in all the exercises of chivalry ; and, even

his enemies did not hesitate to admit, that he was

one of the three best knights in Europe, during
that martial age. He had the sagacity, not only
to discover and to train the great abilities of Ran-

dolph and Douglas, and the rest of that noble band

whose names and exploits are still familiar in the

mouths of the Scottish people as household words,
but also to turn to account, for the first time, the

love of freedom and independence which pervaded
the common people, and to form, out of the burgh-
ers of the towns, and the yeomen of the low coun-

try, that impenetrable phalanx of spearmen, which

pot to flight the mailed chivalry of England. The

sagacity and popular feeling of Bruce were shown,
not only in arming the commons, and thus assist-

ing to break down the barriers between them and
their old lords and superiors, but also in the en-

couragement and protection which he afforded to

the free burghs. He was, as we have 3een, the
first sovereign who introduced their representatives
into parliament, and thus contributed powerfully
to raise into importance the middle class of the

community, among whom the spirit of patriotism
boned with intense ardour, and who, unlike the

great borons and belted knights, were willing to

peril the loss of all things, and to fight against all

odd*, in the high and holy cause of their countrv's
frwedotu. The war-cry of independence united all

rliiim, with the exception, at first, of the higher
nobility, in stubborn opposition to that grinding
tyranny by which all were afflicted. Peasant,
burgher, and knight, priest and layman, were in-
volved in one common ruin, and all, with one accord,
buckled on their armour, and fought for their
hearth* and altars against the common foe. The
various tribes inhabiting Scotland, Scots, Picts,
ttooa, and Strathclydc Britons, liithcrto divided

from each other by language and manners, were
now, for the first time, furnished with a principle
)( union, round which they could

rally, and felt
the glow of one common feeling, which commanded

117:
" He prMehrt them on this manner,Aad Bincd to make tetter cheer
Tbaa he had matter to by far

"

I;* bour, p. 00.

universal sympathy. Their petty distinctions and

domestic differences were all melted down by the

fire of liberty, and the necessity of strenuous re-

sistance to oppression ;

" and the state, which, con-

sisting of a variety of half-independent tribes,

resembled an ill-constructed faggot, was now con-

solidated into one strong and inseparable stem.

and deserved the name of a kingdom."
*

It is thus

that Divine Providence lias brought great and per-

manent good out of temporary evil. And to the

miseries inflicted on Scotland, during the war cf

independence, may be distinctly traced that indom-

itable spirit of resistance to oppression which ha*

marked the whole subsequent history of the Scot-

tish people, and that enduring steadiness of pur-

pose and intense love of their country, which arc

still their national characteristics.

King Robert died on the 7th of June, 1329, in

the fifty-fifth year of his age, and the twenty-third
of his reign. By his first wife, Isabella, daughter
of Donald, tenth Earl of Mar, he had one daugh
ter, Marjory, who married Walter, the hereditary

High Steward of Scotland. Their son, Robert

Stewart, afterwards ascended the throne, under tin-

title of Robert the Second. King Robert's second

wife was Elizabeth, the daughter of Richard dc

Burgh, Earl of Ulster : she died 7th of November.

1327, during the negotiations for the treaty of

Northampton. By her he had one son, David,

who succeeded his father, and two daughters,

Margaret and Matilda, the former of whom mar

ried William, Earl of Sutherland, the latter, a

private gentleman, whom Fordun names Thomas

Isaac, f

Immediately after the king's death, his heart

was taken out and embalmed, and _hjs burial, and

delivered to Sir James Douglas. Jiscov,

The body was then conveyed to
his tomb.

Dunfermline, where it was buried, with great

solemnity, in the clioir of the Abbey Church, be-

fore the high altar ; f and over the spot was erected

a richly-gilt marble tomb or cenotaph, which w:;.'

fabricated at Paris. Centuries passed on tin

church fell into ruins the gilded marble tomb h:;i

entirely disappeared, and the spot where the ashc-

of the great restorer of Scottish independence n

posed, was forgotten or unknown; when, on th<

* Sir Walter Scott's History of Scotland, voL L p. 169.

+ Hailes, vol. ii. pp. 164, 105.

J
" And when they lang thus sorrowed Lad,

They have had him to Dunfermline,
And him solemnly yirded syue,
In a fair tomb into the Quire.

Bishops and prelates that were there,
AssoiLued him when the sen
Was done, as they best could devise.

And syne, upon the other Jay,

Sorry and wo they went their way ;

And he debowelled was cleanly,
And also balmed syne full richly ;

And the worthy Lord of Douglas,
His heart, as it forespokeu was,
Received as in great daynte,
With fair and great soleimiitie."

Barbour, p. 413.

Fordun, book xui. chap. xi>. See uLso, Notes to Jauiiesu:

edition of Barbour, pp. 48& -itU.
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17th of February, 1818, some -workmen, clearing

out the ground for the foundation of a new church,

reached a low burial vault, within which they

found the decayed fragments of a coffin, containing

I .-.kek'ton wrapt in lead. This was unrolled; and

around the head was found a circlet of lead, worked

into the likeness of a crown, and even some frag-

ments of a rich cloth of gold, which had formed

iud. On a close examination of the skele-

it was discovered that the breast-bone had

n sawn asunder, for the purpose of taking out

the heart.* The^e discoveries' afforded conclusive

evidence that this was the grave of Robert Bruce,

and that there lay the hallowed relics, which, after

the lapse of nearly five hundred years, accident

had revealed to the veneration of his grateful and

admiring countrymen. The precious remains were

deposited in a new coffin, and re-interred, with

much state and solemn ceremony, beneath the

pulpit of the new church.

Soon after the death of King Robert, Sir James

Expedition of Douglas prepared to execute the

Douglas i^t commands of his beloved

master. According to Barbour, he had the heart

of his sovereign inclosed in a silver case, curiously

enamelled, which he constantly wore suspended
from his neck by a silver chain

; t and, having
settled all his affairs and made his will, he set

sail from Scotland, attended by a numerous

and splendid retinue, and anchored off Sluys, in

Flanders, at this time the great emporium of the

Netherlands. He expected to find there com-

panions in his pilgrimage ; and, while lying off

this port, which he did for twelve days, he kept

open table on board his ship, and entertained his

visitors with almost royal magnificence. Froissart

-ivs, that he had in his train a knight bearing
a banner, and seven other noble Scottish knights,
and was served at table by twenty-six esquires, all
"
comely young men of good family ;

and he kept
court in a royal manner, with the sound of trumpets
and cymbals. All the vessels for his table were of

gold and silver, and whatever persons of good
estate went to pay their respects to him, were en-

tertained with two sorts of wine and two kinds of

spice." While at Sluys, he learned that Alphonso,
the young king of Leon and Castile, was carrying
on war with Osmyn, the Moorish king of Granada.
As this was reckoned a holy warfare, and it seemed,
in some measure, to correspond with the purpose
of his own expedition, Douglas resolved, before

proceeding to Jerusalem, to visit Spain, and to

avail himself of the opportunity to exert his

prowess against the enemies of the Christian faith.

Shortly after his arrival at Seville, a battle was

fought near Theba, a strong fortress on the frontiers

of Andalusia, in which the command of the van-

guard was assigned to the Scottish hero. The

Notes to Jamieson's edition of Barbour, pp. 492, 493 ;

Transactions of the Antiquarian Society, vol. ii. part ii.

t Barbour, p. 4 U. " The Bloody Heart
"
has been the

cognizance of the house of Douglas from the time of the
<!ood Sir James.

Moorish cavalry were overthrown and took to

flight, and Douglas and his companion*, pursuing
the fugitives too eagerly, were separated from the
main body of the Spanish army. The Moon, per-
ceiving the small number of their pursuers, rallied
and surrounded them. Douglas, who had only ten
men with him, cut his way through the enemy, and
might have made good his retreat, had he not turned

again to rescue Sir William St. Clair, of lloslin,
whom he saw surrounded by the Moon, and in

great jeopardy. "Yon worthy knight will be
slain," he exclaimed,

"
unless he have instant help ;"

and, putting spurs to his horse, he galloped back
to his assistance. But in attempting to save his

friend, he was surrounded and overwhelmed by
the vastly superior numbers of the enemy, who
were twenty to one. When he found himself in-

extricably involved, he took from
his neck the' casket which con-

tained the heart of Bruce, and throwing it

before him, he exclaimed,
" Now pass thoa on-

ward as thou wert wont, and Douglas will follow

thee or die." He then rushed forward to the

place where it fell, and was there slain, along
with Sir William Sinclair and Sir Robert and Sir

Walter Logan. On the following day, the body of

the hero of seventy battles" was found on the field

beside the casket, and by his few surviving friends

sorrowfully conveyed to Scotland. The heart of

King Robert was buried in Melrose Abbey by the

Earl of Moray, and the remains of his brave com-

panion in arms were intenred in the sepulchre of

his ancestors, in the parish church of Douglas,f
The portrait of Douglas has been drawn by the

friendly hand of Barbour, in very graphic and

pleasing terms. He was pleasant and affable in

his manners his countenance had a modest and

gentle expression in time of peace, but he had a

very different aspect in the day of battle. His

personal appearance, as described by eye-witnesses
to Barbour, was prepossessing. He was tall, strong,

and well made, though lean, broad-shouldered,

and large-boned, and of a swarthy complexion,

with black hair. He lisped a little in his speech ;

but, says the metrical historian,
" that set him

right wonder wecl." J Notwithstanding the numer-

ous engagements in which he had fought, his face

had escaped without a wound. There was a knight

of great renown at the court of King Alphonso,

whose face was all over marked with the scan

of wounds received in battle, and who, on meeting

with Douglas, expressed his astonishment that a

knight of such fame, and who had seen so much

hard service, should have no marks of wounds on

his countenance^
" I thank God," modestly re-

plied Douglas, "that I had always hands to protect

my face." He was universally beloved by his

contemporaries for his kindness and generous

courtesy, as well as admired for his bravery and

Fordun says, that Douglas was thirteen times defeated

in battle, and fifty-seven times victorious. Book siiL

chap. xxi.

+ Barbour, pp. 414 419, 422.
* Ibid. p. 15. S H>'"1- PP- * 15 - *16-
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ehmdrous exploit*,
and he is still affectionately

remembered among his countrymen by the name

of the
" Good Sir James."

*

[CHAP. IX.

CHAPTER IX.

ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY DURING THE SCOTO-

8AXON PERIOD.

THE Saxon colonization of North Britain pro-

duced as great a change in the ecclesiastical as in

the civil institutions of the country. The great

aim of the Saxon queen of Malcolm Canmore, \vas

to assimilate the Scottish church to that of Eng-

land ; and her three sons, Edgar, Alexander, and

David, vho in succession occupied the throne,

though differing widely in many other respects,

concurred in carrying out the ecclesiastical schemes

of thfir pious mother. They preferred English

priests to the bishoprics which they founded,

erected monasteries and filled them with English

mflfifr* merged the Culdee fraternities into the

new order of canons regular, and thus effected a

total revolution in the ancient Scottish ecclesiasti-

cal system. The mouarchs of the Scoto-Saxon line

wen all liberal patrons of the church; and the

period which intervened between the marriage of

he Princess Margaret, and the death of her

youngest son David, witnessed the establishment

or restoration of nearly all the Scottish sees, and

the erection of the principal monasteries, with their

chapels and other dependencies.+ Queen Margaret

A rery indent sword, in the possession of Lord Doug-
!*, bears, among a great deal of flourishing, two hands
Mtattacto a heart which is placed betwixt them, and the
feet UW8. tang the year in which Bruce charged the Good
Star Ja**a Doo|jlat to carry his heart to the Holy Land. The
following Unea (the first

couplet
of which is quoted by Gods-

a* a popular taring in his time \ are inscribed around

" So mony goid as of ye Dorglas beinge,
Of a** aaroame waa ne'er in Scotland seine.

I will ye charge, efter yat I depart,
To holy grswe and lhair bury my hart ;

I*l it remain erer, OTH TIME AHD HOWR,
To ye last dav I ale my Sariour.

*
1 4o protect, la ryroe of all my ringe,
Ye hie suVjeet had never ony keing."

Tbk eartoos and raluable relic was nearly lost during the
MI of 174H, Wing carried away from Douglas
Oastta by some of those la arms for Prince Charles. But,
great interest baring been made by the Duke of Douglas
among the chief partisans of the Stewarts, it was at length
restored. It reeembUa a Highland claymore, of the usual
aba, ta of aa eieeltaat temper, and admirably poised.
IfevsssM. Canto T. St. XT. (note.)

The interesting little chapel of St. Margaret in the
CaeUe of Edinburgh, ta soppoeed to hare been erected about

ft? ?* *I
7 F*

ri
*!
L~" Memorials of Edinburgh, by_ IOO >-_! /_ nil\ . ,

'
.

>V "- emoaa o dinburgh, by
Or. WiUoo, Tol I p. U8. Harbour (p. 21 1 ) .tate., that the
MSB Mutd a picture to be painted on the walls of thisAa

. with a Udder applied to the
up, with this in^ription.-in

are.

fly
:

-- * ffmtu. He muuit, uiai uus
*tah remained In the chapel to h!s time, waa
regarded aa a prediction that the castle would be

herself founded the Benedictine Abbey of Dunferm-

line, which she dedicated to the Holy Trinity, and

enriched with many costly gifts. Her son Edgar,
in honour of St. Cuthbert, established a priory of

Benedictines at Coldingham, in the Merse. Alex-

ander, his successor, was a most munificent bene-

factor to the church. He increased the revenues

of the Abbey of Dunfermline, which the piety of

bis mother had endowed. He founded the monas-

teries of Scone and of Loch Tay, and peopled them

with canons regular from England. He made a

liberal grant of lands to the Church of St. Andrews,
and established there a priory in honour of the

apostle of Scotland. And he erected on Inchcolm,

one of the islets of the Frith of Forth, a religious

house, which he dedicated to St. Columba, in token

of his gratitude for his deliverance from shipwreck*

through the intercession of that saint. The muni-

ficence of David to the church, far surpassed that of

any of his predecessors or successors, and was

highly commended by his contemporaries. Believ-

ing that religion was the only agent which could

humanize and improve the semi-barbarian races

over whom he reigned, this pious and sagacious
monarch endowed the church with new privileges,

enriched it with extensive grants of land, founded

various bishoprics, enlarged the revenues of others,

which his predecessors had formed, and built and

richly endowed many religious houses in all parts

of the country, to serve as fountains of religion,

learning, and civilization. The sees of Dunblane,

Brechin, Moray, Ross, and Caithness, and the

splendid abbeys of Holyrood, near Edinburgh ;
of

Melrose, Jedburgh, and Kelso, in Roxburghshire ;

of Dryburgh, in Berwickshire ;f of Newbottle, in

Mid Lothian
; of Cambuskenneth, in Stirlingshire ;

taken by the French, but that he interpreted it as pro-

phetic of the capture of the fortress through the agency of

William Frank, or Francis. See ante, p. 131.
*

According to Fordun,
"
Alexander, about the year 1123,

while crossing the Frith of Forth, at the Queen's <.

overtaken by a terrible tempest, blowing from tl;

west, which obliged the sailors to make for the island of

Inchcolm (then called ./Emona), which they reach
the greatest difficulty. Here they found a poor
who lived a religious life according to the rules of Si

Columba, and performed service in a small chapel, svipport-

ing himself by the milk of one cow and the shell-tih he

could pick up on the shore; nevertheless, on tlu-

means he entertained the king and his retinue for thro. 1

days, the time which they were confined here by the wind.

During the storm, and whilst at sea and in the

danger, the king made a vow, that if St. Colun;:

bring him safe to that island, he would there

monastery to his honour, which should be an asylum and

relief to navigators." The monastery founde<i

ander, in virtue of this vow, was for canons regular of S

Augustine, and was richly endowed by its royal patron
The ancient name of the island is a Latinized I

Gaelic word, signifying
" the isle of the Druid:-,

shows that, like many other similar institutions,!'

astery of Inchcolm must have been planted on a place ot

heathen worship. Walter Bowmaker, abbot of this ilac>

who died in 1449, was one of the continuators of Fordun >

Scoti-Chronicon.

t The Chronicle of Melrose states, that Dryburgh wa>

founded by Hugh de Moreville, Constable of Scotland ,

but David, in a charter making large grants to the monks,

speaks of the church as founded by himself. Perhaps, as

Lord Hailes suggests, David only laid the foundation

xtone
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of Kinloss; in Moray, and many other similar

establishments o\ve their origin to David's liberality

:iii(i n-al. Canons regular, Cistertian, Benedictine,

mul Praemonstratensian monks, all shared his

bounty; and the powerful orders of the Knights

p'lars
and the Knights of St. John of Jerusalem,

introduced by him into Scotland.*

;ilar policy was followed by his grandson,

Malcolm, who confirmed the right, and enforced

payment of tithes ; conferred extensive pos-

on the church, and established religious

at Cupar Angus, Manuel, near Linlithgow,

and various other places. The hospital at Soltra,

which he founded, from its situation and revenues

one of the most considerable establishments

of the kind in North Britain. The splendid abbey
of Abcrbrothock owes its origin to William the

Lion,f who greatly augmented both the possessions

and the privileges of the clergy. His successor,

Alexander II., was a liberal patron of the Dominican

friars, whom he introduced into Scotland about

;r 1230, and for whom he erected no fewer

than eight monasteries. During the reign of Alex-

ander III., the revenue of the church appears to

have reached its greatest height. Besides the ex-

tensive estates conferred on the various religious
houses throughout the country, and the oblations,

and other ecclesiastical dues, to which the paro-

The canons regular were settled at Holyrood (A.D.

H28), Cambuskenneth, Jedburgh, and in the Isle of May;
the Cistertian monks' from Rievaulx, in England, were
established at Melrose, A.D. 1136, at Newbottle in 1140, at

Kinloss in 1150, and at Mauchline, in Ayrshire. In 1113.

during the reign of his brother Alexander, David brought a

c.'lony of Benedictine monks from Tyrone, in France, and
filled them at Selkirk ; and in 1128 he translated them to

He also founded, in 1140, a monastery for the same
inunks, at Lesmahago. Dryburgh Abbey, for monks of the
Prsemonstratensian order, was founded in 1150. The
principal residence of the Knights Templars was at Tem-
ple, in Mid Lothian

;
and of the Knights of St. John, at

Torphichen, in West Lothian. Besides all these, David
founded a convent of Cislertian nuns at Berwick, with two
cells depending on it, the one at Tre-fountain, in Lam-
mermuir, the other at Gulane, in East Lothian.

t William bestowed on this abbey the church of Aber-

nethy, an ancient seat of the Culdees, while Orme of Aber-

nethy, who is also styled Abbot of Abernethy, grants the
half of the tithes of the property of himself and his heirs,
the other half of which belongs to the Culdees of Aber-

In reference to this curious fact, that an abbot

'i>posal for his heirs, the editor of the Cartulary of
Aberbrothock says :

" These charter evidences help out the
Wure indications, in older chroniclers, of a race of church

nobles, hereditary heads of religious houses, and taking
ank among the highest of lay magnates. When we read
that the ancient dynasty of our kings (before the wars of

u) sprang from the marriage of Bethoc, a
r of Malcolm II., with Crinan, Abbot of the Columb-
lv of Dunkeld, that Ethelred, a son of Malcolm

Canmore, Abbot of Dunkeld, was also Earl of Fife, our
-icrians have evaded the embarrassment by ques-

tioning the authority of the chronicler; and it has not
1'een suspected that there were proofs of another

onse of Culdees even surviving St. David's church-revolu-
ion, having its hereditary abbot, and styling himself, and

is, Lord of the Abbey territory."

(

The Abbot of Aberbrothock possessed a peculiar privi-
origin of which is in some measure associated with

i Culdees, the custody of the Brecbennach, or conse-
1 banner of St. Columba. The lands of Forglen,

church of which was was dedicated to Adomnan, the
ner of Columba, were gifted for the maintenance
mner. See Baronial and Ecclesiastical Antiquities

t
Scotland, by Billings and Bum.

chial clergy were entitled, tithes were exacted by
them of almost everything which the land or water

produced. The enumeration of the diversified

revenues of the Monastery of Dunfcnnline may
serve to show the immense wealth of the great
monastic establishments at this period, and, at the
same time, cast a curious light on the habits of the

age. Among the gifts from the various sovereigns,
and chiefly from David I., were " the tenths of all

the huntings between Lammermuir and Tay, of
all David's wild moors of Fife and Fothriff, of all

the salt and iron brought to Dunfermline for the

king's use, of all the money-rents of Stirling, of

all the gold that might come to him from Fife and
Fothriff, of all the cane (a species of rent)

payable to him, brought to Dunfermline from Fife,

Fothriff, and Clackmannan, in grain, cheese, malt,

swine, cows, and even of eels, of his lordships, in

corn, animals, fishery, and money, and also the cane

of a ship whenever it may have plied in his king-
dom."

The munificent example of their sovereigns was
followed by the powerful barons of the kingdom,

especially those of Saxon and Norman origin, who
vied with each other in the establishment of reli-

gious houses of various kinds, on their extensive

estates. The monasteries of Tongland, Withern,

Saulseat, Dundrennan, and St. Mary's Isle, owed
their origin, about the middle of the twelfth cen-

tury, to the liberality of Fergus, the powerful lord

of Galloway. Hugh Moreville, the Constable of

Scotland, founded a monastery at Kilwinning, in

1140, for monks of Tyrone. A convent of Cister-

tian nuns was established by Cospatric, Earl of

Dunbar, at Coldstream, on the Tweed. Turgot de

Rossedal founded a house for canons regular, at

Canonby, upon the Esk, in Dumfriesshire ;
and

similar establishments were instituted at Resten-

not, in Forfarshire ;
at Pittenweem, in Fife ;

at

Blantyre, in Clydesdale, and in many other parts

of the country. During the reign of Malcolm IV.,

Walter, the son of Alan, Steward of Scotland, esta-

blished a monastery of Cluniac monks at Paisley.

A convent for nuns of the Cistertian order was

founded at Eccles, in 1154, by Cospatric, Earl of

Dunbar. And Uchtred, the son of Fergus, the

lord of Galloway, instituted at Lincluden, a con-

vent of black nuns, of the order of St. Benedict.

In 1178, a convent of C'stertian nuns was esta-

blished at Haddington, by Ada, the mother of

William the Lion; and at St. Bothans, in Lammer-

muir, by the Countess of Dunbar. In the same

year, David, Earl of Huntingdon, the brother of

William, founded a monastery at Lindores, in Fife,

for Tyronensian monks ; and, in the following year,

a colony of the same monks was planted at

in Aberdeenshire, by Fergus, Earl of Buchan. Ro-

land, the lord of Galloway, founded, in 1190, a

monastery for Cistertian monks, at Glenluce ;
and

a similar institution was established at baddel, in

Cantire. A monastery for canons regular was

erected at Inchaffray, in 1200, by Gilbert, Earl of

Strathern; and Gilchrist. Earl of Mar, built a
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priory for monks of the same order, at Monymusk,

where they supplanted an ancient house of the

Coldees. Malcolm, Earl of Fife, established a con-

vent of Cistertian nuns at North Berwick, in 1216;

a MMiMtnj of Cistertian monks at Culross, in

1217 ;
and of Dominican, or Black Friars, at Cupar,

Fife.

'

A colony of monks of the same order was

planted at Deer, in 1218, by William Ccmyn, Earl

of Buchan ; and at Balmcrinach, in Fife, in 1229, by

Ermcngarde, the widow of King William. Alexan-

der II. introduced the monks of Vallis Caulium, and

established them at Pluscarden, in Moray, in 1230 ;

and, in the same year, the monastery of Beauly

was founded for them by John Bissett A convent

of Red Friars was established at Dunbar, in 1218;

at Houston, in Rcnfrewsliire, in 1226 ;
and at Scot-

land-well, near Lochleven, in 1233. In 12-14, Dun-

can, Earl of Carrick, founded a monastery of Cluniac

monks at Crossraguel, in Ayrshire. During the

reign of Alexander II., a monastery of Praomon-

tratensian monks was established at Fern, in

Row-shire, by Ferchard, Earl of Ross
;
colonies of

Gilbertine monks, and of Benedictine nuns, were

settled at Dalmulin, in Ayrshire ;
and convents of

Franciscan friars were erected at Berwick, Rox-

burgh, and various other places. Alexander III.

founded a monastery at Peebles, for the Red Friars,

in 1257; and, during his reign, they were esta-

blished also at Failefurd, in Ayrshire, and at Dor-

noch, in Sutherland. In 1262, the Canr.elites were

MCtkil at Tnlilum, near Perth, and, in the follow-

ing year, at Dunbar.

New Abbey, in Kirkcudbrightshire, was erected,

in 1273, for monks of the Cistertian order, by De-

vorguil, daughter of Alan, Lord of Galloway, and

wife of John BalioL* By the munificence of this

.joble lady, the Franciscan friars also were esta-

blished at Dumfries and Dundee, and the Domin-
ican friars, at Wigton, in 1267. The same order
w planted in Glasgow, by the Bishop, in 1270 ;

and at St Andrews, by Bishop Wishcart, in 1274.

Altogether there were at this period, in various

parts of the country, not less than twenty-eight
monasteries belonging to the canons regular of

SL Augustine; thirteen to the Cistertian or Ber-
nardine monks; and fifteen to the Dominican or
Black Friars. The Red Friars, an order

originally
instituted for the redemption of Christian slaves
from the Turks, possessed nine monasteries

; and
i these, there were, as we have seen, numer-
and liberally-endowed religious houses, con-

[CHAP. IX.

This abbey afterwards received the name of the Abbey
Ik* DMW CW. Duiti C*r, or Sweet Heart, from the

by Wyntowii : When
died, his wifc bad his heart embalmed and

J a eaaket of Iwry, cbawd with silrer, which always
r^T^ *~*?**T11^ Ai death PProached, she

UM nlw, which had thus been her silent daily'i la Ufa, to be laid on her bourn when she was
Skbty she bad founded. It is from this

i foonda-^ " sw ta nuos has retained, for nearly

|sui4r4 ywn, tb name by which it i, still .l^i-natcdlaw UM xnaddMiffhU-r of David, Karl of Hunt

nected with almost all the other orders of regular
and secular churchmen which then existed i

Europe.
*

An interesting illustration of the manner in

which the colonization and civilization of Scotland

was promoted by the establishment of these reli-

gious houses throughout the country, is furnished

by a charter preserved in the treasury at Durham,
and belonging, at latest, to the commencement of

the twelfth century. This charter was
g

by a baron styled Thor the Long, who was pro-

bably of Norwegian biood, and established

on the banks of the Tweed, by invitation of King

Edgar. It relates to the foundation of the church

of Edcnham, or Ednam, on the north bank of the

Tweed, the birthplace, five centuries latcr,-of the

Poet of the Seasons, and may very happily serve

to illustrate the process by which the waste places

of the country were peopled, and the inhabitants

humanized and improved. "To. all the sons of

holy Mother Church, Thor the Long, greeting in

the Lord : Be it known, that Aedgar, my Lord

King of Scots, gave to me Aednaham, a <3

that with his help and my own money. I peopled

it, and have built a church in honour cf St. Cuth-

bert
;
which church, with a plough-gate of land, I

have given to God, and to St. Cuthbert and his

monks, to be possessed by them for ever." f
The influence of these endowments on the im-

provement of the country, and the condition of the

people, must have been most beneficial. The clergy

not merely held a monopoly of the learning of

those times, but they were almost the sole profi-

cients, both in the useful and in the ornamental

arts. They were the great agricultural improvers
of the age. They were the first to introduce the

judicious practice of granting leases to their ten-

ants. Their ample domains were, therefore, better

cultivated and more fertile than the estates of the

temporal barons. Their tenants, husbandnu

villeyns, were more active and prosperous, and,

from the pacific character of their landlord-

permitted to devote their attention more

sively to their own proper occupations, than the

vassals either of the crown or of the nobility.

It is important to notice also, that the clergy

were at this period, for the most part, both the

faithful auxiliaries of the crown, in opposing the

lawless schemes of the nobility, and the strenuous

defenders of the liberties of the nation, against

foreign aggression. Throughout the war of inde-

pendence, the clergy of all ranks were among the

most active and zealous supporters of the patriotic

cause. The Bishop of Moray is said by the

English to have preached to the people of his

diocese,
" that it was no less meritorious to rise in

arms to support the cause of Bruce than to engage
in a crusade against the Saracens." And not a

few of his brethren put on the cuirass with their

* Chalmers' Caledonia, vol. i. book iv. chap iii.,
nj

notes ; Spottiswoode's History, book ii.

t Anderson's Diplom. Scotise, plate kix. ; Caledonia, voi

i. p. 738.
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cassocks, and manfully took the field against the

enemies of their country.

At an early period the Scottish clergy were

Contest called to assert
'

the independence
respecting the of their national church against

indi-pundence of ,, ,
. . ., ,

-rottish *ne claims * spiritual supremacy,
Church. put forth by the English metropo-

litan sees of York and Canterbury. These claims

were pertinaciously urged during the reign of Alex-

ander I., on the appointment ofTurgot to the office of

Bishop of St. Andrews (A. D. 1 109). The two English

archbishops insisted that the Scottish primate should

receive consecration at their hands, but they car-

ried on a fierce dispute respecting the right of per-

forming the ceremony, while the king and the

ttish clergy disputed the jurisdiction of both.

An immediate decision of the controversy was

evaded by an agreement between the English and

Scottish kings, that Turgot should be consecrated

by the Archbishop of York,
"
saving the authority

of either church."*

On the death of Turgot, in 1115, the dispute was
renewed. Alexander first of all wrote a confidcn-

t ial letter to Ralph, Archbishop of Canterbury, so-

:ng his advice and assistance in the selection of

a fit successor to Turgot, and deprecating the pre-
tended rights claimed by the Archbishop of York.

The English primate appears to have been too

much occupied at that time with other disputes, to

listen to the overtures of the Scottish monarch, and
the see of St. Andrews was allowed to remain

vacant for several years. At length, in 1120,

Alexander wrote to Anselm, who had succeeded to

archbishopric of Canterbury, requesting him
"
to set at liberty" Eadmer, one of the m-r/nks of

that church, that he might be appointed to the

mt diocese,t Eadmer accordingly received per-

-<ion, both from the archbishop and the English

king, to accept of the offered preferment, and on
his arrival in Scotland was elected to the bishopric,
as he has himself told us, by the clergy and people
of the country, with the approbation of the king.
On the following day, Alexander held a secret

;'erence with the new bishop, and expressed the

strongest aversion to his receiving consecration from
the Archbishop of York. On Eadmer replying that

the church of Canterburyhad,by ancient right,apre-
eminence over all Britain, and that he intended to re-

e consecrationfrom that metropolitan see,Alexan-
der started up with much emotion, and left the room.

After the lapse of a month, during which the

monk who had presided in the bishopric since the de-

mise of Turgot, had by the royal command resumed
liis functions, Eadmer was again sent for. A com-

promise was ultimately agreed to. Eadmer con-

sented to accept the ring from the king, to take the

pastoral staff from the altar, as if receiving it from
the lord, and to assume the charge of his diocese,
in the meantime, without consecration. The new

' Simeon of Durham, p. 207.
.11 account of this important transaction is given bv

nlmer himself, which, Lord Hailes remarks, lie has in a
at measure authenticated by original documents. See

Annals, vol. i. pp. 57 70.

VOL. I.

bishop, however, finding his authority weakened, and
the countenance of the monarch withdrawn from
him, resolved to repair to Canterbury for advice.
This Alexander violently opposed.

"
I received

you altogether free from Canterbury," he Mid;" while I live I will not permit the Bishop of St
Andrews to be subject to that see." ' For your
whole kingdom," answered Eadmer,

"
I would not

renounce the dignity of a monk of Canterbury."
"Then," replied the king, passionately, "I have
done nothing in seeking a bishop out of Canter-

bury." Eadmer, finding that after this interview
the king still continued hostile to him, requested
permission to visit Canterbury to obtain the counsel
and blessing of the archbishop. But Alexander

peremptorily refused to comply with his request.
In this critical conjuncture, the perplexed ond

harassed bishop received a curious letter of advice

from an English friend, named Nicolas, who urged
upon him with especial earnestness the duty of

keeping a plentiful and hospitable table, as the best

course he could take for softening the barbarity of

the Scots, promoting sound doctrine, and establish-

ing ecclesiastical discipline. As to the pretensions
of the see of York, Nicolas treated them with great

contempt. Scotland, he observed, had frequently
furnished bishops to York, but York had never fur-

nished bishops to Scotland before the days of Tur-

got. The Bishop of St. Andrews is the chief bishop
of the Scots ;

he who is chief must be above other

bishops, and therefore is in effect an archbishop
himself. If the Archbishop of York had any pre-

eminence over the chief bishop of the Scots, he

would of consequence be not only metropolitan, but

also primate of another kingdom ; yet we nowhere

read of such pretensions. "It is no concern of

yours," he adds,
" to find a sufficient number of

suffragans for the Archbishop of York ;
let him find

them himself wherever he can." Nicolas, who

seems to have been a sort of agent or solicitor in

ecclesiastical causes, then goes on to advise Eadmer

to terminate the dispute by obtaining consecration

from the Pope himself, exhorted him boldly to

execute the business of his church and nation, and

never to permit the diminution of their freedom

and dignity while he was their bishop ; and, pro-

bably with a view to his own interests as much as

to those of the bishop, he requests Eadmer to in-

form the king that he was himself willing to under-

take the defence of the freedom and independcnc*

of the Scottish Church at the papal court. He con-

cluded his letter with a singular request
'

treat you," he says,
" to let me have as many of the

finest pearls as you can procure.
In particular, I

desire four of the largest sort If you cannot

cure them otherwise, ask them in a present from

the king, who I know has a most abundant f

Alexander ultimately carried his point Eadmer,

in order to obtain permission
t

pretentious of tl

leave the country, was obliged to

resign his bishopric, and to engage

not to reclaim it during the life of

Alexander, unless by the advice of the Pope, the
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CoaTnt at Canterbury, and the King of England.

ifaf fa], return to England, however, Eadmer

a long letter to Alexander, requesting per-

ifft to return and resume his office.
" I mean

^, he laid.
" in any particular to derogate from

tb* freedom and independence of the kingdom of

L Should you continue in your former sen-

., I will desist from my opposition ; for, with

"tn the King of England, the Archbishop of

Cmatcrbury, and the sacerdotal benediction, I had

which, as I have since learned, were er-

They will not separate me from the ser-

of God and your favour. In those things I

will act according to your inclinations, if you will

only permit me to enjoy the other rights belonging

to the ice of St. Andrews." The Archbishop of Can-

terbury also addressed Alexander, but in a more

lofty style, demanding the recal of Eadmer, as being

the biahop canonically elected, and assuring the

king, that while Eadmer lived, the church of St. An-

drews could have no other bishop. Alexander, how-

ever,remained inflexible, and refused to listen either

to the petition of Eadmer, or to the peremptory
demand* of the archbishop. Robert, Prior of Scone,

was elected to fill the vacant see in January, 1124.

Thnntan, Archbishop of York, again insisted upon
hi* right of consecration ;

" but the Scots," says

fiimffm of Durham,
" with foolish prating asserted

tbat hi* claim had no foundation, either as right or

[CHAP. IX.

After the lapse of four years, Robert was con-

Mcrated by Thurstan, without any profession of

tfrnliimit. marring the rights of both parties.

The mcceesors of Robert were either consecrated

by tb* papal legate, or by the Scottish bishops, and
tb* question was finally decided by Pope Alexan-

der HI. in favour of the Scottish metropolitan.
Tb determined efforts of the king, and clergy of

Scotland, to maintain the independence of their

afionsl church, were thus crowned with complete
sveeccs. Even when King William and his nobles

baaefolly surrendered the independence of the

kiafdosB, as the price of the king's release from

captivity, the Bishops of St. Andrews and Dunkeld
bad the firmness and address to procure the in-

strtioo of^a clause in the treaty, which reserved
tb* rights of the Scottish church. And at a council,
held MOO after at Northampton, in the presence of
th papal legate, the Scottish bishops asserted their

hdifsadMii, and successfully resisted the demand
made by King Henry that they should yield obe-
dience to the English Church.

A Buwb more serious contention soon after arose

&** vfcaUM w th the popedom itself. On the
* death of Richard, Bishop of St.

Aadrcwt, in 1178, the chapter elected as his
or Jobn, sornamed the Scot, a native of

Bagbad. though, probably, of Scottish parent-
Ma, William bad destined the vacant see for

tUfb. bis chaplain, and, indignant at this stretch
"**"*' authority, he exclaimed, when he
f tb* election made by the cnaptcr,

"
By

the arm of St. James, while I live, John Scot shall

never be Bishop of St. Andrews." He immediately
seized the revenues of the see, and, disregarding
the appeal of John to Rome, caused Hugh to be

consecrated, and put him in possession. The appeal
of John, which he prosecuted in person, was

favourably entertained by Pope Alexander III.

He annulled the appointment of Hugh ; and his

legate Alexius, in an assembly of the Scottish

clergy, pronounced judgment in favour of John,
and consecrated him in the year 1180. William

instantly banished the new bishop from the king-

dom, and protected Hugh in the enjoyment of the

revenues of the see.

The papal legate on this, had recourse to stronger

measures, and laid the district of St. Andrews
under an interdict. When this also proved inef-

fectual, the Pope himself took the case in hand,

and commanded the Scottish clergy to instal John

within eight days.
" Should William," he added,

" from his own will, or by the suggestion of the

wicked, adopt other counsels, it is your part to

obey God and the Church of Rome, rather than

men." He also issued a mandate to the Scottish

bishops, ordering them to excommunicate Hugh,
the pretended Bishop of St. Andrews ;

and finally

he granted legatine powers over Scotland, to the

Archbishop of York, authorising that prelate and

the Bishop of Durham to excommunicate the

Scottish king, and to lay the whole kingdom
under an. interdict, if the king did not forthwith

put John in peaceable possession of the see. Still

William remained inflexible.
" He seems," as

Lord Hailes observes,
" to have been proud of op-

posing to the uttermost that pontiff, before whom
his conqueror, Henry, had bowed." The menaces

of the Pope and his legates, the interdict laid on

the see of St. Andrews, the excommunication of

Richard de Moreville, Constable of Scotland, and

others of William's counsellors, and finally, the

mediation of Henry, all failed to move the resolu-

tion of the Scottish king. He offered to make

John chancellor, and to give him any other

bishopric which should become vacant; but he

would make no other concession, and the Pope
would listen to no compromise. When the Arch-

bishop of York, and the Bishop of Durham, called

upon the clergy of the diocese of St. Andrews to

yield obedience to John, under pain of suspension, he

banished all who complied with that sunimo

length the two prelates actuallypronounced sentence

of excommunication against William, and laid tlio

kingdom of Scotland under an interdict.*

* The following description of the effects which
the papal sentence of excommunication, may sen -

the courage which William displayed, in thus braving the

thunders of the Vatican :

" The execution of this sentence was calculated to strike

the senses in the highest degree, and to operate, with i

Me force, on the superstitious minds of the people.
The nation was, of a sudden, deprived of all exterior exeJ

cise of its religion ; the altars were despoiled of their orna-

ments ; the crosses, the reliques, the images, the statues of

the saints, were laid on the ground, and as if the air

itself were profaned, and might pollute them by its con-

tact the priests carefully covered them up, even from th*
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"\Vhcn matters were brought to this crisis, the

pontiff,
Alexander III., died, August, 1181, and

William lost no time in despatching ambassadors

to the new Pope, Lucius III., who readily agreed
rse the sentence of excommunication, pro-

nounced by his predecessor, and to recal the in-

terdict.

memorable contest was ended by the Pope
u-cessfol himself nominating Hugh to the

nation, see of St. Andrews, and John

(o that of Dtmkeld; and so, to use the words

of Lord Hailes,
" he made that his deed which

was the king's will."* As a mark of entire recon-

ciliation, Lucius sent the golden rose to Wil-

liam a rare and highly-prized distinction. The

ires of the Scottish Church were still further

eon tinned and enlarged by his successor, Clement

III., who, in 1188, pronounced a solemn decree, by
which he declared, that in consequence of Wil-

liam's devoted and zealous attachment to the papal

see, the Church of Scotland was adopted as the

daughter of Rome, by special grace, and was to be

subject to no other intermediate power whatever

that to the Pope alone, or his legate de latere,

should belong the power of pronouncing any
sentence of interdict and excommunication against
Scotland that no one but a Scottish subject, or a

person specially deputed by the apostolic see out

of the sacred college, should be capable of holding
the office of legate and that, in the event of any
dispute arising regarding benefices, no appeal
should be competent to any foreign tribunal except
to the court of Rome.f
Emboldened by these important concessions, the

Scottish clergy ventured to disregard even the

papal sentence of excommunication, when pro-
nounced without due cause. When Gualo, the

Pope's legate, excommunicated the king and the

people of Scotland, in consequence of the co-opera-
tion of Alexander II. with Prince Louis and the

confederated barons against the weak and in-

famous John, so little was the sentence regarded
by the Scottish king and his subjects, that the

Roman court was fain to grant him absolution on

very easy terms, presenting a striking contrast to

own approach and veneration. The use of bells entirely
ceased in all the churches ; the bells themselves were re-

moved from the steeples, and laid on the ground with the
other sacred utensils. Mass was celebrated with shut
doors, and none but the priests were admitted to that insti-

tution. The laity partook of no reb'gious rite, except
baptism to new-born infants, and the communion to the

ilyinp. The dead were not interred in consecrated ground :

they were thrown into ditches, or buried in common fields,
and their obsequies were not attended with prayers, or any
illowed ceremony. Marriage was celebrated in the

churchyards ; and, that every action in life might bear
ie marks of this dreadful situation, tho people were pro-
ibited the use of meat, as in Lent, or times of the highest
>enance

; were debarred from all pleasures and entertain-

:nta, and even to salute each other, or so much as to
share their beards, and give any decent attention to their

son and apparel. Every circumstance carried symptoms
se deepest distress, and of the most immediate appre-

usion of Divine vengeance and indignation." Hume's
story of England, vol. i. chap.xi. p. 123 (Virtue's edition).

Annals, vol. i. pp. 142 148
; Fordun, book vi. chap.

Hoveden, pp. 098, 599.
+ Hoveden, p, 651 Annals, vol. i. p. 154.

the treatment of Prince Loui*, who WM not relieved
from the sentence of excommunication till after he
had done penance by walking barefooted to the

legate's tent, in presence of the French and Eng-
lish armies. The conduct of Gualo, the papal
legate, who had made a dishonourable traffic of

special absolutions, and hod extorted large turn*
from the Scottish clergy, as the price of thtir
restoration to the exercise of their piritual func-
tions, was condemned by the Pope (Honorius IV.),
who not only redressed this grievance, which was
brought before him by appeal, but confirmed the

privileges of the Scottish Church, owing to the

alleged
"
respect and obedience which Alexander

had paid to the papal see."*

A few years after this, in 1225, the Scottish clergy
succeeded in obtaining a most im-

Privilege, grim*!
portant concession from the papal to the Scottih

court. They represented to Hono- church,

rius, that, from the want of a metropolitan, who
might appoint a meeting, they could not hold a pro-
vincial council, and that many abuses had, in conse-

quence, crept into the church
; upon which he was in-

duced to give them permission to assemble a general
council on their own authority, without the mandate
of a legate, or the summons of a metropolitan.
There can be little doubt that this permission
was meant to be only temporary ; but, availing
themselves of the ambiguity with which it was

expressed, the clergy interpreted and treated it as

of perpetual authority, and under its sanction

continued to assemble frequent provincial councils

for the correction of abuses and the maintenance

of their rights and privileges, without any further

application for the consent of the papal court.

From this period, the general canon law issued

from the Vatican, or by the general council of the

Romish Church, had no authority in Scotland,

until ratified by its own native councils a circum-

stance, it has been justly said, whose importance
cannot be exaggerated, since it affected the juris-

prudence of the church in all subsequent ages.

From this period, too, the visits of the papal legates,

which had hitherto been impatiently submitted to,

were steadily declined, their authority disclaimed,

and their pecuniary exactions successfully resisted.

Even the demand of the Pope himself, that the

Scottish clergy should contribute a tenth of their

benefices to the king of England, in aid of an

intended crusade, was firmly refused. The papal

legate, who had intimated his intention of visiting

Scotland, in order to inquire into its ecclesiastical

affairs, was not only peremptorily denied admit-

tance into tho country, and his summons to the

Scottish clergy to attend his court at York, perti-

naciously resisted, but they even disclaimed obe-

dience to the canons which were enacted in the

council which he held (A.D. 1268). Conscious of

their own strength, they assembled a provincial

council next year at Perth, presided over by one

of their own bishops, in whieh they promulgated

canons of their own, for the regulation of the eccle-

Forduu, book is. chap, mriii. ; Foedera, vol. i. p. 2i7.
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Mtaetl affairs of the country. Among othe

eoaetnents they appointed a council, to be an

noally held under the authority of the bull of Pope
Honorius III., and declared that the office of Con

errator Sfatutorum should be filled by each of th

in turn, whose duty it was, during th

between the meetings of council, to enforc

to the canons, under pain of ecclesiastica

The canons enacted in tliis assembly
continued in force till the era of the Reformation.

CHAPTER X.

STATE OP THE COUNTRY.

THE constitution and government of Scotland,
which under Malcolm Canmorc had been essen-

tially Celtic, before the close of the Scoto-Saxon

dynasty had become as decidedly feudal, and ex-

hibited all the marks by which the feudal system
has been characterized. The king, under this

ten of government, was the commander-in-chiel

Bute and rtrenae of the army, the great justiciary
of the king. or administrator of justice, the

lawgiver of his people, and the fountain of honour
from whom all distinctions flowed. His authority,
however, though great, was by no means abso-

lute, and he required to consult his nobles and

clergy in the administration of the affairs of his

kingdom. Ample provision appears to have been
made for the due maintenance of the royal dignity;
and, making allowance for the circumstances of the

wontry, the personal estate supported by the
Scottish king was scarcely inferior to that kept up
by the English sovereign. The royal revenue in
these early times was drawn from a great variety
of sources. The most important of these were the
does payable under the name of the canf on the

products of agriculture, hunting, and fishing, and
oath* profits of domestic manufacture, and on
reign trade and shipping; the fees and fines,
ich arose in every feudal country, from the

istration of justice, from the wardship and
marriage of heirs, and from the escheat of estates

the crown
; the

temporary aids which the
ints and rassals of every feudal sovereign were

to pay on such occasions, as the ransom of
king from

captivity, the making of his son aa
f*^y marriage of his daughters; the rent

> of the royal manors, mills, and salt-

throoghoot the
country; and

lastly, the
oa the exports of wool and hides, which
* granted by parliament to William the

Won, and afterwards to King Robert Brucc.t We
l*rn

incidentally, that in 1239, the annual revenue

f

of the king of Scotland from all these sources,
amounted to twenty-one thousand marks, some-
what more than two hundred thousand pounds-
and various pecuniary transactions of William the

Lion and his two immediate successors, show that

the Scottish kings of that period lived in great

splendour, and must have had large sums of

money at their command.
Like other feudal monarchs, the King of Scotland

was surrounded by his justiciar, Great officers of

chancellor, constable, marshal, and his court,

other great officers of state, who Avcre selected from
the most powerful nobles, and, next to the

sovereign,
held the highest rank in the kingdom. The office

ofjusticiar, or great justice, was of The king's
Norman origin; and in England, justiciar.

after the Norman Conquest, the supreme judge was
the principal officer under the Crown. This office

does not appear, however, to have existed in Scot-

land during the early period of the Scoto-Saxon

dynasty ; the king himself at that time held the

office of supreme judge, and frequently adminis-

tered justice to his people in person* During the

reigns of Alexander I., David L, and Malcolm IV.,

the general administration of justice seems to have

been intrusted to two great judges ;
the one exer

cising his authority on the north, the other on the

iouth of the Forth. Under these supreme justices

there were a number of inferior judges, denomi-

nated from the districts in which they officiated,

the judge of Gowry, the judge of Strathern, the

judge of Perth, and exercising a subordinate au-

thority the exact nature and limits of which it is

impossible now to ascertain.f A new arrange-
ment was made by William the Lion, who sub-

stituted for the supreme justices two great judges
named justiciars ; the one embracing within his

urisdiction Lothian or the country south of the

two Forths
; the other, Scotland proper, or the

country beyond the Forth. Reference is made,

during the reign of Alexander III., to a justicia-

rius of Galloway, and at a late period to a justida-
rius ex parte boreali aqua de Forth ;| but nothing
s known of their jurisdiction or authority. These

arrangements were remodelled by Edward L, on

he temporary subjection of Scotland after the

xecution of Wallace
;
and two justices were ap-

)ointed in Lothian, two in the country lying

ictween the Forth and the eastern end of the

iframpian range called the Mounth, and two in

he district extending from the Grampians to

Caithness. On the expulsion of the English, the

istrict of Lothian appears to have reverted to the

urisdiction of a single justiciar ;
but the institu-

ion of four supreme judges in the country

jeyond the Forth, as it had the sanction of ancient

usage, was allowed to remain.

Next in dignity to the justiciar was the chan-

ellor of the kingdom ; an officer The chancellor.

who appears for the first time in Scottish history

CalataUs, rol L p. 717.

See ante, p. 65.

Choi ' "-'-
oee ante, p. oo.

Chalmers' Caledonia, voL L p. 703 and note (d).
Ibid. p. 7i7 and notes. $ Ibid.
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during (he reign of Alexander I. The earliest

nci llor of Scotland was Herbert, Bishop of

;gow, who died A.D. 1164, and from this perioc

\vn to the coronation of Bruce, this importan
was held almost exclusively by eminen

itarics of the church. The chief duties o

chancellor at this time were the custody of th

king's seal and the examination of all writs whicl

cd the royal signature ;
he was also the con

lulential adviser of the king, his constant attend

ant both in peace and war, and the witness to his

charters, letters, and proclamations.*
The office of constable, which was exclusively
UK- constable military, appears in Scotland as
and maresclml. car[y as the beginning of the

twelfth century. To this great officer belonged
the duty of leading the military power of the

kingdom. The office was held under David I. anc

Malcolm IV. by Hugh de Moreville, and became

hereditary in his family, till it was forfeited by
John Cumyn, during the contest for the crown.

It was then conferred by King Robert Bruce on

Gilbert dc Hay, and is still enjoyed by his de-

scendant the Earl of Errol. The office of mare-

schal, which was also of a military character, existed

in Scotland as early as the reign of David I., and
soon became hereditary in the family of Keith.

The exact distinction between the duties of the

mareschal and the constable, it is impossible now
to determine. The office of seneschal or high

, steward belonged to the personalThe high steward. , ,

estate ot the sovereign, and con-

ferred on the holder supreme authority in the

management of the royal household. In France
and England, this officer was at an early period
the highest in rank after the king, executing all

the chief offices of the kingdom as the king's

representative ;
and to two of the most illustrious

dynasties of Europe, the Carlovingian and the

Plantagcncts, the high office of seneschal served as

a stepping-stone to the throne. In Scotland this

office was conferred for the first time by David I.,

on Walter, the son of Alan, whose descendants

acquired the name of Steward from their office,

and ascended successively the throne of Scotland
in 1371, and of England in 1603. The chamber-

Chamberlain, lain, whose office is as ancient as

hostiarius and the reign of David I., discharged
the duties of treasurer, and as-

sumed the management of the royal revenue. The

hostiarius, or keeper of the king's door, first ap-
]H-ars among the officers of state during the reign of

William the Lion. The office of royal butler was

hereditary in the family of De Soulis
; but on the

forfeiture of Sir William de Soulis in 1320, the
office was conferred on Sir Andrew Moray, under
the title of panetarius, or master of the household.
The office of pincerna, or cup-bearer, first appears
in the reign of Edgar, and was held under Mal-
colm IV. by William de Haya, the ancestor of the
noble family of the Hays. The power of these

Tytler, vol. ii. p. 204.

great officers of the crown was scarcely inferior to
that of the monarch himself. Their Thuund
vast estates, and numerous vassals, power of the

enabled them almost singly to com- nMes.

pete with him, and a combination among these

powerful and turbulent barons proved, in not a few-

cases, more than a mutch for the royal authority.
They were, indeed, in almost every respect, king*
in miniature. Each of these great nobles was
encircled by his own seneschals, chamberlains, and
other officers, and was on all oecasions supported
by a train of knights, squires, and inferior borons,
who were ready to pay implicit obedience to his

commands, even in opposition to those of the

sovereign himself. Such a state of society, it is

evident, must have been attended by many evils ;

and it is to the exorbitant power of these nobles,
and to their selfish struggles for superiority, that

the miseries which Scotland for many ages en-

dured, are directly to be traced.

We have seen that throughout the Scotti>!i

period, Scotland proper was di- Maonnors nd
vicled into ten districts, which earl*,

were governed by hereuitary chiefs termed maor-

mors. Gradually, however, as the Saxon, Norman,
and other immigrants gained upon the ancient

races of inhabitants, the Gaelic term maormor
became obsolete, and was replaced by the Latin

comes, and the Saxon earl, and the districts over

which these chiefs ruled were designated earldoms.

It does not appear, however, that there was during
this period the creation of any earl, or the erection

of any earldom; for peerages by creation were

unknown in Scotland till the twelfth century.
The provinces which were governed by maorciors

in the reign of Malcolm Canmore, are the same

districts whose chiefs are termed comites or earls

under Alexander I. Only three new carls were

added to these Gaelic maormors during the Scoto-

Saxon period Cospatrick Earl of Dunbar, Duncan
Earl of.-Carrick, and William Earl of Sutherland."

During the interregnum which followed the

untimely death of the Maiden of Norway, an

appeal was made to Edward I. xhe "Seren

against the Guardians of Scotland, Earls."

by certain persons styling themselves the " Seven

Earls" of that kingdom, alleging that by the imme-

morial laws and usages of Scotland, it is their

right, in conjunction with the community of tho

realm, when the throne is de jure and d facto

vacant, to appoint a king, and place him in his

royal seat, and invest him with the honours of

royalty ;
and complaining that the Bishop of St.

Andrews and John Comyn, the Guardians of

Scotland, were about to appoint John Baliol king

on their own authority, and without regard to the

ights of the Seven Earls and community of Scot-

and. A learned author" who is a great authority

Chalmers' Caledonia, voL i. pp. 701, 702.

t Documents and Records, illustrating the H

Scotland, &c. Edited by Sir Francis PalgraTe. The Mine

theory has been adopted by Mr. Skene, in hi

he Highlanders, and by an able writer in the North British

leviow. No. vi. p. 37'1.
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on antiquarian and constitutional questions, con-

trads tor the truth and justness of this claim, and

eoosiders the Seven Earls to have been a con-

stitutional body, distinct and severed from the rest

Of the estates of the kingdom not possessing an

electoral right to bestow the crown on any person

Whom they chose but forming a judicial body

which had authority when the throne was vacant

to award it to the person who, by the usages and

institutions of the monarchy, had the best right to

it In opposition to this novel and plausible theory,

however, it has been shown that there is no other

mention of such a constitutional body in any Scotch

oc English document of the eleventh or twelfth

century, though the succession to the Scottish

monarchy during a great part of that period was

exceedingly irregular, and the deviations from the

direct courte of descent very numerous ;
that on

various occasions when the Scottish throne became

vacant by the demise of a king, the formal recog-

nition of his successor was made, not by the Seven

Earls, but by the prelates and nobles, who, as in

other Teutonic nations, were called upon to exer-

cise that privilege ;
that when William the Lion,

despairing of issue male, attempted to alter the

succession to the Scottish throne, and to settle the

crown on his daughter Margaret, to the exclusion

of David, Earl of Huntingdon, his brother, the

proposal was resisted, not by one of the privileged

peers who it is alleged by immemorial custom had

the adjudication of the Scottish crown, when it

became vacant but by Patrick, Earl of Dunbar,
a baron of recent establishment, a Saxon by
descent, and totally unconnected with ancient

Albania and its institutions
;

that when the Moid
of Norway was recognized as presumptive heiress

of the throne in the lifetime of her grandfather
Alexander III., the deed was attested by all the

arls of Scotland, thirteen in number, and by
twenty-five barons, and the obligation it contains

was placed, not under the safeguard of seven earls,

tot of eleven bishops ; that, on the sudden and

nezpected death of Alexander III., the custody of

\ which had been unprovided for, was not

by this supposed electoral body, but was
utted by the states of the kingdom to two

bishops, two earls, and two barons, and on the
death of the two carls, it continued, till the decease
of Margaret, in the hands of the two bishops and
two barons, without a single earl having beenJ

to their number
; that the community of

J
baring been informed that Edward had
a dispensation from the Pope for the
of his son Edward with their young

the Maid of Norway, expressed their appro-
bation of the alliance, by a letter addressed to him,
act in the name of the seven dominant earls, butb the names of the four Guardians of Scotland,

f ten bishops, twelve earls, (the Earl of Fife
nff a minor) twenty-three abbots, eleven friars,

ty-ight barons; and that when Robert

y***
** wcognuod as presumptive heir of the*m in the life time of Alexander IL, the

rccog-

[CHAP. X.

ig-

nition was made, not by the seven earls alone

(which would undoubtedly have been the case, if

they had been a constitutional body invested with

the privileges attributed to them), but by the

bishops, nobles, and magnates of the kingdom. It

has been further shown, that there is every reason

to believe that the seven earls in whose name the

appeal to the English monarch was preferred, were

merely the Earl of Bruce's own party, who formed

a majority of the Scottish earls, and against whose

wishes and inclinations, two of the Guardians and

their adherents were disposed to raise John Baliol to

the throne. Looking to the subsequent proceedings
in this competition for the Scottish crown, \re find

among the partisans of Bruce, five earls, viz. the

Earls of March, Mar, Menteith, Athol, and Lennox,
and adding to them his own son, the Earl of Carrick,

and the Earl of Fife (a child only five years old),

who is expressly mentioned as one of the seven

appellants we have the mystic number completed,
and the illusion of our modern theorists dispelled.

Among the partisans of Baliol, \ve have four earls

the Earls of Angus, Buchan, Ross, and Strathern,

none of whom can be supposed to have joined in

the appeal against their own candidate. The Earls

of Caithness and Sutherland appear to have taken

no part in the competition. Now the six earls

who espoused the cause of Bruce did not all

the most ancient earldoms, to which, if to any, this

immemorial right must have been attached ; for

among them were the Earls of March and Carrick.

neither of whom derived his title from Scotland

proper : while on the other hand, among the

partisans of Baliol was the Earl of Strathern, and

among the neutrals the Earl of Caithness, -who

held two of the most ancient earldoms in Scotland.

There is every reason to believe, therefore, that ic

the words of the learned writer whose arguments
we have stated,* no such constitutional body as the

Seven Earls ever existed in Scotland ;
that in that

kingdom, as in other Teutonic states, when the

throne was vacant, it was filled up either peaceably

by the ordinary course of succession, with consent

of the states
;
or irregularly by force and violence,

with more or less semblance of a legal confirmation

from the same authority.
" The policy of sherifFdoms," says Chalmer.-

introduced gradually into Scotland,
.,

'
,

. j Skeriffdoms.
as the Scoto-Saxon people gained
upon the Gaelic inhabitants, and as the modern
law prevailed over the ruder institutions of our

Celtic forefathers." The earliest appearance of the

office of sheriff in Scottish history is during the

reign of Alexander I. ; but before the conclusion of

the Scoto-Saxon period, extending from 1097 to

1306, the whole of Scotland, with the exception of

Galloway, Argyle, and the western coast, had been

progressively divided into sheriffdoms, which were

governed according to the rules of the Anglo-
Norman law. The appointment to these offices

was originally in the crown, but they had even

then become hereditary in certain families, and

See Edinburgh Renew, No. oxsxiii. pp. 46 W.
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the great nobles seem to have appointed their

in imitation of the regal state. It appears

o term schire was then used in its Anglo-

Saxon meaning, as merely importing a division,

and was frequently given to districts of much

.-mailer extent than the sheriffdoms of modem
tor mention is made in ancient charters of

L>S of Aberbrothock, Denechyn, Kingoldrum,

DunfVrmline, Dolor, Newburn, Musselburgh, and

various others of a similar kind, over which there

does not appear 'to have been any sheriff appointed.*

,. ts O f About the middle of the twelfth

regality. century, the power of holding their

nvu courts, and acting as supreme criminal judges

among their own vassals, began to be enjoyed by
the higher nobles and clergy of Scotland. The

.rountry was divided into "royalty" and "regality,"

the former being subjected to the jurisdiction of

'.he king and his judges, while the regalities were

placed under the jurisdiction of those ecclesiastics

jr nobles who had obtained such powers and

privileges from the royal grant.f The clergy were

the first who received from the crown, donations of

lands with the rights of regality annexed to them,

md as early as the reign of Alexander I. the

bishops and abbots were empowered to hold their

'jwn courts, and were freed from the jurisdiction of

ill superior judges. The monks of the Abbey of

Scone obtained from Alexander a charter, con-

erring upon them the right of holding their own
.ourt with plenary powers, and of giving judgment
-ither by combat, by iron, or by water, together
.nth all privileges pertaining to their court,

ncluding the right in all persons resident within

heir territory, of refusing to answer except in

heir own proper court.J The same privileges

.vere granted by subsequent monarchs to the

Bishop of St. Andrews, and to the Abbots of Holy-
ood, Dunfermline, Kelso, and Aberbrothock, and
n all probability to all the other religious houses

n the kingdom. In the year 1299, the Abbot of

Vberbrothock repledged one of his men from the

ourt of the king's justiciar, which was held at

Vberdeen, by John Earl of Buchan, upon pleading
lie privilege of the regality of Aberbrothock ; ||

and
he higher barons soon began to covet, and to

cquire the same powers of exclusive jurisdiction
rhich had been conferred upon the clergy; and
von their vassals appear to have enjoyed the same

udicial rights and exemptions, so that in the

ourse of time, not only every great noble, but

vcn the petty baron, became the supreme criminal

jdge within his own estates, possessed the power
f life and death over his own vassals, and could

ven, as we have seen, reclaim from the royal court

ny dependent or retainer who lived upon his lands.

Trial by an The trials of important causes

by an assize or inquest, can be

v-ed to the reign of William the Lion. In the

Calf-donia, vol. i. pp. 715, 716, and notes,
t Ibid., vol. i. p. 750.

\ Cartulary of Scone, p. 16, quoted in Caledonia, p. 751.

i Ibid., note (r).

li Cart, of Aberbrothock, p. 19; Ibid., note (0-

year 1184, a dispute regarding the pasturage of the

king's forest, which had arisen between the monk*
of Melrose and the men of Wedale, was decided in

the presence of the king, his brother David, Earl
of Huntingdon, and the prelates and nobles of the

court, by an inquest consisting of Richard de

Moreville, the constable, and twelve "
good men."

The learned Chalmers is of opinion, that even at
this early age the jury did not require to be
unanimous in their verdict, but that the opinion
of the majority decided the case. The right of

challenge seems to have been allowed very soon
after the institution of trial by jury; for in the

year 1309, when there was an inquest held before

Robert de Keith, justiciary in the northern part
of the country, for the purpose of settling a dispute
between the Abbot of Lindores and the burgesses
of Newburgh, one of the jury was objected to and
set aside, because he was a servant of the abbot.*

It appears that ecclesiastical censures were fre-

quently employed in aid of the Eccie8ia8tical

law both in civil and criminal censures in aid

affairs, and to protect the property
of the law-

of the church. Thus, in the year 1258, the pre-

ceptor of Scone, as deputy of the prior of Colding-
ham the supreme judge, issued a precept, directing
the excommunication of Sir Patrick Edgar, for

retaining possession of a caracute of land at Home,
which belonged to the monks of Kelso. A few

years later, Pope Nicholas IV. addressed a bull

to the Bishop of Dunblane, directing him to re-

cover by ecclesiastical censures the debts which

were due to the monks of Balmerinach. During
the reign of Robert Bruce, the Abbot of Kelso

ordered the monks of Lesmahago to excommuni-

cate David Wier, who, with his accomplices, had

broken into the sanctuary of that cell, and had

sacrilegiously stolen from the dormitory of brother

Nicholas Lamb, not only a sum of gold and silver,

but divers jewels,f Even the great barons trem-

bled before the sentence of excommunication, and

were fain to withdraw from a contest with the

men who wielded such formidable weapons. Thus,

the Lord of Dundas, on the south side of the Frith

of Forth, having asserted a right in his own person

to certain rocks along the shore convenient for the

landing of boats, interfered with the servants and

boats of the Abbot of Dunfermline when attempt-

ing to use them. The abbot maintained that the

rocks were the exclusive property of his monas-

tery, and launched a sentence of excommunication

against his opponent, who finding himself com-

pelled to yield, "humbly supplicated the abbot,

sitting along with some of his council on thi-sc

rocks as being in possession of them, that he woi

absolve him from the sentence of excommunication,

and he should abstain from molesting the men

boats in future." He was absolved accordingly.^

Cart. Lindores, p. 10. Caledonia, vol. i. p. 752

+ Cart. Kelso, pp. 294, 487. Cart. Balmenn. p. 67. Calf

AT^^Z (

^cn^e Account of Dunfennline, by

the Rev. P. Chalmers, p. 203. ConconUnua

Dundas de Passagio, Registrum, p. w.
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It was fortunate indeed for the welfare of the

ccnntrv, that there was at this period some check

poo the mssterv of mere brute force, and that the

mperior information and influence of the clergy,

en cd as a counterpoise to the exorbitant power o:

the rude and turbulent nobility. The church was th

_-._ , protector of the poorand oppressec

condition of the and the faithful auxiliary of th

-: crown in the incessant struggle

which the monarch was compelled to carry on

against the ambitious and lawless schemes of the

great feudal barons. In Scotland, as in other coun

tries of Europe at this period, it was among the

clergy alone that we find anything like proficiency

in literature and in the arts
;
anc

*
in the ordinary studies of the age

the Scottish ecclesiastics were not far behind their

brethren on the continent. Several of them, in-

deed, obtained a very high reputation in scholastic

theology, and in the study of the civil and the

canon laws. John Dun Scotus, the renowned

schoolman, whose genius reflects no inconsiderable

lustre on the nation to which he belonged, and

who maintained a reputation almost unrivalled till

the scholastic theology and scholastic philosophy
were finally exploded, was a Scotsman born in

Berwickshire, about the close of the reign of

Alexander III. Richard, a friar of St. Victor, at

Paris, and Adam, a canon regular of the Order of

Premonstratenses, who flourished about the middle

of the thirteenth century, and were the authors of

several voluminous theological treatises, were also

natives of Scotland. Mathematics, astronomy, and
tile sister art of astrology, seem to have been culti-

vated by the Scottish ecclesiastics of that period
with some success. John Holybush, better known
by his scholastic appellation Joannes de Sacrobosco,
whose celebrated treatise upon the Sphere was
held in high honour by the learned so late as the
sixteenth century, was in all probability a Scots-
Man.* The famous Michael Scott, the mathemati-
cian and astronomer, who was the astrologer of
the Emperor Frederick that Second, about the
middle of the thirteenth century, and whose fame
as a prophet and magician still lingers in the
tradition* of his native land, was Baron of Bal-
wearie, in Fife.f

As no colleges or great seminaries of learning as

ytt existed in Scotland, the great body of the Scot-

tofrmk f"*
1 cler&}' received their education

in the universities of Oxford and
i j and so groat was the resort of students to the
MB metropolis, that in the year 1325 the Scots

oOsft was established in that city for their instruc-
I>avid, Bishop of Moray. There were schools,

cr, as early as the reign of David I., to be
: . the principal towns of Scotland, and pro-

bly also in many of the monasteries, in whichdr the superintendence of the clergy, the aspi-
to th* sacred office were instructed in gram-

*
JJ** Hi*- of Scotlsnd, rol. iL pp. Iift9_292

^i*. Lsy oT tb. Lsrt Minrtrel, oJZ ii.\T

mar and logic. We find, for example, in the cartu-

lary of Kelso. that all the churches and schools in

Roxburgh were bestowed by David I. on the

monastery of Kelso. and that in 1241 the rector of

the schools of Roxburgh was a witness to a charter

of William, son of Patrick, Earl of Dunbar. The
churches and schools of Perth and Stirling were
confirmed to the monks ofDunfermline, by Richard,
the Bishop of St. Andrews, from 1163 to 1173.

Adam, master of the schools of Perth, appears as

one of the commissaries of Innocent IL, who were

appointed to settle a dispute about the churches

of Prestwick and Sanquhar. References arc also

made in the cartularies to the existence of schools

in the towns of Ayr, South Berwick, and Aber-

deen.* In St. Andrews there were schools under

the charge of a rector so early as 1233, and there

was also a lyceum attached to the cathedral church

belonging to the monastery of that city. "\\"e

learn from the cartulary of Keiso, that Matilda,
the lady of Moll, in the year 1260 granted a

certain rent to be paid to the abbot and monks of

;hat monastery, on condition that they should

soard and educate her son with the best bovs

who were intrusted to their care
; from which it

is evident that a portion at least of the sons of the

nobility were educated in the schools connected

with the various religious houses throughout the

country. Almost all the learning, however, that

existed at that period, was possessed by the clergy,

great mass of the community were immersed
n gross ignorance. The nobility seem to have

onsidered the acquirement of iterance of

knowledge as altogether tin- the nobles,

vorthy of their rank, and there is good reason

o believe that not a single Scottish baron of this

ge could sign his own name. In these circum-

tauces we owe it to the clergy alone, that science

nd learning did not become altogether extinct,

t is to the monastic annalists also, that we are

indebted for the history of the events as well as

for the most striking pictures of the manners of

these times
;
and it should not be forgotten that

Barbour, the metrical historian of Bruce, and

only writer of original genius which Scotland

produced in this age, was an eminent ecclesiastic.

The clergy not merely held a monopoly of the

learning of those remote times, CuUivationof
but were almost the sole profi- the m
cients both in the useful and in thl'

l

the ornamental arts. They probably taught and

practised the art of healing; they were the

painters, the sculptors, the mechanics, as

as the historians and poets of the age; and it is

to them that we are especially indebted for t!;

magnificent baronial and ecclesiastical buildi;

whose mouldering remains still attest the munifi-

cence and taste of their founders.

With regard to the condition of Condition of the

the lower classes of the community
five f> li;rs

-

at this period, the free farmers or tenants who

Caledonia, vol. i. pp. 707, 708, and notes.
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ted the lands of the Crown, and of the other great

proprietors, enjoyed the right of settling in any part
of the country, and seem to have been possessed of

considerable wealth. It is supposed that it was this

.s who were liable to be called out on military

ice, and who constituted the great body of the

ttisli infantry. A second class of cultivators of

Idofthe bonds-the soil were the bondsmen, or
>"'

villagers, who were the absolute

iroperty of the lord of the soil, and were sold along
with the hind. This unhappy class, whose existence

in Scotland can be traced to the reign of Malcolm

more, was composed partly of the original Celtic

inhabitants of the country, partly of prisoners taken

in war, and partly of those who, in times of famine

and distress, had sold themselves into slavery to

. ;>e starvation.* When the southern districts of

land were overrun by the Saxon and Norman

settlers, the original natives were reduced to slavery.

They were designated nativi, which came in time

to be synonymous with serfs. It appears to have
been customary too, in those times, to retain in

bondage the prisoners who were not ransomed, and
we have already seen what numbers of the inhabit-

ants of the northern counties of England were
carried away captive by Malcolm Canmore during
his frequent incursions, and reduced to a state of

servitude,t The condition of these bondsmen must
have been very wretched. They were bought and
sold like cattle

; they had no property of their

own, and were entirely under the arbitrary con-

trol of their master or purchaser ; they could not
remove from the estate without his permission ; and
when oppression drove them, as it often did, to seek

safety in flight, their master could " take them by
the nose" and reclaim them to their former servitude.

He could punish them at pleasure, and was re-

sponsible to no court or authority for his treatment
of them. It appears that he was even under no

legal obligation to assist them in difficulty, or to

support them in want or old age. This at least

was the case with those bondsmen who had been
allowed to wander beyond their masters' estates.

'.t is mentioned that on one occasion the slaves

belonging to the Abbey of Dunfermline, demanded
that if any of their race should be mulcted for man-
slaughter, the monastery should contribute twelve
marks to the penalty ; but the inquest to whom the

inquiry was directed made answer that "
they never

heard of such a thing, in all the days of their life."}
The Cartularies of the period abound with refer-
ences to these serfs, and to the wretched condition
in which they were placed. Edgar granted to the
monks of St. Cuthbert "

Paxton, with the men, the
lands and the natives." King David I. bestowed
jpon the Abbey of Dunfermline, Ragewin, Gile-

itrick, and Ulchill, his own serfs, for the glory of
God and the use of that holy brotherhood ; and the

*
They are described in the Cartularies under the names
tm, servi, villani, captivi, homines fugitiri, cottarii,

bondi, bondagii, husbandii, Sec.
^ See ante, pp. 39, 43.

Chalmer's Hist Acc<5unt
: p. 210. Registruni. p. 240.

officers of the law are enjoined to search for some
ungrateful bondsmen who had fled from opprcnum.*
King William the Lion, in the year 1178, made a
donation to the same monks, of Gilleandor McSuthcn
and his children for ever ;f and he issued a mandate
firmly to seize hold of Cumlach and C'umbas, two
Dunfermline slave*, who had fled. We find that
David I., in 1 144, granted to the Abbot of Kclso the
church of Lesmahago, along with the lands of the
same name, and their men

; and to the monks of

Scone, Cambusmichel "with the men, the land>.
and waters."| Many similar donationswere made bv
the great barons. Earl Waldave, who succeeded Co-
patrick, in 1 166, gave to the monks of Kelso," Halden,
and "William his brother, and all their children and

property ;" and in the year 1258, Malice, Karl of

Strathern, gave to the monks of Inchaffray, for the

safety of his own soul and the souls of his ances-

tors and successors, John surnained Starnes, the

son of Thomas and grandson of Thore, with hi*

whole property and children which he had begotten
or might beget for ever. He also bestowed upon
the same monks another serf, Gilmory Gillendcs,
with all his property. ||

These donations were not

confined to the monastic establishments, for we find

among other grants of a similar kind, that David,
Earl of Huntingdon bestowed upon Gartnach, Earl

ofMar and his heirs, Gillechrist, the son of Gillehuy-

gal, and two Gillechrists and Gillen and Gillemart,

four sons of Het. And Richard de Moreville the

constable of Scotland, granted to Henry de Sinclair

and his heirs, Edmund the son of Bonde and Gille-

michel, his brother, with their progeny, for tlirce

marks, on condition, however, that they should not

be removed from De Morevillc's estates. 51 The
same authentic records show that these unhappy
cultivators of the soil were sold along with the

estate, and that if any of them ventured" to quit it

without the owners permission, he could reclaim

them precisely like any animal which had strayed
from his domain. In the charters granted by Alex

ander II., there are frequent injunctions against the

detention of these " natives and fugitive men.'
1

In

the year 1222, the Prior and the Convent of St.

Andrews, by an express charter, gave permission
to a bondsman and his children to change his

master and to carry his property along with him.**

At a much later period (in 1340), we find from the

Cartulary of Dunfermline, that an inqui

summoned for the purpose of determining the right
of property to tliree bondsmen, Allan, the son of

Constantine, with his two sons, who had removed

* Cart, of Dunf. p. 18.

t Ibid.

I Monast. Scotia, p. 38, and Cart Scone, quoted in

Chalmer's Caledonia, vol. i. p. 720, note ().
Cart, of Kelso, p. 127, Ibid.

||
Cart, of Inchaflray, quoted in Hailcs'Ann. rol. i. p

Lord Hailes subjoins the following note by a correspondent.

Gilmory, a servant of the Virgin Mary, probably so called in

honour of her, as the gift was made on the day of the an-

nunciation. His former name was GU-andeof, that it tkt

Southern lad, probably an English prisoner.

1f Caledonia, vol. i. p. 721.
* MS. original charters in Advocate*' Library, No. 27

quoted in Tytler. vol. ii. p. 213.

A A
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from tfc Und of * Abbot of ^^ monastei7
without his permission,

and had refused to return

under pretence
that they were the villagers of

Duncan, Earl of Fife. when it was found that they

were the property of the Abbot." And in 1364,

Alexander, the Bishop of Moray, reclaimed two of

hfe *ftiri before the sheriff of Banff.t Not the

liy* curious feature in these interesting muniments,

the careful record which they contain of the

genealogies
of this degraded class of the commu-

Thcir parentage, marriage, families, resi-

dence. and sometimes even the place of their death

and burial, are minutely specified, evidently for the

purpose of supplying a connected record of owner-
1 1 A.

* _ . ._!... .r w .*-***A +Vir*+ iT-Ki 1r 'fVlO 4Vor*_

hip. It is worthy of notice, that while the free-

rassals and tenants commonly took their

from their lands, the designations of the

bondsmen are almost exclusively Celtic, and are of

the rudest and most uncouth description, as the

examples we have already given may serve to show.J

As ii the case in other countries of Europe -where

a similar system of serfdom has prevailed, no

change in the circumstances of this unfortunate

elan of men could have the effect of emancipating
from their degraded condition. It would

from a convention which took place between

Andrew, Bishop of Moray, from 1222 to 1242, and

Walter Comyn, that a serf might even enter the

church and become a clerk, and yet remain as com-

pletely at the disposal of his master as before. In

this remarkable deed it was agreed that the bishop
and hit successors in the see should have all the

clerks and two laymen, whose names were Gille-

alorock Macnakengcllo and Sythac Macmallon
;

time clerical and lay bondmen, the deed proceeds
to aay, are to belong to the bishop and his successors,
with their cattle, possessions, and children, for ever,
while the Ix>rd Walter Comyn is to have all the

FMnaining lay bondsmen of the lands of Logykenny
and IoTcrdrummyn.5

This state of slavery was abolished only by slow
IT* abolition of degree*; but it appears to have

atamj to BeoUaad. continued longer in England than
fa Scotland, as it was not till the year 1574, during
the reign of Queen Elizabeth, that the complete
unumia*ton of the bondmen and bondwomen on

the royal estate* took place. In Scotland, accord-

ing to Chalmera,
"
neither any canon of the church,

tay tame of the king, nor any act of parliament

Cart, of I>it p. /> ; ii. p. 212c"t- * Mofy. i ,,,ia, vol. i. p. 722.am k*M to be nad in Scotland at the com-

Tb.

were either patronymics, as
PliT . Huff (black) Roy

an.) HemUh settlers for the
tnr, from iheir land*, th,,nKh

are patronymics. Riddel
ramJhich c.,, be^

of8wUaai.a.rrMe R.ddel and Robert

V* .**"*."
to lha fcp**b Itaeidu, AJ>.UM aai*en*l prart.ce at this period, for theM pnmiii their maiden names durinir

| IU4. f. i and aoU (6).

appears in favour of freedom. The national spirit

put an end to the odious remains of slavery without

any legislative declaration."* During the fourteenth

century great numbers of bondmen were manu-

mitted by the kings and the barons, and
especially

by the higher ecclesiastics and the religious houses
;

but it was not till the fifteenth century that the

system of slavery was overthrown in Scotland.

Some traces of the existence of serfdom, in a modi-

fied form, are to be found among the colliers in

various parts of the country, down to a compara-

tively recent period.

At the period of which we have been writing,
the aspect of Scotland was very Appearance of

different from that which it now the country,

presents. The face of the country was covered by
immense forests, chiefly of oak, through which

roamed not only the deer, but the bear, the wolf,

the wild boar, and the bison. Tracts, which in

modern times presentonly bleak moors, covered with

barren heath or desolate swamps and peat mosses,

unadorned by a single tree, were in those early

ages clothed with woods of oak, ash, and beech,

which furnished useful timber and excellent pas-

turage. Huge trunks of black oak, the remains of

these primeval forests, are frequently dug up at

the present day, in almost every moss and moor in

Scotland. "VVe have seen that the patriots were

accustomed, during the \var of independence, to

seek shelter from the hostile incursions of the

English in these vast and impervious woods, and

in the extensive morasses, where no enemy could

follow them, and hence the invaders on various

occasions, endeavoured to clear the country by

cutting down and burning the forests. Baibour

informs us that when the Earl of Arundel made
an inroad into Scotland during the absence of

King Robert in Ireland, he caused his men to

bring hatchets with them, for the purpose of cut-

ting down and clearing the forest of Jedburgh.f
And Knighton relates that the Duke of Lancaster,

who undertook an expedition into Scotland in the

reign of Richard the Second, employed so large a

number of men in clearing the country, that the

stroke of eighty thousand hatchets might be heard

in the forests, while the fire was blazing and con-

suming them at the same moment.} The timber

of these immense woods was a source of consider-

able wealth to the proprietors, and frequent men-

tion is made in the Cartularies of grants of wood

both for building and for fuel, as well as of the

privilege of pasturage and pannage in the forests.

Ibid. p. 723. According to the laws of the Burghs,

however, every bondman, except the King's, who dwelt fur a

year and a day within a burgh, was entitled to his freedom.

+ See ante, p. 144.
" He gathered folk about him then,
Till lie had near ten thousand men,
And wood-axes gait with him take;
For he thought he his men would make
To hew Jedwort forest sa clene,
That na tree sold therein be sene."

Barbour.p. 823.

J Knighton apnd Twysden, vol. ii. p. 2li7, &.C., quoted In

Tytler, vol. ii. p. lea
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We find that Edward I., during the temporary
nation of the country, was in the habit of

:>riis;iting his adherents for the losses they
had suffered, and of repaying the services of

those- who submitted to his authority, by grants
.;iks from the royal forests. Thus John Des-

panyding. the canon of Elgin, who was the host

of Kdward on his visit to that town, was rewarded

by a present of twenty oaks out of the forest of

ijmorgan to repair his chumh of Duffus. The

of J Suchan received a grant of fifty oaks out

of rhe forests of Buchan and Kintore, as a compen-
m for the injuries done to his estates during

the war. Kaufe le Chene received two hundred

oaksoutof the forests ofTarnaway and Longmorgan.
The Abbot of Jedburgh obtained a grant of twenty
oaks out of the forest of Plater in Forfarshire, to

repair the church of Restennet, which had been

\ od in the war ; and fifty oaks were granted
, out of the forest of Selkirk to the Abbot of Melrose,

for a similar purpose.*
At an earlier period the privilege of cutting

! Grants from the timber, and of pasturage in the
forests,

royal forests, occupies a conspicuous

place in the Cartularies of the various religious

houses throughout Scotland. We find that King
David conferred upon the Abbot and convent of

Dunfermline and their men, the right to cut his

woods, either for building or burning. The same

munificent patron of the church granted to the

Abbot and convent of Holyrood, the right of taking
from his forests in Stirling and Clackmannan, wood
for building and other purposes, and also pannage
for their swine. The monastery of Melrose obtained

from him the free use both for wood and pasturage,
of an extensive forest which then covered the dis-

trict between the Leader and the Gala, and also of

the forests of Selkirk and Traquair. The Abbey
of Dryburgh received from him the lands of Cadys-

ley, with free pasture, and the right of cutting
wood in his forest. The same monarch conferred

upon the monastery of Jedburgh, a similar privilege
of pasturage and of woodbote, and on the monastery
of Scone, the right of taking wood from all the

royal forests throughout Scotland, and particularly
from the forest between Scone and Cargil a privi-

lege which was confirmed by Malcolm IV. and by
King Robert Bruce. The bishops of Moray and
their men obtained from King William, the right
of pasturage and of woodbote in the forests which
then existed around the royal burghs of Elgin,

Forres, and Inverness
;
and the same privileges were

enjoyed by the burgesses in these burghs,f It

would be easy to multiply examples of a similar

kind ; but these may suffice to show, to how great
an extent the face of the country was at this period

Timber used for covered with wood. As might be

! building and for expected in these circumstances,

timber was largely employed for

domestic purposes. Churches, towns, and bridges,
See Rolls of Parliament, vol. ii. pp. 469, 471, 47^, 473,

quoted in Caledonia, vol. i. p. 792, note (<)
, + Cart, of Dunfermline, Melrose, Scone, and Moray, and
.Monast. Scotia?, pp. 29, 105. Ibid, note (u).

and even castles and fortifications, were chiefly con-
structed of this material. It was also largely tued
as fuel, along with turf and peat, and perhaps, coaL
But this mineral did not become a common article

of fuel in Scotland till a much later period.*
In the various ways which we have indicated,

many districts of the country had by this tin,

partially cleared of wood, and brought under culti-

vation, and the woodlands afforded excellent pas-
turage for the horses, cows, sheep, and swine, with
which they were amply stocked. In the vicinity
of the great baronial residences of the nobility, a

space of ground was cleared from wood, sufficient

for the maintenance of their numerous vassals and
retainers

; and the country around the monasteries
and religious housesand adjoining to the great towns,

appears, even at this early period, to have been in a
state of considerable cultivation. The lawless habits

of these times and the consequent Villages of the

insecurity of the country, rendered husbandmen and

it necessary for the cultivators of coturs.

the soil to live in clusters of cottages, on the estates

belonging to the nobles or to the church, rather

than in detached dwellings ;
and to each of these

villages or hamlets, there was annexed a district of

land called a Territorium, which was cultivated in

various proportions by the husbandmen and cottars.

The former cultivated the larger divisions, which

was termed carucates, bovates, or oxgatet, and were

either in part or in whole their own property,
which they held by lease, and for which they puid

rent, while each of the cottars possessed a cottage
with a small piece of ground, for which he paid a

trifling rent. Each of the husbandmen and cottars

had a right of pasturage for a certain number of

animals, in the pasture-land and woodland which

was attached to these villages, and belonged to the

villagers in common. Thus, for example, in the

village of Bolden or Bowden, in Roxburghshire,
which was the property of the monks of Kelso,

about the close of the reign of Alexander III., there

were twenty-eight husbandmen, thirty-six cot-

tagers, a miller, and four brewers. Each husband-

man possessed husband-land with common pasture,

for which he paid a rent of half a mark, or six

shillings and eight pence, besides various .- <

which were due to his superiors. Each of the

cottagers held nearly half an acre of arable land,

with a right of common pasture ;
and their united

rent amounted to fifty-five shillings, besides certain

services in labour. To the village, there was

attached a mill, which was rented at eight marks ;

and four brew-houses, which let for tt-u shilling*

each, with an obligation on the part of the brewers

to sell their ale to the abbot at the rote of a lagen

and a half for a penny. In the adjoining \

of Midlem, there were twenty-nine husbandmen

A charter of James the Steward of Scotland, of date

January, 1*84, grants to William de Preston, the lands of

Tranent^ with certain pealeriet and coilieria. And in the

reign of William the Lion, Seyer de Quinci granted to the

monks of Newbottle, a coal-pit and a quarry, between hUs-

side and Pinkie, in Mid Lothian Caledonia, roL L p. 703,

note (a i.
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who ui*vccd each a husband-land with common

lire. for which he paid a rent of six shillings

eight pence, besides various services and car-

; and eleven cottagers, each of whom rented

with nearly an acre of arable land and

pasture, for seventeen pence. These vil-

lage*. of course, varied greatly in size, according to

the extent and fertility of the teritory which was

annexed to them. Some of them possessed a church,

others a mill, or both ; but all of them contained

alt-kilns and brew-houses for the supply of their

common beverage.*

At this period the kings were the greatest land-

owners in the kingdom, and possessed extensive

estates in almost every shire, which were cultivated

by their own free tenants and their villeyns, under

the superintendence of their own bailiffs; and

as they consumed the produce of their manors,

they were thus induced, as Chalmers remarks, fre-

quently to shift their residence for that purpose.

The immense quantities of agricultural produce
drawn frtnn the royal manors, may be estimated

from the liberal grants which successive monarchs

made to the various religious houses throughout
the country. Thus, Alexander I. bestowed upon
the monks of Scone, one half of the hides which

batoogtd to his kitchen, one half of all the skins of

sheep and of the fat, and one-tenth of the king's

bread, on the north of Lammermuir ; and to this

grant hi* successor added the half of the skins and
fat of all the beasts which were killed for the

king's use on the north of the Tay. David I.

granted to the church of St John at Roxburgh,
the tenth of the fat of the beasts slaughtered for

him in Teviotdale ; to the monastery of Holyrood,
the halfrof the fet, tallow, and hides of his beasts

killed in Ediuburghshire, and all the skins of the

eheep belonging to his castle of Linlithgow, which
thosjld die naturally; to the monastery of Dun-
fcraline, the half of the hides and fat of all the
beast* which should be killed for the feasts held in

Stating, and between the Forth and Tay ; and to
the monastery of Cambnskcnneth, the half of the
hide*, tallow, and fat of all the king's beasts,
which were killed at

Stirling. Alexander II. be-
towed the lands of Dollar on the monastery of
Dnfcrmline, the lands of Blair on the monks of
8MM, and a hundred

shillings yearly from his
no* of Roxburgh, on the monks of Kelso, in lieu

the agricultural produce which they were
lamed to receive from the royal kitchen.fNumoiM other grants of a similar kind evince

the liberality of the Scottish kings and the extent
of the royal domains.

J***
to **> monarch*, the monks were the greatrmewof these time*; and in the extent of their

MOM, and the number and
variety of their

I establishments, were
scarcely inferior to

royalty iuelt They were the principal agricul-

Pfc
<n. . <, quoted inChal-

t p. J, note (i).

[CHAP. X.

tural improvers of the age. Possessing both the

greatest amount of skill and of capital, they

brought the waste lands under cultivation, cleared

the woodlands, drained and inclosed their fields,

and facilitated the access to the markets and sea-

ports by the construction of roads and bridges.

Their estates were situated for the most part in

the richest and most fertile parts of the country ;

and as they were better cultivated, they were

much more product^e than the lands of the nobi-

lity. Their tenants and villeyns were more

numerous and prosperous; and, from the pacific

character of their landlords, were permitted to

devote their attention more exclusively to their

own peculiar pursuits than the tenants either of

the crown or of the barons. The wise practice of

granting leases appears to have Leases

been introduced by the religious introduced,

houses. So early as the year 1170, Ingelram,
the Bishop of Glasgow, leased to Richard More-

ville the Constable, the whole territory of Gille-

moriston for fifteen years, and received from him

beforehand the sum of three hundred marks as a

fine, or grassum. Leases appear to have been

granted by the monks for much longer terms.

Thus we find, for example, that the monks of

Kelso granted to the men of Innerwick, in the

year 1190, a thirty-three years' lease of certain

woods and lands for the annual rent of twenty

shillings, which was approved of by Alan, the son

of Walter the Steward, to whom the men of Inner-

wick belonged. In 1326, Andrew de Strivelyn
received from Simon, the Abbot of Scone, a lease

for life of the lands of Girsmerland. The Abbot

of Kelso granted to Henry Whitwell a lease for life

of all the lands belonging to this monastery in the

parish of Dumfries, for the yearly rent of twelve

shillings ;
and to Adam de Culenhart a lease of the

tithes of the parish of Kilosberu, for the yearly
rent of fifty-three marks;* and many other in-

stances of a similar kind might be adduced. It

appeare also from the Cartularies, that the tenants

of the great religious houses enjoyed exemptions
from many oppressive services, which were exacted

from the tenants and vassals of the barons, and

that their farms remained in the same family, and

were transmitted from husband to widow, and

from father to son, for several generations.

Oats, which formed the bread of the lower

classes, and the malt from which
Staple agricu]

.

their ale was brewed, seems to tural pi

have been the principal kind of oats,wheat, and

grain raised in Scotland at this

early period. Wheat and barley were also grown
to a considerable extent, as were peas and beans.

From the number of malt-kilns and brew-

eries, not only in the towns but in the vil-

lages and hamlets throughout the country, it is

evident that the consumption of oat malt must

have been very great, and that ale must have been

a favourite beverage among all classes of the

people. It appears from the Wardrobe accounts

Curt, ofKelso and of Scone, Caledonia, vol. i. p. "W, note((f.)
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Edward I. in the years 1299 and 1300, that

quantities of oat malt were furnished to the

emit English garrisons in Scotland, at prices

varying from twentypcncc to three shillings and

sixpence per quarter. Barley malt cost four shil-

lings and fourpence per quarter. In the same

authentic record -we find that William de Carlisle,

one of the smaller landholders of Dumfries-shire,

received from Edward I. twenty-four pounds for

eighty acres of oats at Dornock, which were

rd by the English cavalry on their return

from Galloway, 31st August, 1300, and that a few

days after, another body of cavalry destroyed an

additional quantity of corn belonging to the same

proprietor, and some belonging to his neighbour,
the widow of Robert de la Fierte, in compensation
for which the king allowed them two butts ofwine.*

Jt appears that the oats purchased in the south of

Scotland for the English cavalry cost three shillings

and sixpence a quarter.
Wheat was cultivated to a considerable extent,

especially throughout the southern and eastern dis-

tricts of the country, and wheaten bread was prin-

cipally used at the tables of the upper and middle

!;IVM s. The quantities of this grain which were

ground in the mills show that the consumption must

have been considerable. When Edward I. invaded

Galloway, in the year 1300, he purchased large quan-
tities of wheat, which he exported from Kirkcud-

bright to Whitehaven, and other ports in Cumber-
land. It was there ground, and the flour sent back to

supply the English garrisons in Galloway and Ayr.f
In these districts, at this period, wheat cost seven

shillings, and flour from five and sixpence to eight

shillings per quarter. In the Wardrobe account of

Edward I., for the year 1299, it is stated, that un-

ground peas for the use of the English garrisons
were furnished at the rate of two shillings and

ninepence, and beans for the horses, at four shil-

lings and sixpence the quarter. Peas and beans

were raised in small quantities. Flax was culti-

vated, and paid tithe to the clergy as early as the

twelfth century,J as did also meadow hay; but

artificial grasses appear to have been unknown at

this period. In the agricultural operations of

ploughing and harrowing, in the loading of hay
and corn during the harvest, and in the carting of

peat, oxen appear to have been principally em-

ployed, while the conveyance, to any great distance,
of agricultural produce, was performed by horse

labour. Thus we find, from the Cartulary of Kelso,
that the tenants of this great religious house, in

performing their usual services to the Abbot, were

obliged to carry on each horse to Berwick, the

usual place of export, three bolls of corn in summer,
ind two in winter, and to bring back in return,
-oals and salt. Immense herds of horses con-

*
Caledonia, vol. i. p. 796. + Ibid. p. 797.

; Cart, of Glasgow and of Moray, Ibid. p. 798.

i Cart, of Kelso, p. 475, Ibid. p. 797, note (j). The cot-
. among other services, bound to weed the corn of

heir landlords, a custom which still survives in certain dis-
.nets of the country, and to assist at the washing and shear-
:i;-! of their sheep.

stitutcd an important part of the agricultuwj
wealth of the great proprietors, who teen to
have bestowed great care on this branch of rural

economy. Besides the domestic Ruingol
studs, great numbers ran wild in horn*
the extensive forests

; and from among these, tho

hardy little hackneys of the light-armed Scott

cavalry were
principally obtained. The domestic

mares and horses of a larger breed, employed in war,
in the tournaments, in the chase, and in agricultural
labours, were of great value, and were in consider-
able demand. Some idea may be formed of the
extent to which the rearing of horses was carried
on at this period, from the fact, that, in tho inven-

tory of the animals possessed in old times by the

monks of Melrose, mention is made of no fewer
than three hundred and twenty-five great marc*
and horses, fifty-four domestic mores, a hundred
and four domestic horses, two hundred and seven

stags, or young horses, thirty-nine three-year old

colts, and a hundred and seventy two-year old colts.*

At this period, the people appeal- to have con-

sumed great quantities of animal sheep and

food, and the pasture lands were cattle

stocked with extensive herds of cattle and flocks of

sheep. Wool formed the chief article of export,
and was also largely employed in the manufacture
of coarse home-spun cloth. The skins, both of the

sheep and of the cattle, were exported in consider-

able quantities to England and Flanders. The
latter were largely manufactured into shoes, leather

jackets, and other articles of domestic wear. Tho

dairy was evidently an object of considerable at-

tention, and large quantities of cheese appear to

have* been manufactured. In the Cartularies, there

are frequent notices of grants of cheese from the

royal demesnes to the various religious houses. In

the more cultivated districts, cows were kept in

the proportion of ten to every plough ; but, in the

wilder districts, they were kept in much greater
numbers. Large herds of swine fed on the beech-

mast, and formed the staple animal food of the

lower classes. Mention is made of goats in certain

parts of the country,and the rearing
of poultry was carefully attended

to in the farm establishments, especially in those

belonging to the monks,
" the constant friends of

national comfort and good cheer." In the reign of

Malcom IV., the monks of Scone, at the Feast of

All Saints, received from every ploughland which

belonged to them, ten hens, along with other farm

produce; and the Abbot of Kelso, at Christmas,

received a hen, for which he paid a half-penny,

from each house of every hamlet belonging to thr

abbey, and some of these hamlets contained from

sixty to seventy households,t

The lakes and rivers of Scotland furnished for all

classes, an inexhaustible supply of
F'sheriw.

food
; and, as early as the com-

mencement of tho twelfth century, both the sc

Caledonia, vol. i. p. 798, note (z)

t Cart, of Scone, p. 10, and of Kelso : Cuedoiua, vo;. i. p,

800.
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ad the river fiheries were objects of importance,

and were pursued with great assiduity and skill.

Salmon, herrings, haddocks, cod, ling, and almost

every other species of fresh-water fish were caught

in great quantities,
and appear to have been re-

garded as a necessary of life. Frequent mention

is made in the Cartularies, of grants of fishings by

the kings and nobles, to the monastic houses, and of

the various modes in which this branch of industry,

of which they were the great improvers, was carried

on. At a very early period there were slell, or

stationary fishings, on the shores of the sea, and

especially near the mouths of the rivers ;
and nu-

merous grants were made of retes, or the right of

fishing with a single net and a boat, within certain

limits ; and of yairt, which were machines con-

structed of wood and stones, and inserted in the

ttr^T" of the river. Among the provisions which

were furnished to the English garrisons during the

years 1299 and 1300, there were large quantities

of herrings and of stock-fish; and the English

monarch, during his invasion of Scotland, carried

with him his nets and fishers for the supply of the

royal table. The proper season for fishing appears
to have been very early regulated by law, for mea-

ares were adopted by King Robert Bruce to en-

force the "auld statute" against fishing during

prohibited times.*

a regard to the prices of provisions at this

Prim of period, it appears, from the Cham-
roiMkiM. berlain's Rolls, in the reign of King

Robert Bruce, that thirty-two bolls of wheat cost

fifty-two shilling*, or one shilling and sevenpence

halfpenny per boll.t equal to one pound four shil-

lings and fourpence halfpenny per boll, or six

shilling* and a penny per bushel of our present

money. Six hundred and forty bolls of meal cost

fcrty pounds, or one shilling and threepence per
boll, equal to eighteen shillings and ninepence
par boll The average price of a quantity of bar-

ley and barley malt, purchased in 1329, for the

royal establishment at Cardross, was one shilling

"^jtzmmea halfpenny per boll Oats cost six-

penea the bolL Seventy-six marls, or cattle for

boat eost thirty-two pounds, or about eight sbil-

liags and twopence each. Twenty cattle for pas-
tar*, (probably Highland kyloee,)cost five shillings

g"fc-
1" iMtance, five sheep cost seven shil-

and sixpence, or eighteenpence each. On
"nAw MOB, thirty sheep were bought for

linga. A cow cost ten
shillings ; but, in

01, fcrty cows were sold for ten pounds, the price
of each being five ahillings. Twenty-six salted

eoat eighteen shillings. In one instance,
bolls of oaU, when ground at the mill

awdactumi into sixteen bolls of white
thirteen bolls of ordinary meal, and nine
fourth bolls of coarse meal, leaving a defi-
of seventeen and throe-fourths bolls. In
time*, says Kerr, from good oats, there

rUaoBia, ToL i. pp 78 785, and not.
bt aMtsn vsiiw ofUMM saau bM been estinuted atftssa to OM. g* Krrr'i llruoe, ToL ii. p. 490

ought to be a boll of meal for every boll of oata,

besides paying mill-dues ;
we may, therefore, con-

clude, either that the oats were very bad iu 1329,

or that the king's miller took a very heavy toll.*

Six stones of chalk for whitewashing a new cham-

ber at Cardross, cost three shillings ; and seventy-
two bushels of lime for a similar purpose, cost

eight shillings. In the Wardrobe Accounts for the

year 1300, we find that wheat cost from seven to

eight shillings per quarter ;
wheat flour, six shil-

lings; oats and oat-malt, three shillings and six-

pence ; barley-malt, four shillings and fourpence ;

peas, two shillings and ninepeuce; beans, five

shillings ; salt, from two shillings and sixpence to

five shillings ; beer, from eight to eighteen shillings

the dolium or butt ;
carcases of oxen, from five to

six shillings and eightpence, and fat hogs, from

two shillings and twopence, to three shillings and

niuepence each. But, in 1264, thirty-eight swine

brought only eighteenpence each; and, in 1288,

twelve swine sold as low as a shilling a head.

Hens cost a penny each ; and a tonegall of cheese,

weighing six stones, sold for three shillings. The

prices of clothes appear to have varied greatly,

according to the quality of the materials. Nine

prebendaries received from Alexander III. a grant
of fifty shillings to provide themselves wit!.

ments. In 1329, John Bysit, a poor monk of Had-

dington, and one of King Robert's pensioners, was

allowed twenty shillings annually for his clothing;

and, in 1364, a poor scholar received from David II.

four pounds annually, to provide himself with food

and clothing ; whilst mention is made of a robe for

the Clerk of the Rolls, which cost thirty shillings,

and of another for Patrick de Monte-alto, which

cost four pounds. In 1263, a hundred and seventy

hogsheads of wine were bought for four hundred

and thirty-nine pounds sixteen shillings and

eightpence. In the following year, sixty-seven

hogsheads and one pipe cost three hundred and

seventy-three pounds sixteen shillings and eight-

pence ; while, in 1300, forty hogsheads were bought
for three pounds thirteen shillings and fourpence per

hogshead ; sixteen, for three pounds ; five, for two

pounds thirteen shillings and fourpence ; four, for

two polmds ; and one, for one pound ten shillings.!

With regard to the rent and value of laud at

this period, it is difficult to speak Pient

with certainty, in consequence of ami value of

our want of definite information laud -

respecting the exact proportion which the ancient

measures of land, caracutse, bovatae, &c. bear to

the measures of land in the present day. In the

reign of Alexander II., eight acres were purchased

by the monks of Melrose for thirty-five marks.

We learn, incidentally, that in 1281 Ian-

valued at ten years' purchase ;
and that, in 1330, a

perpetual annuity of eight marks sterling, or five

pounds six shillings and eightpence, secured on

land, was bought for one hundred and twenty

marks, being exactly fifteen years' purchase. Four

Kerr's Brace, TO!, ii. p. 497.
+ For these details see the Chamberlain's Rolls, passim.
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of land, at Selkiik, let for eight shillings,

acres at Hope-Kailie, in Tweeddale, let

three shillings. For eighteen cottages, the

iks of Kelso received an annual rent of twelve

nies each, and six days work at harvest and

'p-bhearing ; for another cottage, with six

attached to it, and a malt-house, they re-

six shillings a year. Six cottages at Whit-
. ith an acre of land and common of pasture

tuched to each, let from four shillings and six-

i five shillings each. A cottage without

<1, at the same place, let for sixpence only.*

Reference has already been made to the wages
of labour.f and, compared with

the prices of provisions, it is

lent that a fair remuneration was afforded to

tradesmen and labourers. A carpenter received

threepence a day, with his meat. A smith re-

, c'd twelve pounds, and a mason six pounds
thirteen shillings and fourpence, for his yearly

Wildes. The wages of barrowmen or labourers, in

.:>>, appear to have varied from fourteenpence to

ir shillings a week. The gardener of King
xander III., at Forfar, had for his yearly wages

five marks ;
the gardener at Menmouth only one

mark. The keeper of the royal warren at Crail

received, for his meat and wages during one year,

Caledonia, vol. i. p. 800, and note (i""j-

t See ante, p. 105.

sixteen shillings and eightpence, and for the fol-

lowing year either a mark, which v

shillings and fourpence, or a chulder of oatim-ul
}

and the king's cook and keci>cr of the royal
larder was paid, for his arrears of three yean
wages, ten pounds.*

It is evident from these facts, that in Scotland,
at this period, there was no \\ant of th

and even comforts of life, and thut the lower
classes of the community must, on the who.,

lived in comfortable circumstances. "
Though the

people of every rank," says Chalmers, "wuc but

badly lodged, yet were they in general well fl.
The lower classes certainly enjoyed a much lorgvr

proportion of animal food than they partake of
at present. Cattle, swine, and poultry, wuu
raised by them in great abundance, and were all

consumed at home. Their bread was made of

wheat and oats. The better ranks enjoyed wheaten

bread, while the lower orders eat the bread of oats,

and sometimes of barley and pease. The higher
classes enjoyed the luxury of wine, but the princi-

pal beverage of the common people was beer,

chiefly brewed from malt of oats. None of the

malt was manufactured, in those simple times,

into the less healthful beverage of spirits." f

Chamberlain's Accounts ; Tytler, voL ii. pp. 273 -4J6.

f Caledonia, voL L pp. 603, &M.
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CHAPTER XL

DAVID II.

A.D. 13291346.

KISG ROBERT BRUCE was succeeded by his son

jj,n,,imi of David, a boy only eight years old.

Dwil II. The kingdom was thus already

q|nHntod irith the evils of a long minority, -which

the fierce and turbulent spirit of the nobles, the

Mettled state of the country, and the jealousy of

the English king, were likely to aggravate. The

reign of the young monarch began, however, amid

ctreouUnccs highly auspicious. An honourable

peace had been concluded with England, which, by
the narriage of David with Joanna, promised to be

permanent Baliol, worn out by age, hopeless of

meat, and soothed by the donations of Robert

Brace, had renounced all claims to the Scottish

crown. The foreign relations of the kingdom had
been placed on a footing the most satisfactory, by
a* alliance with France and Norway, and a recon-

ciliation with the Papal See. With his dying

fijiiii at breath, Robert had nominated as

M|M. regent, during the minority of his

on. Randolph, Earl of Moray ; and the parliament
of Scotland had auctioned the appointment Ran-

dolph combined in himself all the qualities of an
U* ndr. Wise and sagacious in peace, his mili-

tary talent* were of the highest order. In the ad-
BuuatratKm ofjustice he displayed a stern severity
which overawed crime, and placed the meanest
property under the protection of the law. By a
hf11^ Mrangwnent, the sheriff of each county

aid responsible for the thefts committed
ton hia jnrfcdiction ; so that if even the common

left by the husbandman in the open
war* carried away, the price of the stolen
wa* paid by the sheriff. One example may

* impartial administration. A priest
murdered by a person who had fled to
I thaw obtained absolution for his crime.

Scotland, he was seized and brought
The deed was admitted by the

tkt pardon of the holy father was
Ung him from punishment Ran-

hun to instant execution, at the same
The Pope might pardon you
but his remission cannot avail
a

subject of the King of Scot-

'

.-

T* M administration of the
regent, how-

"WM his
country from the

'JH!^
*"d intertine treason.

^nam darinir ambition -

crafty, unscrupulous

he resolved, in the first instance, to content him-

self with fomenting the disturbances of the Scots

by raising up a new claimant to the throne, and to

wait a favourable opportunity for the accomplish-
ment of his designs. John Baliol, the competitor
with Bruce- for the Scottish crown, died in obscur-

ity in France, leaving two sons. The eldest of

these, Edward Baliol, on the death.
Dangers from

of Robert Bruce, deemed this a the ambition of

fitting time for the renewal of his E^ard Ualiol

claims to the throne. The king was a minor;

Douglas, as we have seen, had left the kingdom, on

his expedition to the Holy Land : so that his great

military talents were now lost to his country ; Ran-

dolph was advanced in years, while the powerful

familyofComyn, to whom Baliol was related through
his mother, and the barons, who had espoused
their cause, viewed the family of Bruce with in-

tense dislike. Crossing to England, Baliol found

matters in a train most favourable to his enter-

prize. During the temporary success of Edward I.,

large estates in Scotland had been claims of the

conferred by that monarch on disinherited

many of his nobles, who had aided barons

him in conquering the country. On the establish-

ment of the independence of the kingdom, these

estates reverted to their original possessors. Some
of the Englsh nobles, however, laid claim to estates

in Scotland, on the ground of lineal succession,

which, they affirmed, no change in the government
could affect. The treaty of Northampton distinctly

recognized the rights of three of these, namely,

Henry de Percy, Thomas, Lord Wake, and Henry
de Beaumont. The estates of Percy were accord-

ingly restored ; but both Robert Bruce and Ran-

dolph successively evaded or delayed the claims of

Wake and Beaumont. The caution of the king
and regeni was justified by the circumstance, that

both of these barons were bitterly opposed to the

treaty of Northampton, of whose provisions they

sought to avail themselves, were known to be hos-

tile to the family of Bruce ; and, through the ex-

tensive estates to which they laid claim, could, at

any moment, precipitate on Scotland an invading

army, to aid the efforts of discontent or treason.

The disinherited barons, as they _jn concert
were called, determined to enforce with Kaliol, they
their claims by an appeal to arms, prppare to in-

and to make common cause with
vadeScot]

Baliol in the invasion of Scotland.* Accordingly,
with four hundred men-at-arms, and about four

thousand archers and soldiers of every description,

they set sail from Ravenshire, near the mouth of the

Humber, towards the end of July, 1332.

The conduct of Edward III. at this period, was

marked by his usual duplicity. Perfiily and
To the person and interests of duplicity of

David, his brother-in-law, he pro-
Edward III.

fessed the warmest attachment
;
reiterated his de-

termination to respect the treaty of peace, and

transmitted instructions to Henry dc Percy, to

guard the marches, and to secure and punish those

Hailes, vol. ii. pp. 170 ITS, an-1 notes.
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who might be arming in defiance of his prohibi-

tion.* On the other hand, Edward Ealiol, of whose

pretensions
and movements he could not plead

ignorance, was in England in consequence of his

permission;
the disinherited barons were allowed to

collect their strength and invade Scotland by sea

if not by land, and his instructions to Percy were

transmitted after Baliol and the barons had em-

barked.

While the stormwas thusgathering over Scotland,

the young kingand his consort, Joanna,were crowned

at Scone, on the 24th of November, 1331.f The

regent having received information respecting the

novements of Baliol and his allies, speedily assem-

bled an army to resist the invaders. He marched

first to the frontier of East Lothian
; but, having

there heard of the naval armament, he retraced

his steps to provide for the defence of the interior

Death of f the country. At this critical

Randolph. juncture, to the unspeakable grief
of his countrymen, he died suddenly at Mussel-

burgh, on the 20th of July, 1332. The Scottish

historians affirm that he was poisoned by an Eng-
lish friar, an agent of the invading faction, during
a feast held at the "VVemyss in Fife, and there is every
reason to believe that these statements are well

founded. J The death of this great man, under cir-

cumstances of such peril, which he alone of the Scot-

tish leaders was able to overcome, must be regarded
as a national calamity. The parliament immedi-

ately assembled at Perth, for the election of his

The Earl of successor, and, after great conten-

Mar is appointed tion among the nobility, Donald,
Regent. Earl of Mar, nephew to Robert

Bruce, was appointed to the regency. Feeble,

vacillating, and destitute of military talent, Mar
appears to have been utterly unfitted for a situa-

tion so arduous and important. His connexion
with the royal family, to which he owed his ap-

pointment, did not secure the ability and courage

necessary for the defence of the country at this

crisis
; as the disastrous events which followed, too

Invasion of clearly indicate. Meanwhile, the

Scotland by English fleet, after a prosperous

voyage, appeared in the Firth of

Forth, and cast anchor at Wester-Kinghorn, a
small town on the shore of Fife. The troops
were immediately disembarked. A brave, but

unsuccessful resistance was made to the invaders

by the Earl of Fife, at the head of some men has-

tily collected. His force was quickly routed, and
the younger Seton slain.

||
Baliol and his associates

now marched to Dunfermline, where they were

strengthened by numbers of the discontented nobles;

they then proceeded northward, and encamped
at Forteviot, on the river Earn. His whole force
did not exceed three thousand men. On the north-
ern bank of the river lay the army of Mar, num-

*
Ryroer, vol. iv.

pp. 518, 529.

Fordun, book xiii. chap. xxi.

1, Wyntown, vol. ii. p. 146
; Barbonr, p. 442

; Fordun,
book xiii. chap. six. He was buried at Dunfermline.

Wyntown, vol. ii. p. 147 ; Fordun, book xiii. chap: xxii.

II Ibid.

VOL. I.

bering upwards of thirty thousand soldiers, and

including the principal nobility of Scotland; while

the Earl of March, with an army nearly as nume-

rous, was only eight miles distant on the enemy's
left flank.* But Baliol had secret friends in the

Scottish armies, and their disgraceful treachery,
combined with the incapacity of the regent, res-

cued him from his perilous situation. Andrew

Murray, of Tullybardine, a Scottish baron in the

army of March, basely pointed out to the English
a ford in the Earn, by which it could be crossed in

safety ;f and, setting out at midnight, they passed
the river, and surprised the camp of the Scots, who
were completely taken at unawares

;
for Mar had

not only neglected to post sentinels, but had

allowed his troops to abandon themselves to intem-

perance and riotous mirth. On Defeat of the

the first alarm, young Randolph, Scots at

Earl of Moray, hastily drew to- Dupplin.

gether three hundred men-at-arms, and supported

by Murdoch, Earl of Menteith, Alexander Fraser,

and Robert Bruce, a natural son of King Robert,

he succeeded in checking the onset of the English.
But Mar, and the rest of the army, rushed down

in one confused mass, without order or discipline,

and in an instant overwhelmed Randolph and his

little band. Wedged together in inextricable

confusion, the front ranks trodden down by the

masses behind pressing on, the Scottish troops

were slaughtered almost without resistance. Hun-

dreds of them were suffocated by the weight of

their armour, and perished without stroke of wea-

pon. The rout soon became total. By nine in

the morning the whole Scottish army was slain,

put to flight, or taken captive. Such was the bat-

tle of Dupplin Moor, one of the most calamitous

and disgraceful events in the annals of our country.

The English historians ascribe this easy victory to

a miraculous interference of the Almighty on their

behalf; while the Scottish writers regard it as an

infliction of divine vengeance on their countrymen,
for their haughtiness and pride. In this disastrous

action there fell many of the bravest of the Scot-

tish nobility and knights, and not fewer than thir-

teen thousand of the common soldiers and camp
followers. Among the slain were the Regent Mar,

Robert, Earl of Carrick, a natural son of Edward

Bruce, Alexander Fraser, Chamberlain of Scotland,

Murdoch, Earl of Menteith, and young Randolph,
son of the great Earl of Moray. The loss of the

English was very inconsiderable.! It is satisfac-

tory to know that Murray did not escape the pun-

ishment which his base treachery merited. He
was made prisoner at Perth, about two months

after, tried, condemned, and executed.

The position of Baliol, notwithstanding his

victory, was still critical, for the Baliol fortifies

army of March was greatly

superior in numbers to the force under his com-

* Fordun, book xiii. chap. xxii.

f He fixed a stake in the river to direct them ; Ibid,

chap. xxv.
; Murray was an ancestor of the Duke of Athol.

J Fordun, book'xiii. chaps, xxiii. xxiv. ; Wyntown, vol. ii

pp. 152, 153
; Hemingford, vol. ii. p. 273.

B B
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aad. lie, Itorfnm took ponession of Perth the

dtf a/to Ik* bank. and hastily fortified it with

alattdea, ia the expectation of an attack from

Ik* Earl of Man-h.* But the conduct of tliis

M iiicaolutf and equivocal, iis to afford

MMh Ibr the suspicion that he and the

of bis party were in friendly corre-

witb Baliol. As soon as intelligence

kin of the overthrow at Dupplin, he

to Perth, apparently with the intention

;
it ; but, on reaching the high ground
above the town, he commanded

tea*- his men to halt. On perceiving

this, Beaumont exclaimed to his

.

M Take courage, for that army, as I con-

J**la. trill act hart us, because I perceive, with-

ot doubt, our friends and well-wishers amongst
tkHB."t Events soon showed how accurate was
this estimate of the feelings and intentions of

Mavak aad his associates. The resolution to assault

the town was abandoned, and preparations were
BMW far a blockade, a step from which the Eng-
Itoh ganiwo, abundantly supplied with provisions
from the fleet lying at anchor in the Tay, had little

to (ear. At this moment, Crab, the Flemish mari-

ner, wk* so eminently distinguished himself at the

sMf* of Berwick, appeared with ten vessels in the
tnd attacked the English fleet; but, though

ke at ftrst made a prize of Henry de Beaumont's
kip. ke was in the end defeated, and compelled to

ntfaf* in Berwick.! Disheartened by this

******?** fd of a decent pretext for abandon-
[
Ik* siege. March dubanded his army; and thisM fallowed at no long distance by his own

*** of considerable number of the
to the English interest Baliol

karing put down all opposition to

kkdaims, was crowned at Scone,
Md *"* by^ events

the
struggles of many years,

brilliant
victory of Bannockburn,"I**"4 abortive. The spirit of

rer, was overawed, not broken.yljr"^ "wnrign exhibited
*, nd the real, thoughMot which he had received

wtening southward
Iktwawrendered the independ-

w

at his own
the

should take possession of the remainder of Scotland

and the isles.* Baliol also offered to marry the

Princess Joanna, affecting to consider her as only
betrothed to David Bruce, and offered to provide

for his unfortunate rival in whatever way Edward
should recommend. In return, Edward pledged
himself to maintain Baliol on the throne with the

whole military strength of his kingdom. The dis-

gust which this bargain excited among the S

when its terms became known, aroused the patriotic

spirit of the nobles and people, and alienated from

Baliol many of those whom interest or fear had

hitherto attached to his cause. Already, indeed,

his feeble power was tottering to its fall. The

town of Perth, which he had forti-
, , . , ., ,, Capture of Perth.

fied and intrusted to the care of

the Earl of Fife, was surprised by Sir Robert Keith

and James and Simon Frazer, nephews of King
Robert, who destroyed the fortifications, and took

the governor and his family prisoners.! The office

of regent was conferred upon the veteran Sir

Andrew Moray, of Bothwell, who had married

Christian, the sister of the late king. Meanwhile,
Baliol lay encamped in careless security at Annan

;

and the Earl of Moray, second son of the great

Randolph, along with Sir Simon Fraser and Archi-

bald Douglas, brother of the Good Sir James, hav-

ing received intelligence of the Baliol's expulsion

new king's exposed situation, col- lrom Scotland.

lected a body of horse at Moffat, and, rapidly tra-

versing the country, broke in upon his encampment
at midnight. After a brief resistance, his troops
were routed and put to the sword. Henry Baliol,

his brother, "Walter Comyn, Sir John de Mowbray,
and Sir Richard Kirby were slain. Alexander,
Earl of Carrick, was taken prisoner ; and Baliol

himself, almost naked, and with scarcely a

single attendant, with difficulty escaped into

England.J
On receiving intelligence of the expulsion of

Baliol, and of a subsequent inroad Effrontery of

which the Scottish leaders made Edward,

into the English border district, Edward had
the effrontery to accuse the Scots of having violated

the treaty of Northampton ; and. in his corre-

spondence with the Pope and the king of Fiance,
he grossly misrepresented the state of affairs in

Scotland, and threw upon the Scottish nation the

whole blame of the recommencement of hostili;

Baliol now renewed his allegiance to the English
monarch, and having ceded part of the Scottish

kingdom, and surrendered the independence of the

rest, received in return promises of immediate aid

in the attempt to win back his crown. Meanwhile,
the Scots exasperated by the perfidy of Edward,
and encouraged by the expulsion of his vassal king,
resumed their destructive forays into England.
Archibald Douglas, at the head of three thousand

men, invaded Gillsland, and wasted with fire and

sword for thirty miles the estates of Lord Dae

Hailes, pp. 191, 192; Rymer, voL iv. pp. 536 and 548.

Fordun, book xiiL chap. xsv.

J Ibid. ; Wyntown, vol. ii. p. 169.

llymer, toi iv. p. 552.
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who had received and hospitably entertained Baliol

after his flight from Annan. In revenge for this

Kion,
Sir Anthony Lucy, of Cockermouth, en-

tered Scotland with eight hundred
feat and . ,

'

,. .

capture of the men, and ravaged the districts

Knight of through \vhich he passed. On
their returning, the English force

was met near Lochmaben, by Sir William Douglas,

the knight of Liddesdale, when a brief but des-

perate encounter ensued, in which Lucy was

severely wounded, and Douglaswas totally defeated.

ii the loss of a hundred and sixty men-at-arms,

including two knights.* A hundred knights were

made prisoners along with Douglas himself, who
was strictly confined in iron fetters by the orders

of Edward, and was two years detained in cap-

tivitv.t This event was followed by another

I equally disastrous. Baliol had returned to Scot-

land, and, accompanied by many of the English
barons who were friendly to his cause, established

his quarters in the castle of Roxburgh, waiting for

the promised reinforcements of Edward to begin
the siege of Berwick. Sir Andrew Moray, of Both-

well, the regent, resolved to attack him before

these succours arrived, and with a strong body of

troops assailed and attempted to storm the castle

of Roxburgh. In the conflict which ensued, a

brave soldier, named Ralph Golding, having im-

prudently advanced before his companions, was

thrown down and captured. Moray generously

and of Sir attempted to rescue him, but uu-

Andrew Moray, supported by his men, and over-
the regent. powered by the English soldiers,

(speedily shared his fate. Disdaining to surrender

to his assailants, he exclaimed :
" I yield to the

king of England, conduct me to him." Edward
.ed orders for his imprisonment at Durham, and,

like his co-patriot Douglas, Moray remained for

two years in strict confinement.J Deprived thus

of their bravest leaders, at the moment when their

services were most required, the Scots made choice

of Archibald Douglas, Lord of Galloway, surnamed
I yneman, and brother of the Good Sir James, as

their regent, a choice every vray unfortunate, as

succeeding events sufficiently proved. The Eng-
Edward ^sn monarch, emboldened by these

resolves to in- successes, resolved to carry on the
vade Scotland. war with ,igour. He summoned

his army to assemble at Newcastle, besought the

prayers of the church for himself and his troops en-

: gaged in the defence of the kingdom, endeavoured

i

to dissuade the Earl of Flanders and his subjects
from in any way assisting the Scots, and sought to

justify his proceedings to the king of France by
alleging that the Scots, having invaded England in

open violation of the terms of peace, deserved the

heaviest chastisement which his arms could

inflict.ll

The capture of Berwick was the first object

Walsingham, p. 182.

Fordun, book xiii. chap, xxvii.

Ibid.

Rymer vol. IT. pp. 556, 557.

Ibid.

which engaged the attention of Edward, and

having united his force with that
siege of

of Baliol, he sat down before the Bertrick.

town, which was strictly invested by land, while a

large fleet supplied the assailants with provisions,
and prevented relief to the besieged by sea. Sir

William Seton was governor of the town, and the
defence of the castle had been intrusted by the
Scots to the Earl of March, notwithstanding the

grave suspicions of treason to which bis conduct
after the battle of Dupplin exposed him. Edward
at first attempted to carry the place by storm ; but

though the garrison was small, and ill prepared for

an attack, and the assailants succeeded in filling

up the ditches and planting their scaling-ladders,

they were repulsed with considerable loss, while a

portion of their fleet was set on fire and destroyed.*
The siege was, therefore, converted into a strict

blockade, and the garrison were at last reduced to

such distress, that they agreed to surrender if not

relieved before a certain day, giving hostages in

the mean time to Edward, among whom was the

son of Seton, the governor. Before the day agreed
on for the surrender of the town had arrived, the

regent Douglas, at the head of a numerous army,
crossed the Tweed, and advanced toward Berwick,

by the south side of the river. In spite of the

strenuous resistance of the besiegers, Douglas suc-

ceeded in throwing into the beleaguered town a

party of soldiers under Sir William Keith ; but as

the English could not be induced to quit their

vantage ground, or to engage in battle, he entered

Northumberland, and by assaulting Bamborough
Castle, where the young Queen Philippa was re-

siding, endeavoured to produce a diversion in favour

of the distressed garrison.^ Edward, however,
refused to be drawn from his position, even by the

peril which menaced his queen, and the period

stipulated for the succour of Berwick having now

expired, he demanded that it should be imme-

diately given up. The garrison, who, in the mean

time, had chosen Sir William Keith as their

governor, refused to comply, alleging that by the

relief and reinforcement, which they had received,

their former paction was rendered null and void.|

Edward repeated his demand, Cruelty of

affirming that as the Scots had Edward,

been unable to compel him to raise the siege, they
were bound to surrender, and threatening in the

event of further refusal to put the hostages to

death. The garrison still remaining firm, Thomas

Setou, the son of the late governor, a brave and

handsome young man, was hanged so near the

walls that his unhappy father could witness his

dying struggles. Horror-struck at this tragedy,

and dreading that the rest of the
capitulation of

hostages would all be put to death, the garrison of

the citizens surrounded Keith and Berwick,

the Earl of March, clamouring for an immedi-

* Fordun, book xiiL chap, xxrii.

t Ibid., chap, xxriii.

j Scala Chron., pp. 163, 164.

Fordun, book xiiL chap, xxvii. ; Tyrrell, vol. iii. p. 879;
Hailes, voL ii. pp. 374 884, Appendix.
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_,ad refining sny longer to defend the

gjftV, ^JH, confidently expected immediate

jhHH to their wishes, and a second treaty

with Edward, according to which the

of Berwick was to be uncondi-

the hour of vespers on the

Jdy, lakes the Scots in the meaiw*"J9

T* the garrison with two hundred

or defeat the English in a pitched

Having concluded this negotiation.
Keith

to Douglas, who was then ravaging

Xorthawberland, and representing the importance

of Berwick, and the certainty of its loss, unless

iststaatlr relieved, urged him to hazard a battle.

The importunities of the governor unfortunately

pmalisd with the regent, a brave man, but desti-

tute of the higher qualities necessary to a success-

aad in defiance of the dying recom-

i of Brace, that the fate of the kingdom

, if possible, depend on the doubtful

> of a general engagement, the Scottish army
the Tweed on the 18th of July, and

i at Ihwse Park, a few miles to the north

of BoisifcA. They found the English strongly

patted OB the crest of an eminence, called Halidon

tmTeitoated to the west of the town. They were

divided into four great battles

HiD. flanked with numerous bodies of

? further strengthened by a morass,

1 between their lines and the op-

posfee hill oa which the Scottish leaders halted and
drew op their ray. It was divided also into four

bsOBBM the fnt was led by the Earl of Moray,
the son of Randolph, bat assisted, on account of

bis youth, by two veteran warriors, John and
BOBOB Fraser t the second, by the young Stewart
f Hmfhnd, cader the direction of his uncle, Sir

JOBMS Bte art. of Rosyth ; the third, by the regent
hhBsohT; and the fcmrth, or reserve, by Hugh Earl

The entire Scottish force is said to

Bwersd tftean thousand men, including the

followers, who were more numerous
than the actual combatants. As

Of the English army could not be
I by cavalry, the Scottish nobles and men-at-
SBsmitted their horses to the care of the

pBfsa, aod with their wonted
impetuosity rushed

be charge. While
descending the hill,

*** ** ^j^fo discharges of the
. uttered severelv in ronso.

ncaa^Mhetihoo

sererely in conse-

h the
intervening

good order. Here the

I*" I for, impeded in their
I and spongy nature of the** ranks and

struggled in

Meanwhile the En-
tto slope of the

adjoining hill,
Ih certain aim and fatal effect,

, by which hundreds were every
r slain. The arrows, says an
Mthjekasinotesin the sun-

BlOB,sLlV

beam.* Some of the Scots in the rear, on witness-

ing the carnage of their friends, wavered and fled
;

but the better part of the army extricated them-

selves at last from the marshy hollo\v, and. ad-

vancing up the hill, made a fierce attack upon the

enemy. But, breathless and disordered by their

ascent of the eminence, they were unable to sustain

the conflict with fresh troops, posted in a most

advantageous situation, and after a brief struggle

they were driven down the hill Defeat of the

with great slaughter. The Earl of

Ross, in leading the reserve to attack the flank of

the wing commanded by Baliol, was repulsed and

slain ;
the regent himself received a mortal

wound, and was taken prisoner; the Earls of

Sutherland and Menteith shared his fate, and the

Scottish army gave way on all sides, and was

pursued for many miles with great slaughter. Few
of the leaders and men-at-arms escaped, as the

pages on witnessing the issue of the battle fled on

the horses of their masters, whom they abandoned

to the mercy of the enemy. Besides the nobles

already mentioned, the aged Earl of Lennox, one

of the earliest adherents of King Robert Bruce:

the Earl of Carrick. son of Edward Bruce; the

Earl of Athole, nephew of King Robert; James and

Simon Fraser, John and James Stewart, uncles of

the Steward of Scotland, John de Graham, Alex-

ander de Lindesay, and other barons, together with

fourteen thousand men, were left on this fatal field.!

So great was the slaughter of the nobility, that,

according to an English historian, it was the

general voice that the Scottish wars were ended,

for no man remained of that nation who had either

influence to assemble, or skill to lead, an army.
The disastrous battle of Halidon Hill was fought
on the 20th of July, and it was followed by the

immediate surrender of the town Surrender of

and castle of Berwick, and the Berwick,

almost entire submission of Scotland. The Earl of

March and many other persons of rank swore fealty

to Edward, and openly embraced the English in-

terest Five of the principal fortresses of the king-

dom, however, still remained in the possession of the

friends of Bruce. Malcolm Fleming secured the

strong castle of Dumbarton, Lochleven was held by
Alan de Vipont, Urquhart in Inverness by Thomas

Lauder, and Kildrummie by Christian Bruce, the

sister of the late king, and wife of Sir Andrew-

Moray, who still languished a prisoner in England.
John Thomson, a man of obscure birth, bir

bravery and skill, who led home the broken

remains of the Scottish force after the defeat of

Dundalk, garrisoned and resolutely defended the

stronghold of Lochdoun in Carrick.J Alarmed for

the safety of the young king and his c

Fleming found means to convey them from Dum-
barton Castle to France, where they were kiudiy

received by Philip the Sixth.

MS. Harleian, quoted in Tytler, vol. ii. p. 28.

+ Fordun, book xiii. chap, ixviii. : Wvntowii, vol. ii. P
170 ; Hailes, vol. ii. p. 204.

J Fordon, book xiii. chap, xxviii.

5 Hailes, vol. ii. r. J407, aud note.
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The English monarcli employed every means to

secure his conquest. He compelled the homage of

such of the Scottish nobles as were in his power,
st-ized and forfeited the estates of the barons in the

county of Berwick, who held their property by
charter from Robert Bruce

;
and in order to secure

the important town of Berwick in future to the

Kngiish interest, his tenants and vassals were pro-

hibited from granting sub-leases to any but English-
men, while the Scottish monks, who had animated

their countrymen during the former sieges, were

removed to monasteries south of the Trent, and

their places supplied by ecclesiastics more favour-

ablv disposed to the views of the English monarch.

In Baliol, now again nominally king of Scotland,

Kdward found a ready tool for his grasping ambi-

tion. A mock parliament was held at Edinburgh
on the 18th of February, composed exclusively of

English nobles, or those friendly to the English

Baliol dismem. supremacy. Among these, the

bersthe kingdom estates of the Scottish barons who
of Scotland. ha^ fallen at Halidon Hill, or who

still adhered to the cause of David Bruce, were

liberally divided by Baliol, while at the same time

he ceded to Edward the town, castle, and county of

Berwick, the forests of Jedburgh, Selkirk, and

Ettrick, the counties of Roxburgh, Peebles, Dum-
fries, and Edinburgh, the constabularies of Lin-

lithgow and Haddington, with all the towns and

castles, and completed the humiliation of his country

by doing homage for the remainder.* The sub-

serviency of Baliol, however, could not give stabi-

lity to his power, which wras doomed to be lost

almost as quickly as it was gained. John de

Mowbray died, leaving daughters, but no male

issue, and his brother Alexander was preferred by
Baliol to the estates as heir male. But the cause of

the female heirs was warmly espoused by Henry de

Beaumont, Richard Talbot, and the Earl of Athole,
to whom Baliol was chiefly indebted for his eleva-

tion. On the denial of their suit, these haughty
nobles retired in disgust from the court, and

hastening to their own domains, prepared to extort

by force, what they could not induce Baliol to

grant from a regard to justice or gratitude.f
Alarmed at the consequences of this powerful
secession, Baliol immediately reversed his decision,
and put the female heirs in possession of the dis-

puted estates; but this course, while it failed to

conciliate the offended nobles, exasperated De
Mowbray, who speedily joined the party of David
Bruce. At this juncture Sir Andrew Moray, wrho
had been taken prisoner at Roxburgh, returned
from England, after a two years' imprisonment.
The friends of the exiled family, encouraged by
his presence, and the dissensions among their ene-

mies, rose in all directions, and united for the

Successes of expulsion of Baliol and his ad-
he patriots, herents. Richard Talbot, while on

his way to England with a body of soldiers, was
'

Rymer, vol. iv. pp. 614, 616, and Rotuli Scotise, vol. L
? ^03

; Hailes, vol. ii. pp. 209 21 1.

Fordun, book xiii. chap. xxix.
; Wyntown, voL ii. p. 170.

attacked and made prisoner by Sir William Keith,
of Galston.* Beaumont had retired to his castle

of Dundarg, in Buchan, to which Moray, assisted

by Mowbray, immediately laid siege. The fortress,
situated on a precipitous rock overhanging the

Moray frith, and connected with the main land by a
narrow neck of land, resisted all attempts to take
it by storm. Moray had recourse, therefore, to a

rigid blockade, and having discovered and cut off

the pipes which supplied the garrison with water,

they were speedily compelled to surrender. Beau-

mont, on the payment of a large ransom, was per-
mitted to return to England.! In the south and
west of Scotland the movements of the royalists
were equally daring and successful. The young
Stewart escaped after the battle of Halidon Hill to

Bute, where he was concealed by his vassals from

the search of his enemies. On the first tidings of

revolt he prepared to leave his hiding-place,
and with the assistance of three retainers quitted

Rothesay in a boat for Dumbarton, which he

reached in safety, and was joyfully received by
Malcolm Fleming, the governor of the castle. He
immediately collected his vassals, and stormed the

castle of Dunoon, in Cowal;f and the men of Bute,

animated by the example of their chief, instantly
rose upon the English governor and put him to

death, and drove the enemy out of that district.

The spirit of insurrection spread quickly into

Annandale, where the patriots, on the news
of Stewart's success, left their fastnesses, and,

headed by Sir William Carruthers, joined the

force of that young nobleman. The insurgents
were next strengthened by the accession of Thomas
Bruce and the men of Kyle ; and soon after, Ran-

dolph, Earl of Moray who had fled to France

after the fatal battle of Halidon returned to his

own country, and lent the aid of his great talents

and bravery to the national cause. So bold and

skilful were the efforts of the patriots, that they
were everywhere crowned with success, and in a

short period the English were expelled from the

whole south and west of Scotland. The necessities

of the country demanded the ap- The Steward

pointment of a regency; and ac- and the Earl of

cordingly, by the choice of the Moray are chosen

Scottish nobles, the young Stew- jou

ard, and Randolph, Earl of Moray, were associated

in the office. The Steward, in addition to his

claims as the grandson of Robert Bruce, and

nearest heir to the throne, had already displayed

a wisdom and valour far beyond his years ; ||

while Moray inherited the fame and chivalrous

* Fordun, book liii. chap. xl. ; Walsingham, p. 134.

+ Fordun, book xiii. chap. xxix.
+ Ibid.

Ibid, chap, xncii. Wyntown says,
" The Brandanyi of

Bute" overwhelmed Lyle the governor with showers of

stones, vol. ii. p. 186. According to Fordun, they asked and

obtained, as a reward for their services, a perpetual exemp-
tion from the payment of multures.

||

" He was a comely youth, tall and robust, modest, libe-

ral, gay, and courteous, and for th innate sweetness of his

disposition, generally beloved by true Scotsmen.'" F'orJun,

book xiii. chap, xxxii. ; Hailes, voL ii. p. 214.'
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loyalty of his father. The regents followed up

the previous successes by instant and vigorous

measures for the punishment of the Earl of Athole,

now, in consequence of the removal of Talbot

and Beaumont, almost the sole stay of Baliol in

Scotland, and who was formidable from his feudal

influence and vast possessions, -which compre-

hended, in addition to his patrimonial estates in

Scotland and England, the extensive lands of the

family of Comyn, and those of the Steward,

bestowed on him by Baliol, in reward of his

services. Moray, having collected a powerful

force, proceeded rapidly to the north, and, attack-

ing the earl before his preparations were com-

pleted, drove him into the wilds of Lochaber, and

compelled him to surrender. He soon after re-

nounced allegiance to Baliol and embraced the

cause of David Bruce.* Baliol, thus deserted by
the nobles, and viewed with indignation and con-

tempt by the people, fled once more tc England, to

claim the protection and assistance of his liege lord.

The English king, though the season was un-

K.lward 1 1 1. favourable for military operations,
invade* Scotland, determined, with characteristic

promptitude, to support his vassal and regain
his conquest. His expedition was viewed with

little favour by his military barons, many of whom
failed to appear when summoned to join the army ;

but, bent on his purpose, and confident of success,

he pushed rapidly with his army into Scotland,t
As the Scots had retired to the northern provinces
on the news of his approach, his progress was

altogether unopposed, and he found himself at

last, amid the rigours of winter, in the heart of the

Lothian*, without having accomplished anything
cf note, save the capture of some robbers, on whom
he executed summary punishment]: Baliol, who
accompanied him, after ravaging Avondale, and
the districts of Car-rick and Cunningham, with a

portion of the army, held a mock court at Ren-
frew, where he feasted royally, and rewarded his
adherents by gifts of estates belonging to his
enemies.

^
But the expedition, instead of crushing

the patriot party in Scotland, lent to it new
ngour, and even the time-serving Earl of March

ced, at this period, his fealty to Edward and
joined the friends of David Bruce. Though no
general engagement took place, a desultory war-
fcre was maintained between the parties. The

castle of Lochleven, situated in

tke ""^ of

that name, was commanded by
Alan de Vipont, for David Bruce. Sir John de
Strirclin, a Scotchman, but in the interest of
Baliol, proceeded to besiege it, with a large body
of English troops. Strivelin erected a fort in the

churchyard of Kinross, where a narrow neck of
land projects into the lake. From this point, by

of boat attacks, the English made frequent

Hailftt, ToL ii. p. 215.

uingford, vol. ii. p. 277.

| Furdon, book riu. cnsp. TTt.

attempts to surprise and storm the fortress, bu
were uniformly repulsed, with considerable los^

and compelled at last to resort to a strict blockade

But one dark and stormy night, De Vipont, th;

governor, having ascertained that Strive! :

a portion of his force, was absent in DuufermHn(

attending a religious festival, conveyed his me.

secretly to land, and by a sudden and well-plannei

attack captured the fort, and drove the Engli^
from their position, with great slaughter, so tha

they were compelled to raise the siege.* 1;

couraged by these successes, the ,.

regents summoned a parliament, Of the >

to meet at Dairsic, in Fife, which partial:

was attended by the Earls of March AI)I
'U

' ia

and Athole ;
Sir Andrew Moray, of Bothwell

Alexander de Mowbray ; "William Douglas, of Lid

desdale
;
and many of the principal Scottish barons

The insolence of Athole, however, who, fron

the unpopularity of Baliol, his own relation t<

the Comyns, and almost princely possessio:

probably not without hopes of Dissei

gaining the crown, proved so amo"g tlu

offensive to Randolph and the other nobles thai

after a scene of stormy recrimination, the meetint

broke up in confusion, without having resolved 01

any course for the future defence of the cou

Edward, on his return to England, after his las

fruitless expedition, busied him- Renewed in-

self in preparing for a new in- vasion of Scotlanc

vasion of Scotland. Philip, King
l
'-
v EJwar J-

of France, endeavoured to mediate between th

two kingdoms ; but all proposals for peace wer

sternly rejected by the English parliament ;
an

on the llth of July, Edward marched from New
castle with a numerous and well-appointed forci

while his fleet was ordered to sail for the Frith (

Forth, and to co-operate with the land troops o

their arrival. One part of the English army, le

by the king himself, entered Scotland by Carlis

while another, commanded by Baliol, advanced b

Berwick. I After ravaging the country with ui

sparing cruelty, the two divisions united at Gla

gow, and marched on the town of Perth. The

met with no organized opposition, and the countr

through which they passed was completely d>

serted, the inhabitants with their cattle

retired, by order of the regents, to the inaccessi

fastnesses among the mountains. While

Fordun, book xiii. chap, xxxiv ; Wvntown. TH!

A more romantic account is given by some Sou:

rians of this siege and the deft-at of the English. A

to them, Strivelin, in despair of obtaining )

castle by storm, determined to drown t,

damming up the waters of the lake at ;

tremity, where they escape by the river Le\.
De Vipont, however, sent out, at dead of ni^.

with four men, who made a breach in the niuimd. and t.

whole body of water, breaking forth with :.

swept away the tents, baggage, and troops of
and nearly destroyed their army. Though
the mound are still shown, the story has been pr :

to be physically improbable. See Tytler, vol. ii. p. 39,

note.

f Fordun, book xiii. chap, xxtiv. ; Hailes, vol. i

and note.

J Ibid.
; Fordan, book xiii. chap, rxxiv.
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ing a general engagement, the Scots con-

to hang on the advancing columns of the

v, cutting off detached parties, and otherwise

iem.

t the close of July, Guy, Count of Namur,
landed at Berwick, with a large

t s body of Flemish troops, to assist

I dward in his Scottish campaign.
lur'

Imagining the country south of

'orth to be entirely conquered, he advanced

confidently to Edinburgh, at that time an open

town, the castle having been demolished. On

reaching the town he was suddenly attacked by
Moray and March, and Sir Alexander

. at the head of a strong force. A fierce

>ngagement ensued on the Borough Muir, in which

niings, clad in complete steel, had at first

the advantage, till compelled to give way by the

ippearance of Douglas of Liddesdale, who came

l.iwn from the Pentland Hills with a reinforce-

iKiit. The Flemish mercenaries retreated to the

o\vn, closely pursued by the Scots, with whom,
unid the narrow streets, they maintained a fierce

conflict, signalized by many acts of individual

irowess.* Driven at last to the rock on which the

Castle now stands, the Flemings killed their horses,

md forming a temporary parapet with their car-

ases, bravely defended themselves against their

: : ts. They were at last compelled to sur-

ender, and Moray and Douglas treated the brave

grangers with distinguished courtesy ;
and on re-

viving their promise not to assist Edward in the

; wars, dismissed them without ransom, and

iccompanied them with an escort across the border,t

ITie generous conduct of the regent, however, had
disastrous issue. He was attacked and taken

'of the prisoner on his way home by
! Moray. \Villiam de Pressen, the English

varden of Jedburgh forest, who, after loading his

aptive with irons, committed him to Bamborough
Baliol, meanwhile, overran and wasted

he northern districts of Scotland, while the Earl
if Cornwall, at the head of a large body of troops,

pread desolation over the western portion of the

iingdom. So completely were the Scots overawed
5e successes, and the captivity of Moray,

hat the boldest were compelled to dissemble, and
he lips of children alone durst express the unwaver-

ng loyalty of the nation. " If you asked a grown-
p person," says Wyntown,

" who was his king,
.' dared make no other answer save by naming

;

. Baliol, while the undissembling frank-

hildhood answered the same question with

the name of David Bruce." The
:lie Earl of Athole, whose ambition,

along with the malignant influence

e exercised on the young Steward, had
Tradition long pointed out the spot at the foot of the
where David de Annand, a Scottish knight, is reported

ive struck down with his battle-axe one of these mailed

;ling horse and man, and shattering a huge
;Ue pavement by a single blow.

Fordun, book xiii. chap. xxxv. | Ibid.
U'i'l . Hailes, vol. ii. p. 222, and note.

<

Wyntown, vol. ii. p. 194.

all

contributed mainly to produce (hi* deplorable i

of things, hastened to renew hi iinmissjuii t
Edward. He

accordingly wot flTt depvttM U
concluded a treaty at J'i-rth. in ih:il, !}

monarch agreed that the Karl of At hole,
other Scottish barons who came tinder this
should receive a free pardon, and hare thtir
in Scotland secured, unless they hfl*M hereafter
be excepted from indemnity by oonmoa assent.*
Athole was rewarded for hU useful Tenetility by
the restoration of his largo English estates, and to*

appointment to the office of Go- _tsaMse
vernor of Scotland under Baliol.t ww.
Edward, having thus put down all opposition, tad
secured a devoted and powerful adherent, rufnnsasl
to England after fortifying Perth, and reboUdiaf
the castles of Edinburgh and Stirling.

Athole, the newly-made governor, entered on
his duties with the characteristic zeal of a political

apostate, and persecuted the friends of Bruce with

great rancour. Determined, if possible, to extin-

guish the spirit of loyalty, he laid siege to the

castle of Kildrummie, in which Christian, the

sister of Robert Bruce, and wife of the veteran Sir

Andrew Moray, had taken refuge. On learning
this movement, Moray hastened along with the

Earl of March, and the Knight of Liddesdale, at

the head of fifteen hundred men, to the relief of

the fortress. The troops of Athole _j, defeated

encamped in the forest of Kilblane. nd lm.

near Braemar, were surprised and speedily ranted.

Athole, in whose character bravery seems to hare

been the only redeeming feature, refused to flee,

and, though abandoned by his soldiers, continued

fighting till he was slain under a great oak tree,

along with five knights who attended him. I The

death of this nobleman whose courage, rapacious

cruelty, and unprincipled n.mbition, together with

his vast feudal influence, both in Scotland and

England, had made him not more abhorred than

feared infused hope into the small band of patriots

on whose efforts the liberties of Scotland mainly

depended ;
and at a parliament ;;,. A ndrew

held in Dunfermline, they made >:

choice of Sir Andrew Moray as

regent of the kingdom. The intelligence of

Athole's defeat and death, followed by a new in-

surrection in Scotland, determined Edward to lead

a powerful army into the northern kingdom and

crush the revolt before it had gathered strength.

He penetrated first to Perth, and p-j.^j ar%1D

afterwards marched through the

counties of Aberdeen, Nairn, and

Inverness, ravaging the country, burning many of

the towns and villages, and putting to di-ath ach

of the inhabitants as he supposed to be unfriendly

to his pretensions. The expedition, however, ftuled

altogether in its main designs. The cruelty of

Knighton, p. 2566 ; Fordun, book xiii chsp. BTft

t Ibid ; Hailes, vol. ii. pp. 223, 224

t AVvntown, vol. ii. p. 201 ; Jordan, book nit

xvi. ; Hailes, vol. ii. p. 220, and not*.

Ford mi, book xiii. chap, xxsvii.
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iHattd when itwu intended to sub

*** aod rMd tht tptrit
of vengeance,

which

laajfeai 1,1 yg df|Birniti
to make itself felt. Tin

vof regent,
who wiaely declined i

e C*L general engagement,
lost no oppor

f hamenaw tht foe. Cool, crafty, and brave

, M tht rear of the English, and, availing

*of hit knowledge of the country, made sud

tall M tin attack* on their stragglers and

I partita, and then rapidly retreated through

t Barrow mmmtain paw, only to appear again

MOM new point in the march. Wyntown
trikingly characteristic of

tht otat intrepidity of Moray. He was encamped

wilh A BOJtiei of hit fcrce at Stronkalterc, near

tat BBB of tht Grampiana, when Edward, who had

rwvmd notice of hit potation, advanced with his

vfcatt army to tBrprite him. The Scottish scouts

hattmtd to inform Moray, who was then hearing

BOX of tht near approach of the English. The

otBMB) warrior, in apite of the anxious impatience
of hit titaoa. continued reverently to listen to the

I it wat concladcd. His war-horse was

d oat, and ita appointments carefully

hat. ia the act of mounting, one of the

hit armour gave way. He
attendant to bring him a coffer from

oat of which he took a piece of skin,

eiaarely down, proceeded to cut a strip,

ht mended the fracture. He then

the coffer and returned it to its

hit hcrtr , formed his troops in

aad began a masterly retreat, in which
in loading off hit force without the

*
Tht urmfletl bearing of the general
hit party, to whom a confused and

from* hare proved destructive,

rtmJtjr and ratt
tnpcriority of the Enghsh

""fi * hl *amon who were present con-

'_*!
b their b* they had never spent such

daring the time that their
tat catting his leather skin in

fa"kalter/ Unable to bring the

**hattk,or to provide sufficiently
*> "^J* **

eontequencc of hisW grierootlr atraitcned. F.H.

Wkb
atnutcned, Ed-

to England, and,
ed tome of the
the command of a

. the Earl of
r hit own kingdom.

a
burning thirst

Mailed the for-

.
WiBed in the

> ffhSTi
>>iML Thec tle

"
:i -Md thote of 8t Andrews

Leuchars, and Bothwell, were taken and destroyed

by the regent.* Moray, also, with the viev.- ol

committing rcpi-isals, and finding food for his

troops, no longer able to subsist in a country
which in consequence of the long war, and the

interruption of agricultural operations, was afflicted

with a grievous famine, led his forces across the

borders, and wasted vrith fire and
Expedition of

sword the northern provinces of the Scots into

England.! Returning from this England,

expedition, he expelled the English from the coun-

ties south of the Forth, and besieged the castle of

Edinburgh, Avhich Edward had rebuilt. The lords

marchers of England, hastening to relieve the

fortress, were encountered by AVilliam Douglas,
the knight of Liddesdale, near Crichton castle, iu

Mid Lothian. After a fierce struggle they were

driven across the Tweed; but Douglas was severely

wounded, and his force so much weakened by the

conflict, that the regent deemed it expedient to

relinquish the siege.J ,

At this period, the cause of national indepen-
dence received a sudden and powerful impulse.

The relations between the courts of France and

England had been gradually assuming a hostile

aspect, in consequence of the pretensions of Ed-

ward to the crown of France. The progress of

events in Scotland was regarded with deep inte-

rest, both by the English monarch and his rival.

Besides sympathizing with his ally, Philip ofFrance

saw in the success of the Scots the most effectual

barrier against the ambition of his formidable op-

ponent, while Edward naturally desired the ces-

sation of a war which distracted his efforts for the

conquest of France. Foiled in his attempts to sub-

due Scotland, and anxious to begin his continental

expedition, he sought to gain time by making
overtures of peace to the Scottish leaders. These,

lowever, were rejected ; and, reduced to the neccs-

ity either to abandon or prosecute his pretensions
o the French crown, to the great delight of the

Scots, he preferred the bolder al-
'.

r
. , , , . . Declaration of

:ernanve, and declared war with warbei
France, on the 7th of October, Eneland and

1337. The command of the Eng-
ish force in Scotland was entrusted to the E;.

Arundel, Salisbury, and Norfolk, along wi:

vard Baliol, who were invested with ample ]

o receive all the Scottish leaders who might be

willing to accept of terms.

All attempts to secure an armistice with the

Scots having failed, Montague, .,

Vn ..i * c i- t. i -j Seige of Dnnbar.
^arl of Salisbury, laid siege to

the castle of Dunbar. This fortress, reckoncc

ne of the strongest in Scotland, was built on ;

:hain of rocks stretching into the sea, and could 1"

approached from the main land only by c:

sage, which was strongly fortified. In the al

Fordun, book xiii. chap. mix. ; Wyntown, vol. ii. p-
21

t Hemingford, vol. ii. p. 280.

t Fordun, book xiii. chap, sli : Scala Chron. ap. Le\na<

oL i. pp. 550, 657
; Hailes, vol. ii. p. 23a

Ryrner Feed. vol. iv. p. 818.
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of the Earl of March, it was defended by his

conn ii'ss, a daughter of the illustrious Thomas Ran-

dolph, Earl of Moray, whose lofty patriotism and

indomitable courage she appears to have inherited.

Though Salisbury assailed the castle with the best

constructed military engines of the period, and en-

couraged his soldiers by heading the detachments

who attempted to storm it, Black Agnes, as the

countess was commonly called, from her complex-

ion, continued, during five months, to defy his ut-

-nml gallant
most eff rts ' Her vigilance, self-

t 01' Black possession, and contempt of dan-

ger, were united to a rude, but

biting wit, which, while it animated the garrison,

to have greatly annoyed the besiegers.

"When the stones, thrown from the English engines,

struck the walls, she ordered one of her maidens,

with a white napkin to wipe off the dust, in deri-

sion of their vain attempts on her impregnable
castle.* Salisbury himself was atone time nearly

captured by a well-laid stratagem. Confiding in

the sincerity of a soldier in the garrison, who pre-

tended to betray the fortress to the English, the !

carl came at midnight to the gate, which was left
\

open, and the portcullis drawn up. John Copland,
one of his attendants, pressed hastily before him,

on which the portcullis was suddenly lowered and

the retainer was made prisoner instead of his lord,

who, much to the disappointment of the Scots,

succeeded in making his escape,f Among other

engines, Salisbury employed the formidable machine

called a sow, (so famous in the siege of Berwick,)
in order to effect a breach in the citadel, by under-

mining the wails. As the huge engine advanced,

Agnes saluted the Earl with the taunting rhyme,
Beware, Montagow,
For farrow shall thy sow !

und almost at the same moment a mass of rock,

which had been kept in readiness, was hurled

against the sow, dashing it to pieces, and killing
or wounding the greater part of the soldiers who
were concealed within. Salisbury, though con-

stantly baffled by this high-spirited woman, seems

to have regarded her with a cliivalrous admiration,
which found expression in the quaint pleasantry
of the times. Riding near the walls one day,

accompanied by a knight clothed in armour of

proof, an arrow, shot by a Scottish archer, named
William Spens, pierced through the chained mail-

coat of the wearer, though it consisted of three

folds, and struck him dead from his horse at the

feet of the carl. " There goes one of my lady's

tire-pins," said Montague ;

" the Countess's love-

shafts pierce to the heart." Foiled in all his

attempts to storm the castle, Salisbury converted

the siege into a strict blockade, and with the assist-

ance of a large fleet, so completely environed the

fortress that its brave defenders were nearly fa-

mished. But Sir Alexander Ramsay, of Dalhousie,

availing himself of a dark night, sailed from the

in a light vessel filled with provisions and

Wyntown, vol. ii. pp. 207, 208.
t Ibid. p. 211

; Fovdun, book xiii. chap. xli.

193

manned with forty resolute soldiers, and after paw-
ing, unnoticed, the English fleet, entered the castle

by a gate near the sea. Animated by this welcome
reinforcement, the garrison made a sudden and
vigorous sally on the besiegers, driving in their
advanced guards. The English at last withdrew
from Dunbar, where for nineteen weeks the hero-
ism of a woman had defied a *,.! to

powerful army, assisted by the best compelled to HUM
military engines of the day, and lht! ''&"

led by one of the bravest and most experienced of
the English nobles. The failure of this enter-

prise was regarded as highly dishonourable to tho
national arms.*

On the departure of Salisbury for the South,
the regent, Sir Andrew Moray, assisted by the

knight of Liddesdale and Ramsay of Dalhousic,
prosecuted the war with vigour and success. At-
tacked by the fierce bands of the Scots, who had
become skilful in partisan warfare, the English
were driven from the open country, and sought
shelter in those fortresses which still remained in
their hands. The retention even of these became

daily more difficult, as the reinforcements of men
and arms which Edward could spare for Scotland
were frequently intercepted by the enemy, who
lost no opportunity of attack or surprise. In these

encounters the Scots were generally successful.

The Knight of Liddesdale drove

the English from Teviotdale, cap- <JlffSff
tured Sir John Stirling at the head of Liddesdale

of five hundred men-at-arms, in- an(^ s 'r Alex"

tercepted a convoy of provisions
'

on its way to Hermitage, and succeeded in reduc-

ing that fortress
; defeated Roland de Vaux, and

in a fierce and repeatedly-renewed engagement
with Sir Lawrence Aberncthy, a Scotsman in the

interest of Baliol, succeeded at the fourth encoun-

ter in capturing the knight and dispersing his fol-

lowers,f Sir Alexander Ramsay emulated tho

bravery of Douglas, and with equal success. At
the head of a body of knights and soldiers whom
his fame as a daring and skilful warrior had drawn
around him,}: he sallied from the crags and caves

of Hawthornden, in the neighbourhood of Edin-

burgh, inflicting great damage on the enemy, and

driving them into the adjoining fortress. Embold-
ened by success, he penetrated into Northumber-

land, and wasted the country with fire and sword,

carrying off
1

much booty and many prisoners.

Knighton, p. 2570; Walsingham, p. 130; Hailes, ToL
ii. p. 244, and note. Wyntown says the English minstrels

made songs in praise of the courage and perseverance of

Black Agnes. He gives, as a specimen, the following lines,

which have been somewhat modernised by Sir Walter

Scott :

" She kept a stir in tower and trench,

That brawling, boisterous Scottish wench ;

Came I early, came I late,

I found Agnes at the gate."

Wyntown, rol. ii. p. 213.

t Fordun, book xiii. chap. xliv.

+ Fordun says, that to be of Alexander Ramsay's band

was considered as a branch of military education requisite

for all young gentlemen who meant to excel in arm*.

Hailes, vol. ii. p. 245, not*.

C C
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Q of these predatory inroads, he

t Pnmen, near Work Castle, by

__ ad other barons, at the head of a

Area. Btnaajt by a feigned retreat, led

cs into aa ambush, and, after capturing

se>eepletely defeated
them that scarcely

sters in the open field were

i varied and relieved, in

~^j Bag.
the spirit of the times, by tourna-

ments or jousts, between the Eng-

lish and Scottwh knights. Henry
en Earl of Derby, afterwards King

Heavy IV. of England, having heard of the gallant

zyesits f the Knight of I.iddesdale, sent him a

aartwM atttotion to nm three courses with him.

la the Int amuejilaT. Douglas was wounded in the

hejsi by a ayliutarof kitown lance, and was obliged

is* i*eisft the contest The earl then requested

to hold a tilting-match at

Bffwiek.twtsrtyugeJnst twenty. The invitation was

at sm iinphl by the Scottish knight. On the

aemmumd day, when Ramsay and his companions
same to Beieiha, they were received and hospi-

itarlnmed by the earl, who inquired of

in what manner of armour the knights
tilt together. "With shields of plate," f

arid KasMST. - Ah ! sire,* said Derby,
" we shall

gam fifth praise if we tilt in such armour, for no
m wffl be able to injure another

; if you like, let

rather net the amour which we wear in battle,
m ehaO we gain high renown." "

By my faith,"

Nflad Ramsay.
-

it shall like us to 'fight in our
kwties alone, if such be your pleasure ?"

"
Nay,"

** **rt> iiliiimtly.
-

that is too hard, truly."
* j*1**"! Insted three days, and turned out a

time. Two of"the English knights
nd John de Hay, one of the ScottishA' hie wounds on the way home

;

ay was struck through his hel-
1"* < epBnter of which remained in

wdthe helmet to his head. A
nnlahr brought,who heard him con-

am, ami shrived him without the helmet
Lo! here is t fair right," said

.

" a (hirer eight may no man

,^T1" **"* "' 8hrift in KS
hall pam out of this life, may
>d me such an

ending." When
' " waa or, Mr Ahncan

"

Then William
hkfc< ad deeJaied he should

hrt tout hearts these men
' of the earLt Wyn-* incident, does not

knight, who had recently arrived from the conti-

nent, having heard of this jousting, hastent-d to

Berwick. On his arrival, an English baron, named
Richard Talbot, requested to run three courses

with him, and was wounded in the encounter, the

lance of his opponent having pierced through the

two breastplates which he wore, and sunk an inch

into his breast.* If Talbot had been armed according
to agreement, he would have been killed on the spot.

Graham was then invited to supper, and, in the

midst of the entertainment, a comely English

knight,
" that seemed stout, baith bald and wycht,"

courteously begged to have a joust with him.
" Dost thou ask to joust with me ?" replied Graham;
"
rise early in the morning, and hear mass, and

confess your sins, and you will soon be delivered."

This was spoken in jest, but it proved time, for on

the ensuing morning Graham ran the knight through
the body with his lance, and he died on the spot.f

In awarding the prizes, it was settled by the

heralds that the English knights should decide

which of the Scots had behaved most valiantly, and

that the Scottish knights should, in like manner,
decide respecting the valour of the English. The

heralds expressed their satisfaction with the

awards, and the Earl of Derby showed great muni-

ficence in his entertainment of the knights, and in

the distribution of gifts and prizes.}:

About this period, Scotland sustained a heavy
loss in the death of Sir Andrew Death of the

Moray, the regent, who died at his regent-

castle of Avoch, in Ross, to -which he had shortly

before retired, feeling himself sinking under the

infirmities of age and the incessant toil of warfare.

This veteran patriot, the last of the great Scottish

commanders in the War of Independence, had the

high honour to be the friend of Wallace and the

brother-in-law of Brace, and, during a career of

forty years, showed himself worthy of that honour-

able alliance. " He was," says "\Vyntown,
" a lord

of great bounty, of sober and
. ,. .

J
, . ,. . his character,

cnaste liie, wise and upright in

council, liberal and generous, remarkably devout

and charitable, stout, hardy, and courageous.'
is censured by Fordun for the manner in which IK-

waged war, desolating the country, and reducing
the inhabitants to the extremities of famine,

the historian himself admits that this is not to

be ascribed to the natural disposition of Morr.;>
" was a just and beneficent person ;" and in burn-

ing the open country before the enemy, the

only followed the lesson of defensive war which

he had learned from Bruce. His intrepidity anc

coolness in the midst of great danger were con

spicuously displayed.^} while his lofty principle
and pure and inflexible patriotism, caused him, lik

his great compatriot, to spurn every offer made t<

induce him to follow the example of the time

serving nobles, who sacrificed the independence
o

their country to save their own lives and i

Wyntown, vol. ii. p. 224.
*

Ibid. p. 225, 226.

II Fordun, book xiii. chap. xliiL

+ Ibid. p. 224.

Ibid. p.
217.

See ante, p.
l:'-
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He was interred in the chapel of Rosemartin, but

his body was afterwards conveyed to Dunfcrmlinc,

and deposited in the Abbey Church, beside the

hallowed remains of Bruce and Randolph.

Moray was succeeded in the office of regent by
The Steward Robert, the Steward of Scotland,

elected liegeut. who soon showed himself worthy
of the important trust. The first act of the new

governor was to send the Knight of Liddesdale to

solicit assistance from the French court.* He then

commenced the siege of Perth a place of great

importance, as it had been the head-quarters of the

English for many years, and the seat of Baliol's

government. Edward had expended vast sums of

money in strengthening the fortifications of the town,
and hud intrusted its defence to Thomas Ughtred,
a veteran leader, who had acquired great experi-
ence in the Scottish wars. The siege had continued

and cap- for ten weeks, during which little

ture oi' Perth
progress had been made in the re-

duction of the town, when the Knight of Liddes-

dale returned from France, bringing with him five

sln'ps of war, under the command of a skilful officer

named Hugh Hautpyle, and having on board a

body of men-at-arms, led by Arnold de Audeneham,
afterwards a marshal of France,t the Lord of

Garencieres, and two esquires, Giles de la Huse
and John de Bracy. Hautpyle, with his ships,
seized the English vessels which brought pro-
visions to the garrison, and cut them off from all

relief. At this juncture, the besieging army was

I powerfully reinforced by the accession of William

Bullock, a bold and able ecclesiastic, who had, at

one time, been chancellor to Baliol, but now brought
his powerful talents and uncommon genius for war
to the aid of the popular cause. Bullock, it has been

justly said, was one of those churchmen who loved

the battle-field, or the political scenes of the

cabinet, better than mass or matins. He had been
intrusted by Baliol with the charge of the strong

le of Cupar, which he successfully defended

against the late regent ; but he was now induced,

by the bribe of an ample grant of lands, to renounce
the English interest, and to deliver up the fortress

intrusted to his charge.J His indomitable courage
and military experience were of great service in

pressing the siege of Perth, which was still obsti-

nately defended by the English garrison. The

Knight of Liddesdale was dangerously wounded,
and Alexander Boyd and John Stirling, who com-
manded the Scottish archers, were slain. But the
Earl of Ross collected a body of miners, who, by
leans of a subterranean excavation, diverted the
rater from the fosse, and laid bare the walls.

1'reparations were now made to storm the town,
Jut, in the midst of these operations, an eclipse of
e sun took place, and filled the minds both of the

besieging army and of the garrison with great

terror.* Bullock, however, showed the hardihood
of his character by taking advantage of tho

darkness to advance his military engine* close to

the wall, to be in readiness for the assault. Bui
the governor had at length lost all hope of relief,

and capitulated upon honourable terms. He and
his soldiers were allowed to retire into England,
where his conduct was made the subject of a parlia-

mentary inquiry, which terminated in his acquittal
of all blame,f
The Steward having thus made himself master

of Perth, proceeded to besiege the nd of

castle of Stirling, which also Stirling.

yielded to his avms.f Baliol, intimidated by these

successes, fled for refuge into England. He was

hospitably received at Morholm by his kinswoman,
Christiana de Lindsay, "who entertained liim," says
the Chronicle of Lanercost,

" with divers solaces

and festivities, and he promised her, if he should

chance to prosper in his enterprise, great lands and

revenues in Scotland, which belonged to her here-

ditarily from ancient times." His interest in Scot-

hind, however, was now almost totally annihilated,

and of all the English conquests in that country

nothing remained except the fortresses of Edin-

burgh, Jedburgh, Roxburgh, and Lochmaben, with

a few inconsiderable strengths in their vicinity.

In the mean time Scotland was suffering

severely from a terrible famine Famine in

which broke out, and continued for Scotland.

several years. In consequence of the ravages

committed by both parties during the war, the

land was left uncultivated, and the people were,

to a great extent, dependent for support on the

supply of provisions surreptitiously imported from

England. According to Wyntown, the district

around Perth was entirely laid waste, and con-

tained neither house for man nor harbour for cattle.

The wild deer came down from the mountains, and

roamed undisturbed in the vicinity of the town.

Many of the inhabitants fled from the country in

despair. Numbers of the poorer classes were con-

strained by hunger to feed upon the raw nuts and

acorns which they gathered in the. woods, or to

devour substances most abhorrent to human

nature; and it is even said that some miserable

creatures were driven by want and
Cannibalism-

miseiy to prey on human flesh.

Wyntown, a sober and trustworthy writer, speaks

of one horrid wretch, called Christian of tie Cleik,

Wyntown, vol. ii. p. 234. This old chronicler remark*,

with great simplicity,
" Bot had they knawyn the canse all

That garrs sic ecclippis fall,

They suld noucht have had abayssmg ;

!
and he then proceeds to explain this natural phenomenon

fot manner which shows that it must bare been but un-

I perfectly understood even in his day.

'

Forilun. book xiii. chap. xlv. ,

,.Q
d* ; Froissart, vol. i. chap, xxxiv.; Wyntown, vol ii.

'

soldier, in mo
3, calls Hautpyle

" a sturdy reiver of the sea." and falling
"

t\

Ibid. p. 232
; Fordnn, book xiii. chap. xlv. Wyntown, vol. ii. p. 271.
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or book, with which he seized!" """t ^
-,

y- j^rtja^, who sed to set traps for women and

aa if tor wild beasts, and subsisted on

was followed by its natural

; a pestilence swept the land,

thousands of the enfeebled

aaawsw
Ifcese horrors were somewhat alleviated by the

'
ia* ef the English from the country. Order

to to n tatihlhhfd. and the operations of

In the language of

once more seen at the

ad priests
at the altar. But this breath-

wJ too brief to heal the wounds of the

War saddcnly broke out again with

farjr.
Great preparations were made by

to carry on with vigour their opera-

Seotiaad, and many of the great

.jok to raise considerable numbers of

to serre in person against the Scots.

Acts, however, the patriots

d, and the important castle

^ of Edinburgh fell into their hands

by a stratagem devised by Wil-

liam Bollock, and executed by the

Knight of Liddesdale and Su-

itor procured one William Curry,
1 of Dundee, to bring his vessel into

ad ia the assumed character of an

, to make an offer to the governor
rf the c*s(ie to "apply the garrison with wine and
wheat. The eaVwM accepted; and as Curry pre-
taaiai to to afraid that he might be intercepted by

ssta, he obtained permission to convev his

fsa4s toto the castle at an early hour in the morn-
*** *^* of the night Douglas concealed
*ssf with a aarty of his men among the ruins

sf WMM adjarrnt to the castle, and at day-
ft dur\, and Sir Simon Fraser,

/ the ost rwolutrwolutc of his followers,
er their armour, presented

it* with barrels and~ ^* " * vai i cio UI1U

t* tontain wine and provisions

the
drawbridge, and ad-
outer court, when the

his attendants
instantly

J. stabbed the porter, and
d the

inner-gate of the
* and hampers in the

**
.

lk
".f-t e**W no* * hnt, or the

were all put to the sword except the governor, Sir

Richard Limosin, and six esquires. The command

of the castle -was intrusted to a natural brother of

the Knight of Liddesdale.*

The Scottish leaders, having now succeeded i

expelling the enemy almost en- Return of the

tirely from the country, deemed it young king to

advisable that King David, who Scotland.

had for nine years been an exile in a foreign land,

should return to his own dominions. The youthful

king accordingly embarked with his consort, and

landed in safety at Inverbervie, on the 4th of June,

1341, where he was enthusiastically welcomed by
his subjects. David was now in his eighteenth

year, and began to exhibit a character very unlike

that of his heroic father. He was headstrong,
violent in his passions, and immoderately fond of

pleasure, a propensity probably acquired by his

education at the court of France; and, though

possessed of a goodly person and considerable

intrepidity, he was quite unfitted for the govern-
ment of a country like Scotland, and ignorant of

the character of the fierce and turbulent barons

over whom he was called to rule. A lamentable

proof of this occurred shortly after the arrival of

the young king in his own dominions. The gallant

Sir Alexander Ramsay, of Dalhousie, captured the

important fortress of Roxburgh in a night attack ;

and David, as a fitting reward for this gallant

exploit, conferred upon him the government of

the castle and the sheriffdom of the county. The

Knight of Liddesdale, who then Crue] mnnler of

held the office of sheriff, was deeply Sir Ale:;

offended by this imprudent act, Rams-ay,

and immediately resolved to revenge himself upon

Ramsay, who had been his friend and companion
in arms. Having, by a pretended reconciliation,

thrown Sir Alexander off his guard, Douglas led

a band of soldiers to Hawick, where the new
sheriff was holding his court in the church, at-

tacked and dispersed his few attendants, wounded
his unsuspecting victim in attempting a vain

ancc, and throwing him bleeding across a horse,

carried him, through many a wild bog and moun-
tain path, to his solitary castle of Hermit;

among the morasses of Liddesdale, where he

thrust him into a dungeon, and left him to perish
of hunger. It is said that there was a granary
above his place of confinement, and that somr

grains of corn falling through the crevices in the

floor, enabled him to linger out a miserable exist-

ence for seventeen days, until death put an end to

Wyntown, vol. ii. pp. 239243; Fordun, book xiii.

chp. xlyii. ; Froissart, vol. i. chap. Ivi. AVviHown, who iv-

l-'t'-s this exploit in a very graphic manner, and with gTvut
minuteness of detail, says that Curry and his men had
their beards shaven when they presented themselves at the

castle gate ; from which we may infer that at this period the

Scots retained the ancient practice of wearing their beards,
which the English, in accordance with the Norman fashion,
liad shaved ever since the time of William the Conqueror,
ihe kings alone retained the beard as a mark of dignitywd distinction. See notes to Wvntown's Chronicle,

p. S16.
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his sufferings.* The young king was deeply indig-

nant at this atrocious crime; but such was the

weakness of his government, that he was obliged

not only to pardon the savage murderer, but to

bestow upon him the office which had led to the

]
it-rpct ration of the crime. According to Wyn-
town. Douglas owed his pardon to the intercession

of tlu' High Steward. " It is scarcely possible,"

ivs Scott,
" to give a more deplorable instance of

a wretched times in which the great stood

\c all law, human and divine, and indulged

ir furious passions, not only with impunity, but

h an enlarged scope to their ambition. Neither

the act of cruelty attended with any blot

n his fame, since the Knight of Liddesdale,

who, before Ramsay's murder, had been distin-

guished by the splendid title of the Flower of

Chivalry, continued to retain it after that atrocious

transaction."

About this time a fate similar to that of Ramsay
.iblefate

overtook William Bullock, the

i-f William able but versatile ecclesiastic who
Bollock. deserted the cause of Baliol, and

assisted so powerfully in the capture of Perth.

Ikiving, from some cause or other, lost the confi-

dence of the king, he was suddenly seized by David

dc Berkeley, stript of his high offices, and thrown

into the dungeon of the castle of Lochendorb, in

Moray, and there, like Ramsay, starved to death.

An ancient Scottish historian, who evidently re-

garded Bullock as an innocent and oppressed man,
makes this melancholy remark on his fate :

" It is

nn old saying, that neither the wealthy nor the

valiant, nor even the wise, can long flourish in

Scotland, for envy obtaincth the mastery over them

all."t There is reason to believe, however, that

this intriguing ecclesiastic had been detected in a

traitorous correspondence with the English, and
that his fate was not wholly unmerited.

In the mean while the war with England still

continued to rage, and the frontiers of both countries

were disturbed and devastated by mutual incur-

sions, which led to no decisive result. A two years'
truce was at length concluded, which was to termi-

nate at Martinmas, 1346. At this period, the Eng-
lish monarch tampered with the Knight of Lid-

"
JTo was the greatest menyd (lamented) man
That any could have thought on than
Ui'liis state, or of more by far,
All nienyt him baith hotter and waur (worse),
The ryche and puir him menyde baith

For of his dede (death) was meikle skaith."

\Vyntown, vol. ii. p. 2M.
Xeavly four hundred and fifty years after the murder of

this noble and gallant patriot, a mason employed in build-

ng a dike, in the neighbourhood of Hermitage, laid open
\ ault, about eight feet square, in the east end of the
He descended into it by a ladder, and found, amid
1

chafi', some human bones, along -with the remains

ile, a large bridle-bit, and an ancient sword. These

njectured, and with great probability, to mark the
M'ult us the place of Ramsay's death.

Statist. Ace. of Scotland.

'iirdun, book xiii. chap. i. Berkeley himself was not
-itcr waylaid and assassinated by John de St. Michael,

j

- thy instigation of the Knight of Liddesdale. This fact

strengthens the supposition thai Bullock and Douglas were
rartics to a plot for the restoration of Baliol to the throne.

desdale, and succeeded in seducing him from his

allegiance. Henry dc Percy, Muu- Treachery of
rice de Berkeley, and Thomas dc the KniKht of

Lucy, were appointed commis- Liddeadale.

sioners by Edward, with full powers
"
to treat of

and to conclude a treaty with William Douglas, to
receive him into our faith, peace, and amity, and
to secure him in a reward."* Douglas appears to
have held repeated private meetings with Baliol
and the English commissioners, and to have ac-

cepted of the terms which they offered ; but, from
some unknown cause, the conspiracy was laid aside
for the time, and Douglas, probably with the view
of clearing himself from all suspicion of treachery,
in violation of the truce made a furious incursion
into England, and burnt the towns of Carlisle and
Penrith. The English king was at this time ab-

sent in France, carrying on the Kin ,, Davi(l

siege of Calais, and David was prepares to

induced by the urgent entreaty of invade England.

the French monarch to renew the war.f He
accordingly assembled a numerous army at Perth,
for the purpose of invading England. A strong

body of troops, from the Highlands and islands ot

Scotland, appeared at the place of rendezvous; but

a deadly feud, which existed between Reginald, or

Ronald of the Isles, and the Earl of Ross, led to the

assassination of the island chief in the monastery
of Elcho, at the instigation of the carl; and the

assassin, with his numerous retainers, dreading the

royal vengeance, retired from the host and sought

refuge in the mountains. The men of the isles,

indignant at the murder of their chief, returned

home in confusion, so that the king found his

army much diminished in number. J

David, however, though he possessed little of his

father's judgment, or military Capture of

skill, yet exhibited the hereditary Liddcll Castle.

valour of his house, and determined to proceed on

his expedition. He entered England by the

western frontier, and stormed a fortress called the

Moat of Liddell, which was held by "Walter

Selby, the celebrated freebooter, who, along with

Gilbert Middleton, at the instigation of King Ro-

bert Bruce, waylaid and plundered the Bishop of

Durham and the two cardinals, who were com-

missioned to publish the Papal sentence of excom-

munication against the Scottish king. David put

the garrison to the sword- and ordered the governor

to be beheaded. The Knight of Liddesdale now

recommended a retreat, but this judicious advice

was rejected by the king, through the jca!

appears, of the other barons, who imputed it to the

selfishness of Douglas.
" You have c :n idu :

self," said they,
"
by the spoils of the English, am

now you wish to deprive us of our shore in t J

plunder. Never have we had such an opportumt;

of taking vengeance on our enemies. Edward and

his chief leaders are absent, and we liavc u

Foed. vol. v. p. 379.

f Walsingham, p. !<*

+ Fordun, book MY. chap- !

See ante, p. 1-48.
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except ecclesiastics and base

[CHAP. XI.

| aaeerdiufly proceeded
on his enterprise,

nttward to Hcxham, plundering and

, fa whole country with merciless

Em the Mered patrimony of St. Cuth-

ff the general devastation, al-

w to a monkish historian, the saint

to thelBeottih king in a night vision,

_trd kirn to abstain from the sacrilegious

TW Bffrtt marched through the bishopric of

carrying ererjrwhere rapine and ruin,

tgth encamped at a place called Beaure-

Bear-park), within a short distance of

ike city of Durham, Meanwhile, unknown to

thcav the great northern barons of England, Percy,

Maagrare, 8crope, and Hastings, with

thousand, came -within sight. Sir John de Graham,
an experienced leader, foreseeing Battle cf

the fatal consequences which Neville's Cross.

would ensue, if the English were allowed to fix

their arrows, entreated the king to permit him to

charge the archers in flank with a body of cavalry.
" Give me," he said,

" but oiie hundred horse, and

I will disperse them all."
* But David, forgetting

the success which attended a similar movement at

the battle of Bannockburn, refused the request.
" To

confess the truth," says Fordun,
" Graham could

not procure a single horseman on that service." f In

this crisis, Sir John attacked the archers at the

head of his own followers, but they were far

too few to make any impression, and were

beaten off. Their brave leader had his horse shot

under him, and with difficulty escaped to the main

Mfal. the ex-king of Scotland, had assem- ; army
hied their letaineis to repel the invaders; and,

mntorced by the church vassals of the Archbishops

of Canterbury and York, and the Bishops of Dur-

haav CkrKale, and Lincoln, and by ten thousand

who were about to join the forces of Ed-

CabJa, hat were countermanded in this

they marched against the Scots, at

the head af aa army of thirty thousand men. They
had a*w reached Bishop-Auckland, only six miles

dfetaat from the Seettiah camp ; and on the morn-

f of the 17th October, marching towards Sunder-

hWd, they came upon the Knight of Liddesdale,

he, ilh a itrong body of men-at-arms, was

advBajefaae, tor the puipose of forage, and uncx-
Metfrr fond himself in presence of the whole

Eafleh army, at a place called Ferry of the Hill.

Aa hie form wave totally inadequate to make a
elaad. he atteejptad to avoid an encounter

; but his
eaejadraa wee pareaed, attacked, and routed, with

e hundred men, and he, with the
MB drnstoo, with

difficulty escaped to
i body of the army, and gave the alarm,f

HathiBf the unexpected intelligence that the

my ware upon them, the Scottish forces were
I up in three dirisJons. David him-

bf cretr, the right wing was commanded
Maray and the Knight of Liddes-

Steward and the Earl of
If position waa rery unfavourable,

aa intersected by inclosures and
tad the divisions, and ren-
ihm duly to support each

had
scarcely been made,

m, to the number of twenty

I

tor the

he. the

The English began the attack on the right wing
of the Scots, commanded by the Earl of Moray.
The deadly shower of arrows flew thick as hail.

and the men-at-arms and the bill-men charged

through the gaps in the Scottish line, caused by the

numerous inclosures which intersected the ground,
and interrupted their system of defence. At length

Moray fell, and the Knight of Liddesdale was taken

prisoner, and the division, thus deprived of its

leaders, was thrown into disorder and took to flight.

The English then attacked the centre, where the

king commanded in person, both in front and upon
the left flank,whichwas nowuncovered by the defeat

of the right wing. In spite of every disadvantage,

however, the contest was obstinately maintained for

three hours, and amid the furious charges of the men-

at-arms, and the slaughter of the unerring shafts cf

the English bowmen, David, although severely

wounded by two arrows, fought bravely :

midst of his nobles, who fell fast around him, au.1

continued to the last to encourage his few E

ing officers. At length, a Northumbrian knigh:
named John Copland, in a hand-to- Defeat of the

hand struggle with him, in which S<

two of his teeth were knocked ture of the Wag.

out by the king's dagger, disarmed ]'av!

made lam prisoner.}: On the fall of the

banner, the left wing of the Scots, commanded b'

the Steward and the Earl of March, despai:

being able to retrieve the battle, or to res;

king, withdrew from the field, and succet.

making good their retreat. The escape o.

powerful nobles was a most fortunate cvi

their country ;
but there is every reason to :

that David regarded it as a wilful leaving <

to his fate, and that it enkindled in his bos<

ing resentment against the Steward. Along v.

king there were made prisoners, the Earls of F

Menteith, Sutherland, and "\Vigton, and fift<

barons and knights ; while the Earls of Moray an

Strathern, David de la Haye, the i

Scotland, Keith the Marshal, Chartres the Hig

Fordnn, book sir. chap. iii.

t Wyntown, vol. ii. p. 202.

J Ibid. p. 2tJ4.
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Chancellor, Peebles the Lord Chamberlain, and

thirty other nobles, and about fifteen thousand

common soldiers, were left on the fatal field.*

" That day," says an old English historian,
" would

have been the last of the obstinate rebellion of the

had the English, neglecting the spoil and

the making of captives, urged the pursuit of the

fugitives, and cut off from the land of the living

that nation which has ever been rebellious.''!

The Scottish king was conveyed to London,

shortly after his capture, by an escort of twenty
thousand men-at-arms. An old English chronicler

mentions that he was mounted on a tall black

horse, that he might be seen by all the people, and

tluit the civic authorities, and the different com-

panies of the city, clothed in their appropriate

dresses, took part in the procession.J The captive

,, niKi prince was conducted to the Tower,
cruel conduct where, with a mean and ungene-
of Edward. rous parsimony, Edward compelled

him and the rest of the prisoners to maintain them-

;it their own expense. In farther imitation

of the conduct of his grandfather, Edward I., he

brought two of his noble captives, the Earls of

Mentdth and Fife, to trial, on the ground that

they had joined the party of Bruce ufter having
sworn fealty to Baliol. Along with the commis-

sion for trying the prisoners, he transmitted to the

judges a scroll of the sentence of condemnation,

previously fixed by himself and his privy council.

As a matter of course, the court, thus instructed in

its duty, convicted both earls of high treason.

Mcnteith was executed with all the shocking bar-

barities sanctioned by tho English law of treason,

and his members were distributed over the king-
dom. The Earl of Fhe, whose mother was the

niece of Edward I., had. his life spared, from his

relationship to the royal family of England.
The calamitous defeat of Neville's Cross brought

;uencesof the Scottish nation to the very
the l.uttle of brink of ruin. The strong for-

Je's Cross.
trcsseg of Hoxi^.gh and Hermi7

tage immediately surrendered, and the whole coun-

try south of the Forth was at once abandoned to

the enemy..| Edward, looking upon Scotland as

at length completely subdued, laid aside the pre-
tence of supporting the claims of Baliol to the

crown, and appointed the English barons, Lucy,
Dacrc, and Umfraville, to receive the homage which
it was supposed the Scots were now willing to pay
to the English monarch himself. But these ex-

pectations were speedily found to be premature.
Though cast down, the Scottish people were not in

ir. The nobles, who had escaped from the
-

toward is field of Neville's Cross, appointed
cted regent, the High Steward, the heir of the

throne, to the office of guardian of the kingdom ;

nd, in this season of confusion and dismay, he

1
ir.lnn, book siv. chap. iii. ; Kni^hton, p. 2590.

J alsingham, p. 107
; Hailes. vol. ii. p. 267.

Knighton, p. 2592
; Ibid.

i Foed. vol. v. p. 549.
H Wjntown, vol.-ii. p. 265

; Fordun, book. siv. chap. vi.

exerted himself to maintain tho liberties of hit

country, with a prudence and resolution worthy
of his illustrious descent.* His efforts were power-
fully seconded by William, Lord Douglas, nephew
of the Good Sir James, who at this critical period
returned from France, where he had been bred to

arms, and with the hereditary valour of his house,
succeeded in expelling the English from Douglaa-
dale, and, in the course of time, from Ettrick Furuit
and Teviotdale.f
The English monarch was anxious to follow up

his successes by vigorous measures, for the com-

plete subjugation of Scotland ; and with a view to

collect funds for the payment of his army, he seized
all the ecclesiastical lands belonging to the clergy
who were hostile to the English interest, and
resumed all the estates in Scotland which had been

granted to natives of England. But, fortunately
for the interests of the Scottish people, his barons

could not be prevailed upon to aid him in a renewal
of hostilities

;
and he was reluctantly compelled to

consent to a truce with the Steward, which was
renewed from time to time for six years. The ob-

ject of Edward seems to have been to fill his coffers

with a large ransom for his royal prisoner and the

noble captives taken at Durham, and to obtain

possession of the Scottish throne by secret intrigues
and negotiations, since he had failed in open war.

With this view David was treated David revisits

with kindness, and was even per- Scotland on

mitted to revisit his own dominions "a P*'6

upon parole, and on giving seven noble youths as

hostages for his return witlu'n a limited period4
There is reason to fear that the king's impatience
for his restoration to freedom, made him willing to

surrender the rights and liberties of his country.
He appears even to have taken some steps for that

purpose; and there yet remain two instruments in

which David recognizes the Xing of England as

his lord paramount, and agrees to take the oath of

homage. From some mysterious instructions given

to the English commissioners, it would seein that

David's temporary liberation had been conceded

mainly for the purpose of promoting the views of

Edward, in regard to this important point; and

that the commissioners were em- _!,;,, treachery

powered to extend the term of to the libcrtim

absence allowed to the Scottish
ofh

king, if they should think this likely to subsenre

the interests of England. According to an old

English historian, David engaged to procure the

acquiescence of his people in the long-contested

claim of feudal superiority ;
but the nation refined

to listen to the proposal for a moment, and de-

clared, with one voice, that they would willingly

pay the ransom of their sovereign, but they would

never agree, for any consideration, to barter tho

independence of their country. David was there-

fore reluctantly compelled to return to his captiyity.

* Fordtui, book xiv. chnp. vi.

+ Wyntown, vol. ii. TV- '-iW, 270.

} Feed. vol. v. pp. 724, 727.

Knighton, p. 2003 ; Dailes, TO!, ii p. 873.
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it, a dreadful pestilence,

"which bad for several years swept

through Europe, at last reached

earned off immense numbers of the

The historians of all countries," says

^Halsa, -prak with horror of this pestilence,

a wider range, and proved more de-

i any calamity of that nature known

of iw*" kind." It is calculated

one-third of the inhabitants

| Ml rietuns to its ravages, aggravated,

tkrr most have been, by the desolating war

nek had so long raged in that country.*

Whflo ajBtialinni were carrying on between

Edward and the Scottish king for

the surrender of the independence

of jffti**"1 ,
the Knight of Liddes-

also been taken prisoner at the

of Net-file's Cross, was induced to purchase

liberty at the expense of his honour, and to

aVefc the fsir bate of his former achievements

by transferring to the English monarch that alle-

fianse and daty which he owed to his country.

Benin i i into ft secret treaty with Edward, by
whs* he boand himself to allow the English to

pass anwlestcd through his estates at all times

and far all pniposts; neither openly nor secretly

to grv* eeaaaal or aid toJus own country, or to

any other nation, against the king of England ;

and to harp on foot a body of men for his service.

In titarn far this not of base treachery he was
aerated from prison, and received from Edward a

front of the territory of Liddesdale and the castle

f Hirarirags, with SOBM possessions in the interior

of AaaanaaJe.!
* Thus in an evil hour," to use the

hagam of Lord HaOes,
- did Sir William Douglas

at oaae anneal the merit of former achievements,
"* *he possession of a precarious inheritance,

taajaall his nanw to posterity in the roll of time-
a and traitor*." But his treachery was
f avovremi, and his intrigues entirely de-

* Hniaiii Lord William Douglas,** * e*aeeted to gain over to his dark
ftar his return from England,
he was hunting in Ettrick
** * was waylaid and slain

place called Galscford, be-
the Yarrow.! The contem-

eerfbe this wkked deed cither
to revenge for the foul

aavey aad of Sir Darid
Berkeley. It

fe^tfiiV^SS^TW
JSLtl iss^^^-Eiiil;

TlrfJ^Tj*** psslUsnss wktefa sJLw all

^KtZAJ^X ta -" * *

I ei *jwl ^".riSzl* "!**
iMMMMcUr.. '

' '''

.tank

is probable, however, that his treachery to his

country, and his attempt to deprive his kinsman

and chief of his patrimonial inheritance of Liddes-

dale and Hermitage Castle, led to his violent end.

In spite of his courage and great military talents,

and the services which he had rendered to his

country, his selfishness and ambition, and the re-

peated and atrocious murders of which he had

been guilty, must have deprived him of ail

pathy.
" The bloody and deceitful man shall not

live half his days."
Meanwhile David had made various unsuccessful

attempts to obtain his liberty, and
xegotiations for

negotiations for this object were the ransom of

repeatedly begun and broken off. the k^S-

The Scottish nobles and people appear to have

felt some reluctance to make great sacrifices

to procure the liberation of a prince addicted to

low pleasures, and who, by his attachment to the

interests of the English monarch, had deservedly
become an object of suspicion and distrust to his

own countrymen. At length, however, a tivaty

was agreed upon at Newcastle (July, 1354.) in

which the king's ransom was fixed at the enormous

sum of ninety thousand marks, to be paid in nine

years, at the rate of ten thousand marks annually.*

But before the treaty was ratified a brave French

knight, Eugene de Garencieres, arrived upon a

mission from the court of France with a small but

select body of knights and esquires, and a sum of

forty thousand moutons of gold.f which were to be

distributed among the Scottish nobles on condition

of their breaking off the treaty and renewing the

I
war with England.

" The Scots," says Fordun,
i

" often for a penny lose a shilling." The negotia-
1 tions for the ransom of the king had been pecu-

liarly unpopular with the patriotic party in Scot-

; land, who considered the sum de- xhe in

|

manded for his liberation exor- broken off.

bitant, and his return to the country an event

rather to be deprecated than desired. They there-

fore lent a ready ear to the representatives of

Garencieres, and were easily induced by him to

adopt a course which was attended " with receiving

money instead of that which involved their own

p. 143, has preserved a single stanza of a ballad, made on

this dark deed.
" The Countess of Douglas out of her bower she came,

And loudly there did she call,
'
It is for the Lord of Liddesdale
That I let the tears down fall

1 "

Mr. Tytler, and other Scottish historians, have stated that

the Knight of Liddesdale was a natural son of the .

James; but this is a mistake : he was of another family of

Douglasses, and enjoyed all the honours and priv.

legitimacy. See liuddiman's edition of Hume's Hist, of the

House of Douglas, and Stewartiana, p. 82.

Foed. voL v. p. 791.
+ Wyntown, vol. ii. p. 271

; Fordun, book xiv. chap. ix.

This gold coin had the impression of the Agnia Dti.

the common people mistook for a sheep, and h
coin received the name ofmouton. Wyntown says ti.

worth four shillings each. At this* rate the whole sum

brought over by Garencieres was jt'80(M), but according to

Kleetwood's valuation of the moulon in 1358, it amounted to

410,000, or about 24,000 of our present money. M'Pher-

son's Notes to Wyntown, p. 012.
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paying it." The treaty was broken off, and an

invasion of England resolved on as soon as the

truce 1

expired.

The Northumbrian borderers, however, made

,v;ll ,, f the first aggression by invading
tin- war. and plundering the estates of the

Karl of March. Reprisals were soon successfully

made by the Scots. Sir William Ramsay, of Dal-

housic, was sent into Northumberland at the head

of tour hundred men, with orders to lay waste the

country around Norham castle, while the Earls of

Douglas and March, and a strong body of men-at-

along with the French knights and soldiers,

Action of under Garencieres, formed an am-
.Hoor. buscade at a place called Nesbit

or, within the Scottish frontier. Ramsay ac-

cordingly crossed the Tweed, and having plun-
dered the village of Norham and the adjacent

district, he proceeded, according to his instructions,

to drive his booty into Scotland under the full

view of Norham Castle. The garrison, led by the

governor, Sir Thomas Grey and Sir James Dacre,
sullied out to revenge this insult, and to recover

the spoil, and pursuing Ramsay, who fled before

them, suddenly found themselves in the presence
of the main body of the Scottish army. After a

most chivalrous defence, in which Grey and his

brother knights performed many feats of valour, the

garrison were entirely defeated, and the governor,
and his eldest son, with Sir James Dacre, and nearly
the whole of their men, were taken prisoners.*

Shortly after this exploit the important city of

Capture of Berwick fell into the hands of the

Scots. The Earls of Angus and
March having collected some ships, under cover of

a dark night sailed up the river, and silently
landed their forces near the foot of the walls, and
at daybreak scaled the ramparts, slew the captain,
Sir Alexander Ogle, with some English knights,
and obtained possession of the town.f As Ber-
wick had long been the emporium of the commerce
of both kingdoms, an immense booty fell into the
hands of the captors. They next turned their

arms against the castle, but its great strength
icMsted all their efforts. The regent soon after

isited the town, and made some arrangements for

its defence, although it was evident that while
the castle remained in possession of the English,

it is recovered the garrison could not long hold
l>y Ldward. out against a hostile army. No

sooner did the tidings of these successes reach
Kthviml who was then at Calais, than he hastened
home with those veteran troops which had gained
so much fame in the French wars, and sat down
before Berwick Avith an army of eighty thousand

Wyntown, vol. ii. p. 270. ForJun, (book xiv. chap, is.)
ttuons a shocking trait of feudal vengeance which oc-

he fight. A French knight purchased from
: of their prisoners, and conveying them tom spot among the hills, murdered them in cold hlood,

.' the death of his father, who had been slain by
in their wars in France.

^ I'ur.lun, book xiv. chap, s.; Scala Chron. in Leland's
oil. p. OO.

1

).

VOI,. I.

j

meu. The Scottish garrison were totally unpre-
pared for defence; and perceiving that 'Kdward
was preparing to storm the town, they capitulated
on honourable terms, and were permitted to return
to Scotland with all their offci :

Berwick being re-gained, Edward prepared for
the fifth time to march into Scot- ii.iuiv .

I 1 J A 1 1 A
land at the head of his formidable render of hit

army, determined now to make a c1 '

final conquest of that country, and to put an end

|

to those interruptions, which "the resistance of the
Scottish people had so

frequently offered t<.

victorious career in France. With a view to the

promotion of this object the weak and unfor-
tunate Baliol appeared before Edward at Rox-
burgh, formally divested himself of the emblems of

royalty in which he was clothed, and laying his

crown at the feet of the English monarch, solemnly
surrendered into his hands all claims on the sove-

reignty of Scotland. The alleged motives for this

degrading act were Baliol's great obligations to

the English king, his especial affection for him,
and the nearness of the blood relation which
existed between them

; "the ingratitude and rebel-

lion of his relations, who stood next in succession

to the crown
;
his own advanced years ; the evils

which might arise from a disputed succession after

his death; and in general, his desire to promote the

advantage of both nations. Such were the pretext*

put forth to justify the surrender, but in reality

Baliol Avas a mere stipendiary and tool of the

English kii)g;f and the ceremony of abdication

was evidently arranged for the purpose of giving a

colour of justice to the war which Edward was
about to undertake, and to facilitate his designs

upon the Scottish crown. Baliol was rewarded for

his subserviency with a donation of five thousand

marks, and an annual pension of two thousand

pounds. After this base transaction he sank into

obscurity, and, fortunately for Scotland, died child-

less in the year 1363.

The Scottish leaders prepared to meet the im-

pending invasion according to the i>n,dei.t policy

lessons of defensive war taught adoptru by the

them by their great dclivci

Bruce. In order to give time for the people to

drive away their flocks and herds, to conceal their

valuable property in the fastnesses of the country,

and to destroy the hay and forage, and wl.

could not readily be removed, the Scottish nobles

entered into negotiations with Edward, who was

lying at Roxburgh. The Earl of Douglas repaired

to the English camp for this purpose, and suc-

ceeded in obtaining a ten days' truce, during which

he amused the English monarch with hopes that

his title to the crown would be recognised by the

Scottish people. When the truce was ab.

expire, the earl withdrew and joined his country-

men, who had made excellent use of the space thus

gained for defensive preparations.

On entering Scotland, the English found the

* I'oed. vol. v. p. 828; Fonlun book xir. ch*p. riL

t Foed. vol. iv. pp. 832, 848.
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by ito inhabitants, who had re-

nored all theircattleand provisions

UflT bto * fcetneeses of the forests

SStHti and mountains. They marched

-
l|wt. a desert, and no kind of supply could

idoither far !*" or for beast Incensed at

Mf overreached by Douglas in the pre-

Edwmrd, eay an old chronicler,

Khe a sbe-brar robbed of her whelps,* and

, g trad and eSort-aighted policy,
burned down

town. Tillage, and hamlet which he ap-

withomt sparing even the churches and

. The not J abbey-church at Had-

ehoir, on account of its singu-

mr wmmij ... called the Lamp of Lothian, was

nerlr doBtroTrd,and the monastery, with the town
"

Ueitoa*hoa.t
. barbarous proceedings, however, only ag-
'

the dUBeeJties of his position.
He could

i for his men nor forage for

Firing bodies of his nimble adversaries

. him on all aides, and cut off his foraging

the moment they ventured out of sight of

the mala army. The inclemency of the weather

freefrjr toereased the sufferings and privations of

i troops. Bread began to fail, and the victual-

whkh had been sent from Berwick,

by a storm, and completely de-

Famine staml him in the face, and, after

e*beeBi penetrating as far as Edinburgh,
** he (band it absolutely necessary

to retreat, to order to eare his army from total

rvto. His retarn was not effected without consi-

eee IOOJL Ererr glen, forest, and mountain-
*h twmrmed with enemiea, ready to pounce upon

Ae retreattof tod disorderly invaders, whenever
I opportmiitT onVred. To avoid returning through

lh drnttkt of Eaet Lothian and Berwickshire,
i he had waned in his advance, Edward in-

M defiles of Tcviotdale and
he raffrred great loss, nnd on one

to pMetof thnmgti the Forest of Melrose,,

"^^eapcd being made prisoner or
i M\m amhoseade which Douglas had laid for

'

JT3" Whkh W l*T*trated in this

MftorioM expedition, caused the periodM -ie* * took pkce (Feb. 1348) to bo long rc-

hy the title of the Burnt

IW fl^re of thi. fonwdable
enterprise seems

hwe convinced Edward of the

Sf*am * rf re*>rfinK ( othw
* thoee of open war, for

ejtahliehing his
raprrmacy over

weU aware of the facile and
ttmh king, whom he had

tp his riewa, and relied on
to

promoting his ambitious

necessary to procure the establishment of peace

between the two kingdoms, and the return of David

to his own land. During a period of ten years

various abortive conferences had been held for the

ransom and liberation of the captive monarch
; but

as both parties were now desirous of peace, nego-
tiations were renewed with every prospect of suc-

cess. After a preliminary conference at London,
it was arranged that commissioners from the two

kingdoms should meet at Berwick-upon-Tweed on

the 3rd of October, 1357, for the final settlement

of the treaty.*

The Scottish parliament, convened by the Stew-

ard, met at Edinburgh on the 26th of September,
when the three estates appointed delegates to re-

present them in the approaching conference. The

i Bishops of St. Andrews, Caithness, and Brechin,

were chosen by the clergy ; the Earls of Angus,

March, and Sutherland, Sir Thomas de Moravia,
Sir William Livingston, and Sir Robert Erskine,

were delegated by the regent and barons
;
and the

royal burghs made choice of eleven delegates of

their own number to represent their interest, f The

conference assembled at Berwick on the day ap-

pointed, and was marked by a dignity and splen-

dour suited to the solemn occasion. In addition to

the Scottish delegates, who seem to have vied with

each other in state and retinue, there were present.

on the part of England, the Primate, with the

Bishops of Durham and Carlisle, and the Lords

Percy, Neville, Scrope, and Musgrave, while the

interest of the assembly was deepened by the pre-

sence of David Bruce himself, whose freedom de-

pended on the issue of its deliberations. Negoti-
ations were speedily and satisfactorily brought to

a termination. The ransom of the Terms of

king was ultimately fixed at one the treaty.

hundred thousand pounds, equivalent to the sum

of twelve hundred thousand pounds sterling of

modern money, to be paid by annual instalments

of ten thousand marks. As sureties for payment,
three of the principal nobles of Scotland wen-

bound to reside, by turns, in England, and twenty

youths belonging to the first families were also

given as hostages.J A truce was concluded be-

tween the kingdoms for ten years, during which it

was calculated that the debt would be discharged ;

failing this, or any of the previous conditions, the

liberated monarch was bound to return as a pri-

soner to England. The enthusiastic loyalty
of the

Scots can alone account for their ready assent to a

treaty, the terms of which were cruelly opp:
to their country. The ransom price, besides being-

exorbitant in itself, was likely to press heavily on

a land, the resources of which, at no time great.

had been drained by a long and expensive conflict.

* and by the maintenance of its king and many of

the
nobility during their captivity in England,

while the number and importance of the hostages

V.ytner, Fuedera, vol. v. p. 831.
+ lliid., vol. vL pp. 42 45.

t Ibid., pp. 47, 48; Hailes. vol. ii. pp. 295, 20rt, wul

note.
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furnished Edward with opportunities, of which

he was likely unscrupulously to avail himself,

of extorting further and even more humbling
concessions.

After the ratification of the treaty, David re-

avid returns turned to his kingdom, from which
to Scotland, he had been absent eleven years,

and immediately summoned a parliament to ar-

range measures for fulfilling the conditions of his

freedom. His character had not been improved

by his long residence in England, and the people

lily found that their generous sacrifices had

been made foj- one who despised their devotion to

his pei-son and crown, and would not deny himself

a single selfish gratification in requital of the sa-

crifices which they had made for his sake. On his

way to the hall where his privy-council were to

meet, as the multitude crowded around him, anx-

ious to obtain a sight of their king, and testifying
their joy with shouts of welcome, he rudely re-

pelled their familiarity, and, seizing a mace from
one of his attendants, threatened to beat down any
who should further annoy him.* The parliament

-is of the naving met, proceeded to make
.!uent at various provisions for the payment

of the king's ransom. It granted
to Band all the wool and woolfels of the kingdom,
at the rate of four marks for the sack of wool,
from the ?alc of which to foreign traders, at a high
profit, a large sum of money was likely to be
realized.f Commissioners were appointed to col-

lect and give accurate returns of the names of

all the landed proprietors, with the rents and

produce of their estates, and of all mechanics, arti-

ficers, and tradesmen, with the amount of their

real property, in order that the tax which each

person should pay, might be apportioned to his

means
; but white sheep, domestic horses, oxen,

and household furniture were exempted from this

account, and heavy penalties were enacted against

nres all attempts to evade this impost.
enacted by it. All the lands, rents, and customs

originally belonging to the king, but which, in

course of time, had been granted to other persons,
were resumed, in order that the crown might be

maintained from its own patrimony ; and, as addi-

tional security, David was required to renew that

part of his coronation oath which bound him in no
alienate the lands of the crown or any of

ts revenues, without the advice and consent of his

council. As a further source of probable revenue,
u-dered that "

all the lands, possessions, and
(!s of the homicides since the battle of Durham,

tvho had not yet bound themselves to obey the law,
should remain in the hands of the king until they

nder sufficient security to obey the law, and
11 pardons or remissions granted to such persons
by the governor of the kingdom, during the absence

the king, were declared of no authority unless

ratified by the king himself."
A species of intimacy now grew up between the

*
\Vynto\vn, vol. ii. p. 283.

* Parl. Records, pp. !)G, 97.

two kingdoms, and was zealously encouraged bj
the English monarch, who strove Kw and crafty

by every means in his power to policy of Kdwaid.

ingratiate himself with the nobility and the people
of Scotland. A friendly and unfettered intercourse
between his own country and Scotland, was care-

fully fostered by this politic prince, and passports
were freely given to nobles, merchants, pilgrims,
and students, to all, in short, who could allege
cither business or pleasure for visiting the English
dominions. In this way it was hoped that the

prejudices which had grown up daring the fierce

and protracted war between the two countries,

would be gradually weakened, and the manifold

advantages of peace with England having been
felt by the Scottish people, they would be less

likely to offer a strenuous resistance to a proposal
for a complete union with that country. The
Scottish king willingly lent him-

Treachery of
self to the promotion of this subtle David to hi*

policy. He had long been child- country,

less
;
the Steward was heir to the throne ; and, as

it has been justly remarked, princes seldom love

or greatly trust their successors, when not of their

own immediate family. David was, moreover, ex-

travagant in his personal habits, and immoderately
addicted to selfish pleasures; and his repose was

embittered by the dread, that, in the event of his

ransom remaining unpaid, he might be remanded

to his prison in the Tower. He therefore turned

a willing ear to the proposal of Edward, that, in

the event of his own death without heirs, the

crown of Scotland should devolve upon Lionel,

Duke of Clarence, the third son of the English

monarch. This scheme was in the mean ti

carefully concealed from the Scottish nation, and

was not publicly brought forward till six years

afterwards ; but it was never lost sight of for a

moment, and no opportunity of promoting

success was neglected. A considerable number of

the higher nobles appear to have
intrigue of the

been seduced by the example of noMrs with

their sovereign, and by the bland-

ishments of the English king, to join in the plot

against the independence of their country. Se<

negotiations were constantly carried on bet treat

the two monarchs, and commissioners were from

time to time despatched to the court of Edw;;

on missions whose ostensible object was to main-

tain friendly relations with England, but which

were really intended to pave the way for the

ultimate annexation of Scotland to the English

crown. The expense of these embassies WM, in

all probability, defrayed by the English mo

and the Scottish nobles, flattered by hi*

tions, and enriched by his gift*,
returned :

own country more eager than ever to aid him m
his ambitious and sinister plans.

The truce was injurious
to the northern

dom from other causes. Reduced to a sta

inactivity, which the fierce and protracted cor

of the war of independence rendered pecu

irksome, oppressed by heavy taxation, and deprived
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|rtl

at aWr Wtad opportunities
for plunder, many

of the nobility hastened to the

J continent, to mingle in the con-

UBBtfBJMlfs testa raging there,* or even cn-

osNaSBMb
Ifrft^ themselves in the ranks of

tb* Fgfrf vaiy. aad fought against their ancient

adv. FtBBitt Thus, while treason menaced the

MC^UT. BBWy of its best and bravest defenders

imv abiaat, thfiH'"g their blood in distant wars

vtfh wbkb they bad no concern.

ja, BMBBd iBr!***"**1 * of the king's ransom was

BOW nearly due; but though the

ivtah Sffrttfoh parliament had made

every possible exertion to meet

mnm> ,nd the Pope, at the entreaty of

bad ajrrecd that for a term of three years

i of all the ecclesiastical benefices in Scot-

IBM aaaaJd be levied for the purpose, such was

tbe ianomifthed condition of the country, that

that* appeared BO prospect of raising the money.
IB tbia eawrgency. David consented, at the insti-

gatMB of tbe Steward and his friends, to open ne-

gatiatinas with Prance, offering to renew hostilities

with Kdward. if the French regent would assist in

BBBBYgBBj bia ransom. The French'plenipotcnti-

arios at Int pkadcd the exhausted state of the public

tNaeary. aad tbe captivity of their own king ; but

aktaMtrly Bfreed to contribute fifty thousand

aasrks. oa cnoditioa that the Scots should renew the

BT with England, and at the same time ratify
lW fcnau treaty between France and Scotland.

Tb* afitrorut. however, was never fulfilled.

aaartJy after. (8th May, 1360,) peace was con-

Wlal by tbe celebrated treaty of Bretigny.
awafli agreeing to give np bis Flemish allies,

BBMB,^. *nd the French, on their part,

consenting to renounce all former
' * alliances with Scotland, and cn-

g'gfog f<w the future to make no

toejaty with that kingdom to the prejudice of
Tbe assistance which many of the
a opealy gave to the English army,

ly negotiation* hod been entered into
own country and France, in no

contributed to this result, which was
r
injurious to the Scottish nation, by

BB * powerful ally, and leavingow to proarcato hit designs on the iu-

*tie of the kingdom were thus
eul from without, the coun-

r_
WM vUit.-d by two terrible

*Bfe. Continuous and heavy

*.
drMdful llmndation > the dis-

aompaniedhy a great sacrifice

Jhenvcr., .wollen by the
d dowB from the hill*, over-
I ebanneU, tearing up the

jr Ike rw>u, and awocj.i,,- ;lWi , v
d eaUlcHihed., with the

rude huts of the peasantry. The suburb of

Haddington, called the Nungate, was levelled to

the ground. At length, according to Bower, when
the raging element was approaching the nunnery
of that town, a nun, struck with terror, snatched

up a small image of the Virgin from a shrine in

the church, and threatened to throw it into the

river unless she protected the abbey from the im-

pending destruction. At that moment the flood,

which had already reached the tlireshold of the

building, suddenly retreated, and gradually sub-

sided within its usual limits. " This nun," says
the chronicler,

" was a simpleton, but devout
;

although not according to knowledge."
"

If, how-

ever," Lord Hailes significantly remarks, "she

perceived any abatement of the inundation before

she uttered her threats, she was not a simpleton."*
This catastrophe was followed by a still inoie

dreadful visitant. The pestilence _ana by the

which ten years before had made pcstil

such havoc, again broke out in Scot-
A 'D ' 13

land,f but on this occasion with au indiscriminate

violence which rendered its ravages more appalling.
The rich as well as the poor, the noble and the

peasant, alike perished by hundreds. The king and

his court were at last compelled to retreat to the

north, and to remain at Kinross in Moray till the

violence of the scourge had abated. One-third of

the inhabitants of Scotland were computed to have 1

been carried off by this dreadful malady.

During the retreat of the king to the north, an

incident occurred which strikingly Mm.der of ,

marks the savage character of the rineMortin

times. Catherine Mortimer, anative king's mi

of Wales, with whom David had formed a degrad-

ing connexion during his imprisonment in England,
had accompanied him to Scotland on his liberation,

and continued for several years to be his favourite

mistress. She in some vtay had become obnoxious

to the profligate and factious Earl of Augus, and

others of the nobility, and they resolved to put her

to death. Two villains named Hullo and Dewar,

hired for that purpose, went to her resident

pretending to have received instructions to convey
her to the king, induced the unfortunate wonmn t->

commit herself to their guidance. On the lonely

road, between Melrose and Soutra, she was bar-

barously murdered by these inhuman wn
The king, on his return, committed Angus a prixmcr
to the castle of Dumbarton, where the pin-
minated his turbulent career, and directed the body
of his favourite to be interred with every mark of

respect in Newbattle Abbey.
The events which followed during this and the

succeeding years present little requiring de;:till

narrative. The Steward and his adherents
with apprehension the growing intercourse b.

the English and Scottish courts, as fraught with

danger to the liberties of the country ;
while the

Hailes, vol. ii. p. 334.

Portion, book xiv. chap. xxiv.

t Fordun, book xiv. chap. xxiv.
;

Scala Chrou. p. 1U'

Hailes, vol. ii. pp. 301, 302.
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king, who had been completely gained over to the

interests of England, sought by every method to

promote the base conspiracy which had been formed

against the independence of his kingdom and the

fgotiations rights of his kinsman. The con-

witii England, federacy had gradually gained

ground among the Scottish nobility, and as the

negotiations with Edward were insidiously carried

on under the guise of an attempt to secure lasting

peace between the two countries, they received the

support of not a few of the nobles and clergy who
were ignorant of their real design, and^ were

actuated solely by an honest and sincere desire to

establish the pacific relations with England on a

permanent basis. These dark designs against the

liberties of Scotland had been maturing, as we have

:'nr many years, and at length the king
- to have imagined that the time had arrived

when he might venture to make known the plan
which he had so long cherished for the transference

of the sovereignty of Scotland to the English
monarch. Accordingly, in a parliament held at

Scone, in the year 1363, he proposed to the estates,

that in the event of his death without issue, they
should settle the crown on one of the sons of

Edward III.
;
and he expressed his earnest wish

that their choice should fall upon Lionel, the third

son of that monarch a prince well qualified to

maintain the national liberties. He assured them
that this step would secure a permanent peace
between the two countries, and would induce the

king of England to renounce all pretensions to the

feudal supremacy of Scotland. The proposal was
David's proposal received by the estates of parlia-

F
tlu

! ment with a burst of indignation,
-sion, m- , , , . . ,

[ vre ; ectej Instantly and unanimously, the

u-liament. members replied, "We will never

permit an Englishman to reign over us."* They
reminded David that by solemn acts of settlement,
sworn to in parliament, the Steward of Scotland
was recognised as heir to the crown, in default of

the present king or his issue, that the Steward and
his sons were brave men, and worthy of the succes-

sion, from which therefore they refused to exclude
them by preferring the son of an alien enemy. They
added, that they yet earnestly desired peace, and,

provided the royal state, liberty, and separate

independence of the kingdom were not infringed
upon, would willingly make even' sacrifice to

attain it.

David was deeply enraged at this resolute answer,
out he repressed his feelings and made no reply,
and the parliament, passing on to other matters,

appointed commissioners to negotiate a final treaty !

f peace with England. The king apparently
passed from his design of altering the succession !

> the crown; but the proposal destroyed all confi-

dence between him and his people, and so alarmed

'Cui breviter et sine ulteriore deliberatione aut re- i

ne responsum fnit per nniversaliter, singulos et sin- I

er universes de tribus statibus, KUNQUAM S-E VELLE
'

!STUiE AXGI.ICI:M SUPKH SK RKGXARE." Fordnji, book
chap. xxv. Wyntown, vol. ii. p. 291.

the Steward and his friends, the Earls of March
and Douglas, and others of the great nobles, that,

according to a common practice in that age, they
entered into a bond or agreement of mutual ^"fcwt,
and assembled their retainers to compel the king
by force to adhere to the order of succession a*
fixed in the days of Robert Bruce. ....

,

ii i .
I he Steward ana

David, however,was not deficient his party HM
in personal courage, and mani- against I/a

fested on this occasion a very unexpected degree
of promptitude and decision. The Steward and his

supporters had placed themselves in a false position,

by seizing and imprisoning the nobles who belonged
to the king's party, and ravaging their estates ; and
the king, taking advantage of these violent and

illegal proceedings, issued a proclamation com-

manding the rebels to lay down their arras and
return to their allegiance ;

and he levied a nume-
rous army for the purpose of compelling obedience

to his commands.* Fortunately both parties were
afraid of proceeding to extremities, and the calami-

ties of a civil war were averted. The Steward and
his associates laid down their arms, and consented to

renounce their engagements, in a their recon-

parliament held on the 14th of ciliin.

May, 1363, at Inchmurtoch, a palace of the Bishop
of St. Andrews ; and in recompence for this prompt
return to his duty, the Steward's title to the succes-

sion was fully recognised, and the earldom of Car-

rick, once a title of Kobert Bruce, was conferred on

his eldest son, afterwards Robert Ill.f

Scarcely had the public tranquillity been re-

stored by this reconciliation between David and

the Steward, when the faithless and imprudent
monarch again repaired to London, and involved

himself in secret negotiations with the King of

England. A private conference was held at West-

minster, between the two kings and pavjj-g secret

certain chosen counsellors, on the treaty with

23rd of November, 1363, for the England

purpose of drawing up a new plan for the alteration

of the succession to the Scottish crown. By this

agreement, the King of England himself was to be

declared heir of King David, in the event of the

latter dying without heirs male of his body.

Twenty-seven conditions followed, the object of

which was evidently to reconcile the people of

Scotland to the loss of their independence, and to

induce them to submit patiently to the sway of the

English monarch. It was agreed that the town

and castle of Berwick, with the castles of Roxburgh,

Jedburgh. and Lochmaben, and all it* i t-im< nd

the lands which belonged to King condition*.

Robert Bruce at the time of his death, and were now

in the hands of the King of England, ahould be

delivered up to the Scots, and that the arrears <

King David's ransom, and all the penalties incurred

* Fordun (book siv. chap. TXY.)MTS tfc

large sums of money in paying the b
collected. As his own fin, ""

r;:

nod n *

low condition, he must have :
"

and probably of men also, fr_5*F""l -

305, and note. > Fordun, book nr. chap. nrii.
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- be cancelled, and the

t at liberty.
It wu carefully stipulated

m BUB tad title of the kingdom of Scot-

^ ifcotid to piseenid distinct and entire, and

^j M .grt of to kingdom was ever to be alicn-

gj Mj pretence whatever ;
but that it should

frr* and entire M in the days of King

The Mtknal pride was to be flattered by the

oa of lite mend Stone of Destiny, on which

ktopof Eagland ware henceforth to be crowned

i of Scotland, at Scone, and the ceremony was

to to pufanaed by those Scottish prelates whom

should depute to that office. All

for the Kttlement of the affairs of

to be held within that kingdom.

TW uidepeadoace of the Scottish Church was to be

gMfMtwd by the eolemn oath of the monarch at

b eanNMttioB ; and he WM also to swear that he

aiataia unimpaired the ancient laws and

of the cuantiy, and never require the sub-

ef tentliad to answer to any suit except
the eovts of their own kingdom, and ac-

: their own laws. In addition to all this,

Edward sokeaaly engaged that all ecclesiastical

toavtas or dignities, and all civil or military offices,

ta*id to eoaJarred exclusively on natives of Scot-

ke4. aad that to would employ Scottish counsel-

ton alee*, in all national concerns of the kingdom.
Aa artral attempt WM to be made to gain over the

of the community by the offer of

privilege* of which they were at

The merchants and burgessesm to to afMJjatid by imparting to them a
tor* ta the advantage* of English trade

; to the

peerfcl Cart of Douglas was held out the prospect
' to Hetavatia* of the possessions in England

ed to his father and his uncle :

to Ml reetitatMM of their estates was pro-
all who

the gift of the

.^ on any other grounds. To
bto to clergy, an article was inserted which

l^ntorf to to *rioM religions houses the restora-
laa* of which they hod been deprived

i with England ; while the goodU to atiiiury tenant*, and of the community
el IMMK. mm* in t. _ . .

J
1 by the assurance that

I < ht bound to render any military
*P* "** * required by the ancient

to kingdom; and that no taxes
I pon them except those which

I*""'
toW iwdM 1

tlic govern-
iMfa, It is evident that the
* plot against the inde])end-

^wefclly
awaro that the bare

U? 5" 1'1'"!* WottW kindle a flame
I fcr tto mioutes of this extra-

l"*" with a proTuion of strict

that:herariou..ti uia.

torf to to dmaheritcd barons, and to

4w4 to* IB Seotlaad, either by the giif ^priBeaer, or on any other erou

inclinations of his people respecting this scheme,
and to inform the King of England and his council

of the result, fifteen days after Easter.* There is

no evidence that this treaty was ever brought
before the Scottish parliament or privy council,

and there can be little doubt that David, on his

return to his own dominions, found the scheme

wholly impracticable.!
Some time before this, Joanna Queen of Scot-

laud had died at Hertford Castle, David
.

s marriage
in England, and at this critical with Margaret

period the imprudent monarch
I added to the difficulties with which he was sur-

rounded, by a marriage with Margaret Logie, a

young woman of remarkable beauty but inferior

birth.f This step disgusted the haughty nobles,

and seems to have caused an open rupture between

the king and his kinsman the Steward; and such

was the influence which the young queen pos-

sessed over her reckless and selfish husband, that,

at her suggestion, he cast the Steward and his son

the Lord of Badenoch into prison, where they were

long dctained. Soon after his marriage, David

paid another visit to England, under the pretext
of performing a pilgrimage to the shrine of the

Virgin, at Walsingham. His queen, at the same

time, obtained a safe-conduct to visit the shrine of

Thomas a Beckett, at Canterbury. They appear
to have remained a considerable period at the

court of Edward, sharing in the splendid enter-

tainments which were given at this time to cele-

brate the visit to England of the kings of France,

Cyprus, and Denmark.
While the unworthy monarch was endeavouring

to forget his own cares and the distresses of his

kingdom amid these festive rejoicings, the Scottish

commissioners continued their negotiations for a

lasting peace between the two countries. The

payment of the king's ransom was the princi-

pal obstacle. By extraordinary exertions, and

great sacrifices, the sum of thirty thousand marks

had been raised and paid to England, but the re-

sources of the country were now exhausted; the

instalments had not been regularly transmitted at

the appointed periods, and penalties for default of

payment had accumulated to a large amount. A par-

liament was summoned to meet at parliament at

Perth, on the 13th of January, 1364, rerth.

for the purpose of receiving the report of the com-

missioners respecting the conference on the pro-

jected treaty between the two kingdoms. The

proceedings were characterized by great prudence
and moderation. The estates declared themi

willing to make every sacrifice honourably to met t

the engagements of the nation, and to obtain ;

permanent peace. They offered to
rroposais made

restore the disinherited lords to to i
.

the estates which they claimed in

Scotland, and to settle upon the youngest son o

Rymer, Foedera, vol. vi. p. 427.

+ See Hailes, vol. ii. pp. ,112, 313.

J Fordun, book xiv. chap, xzviii.

Ibid. chap, xxxiv.
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the King of England the Isle of Man and the

lands in Galloway, which were the inheritance of

Edward Baliol. In the event of these offers being

accepted, they professed their willingness to serve

as his auxiliaries in an invasion of Ireland, con-

ducted by the king in person. On the other hand,

if these conditions should be rejected, the estates

unanimously agreed to pay the full ransom, pro-

vided that moderate intervals between each term

of payment should be allowed
; and, over and above,

to restore the estates of the disinherited lords, to

cede the inheritance of Baliol to Edward's son? and

to aid in the invasion of Ireland. They proposed
to pay down annually five thousand marks ster-

ling, till the whole accumulated ransom and

pei alty, amounting to a hundred and twenty
thousand marks, should be completed; or, if this

offer should not be accepted, they declared their

readiness, rather than renounce the hopes of a

peace, to pay down in ten years the sum of a

hundred thousand marks. To raise this enormous
j

sum, it was determined that an annual custom of
|

eight thousand marks was to be charged upon the

whole wool of the kingdom, and that a general tax
'

should be annually levied of six pennies in the pound
uponevery person in the country without exception.*
In consequence of these resolutions of the Scot-

tish parliament, negotiations were entered into for

a lasting peace between the two kingdoms. It

was agreed that the sum of one hundred thousand

pounds should be accepted in full of all demands
for arrears of ransom, and of all penalties for non-

payment at the stated period ; and that this should

be paid by instalments of six thousand marks

yearly. On these conditions, the truce was pro-

longed for four years, from the 20th. May, 1365,

A four years' Preparatory to the conclusion of a

truce concluded final peace.f It appears from an
with England, imperfect record of the proceed-

ngs of a parliament held at Perth, shortly after

his prorogation of the truce, that Edward, as one
>t' the conditions of a lasting amity between the

wo countries, had insisted that, in the event of an
nvasion of England, the Scots should assist him
vith a body of forty men-at-arms and sixty
rchers, and that if, on the other hand, Scotland

boold be invaded by foreigners, Edward should

end to the assistance of his ally, two hundred
len-at-arms and three hundred archers. The
cottish commissioners were instructed to accede
) these demands rather than break off the trcaty.f i

Edward was evidently much less anxious to

l>tain payment of the ransom, than to render the

urden of paying it so intolerable that the Scottish

;eople should be willing to relieve themselves
om the debt by the sacrifice of their independ-

'

ice. It was in vain, therefore, that the com-
j

issioners endeavoured to procure some mitigation
the rigorous terms proposed by the English

onarch. The greater the sacrifices they showed

Kobertson's Parliamentary Records, p. 101.
+ Ibid. p. 103.

I Ibid. p. 104.

themselves willing to make for the sake of peace,
the more did the insolence of his demand* increase
and it is evident, from the arrogant tone which be
adopted throughout tnese negotiations, that i.

fidently expected that his long-cherished schemes
were about to bo crowned with success. At the
same time, he sought by every Crafty policy
means in his power to ingru- of Edward,

tiate himself with the nobility and the trading
classes of the community. Inducements were
held out to the Scottish youth to frequent
the universities of Oxford and Cambridge ; the

piously-disposed portion of the people had every
facility afforded them to make pilgrimages to

the most celebrated English shrines; the vassals

and labourers on the estates which belonged to

the King of England and his nobles were treated

with kindness, and were allowed to retain their

ancient customs and privileges ; important advan-

tages were secured to the religious houses which

acknowledged the English authority; the com-
mercial intercourse between the two countries was

placed on the most liberal footing ; and grants of

protection and immunity were readily bestowed on

the Scottish merchants, to encourage them to trade

with England.
This wily policy was followed by the most bene-

ficial results, and would have deserved high com-

mendation if its object had been fair and honest.

The blessings of peace were gratefully accepted

by a people who had undergone the most terrible

sufferings during the fierce and protracted war

which had withered or destroyed every branch

of national property, and, under this change of

measures, the country gradually improved in

order and industry. The youth of Scotland

crowded in great numbers to the English colleges.

The Scottish merchants commenced a lucrative

trade with England, and, through that country,

with the continent, exporting thither the wool,

hides, and other raw produce of their own country,

and receiving in return, woollen Great incretie

cloth, earthenware, wine, salt, and O f .

spices of all kinds, gold and silver between England
, ,

,
, and Scotland,

plate, and swords, helmets, and

all sorts of warlike accoutrements. The Scottish

rolls in the Tower of London contain numerous

passports or safe-conducts granted to merchants

from Edinburgh, Kirkaldy, Perth, Aberdeen, and

other towns and royal burghs of Scotland, to travel

into England and the continent for the purposes

of trade. From these curious and authentic docu-

ments it appears that the merchant* travelled

with their goods in caravans, protected by com-

panies of horsemen, and that sometimes passports

were given to fifty or sixty at a time, each of

whom was attended by a suite of four, five, or six

horsemen. On one occasion, in the space of i

single month, safe-conducts were granted
1

less than sixty-five merchants, who were cscortei

by two hundred and thirty horsemen.*

Rotuli Scotia, Tol.i. pp- 883, 880; Tjtler.rol.iLpp.lll,
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baa***
affctfftaad

af ftt great benefits which the people

I from the peace,
and the un-

with England, they continued

noons resistance to all attempts

, the level of an English

_ atithfr 'the blandishments nor the

of Edward availed to shake their rcsolu-

tfem, la an asermbly of the Scottish council,

rs* held at the monastery of Holyrood on

af May, 1366, when David was absent in

England, it was declared in the

strongest terms, that the proposals

the English king with regard

e, the soocearion, and the dismember- .

rat af the kingdom, were altogether intolerable,

ead eaahi not for a moment be entertained. At
j

the mm* time it was announced, that in order to

PIT off the ransom of their king, the Scottish

poale ware willing to submit to an additional i

tut oa all the lands in the kingdom, both lay
j

aad iiiieaiaatwal; and the rich proprietors were

awvrted to appear on certain appointed days before
j

the sheriff of the county in which they resided, I

aad to state the precise sum which each was will-
j

tof * BsmtrihatiJ within three years, towards

eaftayiag the ransom. In this way it was calcu-

lated that the whole debt would be liquidated at
j

the ead of the fear years' trace with England."

~b their anworthy sovereign, by his

id expensive journeys to the court of
j

wtfl as his pilgrimages to English !

shrines, had involved himself in a

'J bad of debt. Heavy expenses had'.'

^aho
been incurred by the Scottish

of their protracted and frnit-

peaee ; and the large arrears '

> were a subject of great anxiety
f Scotland, and seemed to threaten

parliament assembled
at Scone on the 20th of July, com-

j

t were appointed to moke
:

a last attempt at negotiation, on
:"Wa agreed to in the parliament '

13lh of January, 1364, for

laiag titter a final peace or a
af the trace for twenty-five years.*

i of all the lands in the kingdom, lay
V aad of all the goods, not only

hat eren of the husbandmen,
f taken, and a contribution of
was to be levied upon the

rftiU^*"
rf UlC commis

Btortt

wn kingdom and in
that the annual instnl-

towards the pav-

- . IIHU, as appointed by a
that after the return of ihe

be taken out of the<. Md that two thousand
fc^ihoBM be employed

! to pay the royal debts and the expenses of the

commissioners. As this last sum was required
without delay, it was borrowed from the barons,

clergy, and burgesses, on the security of Sir Robert

Erskine and Walter Biggar, the Chamberlain.

It would seem that grievous abuses had sprung

up in the administration of justice, and in the

purveying of provisions for the royal household, as

well as in the exactions of the nobles, who travelled

through the country with the pomp and
military

array of kings, quartering themselves and their at-

tendants at pleasure on the farmers and labourers,

destroying or consuming their crops: and the present
was deemed a fitting occasion for the enactment of

regulations to remedy these grievances. Accord-

ingly, it was proclaimed by the Abuses remedied

king, at the instance of the three by the estates.

estates, that justice should be done to every sub-

ject of the realm, without favour or respect of

persons ;
that whatever letters had been directed

from the chancellary, or other court in the adminis-

tration ofjustice, should not be liable to be recalled

by other letters under any seal whatever, but that

the officers to whom such were addressed should

be bound to give them full effect, and to return

them endorsed to the parties. It was also stipu-

lated, that since the people had taken upon tlicm-

selves so heavy a burden to pay the ransom of the

king, together with the expenses incurred by him

and by the commissioners, no part of the money
collected for these purposes should be applied to

any other use ; that the clergy should be pro-
tected in the full enjoyment of their rights aud

privileges; that no other burdens should be imposed

upon them, than those which were sanctioned by

parliament, and that those -who were opposed to

the regular payment of tithes, should be compelled
to submit peaceably to their exaction, under the

penalty of excommunication, and a fine of ten

pounds to the king. Nothing was to be taken

from the people for the use of the king without

prompt payment, and, even when paid for, nothing
was to be exacted, except what was sanctioned by
use and custom. The parliament next resolved,

that the rebels in Athole, Argyle, Badenoch, Loch-

aber, and Ross, and the other northern districts of

the kingdom, should be arrested and compelled to

submit to the laws, and to pay their share in the

general contribution, besides being otlu

punished, as appeared best for securing the peace
of the community. All sheriffs and other inferior

officers were enjoined to obey the chamberlain

and other superior authorities, under the penalty
of a removal from their offices without hope o;

restitution. All remissions for offences, granted
In

the king, were declared null and void, unless th<

fine was paid within the year from the date of th<

pardon. It was ordained that the followers of tin

nobility, with their horses, should not be forcibl;

quartered upon the inferior clergy, or the farmer

and husbandmen, so as to destroy the crops ant

meadows, and consume the grain ;
but that the;

should duly pay for their entertainment in th
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where they took up their residence; and the

chamberlain was enjoined to take care, that in

inirgb, proper inns were erected, and main-

ncTording to the wealth of the place. No
, earl, baron, knight, or other person, lay or

. was to be permitted to ride through the

country with a greater attendance than became
j

their rank, and such persons -were enjoined under
j

pain of imprisonment, unless reasonable cause for
j

ndancc of such followers was shown to the i

irficcrs. And it was finally directed, that
j

itions should be reduced to writing,

under the royal seal, and publicly proclaimed by
:

ierin"s in their respective counties.*

In consequence of the resolutions of this parlia-

Another abortive ment, another attempt was made
iation to obtain a final peace, but without
.-land.

cffect> and the abortjve negotia-
tions for that purpose were followed, on the part

_-! and, by preparations for war; an array was
ordered of all fighting men, between the ages of

sixteen and sixty, and the border barons were en-

joined to put the marches in a state of defence,

and to hold themselves in readiness to repel an

invasion of the Scots,f
At this critical juncture, the conduct of the

I'nworthy con- Scottish king, and of many of his

i the king nobles, is deserving of the severest
'

reprobation. David and his queen
made such frequent visits to England, that they
<ccm almost to have taken up their residence in

that country ;
and in their incessant and unneces-

>ary journeys, they lavishly squandered the money
wrung from the commercial and labouring classes

if the community, besides incurring so large an
imount of personal debt, that ultimately they
ould not venture to visit the English court with-

>ut a royal protection from arrest.J Many of the

ligher nobles imitated the foolish and selfish con-

luct of their sovereign, and, totally unmindful of

he duty which they owed to their country, in

jreat numbers undertook expensive pilgrimages to

loly shrines in England and various parts of the

:.tincnt, or entered into the service of foreign

s, and wasted their blood and treasure in

|uarrels with which they had no concern. And
vcn when they remained at home, they were

: i lore intently occupied in carrying on their

;>'uds with one another, than in labouring to

the independence or to promote the pros-
of their country. During the long minority

nd subsequent captivity of David, the exorbitant

'; Parliamentary Records, pp. 105, 100;
>l.ii. Illustrations, letter H, p. 391.

- Botoli Scotia?, vol. i. pp. 909, 910, 911.
: Ibid. p. 900.

year 13G3, the Earls of March, Douglas, ami Mar
ssivly visited the shrine of St. Thomas a Becket. On

l>er, 1365, Archdeacon Harbour, the celebrated
I '.ruce, obtained a safe-conduct to proceed with

;>on a. foreign pilgrimage ;
and a month or two

f 'n the same year, no less than twenty-two Scottish
Us and soldiers, accompanied by a hundred horsemen,
'Ut upon pilgrimages to different shrines hi Europe and

vol.. i.

power of these haughty and turbulent barons had
grown to such a height, as to set _th ,. ir turbulence
at defiance all attempts to bring and contempt
them under the control of tho for^ Uw"-

laws. Their incessant quarrel* with each other
rendered the country a universal scene of disorder
and bloodshed; and, secure in the utrcni-
their castles, and the number of their vasaals,

they committed the most atrocious crimes with
impunity. Even the patrimony of the crown was
not secure from their rapacious grasp, and was so

seriously impaired during the long captivity of
the monarch, that on his return to his own coun-

try he was frequently reduced to great priva-
tions, and both he and his first queen were under
the humiliating necessity of pawning their jewels
for debt.

This serious defalcation in the royal revenue
was brought under the consider- Defalcation in

ation of a parliament, summoned the royal

for that purpose, at Scone, on the revenue

27th of September, 1367.* It was resolved by
the estates, that to enable the king to live as he

ought, without oppressing the people, all the

rents, dues, customs, and emoluments, which had

belonged to the crown in the time of Robert
Bruce and Alexander III., and which had been

grievously dilapidated, should be reclaimed, and
that even though these rents or duties had been

disposed of, or the crown lands let, either by the

king or his chamberlain ; and with an entire

disregard of the rights of private attempt of the

persons, the leases or gifts of parliament to

these lands or dues were pro-
nounced null and void. The chamberlain was

directed to retain in his own hands, for the king's

use, and the support of the royal household, all

lands in ward, all the feudal casualties due upon
the marriage of crown vassals, with the lines or

perquisites of the royal courts. All deeds and

charters by which the patrimony of the crowu

had been disposed of, since the time of Robert

Bruce, were ordered to be delivered into the

exchequer at Perth, to remain in the hands of

the chancellor and the chamberlain ; and any
such deeds not so delivered upon the appointed

day, were abrogated, and declared to be null and

void, in all time coming.t
About this period, the Earl of Ross, John of the

Isles, John of Lorn, and other Rebellion of the

northern barons, appear to have northern baron*

risen in rebellion against the royal authority, and

to have refused to contribute their proportion of

the impost for the relief of the kingdom. In a

parliament held at Scone, in the summer of 1368,

the distracted state of the northern districts was

taken into consideration, and the best methods of

* The record mentions that the Earls of March. Row, and

Douglas were absent through contumacy. It neatm U

been nouncommon occurrence forthe higher barons; tt

at their pleasure, to attend parliament, or
to contribute i

share to the relief ofthe king and people.

t Robertson's Parliamentary Records, p. 10*.
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tfcm to obedience ;
in order, as it was

UN mat of war, the estates of the

Might UM hate a safe pkce of retreat :*

jjrir-iitfc gi * Tei7 8trikinS dcscriP-

i low rtatr to which the country was

rioted. John of the Isles, one of the in-

f-ggt chiefr, waa the aon-in-law of the Steward

xvckadi tad D*id, in person, enjoined that

-.

T^ y, (ooj, the Lords of Kyle and Men-

with UN Earl of Mar, to defend his subjects

itches over which their authority

extended, t John of the Isles,

John of Lorn, and Gillespie Camp-

bell, were at the same time sum-

before the king, and give suffi-

bat the country should not, in

fetar*, be pimdared by them and their vassals ;

a*d UNA* ekaf with their equals and neighbours,

, to the labours and the burdens

i by the laws. The king was

>fc, recommended to take counsel, re-

specting the defence of the bor-

ders, with the Earls of March and

Daftox UN amlam of UN east marches, although

It wat added, theae barons seemed 'little disposed

to fhre cither labour or counsel to promote the

rt ef the country. The chamberlain, assisted

Tatar laiNJ Walter liah'burton, Hugh
tovm, cad Walter Moyne, was directed to

ia the Ant JaatMM, the royal castles of

Stirling, and Dunbarton,
to five order* for their being immediately

I a*d gamaoaed, and provided with vic-

taak, warlike engine*, and all other articles ueces-

aarj far laaniit a hostile attack ; after which, the

watosmf Matiai in the kingdom were to be care-

Mrjr avnvfad and put into a state of defence. J
The eaarhitoBt power of the great barons at this

'

period, and their haughty contempt ;

of all law and authority, are

hi UN tone of advice and
of command, in which they

I to by aaidc their private feuds and
*' aaito cordially in the defence

^*f*
oaaaMa aoutrr. The parliament clearly

' *a tfc tnN nature and the origin of
whieh attctod UN state, and the regula-
* aNae to rrpreai them were in most

ajaatoMi oat such, ui

a*

~ '
i "fin aawmbled nine

dJarlhK
Jolta of Lorn and

Oillcapic Camp-Mai to the royal authority. The Earls
Ba appeared in their places, and

*!3TTwi!
ftli ""-"Mil

1*111, II

unhappily,
f UN executive, that it was

"4 dtom faBpowble, to put the
t M4 Urns UN cation, as it has

in the condition of a
be cured, because

pM ki to take the pre-

engaged within their territories to assist the
royal

officers in the maintenance of law and order
; and

the Steward of Scotland became bound to put
down dissensions in the districts of Athole, Strath-

era, and Menteith; but John of the Isles still

continued to defy the power of the king and par-

liament, and to insist that his vassals were under

no obligation to pay any portion of the national

impost. David, incensed at this continued resist-

ance to his authority, with un-
Expedition

wonted activity assembled au against J

army, and though it was the tlie Isles~

depth of winter, marched against John of the Isles

in person, and reduced that turbulent chief to

obedience. Accompanied by a numerous train of

the insurgent Highland chiefs, he met the king at

Inverness, and humbly submitted his sub-

to his authority, promising to pay mission,

the tax imposed by parliament, and to put down
all disaffection within his territories, and gave

hostages for the fulfilment of the obligations under

which he had come.* According to Fordun,
David employed artifice as well as force, in re-

ducing the unruly natives of the islands and other

remote districts of the country, and had recourse

to the crooked policy of stirring up one chieftain

against another, and bestowing large rewards on

those who succeeded either in slaying or in taking

prisoners their brother chiefs.! In tliis way the

power of the whole was humbled and diminished,

and the royal sovereignty was acknowledged, and

regular government gradually established through-
out their wild and almost inaccessible territories.

Meanwhile the truce with England was about

to expire, and there appeared as Miserabk-

little prospect as ever of the estab- the kii;

lishment of a permanent peace between the twc

kingdoms. The Scottish nation was weighei
down by an overwhelming load of taxation, ant

yet the debt of the king was accumulating year DA

year, and more than a half of his ransom w.

unpaid. Many districts of the country, througl

the ravages of war, and the long neglect of hus

bandry, were reduced to such a state of
\

as to be wholly unable to pay their portion

public impost. The common necessaries

were scarce, and therefore dear, and evi

ordinary supplies for the maintenance of tin

household had to be imported from England.
In the midst of these distresses, the Scottish :

though deserted and betrayed by their ov,

generate Sovereign, continued, with UK-

courage and perseverance, to resist nvery u'

on the part of the English monarch to destroy i

impair, by force or fraud, the independence
>

country. Although the proposal made by Pa v -

to settle the crown on one of the sons of 1

was promptly and indignantly rejected by t

Scottish parliament and people, the unwor;

Tytler, vol. ii., Illustrations, letter M ;
Robertson's Ft

Hamentary Records, p. 1 15.

f Fordun book xir. chap, xxxiv.

J Rotuli Scotite, voL i. pp.924, 930.
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nf the heroic Bruce did not abandon his base

. Up to the end of his life, he continued to

the tool of England, and there is the clearest

evidence, that during his almost constant residence

in that country, he took an active part in the

intrigues which Edward was incessantly carrying
cm Ibr the purpose of securing this grand object

of his ambition. Many of the nobility were, as

usual, gained over to the English interest, but the

mass of the people were detennined to

e the independence of their country at all

. and the appeals made to their hopes and
, .ved like unsuccessful. Year after year, ne-

us were renewed, for the purpose of per-

manently establishing, on an amicable basis, the

relations between the two kingdoms, but without

i (Feet. In the exhausted state of the country,
is were wholly unable to raise the enor-

mous sum which they had stipulated to pay for

the king's ransom, and Edward obstinately re-

i abate any portion, cither of the original

amount, or of the penalties incurred by default of

payment. It was in his power, by the terms of

the treaty, at any time to have remanded the

is king to his prison in the Tower, but by
this step, he would have deprived himself of

i tractable and zealous agent for the promotion of

.is views on the independence of Scotland, and

vould, at the same time, have thrown the govern-
ncnt of that country into the hands of the Steward,
he rightful heir to the throne, and the decided

ncmy of English influence. His object was,

herelbre, so to avail himself of the difficulties

mder which the country laboured, as to reduce it

o a state of insolvency, that the people might be

unstrained to sacrifice their independence in order

o relieve themselves from the overwhelming pres-
ure of the debt, and his nefarious schemes were

pparently about to be crowned with success.

War between The country seemed to be rapidly
France and sinking under its accumulated dis-

**
tresses, when it was at once provi-

entially rescued from, despair by the sudden

waking out of a war between France and Eng-
.nd, and the consequent necessity under which

_
rlish monarch was placed of concentrating

is whole strength on the contest, ill order to

aintain his position on the continent. His ar-

demands were immediately relaxed, and
1

readily consented that the truce between the

'.us should be prolonged for fourteen years,*
and that the balance of King;mce T . .,,

i England
-U&via s ransom, amounting still

i is to fifty-six thousand marks, should

|.s
be paid by annual instalments of

four thousand marks. In this

the ransom of the king was at length
mpletely discharged, and a receipt in full was
anted by Richard II. in the seventh year of his

Parliamentary Kecords, p. 116.

liymer, Foedera, vol. vii. p. 417; Haile*, vol. ii. p. 317.

An important and dangerous innovation on the
freedom of the great national council took place
towards the close of ])avid's reign. im,ova-

In the parliament which was held tU .

at Scone, in the year 1368, a prac-
parliament,

tice was introduced, apparently for the first time,
of appointing committees to consult upon the ban-
ness, and to prepare and arrange the affairs of deli-

cacy and importance which were afterwards to come
before the parliament at large.* "When the council

of the nation assembled at Perth, in the following

year, a similar course was adopted on a more ex-

tended scalo. All judicial questions which were to

come before parliament were referred to a com-

mittee, consisting of six of the clergy, fourteen of

the barons, and seven of the burgesses, who were
directed to deliberate and give their judgment re-

garding them. To a second committee, composed

exclusively of the clergy and barons, in the propor-
tion of six of the former to eleven of the latter, was
intrusted the management of certain secret affairs

which it was not deemed expedient, in the first

instance, to bring before the body at large. The

principal business brought before this committee

was the consideration of the king's debt; and it

soon appeared that the object of the secrecy which

had been preserved, and of the exclusion of the

representatives of the royal burghs, was to prevent
their opposition to a declaration remitting and

cancelling all the debts contracted Repudiation of

by the king throughout the realm, the king's debt*.

up to the period of the Exchequer Court at Perth,

in the year 1368. This mean and fraudulent trans-

action showed how perilous this innovation on the

constitution was to the rights of the community and

to the principles of good government. It was pro-

bably with the view of reconciling the burgesses to

the injury thus inflicted upon those who had lent

money or sold goods for the royal use, that it was

accompanied by an order enjoining the king's

officers to exact only what was due by use and

custom, and to make prompt payment of whatever

was borrowed for the ransom, or the support of the

royal household. For the purpose of equalizing

the taxation over the whole country, it was de-

clared that in those northern dis- Attempt to

tricts where sheep had not been in- equalize the

troduced, and which consequently

escaped the heavy tax on wool paid by the Lowland

districts, an annual impost in aid of the crown

should be levied upon the crops and farm-stocking,

or that the king, at certain seasons, should take up

his residence in these remote counties and tutem

them for his support.

It was enacted by this parliament, that a tax

should be paid to the exchequer of forty pennies

upon every pound of money, either TM on the

ofgoldorsilver,exportedoutofthc &.
country, under a penalty of twenty an ,i Of hone*

shillings upon even" penny of the nJ cattle.

duty Avhich was eluded ;
and with regard to horses,

Parliamentary Hecords, p. ) 13.
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MML ni other animal* purchased
for exportation,

^ J ft,!., peace was to be levied upon every

d of tto price of the horse, and twelve pence

the prk of til other animals. As grievous

n made from all parts of the

the extortion of the serjeants

of the crown, a strict invcstiga-

;
f be made into the conduct of all

MMM'WBO had held theoe offices since the period

of tto loaf's CBptirity, and those -who were found

yvftr of mlTrmtkm were ordered to be punished

Wv iamtoomrat and deprivation of their offices.

It WM farther declared, that no justiciary, sheriff,

of the king, should execute any

any teal whatever, not excepting the

or privy tt*1 t if such mandate were contrary

to tew. All grants of exemptions from public

SenWtt* or serriees due to the king were revoked,

*s4 tkt mmhonti and burgesses were enjoined

Ml to W*rr the kingdom without license from the

or tto chamberlain.'

At tki period discord broke out in the royal

d from causes which are involved in

Utter animosity arose between David i

ti** and his qneen. She appears to
1

fs*s hate been expensive in her habits,
!

At maH punas suddenly elevated to high rank,

d wa feed of splendid dress and entertainments
;

Md tk tppmrentlr also liked admiration. Nothing
i ksCT. howrrcr. with certainty, of the reasons

ttatf mdwrd the king to dissolve the unequal alliance

k* had so hastily formed. A sentence of

oooonced by the Scottish bishops,
in Lent, A.D. 1389 ;t but the queen

appealed to the Pope against this

oaring with great secrecy conveyed

[ClIAP. XI.

and ilea

t
i

'--^

i, pp. 117,118.

herself and the treasure she had amassed, which

is said to have been considerable, on board a vessel

in the Forth, she set sail for France and proceeded
to Avignon to prosecute her appeal in person. Her

cause met with a favourable hearing at the papal
court ;

but she did not live to bring it to a conclu-

sion, as she died on her journey to

Rome, 18th Feb. 1369. Imme-

diately after the divorce of the queen, the Stev

and his sons were released from prison and restored

to the royal favour.

Shortly after this event, David, while meditating
an expedition to the Holy Land, as an expiation for

his sins, was seized with a mortal illness, and died

at the castle of Edinburgh, on the ,.

on j T- i. ioi-rt xi f i Death of David.
22nd .February, 13/0, in the lorty-
seventh year of his age, and the forty-first of his

reign.* The character of this prince presents little

deserving of either affection or esteem. He was

indeed possessed of personal courage and of court-

eous and affable manners, but he character of this

was habitually under the dominion prince.

of selfish and sordid passions ; and while he exacted

the most painful sacrifices from his subjects in the

midst of their deepest distresses, which his folly and

extravagance had greatly aggravated, he recklessly

indulged his love of show and pleasure, and never

denied himself a single indulgence in return for

their devoted loyalty and affection. His violent

resentments, and mingled obstinacy and caprice,

entailed a long train of calamities upon his people :

and his readiness to barter, for paltry and personal

advantages, the independence of his kingdom. mu>t

ever remain a dark blot upon his memory. It is a

melancholy consideration, that the death of tin

only son of Robert Bruce must have been regarded

by his subjects as a national deliverance.

* Forduu, book, siv. chap, xxxiv.
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CHAPTER XII.

Till: I'ARLIAMENT OF SCOTLAND LAWS CHARTERS

nOYAL BURGHS TRADE AND COMMERCE
COINAGE WEIGHTS AND MEASURES HOUSES,

MILITARY ARMS, AND DRESS SPORTS AND
AMUSEMENTS.

THE origin and constitution of the ancient par-

liament of Scotland are involved in some obscurity,

and have given rise to considerable discussion.

The early monarchs of the Scoto-Saxon dynasty,
like other feudal sovereigns, were doubtless accus-

tomed, on important occasions, to consult the most

powerful of their clergy and barons ; but there is

no evidence that a regular convocation of the three

estates of the realm Avas ever held during their

reigns, and it is difficult, if not impossible, to point
out the precise period at which the transition from

the occasional council to the formal and legal

>!y took place. David I. was undoubtedly a

legislator, and some of his laws have come down to

our own day ; but there is no reason to believe that

any parliament was consulted in their enactment.

In one instance, indeed, he held a meeting of the

clergy and barons at Carlisle, in the year 1138;
but this assembly appears to have been convoked

by the papal legate, and may be deemed an eccle-

il rather than a civil council. On various

in which they appointed six guardians to govern
the kingdom ; but we possess no authentic inform-
ation respecting the constitution or proceedings of
this assembly, and therefore cannot say of whom it

was composed. A very full meeting of the Estates
took place shortly after at Brigham, which was
attended by the five guardians, ten bishops, twelve
earls, twenty-three abbots, eleven priors, and forty.
eight barons, who assumed the title of the Com-
munity of Scotland.' The absence of the repre-
sentatives of the burghs on this important occasion

clearly proves that they were not yet recognised
as entitled to a place in the national council. The
stipulation in the treaty of marriage between the
Prince of Wales and the Maiden of Norway,

" that
no parliamentwas ever to be held without the bound-
aries of Scotland," together with the declaration

which Fordun informs us was afterwards made by
the Scottish parliament to Buliol that he had
been compelled to swear homage to Edward with-

out consulting the three Estates of the realm f
show how rapidly the great national council was

rising into importance. The burgesses of Scotland

were called upon by Edward I. to take the oaths

of allegiance to him in his progress through the

country (A.D. 1292), after his claims as Lord Para-

mount of the kingdom had been admitted by the

Scottish clergy and barons; but it was not till three

years later that we have the first authentic record of

the admission of the reprcsenta- First admission

tives of the burghs into the Scot- of the represent-
,. . , . , , ,. i / f it. ativesofthe
tish legislature, ihe chiefs of the

burghs into par-

people formed a constituent part of liament.

Baliol to re-casions during the reigns of his immediate sue-
j

that parliament which compelled
'\Ialcolni IV., William the Lion, and Alex- , nounce his homage and fealty to Edward, and to

der II., mention is made of important public i declare war against England ; J and in the treaty

of marriage which the same parliament negotiated

between the eldest son of Paliol and the daughter
of the French king, a clause was inserted pro-

viding that the treaty should be corroborated by
the seals and the signatures not only of the prelates

and nobles, but of the communities of the towns of

Scotland. There is no farther mention of the

constitution of the Scottish parliament till the year

130u, when Edward, after what he deemed the

final conquest of Scotland, proceeded to form a

constitution for the country, which he regarded as

now indissolubly united with the English crown.

By his orders the States of the realm assembled at

Perth on the 28th of May, and elected ten com-

missioners, who, in conjunction with twenty chosen

ransactions having been carried through in ac-

ordance with the advice of a great council ; but in

: stances equally important the government
- to have been entirely directed by the will

't the monarch
;
and nothing resembling a regular

lartiament is to be found throughout the whole of

: iod, although the word is once or twice

:nploycd by ancient historians in speaking of the

onsultations between the king and his council,

'owards the close of the reign of Alexander III.,

-t certain on the death of his son and daugh-
ice of the ter leaving an infant as the only

tllG"

of the heir to the crown,Wyntown informs

iom. us that the king
" caused make a

rat gathering of the States at Scone,"
*
for the

irpose of settling the succession
;
and we learn ; by the English parliament, were invested with full

om Fordun.f that this "
gathering

" consisted of powers to frame a series of regulations for the

e
bishops and higher barons of the realm ;

but no
ention is made of the attendance of the repre-
atatives of the burghs upon this occasion.

Immediatelv after the sudden and calamitous

administration of justice, and the government of

the country. These commissioners consisted of

two bishops, two abbots, two earls, two barons, and

two members to represent the community of

Alexander, we are told by Wyntown that burghs,|| a satisfactory proof that the royal burghs

s of Scotland held a parliament at Scone,J

v.-n, vol. i. p. 397
Fordun a Goodal, voL ii.

vol ii. p. 10.

p. 127; Tytler, vol. ii.

Rymer Feed. vol. ii. r- 472 ; Caledonia, vol. L p. 7U,

note (n).
t Fordun a Goodal, vol. ii. p. !

1 Ibid. vol. ii. p. 153. _

Kvraer, vol. ii. p. (596 ; Tytler, vol. u. pp. ^',

|; History, ante, p. HI.
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_ regarded as constituting an essential

of the national emnciL In the year 1315 the

of Scotland assembled at Ayr, and deter-

that, in the event of the death of King
without heirs male, his brother Ed-

ord oV^y sojeeccd to the throne. As the heads

of tbt communities or roy&l burghs appended their

Js to the instrument of succession along with

those of the prelates and barons, there can be little

InoJbt that they rat in this important parliament,

ttd took part in its deliberations/ They were

1^ promt in the parliament which met at Scone

hi the JWOT 1318, fcr the purpose of framing some

ew rrgulatioas regarding the succession to the

oown, rendered necessary by the death of Edward

Brotc ( and the famous letter which the parliament

held at Abcrbrothock, addressed to the Pope, was

draw op in the name of the prelates, earls, frce-

hoidea, tad whole community of Scotland,! there-

by bowing that the representatives of the royal

buffet were now recognised as forming the third

octet* of the national council. In the year 1326,

Robert, finding his health rapidly declining,
~

a parliament at Cambuskenneth, for the
1 of making a final settlement of the crown,

Uking the oaths of fealty to his infant son,

David. TV original record of this Assembly of

the Estates has perished, bat an indenture has

boon pioKiiud which was drawidrawn between the

kkf and his carls, barons, free tenants, com-
mojMPOs of burghs, and the whole community
of hie realm ;t and proves beyond a doubt that

lfc boughs irere now considered an integral part
of the parliament. Some writers, indeed, have

that this ought to be regarded as the
i epoch of the introduction of deputies from the
e into the great national council

; but the
***

^""^J
ddaeed afford a strong presumption,

t coBchmre evidence, that this important
haaft ia the cotutitution of the country took

* ******* P* "W of Balio1 - No record
j

wioanul of the parliament assembled at
!

the Tr 1327, for the purpose of !

tff the terms of the peace with
'

1 tty itself
distinctly states that i

ended with consent of the prelates,

*?
ll*i?hcTh<*d* of thc Communities

'

.' """M of the distracted state of thc
? the fr.inority and captivity of David

Parliament appears to have as-
t than twenty years, and the elec-

who carried on the

*od to the patriotic cause. But

^J mallthcparlia-
d alter his return to his own

*y.*.r
WO. MM.. r ^8.

J
U TrBeto,

t b.\_. . .

dominions ;
and on the record of the

proceedings
of the parliament held at Scone on tl:

of July, 1366, we find it stated, that the assembly
consisted of those who were summoned to the par-

i liament of the king, according to ancient use and

j wont; namely, the bishops, abbots, priors, earls.

barons, and free tenants, and certain burgesses
who were summoned from each burgh to attend at

tliis time. Towards the close of David's reign, an

important and most mischievous ^
.

r
, . L i i i-u Dangerous m-

mnovation took place in the con- novation on the

stitution of the parliament. In constitv

the account of the meeting of the ******
Estates in the year 1367, it is stated that, in con-

sequence of its being held in the autumn,
"

ct :

persons had been elected to hold the parlia;:

j

while permission was given to the rest of the mem-
bers to return to their own business." * In

! meeting of the three Estates at Perth, on the

of March. 1368, the same questionable measure

was adopted of intrusting the entire management
of the business of the parliament to a committee,

and allowing the rest of the members to return

home and attend to their own affairs
; and in thc

last parliament of David, which assembled

Perth on the 18th of February, 1369, this new and

dangerous practice \vas still more fully recognized
and carried out. The management of all the judi

cial questions and complaints which required t

come before parliament was intrusted to a com

mittee consisting of six of the clergy, among?
whom were the Bishop of Brechin, the Chancellor

and the Chamberlain, John de Came, fourteen o

the barons, and seven of the burgesses ;
while ccr

tain special and secret matters regarding tl..

and the nation were referred to another com:

from which the representatives of the burgh

entirely excluded.! The change thus introduce

in the management of parliamentary proci

necessarily tended to limit the freedom of

sion in the national council, by investing a

body of the members with thc power of k

back or bringing forward at their pleas

subjects for consideration and debate, ai.

mately led to the institution of the Lords of A

tides, J who possessed a veto upon all r.

which were proposed to be brought bci

Estates, and thus exerted a most injurioi
encc upon thc freedom of the parliament ;.

nation.

Thc origin of Scottish jurisprudence has

rise to a great deal of controversy, Orijrin of

in which the most conflicting
Seou^hlaw.

opinions have been expressed; but the s]

ness of the laws attributed to Kenneth M;

Malcolm II., Macbeth, and Malcolm Cann:

been clearly demonstrated, and it has hcc:;

that nothing like a code of written law w..

* Purl. Records of Scotland, pp. 105, 108.

f See ante, p. 211
; Parl. Records, p. 1 17.

J Ilnilcs, vol. ii. p. "16, and note.
See Tytler's Dissertation on the Ancient I'm'

Scotland, vol. ii. pp. 217 2M; Caledonia, vul. i.

Tit : \Vi;ji|!'s "ise and Progress of Pnrliai:'
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by any of the Celtic kings. David, the

youngest son of Malcolm Canmore and the Saxon

princess, Queen Margaret, is the first of the Scottish

vhosc legislative enactments were transmitted

to posterity in a permanent form. His reign forms

an important era in the jurisprudence of Scotland.

>:ig
residence at the court of Henry I. had

made him intimately acquainted with the laws of

England, and on his accession to the throne of Scot-

laud, he laboured to introduce among his rude sub-

!ie laws, manners, and customs of the more

civilized inhabitants of the southern division of the

island. There can be little doubt that the code of

Laws of mercantile law called Assissa Bur-
luvicll. gorum, from a term of English
udence, was gradually formed by this en-

lightened and patriotic monarch.* In the statutes

df William the Lion there is a reference to " the

customs and laws made by King David;" and in the

year 1305, Edward I. enjoined his lieutenant to

: i the presence of the good people of the land,
" the laws which King David had enacted." It ap-

pears from Ayloffe's Calendar of Ancient Charters,
that among the public records carried away by
Edward, there were several rolls of the laws and

of the kingdom of Scotland, several rolls of

the laws and customs of the burghs, and a roll of

ancient statutes which had been made by the

Kings of Scotland.f The greater part of these

statutes and assizes were, in all probability, enacted

during the reigns of David and of William the

Lion. The learned Chalmers states, that he had

inspected a manuscript collection of ancient laws

preserved in the library at Berne, in Switzerland,
and which is undoubtedly older than the year
1306. \ This interesting document contains an

enumeration of certain statutes under the title of

Leges Scotia and Letjes Burgorum, which it affirms

were enacted by King David; but it makes no

The Eegiam mention of the famous code en-

tatem. titled Hecjiam Majestatem, from
the first words -of the treatise the genuineness of

which was long a keenly disputed question. Seve-

ral Scottish lawyers and antiquaries have affirmed

that the Regium Majestatem is a book of Scottish

law compiled, if not by the pen, at least in the age
of David I. This opinion has been controverted

by other distinguished Scottish jurists, such as Craig
and Lord Stair, while the eminent English law-

yers, Spelman and Hale, maintain that it was co-

pied from the well-known treatise of Glanvill.

More
recently, the acute and learned Lord Hailes

.published an elaborate dissertation, intended to

prove that the disputed code is a modern fabrica-

tion.
||

It has been clearly shown by internal evi-

dence, that the composition of Rcgiam Majestatem

[belongs
to a later age than that of either David I.

'.ouia. vc.1. i. pp. 72.5, 720, and notes (a) and (e).

'.p. 7-20, note (0-
Grid. vol. i. p. 727.

be Examination of some of the Arguments for the
h

Antiquity of Eegiam Majestatem." Edinburgh,

or Glanvill, and that the date of its compilation
cannot be fixed earlier than the fourteenth century.
There is no reason, however, to suppose, with Sir

George Mackenzie, that the code was the unau-
thorized production of a private lawyer, or that it

was merely an inartificial copy from Glanvill.
The treatise of the English kwyer, as Chalmers
remarks, was undoubtedly in the view of the com-
pilers of the disputed tract; but the lawyers
who assisted in that work, had before them the
whole code of English law, as it stood enlarged
and improved at the conclusion of the long reign
of the law-giving Edward I. There is no evidence,

however, that Scotland, at this period, possessed a

body of lawyers who could have compiled a judi-
cial treatise containing so much Scotch and Eng-
lish canon and civil law as appears in the Rtyiam
Majestatem* The compilers of this code must
therefore be sought in some other more probable

quarter ;
and there can be little doubt of the accu-

racy of the statement made by the learned author

already quoted, that the compilation of the Jtegiam

Majestatem may be more justly referred to the

genius of Edward I. than to the pen of King
David. The true origin of this treatise is to be

found in the famous state paper of Edward, known

by the title of an " Ordinatio super stabilitate

terra? Scotire," and published in 1305. In this

celebrated decree it was declared that " The
Lieutenant or Guardian should, immediately on

his arrival in Scotland, assemble the good people
of the land in some convenient place, and that in

their presence he should read the laws which King
David had enacted, and also the amendments and

additions which had been made by his successors :

that the Lieutenant, with the assistance which he

shall then have, as well English as Scottish, shall

amend such of those laws and usages as are plainly

against the dictates of God and reason, as they
best may in so short a space, without consulting

the king ;
and as to such matters as they cannot

correct of themselves, that they put them into

writing, by the common assent of the Lieutenant

and the good men assembled, to be laid before the

king at Westminster, under the Lieutenant's

seal." f In compliance with this decree, a sketch

of the old laws of Scotland was drawn up by the

Guardian, with the assistance of the English law-

yers who then accompanied him, and doubtless,

also, of some of the Scottish clergy who attended

this assembly, and this compilation, with nume-

rous additions and alterations, constitutes the code

entitled Eegiam Majestatem. We learn from this

* Chalmers says,
"
I have looked nnsaccettfullr for law-

yers in Scotland during the Scoto-Saxon penud. T

pleadings of the competitors for the crown of ScoUand

plainly drawn by English lawyers. The bishop.,

Other dignified clergy in Scotland, were no doubt c*not

and civilians; but they were not municipal *wjV fcrcll

at the comparatively recent establishment of tl t of

Session, there was not in Scotland a
T
rcJ"Uar . **V.

municipal lawyers. Most of the earliest Lonls of .

were what the English judges one* had been, mere diarch-

men." Caledonia, vol. i. p. 731, note (a).

t Caledonia, vol. i. p. 732.
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The

I Malawi of the English monarch, that

a portion,
at least, of the ancient

consuetudinary laws and customs

of the Scots "and Britons existed

at this period ;
so slowly and

gradually bad the feudal law advanced in Scotland,

ad dvelaeed the usages of the Celtic tribes.* It

afpears abff, that the Flemings, who colonized

Seotfcad during the twelfth century, and settled

< great numbers along the east coast, were long
~ *

to retain their own peculiar customs under

of Fleming-louche;^ so that the esta-

; of entire uniformity of laws among the

in Scotland was the work of a corn-

period.

earliest lawsuit of which there is any
record, occurred before David's

ta accession to the throne, and rose

out of a dispute between his

rof Horndean-on-the-Tweed and the monks

f St. Cethbert David decided, that if the monks

eoald bring forward legal witnesses, or produce
his brother'* charter, they should be allowed to

rttafai the land in dispute. They produced the

charter, aad the decision was given in their favour.]

Tat next in point of time and interest was the
:

dispate between Sir Robert Burgoner and the
i

MoJu of Lochlcvcn, who complained to the king i

fbat they wen violently oppressed by the knight.
1 * id saaia^MBil a meeting of the whole county of :

Fife, in order to do justice to both parties. In i

rder to Bjfioft the laws, the power of the county ,

was collected by Constantino the Earl of Fife,

'

I the greatjudge, or justiciar, of Scotland; and the

of St Andrews also sent a body of troops,

by two officers, named Budadh and
The dispute was referred to three

. or arbiter* Constantino the Earl, and Duf-
1 * MeUoineth, two judges highly respected

t of their character and learning. After

wiliiwsti, Dufgal gave judgment upon
I, and pronounced sentence against
The whole proceeding, as Chalmers

jr mnark*, evinces that Fife was then a Celtic

"fcji goaued by Celtic u.sages.
la fees aad fine* which arose from the adminis-

:t of justice in the royal
eoarts, formed no inconsiderable

revenue; and as early as the reign
of David I. these profits had bc-

r donation. David granted to the

tMfOW the eighth penny out of all his
briaj to the

monastery of Dunfermline,
r eigbta part of all his pleas and gains in Fife

w i ,Jl_**
**** rt**ta to **** MPemura. Caledun a,

F 1
, ato (f.) ; charter of David II. to John

and Fotherif; to the monastery of Holyrood, the

tithe of all liis pleas from the Avon to Colbiands-

path, and the half of the tithes of hi* can and of

his pleas and profits in Kintyre and Argyle; to the

prior}' of Urquhart in Moray, the tithe of his pleas
and profits in Argyle. The same monarch be-

stowed upon the monastery of Cambuskenneth the

tenth of all his pleas and profits in Stirling, Stir-

lingshire, and Calentire; and the prior and canons

of Restennet obtained from him a grant of the

tenths of the wards, reliefs, marriages, fines,

escheats, and other emoluments which accrued to

the king in the justiciary, chamberlain, and sheriff

courts in Forfarshire. The successors of David

imitated his example in bestowing upon the clergy
and religious houses, similar revenues from judicial

proceedings. Simon. Bishop of Moray, obtained

from AVilliam the Lion the tithes of his pleas

throughout the whole diocese of Moray. The

bishops of Brechin received a part of the second

tenths of the same profits in Kincardineshire, and

those within the shires of Aberdeen and Banff

were bestowed upon the bishops of Aberdec;:

before the termination of the Scoto-Saxon period,

the royal revenue arising from the administration

ofjustice to the people was, to a great extent, in the

hands of the clergy.*

Charters, as we have seen, were called for in the

earliest lawsuit on record in Scot-

land. Many fabulous statements

are made by a certain class of Scottish historians

respecting the existence of charters at a very early

period in the history of the country; but there is no

reason to believe that any such documents coif.c

have been found in Scotland until after the U .

tion of the Celtic form of government. The i

genuine charters are those of King Edgar,f
are invariably in Latin, which was also al

period the language of the laws and of all j:

proceedings. Chalmers states, that the

document which, he has met with in the S
language, is a contract with the mi:..

Edinburgh in the year 13874 The char

Edgar and of Alexander I., and the greater ;

those granted by David I. and his grandso:
colm IV. are without dates. The earliest d;

public documents in Scotland refer to the n
the king, the birth of his son, or some othe;

which had occurred during his government,
custom of employing the date of the year of ou

Lord was not introduced into Scotland :

beginning of the twelfth century. S.al- "r:

known in Scotland as early as the year li-

they did not come into common use till ;i

later period.

Reference has already been made to th>

Burgorum, or Burgh Laws, enacted by 1

which afford conclusive evidence of thee:;.

of royal boroughs at a period anterior to tlu

Caledonia, vol. i. p. 719, and notes (/) and (s).
+ Anderson's Diplomats. 1'lute G.

J Caledonia, vol. i. p. 704.
Ibid. pp. 705757.
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of that monarch. There were no towns in Scot- Lanark, Glasgow, and Dundee, had their origin
land during the Celtic period, as the Celtic race under David and his grandson William, who car-

.ve always shown an aversion to a settlement in ricd out the policy which his prcdi-crcssor origin-
;e communities, and to habits of industry and atcd. It is noticed by Chalmers, that though th

pacific pursuits of trade and commerce. The names of these burghs arc Celtic, the names of their

.,,-the origin, therefore, of the towns and streets and lanes arc Anglo-Saxon a significant
.urghs. royal boroughs of Scotland cannot fact, which clearly proves that for their elevation

traced to an earlier period than the commence- from the position of villages to the rank of towns,
lit of the Scoto-Saxon dynasty. The small they are indebted to the Soxoii, Anglo-Norman, and
sters of hamlets, which, for the sake of security, Flemish settlers, who took up their residence in

re placed in the vicinity of the royal and baro- them during the twelfth century.* It is also

nial castles erected by the Anglo-Norman and worthy of notice that the burgesses and common
on settlers, and formed the dwellings of their

dal vassals and retainers, grew by degrees
^tensive settlements of skilful and enter-

prising artisans, who again, in the course of time,

wcru transformed into wealthy manufacturers and

traders. These communities became the nurseries

of freedom, and afforded a safe asylum to the slave

who could escape from the vigilance of his master.*

nun

into

people of the towns, who appear in the charters

of that period, are distinguished by English or

Flemish names, while the inhabitants of the rural

districts, mentioned in these charters, receive Celtic

designations.
At this early period the royal burghs were the

exclusive property of the king, The royal

and were either held in his own burghs were ori-

Their power and privileges continued steadily to hands, or let out to farm. This
^perty ofthT*

increase, till at length they were formed into char- is shown by the conclusive fact, monarch,

tercd corporations, endowed with peculiar immu- that the Cartularies, as Chalmers remarks, are full,

nities and rights ;
thus forming by their enterprise i not only of grants from successive kings to new

and wealth a useful check on the overweening settlers, and to the clergy and barons, of tofls, or

arrogance and exorbitant power of the barons, small portions of pasture and arable ground, in

The oldest of the royal burghs of Scotland are their various burghs, with the right of building

Edinburgh, Berwick, Roxburgh, and Stirling, on them, but of annuities payable out of the royal
which have been traced to the time of Alexander

[

farms, and pensions from the census of their

I.f To these were added, in the course of a few
'

burgesses.f

Inverkeithing, Perth, and Aberdeen, which, Not a few of the Scottish burghs owed their

iwever, obtained their respective charters from origin to the heads of the great Ecclesiastical

William the Lion. David L, with his usual saga- religious houses, or to the higher and baronial

barons, who imitated the policy of

their sovereign in granting exclusive privileges to

the villages or towns on their estates. Thus Sel-

kirk was indebted for its elevation to the rank

of a burgh to the Ablx>t of Kelso ; Abcrbrothock,

to the Abbot of that monastery ; St. Andrews Glas-

gow, and Breclu'n, to the bishops of these sees;

Newburgh, to the Abbot of Lindores ; Peebles, to

the Bishop of Glasgow ; Burntisland, to the Abbot

of Dunfermline
;
and Whithorn, to the Prior of

Candida Casa.J Renfrew was granted by David I.

cious policy, viewed with special favour the

erection of these infant towns, and held out such

encouragement to induce the more industrious and

civilized tradesmen and merchants of England to

settle in these communities, that we are informed

by an English historian, the towns and burghs of

Scotland under William the Lion were almost

exclusively peopled by Englishmen. Xo less than

twenty-five of these burghs, including Jedburgh,

Haddington, Linlithgow, Inverness, Dumfries,

* Any bond<nan, except the king's, who escaped from his

1 superiors and lived for a year and a clay within a

i. without being claimed by his master, became entitled

to his freedom. Laws of the Burghs, chap. xvii.

+ The chronological series of the boroughs of Scotland is

thus given !>y
< halmers : "Under Alexander I.: Edinburgh,

irk, Stirling, Inverkeithing, Perth, Aberdeen. Under
1 I.: Jedburgh, Haddington. Linlithgow. Rutherglen,

\v, St. Andrews, Dunfermline, Crail. Elgin, Forres,

Inverness; Rutherglen and Inverness received their first

exKti'r_,' charters from William. Under William, who
'd many charters to boroughs: Dumfries, Lanark,

jw, Irvine, Ayr, Forfar, Dundee, Aberbrothock, Mon-
. Inverury. Kintore, Banff, Cullen, Nairn. Under
.nderll. : Annan, Dunbarton, Dingwall, Kosemarkie.
r Alexander III.: Kinghorn, Peebles, Cupar, Inver-

bervie. Dunbar, Brechin, Lander, Wigton. Under Robert
III.: North Berwick, Pittenweem, Burntisland, Dysart.

.Iiini'--; Yf. : Anstruther Easter, Anstruther Wester,

is, Wick, Sanqtihar, Stranraer. Under Charles I.:

eh, Inverary, New Galloway, Newburgh. Under
Charles II.: Tain, Cromarty, Kilrenny. William III.;

Campbeltown." Some of them may have existed as villages
before they were erected into corporate towns. Caledonia,
vjl. i. pp. 775, 776, note (b).

VOL. I.

to Walter, the son of Alan, the founder of the

Stewart line. Robert Bruce obtained Lochmabcn

by a grant of the same monarch. Dunbar wa

early the property of the Earls of Dunbar; and

Lauder, of the ancient family of the Moreviiles.$

North Berwick was erected into a jwrt by Robert

II., who conveyed it to the Earl of Ikmglas.

WT

ick belonged to the Earl of Caithness a::d Invrr-

ary and Campbelton were the property of the

powerful family of Argyle. In these troublous

times, the estates of the barons were frequently

forfeited to the crown; and thus their burghs, like

their castles and manors, become the proj

the monarch, and, from baronial or ecclesiastical,

were converted into royal burghs.

It appears that from on early period all dispute*

Caledonia, vol. L p. 779.

t Ibid. p. 778.

Ibid. p. 77<J, note ().
II- id.

FF
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,
the members of these trading j

determined in a separate court
j

that, from the decision of the
j

__ lay a right of appeal to a tri-
\

%BM' denominated the Court of the
\

r r Dafjas Four Burghs, which was instituted

r Hand L The four burghs which composed this

Berwick, Roxburgh, Edinburgh, and

j- g^d their eommiseionerB assembled once

,-,. . roar at Haddington, before the Chamberlain ;

ef Srodand. for the purpoae of " falseing the dooms

of the hurghs" tt it was termed, or giving jndg- ,

ant pot tht appeals brought before them. "
By

j

m eMjr transition," tap Chalmers,
" the Court of

the Four Burghs, from being judicial in its prin-

eipir, herenn Wyissative in its practice ; and, bc-

fere the mmtniurmfnt of the fifteenth century,

dekfatH tram ell the burghs met in the conven-

tion of the Four Burgh*, to treat and determine

upon aD draft concerning the common weal of all

lhrkttf.burgha.-t
The gradual rite of the towns and royal burghs

Is-
w**> ** ^re*' n4>kly conducive

rCe* tr the advancement of the mer-

cantile wealth and prosperity of

the kingdom, but the peculiar pri-
with which theee corporations were in-

ultimately proved injurious to

of the nation. These trading
all formed upon a principle of

nd monopoly. It wcs early settled as

of Scotland that all merchandis and

njey their own liberties and privileges ;

*"* F*"*> iwMf without boroughs shall not
ear meiihiiiiii, DOT eell any tap!e goods ;

tat hut merchant guilds shall buy or
liWrtie. of the boroughs." \ These

** ^*^y* oMBpleteljr prevented competi-
fkktd itaown district, within which

maintain a strict monopoly. The pri-
' *BCT^* ? ""y brftncl1 f trade or com-

td to the guild brethren or
tk*. Tne cargoes of foreign vessels could

It only to the members of the pri-
i ; and the-atranger men-hand,"

I hit ship, soon found that he

fwdt for that purpose,

^^^" MNUManes of a burgh,

*"* **** r

*"J*
d *te*Hon of the trade

wee of the
country by" *M*IM

iJtion, but gave

la^*^^ *!.
the members of

The burghers of

dfdmrni, that u
crt two of the
hHata court,

barton strove to exclude the men of Glasgow from

trading in the counties of Lennox and Argyle.*
The burgesses of Cupar endeavoured to prevent the

citizens of St. Andrews from buying and selling

within their district ; but, after a lengthened liti-

gation, the controversy \vas decided in favour of

the bishop and his burghers.t There was a fierce

and protracted contest between the towns of Perth

and Dundee respecting their precedence and pri-

vileges in trade,f The burgesses of Irvine and Ayr
had a dispute regarding their exclusive right of

traffic, which was finally settled by the verdict of

a jury, under Robert II. The royal burghs even

attempted to deprive the burghs of regality and

barony of an equal share in the privileges granted
to these corporations, and they were ultimately
allowed to participate in the benefits of foreign

trade, only upon condition of their relieving the

royal burghs of a certain proportion of the public

taxes.
|S

The information which we possess respecting the

constitution and government of the Constitution of

royal burghs of Scotland at this the royal

early period is exceedingly scanty; burghs

but enough is known to warrant the conclusion

that they closely resembled those of the southern

division of the island. Berwick was governed by
a mayor, under whom were four provosts. Some
idea of the wealth and importance of this burgh

may be formed from the fact, that the salary of the

mayor was ten pounds a year a sum equal to four

hundred pounds of our present money. Glasgow
was placed under the superintendence, of three

provosts, Haddington of one
; Roxbiu-gh, Jedburgh,

Stirling, and Perth, were each governed by an

alderman
;
and the smaller burghs of Peebles, Lin-

lithgow, Inverkeithing, Montrose, and Elgin, were

superintended by one or more magistrates, called

Scone, which was the site of the Stone of Destiny,

appears to have been the principal their trade

residence of the kings of the Scoto- and wealth.

Saxon dynasty. Malcolm IV., in his charter to

the monastery of Scone, terms it the principal scat

of his kingdom. It was one of the earliest places
in the country which carried on a foreign trade.

Alexander I. granted to the monastery the custom
of ships landing at Scone, and addressed an invita-

tion to the merchants of England to trade at this

place, promising them protection on paying cus-

The villagers of Glasgow were originally the mere men
of the bishop. In the Cartulary of the see they are termed
"
the men, natives, and serfs of the Hishop of Glasgow."

Semi-time hetween 1175 and 1180, William the Lion
t<> Bishop Jocelyn "that he should have a burgh at

Glasgow, with a market on Thursdays." Cart, of Glasgow
p. 23

; Caledonia, vol. i. p. 779, note (u).
t Caledonia, vol. i. p. 780.

J Birrel states in his Diary, p. 13, "that on the 20th

Hec., I"i(i7, the Lord Regent raid to the parliament hoore
nd was much troubled to compose these t\vo turbnlert

tonnes of Perth and Dundie."

{Caledonia,
vol. L p. 781, note (b).

Ibid, note (d).
5 Tytler, voL ii. pp. 253, 254.
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to the monks.* Alexander II. addressed a

date to his subjects in Moray and Caithness,

uiring them to protect and succour the ship and

men of the abbot and convent of Scone, if they
should touch at their unknown coastH.f The

idence of the court at Scone, and the privileges

owed upon that monastery, seem to have exer-

a most beneficial influence upon the neigh-
town of Perth, which was erected into a

burgh by William the Lion, and became, in

words of a contemporary writer, one of the

incipal pillars of the opulence of the kingdom.}:
.ere is evidence that, at this remote period, the

ghs of St. Andrews and Stirling also shared

nsively in the benefits of a commercial inter-

with the continent; but Berwick was the

at emporium of foreign commerce, and far ex-

celled any other port in Scotland in trade and

opulence. Its customs under Alexander III.

amounted to the large sum of 2197 8s. sterling,

one-fourth of the whole amount of the customs of

England at that time.

We learn from the Cartularies, that the monks

Trading and
were the earliest guild brethren,

banking opera-
and possessed various exclusive

:irried on
privileges of trade and fisheries, at

lks '

a time when scarcely any of the

burghs existed. The ships belonging to some of

the religious houses enjoyed special protection, and
were exempted from the payment of can, toll,

,cl custom.;] The monks were also the bankers

these times, being the only bodies who possessed

any large portion of ready money ;
and many of

their lands and tenements came originally into

their possession as securities for the loans which

they advanced to the extravagant or the needy.^J
Not a few of these great monastic houses became
so extensively engaged in commercial enterprises,
and obtained so many privileges from successive

sovereigns, that they might be regarded as trading
rather than religious corporations. To such an
extent did the evil grow, that, as early as 1269,
one of the canons of the Scottish church peremp-

torily forbade clerks or monks to engage in busi-

'.id William the Lion enacted, that "kirk-

men live honestlie of the fruits, rents, and profits
of their kirks : and sail nocht be husbandmen,

schcipherds, nor merchants."*' But these regula-
tions do not appear to have been enforced, and the

evil was probably beyond the reach of any legisla-
tive enactment.

The exports of the country at this period were

Exports and principally composed of wool,

imports of the skins, hides, salted fish, horses,
country. sheep, and cattle, and on sonic

occasions of pcarls,tt falcons, and greyhounds. The

rt. of Scone, p. 3; Caledonia, p. 7T8, note (p).
* Cart, of Scone, p. 57.

;;am apud Gough's Camdcn's Brit. vol. iii. p. "03 :

Tytlrr, vol. ii. p. 254.

ier, vol. ii. p. 2-53.

Ionia, vol. i. p. 7S.1, and note (m).
iionin, vol. i. p. 7W, and note (z).

1 Skene's Statutes, chap, xxxiv.; Ibid. p. 786.
t+ Sac ante, p. 169

imports consisted of fine linen and silks, broad

cloth, and a rich woollen cloth, called myet,
carpets and tapestry, wine, oil of olives, spied,
drugs, arms, armour, and cutlery, and occasionally
of corn and bailey, and gold and silver plate.
That Scotland at this time carried on an exten-
sive trade with foreign countries, is shown by
the violent efforts made to extinguish it by
ward I. and his successors, and the steady refusal

of the Flemings, and other inhabitants of the
low countries, to break off their traffic with the

Scots.*

The inhabitants of Scotland must at a very early
period have directed their atten-

tion to the arts of ship-building
and navigation, and in this, as in other branches

of industry, the monks led the way. As early tt

the year 1249, an old English chronicler records

the building of a large vessel at Inverness, the

property of the Count de St Paul.f Mention is

also made of the fleets of William the Lion, and

his successor, Alexander II. ; but it has been con-

jectured that these naval armaments were fur-

nished by the islanders, who held their lands by
the tenure of furnishing a certain number of galleys
for the use of their sovereign.! Alexander III.

possessed several large vessels, which were built in

the port of Ayr. Robert Bruce was too much

occupied vrith his almost incessant struggle for

the independence of his kingdom, to be able to

devote much time to the peaceful pursuits of trade

and commerce ;
but in the last year of his life,

while residing at Cardross, his attention seems to

have been anxiously turned to the subject of ship-

ping and navigation, and he built several vessels,

in which he often sailed on the adjacent frith. It

was not till after the death of Bruce, how ever, that

attempts were made to maintain a regular naval

force. During the long-continued hostilith

England, which marked the reign of his son, the

Scottish ships of war plundered the mcrchn

sels of the enemy, and made repeated and ('.'

tivc descents upon their coast ; and not unfre-

quently their merchantmen, even when riding at

anchorwith in the harbours, were cut out and carried

off by the Scottish seamen. The commerce of thy

English suffered severely from these naval at

and the Scottish navy at this period appears to hatv

possessed a decided superiority over that of Knglard.

3!r. Tytlcr quotes from the Rotuli Scotue, a remark-

able order addressed by Edward III. to his ad-

mirals and naval captains, and complaining in

bitter terms of their pusillanimous conduct in per-

mitting the united fleets of the Scots, French, and

Flemings, to capture anil ips of

England in the very sight of his own navy, which

See ante, p. HO.
4 M. I'm is: Hailcs, vol. i. p.

?<>

*
Tytler, vol. ii. p. A'*. The old chrtr of 0* islsad

chfefs required as the sen-ice for th.

with twenty oars. On this account the <fn?*t f

still bear Jhips, or lymphmUs, on their coat-of-ams.

bet's Essay on Armouries, p. 9; CJdoni, toL i

note (b).
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daring the action, and did not dare to

Many of the Scottish vessels, how-

evidently privateers
hired from the

Homing* and Genoese, and which served, as occa-

sion required, cither as traders or as ships of war.

Bdbr* concluding this brief sketch of the early

wisae* commerce of Scotland, it will be

lewis**, accessary to notice the Scottish

of this period.

*

It is evident that coins

ikaown to the ancient Celtic inhabitants of

____ Many coins of the Romans, English,

and Scoto-Saxons have been found in various parts

of th* country, but none of her Celtic monarchs.

Th* earliest Scottish coins that have yet been

dsKorered are the silver pennies of Alexander I.,

hiiil are of the same shape, fineness, and weight

as th* contemporary English coins of the same

*!*.t There is every reason to believe that there

wo* no gold coinage in Scotland at this period.

From th* time of Alexander, there was a regular

sung* of silver pennies by the various monarchs

who MHOtMiTely filled the throne down to the War
of Independence, and their money continued to be

of prreucly th* same weight and value as that

of th* contemporary English sovereigns. These
'

ponies wore mennosfd of mixed silver, one pound
'

or tvrhre ounces of which contained eleven ounces
'

and two pennyweight* of fine silver, and eighteen
of copper alloy, t The first attempt
to debase the Scottish coinage took

place in the reign of Robert

The pound weight of silver then consisted

ef tworre ounces, each containing twenty penny-
weights, or of two hundred and forty pennies. In
th* year 1900, Edward I. commanded two hundred
and farty-thre* pennies to be coined out of the
eteadard P*d. The depreciation was, in the first

Mae**, trifling ; hut the jK-rnicious example thus
* enndflj followed and outdone by the Scot-

tish kief, who coined two hundred and fifty-two

*'"V
fc* pound weight of silver. Edward

iossijr eopiwl the ambition, the crucltv.
Ifce dishonesty of his grandfather, attempted

if of the debts which he had in-

^^ ****& *w, by paying his creditors
'"' ney j and a few years later (in

repeated this fraudulent and impolitic
<w^snded two hundred andW t be made out of the jxmnd of

pie was followed, in 1354, bv
then regent of Scotland, and

jr
eainsg* still more depreciated

Up to this dote it appears
of both countries had con-

todttmminalcly j but, on the issue
of th* nov monw tJ tK ftnt* i**^* owwosn rpttvti t IM! \vorH

I?!!?"'
1'rf NortllBn'berlaad, infonningthe MW money of Scotland, although of

P- 4GC; Tvt-

the same figure with the old, was not, like it, of the

same weight and quality Avitk the sterling money
of England; and he accordingly commands that

officer to make proclamation -within his district,

that the new Scottish money should be taken only
for its value as bullion, and carried to the proper
office to be exchanged for current money ; but that

the old money of Scotland, which, as appears from

what was above stated, was considerably better

than that of England, should be still current as

before."
* This unjust and injurious tampering

with the currency was repeated in 1367, when the

Scottish Parliament, under the pressure of the

scarcity of silver caused by the payment of the

king's ransom, gave orders that the pound of silver

should contain twenty-nine shillings and four

pennies, or, in other words, that it should be

coined into three hundred and fifty-two pennies.

The enormous fraud thus practised on the com-

munity, besides other pernicious effects, produced
a great rise in the prices of all the necessaries of

life. And, as one false step leads to another, both

in England and Scotland the legislature attempted
to counteract the natural and necessary conse-

quences of their own vicious legislation, by enact-

ing stringent sumptuary laws, prohibiting arti-

ficers and labourers from asking a rise of wages,
and enjoining the dealers in provisions to sell their

commodities at reasonable prices.f

The weights and measures in use among the

inhabitants of Scotland at this
^'eights and

period were nearly all derived measures,

from England. The early intercourse of the Scot-

tish merchants with the Netherlands led to the

introduction into Scotland of what are called

Dutch weights. The inhabitants of the Orkney
and Shetland islands, down to a very recent period,

continued to use the Norwegian weights and mea-

sures, which the first settlers brought from their

mother country.^ The measures of land which

were all derived from England were the caracute.

the bovatc, or oxgang, the hide, the librata, the

perticate, and several others, whose exact dimen-

sions cannot now be ascertained, as they appear to

have been used indefinitely, and to have varied at

different times. Mention is also made in the

Cartularies of the acre, the roccl, the perch, and

other well-known measures. The davoch, which

appears to have been nearly of the same dimen-

sions as the caracute, was the usual divi

land in Scotland during the Celtic times. It com-

prehended eight bovates, or oxgar.g-. In the

western districts of the country, mention is made of

mark and half-mark lands, shilling lands, penny
lands, &c., the origin of which is very apparent.
As early as the reign of David I. the thrave was

the common measure of corn in the field. This

term, which was probably derived from tin.

Tytli-r, vi.l. ii. p. 268.
mm Majestatem, pp. 4fi, 40

;
T;;rl. Records, pp.

I"'!, 117
; Tytler. vol. ii. pp. U70, 271.

t Swinton on Weiglits nnd Measures, pr- 101, 105 ;
C'ftJti-

douia, vol. i. p. 810.
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thrcnf, comprehended two shocks, or stooks, each

consisting of twenty-four sheaves. Grain was

measured by the chalder, which contained sixteen

bolls; the boll containing four firlots, or six

bushels ;
the firlot equal to four pecks, or a bushel

and a half English standard measure; and the peck,

which comprehended four lippies. A skep of meal

appears very early in the Cartularies, and con-

tained twelve bushels. Wool was sold by the

sack, which consisted of twenty six stones ; and

hides, or skins, by the last, which contained twelve

do/en. The lagen, or flagon, was an ancient

measure of oil, wine, and ale, well known at this

period in the monasteries of Scotland.*

With regard to the architecture of these primi-

s of the tive timcs though strength and

burgesses, security were the qualities chiefly
aud farmers. ajme<i at in the erection of the

baronial castles of the nobility, yet elegance was

by no means overlooked
; and great ingenuity and

skill were frequently displayed in combining secu-

rity with comfort and splendour. The houses of

the merchants and artisans, as well as of the

farmers, were invariably built of wood, though
there is no reason to believe that they were desti-

tute of the comforts and conveniences of life. The
hovels of the cotters and villagers were slight
erections of turf or twigs, which, as they were
often laid waste by the enemy, were erected merely
for temporary accommodation. But the archi-

Cathedrals and tectural skill of the age was chiefly
monasteries. manifested in the erection of the

monasteries, cathedrals, and o*:her ecclesiastical

buildings, which reared their towers in every dis-

trict of the country. These magnificent structures

were, for the most part, the work of ecclesiastics ;

and both the grandeur of their plan, and the extra-

ordinary skill and genius shown in their execu-

tion, manifest the great proficiency which their

architects must have made in mathematical and
mechanical philosophy. The existing remains of

these beautiful and imposing edifices are of them-
selves a sufficient proof of the perfection to which

oblo style of architecture was carried in

Scotland by the monks, and of the munificence

v.-ith which they were patronized by the monarchs
and nobility of that early age.
The liigh excellence to which the architecture of

Useful and that period had attained, ncces-

"rnamental arts,
sarily implies a corresponding de-

gree of excellence in many other useful and
ornamental arts, requisite for fitting up and adorn-

ing the mansions of the nobility and clergy. The
manufacture of steel and iron implements must
have been successfully practised by a people so

frequently engaged in war, and who employed the

armour and accoutrements of that age. The sump-
tuous robes worn by the dames and knights, show-

that the mysteries of embroidery and needlework,
and the art of working in precious metals, must
have attained to considerable perfection.
The military dress and arms used by Scottish

*
Caledonia, vol. i. pp. 807 515.

warriors at this period appear to have been the

same as those worn by the Saxons Miliurr dreM
and Normans. The defensive ar- nd rn>.

mour of the knights consisted of a loriea, or entire

coat of mail, reaching from the neck to the knee,

and was composed of rings of steel or iron, qniltcd
on leather. Sometimes the neck and ln-;n:

protected by a hood of mail, over which the helmet

was placed. In later times, it was customary orer

this mail-coat to wear a surcoat, made of cloth or

linen, which was latterly ornamented with the arms

of the wearer. The shield which was worn by the

Scottish knights was kite-shaped, like the shield

of the Normans. The higher order of yeomanry
wore a haubergeon formed of the same ringed mails

sewed upon leather, and which protected only the

breast and the shoulders. The burgesses and free-

men were protected by a wambais, or coat-of-fence,

made of leather or cloth quilted with cotton. Ul-

timately the horses were clad in steel as well as

the men. We are informed by an old chronicler,

that the Scottish cavalry in the battle of Largs were

armed, both horse and man, from head to heel in

complete mail. The offensive weapons of the

knights and men-at-arms consisted of a sword, and

a lance or spear, to which a small flag was attached,

while the arms of the inferior soldiers were a club

or mace, and, at a later period, a short dagger,

a bill, and a battle-axe. There is satisfactory evi-

dence that the various improvements in their arms

and military accoutrements, which were succes-

sively adopted by the English, soon found their

way into the northern division of the island.* The

ordinance of arms which was enacted by Robert

Bruce, in 1319, gives a minute account of the arms

then used by the Scottish soldiers. Ever}- person who

possessed ten pounds value in land, or ten pounds

of moveable property, was to provide himself with

an acton and a steel helmet, gloves of plate, and

a sword and spear. Those of lower rank were

required to procure an iron jack, an iron head-

piece, and gloves of plate. And the lowest class

of all were to furnish themselves either with a

spear, or with a bow and a sheaf of arrows. The

bow, however, appears to have been at no time a

favourite weapon with the Scots. At a very early

period indeed, mention is made of small bodies of

archers mingling with the spearmen in the SeottUh

armies ; but, from the reign of Bruce downwards,

they do not appear in any of their encounters xrith

the English. The arms used by the Galwegia

and other Celtic tribes of Scotland, were much

inferior to those employed by the Anglo-Si

Norman races. They wore an outer coat of 1

tanned with the hair on, and on under vest

which was so short that the 1^ WM ^
--oily

bt

from the knee downward; their

formed of strong cow-hide, and the

with swords, darts, and javelins,
anc

pointed with steel, but blunt and badh
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we learn from Aldred's de-

of the battle of the Standard, wore no

jinour.* They appear to have generally

OQ horseback, but to have been accustomed,

on emenrnfj to act also on foot.

The civil dress of this period was rich and

graceful, and exactly similar to

the drees of the higher ranks in

France.

ital effigies exhibit the kings and

full flowing robes, girded with a

richly-ornamented waist-belt, mantles fastened by

fbuh* on the breast or on the shoulders, long hose

aad laced f^*> or boots, caps of various forms,

and jewelled gloves. The mantles were lined with

Ike meet expensive furs, and the under tunics were

usually of silk, or some other precious stuff. The

toes of the boots and shoes were long and pointed,

and frequently of the most absurd shapes. During
the thirteenth century a ridiculous fashion was in-

troduced, of ckxhing one half of the figure in one

colour and the other half in another, or of having
one ^""fr^g red or blue, and the other green or

yellow. Another whimsical fashion prevailed
about the same period, of indenting, escallopping,
and fluffing the edges of garments into the shape
of leaves and other devices, and of embroidering

id mottoes upon the gowns or mantles.

Pane says, the nobles who attended at

sge of Alexander III. with the daughter
of the English king, in 1251, were attired in vest-

ments of eOk cut in this fashion. Velvet mantles
land with ermine, and beaver hats, were first in-

mius i J about this period.
Tne oBstuow of the ladies appears to have been

extremely rich and elegant. In the poem called
Tne Lay of Sir Launfal," the damsels are de-
*ed as being dad in kirtles of light blue silk,
h mantle* of green velvet, riclily embroidered

rm* " ** fcrred with the finest grey fur and
or, their heads attired with kcrchicfc, well cut,

gold wire, and surmounted by coronets,
Uwad with more than sixty precious gems.~

gold, embellished with emeralds
loned in another poem, as worn
her middle small." f In a con-
of a sumptuous entertainment

, tt ie mentioned, that "the ladies

*)*
f tWi * with topaz-

. pon their fingers; their

j-d
with elegant crests or

were composed of the

Tiara
1

uttL

lr'<<^1"d witb * ld and cm el-

*.
"os, u

-f of net-moek.

veil. The satirists of the period complain loudly

against the inordinate waste and excessive cost of

the apparel of all classes, down to the menial ser-

vants, who are described as arrayed in silk, satin,

damask, and green and scarlet cloth.

"With regard to the sports and amusements of

our ancestors, they appear to have
Sports and

:
been the same as in the other amusements,

feudal countries of Europe. The healthy and

spirit-stirring pastimes of hunting and hawking
seem to have formed the principal recreations of

oui- kings and barons. In almost every district of

the country there were royal forests and hunting-

seats, and the frequent sums entered in the Cham-
berlain's accounts for horses, hounds, and falcons,

and the preservation of the game, show the atten-

tion that was then paid to the sports of the field.

At a very early period, the Scottish stag-iiounds
and wolf-dogs were prized in foreign countries, and,

during the reign of David II., Scottish dogs and

falcons had become articles of export. Tourna-

ments were an established amusement in Scotland, at

least as early as the reign of Alexander II. Sump-
tuous feasts,* and masques and jugglers' tricks,f

the amusement afforded by the licensed wit of the

fool, the games of chess and dice, and the reading
of romances, and listening to the lays of harpers
and minstrels, occupied the time of our ancestors

within doors, and when not engaged in the pur-
suits of war or of the chase.

On the whole, it is evident, from the few and
scattered notices which we possess of the trade and

commerce of Scotland during the Scoto-Saxon

period, that between the accession of Malcolm
Canmore and the death of Alexander III., a visible

improvement had taken place in the resources of

the country, and in the necessaries and comforts of

life enjoyed by the great mass of the cominu:

The increase, especially in the population and
trade of the towns, must have been very consider-

able. In the twelfth century, the revenue which
the Scottish kings received from the royal burghs
was very trifling ; and we find them at this time

taking active measures to attract new settlers to

their towns, and bestowing upon them exclusive

privileges and local monopolies for the purpose of

promoting their traffic. But during the fourteenth
l century, the progress which the burghs had made

i

in trade and opulence is shown by the numerous

grants which the Cartularies contain of anr.r.

,
and pensions to the children and favourites of suc-

j

ccssivc monarchs, payable out of the mails of the

I

burghs, and the customs of their ports. The grow-
ing prosperity of the country, however, received a

We learn incidentally from Fordun, that in the reign
of Alexander III. the nobles sat down to dinner before twel.-a

clock. The state banquets of that period were exceedingly
extravagant and expensive.

w -. ew.u, Mivcr or
f AUred informs us, that at the battle of the Standard,

oer which Was Worn tho iv,,
"> army of David I. was accompanied by jesters,.bulYoons,

*. Pplum or and female dancers. The Wardrobe Account of Edward
I., in 1300 contains a payment of two shillings to a Gascon
buffoon, for playing the fool before him: and Eobcrt limes
kept a foul called Patrick.

P"riod *edof the
the turban of chapleu of goldsmiths'

,

pUitcd or
braided,

and inclosed in

gold' iilvcr' or

wAi.f.807.
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fatal chock from the protracted and ruinous war

Injury done to which the Scots were compelled
the tnulr mid to carry on with England in dc-

1

,'

1

'!'

1
'

"/ fence of their national independ-md liy the

war with

England.

ence. The operations of husbandry
were to a considerable extent

suspended, and many fertile districts of the country

wen; turned into uncultivated and barren wastes.

The peaceful pursuits of trade and commerce could

not continue to flourish among a people engaged
in a death-straggle for life and liberty. The com-

i intercourse with England, which, greatly

to the advantage of both nations, had grown up

during the reigns of David I. and his successors,

was entirely extinguished ;
and the export trade of

'd, which had been principally carried on

through the neighbouring kingdom, experienced a

material depression. An accurate estimate of the

extent to which the trade and industry of the

country, in all its branches, were injured by the

inveterate war with England, may be formed from

a comparison of the rents and profits of the crown

lands, and of the revenues of the bishoprics, before

the commencement of the war of succession, and

after its conclusion. There existed during the

reign of Alexander III. a well known valuation of

The old and the lands, whicli was usually called

new extent. the " old extent." A new valu-

ation or extent was taken in the year 1366, when
a ;ax was about to be imposed for the payment of

King David's ransom. Both the old and the new
valuation contain an ample detail of the income of

!lu bishoprics, and of the rents and profits which

*vcre paid to the crown from the several shires of

Scotland
;
and a comparison of the two will serve

o show the extent to which the wealth of the

country was diminished by the English war.

Selkirk
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CHAPTER XIII.

BOBEBT THE SECOND.

-1390.

March, Lyon of Glammis, Hay of Errol, the Lord
of the Isles, Douglas of Nithsdale, and Lindsay of

Glenesk. By a second marriage, with Euphemia,

daughter of the Earl of Ross, and widow of Ran-

dolph, Earl of Moray, the new king was the

father of David, Earl of Stratheru, and Walter.

Earl of Athol, and of four daughters, the c.

IKTID THE SECOND, the only son of Robert of whom was afterwards married to James, Earl

Bruce, dving without issue, was of Douglas, and the three others also wedded into

I 1- succeeded hv his nephew, Robert, ancient and powerful families. In addition to

air eafld of Marjory Bruce and Walter, the sixth these legitimate supports of the throne, genealo-

|Mgfc Steward of Scotland. Previous to the coro- gists make mention of no less than eight natural

of the new monarch, however, his claims ', sons, also arrived at maturity, who took their

. were unexpectedly opposed by the place among the nobles of the land, and added

t E*H of powerful Earl of Douglas, who, it strength to the paternal throne.* Robert had

&*&* if alleged, put forth pretensions to been in his vouth a bold and active
, V .,...,. , Ins character.

i crown as the representative of the families of soldier, and a successful opponent
and Baliol.* But these pretensions were of the designs of the English upon the liberties

as he found that they were not of the country ;
but he was now

fifty-five years

old, and his natural indolence, together with that

love of repose which the approaches of old age
tend to produce, made him somewhat unfit to

restrain the turbulence and ambition of a fierce

and lawless nobility. He was; however, just,

prudent, and sagacious, pleasant in his addr

and easy of access ; while his simple yet graceful
manners gained the affection of all classes of the

tikeir to meet with public support ; and as a re-

ward for the promptitude of his obedience, the

kiaf's eidnt daughter, Isabella, was promised in

mage to his 'eldest son, and the Earl himself

was appointed to the high office of Justiciar on the

of the Forth, and Warden of the East

To Sir Robert Erskine, the Earls of

March aad Moray, and the rest of the barons, who

pawd Us erase, the High Steward was equally
Hbtnl in his rewards for the prompt and efficient

pport which they had lent to the new govern-
Mrt. All opposition to his claims having been

at withdrawn, Robert was crowned
at Scone, March 26th, 1371, by

Bishop of St Andrews. Next day, the king
the moot-hill of Scone, according to

the homage of the assembled

t The new monarch then
in imitation of the example of his

roooonocd his eldest son, the Earl of
l aad Steward of Scotland, to be heir to the

the treat of his own decease. This no-

promptly and
cordially ratified by

tfca elerjry, nobility, and barons, and
ations of the people. The oaths of

* to the Earl of Carrick,

community.
Robert was anxious to maintain the amicable

relations which, at the period of situation of the

his accession to the throne, existed two countries

between England and Scotland. Peace, indeed,
was imperatively required by both countries. The
efforts which the Scottish nation had made to pay
the ransom of David II. had reduced it to the brink

of bankruptcy, and a large portion of the sum was
still unpaid. The country was not in a condition to

bear the imposition of new taxes, and its financial

difficulties were greatly aggravated by a grievous
famine which pressed severely upon all cla-

the community. Besides all this, their hereditary
enemies were still in possession of an extensive

tract in the southern district of the country, and
of several of its strongest fortresses, and had

-->
i

therefore constant facilities for the invasion of
ic whole of the

j

the kingdom at pleasure. On the other hand, the

instrument, continuance of the truce was no less in
us of the

princijKil nobilityw monarch had been twice

numerous

the English. Edward III. had met with serious

reverses in the prosecution of his ambitious schemes,

which, after an immense expenditure of blood and

treasure, had terminated in a series of most morti-

fying disasters. His own health had become
infirm

; Prince Lionel, whom he had attempted to

make the heir to the Scottish throne, was lately

dead in Italy ; and his more celebrated son, the

.7.

" Black Prince, had been attacked by a mortal
K< of illness. ln these circumstances he was compelled

to abandon his deeply-laid designs against the in-

dependence of Scotland, and to seek in earnest to

maintain the friendly intercourse with that country

Stewart's History of the Eoval Faniilv of Scotland,

pp. 56-38.
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which had existed under its former monarch. The

new king of Scotland was, on his side, well aware

of the benefits of peace, and, both by temperament
and policy, anxious to avoid the evils of war. He

: e determined strictly to observe the truce,

which in 1369 had been prolonged for the term of

:i years, and punctually to pay the instal-

i his predecessor's ransom,

liut though the truce was still maintained, there

little good-will between the two countries,

i of sus- anc^ various subjects of mutual

i and distrust suspicion and distrust still ex-
'"

isted. A trifling incident served

turn the hostile feeling towards the Scots,

by which the English monarch was still actuated.

"\Vhcn Biggar, the Chamberlain of Scotland, re-

]ired to Berwick to pay one of the instalments

of David's ransom, he found "that Edward, in

i IK- discharge, had omitted to bestow the title

of king on the reigning Scottish monarch, and, in

>l>ite
of the remonstrances of the chamberlain,

he obstinately refused to supply the omission.*

On the other hand, a new treaty of amity was ',

Scotland enters concluded between France and 1

into a new treaty Scotland, at the castle of Vin-
riih France.

"

cennes, on the 30th of June, 1371, j

hy which the two kingdoms became bound, as ;

faithful allies, to repel any aggression made upon j

either by their common enemy, England. It was
'

also agreed, that no truce or treaty of peace was
: th to be concluded by either kingdom in

which the other was not included, and that in the
'

event of a competition at any time taking place
for the Scottish crown, the king of France should

support the right of that competitor whose claims

were sanctioned by the Estates of Scotland. This

treaty was ratified by King Robert at Edinburgh,
on the 28th October, 1371.t But, besides the

stipulations mentioned, certain secret articles were

proposed upon the part of France, which pointed
at an immediate renewal of hostilities with Eng-
land. By these, the French king engaged to

;

persuade the pope to declare the truce between

England and Scotland null and void
;
to pay a I

hundred thousand nobles towards discharging the !

ransom of King David
; and, in the event of a war

with England, to pay and supply with arms a

body of five hundred Scottish knights and squires,
and an equal number of "

sargents ;" and to send

'land an auxiliary force of a thousand men-
nt-arms. But these articles do not appear to have
been ratified by the Scottish king, and thus the

s of war were for the present averted from
the country4
From this time to the death of Edward III., a

period of five years,
"

it is impossible," says Pin-

kerton,
" to pronounce from his disposition that

there was peace, or from his exertion that there

was war, between the two kingdoms." The Scot-

:ig judiciously availed himself of the brcath-

ing-time to provide for the maintenance of order,
and the due administration of justice, throughout
his dominions, and to regulate and strength'
succession to the crown. These years, it has been

justly said, must have been peaceful and prosperous,
for they supply few materials to history. Edward
III., whose guilty ambition had proved so destruc-
tive of the best interests of both Death of

kingdoms, died on the 1st of Juno, K.lwanl ill.

1377, leaving his kingdom weakened and im-

poverished by his incessant wars, and despoiled of
its fairest provinces on the continent, which were
wrested from him towards the close of his life.

He had the misfortune to outlive his illustrious

son, the Black Prince, and to leave his throne to

his grandson, Richard II., a boy of eleven years
of age. The death of this able but unprincipled
monarch put a final end to the long-cherished

plans of the English government for the subjuga-
tion of Scotland, and Robert, with characteristic

integrity and prudence, was anxious to maintain

the peace with England, and to devote his whole

attention to the regulation of the internal govern-
ment of his kingdom and the development of its

resources. But the passion for military adventure,

and the desire of plunder, had taken complete

possession of the Scottish nobles. They had now
become too powerful to be controlled by the

crown, and, as they claimed the right of carrying
on private war and avenging their own wrongs,

they were ever ready, on the slightest injury or

insult, real or supposed, to take the law into their

own hands, and to gratify their thirst for ven-

geance and their love of plunder by ravaging the

English frontiers. In this way, after mutual

injuries and inroads, hostilities again commenced

with great fury.

At the fair of Roxburgh, an officer of the Earl

of March was slain by the English, The Ejtfl

who then held the castle. March Of March sacks

instantly demanded redress, but and born*

without effect; and therefore,

watching his opportunity, he surprised and stormed

the town during the next fair, on the Feast of

St. Laurence, slew great numbers of the English,

without regard to sex or age, and having set fire

to the houses and booths, retreated in safety, and

enriched with plunder." In retaliation for this

atrocious attack, the English ravaged the estates of

Sir John Gordon, one of March's accomplices in

the assault upon Roxburgh. Gordon, in his tarn,

broke in upon the English frontiers and carried off

a large booty. On his return, he was intercepted

at Carham by Sir John Lilburn, at the head of a

greatly superior force, but after n desperate con-

flict, Lilburn was defeated and made prisoner, and

Gordon, although severely wounded, made good

his retreat \vith the plunder which he had col-

lected,f Enraged at this insult, war then rawed

Henry Percy, Earl of Northum-

berland, crossed the border at the head of a powerful

liotuli Scotia, vol. i. p. !)0:s.

+ 1'nrl.i;

VOL. I.

J Ibid. p. Ivl'-i.
* \Vvutovrn, voL iL p. 306. Ibid. vul. ii.p. 300.

GO
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army, and encamped near Dunse, with the design |

of ravaging and plundering the estates of the Earl

of March. But he was speedily compelled to make

an inglorious retreat. It was one of the injunc-

tions of " Good King Robert's Testament," that no

rest should be given to an invading enemy, but

that their encampments should be kept in a state

of continual alarm,

"By wiles and wakening in the night,

And meikle noise made on height ;

"

and the peasantry of the Merse, acting on this

advice, surrounded the camp of Percy at midnight,

armed only \vith the rattles which they used in

scaring away the wild beasts from their flocks ;

and such was the terror produced by the noise of

the rattles and the yells of the peasants, that the

English were thrown into the greatest confusion,

and the horses of the knights and men-at-arms

which were picketed on the outside of the encamp-

ment, broke loose and fled over the country, or

galloped wildly through the ranks of their owners,

greatly increasing their panic and disorder. When

daylight broke, the cause of the midnight alarm

was discovered ; but, as the greater part of the

soldiers were unhorsed, they were compelled to

retreat, after pillaging the lands of the Earl of

March, but without effecting anything worthy of

the great preparations which they had made.*

On the western borders, the chief of the Johnston

clan defeated a body of English near the Solway
Frith ;t while even at sea hostilities broke out

between the two countries. An opulent Scottish
\

merchant named Mercer, who resided in France,
and was greatly esteemed by the French monarch, !

Charles the Wise, during one of his voyages had

, . .... been captured by some Northumb-
Nral hoctiliUea. . f, . ,f. . , ,nans and earned into Scarborough.

In revenge of this injury, his son, a bold and enter- i

pricing naval adventurer, collected a small fleet of

Scottish, French, and Spanish privateers, attacked i

tint seaport, and plundered the shipping. After

this exploit, he continued to scour the channel,

capturing many richly-laden vessels, and inflict-

ing great damage on the English commerce.

At length John Philpot, a wealthy and public-

epiritcd London merchant, fitted out a consider-

able armament at his own expense, and attacking
Mercer, defeated and captured him, along with
his whole squadron and the prizes which he had
taken, t

The truce with England was still declared

to be binding by both governments, but it was
nevertheless constantly infringed by raids and

forays, which tended greatly to increase the

exasperation between the two countries, without

producing any important or permanent effect.

In one of these incursions, the castle of Ber-

wick, the key of the eastern borders, was
taken from the English by a gallant squire, Alex-

Wyntown, vol. ii. p. 809 Fordun, ToL L p. 885.
f Ibid. vol. ii.p.31I.

! \Vdsinghim, pp.211,?11.

ander Ramsay, with only forty companions. The

Earl of Northumberland immedi-
Capture of

ately collected an army of ten Berwick, by Sir

thousand men, and laid siege to **** EamsaJ

the castle. On the news of Ramsay's daring ex-

ploit being brought to the barons and knights

of Scotland, they determined to march to his

assistance. Sir Archibald Douglas, the cousin of

Ramsay, and Sir William Lindsay of the Byres,

his uncle, proceeded to Berwick accordingly

a force of five hundred men, but on drawing
near the town, their scouts discovered the formi-

dable array of the English, drawn up in two

battalions before the gates.
" When Sir Archibald Douglas and the S

knights," says Froissart,
" heard this account, they

were quite melancholy, and said,
' We cannot think

it will be any way profitable for us to advance

further to meet the English, for they are teu to

one, and all tried men : we may lose more than we

can gain : and a foolish enterprise is never good,

and such is what Alexander Ramsay has performed.'

Sir William Lindsay, a valiant knight, and uncle to

Ramsay, took great ^)ains to persuade them to

succour his nephew, by saying,
'

Gentlemen, my
nephew, in confidence of your assistance, has per-

formed this gallant deed, and taken 15

Castle; it will turn to your great shame if he

should be lost, and none of our family will in

future thus boldly adventure themselves.' Tho^

present answered ' that they could not amend it.

and that the many gallant men who were there,

could not be expected to risk their own destruction

in the attempt to prevent a single squire from

being made prisoner.' It was therefore deter-

mined to retreat further up in their own country

among the mountains, near the river

whither they marched in good order, and a

leisure."* Meanwhile, the siege of -

i:

Berwick was pressed by the Earl ti

of Northumberland, along with X

Henry Percy, the celebrated Hotspur, who

siege first became acquainted with arm>.

though the besiegers were assisted by miii-

war engines, Ramsay and his handful of fo;

made good their defence of the castle for

siderable time. It was at length taken, h.

and all its defenders, except Ramsay, we:

After making himself master of the fortn

Ea*i of Northumberland, accompanied
]

Earl of Nottingham and Sir Thomas M
governor of Berwick, resolved to invade tli

em districts of Scotland, and, marching up !

side, directed their course towards the ;NIer>c

tachment of three hundred spears,and as manyarch

ers, under Sir Thomas Musgrave, advance

rose. Two of their squires, sent out to scour tl

country and find out the position of the S

into an ambuscade,commanded by Sir AA illiamLi

say,
" who had posted himself there." says ]-\

"
in hopes of meeting with some adventure, and t<

hear news of Berwick, and also what had K
*

Froissart, voL ii. chap. vii. and viii.
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of his nephew Ramsay, and into whose hands

he had fallen." On learning from his prisoners

pture of Berwick, and the situation of the

English force under 'Musgrave, Lindsay sent

immediate notice to the main army of the Scots,

who lay encamped near Haddington. They in-

stantly set out with the view of surprising Mus-

and reached the vicinity of Melrose about

midnight, but a tremendous storm of wind and

rain compelled them to halt till dawn, when the

; abated. Musgrave, on discovering the

approach of the enemy, attempted to fall back, in

order to effect a junction with the main army of

the English, which had advanced to Roxburgh,
but the Scots intercepted his march. A conflict,

Defeatofabo.lv therefore, became inevitable, and

ishun.l.r both parties prepared for it, with
Sir Thomas

great pomp and ceremony. Sir
ive '

Archibald Douglas, who command-
ed the Scottish army, called to him Robert and

David, two sons of the king, who were then under

his banner, and, along with his own son, knighted
them on the field. Musgrave conferred the same

honour on his son; and though his forces were

greatly inferior in numbers to the Scots, he began
the conflict with undaunted courage. But the

engagement was quickly decided. Douglas, accord-

ing to his usual custom, as we learn from Froissart,

when he found the fight becoming hot, dismounted,

and, wielding a large two-handled sword, made
such havoc among the enemy, that they gave way
on all sides. Great numbers of the English were

slain, and Musgrave and his son, with many other

knights and squires, were taken prisoners. After

this victory, the Scots finding themselves out-

numbered by the forces of Percy and the Earl of

Northumberland, retired to Edinburgh with their

captives, while the English leaders, unable to

pursue them, in consequence of the inclemency of

the weather, were compelled to return to their

own country, and to disband their men.*

U of the A pestilence at this time broke

out in England, and raged with

great fury,f but it did not put a stop to the de-

vastating inroads of the Scottish borderers, who
continued to lay waste the northern districts of

the country with great barbarity. An old English
chronicler speaks in strong terms of the excesses

which were perpetrated by these " enemies of the

human race." J He says that their rapine was now
so much greater and greedier than usual, that even

swine, which they used formerly to spare or neglect,
did not now escape them, and there were instances

of their driving off forty thousand head of plunder
in a successful inroad. He affirms, that they even

at foot-ball with the heads of the slaugh-
tered English. This is probably an exaggeration,
^ut there can be no doubt that the cruelty of these

marauders equalled their rapacity. In one of

irl, vol. ii. chap. x.
; Wyntown, vol. ii. p,

^cotiae, vol. ii.p. 16.

.. 310.

imuu ocouie, vol. 11.

Wulsingham, p. iJ34.

these inroads, tho Earl of Douglas surprised the
town of Penrith, during a fair that was held there,
and, after collecting a great booty, gave tho town
to the flames.* In retaliation of these destructive

raids, fifteen hundred of the Cumberland borderers
advanced into Annandale, and laid waste the

country with fire and sword, but falling into on
ambuscade, they were defeated with great lose.t
The contagious disease which still raged on the

English frontiers was imported into Scotland by
the reckless and rapacious borderers, and cut off

great numbers of the inhabitants.^
At length, in the ensuing year (1380), John of

Gaunt, the celebrated Duke of
T i -i i . InvMion of
Lancaster, uncle and chief coun- Scotlmnd by John
seller of the young English king,

of Gaunt,

marched to the border with a powerful army, for

the purpose of putting an end to these destructive

forays, and establishing peace between the two
countries. The Bishops of Glasgow and Dunkcld,
and the Earls of Douglas and March, along with
Sir Archibald Douglas Lord of Galloway, were

appointed commissioners from Scotland, and a truce

was concluded between them at Berwick, to last

for twelve months. Lancaster disbanded his army,
and, according to agreement, again proceeded to

Scotland in the following summer, attended by
his usual suite, to continue the negotiations with

the Scottish envoys. A conference accordingly
took place near Ayton, in Ber- Cessation of

wickshire, with the Earl of Car- hostilities,

rick, the heir of the throne, and other commis-

sioners on the part of Scotland, which terminated

in a renewal of the truce for three years ;
the

Duke of Lancaster consenting that the payment of

the remaining portion of King David's ransom

should be delayed during this cessation of hosti-

lities^

"While the commissioners were arranging the

terms of the treaty, the celebrated Lancaster finds

insurrection of Wat Tyler broke f
re

.

tr
1
at in S* t*

land during the

out, and Lancaster, against whom in81irrection of

much of the popular fury was Wat TyU-r.

directed, found it dangerous to return into Eng-
land. In this perilous dilemma, with a generous

confidence highly honourable to his character, he

asked permission of the Earl of Carrick to make

Scotland his temporary place of refuge. His re-

quest was promptly acceded to, and the Earl of

Douglas and Sir Archibald Douglas of Galloway,

at the head of a numerous retinue, met him near

the borders, and conducted him to Edinburgh with

the utmost courtesy and attention. Many gitla

were presented to him by the Scottish nobles, who

vied with eacn other in doing honour to their

\Vyntown, voL ii. p. 811.

t Ibid. p. 312.

1 Walsingham says, that to preserve thnelT

plague, which the English said Ood in his grace had ent

fortheir repentance, the Scots used this prayer ID t

idiom : "God and St Mungo, St. Bomayn and St An. r, tr

sehield us this day from Goddis grace and the foul* death

that Englishmen dien nnon."

Bymer, vol. viL p. 3i2.
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Ulnrfrioua guest The Abbey of Holyrood was

fitted up for his residence, and there he remained :

till the civil commotion was abated. On his

return to his own country, the Scottish nobles

escorted him as far as Berwick with a convoy of

eight hundred spears.*

In spite of this interchange of chivalrous cour-

tesies, and the earnest desire of both monarchs for

the continuance of peace, the restless character of

the Scottish barons, and the intrigues of the French

court, again involved the two countries in all the

Renewal of miseries of war. To serve their

the war. own purposes at home, the French

government were anxious to obtain a diversion on

the English frontiers, and instigated the Scots, by
the promise of a large sum of money and of a

thousand suits of armour, and the offer of an

auxiliary force of a thousand men-at-arms, to re-

sume hostilities on the expiry of the truce. The

temptation proved irresistible, and in spite of the

remonstrances of the old king, the war was

renewed with increased fury. The strong castle

of Lochmaben, which had long been in the

hands of the English, was taken by a Scottish

force tinder Sir Archibald Douglas and the Earls of

Douglas and March.! For the purpose of punish-

John of Gaunt "* **" inroads of the Scots ' the

again inrad. s Duke of Lancaster again entered
Scotland Scotland at the head of a numerous

army, and advanced as far as Edinburgh, plunder-

ing the country. But, mindful of the hospitality ;

which he had lately experienced there, he gene- j

rously spared the city which had been his place of
,

refuge. His army lay encamped for three days at

a short distance from the town, and the inhabitants i

vailed themselves of the opportunity, to remove !

their goods and cattle beyond the Forth; and, j

according to an old English chronicler, they even
carried off the straw roofs of their wooden houses.};

'

Meanwhile many of the English soldiers were
Mixed with sickness, and five hundred of their

j

horses died of cold. Provisions began to fail, and i

the foraging parties were attacked and cut off by
the Scots, who, according to their usual policy,
neglected no opportunity of harassing the in-

vaders. The victualling ships which accompanied
tile expedition, anchored in the Forth near Queens-

ferry,and the crew of one of the vessels, having made
good a landing on the coast of Fife, were attacked

by young Sir Alexander Lindsay, and his cousin
Sir Thomas Erskinc, at the head of a body of

eighty hone, and driven back to their ships with
great slaughter. Besides the loss sustained in
their hasty retreat, such was their terror, that one
of the fugitives eat a rope to which forty men were
clinging, who were all drowned before the eyes of
their companions.^ Lancaster, on learning that

WTiilown, roL ii. pp. 814810.
t Ibid. . 817.

'CHAP. XIII.

! WaUingham. p. 884 ; Pinkerton, rol. i. p. 2ft
; Wyntown,

that Edinburgh was ransomed by its inhabit-

t Wjntown, ToL ii. pp. 820, 821.

the Scottish king had issued orders to assemble an

army for the purpose of intercept- _j,e re;
,

ing his retreat, withdrew into England.

England, plundering and laying waste the country

through which he passed.

Meanwhile a truce had been concluded between
France and England, and notification of this eve: it

was made to the Scots by ambassadors sent over

from France for that purpose. They were accom-

panied by a body of about thirty A arty of
French knights and esquires, ani- French h

mated by a strong passion for visit Scotlan

military adventures.* The Scottish king and his

nobles were divided in their opinion as to the

course which should be followed: Robert was

anxious for peace, and did all in his power to

induce his barons to comply with the truce. '

This,"

says FroLssart,
" caused a difference between the

king and the knights of his country. The Earls

of Moray and Douglas, and the Children of Lind-

say," (including under this patriarchal title Sir

James Lindsay and the other contemporary knights
of the family, whom he describes as Sir Jai:.

brethren)
" held a secret meeting with such knights

and esquires of Scotland as wished for war, in the

church of St. Giles, in Edinburgh," where it was

resolved that the foreign knights who had come

so far in search of adventures should not be dis-

appointed. Accordingly, a secret message was

sent to them from Douglas, inviting them to his

castle at Dalkeith, where they were cordially wel-

comed by that baron and the other knights who

had repaired to the trysting-place. An army o:

fifteen thousand lightly-armed cavalry had been

assembled, and, at the head of this force, the

Earls of Douglas and Mar broke The Sco ..

into the northern counties of the true

England, ravaged the estates of "lvade E

the Percies and Mowbrays and of the Earl oi

Nottingham, laid waste the whole country to the

gates of Newcastle with fire and sword, aud re-

turned home laden Avitk booty.f Froissart men

tions that the king of Scotland sent a herald t

the English court to clear himself of any participa-

tion in this inroad, and to testify that he had

assented to the proposed truce, and commanded
" as strongly as lay in him," his nobles to do the

same, but the Douglasses, the Earl of Mar,
" and

all those brethren De Lindsay," the Rams;:

Sir William Seyton, would neither attend ;

liament in which the treaty was agreed
assent to the truce, such damage, as they as

having been done to their lands by the I

The explanation was deemed satisfactory ;
but ii

the meantime the Earl of Northumberland hat

retaliated upon the Scots the injuries
ti.

inflicted on his estates, and thus both countrie:

continued to suffer all the hardships of a crut

warfare, undertaken without any definite object

and leading to no conclusive result.

It appears that in consequence of the distractet

Froissart, vol. ii. chap, cxlviii. + Ibid. chap,
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tatc of the country (luring the long-protracted

\\iis \\itli England, law and justice had come to

lated by the favourable accounts which the French
knights who took part in the raid under Doughw

cotlund, and troops of robbers, \vho are termed

it/ieruns, plundered the country and slew the

ihnbitants at their pleasure. This dreadful state

S
whi

measures for the punishment of the guilty,

and the restoration of order throughout the dis-

turbed counties. The district of Teviotdale, which

had remained in the hands of the English since

the battle of Durham, had been recently recovered

bv the exertions of the Earl of Douglas, and steps

were taken for the restoration of the estates in

that district to the rightful owners. All the in-

habitants of Teviotdale, who had lately transferred

their allegiance from the king of England to the

king of Scotland, were commanded within eight

days to produce before the chancellor their char-

ters of the lands and possessions which they
claimed as their hereditary right, along with the

names of their present possessors, and of the

shcriffdoms within whose jurisdiction they were

situated. It was also ordered that the chancellor

should direct the king's letter to the various sheriffs,

commanding them to summon all persons who then

held, or asserted their right to hold, any lands, to

produce their charters and title deeds before the

king and council, in order that a final decision

might be given on the subject. The barons, to

whose charge certain districts had been committed

11 the event of war, were enjoined to have their

forces in readiness, that they might be prepared to

narch to the borders if required, with arms and

provisions, and not to pillage the lands through
.vhich they passed.* A complaint was made to

he parliament by AYilliam de Fcnton, that he had

en unjustly deprived of his estate by the Baron

)f Dirleton, who had twice expelled him from his

>roperty after it had been restored to him, first by
he sheriff of Edinburgh, and then by a solemn

iward of the king's privy council. In defiance of

'gal decisions, Dirleton kept possession of

he property which he had wrested from its lawful

: a striking proof of the impotency of the

aw at this time, even in the vicinity of the capital,

o restrain the depredations of these titled robbers,

vho neither feared God nor regarded man. As a

source, Fenton appealed to the parliament

Admiral of

France, into

Scotland.

entirely disregarded in the northern districts of brought back to their own country, respecting the
facilities offered to an attack upon England from
the Scottish borders, resolved to carry into effect

the stipulations of the treaty which they had
nactments of of matters was brought under the formerly made with the Scots, 'and to send a large

.linn nt. notice of a meeting of parliament body of auxiliaries to co-operate with that nation

which was held in Edinburgh in the month of in their hostilities with the English. Accordingly
il, 1385, and John Earl of Carrick was directed John de Vienne, Admiral of France,

repair to the scene of these outrages, and, in and one of the most distinguished
f

;

x
l
M>''-"'on of

. . , . ,. , , , , j . _., John de YienjM,
rt with the landholders, to take prompt and warriors of the age, was despatched

into Scotland with a thousand

knights and men-at>arms, toge-
ther with a body of crossbowmen and common
soldiers, amounting altogether to about two thou-
sand men, and forming, according to Froissart's

phrase, a complete garland of chivalry. ]!<

carried along with him twelve hundred suits of

armour for the Scottish knights, and a large sum
of money to be distributed among the principal

nobles, towards the expenses of the war.* These

potent auxiliaries at first received a cordial wel-

come from the Scots, and were quartered in Edin-

burgh and the adjacent villages, till the arrival of

the king, who was then residing in the district

which Froissart terms the wild of Scotland. But

heartburnings and misunderstandings speedily
broke out between these ill-assorted allies. The

French troops, accustomed to the comfort and

luxury of Paris, murmured at the wretched food

and miserable accommodations which they found

in Scotland ;
while the Scots, on the other hand,

grumbled loudly at the burden of
'

. , . . ,/ ,, .,. Misunderstand-
maintaining these costly auxili-

aries, who, although furnished with

the best which their means afford-

ed, only requited them with mur-
murs and complaints. The burgesses, farmers,

and yeomen, on whom the foreign troops were

billeted, were especially loud in their expressions

of dissatisfaction with the conduct of these fas-

tidious guests, who helped themselves to the best

of every thing, and, at the same time, despised and

ridiculed the manners and customs of their enter-

tainers. "'What evil spirit hath brought you
here?' was," Froissart tells us, "the common

expression employed by the Scots to their allies.

' Who sent for you ? Cannot we maintain our war

with England well enough without your help?

ings between
the French

troops and the
Scots.

Pack up your goods, and begone, for no good will

hn done *as lonsr as ve are here! We neitherbe done as lon

understand you, nor you us. We cannot com-

municate together, and* in a short time we shall be

as ye
nor you

__________
,
...... _rr__________ ,_-

redress. His complaint having been proved by
|
completely rifled and eaten up by such ti

he evidence of the sheriff, the parliament resolved ; locusts. What signifies a war witl

i'enton should be instantly reinstated in his The English never occasioned such mischief aa
3

Topcrty by the royal power, and that the rents I do. They burned our houses, it is true :

ue since the time of his exclusion should be paid was all, and with four or five stakes, a

vertohim. green boughs to cover them, they were rebi

i- almost ns soon as they were destroyed/"! To suchAt this period, the government of France, stimu-

'
Parliamentary Re-cords, p. 188.

as soon as they
*
Wyntown, vol. ii. p. 3'21.

t Froissart, vol. ii. chap. clx.
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a height did their mutual dissatisfaction and

hatred arise, thst from words they came to blows,

md tile Scottish peasants attacked the foraging

parties
of the French, and slew more than a

hundred men.

At length the Scottish king arrived at Edinburgh.

The nfry thousand franks of gold which the French

admiral bad brought with him were paid over to

Robert and his leading barons,* and the suits of

armour were distributed among the Scottish

knights. Froissart describes the king as
" a

comely, tall man, but with red bleared eyes of the

colour of sandal-wood ; and it soon became evident

that he himself preferred a quiet life to war ;
he

bad, however, nine sons who loved arms."t A
was immediately held for the purpose of

considering the question of an im-

mediate invasion of England. The

hbmoiredto king was averse to the war, but
fcmdo England, j^ repugnance was ultimately

overcome by the united remonstrances of his nobles

and of France, combined with the influence of

French gold, and an army of thirty thousand was

assembled in the vicinity of the capital.

The conduct of the army was committed to the

king's sons, along with the French Admiral and

the Earis of Douglas, Mar, Moray, and Sutherland.

They marched at once across the borders, and after

Th* notth making great havoc, sat down be-

MCBtioo of Eng- fore the castle of Roxburgh ;
but

bad plundered the siege was soon abandoned,
"

in consequence, it is said, of an

extravagant pretension set up by the French

knights to garrison and hold the fortress when it

should be taken4 The army then advanced towards

Berwick, and on their way assaulted and carried

the fortalices of Ford and Cornhill. The strong
border castle of Wark was next taken by storm,
and the adjacent country was laid waste by fire

and sword. Advancing through Northumberland,
the combined host carried their ravages to the

galas of Newcastle, collecting a large booty, when
fadbnnarton was brought that the Duke of Lan-

caster, with the Earls of Northumberland and

Nottingham, and the chivalry of York and Durham,
bad levied a powerful army and were approach-

iag to attack the invaders. The French were

eager for battle, but the Scots, with sounder policy,
ratnatad before the enemy and returned into their

own country to seeorc their prey.
In the Meantime the young' King of England

bad assembled aa army of extraordinary power

[CHAP. Xm.

Th* proportioa n which th.

sSMaf tw Boots** poblM, gbw a
lWiTOM.pmUf.OOCMqMDO.Mdl

the money wai distributed
wo mi s pretty correct idea of

-_, ,, and power. The king received
10,000 Ums, DoojflM 7.vm, < ardmal WardUw 0000, the

SS!"^01!^*1^ AfchttaM Donjrla* Lord of Galloway
MOO, th*M of Marsh 4000, th. Karl of Fife *im. Sir

~~W, Ut. other noble* from TOO down to ten
lirre at that tim. weighed 1$ ounce, and

UndMT ao
oooh. Th.

.
'

: .

!

and splendour,* and, attended by his uncles and all

the principal nobles of his king- King of Englan<1
dom, he moved towards the Scot- assembles

tish border. The immense host a S1**1 a y-

proceeded slowly through Liddesdale and Teviot-

dale without seeing the face of an enemy. The

Scots, in accordance with their usual policy, drove

away their cattle and carried off their goods into

the forests and mountain fastnesses of the country,
and left nothing but the green crops on the ground,
and even they were trampled down and destroyed.
The French and Scottish forces, on the approach of

the expedition, had fallen back towards Berwick,
but they now drew nearer to the invading army for

the purpose of watching its progress and ha

and cutting off its advanced detachments and

foraging parties. The French commander was still

eager to give battle, and insisted ^^0^ of
that their combined force was Vienne and

equal to meet the enemy. But Douglas,

the Scottish leaders were too well aware of the

inferiority of their troops, both in numbers and

equipments, to hazard the fate of the country in a

pitched battle, and the Earl of Douglas conveyed
De Vienne to an eminence overhanging a moun-

tain pass, through which the English army was at

that moment defiling, and where, unseen themselves,

they could see its imposing array. The Scottish

leader pointed out to the admiral the number and

discipline of the men-at-arms and the superiority

of the equipments of the archers, and then asked

the French knight Avhether he could recommend

the Scots to encounter such a numerous and com-

pletely accoutred army with a few ill-trained

highland bowmen and their light-armed prickers

mounted on little hackneys. The admiral could

not but admit that the risk was too great.
" But

yet," said he,
" if you do not give the English battle,

they -will deslroy your country."
" Let them do

their worst," replied Douglas ;

"
they will find but

little to destroy. Our people have all retired into

the mountains and forests, and have carried off

their flocks and herds and household stuff along

with them. The English will find nothing, either

to take away or to eat. "We will surround

with a desert, and while they shall never

enemy they shall not stir a bow-shot from their

standards without being overpowered by an a

Let them come on, at their pleasure, and when it

comes to burning and spoiling, you shall sec which

has the worst of it."
" But what will you do with

your army, if you do not fight," said DC Vienne ;

" and how will your people endure the distn ~

famine, and plunder which must be the conse-

quences of the invasion?" "You shall sec that

our army will not lie idle," was the reply :

as for our Scottish people, they will endure pillage,

and they will endure famine, and every other ex-

tremity of war, but they will not endure English

masters."

Walsingham, a contemporary historian, states that more

than three hundred thousand horses were emplojod.
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The result of the campaign proved the accuracy

Devastations of these statements. The English
II1'' 1 b

.v pushed on to the capital, burningiS the empty granges and Tillage.,

by them. and plundering and razing the

churches and monasteries. The beautiful abbeys

rose, Dryburgh, and Newbottle, were suc-

!v given to the flames. Edinburgh and its

churches were also burned; but the Abbey of Holy-
;is spared, at the earnest entreaty of John of

to whom it had rscently afforded a retreat.

barbarous and impolitic proceedings, how-

>on recoiled upon the heads of the invaders.

uis began to fail, multitudes perished from

.ad, to escape destruction, they were com- :

polled to order a retreat through those districts

which their own merciless and short-sighted cruelty

hud rendered a blackened desert.

Meanwhile the Scottish army, with their French

, auxiliaries, broke into England byJ French , ,
J

break into Eug- the western marches, and burnt

land by the and plundered the district of Cum-
stern marches.

berland) retaliating with tenfold

fury the ravages committed by the English.

According to Froissart, the Scots obtained more

plunder in this inroad, and did more damage to

their enemies, than the English could have in-

flicted upon Scotland had they burned the whole

country from the border to Aberdeen. On their

return to Edinburgh, to the great astonishment of

their French allies, the inhabitants were seen

emerging from the mountain fastnesses and re-

cesses of the forests, to which they had fled for

refuge, cam-ing their household goods and chat-

tels, and driving
1 before them their flocks and

herds. "\Vith a few stakes and wattles they
rebuilt their burned and blackened houses, and

speedily resumed their former habits and occupa-
tions.

The French were now completely disgusted with

.1 dissatis- a mode of warfare in which they
faction of the had reaped neither gold nor glory.

lch -

They complained that the people
whom they came to assist had treated them with

jji't'at rudeness and unkindness, and had even

1 to supply them with the necessary pro-
and forage. The Scots, on the other hand,
d that the foreigners were rather an in-

ince than a help, and they upbraided them
eir effeminacy, and were disgusted with

arrogance and petulant pretensions to gal-

Even Vienne himself made love to a near

:i of the king, to the great scandal and in-

; on of the grave and sober Scots. The French
-th prepared to leave a country which they
d for its poverty and rudeness, and to re-

ome
; but their allies refused to permit their

! departure until security was given that the French

government should pay the expenses which they
;had incurred during their residence in Scotland,
aud for the injuries which they had inflicted by
trampling and destroying the crops and plunder-

* Wyntown, vol. ii. pp. 331, 832.

ing the inhabitants. These conditions were com-

plied with, and the Scots provided vessel*, in

which, says Froissart,
" divers knights and squire*

had passage, and returned into jhe French

Flanders, as wind and weather knlghu return

drove them, with neither horse

nor harness, right poor and feeble, cursing the day
that ever they came upon such an adventure, and

fervently desiring that the Kings of France and

England would conclude a peace for a year or two,
were it only to have the satisfaction of uniting
their armies, and utterly destroying the realm of

Scotland."* Thus ended, in mutual disappoint-
ment and recrimination, an expedition undertaken

with high expectations, and fitted out at an im-

mense expense. The result served to show the

wisdom of the instructions which the great King
Robert left for the guidance of his countrymen in

their hostilities with England, and demonstrated

the impossibility of blending, with any hope of suc-

cess, two systems of military operations so com-

pletely distinct as those of the Scots and French.

After the departure of the French troops, the

war with England was carried Continued
on with systematic rapacity and inroad* into

cruelty; and the Scots, who were England.

peculiarly fitted for this species of predatory hosti-

lity, in their incessant raids into the northern

counties of England made great havoc, and col-

lected immense spoil. In one of these destructive

inroads, the fertile country around Cockermouth,

which had not been invaded since the days of

Robert Bruce,t "was plundered and laid waste

without opposition for three days, by a powerful

force under the Earls of Fife and Douglas, and Sir

Archibald Douglas, lord of Galloway. An old

Scottish chronicler mentions, that among the spoil

collected in this expedition, there was an ancient

charter of the Saxon King Athelstane, which in

the following brief terms made a conveyance of

two estates to one of his nobles :
"

I, King Adcl-

stane, giffys here to Paulan, Oddam and Roddam

als gude and als fair as .ever thai myn war : and

theirto witncs Maid my wyf."J The clearness

and brevity of this curious deed astonished and

delighted the Earl of Fife, afterwards the Duke of

Albany, who, long after, when administering jus-

tice as regent of the kingdom, was wont to contrast

this brief legal document of the good old time*,

with the verbose and prolix charters of more

modern days. It is singular, as Mr. Tytler re-

marks, to meet with a protestation
at so remote a

period against the unnecessary multiplication of

words and clauses in legal deeds.

At this time several brilliant exploit* w per-

formed by Sir AVilliam Douglas, ch^,
the natural son of Sir Archibald Sir W

of Galloway. This young knight,

whose graceful person and warlike prowe**, com-

Froissart, vol. ii.

+ AYyntown, vol. ii. IT-

Thi. old deader
calls Dongi.
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bined with great generosity
and a most winning

!

mtleness of manners, had gained him the hand of

the king's daughter, Egidia," and the lordship of

Xithsdala, resolved to punish the Irish Katerans

for their piracies
on the coast of tfalloway. He i

accordingly collected a force of five hundred spear-

y, fggeant men '
an<^ ha^ng effected a landing

poa Inland, near Carlingford, he immediately
j

proceeded to assault the town with only about two

hundred of his men, finding it difficult to procure

boats to land the whole. The inhabitants offered a

huge sum of money to ransom the place; and

having thus obtained an armistice, they secretly

despatched a messenger to Dundalk, and procured .

the assistance of eight hundred horse. The Scottish

hadcr. in the meantime, being entirely unsus-

picious of any fraud or dishonesty, was on the

shore busily engaged in victualling his ships, when
he perceived the approach of this strong body from

\

Dundalk, and the inhabitants at the same time

sallying from the town to assist them in this

freathiioui assault Douglas immediately divided
,

his men into two bodies, and sent Sir Robert i

Stewart with the one to repel the attack of the !

fjritms, while he with the other encountered the

auxiliaries. A fierce and stubborn conflict ensued,
in which the Scots, although greatly outnumbered,

completely defeated their assailants, after which

they ravaged and burnt the town, demolished the

castle, and loaded with their plunder fifteen mer-
chant vessels which lay at anchor in the harbour.f
After this signal act of vengeance they set sail for

the Isle of Man, which they also "
harried," and

then returned safely to Lochryan, in Galloway.
On his return from this successful expedition,

j

Douglas learned that his father and the other
Scottish barons were engaged in an expedition
against the border districts of England, and he

Immediately took horse and joined the invading

A remarkably minute and
interesting account of

" A young jolly Bachelor
Prittd grratly WM of war ;

For h was rer UwrcUand,
Wkfloa by sea and while* by land
To tksthe his foes right busy,M thai UMJT dread him

grctturaly ;"

ft?
1
?'.''!!

1"" de*d*
L
of v l<">r, which bear

iMaafls to the exploits of David's
8*8 ap his description of this Scottish

[CHAP. XIII.

trweUand,
rdaMaTis,

'

Tfcat | My MO* in-io my d*vs
I UT not iMwrd a BsehsW
8agmUprfc*dfaror Dear
Ia-o M duct tin* as wa. he."

WyM says th* priaom waa

iTi"
vOf. It. P.

SM.
P

" foun<1
' to

this expedition is given by Froissart.* which is

deserving of peculiar notice, on
Gr?at

.

account of the famous baftle of of England
Otterburn, in which it terminated, determined o

England was now torn by dis-

sensions between the weak and unfortunate Rich-

ard II. and his nobles, and the Scottish barons

judged this a favourable, opportunity to retaliate

the injuries which the recent expedition of the

English monarch had inflicted upon Scotland.
" In order," says Froissart,

" that their intentions

might not be known, they appointed a feast to be

held at Aberdeen, on the borders of the Highlands.
The greater part of the barons attended, and it was

then resolved that in the middle of August, 1388,

they should assemble all their forces at a

called Jedworth (Jedburgh), situated among the

deep forests and on the borders of Cumberland.

Having arranged everything concerning this busi-

ness, they separated, but never mentioned one

word of their intentions to the king ;
for they said

among themselves he knew nothing about war."

Accordingly, on the appointed day, the Earls of

Douglas, Fife, and Moray, Sir
Preliminary

James Lindsay, of Crawford, and confer-

various other powerful Scottish barons, came with

their followers to the trysting-place. They formed

the most numerous assembly that had been seen in

Scotland for many years; and in order the more

efficiently to arrange their plans, they appointed
another preparatory meeting to take place at

Yetholm, a village not far from Jedburgh, and

situated at the foot of the Cheviot hills.

On the day appointed, an army of forty thousand

infantry and twelve hundred men-at-arms

bled at the place of rendezvous. The English
barons meanwhile, to whom the care of the borders

was committed, having received information of the

projected inroad from the minstrels and herald?.

whom as privileged spies they had commissioned

to attend the preliminary conferences, b< -

prepare for resistance, and despatched one of

their squires to attend the meeting at Yetholm,

and discover the intentions of the Scoi>. L.

the disguise of a groom he entered the church

where the Scottish chiefs were in Seizure of an

council, and learned the whole of

their plans; but when he returned to the place

where he had left his horse tied to a tree, h.

it had been stolen
; and, fearful of exciting -

by inquiring after it, he set off on foot on i

homewards. This very caution occasioned his

detection. "
I have witnessed many v <

things," said a Scottish knight to liis friend. :i-

they stood near the church door
;

" but what I now
see is equal to any: that man yonder has. 1 believe.

lost his horse, and yet makes no inquiry
On my troth, I doubt much if he belo'._

us go after him, and sec whether I am right

They soon overtook him, and on their approach,

__

*
Froissart, vol. iii. chap, cxxiv. See also YVyn:.

iL pp. 337 343, for an account o; this battle, corroborating
in all important points the narrative of i'n-;
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E Froissart, with much simplicity,
" he was

ncd, and wished himself anywhere else." II is

("infused and contradictory answers confirmed their

picions. He was immediately seized; and on

being closely interrogated, and threatened with

instant death if he did not tell the truth, was in-

duced to reveal all he knew concerning the force

and intentions of his countrymen. From his con-

>ion the Scottish leaders learned that the En-
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did not consider themselves strong enough to

encounter the Scottish army, and had determined

to remain quiet until the invaders had crossed the

Ralph, and many other Northumbrian barons and
knights ; and there Douglas determined to remain
two days, to try the mettle of the Knlish warrior*.
In one of the skirmishes at the barriers of the

town, a per*mal encounter took place between
Douglas and Hotspur, in which

, .,,. ,,,,,Urbe.

the pennon of the English leader twe,-u DOUR!**
remained in the possession of the *"d

borders, and then,
"
by way of counteracting their land

;
be assured you shall never have this pennon

career," to make an inroad into Scotland. " Should
j

to brag of." "
Well," replied Douglas,

" vour pen-

Scottish earl, who boasted that he would carry it

to Scotland, and plant it on the tower of his oactle
of Dalkeith. "

That," said Percy,
"
shalt thou never

do : you shall not even bear it out of Northumber-

you march to Cumberland," said the spy,
"
they

will take the road through Berwick to Dunbar,
Dalkeith, and Edinburgh ;

if you follow the other

road, they will then march to Carlisle, and enter

your country by these mountains."
" The barons of Scotland," continues Froissart,

Plan of the
" were in high spirits at this in-

campaign. telligence, and considered their

success as certain, now they knew the disposition

of the enemy. They held a council as to their

mode of proceeding, and the wisest and most ac-

customed to arms, such as Sir Archibald Douglas,
the Earl of Fife, Sir Alexander Ramsay, Sir John

Sinclair, and Sir James Lindsay, were the speakers."
It was ultimately resolved that, for the purpose of

frustrating the designs of the English, the troops
should be divided into two bodies, and that an

invasion should be made both by the eastern and
western marches. Accordingly, the main body of

the army, under the Earl of Fife, the king's second

Army separates
son witb- Archibald Douglas of

Galloway, and the Earls of Suther-

land, Menteith, Mar, and Strath-

ern, began their march through Liddesdale towards

Carlisle
;
while a smaller division, consisting of

three hundred men-at-arms and two thousand foot,

was placed under the command of the young Earl

of Douglas, along with the Earls of March and

Moray, Sir James Lindsay, Sir Alexander Ramsay,
Sir John dc St. Clair, and other experienced leaders,

for the purpose of invading England by the eastern

marches.

By a swift and secret march, the Earl of Douglas,
with this small force, pushed rapidly on through

Northumberland, which they did not molest ;
but

as soon as they reached the bishopric of Durham,

The division
the Pandering began, and the

under the Earl smoke of the flaming villages gave
-I 1 ion-las lay the first intimation to the En-

nrham -

glish garrisons that the Scots had
crossed the border. They ravaged the whole of

that rich and populous district without opposition,
as the English imagined that Douglas was sup-

ported by the whole force of the Scottish army,
and were therefore afraid to venture beyond the

into two
divisions.

noh shall this night be placed before my tent: come
and win it if you can." He then continued his march
up the riverTync, and, encamping at night, stuck the

pennon into the ground in front of his tent, expect-
ing that Hotspur would redeem his pledge.
The English leaders, however, were still under

the impression that the main army r

,, . . ,
.

,
The Scot* con-

ot the Scots was close at hand, and tinue th<

that the object of Douglas was to trcut, and encamp
draw them from their entrench-

at Otterburn -

ments. Percy's wish to attack Douglas that night
was therefore overruled; and the Scots, after in

vain expecting an encounter, left their encampment,
and resumed their march homeward. On their

way they attacked and carried the tower of Pontc-

land, which they razed to the ground; and, still con-

tinuing their retreat, arrived on the second day at

Otterburn, a hamlet situated in Redcsdale, about

thirty miles from Newcastle. There was a strongly-
fortin'ed castle there, which resisted the attacks of the

Scots; and, after some deliberation, they were pre-
vailed upon by Douglas to remain a day or two in

order to reduce it, and to give Percy an opportunity
of fulfilling his promise. They accordingly pitched
their camp in an advantageous position, on the

banks of the Reed water, flanked on one side by a

marsh, and on the other by a small wooded hill, and

placed their carriages and waggons at the entrance,

under the charge of the sutlers and camp-fol-

lowers. Having taken those precautions against a

surprise, they spent the day in attacking the cast If,

and at night retired within their encampment.

Meanwhile, Hotspur, having dis-
Hotspur par-

covered, that Douglas was not sup- sin-* th.-m with

ported by the main army of the
a * n

Scots, and that he lay encamped at Otterburn,

hastily assembled about six hundred men-at-anns

and eight thousand infantry, and marched rapidly

in pursuit of the enemy.
It was after sunset before Percy came in sight

of the Scottish encampment. It was a sweet

moonlight evening Froissart tells us clear and

bright ;
and the breeze blew soft and fresh. The

day had been extremely warm, luttie of

and most of the Scots, fatigued by Ott. rhurn.

walls of their fortresses. After wasting the coun- ! an attack upon the castle, had taken their evening

try as far as the gates of Durham, the Scots re- meal and lain down to rest, and their leaders i

sittinjturned to Newcastle, where lay Sir Henry Percy,
renowned by the name of Hotspur, his brother Sir

VOL. I.

in their gowns and doublets at supper, when

they were roused by the war-cry of "
Percy !"

n II
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Ftetr !" The English attacked the encampment

vita great fury,
but the camp-followers courage-

oadr defonded'the barricade of waggons, and thus

M tine far the knights and men-at-arms to put

ea ttrfr armour and take up their position.
The

liartsn. hniii~rr had to arm in such haste that

Douglas's harness was in many places unclasped,

ad the Earl of Moray fought all night without his

hehaet Instead of waiting within the camp to

rewire the assault of the enemy, Douglas drew up

bit BMf, and, silently sweeping round the wooded

eminence, ft 11 on the flank of the English while

they were engaged in the marsh which bordered

oo the Scottish encampment. Percy, having dis-

eortred the mistake which he had made, now drew

back his troops on firm ground, and received the

attack of the enemy with great courage. The

English were somewhat fatigued by their march,

but they were greatly superior to the Scots, both

in numbers and in the temper of their armour and

awpnua The latter, however, were fresh and well

breathed, and flashed with their previous suc-

cess**, and for several hours the battle raged with

the utmost fury. At length the Scots, who fought

against treble their number, began to give way,
when Douglas, wielding a battle-axe with both

hands, aad followed only by a few of his household,
eut his way into the thickest of the enemy, where,

being separated from his men, he was borne to the

earth, and mortally wounded in his

DM|M. head and thigh.* But this disaster

was unknown to either army, for the tide of battle

wme for the moment setting against the Scots, and
aasne time elapsed before the English were again
forced to give wsy, and the spot where Douglas fell

was cleared. Sir James Lindsay, Sir John and Sir

Walter Sinclair, were the first to discover him, as
he 117 bleeding to death. His banner lay on the

ayjud not far from him, the bearer having fallen
;

aad Us chaplain, a priest of the name of William
die, afterward* Archdeacon of North Berwick,

*o had fought during the whole battle at his

ide, was found bestriding his wounded patron,ad protecting him from injury with his battle-axe.
Be* fens it with yon, cousin ?" asked Sir John

ao ao." replied the earl ; yet, God be
*fcw of my ancestors have died have

Mrs or in their beds. There has longa prophecy that a dead Douglas should win a
I trust it will now bo fulfilled

; mv heart
Ml dying. Do you, Walter, and you,
II. y banner, J and crv Douglas !'

ll*1 neither friend nor foe I am
'lying here."

were hi. last words. The Scottish leaders
inner, and with cries of "

Douglas !"

*
Itiyisjljji Koto XL
^W* IOMVB st that dmdA4 Death. 4*4, y,

iCiU
,

"Douglas !" fell afresh on the enemy ; and the Scots,

animated by the cry, and believing that their

leader was still in the field, pressed on the English
with such fury that they at length gave way on

aU sides. Hotspur and his bro-
Defeatofthe

ther Sir Ralph, were taken pri- English, and

soners, and scarcely a man of note captivity of

among the English escaped death

or captivity. About eighteen hundred and sixty
of their men-at-arms were left on the field, and a

thousand were grievously wounded. This battle,

famous in song under the name of "
Chevy Chase,"

was fought on Wednesday, the 5th of August,
1388. Froissart, who received his account of this

celebrated conflict from English and Scottish

knights who were engaged in it, says, "Of all the

battles that have been described in this history,

great and small, this of which I am now speaking
was the best fought and the most severe

;
for there

was not a man, knight, or squire, who did not

acquit himself gallantly hand to hand with his

enemy, without either stay or faintheartedness."

He adds, that his informants agree that it was the

hardest and most obstinate battle that was ever

fought.
The day after the battle, the Bishop of Durham,

having heard of the defeat of Percy, arrived at

Otterburn with ten thousand men, and attempted
to cut off the retreat of the victorious army. But

finding them strongly entrenched in the same

advantageous position, he judged it prudent to

withdraw, and allow them to return to their own

country without further molestation. The body of

Douglas was carried by the Scottish army in solemn

and sorrowful procession to the Abbey of Melrose,

where they buried him in the sepulchre of his

fathers, and hung his banner over his grave.

Among the noble prisoners who were carried to

Scotland besides the brothers Henry and Ralph

Percy, were the Seneschal of York, Sir Ralph

Langley, Sir Robert Ogle, Sir John Lilbir.

John Copland, Sir Thomas Walsingham, Sir John

Felton, Sir Thomas Abingdon, and almost the

whole chivalry of the north of England. Froissart

highly applauds the courtesy Character of the

shown by the Scots to their pri-
conflict,

soners, and observes, that both nations were not

less deserving of praise for their gentleness after

a battle, than for their courage during the conflict.

Meanwhile, the main body of the Scottish army,
under the Earl of Fife, were engaged in plunder-

ing and laying waste the western counties of

England, when they received the tidings of the

victory at Otterburn. According to Wyntown,
the earl was not a little envious at the success of

the smaller division of the army, for the vie

and the wealth acquired by the rarsom of the noble

prisoners were esteemed the most remarkable that

had occurred since the field of Bannockburn.*

Froissart says, the ransoms were estimated a'

francs. Robert III. granted to Henrv Proton, forth.

demption of Ralph Percy, the lands and baronies of Frondin,

Aberdeensbire, the town of Fyvie, and place thereof, the
town of Meikle Gaddles, and the five-mark land of Park-
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onnectcd with this chivalric conflict there is

, an episode charmingly told by
dventures of .

i
.

&
.

J

j.naesLind- Froissart, winch deserves mser-
:,rthe tion here, as it affords a striking

illustration of the knightly man-

ners of the age.* Sir James Lindsay, the chief of

the warlike sept of the Lindsays, greatly distin-

1 himself in the conflict,! and was the first

to reach the place where Douglas was lying. When
the victory was gained, the Scots chased the fugi-

..ir five miles from the field of battle. On
their return from the pursuit, Sir David and Sir

John Lindsay asked after their chief, hut none

could give them any news of him ; whereat, says

::t, they marvelled and grieved much,

doubting not but that either he had been slain

or taken prisoner.
" Now," says the chronicler,

"
I will tell you what befel the said knight of

Scotland."

Sir Matthew Redman, Governor of Berwick, and

commander, in conjunction with Sir Robert Ogle,
of one of the two great

"
battles," or divisions, in

which Percy had marshalled his army, had mounted
his horse to fly, very reluctantly ;

but still, all

things considered, he alone could not recover the

day. Sir James Lindsay, noticing his departure,
and being mounted on a fleet charger, immediately

galloped after him, lance in hand, and, after a

chase of more than three English leagues, got so

) him that he might, had he chosen, have

stricken him with his lance. But instead of doing
so, he shouted to him repeatedly,

" Ha! Sir Knight!'''

(for he saw well that he was one, though he knew
not his name),

" turn ye! 'tis foul shame thus

to
fly.

You have only me to cope with, and if

you can discomfit me, I am Sir James dc Lindsay!"
AVhea Sir Matthew heard that, he pulled in his

horse, and, wheeling round, drew his sword, and
betook himself cheerily to his defence. Sir James
aimed at him with his lance

;
but Sir Matthew, by

writhing his body, escaped the blow, and the point
of the lance was buried in the ground, and there :

remained fixed. Sir Matthew cut it in two with
j

his sword. Sir James then threw the truncheon
on the ground, and seized his battle-axe, which

ang across his shoulder, and assailed Sir

Matthew, who defended himself bravely. Thus
-irsued each other for a long time by the

:' the moon, the one with the axe, the other

.;e sword, for there was no one to interrupt

During a pause in this tournay, Sir James Lind-

say asked Sir Matthew,
"
Knight, who art thou?"

to which the other replied,
" I am Sir Matthew

:-, for his ransom, to the Lord Montgomery,
istle of Penooii, in Ayrshire, belonging to the

ntgoTiiery, now earls of Eglintoun.
:-sart, vol. iii. chap, cxxix. quoted in Lord Lindsay's

res of the Lindsays a delightful book, equally honourable
to the head and the heart of its noble author.

4 The old ballad of Chevy Chase bears witness .to the
valour of

"
the Lindsays light and gay,

"
in that famous en-

gagement :

" The Lindsays flew like fire about,
Till all the fray was done."

Redman." Well," rejoined Sir Jame, "
sine*

we have met thus, I must conquer thee, or thou
me !

"
and then began the battle again 5 and they

had no other weapons, save the one his sword, and
the other his battle-axe, which he used with one
hand very dexterously, the Scot* being accustomed
thus to handle it. At last, Sir Matthew*! sword
flew out of his hand in a return stroke, and he
stood defenceless. "

Lindsay," said he,
"

I

me." "
Rescue, or no rescue ?

"
asked Sir James.

"
I consent. You will take good care of me?"

" That I will !

"
rejoined the knight ;

"
and, for a

beginning, since you are my prisoner, what shall
I do for you?" "I wish," said Sir Matthew," that you would allow mo to return to

castle, and by Saint Michael's day I will render
me at Dunbar, or Edinburgh, or at any port
you choose in Scotland." " I am willing," said
Sir James

;

"
let it be at Edinburgh, on the day

you name."*

With these words they took leave of each other,
Sir Matthew returning to Newcastle, walking his

horse gently, as it was much fatigued.
"
Now," saith the chronicler,

"
I will tell you

a marvellous adventure which befcl the knight
of Scotland, an adventure not to be forgotten
with this night of peril, a freak of fortune such

as often bechanceth in love and war. Sir James

might well say,
' This morning I thought to liave

gained much ; but, in sooth, I have lost more
than enough in chasing the English.' I tell yon
why." Sir James had no sooner parted with Sir

Matthew, than he and his 'squire (who, it ap-

pears, had followed him closely through all the

vicissitudes of this eventful night) entangled them-

selves in the mazes of a broad heath, covered with

furze and thickets of low wood, and entirely lost

their road, which Sir James soon found out ; but

it was then too late to remedy the evil. No stars

were visible, the moon had gone down, and the

night was dark and gloomy. Coming at lost to a

path which ran, as he thought, in the right direc-

tion, he pursued it; alas! it was the direct road

to Newcastle ; and he would have arrived at the

gates, of his own accord, before daybreak, but for

a previous rencontre with the Bi.-hop of Durham,
who had been too late for the battle, and was at

that very moment returning to Newcastle by a

path running, it seems, nearly parallel with the

one Sir James had taken.

Sir James's horse, scenting the English hones,

"
Such," says Holinshed,

" was in tbo*e day* UM by-
inanity among the borderers and both nations toward*

their prisoners, which to this day dmh cintihue bet"

the inhabitants of those places. Hut if any do not n
at the day appointed, this i>'n,:

a perpetual disgrace, that in the assembly of true oj* (u

demand restitution of things and iciurics done t'

nation to the other), they nse that he which com pi* i

himself to be deceived by his prisoner (on hi nr-^rwe)

doth carry about a hand or glove painted on a cloth, with a

long staff or spear, to be seen of all men ;
the which t* ac

counted a singular infamy to the dewrver thereof,

they which have so broke'n their faith be ever aft-T hated

of their friends and acquaintance; for which
diahoojMt*

they will not Afford them good report or entertainment."
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WfU to neigh, and caracole, and paw the ground,

I M,, ia that direction ;
and thc knight, think-

r they were his friends, and that he was close

toOcserburn, gave him thc rein ; and, in unsuspect-

faf eoafideocc, rode into the midst of the bishop's

coapaoT. Thc bishop, seeing the dark shadow

of * horse and rider, rode forward and asked,

" Who goc-s there ? friend or foe, herald or min-

trel F
"

to which Sir James, still unaware of his

JTMtton, replied,
" I am Sir James de Lindsay."

- Ha! Sir Knight!" cried the bishop,
"
you are

twy welcome! render yourself my prisoner!"
" And who are you ?

" asked the astonished in-

tnder.
"

I am Robert de Neville, priest, and

Bishop of Durham."

Sir James saw well that resistance would be use-

less, surronndcd as he was by five hundred men,

and said only,
" Sith it must be so, God's will be

done !

"
Thus they rode on to Newcastle, Sir James

entertaining thc bishop with the account of his

these and capture of Sir Matthew. " And where

fc he ?
"
asked the bishop.

"
By my faith," replied

Lindsay,
w

I have seen nothing of him since I

need him ; he started for Newcastle, and I was on

my road to Ottcrburn." " In my opinion," inter-

rupted the bishop,
"
you chose your road ill

eaovjrh, Sir James ; for, lo ! this is Newcastle we
ere now entering."

" I cannot help it," answered

Sir Janes ;

"
I have taken, and I am taken, such

is the fate of arms ! I had fixed Sir Matthew's

day for appearing at Edinburgh, but I think he
eeed not trouble himself to take so long a journey
t make his fynance."

" So it seems," rejoined
the bishop. With these words they entered New-

t, end all went to their several lodgings ; Sir
-

continuing with the bishop, as his guest
risooer. Guards were set, for fear of the

,
at all the gates, tower*, and walls, and the

hep himself watched at the principal barrier

MeMwhfle, Sir Matthew Redman had also
reached Newcastle a little before thc bishop's ar-

. ead, after disarming himself (as a captive
hjht), and potting on other clothes, he went to

Wehop at his lodgings, where he met
Ion, Sir James's 'squire, who told

i the whole story of his master's misadventure.*** M*"* **l at thc news, and
squire lead him to his master's apart-

8ir James leaning against the
Uf 0*1, and very melancholy,

fe-of hi. friend Douglas. The
id each other

immediately by
*

before on thc borders
rah Beetin*. - What has brought

[CHAP. XIII.

-his character.

c shall soon oirrce to thnt "

rejoined Sir Matthew ;

" but you must come and

dine with me, for thc bishop and his men are going
to attack your countrymen ;

I know not what suc-

cess they will have, nor shall we be informed till

their return." " I accept your invitation," an-

swered Lindsay. Then, concludes Froissart, did

these two knights rally each other, and bandy

many blythe words of merriment
;
and thus said

the English knight,
"
By my faith, little did I

think to find my master, Sir James Lindsay, here !

"

"
Such," replied the Scot,

"
is the chance of arms !

As little thought I last night to have gained so

little by chasing the English !

"

The aged King of Scotland seems now to have

become so unequal to the fatigues Tlie Earl of

of state, that the parliament found Fife chosen

it necessary to relieve him from regent

a burden which he was no longer able to bear.

John Earl of Carrick, the heir apparent to the

throne, had been injured by the kick of a horse,

and was unable, from bodily weakness, to under-

take the management of affairs. The Earl of Fife,

second son of the king, was therefore chosen go-

vernor of the kingdom, in a meeting of the tliree

Estates held at Edinburgh, in 1389.* Fife was

crafty, cold-blooded, and selfish,

and his advancement, on the pre-
sent occasion, to the high office of regent, in pre-

ference to his elder brother, seems to have whetted

his unprincipled ambition, and ultimately led him

to commit the most atrocious crimes to maintain

his ascendancy. He possessed little genius for

military affairs, and it was probably his conscious-

ness of this defect which induced him, soon after

he had been invested with his office, to seek to

maintain his reputation among the fierce and turbu-

lent nobility of Scotland by one of those absurd

bravadoes which a really brave man will always

carefully avoid. The Earl of Not- Eravado of the

tingham, Marshal of England, to Eail of Netting-

whom the English king had in-

trusted the wardenship of the eastern marches, had

been in the habit of reproaching the Percies for

their defeat at Otterburn, and of boasting that he

would overcome the Scots in a fair field.

though their numbers should double his. The

regent affected to consider that his knightly honour

required him to notice these foolish boastings, and

having collected a numerous army, he crossed the

border, and defied Nottingham to meet him in thc

i field. The English baron, however, having en-

i

trenched himself in a strong position, declined the

combat, alleging that (i he had no orders to ex-

pose the lieges of his sovereign to any danger."
Thc Scots, after remaining half a day in front of

his position, with banners displayed, burned Tync-
mouth and returned to their own country,t

In the summer of the same year, the English
and French commissioners met at Leilinghcn, be-

tween Boulogne and Calais, with the view of con-

cluding a truce for three years. Thc Bishop of

* Fordun, vol. ii. p. 414.

t Ibid.
; Wyntown, vol. ii. p. 340.
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Aberdeen, Six- Archibald Douglas, Sir John Sin-

clair, and Sir William Lindsay of the Byres, were

sent as commissioners for Scotland, to protest !

years' against it. The treaty, however,
truce. -\Vas agreed to, the allies of both

__jtries being included* in its provisions, and a

ioint embassy of English and French knights was

despatched to Scotland, and succeeded in persuad-

ing the Scottish nobles to become parties to this

ution of hostilities, to the great delight of the

good old king, who had long been desirous of see-

ing his country enjoy the blessings of peace. Soon

Death of after this desirable event, he re-

Kuli<;rt II. tired to his castle of Dundonald,

in Ayrshire, where, on the 13th of Maj , 1390, he

died, after a short illness, in the seventy-fifth year

of his age, and the twentieth of his reign.

In the early part of his career, Robert displayed

great energy and courage in the
ter<

defence of the liberties of Scotland,

and was the main instrument in defeating the in-

* i:\mer, Foed. vol. vii. p. 622. It is curious to notice

that John, Lord of the Isles, is mentioned among the allies

of England, showing that up to this period the chiefs of the

s were virtually independent of Scotland. A treaty,

indeed, was concluded between lUchard II. and the Lord of

the Isles in the preceding year.

sidious designs of Kdward III., when ho weak and
selfish son of Bruce attempted to betray the inde-

pendence of his country. He had the wisdom to

perceive that peace with England wo indis-

pensably necessary to the maintenance of order in

his kingdom, and the development of its internal

resources, and earnestly sought to carry out thU

judicious policy ; but his lot was cast on evil days,
and he appears in his later years to have lacked

the energy and activity necessary to keep his rude

and turbulent nobles in due subordination, and to

have lost sight of the duties of his office in hU
fondness for retirement and ease. On the whole,

however, it must be admitted that, to use the words

of Buchanan,
" he was a most excellent man, and in

the arts of peace few kings could be compared to

him. He administered justice diligently and im-

partially ;
he severely restrained robbery ; he wo*

steady in his conduct, and faithful to his word.

The kingdom, which he received in turbulent times,

he restored to internal tranquillity by his justice

and equity, and so far recovered it from the enemy,
that at the time of his death they had only three

castles remaining in it."
*

* Buchanan's History of Scotland, Aikmau'b

vol. ii. p. 02.
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CHAPTER XIV.

ROBERT THE THIRD.

A. D. 1390-1424.

ROBERT IL was succeeded in the throne by his

^ pf eldest son, John Earl of Carrick,

BoWrtlll. who, on the day following his

mther's buris.1, was solemnly crowned at Scone, in

preeeaee of a Urge assembly of nobles and prelates.

The Mt"M John, from its association with Raliol

and other sovereigns who had borne it, was

regarded with superstitious dislike by the Scots.

The new monarch, therefore, took the title of

Robert III., as heir to the crown of his heroic

aaeestor Robert Bruce. Like his father, Robert

had passed the prime of life when his reign began.

He bad been married for upwards of thirty years
to Annabrlla 1 irummond, a daughter of Sir John

Drammond, of Stobhall, by whom he had one son,

yet in his minority. Robert possessed

many qualities, which, in happier

circumstances,would have rendered

him an eminently popular and successful sovereign.

Tboogh he had been lamed by an unfortunate

accident, hie person was tall and graceful, and his

manners were affable and pleasing. To great

amiability of disposition he added strong good
semw, and a strict love of justice. The welfare of

hie people seems ever to have been the paramount
object of all hie measures as a ruler, and he wisely

to promote it by the maintenance of

fd to other virtues suited to the fierce

of the times, these properties might have
nd to him the respect and co-operation even of

hie fierce nobility and rude subjects. He was
twrally, however, timid and irresolute, and his

h>wef peace made him often weakly yield to men

jhetftete
of principle, but endowed with greater

bre of character. At no time remarkable for

penonal eouafn or skill in military exercise, he
been compelled by his lameness to retire early

.

a plausible manner veiled a crafty and cruel dis-

position, which scrupled at no crime, however dark,

to gain its ends. Buchan was a monster of crime,

who gave himself up to every species of lust and

rapine, and among the miserable population of the

north, whom his oppression filled with terror, was

commonly termed " The Wolf of Badenoch."

The reign of Robert, however, began auspiciously,

by the renewal of the truce of Truce of

Leilinghen. The terms of this years,

treaty, which secured the cessation of hostilities

between Scotland and England, and placed the

relations of the two kingdoms on an amicable

footing, were faithfully observed by both coun-

tries ;
and during eight years Scotland enjoyed the

unwonted blessing of exemption from the mis. :

of war, while her trade and agriculture revived and

steadily improved. These symptoms of prosperity
were greatly checked by the nobles, who, deprived
of their ordinary employment of war, and unre-

strained by the feeble government of the king,
embroiled the country with their fierce disputes.

The Wolf of Badenoch, at the Atrocious con-

head of a large force, invaded the duct of the Karl

district of Moray, in revenge of of Buchan

some quarrel with the bishop of that see, and, after

ravaging the country, plundered and profaned the

cathedral of Elgin, which he afterwards set 0:1

fire, reducing the noble edifice, with the adjoir.

religious houses and the town itself, to a ma.<

blackened ruins. Buchan had
an(1 Of llis

barely retired with his plunder natural son,

when his natural son, Duncan Dnncau Stewart

Stewart, with a band of fierce keterans, commanded

by three chiefs, whom Wyntown calls Duncansons,

passed the mountains which divide the counties of

Aberdeen and Forfar, and attacked the inhabitant.-,

spoiling and slaying them with merciless cruelty.
Sir Walter Ogilvie, sheriff of Angus,

-" That good knight,
Stout and manful, bauld and right,

along with Sir Patrick Gray, and Sir David Lind-

say of Glenesk, collected a force of c
,

t t

j ,

about sixty men, and attacked the Gasklune and
tht stirring scenes of the battle-field

' invaders at Gasklune, near the defeat of the

BBMt, to the more-congenial sources !
water of Isla.* After an obstinate

Lowlaml l

contest, the Highlanders were victorious, slaying
the sheriff, -with his brother, AVat of Lichtounc,

and many of the gentry of the county. Sir

Patrick Gray and Sir David Lindsay were M

wounded, and with difficulty carrie'd off the field.

An idea of the ferocity of the Highlanders may bo

formed from a striking incident mentioned by
Wyntown. Sir David Lindsay, armed at all points
and well mounted, made great slaughter among
the keterans; but having pierced one of them

through the body with his spear, and pinned him
to the ground, the savage mountaineer, though in

the agonies of death, writhed his body up against
the weapon, and collecting all his force, with a last

dying effort fetched a sweeping blow with his

Wyntown, vol. ii. pp. 367, 360.

---igenial sources
fcBd fa domestic and devotional
The nobles, therefore, who viewed

iahlo qualities ae the evidence only of

regarded him with a
feeling

and, calculating on im-
d to renew their deadly feuds. On

i rirllMRBt of the late king from public life,
of the nation ae to Robert's incapacity

! had I-,:, totftted
' ' -

the monarch-an
oald only tend to the disho

>f the crow, aad the rain of the kingdom.SV MVtoBsioaa to tmlMit ...

>nour

With
to talent, either in the cabinet or

the ieM. Fife wt. .mbitkms of power, and under
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broadsword, which cut through the knight's stir-

rup leather and steel boot,

" Three ply or four above the foot,"

to the very bone.

' That man na straik gave but that ane,

For there he Jeit (died): yet nevertheless

That gui'l Lord there wounded wes,

And had deit there that day,
i not his men had him away
e his will out of that press."*

e feuds of the lowland barons were no less

euds of the frequent or destructive, and the

nobles. most frivolous disputes were set-

tled by an appeal to arms. A quarrel of this kind '

occurred between Robert Keith and his aunt Lady i

Margaret Lindsay, daughter of Sir William Keith,

:>al of Scotland, and wife of David Lindsay.

The lady, who was heiress of Fermartine, or Fyvie,

in Abcrdeenshire, had employed some masons

at her castle of Fyvie, with whom the followers of

her nephew quarrelled. The rude chief took up
the matter so warmly as to besiege his aunt in her

own castle. She sent notice to her husband, who

was then at court, and he instantly started with

four hundred men to relieve his wife. Keith inter-

cepted him near the Kirk of Bourtie, in the

Garioch, where he was utterly defeated by Sir

James, with the. loss of upwards of fifty of his

mcn.t In these days, indeed, eveiy man did what

seemed right in his own eyes, as if there had been

no king in the land.

These outrages, of which the government took

no notice, were followed by other scenes, which,

though they occurred with its sanction, manifested

a policy as cruel as it was disgraceful. The High-
lands had long been convulsed by the quarrels of

, two clans, or separate confederacies
Contest between . ,. ,

*
T, , ,-,,

the Clan Kay of clans, called Clan Kay and Clan

and the Clan Chattan or Clan Quhele*. The chi-
Chattan

Talry
. of the fimcs seems to have

"d the determination of their disputes by a

battle in presence of the king between an equal
number of combatants, chosen from both clans, and

including their best warriors. This project was pro-

bably recommended with the expectation that the

ould lose their bravest chiefs in the conflict,

and would then be more easily managed in future.

'ere accordingly erected in the north Inch of

Perth, a beautiful and level meadow, on the south

bank of the river Tay, and, on the day appointed,
the representatives of the rival clans, in two bands

of
thirty each, stood fully armed and prepared to

decide in mortal conflict their long-disputed claims.

:^nal to advance was about to bs given, when
one of the Clan Chattan threw himself into the

am across the river, and fled to the woods.

Robert, who had probably been persuaded against
his better feelings to sanction the combat, humanely
sought to avail himself of this occurrence to prevent

i town, vol. ii. p. 860. Fordun (vol. ii. p. 420) says
lie was fought at Glenbreret, or Glenbrierachan,
.even miles north of Gasklune.

t wjntown, vol. ii. p. 371.

the contest
; but a burgher of Perth, named Henry

Wynd, an armourer by trade, agreed for half

a mark to take the place of the recreant clans-

man. The engagement which ensued was fierce

and bloody, the Highlanders inflicting with their

two-handed swords and battle-axes the most

ghastly wounds, till the lists were drenched with

blood, and covered with the dead or dying. At

length the victory fell to the Clan Chattan ; only
one man belonging to the Clan Kay remained,
while eleven of their adversaries were left alive,

including the brave burgher, whose strength and
skill are said to have contributed mainly to the

result.* This terrible conflict, however, justified

the expectations of its cold-blooded
, , rr.i c . iurealu.

abettors. Ihe fierce mountaineers,

deprived of many of their ablest leaders,

compelled to remain quiet, and, for a time, ceased

to scourge the lowlands with their periodical

incursions.

The truce between Scotland and England con-

tinued to be faithfully observed by both nations,

and the animosities of centuries were gradually
worn away by the amicable intercourse which now
existed between the two kingdoms. The deadly con-

tests of the battle-field gave place to gentle passages
of arms between stalwart knights, who, in tilts and

tournaments, maintained the honour of their re-

spective countries, and cleared their weapons from

the rnst of inaction. Generous courtesy and chival-

rous valour came to be regarded as the marks of

a true knight, and the rude manners of the times, in

the absence of higher influences, became gradually

softened and refined by these friendly encounters.

One of the most famous of these "
passages of

arms" took place between John,
Passage of arms

Lord Wells, an English v.-arrior of between Sir

great celebrity, and Sir David David I

Lindsay of Glenesk, first Earl of
*'H

Crawford, who was so severely wounded in the

combat at Gasklune. The details of this chivalrous

encounter are very fully narrated both by Wyntown
and Bower, and throw great light on the manners

of our ancestors in these warlike times. Lord

AVells having been sent ambassador into Scotland

by Richard II., happened to be carousing with

the Scottish nobles at a solemn banquet, when

the conversation turning on valiant deeds of arms.

and Sir David eagerly extolling the proweas of

his countrymen, Wells exclaimed: "Let word*

have no place : if you know not the chivalry
ant

valiant deeds of Englishmen, assail ye me, day

and place where ye list, and ye shall soon have

Wvntown, vol. ii. pp. 373, 374; Fonlnn. r 1. ii. p. iW.

Wyntown calls the leader of the Clan :

son, and the chief of the victorious clan, Crutijub

Clan Kay is thought to have been the I ftvidwM, t

of the MThersons. According to tradition, Hi

(whom the Highlanders call the Goo- CArm, the crook

bandy-legged smith,) when the battle WM over was notd
to tell the name of the clan he had fought fie

asked on which side 1
"< > WM 82

hig own hand. Hence the proverb,
",

own hand, as Henry Wynd foaght
" See S.r Walter Scott.

" Tales of a Grandfather," and " FairMd of Perth.
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experience." "Then," said Sir David,
" I will assail

1 Lord Well* naming London Bridge for the

place. Sir David appointed the festival of St.

George lor the day of combat,
" be reason that he

was sometime ane valiant knight," and forthwith

began preparations
for his expedition.* And, so

hwportant did IJndsay consider the affair, that he

freighted the ship St. Mary, belonging to Dundee,

t bring him from London a new suit of armour.

All being ready, in the words of the Prior of

Lorhlevcn:

A thooatnd three bunder and ninety year

Kra the birth of our Lord dear,

The Rood Lyndvkaajr Sir Dane
> --ook the I<ord mightie,

HoMrt, able, and avenandt

IW4 OB eondm-t* in England,
With knight*. Kjuires, ">d other nun
Of kia ova retinae then;
tTWrt be and all his company
W well arrayed and daintily,

A*4 aU purveyed at d<-

There WM hia purpose to win prise."

~ He waa received with high honour by King
Kichard, and on the appointed day both parties

appearing in great state at London Bridge, cased

in armour of proof, and mounted on mighty war-

bonea he entered the lists against Lord Wells.

The scene was splendid : the fair ladies and gallant

frutghfr of Itichard's court were seated all around

the king and queen Anne of Bohemia, surnamed

the Good in the highest places of honour, while a

great eoneourse of the common people attended,

attracted by the interest of the spectacle, and the

fuac of the antagonists."

After the usual preliminary ceremonies, at the

stirring bbut of the trumpet the knights rushed at

each other M on their mighty horses right eagerly,"
with spears sharply ground "to the death." *In

the first course both spears were broken ; but Lind-

say kept his teat so firmly that the spectators cried

esjl that, contrary to the law of arms, he was
"
locked," or tied to the saddle : upon which he rode

p to the royal tent, vaulted lightly to the ground,
Me> hii obeisance to the king, and, though loaded
with complete armour, again sprung into the saddle
*
right cleverly," without touching the stirrup, or

rewiring any iseietinrc. "
Incontinent they rushit

togidder with new spears the second time with

tenfag Ire to eonqucas (acquire) honour. But in
the third rink" (or course), having exchanged their

fern far stronger ones,
' Lord Wells was doung

(*"*) * of the saddle with sic violence that he
-

...,
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upon the green,
1

wfcfc great disflsaem of Englishmen."
r thk encounter on horseback, the knights
eeu * deaperate foot combat with their

*"**"" *Weh ended in the total discomfiture of
Wells j for Sir David, who was a man of

fonnid
''

"-'::.

the

J Safe conduct.

great personal strength, fastening his dagger be-

tween the joints of his antagonist's armour, lifted

him off his feet, and hurled him to the ground,
where he lay at his mercy.

King Richard, who had seen the whole affair

from his " summer castelle," called out to the

victor,
"
LyiKlyssay, cousin good Lyndyssay !

Do furth that thou should do this day"

meaning that if he wished to put his antagonist to

death, as the savage laws of these combats, a

Foutrance, permitted, no one should hinder him.

But the victorious knight, courteously raising his

foe from the ground, and leading him beneath the

ladies' gallery,
"
presented him to the queen as his

gift, wishing, like a true knight, that mercy should

proceed from woman." The queen thanked him,
and then gave liberty to Lord Wells. Sir David

supported him in the lists till a leech arrived,

"tenderly embracing him, that the people might
understand he fought with na hatrent, allanerly

(solely) for the gloir of victory ;" and he visited

him afterwards every day till he recovered from

his wounds.*

Among the knights who accompanied Sir David

on his visit to London, was Sir
and between

\\ imam Dalzell, who, according Sir William Dal-

to Bower, not onlv excelled in zellandSir

wisdom, but was also of a lively
P

wit. Happening to be at court, he there saw Sir

Piers Courtenay, an English knight, famous for

his tilting, and ibr his handsome person, who bore

upon his surcoat a falcon with this motto

"
I bear a falcon fairest of flight :

Whoso prikketh at her his death is (light,*
In graith."J

The Scottish knight appeared next day in a dress

exactly similar to that of Courtenay, but bearing a

jay instead of a falcon, with an inscription ingeni-

ously contrived to rhyme to the vaunting inscrip-

tion of Sir Piers.

"
I hear a pyet peikand at ane pees.S
Whasa pykkis at her I sail pvk at his nues,||

In faith."

This affront could only be expiated by a joust with

sharp lances. The knights ran three courses, in

two of which the helmet of the Scot, from being

loosely strapped, gave way at the touch of his

antagonist's lance, and he thus avoided the shock

of the encounter. The Englishman, who lost two

of his front teeth in the third encounter, com-

plained bitterly of Dalzell's conduct in not fastening

his helmet, and insisted, that by the law of arms

it was imperative on both knights to be exactly

on equal terms. "
I am content," said Dalzell,

" to

run six courses more on such conditions, and let

him who breaks them forfeit two hundred pounds."
This being agreed to, the wily Scot took off his

Lives of the Lindsays, vol. i. pp. 8891 ; Wyntown's

Chronicle, vol. ii. pp. 353357 ;
Bellenden's Boei

p. 470; Lindsay, in gratitude for his victory, t'oun.!

chantry of five priests
" within our Lady's kirk at Dundee.

t 1'repared. J Armour. Piece. |i
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net, and throwing back his thick hair, showed

it he was blind of an ere, which he had lost by
. wound in the battle of Otterburn. He therefore

demanded that the handsome Englishman should

consent to the extinction of one of his eyes. As

1,'ourtcnay demurred to this equalization of optical

power. Dalzell demanded the forfeit, which, after

much altercation, the king appointed to.be paid to

him, saying he surpassed the Englishman both in

wit and valour.* In such rough pastimes, inter-

mingled with sumptuous banquets, did our ancestors

pass their time, when not engaged in the kindred

pursuits of war and of the chase.

The feeble reign of Robert had now continued

for eight years, during which the government had

In i ;i chiefly conducted by his brother, the crafty

and ambitious Earl of Fife. But his eldest son,

David, Earl of Carrick, a youth of considerable

ability, though of violent passions, began now to

dispute the ascendancy of his uncle. We find the

prince associated with Fife, and Sir David and Sir

William Lindsay, in a march-meeting, held at Hal-

danestank, for the purpose of negotiating with

John of Gaunt, and other English nobles, to pro-

long the truce and regulate the jurisdiction of the

borders ;f and on a subsequent occasion he was

deputed to meet with the Duke of Lancaster, after-

wards Henry IV. for a similar purpose. Shortly
Title of Duke after, in a meeting of parliament
conferred upon hel(i at perth on the 28th of April,
Prince David , orio ., , , -,

;, ,

and the Earl 1398, the prince was created J )uke

of Fife. of Rothesay, and at the same time

the dignity of Duke of Albany was bestowed upon
the Earl of Fife. It is worthy of notice, that on

this occasion we find the title of duke for the first

time introduced into Scotland.

The young prince, w
rhose fate forms so mournful

Character of the a Page *n the history of Scotland,

prince. was at this period upwards of

twenty years of age. His handsome person, ele-

gant accomplishments, and winning manners, ren-

dered him the favourite of the people. The coun-

sels of his mother, and the judicious culture of his

tutor, William de Drummond, had developed the

powers of a mind naturally vigorous. His acquaint-
ance with the literature of the age gave a refine-

ment to his character rarely met with among the

rude and ignorant nobility of that age ; and the

sagacity and energy which he had already exhi-

bited on various occasions, in the management of

public affairs, gave high promise of future emi-

nence.! But these excellencies were unfortunately

Scotichron. vol. ii. p. 423
; Marrnion, c. i. note viii.

+ Wyntown has recorded a repartee of Sir David Lindsay
tt this occasion, which is interesting from its historical
eference. Sir David, happening to observe that the cele-
ated Henry Percy, who was one of the English commis-

sioners, was sheathed in complete armour, notwithstanding
the peaceable character of the conference :

"
It is for fear

Tthe English horsemen," said Hotspur, in explanation,
or he was already meditating the insurrection immortalized

'

Shakespeare.
"
Ah, Sir Harry !" rejoined Sir David, in

allusion to the night of Otterburn,
"
I have seen you more

"vh bested by Scottish footmen, than by English horse!"
\\vntown, vol. ii. p. 377.
1 Wyntown calls him,

VOL. i. i

marred by a love of pleasure, and a fondness for

gay, dissipated companions, exceeding even the
licence usually conceded to the eldest son of a king ;

and his excesses gave a great advantage over him
to his cool and unprincipled uncle, by whom he
was both feared and hated. Robert, who doted on
his son with an overweening affection, was well
aware of the dangers to which he was exposed
from the ambition of Albany, and sought to pro-
tect him from the intrigues of that crafty and cold-

blooded plotter, by entering into bonds or covenants
for his defence with the most powerful nobles of
his kingdom, whom he induced, by large grants of

money, to become bound to give their " service

and support
"

to defend himself and his eldest

son, the Earl of Carrick, in time of peace as well

as war.* These feudal bonds or agreements had
hitherto been concluded between subject and sub-

ject; and their formation at this period, for the

first time in the history of the country, hi

the sovereign and his vassals, clearly shows the

great increase which had taken place in the power
of the barons, and the proportional diminution in

the influence of the crown since the death of

Robert Bruce. Rothesay having shown his capacity
for the management of public affairs,nowmanifested

an increasing impatience of his uncle's supremacy.
Queen Annabella, a woman of sense and courage,

strenuously supported her son in his Albanv resigns

struggle with Albany, and, aided by the office of

her influence, and that of a strong
gven

party among the nobles, who favoured his claims,

the prince at length compelled his crafty and

ambitious relative to resign the office of governor.

Immediately after this important step, a meet-

ing of the parliament was held at the Duke of

Perth, an the 27th of June, 1398, Rothesay is

. ., cho>en bv the
for the purpose oi sanctioning the

parliament to

transference of the office of lieu- succeed him

tenant of the kingdom to the heir-apparent to the

throne. A solemn Act was accordingly passed, in

which, after an allusion to the distracted state of

the kingdom, from the want of a due administra-

tion of the laws of the king and his advisers, the

Estates declared, that since the king, in conse-

quence of the sickness of his person, is not able to

undergo the labour of governing the kingdom, nor

to restrain "trespassers," the Duke of Rothesay
shall be appointed the king's lieutenant for a

period of three years, possessing all the powers

and prerogatives of the sovereign, under the con-

trol of the parliament, or, in council ftp-

its absence, of a council of expe- pointed to advi**

rienced and faithful men, of whom
the principal are to be the Duke of Albany and

" Our lord the king's eldest son,

Sweet and virtuous, young and fair,

And his nearest lawful heir.

Honest, able and avenand (comely,)

Our lord, our prince, in all pit-sand,

Connand into literature,

A seemly person in stature."

vol. ii. p. 370.

Chamberlain, Accounts, vol. ii. p. 1D7 ; Tytler, vol. iiu

p. 7!i.
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Walter Stewart, Lord of Brechin; the Bishops of

L Aadrew*, Glasgow, and Aberdeen ;
and the

vjtfc of Uoaglas, Roes, Moray, and Crawford;

with the Constable, the Marshal, and several others

of the principal nobility and clergy of the king-

dom. The members of the Council were required

to 1*** n oath to give the governor
" lele counsail

tat the i*"""""" profit of the realm, nocht havande

tharto Me na frendschyp f and the prince him-

mlf vat to swear that he would administer the

laws uprightly, maintain the old manners and

Mtoms for the people, restrain and punish all

yen, reifars, brennars, and all strong and

misdoers, .and more especially that he

woald ttm and put down ail cursed or excorn-

Wmmi~**A BMH and heretics, and fulfil all the

datiee which the king in his coronation oath had

ewon to perform to holy kirk and the people.

The parliament next proceeded to make pro-

ttj vision against any undue inter-

> ml UM ference on the part of the sovereign
with the prerogatives of the re-

feat, and declared that the king shall be obliged

ot to *
let or hinder the prince in the execution

of hie ofice by any counter-orders, as has hitherto

happened; and if such were given, the lieutenant

was not to be bound either to return an answer or

to obey them." Care was also taken to lay down

explicitly the doctrine of the responsibility of the

regeat and hi* advisers, and strict orders were

faeard. that whatever measures were adopted by
him in the execution of his office should be com-
mitted to writing, with the date of the day, and

paw. and the namee of the councillors by whose
adriee they were adopted, so that each councillor

might be responsible to the general council for the
advice which he had given. The foreign relations
of the coantry were at the same time placed on

friendly footing by the despatch of an em-
aey to France, and the appointment of commis-
isaew to detiriiiiMi the propriety of acceding to
trace with Bogland tar twenty-eight years.

taaactal ifJairs of the country were next
Mrtion

? and it was agreed to
oasand pounds for the common

of the kingdom, according to an equit-
f taxation, which was extended to

> the burgesses who were resident
th. as will as to the burghers in

kingdom. The enactment which
wad in a very striking manner the

t anarchy and disorder to which
* "try * katn, reduced nnd^r tw

[CHAP. XIV

reduced undtr the feeble
> mLadministration of Albany.

aid. "the *reat and hoiriblc

J, and
slaughter,

kingdom, it was ordained by
aa. Botatea, that every sheriff

MMsation. that no man riding or

C?2Ltt

rrs2 ^frrw

ings, raids, and destructions, as had been common
under the late governor." The Act also declared,

that,
" after such proclamation has been made, the

sheriff shall use all diligence to discover and arrest

the offenders, and shall bind them over to appear
and stand their trial at the next Justice Ayre :"

if unable to find bail, they were immediately to be

put to the knowledge of an assize, and, if found

guilty, instantly executed. In cases where the

power of the offenders rendered their arrest by the

sheriff and his officers impossible, that functionary
was instructed to declare the names of such. en-

joining them within fifteen days to come and find

bail to appear and stand their trial, under the

penalty that all who do not obey this summons
shall be put to the king's horn, and their goods
and estates confiscated."*

The tranquillity which followed the elevation of

Rothesay to the office of governor, was destined to

be of brief duration. The mar-
Marriage of the

riage of the prince was earnestly Duke of

desired by all his friends, and Rothesay.

especially by his mother, as the most likely means

of correcting those scandalous irregularities in

which he still indulged. But Albany, who con-

trived to obtain the management of the affair,

succeeded in rendering it subservient to the ad-

vancement of his own designs, by holding up his

nephew to contempt, and embroiling him with the

most powerful nobles of his father's court. He
made it publicly understood that the hand of the

heir-apparent to the throne should be assigned to

the highest bidder
;
and the Earl of March having

offered the largest dowry, and paid down a part of

the sum, his daughter was affianced to the prince.

But the powerful Earl of Douglas, Disgraceful treat-

jealous of the aggrandizement of nient of the Earl

\. , -i- , ? , , i of March by
his rival, objected to the match, Albany and
and by the payment of a much Dm;

more splendid dowry than had been promised by
March, he prevailed upon Albany to set aside the

previous agreement, and to prefer his daughter to

Elizabeth of Dunbar.f The only apology offered

to March for this scandalous breach of faith, was
the shallow pretence that the sanction of the three

Estates had not been given to the proposed mar-

riage; whilst, to consummate the injustice o'' this

nefarious transaction, an evasive reply w
turned, when the earl demanded the restoration of

the sum which had been advanced by him as part
of his daughter's marriage portion. March was

not of a temper tamely to brook the gi-oss insult

which had been offered to his family ;
and on learn-

ing that the marriage of Rothesay with the daugh-
ter of Douglas had been precipitately concluded,

he committed the charge of his castle of Dunbar
the key of the eastern marches to Sir Rolx-rt

Maitland, his nephew, renounced his allegiance to

the Scottish king, and took re- He flees to the

fuge in England, where he entered En^li.-h court

into negotiations with Henry IV. His ex"

MS. Record of Parliament; TjUer, vol. iii. pp. 7o 7i).

+ Scotichron. roL ii. p. 428.
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estates were immediately seized by the Douglases,

rjid the strong fortress of Dunbar was surrendered

fo them without a blow, by the weak and timid

vouth to whom Murch had intrusted it.* So great
wu-< the apprehension that this important fortress

might be betrayed into the hands of the English,

that the king took the field in person for its reduc-

tion ; but, before he reached Dunbar, the castle

iclded to the son of Douglas. The con-

tinuator of Fordun mentions an incident which

occurred during this expedition, highly creditable

Amiable * ^e S^ feeling and principle

character of the of the amiable monarch. After

king- waiting at Haddington for three

days, for the arrival of various reinforcements, the

royal army prepared to march, and the king's foot

was in his stirrup when a poor butcher begged an

audience, to complain of the conduct of an officer

of the royal household, who had not paid for the

meat which had been ordered for the king's table.

Robert listened patiently to the statement, and as

the officer could not be found, he paid the sum
himself. He then ordered a proclamation to be

made at the market-cross, that all debts due by his

attendants should be instantly paid, and in future

always observed this rule on leaving any place ; a

praiseworthy example, which the legislature in

vain strove to compel his nobles to follow.f The

people, we are told, on this occasion remembered
with pleasure a similar incident which occurred at

the coronation of the kind and simple-hearted

monarch, and which is thus related by Bower: The
coronation took place in harvest, and the ripe

crops in the fields belonging to the monastery of

Scone were trampled down and destroyed by the

nobles and their followers. One of the monks,
who filled the office of store-keeper, attempted
to obtain an audience of the king, for the pur-

pose of claiming some compensation ; but the

royal chamberlain contemptuously refused him
admission. Determined, however, to obtain re-

dress, he had recourse to the following whimsical

mode of gaining the royal car. Early on the

morning after the coronation, before the king had

awoke, the priest assembled the farm-servants and
cottars belonging to the monastery, who, bearing
an image stuffed with straw, and armed with the

drums, horns, and rattles which they used in their

rustic festivals, took their station under the win-

dows of the royal bedchamber, and struck up such
a peal of yells, horns, and rattles, that the court

awoke with terror and dismay. The leader of the

rabble rout was instantly seized and dragged be-

fore the king, who demanded the meaning of this

strange uproar.
" Please your Majesty," was his

reply, what you have just heard are our rejoic-

ings when our crops are gathered in
;
and as you

and your nobles have spared us the trouble and

expense of cutting them down this season, we

thought ourselves bound in gratitude to give you a

specimen ofour harvest jubilee." The nobles were in-

dignant at this sarcastic exposure of their conduct,

Scutichroii. vol. ii. p. 429. t Ibid. pp. 418, 419.

and would have punished the plain-spoken priest, but
the good-natured monan-h ordered an immediate

inquiry into the damage done to the monastery,
and not only paid the full amount, but applauded
the humour and courage of the ecclesia

During the struggle for the supremacy between
the heir apparent to the Scottish I>

throne and his intriguing relative. ' - >4

an extraordinary revolution had Hwy*lV
D
Jth

taken place in England. The Kiifi>h throne,

weak and dissolute Richard II. had been deposed
by Henry of Lancaster, who ascended the throne
under the title of Henry IV.t To the new sovereign
the renewal of the truce with Scotland was a
matter of great importance, menaced as he was at
home by the intrigues of the adherents of the de-

posed monarch; but the fierce borderers, who had
submitted with impatience to the restraints of the

treaty, which deprived them of their accustomed

occupations of war and plunder, were eager for the

renewal of hostilities, and, as soon as the truce ex-

pired, they broke across the marches in consider-

able force, and stormed the castle of "Wark in the

absence of the governor, Sir Robert Gray, besides

ravaging the surrounding country.} The northern

counties of England were ill pro- The borderer*

pared to repel the marauders, in renew their

consequence of the dissensions inroads,

which enfeebled the new government, and a pesti-

lence which then raged with unusual severity ; but

Sir Robert Umfraville hastily collected a body of

troops, and defeated the Scots at Fullhopelaw, cap-

turing a number of their leaders. The border

districts thus became once more the scene of pre-

datory warfare and unsparing ravage.
If the Scottish government had entertained any

desire at this .time to renew the truce with Eng-
land, these inroads would have been easily re-

strained
;
but there is reason to believe that this

renewal of hostilities took place with the con-

nivance of the king and Albany, who regarded

Hemy with dislike, as a lawless usurper. It suited

also the interests of France, with which Scotland

had again formed an alliance, that the treaty with

England should not be renewed ; and various cir-

cumstances occurred to disturb the amity wliich had

for some time existed between the two countries.

Shortly after his deposition, Richard II. was re-

ported to have died in Pontefract Castle ;
but an ex-

traordinary story arose in Scotland, A real or pre
.

that the dethroned monarch had tci

escaped from his enemies, and appear* in

, . , , . , Scotland,
after many wanderings had found

refuge in the Western Isles of Scotland, where be

* Fordun, vol. iv. pp. Ill 1, 1 1 12; Tjtlcr, vol. iii. pp.<K, t.

+ The deposition of Richard appi-ar*
:

surprise and indignation in Scotland. Wyntown **y, it

\vas extraordinary for us to hear that

"A crownyt kin? nanr licretike,

Provit, eonvirt. kend, nor knawyn,
Was thus undone among his awyn,
As ane auld abbot sa put down*

For open dilapidation." roL u. p. 080.

J \Valsinghani, p.
fli.:!.

liyuier, l-'oed. vol. viii. p 162.
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UMMiiisrd by the sister-in-law of Donald, Lord

f the blea, who had known him in Ireland. It is

ml^^ a pemm of weak intellect, bearing the

MMtof Richard IL, resided in Stirling Castle for

tfc* leaf period of nineteen years from this date,

ad ww profceordly regarded" by the Scottish go-

mBant M the rightful sovereign of England.*

Beary, howetw, declared this person to be an im-

I, indignant at this attempt to raise up

_j to the English throne, he gave a cordial

to the fugitive Earl of March, and declared

hb determination to restore him, by force of arms, to

t castle and estates. For this purpose he thought

proper to revive the old claim of supremacy on the

part of England, and prepared, as Lord Superior

of Oenthnil. to conduct an expedition into that

lOMtiJ for the purpose of chastising his rebellious

While preparations for the invasion of

Scotland were in progress, March,

hi company with Hotspur and

Lord Talbot, crossed the border at

the head of two thousand men, and

morekiag throogh the estates which had once been

hk own pnniatj, they laid waste the country.

After aa nrrmftil assault on the castle of Hailes,

they burned several villages, and. having collected

raossderable booty, they encamped at Linton,
where they proposed to pass the night But Archi-

bald Dougka, the eldest son of the earl, advancing

rapidly from Edinburgh against them, they made

pedptato retreat, leaving behind their tents

aad plunder. They were pursued during the whole

iftfct by the Scots, who captured a considerable

MBber of them in the wood of Colbrandspath, and
itiMiii the chaw to the gates of Berwick, where

tkry took the knee and pennon of Lord Talbot.fM after thia, Henry began his march to Scot-

f.fp.4HU C land, at the head of a numerous
r toto and well-appointed army. On

reaching Newcastle he despatched
14 to King Robert and the greata*Bf Scotland to meet him at Edinburgh, on

tweaty-third of August, and there do him
fe M their lord paramount f A scoffing bal-

tfco oaly answrr returned to this absurd de-

Henry, continuing his march, reached
he mrt his fleet, and obtained a

pwrtoioM for his army. The castle of
iMid by Rothceay, the governor,

the insolence of the English
that to avoid

fW*M Wood, he ww willing to
t quarrel by a combat of one hundred,KM BaMMM! <w it. i 1 i . ," ^fWl, W HIM MMi nnKlafl nn X..L

,

hundred nobles on each

4 fcr an anxwer to

<L5
r
n* ra> "1' in the

M*n'" Legal and
on the

side. Henry evaded this proposal, and in answer

expressed his surprise that Rothesay should think

of saving Christian blood at the expense of shed-

ding that of the nobility, who, it was to be hoped,
were Christians as well as others.* Albany had

in the meantime collected a numerous army, and

advanced towards the capital with the apparent

design of raising the siege ;
but on reaching Calder

Moor he pitched his tents, and sent a herald to

Henry to say, that if he would remain in his posi-

tion for six days he should give him battle. The

English monarch readily accepted the challenge,
and gave his mantle and a chain of gold to the

herald, in token of his satisfaction with the mes-

sage he had brought.! But Albany had no inten-

tion of keeping his word, and allowed Henry
unmolested to prosecute the siege of Edinburgh
Castle, which was gallantly held out by Rothesay,
assisted by his father-in-law the Earl of Douglas.
The garrison was numerous and well provisioned,

and, animated by the example of their young
governor, they resolved to defend the fortress to

the last extremity ;
on the other hand, the English

troops were suffering both from sickness and

scarcity of provisions. Henry, therefore, finding
that nothing was to be gained
, ,. . ,, , . his retreat-
by continuing the siege, prudently
resolved to lead back his army into England.
His movements were accelerated by intelligence of

a rebellion having broken out in Wales, headed by
the celebrated chieftain, Owen Glendower.

This was the last invasion of Scotland, conducted

in person by an English monarch ; and although the

issue of the campaign was inglo-8 moderation
nous to Henry, it is impossible displayed by
not to admire the noble forbear- hi in

.

this

ance with which it was conducted,

contrasting so honourably with all preceding and

subsequent invasions of Scotland. Whatever were

the motives which induced him to undertake this

expedition, he disdained to stain his banner by acts

of plunder and cruelty. His advance and retreat,

through a country which could offer no resistance,

were alike orderly. Tho submission of the inha-

bitants secured at once his protection to their

persons and property, and a banner with the arms

of England hung over the walls of any village,

monastery, or fortalice, was a sign of inviolability,

which the fiercest of his soldiers were compelled to

respect "When two canons belonging to the

monastery of Holyrood waited upon him. and

earnestly implored him to spare their house, he

replied with great courtesy,
" Never, while I live,

shall I cause distress to any religious house what-

ever
; and God forbid that'the monastery of Holy-

rood, the asylum of my father (John of Gaunt).
when an exile, should suffer aught from h>
I am myself a Cumin, and by this side half

and I come here with my army, not to ravage the

land, but to answer the defiance of certain amongst

you who have branded me as a traitor, to see

Rymer, Foed. vol. viiL p. 58.

+ Piukerton, vol. L p. 58.
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whether they daiv make good the opprobrious
hots with which I am loaded iu their letters to

i he French king, which were intercepted by my
people,

and are now in my possession.*

At this period, (21st February, 1401,) a meeting

ments of of the &reat National Council was

the Scottish held at Scone, in which many
parliament, judicious laws were passed, chiefly

affecting the tenure of property, and the procedure
of the criminal courts. Feudal superiors were for-

bidden to resume the lauds held by their vassals,

without due and lawful cause; nor was the resump-
tion to be valid in any case, unless conducted

according to legal forms, after a public intimation

in the parish church, and an opportunity granted
to the defaulter to recover his rights. Where the

succession was disputed, it was to be settled by a

jury before the sheriff in open court; and, with the

view of preventing a common source of contention,

it was enacted, that a younger brother dj'ing
childless should be succeeded by the immediate

elder brother, in the possession of the lands which he

had personally acquired. It was at the same time

ordained, that sheriffs should have clerks, appointed

by the crown, should keep regular minutes

of their proceedings, and should appear annually
before the King's Exchequer Court with their

accounts, that no bail should be admitted in the

case of persons accused of heinous crimes; among
whom are particularly mentioned such as had been

excommunicated or arrested by the order of a

bishop, that the complaints of churchmen, widows,
and orphans, should be heard and judged in with-

out delay and without requisition of securities,

that justiciary courts should be held twice a year
on both sides of the Forth, that ecclesiastical

offenders should have a right of appeal, first to the

conservator of the clergy, and ultimately to the

General Assembly of the Church, and that the

trial by combat should be allowed only when a

capital crime had been committed so secretlv that

ordinary sources of evidence could not be appealed
to, there being at the same time some prevalent
and probable suspicions attaching to the accused.

Regulations were also enacted respecting
" the

assize of weights and measures," and the coinage
'

the realm, which had been greatly deteriorated.
The

catching of salmon within the forbidden

season, the killing of hares in time of snow, and
the burning of moors except in the month of

March, were strictly prohibited, under heavy
penalties.

Shortly after the conclusion of the war with

Death of the England, the collision between the

the Earl Duke of Rothesay and his uncle

.'/i Albany terminated fatally for the

former. The queen his mother, his
ither-in-law the Earl of Douglas, and the venerable
ail, Bishop of St. Andrews, whose united wisdom

I

authority had hitherto restrained to some extent
i turbulence and licentiousness of the prince, and
interacted the ambitious designs of Albany, all

Fordoa a Goodal, vol. ii. p. 430.

died within a short period ofeach other; an 1, accord-

ing to Fordun, it was said commonly through the
laud, that the glory and honesty of Scotland were
buried with these three noble persons.* Freed from
their control, Rothesay broke out

Wildtndreck.

into those scandalous irregularities k-. conduct of
which embittered the Hie of his llotbway.

aged father, alienated the affections of all whom
he ought to have conciliated, and afforded an op-
portunity to bis cool and crafty enemy to c/fcct his

long-meditated destruction. His frank, generous,
and courageous disposition, made him a favourite
with the people in spite of his vices; but advancing
years do not seem to have produced any favourable

change in his character. He surrounded 1.

with gay and profligate companions, with whom
he ran to the greatest excess in dissipation and
riot, and he is even said to have abused the power
intrusted to him as governor of the kingdom, to

violate the laws and to plunder the collectors of

the public revenue. He had long been the object
of bitter hatred to Albany, both as the detector of

his intrigues and as the great obstacle between
him and the crown, and his wild and thoughtless

disposition made him an easy prey to his cunning
and unprincipled relative. It was also unfor-

tunate for Rothesay that his conduct had raised

against him several powerful enemies, whose de>iie

of revenge induced them to join the conspiracy
for his destruction. He was a negligent and
unfaithful husband, and had in consequence roused

the fierce resentment of his wife's brother, Archi-

bald, Earl of Douglas. He had slighted, at some
former period, the sister of Sir William Linsdav, of

Rossie, who had long meditated revenge,! while in

Sir John Ramorgny he found an enemy more

dangerous than either. To high character mnd
talents for public business, and intrigues of Sir

elegant accomplishments, unusual Jolui Ramorgny.

among the Scottish barons of that age, Ramorgny
united a heart thoroughly corrupt, and an audacious

and implacable disposition. He had been for some

time the chosen companion of the prince, whose
foibles he flattered, while he pandered to his ex-

cesses, and Rothesay, captivated by a graceful

gaiety so congenial to his own nature, overlooked,

or did not suspect, the consummate villain- of his

associate. Iu a moment of confidence, Ramorgny
is said to have proposed to the prince the assassina-

tion of his uncle, as the easiest mode of freeing him-

self from his intriguing and dangerous rival. But

Rothesay, who, with all his faults, was generous

Wvntown mentions, that the fourth great pectikne*
which devastated Scotland appeared in Hoi : but it do nol

appear that any of these great persons fell a victim to it.

The metrical historian adds,
" The comet appeared that year,

A fair bright stern (star) and a clear,

That stern appearing signifies,

As clerks find in great u
Death of princes or pestilence,
To fale or wede with violence :

And thither the beams it strikes all,

Where these casis (.casualties) first shall full"

voL ii. p. 8M.

f Fordun, vol. iL p.
432.
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H^ 1ar

high-spirited,
recoiled in horror from the pro-

L mmA, after bitte-ly reproaching Ramorgny,

_ his society, while the latter, stung by

the acorn of the prince, from that moment became

his hitter enemy, and, joining the faction of Albany,

|et all his aid "to accomplish the ruin of his former

patron.
A deep-hud scheme was concerted for the de-

struction of the unhappy prince,

which was speedily carried into

execution. By means of artful

isynn ntatiims respecting the licentious conduct

of his son, and the necessity of restraint, to tame

hit stubborn spirit, Ramorgny and Lindsay in-

dveed the aged monarch to issue an order under

the royal signet to Albany, to arrest the prince and

pbce him in temporary confinement. No time

wm hist in carrying this mandate into effect.

Kothesay was inveigled into Fife for the purpose
of taking possession of the castle of St. Andrews,

till the alsction of a successor to the deceased pre-

late; and as he rode toward that place, accom-

panied by a slender retinue, he was seized near

Strathtyrom by Ramorgny and Lindsay, and con-

veyed a prisoner to the castle of St Andrews until

Albany and his council, who were assembled at

Odnsa, should determine the place of his confine-

Shortly after, Albany and Douglas, with a

body of followers, arrived at St. Andrews,
law)**- and, mounting the unfortunate
mmA J**tk*

prisoner on a cart-horse, and

if his dress with a russet cloak, conveyed
Usa to the royal palace of Falkland, and thrust

into a dungeon, where he soon after died.

of his death is one of those vexed
in history, on which, amid conflicting
it is difficult to speak with certainty.

r^ The account generally adopted by
modern historians may be given
fa die words of Tytler:* "For
fifteen days, the unhappy prince

_^__
to remain without food, under the

f two remans, named Wright and Selkirk,
was to watch the agony of their
dd in death. It is said, that for a

<eb*d prisoner was preserved in a re-
>a<

rj|ythe
kindness of a poor woman,

nroogh the garden of Falkland,

^S*.?"*
11" to thc K 4^ window

was lerel with the ground,

lji thither at night, and bring him

and torn his own flesh. It was then carried to the

monastery of Lindores, and there privately buried,

while a report was circulated that the prince had

been taken ill and died of dysentery." Acco:
' to the same authority, Albany, loudly accused
' of his nephew's murder, demanded the judg-
ment of the parliament ; and, after a public exami-

nation by the great council (which is pronounced
to have been " a solemn farce ") regarding the

causes of Rothesay's death, was acquitted, receiv-

ing, at the same time, a full remission drawn up
under the king's seal.*

To this tragic story, the enmity of Albany to

the ill-fated Rothesay, and the
unsupported

death of the latter while his pri- by trustworthy

soner, doubtless lend countenance :
evidence,

but it derives no support from any authentic record,

and is therefore, in all probability, to be t

among those cases in which history has been sacri-

ficed to effect. It appears for the first time in the

pages of Hector Boece, whose fertile fancy found

congenial employment in embellishing with ficti-

tious horrors a story in itself sufficiently tragic.

Wyntown, who was a contemporary historian, nar-

rates simply the fact of the death and burial of the

prince, without a word as to the perpetration of a

murder,f Bower, the continuator of Fordun, who
could be influenced by no fears of Albany's ven-

geance, such as are supposed by some to have con-

strained the silence of Wyntown, expressly states

that the prince died of dysentery, adding merely the

remark, as if it were an idle popular rumour, that a

report arose of his having died of hunger. :
The

death of Rothesay, in short, whatever were the

ulterior designs of Albany when he placed hin;

under restraint, may be easily accounted for by

disease, superinduced by irritation and confine-

ment, working on a constitution enfeebled by a

long course of vicious indulgence.

By the death of his nephew, and the increasing

infirmities of the aged and be-
jubany y.

reaved monarch, Albany became the ui;

once more governor of the king- governor,

dom. In spite of the truce between England and

Scotland, the borderers in both countries continued

to wage war with their accustomed ferocity. Thi

Earl of March was naturally indignant to see hi>

vast patrimonial estates in the hand of his ri'

Douglas, and, assisted by the Percies, he in;

several destructive inroads upon the eastern

marches. The men of the Merse were attached tc

the cause of their exiled chief, and no Ion.

showed their usual alacrity in making incursion?

Lord Hailes, who has printed this deed in his remark?
on the History of Scotland, observe*, that the pardon takrt

put by Albany and Douglas was as broad and c

in its terms as if they had actually been guilty ot'th>

which they denied. The deed contains a mysterious :i

to the motives of the persons who executed the m:r
the prince's confinement, and which are

concealed for a sufficient reason.. See Appendix, N"te XI 1

+ Vol. ii. p. 397.

J "The prince was kept in the castle by Join:

and John Wright, until, having wasted away by d\ -

or, as others will have it. by hunger, he died on the s

of the kalends of April." Vol. ii. p. 431.
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on the English border ,
and by the advice of the

Karl of Douglas, the barons of Lothian agreed to

Me their followers, for the purpose of con-

ducting a series of expeditions into England, and

to intrust the command, by turns, to the bravest

imiongst them. Their first raid was successful,

but in the second, led by the younger Hepburn,
of llailes, the Scots, having penetrated far into

Northumberland, were intercepted on their return

by Percy and March, at a place called West Xes-

bit, in the Merse, three miles south of Dunse.*

Defeat of the ^ fievce ccnflict ensued, in which

Scots at West the Scots, though greatly inferior

N.-sl>it. jn numbers, being well armed and

mounted, made an obstinate resistance, till borne

down by the Master of Dunbar, who, in the heat

of the conflict, joined his father and Percy, with

two hundred fresh soldiers from the garrison of

Berwick. The gallant leader of the Scots was

slain, and the Haliburtons, Cockburns, Lauders,

and other brave knights, and the flower of the

chivalry of the Lothians, either shared his fate or

were taken prisoners.*

Douglas, incensed at this disaster, collected an

The Scots army of ten thousand men, and,
invade England, accompanied by Murdoch, Al-

bany's eldest son, the Earls of Moray and Angus,
Fertrus M'Dowall, of Galloway, with a body
of his fierce and half-armed vassals, and many
other Scottish barons, invaded England, and laid

waste the country as far as the gates of Newcastle,
without opposition. The English monarch was at

this juncture engaged in suppressing ih& rebellion

of Owen Glendower
;
but the charge of the borders

had been intrusted to the veteran Earl of North-

umberland, and his son the renowned Hotspur;
and these experienced leaders, along with the Earl

of March, who possessed an intimate knowledge of

border warfare, collected a powerful army, and
resolved to intercept the Scots on their return to

their own country, when burdened with spoil and
lulled into security by the apparent terror of the

English. This prudent policy was attended with

complete success. Douglas had reached Wooler
on his march homeward, when he received intelli-

gence that Hotspur, at the head of a powerful

army, barred his way, and was advancing to attack

him. The Scottish leader immediately drew up
his men on a neighbouring eminence, called

Homildon Hill. The courage of Douglas cannot
be questioned, but his errors as a general were

many and grave. The position which he selected

Battle of was completely commanded by
Homildon Hill, various eminences, especially by

one
directly in front, and of which his enemies, by

strange fatality, were allowed leisurely to take

possession, and form in order of battle. The
|

dense ranks of the Scottish spearmen were thus

exposed, without the power of resistance, to the
1 shot of the English archers, who composed a

(

large portion of Percy's ariny, while the obvious :

* The spot is still called Slaughter Hill,
t Fordna, voL ii, p. 433.

movement of dispersing them, by means of a bouy
of light cavalry, seems not to have been thought
of. Hotspur, with characteristic impftuimiv.

posed an immediate charge on the Scot* with hi*

men-at-arms, but March, who was destined on this

i

occasion to prove the evil genius of his country,
I seized his bridle reins, and suggested that th-

|

men should first advance and try the effects of tlu-ir

archery. The scenes which followed were pain-

fully similar to those which marked the disastrous

battle of Halidon Hill. Marching to the front,
the English archers poured their volleys, thick as

hail, upon their foes, whose ranks, says an a:

writer, were so closely wedged together that a
breath of air could scarcely penetrate their files,

making it impossible for them to wield their wea-

pons.* The Scots, most of whom were clad in

light armour, fell in hundreds; the knights found

even their chain-mail no defence against the deadly
shafts of the bowmen, and dropped fast from their

horses, which, wounded and ungovernable, rushed

madly hither and thither, increasing the confusion

and trampling the wounded to death.

The Scottish archers attempted to restore the

fight to more equal terms ; but at no time able to

cope with their enemies in the use of the bow, and
distracted by the confusion and carnage around

them, their arrows fell short of the mark, or effected

but little damage. In this extremity, a brave

knight, Sir John Swinton, exclaimed,
" Why stand

we here to be shot like deer, and marked down by
the enemy ? Where is our wonted courage ? Are
we to be still and have our hands nailed to our

lances ? Follow me, and let us, at least, sell our

lives as dearly as we can." This gallant proposal
won the admiration of Sir Adam Gordon, a young
border noble, whose family had long been at feud

with that of Swinton, and, throwing himself from

his horse, and kneeling at his feet, he begged his

forgiveness and the honour of knighthood from his

hand. " For ofhand more noble," he exclaimed, "can

I never receive that honour." Swinton granted
his request, and, after having hastily performed
the ceremony, tenderly embraced his late foe- The

two knights then remounted their horses, and at

the head of a hundred hoi-semen charged fiercely

on the English host ; but, unsupported by their

countrymen, the little band, with its gallant

leaders, were speedily overpowered and slain.

Douglas, whose movements were tardy and irre-

solute, now made a final effort to retrieve the day

by heading his men-at-arms in a desperate charge.

This step only completed the overthrow of his

already broken host The English archers, as they

slowly fell back upon the cavalry, jwurcd on their

advancing foes the same close and deadly dis-

charges ;
and when the Scots wavered, and at last

fled, they flung aside their bows, and with their

knives slew or captured many of the enemy. The

victory of Homildon Hill was chiefly remarkable

as won entirely by the skill of the Kngli>h archers:

of the men-at-arms composing the army of North-

Ancient MS. Chron. ; Tvtlcr. L iii. p. II*.
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earcely one couched a lance or drew a

The lea* of the victors was trifling ;
that

j j_rr -* of the Scots, in addition to those

rho fell in the conflict, included
j

ho were drowned while attempt-

m to cross the Tweed in their flight Besides

iJoaflas MaifTlf who was wounded in five places,

MBrooch, tbe eldest son of Albany, the Earls of

Moray and Aftgat. and eighty nobles and knights,

betoaging to tbe chief families of Scotland, were

takea ^wn- Besides Swinton and Gordon,

Sir John Lrringtton of Oallender, Sir Alexander

Jtsasar of Dalhousic, Sir Roger Gordon, Sir

Walter Scott, Sir Walter Sinclair, and many other

kaigbfi aad squires were left on the field of battle.*

Hoary IV. received the tidings of the victory at

. Homildon with the liveliest satis-
f \.

wWiMesaoast action ;
but in consequence of his

* Hjr IV. own imprudence, it led to events

which placed his throne in imminent danger. By
the lew* of chivalry . the captive taken inwar was en-

tirety at tbe disposal of the victor, to ransom or hold

him prisoner at pleasure ; but in violation of this

aekaowtedged right, Henry transmitted orders to

tat Earl of Northumberland and his son, that none

of tbe Scottish prisoners should be admitted to

faaoaBB, or allowed to depart until they should rc-

erire farther instructions upon the subject The
ferae* viewed this interference of the king with

trivet indignation. They had been mainly instru-

ia atoning the elevation of Henry to the

I and their late success, while it rendered the

of tbe monarch more irritating, augmented
the seas* of their power, and determined them on

of revenge. A conspiracy was accord-

inglyiet on foot, the object ofwhich
of their ungrateful sovereign.

Meanwhile, as a pretext for assembling their forces,
ead es a blind to their ultimate designs, they an-

1 their intention to invade Scotland, and re-

> Car as the Frith of Forth. They
toward the borders, and laid

alaaa la a oamU tower called Cocklaws, about three
mUn totbe soatb of Kekn. The captain of the for-

e afield tosorrender at the end of six weeks, if
at rath 1 1 il by tbe King of Scotland or the governor,

1 *"*
"""T**"

de*P*tched avowedly for the

aaaaaaaketing this convention to
t in reality with the view of

inducing
the Percies in their

conspiracy
>iK Henry. Albany readily entered into

tbe iaaaigrata. and agreed to invade
on. at the bead of a numerous

the captive

gained over to
uret promises of aid from

l.ncUnd gare confidence to the
ifora. Tbe rebellion of Owen Glendower

*lo Bflelaallli.1 their aorementa. Leaving
rncd to the south,

hy the Earl of
Worcester,

ForAu,, a Goodal, rol. ii.

they marched upon AVales. Notwithstanding the

secrecy and celerity of their proceedings, the Eng-
lish monarch had been apprised of their purpose

by the Earl of March, who not only refused to join

the confederacy, but warned Henry of the danger
which menaced him. He had time, therefore, to

assemble a powerful force, and hastened, by forced

marches, to intercept the northern insurgents be-

fore they could form a junction with Glendower.

The two armies, equal in numbers and valour, en-

countered at Shrewsbury. The Battle of

conflict which ensued was pro- Shrewsbury.

tracted for three hours, and raged with varying
fortune. The fierce charges of Hotspur aud

Douglas more than once placed the life of Henry
in great danger, and nearly decided the battle.

But the valour of the Prince of Wales afterwards

Henry V. sustained the courage of the royal

troops ;
and the death of Hotspur, Death of

who fell pierced through the brain Hotspur,

with an arrow, was the signal for the rout of his

army. The Scottish auxiliaries were nearly all

slain, and Douglas, in attempting to escape, was

once more wounded and taken prisoner, thus

justifying the name of Tine-man, t. e. Lose-man,

generally applied to him by his countrymen. Al-

bany, in the mean time, ignorant of these occur-

rences, had collected an army of forty thousand

men, and was hastening to the assistance of the

Percies; but on reaching the border, he received

intelligence of their defeat in the battle of S

bury, and immediately retracing his steps, he dis-

banded his army, and turned to employments more

congenial to his character.*

The government of Albany was as weak and

vacillating in peace as it was AlbanT
-

s weak

inglorious in war. -His main ob- and partial

jcct was to insure the continuance administration.

of his own power, and to weaken and destroy
the authority of the king, aud the respect due to

the royal family. Wr

ith this view he connived at

the encroachments of the nobles on the patrimony
and rights both of the sovereign and the people,

and allowed their lawless outrages to pa-

impunity. A striking instance of the weakness ol

the law, and the gross partiality of Alba:

ministration, occurred shortly before the overthrow

of the Percies. Sir Malcolm Drummond, brother ol

the late queen of Scotland, and husband of Isabella

Countess of Mar in her own right, was suddenlj

surprised in his own castle by a Murder of Sir

baud of ruffians, who cast him into Malcolm Drum-

a dungeon, where he soon after

died, in consequence of the barbarities inflicted or

him. This lawless outrage was universally a-

to Alexander Stewart, a natural son of the noto

nous Wolf of Badenoch, brother to Albany, wh-

was the leader of a band of Highland freebooter?

and emulated the rapine and bloodshed of hi

father. Shortly after the murder of Drummom
this ferocious chief, accompanied by a strong bod

*
I'ordun, voL ii. pp. 435 438

; Wyntown, vol. ii. TP-
*<*
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of Kc'thcrans, attacked and stormed the castle of

Kildrummie, in which the widowed countcs* had

taken up her residence, and either by violence or

-ion induced her to marry him. These shock-

ing deeds excited universal horror, even in that.

iulous age; and for the purpose of somewhat

veiling their atrocity and silencing the clamour

tor redress, Stewart presented himself at the gate

of Kildrummie Castle, and there, in the presence

of the Bishop of Ross and the assembled tenantry
and vassals, surrendered the keys of the fortress

into the hands of the countess, to be disposed of at

her pleasure. The lady then declared that she

freely chose Stewart for her husband, and that

she conferred on him the earldom of Mar and all

her possessions. This infamous transaction was

legalized and sanctioned by the government,
and the king's name was affixed by Albany to

a charter, confirming the earldom to this lawless

intruder.*

Meanwhile the relations of the Scottish govern-

of the
men* with England continued in

islictween a somewhat precarious condition.

Scotland and The absence of those turbulent
m '

barons, who had been taken pri-
soners in the recent battles, tended not a little to

the promotion of peace between the two countries
;

but on the other hand, the reports, which, from

time to time, proceeded from Scotland with regard
to Richard II. being still alive in that county,
find which, whether true or false, Albany took

care not to contradict, led to various plots against
the government of Henry IV. and exasperated his

mind against the Scottish regent. There can be

no doubt that Albany was a party to the formid:

able conspiracy of the Earl of Northumberland, the

lather of Hotspur, and Scrope, the Archbishop of

York, in 1405. After its detection and failure, the

Earl, with his grandson, and Lord Bardolf, found

refuge in Scotland, where they were kindly re-

ceived by the regent; and it appears that soon after,
the English king had received intelligence of an
intended invasion of the Scots, to be led, as he

expresses it,
"
by his common adversary, Robert

Duke of Albany, the pretended governor of Scot-

land.''! At this juncture, however, an event
occurred which materially altered the feelings
uith which the Scottish governor and the English
monarch regarded each other.

The aged and feeble kingof Scotland had long been
almost entirely secluded from public affairs, and

though deeply anxious for the safety of his only sur-

viving Son, James Earl of Carrick, now about four-

ars of age, yet, in the midst of age and

iih'rmities, wholly unable to take effective measures
for his

security. A few remaining friends of the

tunn'ly, however, watched over the safety of the
heir to the throne, and devised means foi his pro-
tection against the unprincipled ambition of his

MVviitown, vol. ii. pp. 403, 404. Sutherland Case, by
I Bailee, chap. v. p. 45.

Rymer, Foe J. vol. viiL p. 414.
Vol.. i.

uncle. The youthful prince was committed to
the charge of Henry Wurdlaw,

ivioM,jMn
Bishop of St. Andrews, a prelate u commit^Uo
of high honour and integrity, and the car* of i

distinguished for his loyalty and
W*"U*

his love of letters. Under the care of this eminent
scholar, and in company with young Henry Percy,
who had found an asylum in the caHtle of b"t.

Andrews, James was carefully trained in all tli-

accomplishments befitting his rank, and speedily
acquired great proficiency both in learning and in

the exercises of chivalry. Still, however, appro
hensions for the prince's safety continued to bo
felt both by his aged father and the friends of hit

house, and it was resolved to send him for a season
to France, as the surest means of protecting him
from his uncle's intrigues.' His departure was
hastened by the discovery of a new proof of the

baseness and treachery of Albany. His eldest son,

Murdoch, and the Earl of Douglas, were still pri-
soners in England, along with the other captives
taken at Homildon

;
and it appears that the

governor had entered into secret negotiations with

Henry to procure their release by surrendering to

his vengeance the old Earl of Northumberland and
Lord Bardolf, who had sought the protection of

the Scottish court. This villanous project was
discovered by Sir David Fleming, of Cumbernauld,
an intimate friend of Northumberland; and the two
unfortunate exiles sought safety in flight. The
friends of the royal family feeling assured that a

country subjected to the sway of such a governor
was no fit residence for the youthful heir to the

throne, made all haste to send him resolution to

to a place of greater security. si-mi him to

The necessary preparations being
at' length completed, the vessel which was to

convey him to France was sent to the Saw,
and the prince, accompanied by the Earl of

Orkney, who was appointed his governor, pro-

ceeded to North Berwick, under the protection of

Sir David Fleming, and a strong party of the

gentlemen of Lothian, who attended him to the

ship. On their return they were skirmish at

attacked at Lang-Hermandston by Laug-lKruinJ-

James Douglas, of Balvcny, uncle

to the earl, in revenge for the conduct of Fleming
in facilitating the escape of Percy, and the con-

veyance of the prince to a place of safety ;
and after

a fierce struggle Fleming and several of his com-

panions fell, and the rest were made prisoners,t

Meanwhile the vessel in which James had

embarked was captured off Flam- Th trnnc* U

borough Head by an English **$
cruiser, and the prince and his KnRliah,

attendants were carried to London, 18th March, Uf.

and committed to the Tower. As a truce at that

time subsisted between the kingdoms, the capture

of James was a flagrant breach of the law of

nations, and must ever remain a deep stnin on

the character of the English monarch. But Henry

Fonlnii, vol. ii. p. 4.10.

t Walsingham, pp. 416, 417. Wyntown, rot U. p.

. K
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*> deaf to all considerations ofjustice and honour ;

ted to tb* remonstrances against the cruelty of his

eoadsjrt, he replied by the heartless witticism,
" Had

tto Scot* been grateful they ought to have sent the

yoath to me, fur I understand French well."*

This MW disaster completely broke the spirit of

list poor o! i Scotland, and was probably

iwUi c< Ko- the cause of his death. He died,

Ut 111. as it is commonly believed, of a

broken heart, on the 4th of April, 1406, in the

sixteenth year of his reign, and Albany imme-

dtafatr obtained the object of his ambition, the

solt aad unfettered government of Scotland.

The laxtiny features in the character of Robert

^ ^
have been already pointed out, and

r
require little additional description.

His ptmml appearance, in spite of his lameness,

as noble and dignified, and was rendered pecu-

liarly venerable in advanced life by a flowing

brard. which age and sorrow had bleached to a

silvery whiteness. His manners were grave, but

and affable, and his disposition was affec-

aod confiding, though credulous and easily
He was eminent for his piety and humi-

lity, aad possessed in a high degree all the virtues

f domestic life. But his personal excellences

: Wyntown, ToL ii. pp. 415, 416.

cannot counterbalance his faults as a king.
"

It

was his great misfortune, it has been justly said,

that, like others of his devoted line, his merits were

not of a kind suited to the part he was called upon
to perform in life." Timid, indolent, and irreso-

lute, be was totally destitute of the energy and

activity necessary to hold the reins of govern-
ment among a fierce and warlike people like the

Scots ;
and he weakly shrunk from the difficulties

of his position, and, abandoning his authority to

his brother, left his kingdom a prey to all the evils

which the unscrupulous ambition of the regent, and

the unrestrained licence of his nobles, could inflict.

During his life he resolutely declined to erect a

monument for himself, according to the custom

of the age, and after the example of Ms father and

grandfather, saying, in answer to the remonstrances

of his queen on this subject, that it little became a

wretched man and the vilest of sinners to erect

a proud tomb for his miserable remains, and that

he would cheerfully be buried in the meanest shed

on earth, could he thus secure rest to his soul in

the day of the Lord.* His remains were conveyed,

however, to the abbey church of Paisley, and

interred before the high altar with every mark of

respect.

* Fordun, a Goodal, voL ii. p. 440.

REGENCY OF ALBANY.

TW death of Robert, as might have been antici-

pated. piuiuml no change in the administration.
Tfct parliament aaaemblcd at Perth, and, after

Wkrwg that James, Earl of Carrick, was lawful
of the realm, though unjustly detained in

gbuid, made choice of Albany
regent of the kingdom, until,

si?Wi
' tlw frecdom of tne monarch could
bo procured.* In the peculiar

- of the country, an alliance with France
laaaly a matter of great importance. Com-

*r
accordingly despatched to the

*jrt, to renew, if possible, the league,
aiTe and defensive, between

* two countric*-t In this they
I the growing jealousy of France

OM ambitious designs of Henry IV.

~^H^j***ip
of the Scot, in the highest

of both countries to

*nry, occupied with the con-
"fbt to accure the

neutrality of
n the coming struggle, \\hilc

* * and many of the

unjustifiable imprisonment

pp. 137, l!W.

of James had excited general indignation in Scot-

land, the regent and his party did not participate
in this feeling. It became now, p iicy of Albany
indeed, the main object of the and of Henry IV.

diplomacy of Albany to secure at once the deten-

tion of James in England, and the liberation of his

son Murdoch, and of Douglas, and the other

nobles who were either friendly to him, or might
be gained over to support his views. He felt him-

self completely in the power of the English mo-

narch, who could at any moment, by restoring the

young king to liberty, peril his authority, and

destroy his hopes. His only safe course, therefore,

was the maintenance of friendship with Henry,
and happily for the welfare of the nation, the

selfish designs of the regent gave to the country a

brief breathing-time of peace, during which it

began to recover, though slowly, from the effects

of wasting inroads and internal misgovernment.
The friendly dispositions of Albany were met on

the part of Henry by a policy alike just and con-

ciliatory. Besides endeavouring to restrain the

piracies of the English cruisers who infested the

coasts of Scotland, and provoked reprisals on the

part of the armed navy of the Scots, he sought to

promote kindly intercourse between the two coun-

tries by repressing the lawless habi'.s of the bor-

derers, and readily granting letters cf safe conduct

to such of the nobles or merchants of Scotland as

were desirous of visiting his kingdom. Negotia-
tions also were resumed for the freedom of the
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prisoners. In these, with strange .sign ifi-

the name of James was not mentioned.

Henry listened with favour to the
Enrls of *

mill overtures ot Albany, in so lar as

iimito
they related to the liberation of

lluL

-Douglas, who was permitted to

return for a year to Scotland, on the payment of a

thousand marks, and the delivery of thirteen host-

i longing to the first families in the king-
dom, as a guarantee for his faithful observance of

>)8 of leave.* The earl succeeded ultimately

in obtaining his freedom, on payment of a large

ransnn. About the same period, George Dunbar,
Earl of March, the great rival of Douglas, made

his peace with the government, and returned to

his own country. The fierce feud between these

two powerful nobles had been gradually moderated

during their residence at the court of England, and

now terminated in complete reconciliation. March
was not unwilling to return to Scotland. The

hope of recovering his possessions by English aid

had long since vanished, while the chief authors of

iigs were either dead, or disposed to treat

him with kindness. Henry IV. had rewarded his

important services by the grant of extensive estates

in England, and viewed with favour the residence

in Scotland of a powerful noble strongly attached

to his cause. Albany was anxious to secure the

aid of his great influence to the government, and

Douglas, who, during the exile of March, had

occupied his estates, now agreed to restore the

whole of these immense possessions, with the excep-
tion of the lordship of Annaudale, and the castle of

Lochmaben ;t and the earl, after ten years' absence,

resumed his place in the councils of the nation. The

presence and friendship of these two potent nobles

exerted a salutary influence on the government,
besides securing the defence and promoting the

peace of the borders, where the petty chiefs, in the

absence of their superiors, had indulged, without

restraint, their habits of outrage and plunder.
The truce with England expired about this

y of the period, and the Teviotdale bor-
truce

:
a" 1* cap- derers immediately recommenced

ture of Jeilburgh , ,.,.,.. , , , , . i

Scottish hostilities, and stormed and took

borderers. the castle of Jcdburgh, which had

remained in the hands of the English since the

battle of Durham. In accordance with a policy
recommended by the authority of Robert Bruce, it

was resolved to demolish this strong fortress,

which, in the hands of the enemy, had subjected
the surrounding districts to incessant annoyance.
The fortifications, however, were found to be un-

strong, as the mortar, hardened by time,

had converted the walls into one solid mass, and
their removal promised to be attended with great
labour and expense. The destruction of the build-

ing was considered as so important, that, in a

parliament held at Perth, it was proposed to deiray
the cost by levying a tax of two pennies on every
hearth in Scotland. But Albany, desirous of

. rinkerton's History, vol. i. p. 87, note 4.

Pardon, vol. ii. p. -ii.

popularity, opposed the plan, declaring that, during
his administration, no such tax ever had been, or
ever should be, imposed ; nor would he now merit
the maledictions of the poor by a contrary course.
He therefore gave orders that the sum required
should be defrayed from the common customs of
the country.* It deserves to be recorded, aa an

example of the regent's peculiar talent in availing
himself of favourable opportunities to strengthen
his power, that this display of generosity, which
cost him nothing, probably did more to exalt him
in popular esteem, than any of the few acts in

his administration from which the nation derive d
real benefit. The reduction of Jedburgh Coptic by
the Scots, was followed by a series of petty enter-

prises, which tended still farther to weaken the

English influence in Scotland. Fast Castle, built

on a bold and almost inaccessible
. Fast Castle 11

promontory, overhanging the Ger- taken, and K..X-

man Ocean, had been occupied by burgh burnt by

an English pirate and freebooter,

named Holder, who continued to fill the neighbour-
hood with the terror of his deeds. In spite, how-

ever, of the strength of the fortress, and a de>] e-

rate defence by the garrison, Patrick Dunbar, son

of the Earl of March, succeeded in capturing it,

and crushing the nest of robbers to whom it had so

long given shelter.f The town of Roxburgh,
also, which still remained in the hands of the

English, was attacked by Gawin Dunbar, March's

second son. in company with Archibald Douglas
of Drumlanrig, and given to the flames. To

revenge these losses, Robert Umfraville, Vice-

Admiral of England, entered the
Sir ^bert

Forth with ten ships, and after Umfraville cap-

capturing fourteen vessels loaded tures fourteen

with grain and merchandise, swept
'

the adjoining coasts with his fleet, inflicting every-

where heavy damage. The grain thus acquired

proved a seasonable supply to England, at that

time afflicted with partial famine, and procured for

Umfraville the expressive surname of" Robin Mend-

market." | Farther hostilities between the two

countries were arrested by proposals for P. renewal

of the truce, and as Henry and Albany were

favourable to the object, a treaty was concluded

for a year. While negotiations were in progress,

the presumptuous hopes of Albany were sufficiently

indicated by the language which he adopud in his

letters to the English king. He styled ;

regent, "by the grace of God," and the people,

"our subjects of Scotland.
"

Henry, h

prudently took no notice of this assumption, as

his own title to the throne was less valid than that

of Albany to the regency of Scotland. The truce,

though brief, was fortunate for Scotland, now on

the eve of one of those great domestic quarrels

which, at different periods, not merely endangered

the throne, but the civilization of the country, in

the contests between Saxon and Celt

* Fordun, a Goodal, vol. ii. p. 44-1.

J Pinkerton, vol. i. p, 90.

Hvmer, Foed. vol. viiL p. 633 ;
Ibid. p. 91.

t Ib.d,
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The Western bland* had been for many ages

governed by a race of rude,

bat powerful cliiefs, who, far re-

moved from the seat of govcrn-

, . as Lords of the Isles, the state of

petty kings, and made war, or formed alliances, as

{dependent eorercigns. During the vigorous ad-

iariatnuioa of Robert Bruce, they had been com-

pelled to do homage, aa vassals to the Scottish

crown; hut daring the "troublous times" of his

eaceesMri, they foand it easy to resume that in-

dependence of which they had been deprived.
Donald of the Isles, the present chief, laid claim to

MMofhb the earldom of Ross, which in-

antimnir- eluded the island of Skye, and a

huge portion of the north-west coast of Scotland.

Ilia pretenaiona were not without a show ofjustice,
and. supported as they were, by an army of savage
clansmen, excited in the government serious alarm
ferthersstlt

Tke ancient line of Ross terminated in Euphe-
nua, who married Sir Walter Lesley. A son and

duglssT ware the fruit of this union Alexander,
who became Earl of Bow in right of his mother,
nd Margaret, who was wedded to Donald of the

laiaa. Alexander married Isabel, daughter of the
Dke of Albany, by whom he had an only daugh-
ter, also named Euphemia. This lady having

the resolution of retiring into a convent,
1 to resign the earldom of Ross in favour
maternal uncle, John, Earl of Buchan,

'n of the regent This proposal,

atrenuoosly resisted by Donald of
contended that Euphemia by her

" J** WM dcad in law, and could "make
"""Mon either Of title or estate, both of

, belonged lawfully to himself in
The pretensions of the island

L have been expected, were sum-
by the regent; but Donald, con-

Jgth.
incited by the greatness of

" to impress the English
nee he courted, with a favour-
Wr, resolved to enforce his

appeal to anna. At the head nf t n

the

I to anna. At the head of ten
' he crowed to the mainland,

jHwted earldom, the inhabit-
dilr rabuitted to his authority.
rU. where he encountered a

from a chief

^C" DO*M marchcd through

Ttj
Btrath-bogie, and Garioch,

IILLL * *nd U
.
Ting waste the

-hu army receiv-M from the
Highlanders, who

1

progress, however, was arrested by Alexander

Stewart, Earl of Mar, whose _is opposed
military fame and knowledge of by the Earl

\ Highland warfare eminently quali-
of ^Iar

fied him to stop the desolating march of DonalcT

and his savage hordes.

In his earlier days, Mar had teen the leader of

a band of Highland freebooters, character of

and had raised himself to rank t^6 eari-

and opulence by means worthy of his descent a&

the son of the "\Volf of Badenoch.* Amidst all his

rudeness and ferocity, however, there must have

been something noble in his disposition, for, after

his elevation to the dignity of the earldom, a great

change took place in his character; and he ob-

tained high renown both in Scotland and England
on account of his valour and skill in the exercises

of chivalry. His restless spirit and love of fame

carried him abroad in quest of distinction
; and,

according to "Wyntown, during a three months'

residence in Paris he kept open house, and was

highly honoured for his wit, virtue, and bouiity.t

From the court of France he proceeded to Bruges,
and joined the army which the Duke of Burgundy
was leading to the assistance of his brother, John

of Bavaria, the bishop elect of Liege "a clerk

nocht clerklike appearing," who was in danger
from a rebellion of the people of his diocese.

i

The subsequent victory at Liege was mainly
i owing to the skill and courage of Mar, who
' slew in single combat Sir Henry Horn, the leader

of the insurgents. On his return to his own

country, he exerted himself vigorously to re-

press the disorders of the northern counties
;
and

at a recent period, when the coasts of Scotland

were ravaged by the English cruisers, he maimed
a fleet at his own expense, and made reprisals on

the enemy.
" It was a singular chance," s;

Walter Scott, "that brought against Dona!

might be called the King of the Gael, one whose

youth had been distinguished as a leader of their

plundering bands; and no less strange, that the

islander's claim to the earldom of Ross should be

traversed by one whose title to that of Mar was so

much more challengeable."
As soon as Mar took the field against the Lord

of the Isles, the lowland gentry of Aberdeenshire,

Mearns, and Angus flocked to his standard. Sir

Alexander Ogilvy, sheriff of Angus, brought up
the principal gentlemen of that district : Sir

James Scrymgeour, constable of Dundee, and here-

ditary standard-bearer of Scotland, Sir Alexander

Irving of Drum, Sir Robert Maule, Sir William

Abernethy, nephew to Albany, and many other

knights, joined Mar at the head of their ret;.

See ante, p. 249.

t
" Door and yett (gate) baith gart he,

Ay stand open that men might se,
Enter* all time at their plesance,
To eat or drink or sing or dance ;

Of all nations generally
Commended he was gretumly
Of wit, virtue, and largess,
NYith all that he with known was."

YoL ii. pp. 424, 425.
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while the town of Aberdeen sent out a gallant body
of burgesses under Sir Robert Davidson their pro-

1'hc two armies encountered at the village

of Harlaw, on the water of Ury,
*'

about ten miles north-west of

Aberdeen. Mar's forces were immensely outnum-

bered by those of his opponent, but this dispropor-

tion was to a considerable extent compensated by
their martial skill, and the superiority of their

arms and armour. Animated by the old and deep-

rooted hostility between the Gael and the Saxons,

the armies joined battle with the most inveterate

i'urv. The Constable of Dundee and Sir Alexander

. who commanded the van of Mar's army,
cut their way through the dense masses of the Isles-

inen, and hewed them down in hundreds with their

ous maces and battle-axes till they were

worn out by the slaughter. But the places of the

.-lain were instantly supplied by fresh warriors,

who, finding that their weapons made little im-

u on their mail-clad adversaries, seized and

stabbed their horses, and then crowding around

the fallen riders, succeeded in despatching them

with their daggers. In this way fell the Constable

of Dundee, with the Sheriff of Angus, the Provost

Great loss on of Aberdeen, and the flower of the
t of .Mar, lowland barons. Mar himself and

a small number of the survivors

let. obstinately continued the struggle
till nightfall terminated the desperate conflict.

The victory might be considered doubtful, but the

advantage remained with the lowlanders. The
island lord retreated during the night, leaving on

the battle-field the chiefs of Maclean and Macintosh,
.vith upwards of nine hundred men. On the side

i' Mar were slain, Sir James Scrymgeour, Sir

Robert Davidson, Sir Alexander Ogilvy, with his

'eldest son, Sir Alexander Irving of Drum,* Sir

Robert Maule, Sir Thomas Moray, Lesley of Bal-

quhan with six of his sons, and above five hundred

men-at-arms, including the principal gentry of the

districtf The loss of their provost, and his brave

band of burgesses, was so much regretted by the

citizens of Aberdeen that a municipal regulation
was adopted, that the chief magistrate should not,

in his official capacity, go beyond the limits of the

immediate territory of the burgh. This bloody
: engagement, which is commemorated both in the

! music and in the poetry of Scotland,! was fought
>on the 24th of July, 1411, and may be said to have
, terminated the struggle for superiority between
:the Celtic and the Saxon races. The northern

continued, indeed, to annoy the lowland

"riling to tradition, the chief of the Macleans and
Drum sought out one another by the armorial

<>n their shields, and met and killed each other.

ig was buried on the field, and the place of his inter

n'-! marked by a cairn, called Drum's Cairn.

Pardon, a Goodal, vol. ii. p. 445.
" The Rattle of Harlaw," in Laing's Early Metrical

;>robably the most ancient Scottish historical ballad
-;th now in existence. A tune of the same name,

":s, was long extremely popular, and,
n the remembrance of man, the first which was played

:ul other rustic festivals.

districts by their occasional forays ; but these pro-
ceedcd rather from the love of plunder than from

any serious intention to overturn the government.
The heirs of those who fell in this battle

exempted by the governor from the- feudal fines

usually exacted from those about to eater upon
possession of their estates.*

The issue of the battle of Harlaw was so inde-
cisive that the regent, suspecting Vi fforoa
that Donald would recruit his m.nsnre

forces and renew his invasion of of An>*"7-

the northern counties, resolved to anticipate his

movements by occupying the disputed territory,

and, if necessary, to carry the war into the do-

minions of the island chief. Accordingly, with

unwonted courage and activity, he collected an

army, and about the end of autumn marched in

person to the castle of Dingwall, in Ross-shire,

which he took and garrisoned. Donald, however,

retreated to his own country, where, during the

winter, he found shelter in his wild fastnesses.

But on the return of summer, Albany resumed

operations with such vigour and Submission

success that the island lord was of the ;

compelled to renounce all claims to of tbe I8'"8-

the earldom of Ross, to acknowledge himself a

vassal of the Scottish crown, and to give hostages
for his future obedience. The Trace with

successful termination of this con- England,

test was followed by a truce with England for six

years, from the 17th of May, 1412.f

Meanwhile, Murdoch Stewart, the eldest son of

Albany, still remained a prisoner in England, and the

governor now manifested an increasing anxiety I"

procure his liberation, evidently with the view of

transferring to him the governmental hisown death.

Negotiations for this object had been carried on with

little interruption for years, during which Henry

IV., desirous of a peace with Scotland while prose-

cuting his schemes on France, contrived to amuse

the regent by promises which he never meant to

fulfil. The death of Henry, which Death of

took place on the 20th of March,

1413, produced no change in the relations between

the two countries. One of the first acts of the new

monarch, indeed, seemed to indicate the ex

of a hostile feeling towards his Scottish prisoners.

On the day following the death of

orders were issued that James, Kin? of -Scotland,

and Murdoch, Earl of Fife, should be committed

the Tower;} but there is reason to believe t

this was merely an act of precaution
lest the cap-

tives should attempt to make their esrape, in

belief that they were freed from their pn*l
the death of the sovereign to whom it

given. After a brief confinement thi
.

atcd ;
and that his friendly intentions might n

suspected, Henry even dismissed without i

some of the less distinguished prisoners.
<

See Tytler, voL iii. Illustrations, letter (CV

+ Kuuer, Foed. voL viii. p "3(5.

J Ibid. vol. ix. p. 2-
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fAAOTfar

fbfe

, of Henry V., Albany renewed his efforts

for the freedom of his son, while

he skilfully veiled his designs by

affecting an anxiety for the speedy

return of James. Three separate

despatched to the court of England.

the release of the young monarch, and

high terms for his ransom; but these,

with anothiT in which the regent stipulated solely

far the liberation of Murdoch, issued only in a

trace to Ust till June in the following year.* Cir-

euMtances, however, brought about what a long

come of persevering negotiation had failed to ac-

eosnpiish. In spite of the truce, and the anxiety

of both governments to maintain peace, the borders

timed to be the scene of fierce and destructive

foray*. The Earl of Douglas, in revenge of some

iaf^ifi"". broke into Cumberland and burned Pen-

nth, while the English borderers retaliated by

giving Dumfries to the flames. A general desire

begaa to be expressed in England for the restora-

tion of the great family of Northumberland, whose

enuaeat services in defending the borders were

oow specially needed, in consequence of the absence

of Henry in France. Henry Percy, the son of the

etohrsted Hotspur, had been left in Scotland by
Us grandfather, the Earl of Northumberland, and

thoagh retained by the Scottish court as a prisoner,

the yovng nobleman had been treated with great
kiadaeaft. and liberally educated by the Bishop of

8c Andrews. Negotiations were now entered into

the English government and Albany for

his reJeaae, which terminated in

the exchange of Henry Percy for

Mwdoch, the son of the regentf The return of

^*7 "** beJhwi with joy by the English people,
to whom his chivalrous family had long been dear.
That of Murdoch seems to have been regarded with
Bttk latomt, save by Albany, who saw in it the
tost aad chief step to the realization of his ambi-

Its malignant influence on the
i of James became quickly apparent. The

^ ^

* "^ * age' and ' M^ n Wes
ited England brought back the most flatter-

** *fUs ehmeter and accomplishments,
ger to procure his freedom. A

ew treaty was
accordingly be-

gun with Henry for his ransom,
<JMM I.

"d the English monarch relaxed
o far as to consent that James

DUttd for a limited time, on giving
hartagM as ecurity for the payment of a

haadnd thousand marks, in the event of his fail-

JjJ
to retwn el the expiry of the term of leave
MHnrfcitiiii had proceeded so

favourably that
im, and the Earl, of Northum-

* W*slBuuJ.Dd were appointed to re-

U>
o*tas e/ the king and his

hostages, while

-n^bythe8c<u^UPcil ,

the Bishops of 8t Andrews and

Glasgow, the Earls of Crawford, Douglas, and

Mar, Murdoch Stewart, Albany's eldest son. and

his brother John, Earl of Buchan, were furnished

with letters of safe conduct through England to

arrange a final settlement. Henry, however, for

some reason which cannot now be ascertained,

suddenly recalled all his previous concessions, and

the Scottish king saw his fondly cherished hopes
of freedom perish on the very eve of being i\

The correspondence of Albany with the Duke of

Orleans, then a prisoner in Eng- Albany's -

land, gives strength to the suspi- policy

cion that the interruption of the treaty was mainlv

owing to his insincere and selfish policy.* So long
as his son remained a prisoner in England, it suited

his interest to cultivate friendly intercourse with

the English court
;
but as the main object of his

administration was to prevent the return of his

nephew, in order to gain this base end, he did

not hesitate to inflict on the two countries

all the miseries of war. Under the erroneous im-

pression that the whole available force of England
was with Henry in France, he _his inslorioas
collected a powerful army, and expedition into

laid siege to the castle of Rox- England,

burgh ;
but on the approach of the Dukes of Bed-

ford and Exeter, at the head of an army of forty

thousand men, he precipitately abandoned the

siege, and retreated into the interior of the coun-

try. This inglorious expedition received from the

Scots the contemptuous appellation of " The Foul

Raid "
that is, the dishonourable inroad,t

On the retreat of Albany, the savage warfare

of the borders was renewed with even more

than its wonted havoc and devastation. Sir Ro-

bert Umfraville, governor of Ber- Inroad of Sir

wick, invaded Scotland by the Robert

eastern marches, and burned the Umfravilh

towns of Hawick, Selkirk, Jedburgh, Lauder, and

Dunbar, besides reducing the surrounding country
to a smoking desert. The imbecility of the :

seems to have paralyzed the courage and in

of the Scots, who submitted, with the helples-

despair, to the wild havoc and insolent dem;

the English soldiers. So inglorious was th>

paign to Scotland, that the surprise of tin

of Wark, by William Haliburton, of Fast

was the only instance of successful reprisa .

even that advantage was speedily lost, 1

stronghold was retaken by Sir Robert Ogle, anc.

the Scottish garrison put to the sword4
The events of the continental war, her

afforded the Scots ample opportunities of r<

ing the disgrace which had been brought
them by the selfish policy and military incapacity

of Albany. Henry V. carried on hostili:

France with such vigour and success, that tin

whole northern provinces of that kingdou
mittcd to his arms, and the Dauphin, reduced t

the greatest distress, resolved to solicit the

Piiikerton, vol. i. p. 97, note 2.
+ Fonlun, a Goodal, vol. ii. p. 449

;
Foed. vol. is. p.

I ForJuii, a Goodal, vol. ii. p. 458.
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of Scotland in the struggle. He therefore

sv despatched an embassy to the

S.-ot'uiiiil. regent, requesting aid in his de-

clining fortunes, according to the terms of the

- frequently ratified between the two coun-

\Vith this request the Scottish parliament
:is induced to comply, and Sir John Stewart,

of Buchan, the second son of Albany, was
sent with an army of seven thou-

'tVsi-nt't<j"tlie sand men to the assistance of their

ally. The Scots were conveyedistance of

France.

thority, the assumption of which, in the circum-
stances of the ciit,e, w;i> undoubtedly an act of

treason. Under uch a governor, the deadly feud*
of the nobles were resumed with impunity, tin-

people soon ceased to fear the law, or to exjKt-t its

protection, and the country was turned inlo one
scene of rapine and outrage. In the words of an
old monkish chronicler, whose melancholy I

is preserved in the Cartulary of Moray, "In those

days there was no law in Scotland, but the great
man oppressed the poor man, and the whole king-

in transports furnished by France;
j

dom was one den of thieves. Slaughters, robberies,

though Henry sought to interrupt or capture
j

fire-raisings, and other crimes went unpunished,
leet, they reached Normandy in safety, where and justice was put into banishment bevond the

kingdom's bounds."* To add to the distractions

of the unhappy country, it was. visited bv a

contagious disease resembling a fever and dysen-
tery, the result of ungenial seasons. Great num-
bers of all ranks perished by this disorder, includ-

ing, among other noble victims, Henry Sinclair, Earl
of Orkney ; James Douglas, Lord of Dalkcith

;
and

George Dunbar, Earl of March, whose talents and

experience rendered hia death at this juncture a

calamity to his country,f

the fleet,

lined the army of the Dauphin, which was

then about to attempt the reduction of Languedoc.*

Albany did not live to witness the result of this

new scheme to embroil still farther the two king-

. if Albany
doins. He died at Stirling, on the

lm;_' 3rd of September, 1419, in the

eightieth year of Iris age, having virtually governed
Scotland for thirty-four years, though his actual

regency extended only over fourteen years. In

spite of his vices, amongst which we must number

deep dissimulation, entire selfishness, and unscru-

pulous ambition, his administration had been far

from unpopular. His pacific policy, the result

partly of constitutional timidity, and partly of the

ties of his position, secured for Scotland a

happy exemption from those wars which for many
years had exhausted the resources of the country,
and retarded all social improvement. The people

regarded him as their friend, the nobles had

profited largely by his munificent gifts out of the

spoils of the royal revenues, and his well-timed

liberality to the church procured for him at his

death the grateful eulogies of the clergy,f
So firmly had Albany consolidated his power,

-hissonMur- that
'
On ^ death '

^ S0n Mm>-

doch succeeds doch assumed the vacant regency
him as without opposition. This quiet

transfer of the government from

father to son, must have taken place with the

approbation of the higher barons
;

but it does

not appear that Murdoch's assumption of the au-

thority and name of governor was sanctioned by
any meeting of parliament, or any council of the

nobility. The new ruler speedily betrayed his

incapacity for the dangerous elevation to which
he had been raised by his party, rather than by
the choice of the people, or his own fitness for the

i
office. He possessed neither the ambition of his

lather, nor the craft by which it was supported.

his feeble Indolent, good-natured, and vacil-

adimnistnttion.
lating, he was little qualified, even

as a legitimate ruler, to govern a people so rude
and fierce as the Scots, far less to retain an au-

'

Fnrdnn. a Goodal, vol. ii. p. 459.
d. vol. ii. p. 466

;
and Wyntown, vol. ii. pp. 418 121.

-'.ants in glowing terms upon his goodly per-

iiure, his strength, wisdom, chastity, sobriety,
his piety, hatred of Lollards and heretics, and

:y to the church.

Meanwhile the

France had won
, ,, , , ,/.,, T- iunder the leadership of the Earl

Scottish warriors in

renown ,

Exploits of the

auxiliaries in

*'",.
of Buchan. The Dauphin in-

trusted to the Scots the defence

of the province of Anjou, as the Duke of Clarence

had been sent by Henry V. to attempt its re-

duction. On the 22nd of March, 1421, Clarence

had just sat down to dinner, when he learned

from some prisoners that the force of Buchan
was encamped in his vicinity at Bauge, a village
about twenty-two miles east of Angers. In-

stantly springing from the table, the duke ex-

claimed,
" Let us attack them, they are ours

; but

let none follow me but the men-at-arms." He made
a rapid march to Bauge, with the hojx; of sur-

prising the Scots, but a small advanced body of

the French soldiers, under Sir Kobert Stewart, of

Railston, and Sir Hugh Kennedy, threw them-

selves into the church, and resolutely defended it,

thus affording time to their allies to form the n.-

selves in order of battle before they were charirrd

by the English. The river Coesnon separated the

two armies, and Clarence, distinguished by the

richness of his armour, and a golden coronet.

he wore over his helmet, rode fiercely forward to

take possession of the bridge, while the S

knights on the opposite bank rushed down to dis-

pute the pass. In the encounter which followed,

Clarence was unhorsed, and wounded in the face

by Sir William Swinton ;
and as he strove to re-

" The auld times o' rugging and riving thr"

hale country, when it was 'ilka am- l'--r lninscll and God for

us a,' when nae man wanu <1 i>roj>.
rt\ if he had strength to

take it, or hud it langer than he had power to ketj

was just he ower her and she owtr him. whichever ooulJ win

upmo.-t, a' through the ea.-t country litre. nd 11:1-

through the rest o' Scotland in the self wad same manner.

Scott.

t i'ordun, vol. ii. p. 460.
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gum hi* ftccd, he was felled to the earth and slain

with UM Me* of the Earl of Buchan. The Earl

of Kent, and the Lords Gray and

ROM, with fourteen hundred men,

fey DM*. f |l along with their leader, while

Earls of Huntingdon and Somerset, with many
were taken prisoners. For this ser-

viee the Dauphin rewarded Buchan with the office

of CnaefsbU) of France, and conferred upon Sir

Boiirt Stewart, of Darnlcy, the lordship of Au-

bqrny, in France.*

The important services rendered by the Scottish

aajoliane*, which seemed to peril his conquests in

Prance, made Henry anxious to detach them, if

passible, from the scrrice of the French. With this

new be sacceeded, by the promise of an annual pay-
i of two hnndrcd pounds, in obtaining the pro-

of the services of the Earl of Douglas, who
i to assist him in his French campaign with

knights, and two hundred mounted

it The weakness of Murdoch's government
is strikingly indicated by this conduct on the part
of iKagiaB, though an excuse has been found for it

in the desire entertained by this powerful noble to

iadaee the English monarch to permit the return

f the captive king to his own dominions. Heniy
BMW T rmrrr*

fH wed UP his alliance with Dou-

ese tt+ibk kiK gias by a stroke of policy even
* more dexterous. He determined

to take the Scottish king with him
I* France, in the expectation that the Scots would
baadoa the service of the Dauphin, rather than

fht against Ueir rightful sovereign. With the
view of inducing Jaines to enter cordially into this

promised to permit him, at the con-

campaign, to revisit Scotland for a

giving a sufficient number of
hk rvturn.J The young king will-

to perform all the duties of

WJy atrvice to the English monarch, but
to flnsamaad bin subjects to abandon the
r the Dauphin, alleging, with justice, that

,

.J^*** of ""**. ^e Earl of
I to ircroit hi* force., and sue-

Earl o

*'.! ..till more
**?"** I7lh An*ut,a^a^avat wwt> i~*t -i < .

*gsSSSaaSS^i^^* ---
,

!" rn-ncii

**. ML a, r

the orders of a captive sovereign could po
authority. Henry did not live to ascertain the

result of his policy, or to fulfil his Death of

promise to James. He died in the Henry.

midst of conquest, redeeming, by the wisdom and

noble deeds of his manhood, a youth of
profligacy

and folly.

On the death of the English king, the prospects
of James began to brighten. The

Xegotiations
Duke of Gloucester, who became for the return of

regent of England, and the Duke James L~
of Bedford, who was intrusted with the govern-
ment of the conquered provinces of France, viewed

with favour the liberation of the Scottish monarch,
from the conviction that his release, on generous

terms, was likely to secure the permanent good-
will of a powerful ally, already well disposed to

England by courteous treatment, and the friend-

ships which, during his long exile, he had formed

with many of its nobles. Meanwhile, among the

people of Scotland, the desire for the return of

their king became earnest and universal. Duke
Murdoch himself grew weary of ^ are

exercising a feeble sovereignty countenanced by
over a disorderly people and a tlie regent-

headstrong and unbridled nobility, and determined

to rid himself of a burden too heavy for him to

bear. He was so far, indeed, from being able to

restrain the haughty and turbulent nobles, that he

could not control his own household
;
and his de-

termination to procure the release of his nephew is

said, by tradition, to have been precipitated by a tin-

grant insult offered to him by Walter, his eld<

Murdoch, like the other nobles of the age, indulged
in the amusement of hawking, and possessed ;.

of peculiar excellence, which he highly valued.

His son Walter had often solicited the gift of

this bird, but in vain
;
and at last, irritated by re-

peated refusal, the young man seized the falcon a-

it sat one day on his father's wrist, and brutal,;.

wrung its neck. Murdoch, whose feeling-

deeply wounded by this gross insult, uttered thi.

ominous words,
" Since thou wilt give me ueitlui

reverence nor obedience, I will fetch some one

whom we must all obey."
*

Availing themselves of this favourable conjuiu
turc of circumstances, the friends of James re>unu .

negotiations with the privy council of England f<>i

his speedy return to his kingdom. It was ulti

mately agreed that a meeting of commit
from both countries, should take place at ,

fract, on the 12th of May, 1423, when, in pu
sence of the young king, and with his <

the conditions of his freedom were to be de:

arranged. On the day named, the con;

assembled, and matters were at length brought t<

a
satisfactory issue. The terms of the treat;

upon the whole, lenient to Scot- terms of tin-

land, and indicated the friendly treaty.

disposition of the English court. In lieu of

demand for ransom-money, which the unjustifiabl
seizure of James in his childhood could not woi

Boece, quoted in Pinkerton's History, voL i. p. l^~-
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rant, the English commissioners required the pay- > occasion.* By all parties tho union was viewed

nicnt of forty thousand pounds, to defray the

ixpcnse of his maintenance and education. The

debt was to be liquidated by yearly instalments

i \vo thousand pounds ;
and James not only

promised upon his oath to pay the sum, but, as

additional security, hostages were required from

the first families in Scotland, and the towns of

iuburgh, Perth, Dundee, and Aberdeen became

li mud, by a separate deed, to secure payment of

money to the English treasury.* The Eng-
rommissioners were also instructed to request

the immediate departure of the Scots from France,

and to procure the assent of the Scottish privy
cnuncil to the marriage of James with an English

lady of high rank. During his residence at the

court of England, the young monarch had won the

> tions of Johanna Beaufort, a daughter of the

Karl of Somerset, niece of Richard II., and grand-

daughter of John of Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster
;

Marriage and now awaited the formal con-
of James to the sent Of the Scottish council to their

rf the
g
Eari of union - Thehighrank, great beauty,

Somerset and accomplishments of the lady

readily secured the necessary sanction, and they
were married at the church of St. Mary Overy,

with lively satisfaction. It promised to unite more

closely the two countries, and to convert a truce,

which had just been concluded for seven years,
into a permanent peace. It lessoned, also, the

heavy obligations which Scotland hod contracted
to secure the freedom of her king, as James re-

ceived next day, in the name of dowry with his

bride, a discharge for ten thousand pounds, the
fourth part of the original sum which had been

agreed on.f The necessary arrangements being
now completed, the royal pair set out for Scotland,
attended by a numerous and hit return to

brilliant retinue. They were met his own kingdom.

at Durham by three hundred of the principal no-

bles, barons, and gentry of Scotland, from whom,
in terms of the treaty, twenty-eight persons were
selected as hostages for the national faith.J On
crossing the borders, James gave his solemn assent

to the treaty, on the Holy Gospels, at Melrose

Abbey, and, amid universal acclamations, took pos-
session of the throne from which the misfortunes

of his early life had so long detained him.

* Kymer, Foed. vol. x. p. 322.

+ Ibid. p. 3'-i3.

} A statement of the annual rent of their estate* i *(
in Southwark, with all the pomp befitting the . I A

.

sti

down in the schedule containing their names, bee Api*u-
Kymer, Foed. vol. x. p. 303. dix, Note XIII.
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CHAPTER XV.

JAMES THE FIRST.

1424 U37.

Tsi character of James the First presented a

r^OTgtar of triking contrast to that of his

"aa L father and grandfather.
His na-

taral talents were of .the highest order, and they

had been cultivated with the most sedulous attcn-

Dnring his long and unjustifiable detention

England, he had enjoyed advantages which

repaid him for hia captivity. Henry IV.

the only possible amends for his cruel

n dt taining him a prisoner, by bestowing

anxious care upon his education,' and

coder the eye' of this monarch the youthful prince

eeeinrad every knightly accomplishment He was

earrfulij instructed in the various arts and sciences

of that period, as well as in all the warlike exer-

cises and observances of chivalry ; and, from his

great strength and agility, few could compete with

him in manly and martial feats. He was, accord-

ing to the learning of the day, an accomplished
scholar, a poet, and a musician, and possessed an

acquaintance with the fine arts of archi-

painting, and horticulture. His education

in Fagsind had afforded him a favourable oppor-

tsjnity of studying the science of government, and
he had the advantage of being instructed in the

art of war by Henry V., one of the greatest cap-
af the age, whom he accompanied in his

uapaigns. On his return to his own
he was in the prime and vigour of man-

, his character, formed in the school of
wea one of great power. It required,

Jean, a sofweigu of no ordinary ability and wis-
bei ID wield the reins of government in Scotland

^Friad,
"d James brought to the task re-

toewfa*** and sagacity, combined with

eoajrage, and the power of concealing
hia plane till they were ripe for execution.
1W yonthftd monarch found his kingdom a

sane of lawless excess and rapine
a condition to which it had been

t of a firm hand to restrain

Since the death
*

**? Py* <* "
aristocracy had been

ttMrwea, while that of the crown
eSBl PfWefltanallT MMt vmnnrl. .n.l tU_ -V' i* ground ; and the object of

he dearly discerned through the his-

*!%, wm. to restore the
Icgiri-

wn, to rescue the com-
i|l|illiiiuR and plunder, to giyc security
' hc athe

to compel his
to renounce their ideas

quiet

Coronation of

James and his

fully acquainted with the violence and rapine which

everywhere prevailed, he exclaimed with great

vehemence,
" Let God but grant me life, and

throughout my dominions I shall make the key-

keep the castle, and the bush secure the cow,

though I myself should lead the life of a dog to

accomplish it."* He persevered in this difficult

and dangerous task with unwavering resolution

and a courage bordering on rashness ; and it must

be admitted, that in his efforts to depress and crush

the feudal oppressors of his people, he sometimes

lost sight both of justice and of mercy.
On entering his kingdom, James proceeded to

Edinburgh, where he held the festival of Easter,

and a month later, he and his

queen were solemnly crowned in

the abbey church at Scone. Mur- 1een at Scone.

doch, Duke of Albany, as Earl' of Fife, exercised

his ancient hereditary right of placing the sove-

reign on tne tlirone,t and the excellent Bishop

Wardlaw, his early instructor, anointed the young
monarch and placed the crown upon his head. A
truce for seven years having been previously con-

cluded \vith England, James had full leisure to

proceed \vith the arduous work of internal reform,

and in a parliament held at Perth, Enactments of

only five days after his coronation, his first

the manifold disorders of the king- parliament

dom were brought under review, and measures

adopted for their correction.}: In this import-

ant national council the ancient freedom and esta-

blished privileges of the church were confirmed;

it was decreed, that the king's subjects should

maintain thenceforward a firm peace throughout
the realm

;
and the barons were forbidden, under

the highest penalties of the law, from making war

against each other, or from travelling with a more

numerous retinue than they could maintain ;
and,

in order that these and other enactments might be

duly executed and justice done to the " commons

of the land," it was ordained, that efficient admin-

istrators of the law should be appointed throughout
all the realm. Treason and rebellion were declared

to be punishable with forfeiture of life, lands, and

goods. Severe penalties were denounced against

sturdy beggars or "
thiggars," who traversed the

country in formidable bands, "sorning" on the

people and devouring their substance ; but an ex-

ception was made in favour of "royalK g

were to wear a certain token, to be furnished by

the sheriff, or the aldermen and bailies, as an at-

testation that they were unable to support
selves in any other way. It was enacted, t.

"
great customs," which had been very much dimin-

ished in value by the improvident grants of A
should remain in the hands of the king :

support of his royal estate
;
and that the m'.

gold and silver discovered in the kingdom should.

under certain restrictions, become the property
ot

the sovereign. It was also decreed, that gold anu

Scotichonicon. vol. ii. p. fill.

+ See ante, pp. 38, l.v>.

J Acts of the Parliament of Scotland, vol. ii. PP- 2-
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silver should not be carried fcrth of the realm,

except upon payment of a duty of forty pence upon

every pound exported. Stranger merchants were

enjoined to expend the money which they had

(I for their goods either in the purchase of

Scottish merchandise, or in the payment of their

.1 expenses. It was determined, that the

current coin of the realm, which, as we have seen,

had been greatly depreciated, should be called in,

and a new coinage issued of equal weight and

fineness with the money of England. A duty was
1 upon oxen, sheep, and horses, and on the

f harts and hinds, of does, roes, martins,

and foxes purchased for exportation, and

upon herrings sold in the market. The clergy
were forbidden to pass over the sea, or to send pro-

curators upon any foreign errand without an ex-

press licence from the king ;
or to purchase any

pension payable out of any benefice, religious or

secular, under the penalty of forfeiting the same

to the crown. Severe enactments were made

against the killing of salmon within the interval

between the Feast of the Assumption of Our Lady
and the Feast of St. Andrew in the winter, and all

yaires and cruves for the taking of fish were ordered

to be put down for three years, on account of the

destruction of the spawn which they occasion.

For the protection of agriculture, rooks were or-

dered to be destroyed, in consequence of the mis-

chief which they occasion to the corn ; and the

bunting of moors from the month of March till

the corn was cut down, was prohibited, under a

penalty of forty shillings, or in default of payment,

imprisonment for forty days. The long residence

of the king in England had impressed him with

the vast superiority of the English archers, and

the importance of encouraging the practice of the

long-bow among his subjects, and it was accord-

ingly provided, that all the Scottish youth, above

twelve years of age, should be regularly trained to

the practice of archery.*
Such is a brief outline of the regulations enacted

by James at the commencement of his reign, for

the equal administration of justice, and the re-

formation of the disorders of his kingdom ;
and it

must be admitted, that, making due allowance for

the circumstances of his age and country, they
reflect great credit on his legislative talents, and
were on the whole well fitted to gain the object in

Inquiry ordered
vieW' But there were two other

iie measures enacted in this parlia-

ijjapidations
of ment which were highly unpo-

the crown lands. i_ rm._ c . *i.

of orders to the different sheriffs throughout the
'

realm, to inquire what lands belonged to the crown
under the last three monarchs, and to summon an

inquest, who, after having examined the proper
evidence, were enjoined to return a verdict under
their proper seals, adjudging the lands to belong
to the crown.f To facilitate the recovery of those

lands which had been alienated from the royal

Acts of the Parliament of Scotland, vol. ii. pp. 2 8.

t Ibid. p. 4.

patrimony, it was declared that the king might
summon his tenants and vassals to exhib: 1

charters and holdings. This attempt to conij>cl
the restoration of the crown lands, which had lx n

shamelessly dilapidated during the weak reign of
the king's father and grandfather, and the unprin-
cipled administration of Albany, excited great dis-

satisfaction among the nobility, many of whom
had shared largely in the royal spoils. The second
measure was the imposition of a T(W th.

large subsidy for raising the sum whole laud* of

due to England for the maintcn- lne k'npioBt

ance of the king; of which, says Sir Walter Scott,
it is only necessary to say that it was a tax, and
was therefore unpopular, and the more so as it foil

on a poor country, in which, moreover, direct tax-

ation was at that time wholly unknown. The tax

consisted oftwelve pence in the pound upon all rents,

lands, and goods, corn and cattle, whether belonging
to clergy or laity, and was to continue for two years.*

Auditors, or chief receivers, were appointed to

superintend the levying of this subsidy, who, in the

first year, collected about fourteen thousand marks ;t

but, in the second year, such was the universal dis-

satisfaction which this impost created, that the at-

tempt to collect it was prudently abandoned.

The disorders of the kingdom, however, were too

deeply rooted to be eradicated by Measures

mere legislation, howeverjudicious, adopted bj the

j T j i * * i
ki K i"rthe

and James soon proceeded to take desirm-non of

other and more effective steps to theln>"

vindicate the authority of the Allmny.

laws, and to humble the power of the feudal aris-

tocracy. The regency of Albany and of his son

Murdoch was naturally and justly regarded by
him as little else than a long usurpation. He was

mortified that Albany, against whom, as the

alleged murderer of hi-> brother, and the maia

cause of his own protracted captivity, he enter-

tained the deepest resentment, should have escaped

his merited punishment, and the royal vengeance

fell with a proportionably heavier force upon Mur-

doch, his son and successor, and the members of

his family. But as the administration of Albany

and his son appears to have been popular among
the community, and the adherents of the family

were numerous and powerful, James was compelled

to proceed with great caution. At the commence-

ment of his reign he had ordered into custody

Walter, the eldest son of Duke Murdoch ; and at

the same time, probably to conceal his de*L

had arrested Malcolm Fleming, of Curabcrnntild,

and Thomas Boyd, of Kilmarnock.J Shortly after,

the Earl of Lennox, father-in-law to Duke Mur-

doch, and Sir Robert Graham, a man of a pec

fierce and daring disposition,
were also committed

Acts of the Parliament of Scotlin-l. vol. i

+ This would give nearly two hundred and

sand marks, or about three millions si.

the income of the people of Scotland at this period, bei

the yearly value of the lands, and c*ttle employed

holders in their own husbandry, whi^h were tpecullj ex-

empted from the tax.

* Scotk-hrou. voL ii. p. tSL
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to prison. Several months were suffered to elapse

before any further steps were taken by the king to

carry out'his schemes ;
and he seems to have sedu-

J,m*ir employed the interval in gaining over to his

vicwi the whole body of the clergy, and many of

the most influential among the barons. Having,

with the utmost secrecy, matured his plans, he

prepared to inflict signal vengeance on the power-

ful house of Albany, for the wrongs which he had

sustained through their means, and to strike terror

into those proud nobles, who had so long set all

law at defiance, that they appear never to have

dreamed that they would be expected to yield the

slightest obedience to the recent parliamentary

enactments. They soon found, to their cost, that

they had now to deal with a sovereign who would

no longer allow the laws to remain a dead letter.

The blow was struck at last with a suddenness

and vigour, which filled the boldest of them with

dismay. A parliament was assem-

*mbl!-Tat bled at Perth, on the 12th of

Perth, lath March, and for eight days was
March, U24.

qujetiy engaged in passing enact-

ments against the dissemination of heretical

opinions, the formation of leagues or confederacies

among the nobles, and the circulation of false

reports which tended to create discord between the

king and his subjects, and in ordering due inquiry

to be made, whether obedience had been given to

the statutes passed in the former parliament. On
the ninth day, however, the king suddenly arrested

Imprisonment Murdoch, the late regent; his se-

of Duke Mur- con(j son) Alexander; and the Earls

twenty-six of ^ Douglas, Angus, and March,
th. n'oU.-s with upwards of twenty other

nobles of the highest rank, among whom were

May of Errol, Constable of Scotland ; Lindsay, of

(ilenesk; Hepburn, of Hailes; Hay, of Yester;

Maxwell, of Cacrlaverock; Scrymgeour, Constable

of Dundee; Alexander Ramsay, of Dalhousie
; Sir

John Montgomery ; Ogilvy, of Auchterhouse
;
Ste-

wart, of Rosyth ; and Sir John Stewart, of Dun-

donald, commonly called the Red Stewart.* Im-

mediately upon the arrest of Albany, the king
took possession of his castles of Falkland and

Doune; in the latter he found Isabella his wife,
whom he shut up in the castle of Tantallon. Mur-
doch hiniM-lf was confined in the fortress of Caer-

lavcrock, while his eldest son, Walter, was com-
mitted to the strong castle of the Bass.t

: to the loss of many of the original records

of this reign, which might have thrown light upon
the meaiiures adopted by the king, it is impossible
to state v\ itli < i rtainty what were the motives which
led to the imprisonment of so many of the most

powerful nobles of the kingdom, whose estates

were separated over various parts of Scotland, or

what was the precise nature of the specific charges
which were brought against them. It is probable
that the persons arrested were the principal allies

Scotirhron. Tol. ii. p. 482.
Ibid.

j..
4*-'!. Clii-onii-im Jncobi Primi Regis Scotorum,

I p. 3, 4 published by the Maitliuid Club.
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of the house of Albany, or had shared most largely
in the spoils of the royal patrimony during the

regencies, and that the object of the king in this

display of vigour was to prevent any insurrection

in favour of the late governor, and to compel his

adherents to leave him to his fate. There can be
little doubt that they had all rendered themselves

amenable to public justice by their disregard of the

recent statutes, enjoining them to dismiss their

armed followers, and to produce their charters, or

to surrender the crown lands, or rents, which they

had usurped. Immediately on the arrest of Albany
and his associates, the parliament was adjourned
to meet at Stirling, upon the eighteenth of May.
On the twenty-fourth of the month, Trial and con-

Walter Stewart, the eldest son of 'lemnation of

A1 , i , , , . u alter Stewart,
Albany, was brought to trial, in a eldest son of

court held in the palace of Stir- Albany

ling, and presided over by the king himself. All

record of the trial has perished; but it is stated in

an ancient chronicle, that the noble prisoner was

tried for robbery.* Of the twenty-one nobles and

barons who composed the jury, there were seven,

the Earls of Douglas, March, and Angus ;
Sir John

de Montgomery; Gilbert Hay, of Errol; Sir Her-

bert Herries, of Terreagles ;
and Sir Robert Cun-

ningham, of Kilmaurs, who had been seized by the

king, when he imprisoned Albany and his sons.f

The object of this strange proceeding was, pro-

bably, to give an appearance of impartiality to the

trial, while, as the verdict was decided by a

majority of voices, there was a sufficient number

of the assured friends of the king upon the jury
to secure the condemnation of the prisoner. It is

scarcely necessary to add, that
rtr it. OA 2. f j "n. he is executed.
Walter Stewart was found guilty,
and condemned to death, and instantly beheaded.

On the following morning, Duke Murdoch him-

self, his second son Alexander, and Trial and exe-

his father-in-law the Earl of Len- c tion of A
,

lba"-v '

, - , , ., . his second
nox, were tried before thesamej ury. ailj his father-

The nature of the charges brought in law.

against them is unknown
;
but they were all found

guilty, and executed on the Heading Hill, before

Stirling Castle, within sight of the stately palace of

Doune. which Albany had erected for his residence;

their immense estates were at the same time confis-

cated to the crown.| The other nobles, who had been

apprehended along with Albany and his sons, were

set at liberty immediately after this signal example
of judicial vengeance. James, the youngest son of

Albany, was the only member of Fate of Albany's

this devoted house who escaped yonn^-

the destruction in which the rest of his family

were involved. When his father and brothers wen

arrested he escaped to the Highlands, and, burning

with the desire of revenge, he collected a band o-

freebooters, and, assisted by Finlay, Bishop of Lis-

more or Argyle, his father's chaplain, attacked and

Cupar MS., quoted in Pinkerton's History, vol. i. p- H'>.

+ ( "nrnnicon Jacobi Primi, p. 5.

J ibid. The Heading Hill is immediately toll]

the castle of Stirling. See the view in this \vm-k <>t

of the Hattle of Stirling from the ramparts of the castle.
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burned the town of Dunbarton, and slew the king's

uncle, Sir John Stewart of Dundonald, alon^ with

thirty-two men. The perpetrator of this audacious

reeded in regaining his Highland fastnesses
;

hut >o hot was the pursuit that was instituted, by
the king's command, against him and his accom-

that he was compelled to take refuge in

Ireland, whence he never returned. Five of his

band, however, fell into the king's hands, and were

torn in pieces by wild horses, and their quivering

suspended upon gibbets.*

rrid a punishment, and the exterminating

James's extreme severity exhibited to all connected

severity. with the house of Albany, admit

of no justification ; and it is impossible to be-

lieve that the king in this instance carried along
with him the feelings of the people. Duke Robert,

the founder of the house of Albany, and the great
offender against the royal family, whom he had in

every way deeply injured, had escaped the ven-

geance of his nephew, and had long before been

summoned to answer for his crimes before a higher
tribunal. Yet even he, though a usurper and a

murderer, had evidently been a popular ruler ;f

and his weak and vacillating son, who was com-

pelled by circumstances to assume an office which

he speedily renounced, was an ob-
The fate of Al- r * .

and his Jec t of commiseration rather than

family excites of abhorrence. The lofty stature
ympathy. and commanding presence of Duke

Murdoch and his sons, and the venerable appear-
ance of the Earl of Lennox, who had reached his

eightieth year,! together with the respect naturally

paid to fallen greatness, excited a deep feeling of

compassion in the breasts of the people ; and even

among those who admitted the justice of the sen-

tence, the recollection of the faults of the sufferers

was lost in sympathy for their misfortunes. James
had undoubtedly received great provocation, and

the long and arallinar captivity, in
Reflections on . f.

6 * Jt

the policy
"which his youth had been wasted

adopted by through the selfish intrigues of
James.

Albany, and the frightful state of

disorganization in which he found his kingdom on
his return, in consequence of the misgovernment
<'f that crafty usurper, had excited in his mind a
'hirst for vengeance which could be satisfied with

nothing short of the ruin of every member of the

lamily. But it is impossible to deny that the re-

tribution which he exacted was cruel and exces-

sive
; and there was a craftiness and unrelenting

severity in the whole process of their punishment,
which excited deep and general indignation. It

is no doubt true, that the condition of the coun-

try rendered necessary the adoption of strong
measures, and that an iron hand was needed to

lueil the disorders which had arisen during the

Administration of Albany and his son. And it is

' see that it was the object of James not

merely to gratify his revenge upon his hereditary

* Scotiehron. vol. ii. p. 483.
t See ante, p. viM!, note.

1 Scotichrou. vol. ii. p. 483.

enemies, but to exhibit to the turbulent and fcro-
c'ous nobility of his kingdom, who had been trained

up in open disregard of all law human and divine,
a memorable example of stern and inflexible ju-
tice, without

'

respect of person or place. The
punishment, however, was generally regarded u
excessive, and therefore in a great measure failed
to produce the intended effect Instead of >t

a wholesome terror, it excited a vindictive
of revenge in the bosoms of many of the

uobility,
which ultimately brought the monarch himself to
an untimely grave.

Having given this severe and sanguinary htton
i
the next efforts of James were ad- Pror*din
dressed to the internal administra-

tion of his kingdom ; and the par- parliament

liament proceeded to the enactment of several

statutes for the regulation of trade and agriculture,
and the proper administration of justice.

' Wea-

pon-schawings," or general musters of all who
were capable of boaring arms, were ordered to be
held four times a year, in every sheriffdom within

the realm, for the purpose of military exercise,

and the inspection of their weapons. Penalties

were enacted against those who stole green wood,
or stripped the trees of their bark under cover of

night, or broke into orchards to purloin the fruit

a proof, it has been justly said, of the improved
attention of the nobles to the inclosure of their

parks and the ornamental woods around their

castles. It was declared that all complaints which
could not properly be determined by parliament
should be brought before the district judge, who
was enjoined to administer justice without fraud

or favour, as well to the poor as to the rich ; and

it was humanely provided that "
gif thar be ony

pur creatur, that for defalte of cunnying or dis-

pens, can nocht, or may nocht folow his caus, the

king for the lufe of God sail ordane that the juge
before quhame the causs suld be determyt purway,
and get a lele and wyss advocate to folow sic

creaturis caus. And gif sic caus be obtenyt, the

wrangar sail assythe the party skathit, and ye ad-

vocatis costis that travale. And gif the juge re-

fusys to doe the law evinly, as is befor saide, ye

party plenzeand sail haf recours to ye king,

quhilk sail sa rigorusly punyst sic jugis, yat it be

ane ensample till all utheris." It was declared t.

be the intention of the sovereign to pardon any

injury done to person or property, on condition

that reparation was made to the injured par

but the Highlanders were excepted from this r.

on the ground that before the king's return they had

been so accustomed to rob and murder each other,

that it was impossible to ascertain correctly the

extent of the damage done, or to obtain compensa-

tion from the rude and turbulent inhabitants of the

northern districts; and, finally, the parliament

passed a stringent statute against Lollards and

heretics, directing the bishops to search them out

and bring them to punishment according to the

laws of the church.*

Acts of the Parliament of ScoUmixl. vol. ii. pp. 7,a
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In his effort* to correct the internal disorders of

his kingdom, James experienced no interruption

from without He was at peace with England,

and hi* marriage with Jane Beaufort, the niece of

Cardinal Beaufort, had, from her near relationship

to the English monarch, strengthened the ties be-

tween the two countries. France was the ancient

ally of the Scots, and the Nether-

eDmmercui in- lands profited too largely by their

tencoane with trade with Scotland not to be anx-
t landers.

jous ^o progerve the most friendly

relations. It appears that, during the captivity oi

the king, the Flemings, as allies of England, had

treated the Scottish merchants with great arro-

gance, and had even issued letters of marque

gainst them, and James had, in consequence, or-

dered the Scottish trade to be transferred to Mid-

dleburgh, in Zealand. As this step had entailed

great loss upon the Flemish merchants, an embassy
was sent from the States of Flanders to solicit the

return of the trade. The king- received the am-

bassadors at St. Andrews, where, at the time of

their arrival, he was engaged in keeping his birth-

day, attended by the Earls of Douglas, Mar, Mo-

ray, Angus, and other barons, and on the offer of

enlarged privileges for the merchants of Scot-

land, and compensation for the injuries they had

received, he agreed that the staple of the Scottish

commerce should be restored to Flanders.*

Although James was well aware of the im-

portance of maintaining pacific relations with

England, in order that he might direct his un-

divided attention to the affairs of his own king-
dom, lie had no great reason to be satisfied with
the generosity or friendship of the English court;
and while he carefully avoided every thing that

might lead to a violation of the truce between
the two countries, he was strongly inclined to

maintain the ancient alliance with France. On the

1'rupoMl of other hand, the French monarch,
mmtfr btwen Charles VII., whose affairs were

e*nd
*n ft most Precarius condition,

DM daughter of regarded the assistance of Scot-

hind as an object of so great im-

portance, that, in 1425, he sent over an embassy,
confuting of the Archbishop of Rheims, the Pri-
mate of Franc*.-, and John Stewart, of Darnley,
the Constable of the Scottish auxiliaries, to nego-
tiate a marriage between Louis the Dauphin, and
Margaret, the eldest daughter of the King of Scot-
land. The proposed alliance was cordially agreed
to by James, and it was determined that the be-
trothrm-nt of the young couple should take place

year*. Accordingly, in 1429, the Arch-
buhop of Rheinu and Lord Darnlcy again visited
Scotland for the purpose of carrying out this con-
tract of marriage, f It was stipulated, that instead
of a dower, James should send six thousand men

i-HnUUincc of the French monarch, and thatm the princess should receive an income
a ample as had ever been granted to any queen of

Scotichron. vol. iL pp. 4H7, 009.
Hud. p. 4*1. Chruiiicou Jacubi Primi, p. C.

France. In addition to this, the county of Xain-

tunge and the lordship of Rochfort were to be as-

signed to the Scottish king, and all former alliances

between the two countries were to be renewei;

and solemnly ratified.* The six thousand Scottish

soldiers were to be sent over to France as soon as

the transports for their conveyance should arrive.

But the extraordinary successes of the Maid of

Orleans, which occurred soon after the conclusion

of the treaty, rendered it unnecessary for the

French monarch to require the promised aid. The

marriage contract, however, remained in force

and the bridal took place in 1436.

Having thus strengthened his kingdom by re-

newing commercial intercourse with the Nether-

lands, and drawing closer the ancient ties of

alliance with France, James resolved to complete
these amicable arrangements by a

Treaty con-
settlement with the Norwegians, eluded with

who had heavy claims for the ar- Denmark,

rears of an annuity granted to them by Alex-

ander III., in return for their surrender of the

sovereignty of the kingdom of Man and the West-

ern Isles. Accordingly, in 1426, an embassy was

despatched to Bergen, consisting of "William, Lord

Crichton, the Chamberlain of Scotland, and two

other envoys, for the purpose of adjusting the debt

due to Norway ;
and a treaty was concluded by

them with Eric, King of Denmark, Norway, and

Sweden, in which the ancient alliances betwt

these countries and Scotland were renewed and

confirmed, mutual freedom of commercial inter-

course conceded, and all damages and defaults on

either side cancelled and forgiven.t
For several years after this, James continued to

occupy himself with zealous efforts to promote tlu

improvement of his kingdom, to remedy the ab:;

of the government, and to encourage the industry of

his people. His great principle, and it was one

worthy of so wise a prince, seems Flv , lu ,.,,,. v tlf

to have been a determination to tlu in

govern the country through . the ofparh

medium of his parliament. Of these convocati

of the national legislature, which had been rarely

held under the regency of the two Dukes of Albany,

no fewer than thirteen were assembled during hN

brief reign, which, dating from his return in 14'21.

lasted only thirteen years. The
Tmportnnt

scries of legislative enactments iegisl.it
i\.

which were from time to time

adopted by these various meetings of the three

states, comprehending the subjects of agriculture.

commerce, foreign and domestic manufacture, tin

regulation of weights and measures, the p<

the country, its defence against invasion both b>

land and by sea, the administration of justi-

even the constitution of the supreme government
afford a striking illustration of the internal con

dition of the country at this remote era, and are

on the whole, highly creditable to the sagacity

* MS. in Harleian Coll., quoted in Pinkerton's Historj

vol. i. p. 1-4-2.

t Scotichron. p. 609.
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enlightened views of Jaines and his coun-

TS.

In a parliament convoked at Perth, upon the llth

I of March, 1 1-5, it was declared, among other pro-

ms tor the regulation of trade and commerce,
the government of the country, that all mer-

chants trading with foreign countries should, along
with their usual cargoes, bring home a supply of

luir'.ios, and armour, and arms; that "
weapon-

Bchawings," or military musters, should be held by
\ sheriff four times a year, and that the vari-

ous classes of the people should attend, properly
armed according to their estate

;
that all the sub-

, jccts
of the realm must be governed by the laws

enacted by the parliament, and not by any par-

,
ticular laws, or any privileges or customs of other

countries; and, for the due administration of jus-

tice, a new court, known by the name of the SES-

\. was instituted, in which it was ordained,

that the Chancellor, and certain discreet persons of

the three estates, should sit three times in the year,
for the hearing and decision of all causes which may
be determined before the king's council. It was also

decreed that no man who had accused another, should

upon the jury at his trial; that none should

practise in the courts held by the king's justiciars,

or their deputies, except persons of sufficient

learning and discretion
;
that the prelates, barons,

and freeholders, should attend the parliament in

person, and not by procurators ;
that the sheriffs

were to prevent all ships and galleys from sailing
to Ireland without special licence, because the

rebels against the king had taken refuge in that

sountry; and the Irish were forbidden, under simi-

lar restrictions, to come to Scotland, as they might
be spies for the English ; that, in order to support
the regular inns in villages and burghs, all tra-

vellers on foot or horseback should rendezvous in

these hostelries, and not take up their residence

with their acquaintances and friends ; that stout

and idle vagabonds should be compelled to labour

for their living ; that prayers and collects shculd
be regularly offered up by all priests, religious and

;

ar, throughout the kingdom, for the health

and prosperity of the king and queen, and their

children
; that six wise and able men, learned in

the law, should be chosen from each of the Estates,
for the purpose of examining the books of the

statutes, and "
to mend the lawis that nedis mcndy-

ing ;" that a public record should be kept of all

charters, and infeftments, and confirmations of an-

cient rights and privileges ;
and that all the statutes

and legislative enactments should be transcribed in

the king's register, and copies given to the different

sheriffs, who were to distribute them among the

prelates, barons, and burgesses, and to publish and
proclaim these statutes in the chief and most not-

able places in the sheriffdom, so that in time com-

"ig no man should have cause to pretend ignorance
f 'he laws.* This last enactment was peculiarly j

necessary, both to remove the extreme ignorance

Acts of -.he Parliament of Scotland, vol. ii. pp. 10, 11.

of the laws, which in that rude age exited among
all classes of the community, especially in the
more remote districts of the country, and to take

away all apology from the nobles and borons, who
had no desire to make themselves acquainted w ith
those new regulations, which diminUlu-d their

power over their vassals, and who not unfrequentlr,
as the statute hints, pretended ignorance of the
law as a cover for their disobedience. The fnuncru
of the statutes were, indeed, in many cuaos, the
most notorious violators of the laws which they
had helped to make

; and it was justly remarked

by Buchanan, that in Scotland one great Act of
Parliament was wanted, namely a decree to en-

join the strict observance of the others.

It appears, that at this period the disorders in

the Highlands and islands of State of

Scotland had reached a height
the Hixliluwk.

which imperatively demanded the interference of

the king, to preserve those districts from a state of

total anarchy. The chiefs in these remote pro-

vinces, emboldened by the impunity which they
had enjoyed during the regency of Albany and
his son, scarcely acknowledged even a nominal

dependence upon the Scottish crown. Living in

their secluded and almost inaccessible fastnesses,

and surrounded by their numerous vassals and

serfs, over whom they ruled with absolute autho-

rity, they set all law and authority at defiance, and

made war upon each other, and robbed and mur-

dered at their pleasure. All the evils which, during
the captivity of the king, had grown up in other

parts of the country, the unbridled licentiousness,

lawless rapine, oppression of the poor, private

feuds, spoliations, murders, had developed them-

selves, with such frighful rankness, in the northern

provinces, that the whole country beyond the

Grampian hills seemed about to relapse into a

state of absolute barbarism. As soon as the king
had succeeded in repressing the general habits of

violence and lawlessness in the lowlands of Scot-

land, he determined to take vigorous measures for

the introduction of law and order into the more

remote districts of his dominions. It would appear

that the various fortalices and places of strength

beyond that part of the Grampian range colled

the Mounth, had been allowed to fall into decay,

doubtless in consequence of the extreme insecurity

of life and property. To remedy this evil, to

promote the good government of
^building

the lands by wise polity, and to of the cattle*

cause the produce of the soil to ^ *
jjo^th.-

be consumed on. the territory

where it was grown, it was determined by the

parliament, in 1426, that the owners of lands

beyond the Mounth, upon which, in "auld tym<

there were castles or fortalices, should be compelled

to rebuild or repair them, and either themselves

reside therein, or to procure
friends to take their

place.* To set an example, the king commando,

the strong castle of Inverness to be repaired ; and

Acts of the Parliament, rol. iL p. 1*.
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aria* namoned his parliament to meet him
""

there, he marched northward, at

thc head of a powerful army, ac-
"

companied by his principal nobles

k to order and barons. The chiefs of the

marauding clans were summoned to attend the

meeting of parliament, and, whether constrained

bv terror or the hope of impunity, they did not ven-

ture to disobey. But, on entering the hall of the

parliament, upwards of fifty of the principal heads

of the clans were instantly seized, ironed, and cast

into prison. Among the most noted of these,

iffm mention is made of Alexander,

of the Highland Lord of the Isles, and the Countess
chkfr Of Ross, his mother ; Angus Dow,

or Duff, with his four sons, who could bring into

the field four thousand men of the clan Mackay,
from Strathnaver ; Kenneth More, with his son-

in-law, Angus of Moray and Makmathan, the

ItaiVrr of two thousand men ; Alexander Makreiny,
of Garmoran, and John Macarthur, each of whom
commanded a thousand ketherans; along with

John ROM, William Lesley, and James Campbell.f

According to Bower, James was so overjoyed to

we theae ferocious chiefs caught in the toils pre-

pared for them, that while the officers were bind-

ing the prisoners, he repeated some monkish Latin

rhymes, exulting over the merited doom which

awaited them.J Two of these chiefs, Alexander

tfeir punish- Makreiny and John Macarthur,
em. were immediately beheaded for

acts of robbery and oppression ; James Campbell
was hanged for the murder of John, a former Lord
of the Isles ; and the rest were confined in differ-

ent prisons. Of these, several whose crimes had
rendered them especially obnoxious were after-

wards put to death; others were banished, and
the remainder were set at liberty, with an admoni-
tion to abandon their evil courses. Of the last-

flisunrr ahown mentioned class was Alexander of
to U Lord of the Isles, the successor of Donald,

who fought at Harlaw. This

powerful chief, like his predecessors, had affected
the state of an independent monarch, and had, on
various occasions, entered into an alliance with

England against his own sovereign; while the

position of his insular dominions, the im-
number of his vassals, and the

superiority
of his naval force, enabled him frequently to brave
with impunity the authority of the Scottish crown.
James seems to have been unwilling to proceed, in
the firat instance, to extreme measures against this
oeean loroV-probably on account of his youth, and
his connexion with the family of Lesley, a house of

hereditary loyalty, and after a short confinement
he dismissed him without punishment, upon his

promise to abstain from his habits of lawless tur-

Seotfekno.ToLiLp.48e. f ibid.
* "

'

' ducamtu cante cohortem ;nU aortas* BMrotrunt hi quia mortem."
WWeh IMS b*o thus iraaalaud by Sir Walter Scott

i >njoo tower let this rode troop be driven
Tfcr daath they aunt by the erou of hearen."

[CHAP. XV.

bulence, detaining, however, his mother, the

heiress of the ancient family of Lesley, as a

hostage for his fidelity. But, no sooner did the

king return to his southern dominions, than the

haughty chief, goaded into a pa- rebellion of this

roxysm of fury by the indignity of prince,

the arrest to which he had been subjected, collected

a force amounting to ten thousand men, invaded

and laid waste the mainland, and burnt the town

of Inverness.*

Immediately on receiving intelligence of this

outrage, the king assembled an _he is defeated

army, and marched with the ut- bythek
:

ng,

most haste to the Highlands,
A -D - H'28-

where, in some marshy ground near Lochaber, he

overtook the forces of the island chief. The sudden

and unexpected appearance of the royal banner

struck terror into the minds of the marauders, and

i two powerful tribes, the Clan Chattan and Clan

i Cameron, deserted the standard of their leader, and

went over to the royal army.f Weakened and

dispirited by this defection, the insurgents were

entirely routed, and the Lord of the Isles, coni-

, pletely humbled, sent an embassy to sue for peace.

But the king sternly refused to enter into any
i negotiations with a fugitive and an outlaw

;
and

, Alexander, reduced to despair, and driven from

one place of retreat to another, was compelled
at last to throw himself upon the royal cleuu

Having travelled secretly to Edinburgh, he

seuted himself, upon a solemn festival, before the

high altar in the church of Holyrood, clothed

only in his shirt and drawers, and holding his

naked sword in his hand by the point, he 'offered

the hilt to the king, in token of unconditional

submission
;
and falling upon his _and throws

knees, in presence of the queen himself upon

and the nobles of the court, im- tile r yal meri

plored the royal mercy. James granted him his

life, at the intercession of his royal conso.

committed him a prisoner to the castle of Tan-

tallon, under the charge of his nephew, the Earl

of Angus.J The island lord ultimately received a

free pardon, and was restored to his castles and

estates.

A striking anecdote of this period, related by

Bower, will serve to show the Anecdou

cruelty and ferocity of those High- _
trar

.

ive uf
,

l 'ie

i j , , ,
J

T i ferocity and law-
land ketherans,whom James round ies,ni-s- O f the

it necessary to punish with such no,:

unbending rigour. A petty chief, called McDonald,
leader of a band of freebooters in Ross-shire, had

plundered a poor widow of two of her cows. Pro-

voked at this act of robbery, she exclaimed that

she would never wear shoes again till she had

carried her complaint to the king in person.
" It is

false," answered the brutal savage,
" I '11 have you

shod myself before you reach the court ;" and with a

barbarity almost incredible, he caused two horse-

shoes of iron to be nailed to the poor woman's naked

feet, after which he thrust her forth wounded and

Scotichron. vol. ii. p. 489.

Ibid. p. 490.

t Ibid.
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bleeding on the highway. The widow, however,

bi'in^ a woman of high spirit, determined to keep
>rd, and, as soon as her wounds were healed,

she travelled on foot to Perth, where the court

:en held, and sought out the king, acquainted
him with the cruelty which had been exercised on

hiT, and in proof of her statement showed her feet,

still seamed and scarred by the inhuman treat-

ment .she had received. Her story excited the

t indignation in the breast of the king, and

he immediately caused the robber chief to be

d and brought to Perth. He was tried and

found guilty of the atrocious crime imputed to him,

and condemned to be executed. He was then clad

in a linen shirt, upon which was painted a repre-
sentation of the cruel deed for which he was to

suffer, and, after being paraded in this ignominious

ilirough the streets of the town, he was

drained at a horse's tail, and hanged on a gallows.*
There is another story, related by the same his-

torian, which shows that James was equally strict

in vindicating his authority, and the respect due

to the royal person, among his lowland barons.

A nobleman of high rank, and nearly related to

the king, having quarrelled with another baron in

the presence of the court, forgot himself so far as

to strike his adversary on the face. James ordered

the hand with which the offence had been com-

mitted to be instantly extended on the council

table, and unsheathing his cutlass, gave it to the

noble who received the blow, and commanded him
to strike off the hand of the offender, threatening
him with death if he refused. In this posture the

unhappy culprit remained for a considerable time,

while the queen, and the prelates and nobles of

the court, implored forgiveness, and at length,
with great difficulty, obtained a remission of the

si-iito;ice. But the offender was immediately ban-

ished from court, t

.while, the great council of the nation as-

Far] iauientary sembled from time to time, and
enactments.

passed a series of important en-

actments for the regulation of the manufactures,
the commerce, and the agriculture of the kingdom,
and the impartial administration of civil and crimi-

nal justice to all classes of the community. In a

parliament held at Perth, on the first of July, 1427,
mi unwise attempt was made to fix the wages of

i lies, and to prescribe the quantity of the

various kinds of grain which were to be sown by
the farmers and husbandmen. The deacons of the

trades had previously to this been enjoined to con-

fine themselves strictly and simply to their duty

-taining, by an inspection every fifteen days,
r the workmen were sufficiently expert in

:

!ieir business, and were forbidden to alter the

laws of the craft, or to punish those who had of-

tcnded against them. It was now declared that
the provisions regarding the appointment of dca-
-oas were henceforth annulled, as they had been

Fordun, a Goodal, vol. ii. p.
.
r
)10; Tytler, voL iii. pp.

'un, a Hearue, vol. iv. pp. 13C4, 1336; Ibid,

\UL. I.

found productive of grievous injury to the rcnlin ;

that no deacon should be permitted after thin to

be elected, whilst tho.-.c already holding this office

were prohibited from exercising their function*.
The cause and object of this enactment are in-

volved in considerable obscurity 5 but taken in con-
nection with the attempt made by thia parliament
to fix the prices of the various kinds of labour, ami
the declaration that the meetings of the deacon* of

the crafts had led to conspiracies, it seems probable
that there may at this period have existed com-
binations amongst the various workmen on ub-

jects connected with their trade.*

The speedy and impartial administration of

justice appears to have largely oc-
ItegnUUoni

cupied the attention of the legis- regarding the

lature. Regulations were made administration

for the choice of an oversman, or

umpire, in the settlement of disputes by arbitra-

tion, and it was declared, that all persons who
should be appointed judges for the determination

of causes, should be obliged to take an oath, that

they would decide the questions brought before them

to the best of their knowledge, and without fraud

or favour,f Disputes regarding the prop*

Scottish merchants dying in Zealand, Flanders, or

other parts of the continent, were declared cog-

nizable by the ordinary judge within whose juris-

diction their testaments were confirmed. Tho

litigants in any plea Avere commanded to attend

the court accompanied only by their councillors

and "
fore-speakers," and such sobor retinue as

befitted their estate, and not with a multitude of

armed followers ;
and it was strictly forbidden to

interpret the statutes contrary to the real meaning,
as understood by those who framed them. It was

made incumbent on all clergymen who were di *ir-

ous of passing beyond the seas, to show good cause

for their expedition, and to make faith that thry

should not be guilty of any kind of simony ;
and

heavv penalties were denounced against those who

were convicted of the crime of "
barratrie," or the

purchasing of benefices by money. J

Other Acts were passed at the same time, re-

specting the hunting and slaughter of v.

the catching of fish by cruves or wattled nuu-hiius.

the freighting of cargoes in foreign vessel*, and

forbidding, under a penalty of forty shillings, t he-

killing of partridges, plovers, blackcocks, gn
and muircocks, between "

lentryn and August."

Lepers were strictly prohibited from taking up

their residence within the bounds of any to

mixing indiscriminately with the inhal.

no person smitten with this loath.-.onic ili.-iu.-* wa

to be allowed to enter any burgh, except thrice it

the week, at certain prescribed periods, for tho

purpose of purchasing food.

At this period, an important innovation \

made in the constitution of the Scottish parlia-

ment, which is of peculiar interest, as containing

the first embryo of the principle of representation.

Acts of the Parliament of Scotland, vo! ii. pp 13. 1 1.

* ibid. p. is. : i'
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U Utin

Tb* tTTf"**- barons and free-tenants appear to

hare regarded attendance on the

meetings of the national council

as an intolerable and expensive

grievance, and repeated injunctions
were issued

that all the barons and freeholders should attend

the Betting of the Estates in person, and fines

were inflicted upon those who were absent without

m a legitimate excuse." Now, however, it was de-

termined by the king, with consent of his council,

ibat the smaller barons or freeholders needed not

come hereafter to parliaments, nor general coun-

cils, provided that two or more " wise men " were

sent as commissioners from each shire. These re-

presentatives were to have the privilege of electing

the epeaker of the parliament, whose duty it

thogH be to bring forward all cases of importance

involving the rights and privileges of the commons ;

and the expenses of the commissioners, and of the

speaker, were to be defrayed by their electors, Avho

owed suit and presence in the parliament or

SJSJBJBJCJL*

In a subsequent meeting of parliament, held at

Perth, on the 26th of April, 1429,

a sumptuary law was passed, re-

gulating the dress of the various

ranks of the community, and pre-

scribing the different kinds of armour and arms to

be worn respectively by the knights, burgesses,

aad yeomen.t All barons and lords possessing
ites within six miles of the sea, in the western

northern counties, and opposite the isles, were

_vjiaed to furnish a certain number of galleys,

ateording to the terms of their tenures ; an enact-

t evidently suggested by the great inconveni-

i experienced from the want of a Seet in sup-

sing the recent rebellion of the Lord of the

Ielea>t It was declared, that in the event of any
vessels being wrecked upon the coasts of Scotland,
the laws regarding the appropriation of their car-

goes should depend upon the law respecting wrecks
in the country to which such vessels belonged. All

ftimfrhiiiiii who should travel to England without
the king's leave were declared traitors

; and it Avas

antid. that all advocates or fore-speakers, and the

litigants themselves, if they happened to be pre-
sent, should swear before they were heard, that
-
they trow the cause is gude and lele that they

ehall plced."
Oa the I6th of October, 1430, to the great joy
Btttik of two of the nation, the queen was deli-

rwjsl pnaec* rered of twin sons ; the eldest of
"&*> wd Alexander, died in infancy j the se-

eood succeeded his father, in 1437, by the title of
James IL This auspicious event was celebrated
with great public rejoicings, and. at the baptism of
bis sons, the king conferred the honour of knight-
bood upon them, and upon the youthful heirs of
the Earls of Douglas and Abcrcorn, of the Chan-

* ** * d Scottish IViUment, voL iL pp. 15, 16.

cellor, Lord Crichton, and others of the principal

nobility.*
The truce with England was now about to ex-

pire, and as James and the guard- Renewal
ians of the English monarch, of the trace with

Henry VI., were equally anxious England.

to maintain amicable relations between the two

kingdoms, commissioners from both nations were

appointed to negotiate for a renewal of the armis-

tice; and a truce was concluded for five ye
from the 1st of April, 1431. Various regulations

were at the same time adopted, for the purpose of

restraining the ravages of the turbulent borderers,

and guarding against aggressions, or violations of

the truce, by the subjects of either kingdom.f
In spite of the vigorous measures which James

had adopted for the repression and Disturbed

punishment of the ketherans in the state of the

Highlandsand islands, these remote Highlands,

districts still continued in a state of anarchy and re-

bellion. In the year 1431, Angus Duff, the chief of

the powerful clan of the Mackays, and Angus of

Moray, both of whom had shortly before been

released from the prisons to which they had been

consigned on their arrest at Inverness, met in

hostile array in Strathnaver, in the wild province
of Caithness, with twelve hundred men on each

side
;
and so fierce and obstinate was the conflict,

that hardly thirty of the whole were left alive.f

About the same period, the turbulent inhabitants

of the isles, undismayed by the Rebellion of

imprisonment and submission of Donald Baliol

their chief, rose again in rebellion, and choosing
for their leader Donald, called Balloch, or the

Freckled, the cousin-german of the Lord of the

Isles, they invaded Lochaber, laying waste the

district with fire and sword
;
and encountering, at

Inverlochy, the Earls of Mar and Caithness, who
were stationed there, with a superior force, for the

protection of the western coast, totally defeated

them, with great slaughter. The Earl of Caith-

ness, with sixteen of his squires, and many other

knights, were left dead on the field ;
while the

Earl of Mar with great difficulty made good his

retreat. But James, Avith his characteristic

promptitude and vigour, assembled
., . its suppression.an army for the purpose of in-

flicting exemplary vengeance on Donald and his

accomplices; and marching northwards, took up
his residence in the castle of Dunstaffnage. His

arrival struck terror into the minds of the insur-

gent chiefs, who hastened in crowds to make their

submission and to entreat pardon. By their mc.i

it is said that three hundred of the Three
most noted robbers were seized hundred thieves

and executed
;
and Donald Balloch,

having fled to Ireland, was there slain, and his

head sent to the king.||

Chronicon Jacobi Primi, pp. 9, 10.

t Rymer, Foed. vol. x. p. 482; Tytler, vol. iii. pp.

230, 237.

J Chronicon Jacobi Primi, p. 11.

Ibid.

|| Tjtler, vol. iii. pp. 239, 240.
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.t this period Scotland again suffered severely

itation of the from the ravages of the plague.
This fearful scourge first broke out

dinburgh in the month of February, 1430, and

tinned to rage in various parts of the country

throughout the two following years. The severity

of this awful visitation was greatly aggravated by
the inclemency of the weather; not only the

domestic cattle, but even the beasts of the chase,

having perished through the intensity of the cold.

Amid this combination of calamities the minds of

the common people were bewildered and agitated

superstitious terrors, which were augmented by
otal eclipse

an eclipse of the sun, which oc-

of the sun. curred on the afternoon of the 17th

of June, 1432, and for half an hour caused a dark-

9 as deep as midnight. It was long remem-

bered in Scotland by the name of the Black

Hour.*

As the affairs of the English continued to decline

on the continent, and the French steadily gained

Advantageous found
>
the guardians of Henry VI.

proposals of the became anxious to prevent the im-

English govern- pending completion of the marriage

treaty between France and Scot-

land, and to detach James, if possible, from his

French alliance. For this purpose Lord Scrope was
sent as an ambassador to the court of the Scottish

king with offers so remarkably advantageous, that

some doubts were entertained of their sincerity.
His proposals were a firm and lasting peace, with
the restitution of Roxburgh and Berwick, together
with all the fortresses and possessions that had

anciently belonged to the kingdom of Scotland.

When these propositions were submitted to the

their discus- general council of the three Estates

sions in a ge- at Perth, the whole body of the
neral council

temporal barons, and the majority
of the prelates and higher churchmen, expressed
an anxious desire for peace with England, and

gave it as their opinion, that the terms offered

ought to be accepted. But a party among the

minor clergy, headed by the Abbots of Scone and

Inchcolm, strenuously contended, that since the

king had entered into a treaty of marriage and
alliance with the court of France, he could not

conclude a lasting peace with England without a
violation of his honour, and a formal breach of a
contract which he had solemnly sworn to maintain

inviolate, and which, having been ratified by the

Pope, could not be infringed without a high crime.
tt was also asserted, that no reliance could be

placed on the good faith of the English, and that

their only object in making these proposals was to

sow dissensions among the Scots, and to excite

ivision between them and their French allies ;
and

that, however liberal they might be in their pro-
mises, they had no intention of fulfilling the
offers which they now made. These arguments

e^-e
stoutly controverted by John Fogo, the Abbot

of
Melrose, who maintained that it was more

,
a Hearne, vol. IT. p. 1307; Tytler, rol. iii. pp.

advantageous to the kingdom to be at peace with
the English, who were their near neighbour!, than
with the French, who lived at a distance. Law-
rence of Lindores, the persecuting inquisitor, de-
nounced the arguments of Fogo as savouring of

heresy. The controversy grew
lengthened and warm, and in the

~tbeir "$**

heat of the discussion the English proposals wen
altogether lost sight of, and the negotiation unfor-

tunately fell to the ground.*
Meanwhile James steadily prosecuted his plan

of humbling the nobility and di-

minishing their exorbitant power.
' k

f *>
The Earls of March, on whom the for dimiauhin^

generosity of David I. had be- Uie P wer of

stowed a princely estate, along
with the castle of Dunbar, one of the most important
fortresses in the kingdom, had been long remark-
able for their dubious fidelity to Scotland, and
seem to have thought themselves at liberty to

renounce or return to the allegiance of that conn try
at their pleasure. The position of their princip.il

residence on the eastern marches enabled them,
whenever they thought proper, to give free admis-

sion to the English into the interior of the country.

Hence it was a common saying in Scotland, that

March held the keys of the kingdom at his girdle ;

and the successive heads of this powerful and
ambitious house had on many occasions abused

their power to the serious injury of the nation.

We have seen that the father of the present earl

had renounced his allegiance to Robert III., and
for a number of years had shown himself the

zealous and unrelenting foe of his native land. In

the year 1408, however, he had made his peace
with Albany, and had obtained the restoration of

his estates, which had b-:en confiscated in conse-

quence of his rebellion. He survived his return to

his own country for fourteen years, and was suc-

ceeded by his son, who commanded the English

troops in the skirmish at \\Y*t \es.bit, so fatal to

the chivalry of Lothian, but does not appear to

have been otherwise implicated in his father's

intrigues. The king, however, in the prosecution

of his scheme for the depression of the feudal

aristocracy, had resolved to deprive _i,{s jetim
the Earl of March of a power gai

which was too great for any sub- of M rch

ject to hold with safety to the realm ;
and having

prepared the way for the execution of his design,

by obtaining from the three Estates, in 1431, a

declaration that the governor during his regency

had no power to alienate any lands, which, by the

decease of a bastard, might ha.e fallen to the

crown.f he committed the Earl of March a prisoner

to the castle of Edinburgh, and took posscssio:

the fortress of Dunbar, the chief seat of the

family.
A parliament was then assembled at Perth, on

the 10th of January, 1434, apparently for the

purpose of deciding this important question ; and a

Chronicon Jacol.i Primi. pp. 1:1 - l4 -

t Acts of the rarliameut *< s'cro'.Ujid, \oL u. p. W.
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j of three of the clergy, three

of the barons, and three of the burgesses, was

appointed to hear and report all causes during the

MMioa.* The case between the king and the Earl

of March was solemnly discussed by their re-

spective advocates, or prolocutors, and after a long

debate the parliament decided that the Duke of <

exceeded his power as regent, in grant-

ing a pardon and the restoration

of his estates to the Earl of March ;

titl* and and that, in consequence of the
***** forfeiture of that noble, all title of

property to the lands of the earldom of March and

lordship of Dunbar belonged of right to the crown,

and might immediately be resumed,f Jaines in-

untly followed up this decision by taking

possession of the forfeited estate, and delivering

the keeping of the castle of Dunbar to Sir Walter

Hailburton, of Dirleton ; but at the same time he

1^ j, ousted conferred upon March the title of

Estisf Bashsn Earl of Buchan,]; with an annuity
of fear hundred marks out of the revenues of that

northern earldom. If James expected in this way
to conciliate the powerful family whom he had so

tyrannically deprived of their inheritance, he was

disappointed, for the Earl scornfully rejected the

piofausl compensation, and, indignant at the in-

justice with which he had been treated, abandoned

m<- mira his native country, and, along with
tansnument his eldest son, retired to England.

There can be no doubt that, al-

this extraordinary proceeding called forth

ce, or open resistance, it excited

strong dissatisfaction and apprehension in the
minds of the great body of the nobles and barons

;

and that the harshness, if not injustice, of the act
which deprived the house of March of the estates

they had possessed for twenty-six years
without challenge, contributed greatly to swell the
tide of discontent against the policy of the king.
That* is reason to believe that many of the nobility
hcfua DOW to regard their sovereign with fear and
katrad. and he appears to have entertained some
ppnbcMioos that his measures might arouse a
pint of vindictive revenge ; for before the dismissal

parliament, he required all the members of
three Estates to give written pledges of ad-
* and

fidelity to their sovereign lady the

About this period a considerable
property ac-

TW arUdsi of C"1*^ <o the crown by the death
of Alexander Stewart, the cele-
brated Earl of Mar, and the an-

onald of the Isles in the bloody battle
This powerful uoble was, in his early

tvs, we have sera, the turbulent leader of a

Mar rvrvru i

band of Highland freebooters
; but, afterwards, be-

came one of the most experienced and sagacious
leaders of the day, and acquired a brilliant repu-
tation in the continental wars. He was the natural

son of Alexander, Earl of Buchan, the fourth son

of Robert II., and upon his death, his immense es-

tates, by the old Scottish law of bastardy, reverted

to the crown.* The house of Erskine regarded the

earldom of Mar as their rightful inheritance : but

James, in accordance with his usual policy, refused

to acknowledge their claim
;
and it was not till the

reign of Queen Mary that its justice was admitted.

The loyalty of the Erskines induced them to acqui-
esce in the king's decision, with a mere protest in

reservation of their rights ;
but there can be little

doubt that the effect of this procedure was to

strengthen the hostile feeling which was rapidly

gaining ground among the nobility, as they saw

their importance in the national scale steadily

decreasing with the increase of the royal au-

thority.

A breach of the truce with England, which oc-

curred at this time, afforded an TLord Kobert

opportunity for the manifestation Ogle makes an

of this hostile spirit. Sir Robert inroad into

Ogle, an English border baron, for

some cause which is now unknown, at the head

of a considerable force made an inroad into the

Merse, and ravaged the country around Paxton.

But he was encountered by the }ie i s defeated

Earl of Angus, near Piperden, atPiperden.

defeated, and taken prisoner, with nearly the whole

of his party.f James violently remonstrated with

the English regency against this unprovoked in-

fraction of a truce which had continued uninter-

rupted since his accession to the throne ;
but his

demand for immediate redress was treated with

neglect. His indignation at this wanton outrage
was greatly increased by a most discreditable at-

tempt, on the part of the English government, to

intercept his daughter, the Princess Margaret, on

her way to France. The Dauphin, to whom she

was betrothed, having now at- The 1V ,

tained his thirteenth year, while Margaret
the princess herself was ten years

is sent tc

old, it was resolved to complete
their marriage. With this view the youthful bri'.e

was sent to the court of France, accompanied by
the Bishop of Brechin ; Sir Walter Ogilvy, the

treasurer
;
Sir John Maxwell, of Calderwood ;

Sii

John Campbell, of Loudon, and many other nobles

and knights, together with a hundred and forty

youthful squires, and a guard of a thousand men-

at-arms. The fleet which was appointed to con-

vey the princess and her train, consisted of three

large ships and six barges, and was commanded

by William Sinclair, Earl of Orkney4 The Eng-
lish government, probably irritated _,}ie ;

at the rejection of their proposals attempt to

for a permanent treaty of peace
"'

between the two kingdoms, sent out a fleet of one

*
Fordun, a GooJal, vol. ii. p. 500.

1 Fordun, a Goodal, vol. ii. p. 486.

Ibid.
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hundred and eighty vessels, to intercept the prin-
on her passage to France. But while they

were watching for the appearance of the Scottish

number of Flemish merchantmen hove in

laden with wine from Rochelle, which they
i and captured. Almost immediately after,

however, a Spanish fleet came up, and, after a fierce

struggle, recaptured the prizes, and put the Eng-
!i>h tn flight. During these contests, the princess

and her suite arrived in safety at Rochelle, where

she was received by the Archbishop of Rheims, and

the Bishops of Poictiers and Xaintonge. The mar-
\ as soon after solemnized at Tours, in the

e of the King and Queen of France, and a

cent assemblage of the nobility of both

us.* It is mentioned by Bower, to the

credit of the king, that though he was by the feu-

dal law entitled to a subsidy from his people on

this occasion, he refused to oppress them by the

imposition of any general tax, and contented him-

self with the voluntary contributions of the prin-

lergy and nobility,t
James was naturally indignant at the dishonour-

Indignation of able and perfidious conduct of the
James at the

English government in attempt-
perfiuious con- , T ii_-j i. ,

duct of the inS intercept his daughter dur-

English ing the existence of a truce ; and
this flagrant breach of the law of nations, which

''

must have reminded him of the treachery by which

! he had himself been made a prisoner, determined

him to keep no farther measures with men whom
no engagements could bind. He therefore issued

he renews a declaration of war against Eng-
the war land, and having summoned the

whole array of his kingdom, he commenced the

t

siege of Roxburgh Castle, August, 1436. After

remaining fifteen days before the fortress, it was
on the eve of being surrendered, when the queen

; suddenly arrived in the camp, and James, appa-

rently in consequence of some information which

his abrupt
sae na<i communicated, immedi-

dismissal of his ately raised the siege, disbanded

his army, and returned to the

north.J It has been conjectured, with great pro-

bability, that this sudden step was taken in con-

sequence of the king having received information

of a conspiracy against his life ; and a Scottish

encampment, filled with feudal retainers, who re-

garded revenge as a sacred duty, and fidelity to

the command of their lord as of paramount obliga-

tion, was certainly no safe residence for a monarch
at enmity with his nobles.

About two months after this abrupt dismissal

Last parliament f his forces, the king held his

of .lames last parliament at Edinburgh, on
the 22nd of October, 1436. Various enactments
were passed respecting the administration of jus-
tice, and the regulation of trade

; which, however,
were calculated to fetter, rather than to encourage
the commerce of the country. It was declared, that

*
Fordun, a Goodal, vol. ii. p. -501.

Ibid. p. 502.

J Chronicon Jacob! Primi, p. 15.

jurymen should swear that they had received no
bribe, and that trespassers might be accused at the
instance of the king, though no private prosecutor
should appear. To secure the im-

portation of bullion, it was decreed,
~

that exporters of wool were to bring home and do-
liver to the master of the mint, three ounces of
bullion for every sack of wool, nine ounces for u
last of hides, and three ounces for such quantity
of other goods as paid freight equal to an ancient
measure called a serplaith the delivery of the
silver to be regulated by weight or measure, and
not by value. It was also declared, that no person
should be permitted to remain' in a tavern after
nine o'clock at night; that gold, silver, or jewels,
should not be exported out of Scotland; that no
Scotchman should buy wine of certain Flemings
in Scotland

; that no English cloth should be pur-
chased by Scottish merchants; and that English
traders should not be allowed to export articles of

Scottish trade or manufacture, unless such were

specified in their letters of safe conduct. *

While James was thus actively engaged in pro-

moting the best interests of his kingdom, and all

seemed secure and prosperous, hifl
Conspiracr

active and useful career was sud- formed

denly cut short by a dark conspir-
the ki"o

acy among the nobles of his court Although
considerable obscurity hangs over the ramifica-

tions of the plot which ended so fatally to the king
and country, there exists no doubt, that it owed
its origin to indignation at the fate of Albany and
his family, and to those deep feelings of feudal

revenge which had been long cherished by the

friends of that unhappy house. The chief pro-
moters of the conspiracy were the

king's uncle, Walter Stewart, Earl

of Athole ;
his grandson, Sir Robert Stewart ; the

king's chamberlain, and Sir Robert Graham, bro-

ther of Sir Patrick Graham, of Kincardine. Athole,

who appears to have possessed some portion of the

haughty and unscrupulous ambition of his brother,

the first Duke of Albany, had long aspired to the

crown.f He contended that Robert III. was bom
out of lawful wedlock, and that he, as the eldest

surviving son of Robert II. and Euphemia Ross,

was the lawful heir of the throne. His ambitious

hopes are said to have been stimu- th-ir

its leaders

latedby the predictions of a High- ter and motive*.

land seer, who had prophesied that Athole should

be crowned in this same year; and he was thus

induced, both by the love of power, and the desire

of revenge upon the oppressor of his house, to join

a plot against the life of his nephew and sovereign.

Sir Robert Graham, who was the principal agent

in the execution of the bloody enterprise, was a

man of the darkest and most determined character,

and had both personal and family injuries to

avenge upon the king. He was, originally, one ol

* Acts of the Parliament, vol. ii. pp. 23, 24.

t
" luveteratus come* Atholine qi a

callirle ad coronam aspii abHt" Chronicon Jc.uj

Contemporary Account, r-

'
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tfcr snporters of the house of Albany, and, along

with theother principal
adherents of that powerful

sailr. wm eommitted to prison on the return

f Jaace front his captivity in England an insult

not likely to be forgotten by a person of Graham's

fierce and vindictive character.

BsILftOralMa Two years after this event, another

to UM king, transaction occurred, which seems

to hare still further exasperated his haughty and

leieajufal spirit. David, Earl of Strathern, the

tides* son of Robert II. by his second wife, Eu-

nhnnia Rosa, died during the regency of Albany,

tearing an only daughter, married to Patrick Gra-

ham, son of S'ir Patrick Graham, of Kincardine,

who, in right of his wife, assumed the title of Earl

of Strathern. As the transmission of feudal dig-

nities by female succession was the acknowledged
law of Scotland, there can be no doubt that his

chum was well founded. But James, in the pro-

secution of his schemes for lessening the power of

the nobility, rammed the possession of this power-
ful earldom, under the pretext that it was limited

to heirs male, and ought to have reverted to the

i on the death of Earl David, his uncle. As

recompense, however, for the injury thus

to the family whom he had dispossessed of

their lands and dignity, he conferred the life-rent

of the earldom upon Athole, brother of Earl David,
and he created the new earldom of Monteith in

row of Malise Graham, the son of Patrick, Earl

of Strathern.* The youthful baron was at this

time absent in England ; but his uncle, Sir Robert

Graham, remonstrated, though without effect,

against this invasion of his rights, and, indignant
I W act so arbitrary and unjust, he determined

pon rvvtagv : and, in the existing state of feeling
towid the king, on the part of many of the

Miljt he bad no difficulty in obtaining accom-
to aid him in his dark designs.

A fwj minute and interesting account of the

progress and accomplishment of
the plot against the king, is con-

tained in a contemporary narrative
The Dethe of the King of Scotis," which

i tret published by Pinktrton in his History of
Pew stories, it has been justly said,

' ***ory <* in fiction, can compete with

^^11"
f tW grim chronicle. According to

esnt narrative, many of the nobles were
"i""lMM *ith the rigorous proceedings
nf. in Uniting their power and punishing

j and the people were also discou-

THE PICTORIAL HISTORY OF SCOTLAND. [CHAP. XV.

T
-

imposition of taxes, to which theye* stranger*. In this state of affairs," "34, after the confisca-
1 of Mar< h -

g soreof the ham t'hat

, drew them to counsel how they%* withstand and mist the king's tyranny." |

UwJ dab, p. 40.

j

Their object in the first instance seems to have
been merely to limit the royal authority, and to

regain the power which they had lost
; and Graham,

whom the chronicler terms " a man of great
and eloquence, wonderfully subtle, witty, and

pert in the law," offered to represent their giv
ances to the king, in the next meeting of pa:

ment, if the rest of the nobles would second

remonstrance. His proposal was agreed to
;

instead of detailing their complaints with respect
and moderation, the natural fierce- Graham
ness and audacity of his character cious a:

caused him to break out into a nPon the

violent denunciation of the tyrannical conduct of

the government, concluding with an attempt to

arrest the sovereign in the name of the Estates of

parliament. Approaching the royal seat, and lay-

ing his hand upon the king, he exclaimed with

great vehemence,
" I arrest you in the name of all

the three Estates of your realm here assembled in

parliament ; for as your people have sworn to obey

you, so are you bound by your oath to keep your

people, and to govern by law, so that you do them

j

no wrong, but in all right maintain and defend

them." Then, turning to the assembled barons

and prelates, he said,
" Is it not thus as I say ?

"

But the barons who had promised to support him

were so confounded by the arrogance and temerity
of his conduct, that none of them dared to utt

word, whilst the king, indignant at his presump-
tion and audacity, ordered the traitor to be in-

stantly arrested. The command was promptly

obeyed, and Graham, after a sarcastic expression
of contempt for the cowardice of

j,e ; s ],.r

his associates, was hurried to pri- and his t

son, and shortly after had his confiseated-

estates confiscated, and was banished from the

court.*

Enraged at the failure of his plans, and the ruin

which had overwhelmed him, this bold, bad man

retired to the recesses of the Highlands the

country of the wild Scots, as the chronicler tt :

it meditating revenge ;
and he had even the au-

dacity to send a letter to the king, he ra-

in which he formally renounced Iris auV-

his allegiance, and defied him as a tyrant who had

ruined him and his wife and children
;
and he de-

clared, that if ever he could find opportunity,
would slay him with his own hand as his iiu :

enemy. On this new proof of his a pri

desperate audacity, a royal pro-
nPon his head

clamation was issued, offering a large sum of money
to any one who should bring in the person
Robert Graham dead or alive,t

Shortly after this, the last parliament of James

was held in Edinburgh, and Graham found nu

from his Highland retreat to communicate with

Athole and the other leaders of the conspinu
to arrange with them the details of the scheme for

tfie murder of the king. The exe- Propvss of the

cution of the plot he offered to cons l

take upon himself; and it was settled, that in the

*

Contemporary Account, pp. 50, 31. t Ibii
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event of its success, the crown should be conferred

upon Sir Robert Stewart, the grandson of the Earl

of Athole, and next heir to the throne after James

and his young son. The accession of Stewart to

the conspiracy was a matter of primary import-

ance, as " he did ever abide in the king's presence,

full familiar about him at all hours, and most privy
above all others ;

and was a full gentle squire, and

right amiable, whom the king entirely loved as his

own son."
* The inferior agents in the plot were

day,when engaged in playing at chess with a young
knight, whom he was accustomed to call in jest the

King of Love, he told him of the prophecy
declared that a king should that year be slain, and
warned him to look well to his safety,

" for ye wot
well, Sir Alexander," said he, "that thar be no
more kings in this realm but you and I, and I let

you wit that I shall ordain for my sure keeping
sufficiently." On another occasion, ChrU 1

Chambers, formerly a squire in the household of
certain retainers of the house of Albany, who were Albany, who hud been admitted as an accomplice
-
-IT to exact a deep and terrible revenge for the in the plot, being seized with remorse, three several
ruction of that unfortunate family. times approached the royal presence intending to

e preparations of the conspirators were now warn the king of his danger, but his heart failed

kin ,T resoives nearly completed, while the king him, and he ultimately abandoned his design.
to keep his seems to have been totally uncon-

j

" And thus," adds the chronicler,
" as it was said

by the old wise fathers, many years before we
were born, what thing is destined to any person,
be it late, be it soon, at the last ever it cometh."t

Meanwhile the conspirators had completed their

plans, and fixed on the night

Christmas at

Perth
scious of his danger. If he had ever

entertained any apprehension of a

design against his life, his suspicions appear to

have vanished
;
and on the approach of Christmas,

he determined to keep the festival at Perth, a

step which greatly facilitated the schemes of the

traitors, by bringing their victim to the immediate

vicinity of the district in which Graham had taken

refuge. They accordingly resolved to avail them-

selves of the favourable opportunity thus afforded

them for the execution of their bloody enterprise.

Some surmises respecting their nefarious project

seem, in some way or other, to have got abroad,

and various intimations were made to the king of

the impending danger. As the monarch and his

suite were on their road to Perth, and were ap-

proaching the Frith of Forth, then called the Scot-

he is warned tish Sea, a Highland woman,who
by a Highland laid claim to the character of a

prophetess, presented herself be-

fore the royal cavalcade, and cried out with a loud

voice,
" My lord king, if ye pass this water ye

shall never return again alive." James was struck

with her appearance and language, for shortly

before, says the chronicler, he had read a predic-
tion that in the self-same year the King of Scots

should be slain, and, halting for a moment, com-
manded one of his knights to inquire of the woman
what she meant. She replied, that her informa-

tion came from one Huthart;f but, either from

carelessness or treachery, the knight remarked,
that no attention should be paid to the woman's

words, for she was but a drunken fool, and wist not

what she said.J The king, therefore, proceeded on
his journey, and having crossed the Frith, rode on

h, and took up his residence in the mona-

stery of the Dominicans or Black Friars. The Christ-

mas festivities were kept up by the court with

pirit and splendour, and day after day

uway in feudal pastimes and revelry. The

imself, wholly unsuspicious of his approach-
. was remarkably gay and cheerful. One

I'porary Account, p. 52.

Valu-r ^cntt conjectures that Huthart might either
t Jie same with Hiulikin, a Dutch spirit, or with the Kod-

. so powerful in the case of Lord Soulis, and
See "

Demonology and Witchcraft," p. 41.

, Contemporary Account, p 03.

,
,

The night ofthe
between the twentieth and the 20th of February

twenty-first of February for the &<! tor the

execution of their bloody enter-
m ^e'-

prise. On this fatal evening the king, and the

nobles and ladies of his court, were M
j i-i i -j i t.

M*nner in

occupied until long past midnight which the ktog
with the common amusements of spent the

the period, the game of chess and

of the tables, the reading romances, the harp, and
the song. The treacherous Athole was among the

company at supper, and remained till a late hour.

At this moment a last effort to save the king was

made by the Highland prophetess, who had followed

the court to Perth, and now knocked at the door of

the chamber, and so earnestly implored admission

that the usher informed the king of her \\

But his evil destiny prevailed; he bade her return

on the morrow, and she quitted the monastery, de-

claring that they should all repent that they would

not allow her now to speak with the king.f

About an hour after this, James called for the

voidee, or parting cup the signal for retiring to

rest, and the company dispersed. Sir Robert

Stewart, the chamberlain, was the last to leave

the apartment. To facilitate the entrance of the

conspirators, he had previously treachery <.fhi

destroyed the locks, and removed chamberlain,

the bars of the doors of the royal bedchamber, and

the outer room adjoining, which communicate

the passage; and about midnight he had placed

wooden boards and hurdles across the moat, which

surrounded the garden of the monastery, to enable

the murderers to enter without alarming the

warder. The king was standing before the I

in his nightgown and slippers, talking gaily *

the queen and her ladies of the bedchamber, w

there was a great noise and clashing of ann heard,

and torches flashed up from the garden.

threatened vengeance of the traitor Graham in-

t Ibid, p &

.

Contemporary Accoun^p.
53.
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taatlT darted on the king's remembrance,
and the

qwan'and the ladies flew to secure the door of the

efeaber : but to their consternarion they found the

locks aWllimrt and the bolts removed. James thus

1>BMT aware that a plot had been laid for his de-
j

JJM Milan, and calling to the women to keep the door
,

m tag as they were able, he attempted to force the
'

windows; but* they were barred with stanchions of
;

iron, and resisted all his efforts. At last, in utter des-

pair,he seized the tongsof thefire-place, andwrench-

is^ mp one ofthe boards of the floor, let himselfdown

jjto s small vault below the apartment and then

concealed the aperture by replacing the board.

This rmult, which was used as a common sewer,

had formerly had an opening into the outer court,

for the purpose of cleaning the apartment, and the

frfrg might in this way have effected his escape ;

bat it had unfortunately been built up only three

day* before, by his own orders, because when he

plejld at tennis in the courtyard the balls had

repeatedly rolled into the vault through that

aperture.* Meanwhile the conspirators burst open
the doors, and baring slain Walter Straiten, a page,

whoa they met in the passage, rushed towards the

king's bedchamber. The queen and her women

Rm4e soaeael endeavoured to barricade the door,

C Cukttis* and according to tradition, a young
l""*"- '

lady, named Catherine Douglas,

heroically thrust her arm into the staple from
which the bolt had been removed. But it was
uistaaUr broken, and the assassins rushed into the

rocai with naked weapons, throwing down and

ding eome.of the ladies as they ran shrieking
bio the farthest corner of the apartment. The
.a* w^o had nothing on but her kirtle and
wade, was paralyzed with horror, and stood
reeled to the spot without power of speech or

otieo, whilst one of the villains, in his brutal

ary, attacked, wounded, and would have slain her,
It aot been for a son of Graham's, who inter-

, aad said,
a What will you do, for shame of

it to the queen? She is but a woman. Let
idseek the king." The conspirators now

that James had escaped them, and they
VMfcfcll in every part of the chamber, and of

mag apartment, and
diligently examined

of probable concealment, but without
wd ftr a fruitless search they dispersed,

Ifceir acretiny through the other rooms
parts of the

monastery,
in* had now been gained, that it

Itaflj probable that assistance wouldtt to sTt the king's life ; but unhappily
it of bis confinement, and

ee for some time, and thinking
wre gone, he called to the
eta from the bed, to draw

l uncomfortable place of conceal-

[CHAP. XV.

- f "* w BjajsjH Vttl-
their attempt to effect this, Elizabeth

the queen's women, fell down
nd at this moment Thomas

the aswMins, who knew all the
* r

ejlepeirf Account

corners of the monastery, suddenly recollected the

vault Le.ieath the bedchamber, and feeling saliafi

that the king must be there concealed, returned

the apartment.* He at once discovered where the

floor had been broken, and, raising the plank, per-

ceived by the light of his torch the king, and the

lady who had fallen into the vault ; upon which he

called to his fellows with savage merriment,
"

Sirs,

the bride is found for whom we have sought, and

carolled all night."f Sir John Hall, another of the

traitors, then leaped down with a dagger in his

hand; hut the king, who was possessed of great

bodily strength and activity, seized him by the

throat, and by main force threw him under his feet

Hall's brother, who next descended, met with the

same fate
;
and so violently did the king grapple

with the murderers, that the marks of his gripe
were visible on their throats for weeks afterwards.

But they were armed w'th large
, .

*
,., T , ,, The murder.

knives, -while James was wholly

weaponless, and in the struggle to wrest their

weapons from them, his hands were severely cut

and mangled. Sir Robert Graham now came

to the assistance of his associates, and James,

worn out with the mortal contest, and finding
no further defence possible, earnestly implored
his mercy. But Graham replied fiercely,

" Thou

cruel tyrant, thou never hadst mercy upon thine

own noble kindred, nor upon any one else ; there-

fore no mercy shalt thou have here." Then said

the king,
" I beseech thee that for my soul's salva-

tion thou wilt let me have a confessor." " Thou

shalt have no confessor but this sword," replied
the assassin, and ran the unhappy prince through
the body, who instantly fell down, and continued

faintly to implore mercy, and to offer half his

kingdom for his life. And yet it is said that when
the blood-thirsty ruffian saw the king lying bleed-

ing under his feet, he was so much moved by the

piteous spectacle that he was about to come up,

leaving him still breathing ;
but his associates

above threatened him with instant death if he

did not complete the horrid deed ; upon which

Graham, with the assistance of the two Halls, fell

on the king -with their daggers, and slew him by

repeated wounds.}:
This atrocious murder being thus consummated,

the assassins sought for the queen, fearing her

revenge ; but she had fortunately made her escape.

By this time the alarm had been given, and the

citizens and the nobles, who were quartered in the

town, hearing the tumult, hastened to the spot

with torches and weapons. The traitors on their

approach fled in great haste, and were seen cross-

ing the moat by Sir David Dunbar, brother of the

Earl of March, who pursued and slew one of their

number, after being himself severely wounded.

The principal conspirators, however, succeeded in

Contemporary Account, p. 58. t H>id.

t Ibid. p. 59. There were sixteen wounds in his

breast alone.

S Ibid. p. 60.
" As he fought with them in their fleeing,

they cut off three of the fii^'i-rs at' his one hand, nnd smv
wonnded him upon his head."
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making their escape to the Highlands, expressing
their great regret that they had not killed the

en along with her husband, dreading her active

i inexorable vengeance.* And not without

ie of the good reason, for so zealous and un-

murderers wearied were her efforts to .trace

and apprehend the murderers, that in less than a

month they were all taken and brought to justice.

They had undoubtedly committed a crime of no

ordinary atrocity ; but the refined and complicated

tortures inflicted upon them were shocking to hu-

manity, and must have contributed in no small

:ree to defeat the end contemplated in their

punishment. Sir Robert Stewart and Christopher

Chambers were first taken and brought to Edin-

they are tor-
Dm'gn > where, after a full confession

tured and of their guilt, they were tortured,
executed. un(j then beheaded with an old

rusty axe, on a high scaffold raised in the midst of the

market-place, and their heads fixed upon the gates

of Perth. The aged Earl of Athole, who was ap-

prehended by the Earl of Angus, was next brought
to trial and condemned. He admitted that his

grandson had proposed such a conspiracy to him
;

Imt affirmed to the last, that he exerted every effort

to dissuade him from engaging in it, and believed

he had succeeded,t As Easter was approaching,
the cross on which his grandson had been tor-

mented was taken down, and he was tied to a pil-

lar in the city, with a paper diadem upon his head,

thrice inscribed with the name of traitor ;
his head

- then struck off, encircled with an iron crown,
and fixed upon the top of a spear. Shortly after,

the arch-conspirator, Graham, was captured in the

wilds of Mar, by two Highland chieftains, John

wart Gorm and Robert Duncanson, and con-

ed to Stirling. His remorseless courage sup-

ported him to the last, amid tortures the very re-

lation of which makes the blood run cold and the

Audacious de-
heart sicken. He boldly contended,

fence of Sir in the presence of the court, that
Graham.

fce ^ad a right to act as he had

done, and that, having renounced his allegiance,
under his hand and seal, and defied the king as his

mortal enemy, it was lawful for him to slay him
wherever they met

;
and if they did him justice

<>uld allow him to go free, seeing, said he,
he did no wrong nor sin, but only slew God's crea-

ture, Jiis enemy. The contemporary chronicler,
who seems to have had a friendly feeling towards

him, says,
" This same Sir Robert Graham, with

manly heart, and well advised, as a man well in-

structed in law and letters, said these words stand-

ing at the bar before the judges :

' I doubt it not,
that ye shall see the day and the time that ye shall

pray for my soul, for the great good that I have
done to you and all this realm of Scotland, that I

have thus slain and delivered you of so cruel a

tyrant, the greatest enemy Scots or Scotland could
'

Contemporary Account, p. 60.

,
* l hc

^'imtemporary Account assigns the chief part in

eoaapincy to Graham, but Buchanan and the other
istorians represent that audacious man as Athole's

tool.

VOL. I.

have, considering his unquenchable covotoumcM in
his youth, against all nature his tyranny immea-
surable, without pity or mercy to* friend or f.*-,

to high or low, to poor or rich.
"

Tlicse things," continue.* the old chronicler,"
will be rehearsed in Scotland many a year lit n--

aftcr
; for he was a man of gi cut heart and man-

hood, and full discreet, and : ,lar of law
,

positive, and canon, and civil both
; and \

adds, in sorrow,
" he was condemned."

" This was the sentence: there should be

brought a cart, in the middle of which there should
be set fast a tree, upright, longcrthan a man ; and
with that same knife thut he slew the king withal,
was his hand all upon high nailed fust to that tin-.

That done, the hangman was commanded with thut

same knife to cut off that hand from the arm.
After that, he was nailed, naked as he was tiwt

born of his mother, drawn tlirough the town, and
the tormentors on every side of him, with hooked
instruments of iron, fire hot, all red and glowing ;

they pinched and twinched his thighs, his legs, his

arms, his sides, his back, hi.s shoulders, his neck,
his womb, and over all his body, that was still siik

and piteous to look ujK>n. A\ ith the unsup]>ortable

pain of torment, he cried then pitcously, \\ith

deadly voice, for the pains and pa.s.-ions In

iered, saying to them, that they did that t

against the laws. ' This that ye have done to me
is only by the rigour of immeasurable tyranny.
All the world may clepe you Scotch tyrants, for

human nature will not suffer nor endure the pain-
ful and tyrannic tormenting that ye put me unto.

I doubt me full sore, that, if ye continue thus your
torments upon my wretched j>er*on, that by the

pain ye shall constrain me to deny my (

and if I so do I call you before God, th<

and chief Judge of all mankind after their deserts

at the universal doom, that ye be the very cause of

the loss of my soul.'
"

The miserable wretch was reserved for another

day of agony ;
but it is necessary to dra\\

over the horrid scene. He was at length beheaded,

and the dreadful tragedy terminated with the exe-

cution of Thomas Hall,
"
who, it was known,"

says the contemporary clironicler,
" was the prin-

cipal and the final cause of the king's death. And

thus ends this sorrowful and piteous chroni

James L, who was thus cut off in the prime of

life, and in the midst of lu's wise and energetic

measures for the improvement of his I'.

was by far the ablest sovereign that had oc-

cupied the Scottish throne since Chancier of

the days of King Robert Hruce :
J "

and it may be doubted whether any of his w*ccr-

sors have equalled him, either in tin- vigour

talents, or the extent and variety of his accompluh-

* "The evil spirit
which ;

Walter Scott,
" and seemed to speak by lit* mouth, j>iw

a false prophet: the immortality '

tained was only conferred by a popular ri

' Kobert Graham
That kill.-.!

(jud ki\-' huti r-LauM.'
"

N K
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, Hb natural abilities, indeed, were of the

UUbftt outer, and had been early called forth into

Mtwity. both by arduous cultivation, and by the

tare Ictsniu of adversity. His protracted resi-

dcoes in England enabled him to study the science

tf government to the best advantage, and he ac-

qcircd in this school a knowledge of the art of ad-

jfot^^tian, which he could hardly have learned

in h own kingdom. The enlarged and sagacious

r of his political
views is proved by the

with which, undeterred by threatened

r, he uprooted time-honoured abuses, and

introduced the most extensive and beneficial

changes into the constitution of the country. The

introduction of the principle of representation in

the meetings of the three Estates of the realm, and

tht frequency and regularity with which they were

assembled the publication, for the first time, of

tat Acti ofParliament in the language of the com-

oo people the steps taken to give the utmost

publicity to the statutes passed by the legislature

At institution of the Court of Session, and the

aOMKNS* enactments of his reign for the mainten-

ance of law and order, and the due administration

of jastice to til Classen of the community, vindicate

hit claim to the character of a wise and good sove-

reign, and show his enlightened and deep anxiety
to promote the welfare of his subjects.

" James

hsi tfculium OQgQt to found the basis of his

for th*omoM>a power on the affections of his

people. He attached the lower
to him by the reformation of abuses, the

and equitable administration of justice,

rtgement of the arts of peace, and the
of every thing that could diffuse com-

fat, competency, and innocent enjoyment through
the humblest ranks of society. He mingled oc-

casionally among the common people in disguises ;

visited their firesides; entered into their cares,

thtirptawuts, and their amusements; informed
tf of their mechanical arts, and how they

I best be patronized and improved, and was
hut a aU-ptrrtdbg spirit, watching with a be-

at eyt over the meanest of his subjects." As

yP*^*T> 08tn expected, James was highly popu-
of the

and equi-
and

willingly took refuge
is protection from the grievous oppression

oarons. But his turbulent and
ihty regarded him with very different
d, it cannot be denied, that in his

to curb their exorbitant power, to

strip them of those dangerous im-
mnities which they had usurped

doting the anarchy of the pre-
punish those who had

yof flagrant offences, he
displayed an

. n^' M ^ tomctime Bordered on
It/. Bvtthe enls of the feudal system had,

during the feeble sway of his predecessors, and the

long usurpation of Albany, grown up to a rankness

which could be repressed only by the adoption of

the most vigorous measures, while the long exile of

James in a foreign land, through the unprincipled
ambition of his uncle, and the state of anarchy in

which he found his kingdom on his return, made

revenge appear almost in the light of a duty, and

may account for, if it cannot justify, the unrelent-

ing rigour -with which he pursued his uncle's

family to utter ruin.

The personal accomplishments of James were of

a very high order. He was well _Ms personal

learned, we are told,
" to fight accomplish-

with the sword, to joust, to tour- ments-

ney, to wrestle, to sing, and dance. He was an

expert mediciner, right crafty in playing both of

lute and harp, and sundry other instruments of

music, and was expert in grammar, oratory, and

poetry." He was an eminent calligrapher, illumi-

nator, and painter in miniature. Gardening was a

favourite amusement with him, as it was with his

predecessor the good King David L, and he took

great pleasure in planting shrubs and trees, and

in grafting.* He contributed greatly to improve
the national music of Scotland, and wrote several

poems, both serious and comic, which bear the

stamp of original genius, and are remarkable for a

grace and elegance which were previously un-

known to Scottish writers. In person, James was

rather below the middle size, but possessed of such

strength and activity, as to excel in the games of

chivalry, and in all the manly exercises of the age.
This excellent prince perished in the forty-

fourth year of his age, and the thirteenth of his

reign, and was buried in the church of the Car-

thusians at Perth. He left one

son, James, his successor, and five

daughters, of whom, Margaret, the eldest, inherited

her father's love of literature and taste for poetry.
But her husband, the Dauphin, afterwards Louis

XI. of France, was notorious for his duplicity and

falsehood, his mean malignity and gross licentious-

ness, and her lot was singularly wretched. She

was neglected and contemned by her infamous

husband, and is believed to have fallen a victim,

in her twenty-second year, to a base calumny, in-

vented by one of his unworthy courtiers, t Her
sister Eleanor, who married Sigismund, Duke of

Austria, -was equally fond of literature, and trans-

lated the romance of Ponthus et Sidoyne into Ger-

man for the amusement of her husband. James's

remaining daughters were Isabel, married to Fran-

cis, Duke of Bretagne; Mary, to the Count dc

Boucquan, son to the Lord of Campvere ;
and Jane,

to the Earl of Angus, and subsequently to the Earl

of Morton.

* Scotichron. vol. ii. p. 514.
t "Her accuser," says Pinkerton, "was proved to be a

1

scoundrel
'

and ' common liar ;' qualities which, doubtless,

recommended him to the special protection of Louis.'

History, vol. L pp. 199201, and note (8). For the cha-

racter of Louis see Introduction to Quentin Durward.

his children.
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CHAPTER XVI.

ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY.

A.D. 1370 H3G.

THE ecclesiastical establishment of Scotland had

now become completely assimilated, in the general

outline of its constitution, to the other churches

which acknowledged the supremacy of the Roman

pontiff.
The provincial councils of the clergy ap-

pear to have been regularly assembled, but their

9 are imperfectly recorded, as they contain little

or nothing of much interest. The following

Privileges of P388*?6 gives in
.

brief compass a

the Scottish comprehensive view of the pri-

clergy. vileges enjoyed by the Scottish

church at this period.
" The clergy seem to have

possessed an exemption from tribute and war, and

from the sentence of a temporal judge ;
a judicial

authority in the spiritual causes of tithes, testa-

ments, matrimonial, and heretical affairs
;
freedom

lo let land and tithes
;
submission to no foreign

church but the Pope alone ;
a power of holding

provincial councils for the regulation of the national

church. In benefices, the pontiff had only the

right of confirmation and deprivation, and the pur-
chase of any benefice at Rome was strictly prohi-

bited. The bishops were elected by the chapter,

and the royal recommendation seems seldom to

have intervened. Abbots were chosen by the

monks alone
;
the secular clergy were named by the

proprietors of the lands. These clergy were either

parsons (rectors) or vicars. Many were in the

appointment of the bishops and of the collegiate

bodies whose chapters they formed. Hence the

uatronage was much confined. Many sees and

abbeys were opulent ;
but James III. seems to have

been the first monarch who seized and made a

traffic of the nomination.*

As might naturally be expected, in an age when

Superstitious
^ne great mass of the people were

"-'es. immersed in gross ignorance, su-

perstitious notions and usages were widely preva-
lent in Scotland at this period. The virtue of the

mass,t and of the relics of saints, the adoration of

images and of the cross, the eflicacy of indulgences
and the importance of confession, of processions,
and of pilgrimages, were zealously inculcated by
the priests, and credulously believed by the people.

Immense numbers of pilgrims tra-
Fugnmages.

'

t_i *
veiled to the various shrines ot

saints and martyrs, not only in Scotland and Eng-
land, but even on the continent. If, however, we

may credit the statements of contemporary writers,
the extreme frequency of these pilgrimages did not

originate wholly in religious zeal. A graphic de-

1

Pinkerton's History, vol. i. p. 173.
+ Even the learned Bower, the continuator of Fordun,

. ith all gravity an example of the virtue of the mass
three monks of his monastery who were bringing

ale in a boat that was lost.

scription of what the fashionable pilgrimages of
the time really were, is given by William Thorpe,
one of the early followers of Wycliffe, in his defence
before Archbishop Arundcl :

"
Examine," he Mjs," whosoever will, twenty of these pilgrims, and

he shall not find the man or wo-
Clurmctormnd

man that knows surely a com- coinlwt of the

mandment of God, nor can say pilgrim*.

their Pater-noster and Ave-Maria, nor their creeds

readily in any language."
" The cause," he affirm*,

"
why that many men and women go hither and

thither now on pilgrimages, is more for the health

of their bodies than of their souls, more to have
riches and prosperity of this world than to be en-

riched with virtues in their souls, more to have
here worldly and fleshly friendship than to have

friendship of God and of his saints in heaven."

Such persons as thus spend much money in seeking
and visiting the bones of this or that saint, do that,

he contends, which is in direct disobedience to the

command of God, inasmuch as they waste their

goods partly upon hostellers (or inn-keepers) many
of whom are women of profligate conduct, partly

upon rich priests that already have much more
than they need. "

Also," he concludes,
"

I know

well, that when divers men and women will go
thus after their own wills, and finding out one pil-

grimage, they will ordain with them (arrange with

one another) before to have with them both men
and women that can well sing wanton songs, and

some other pilgrims will have with them bagpipes ;

so that every town they come through, what with

the noise of their singing, with the sound of their

piping, with the jangling of their Canterbury

bells, and with the barking out of dogs after them,

they make more noise than if the king came there-

away with all his clarions and many other min-

strels. And if these men and women be a month

in their pilgrimage many of them shall be an halt-

year after janglers, tale-tellers, and liars."* Tho

most noted Scottish pilgrimage appears to have

been Whithern, in Galloway, and great numbers of

pilgrims resorted to this shrine from England, and

even from foreign countries. Rabelais mentions

the frequent pilgrimages to St. Triegnnn, which is

supposed to be a corruption of St. Ninian, Ui

founder of the bishopric of Whithcrn.f

It was at this period that the doctrines of Wyc-
liffe appeared for the first time in Fim 8pp4MU1Jwe

Scotland. The disciples of this ,

great reformer had already become
'

very numerous in England, where

they had undergone a fierce persecution
at the

hands of the Romish hierarchy. Great numb

were condemned to the stake, and others suffered

prolonged imprisonment, whipping, and rim

punishments. Some of these zealous opponent

papal errors soon penetrated
into the nortl

division of the island, cither in search of a refuge

Foxe's Acts and Monuments. Pictorial History of

is tho Scottish corruption of St Nm
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from the persecntion
of their enemies, , or, more

probablr. from an ardfiit chsirc to propagate the

troth. "They were usually termed Lollards, pro-.

hahlr from the German reformer, Walter Lolhard,

who was bornt at Cologne, in 1322. for his preach-

ing against the mass, extreme unction, ^he cfficacy

taee, and the authority assumed; by the

The English and Scottish Lollards were

oos opponents of the pretensions of the

hierarchy, and appear to
havt^eld nearly

the ftf* doctrines with Luther and his followers

ia the next century. A very distinct account of

-

}

.

creed U given in a petition which they pre-

11 to the House of Commons in 1395, in which

Opinion* kU they maintain, that " the posses-

V? OM LoIbnU. gjon of temporalities by the clergy

fe contrary to the law of Christianity, and destruc-

tive of faith, hope, and charity ;
that the Romish

urieetbood is not that established by Christ ;
that

oatward rites of worship have no warrant in Scrip-

tare, and are of little or no importance ;
that the

crlibary of the clergy is the occasion of scandalous

irregularities in the whole church
;
that the pre-

tended miracle of transubstantiation tends to make

people idolatrous ; that exorcisms and benedictions

orer wine, bread, water, oil, salt, &c.,

i in diem of necromancy than of religion ;

that the clergy, by accepting secular places under

thegovernment, become hermaphrodites,attempting
at the same time to serve both God and Mammon

;

that piayeis made for the dead are more likely to

oe dieplnosing than otherwise to the Almighty, in-

oomnch as for one among other reasons, they are

probably, in most eases, offered for persons (more

especially the founders of monasteries and other

each peroicioeji endowments) who have already
been consigned to punishment for their evil lives,

and are beyond the reach of mercy ;
that pilgrim-

afos and prayers made to images, are nearly akin

to idolatry ; that auricular confession is a highly
Bbjeotionable practice ; that priests have no power

for sin ; that to take away the life

of nan. enher in war or by sentence of a court
t* JMtiee. ia expressly contrary to the spirit and

precepts of Christianity ; and, lastly, that certain

tfedee ought to be pat down, as both unnecessary
n-l the occasion of a great deal of sin, especially

those of the goldsmith and the sword-cutler, both
of which, though they might he tolerated under
the Moseie dispensation, were not lawful under
that of the New Testament"

It was not at all unnatural that the clergy should
regard with the greatest alarm the spread of doc-
riaee Uke thaw, which struck at the very root of
the papal system; hut tin- measures which they

jdojtfed
for their nppreesion were in the highest

dtfree onjostinablr and impolitic. In the year
TrWeM HW, John Resby, an English

JMHeecf priest, of the school of Wycliife,
who had preached the tenets of

T with great boldness and zeal, was ap-
1>ictori*1

prehended on a charge of heresy, and brought be-

fore a clerical council, presided over by Laurence

of Lindores, an eminent doctor of theology. He
was charged with no fewer than forty heretical

opinions, the principal of which were, that penance
and auricular confession are of no avail

; that the

pope is not the vicar of Christ
;
and that he was

not to be esteemed pope if he was a man of wicked

life. Resby.made a courageous and eloquent de-

fence; but, as was to be expected, he failed to

convince his ecclesiastical judges, by whom he was
found guilty, and barbarously condemned to the

flames. This intrepid witness for the truth was

accordingly burnt at Perth along with his books

and writings.* The conduct of the clergy, in thus

kindling the flames of religious persecution, was

abetted, if not instigated, by Albany, whose zeal

foi the purity of the Romish faith, and hatred of

Lollards and heretics, are gratefully commemorated

by Wyntown.f The execution of Resby is the first

example of persecution for religious opinions which

is recorded in Scottish history, and, as has invari-

ably been the case, this cruel attempt to quench
the doctrines of the reformers served only to

strengthen their hold on the popular mind. The

blood of the martyr proved the seed of the church.

His little treatises, explaining and
spread of his

defending the opinions for which doctrines.

he suffered, were carefully preserved by his dis-

ciples, who held secret meetings for the discussion

of those doctrines which they had been taught by
their instructor, and which they resolutely main-

tained, although they were afraid openly to avow

them. Bower tells us, that there were still in his

day some unhappy persons, instigated by the devil,

by whom the writings of Resby were carefully

preserved, and their pernicious heresies cherished,

in accordance with the scriptural text, that " stolen

waters are sweet, and bread eaten in secret is

pleasant." It is certain that the new opinions
continued steadily to gain ground statute :..

in Scotland, for an Act was passed theLol

for their suppression by the parliament which as-

sembled at Perth in 1424, after the return of

James I. from England. This statute directed that

the bishops should make strict inquisition within

their respective dioceses for all Lollards and other

heretics, in order that they might be punished ac-

cording to the laws of the holy church ;
and that,

if necessary, the civil power should be called in

for that purpose, in aid of the ecclesiastical.^

It does not appear, however, that any person
was brought to the stake in Scot-

Pau] Crawar ^
land, for heresy, after the death of condemned and

Resby, till the year 1433, when
Paul Crawar, a Bohemian, was
burnt at St. Andrews, on the 23rd of July. Crawar,

who is admitted by his enemies to have been a

Fordun, a Goodal, vol. ii. pp. 442, 443.

t
" He was a constant Catholic,
All Lollard he hated and heretic."

Vol. ii. p. 419

I Acts of the Scottish Parliament, vol. ii. p. ?
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his doctrines.

person of great learning and of remarkable acute-

ni'ss und dexterity in argument, had been sent by
the reformers of Prague to open a communication

with their brethren in Scotland. He was a phy-
sician by profession, and his recommendatory let-

ters spoke highly of his eminence in the healing

art ;
but he appears to have followed this profession

principally for the purpose of obtaining a favour-

able opportunity to disseminate his religious opin-

ions. There can be no doubt that he made many
converts, and that the disciples of "Wycliffe in

Scotland had by this time greatly increased in

number, for, in the account given of the trial of the

Bohemian, he is spoken of as an emissary to a nu-

merous body sharing the sentiments of himself and

his countrymen. The zeal and success with which

he propagated his doctrinal views excited the alarm

and indignation of the clergy, and he was seized

and brought before Laurence of Lindores, the same

cruel and bigoted inquisitor who sat in judgment

upon llesby. From the exposition of his opinions

given by Bower, it is evident that

Crawar held, on most points, the

tenets of Wycliffe, Huss, and Jerome of Prague.
He affirmed that purgatory was a cunningly-de-
vised fable, the efficacy of pilgimages an imposi-

tion, and that the doctrines of transubstantiatiori,

the power of the "
keys," and priestly absolution,

were vain devices of human invention. He strenu-

ously asserted the right of the laity to the free

perusal of the Holy Scriptures; and, what was

probably regarded as the most obnoxious of all his

heretical opinions, he asserted, that, in temporal

matters, the spiritual should be subordinate to the

civil, and that magistrates had a right to try and

punish ecclesiastics who had been guilty of cri-

minal offences. In the celebration of the Lord's

Supper, Crawar and bis followers rejected the un-

authorized rites of the Romish church, and closely
followed the example of the primitive Christians.

They commenced the service by the Lord's Prayer,
after which they read the history of the institution

of the ordinance, as contained in the New Testa-

ment, and then proceeded to distribute the ele-

ments, using common bread, and a common drink-

ing cup or goblet.* When brought before the

ecclesiastical court, the Bohemian reformer cou-

rageously avowed the opinions which he held, and

supported them by the most cogent arguments, and

by apposite quotations from the sacred volume. But
his powerful reasoning and profound knowledge of

the Holy Scriptures availed him nothing in his

contest with his remorseless persecutors. He was

condemned to the stake, and underwent the cruel

sentence with a courage and composure which had
a powerful influence on the minds of the people.
The perpetrators of this atrocious act, and their

apologists, have endeavoured to blacken the me-

mory of their victim by imputing to him a denial

of the resurrection of the dead, and affirming that

his followers recommended a community of goods,
*

Fonlun, a Goodal, vol. ii. pp. 495, 496. Tytler, vol. iii.

J.'-iU.

and lived gross and licentious lives, the very
calumnious accusation .jvliich the heathen wriu-ni

brought against the d&ciples of Christ in the early
ages of Christianity.

It may excite surprise that a sovereign to saga-
cious and -enlightened as James, policy of Uw
should have countenanced or per- king
mitted these cruel proceedings; but the clergy
were his

mo^t powerful auxiliaries in hia deadly
struggle

witjjjt
the feudal aristocracy, and he had

been trained"m a bad school for the acquirement of
correct opinions respecting religious freedom and
toleration. The sanguinary persecutions of the

Lollards, which took place in England during the

reigns of Henry IV. and his son,* who scrupled at

nothing to gain the favour of the clergy, must
have exercised a most injurious influence on the
mind of the youthful monarch, accustoming him to

witness scenes of suffering and cruelty, and to see

human lives sacrificed without scruple, for the

accomplishment of selfish objects. Accordinglv, on
his return to his own country, he appears to have

adopted the policy of his instructors without anv

misgiving, and to have unhesitatingly lent himself

to the support of the clergy in their unscrupulous

attempt to exterminate the doctrines of the re-

formers. In other respects, James's love for the

church was shown in a way more in accordance

with his general character. Though he is said to

have grudged the liberal donations which his pre-
decessor David I., that " sore saint for the crown,"

bestowed upon the church, and his own income,
in consequence of the dilapidation of the royal re-

venues during his captivity was too limited to

permit him to become the founder or benefactor

of religious houses, he clearly perceived that, amid

prevailing ignorance and barbarism, the clergy
were the best instruments he could _jli8 encourmge.

employ in promoting the education ment of the

and civilization of the people. He clergy

therefore sought to cultivate their friendship, and

availed himself of their great influence in the pro-

secution of his plans for the diminution of the

power of the nobility and the general improve-
ment of the country. Immediately after his u-turn

from England, with the view of conciliating the

clergy, an enactment was passed by the parliament,

commanding all men to honour the church, declar-

ing that the clergy should enjoy in all things

their ancient freedom and established privileges,

and strictly prohibiting any interference with their

granting leases of thir lands or tithes. In the

* Great numbers suffered for their religion* <>:

under these monarchs, who were determined persecutor*,

sparing no rank or age. Holinshed mentions a mo*t thock-

ing example of the cruelty of Henry V. while Prince of

Wales. He was present at the execution of one Hadl>r,

who was burnt for his denial of transubsUnti:f

the fire was kindled, hearing him make roaring noise rerr

pitifully, the prince caused the fire to be plucked back, and

offered him his life and a pension if he would recant." Bnt

the intrepid martyr refused, choosing to die rather than tr

forsake his opinions.
"
Whereupon ilie prince commanded

that he should be put into the tun a^-ain, fn.m thenceforth

not to have any favour or pardon nt all : and w> it was done,

and the fire put to him a#n, and he consumed to ashes.-
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ow twr (H23) James issued a commission

to the primt, Henry Wardlaw, Bishop of St

Andrew* SQthorizing him to resume all the church

tads which had been alienated during the regency

f Albany t orders were given to the justiciars of

the realm to assist in the recovery of the lost pro-

perty, and the bishop was commissioned to pro-

uatnn the sentence ofexcommunication on all who

afrriH offer any resistance.* James also revivec

the custom of holding general councils, which hac

ikn into desuetude. He exercised a watchfu

ntrol over the various religious establishments

rhout the country, and the manners and

i of their inmates, and finding that the Bene-

> and Augustine monks had become relaxed

in their discipline, he wrote to them an affectionate

of admonition and reproof,f James was

4 BM! IB e<luaMy vigilant in repressing the

abuses which had crept into the

ecclesiastical state of the country,

frosa the purchase of pensions from the pope, aiid

of the presentations to benefices and important
clerical offices. Stringent enactments were passed,

frrirfiMiffy these disgraceful practices under heavy

penalties; and with the view of preventing them,
o clerk was allowed to pass beyond seas without

aa expms licence from the king, and it was made
isjembrat on him, first to show good cause for his

expedition, and to give security that he should not

be guilty ofany kind of simony or "
barratrie."J

It u gratifying to be able to turn for relief from

FowMUiioa at the melancholy scenes of intestine

is* t n.K-nitr feud and religious persecution,w~
to the pleasing spectacle of the

of the University of St Andrews,
ras founded in the year 1410, under the
of Henry Wardlaw, the bishop of that

aea.J Before the foundation of this institution, the
Scottish youth were obliged to resort to the English
asjd Continental universities for the opportunities
af prosscutiBf their studies in the higher branches
af osHsnafinn. In the year 1282, Devorguilla, the

Wfhtar of Alan, Lord of Galloway, and wife of
* Balioll est.bli.ht-d Baliol College in Oxford,

wMah w no doubt intended for the reception of
** *det8; and in 1326, the Scotch College

Para wms founded by the
liberality of David,

Moray. But to Bishop Wardlaw belongs
' War of erecting a temple to learning at
BM, and thus rendering it

unnecessary for the

History,

r.r4Mi.ToULf.fl08
*l" **' ** .

at hitn'Rhly celebrated for

ttL _f .^~ f..
"TO

household com-
y, and proposed

iU regulation and
and named as the

Scottish youth to resort to other lands in pursuit

of knowledge. In the papal bull which sanctioned

the new seminary, it is declared that the bishop
and his associates had been stirred up to the under-

taking by the consideration of the many dangers
and inconveniences to which the clergy of Scotland,

who desired to be instructed in theology, the canon

and civil laws, medicine, and the liberal arts, were

exposed from wars and other impediments in their

journeys to foreign stadia generalia, in consequence
of there being no such institution to which thev

might resort in their own country. The origin of

the new seminary was sufficiently simple. A few

men of letters in the city of St. Andrews formed

themselves into an association, under the auspices

of the bishop, for the purpose of giving instruction

in the higher branches of science and philosophy
to all who chose to attend their lectures. Their

names, as recorded by Fordun, -were Laurence Lin-

dores, an eminent doctor of theo- its first

logy, who undertook to explain professors

the fourth book of the Sentences of Peter Lom-

bard; Richard Cornel, Archdeacon of Lothian
;

John Litster, Canon of St. Andrews
;
John Shevez,

Official of St. Andrews; William Stephen, after-

wards Bishop of Dunblane, who lectured on the

civil and canon laws; and John Gyll, William

Foulis, and William Crosier, who taught logic and

philosophy. The public lectures commenced in

the year 1410, and in the charter or grant of pri-

vileges, which is dated 27th February, 1411, and

addressed to the venerable doctors, masters, bache-

lors, and scholars dwelling in the city of St.

Andrews, by whom the institution had been so

laudably begun, the bishop formally endows the

new seminary with all the rights and privileges of

a university, in so far as his jurisdiction extended.

But it was not until after the lapse of two years
and a half that the establishment was sanctioned

by the papal authority.
At this period there were no fewer than three

rival popes, each claiming to be _it is sanctioned

the head of the church. The king- by the papal

dom of Scotland adhered to Bene- anthon^

diet XII.
; from him, therefore, the bulls of con-

firmation were obtained. These bulls, which are

six in number, all dated the same day, the 2ith

of August, 1413, at Paniscola, in Arragon, where

Benedict kept his court, profess to be granted at

the request of the Scottish king, and of the bishop,

prior, and chapter of St. Andrews, whose project
of

establishing a university or studium genernle
in

that city is expressly stated to have been formed

with the counsel, consent, and common participa-

tion of the three Estates of the realm of Scot-

and.* On the 3rd of February, 1414, the papa!

mils, which endowed the infant seminary with

all the privileges of a university, were brought

to St Andrews by Henry Ogilvy, master of arts,

and their arrival was welcomed by proco
and the ringing of bells, and every demonstration

See Evidence taken by the Scottish University Com

missionere, voL iii. p. 171.
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of public joy. On the following day, which was
| bull from obligation to personal residence, as long

Sunday, the clergy assembled in solemn convoca-
j

as they taught in the university. Beside*' its civil

and criminal jurisdiction, the university possessed
ecclesiastical powers, in the exercise of which it

sometimes proceeded to excommunication. It may

tion in the refectory, and heard the papal bulls

read in the presence of the bishop, the chancellor

of the university. They then walked in proces-
sion to the high altar, where Te Deum was sung

by the whole of the vast assembly, consisting of

the dignitaries of the church, arrayed in their

richest robes, and of four hundred clerks, besides

novices and lay-brothers, and an immense mul-
1
the abbey in all public procession*.

be mentioned, as an evidence of the respect paid to

literature, that in consequence of a dispute which
had arisen, it was determined that the rector of the

university should take precedence of the prior of

titude of spectators. High mass was then cele-

brated, and after the conclusion of the service, the

emaiuder of the day was spent in joyous

festivity.*
" The University of St. Andrews was formed on

Constitution of the model of those of Paris and

niversity Bologna, and enjoyed the same

privileges. All its members, or supposts, as they
are called, including the students who had attained

the degree of bachelor, as well as the masters, were

divided into nations, according to the places from

which they came. At a congregation, or general

meeting, they elected four procurators, who had
a right to act for them in all causes in which their

interests were concerned ; and four intrants, or

electors, by whom the rector was chosen. The
rector was the chief magistrate, and had authority
to judge and pronounce sentence, with the advice

and consent of his assessors, in all causes, civil and

criminal, relating to members of the university,
with the exception of crimes which incurred the

highest punishment. He had a right to repledge

any member of the university who might be called

before any other judge, civil or ecclesiastical ;
and

in certain cases, those who did not belong to the

university might be called before the rector's court,

upon the complaint of a master or student. It is

natural to suppose, that the exercise of these

powers would give occasion to a collision of au-

thorities
;
and accordingly, a concordat was entered

into at an early period between the university and
the magistrates of the city, by which the limits of

their jurisdictions were defined and adjusted. The

university had the right of purchasing victuals free

from custom within the city and the regality of

the abbey. It was also exempted from paying all

other imposts and taxes, even those levied by the

Estates, with the exception of what is called the

great custom. Its members enjoyed immunity from
the duties exacted for confirming testaments

;
and

such of them as were clergymen, and possessed

oenefices, with cure, were liberated by the papal
* Scotichroii. vol. ii. pp. 445, 446.

For the direction of its literary affairs, the mem-
bers of the university were divided into faculties,

according to the sciences that were taught At
the head of these was a dean, who presided at the

meetings of the masters of his faculty, for regulating
the mode of study, and for examinations. The
chancellor presided at meetings of the university
for the conferring of degrees. It was long before

medicine was taught as a separate science in our

universities
;
and it does not appear that they were

accustomed anciently to confer degrees in law.

The branches taught were the arts, or philosophy,
canon law, and divinity.
However limited this course of education was,

and however rude and imperfect the mode in which

it was conducted, such an institution could not fail

to produce effects favourable to the progress of

knowledge. The erection of the University of

St. Andrews may be regarded as marking the

first dawn of learning in Scotland. Attracted by

novelty, or animated by that thirst for knowledge
which has always characterized Scotchmen, stu-

dents came to St Andrews from every part of the

kingdom."*
When King James returned from England, in

1424, he found the university _iu prmleges
still flourishing under the pro- confirmed by

tection of its venerable founder,
JsaeaL

his own early instructor. Besides granting it a

charter, dated at Perth, 3rd March, 1432, confirm-

ing all its privileges and immunities, James assem-

bled the most distinguished of the professors and

students, and, after conversing familiarly with

them, and applauding their exertions, rewarded

them, according to their merit, with offices in the

state or benefices in the church. According to

Boece, the institution enjoyed such prosperity

under his patronage, that it soon numbered among
its teachers no fewer than thirteen doctors of

divinity and eight doctors of laws, whose prelec-

tions were attended by a prodigious multitude Cs*

students.

* M'Crie'i Life of Melville, pp. I-44L
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CHAPTER XVIL

COJCDITIOX OF THE PEOPLE.

Tn long war* with England, and the fierce

_ __ domestic feuds of the nobles, not

UJSJ only retarded the social progress

fen (* Jnn of Scotland, hut threw it hack a

wi*"***04
century in the career of civiliza-

tion. Thert can be no doubt that the agriculture,

toad*, and commerce of the country were in a much

man flourishing state, and that the inhabitants

possessed a larger share of necessaries and corn-

fed* of life during the reign of Alexander III. than

at the atcc*simi of James I. The social habits of

tk* Sffrtti**1 people in these unfavourable circum-

stance* inevitably acquired a rudeness and ferocity

mmpnndina; to their external condition. Ac-

cording to Froissart, (whose visit to Scotland,

afrffgt tLe year 1360, forms an epoch in the history

of the national manners ;)
the French auxiliaries,

who " over in the year 1385, shuddered at the

and barbarism of the country. . The city of

he tells us, was at this time not so

i a* Valenciennes or Tourney, and though it

contained four thousand houses,

these were merely small wooden

cowed with straw, which their owners

and set on fire with little reluctance,

an enemy appeared.* Even so late as

tk* reign of James I., we are informed by ^Eneas

Sylvius, (afterwards Pope Pius II.,) that the houses

ia> the towns of Scotland, when constructed of

too* at all, were built without lime, and in the

vflbf** they were roofed with turf, while a cow-

kid* supplied the place of a door.f Froissart

tat** that the nooses of the borderers, and those

who Juk*hit*d toe districts which were exposed to

Uw inrumoa* of the enemy, were of a still more

consisting merely of four or

to rapport the turf walls and a roof of

so that a man could erect a dwelling of

tkfc kind in three days. On the approach of the

B*jfti*k tkey unroofed these temporary structures,
a*d carrying off their flocks and herds and house-
hold otttff, retired into the mountain fastnesses and

of tk* (brents, where thi-y remained in

Oil tb* enemy was compelled to retreat
vdar to *ae*p* starvation, when the inhabitants

rrged from tbcir retreats, and with a few stakes
ad wattles rebuilt tbeir ruined habitations. The
Moor aceonsaodatioas of such a people must have
OM of tb* MO* miserable kind. jEneas Sylvius

tbat tb* common people were poor and
and though they had
of flesh and fish, yet

"

as an absolute dainty among
Tb* men, be adds, are small in stature,

but bold i tb* women fair and comely. J Another

iMiss.foi. tt.enap. cu.

{JJ**.~
LL PP U,1W.

contemporary author states that Scotland is rich

in fish, flesh, and milk, but the country is nioun-

tainous and strange, and the people rough and

savage ;
and Froissart informs us that the French

knights, who came over under John de Vienne, in

the reign of Robert II., could obtain no wine in

Scotland but at a great price, while the ale was

weak and thin, and the bread made of barley or

oats.* The state of the people
" in the region

where agriculture was not used" was still more

wretched than that of their fellow countrymen in

the " cultivated lowlands." The wild Scots, who

speak a different language, we are told, were some-

times reduced to eat the bark of trees. Milk in its

various modes of preparation formed a principal

article of food among the common people. Meat

boiled with oatmeal, or fish, formed their meals on

more important occasions. Bread and vegetables

were little used a circumstance which may, pro-

bably, account for the prevalence of the cutaneous

disease called leprosy.f Great quantities of salmon

and other fish were taken in the rivers, and formed

an important article both of diet and of export.

The immense forests which at one time covered

the face of the country were now
Dilapidation of

greatly dilapidated. JEneas Syl- jbe
forests,

vius says, he found the country generally devoid

of trees, but there was a sulphureous stone dug

up whichwas used for firing : and again, that coals

were given to the poor at the church-doors by way
of alms, the country being denuded of wood.J The

statement of this author is incidentally corro-

borated by the statute enacted by the parliament
in 1424, regarding those defaulters who steal green

wood, or strip the trees of their bark, under cover

of the night. Unfortunately this decay of the

forests was not owing to the progress of agricul-

ture. On the contrary, there is reason to believe

that many districts which had at one time been

brought under cultivation were allowed to return

to a state of nature, in consequence state of

of the unsettled condition of the agriculture-

country. The evils resulting from this neglect of

agricultural operations, attracted the attention of

James I. immediately on his return to his own king-

dom ; and various enactments were passed by the

legislature for the protection and encouragement
of husbandry. It was ordained, that every man of

such a condition in life as made it proper that he

should be a labourer or husbandman, should cither

become the half-proprietor of an ox and a plough,

or dig every day a portion of land seven feet in

length, and six feet in breadth. enactments

It was also declared, that every for its

farmer and husbandman who pos-
encou

sessed a plough and eight oxen, should sow annu-

*
Chronicles, vol. ii. chap. clx.

brought to market, it was to be seized by
the bailies

sent immediately to the
"
lipper folk" (leprous folk )

species of harltarons economy, it has been justly reman
which say iittle for the humanity of the age.

t Pinkerton, vol. L p. l&O.
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ally a firlot, or four Scottish pecks of wheat, half a the trade. Stow mentions, that Sir Robert Utnfra-
firlot of pease, and forty heans, under a penalty ville, the English Vice-Admiral, in m, exj*-ditjem

to Scotland in 1410. besides plundering t!ie country
on both coasts of the Frith of I'm th. carried off a*

prizes fourteen "good ships" laden with woollen
and linen eloth ; pilch, tar; woad; meal, wheat and
rye; in addition to many which he burm-il. It U
probable, however, that some of the vettucU taken

by Umfraville might belong to foreigners. Donee-
tic traffic was chiefly carried on at fairs, which were
usually held on the day of the saint to wh-

parish church was dedicated. Thither the merchant

brought his goods, and the fanner and the hu-
bandmcn the produce of their lands ;

:

return the necessaries or luxuries imported from
the continent. We learn

incidentally, that at
this period the richer nobles and gentry, and the

higher clergy, and even the sovereign himself, not

unfrequently engaged in mercantile adventures.

The Duke of Albany, for example, was the pro-

prietor of a vessel which carried six hundred

quarters of malt, and was navigated by a master
and twenty-four sailors. In the year 1404, a

richly-laden vessel, belonging to Henry Wardlaw,

Bishop of St. Andrews, was taken by the English.
About the same time, the Earl of Douglas freighted
a vessel to trade in Normandy and Rochelle ; and
at a later period, a ship named the Mary of Leith,

belonging to King James I., obtained a safe con-

duct from the English monarch to unship her cargo
in the port of London, and expose the merchandize

for sale.* About the same time James imported
from London the following articles, which it may,
therefore, be presumed he either could not procure
at home, or not of so good a quality : twenty tons of

wine
;
twelve bows ;

four dozen yards of cloth, of

different colours ; twelve yards of scarlet; twenty

yards of red worsted ; eight dozen pewter vewb|
twelve hundred wooden bowls, packed in four bar-

rels
;
three dozen coverals; a basin and font ;

two

summer saddles
;
one hackney saddle ; a woman's

saddle, with furniture ; two portmanteaus ; four

yards of motley ;
five yards of morrcy ;

five yards
of black cloth of lyre ;

twelve yards of kersey, and

twelve skins of red leather. These goods were

shipped for Scotland, in a vessel belonging to Lon-

don, accompanied by an order of king Henry, se-

curing them from molestation by English cruisers.f

It appears that the merchant* of Scotland fre-

quently went abroad with their

cargoes; but, in the mistaken spirit

which characterized the commer-

cial legislation of the age, it was enacted by the par-

liament in 1424, that no merchant was to be permit-

ted to pass the sea for the purposes of trade, unless he

of ten shillings, to be paid to the baron of the

land; while the baron himself was commanded to

sow the same quantity within his own demesnes

under the penalty of forty shillings, to be paid to

the king for each infringement of the law.* It has

I'ccii justly remarked, that the small quantity of

,:i-re mentioned renders it probable that this

is the era of their earliest introduction into Scot-

hind. Oats and barley, indeed, were almost the

,

>ps raised at this period in Scotland, and
nKinx'ks were long esteemed by the Scottish

; i y a dainty little inferior to wheaten bread.

The statutes concerning the destruction of rooks,

.( of the mischief which they occasioned to

the corn;f the extirpation of wolves, and the

burning of heath while the crops were on the

ground, have been already referred to, and indicate

the watchful care with which James sought to

promote the improvement of the country.
The commerce of Scotland, like its agriculture,

Tnule and had suffered severely at this period
commerce. from foreign war and internal dis-

sensions, but, after the death of Edward III., and

the abandonment of the designs which the English
monarch had entertained upon the independence of

the kingdom, it began slowly to revive and to re-

turn to its former channels. The greater part of

the foreign trade of the country was confined to

the Netherlands, though voyages were occasionally
undertaken to Norway, Denmark, and the Hanse

Towns, and to France for wine.J A considerable

trade appears to have been also carried on with

the Lombards, who were at this time reckoned

among the most wealthy and enterprising mer-

chants in Europe. It is difficult to give anything
like an accurate or satisfactory account of the im-

f Scotland at this period, as they appear to

have ln'cn of the most miscellaneous character, and
to have included most articles of necessity and

convenience. The exports, according to ./Eneas Syl-
nsisted of hides, wool, salt fish, and pearls.

In addition to these, the statutes make mention
of horses, cattle, and sheep ;

the skins of mar-

tins, i'umarts, rabbits, does, roes, otters, foxes, harts,

and hinds; woollen cloths; and herrings, salted and
cured. The numerous enactments framed by the

ure for the regulation of the fisheries, show
that salmon constituted an important article of

commerce. The customs on imports and exports
amounted to about two shillings in the pound ;

hut it is impossible now to ascertain the extent of

- of Parliament, vol. ii. p. 18
; Tytler, vol. iii. p. 224.

trees in which the rooks were suffered to build

i<> the king. ^Eneas Sylvius, who mentions
S erroneously ini'ers from it that rooks had been
.Mtroduced into Scotland.

The usual staple of the Scottish continental commerce
was at Krii.,"-s. \vh, iv James I. founded a Scottish chapel,

v s,,ine duties on the ships belonging to

:ni>\vre became the staple port, after the

marriage of iis lord to a daughter of James.
;iks of au " enormous vessel," belonging to

UM Lombards, which was shipwrecked !>y n sudden storm
,OU tht Frith of Forth, and cast ashore at Grautou.

VOL. I.

Erroneous
commercial

possessed in property, or at least in commission, the

value of three serplaiths of wool,
each scrplaith being

eighty stone weight, or about two sacks. The whole

of the statutes, indeed, enacted during the reign

of James L, for the regulation of the commerce of

Scoti*. quoted in Tjtler History, n>L UL

t liynier, vol. I. p.
470.

O O

Rotuli

p. '404.
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Ow -owitrT, while they evince the unwearied at-

tcataoa of the king to the welfare of his dominions,

MV perredcd by the same unenlightened policy.

The rvstrietioas imposed upon the transportation of

.old MMJ tUrrr out of the country, and on the sale

ad exportation of oxen, sheep, and horses, of skins

ad tallow; the compulsory regulations promul-

gated against merchant-strangers, by -which they

were compelled to lay out the money received for

taair goods in the purchase of Scottish merchan-

di; and the injunction to the exporters of wool,

hide*, and other articles, to bring home a certain

quantity of bullion in exchange for their goods ;

th* prohibition against the purchase of English

by Scottish merchants; and the repeated
; made to fix the prices of the various kinds

of BMnn&ctnred articles, and the wages of the

artificers, tmnagh doubtless, intended to encourage,

were IB reality calculated seriously to impede and

tajvr* the trade and commerce of the country.

This mistaken policy was evidently borrowed from

the commercial regulations of the English mo-

aareha, under whom James had received his legis-

lative training; for, in the sister-country, almost

it of industry was impeded and

by legislative interference.

As might haTe been expected in these troublous

Ana* ttxl times, the defence of the country
timon. occupied a large share of the atten-

oa of the king and parliament, and reiterated

tactaenU were passed, enjoining the sheriffs and
of burghs to hold "

weapon-schaw-
tags," or musters of all the fighting men in the

country, four times in the year, for the inspection
ef their weapons, and the practice of their military

In one of these statutes we have a
' account of the various kinds of armour and

re by the different classes of the corn-

All persons who were possessed of land
an annual rent of twenty pounds, or of

terty to the value of a hundred
to be well mounted and armed,

wa head to heel," doubtless in the plate armour
"frfrfr ** *** aaptmdcd the chain-mail formerlyw*f* *7 k%hts and esquires. Their offensive

wapoos were the battle-axe, the two-handed
ward, the iroo-mace, or the spear. Persons of

rier rank, worth only ten pounds of yearly rent,
sftjrpoaada in goods, were commanded to pro-

ilvea with a helmet and gorget, a rere-

tartraus\ breastplate, and greaves, with
the (root of the thighs and legs,

***
i****^**

* glorca. Every yeoman
unj property amounting to twenty pounds

.***
^"B^ to rm himself with a haber-
iat, a how and sheaf of arrows, a

"r>
**f

aWer- The yeoman with ten

jraperty,
was to proride himself with a

* ' of arrows, a sword-bucklor nn^arrows, a sword-buckler, and
Uto the lowest class were to have an
ft doublet of fence, with sword and

^ad
M axe, or at leant a taff pointed with

rery burgt worth
fifty pounds in goods

was bound to arm himself in the same manner as a

gentleman ;
while the burgess or citizen po

property to the value of twenty pounds, was en-

joined to provide a doublet and habergeon, with a

sword and buckler, a bow and sheaf of arrows, and

a knife or dagger.* It appears that the greater

part of the armour and weapons employed by the

Scots at this period, was imported from the con-

tinent; for it was enacted by the parliament in

1425, that all merchants of the realm passing be-

yond seas should, along with their usual cargoes,

bring home such a supply of harness and armocr

as could be stowed in the vessel, besides spears,

spear-shafts, bows, and bow-strings.
The spear was the favourite weapon of the Scot-

tish spearmen, and all attempts to
Unsuccessful

supersede it by the bow completely attempts to intro-

failed, although the superiority of duce the use of

the latter, in the hands of the

English, was manifested in many a bloody field.

The few archers to be found in the ranks of the

Scottish army were chiefly Highlanders and Isles-

men, who were greatly inferior to the English

bowmen, both in the size of their weapons and in

their mode of handling them. The importance of

training his subjects to the use of the long-bow,

appears to have been deeply impressed on the mind

of James I. ; and in his first parliament, held im-

mediately after his return from captivity, it was

enacted, that all males above twelve years of age
should provide themselves with the usual arms of

an archer, that they might be taught the use of the

bow. It was also required that butts should be

erected upon every ten-pound land, especially in

the vicinity of the parish churches, where every
man was to shoot at least thrice about ;

while a fine

of a wedder was to be paid to the lord of the land

by those who failed to comply with this injunction.
For the purpose of constraining the common peo-

ple to devote the whole of their leisure time to

the practice of archery, James prohibited, under a

severe penalty, the pastimes of football and of

golf, which appear to have been the favourite

games of the Scots at that period, as they still con-

tinue to be at the present day.f Similar

ments were repeated at intervals throughout the

reign of this wise and energetic sovereign ; and,

not satisfied with these legislative efforts to induce

his subjects to cultivate this warlike accomplish-

ment, he sought to enforce his orders by a little

wholesome raillery on their unskilfulness in the

use of the bow. In the poem called " Christ's

Kirk on the Green," he ridicules, with mud'

humour, the unskilfulness of the Scottish bowmen.
One man draws his string with such fury that the

bow breaks in shivers
;
a second shoots his arrow

a whole acre's breadth wide of the mark ;
a third

hits the man's body at whom he took aim, but

with so little effect that he cannot pierce his

leathern doublet
;
and a fourth, who discharges his

arrow he knows not where, is persuaded that it

Acts of Parliament, vol. ii. p. 18.

t Ibid. pp. 6, 6.
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has slaughtered a priest,

" a mile beyond a mire,"

upon which, in a panic, he throws down his ar-

tillery and forthwith flies the country. But neither

the shafts of ridicule nor the enactments of the

legislature
availed to change the national habits

;

and Bower informs us, that after the death of

James, among a hundred followers of a baron

scarcely six archers could be found, the remainder

being armed, as before, with their long spears and

heavy battle-axes.*

Cannon began now to be employed in the attack

and defence of fortified places,^
instead of the battering ram, the

sow, the balista, and other warlike engines of a

similar description ;
but the Scots never attained

to any great proficiency in the use of artillery.

As heretofore, the chief force of the Scottish army
consisted in infantry ;

but on the march they were

nearly all mounted on small, hardy horses, for the

e of celerity and to save fatigue. In this way
they often marched twenty or even twenty-four
miles in a single day and night. Each soldier was

required to bring with him provisions for forty

days ; consisting, however, merely of a small bag
of oatmeal, trussed behind him on the saddle.

The enemy's country supplied them with abundance

of meat.f

Considerable light is thrown on the constitution

of a Scottish army at this period,
Regulations MM. _j*

for the combined and on the military customs ot the

movements of the times, by the articles of agree-
U ami French.

ment> drawn up in ^ year 1383>

the Earl of Carrick (afterwards Robert III.)

and other nobles, and the Admiral of France and

his knights, for the regulation of the combined

movements of the Scottish forces, and their French

allies, during their expedition into England.

Pillage was forbidden during their march to the

borders, under pain of death ;
the victuallers who

resorted to the camp to sell provisions were to be

protected, and to receive prompt payment; any
soldier who killed another was to be instantly ex-

ecuted
;
if any common soldier struck a gentleman

he was to lose his hand or ears
;
and if any gentle-

man defied another, he was to be put under arrest,

and justice done by the officers. In the case of

any riot arising between the French and Scots,

the offenders were to be seized by the bystanders,

and, if knights, they were to be deprived of their

horses and armour, if common soldiers, they were
to be punished by the loss of a hand or ear. \\Tio-

r succeeded in unhorsing an Englishman was to

have half his ransom ; and a prisoner was to be
the property of the captor who first received his

plighted hand. The burning of churches, ravish-

ing and slaughter of women and children, were

forbidden under severe penalties ;
and every French

and Scottish soldier was to wear a white St.

Andrew's cross on his back and breast, which, if

coat was white, was to be broidered on a

square or a circle of black cloth.J
'
Scotichron. vol. ii. p. 488. See ante, p. 157.

! Records of the Parliament, pp. 135. 136. Pinkerton,
'. i- p. loO.

With regard to the military tactics of the Scot*,

it is well known that the infantry Military tactic* of
were drawn up in deep battalions, th Seott.

which were usually square, though they sometime*

fought in an eschellc, or circle, whi<-h they termed
a schiltrum. Of this impenetrable phalanx of

spearmen it is said, by an English historian, that

sooner shall a bare finger pierce through the skin

of an
angry hedgehog, than any one encounter the

brunt of their pikes." The command of the na-

tional array belonged to the king, and the moat
eminent or warlike of the nobles present were

appointed to lead the grand divisions or battle* of

the army, usually four in number, the right and
left wings, the centre, and the reserve. Under
these leaders, the smaller barons acted as inferior

officers, and frequently held their offices by heredi-

tary right. The soldiers were the vassals of their

respective chiefs, and not of the sovereign ; hence

the strange anomaly, that the royal authority was

diminished in war and augmented in peace ; and it

is well known that some of the most daring acts of

interference with the prerogative of the monarch

took place on the muster of the military array of

the kingdom.
The weakness of the executive, indeed, and the

exorbitant power of the feudal aris- Exorbitant

tocracy, were the principal causes power of the

of all the miseries which Scotland barou

suffered during this era. These haughty and turbu-

lent barons assumed the state of independent kings,

made war upon each other at their pleasure,

oppressed the people, trampled upon all law and

order, and, surrounded by their bands of retainers,

who acknowledged no law but their masters' will,

they laughed to scorn the mandates of a sovereign

so lately their equal, and who had no standing army
to' enforce his impotent decrees. The powerful Earl

of Douglas seldom went abroad with fewer than

twelve hundred well armed horsemen ; and the

other nobles had followers in proportion to their

rank and estates. The royal authority repeatedly

endeavoured, though at no small
abortire

hazard, to remedy this evil. In attempt* to re-

the reign of Robert III. it waa >tr^^ir **

enacted, that, in order to prevent

the great and horrible ravages, depredations, firea

and homicides which were daily committed i

every part of the kingdom, no person in riding

through the country should be attended by ma

persons than those for whom he makes full pay-

ment, under the penalty of loss of

property.* It would appear from this

statute, that many of these armed followers, ww

not really the vassals of the baron in whose

they rode, but had merely assumed his liTcry i

order that they might, with the greater impunity,

rob and murder the defenceless inhabita

evident that this judicious
enactment had

no effect in abating the evils which it was intei

to remedy, for, twenty three yean, later, on I

return of'king James from England, it was found

Statutes of Kiuu I-uUu iil. P- *'
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to discharge all barons, under the high-

Mi snaitm of the law, from
"
moving or making

fawt each other; from riding through the

with a more numerous following of horse

'properly belonged to their estate, or for

i, in their progress,
due payment was not

to the king'* lieges and hostelers."* But

ftm much easier to pass acts of parliament than

to carry them into execution ;
and though for a

time the rigour and resolution of James compelled

the nobles to abridge their feudal state, and to

yield obedience to the laws, no sooner was his

baud withdrawn than they relapsed into their

farmer state of lawlessness and insubordination.

The legislative enactments of this period bring

to light various other modes of

fa* of tfcSrr** oppression on the part of the

Is, s*4 of UM barons. It appears to have been

customary, in these unquiet times,

for UM landlords, upon the most frivolous pre-

to rtispOKces the poor tenants of their

and to turn the labourers out of their

henever they thought fit to lease the

to some more favoured tenant, or to dispose

of them to a new proprietor. The legislature in

TKB wognt to redress this gross abuse, which de-

stroyed all security of property, by declaring, in

the year 1401, that all such "
gratuitous resump-

tions of land* by any over-lord were of none effect,

less dae and lawful cause could be assigned for

eh hiring taken place." But this benevolent

attempt to protect the rights of the poor completely
failed; and, nearly thirty years later, all that the

energetic James I. could do, to amelior-

ate the condition of the dispossessed tenants and
M to make it a request to his prelates
that they would not summarily and

the husbandmen from any lands

they had granted new leases, for the
' y* after such a transaction, unless

wfcs the baron to whom the estate belonged pro
. i i

i practice far the landlord to take the ex-
the law into his own hands, and by his

*** daiithority to expel a vassal from
It appear., too, that in (he event of a

tea; a claim of debt against any unfor-

M, it was customary for the creditor
Bat or lands of his debtor and

*t*tr be thought proper, as pay-
rfrn. Tliis practice was declared

wnt, "unless the seizure be
owttdominions and for his own

WBBtpdon, it has been justly
> extreme feebleness of the govern-

t, and imnutiuf almost to a total annulmentTU- w. It I. not to be wondered at, thatinA stete of MMMty the poe^sion of
property

ill., .

should have been in the highest degree precarious ;

that, to use the expressive language of the record

itself, "divers and sundrie our soverane lordis

lieges should be many ways unjustly troubled and

vexed in their lands and heritage ;

"
or that the

weak and unprotected should have been trampled
down by the strong, as is clearly shown by the de-

cree that all widows, who after the death of their

husbands had been violently expelled from their

dower lands, should be restored to their pos>

and the strict injunction to the king's judges that

they should be bound and obliged to hear the com-

plaints of all churchmen, widows, pupils, and

orphans, regarding whatever injuries may have

been committed against them, and that justice

should be done to them speedily and without

taking from them any pledges and securities.*

These and other similar enactments, passed from

time to time by the legislature, Feebleness of

were in themselves wise and salu- the law -

tary, and well fitted to promote the peace and

prosperity of the kingdom ; but they remained on

the statute-book a mere dead letter a proof of

the intelligence of the monarch and his advisers,

rather than of the progress of the country. And
the frequent repetition of the same laws affords

convincing evidence, as Pinkerton remarks, that

the statutes serve rather to indicate the existence

of great evils in the country than to provide a

remedy for them. In these days of violence, in-

deed, when "strongest might made strongest

right," laws were binding only on the helpless.

The royal authority was too feeble to compel ^the

great feudal barons to submit to the restraints of

the statutes which they had assisted to frame : and,

instead of being the guardians of the laws and the

protectors of the rights of the people, they were,

in most cases, their worst oppressors, setting at

defiance both the mandates of the crown and the

enactments of the legislature.
A striking example of the utter impotence of

the law to restrain or redress the acts of oppres-
sion and robbery perpetrated by the aristocracy
at this period, is recorded in the proceedings of

the parliament held at Edinburgh in the year
138<5. It appears from a complaint made to

the national council by William de Fenton. that

the Baron of Dirleton, a member of the powerful
Norman family of De Vaux, had deprived this

unfortunate person of his manor of Fenton. by
an unjust decree pronounced in his own feudal

court. The case was brought by appeal before

the Sheriff of Edinburgh, who reversed the

judgment and restored Fenton to his estate, from

which, however, he was again violently expelled.
He then brought his cause before the pi-ivy council,

who gave a decision in his favour, and ordered his

lands to be once more restored to him. But

Dirleton paid as little respect to this solemn award
as he had done to that of the inferior court, and.

in defiance of the king and his council, he re-

tained possession of the property wliich by this

Statutes of King Kobert III. p. Oo.
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t act of oppression he had wrested from the

ul owner.*

Tin- condition of the Highlands at this period

it ion of appears to have been much more
lhe Highlands, rude and uncivilized than that of

;!u- lowland districts of the country. The nobles

,,i Norman and Saxon origin, who had settled in

cinote provinces, were almost entirely inde-

pendent of the authority both of the sovereign and

the law, and waged incessant warfare with each

and with the native chiefs, by whom they
were regarded with the bitterest animosity as

aliens in blood, in manners, and in language. The

spoliations, ravages, and murders which were the

of these feuds, reduced the country to such
'

a state of anarchy, that when James I. passed a

law, making provision for the pardon of any in-

jury committed upon person or property, where
1

the offender had made reparation or "
assythe-

inent
"
to the injured party, he found it necessary

to exempt the Highlands or northern division of

the country from the operation of this rule, be-

cause, as the statute expressly bears, the inhabit-

ants of these wild districts had been so accustomed

to rob and murder each other, that it was found

impossible to ascertain correctly the extent of the

the amount which should be paid as repar-

ation.f

A curious feature in the manners of Scotland at

Laws against
this period, is exhibited by the

ITS statutes enacted in the reign of

James I. against sorners, or able-bodied mendi-

cants. It appears that troops of these stout and

idle vagabonds, who possessed the ability, but not

the inclination to work for their living, roamed

through the country, extorting charity from those

who were not strong enough to refuse it, and living

quarters in the abbeys or in the granges
farmers. Some of these mendicants, pos-

: or pretending to gentle birth, are said to

have followed their calling, not in poverty and

'nit with horses, hounds, and attendants.

Peremptory injunctions were issued to these sturdy

rs, that they should betake themselves to

iimest trade and no longer trouble and de-
1"in- the country, under the penalty of burning on

the cheek and banishment from the kingdom. But
the operation of this law against

"
sorning and

masterful beggary," was suspended in behalf of a

privileged class called "
royal beggars," who were

directed to wear a certain token or badge, to be

furnished them by the sheriff or magistrates of the

J, as evidence that they were incapacitated
! ibour, and were duly authorized to support
Ives by begging.

" It is curious," says Mr.
.

"
to discern in this primitive legislative

:ient, the first institution of the king's blue

'! bedesmen, a venerable order of privileged

mendicants, whose existence has only expirec
within these few years." J

Records of the Parliament of Scotland, suh anno 1385
1 inment, vol. ii. pp. 7, 8.

the Scottish Parliament, vol. ii. pp. 2. 8. Tytl
voL iii. p. 177.

In all probability, the erection of inns in burghs
and on highways, enjoined by re- and for the

oeated enactments of the Icgislu-
' ""

are, was intended to Have the "ietStST
monasteries from the intruMon
nd oppressive exactions of unwelcome goesta,

as well as to provide accommodation for t

ers. But so great was the voluntary hospitality
of the period, that the hostelries rttciv. i

nadequate support, and grievous complaint*
were made to the king by the hostelers or inn-

ieepers against a viilanous practice of the liege*,

who, on their journeys, were in the habit of lodg-

ng with their acquaintances and friends, instead

of repairing to the regular hostelries and inns. To

emedy this grievance, all travellers on foot or

lorsebackwere prohibited from taking up their resi-

dence in any house except the established hostelry
of the burgh or village ;

and all burgesses and vil-

agers were interdicted from entertaining way-
Carers, under the penalty of forty shillings. An

exception, however, was made in favour of the

nobles and gentry, who were accustomed to travel

with a numerous retinue
; they were permitted to

repair to the houses of their friends, on condition

that they sent their followers to lodge in the com-

mon inn.*

Previous to the War of Independence, the castles

of the Scottish nobility were little, Castles of the

if at all, inferior to the baronial nobility-

residences of the English. The strong ond stately

structures of Dunbar, Lochmaben, Caerlaverock,

and other feudal fortresses which reared their for

midable towers in every part of the kingdom,

losely resembled, both in their dimensions and in

the style of their architecture, the Norman castles

on the other side of the border. The inner ward,

called the donjon or keep, was invariably the

strongest part of the fortress, and consisted of a

large square tower, with walls of tremendous

thickness, situated in the centre of the other build-

ings, from which, however, it was usually detached.

The lower story was employed as a dungeon for

the prisoners, and a receptacle for the stores ; the

second floor contained the guard-rooms for the gar-

rison ; and, on the third, were the great hall and

other apartments which formed the residence of

the baron or castellan and his family. In the up-

permost rooms were deposited the warlike nt>:int

required for the defence of the castle durinp a

siege. For the sake of security, the principal en-

trance to the keep was generally placed pn

up the wall, and was protected by a strong gate ol

thick oak with iron knobs, a portcullis or grating

usually composed of iron, and a drawbridge.

other defences consisted of one or two strong e

terior walls with flanking towers; and beyond t

outer wall was a broad breast-work or barbican,

and a moat which encircled the whole building.

But, during the protracted
warfare with England,

the greater part of these baronial castle.-

patriotically destroyed by the Scots thcmsc

' Ads. vol. ii.
1>

10.
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that they might not be permanently gar-

d by the enemy. According to Fordun,

within six years of the death of Edward I. a hun-

dred and thirty-eeren castles, fortalices, and towers,

wtn tt^* and cast down by King Robert Bruce,

who faugh* the Scottish people to regard the woods

and hilU of their country as their safest bulwarks.

From this cause, as well as from the unsettled state

of the country, the baronial residences erected in

flmdand daring the fourteenth and fifteenth cen-

turies were greatly inferior, both in extent and

in architectural design, to those of an earlier date.

Ml ^^ The inferior barons usually occu-

IseMM Wimii pied a large square battlemcnted

lover, called a peel, protected by an outer wall

and some light fortifications. The walls of these

fbrtalices, however, were of immense thickness,

and. as the rooms were vaulted, and each story

fanned a separate lodgment, they were capable of

taking a considerable resistance to an enemy. But

their greatest security was afforded by their situ-

ation, which was commonly on a precipice, or on

the hanks of a torrent, or in the midst of almost

nvpaasable morasses. In such structures as these,

the Scottish chieftain exercised rude but abundant

hospitality, and entertained his kinsmen, vassals,

dtJloBiii in the beat style his resources permit-

r style of ^d. The higher nobility, however,
endeavoured to add something of

to their rude cheer, and the enter-

giren by them on festive occasions

were frequently on a large scale, and exceedingly
extravagant and expensive. Several of the great
Earls of Douglas, who rivalled their sovereigns
! splendour, dined amidst the sounding of tim-

brels and trumpets. These feudal

banquets were also enlivened by
lays of the harpers and minstrels, and the

Josta of the fool with his cap, bells, and bauble
; and"

r, by the feats of agility and sleight of

by tumblers and jugglers. To
i of amusement we may add, the read-

iaf of roaaaaoca, the games of tables or draughts,
bees, and pnemt or tennis, which was a

*M>
^* pastime of James I. and his courtiers.

The eetffc or parting cup wa* the signal of retiring
to rest

hawking continued to be the
loor amusements ; and a proof of
i in theat sport, is afforded by the

iaiieted on deer-stealera, and the
iaa denounced against those who

ridges, plorers, blackcocks, gray
kind of instrument or

.
i nnd August;" or

harea during the time of snow.

AH"*!*** **** of rtSh7? wd
r renown they fr,

paircd
' tatanrele of peace or truce, to the tilts

of England, where their gallant

I

exploits added largely to the military reputation

of their country.*
The sketch which is given by Lord Lindsay of

the ordinary life of the Earls of Crawford in the

fifteenth century, may be regarded as equally de-

scriptive of the state maintained by all the great

barons of Scotland during the times of feudalism.

The principal residence of this powerful family
was at Finhaven, a stately structure situated in

Angus, at the entrance of the great valley of

Strathmore ; but " at certain seasons this country
residence was exchanged for the ' Palatium C'omi-

tis,' the ' Earl's Palace,' in the provincial capital,

Dundee. A chapel or oratory, dedicated to St.

Michael the archangel, was attached to the palace,

and served for the daily devotions of the family ;

but on great church festivals, and the anniversaries

of their ancestors, when mass was celebrated for

their souls at the altars founded by themselves or

their children, they attended in the parish church

of St. Mary, where Earl David had founded -

chantries
;
or otherwise in that of the Fra;

convent, commonly called the '

Grey Friars,' where

generation after generation of the Earls of Craw-

ford were finally laid to rest, and where their

tombs were still to be seen in Gothic magnificence,
till the destruction both of convent and church at

the Reformation.
" The inner life of the family, especially at Fin-

haven, was of an uniform but enjoyable character.

Martial exercises, the chase, and the baronial ban-

quet, enlivened by the songs of the minstrel, and

the quips of the jester occupied the day ;
and the

evening was whiled away in ' the playing of the

chess, at the tables, in reading of romans, in singing
and piping, in harping, and in other honest solaces

of great pleasanceand disport,' t the ladies ming-

ling in the scene throughout, whether in the sports

and festivities of the morning, or the past:
the evening, though a portion of the day was

always spent in their
'

bowers,' with their attend-

ant maidens, spinning or weaving tapestry,

sionally, indeed, a higher responsibility (K

upon them, during the absence of the earl, v.

in attendance on the parliament, or in v

public or private, his wife became the chatelaine

or keeper of his castle, with full authority to rule

his vassals, guide his affaire, and defend his strong-

hold if attacked at disadvantage during his

absence.}:
" The society of the castle consisted of the earl and

his immediate family any guests that might be

resident with him the ladies attendant upon his

See ante, p. 240.
t Quoted from the Contemporary Account of the Death

of James I. in 1487.

t Nu importance comparable to this, no position equally
calculated to call forth the human faculties, had I

the lot of woman before, nor, it may be addeil, sin*

the fruits are seen in the many examples of heroic women,
which tho feudal annals present to us, women, who nuj
quailed in every masculine virtue the bravest of

'

with whom they were associated often gn.
them in prudence, and fell short of them only in

'

Edinb. Hev. vol. lixxii. p. 409.
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;id daughters the pages of noble or gent!
trained up in the castle under his eye a

its for chivalry his own domestic officers

it of them gentlemen of quality, the chaplain, thi

itary, chamberlain, chief marishal,
'

familia:

armour-bearer, the last of which offices was

itary, besides numerous attendant gentlemen

generally of the younger branches of the

family, who had attached themselves to him as

\ I tors' or feudal followers.

' The property that supported this hospitality
\tensive. The Earls of Crawford possessed

above twenty great baronies and lordships, besides

other lands of minor importance, in Forfarshire

s, Perthshire, the Mearns, Fife, Aberdeen-

md the more distant sheriffdoms of Inver-

llunff, Lanark, Wigton, Dumfries, and the

Stcwartry of Kirkcudbright those in Forfarshire

alone extending over two-thirds of the county
- hereditary revenues from the Great Cus-

toms of Dundee, Montrose, Forfar, Crail, Aberdeen,
and Banff, amounting to above three hundred

marks annually, equivalent to two thousand pounds

sterling in the present day. Of these baronies,

some were held in their own hands, others by the

immediate cadets of the family, or by families of

alien blood, not unfrequently of much older stand-

ing in the district, holding as vassals of the earl-

dom
;
all or most of them were fortified by strong

castles
;
and over those included in the family en-

tails, as the '

Comitatus,' or '

Earldom,' of Craw-

ford, the earl possessed rights of regality, which

ensured him, in the words of a recent historian,
'

at least as many of the privileges of an independ-
ent prince, as a Margrave or Pfalzgrave. His
courts were competent to try all questions, civil or

criminal
; that of high treason against the sove-

tlone excepted. He appointed judges and

executive officers, who had no responsibility to the

imperial authority. He had within his territory a

series of municipal systems, corporations with their

municipal officers, privileged markets, harbours,
;uid mills, with internally administered regulations
uf police, applicable to weights and measures, fish-

ing privileges, and other like useful institutions.

He could build prisons and coin money. When
any of his subjects were put on trial before the

king's courts, he could "repledge" the accused to his

own court, only finding recognizances to execute

justice in the matter.' He was thus a governor
under the sovereign, and not a mere judge like a

sheriff; while that nothing should be wanting to

'the feudal power of the family, the Earls of Craw-
ford acquired, early in the fifteenth century, the

'heriffdom of Aberdeenshire in hereditary right,
iind soon after the middle of the century that of

rorfarshire, as the Lindsays of the Byres, the most

powerful cadets of the house, did that of Fifeshire,
itter a long struggle with the Leslies, in the follow-

ing century.
" The earldom of Crawford, therefore, like those of

Douglas, of Moray, Ross, March, and others, of the
'earlier times of feudalism, formed a petty prin-

m
cipality, an '

impcrium in imj)crio.' The curb
affected a royal state, h. -Id their court*, had tlu-ir
heralds or pursuivant*, and occasionally ml
the style of princes in the numeration of their
ancestors and themselves, as David I., DUMC! II

Alexander I., Alexander II., of the name, Earb of
Crawford, after a fashion more fnqu.-nt on the
continent than in Britain. They had also A 'con-
cilium,' or petty parliament, consisting of the great
vassals of the earldom, with whose advice they
acted on great and important occasion*/

" Thus far the picture I have drawn bears a close
resemblance to the feudalism of the continent.
But, owing to the mixture of Celtic and Norman
blood, a peculiar element mingled from the first in
the feudality of Scotland, and has left its indelible

impress on the manners and habits of thought of
the country. Differently from what was the ctt
in England, the Scoto-Norman races were pecu-
liarly prolific, and population was encouraged as
much as possible. The earl or baron bestowed a
fief, for example, on each of his four sons, who paid
him tribute in rent and service; each son sub-
divided his fief again among his own children, and

they again among theirs, till the blood of the high-
est noble in the land was flowing in that of the

working peasant at no remote interval. This was
a subject of pride, not shame, in Scotland. Within
three or four centuries after their settlement in the

north, above one hundred different minor houses
or families of Lindsays were flourishing in Scot-

land, many of them powerful, independent barons,

holding, in capite, of the crown; many more vassals

of the house of Crawford; the greater number
settled in Angus, and the surrounding counties,

yet others in districts more remote, and in the

ixtremity of the kingdom, all of them, hou

acknowledging the Earls of Crawford as the chiefs

of their blood, and maintaining constant intercourse

with them, either by assistance in their feuds, or

>y sending their sons to seek service either with

hem or their more powerful kinsmen
;
the whole

clan thus forming collectively, more particularly

during the fifteenth century, a great barrier and

>reakwater between the fertile eastern Lowlands
and the lawless clans of the Highlands. This i*

no imaginary sketch. The charter of the Earls of

Crawford, and of their principal cadets, through
everal centuries, bear witness to the constant in-

ercourse maintained, even with branches settled

or generations, in districts far removed from An-

gus, but whose claims of kindred were never for-

gotten by themselves, or overlooked by their chiefs,

while a constant preference was given to priests,

" The Earls of Ross, Lords of the Islet," ay Mr
ell,

" and perhaps one or two of our hiv-h< t n.i OU**t

magnates snch as the Pnunlasrs in the hM

lory, &c., especially when the right of a raomlity WM
nnexed to their lands liad a

'

cnu:i-il,' who Mriatd i

.ssisted the chief and over-lord in h; -

ave their consent to the marriage and political alliance*

f the family, as can be pro
Tin- f-

ystem, as regarded the hichtr

dominium in dominio," and hetiof n

.alogous to a parliament, or public council."
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ajtaiisa. pedagogue*, tradesmen, and even domestic

rmutta, of the name and blood of Lindsay. A

arfeejato of onion and attachment thus reigned

throughout the whole race; the tie of consanguin-

ity was carefully acknowledged in each ascending

stage; the meanest felt himself akin to the high-

est ; the feudal bond was sweetened by blood, and

the daty to the chief became the paramount prin-

jale of action ;
and it is to this mixture of feudal-

iam aad patriarchism, the result of the mingling

of race* above alluded to, and reigning throughout

the whole social system, that much of that good

faith, which a celebrated historian of France has

iwogatatd * the distinguishing and redeeming

feature of feudal times in Scotland passion and

eooviction bearing ever a stronger sway than selfish

totenet U attributable."*

The sports of the common people of Scotland

gnriiof U* were all of a manly and martial

tomma* p*opU. character, Wrestling and run-

Bsng, leapinfl and fencing, throwing the hammer,
aad M

patting the stane," football, and golf, formed

their favourite amusements. In the humorous

poraw escribed to James I., there are some amusing
ead carious delineations of the games and manners

of the people at this time. The poem called " Pee-

hiae to the Play," describes what was probably an

festival in honour of the saint to whom the

was dedicated, and which, beginning in

jollity, terminates in tumult and up-
ie made of the music of the bagpipe,

ef the kerchiefs, hoods, and tippets of the women,
ead the hats of interwoven birch-twigs worn by
the men j of a tavern with fair table-linen, and a

on the wall; of the reckoning which
to twopence-halfpenny each, and was

in a wooden trencher. Notice is also

ef the cadger, or itinerant huckster, who
carried aah ead other articles through the country,
ea hi* tittle bone; of the salmon-dance, which re-

^ni itt exertion in leaping, and various other
teeaieata tttestrative of popular manners, f
The drees of the common people at this period

P^^ eoneieted chiefly of a doublet and
cJomk, and a kind of short trews

;

Wed wee covered with a hat of basket-work, or
kfct woollen bonnet, while the feet
"toed bare, a practice which appears

to ha** haw prevalent even among the common
peeale efEaglaiid at thii period.

ith regard to the dress of the upper classes, it

e eoarposcd of a doublet or vest,
with long and jagged sleeves; the

gown, which supplied the place of the
hoee, or breeches, and

stockings,ihon of Spanish leather, with long
to ** *** ***** ch ini of gold or

mrj article of drees
j and the linen shirt be-

iw

P 1
; and

gan now to be used. The chaperon, or hood, now
formed a sort of turban, called the roundlet, having
a sort of "

tippet," as it was called, which hung
from one side of it, and was either tucked into the

girdle, or \vrapped round the neck, as circum-

stances required. The gown was generally made
of silk velvet, or cloth of gold, adorned with costly

furs, and embroidered with gold and pearls. Other

articles of dress are mentioned in the Contemporary-
Account of the death of James I., where it i*

that when the conspirators broke in upon him, he

was "standing in his night-gown all unc

save his shirt, his cap, his comb, his coverchief, his

furred pynsom, or slippers, upon the form and

the footsheet" The hair was usually worn long,

or in natural curls, but for a short time, at the

commencement of the fifteenth century, it was

cropped quite close.

The female costume of this period consisted of

the kirtle, or close gown and petticoat in one piece,

and the mantle, the icyliecoat, or under-petticoat ;

the shift of fine linen from the Netherlands
; hose,

or high stockings, of linen or woollen cloth
; high-

laced shoes, of Morocco or Spanish leather : the

girdle and the brooch, which fastened the mantle.

The sleeves of the ladies' gowns, like those of the

men, were preposterously long, and often trailed

on the ground- The head-dress had undergone
a great change ;

and the simple caul, and the ele-

gant chaplet, of natural or artificial flowers, or of

imitative goldsmith's work, were superseded by
elaborate and fantastic monstrosities, termed the

horned, the steeple, and the heart-shaped head-

dresses, of which no description can give an ade-

quate idea. Considerable light is thrown upon the

costume and manners of this period Sumptuarv law

by a sumptuary law of James I., of Jan

enacted in 1429.* It appears, that the inc '

wealth of the commercial classes had stiii

them to vie with the nobles in the magni'
of their habiliments, and strict injunction.

-

issued, that clothes made of silk, or adorned \vith

the finer furs, or with gold and pearls, should not

be worn by any person under the rank of a knight,

or whose annual income was less than two hundred

marks. Aldermen, bailies, and town councillors,

were permitted to wear furred gowns, while all

other persons were enjoined to array themsi .

such grave apparel as befitted their station ;
that

is to say, in "
serpis, beltis, uchcs and chi

The apparel of the women was also regulated by
this statute, and merchants are enjoined to

tlu-ir wives to be habited in a manner corn

ing to their station; that is to say, on their

short "
curches," with little hoods, such as a:

in Flanders,- England, and other countrit.-

gowns without purfled sleeves, or long tra:

fur-trimmings, except on holidays : all gentksMB
*

wives are also directed to take especial c;:

their array did not exceed the personal estate of

their husband.

Acts of the Parliament of b. jtlunJ, vol.ii. n>- ' 7
.
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CHAPTER XVIII.

iOUAGE AND LITERATURE DURING THE THIR-

STII, FOURTEENTH, AND FIFTEENTH CEN-

TTJEIB8.

THAT the Gaelic was the language of the an-

t Scots, is a fact resting on incontrovertible

[cnce ;
but there is great diversity of opinion

ting the manner in which the Saxon or Eng-
language was introduced into Scotland. The

Origin of the supporters of the theory that the

:ish Picts were a Gothic tribe who
uage -

spoke a dialect of the Teutonic,

different from the Anglo-Saxon, and apparently
more allied to the Belgic, affirm that the Scottish

language is not the daughter of the Anglo-Saxon,
but is

" an independent stream, derived from the

great fountain of the ancient Gothic, and coming
to us in Scotland through purer channels than those

wherein it flowed into England." On the other

hand, those who maintain that the Picts were a

tribe of Celtic origin, account for the general in-

troduction of the Saxon language into the lowland

districts of Scotland, from the conquest of the

Lothians and Berwickshire, and ultimately, of the

kingdom of Strathclyd by the Saxons; the extensive

influx of Saxon and Norman nobles to the Scottish

court after the marriage of Malcolm Canmore with

a Saxon princess, and the multitude of English cap-
tives taken in war during the reign of that monarch.

In whatever way the fact may be accounted for,

there can be no doubt that, as early as the com-

mencement of the twelfth century, throughout the

lowland districts of Scotland, the Saxon language
had gradually displaced the ancient Celtic tongue,
and was spoken by the king and nobles, and the

more civilized portion of the people. It is, no

doubt, true that Norman-French was also under-

stood and spoken at the Scottish court, while Latin

was the language of the clergy, and was employed
in theological and scientific treatises, and in all

civil and ecclesiastical contracts and legal proceed-

ings; but Saxon, or English, was the ordinary
_-c of the court and of the people, and was

used by the minstrels and bards in the composition
of their romances and legendary tales.

In the southern division of the island, the lan-

HOW called English was formed under very
different circumstances. " In England," says Sir

Scott,
"

it is now generally admitted, that

te Norman Conquest, while the Saxon lan-

guage was abandoned to the lowest of the people,
and while their conquerors only deigned to employ
their native French, the mixed language now
called English existed only as a kind of lingua
Franca to conduct the necessary intercourse be-

' he victors and the vanquished. It was not
till the reign of Henry the Third that this dialect

-umed a shape fit for the purposes of the

id even then, it is most probable that Eng-
vui.. i.

lish poetry, if any such existed, wu abandoned to
the peasants and menials ; while all who aspired
above the vulgar, listened to the lays of Marie, the
romances of Chrestien dc Troyes, or the interert-

ingfaubliaux of the Anglo-Norman troitteur

only persona who ventured to use the native lan-

guage of the country, in literary cotnpoition,
were certain monkish annalist*, who usually think
it necessary to inform us that they dearer

so degrading a task out of pure charity, lowlinea*
of spirit, and love to the ' lewcd men,' meaning
the lower classes, who could not understand tho
Latin of the cloister, or the Anglo-Norman of tho
court. Even when the language was gradually
polished, and became fit for the purposes of tho

minstrels, the indolence or taste of that race of

poets induced them to prefer translating the Anglo-
Norman and French romances, which had stood

the test of years, to the more precarious and labo-

rious task of original composition. It is the united

opinion of "VVharton, Tyrwhytt, and Ritson, that

there exists no English romance prior to the days
of Chaucer, which is not a translation of some
earlier French one. From these statements it fol-

lows, that while the king and nobles of England
were amused by tales of chivalry composed in tho

French or Romance language, those which

chanted in the court of Scotland must have

written originally in '

Inglis.' Tho English did

not begin to translate these French poems till about

1300, nor to compose original romances in their

own language until or near a century later,

there is satisfactory evidence, that long before this

period, several poets had already flourished in tho

court of Scotland."
*

The peculiar circumstances under which the

English language was formed in the Ixnvlands of

Scotland and north of England, as Sir Walter re-

marks, may account for the superiority of the curly

Scottish over the early English poets, excepting

always the unrivalled Chaucer, as well as for tho

remarkable excellence of the harpers and minstrel*

of the " North Countree," and the flow of roman-

tic and poetical tradition which has di>ti;;guiihed

the borders of Scotland almost down to the pro-

sent time.

The earliest composition in the Scottish or

"
quaint Inglis

"
language which

,. <inilllll ..

has survived to our day, is the Tns.tr..

romance of Sir Tristrcm, by the

celebrated Thomas the Rhymer,
or Thomas of Ercildounc. The precise date of the

birth of this venerable bard is unknown 5
bat he

was alive, and in the height of his reputation, at

the death of Alexander III., in 1- P-

posed to have received the api>cllation
of Rhrracr

from his poetical works ;
while his terri tonal d

signation was derived from the village of

doune or Earlston, in Herwicksh

the lapse of seven centuries, the ruins of tl

which formed the residence of the earliest S

Introduction to the IU>mnce of Sir TrutriM, pp.

10-61.
p f
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net. are still ahowB. There is satisfactory evi-

Thomas of Ercildoune was a man of

rank, and enjoyed the intimate ac-

of the great and noble of the time in

which he lived. He appears to

hare acquired, at a very early pe-

riod, the reputation of a prophet, for in those

The hallowed name
OfPOM a*4 ot seer waa the same ;

"

gad many curious notices of his predictions are

eeattered through the works of our ancient writers.

la Harbour's
"
Brace," composed about 1375, there

ta a reference to a prophecy of Thomas, concerning

the exploits and succession of Robert the First.

After Bruce had slain Cumyn, in Dumfries, in

1308, Lunberton, Bishop of St Andrews, is intro-

duced, wring :

*
I aoaeTbBM' prophecy
Of HeruUowne rerefyd be

la him; for M oar Lord help me,
I hart great hope he shall be king,
Aa4 hae thu land all in leading."*

Wrntown, who died about 1420, also refers to the

of the Rhymer. His words are

M Of date fnrht whOnm ftpak Thomas
OfEiealfem*

"
- .-J, that aayd in derne,

Thar* afcouU meet atalwartly, stark, and stcrne.
Be a*?! it ia hi* prophecie,
B* how h* wist it *M feriy

"
(a marvel).*

. who flourished about the year 1430, has
a circumstantial account of the celebrated

prediction of the Rhymer, respecting the untimely
and ilkMhim. fate of Alexander III.J

Henry the V ho is supposed to have
written hie metrical life of Wallace in the early

the fifteenth century, represents Thomas
the Rhymer as alive in 1296, the year in which
WaUaee took up arms, and as

predicting that, be-
fcre the of the Scottish hero,

on Arid hll make their end,
, 1 k* fthall the Southron send ;

Jftrias h. ahaU hrynK to the
peace,aea* eeajrM shall ntier be kend." j

prophecies, rulgarly ascribed to

1-rrjldoune, seem to have been verv
fa the reigns of Jamee V., Queen Mary, and
rL. and were collected and published, both

liah. The
authenticity of " The

Thomae lnnount, yet extant in
, wa.

firmly bc-lieved by Arch-

,W"f Pely ays, "whence orWV he had thi. knowledge can hardly be affirmed,
that be did divine and answer

r*f> to ef'"l We are informed
t, at the period of the union with Eng-***
If 5Tt

M?
T<lit<^nt in * northern

U the haill common, of Scotland that

he Boanaee of Sir Trutren., PP .

had red or understanding wer daylie speiking and

exponeing of Thomas Rymer, hes prophesie, and
of uther prophesies quhilk wer prophesied in uuld

tymes."* And even at the present day many
rhymes ascribed to Thomas of Ercildoune are cur-

rent among the country people, especially in the

border-districts of Scotland,f

It is the opinion of the great writer to whom we
owe the publication of the Tale of

origin of the

Tristrem, that this celebrated ro- Tale of Tristrem.

mance was not invented by Thomas of Ercildoune,
but owes its origin to the same source as those

legendary tales which commemorate the famous

exploits of Arthur and bis knights, and the strug-

gles of the aboriginal Britons against the Saxon

invaders. Tristrem, as he observes, is uniformly

icpresented as a native of the little kingdom of

(Cornwall, which was one of the last points of

refuge to the indigenous natives of Britain
;

the

scene of the story is laid either in Cornwall or in

the countries of Wales, Ireland, and Brittany, all

inhabited by the Celtic race
;
and the names of all

the important personages in the romance are of

genuine British origin. He therefore concludes,

on apparently valid grounds, that in Tristrem him-

self we are to recognise an actual British warrior

who flourished during the stormy independence of

Cornwall, and experienced some of those adven-

tures which have been so long the subject of the

bard and the minstrel.

The testimony of a contemporary writer, Robert

of Brunne, establishes at once the fact, that Thomas

of Ercildoune was the author of Sir Tristrem. and

the high reputation which the romance had at-

tained. This ancient author avers, that "
it is the

best geste ever was or ever would
Styie ^j jan.

be made, if minstrels could recite gua^e of the

as Thomas had composed it" But Poem -

he adds, it is written in such "
quaint Inglis,'' that

those who repeated it were hardly able to under-

stand it, or to make it intelligible to their hearers.

He complains also that the author had employed
such an intricate and complicated stanza, that it

was difficult for the reciters to recollect the poem ;

and he avers that he never heard a perfect recital.

because of some one "
copple" or stanza, a part was

always omitted. But, while he argues that he him-

self, writing not for the minstrel or harper, but

solely to instruct the

"
symple men

That strange Inglish cannot ken,"

does well in choosing a simple structure of

which they could easily understand and remember.

he excuses Thomas of Ercildoune, and another

poet, whom he calls Kendal, for using a more ambi-

tious and ornate kind of poetry, because

wrote for pride (fame), and for nobles, not -

these my ignorant hearers." It is evidei

the testimony of this ancient writer, that
"

the English minstrels had hardly ventured on the

Bin-el's Diary, p. />!).

+ See Sir \Y;dtcr Scott's Minstrelsy of the ScoUibh

Border.
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drudgery of translating the French romances, or,

if tin v did so, were only listened to by the lowest

of the people, our northern poets were writing

original gests,
' for pride and nobleye,' in a high

tnd complicated stanza, which the southern

harpers marred in repeating, and which their ple-

beian audience were unable to comprehend."*

Tin' modern copy of " Sir Tristrem
"
corresponds,

both in diction and in structure, with the descrip-

on of Robert de Brunne. The style of the com-

sition is exceedingly brief, elliptical, and concise,

t-n to obscurity, presenting a striking contrast to

circumstantial, diffuse, and prolix descriptions

of later minstrels. The structure of the stanza in

' Sir Tristrem" is also very peculiar and intricate,

and the rhymes are multiplied and complicated to

u most unusual extent
;
but it contains some natural

touches of great beauty, as well as many curious

and interesting pictures of ancient manners. As a

specimen of the structure and language of this

celebrated romance, we may take the description

of the meeting of Sir Tristrem with a party of

hunters.t
" The forest was fair and wide,

With wild bestes y sprad ;

The court was ner beside,
The palmers thither him lad;

Tristrem hunters seighi J ride,

Les ot'houndes thai ledde ;

Thai token in that tide
'

Of fatte hartes y fedde,
In feld :

In hlehand
||

s he cledde ;

The hunters him beheld."

Tristrem is scandalized at the awkward and un-

si>ortsmanlike manner in which they break up the

stags which they have slain, and expostulates with

them :

"Up stood a serjant^f hold,

And spak Tristrem oyain,**
' We and our elders old

Thus then have we sain
;

Others thou hast ous told;

Yond lith a beast unflain ;

Atire ++ it as thou wold,
And we wil se full fain

In feld ;

In lede Jl is nought to lain,'

The hunters him beheld."

A minute account is then given of the scientific mode
in which Tristrem breaks up the stag ;

how he gave
the left shoulder to the forester as his rights, the

numbles or inwards to the hunters and spectators,

the quarre to the hounds, and the corbin bone to

on, who sat expectant on the forked tree, and

how he tied up the paunch with the grease, as also

the gurgiloun, and lastly, recited the appropriate

and blew the tokening or death-note. The

whole description is exceedingly curious, and shows

the great importance attached to the " art of

y
"
in those early ages.|| |[

Introduction to Sir Tristrem. p. 67.

i. sUii/a 41 to 49, inclusive.
Saw. Leash of hounds. ||

Blue.

:it of th<> crown. *
Against. t+ Arrange.

hmguago. Not to lie.

Fristrein, a Metrical Romance of the Thirteenth

with Introduction and Notes by Sir Walter Scott.

the Scottish Poets, by Dr. Irving, vol. i. pp. 225

Besides " Sir Tristrem," there exist two other

Scottish romances, entitled (iuwcn and Golo-

gras," and " Galoran of Galoway," whi<

Walter Scott supposes were composed long before

the conclusion of the thirteenth century. This

opinion is founded upon their extreme rudeness
and unintelligibility ; the comparative absence of
French words and French phraseology, so nuhlon
able in Scotland after the time of Robert Bruce,
when the intercourse of the countries became more
intimate

; and, above all, the evident allusion* to

the possession of part of Scotland by the liritUh

tribes.*

An interesting specimen of the Scottish language,
at this period, is given in the following little song,
or monody, composed on the death of Alexander

III., in the year 1285, and fortunately preserved by

Wyntown in his Chronicle.! It is probable, how-

ever, that the orthography may have undergone
considerable alterations during the century ;m<I a

half which elapsed between the death of Alexander

and the time of Wyntown.
"
Quhen Alysandyr cure kyng wes dede,

That Scotland led in lawe and le,

Away wes sons of ale and brede,

Of wyne and wax, of gamyn and gle;

Cure gold wes changyd iu-to lede.

Cryst borne into virgynyti ;

Succour Scotland and remede,
That stad is in perplexyte."J

Mention is also made by Wyntown of a poet

called " Huchown of the Awle Ryall," or "
Hugh

of the Royal Hall or Palace," who appears to have

flourished about this period. Besides his great

historical work, described as the "Gest Hystoi

there are specified, among his writings, the " Gret

Gest of Arthure," the "
Pystyl of Swete Susan,"

and the " Awntere of Gawane." A poem in

alliterative verse, founded on the story of " Susan-

nah and the Elders," and supposed to be the

"
Pystyl

" ascribed to Huchown, is still preserved ;

and the "Gret Gest of Arthure," in which he

treats of the doughty deeds of that hero, of his

worship and prowess, his conquests and royal

estate, his round table and twelve peirs, was

discovered a few years ago, by Sir Frederic:

don, among the ancient manuscripts in the Cot Ionian

Library. Wyntown eulogizes Huchown as a poet

who " was cunning in literature, curious in I

style, eloquent and subtile, and who clothed his

composition in appropriate metre, so as always to

raise delyte and pleasure."
But the specimen* ol

his writing which have reached our times by n<

means bear out this high commendation.

By far the most celebrated Sootti>h v

this age is JOHN BARBOUR, Arch-
John g^^^.

deacon of Aberdeen, the author of

the metrical history of Robert Bruce. Thisdehf

ful old author is supposed to have been *"'
the year 1316; but nothing is known c

Introduction to Sir Tristrem, pp. 87, 68.

t Vol. i. p. 401.
/,!...,

J See ante, p. 81, where a modernicd copy o

is given. .
,,

\\yr town's Chronicle, vol. L ;
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fanih. or of the place of his birth or education.

It appears, from safe-conducts granted to him by

the Bflgti*** monarch, on the special request of

David IL, th* he prosecuted his studies both at

Oxfcrd and in France, even after he had attained to

Mature rears. He was promoted to the office of

Archdeacon of Aberdeen about 1356; and in the fol-

lowing rear the bishop of the diocese nominated

BOB one*of the commissioners who were to meet at

Edinburgh to deliberate about the ransom of David

IL About ten years later he was engaged in the

composition of the great national poem which has

perpetuated his name. He was rewarded by a

pension from Robert II., which is expressly stated

to have been bestowed as a reward for the com-

piling
* The Book of the Deeds of Robert I.," and

died, at an advanced age, in 1396.

The dm""*11** of this period were, for the most

part, eoneealrd from the unlearned part of the

community, under the veil of a dead or a foreign

language;* but it is to the honour of Barbour

that ho renounced this fatal practice, and boldly

ramposed his patriotic and spirit-stirring strains in

Us own native tongue,

"Till like mmn'g understanding."

Hi* language has been pronounced, by a competent

fudge, remarkably good for the time, and far su-

perior, in neatness and elegance, even to that of

Gawin Douglas, who wrote more than a century

i the author of a metrical history
or gausaliiBj of the Kings of Scotland, entitled

'The Brute," of which no manuscript is known
lioL But his reputation as a historian and

ost rest* upon his celebrated history of King&** Brace. The value of this noble work, both
o a faithful narrative of the exploits of the great
Irniwrof Scotland, and a graphic delineation of

the muon of his age, is very great. Wyntown,
historian of no mean value, speaks of

'writing
"
IB BMtn fkr mwr vertnoaftly
Tfci I can think by my tndy:"

tfaraator of Fordnn's "
Scotichronicon

"

the memorable events of the war of* because they had been already
opioualy narrated by Barbour.

J historian has, indeed, given a spirit-
the gallant exploits and dreadful

bo noble patriots who fought, against
high and holy cause of their

wn; and bis narrative is equally
fcr

totrthonticity and it. fresh and
He delineates the nicer

ith proat delicacy and dis-

petuous brother, are traced with the hand of a
master ;

and he gives us charming pictures of the

manners and modes of thinking of these noble

patriots, under all the varieties of their romantic

fortunes. Barbour's learning must have been great
for the time

;
and he was evidently well read, both

in the classical and in the romantic literature

of the day. His descriptive powers were of a

high order; and, in the opinion of a most com-

petent judge, "he has adorned the English language

by a strain of versification, expression, and poetical

images far superior to the age."
* His impas-

sioned eulogium upon freedom shows, that the

heart of a patriot and a soldier beat beneath the

churchman's gown ;
and the manner in which he

celebrates the feats of individual prowess and

daring, on the part of the Scottish hero and his

friends, leaves no doubt, that if he had lived a few-

years earlier he would not have hesitated to buckle

on his armour and fight for the liberty and in-

dependence of his country.
The exordium explains the object of the poetical

historian in clear and forcible language
"
Stories to read are delitabill,

Suppose that thai be nought but fabill :

Then suld stories that suthfast + were,
An thai were said on gud maner,
Have doubill plesance in hearing.
The first plesance is the carpyng ; J
And the tothir the suthfastness

That shews the thing rycht as it was
And such things that are lykand,
Till mans hearing are plesand.
Thairfor, I wald fain set my will,

GifF
|| my wit myght suffice thairtill,

To put in writ a suthfast story,
That it last ay furth in memory,
Sa that na tyme of length it let,

Nor ger it haly ^f be forget.
For auld storys that men redys
Eepresentes to thaim the dedys
Of stalwart folk that lywyt are,

Eycht as thai then in presence were."

Tried by his own test, it must be admitted that

Barbour has admirably succeeded in composing a

poem, which is at once true or suthfast in it>

rnents, and delectable in the perusal. His chronicle

is valuable not only for the accuracy of its details,

but for the remarkable freshness and vivid i:

its descriptions, both of natural scenery and of

battles and sieges. To use his own expi

words, it represents the deeds of 'stalwar

who are long since dead, who led their life ii;

travel, and oft in hard stour or tumult of buttle,

truly as if we were in their very presence : Kin?:

Robert of Scotland, that was hardy of heart and

hand the good Sir James of Douglas, who

worthy in his time that his high price and bounty

made his name renowned in foreign lands'

fiery, rash, and headstrong Edward, and tin

cious Randolph, whose 'trusty heart and

service were enhanced by his courteous and d<'-

bonayr manners, and shone out in his fair.

sant and broad countenance.' Of these noble

patriots and their worthy compeers he says

Warton's History of English To, try, vol. i. p. 318.

* True, t Speaking, talking. Truth.
|'

If. ^ WhoUJ.
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"
I think this book to ma,*

Now God give grace that I may swa
Tret it and bring it till endiiig
That I say nocht but sutbfast thing."

The first seven of the twenty books into whicl

historical poem has been divided by Dr. Jamie

i, its latest editor, are occupied with the earlj
ventures of King Robert Bruce, from the murder

:yn down to the convention between Edwarc
IJiwe and Sir Philip Mowbray, the Governor o:

: ling castle ;
and the various reverses of fortune

in the eventful life of the Scottish monarch, his

defeat at Methven, and subsequent dangers one

privations among the fastnesses of Argyle, his en-

counter with Lorn, and his devoted clansmen, his

retreat to the isle of Rachrin, his return to the

inland, his romantic exploits among the moun-
tains of Galloway and Carrick, and his victories

over the English invaders, and their gradual ex-

pulsion from the country, are all narrated with

great spirit, and in strains which came warm from

the heart of the patriotic poet. The eighth and
ninth books are devoted to an account of the me-
morable conflict which finally secured the inde-

pendence of Scotland; and here the author puts
forth the whole strength, of his genius. After enu-

merating, with much skill, all the host which Ed-
ward assembled from England, Wales, and Ireland,
and from his continental dominions in Gascony,
Poictou, Provence, and Languedoc ;

and describing
the mighty army divided into ten battles, and with

immense array of baggage-waggons and attend-

ants, overspreading all the land far and wide, and

i'/rming a magnificent spectacle of martial pomp
and splendour ; he says, that on their march from

Berwick
"
Baith hills and vallies helyt thai (they bid)
As the battails that were braid

Departit, over the feldis raid,
The sone was brycht and shyning cler,
And armouris that burnyst wer,
Sa blomit with the sunnis beme,
That all the land was in a leme (blaze) ;

.Banners rycht fairly flaming,
And pensils to the wind waving,
Sa fell ther wer of ser quentis,
(So many there were of great quaintness,)
That it were gret slycht to devise."

On the other hand, Bruce reviews his troops,

assigns to their leaders their different parts, ex-

plains to them his tactics, and finding his men " of

hardy countenance," he who " knew him well "
in

buch matters, rejoiced in their gallant bearing

And thoncbt that men of sa gret will,
G iff thai wald set thair will thartil,
Suld be full hard to win per-fay.
And as he met them in the way,
He welcumit thaim with gladsum fare,

Speking gud wordis here and there.

And thai that thair lord so meekly
Saw welcum thaim and so hamely ;

Joyful thai wer
;
and thoucbt that thai

Aught weil to put thaim till assay,
Of hard fechting or stalwart sture,
For to mayteynie his honor."

Bruce then explains to his men the plan he had

fornud. for the battle, arranges them in their order,
"

Make.

| !

assigns to tho leaders their several part*, and
makes all necessary preparations for the reeeptiou
of the enemy. On Sunday morning, 1000 after

sun-rise, they heard mass, and many of tiim were
shrived "

full devoutly."
" That thoncht to die in that meltt,
Or then to niak their cunt re free ;

To God for their rycht pravit thai,
Thar dynit uana of thaim that day ;

Hot tor the vigil of Sanct John
Thai fastit water and breid upon."

The poet then proceeds to narrate, in appropri-
ate strains, a number of spirit-stirring incidents,
which served as a fitting prelude to the great bat-
tie

; the defeat of Clifford by Randolph ; the chi-
valrous conduct of Douglas in hastening to the
rescue of his friend when outnumbered and appa-
rently overmatched by the enemy, but stopping
when he saw him likely to discomfit his enemies

by his own might, lest he should deprive him of

some part of his well-merited praise ; the encoun-
ter between King Robert Bruce and Sir Henry de
Bohun

;
the crowding of the Scottish leaders around

Randolph on his return from his successful conflict

with Clifford, to gaze on him and do him honour
" for his high worsehip and gret valour ;" the

animating address of Bruce to his barons and

knights, and their courageous response ; the kneel-

ing of the Scottish army as the conflict was about

to begin ;
and the different inferences of the Eng-

lish monarch and his veteran attendant Sir Ingram
de Umfraville

" The Scottis men commounaly,
Knelyt all donne to God to

pray ;

And a short prayer thar made they
To God to help them in that fvchu

And when the Inglis king had sycht
Of thaim kneeling he said in by (haste),
' Yon folk kneel to ask mercy.'
Sir Ingraham said

' Ye say suth now,
Thai ask mercy, but nane at you ;

For thair trespes to God thai cry.

I tell you a thing sekyrly (surely),
That yon men will all wyn or die.'

"

After this solemn note of preparation the op-

posing hosts join battle, and the poet describes

with great power the impetuous assault of the

English cavalry upon the dense ranks of the Scot-

tish spearmen the comparatively small body of

the Scots lost amid the multitude of the Engl:

as if they had been plunged into the sea tho

din of blows the clang of arms the shoutings of

the war-cries the crash of lances the flight* of

arrows darkening the light horses, maddened by

heir wounds, running mastcrless tho alternate

sinking and rising of the banners the gnm red

with blood, and covered with shreds of armour

and broken weapons the confusion and slau.

he panic and the flight The conduct of Fxiward

who, according to Barbour, with a company of five

lundred men,
" armed all at rycht,

In till a frusch all took the flycht,

is skilfully contrasted with the chivalry of Sir

Giles de Argentine, who "chose rather to stay *ud
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dfe tfc*- to lire shamefully and flee," and shouting

y war-ery,
" De Argent," met his death by the

guattieh apcars.

p^ perhap*, the most interesting portions ot

due "toe old Scotch Odyssey" are the delightful

ketches which it contains of manners and customs,

ad the striking pictures of the confidence and

Action that existed between King Robert and

his fcUowers. After the fatal defeat at Meth-

v*a, Bruce and his little band of faithful friends

were driven to take refuge in the fastnesses of

where they were joined by their

That fur leal 1 tiff and lawte

\VaU partnero of thair painis be."

1 hiring their wanderings among the hills of

Brradalbane they were reduced to the greatest

privations from the want of the necessaries of life ;

ad Barbour describes " the worthy James of

M very active in procuring food for the

Pttimft venison, sometimes "
geddis

(pike*), salmonys, and troutis," which he caught
with "gynnes," and sometimes making a foray
{to the low country for cattle.

A4 tlM krag oft comfort was
h Us wjt and his bwynes

"
(cheerfulness),

The personal character of Bruce himself shines out

with peculiar lustre in the adverse tide of his

ftsrtaaes | and many traits of his gentle and affec-

tioaate disposition are recorded by his biographer.
He strove to sustain the courage of his followers

by the example of his own patience and indo-

sjitahle resolution, and to cheer their sinking
spirits with stories from history and romance.

1 te mak bettor cheer,
.Thsa a bail matter to. by far
Ft Us esess fssd fra ill to war

"
(worse).

At leafth, oa the approach of winter, the Earl of
Atheies heart bfgun to fail,

W1U eMld. sad hnngir, an.* waking,"

^M^rsyeakd the king to leave him to his fate.
I hreaaw aatessary also to provide for the safety

e ladies, who were no longer able to bear

ptiratioae and dangers of a wandering life

awe barren wilds; and it was resolved to
tfcam to Kildrummy castle under the charge

r the Earl of Athole and Nigel Hrucc. The king
* hones of bis party for the service

l^tJSla.71^ ^'^'^foot

lirhaMaai faith thai far*

.- J to describe the tedious and
the king and his follow, ,s

b Loamd, in a little boat, fit to carry only

three at a time; and tells us, that during the time
which was consumed in crossing the lake, Bruce
entertained those who had passed over, by relatin

to them the romance of Ferembrace,* who was over-

come by the "
rycht douchty Oliver," together with

an account of the siege of the " Douse pairs," ii

the tower of Egrymor, by King Lawyn.
" The gud king upon this maner
Comfortit thaim that war him ner,
And maid thaim gamyn and solace
Till that his folk all passit was."

While the fugitives were traversing the hills and
woods in search of food, they were joined by the

Earl of Lennox, who was also under hiding, and
had received no tidings of the fate of his royal
master since the disastrous defeat at Methven.

" The king him welcomit rycht hlythly,
And askyt him full tendyrly ;

And all the lordis that war there

Eycht joyful of thair meeting \rer,

And kyssit him in gret daynte.
It was gret pite for till se

How thai for joy and pite gret,
When that thai with thair fellow met,
That thai wend (thought) had been dede : forthi

Thai welcomit him mar hartfully ;

And he for pite gret agayn,
That never of meeting was sa fayne."

With such touches of gentleness and tender affec-

tion does the old chronicler relieve his stern story
of hardship and battle. So also in noticing the

death of Sir Walter Ross.

" That Sir Edward, the king's brother,
Luffit and had in sic daynte,
That as himselff him luffit he.

And when he wyst that he was ded,
He was sa wa and will of reide,
That he said, makand evil cher,
That him war rather that journay wer

Undone, than he sa ded had bene.

Out-taken him men has nocht sene,
When he for ony man maid moanying."

Such are some of the nicer traits of character

which ordinary historians are too much in the

habit of overlooking.
The story of King Robert and the lavender (or

laundress), though better known, deserves to be

quoted as an example, both of the thoughtful kind-

ness and humanity of the monarch, and of the

manner of his affectionate biographer. The Scot-

tish army was about to commence its march from

Limerick.

" And when that thai all redy wer,
The king has hard a woman cry :

He askit what that was in hy.
'
It is the lavender, Sir,' said ane,

' That her chyld-ill rycht now has tane,
And mon leve now behind us here ;

Tharfor she makis yone evil cher.'

The king said,
'

Certis it wer pite
That she in that poynt left suld be ;

For certis, I trow thar is na man
That he ne will rew a woman than.

His host all than arrestit he,
And gert a tent soon stentit be,
And gert her gang in hastily,
And othyr women to be hyr by ;

Till she was delivered he bade (stayed),
And syne furth on his wayis raid.

* See Appendix, Note xir.
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And how she furth sulil carried be,
Or Ivor lie furtli fur ordanyt he.

This was a full gret .rrmasy,
That sic a king, and sa mychty,
Gert his men dwell on this manor
But for a poor lavender."

cimcn of Barbour's descriptive powers we

ay give the following verses on Spring, which, as

r. Irving justly observes, suffer little in compari-
even with Chaucer's description of the same

vcet season :

" This was in Ver, when wynter tide,

With his blasts hidyous to bide,
Was our drywyn,* and birdys small

As turturis.f and the nychtyngale,
Italian rycht sariely to syng,
And for to mak in thair singying
Swete notis and soandis ser,

Ami melodys pleasand to her.

And the treis began to ma J

Burgeans, and brycht blomis alswa,
To win the helyng of thair hewid,
That wykkit winter had thaim rewid,
And all grassys began to spryng."

It is a proud thing, it has been justly said, to have

given a subject for such an Odyssey, and to have

had a poet worthy to celebrate it.

Another of the metrical histories of this age is

Wyntown's the "
Orygynale Cronykil of Scot-

nicle. land," composed by Andrew Wyn-
town. Prior of St. Serf's monastery, situated on an

island in Lochleven.
||

The precise date of his birth

is unknown
; but he held the office of Prior in

1395
; and his life must, at least, have been pro-

longed till 1420, for, at the close of his work, he

mentions the death of Robert, Duke of Albany,
which took place in the course of that year, and
offers up a prayer for the prosperity of his chil-

dren. He was. therefore, a contemporary of Bar-

hour, to whose merit as an accurate historian he

has, on various occasions, paid a just tribute. His

chronicle, which he tells us was undertaken at the

request of Sir John Wemyss,^f the ancestor of the

present noble family of that name, is valuable

both as a picture of ancient manners and as a re-

pository of historical anecdotes. Like other chro-

niclers of his age, Wyntown commences his work
with a general history of the world, and treats of

the nature of angels ;
the creation of the world ;

the death of Abel ; the generations of Cain and

Seth; the primeval race of giants; the ark of

Xoah and the deluge; the situation of India,

Kgjpt, Africa, Europe, Britain, and Ireland; the

confusion of tongues ; the origin of poetry and of

Mahometanism
;

the lives of the patriarchs ;
the

siege of Troy ; the Judges of Israel, and the arrival

Driven away, past and gone. t Turtle-doves.
Make. Sprouts, buds.

- rfs priory was originally a religious house belong-
ie Culdees. David I. bestowed it upon the Canons
of St. Andrews.

'
! John Wemyss was the proprietor of Reres and

Kinealdrum in Fife.
"

He lived under the reigns of Robert
'I. and III. and James I., and was employed as ambassador

Concerning the release of this monarch from his

captivity in England.
" He was," says Wyntown,

" an
'""lest knight and of good fame, and had a full claim to my
service."

of Brutus in Britain. Of the nine bock
which his chronicle is divided,

"
In honowre of the onljn nyn
Of holy aiigelys,"

five are almost entirely occupied with these hete-

rogeneous topics, till at length, in the commence-
ment of the sixth book, he comes to speck of
the " War betwen the Scottis and th.

and gradually limits hia dissertations to bin own
proper subject,

"
Perhaps," says Mr. Kllu,

" the

ablest modern versifier who should undertake to

enumerate in metre the years of our Lord in only
one century, would feel some respect for the inge-

nuity with which Wyntown has contrived to rary
his rhymes throughout such a formidable chrono-

logical series as he has ventured to encounter.

His genius is certainly inferior to that of his pre-

decessor, Barbour
; but, at least, his versification is

easy, his language pure, and his style often ani-

mated. As a historian he is highly valuable."*

While Wyntown was engaged in the composition

of his work, some person of kindred taste and

pursuits, whose name he has unfortunately ne-

glected to mention, sent him a narrative of affairs

in Scotland from the birth of David II. to the

death of Robert II., which he has incorporated into

his own work. He has also included in his chro-

nicle, about three hundred verses of Barbour's " Life

of Bruce," as well as various fragments of a Latin

elegiac chronicle. The comi>osition of the "
Ory-

gynale Cronykil," though unpolished, u often

spirited ;
but the descriptions are not unfrequently

unnecessarily minute and diffuse. It must be

admitted, however, that the digressions in which

the work abounds, are exceedingly valuable and

interesting, in consequence of the light which they

cast upon the state of society at that early period.

Wyntown was inferioi to Barbour, not only in

genius, but in sound judgment. He was a zealous

churchman, and avails himself of every opportunity

to advance the power and dignity of the <

and to maintain that superiority over th

power which they claimed as a divine right. H-

was much more under the influence of supersti-

tious feeling than his predecessor, and his chro-

nicle contains a considerable number of fabulous

legends, which convey a curious idea of the cre-

dulity of the age. The following specimen

these monastic tales may serve to show the ortho-

graphy and style of the venerable chronicler :-

ST. SERF'S BAM.

" This holy man had a nun
That he had fed up of a lam,

And oysit him til folow ay,

Quherevir he passit in his way.

A theyf this sehepp in

And et him up in pccw MB*"*.

Quhen Sanct Serf his ram h

Quha that it stal was few thmt wul

On presumpcion nerirthdcs

He that it stal areetyt w :
.

And til Sanct Serf syne wa* h<

That scheippe, he said, that h st

Ellis'* Historical Sketch of Eogli-h Poetry, L L

p. 247.
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As4 Ifcaifor for to swer ane athe,

lie taid that he wW ntK>llt ^ lR
>"
the -

Hot SOM he vonhit rede for schayme,

The achrrp* tlmr blctyt in his wayme!
Bwa he Uxnctjt whanifully,

A*i at Sanet Serf askjt mercy.

The reputation of Wyntown as an accurate his-

torian tfiH* deservedly high, and his simple and

aadorocd and trustworthy narrative of events

prearaU a striking contrast to the preposterous

ffetion* of Hector Boece and his followers.
" In

Wyntown's Chronicle," says Mr. Macpherson,
" the

a may find what for want of more ancient

which have long ago perished, we must

the original accounts of many trans-

and *!" many events related from his

knowledge, or the reports of eye-witnesses.

His faithful adherence to his authorities appears

from comparing bis accounts with unquestionable

tusMihiis soch as the Fecdera Anglio?, and the

^taring remains of the Register of the Priory of

St. Andrews, that venerable monument of ancient

3*T*tih history and antiquities, generally coeval

with the nets recorded in it, whence he has given

largt extract*, almost literally translated."* His-

torical record*, however, were at this period ex-

ceedingly scanty, as Wyntown himself informs us

i the introduction to his Chronicle, when he be-

speaks th* leader's indulgence for his work. "
For,"

a* he, "I found few writings at hand that I

rosJd draw to my warand. I had part, indeed, of

th* hook which Peter Comestor compiled in his

day. th* Chronicle also of Orasius and of Fre"re

Mwtjnc, besides English and Scottish stories, and
rioB other incidents which I deemed accordant

to my saattcr. When these were exhausted I found

y wit grown dry, and without cither flower or
frwt t yrt not th* leas for this do I pursue my pur-

JMBB.
skiif th* savour of that rose which spreads

lla Adl-Uown flowers, and for ever springs for the
liiian of th* King of kings."!

a* awout of the return of David II. from his

j*_^
l*ltnd

;
"^y takcn as a fair

I yntown's mode of narration, and
k*rio* Ulttatration of the manners of the

historian, it will be observed, justifies
which the king sought to repressoo* and intrusive

loyalty of his people.
riffati spriHmg of this extract has bVen

SStiFSSSF*''

ZZXK?l*'>'

All privily went hame their way ;

At that time there nae mair did they
The king to London then was had,
That there a laug time after bade.

" After syne, with mediatioun
Of messengers, of his ransoun
Was treated, while a set day
Till Berwick him again brought they.
And there was treated sae, that he
Should of prison delivered he,
And freely till his lands found,
To pay ane hundred thousand pound
Of silver, intil fourteen year.
And [while] the payment [payit] were,
To make sae lang truce took they,
And affirmed with seal and fay
Great hostage there leved* he
That on their awn dispense should be.

Therefore, while they hostage were,

Expense but number made they there.

The king was then delivered free,

And held his way till his countrie,
With him of English brought he nane,
Without a chamber-boy alane.

" The whether, upon the morn, when he
Should wend till his counsel privy,
The folk, as they were wont to do,
Pressed right rudely in thereto :

But he right suddenly can arracet
Out of a macer's hand a mace,
And said rudely,

' How do we now ?

Stand still, or the proudest of you
Shall on the head have with this mace !

'

Then there was nane in all this place,
But all they gave him room in hy ; J

Durst nane press further that were by ;

His council door might open stand,
That nane durst till it he pressand.

" Radure in prince is a good thing;
For, but radure

||
all governing

Shall all time but despised be :

And where that men may radure see

They shall dread to trespass, and sae

Peacable a king his land may ma'^f
Thus radure dred that gart him be.

Of England but a page brought he,
And by his sturdy 'ginning
He gart them all have sic dreading,
That there was nane durst nigh him near,

i But wha by name that called were.
He led with radure sae his land,
In all time that he was regnand,
That nane durst well withstand his will,

All winning bowsome to be him till."

The pages of Wyntown abound in fresh and

curious pictures of the manners and superstitions
of the age ; and throw much light upon the pro-

gress of the country in agriculture, manufactures,

and commerce. It has been objected to him, indeed.

to use the words of his learned editor, that he

sometimes runs into descriptions more minim- and

diffuse than are consistent with the rules of writ-

ing history; in answer to which, it is sufficient to

say, that these rules were unknown in his age.
Such descriptions were the defect, perhaps, more

properly speaking, the beauty of several early

historians: by them Snorro, the venerable
dotus of the north, and Froissart, the hist.u-y-

paintcr of France, England, and Scotland, who. like

our own "Wyntown, had the courage to write his-

tory in their native languages, bring us home to

L.ft.

Uiguur.

+ Reached.

j] Witkout rigour. Make.
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iics they describe, and make us take an in-

in the characters they draw. If the suc-

ot' kin^s mid the relation of their battles be

the body of history, the progress of the human
mind in arts and knowledge, and a true delineation

of manners, unquestionably constitute the very
soul of it.*

The materials which Wyntown has collected are

indeed of the most heterogeneous character, and

comprehend all classes of subjects, from the bar-

bead-roll of Pictish monarchs to the spirit-

_r description of " a heady fight, or the mov-

ing picture of a tournament or a hunting party."

His chronicle, therefore, bears no resemblance to

the historical works of modern times. To use the

felicitous comparison of Mr. Tytler,
" We have,

1 of a building of correct taste and Grecian

proportion, an extraordinary and rambling edifice,

somewhat resembling the ancient castles or pic-

turesque monasteries of the times in which the

author lived, where, in defiance of all rules and

orders, a chamber or a chapter was added accord-

ing to the exigency or the fancy of the moment.

The language, too, or materials with which his

work is constructed, is as rude and venerable as

the ivy-covered walls or weather-beaten pinnacles

upon which the waves of successive centuries have

left the traces of their progress. Yet what specta-

tor of taste has not often preferred the ancient

rustle, with all its romantic disproportion, to the

symmetrical beauty of the modern edifice? And
where is the student, who is an enthusiast in the

and antiquities of his country, who would

not rather read the quaint and homely descriptions
of the Prior of Lochleven, than the pages of modern

writers, where vigour, freshness, and originality are

so often sacrificed to insipid elegance ?
"

The chronicle must have been completed be-

tween the 3rd of September, 1420, and the return

of King James from England in 1424
;
and it is

probable that the author did not long survive the

conclusion of his work, for in the prologue of his

la.st book he mentions that increasing years and
infirmities warned him that he " must shortly put
off this tabernacle ;" and he represents age or elde

as daily sending him many painful "brevis" or

admonishing him to be looking for a speedy
conclusion of his mortal term, when the debt

which all must discharge would be claimed on

short delay.
"
Oft I find impediment,
With suJane and fierce maladis,
That me cumbris on mony wis,
And elde me masteris with hir brevis,
like day me sare aggrevis ;

She has me maid monition
To see for a conclusion
The quhilk behovis to be of debt,
Quhat term or tyme of that be set

I can wyt it be na way,
Hut well I wate on short delay
At a court I mon appeir,
Fell accusations thare til heir,

Quhare ua help thare is but grace." f

*
Wyntown's Chronicle, Preface, p. 27

+ Chronicle, vol. ii. p. 300.

VOL. I.

The oldest prose history of Scotland U the Scot*.

chronicon, written in Latin, the The Scotf-

joint production of two ccclc*ia- ehranboo.

tics, JOHN FORDIJN and WALTKR BOWER, to whose

praiseworthy industry succeeding historians are

deeply indebted. Fordun, who is supposed to have
derived his surname from the place of hi* nati\ itv,

a small village in Mearns,* held the office of Canon
of Aberdeen. The precise date of his birth

known; but he appears to have flourished about
the year 1380. Fordun according to his continn-

ator, Bower, was a simple man, who never gradu-
ated in the schools ; but he is understood to have
derived the materials for his chronicle from Un-

celebrated Wisheart, Bishop of Glasgow, who acted

so conspicuous a part in the war of independence,t
The first five books of the Scotichronicon, and

twenty-three chapters of the sixth book are the

composition of the venerable canon
;
the remainder

of the work, which extends in all to sixteen books,
was compiled by Walter Bower, or Bowmakcr,

principally from the materials collected by his pre-

decessor. Bower was a native of Haddington, and

was born in the year 1385. Like many other Scot-

tish youths of that age, after completing his phi-

losophical and theological studies in the schools of

his native country, he visited Paris, in order to

study the laws. On his return to Scotland, in the

year 1418, he was elected Abbot of St. Colm, a

religious house, erected by Alexander I., on Incli-

Colm, a small island in the Frith of Forth, and

dedicated to St. Columba.J In this secluded re-

treat Bower occupied his leisure in transcribing the

Chronicle of Fordun, which, up to this date, was

little known
; and, besides enlarging the work, he

brought down the narrative to the death of James I.

Like AVyntown, the authors of the Scotichroni-

con laboured under great disadvantages in the com-

position of their work, from the want of written

materials. The ancient chronicles of the kingdom

were, for the most part, the production of the monk-

ish annalists of the age, and were usually deposited

in the religious houses to which these clerical stu-

dents belonged. But many of the histories and

chronicles must have perished during the frequent

incursions of the Norwegian or Danish piru
-

whom the Scottish monasteries were repeatedly

plundered. The monastery of Icolmkill, wlu-rr,

previously to the union of the Scottish and IHctiah

kingdoms, the sovereigns of Scotland were solemnly

crowned and interred, was burnt and ravaged by

these marauders no less than six times during the

course of the tenth century, and the gcsts and an-

nals of the Scots and Picts, and other import

records, deposited in that venerable establishment,

* Lord Monboddo, one of the judges of th Coort f I

sion, and the eccentric author of some writ

taphysics and the origin and progww of!

native of the parish of Fordonn, (* Bo-well . *
of his Toor to the Highlands and !>"" **

chap, iv.;) and Dr. Heattie, the author of

and other works, was at one time lU KboolmMter.

t See ante, p. 115, and note.

J Sex- autt-, p. 100, and note
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all probability,
have perished at the same

Bat the ambition of Edward I. proved a

ormidable enemy to the ancient historical

of Scotland, than either the ravages of the

or the corroding tooth of time. Under the

pretext of deciding the competition for the crown

trtwoea Brow and Baliol, in accordance -with the

meiodonts of former reigns, and the ancient laws

Hid wage* of Scotland. Edward collected from the

Hamiia of the monasteries and the repositories of

the public records, the chronicles, charters, writs,

ud jrthfr documents, which treated of the ancient

history of Scotland, and either destroyed or carried

then into England.* Attempts have been made

of late to call in question this statement, but the

^ort Mtufactory evidence of its truth is to be

foad ia the celebrated document presented in the

Mine of the Estates of Scotland to Pope Boniface

VllI^ in the year 1301 :
" As to all these points,"

it i taid,
" and with regard to the other defences

which mar be brought forward, or the liberties

which mar be claimed, or the rights which may be

Jbaad existing in the kingdom of Scotland, the

King of Faghnd has abstracted the existing muni-

meats and the public records from' the treasury,

which eoald have illustrated them : and when he

had the custody of this kingdom, he, by force and

fear, taastd the same, along with many other bulls,

chasten, aad muniments which confirmed the li-

hartko of the same kingdom, to be abstracted from

the troawnr, and carried with him into England."!
This explicit statement is completely corroborated

by the testimony of the English historian, Knigh-
faa. J aad of the author of the Preface to the ancient

ChroBtek of Cupar 5 and especially by a precept or

vdor which still remain* addressed by Edward I.

to the keepers of Edinburgh castle, enjoining them
to deliver p all the charters, and other documents
ia their posseesion, which concerned the rights of

the competitors for the Scottish crown, or related

aay way to the kingdom of Scotland, to be car-

ried oC aad placed wherever the king should
'

It is hiis highly to the endit of Fordun, that, in

opito of thaw disadvantages, he undertook the com-

yfla f aohrOQJcUof Scottish affairs
; and he

appears to har spared neither expense nor labour
the pi nmi aliua of hfa praiseworthy design. The

tions which he made to collect
fer hk history, are commemorated by

the Mlhor of the Preface to the ancient Chronicle
* ^f't * * fcUowing quaint and bombastic

ter the k of theseH-* Altar chronicles (the
1 and earned off by

Scottish priest, by name
feeling hia heart titillated

with patriotic zeal, he applied his

loasa, CMtfeal BMOT. rot L p.**

KM.M.^ux.Ssrtrtsm,
t It W aMaelssrir MwvsT

nrbbd to favour
1'''' Vindic*Uon

hand boldly to the work
;
nor did he desist from

his undertaking until, by the most laborious study
and perseverance, traversing England and the ad-

jacent provinces of his own country, he had reco-

vered so much of the lost materials as enabled him
to compose five volumes of the delectable gests of

the Scots, which he drew up in a sufficiently chro-

nicle-like style, as they are to be found in the great

volume entitled the ' Scotichronicon.' In this

undertaking, it is impossible to refrain from be-

stowing great praise on the industiy of the author.

For, adverting to the fact, that to commit all the

record of past ages to the memory is the attribute

of God, rather than man, he upon this considera-

tion travelled on foot, like an unwearied and in-

vestigating bee, through the flowery meadow of

Britain, and into the oracular recesses of Ireland :

taking his way through provinces and towns,

through universities and colleges, through churches

and monasteries, entering into conversation, and

not unfrequently sharing at bed and board with

historians and chronologists ; turning over their

books, debating and disputing -with them, and

pricking, down, or intitulating in his descriptive

tablets all that most pleased him : in this manner,

and by pursuing such indefatigable investigation.

he became possessed of the knowledge which was

before unknown to him, and, collecting it with stu-

dious care in the revolving sinuosities of his parch-

ment code, like rich honeycombs in a historica

hive, he, as I have already premised, divided then-

into five books ofelegant composition,which brough'
down the history to the death of the sainted Kin;:

David."*

Like the other monkish annalists, Fordun en

deavours to trace the origin of his own people to i

period of the most remote antiquity ;
and he ha;

embodied in his history all the preposterous fiction:

respecting the rise of die Scots, which were curren

in Scotland at the time when he began his collcc

tions. The first of the five books into which he ha

divided his work, includes a period of eleven hun

dred and seventy-five years, from the first emigra
tion of the Scots, in the days of Moses, under Gath

elus, son of Neolus, King of Greece, down to th<

commencement of the Scottish monarchy in Bri

tain, which Fordun supposes to have taken plac

in the year of the world 4864, under Fei _

son of Ferchard. Following the absurd fashion c

his age, the venerable canon presents his reader

with a general history of the world, and <!

upon such subjects as the form of the univi :

position of the earth in the centre of the -

and equidistant from every part of the circle c

the heavens
; the four principal points of the con

pass ; the four cardinal winds
;
the division of t

world into Asia, Africa, and Europe ;
its partit.o

among the three sons of Noah ; the exact situatio

of paradise ; the history of Europe, and its greatt

islands
; and thus winding his way through the?

heterogeneous topics, he comes at last to the origi

of the Scots, the journey of Gathelus from Grecc

Innes, Critical Essay, vol i. pr
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ypt, his marriage to Scota, the daughter of

h, his voyage to Spain, the three emigra-
t' tlic Scots from Spain to Ireland, and their

ncnt in Britain about 330 years before Christ.

The second book of the Scotichronicon embraces

>tory of seven centuries, from the year 330

A.C., to the alleged restoration of the Scottish mo-

narchy by Fergus II., in the year of our Lord 403.

The third book contains the history of the Scots

from the time of Fergus II., down to the year 830,

which marks the reign of Alpin, the father of Ken-

neth, who united the Pictish and Scottish king-
doms. The fourth book extends over a period of

two hundred and thirty-six years, from the time of

Alpin, down to the reign of Malcolm Canmore;
and the fifth book occupies the space of ninety-six

from A.D. 1056, to the death of David I.,

A.D. 1153.

The continuation of the Scotichronicon by Wal-
ter Bower, was composed partly from the notes

which Fordun had collected, and which he com-

mitted to Bower when he found himself too infirm

to carry on his historical labours
; partly from the

chronicles and papers communicated to him by Sir

David Stewart, of Rosy th, his patron, who urged
him to undertake the work

;
and partly from the

additional information which his own researches

had discovered. From these various sources Bower
has continued the narrative, from the death of

I)avid I., down to the murder of James I., in 1437.

In spite of the credulity and superstition often

manifested by the authors of the Scotichronicon,
and the lengthened digressions in which it abounds,
it is a work of great value to the historian, and
contains much important and authentic informa-

tion, as well as many striking notices of contem-

porary manners. In style and arrangement it has

been pronounced equal, and in fidelity and accuracy

iperior to the chronicles of the contemporary
Knglish annalists, Trivet, Higden, Knighton, and
.Matthew of Westminster. Fordun appears to have

enjoyed high reputation, even in his own day, and
his Chronicle was held in such esteem by the clergy,
who possessed a monopoly of the learning of this

age, that the various monasteries and religious
houses, which had been robbed of their ancient re-

cords by Edward I., adopted the Scotichronicon as

their conventual history, making only a few incon-

siderable additions, and giving it the name of the

monastery by whose superiors it had been adopted,
transcribed, and continued.*

The age which was adorned by the genius of

Gower and Chaucer, produced in

JAMES I. a Scottish poet not un-

worthy to be ranked with these fathers of En-
verse. " James belongs," says Washington

'

to one of the most brilliant eras of our

literary history, and establishes the claims of his

country to a participation in its primitive ho-
nours. While a small cluster of English writers
are

constantly cited as the fathers of our verse,
"
Liber Paslatensis,"

" Liber Sconensis,"
" Liber

," be. Innes, Critical Essuy, vol. i. pp. 210, 233.

the name of their great Scottish compeer u si.t
to be passed over in silence ; but he U evidently

worthy of being enrolled in that little constellation
of remote, but never-failing luminaries, who shine
in the highest firmament of literature, and who,
like moving stars, sang together at the bright
dawning of British poesy."

" James was evidently an admirer and stndicr
of the writings of Chaucer and Gowtr. Indeed, in
one of his stanzas, he acknowledges them as hi*
masters

; and in some parts of his poem we find
traces of similarity to their productions, more espe-
cially to those of Chaucer. There are always, how-
ever, general features of resemblance in the work*
of contemporary authors, which are not so much
borrowed from each other as from the timf*.

Writers, like bees, toll their sweets in the wide
world: they incorporate with their own concep-
tions the anecdotes and thoughts which arc current
in society ; and thus each generation has some
features in common, characteristic of the age in

which it lived."

The most important production of this accom-

plished monarch, is a long poem, called,
" The

King's Quair," or Book, in which he d

circumstances of the attachment which he* fmisjul,

while a prisoner in Windsor Castle, to Lady Jano

Beaufort, who subsequently became his queen. It is

in various respects a remarkable work, and drrivi *

peculiar interest from the fact, that it may be consi-

dered a transcript of the royal bard's true feelings,

and the story of his real loves and fortunes. It has

been pronounced by Mr. Ellis to be full of simplicity
and feeling, and not inferior in poetical merit to

any similar production of Chaucer. The intro-

duction to the poem is remarkably spirited and

beautiful. It was, he says, the still mid-watch of

a clear moonlight night, the stars pjM Of xhe
were twinkling as the fire in the King's Qiuur."

high vault of heaven, and "
Cynthia viewing her

golden locks in Aquarius." He lay in bed wakeful

and restless, and sought to beguile the tediou*

hours by the perusal of " Boethius's Consolations

of Philosophy," a work highly popular at that pc

riod, and which had been translated by his great

prototype Chaucer. After closing the volu:

is naturally led to reflect on the general instability

of human affairs, the viei>Mtm!i> of his own HA-,

and the misfortunes that had overtaken him eren

in his tender youth. Suddenly he hears the bU
ringing to matins, but its sound seems to him like

a voice exhorting him to write his story. As he

had in his time, he says, spent some ink and pujHr

to little effect, he determines to comply wi:

intimation, and to write something new. He there*

fore takes the pen in hand, makes with it the sign

of the cross, to implore a benediction on his work,

and forthwith begins his poem. He describe*, in

very affecting terms, his departure from his native

country, his cruel and unjust capture during his

voyage to France; and bewails his long ca[

in a foreign land, and his lonely nnd inactive life,

shut out, in the vigour of youth, Irom ail the eulcr-
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and delight*
of the world, while even the

ver animal* live in freedom, every one after Ins

kind. He had risen at day-break,
he tells us,

MPffrP-g *> tom' to ^"P6 from the ^^
HlillBllNir of a sleepless pillow. Bewailing in

hit chamber thus alone, despairing of all joy and

rowdy, "fortired of thought, and woe-begone," he

tamed to the window,

To ere the warld and folk that went forbye."

He inform* n* that the window looked forth

rcn m ,,^11 garden, which lay at the foot of the

tower, and waa adorned with a green arbour and

tKtHatd walk, protected from the passing gaze by

tree* and hawthorn hedges.

Now WM there made fast by the towns wall

A garden fair; and in the corners set

AM arbour green, with wandis long and small

gailtri about, and so with trees be set

WM all the place, and hawthorn hedges knet,

That lyf wan none walking there forbye,

That might within scarce any wight espy.

80 thick the boughis and the leans green
Beahaded all the alleys that there were,

And mida at erery arbour might be seen

The eharpe ereene tweete juniper,

Growing so nur with branches here and there,

That M it atoned to a lyf* without,

The DMflhii spread the arbour all about

"And o the tmalle greenet twistis sat,

The Uttie tweete nightingale, and sung
80 load and clear, the hymnis consecrat

Of lorn OM, now soft, now loud among,
That ell the Harden* and the wallis rung

Bight of their aong."

It was the month of May, when everything was
ia bloom, and he imagines that the hymn of the

fbafhurad choristers, with which all the gardens
and the wall* rang, is a welcome to this delightful

WenU* aD ye that loren be this May,
Far ef font hUes the kalends are begun,

***
'***.**** **? WinUir ' w y '

UMMT t eome the tweet season and sun
;

.
*' tor ahMM ! that have your heaveuis wou t

And ninrn>1? lift up your head* all ;

Thnaa Love, that UM you to hia mercy call

lh*r thia Mrng had sung a little thrawe, J
They ebnt awhile. and therewith unafraid,

** lM yea alawe,

tea?

-. " ** iccn* *nd liaten8 to tne notes
the praises of their mates,ses o er
odm what this love may be,

* *** "WW on the irrational cre-

njoyment. In it not, after all,

counterfeited bliss P And if it
Urn.

generally dispensed, even to the

" Oft would I think, Lord, whivt mny this be.
That love is of such noble myglit and kynde ?

Loving his foEc and such prosperitee ;

Is it of him as we in books do find ?

May he our hertes setten* and unbynd ?

Hath he upon our hertes such maistrye ?

Or is this all but feynit fantasye ?

" For giff he be of so grete excellence,
That he of every wiht hath care and charge,

What have I gilt t to him or done offence,
That I am thral'd and birdis go at large ?

"

As he thus muses, he accidentally casts his
cyr-s

from the latticed window of his tower upon the

garden below, and there beholds " the fairest and

the freshest young flower
"

that ever he had seen.

It was the Lady Jane Beaufort, -walking in the

garden, to enjoy the beauty of that " fresh Mny
morrowe."

" And therewith kest I down mine eye ageyne,
Where, as I saw walking under the toure,

Full secretly new comyn her to pleyne J

The fairest and the freshest younge flower

That ere I saw, methought, before that hour,
For which sudden abate. anon a stert,||

The blood of all my body to my heart.

" And tho' I stood abaysit there a lite,
r

No wonder was ;
for why ? my wittis all

Were so o'ercome with plesance and delyte,

Only thro' lettin of mine eyen fall,

That suddenly my heart became her thrall

For ever, of free-will : for of menace **

There was no token seen in her sweet face."

Thus slightly modernized by Mr. Tytler,
" Then as it hapt, mine eyes I cast below,

And there I spied, beneath my prison tower,

Telling her beads, in walking to and fro,

The fairest and the freshest youthful flower

That ever I beheld before that hour ;

Entranced I gazed, and with the sudden start

Rushed instant all my blood into my heart.

" Awhile I stood, abased and speechless quite,
Nor wonder was

;
for why ? my senses all

Were so o'ercome with pleasure and delight

Only with letting thus my eyes to fall,

That instantly mine heart became her thrall

For ever of free will : for nought was seen

But gentleness in her soft looks serene."

" In the prince's situation," says the excellen

critic ff to whom we are indebted for the publica

tion of this poem,
"
viewing from his prison wiudov

the beautiful Jane walking below in the palace gar

den, he could not, with propriety or verisimilitude

have given a minute description of her feature

but it will be difficult for imagination to fonn :

more lovely idea of beauty than what the poet hn

drawn under the figurative description of

" The fairest and the freshest young flower

That ever I saw
"

a picture expressive of beauty, health, and 1

ing youth. He describes the sweetness of In

countenance untinctured by the slightest
t

.1:1
sion of pride or haughtiness ;

her beauty, n

and blooming youth, and the sudden and irrcsi*

ible passion with which these had inspired
him

Incline.

+ What injury have I done him.

J To petition, to make her morning orisons.

Sinking down. ||
Start..!.

IT A little.
** l>r' (le -

+t Poetical Remains of James I. p. 80.
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tuts
ul so her rich attire, and, as the portrait

ntly taken from the life, it may be consi-

s an accurate description of the female cos-

nine of that day. He dwells with the fondness

ii' a lover on the various articles of her dress
; the

ict of pearl, splendent with emeralds and sap-
; hat confined her golden tresses ; the chap-

ct of waving plumes ; the '

goodly chain of small

irfevt-rye
' about her neck, from which hung a

uby in shape of a heart that seemed like a spark
it tin' burning upon her white bosom

;
her robe,

oosely thrown over her shoulders, and her dress

>f white tissue, looped up to enable her to walk

,vith more freedom.

" Of her array the form if I shall write,

Toward her golden hair and rich attire,

In fjvtwise couchit with pearlis white,*
Ami p-eat balas + learning as the fire,

With mony ane emerant and fair sapphire ;

And on her head a chaplet fresh of hue,
Of plumis parted, red and white, and blue.

" Full of quaking spangis bright as gold,

Forged of shape like to the amorets.J
So new, so fresh, so pleasant to behold ;

The plumis eke like to the flower jonets,
And other of shape like to the flower jonquettes ; |j

And above all this there was, well I wot,

ny enough to make a world to doat.

" About her neck, white as the fine amaille,^
A goodly chain of small orfeverye,*

.by there hung a ruby without fail,
*

Like to ane heart shapen, verily,
That as a spark of lowe +t so wantonly

>ied burning upon her white throat,
Now if there was good party J J God is wot.

" And for to walk that fresh May's morrow,
Ane hook she had upon her tissue white,

Th.it goodlier had not been seen to forow,
As I suppose: and girt she was alite||||

Thus halnings loose for haste, to such delight
It was to see her youth in goodlihede,
That lor rudeness to speak thereof I dread.

"
In her was youth, beauty, with humble port,

liounty, riches, and womanly feature ;

God better wot than can my pen report ;

Wisdom, largess, estate, and cunning ^[^f sure,
In every point so guided her measure,

In word, in deed, in shape, in countenance,
That Nature might no more her child advance."

" It is not difficult," says Mr. Tytler,
"
giving

ilmost line for line, to present the English reader

*vith a transcript of these sweet verses."

'

Write I of her array and rich attire

A iii t of pearl enclosed her tresses round,
Wherein a balas flamed as bright as fire

;

And midst the golden curls an emerant bound,

__

I'ltintfil with greeny light the flowery ground.
Upon her head a chaplet fresh of hue,
Or plumes divided, red, and white, and blue.

h, waving, showed their spangles carved in gold,
Panned by nice art like amorous love-knots all ;

Glancing most bright, and pleasant to behold,
And >hapedlike that sweet flower, that on the wall

:'rngrant, which young lovers jonquil call ;

Yet still above all this, she had, I wote,
:y enough to make a world to dot*.

1 with a net, or fret-work of pearls.
-ones sparkling as fire. Balas, a kind of

'ailed from Balassia in India.
Ian knots. A kind of lily. ;1 Jonquils.
Enamel. ** Goldsmith's work. ++ Flume.

* Match. Before.
!]|| Slightly. ^ Knowledge.
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"
A1lr"it I" whiter was thnn iinow,
She wore a chain of rici.

Where pendent hnng a ruby, f.,n,i." d, I trow,
Like to a heart so ncemc.l it,

s|,n|.. t<. me ;

Which bright an
spark of ftr* danc.-.l wai>t.,n|.

Whene er she moved, upon her throat so white
That I did wish myself that jewel bright.

"
Early astir to taste th mom of May,Her robe was loo*ely o'er her shoulders thrown,
Half open, as in haste, yet maid, nlv,
And clasped, bat slightly, with a bt-anteoas

, Through which a world of such sw<

shone,
That it did move in me intense delight,
Most beauteous, yet whereof I may not writ*

" In her did beauty, youth, and bounty dwell,A virgin port, and features feminine ;

Far better than my feeble pen can t. II,

Did meek-eyed wisdom in her gesture* shine
;

She seemed, perfay a thing almost divine
In word, in deed, in shape, in countenance,
That Nature could no more her child advance."

The poet then, in his extremity, implores as-

sistance from Venus
; and, in strains of exquisite

beauty and tenderness, expresses his envy of the

little dog which sported about his mistress, and

expostulates with the nightingale, who is silent at

the very time when she ought to pour forth her

most joyous notes.

" When I with gude intent this orison
Thus endit had, I stynt a little stonnd,*

And oft mine eye full piteously adouii

I cast, beholding there her little bound,
That with his bellis playit on the ground ; t

Then would I say and sigh therewith a 1

Ah well were him that now were in that pl>t.|

" An other while the little nightingale
That sat upon the twiggis wold I chide,

And say richt thus Where are thy notis small

That thou of love hast sung this morowe tyd ?

Sees thou not her that sittis thee
besyde,

For Venus' sake the blissful goddesse clem,

Sing on agane, and make n y ladye chere."

The departure of Lady Jane from the garden,

puts an end to his transports. The day seemed

turned into night, and he relapses into loneliness,

now rendered tenfold more insupportable by the

passing gleam of sunshine which, for a brief space,

had illuminated the scene of his captivity. Through
the long and weary day he repines at his unhappy

lot, locked up within his prison-walls, and cut otf

from all hope of intercourse or acquaintance , and

when evening approaches, and Pbxrbus had ' bade

farewell to every leaf and flower,' then '
I Icspcroa

gan light his lamp on high,' and as darknm*

deepens around him, he leans his head upon the

cold stone, and, overcome with wcarinesa, fall*

'

half-sleeping, half-swoon,' into a trance. Sod-

denly a bright ray of light pierces
the window

where he leaned, illuminating the whole apart-

ment
;
a voice addresses him in words of comfort

and encouragement, he is seized by the arms, and

lifted into the air, and enclosed in a crystal cloud,

Stayed a little while.

+ This was, in all probability,
the Italian bound, ol

qnisite symmetry, which was a pet among th taau*

ladies of ancient times.

1 Little. I Collar or chain.
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br Mcrnd* pwards from sphere to sphere, till he

" the glad empire
Of bliMfal Venn*."

Oa oxtering the palace of Love, he finds it crowded

with all descriptions of lovers ; the successful, the

fcrpocritical,
the unfortunate, the constant, and

1, the worldly-minded and selfish, accom-

br Prudence, Courage, Benevolence, Re-

ce, and other allegorical personages, which

I in the poetry of this period. The descrip-

tion of the various groupes of the votaries of Love

it extmnely picturesque, and shows great powers

of fanrv and imagination ;
and there is a striking

portrait of Cupid seated in a chair of state, his

bright yellow locks bound with a chaplet of green

loBtrca, 'with his bended bow in his hand, and his

fatal quiver by his aide. The Queen of Love her-

atf M found reclining upon a bed, with a mantle

ra*t orer her white shoulders, and a fair fresh chap-

Irt of red roses on her head. To her the poet

ttkes his complaint, and earnestly implores her

id. The reply of Venus is somewhat tedious and

igh containing some beautiful poetry.
her votary in the language of en-

lent, assures him of her benevolent assist-

. I sends him, under the guidance of Good

Hope, to seek counsel of Minerva. This sage god-
drsa, having first ascertained that her petitioner is

{Meed by a pure and virtuous attachment, and
is not oar of'those

Tfcst fernw troth in love but for a while,
Th* sQqr iaauceut woman to beguile,"

i she denounce* as having the hearts of

Bder the guise of lambs, bestows upon
good deal of judicious, but rather tiresome

m, Bttsgiod with some discussions respecting
IWe will and necewity, which show that the poet

MBBtly Tenant in the metaphysical learn-

kii age. The votary of love is then dis-

frwB the court of Minerva, and, like Mil-
toa'a Uriel, straightway descends upon a sunbeam
todw earth.

fth canto is occupied with the poet's journey"
.^***

<* Portene, The opening verses are sin-

f^kriy WeatifW :

" ***** I*y plsta I took my way
MSJMI a rrrw Blssawl to behold.**"J^^*?m,wAf.' lk grwl, bright ss ony gold,

*"o elrs and cold,

A Dtt with harmony*
:

ZfSZrZ*^ Wk Mn le~i,

with hsrmony.

umbrageous covert are seen ' beasts of mony di-

vers kynd,' of whom he gives a most
picturesque,

and characteristic description, equal, it has

justly said, to anything of the kind in Chau

Spenser.

" The lion king and his fierce lioness ;

The panther, spotted like the smaragdine ;*

The little squirrel, full of business ; I

The patient ass that drudgeth still in pi
The cunning ape ;

the warlike porcupine
The piercing lynx ;

the stately nnicorn,
That voideth venom from his ivory horn.

" There I saw dress him new out of his haunt,*
The fierce tiger full of felony ;

The dromydare and stander elephant ;

The wily fox, the widow's enemy ;

The climhing goat ; the elk for arblastrye :
||

The hearkuing boar ;
the holsom ^f grey for ;- ;

The hare also that oft goeth to the hortis." **

Under the guidance of Good Hope the poet pro-

ceeds in search of the goddess Fortune, whom he

at length finds sitting on the ground, clothed in a

surcoat of divers hues, with a large and long

mantle, furred with ermine, and right before her

feet a wheel, on which a multitude of people were

clambering, whose alternations of fortune are de-

scribed in lively strains. She inquires into his

story; and on his earnest appeal to her ii

pathy and assistance, she places him upon the

wheel, admonishing him to maintain his balance

there for half an hour, and after assuring him

that he will be fortunate in his love, bids him fare-

well. In departing she seizes him so firmly by the

ear, that he suddenly awakes, and addn>-

soul in the following solemn and striking Hues :

" Oh besy ghost I ay flickering to and fro,

That never art in quiet nor in rest,

Till thou come to that place where thou come fro,

Which is thy first and very proper nest ;

From day to day so sore here art thou drest,
That with thy flesh ay waking art in trouble,

And sleeping eke, of p3
-ne so hast thou double."

He anxiously inquires whether all that had

passed before his dreaming fancy has been con-

jured up by preceding circumstances, or whether

it is a vision sent from heaven to comfort him in

his despondency. If the latter, he prays that

some further token may be sent to confirm the

assurance of success given him in his slumbers.

Suddenly a turtle dove as ' white as chalk,' comes

flying in at the window, and alights upon his

hand, bearing in her bill a stalk of red gilliflowers

on the leaves of which was written, in k '

gold, the glad news that it is decreed he is to be

successful in his love.

" This fair bird rycht into her bill gan hold,

OfTed gillyflowers with stalkis green.
A fair branch, where, written was with -

On every leaf with letters brycbt anil -

In compass fair, full pleasandly to sene.tt
A plain sentence which, as I can d.

And have in mind, said rycht upon this wise.

A precious stone. t Always in motion.

J New prepared to sally out of his den.

The elephant that always stands.
,

H The strings of the arbfast or cross-bow were probai'O

formed out of the tough sinews of the elk.

U Greyhound. ** Gardens. +*
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;:\vake ! I bring, lover, I bring
unie news, that blissful are and sure

Of tliv c "infort ;
now laugh, and play, and siug.

Full Minn shall thou achieve thine adventure,
Fur in tin 1 heaven decretit* is thy cure;

..ml unto me the flowers did present,
With wyngis spread, her ways furth then she went."

receives the branch with mingled hope and

reads it with rapture, and this, he says,

the first token of his succeeding happiness,

concludes the poem by intimating, with thank-

mi heart, that the promise conveyed in the vision,

ind by the flower, has been amply fulfilled, and

that the possession of his lovely princess has

proved a remedy for all his sorrows.

Such are the outlines of a poem, which, in the

judgment of a distinguished writer,f is not inferior

in fancy, elegance of diction, and tender delicacy

,>f feeling, to any similar work of the same period

.produced either in England or in his own country.
It may, no doubt, be objected, that its allegorical

Ic-criptions are tedious and uninteresting, and

exhibits an incongruous mixture of classi-

:al mythology and Christian theology. But these

in K the faults rather of the age than of the poet,

iinl they are redeemed by the genuine feeling, the

lelightful artlessness and urbanity, and the fresh

ind vivid descriptions of nature, with which the

abounds. " As an amatory poem," says

Washington Irving,
"

it is edifying in these days
>t coarser thinking to notice the nature, refinement,
ind exquisite delicacy which pervade it, banish-

ng every gross thought, or immodest expression,
ind presenting female loveliness, clothed in all its

hivalrous attributes of almost supernatural purity
tnd grace."
The '

King's Quair" is the principal work of this

itromplished prince, but he wrote many other

some of which, unfortunately for the ful-

his fame, are now lost to the world. One
minor productions, which is still preserved,

ailed "
Christ's Kirk of the Grcen,"| describes in

lumorous and graphic strains a rural fair, or

m rry-inaking, where the rustics danced, revelled,

iiink, and, finally, quarrelled and fought. It

how diligently James had made himself

cquaintcd with the rural sports and pastimes of

he Scottish peasantry, and with what humour he
r >uld enter into their enjoyments. The scene of

his poem is traditionally said to be a village,
ailed Christ's Kirk, in the parish of Kenneth-

innt, in Aberdeenshire, where a fair was formerly
eld during the night. The opening stanzas de-

rihc with great spirit the flocking of country lads

"d lasses, wooers and their sweethearts, to the

'ay. or fair, at Christ's Kirk on the Green. The
- e, however, is a good deal antiquated, and

if humour is occasionally somewhat coarse.

*
Decreed.

r's Scottish Worthies, vol. iii. p. 67.

!>s Gibson and Tanner and some other writers
lie this poem to James V., but their arguments have
"><t

satisfactorily refuted by the elder Mr. Tytler in
3

"
-Dissertation on the Life of Jauies I."

"Was never in Si-mland )nr.rd nor
Sic dunning n.ir ilt-ray,*

Nimihir nt Falkland cm" the Orene.f
NorlYMis at tin' 1'lay,

An wan of wooers as 1 wene
At Christ's Kirk on a day

There came our Kitties * washen dene,
In their new kirtlus gray,

Full gay
At Christ Kirk of the Grenu tliat day.

" To dance thir damysels thame dicht,|
Thir lasses light of laitis, |,

Thair gloves were of the raflel richt, 5f
Thair shune were of the Strai i .

Thair kirtles were of the Lynkume light, t f
Weil prest with mony plaita

They were so nice when men them nicht.J*
They squeilt like ony gaitis, j

Sa loud,
At Christ's Kirk of the Orene," &o.

Gillie, a rural beauty, with slender waist, red

cheeks, white bosom, and yellow locks, has sworn
that in spite of ' kith and kin,' she will have none
but ' sweet Willie.' Her scorn of his rival ia

given in very graphic terms :

" She scornit Jock, and scrapit at him.ij (i

And murgeonithim J^|' with mocks;
He wald have luvit, she wald not let him,
For all his yellow locks :

He cherish'd her, she bade gae chat him,
She compt him not twa clokkis,t+t

Sae shamefully his short gown set him,
His limbs were like twa rokkis, J J J

She said,
At Christ's Kirk on the Orene," &c.

The spirited playing and sweet singing of Tarn

Lutar the minstrel; the dancing of Tousy, who
scorns Scotch reels and apes the French fashion;
the vigorous leaping and high capering of Steven,
which ends in his downfall and misbehaviour

; and
the riotous revelling of Robin Roy, and his quarrel
with Jock, which leads to a general battle, are all de-

scribed with great force and happiness of humour.

Among other weapons the combatants make use of

the bow, and the poet ridicules their awkwardness
in the mode of handling it, and die ludicrous fail-

ure with which their attempts arc invariably uc-

companied. One doughty archer bends his bow

writh great vehemence, not doubting that he would

do deadly execution upon his opponent, who, in

great terror bawls out,
"
Confusion, blood and

murder!" but he misses his mark by a whole acre's

breadth.

" With that a friend of his cried fy !

And up ane arrow drew :

He forgit it sa furiously,

The bow in flenderis (jjijj flew;

Merriment. f Palace of Falkland ia flfahln.

J Country lasses. Pressed or prepared.

|| Frolicksome in their manners.

^T Gloves of the roc deer skin.
* Thin shoes made of Turkey or Morocco iMtbtr mm

the Straits.

ft Of Lincoln manufacture. Jt Came n>ar tb.
Shrieked like wild coats. ||||

Mocked him.

1f1[ Made mouths at him Go to the gaDowt.

+++ She valued him not the worth of two beetle*.

1 Jt His Ie88 were l&e two d'8'*8*-

He drew his bow with such fury . L 1, 1: Splint*!*
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S* was the will of Ood trow I,

For had the tree been trew,

Me* said that kend his archery,

That k* bad slain enow
That day,

At Christ's Kirk of the Grene," &c.

Looric's misadventure is perhaps the best

-Than Lowrie as ane lyon lap,

And soon ane flane gan fedder,+

Ht keeht t U> pierce him at the pap,

Thereon to wad a wedder ; $

H kit him on the wame a wap,||

It bnft like only bledder,^

But sa his fortune was and hap

His doublet was of ledder,**

And saved him,

At Christ's Kirk on the Grene, &c

The buff so bolsteronnly abaift him ft

He to the eard dosht down.J J

The other man for dead then left him,

And fled out of the town.

Tfce wires cam farth, and up they heft him

And land Me in the loun,

Then with three routtis |||| up they reft him,

And cnr'd him of his soune,
Frahand that day,W

At Christ's Kirk of the Grene," &c.

>lis to the Play,' is another humorous poem
br James L, descriptive of a great annual festival,

or (air, which was held near that ancient town, on

Beltane-day, or the first of May.***
" The anniver-

sary games, or plays, at Peebles," says the author

of the ' Dissertation on the Life of James 1.,'
" are

of so high antiquity, that at this day it is only

from tradition, joined to a few remains of anti-

qvitr, we can form any conjecture of the age of

their institution, or even trace the vestiges, what

these games were. . . . That this town, situated on

the beaks of the Tweed, in a pastoral country,

with game, was much resorted to by
Scottish princes is certain. King

II. is said to have had a hunting-scat
> I the place where it stood is still pointed out.

We are
' ' " .

told by Boctios that the monastery of

Cross Church, now in ruins, was built by that

prior*, tad anciently our monarchs occasionally

tookvp their residence in religious houses.!ft Con-

tigvooi to it is a piece of ground, of old surrounded

by walks, and still called the King's Orchard, and
OB the opposite side of the river is the King's
Onws. The pUys were, probably, the golf, a

RMe pscvJiar to the Scots; football, and shootingW ptfant with how and arrow. The shooting butts
*ffl ejab| and an ancient silver prize-arrow,

IU4 Uw wood k~n to ; had the bow been proof.
sssj SMlsn4 SB arrow. Meant

*** ftft* *,*?? * on the belly.
. Ma4 a sewU life a Madder. Leather

It FWl down suddenly tx> the earth.

thisof the aborigines of
' '

:"!'
, Itaal, from

.
mar' *. fcos-

X sboot s mik and a half eastward

with several old medallions appended to it is, as I

am informed, still preserved in the town-house of

Peebles." The ' Beltain Fair' of Peebles, which

is still held regularly upon the first Wednesday ot

May, must be considered, though very inferior in

every respect, as the descendant of the ancient

'

Play.' Indeed, till about the middle of t

century this fair was distinguished by a horse-rate,

and other festivities ;
but of late years it has dege-

nerated into a mere tryst.

The poem commences with a description of the

gathering of the people from all parts of the

neighbouring country to attend the fair :

" At Beltane when each body bownis

To Peblis at the Play,

To hear the singing and the sownis,

The solace sooth to say.

By firth and forest furth they found,

They grathit
* them full gay,

God wot,
'

that would they do that stound,'

For it was their feast-day,

They said,

Of Peblis to the Play.
* * * *

" All the wenches of the west

Were up ere the cock crew,

For reeling there might no man rest

For garay f and for glew.J

One said my curches are not prest,

Then answered Meg, full blue,

To get a hood I hold it best,

I vow but that is true,

Quoth she,

Of Peblis to the Play

"Hope, Cayley, and Cardronow,
Gather'd out thick fold,

With heigh-how-rumbelow,
The young fools were full bold.

The bagpipe blew, and they outthrew

Out of the towns untold,

Lord, such a shouting was them among
When they were o'er the wold,

There west,
To Peblis at the Play."

Among the Scottish poets who flourished durais

the fifteenth century, a conspicuous

place is due to ROBERT HENRY-

SOUN, the author of the 'Testament of Crc-si-ide,'

beautiful pastoral ballad of ' Robene and Maky
and several other fables and poems of a high (

of excellence. Of this delightful writer h

anything is known, except what is contained

the following brief statement of Urry, the ecli

of Chaucer :
" The author of the ' Testament

Creseide,' which might pass for the sixth booli

this story, I have been informed by Sir J

Erskine, late Earl of Kelly, and divers aged

lars of the Scottish nation, was one Mr.

Henrysoun, chief schoolmaster of DunlVrmlin

little time before Chaucer was first printed,
and c

cated to Henry VIII., by Mr. Thynne, whicl:

near the end of his reign. Mr. Henrysoun
v

observing that Chaucer in his fifth book had r

the death of Troilus, but made no mention what

came of Creseide, learnedly takes upon him in a 1

poetical way to express the punishment and end

to a false inconstantwoman, which commonly tc

Clothed themselves. + T'

J Glee. The names of villages on the 1
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mates in extreme misery. Henrysoun was in all

probability
born during the reign of James II.;

but the exact period is unknown ;
his life is a mere

blank, and the time of his death is involved in

equal obscurity. In one of his works he describes

himself as " one man of age," and it is stated by
Sir Francis Kinaston, that "

being very old he

died of a diarrhoea, or flux." It is certain that he

died before Dunbar wrote his Lament for the

Death of the Makars, for he commemorates him

among other departed poets :

" In Dunfermling death has tane Broun,
With gude Mr. Robert Henrysoun."

" Of the works of this remarkable man," says

a distinguished writer,
"

it is difficult, when we

consider the period in which they were written, to

speak in terms of too warm encomium. In strength,

and sometimes even in sublimity of painting, in

pathos and sweetness, in the variety and beauty of

Ids pictures of natural scenery, in the vein of quiet

and playful humour, which runs through many of

bis pieces, and in that fine natural taste, which,

rejecting the faults of his age, has dared to think

for itself he is altogether excellent."* The great-

est work of this sweet, but neglected poet, is that

His
" Testament to which allusion has already been

of Creseide." made, the completion of Chaucer's

beautiful poem of Troilus and Creseide. "
Henry-

soun," says the biographer of Chaucer,
"
perceived

what was defective in the close of the story of

Troilus and Creseide, as Chaucer had left it. The
inconstant and unfeeling Creseide, as she appears
in the last book, is the just object of aversion, and

no reader can be satisfied that Troilus, the loyal
and heroic lover, should suffer all the consequences
of her crime, whilst she escapes with impunity.
The poem of Henrysoun," he continues,

" has a

degree of merit, calculated to make us regret that

it is not a performance standing by itself, instead

of thus serving merely as an appendage to the

work of another. The author has conceived, in a

very poetical manner, his description of the season

in which he supposes himself to have written this

dolorous tragedy. The sun was in Aries his

setting was ushered in with furious storms of hail
;

the cold was biting and intense, and the poet sat

in a little solitary building, which he calls his
1

oratoure.' The sun has just set, and the beautiful

jvening-star shows her golden face in the west
the air has cleared up to an intense frost, and the

aged bard for awhile contemplates the scene with

delight, but warned by the increasing cold, he
i closes his shutters, stirs his fire, wheels in his

chair, and, after warming his sluggish blood with
a cup of generous wine, takes up a volume of

Chaucer, and happens to light upon the story of

le fair, and lusty Troilus.
" A doly season till a careful ditte +

Should correspond and be equivalent ;

Eight so it was, when I began to write
This tragedy; the weather right fervent,
When Aries in middis of the Lent,

* Lives of Scottish Worthies, vol. iii. p. 77.

t A sad season for a melancholy story.
VOL. I.

Showers of hail gan fro the north
That scantly from the cold I mighten

" Yet ne'ertheless within mine oratoon
I stood, when Titan had him beam* bright

Withdrawin down and sealed under care :

And fair Venus, the beaute of the nilit,

Upraise and sette unto the weste full right
Her golden face, in oppositions
Of God Phoebus, directe descending down.

"
Throughout the glasse her beams bmt* so Iain,

That I might see on every side me by;
The northern wind had purified the air*
And shed his misty clouds fro the skie ;

The frost freezed, the blast* bitu-rly
From Pole Artick came whisking loud and shrill,
And caused me remove against my will.

" For I trusted that Venus, lover's Quene,
To whom sometime I bight obedience,

My faded heart of love she wald make green ;

And thereupon, with humble reverence,
I thought to praise her hie magnificence;

But for great cold as then 1 lettidt was,
1 in my chambre to the fire gan pass.

"
Though love be hot, yet in a man of age

It kindleth not so soon as in youthheid,
Of whom the blood is flowing in a rage,
And in the old the courage dull and Jede,
Of which the fire outward is best remeid ;

To help by physick where that nature failed

I am expert, for both I have assailed.

" I made the fire and becked me abont,J
Then took I drink, my spirits to comfort,

And armed me well fro the cold thereout ;

To cut the winter night, and make it short,

I took a quair, and left all other sport,
Written by worthy Chaucer glorious,

Of fair Creseide and lusty Troilus."

In the poem, to use the words of the author al-

ready quoted,
" Creseide is represented as deserted

by Diomed ;
filled with discontent, and venting her

rage in bitter revilings against Venus and Cupid.

Her ingratitude is resented by these deities, who

call a council of the seven planets, in which it is

decreed that Creseide shall be punished with le-

prosy. Cynthia is deputed, in a vision, to inform

her of her fate; she wakes, and finds that the

dream is true. She then entreats her father to

conduct her to a hospital for lepers, by the gorer-

nor of which she is compelled to go as a beggar on

the highway. Among the passers by, comes Troilus,

who, in spite of the dreadful disfigurement of her

person, finds something in her that he had seen

before, and even draws from a glance of her hor-

rible countenance, a confused recollection of the

sweet visage and amorous glances of-

Creseide. His instinct leads him no furth

does not suspect that his mistress is actualljHI

him; yet,
' For knightly pttie and memorial

Of faire Creseide,'

he takes a girdle, a purse of gold, and

gaie Jewell, and shakes them down in the

the miserable beggar.
' Then rode awaye, and not a worde h spake.'

No sooner is he gone, than Creseide becomes aware

that her benefactor is no other than Troih

+ Hindered.
Pierced.

J Wanned myself on every side.
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alt Aflbetcd by this unexpected occurrence, she

bib tele a frensy, betrays her real name and con-

dition, beqoeaths to Troilus a ring which he had

jjnm her in dowry and dies. Troilus laments

her fat*, and builds her a monument."
*

HaBryson's knowledge of astronomy, as exhi-

in hi* description of the planets, appears to

keea extremely imperfect, and his personifi-

of time heavenly bodies is by no means

mfally prewrredL But his description of Saturn

ehrraing with cold ; his hoary matted locks falling

down hi* shoulders, glittering and fretted with

hoar frost* ; the wind whistling through his gray
sod weather-beaten garments, and a sheaf of ar-

row* feathered with ice, and headed with hailstones,

tack voder hi* girdle, is drawn with the hand of

Ilia feet frowned, his skin was like the lead,
His Uetfe chattered and shivered with the chin,

Bis sjte dx>icd, whole sunken in his head;
Owl at kk MOSS the mildrop fast gan rin,

WfckUpfk fetes, and cheeks lean and thin;
TW kkias that from his hair down honge,
WOTS woodr great, and as a spear was longe.

Aluwkk belt his lyartt locks lay,

FetoidJ nnfur. or fret with frostis hore,
BkatrSMMand his gite { fall gay of gray,
Bis ilksud wede fro him the wind out wore ;

A bowteMs bow within his hand he bore ;

Uo4r kk girdle a faihe of felon flains,||
Father d with to* and beaded with hailstanes."

1W treatment of Creseide when she is smitten
with

^leprosy,
a* a punishment for her inconstancy,

^tafc * interesting information respecting the

treatment, in the days of Henryson, of the unhappy
wfara* who were afflicted with this loathsome

" Wsat of cleanliness," says the editor
Sir Tristmn,f of linen, of vegetables, of fresh

n winter, but, above all, sloth and hardship,
> WBoW the

leprosy as common in

rfaf the middle ages, as it is in some
itrie* at this day. Various hospitals

r the pious for the reception of those

NjjectB, whose disease being infectious,
on from society." When they

the street* they usually carried a
uaa, and a clapper or bell to warn

to keep aloof, even while bestowing
allusion to thi. custom, Saturn,

Jo
Creseide the punishment to

I*.

for such

**,*;^7nZ:Zi.

I Faahion oV liis
clothing.

A leper woman cuts short Creseide's long lament-

ation at this dismal change, and exhorts her to

practise the trade which was now to support her

" Go learn to clappe thy clapper to and fro

And learn after the lawe of leper's lede."

Again, while she is begging with her miserable

associates, Troilus, the lover whom she had be-

trayed, returns victorious from a skirmish against
the Greeks. The lepers

"
Seeing that companie come with osteven,

They gave a crie and shook cuppis ; God spede,
Worthie lords ! for Goddis love in heaven,
To us lepers part of your alrnon dede !

"

To a different class belong the poems entitled
' The Abbey Walk

;'

' The Praise of Age ;'

' The

Reasoning betwixt Death and Men;' and 'The

Reasoning betwixt Age and Youth
;' which are

pervaded by a fine moral strain, and a tone of

solemn and impressive thought. A few stanzas

from the ' Praise of Age,' slightly modernized,

may serve to show the high order of excellence to

which Henryson has attained in didactic poetry.
" Within ane garth,* under a red rosier,+

Ane auld man and decrepit heard I sing ;

Gay was the note, sweet was the voice and clear,
It was great joy to hear of sic a thing.
And thus he sung :

' I would not to be king ;

Qf all this world live o'er a life like this.

Oh, Youth ! thy sweetest flowers have sharpest sting :

The more of age the nearer heavenly bliss.

" ' False is this world and full of variance,J
O'ernm with sin, and penury, and pain ;

Truth is all fled, guile has the governance,
Fell coward treason hath high honour slain,
And freedom languisheth in iron chain

;

And covetice is all the cause of this.

I am content that youth is on the wane :

The more of age the nearer heaven's bliss.

" ' Trust then no more this wretched world for why ?

Of earthly joy ay sorrow is the end,
The state of it can no man certify :

This day a king, to morne
||
na gude to spend ;

What have we here but grace us to defend ?

The quhilk God grant us, till amend our n: .

-

That to his gloir he may our souls send :

The more of age the nearer heaven's bliss.'"

"The Bludy Serk' (Bloody Shirt) is an allo

gorical poem, typifying the sacred mysteries of tin

Christian faith. The beautiful daughter of a greu

monarch is represented as having been carrk<

away by a hideous giant, and cast into a loathsoni'

dungeon, where she was doomed to remain ur.:;

rescued by some valiant knight. Her cau-

length espoused by a noble prince, who van

the giant, but is himself mortally wounded

encounter. He restores the damsel to her fatl.< i

and feeling that his end is approaching,

queaths to her his 'Bludy Serk,' and si>

enjoins her to contemplate it whenever a new lovi

should present himself.

" This king is like the Trinitie,
ISaith in hevin and heir ;

The man's saul to the lady ;

The giant to Lucifer;

Garden.

$ Covetousness.

Glory.

t Rose tree.

II To-morrow
J Chanpes.
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The knycht to Christ that died on tree
And coft our sing deir ;

The pit to hell, with pains fell ;

The sin to the woer."

The poem entitled ' Robene and Makyne,' is

the earliest specimen of pastoral poetry in the

Scottish language, and, in the opinion of Dr. Ir-

ving, is not only the most beautiful of Henryson's

productions,
but is superior, in many respects, to

the similar attempts of Spenser and Browne. It

is free from the glaring improprieties which some-

times appear in the pastorals of the more recent

s, and it exhibits many genuine strokes of

poetical delineation. The story is skilfully con-

ducted, the sentiments and manners are truly pas-
i

toral, and the diction exhibits remarkable terseness

anil suavity.*

In addition to these poems, Henryson wrote a
1 series of fables, thirteen in number, which are

characterised by an arch simplicity, a quiet vein

of humour, and a felicitous adaptation of the sen-

timents to the circumstances of the actors. One of

these, the ' Tale of the Lion and the Mouse,' he

feigns himself to have received from ^Esop in one

of his day-dreams. The prologue to this fable is

remarkably beautiful.

" In the middis of June, that jolly sweet season,
When that fair Phoebus with his beams bright

Had dryed up the dew from dale and downe,
And all the land made with his lemyss + light,
In a morning, betwixt midday and night

I raise and put all sloth and sleepe aside,
On till a wood I want alone but guide. f

" Sweete was the smell of flouris white and reid,
The noise of birdis right delicious,

The bewis braid bloomed about mine head,
The ground growand with grasses gracious;
Of all pleasance that place was plenteous,

With sweete odours and birdis harmony,
The morning myld my mirth was rnaer forthy.

" The roses red arrayed, the rone and ryss,
The primrose and the purpure viola,

To hear, it was a point of paradyss,
Sic mirth, the mavis and the merle

||
could ma ; ^f

The blossoms blythe brak up on bank and hrae,**
The smell of herbis, and of fowls the cry

Contending who should have the victory."

To shelter himself from the heat of the sun, the

poet lies down '

among the flowers sweet,' under
the shade of a green hawthorn, and straightway
falls asleep. In his dream his venerable master,

-.Esop, appears to him, carrying a roll of paper in

his hand, a swan-pen behind his ear, with an ink-

horn, a '

pretty gilt pennare,' and a bag of silk

at his belt probably the dress and implements of
i
notary public at that day.

'

II is i;own was of ane claith as white as milke ;

His chemeis was of camblet purpure brown
;

His hood of scarlet, broidered well with silke,
Or heckled wise until his girdle down ;

His bonnet round, after the olde fashioun,
*

Irviug's Lives of the Scottish Poets, vol. i. p. 388.
tene and Makyne

'

is published in Campbell's
'

Selec-
ions from the English Poets

;

'

and also, together with the
estament of Creseide,' in one of the volumes of the Ban-

Club. A beautiful edition of the 'Moral Fables' has
iblished by the Maitland Club.
ins.

Without guide. The brambles and bushes.
The thrush and blackbird. 1f Make.

** A hill side.

His head was white, hit eene great and (fray,
With locker hair whilke oner hu (boulder* Uy."

The sage addresses the poet in affectionate terms
as his son, and gives him the novel information
that he was a native of Rome, and first went to the
schools in that city, and studied civil law 'Ml
many a day.' Encouraged by his affability, the

poet ventures to beseech 'Father Esope* to tell

him ' ane prettie Fable concluding with ane gode
Morality.' The sage at first declines, on the ground
that a '

fairie tale
' was certain to be disregarded,

since '

holy preaching
' was so little esteemed by

the untoward generation of that day. Like other

moralists, JEsoy complains that the world grew
worse daily :

" Now in this world me think right flew or nan*
To God's word that has devotion :

The ear is deaf, and heart aa canld a* stane,
Now open sinne withouten correction.
The ear incliuand to the earth ay down,

So rusty is the world with canker blacke,
That now my tales may little succour make."

On the poet's reiterating his request, however,

^Esop at length consents, and repeats to him the

well-known tale of the ' Lion and the Mouse/

concluding with a somewhat lengthy moral, in

which there is an evident allusion to that treason-

able combination of the nobles which cost James
III. his crown and life :

" Thir cruel men that stentit has the net,f
In which the lion suddenly was tane,

Waited allway that they amends might get ;

For hurt, men write with steel on marble tan*,
Mair till expone as now I let alane ;

But king and lord may well wote what I mean,
The figure hereof aftymes has been seen.

" When this was said, quoth Easop, my fair child,

Persuade the Kirkmen eyedentlie
* to pray

That treason fra this cuntrie be exil'd ;

That justice ring and nobles keep their fay
Unto their sovereign lord, baith night and day ;

And at that word he vanish'd, and I woke,
Sine thro' the schaw hameward my journey toko."

The fable of the '

Sheep and the Dog,' contains

all the particulars of an action before the Consistory

Court, in which the wolf sat as judge, the corbie

raven,
' who pyked had full many a sheep's eye,

1

was apparitor, and the fox, clerk and noter in the

cause. The action terminates, as might be ex-

pected, in the fleecing of the poor friendless sheep.

Although the poet speaks cautiously, like one who

felt that he was on unsafe ground, it is evident that

the proceedings of the ecclesiastical court*, which

subsequently drew forth the indignant denuncia-

tions of Sir David Lindsay, must, even a

period, have been generally felt as a great grier-

ance.

One of the happiest of these tales is the well-

It has been conjectured, with some

Henryson himself was a notary public as well M
master. A charter granted by the Abbot of Dnnft

1478, is subscribed by Robert Henryson a* a DO

and the same person is a witness to two ow"
the Chartulary of Dunfermline. As he is designate!

Sister, it is supposed that he had takeu the degree of mmut

+ Stretched have the net.
*
Constantly and with earnestness.
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of the
4 Town and Country,' or,

ns it,
' The Uponland and the Bur-

, which, if inferior in elegance to the

of Pope and La Fontaine, excels them

r and in characteristic and natural de-

The introduction to the story is remark-

ty spirited and graphic :

rustic to quit her rural retreat, and taste the en-

joyments of her city mansion. The invitation is

accepted ; and, after a perilous journey, they
the town, and take up their quarters :

a ule, weil worth renown,

Of twe w* mice, and they were sisters dear,

Of vbooi UM elder dwelt in a borrow town ;

Tk ynp- eb* wonned upon land weil near,

SoliUirc while* under boss, whiles under breir,

Wkflw on the nrn, and wraith of labouring men,

do, ah* made an easy fen. t

Tkte rwal mosi unto the winter tyde

Tbol 4 ceold and hunger oft, and great distress :

Tbe other mouse, that in the burgh gan bide,

We* gild-brother, and made a free burgess,

Toil-free, and without custom mair or less,

1 had to go wherever she list,

i in ark, and meal in chest"

UM burgh moose is seized with a strong desire

to pay her sister a visit ; barefooted, and with staff

ia

1 As fOffte fear ah* pact out of the town
To Mk her sitter baith o'er dale and down.

' Thf" oay toilsome way* then could she walk,
Thf' SMSS and muir, thro' banks, balk, and brier,

fte ter lo to,: eryand. fra balk to balk,
Cam* fcrth to me, mine ain good sister dear,

Cry ptcp'anee.
With that the mouse could hear,Ad new Mr raioe, at kindly kinsman will,

1 with joy, and forth"came she her till."

1W awting of the two relatives is described

ritk Bach tenderness and simplicity :

biles for joy they grat,
weet, and whiles in arnui plet"

*n country mouse forthwith conducts her sister

to her cosy bield, constructed of '

fog and

candle burning bright,
ly each pykera lores not light"

TWs Mtartafaaeot which follows, the coarseness of* *"** d tb affectation and dainty stomach
r tfce eity MM**, are rery graphically described :

WW iWy WOT* lojfrf Utv thir sillie mice,

A^SfEitL*^^**

n-,
of pride,

not good 7

der,

domestic

Pace,' and ends by

a*u.

! f<Hfcn.
...

A comfortable life.

I Nice.

"
Intil a spence where victual was plenty,
Baith cheese and butter on lang shelves richt hie,

With fish and flesh enough, baith fresh and salt,

And pockis full of groats, baith meal and malt.

"
After, when they were disposit to dine,
Withouten grace they wuish and went to meat,

On every dish that cookmen can divine,
Mutton and beef stricken out in telyies grit,

Ane lordis fare thus cau they counterfeit,

Except ane thing they drank the water clear

Instead of wine, but yet they made good cheer.

" With blyth upcast, and merry countenance,
The elder sister then spier'd at her guest

Gif that she thoucht by reason difference

Betwixt that chahner and her sorry nest
'

Yea, dame,' quoth she,
' but how lang will this last ?

'

' For evermair, I wait, and langer too.'
' Gif that be true ye are at ease,' quoth she.

" To eik the cheer in plenty furth they broucht
A plate of groatis and a dish of meal,

A threif * of cakes, I trow, she spared them nouuht,

Abundantly about her for to deal,

Furmage full fine she broucht instead of jeil,

A white candle out of a cofier staw,
Instead of spice to creish their teeth witha'."

But, as the poet sagely remarks :

" After joy oftentimes comes care,
And trouble after great prosperity."

In the midst of their delicious meal, the revellers

are suddenly surprised by the portentous appear-
ance of Hunter Gib, the jolly cat. The burgees
mouse fled to her hole, 'as fire of flint,' but her

luckless sister fell into the remorseless clutches of

bawdrons. The description of the treatment whit :,

the unfortunate rural citizen receives from Hunter

Gib, is exceedingly true to nature :

" From foot to foot he cast her to and frae,
Whiles up, whiles down, as tait t as any kid,

Whiles would he let her run beneath the striie, J

Whiles would he wink and play with her bubhid ;

Thus to the silly mous great harm he did,
Till at the last thro fortune fair and hap,
Betwixt the dresser and the wall she crap.j]

"
Syne up in haste beside the panaling,
Sae high she clam [ that Gibby might not get her,

And by the cleeks ** sae craftly gan hing,
Till he was gone ;

her cheer was all the better,

Syne doun she lap when thare was nane to let her.

Then on the burgess mouse aloud did cry,

Sister, farewell, thy feast I here defy.

-she passit to her den,
A warm as woo' suppose it was not grit,

Full beinly stuffit was baith butt and ben,
With peas, and nuts, and beans, and rye, and wheat

Whene'er she liked, she had enough of meat,
In quiet and ease withouten ony dread,
But till her sister's feast nae mair she gaed."

The tale concludes with a beautifully-e>;

moral, in which the blessings of simple life ar

depicted in the following sweet lines :

A set of twenty-four.
Hide and seek.

* Hooks or pins.

+ Tenderly.

|l Crept

* Ptniw.
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symple life withouten dreid ;
"

liii'ssit be sober feast in quietie;
Wha has eneucht of nae mairj has he neid,

Though it be little into qnantitie.
Abundance great and blind prosperitie

Mak aftentimes a very ill conclusioun ;

The sweetest lyfe therefore in this countrie

Is sickerness and peace with small possessionn.

"
Friend, thy awin|| fire, though it be but ane gleid.^f

Will warm thee weill and is worth gold to thee ;

And Solomon the sage says, (gif ye reid,**)
Under the hevin I can nocht better see
Then ay be blyth and live in honestie.

Wherefore, I may conclude me with this reason
Of early bliss it bears the best degree,

Blythness of heart in peace with small possession."

Nearly coeval with Henrysoun, there flourished

Holland and two poets of some note. The one

Hay. was a priest of the name of HOL-

LAND, who was the author of a curious allegorical

poem called ' The Buke of the Howlat '

(or Owl) ;

the other was SIR GILBERT HAY, Chamberlain to

Charles the Sixth, King of France, who translated

from the French the voluminous but popular
romance of 'Alexander the Great.' Dunhar, in

his 'Lament for the Makars,' makes mention of

Clerk of Tranent,
' that maid the Awnteris of

Gawane.' The poem here referred to is supposed
to he the romance of ' Gawan and Gologras,'
which was published at Edinburgh in the year
1508, but was probably composed as early at least

as the middle of the fifteenth century. Another

poem, of the same description, entitled ' Sir Gawan
and Sir Galoran of Galloway,' is supposed to be
the composition of the same author.

About the same period nourished another poet,
the well-known HENRY THE MINSTREL, or BLIND
HARRY, as he was familiarly termed, whose ' Life

of Sir William Wallace ' has enjoyed unbounded

popularity among the common people of Scotland
down to the present day. Of the life of this

venerable bard scarcely anything is known, beyond
what is contained in the following statement in

'Major's History of Scotland.' "The book of

William Wallace," says this author, "was com-

posed during my infancy, by Henry, a man blind
from his birth. He wrote in popular rhymes, a

species of composition in which he was no mean
proficient, such stories as were then current

among the common people. From these compila-
tions 1 must not be blamed if I withhold an im-

plicit belief, as the author was one who, by reciting
them to the great, earned his food and raiment,
of which, indeed, he was worthy."ft Dempster
asserts, that Henry was living in the year 1361

;

but this assertion is not supported by any trust-

worthy evidence, and can scarcely be reconciled
rith the statement of Major, who is believed to

have been born about the year 1446. As the

Minstrel must have been acquainted with the
Latin language, the knowledge of which was at
that time almost exclusively confined to ecclesi-

astics, it has been conjectured by Dr. Irving that

' Bread. + Enough. J More. Security.
wn. j Spark. If you read.

+ Major de Gestis Scotorum, p. 169.

he belonged to some religion* order. Bnt '.hit

hypothesis, which appears sufficiently improbable
in itself, is contradicted by the poet's own explicit
statement

"I can nocht speak of ie dirinitie.
To clerk* I will let all tic matters be."

The uninterrupted and almost unequalled popu-
larity of The Life of Wallace,' for upward* of
three centuries, has no doubt been owing in no
small degree to the aflectionate reverence with
which the character of ita patriotic hero has been
regarded by the Scottish people ; but the poetical
genius which has been honoured by the praiae of
Warton and Ellis must have been of no mean
order. " That a man born blind," says the latter,
" should excel in any science is

sufficiently extra-

ordinary, though by no means without example ;

but that he should become an excellent poet ia

almost miraculous, because the soul of poetry is

description. Perhaps, therefore, it may be tafrly
assumed, that Henry was not inferior in point of

genius either to Barbour or Chaucer
; but it is onr

present business to estimate the merit of the work,
rather than the genius of the author.

" The similarity of the subject will naturally in-

duce every reader to compare the ' Life of Wal-
lace

' with Barbour's ' Life of Bruce ;

' and on
such a comparison it will probably be found, that

Henry excels his competitor in correctness of ver-

sification, and perhaps in perspicuity of language,
for both of which he was indebted to the gradual

improvements which had taken place during near

a century, but that in every other particular he

is greatly inferior to his predecessor."*
The inaccuracies into which Henry has fallen

were pointed out by Lord Hailes more than half a

century ago, in no friendly spirit, and since that time

the 'Life of Wallace' has generally been regarded
as wholly a work of fiction. Recent and more

careful investigations, however, have shown, that

though the poem abounds with confusion and error,

it contains a valuable vein of historic truth ; and

that important facts are related in it, which were

Formerly denounced as fabulous, because unnoticed

by other Scottish historians, but are now corrobora-

ted by authentic documents, only published within

these few years, and to which the author of the ' Life

of Wallace ' cannot have had access. The cha-

racter and vocation of the Minstrel, the mode in

which his narrative was composed and recited,

and the mistakes which may be traced to the ig-

norance or carelessness of transcribers, will eaulj

account for the errors in names and chronology

with which the poem now abounds.
" Bnt ia it a

?
air inference," says a learned and candid writer,

1 because some errors are found in a poem contain-

ng several thousands of lines, written by a blind

and ignorant versifier,- and in a poem, too, handed

down for a long period by recitation, that the

whole is utterly worthless ? The present collection

of documents (the 'Wallace Papers') place* thia

Ellis's Hist. Sketch of English "Poetry, TO!. L p. Si.
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abject fa a new and interesting position ; for it

bows as, that those very particulars which, from

j, romantic character, were supposed to be ficti-

MS, and which contributed to throw discredit on

whole production,
are in reality genuine and

atheabe history."*
There can be but little

dosht, that though the Minstrel himself was an ig-

(oraat m*n s 'rural man,' as he expresses it,

^ WM _, fa possession of valuable and authentic

awterials, which form the main groundwork of

his arratm. Throughout his poem he makes fre-

mnt references to original authorities, which

haw ptrWt^, and represents himself as little else

the transcriber from another author. In one

i he tells us who this author was,

Blair was oft in that message,

[CIIAP. XVIII.

to WM in Para town.
'

B *M UM man that principal nndirtuk,

That ant eomprlit in drte the LATTSE BUK

Of WALLACK'S Lrr ; ric'ht famous of renonne,

Hvrt Thorn** Gray, pontoon of Libertoun ;

Wiia koi thai WIT. and pat in story all,

Of MM or Uith ; meikle of his traVailL"

We are elsewhere informed, that. Master John

Blair. the worthy ecclesiastic here referred to, offi-

ciated M the fh*p>'" of Wallace. After the death

of the hero, he is believed to have retired to the

Abbey of Dwifermline. It is worthy of notice,

that, as Dr. Irring remarks, Henry appears to

have DCOB leas ambitions of being considered as a

greet poet, than as a faithful recorder of the ex-

pteits of that renowned warrior whose history he

IMS ladertakeo to delineate ; and he seems to have

Weo peieesiUd. that the splendour of his subject
woold preset TU his work from oblivion.

toJt! wHDyt of pid Mntens,
to toma of eloquence ;

klral&llrtof rathfastt deid;
ftet to iHfMfi off help yon has gret neid.
Wto gU itit nag weill into ScoUand,On torn WM u that nan* of thaim ye fand.
T* ttor to pm that MB y weill awanco.
lUv toi w tdM aoJ be a remembrance.

IJM toMk f 70* toaraUiMe.WW wtU MM** lev. Uek nocht my eloqaence.
40 kawte I MI a ntnU man ;

r MM ! U M r^ly M I eu."

I

'

Kk'tn'iaf the hmndineei of the language
"d the nMienesi of the Tcrsification, the

of WaUao*' oootains many passages of
* *Htkt*J?

l*L
___

M of the best of these is

hiffcly pintiie*t|M description of Wallace's

withthefhostof Pawdon. After a suc-

poB the atrong fortress of Kin-
lew the confluence of the river

Tf sad bb,f the Scottish patriot and his follow
had retreated with their plunder to the Short-

to OM ' WalUo* Papen/ bj Mr,

J PoeU.
it of (fmon of ninety

Sis ft
-

' '

i :::'.

SM Lare. of Scottish

wood Shaws, an extensive forest in the neighbour-

lood. Here they were suddenly attacked b\ an

immensely superior body of the English, and after

desperate resistance, in which a great portion of

lis men were slain, Wallace and a few of his fol-

.owers were compelled to fly towards the neigh-

jouring wood of Gask, closely pursued by the

enemy, who had let loose a bloodhound upon their

traces. At this critical moment, one of the fugitives,

named Fawdon, a man of a fierce and sullen tem-

[>er,
and of somewhat doubtful fidelity, declared

that he was exhausted, and refused to proceed

farther. Wallace, after a fruitless attempt to in-

duce him, by entreaty and remonstrance, to resume

tiis flight, in a paroxysm of apprehension, fury
and suspicion, struck him on the neck with his

sword, and at one blow severed his head from his

body. The whole scene, the murder of the un-

happy wretch the immediate revulsion of re-

morse and pity in the breast of the chief the

escape of the fugitives to the ruined castle in the

forest of Gask the loud blast of a horn at mid-

night, startling the soldiers from their slumbers

the ghastly figure of Fawdon, holding his own
head by the hair and hurling the gory missile at

his murderer the flight of the terror-stricken

chief into the wood, and his violent paroxysms of

remorse and anguish the appearance of the

deserted castle, blazing in one wide conflagration,

and the figure of Fawdon, with a beam or rafter in

his hand, standing on the wall and superintending
the work of destruction, are all described with

great spirit and power. It is not difficult to ac-

count for this singular adventure on natural

causes, in the morbid state of excitement to which

Wallace's mind seems to have worked up, under

the combined influence of remorse and supersti-

tion, increased by danger and exhaustion, the

stillness and awful solemnity of midnight, ard the

lonely situation in which he was placed.
" As they were best arrayand Butler's route,
Betwixt parties than Wallace ischet out ;

Sixteen with him they graithit them to gae,
Of all his men he had leavit no mae.
The Englishmen has missit him, in hy*
The hound they took, and followed hastily.
At the Gask Wood full fain he wald have been ;

Rut this sloth-brach, whilk sicker was and keen,
On Wallace foot followed so fellou fast,

While in their sicht they 'proachit at the last.

Their horse were wicht, had sojourned weel and lang
To the next wood twa mile they had to gang,
Of upwith yird,t they yede with all their micht,
Qnde hope they had, for it was near the niclit,

Fawdon tirit, and said he micht not gang.
Wallace was wae to leave him in that thrang.
He bade him gae and said the strength was near,
Bat he tharefore wald not faster him steir.

Wallace, in ire, on the craigj can him t&',

With his gude swerd, and strak the head him fraa.

Dreidless to ground derfly he dushit deid,
Frae him he lap, and left him in that stede.

Som deemis it to ill ; and other some to gude ;

And I say here, into thir tennis rude,
Better it was he did, as thinkis me ;

First to the hound it micht great stoppin be ;

Ala', Fawdon was balden at suspicion,
For he was of brockil complexion

i! .-!.-. f Ascending ground.
Broken rej
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ight stark he was, and had but little gane.
luis Wallace wist : had he been left alane,

.n he were false, to enemies he wald gae ;

if he were true the southron wald him slay.

Micht he do oucht but tyne him as it was?

Frae this question now shortly will I pass.
us ye list, ye that best can and may,"

but rehearse as my autour will say.

"
Sternis, by than began for till appear,

lie Englishmen were comand wonder near

ve hundred hail was in their chivalry,

o the next strength than Wallace couth him hy.

Stephen of Ireland, unwitting of Wallace,
nd 1,'ude Kerly bade still near hand that place ;

.t the muir side, intil a scroggy slaid,

!y east Dupplin, where they this tarry made.

Fawdon was left beside them on the land,
te power came, and suddenly him fand.

For their sloth-hound the straight gait* till him yede,
Of other trade she took as than no heed.

Englishmen deemit for als they could not tell,

But that the Scots had fouchten amang themsell,

Richt wae they were that losit was their scent.

Wallace twa men amang the host in went,
Dissemblit weel that no man sould them ken,
Richt in effeir as they were Englishmen.
Kerly beheld on to the bauld Heroun,

Upon Fawdon, as he was lookand down,
A subtile straik upward him took that tide;

Under the cheeks the grounden swerd gart glide,

By the gude mail, baith halse and his craig bane,
In sunder strak ; thus endit that chieftain.

To ground he fell, feil folk about him thrang :

Treason ! they cried, traitors was them amang !

Kerly with that fled out soon at a side ;

His fallow Stephen than thoucht no time to bide :

The fray was great, and fast away they yede

Laigh ) toward Earn ; thus scapit they of dreid.

Butler for woe of weeping micht not stint,

Thus recklessly this gude knicht they tynt.

They deemit all that it was Wallace men,
Or else himself, though they could not him ken.
' He is richt near, we shall him have but J fail,

This feeble wood may him little avail.'

Forty were passed again to Sanct-Johnstoun,
With this dead corse to burying made it boune ;

Parted their men syne diverse wayis raid
;

A gret power at Dupplin still there baid,
Till Dareoch the Butler passed but let

;

At sundry fuirds the gait they unbeset ;

To keep the wood till it was day they thoucht.

As Wallace thus in the thick forest soucht
For his twa men, in mind he had great pain ;

He wist not weel if they were ta'en or slain,

Or scapit hail by ony jeopardy :

Thretteen were left him ;
no mae had he.

In the Gask hall their lodging have they ta'en,

Fire gat they soon, but meat than had they nane.
Twa sheep they took beside them off a fauld.

Ordained to sup into that seemly hauld,
Graithit in haste some food for them to dicht :

So heard they blaw rude hornis upon heicht.

Twa sent he forth to look what it micht be ;

They baid richt lang, and no tidings heard he,
But boustous noise so brimly blew and fast,

So other twa into the wood furth. passed.
Nane come again, but boustously can blaw ;

Into great ire he sent them furth on raw.

When that alane Wallace was leavit there,
The awful blast aboundit mickle mair.
Than trowit he weel they had his lodging seen ;

His swerd he drew of noble metal keen ;

Syne furth he went where that he heard the horn,
Without the door Fawdon was him beforn,
As till his sicht his awn heid in his hand :

A cross he made when he saw him so stand,
At Wallace in the heid he swakit

|| there,
And he in haste soon hynt ^f it by the hair ;

Syne out at him again he couth it cast
Intill his heart he was greatly aghast

|

Road. + Low.
Without hindrance. I Threw.

{ Without.

f Caught.

Richt weel he trowit that was nae tpreit of nun.
It wag some devil at lie malice began.
He wist no weel there langer for to bide ;

Up through the Hall thin wicht Wallace can glide,
Till a close stair the buirdia rave in tywne.
Fifteen foot large he lap oat of that inn.

Up the water suddenly he couth fare,

Again he blent what 'pnarance he aaw there;He thoucht he saw Fawdoun, that uuly air
That hail hall he had set in a fire ;

A great rafter he had intill his hand,
Wallace as than no langer wald he stand,
Of his gnde men full reat manrel had he,
How they were tint through his fell fsntaxy.
Traiste richt weel all this was sooth indeed,
Suppose that it no point be of the creed.
Power they had with Lucifer that fell,
The time when he parted frae hearen to helL
By sic mischief gif his men micht be lost,
Drownit or slain amang the English host;
Or what it was in likeness of Fawdoun,
Whilk broucht his men to sudden confusion ;

Or gif the man ended in evil intent,
Some wicked spreit again for him present,
I can not speak of sic divinity ;

To clerks I will let all sic matters be.
But of Wallace furth I will yon tell,

When he was went of that peril fell,

Richt glad was he that he had scapit sae,
But for his men great murning can he ma.

Flayt by himsell to the Maker of lore,

Why he sufferit he sould sic painis prove.
He wist not weel if it was Goddis will,

Richt or wrang his fortune to fulfil.

Had he pleased GOD, he trowit it micht not be,
He sould him thole in sic

perplexity,*
But great courage in his mind ever drave

Of Englishmen thinkand amends to have.

As he was thus walkand by him alane,

Upon Earnside, makand a piteous mane,
Sir John Butler, to watch the fuirdis right.
Out frae his men of Wallace had a sight.
The mist was went to the mountains again :

Till him he rade, where that he made his mane.

On loud he speirt,
' What art you walks this gate ?

' A true man sir, though my voyage be late ;

Errand I pass frae Doune unto my lord ;

Sir John Stewart the richt for to record,

In Doune is now, new command frae the king.'

Than Butler said,
' This is a selconth thing,

Yon ree'd all out, you have been with Wallace,

I shall you knaw, or you come off this place.'

Till him he stert the courser wonder wicht,

Drew out a swerd, so made him for to licht.

Aboon the knee gude Wallace has him ta'en

Through thie and brawn, in sunder strak the bane,

Derfly to deid the knicht fell on the land.

Wallace the horse soon seizit in his band;
Ane backward straik syne took him, in that steiJ,

His craig in twa ; thus was the Butler deid.

Ane Englishman saw their chieftain was slain

A spear in rest he cast with all his main,

On Wallace drave, frae the horse him to beir;

Warly he wroucht, as worthy man in weir;

The spear he wan withouten mair abaid,

On horse he lap, and through a great ront raid

To Dareoch ; he knew the fords full weel ;

Before him came feilt stuffit in fine steel;

He strak the first but baid in the blasoun.f

While horse and man baith flet the water dou.

Ane other syne doun frae his horse he bare,

Stampit to ground, and drownit withoaten mair.

The third he hit in his harness of steel
. .

Through out the cost, the spear it brak so

The great power than after mm can ride,

He saw na weel nae langer there to bide.

His burnist brand bravely in hand be bere ;

Wham he hit richt they followit him nae mair.

To stuff the chase feil frekis followit fast,

But Wallace made the gayest aye agast. ^

The muir he took, and through their pow

* That God would allow him to be in uncb porpleiitv

t Many '
Without.*.
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The following account of the cruel execution of

the great Scottish hero bears internal evidence of

its tnUh, and is fully corroborated by tb* state-

MOte of contemporary historians, and by impor-

tant document! which recent investigation has

brought to light*

Oa Wetoeeday the false Southron forth brocht

To martyr him, aa they before had wrocht

Of wwn in arm* led him a full great rout

With a beold sprite guid Wallace blent about;

A prieet he aaked, for GOD that died on tree.

y&g Edward then commanded his clergy,

Aa4 "aid,
'
I charge yon upon loss of life,

Kaae be *ae bauld yon tyrant for to shrive.

Be ha* reigned long in contrar my highness.'

A birth bubop coon, present in that place;

Of Canterbury he then was righteous lord ;

AfahV the king he made this rioht record,

AJ Mid,
' Myaelf shall hear his confession,

If I hare micnt in contrar of thy crown.

Aa then through force will stop me of this thing,

I TOW to God, who it my righteous king,
That all England I shall her interdite,

Aa4 Bttke it known thon art a heretic.

The aarrtnunt of kirk I shall him give :

Brae take thy choice, to starve + or let him live.

It wen mair weil in worship of thy crown,
To keep

tie ane in life in thy bandoun,
Then all the land and good that thou hast reived,
Bt eowardiee thee ay fra honour drieved.

Tho hat thy Hie rongin J in wrangeous deed ;

That ehaQ be eeen on thee or on thy seed.'

The king gart | charge they should the bishop ta,

Bt aailevia eovaaellit to let him gae.
AD lagbehaM aaid that his desire was richt
To Wallaee then he rakit in their sicht,
Aa4 adly heard hi* confession till ane end :

Heably 10 God hi* tprite he there commend.
Lowly him aerved with hearty devotion

fpoej Ml kneee, and said ane orison.
A eaHeriBnk Wallace had on him ever,
Fra hia duMhrid fra it wald nocht dissever.
BWai ka trowit in wyage ||

for to speed.
Bet then he waa dicpaJyed of his weed.lj
Thb grace he aaked at Lord Clifford, that knicht
T let Ua hate hi* psalter book in sicht
nt a prieat H open before him hald,

hSetaey tin hia had done all that they wald.
**** read for ought they did him there ;

Mhnwa acid that Wallace felt nae sair.

koa,eae, waa hi* beginning,
Ithetwwith, and fair was his ending.
eh aad cprite at ani* all can fare,* "t aoat, we trow, for evermair."

ttad Hurj may be regarded as a specimen of
TW aattytaaV the elaaa of errant minstrels who
Hah CBicjatrvla. lumml^l t c__i i fbonded in Scotland from an

od, and combining the character of bard"- "wandered with their harp fromMk to CMtfe, ud tang to the assembled lords
.

.

"IIMIIB ui 1UVU ai
i ninetl tb* popular poetry of the day.

, Norman*, Scandinavians, and oth*! ra who peopled Scotland, worn n

romantic ballads of love and war
The

_ other an-

Scotland, were all pas-
l to poetry and music, and there
that at a remote period, the

pririlcged race of wandering
** <tttlv "d on the prevailing su-

^^LS!^ **!* "* wove ^^
xpreeTe, rcraification into

. 110. 111.

of an Interdict
1

Many.

their stories and ballads; who -were welcome guests

at the gate of every feudal castle, and beloved by
the great body of the people." The most ancient

existing specimen of the compositions of these

primitive bards is the elegiac poem, already given,*

on the death of Alexander III., who was killed by
a fall from his horse, in the year 1286. Another

rhyme of the same period is quoted by Ritson, from

an old Harleian MS. It appears to have been

composed by the Scots at the siege of Berwick, in

1296, when the garrison at first succeeded in re-

pelling the assaults of Edward I., though they
were ultimately overcome and cruelly massacred

by that ruthless monarch. It runs as follows :

" Wend Kyng Edeward with his lange shankes
To have gete Berwyke all our unihankes
Gas pikes hym and after gas dikes him."

1 The grand old ballad of Sir Patrick Spens,
1
as

it is styled by Coleridge, has been generally re-

ferred to the time of Alexander III., and is sup-

posed by some writers to allude to the bringing
home of the Maiden of Norway, and by others, to

commemorate the disastrous shipwreck which

awaited the return of those noblemen who formed

the retinue of Margaret when she was married to

Eric of Norway. If, however, the poem be con-

temporaneous with either of these events, it is

evident that the orthography and language must

have been considerably modernised. The disas-

trous period between the death of Alexander III.

and the decisive battle of Bannockburn, must have

been peculiarly fertile in heroic stories and ballads,

commemorating the daring exploits of the gallant

assertors of their country's independence. The

great Scottish patriot, Wallace, became the hero

of a large series of such poems. One of his ear-

liest adventures, which still exists in the shape of

a ballad, is recorded by Wyntown, who closes his

notice of ' the ill-requited chief,' by alluding to

the ' Gret gestis' to which his illustrious actions

had given rise.

" Of his gud dedis and manheid
Gret gestis' I heard say are made,
But sa mony I trow noucht
As he until hys dayis wroucht
Wha all hys dedis of prys wald dyte
Hym worthyd a gret Buk to wryte ;

And all thai to wryte in here
I want both wyt and gud laysere." f

This resolution of the worthy chronicler is

greatly to be regretted. As Mr. Tytler has justly

remarked,
" a single ballad on the death of Wal-

lace, or the glory of Bruce, preserved as it the::

fell from the lips of a Scottish minstrel, or a Scot-

tish maiden, were now worth half the proud vol-

umes of those pedantic schoolmen," who pn
with affectionate care many a monkish Latin

rhyme, composed in the miserable taste of the

age, while the historic tales and ballads of this

early period of our history have been consigned to

what was then deemed a just and merited oblivion.

It has* been supposed, with considerable probabi-
* See ante, p. 81 .

* Wjntown's Chronicle, vol. ii. 102.
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will be found incorporated the substance of

many of the detached songs founded on real or

fabulous incidents which were living on the breath

of tradition, regarding the hero at the time his

metrical biographer lived, and that the disappear-

ance of these detached songs may be ascribed to

the extreme, popularity which the work of Henry
has acquired. We learn from Barbour, that the

1 1 King Robert had a very lively relish for tales

of romance, and

" Auld stories of men that wer
Set intyll hard assayis ser

"
(sore) ;

and there can be no doubt that the exploits of

the great restorer of Scottish independence were

commemorated in the songs of the minstrels and

maidens of the country which his valour and saga-

city had saved from ruin. Ballads of this kind

must have been common when Barbour wrote, for

the poet, in speaking of ' Thre worth! poyntis of

war.' which occurred during the struggle of the

patriots to expel the English invaders, omits the

particulars of the ' Thrid which fell into Esdaill,'

being a victory gained by
'

Schyr Johne the Soul-

lis
'

over '

Schyr Andrew Hardclay,' for this

reason

"
I will nocht rehers the maner,
For wha sa likes thai may hear

Young women when thai will play

Syng it amang thaim ilk day."

All these songs respecting Bruce and his chi-

valrous compatriots have unfortunately perished ;

but a single stanza of a Scottish ballad, composed
after the defeat of the English < at Bannockburn,
has been preserved in the St. Allan's Chronicle.

"
Maydens of Englande, sore may ye morne
For your lemmans ye have lost at. Bannockysbome

With hevelogh.
What ! weneth the King of England
So soon to have wone Scotlande ?

With rombelogh."

" This songe," says Fabian,
"
was, after many

daies sung in daunces, in the carols of the maidens
and mynstrelles of Scotland, to the reprofe and

disdayne of Englychemen with dyvers others

which I overpasse."
* At a later period, in 1328,

when the daughter of Edward II. was given in

marriage to David, the son of Robert Bruce, and a

treaty of peace was entered into at York, between
the two countries, on terms which were regarded
as humiliating to the English ;

we are informed

by the same historian, that the contempt of the

Scots broke out in " diverse trufies, rounds, and

songcs, of the which one is specially remembred,
aa foloweth :

"
Long beirdis hartlis,
Painted hoods wytless,

Gay cottes graceless,
Maketh England thryfteless."

* Dr. Jamieson's Notes on Harbour's Bruce, p. 457.

Dauney's Preliminary Dissertation to
' Ancient Scottish

Melodies,
1

published by the Maitland Club, p. 43.

VOL. T.

lity,
that in the heroic poem of '

Henry the Min- A somewhat different account of the oriiriP of.^i ' will h fi found incorporated the substance of this rhyme is given by Godscroft, who MIT*, "The
English soldiers of this army were cloathcd in coat*
and hoods embroydercd with flower* and branch**,and did use to nourish their beards, whcrcfor* the
Scots, in derision thereof, made this rime and fa.-
tened it upon the church doore of St I'ctcr in tho
Canongate."* A similar account is given in the
Book of St. Alban's. It is obvious, however, a.
Mr. Dauney remarks, that these line* partakemuch more of the character of an epigram or>t
(Tesprit, than a song ; and that they were regarded
as such is apparent, from the circumstance that
they were inscribed on a placard and fastened to
the church doors.f Another of these Scottish
ballads, of an early date, is referred to by Hume
of Godscroft, in his history of the family of Dou-
glas, in these words :

" The Lord of Liddesdale
being at his pastyme, hunting in Attrick Forest,
is beset by William, Earle of Douglas, and such
as he had ordained for that purpose, and there as-

sailed, wounded, and slain, besides Galcswood, in
the year 1353, upon a jealousie that the carle had
conceived of him with his lady, as the report gocth,
for so sayes the old song
" The Countesse of Douglass out of her bowre (be came,

And loudly there that she did call :

It is for the Lord of Liddesdale
That I let all these teares downe fall.

" The song also declareth how she did write her
love letters to Liddesdale, to dissuade him from
that hunting. It tells likewise the manner of the

taking of his men and his own killing at Gales-

wood
;
and how he was carried the first night to

Linden kirk, a mile from Selkirk, and was buried

in the abbey of Melrose."J
To the beginning of the fifteenth century has

been referred the well-known ballad, entitled The
Battle of Harlaw,' probably the most ancient

Scottish historical ballad of any length now in

existence. The event on which it is founded oc-

curred in 1411, and it may safely be concluded

that the poem was written soon afterwards. From
this period down to the time of James i. no frag-

ments or traces of Scottish song have survived to

the present day ;
but in the poem of 'Peblis to the

Play,' ascribed to that monarch, and probably
written about the year 1430, we are furnished

with the names of two compositions of this class

' There fure ane Man to the Unit;' i. e., there

went a man to the wood; and Thair shall be

Mirth at our Meeting.' The first is alluded to in

the sixth stanza of the poem.
" Ane young man stert into that iteid

Als cant as ony colt ;

Ane birken hat upon his heid,

With ane bow aud ane bolt ;

Dr. Jamieson's Notes to Harbour's Braec, j

Dauney's Introduction, &c., p.
44.

t The attaching of placards to church door* u a practice

which has descended to the present time. It wma the prin-

cipal method of publication at Uu time, and for many ji an
afterwards.

J Godscroft, vol. i. p. 144.
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" 8H. merrj maidens think nocht lang

The wedder i* fair and smelt :

H eleikit op ane high rnf sang, .

f

Thair fure ane man to the holt,

Quoth he

Of Peblia to the Play."

The other is referred to in the twenty-fifth

' He ippillit like ane fatherless fole,

Ana said. Be still my sweet thing :

By the haly rood of Peblis,

I may nocht rest for greting.

II* whiuilit and he pypit baith

To mak her blythe that meeting ;

My honey hart how sayis the sang,

Thair tall be mirth at oar meeting*
Yet

Of Peblii to the Play."

tone, called ' The Salmon's Dance,' is

abo cpoken of in this poem.

Bower, who wrote about the year 1441, speaks

of tragediea, comedies, ballads, and romances,

fended on the story of Robin Hood and Little

John, which the bards and minstrels used to sing
ia preference to all others of the same kind of

tHIfirtitmt. and which were highly popular

oaf all clawe* of the community; but every
Inet of theee ancient ballads has now perished.
The Mian, however, of a number of ballads, songs,
and ifanwn, which were popular at this period,

1MB preserved in a ludicrous vernacular

called
' Cockelbie Sow,' written rather

i middle of the fifteenth century.

* And hl> cousin, Copyn Coll,
Fil of belli*, fal ful,

Led the dance and began,
FWjr

'

Joly Lemmane.'
s .-.. ;

.

, nsay,
'Jolly Lemman, dawis it not day.'' B jroa woodiyd

'

Hingis,
'

Uit, Uit, in erinnyngis,'
'"

wenkUt,nmeringit,
9mm evil, mot mak rer*n,

!
'

5r SenU, of Qohynfell,
1

9mm ' Mai** Plr de Cont*

m 'Ortiance,
1

'Bwt,Bull,withabek,AW emy ooU in Tyeri. nek,
1

KapiUU anone,
oo. of Arragone.

cboru. or burd,n o

" Sum ' The Cane of Tr.rtary,'

Sum ' The Soldane of Surry,'*
Then all arrayit in a ring,
Dansit ' My deir Darling.'

"

There can be little doubt that the greater part

of these ballads, songs, and tunes,
AS e t.\.

The minstrels.
were the composition ot the min-

trels, who, in many instances, were not only har-

pers or musicians, who sang and recited the

verses composed by others, but were also poets,

who framed extemporaneous effusions suited to

the tastes and feelings of their audience. At a

very early period in Scottish history those who

subsisted by the arts of poetry and music were

held in high honour, and were indeed to be found

among the officers who composed the personal

state of the sovereign. At the coronation of Mal-

colm III. and Alexander III. we are informed that

a bard or sennachie recited a Gaelic poem, contain-

ing a recital of the king's ancestors, from the reign

of Fergus I. Aldred mentions that minstrels ac-

companied the army of David L, at the battle of

the Standard, which was fought in 1138; and it

appears to have been a custom, as old at least as

the reign of Alexander III. that when the sove-

reign made a progress through the country he

was serenaded by minstrels and singers, both on

his entrance into the towns, and when he took his

departure. Mention is made of the minstrels kept

at the court of King Robert Bruce, and liberal

donations were bestowed upon the professors of

' the gay science,' both at the marriage and the

coronation of David his son. The monarchs of the

Stewart family appear to have been passionately
attached to poetry and music, and down to the six-

teenth century large sums of money appear in the

Chamberlain's accounts, as paid to ' divers men-

strales, schawmeus, trumpets, taubroners, Inters,

harpers, pipers,' and other musical performers,

Italians, French, English, and Irish, as well as Scots.

According to Dr. Percy these minstrels not only

sang to the harp, verses composed by themselves

and others, but "
they also appear to have accom-

panied their songs with mimicry and action, and

to have practised such various means of diverting

as were much admired in those rude times, and

supplied the want of more refined entertainment.

These arts rendered them extremely popular and

acceptable in this and all the neighbouring coun-

tries, where no high scene of festivity was esteemed

complete that was not set off with the exercise of

their talents, and where so long as the spirit of

chivalry subsisted, they were protected and caressed,

because their songs tended to do honour to the

ruling passion of the times, and to encourage and

foment a martial spiril."t In the course of time,

however, a gradual change took place in their

character and position ; and vagrants of every de-

scription were at all times ready to assume the

character of the minstrel as a passport to hospi-

tality and attention, and thus contributed to bring

*
Syria.

t Percy's Essay on the Ancient Minstrels, p.
-I.
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the profession into discredit. They came at length

to be stigmatized as rogues and vagabonds, and to

appear in the statute book in juxta position with

the very dregs and refuse of society. Dr. Percy

admits that towards the end of the sixteenth cen-

tury the minstrels had lost all credit, and were

sinking into contempt and neglect. At length the

popular companion of knights and dames, the wel-

come guest in the halls of the nobles, as well as in

the cottages of the poor, degenerated into " the

j>oor
and wandering gleeman, glad to purchase his

bread by singing his ballads at the ale-house, wear-

ing a fantastic habit, and latterly sinking into a

mere crowder on an untuned fiddle, accompanying
his rude strains with a ruder ditty, the helpless

i

associate of drunken revellers, and marvellously

afraid of the constable and parish beadle."* So early

as 1449, severe penalties are denounced against
4

bardis, or other sik like rinnares about ;' and in

1579, it was ordained that " all idle persons gang-

ing about in any countrie of this realme, using

subtil, craftie, and unlawful playes, as ginglaries,

fast and loose, and sik others, all vagabond schol-

lers of the Universities of St. Andrew, Glasgow,
and Aberdeen, not licensed by the Rector and

Deane of Facultie of the Universitie to ask alms,

and all minstrelles, sangsters, and tale-tellers, not

avowed in speciall service be some of the Lords of

Parliament, or great burrows and cities for their

Sir Walter Scott's Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border,
.ji. i. p. 00. Edit. 1849.

common minstrelles," upon conviction, are to be
"
scourged and burnt throw the earo with an hota

iron." In spite of these cruel enactment* tome
slight traces of this ancient and once honourable

profession existed till about the commencement of
last century.

" To our fathers' time and oon,"

says Martine in his "
Reliquiae Divi Andrew,"

written about the year 1683,
"
something remained,

and still does, of this ancient order. And they are

called by others and by themselves '

Jockies,' who
go about begging, and use still to recite the tlug-

gornes of most of the true ancient summaries of
Scotland from old experience and observation.

Some of them I have discovered and found to haT
reason and discretion. One of them told me there

were not now twelve of them in the whole ule ;

but he remembered when they abounded, so a* at

one time he was one of five that usuallie met at

St. Andrews."* Down to the close of last century
there was attached to each town of note on the

borders, a piper, whose office was often hereditary,
and who was the great depository of the poetical

traditions of the district These musicians recci\ ed

a living and a salary from the community to which

they belonged, and in some burghs they had a

small allotment of land, called the Piper's Croft.

Sir Walter Scott is of opinion, that these town-

pipers were certainly the last remains of the min-

strel race.t

Page 8.

t iluisUelsy of the Scottish Border, vol. i. p. iWi.
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CHAPTER XIX.

JAMES THE SECOND.

14361460.

rination of James I. exposed the king-

.^ dom to the evils of a long minor-

r UM ty, which the position of the dif-

*o of ferent parties in the state rendered
1 L

unusually perilous. To the nobles,

the administration of the late king had been highly

, and his death was therefore viewed with

satisfaction. During the feeble reigns of

and the regencies of Albany and

his son, the rights of the crown had been gradually

isiTaded, antil, shorn of its power, little remained

to the wearer bat the name of king. It had been

the aim of James to reduce within constitutional

Haiti the over-grown pretensions of the nobility ;

and each was the wisdom of his plans, combined

with stern inflexibility of purpose, that his efforts

had been crowned with a large measure of success.

His prood barons saw, with ill-concealed hatred

d fear, their insolence crushed, their crimes

within the range of wholesome law, the

of the crown which they had appro-

priated, torn from their grasp, and the highest
in the state, which prescriptive right had

i hitherto to monopolize, filled by per-
to the inferior barons, gentry, and

i talents compelled respect, while their

hopes of advancement induced them to make com-
* OMB* with die king. The sudden removal of

James freed them not only from a stringent rule,
*
^**^*^ them the gratifying prospect of re-

During the minority
king, and the feeble government of aof the

""Jt fc owmed by no means difficult to undo
tthe late monarch had accomplished; and

Iready Ike leading nobles were seen merging theirK wsl Mmhining to humble the crown, and
Ik* eplondomr of their order. To these self-

id no adequate check. The
lames L had, indeed, developed the popu-

ia the constitution, and set limit* to
the nobles; but his plans, besides

ot been in opera-
te evince their

support of
prescrip-

wbont he had imbued
we, terrified by his death, shrunk from

**"y to enforce them. So me-
nacing was the aspect of affairs,** the queen, after having pur-

I the murderers of her husband

vengeance, influ-

ooaaf h adree** of the age, had n
tfc fcr tBftk of tf^Mfiein
vatae, d obtain for them the rat

with
I

Jy
her maternal ban, hastened to Edinburgh

1**"' * *
years of

,

nthin the waH of the castle. The

governor of that important fortress was Sir Wil-
liam Crichton, on whose fidelity, as the friend of

the late king and the master of his household, she

could fully rely ; and there, secure from immediate

danger, she anxiously waited the approaching meet-

ing of the Estates. On the 25th of March, the

Scottish parliament assembled at Edinburgh, and

adopted immediate measures for the government of

the country. Their first act was the coronation of

the young prince, who was con- Coronation of

ducted in procession from the castle James II.

to Holyrood Abbey, and solemnly inaugurated in

presence of a great concourse of the nobility, clergy,
and representatives of the towns, and amid the

usual testimonies of popular devotion and loyalty.*
It was agreed that, during the mi- Settlement of the

nority of the king, the care of his administration,

person and education should be entrusted to the

queen-mother f and Sir Alexander Livingston, of

Callendar
;
while Sir William Crichton was ap-

pointed chancellor of the kingdom, and charged
with the general administration of its affah

scanty and meagre are the records of the times,

that it is impossible to determine whether these

appointments originated with the parliament, or

were made in accordance with the provisions con-

tained in the will of the late sovereign. The evi-

dence, however, preponderates in favour of the

latter conclusion. Livingston and Crichton, though
men of acknowledged talents, and descended from

ancient families, belonged to the inferior class of

barons, and had been elevated by Jarnes I. to a

high place in his council, with the view of arrest-

ing the dangerous encroachments of the nobles.

It was commonly believed that with them origin-

ated some of the most stringent measures of the

late administration directed against the great ba-

rons
; and it seems unlikely that anything but a

desire to escape the suspicion of disloyalty, by carry-

ing out the intentions of the murdered king, could

have induced the nobles to sanction the appoint-

ment of such men to offices which conferred on

them so great a measure of power, and so many
opportunities for increasing it. The fears of the

nobility may have been partly allayed, and their

scruples removed, by the rivalry which had already

sprung up between Crichton and Livingston, who,

jealous of each other, and eager for personal ag-

grandizement, were disposed, as events subse-

quently proved, to sacrifice the revenues and power
of the crown in order to promote their selfish

schemes. The appointment, also, of Archibald.

Earl of Douglas, to the office of The Earl of Doa.

lieutenant-general of the kingdom, giaa appointed
was a sufficient concession to the lieutenant-general

pride of the nobles, and an ample
guarantee for the protection of their privileges.

Amid the convulsions of the kingdom, which had

curtailed the prerogatives of the sovereign, and ex-

tinguished some of the noblest families, the house

of Douglas continued to flourish, and had now risen

Acts of the Parliament of Scotland, vol..ii p.
36.

* Ibid. p. 54.
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to a height of power which rivalled that of the

crown itself. In addition to the extensive districts

of Galloway and Annandale, and some of the fair-

est portions of the south of Scotland, the dignity
of the earldom had been increased by the posses-

sion of the duchy of Touraine, and the lordship of

Longueville, in France. Its retainers were nume-

I'uwerofthe rous, and thoroughly disciplined

Douglases. by the incessant raids of border

warfare, while the marriages of many of its mem-
IHT> with the nobility, who coveted alliances with

so princely a house, rendered its influence on the

government immediate and powerful. The present

earl, on whom devolved the lieutenancy of the

kingdom, inherited the characteristic virtues and

vices of his family. His military talents were of a

high order, and fitted him, in an eminent degree,
for the duties of his office ;

but he was fierce,

and intolerably arrogant, jealous of the honour of

his house, and his immunities as a noble
; quick to

revenge an injury, and by no means scrupulous as

to the mode of gratifying his resentment. During
the late reign, he had maintained the state of an

independent sovereign, and met the measures of

James with a haughty defiance, which threatened

the kingdom with a civil war. From a govern-
ment so constructed, unity of action could scarcely
be expected. Crichton and Livingston viewed with

suspicion and fear the vast power of Douglas, while

the earl regarded them with scorn as his inferiors

in birth, and hated them as the enemies of his

order. Besides these important appointments, the

Enactments of attention of parliament was di-

the parliament, rected to the possessions of the

crown, and the foreign relations of the kingdom.
An inventory was ordered to be taken of the per-
sonal property of the monarch, while an act was

passed revoking all alienations of lands, or other

property belonging to the crown, since the death

of the iate king, unless granted with consent of

the Three Estates
;
and declaring all future aliena-

tions void, save those warranted in a similar man-

ner, until the king should have attained his twen-

ty-first year.* A short time before the death of

James I., hostilities had been resumed between

Scotland and England. The temper of that mo-

narch, and the many grounds of complaint against
the English government, would have secured, had
he lived, the vigorous prosecution of the war ;

but

the Scottish parliament were not indisposed during
the minority of their sovereign, to cultivate peace
with the sister kingdom, and after some negotia-

tions, a safe conduct was granted by Henry VI. to

commissioners empowered to arrange with
'

the

English envoys the terms of a treaty between the

two countries.! The English regency, involved
in a contest with France, and struggling to retain

the conquests of Henry V., dreaded the prosecution
of a war with Scotland, and listened with favour
TO :in arrangement which secured the neutrality of
a dangerous neighbour. A truce between the two

Acts of Parliament, vol. ii. p. 31.
*

llyiner, Foedcra, voL x. pp. 079, (580, 684.

kingdoms was accordingly concluded lor a period
of nine years, dating from the 1st A tnMt ^^
of May, 1438. The treaty em- duJod von
braced also a series of wise laws, KogUad.

regulating the commercial interooone of the two
countries during the truce, and anxiously guarding
against the interruption of those friendly relation*
which had thus been established. On the part at

England, the Dukes of Gloucester and Norfolk,
with the Earls of Salisbury, Northumberland, and
Westmoreland, and on that of Scotland, Archibald,
Earl of Douglas, with the Earls of Angus, Craw-
ford, and Avondale, and the Lords Gordon, Max-
well, Montgomery, and Crichton, bound thcnuelvc*
to maintain the provisions of the truce, and to

punish those who presumed to violate them.*
While these friendly negotiations were in pro-

gress, the spirit of faction, which conduct of U*
had slumbered for a little after Chancellor

the death of the late king, became ^ricUiuo.

suddenly active, and filled Scotland with misrule
and crime. Sir William Crichton, the chancellor,
from whom, before the meeting of parliament, the

queen-mother had solicited protection for her son,
continued to retain possession of the young kin;:,

though the estates had appointed Joanna and

Livingston of Callendar his guardians during hi.*

minority. The wily and unprincipled statesman

seems to have employed his custody of the monarch
as a pretence for large demands on the public trea-

sury, and the unscrupulous appropriation of the

royal revenues, while, in addition to these imme-
diate advantages, he was desirous of gaining the

affections of the young sovereign, with a view to

the maintenance and increase of his own power.
He not only refused, therefore, to permit James to

leave Edinburgh, but resisted the right of Living-
ston to the charge of his pupil, and made the inter-

course of the queen-mother with her son both vexa-

tious and difficult. Remonstrances having proved
in vain, Joanna determined to effect the freedom of

her son by a strategem, which her access to the

castle enabled her without difficulty to execute.

At the close of a visit of a few days, during which

she managed to lull the suspicions Th- _< tin*
of Crichton, she left the castle teeretly < i

with two coffers or chests, con- from &

taining, as was affirmed, her ward-

robe and ornaments ;
but in one of the chests the

had dexterously contrived to conceal the young

prince. On reaching Leith, she set sail for iv

castle, at that time commanded by Lmngrtoo,

who received her with joy, and took imnwdhto

measures for the retention of his charge, as well a*

for the punishment of the chancellor. At a meat

ing of the queen's friends, and those favourabk to

the views of Livingston, it was resolved to besiege

Crichton in his stronghold, and to compel

either to resign his office, or to recognize the right*

of the queen-mother and guardian. Joanna pro-

mised to supply the soldiers composing the expe-

dition with provisions
from her own storehouse*

Kvmur, FoeJera, roL x. p. Wft.
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WBU* the aid of the Earl of Douglas was confi-

dently anticipated in the attempt to reduce the

refractory chancellor. Emboldened by these pro-

aptrta, Livingston left Stirling castle for Edin-

burgh, at the head of a considerable force, among

LmeoiM Uyt
wnom were many barons and

cleft te E*a- gentry belonging to his faction.

e*jfl> eeetU. -rfcc situation of Crichton was alike

mortifying and perilous. Besides the disgrace,which

he keenly felt,of having been outwitted by thequeen,
he waa justly alarmed at the prospect of the speedy
entjthiow of his power, the surrender of his ill-

gotten wealth, the vengeance of the factions whom
hie violence had exasperated, and, above all, the

earvation of his rival, Livingston, whom he bitterly

Driven to extremities, he resolved at last

.

.^
to solicit the aid of the Earl of

Douglas, and for this purpose des-

patched messengers to that noble,

representing the peril to which
at waa exposed, by the traitorous

of Livingston, and offering his constant

in return for assistance in his present
The reply of Douglas was fierce and con-

Beaides rejecting the proffered friend-

ahip of the rhanfillnr, he declared both Livingston
and Crichton to be " mischievous traitors," whom
it became not the honourable state of noblemen "

ta y *y to help, and concluded by expressing,
ia ao equivocal terms, his desire for their speedy
destruction. " As to myself, there is nothing more
pkacant than to hear of war and discord between
than two unhappy tyrants ; and namely, when the

hegimaf of their riiemniion is not founded upon
good cause, but upon a shameful and wicked

Would God I might see a miserable mis-
> hafaU them both, seeing they have both

the same condignly, through their own
iom, hbehtiuO, pride, and height : for I know

7 j* judgment of God that deceitful

^f their whole purpose and intent
fand wreck upon others, according to

--J
**& " pnniahed in the sight of

wially, seeing they have so oft

+ -n^^^. **"* "nple men of good
wnfuUyrepubed by Douglas,

' "we of Livingston, which
nead the siege of the castle,

to arrange his differences with
, by timely concessions. Hav-

jed,

aad obtained from Livingston a truce
U rival atateamen met before theA* eaetk, aach hein* attended by a com-

^t^JSa?*
At^ conkr'

to repeated the words

akaMdhr. "T^*** **"* the neceesity of
"Mediate reconciliation as th

^t\^^ft t̂td to iurrender

r It" '*-
of Scotlwd, voL i.

and, after receiving the keys of the castle, entered

it in triumph. A number of banquets followed,

during which the rivals vied with each other in

expressions of friendship, and Crichton, in return

for his submission, having been reinstated in his

chancellorship, harmony was restored for a time to

the distracted government.*

Meanwhile, the country was brought to the

verge of ruin by the feuds of the
Distracted

nobles, which were greatly en- state of the

couraged by the weakness of the country.

executive. The stern administration of James I.

had awed, into something like quietness, the fierce

spirit of strife which had for many years dis-

graced and enfeebled the kingdom ;
but now that

the government was conducted by men whom the

haughty barons despised, and whose factious strug-

gles seemed to countenance every enormity of

aristocratic license, they hastened to renew the

scenes of private war, and the whole south and

east of Scotland were filled with "
theft, reif, and

slaughter." Alan Stewart, Lord of Darnley, who
had obtained from the late king Feuds of the

the superiority over Lennox, was nobles.

treacherously slain at Polmais-thorn, between Fal-

kirk and Linlithgow, by Sir Thomas Boyd, in con-

sequence of an old feud which existed between

their families.! To revenge the death of his

brother, Alexander Stewart mustered a strong

body of his friends and vassals, with whom he

encountered the Boyds in a pitched battle, near

Neilston, in Renfrewshire. The engagement was

not only protracted and bloody, but marked by a

savage determination, unusual even in those times.
"
It was foughten that day so manfully, that both

the parties would retire and rest themselves diverse

and sundry times, and recounter again at the

sound of the trumpet." J Victory at last declared

in favour of the Stewarts, and Sir Thomas Boyd
and many of his Mends were left on the field of

battle. Besides these deadly conflicts, which the

rank of the parties has rescued from oblivion,

scenes of outrage and revenge were daily occurring

among their vassals, or those who, connected with

them, however remotely, by paction or by blood,

were disposed to maintain their feuds. Crichton

and Livingston either felt themselves unable to

check these deplorable outrages, or secure in the

possession of the chief power of the state, they
seem to have regarded them with indifference.

They have been accused even of fostering the

spirit of faction, in order to prevent that union

among the barons by which their own authority

would have been endangered; while the bribes

offered by rivals factions to the government,
and

the outlawries, which were frequently occurring,

furnished opportunities for increasing their wealth,

of which, it was affirmed, they unscrupulou.-ly
availed themselves. The vast power and chivalrous

Lindsay of Pitscottie's Chronicles of Scotland, vol. i

pp. 13 IV
+ H'id. p. 16.

: ibid
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cter of Douglas might have restrained, had

n^ t\, he lived, this savage spirit; butDeath
the Earl of he was suddenly seized with
Douglas. malignant fever, at Restalrig,

and died there on the 26th of June, 1439.* His

great possessions and titles descended to his son

William, a boy only seventeen years old, whose

youth and inexperience rendered him totally unfit

to wield the power and dignity which had de-

scended to him, and who speedily added to the

national troubles by his arrogant pretensions, and
oked the cruel vengeance to which, shortly

wards, he fell a victim.

Crichton and Livingston were now, by the death

of 1 Xmglas, sole rulers of the kingdom, and con-

ducted affairs with an insolence and lust of power
which made their administration both hated and

t'fui -i. (!. Joanna, the queen-mother, though ostensi-

, bly restored, on the reconciliation
Marriage of

the queen-mother of the statesmen, to her office as

with Sir James guardian of the prince, found

herself so jealously watched by
Livingston, that, dreading the dangers of her de-

fenceless position, she contracted a second marriage
with Sir James Stewart, commonly called " The
Black Knight of Lorn," a man of high rank and

approved valour.f To the ambitious designs of

Livingston, the marriage of the queen was emi-

nently favourable, as, by placing her under tute-

lage, she was thus disqualified, by the laws of

Scotland, from taking any part in the administra-

tion. But her husband was the friend of the

Douglases ;
and the governor, alarmed at this ac-

cession of power to that great family, resolved to

tike advantage of the marriage to consolidate his

own authority. His measures were speedily taken,
and partook largely of his characteristic craft and

cunning. Kir James Stewart and his elder brother,

she and then residing at Sterling, were
lit r husband are seize(j and thrown into prison, on

and impri- , , i_ j j

sonedby pretence that they had conspired

Livingston against the state ;f and scarcely
had the queen received intelligence of the fate of

her husband, when, by orders of Livingston, her

own private apartments were entered, and herself

hurried to confinement on a similar charge, after a

brave but unsuccessful resistance by her servants.

These insolent acts were immediately followed by
a convention at Stirling, summoned in name of the

Three Estates, but composed entirely of persons in

the interest of the governor. Before this assembly

she is com-
^ie un^aPPy queen was conducted,

pelled to give up trembling for her own and her hus-
the custody of band's safety; and there, affect-

ln^'
ing to yield to the necessities of

the state, she surrendered, by solemn deed, the

person of her son into the hands of Sir Alexander

'

Pinkerton's History, vol. i. p. 191, and note.
f Duncan Stewart's History of the lioyal Family of

!<. 171.

I Auchinleck Chronicle, p. 84.
i Royal Charter, by James II., March 7th., 1449-50, to

1 Miml-r X ;lpier, of the lands of Philde. Pinkerton, vol. i.

'!>. 101, aud uute

Livingston, of Callcndar, resigning at the ^mt
time the royal residence of Stirling castle, and the
annual allowance made to her by parliament as

queen-mother. The last clauses of the deed were
worded with a cautious duplicity which indicated
the conscious tyranny of its framers, and their

anxiety to save themselves from its probable eon-

sequences. Joanna is made to profess her cordial
concurrence in the measures of the faction, as
dictated by motives purely patriotic ; and it was
distinctly stated, that their conduct in the nutter
should at no future period be the subject either of
revision or blame. The deed of transference

having been solemnly ratified, the queen and her
husband were set at liberty, while the young king
was delivered to Livingston, who forthwith re-

tained him in a kind of honourable
captivity.

By the proceedings of the Stirling convention,
the influence of Livingston became paramount in

the state
;
and Crichton, who had calculated on an

equitable division of power, saw, with surprise and

dismay, the functions of government monopolized

by his rival. He determined, therefore, with all

speed, to restore the balance, and his measures were
taken with great cunning, and were attended with

complete success. Having consulted with his

friends, and secured their co-operation, he rode, on
a dark night, with a hundred chosen men, to the

park of Stirling, where he placed his followers

in small parties, to avoid suspicion and discovery.

Fortunately for the success of his enterprise Living-
ston was at this time absent. At

TJje ^ .

the break of day the king left the carried off by

castle, as was his custom, to enjoy
Crichton to Kdin-

the pastime of hunting, attended

by a small body of horsemen, and found himself

suddenly surrounded by groups of armed men, who
hailed him with every demonstration of loyalty.

At the same time Crichton advanced, and kneeling
before him, protested his devotion to his person,

condemned the ungenerous captivity to which the

jealousy and ambition of Livingston had consigned

him, and offered the services of himself and his

friends in securing to him immediate freedom from a

state ofundignified restriction. The young monarch,

in spite of the opposition of his retinue, lent a willing

ear to the solicitations of Crichton, with whom ho

hastened to Edinburgh, and made his entrance into

that city, accompanied by an additional escort of

four thousand men, before Livingston had lecehred

any intelligence of his movements.! The eeeape of

the king, and the treachery of Crichton, filled the

governor with mingled rage and fear, and had his

power equalled his desire for vengeance, the a-

thors of the plot would speedily have felt the

weight of his vengeance. But he was in no con-

dition to risk on appeal to force. The pmrty of the

queen, exasperated by late events, eagerly deaired

his downfall, and the aid of Douglas was hopeleea,

except on terms which must have placed him at the

feet of that arrogant noble. Yielding, thereto*,

* Acts of Parliament, TO!, ii. p. M.

t Lesley's Hintory, V- li-
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1
ities of his position he skilfully dis-

M sembled his mortification, and, has-

^jjuiiiiii tening to Edinburgh, sent a mes-

sage to Crichton, deploring their

aliaaarimi and expressing his willingness to submit

tfrfr dispute* to the arbitration of mutual friends.

The MfftioP* of Leighton, Bishop ofAberdeen, and

Winchester, Bishop of Moray, aided by the dread

of Douglas, speedily brought the rival statesmen to

terms. They accordingly met in

the church of St. Giles, and sealed

reconciliation by mutual concessions. The

young king was restored to the custody of Living-

ston, and Crichton resumed, with increased power,

his office of chancellor.

The internal condition of the kingdom, during
_ . . these disgraceful feuds, deepenedTB* sooBtty u . . , . ... , .

ranged by a its miseries. Availing themselves

Wa; offnw of the distraction of the govern-
***'

ment, a barge body of marauders

from the Western Isles, led by Lauchlan McLeod
and Murdoch Gibson, two noted robbers, invaded

parts of the mainland, and especially the

ive district of Lennox, which they ravaged
with fire and sword. The progress . of the in-

vaders was for a moment arrested by John Col-

quhoua of Luss, who, with his armed vassals, of-

fered a gallant resistance near Inch-murran, on

Loch Lomond; but, overwhelmed by numbers,

they were quickly defeated, with the loss of their

leader.* After that victory," says an old chroni-

cler,
"
traitors became so proud and insolent that

they burnt and berried the country wherever they
caaae, and spared neither old nor young, bairn nor

wifc, hat cruelly would burn their houses and them

together, if they made any obstacle; or else, if

hey nude no debate, without consideration and pity
would eat their throats, and thereafter carry away

sir gear and wares, with their wives and bairns,
who. not witting of such incursions, were cruelly

dered and sticked in their beds without any
regard of old or young. Thus they raged through
the rwla without any respect to God or man." f

fa^ta*.
*^ie country *"as next visited by a

grievous famine, the result
chieflyn Mgsnisl season, but aggravated by the inter-

whieh husbandry was subjected amid
tiea,J Great numbers of the

is perished of hunger, and many who
a prolong life, enfeebled by insufficient
sottM food, fell victims to a virulent

-*>* disease, which followed the dearth."

in the country
"

aay. Pitecottie,

and roused from
hy the dangers which menaced
want convened a parliament

at Stirling, and proceeded to consider the best

means of healing the distractions of the realm.

"With this view various enactments Enactments of

were passed by the legislature, parliament

among which two deserve special notice, viz.,
" that the justiciars on the northern and southern

sides of the Forth should hold their sessions twice

a year, and that whenever intelligence was re-

ceived of the occurrence of any rebellion, slaugh-

ters, burning, robbery, outrage, or theft, the

king should instantly proceed in person to the

spot, and summoning before him the sheritf of

the shire wherein the crime was committed, see

immediate justice done upon the offender before

he left the district, in the execution of which or-

dinance all the barons, with one assent, were

obliged to assist,
" with their persons, vassals, and

property."* These enactments, though framed in ge-
neral terms, have special reference Exorbitant power
to the power of the house of Dou- of the house of

glas, which had risen to a height
that threatened the independence of the throne.

William, sixth Earl of Douglas and Duke of

Touraine, succeeded on the death of his father

Archibald to the titles and vast possessions of

his family. The princely inheritance which thus

passed to him, would have been dangerous to one

of mature age and experience, but in the earl, who
was scarcely seventeen years of age, it rapidly

developed all the vices which youth and irrespon-

sible power are almost certain to produce. Proud

of his ancestry, the owner of ex- Character of

tensive domains, which included William, sixth

the richest and most important
tracts of Scotland, connected with many of the first

families in the kingdom, possessed of wealth equal,

if not superior, to that of the sovereign himself,

and able at any time to bring into the field a

numerous following of highly disciplined soldiers,

Douglas, instigated by his own haughty ambition,

and the adulation of his friends, assumed all the

state and independence of a king. Shortly aft Ti-

the death of his father, he despatched Malcolm

Fleming, of Biggar, and Alan Lauder, of the

Bass, to the court of France with his oath of

fealty for the duchy of Touraine. His envoys were

received with distinguished respect by the French

monarch, and his rights as lord of that extensive

principality solemnly confirmed.! Flattered by the

countenance of France, and despising the govern-
ment at home, the arrogance of the young noble

prompted him to imprudent displays of power,
which could not fail to excite the indignation

of

Livingston and Crichton. His personal attend-

ance, when he rode out, consisted of a thousand

horse
; his household was conducted on a scale of

dazzling magnificence; he is said to have held

within his own dominion courts which rivalled

the solemnity of parliaments, and to have dubbi d

knights with his own hand. To the commands of

the sovereign requiring attendance and service, he

Acts of Parliament, vol. ii. pp. 32, 33.

*
Pitscottie, vol. i. p. 22.
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gave no heed, or returned a contemptuous
1

;
while he spoke in scornful terms of the

government as administered by traitors, who had

his factious usurped its functions and enslaved

and turbulent the king for their own selfish ends,
conduct. Meanwhile his followers, secure in

his countenance and protection,, filled the country
with pillage and bloodshed. The worst spirits of

the time hastened to enroll themselves among his

dependants, and employed the sanction of his name

in defence of their brutal outrages. The laws furn-

ished no protection to the victims, as the autho-

rity of Douglas within his own jurisdiction was

supreme, and beyond it, the number and strength
of his dependants enabled him to defy the ordinary
administrators of justice. There can be no doubt,

that it is to the acts of grievous oppression, perpe-
trated by the followers of this baron, that Lindsay
of Pitscottie refers when, speaking of the com-

plaints made to parliament respecting the abuses

which prevailed in the country, he says,
"
Many

and innumerable complaints were given in whereof

the like were never seen before. There were so

many widows, bairns, and infants seeking redress

for their husbands, kindred, and friends, that were

cruelly slain by wicked bloody murderers ; sicklike

many for herschip, theft, and reif, that there was
no man but he would have ruth and pity to hear

the same. Shortly murder, theft, and slaughter,
were come in such dalliance among the people ;

and the king's acts had fallen into such contempt,
that no man wist where to seek refuge, unless he

had sworn himself a servant to some common mur-

derer, or bloody tyrant, to maintain him contrary
to the invasion of others, or else had given him

largely of his gear to save his life, and afford him

peace and rest."* Irritated at last by the constant

insults which the proud noble offered to the go-

vernment, and convinced that so long as he lived

their own power mcst continue insecure, Living-
ston and Crichton resolved to destroy him on a

charge of high treason. A mare cautious adver-

iiild have detected and avoided the snare

thus laid for him, but arrogant and full of the

careless confidence of power, Douglas, both by his

words and actions, furnished abundant materials

for impeachment, which, being reported by the

SJKCS of the governor, were carefully treasured up
in the prospect of his trial and doom. Besides

"i>enly defying the laws and maintaining a state

dangerous to the throne, it has been conjectured
that Douglas had subjected himself even to a

charge by impugning the title of James II.

> the throne, and preferring the claim of his uncle

Malise, Earl of Strathearn, who as the descendant
'

Euphemia Ross, the second queen of Robert II.,

tt'as supposed by some to have a better right to the

crown than its present possessor. Though the am-
ntion of the earl,and the interest he maybe supposed
o have taken in his kinsman's pretensions, render
the

conjecture far from improbable, uo evidence

;has been furnished of its truth. His conduct
*

1'itscottie's History of Scotland, vol. i. p. 35.

VOL. L

'

in other respects afforded his enemies sufficient

grounds to give at least the appearance of justice
to their subsequent proceedings, and a soonM their

plans were matured they took immediate mfasnrea
to secure his person. The pro- t'rwhuw M4
gress of the tragedy was marked I.iriagrton plot

by a baseness and cruelty worthy
*"! ***<*

of its chief actors. Crichton, in his own ntmt
and that of Livingston, despatched a message to

Douglas, in which, after professing the highest
esteem for his character, and regret at the mis-

understanding which existed between them, he

anxiously solicited his presence at the court, that
the earl might cultivate the friendship of the

young sovereign, and lend the aid of his great
talents and influence to the administration. Don.

glas was easily inveigled into the snare, and along
with his brother David, his friend Malcolm Flem-

ing, and a small retinue, set out for Edinburgh.
On the way he halted for the night at Crichton

castle, the residence of the chancellor, where a

splendid entertainment tended still further to flat-

ter his pride and remove suspicion. Attended by
Crichton he proceeded to Edinburgh on the fol-

lowing day. But before he entered the town, some
of his retinue observing that there were too many
private messages passing between the chancellor

and the governor, reminded the earl of the in-

junction of his father, that he and his brother

should never go together where there was any
appearance of danger, and urgently entreated them
both to return, or if the earl persisted in going
forward that he should at least send home his

brother.* This prudent counsel was unfortunately

rejected, and confidently relying on the honour of

the chancellor and governor, Douglas rode fear-

lessly to the castle, where he was received in state

by Livingston, who conducted him to the apart-

ments of the king. The young monarch became

speedily attached to the Douglases, whose high
rank and youthful accomplishments qualified them

in an eminent degree for his society, and some

days were spent in unrestrained and pleasing in-

tercourse. The gaiety of the young friends, how-

ever, was destined to be quickly and terribly

broken. During a banquet at the royal table

Crichton and Livingston dropped the mask and

assailed their unsuspecting guests with loud and

fierce charges of treason.f The astonUhed youth*,

rendered defenceless by the absence of their at-

tendants. who had been carefully removed, tod

surrounded by armed men, who barred escape,

were quickly bound and hurried to a neighbouring

apartment, to undergo the formality of a mock

Pitscottie, vol. i. pp. 40, 41.

t Lesley's History of Scotland, p. If

represents a bull's head, the signal of death,-

been introduced, towards the clos of tl

and placed before the Douglases, is now gcMnllY
No traces of any such custom are to be found 11

of authentic Scottish history. The fertile tutej of U*
Boece seems responsible for this and

ments which, carelessly adopted by

canie ultimately to be regarded as tndubiUbk facto. J

Pinkerton's History, vol. L p. 1M.
T 1
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It is said that the youthful monarch, alarmed

t these riolent proceedings
and the impending fate

of the young noblemen, entreated the chancellor

with tears to spare their lives.* His interference,

however, was sternly rejected by Crichton, who

rrprimanded him in no measured terms for his

desire to save the lives of the traitors who sought

t otaiUu'n his throne. No record exists of the

inTwtigation which followed : even the nature of

At ihaigfn brought against the unfortunate youths

t only matter of conjecture; but as it has been

well observed,
" The extent of their power and the

lawless character of their followers must have

fVnltd enough of pretexts for condemnation when

the sentence rested with judges who were deter-

anand to make no allowance for the youth and

inexperience of the accused parties, for the artifices

by which they had been brought within the danger
of the law, and for their being totally deprived of

[ or legal defenders." The proceedings
of the court were speedily ter-

minated by a sentence of death on

wfch attVnrlftsr *ne brothers, who were hurried to

the back court of the castle, and

then beheaded. Three days afterwards Malcolm

Pleasing, of Cumbcrnauld, their friend and coun-

sellor, waa brought to trial, as accessory to their

eriaw, and shared the same fate.f

The murder of the Douglases was a deed equally

Tkt kawMJku crue' an<^ impolitic. It not only ex-

i of cited the fierce indignation of their

numerous and powerful friends and
followers throughout the country,

bat the youth of the victims, and the cold-blooded

traaehtry with which they had been entrappedM swdeitd, called forth a general expression
of sympathy, in which their grave crimes were

irtw**d or forgotten. From causes, however,
iseh are now unknown, those, on whom what

then deemed the sacred duty of revenee^^M! ___ V. inave taken no immediate

SUV**-
nfln

^9
9 tbc death of their relatives.

ranch title and possession* of the earl re-
crown of France. The earldom of

*
.**"' drrolred upon his uncle James,

rn, surnamcd the Gross, who quietly
tkt title tad estates of his nephew with-
fcw and the large unentailed property

ri woiprebending Galloway, Wigton,
ood, and Annandalc, descended to

< Margarrt, who, from her greatra. commoolr called the Fair Maiden of
IT far the calculations of Crichton
m. a. to the probable consequences of

wart justified by the removal of a

c8t Appendix, Note
of Douglas,

: Ml Iiim

stirou-

* I ik CatUisis. P. 86
r * *

dangerous enemy, the dismemberment of a princely

house, and the consolidation of their own power.
A course of unforeseen events, however, baffled their

expectations and restored the house of Douglas to

more than its former splendour. James the Gross

died after two years' inglorious possession of his

honours, and was succeeded by his
wfflianii eig]uh

son William, who inherited all the earl, reunites

courage and ambition of his family,
the vast estates

Eager to regain the lost appen-

dages and power of his earldom, he hastily espoused
his cousin Margaret of Galloway; and, by this

union, the vast possessions of the family were once

more united in his person. The indifference which

Crichton and Livingston exhibited during the

progress of this important alliance, has never been

sufficiently explained. Policy dictated determined

opposition to a union so fraught with danger to the

government, and objections existed, which, if skil-

fully urged, must have prevented its formation.

Margaret, besides being a ward of the crown, was

a child scarcely twelve years old at the period of

her brother's death. Earl William and herself

were within the forbidden degrees of consanguin-

ity, while the former was already married, and his

countess was still living, so that a dispensation
from Rome was necessary to procure a release from

existing ties, and the sanction of the church to the

contemplated marriage.* Some light is thrown on

the supineness of the government by a conjecture,
to which subsequent events give countenance, that

Livingston had already formed a secret coalition

with Douglas, in order to secure his own power,
and ruin his rival, Crichton, who, though alive to

the dangers of the alliance, was compelled to pre-

serve a prudent neutrality. If so, the selfish policy
of the governor recoiled on himself, and he lived

bitterly to deplore the consequences of his ba

Happily for Scotland, during these distractions,

her relations with foreign powers
Friend]y K]&.

were uniformly of the most friendly tions b.

'

;

character. At this period an em- Scotland <

bassy arrived from Bretagne, pro-
<

posing a marriage between Francis, Count de

Montfort, son and heir of John V., surnamed

the Good, and the princess Isabella, sister of the

king. These overtures were favourably entertaim d

by the Scottish court, commissioners were de-

spatched to Bretagne, with the view of completing
the arrangements, and, in the following
Isabella left Scotland for France, where sh-

formally united to her betrothed husband.t Tin

truce with England continued to be sacredly '''

served, and the friendly intercourse between tin-

two countries exercised the most beneficial influ-

ence on their mutual prosperity. A war at tin*

time broke out between England and the >

lands
; but the trade so long carried on bv

land with the latter country docs not appear to

have suffered any material interruption.

Meanwhile, the internal condition of the king-

See Pinkerton's History, vol. i. pp. IM, WJ -

i Ibid. p. 190, and ante.
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dom, rent by faction, and groaning under all the

..-ted state miseries of a feeble and vicious

of the country, administration, was, in every re-

spect, deplorable. The laws ceased to be respected,

and occasional attempts to vindicate their authority
btrved only to provoke resistance. Sir William

Kuthvon, Sheriff of Perth, while conducting a

Highland freebooter to the gallows, was attacked

by John Gorme Stewart, of Athole, with a party
of his associates, who endeavoured to rescue the

criminal from the grasp of justice. Ruthven, a

man of high spirit and determined courage, col-

lected his followers, and gave battle to the assail-

ants on the North Inch of Perth. The aggressors
were defeated, but not until thirty men had been

slain, including the leaders on both sides, Ruthven

and Stewart.* About the same time, Sir Robert

Feuds of the Erskine, whose claims on the earl-

nobles, dom of Mar had been factiously

resisted by the chancellor, stormed the castle of

Kildrummie, and took possession of the extensive

estates connected with it. In retaliation, Living-
ston and Crichton seized the castle of Alloa, the

property of Erskine.

During the progress of these savage feuds, Wil-

liam, Earl of Douglas, was silently maturing his

plans to restore the political influence of his house.

Already affianced to his cousin, and virtual posses-

sor of her extensive estates, he bent the whole

energies of his subtle and ambitious nature to se-

cure that place in the administration, which he

considered due to his ancient family and great

power. The existing state of parties favoured his

designs, and he skilfully turned to his advantage
the jealousies and contentions of his rivals. To
the nation at large, the government of Livingston
and Crichton had long been odious, and a general
desire existed for some change which seemed likely

to remedy the evils under which the nation was

groaning. James cherished a natural dislike to those

who, for years, had made him their puppet,and some-

times cruelly wounded his feelings ;
while he had

now reached an age when the restraints of a state

of pupilage excite strong irritation and an ardent

desire of independence. He was thus prepared to

welcome the services of any party who could se-

cure his good opinion, and relieve him from the in-

dignities of his position. Douglas was no stranger
to the feelings of the young monarch, and awaited

only a favourable opportunity to render them sub-

>ervient to his purpose. An incident, characteristic

of the times, furnished him with the occasion for

which he sought. Dumbarton castle was at this

period commanded by Sir Robert Semple, as sheriff-

depute to Sir Robert Erskine. Patrick Galbraith,

a partisan of Douglas, in revenge of some injury
done him by Semple, or, as some affirm, incited by

Douglas himself, scaled the walls with a party of

his followers, and took possession of the fortress,

Pitscottie, vol. i. pp. 46. 47. Auchinleck Chronicle,

Stewart was the person who apprehended Sir

liobert Graham, the uiuulerer of Janic-s I.

after killing the captain and some of the garrison
*

When the news of this outrage reached the court,

suspicion naturally turned on Douglas as its chief

instigator, and the earl, affecting deep concern for

his honour as a noble, and his
fidelity as a subject,

hastened to Stirling with a few follower*, and ob-

taining an audience of the king, denounced the con-
duct of Galbraith, placed his own life and estate*
at the disposal of the sovereign, and professed on-
bounded attachment to his person and crown. The
manoeuvre of the earl was completely snrccmful

Prepossessed by the skilful address of Douglas, and

agreeably surprised to discover a devoted adherent
in one whom he had been taught to regard as a

dangerous rival, the young and unsuspecting mon-
arch lavished on his visitor every mark of kindness,
made him a member of the privy council, and soon
after elevated him to the office of The Erl of

lieutenant-general of the king- D<mgU U muU
1 mi t , . i .' .

dom. The course pursued by the
genermi of u,,

persons chiefly affected by this kingdom-
sudden change in the administration indicated,

with sufficient clearness, the part they had taken

in promoting it. Livingston remained quietly at

Stirling, though, on the plea of age, he surrendered

his office as governor into the hands of his eldest

son, Sir James, thus giving strong probability to

the supposition that the veteran statesman had en-

tered into a coalition with Douglas ;
while Crichton

fled from the court, and threw himself into the

castle of Edinburgh, where he proceeded to lay in

provisions, and to strengthen the fortifications in

the evident expectation of a siege. The proceed-

ings of Douglas speedily justified his hostility to

the alarm of the chancellor. Armed the chancellor

with the royal authority, and accompanied by a

portion of the household troops, besides his own

retainers, the earl marched against Barnton castle,

which belonged to Crichton, and demanded its im-

mediate surrender. The governor, a near kinsman

of the chancellor, at first resolved on resistance,

but daunted by the display of the royal banner,

and the prospect of a long siege, ultimately capi-

tulated, and the fortalice, by the orders of Douglas,

was immediately dismantled. This decisive move-

ment was followed by a summons to Crichton re-

quiring him, in the name of the king, to appear at

Stirling, and answer for his many acts of hum
against the state ;

but the proud baron, undismayed

by the danger to which he was exposed, and confi-

dent in the strength of his fortress, replied only by

an incursion into the lands in Lothian belonging

to Douglas and his adherent, Sir John Forrceter

of Corstorphine, which he wasted with fire and

sword.f In a parliament subsequently convened

at Stirling, he was proclaimed a traitor, his estate*

confiscated, and his friends outlawed-!

The influence of Douglas was now paramount,

* Auchinleck Chronicle, p. 85. PiUcottie, foL iL pp.

1

"*

1
*"*

+ Auchinleck Chronicle, pp. 36, 87. PiUcottW, ml k

pp. 51,52.

J I'itscottie, roL L pp. 49, 400.
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mnd his subseqacnt conduct left no doubt as t

his daring designs on the indepen

4,^ >pist1 dcncc of the crown. The members

la* kmf Of the late administration were

nmnkly displaced, and the vacant offices filled by

persons devoted to his interests. Three of his

brothers, Archibald, Hugh, and John, were raised

to the prerage. Archibald, who had married the

wnngest daughter of James Dunbar, Earl oi

Moray, succeeded on the death of his father-in-

law to the title, in spite of the preferable claim

of Sir James Crichton, son of the chancellor, who

was the husband of the eldest daughter of the

deceased earl. Hugh was created Earl of Onnond

and John Lord of Balveny. To these grounds of

alarm others were soon added of a more serious

nature. Instigated by Douglas, the chief nobles

determined to make common cause for the recovery

of those privileges of their order, which, conceded

by the weakness of former sovereigns, had been

ifrHHrri by James I. as dangerous to the throne.

The lieutenant-general became thus the centre of a

jHiwuM combination, including not a few of the

great barons, who having suffered under the for-

mer reign, remembered with fear and hatred the

restraints imposed upon them by the crown, and

mitrl in the prospect of curtailing and humbling
the royal power. Though artfully veiled, the

treasonable intentions of Douglas were too appa-
rent to escape notice, and, in spite of his over-

grown power, which rendered opposition most

perilous, the nation found a leader, whose pure
patriotism and unsullied virtues enabled him to

T-SJI iifcimm
'indicate its menaced rights. Ken-

rtW nedy, Bishop of St. Andrews, a

prelate of great wisdom and inte-

grity, had been raised to the chan-

thc disgrace of Crichton. His high
ineerrnptible honesty, and distinguished

stiral position as head of the Scottish

while they fitted him in an eminent de-

gree for the ofke, rendered him the more formida-
ble to Douglas, nor is it easy to account for the
asBenea f the latter in the appointment of

relate, except on the supposition that the
nalaben nf Kennedy to the sovereign as the sister's

t late king, combined with his known
iona, rendeied opposition for the time

and impolitic. The sagacity of Ken-
r divined the intentions of the

1 took prompt and vigorous
d*fcat hie insidious and traitorous
In spite of the defection of the Liv-

rwained a large party in the

. .
I Uen'y of the minor barons,

wad with dread the restoration of feudal

y, and were eager to d. fVnd the throne

fan which menaced it. The al,

were sought out by Kennedy, who
to imbuing them with his own resolute

nrpWt, and rallying them round the

reign. In thin attempt to conntrr-
Uorooa

confederacy Of Douglas, it

[CHAP. XIX.

was impossible to overlook Crichton, who, in .spiio

of his vices, possessed not a few of the qualities of

an eminent statesman, and by his determined re-

sistance to the Douglas faction, was now
assisting

to maintain the cause of national order and inde-

pendence. The sympathies of the bishop were

therefore strongly attracted towards his prede-

cessor, and having opened a correspondence with

the besieged baron, he hesitated not to support
him with the whole weight of his powerful in-

fluence. The manner in which Douglas resented

the interference of Kennedy was in keeping both

with his own character and the spirit of the times.

The person of the prelate was _the bish
.

sacred, but his lands in Fife and lands are ravaged

Angus were immediately invaded by the partisans

by a powerful force, headed by the

Earl of Crawford, Alexander Ogilvy, Livingston,

governor of Stirling, Lord Hamilton, and other

partisans of the earl, who wasted them with fire

and sword, thus converting the most peaceful and

industrious portions of Scotland into a smoking
desert. Kennedy, indignant at this savage raid,

demanded instant reparation; and on receiving

only contemptuous defiance, proceeded to visit

Crawford and his adherents with the thunders of

the church, and solemnly excommunicated them

with book, bell, and candle.* Meanwhile Douglas
bad already commenced the siege of Edinburgh
Castle, which Crichton, in anticipation of attack,

hiad stored with provisions, and now stood prepared
to defend to the last extremity. After the lapse
of nine weeks, however, the be- Reconciliation

siegers either finding that they between Crichton

were making little progress in the and Douglas

reduction of the fortress, or that the friends of

Crichton were more numerous and powerful than

hey had at first supposed, entered into negotia-

tions for peace, and the stout old baron capitulated
on terms every way advantageous. His titles,

lonours, and possessions were restored to him, and

at the solicitation of Douglas and Livingston lie

was induced to join the administration.! The

results of this sudden coalition, in spite of the

suspicious motives which led to it, were most im-

)ortant and beneficial to the country. D<

Checked by a colleague so sagacious and powerful,

bund it necessary to dissemble, if not to abandon

lis treasonable designs, while the friends of the

ting, encouraged by the restoration of Crichton,

letermined to watch and defeat the plots of tlieir

Demies.

These faint indications of returning prosperity

peedily passed away amid the fierce and bloody

cuds which continued to convulse the kingdom.
One of these, from the number and power of the

wxrties engaged in it, as well as from its disastrous

results, has been rescued from the oblivion to

vhich other events of a similar kind, from tlieir

ippalling frequency, have been consigned.
The

* Anchinleck Chronicle, p. 39. Pitscottie, vol. i. PP-

>2, 03.

t Auchinleck Chronicle, p. 37.
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f Arbroath had made clioice of the Mas-

I-Viiil between
ter of Crawford as their fcuda

iwfords protector, but were induced, from
J the Ogilvies. causes not clearly explained, to dis-

se with his services, and to confer the bailie-

wick on Ogilvie, of Inverquharity, chief of that

ancient sept. Crawford, whose ferocity afterwards

procured for him the appellation of the "
Tiger

1,"* collected his vassals for the double purpose
of revenging the insult which had been offered to

him, and recovering the authority of which he had
ii deprived. On the other hand, the Ogilvies,

who were greatly outnumbered by their opponents,
were accidentally reinforced by Sir Alexander

on, of Gordon, afterwards Earl of Huntley,
who, on his return from the court, happening to

lodge for the night at the Castle of Inverquharity,
was compelled to take part in the fray by an an-

cient custom, which bound the guest to fight in the

quarrels of his host, so long as the food eaten

under his roof remained in his stomach,f The

lu disastrous hostile armies were drawn up near
nits. the gates of the town of Arbroath,

and the conflict was about to commence, when the

Karl of Crawford, who, on receiving information

of the intended combat, had hastened from Dundee
for the purpose of averting it, suddenly arrived on
the field, and commanded his son to halt, while he

rode forward between the two lines, in order to

propose terms. But a private soldier of the Ogil-

3, unacquainted with his person, and mistaking
his purpose, struck him in the mouth with his

ir, and mortally wounded him. The hostile

armies immediately joined battle with the utmost

1'ury, and after a fierce and stubborn conflict the

Ogilvies were defeated and driven from the field.

Inverquharity himself was mortally wounded in the

action, along with five hundred of his followers,

among whom were John Forbes, of Pitsligo, a re-

tainer of Huntley; Alexander Barclay, of Gartley ;

James Maxwell, of Teiling, and many others of the

gentry of Angus. Huntley himself with great diffi-

culty made his escape to the castle of Inverquharity,
and was afterwards taken prisoner and conducted
to the castle of Finhaven, the seat of the victor.J

Thu Master of Crawford followed up his victory
with characteristic ferocity, and assailed by a

party of the Douglases, plundered and wasted the

estates of the Ogilvies and their allies with fire

and sword, burnt their castles, slew their vassals,

and carried their wives and children into captivity.
1 lie earl his father, after ling-ering for a few days,
died of his wound, and his body lay for some
time unburied, on account of the sentence of

excommunication.
The death of the queen mother, which occurred

i of the (
A - D - 1445) in the midst of these

queen-mother, fierce commotions, deserves notice,

not indeed from its political importance, but as an
* He was also called

" Earl Beard}',"' from the length
and Imshiness of his beard.

> '3 History of Scotland, p. 18.

I Auehiuleek Chronicle, p. 36. PiUicottie, voL L pp.
64, 50.

affecting example of fallen greatness, and tlio

sad insecurity of the time*. From the period
of her marriage with Sir James Stewart, the
Black Knight of Lorn, an alliance formed
mainly from the desire to secure a protection in

her defenceless condition, she sunk into obscur-

ity ; but the peace and safety which she Bought to

purchase by the abdication of rank do not seem
to have followed her in her reti:. Mrmrt,
who doubtless calculated that his connection
with the royal family would improve his po-
on discovering his mistake, and finding himself
the victim of suspicion and persecution, became

gradually alienated from his wife, and ultimately
treated her with utter neglect Compelled at hut
to flee from Scotland, in consequence of some in-

cautious reflections on the despotism of Douglas,
he deprived her even of the slender protection
which his presence afforded. Thus abandoned by
her husband, and pursued by the relentless malice

of her enemies, the health of the unhappy princess

gave way under her manifold griefs, and she closed

her chequered life in Dunbar castle, then held by
Patrick Hepburn, of Hailea, a fierce free-bootcr

and partisan of Douglas. It is impossible to deter-

mine with certainty, whether she had sought a

sanctuary in the fortress, or had been violently
seized by its possessor j

but the lawless character of

Hepburn and his connection with Douglas render

it highly probable that he had made her a prisoner
to serve some sinister or selfish purpose. So great,

lowever, was the power of his patron and the

weakness of the government, that he not only

escaped punishment, but received a pardon in the

name of the king himself, who was thus made to

sanction the unmanly cruelty which had been in-

licted upon his own mother.*

Misfortune continued to pursue the other mem-
>ers of the royal family. In the distracted condi-

tion of the kingdom, and to secure
Departure of the

them from the ambitious designs of princesses Jane

Douglas, the princesses Jane and "*"
leanor, on the death of the queen- jeih of UM

mother, were sent to France on a dauphin***,

visit to their sister the dauphiness. On their ar-

rival they were greeted with the sad news of her

early death in circumstances peculiarly painful.

The marriage of Isabella had proved eminently un-

happy. Her husband, afterwards the infamous

Louis XL, treated her from the first with marked

neglect. In despair of securing his u

jentle spirit sought solace in the composition of

wetry and in the society of literary men. Hut the

charges of Jamet de Tilloy, who, with the con

nivance, if not at the instigation of the dauphin,

accused her of conjugal infidelity, destroyed a eon

stitution enfeebled by a course of harshness and

neglect. She died protesting
her innocent

the equivocations of her base accu-

deep grief of her father-in-law, Charles VII., who,

after her death, sought, but without effect, to obtain

a dispensation from the pope for the marriage ol

Auchiuleck CuruuicK-, p. 37.
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bar sister Jane with the dauphin, leave no reason

to doubt the truth of her solemn declaration.*

Tbe mourning princesses
were received by the

fr<g ,rith every mark of kindness and respect,

and after a brief sojourn at the court of France,

Jane returned to her own country, where she

wedded the Earl of Angus; Eleanor was some

years after espoused to Sigismund, Duke of Austria.

la Scotland meanwhile matters were gradually

Blaming a more favourable aspect The influence

of Douglas, indeed, was still paramount, and a

treasonable treaty formed between that noble, the

new Earl of Crawford and Alexander Ross, Lord

of the Islea, threatened not only to disturb the

peace of the country, but to destroy the indepen-

dence of the crown. But the king, who was now

seventeen years of age, began to

ta UM Minimi*- take an important share in the

tratkmofthe administration of the affairs of

the country, and by his prudence
aad sagacity excited the warmest hopes of his

friend*. No longer deceived by the professions

of Douglas, he penetrated his dangerous designs,
and cautiously, though firmly, took measures to

defeat them. An open rupture with this powerful
and arrogant noble would have hastened a crisis

tor which he was as yet unprepared. He sought,

gradually, but steadily, to reduce the

i power of his turbulent subject, and
as bis confidential advisers Kennedy, Bi-

hop of St. Andrews, and the veteran Crichton,
about this time reinstated in his office

With the assistance of these ex-

JT perienced and sagacious council-

lors the friends of the reigning

family rallied in support of the
roral

authority; while some of the nobles, who
bad been expatriated by Douglas and his fac-

tsoa, returned home at the solicitation of the

tfof. and eagerly contributed to the downfall of~
rtjt & which they had suffered so many

Among these were Sir James Stewart,
tnd of the queen-mother, and Robert
OB of Sir Malcolm Fleming, who burned
on the Livingstons the murder of his

Bfaamres were also taken at this time
to maintain the existing friendly rela-
tbe courU of France and England, in

t be might give his undivided attention
nwamtnt of his own kingdom.

Diplomacy of Crichton, to which these move-
""Jy to be tract-d, was farther dis-

a matter deeply affecting the happiness
In company with John Railston,

itt*-**^"**?**
NlcholM Otterburn, Official

Scotland for France, in order
noof the ladies of that

friendly

wjrt
a proper bride for the Scot-

JJWng. France at that time
lered no suitable match, but,Ue advice of Charles VII.. the'

to Burgundy, and, with the
PP

'

[CHAP. XIX.

s

cordial concurrence of Duke Philip the Good, made
their proposals to his kinswoman, Mary, the unlv

daughter and heiress of Arnold, Duke of Gueldres.

In the succeeding year the engagementwas formally
concluded at Brussels, in the presence of envoys from

France. Philip promised to pay, in the course of two

years, sixty thousand pounds of gold as the portion
of the bride

;
and James, on the other hand, settled

upon the princess the sum of ten thousand crowns,
secured upon land in Strathern, Athole, Methven,
and Linlithgow, as her jointure in the event of his

own death, while he relinquished all claims on the

Duchy of Gueldres in the event of a male heir being
born to the present duke.* Besides effecting the

main object of the embassy, Crichton succeeded

not only in renewing the ancient league between

France and Scotland, but in concluding a treaty of

mutual defence between the latter country and Bur-

gundy, in which Gueldres was also comprehended.*
These symptoms of returning prosperity received

a temporary check by the renewal of hostilities

upon the Borders. The truce between Scotland

and England had just expired, and though there

existed, on the part of both nations, a desire to

maintain peace, their common distractions afforded

tempting opportunities for incursion and plunder,
of which the border chiefs were not slow to avail

themselves. England was convulsed by three fac-

tions, which, under the Duke of
Hostilities

Gloucester, the queen, and the able commenced on

but ambitious Richard of York,
the Borders,

were contending for supremacy ;
while the mal-

adminstration of Douglas had weakened the au-

thority of the government among the rude and tur-

bulent inhabitants of the border districts. Incited,

accordingly, by the hope of large spoil, the English,
under the Earls of Northumberland and Salisbury,

wardens of the Marches, poured in two great divi-

sions into Scotland, and burned the towns of Dun-

bar and Dumfries. In revenge for this outrage,

Douglas of Balveny, a brother of the earl, invaded

Cumberland, and, after wasting that district, gave
the town of Alnwick to the flames. The spirit

of

border warfare was now again exhibited in all its

ancient ferocity. A force of six thousand men, led

by the younger Percy and Sir John Pennington,
crossed the river Sark at low water, and found

themselves in front of the Scottish army, under

the command of Hugh, Earl of Ormond, another

brother of the Earl of Douglas. The details of the

battle which followed are involved in much ob-

scurity, though the engagement was the only one of

importance which occurred on the borders during

the interval between the conflicts of Homildon H
and Flodden Field. Douglas, though his army
was greatly inferior in numbers, Batt]e o!

-

immediately attacked the English, and de:

and after a brief but fierce struggle,
in which he was ably seconded by Sir Thorn:;

lace, the Sheriff of Ayr, he succeeded in breaking

their ranks, and putting them to flight.
Fifteeu

* Pinkerton, vol. i. p. 206. note,

t Ibid. p. '-JOT.
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ndred men were slain, and five hundred were
r.vnc'd while attempting to cross the Sark, now
oilen by the returning tide. Many prisoners

\\eretaken, including the young Lord Percy and
John Pennington. The loss of the Scots was

trifling, amounting only to sixty men
; but their

triumph was damped by the death of their gallant
lender, Wallace of Craigie, whose bravery and skill

hud mainly contributed to the victory.* With the

ttle of Sark hostilities terminated for a time be-

ii the two nations. Both disclaimed being the

issors, and professed equal anxiety for peace,
which was happily restored, in the following year,

by the conclusion of a permanent truce.

The Scottish court was now ingrossed in pre-

parations for the reception of Mary, the intended

consort of James. The parliament met at Stir-

ling resolved that the royal nuptials should be

conducted on a scale of splendour suited to the

occasion. At length, on the eighteenth of June,

Arrival of Mary
^e vessels containing the bride

ofGueklresin cast anchor in the Forth; and
otland. f^e princess> accompanied by a

splendid train of knights from France and Bur-

gundy, including the Archduke of Austria, the

Duke of Brittany, and the Lord of Campvere,
the brothers-in-law of James, along with the

Dukes of Savoy and of Burgundy, landed at Leith.

Here she was met by a great concourse of all

classes of the people ;
and accompanied by an im-

posing body-guard of three hundred men-at-arms,
she proceeded, amid the acclamations of the people,
to Holyrood palace, where she was received and

warmly welcomed by her future husband.f The
week which intervened between her arrival and

marriage was spent in a series of magnificent enter-

tainments, during which, from her great beauty
und amiable manners, she won the devoted affec-

tion of the attendant nobles and people. In ac-

cordance with the chivalrous spirit of the age,
various tournaments were held, at which knights

displayed their prowess. A contemporary chro-

nicler has given a minute account of one encounter,
which was rendered memorable by the high rank
and distinguished valour of the combatants. Three
nobles of Burgundy, two of them brothers, named

Lelain, and the third Herve Meriadet, challenged

Jonstinge and
an e<lual number of the Scottish

pntlic rejoicings chivalry to a joust with lance,
at the marriage battle-axe, sword, and dagger.

kmg -

The challenge of the foreign

knights was immediately accepted by Sir John
Ross of Halket, and two Douglases, James, brother

of the Earl of Douglas, and another James, brother
to the Lord of Lochleven. A space near the castle

rock of Stirling was selected for the lists, galleries
were erected for the king and nobles, and an ad-

joining crag afforded accommodation for the ladies

of the court, who were expected to grace the scene.

On the day appointed for the encounter, the com-
batants appeared in the lists clothed in rich velvet

Pitscottie, vol. i. pp. 7680.
t Auchinleck Chronicle, p. 41.

dresses
; the Scottish champions being attended by

,

the Earl of Douglas himself, with a retinue of liv,.

i thousand men. I laving niado their obeisance to the

sovereign, they retired to their pavilions to arm.

They \\cre then knighted by the king, and
sound of the trumpet the conflict began. Tin ir

lances were almost instantly shivered, and H

hand-to-hand struggle ensued, which won main-
tained with equal fortune by the brothers Lelain

against James Douglas and Sir John Rosa.

adet, however, who was engaged with Douglas of

Lochleven, parried the thrust of his opponent, and,
before the Scottish knight could use his battle-axe,
struck him to the ground, on which the king threw
down his truncheon, and terminated the conflict*

The foreign knights were afterwards entertained

by James, who bestowed on them the meed of

praise due to their valour and courtesy. The royal

marriage, which took place at the conclusion of

these stirring scenes, was celebrated at Holyrood,
amid expressions of universal joy.
From the period of his marriage, James prow-

cuted with vigour his plans for the cautious policy
overthrow of those factions which of the king,

had so long usurped the royal authority, and filled

the kingdom with confusion and bloodshed. The
counsels of Kennedy and Crichton had urged the

necessity of some decisive measures for this end ;

and to these was now added the influence of the

queen, a woman not only of great beauty, but of

strong sense, who, alive to the honour of the crown,
confirmed her husband in his resolution to restore

and defend its authority. Douglas, from his ty-

ranny and arrogance, was the most obnoxious of

the confederated nobles, and had lately given new

cause of offence, by an act of lawless revenge and

insolent cruelty. Sir Richard Colville, of Ochil-

tree, having received some injuries L^I^ cornet
from Sir John Auchinleck, a friend of the Earl of

and follower of Douglas, seized the

opportunity, while his enemy was on his road to

wait upon the earl, to intercept and slay him. The

crime of Colville certainly deserved punishment,

but Douglas, without waiting for any formal trial

of the criminal, treated the matter as an insult

to himself, demanding prompt and summary ven-

geance. He immediately ravaged the lands of Col-

ville, stormed his castle, and put that baron and

his whole garrison to the sword,t This daring

outrage filled James with the highest indignation.

But as the vast power of the earl rendered a col-

lision with him at that time eminently hazardous,

the king prudently concealed his wrath, and awaited

a more favourable opportunity for vengeance. In

the meantime, he resolved to weaken the confede-

racy of which Douglas was the acknowledged head,

by destroying its members in detail, and thus pave

the way for the fall of the earl himself. The Living-

stons were the first to feel the ef- Fall of th

fects of his prompt and vigorous

measures. Having received information of a pro-

De Coney, p. 567. Pinkerton, TO!, i. p. 207

t Pitscottie, vol. i. p. 84-
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powd meeting of that faction, at the Bridge of

ItKhbtllr, near Kirkintilloch, James took instant

top* for the capture of their leaders, who. on readi-

ng th plaee of rendezvous, were suddenly sur-

rounded by the king at the head of his household

tntopc, and committed to prison. By this bold

top. Sir Alexander Livingston, of Callendar, the

chk-f of his name, and now an aged man ;
James

Lmngtton, his eldest son; Robyn, of Callendar,

Captain of Dunbarton ;
David Livingston, of Green-

yard*; John Livingston, Captain of Doune castle ;

Robert Livingston, of Linlithgow; with James

Ihindas, of Dnndas ;
and Robert Bruce, of Clack-

BMnnin, relatives and allies of the Livingstons,

were entirclv in the royal power ;
and in the brief

space of forty days their whole estates were

rued, their subordinates expelled from all places

of tract, and every castle and fortalice held by
them fell into the king's hand,* The interval be-

tween the arrest and trial of the culprits was wisely

employed by James in securing the friendship of

thow foreign powers whose hostility would have

embarraed him in the resolute course which he

determined to prosecute. The Bishop of Brecliin,

*nd the Abbot of Melrose, in com-

with pany with Lords Montgomery and

Grey, were despatched to England,
with the view of arranging the terms of a truce

bitwmi that country and Scotland, and succeeded

IB concluding a peace for an indefinite period ;
the

treaty providing that, in the event of hostilities

bring rammed by either country, warning should
be given rix months before. The previous treaty
with France, and the league with Brittany, were
alao confirmed by separate embassies.

Immediately after the adoption of these vigorous

Trial uti eon-
an^ prudent measures, James sum-

rf the moned a meeting of his parliament
in Edinburgh, on the nineteenth

ofJaanary, for the trial of the Livingstons. No
'the proceedings has been preserved; but

the principal charge brought against them appears
to have been their forcible seizure of the queen's
ptwo*. OB the third of August, 1439. As the facts
wud not be denied, they were all found guilty
***** ***> ** *8* I""* of the

family,
fe pared ; but he was deprived of his*!, Md, along with his kinsmen, James Dun-

idaa, and Robert Bruce, brother to

Clackmannan, was imprisoned in Dum-
tle, while hi* younger son, Alexander,

K*ton, comptroller, were hangedwww* beheaded, on the Castle-hill at
j ..

Aftar inflicting thii wgnal punishment upon the

I* inn f Lmngntona and their allies, the
legialature proceeded to take into

Ihe atate of the
country, and to pro-

r tor thoae grievous abuses which had

Tl?15inorif
-vofthcmonarch - ^* U dedared, in the uaual form, that the

AorbtaWk <T,riicU. r . 42.
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freedom of the holy church should be maintained,
and that the civil power should cany into execu-

tion the sentences pronounced against heretics and

others who had incurred the censures of the clergy.
It was next provided that a general peace should

be proclaimed throughout the realm, so that all

men might travel in security, for mercantile or

other purposes, in every part of the country, with-

out any protection, save that of the king's peace,

or the necessity of '

having assurance one of the

other.' If any person, in spite of this enactment,

should stand in fear of another, he was directed to

repair to the sheriff, or nearest magistrate, and

take oath that he was in mortal fear of his enemy ;

on which the officer was to exact pledges for the

maintenance of the peace, according to the ancient

estates of the realm. It was enacted that just and

able judges, learned in the law, should be appointed
to administer justice impartially, to the small as

well as to the great, and that the justiciar should

pass through the country twice in the year, as or-

dered by the old law.* It was declared, that re-

bellion against the king's person and authority
should be punished according to the judgment of

the Three Estates, who were to take into consider-

ation ' the quality, and the quantity of the rebel-

lion,' and that those who were guilty of open and
' notour '

rebellion against the sovereign, or who
should presume to make war upon the king's sub-

jects, or to give encouragement or protection to

such criminals, should be proceeded against by the

sovereign in person, with the whole force of the

country, and punished according to their deserts.

An attempt was made, as we have seen, by James

I.,t to secure to the tenants of the feudal barons

protection from summary ejection from the lands

which they held on lease ; and it was now ' declared

to be ordained, for the safety and favour of the poor

people who labour the ground, that they, and all

others, who have taken or shall take lands in any
time to come, from lords, according to a lease,

which is to run for a certain term of years, shall

remain on the lands protected by their lease till

the expiry of the same, paying all along the same

yearly rent, and notwithstanding the lands should

pass by sale or by alienation into different hands

from those by whom they were first given in lease

to the tenant
;' $ a most important provision for the

security of property, and the improvement of the

country. Severe enactments were passed against

spoilers and marauders, and the sheriffs were per-

emptorily enjoined to make immediate inquiry

into all outrages on property, and to compel the

offenders to make instant restoration, and, in addi-

tion, to pay all expenses, and a fine to the king.

It was provided, that the justiciaries, along with

the justices, chamberlains, coroners, and other

officers, in their progresses through the country,

should travel with a moderate train, and not op-

press the people by the number of their attendants.

Acts of the Parliament of Scotland, vol. ii. p. 35.

t See ante, p. 268.

J Acts of Parliament, vol. ii. pp. 35, 8(5.
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It appears lliat, at this period, numbers of '

sorners,

out Ivors, masterful beggars, fools, bards, and run-

about,' were in the habit of travelling through

country with their horses and hounds, and

grievously oppressing the people by their exac-

tions. For the remedying of this grievance, it

was enacted, that all sheriffs, barons, aldermen,

and bailies, should make inquiry into this matter

ut every court which they held, and all such rude

and vexatious persons, on being discovered, should

b<- put in prison till such time as the king
' had

hid will of them,' and their horses and hounds

immediately confiscated to the crown. A similar

enactment was passed against those that followed

the profession of '

fools,' or such like runners

about, who did not belong to the class of bards.

i On being discovered, they were to be put in pri-

:

son or in irons, as long as they had any goods or

substance of their own to live upon. If they had
, nothing to live upon, it was directed, that " their

ears be nailed to the Tron, or to any other tree,

. and then cut off, and they themselves banished

I

the country, to which, if they returned again,

they were, upon their first apprehension, to be

hanged."
*

A committee, consisting of four persons, chosen

from each of the Three Estates, was appointed to

examine the acts of parliament passed during the

, reign of James I., and to select such as were cal-

culated to promote the welfare of the realm, that

they might be revised and submitted for approval

|

to the parliament which was to be assembled at

Perth. Stringent regulations were enacted for the

prevention of forestalling in corn, and it was or-

dained, that all persons who were in the practice
of buying victual or corn, and hoarding it up till

the occurrence of a dearth, should be sought out

;

and punished, and that the provisions which they
had thus hoarded up should be forfeited to the

king. The keeping old stacks of corn in the farm-

yard later than Christmas was strictly prohibited,
and it was enjoined, that dealers in corn and other

victual, should not be allowed to lay up a great
store of grain, and keep it out of the market till

the ripening of the next harvest
;
but at Christmas

they Mere only to have so much grain in their pos-
session as was required for the support of them-
selves and their families.!
A statute was passed, denouncing the penalties

of treason against those who should make war

against the king's majesty, or lay violent hands
1 upon his person, or who should aid or supply with

help or counsel, those who were traitors to the

king's person, or who should garrison houses in

their defence, or aid such rebels in the assault of

castles or other places where the king should hap-
pen to be at the time; an enactment evidently
directed against a repetition of the lawless and
disgraceful practices of Livingston, Crichton,
and Douglas, who had each in turn sought to

govern the kingdom by taking violent possession

VOL. I.

Acts of Parliament, vol. ii. p. 36.

Ibid.

of the person of the sovereign. It was further

ordained, that when those who had been guilty of
theft or robbery were so powerful tliat the jilsti-
ciar could not put down by legal measures their

|
great and masterful theft,' information should bo

instantly sent to the king, that with the u.w
of the privy council he might provide a remedy.
But, with a lamentable perversion of justice arid

infringement of the rights of the people, the jus-
tice clerk was enjoined not to reveal to the offend-
ers that a legal process was in preparation against
them, or to alter the process in any \\uy from the
form in which it was given him '

except jr tit,

king's advantage.'' It was further ordained, that
all the regalities belonging to the crown should be

judged by the king's justiciary, and that th-

holders of such regalities should api>ear in parlia-
ment equally with those of the royal domains.

Regulations were also made respecting the import-
ation of bullion by the merchants, the circulation

of the money then current, and the new coinage
and its issue

;
and strict injunctions were issued

for the apprehension of those carrying money out
of the kingdom, and for the punishment of all

false strikers of gold and silver, and all forgers of

false groats and pennies. And, finally, several im-

portant privileges were bestowed upon the clergy,
whose influence had been most beneficially exerted

in counteracting the exorbitant power of the

barons, and in promoting the social welfare of the

people. In a charter, dated on the 24th January,
1449, the king declared that,

" for the salvation

of his own soul, and that of Queen Mary, his con-

sort, with consent of the Three Estates, and in

terms of a schedule then presented to him, he con-

ferred upon all bishops of cathedral churches in

Scotland, the privilege of making their testaments,

of levying the fruits of vacant sees, and convert-

ing them to their use, the vicars-general of the

cathedrals rendering a true account of the same."

These laws, which show the grievous abuses that

had prevailed in the kingdom during the minority
of the sovereign, were, for the most part, wise and

just ;
but there is reason to fear that, owing to the

weakness of the government, they were, like former

enactments of a similar kind, neglected, or openly

violated, by the very persons who had assisted in

framing them.

The young king having now assumed the reins

of government, displayed great vi^.rou*nd

intelligence, prudence, and vigour prudent conduct

in the management of public af-

fairs. In order that he might give his undivided

attention to the improvement of his own kingdom,

he was careful to maintain amicable relations with

England, and to encourage by every- method in

his power the friendly intercourse which subsisted

between the two countries. He cautiously carried

out a systematic plan for the reduction of the over-

grown power of the Earl of Douglas, and without

attempting at once, and by any arbitrary measure,

to deprive this haughty chief of his high office as

lieutenant-general of the kingdom, he gradually
u D
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withdrew from him his countenance, and entrusted

t)ttaf,gm.nt of public affairs to able and pru-

dtt councillors, on whose fidelity and attachment

ho owtkl rely.
This conduct was attended with

^ the best results. Douglas, finding

flnmta* hi* consequence decreasing, and

his power on the wane, retired for

from the country, and attended by a

retinue, consisting of six knights, with

own suites, fourteen gentlemen of the best

in Scotland, with their servants and a

body of eighty men-at-arms, he undertook a pil-

grimage to Rome.* At Paris he was joined by his

brother, afterwards Earl of Douglas, who appears

to have been at this time prosecuting his studies

at the university there.f He was received by the

FitaUi court with the distinction due to his rank,

and the memory of his ancestor who fell at Ver-

euU. in the service of France ;
and even at Rome,

which he reached during the season of the jubilee,

his reputation and rude magnificence seem to have

attracted attention and regard. During his ab-

sence, however, the disorderly and

turbulent conduct of his vassals

disturbed the peace of the country,
aad drew down upon them the vengeance of the

1: - '.-':. r. li. I.:>nl of Halveiiy.

whom he had conferred the office of adminis-

trator of his estates, excited universal discontent

by his insolent and tyrannical abuse of his autho-

rity. Symington, the earl's bailiff in Douglasdale,
whet) cited to answer for the conduct of his re-

tainers, contumaciously refused to obey; and when
the Earl of Orkney, then chancellor of Scotland,
wos tent to make inquiry into these complaints,
and to distrain the rents and goods of the earl, in

order to compensate those who had received injury
from hit tenants, he met with open resistance and

insult The king, justly provoked
at this contumacious opposition
offered to the highest law officer

of the realm, marched in person into the territories
of Doofmt, made hinwclf master of the castles

loAmahtii and Douglas, razed the latter to
*

f
1
**^!*

** *nn̂ cted summary punishment on
maraodcrs who bad carried on their depre-

the protection of their powerful

[CHAV, XV1U

& tiding* of these vigorous measures
Homo, the Earl of Douglas set out imme-

i his return to his own
country. On

juma aa4 *hif Scotland he found that

throyal authority had gained
gromid so

rapidly during his ab-
far the present, at least, act a

aovemgn. He, therefore,

t the exceascs committed by h
MM**, wid his resolution to

Uwi and to maintain order among his

'*. "Li. P. so.

dependents, en T\hich he was again received inti

favour. Soon after his submission to the roval

authority, Douglas was appointed one of the com-

missioners to negotiate the continuation of the

truce with England ;
but there is too much reason

to suspect, that, along with the Earl of Crawford,

another of the commissioners, and several other

disaffected barons, he used his influence rather to

disturb than to confirm the friendly _he resumes
relations existing between the two his treas

countries, and that in concert with practices-

the Yorkist faction, he entered into a secret in-

trigue against the authority of his sovereign and

the peace of the kingdom. In the following month

he obtained from the English court a protection

to visit England for himself, his three brother*,

twenty-six gentlemen, and sixty-seven attendants."

And as the chief persons mentioned in this safe

conduct afterwards followed the house of Douglas
in their rebellion, there can be little doubt that

their journey to England was closely connected

with their treasonable designs against their sove-

reign. On his return to Scotland, Douglas took up
his residence on his extensive estates in Annandale.

Although he had now been deprived of the office

of lieutenant-general of the kingdom, the youthful

monarch, unwilling to come to an open rupture
with his too powerful subject, had invested him

with the office of warden of the west and middle

marches, and had besides confirmed by a deed of

entail the earldoms of "Wigton and Douglas to the

earl and his descendants. But the arrogant noble,

instead of exhibiting any symptoms of gratitude
for the kindness shown to him by his sovereign,

was only the more emboldened to set at defianee

both the restraints of law and the
jlis at ,ac }; on

authority of the king. He had the dm
the audacity even to attempt the Cnchton

life of the king's chief minister, the Chancellor

Crichton, who, while he was passing through the

southern suburb of Edinburgh, was suddenly at-

tacked by an armed band of ruffians, hired and

placed in ambush for the purpose by Dougl;:

encouraged by the presence of his son, a your:,'

man of great spirit and bravery, the vetenn

statesman courageously defended himself, and after

killing one and wounding another of his assailants.

succeeded in effecting his escape to Crichton castle.

Indignant at this unprovoked outrage, and i

upon revenge, the chancellor immediately collected

a strong body of friends and adherents, marched

rapidly to Edinburgh, and attacking Douglas, wh<>

lay there with a small retinue, unsuspicious of

danger, compelled him in his turn to flee from the

metropolis.
When such an outrageous attack was openly

made upon the person of the chief ( >

minister of the crown, it may the lo
-
v"

readily be supposed that Douglas was not slow

to evince his total contempt of the royal au-

thority; and that the minor barons who refu>ed

to join his faction and promote his designs

Pitscottie, vol. i. pp. 90 tfl.
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were, in one way or other, made to feel his ven-

ireance. Sir John Herries of Terreagles, a gentle-

man of ancient family in Nithsdale, and of eminent

lovaltv, having refused to become an ally and fol-

f Douglas, had his estates repeatedly ravaged
and plundered by a lawless banditti from Douglas-
dale. Having frequently sought redress from the

carl, but without effect, Herries at length retaliated

hy invading the lands belonging to the vassals of

Douglas, and attempting to recover by force of

ie property of which he had been robbed.

But he was unfortunately defeated and made pri-

soner by his powerful enemy, who cast him into

irons, and soon after caused him to be ignomini-

mged, in contempt of a positive injunction

of the king requiring his release.* Shortly after

ir John Sandilands of Calder, a kinsman of

James, was murdered by Sir Patrick Thornton, a

follower of Douglas; and two other knights, Sir

James and Sir Allan Stewart, lost their lives at the

the same time.t

It had now become evident to all men that a crisis

was at hand, and the conduct of Douglas speedily

brought matters to an extremity. With an evident

view to an open insurrection against the royal au-

thority, he sought to compel not only his own vas-

sals, but the gentry in all the neighbouring districts,

to join in his treasonable association with the Earls

>f Crawford and Ross, and to execute leagues and

bonds, by which they engaged to support each other,

and to make common cause with Douglas against
ill persons whatsoever, 'within or without the realm.'

In the words of an old chronicler, he "
sought and

|>ersuaded all men under his opinion and servitude,

and in special the gentlemen of Galloway, with

C'oile, Carrick, and Cunninghame, and all other

parties that were near adjacent unto him, desyre-

ing them daylie to ride and goe with him as his

own household men and servantis, and to assist

him in all thingis whatsomevir he had to doe,

whether it was ryght or wrong, with the king or

against him." The treasonable character of his

proceedings had now, however, become apparent,
and a few of the men of influence in Galloway de-

fied the threats of the formidable chief, and refused

to join in his designs against the independence of

the crown and the peace of the country.
" There-

fore they would not assist him, nor take part with

him, nor ride, nor gang with him, nor be his men."

Cruel mnrder Among the most prominent of

of the tutor of these was a gentleman named

Maclellan, tutor or guardian of

the young Lord of Bomby, ancestor of the Earls of

Kirkcudbright, and sister's son to Sir Patrick Gray,
captain of the king's guard. Enraged at his op-
{wsition to his schemes, Douglas suddenly besieged
the residence of the family, took Maclellan prisoner,
and threw him into a dungeon in the castle of

Douglas. Intelligence of this outrage having
reached the court, Sir Patrick Gray, anxious to

ive-t the too probable fate of his nephew, obtained

*
Pitscottie, voL L p. 95.

t AucUinlec-k Chronicle, p. 45.

from the king a letter to Douglas under the royal
seal, entreating rather than commanding the im-
mediate release of his prisoner. Sir Patrick pro-
ceeded with the utmost speed to Douglas castle,
where he was received by the earl with great ap-
parent courtesy and respect. He inquired if hi*

visitor had dined, and receiving an answer in the

negative, he declined entering upon business until

Gray had partaken of some refreshment, remark-

ing that there was ' no talk to be had bctwc*
full man and ane fasting.' He accordingly pressed
Sir Patrick, with an affectation of great hospi-

tality, to partake of the cheer which was presently
set before him. But well aware of the object of

Gray's errand, and determined to defeat it, he gave
private orders that Maclellan should be immedi-

ately led out into the courtyard of the castle, and
there beheaded. Meanwhile, Sir Patrick, baring
concluded his meal, presented the king's letter to

the earl, who received it with affected reverence, and
seemed much gratified by the contents. He thanked

Sir Patrick, and declared that he was much be-

holden to him for bringing so gracious a letter

from his sovereign, especially considering their

mutual relation at that time ; and as to the request
contained in the royal epistle, it should be thank-

fully granted to the king, and the rather for Sir

Patrick's sake. Thus saying, the ruthless savage took

Gray by the hand and led him to the castle green,
where the bleeding trunk of his poor kinsman lay

covered with a cloth. "
Yonder, Sir Patrick," said

he,
" lies your sister's son ; unfortunately he wants

the head, but you may take his body and do with

it what you will." " My lord," said Gray, who
was compelled by a sense of danger to conceal his

indignation at the atrocious deed, and the heartless

mocking of the murderer,
" Since you hare taken

the head you may dispose of the body as you wilL"

and instantly calling for his horse, he mounted him,

and with a sad heart rode across the drawbridge.

But unable any longer to suppress his burning re-

sentment at the insult and injury with which he

had been treated, in spite of the dangerous situa-

tion in which he was placed, he sternly said to the

earl,
" My lord, if I live, you shall be rewarded

according to your demerits for this day's work."

Douglas, incensed at this ebullition of natural in-

dignation, instantly called to horse ;
and though Sir

Patrick, seeing the fury of the earl, rode off with th*

utmost speed, he was closely pursued by the fol-

lowers of Douglas till near Edinburgh, and would

have been taken but for the uncommon fleetness of

his led horse.*

This wicked and cruel deed, which roanife

an utter contempt both for the person of the i

reign, and the authority of the law, appears U

have filled up the cup of the king's resent

against the Earl of Douglas. It hadnw
evident that either the overgrown power

arrogant and sanguinary noble must 1

ished or the royal authority would he reduce*

mere shadow. His treasonable league wit

+ Pitscottie, rol. i. pp. 96100.
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and Crawford, which had now been discovered, as

well as his intrigues with the Yorkist faction in

|tM|ind against the peace of his own country,

had exposed him to the highest penalty of the law.

Hat James was well aware, that if open war was

declared, the combined power of the three earls

could bring into the field a force superior to that of

the crown, and he therefore prudently hesitated to

Wag matters to such an extremity. It was finally

DoadM incited resolved, D7 *ne advice of Crich-

toooort. ton and other experienced coun-

arflora, that the carl should be invited to court, in

order that the king might try the effect of a per-

arnal remonstrance with him respecting the fla-

grant outrages he had committed, and offer to for-

give his past offences on condition that he should

lp*fc reparation to the relations of those whom he

had injured, and abstain in future from such ag-

gression* against the royal authority. James ac-

cordingly sent a message to Douglas by his friend

Sir William Lander, of Hatton, inviting him to a

personal conference in the castle of Stirling, and

assuring him of his forgiveness and restoration to

the royal favour, provided only that the earl would

fKpii his regret for the offences which he had

fUssmllfml It appears that, about the same time,

Crichton and Sir Patrick Gray had proposed to

accompany Douglas and his brother James, with

Lord Hamilton, his faithful ally, three bishops, and
various other nobles, upon a pilgrimage to Can-

terbury, and that a safe conduct was granted by
the English king to permit this strangely-mixed

party to visit the shrine of Thomas a Becket*
In the absence of all historical documents, it is

impuaaibli to say how far the invitation and pro-
Miss* of the king and his ministers were sincere. Be
this a* it may, die earl was induced, by the repre-
aeatltioiM made to him, to visit the court about the

beginning of Lent, 1452. It is asserted by a con-

naporary chronicler, that before venturing him-
aatf within the king's power he was furnished with
a letter of safe-conduct under the great seal, and

tj the principal nobles of the court. Trust-

ing to this security, Douglas, who was
naturally

a aid fearless, repaired to Stirling, with a small
baa, and, upon Shrove Tuesday, he received an

a to dine at the royal table, which he ac-

cepted without hesitation or suspicion. The earl
s ktodlj received by the king, and not only

ipped with the court. After the royal
nis guest apart into an inner room

sire then were none present but Sir Patrick
d a few of the privy councillors, and in-

th* subject of the bond or league in

Jwftai
had engaged with the Earls of

Ross, remonstrated with him on his
ict, and the lawless outrages which he
d upon the loyal subjects of the king,J to entreat him to renounce this

deracT, aa inconsistent with his

dangerous to the state.
Douglas,

to comply with the entreaties
, Fo*. vol. tL p. 901,

addressed to him. The king urged him more ear-

nestly, and assured him of his pardon and favour

if he would return to his allegiance. The earl not

only gave a haughty and positive refusal, but up-

braided the king with his conduct towards him, in

depriving him of the office of lieutenant-governor
of the kingdom, and declared that he could not,

with his honour, renounce the solemn engagement
which he had made with Ross and Crawford, nor

would he do so for the words of any living man.

The king, whose temper was naturally fiery and

impetuous, lost all self-command at this insolent

defiance, and passionately exclaiming,
"
By heaven,

if you will not break the league, _his a^
I shall!" drew his dagger, and ationbythe

stabbed the earl, first in the throat,

and then in the lower part of the body.* Upon

this, Sir Patrick Gray, who had sworn revenge

upon Douglas for the murder of his nephew,
struck him with his battle-axe, and the rest of the

nobles who were present, showed their zeal by

stabbing the dying man with their knives and

daggers. The dead body of the murdered noble,

pierced by twenty-six wounds, was then cast out

into an open court adjoining the royal apartments,
and was afterwards ignominiously buried upon
the spot.

The atrocious murder of Douglas by the hand

of his sovereign, and while under the protection of

the public faith, was utterly indefensible, and set

a most pernicious example to the turbulent and

lawless barons whom it was the object of James to

subject to the authority of the government and of

the law. But very little sympathy can be felt for

his victim, whose ambitious, treasonable, and cruel

conduct merited the most condign punishment.
and whose death can be regarded in no other light

than as a public benefit. There is no reason to

believe that the death of Douglas was a premedi-
tated action, for, to say nothing of other consider

ations, the designs of the king and his counsellors

were likely to be injured rather than promoted by
a deed which was calculated to shock public feel-

ing, and to precipitate that struggle between the

crown and the aristocracy, which it was the in-

terest of the crown to delay till some more favour-

able opportunity. It was evident that the over-

grown power of the house of Douglas would not

be diminished by taking the life of its chief, when
he had four surviving brothers, men of courage
and

ability, to inherit his vast influence and

estates, and to lead his followers and \

There can be little doubt, therefore, that this la-

mentable deed was the result of sudden jv

not of preconcerted treachery and bad faith;

though it is by no means improbable that the

king and his councillors had determined, if 1 '*u-

glas proved intractable, to detain him a prisoner.
and perhaps even 'to bring him to trial for his

manifold crimes against the state.

The murder of Douglas was immediately followed

Pitscottie, voL i. pp. 100103. Auchinleck Chronicle.

p. 47.
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inseqnences
L-rime. tunate baron.

fierce struggle between the royal party and
tnc friends and vassals of the unfor-

The four brothers,

,vhn were then in the town of Stirling, on learning
of the earl, instantly assembled themselves

\itli Lord Hamilton and other friends oi

iiiily,
and recognized James, the eldest of

ur, as his successor in the earldom. The new
xhorted the assembly to attack the castle of

ag and revenge the blood of his murdered

er.* But his retainers and followers were of

that the fortress was too strong to be as-

<iulted at that moment with any hope of success,

ind they agreed to meet in arms at Stirling on the

. iy of March. They accordingly collected

heir vassals and returned to Stirling on the day

mpointed, accompanied by six hundred barons and

rrntlemen, the supporters of the house of Douglas,

md with the sound of horns and trumpets pro-

laimed King James a false and perjured man.

They then took the letter of safe conduct which

md been granted to Earl William, and after

xhibiting it publicly at the cross proceeded to

tail it to a board and dragged it in scorn through
he streets, at the tail of a miserable cart horse.

Vfter this bravado they pillaged and burnt the

own of Stirling, but finding themselves still un-

ble to attempt the siege of the castle they drew off

heir forces and retired to their own estates, f

Guided by the counsel of the experienced Bishop

vennedy, James endeavoured to separate Doug-
is from his adherents ; and, by liberal promises of

inds and honours, succeeded in inducing many,
.-ho had hitherto wavered in their allegiance, to

:ve their strenuous support in this struggle to the

yal authority, and the cause of order and good
ovi'rnment. The king's most powerful adherent

as the Earl of Huntley, the chief of the great

imily of Gordon, whom he promoted to the

ffice of lieutenant-general of the kingdom, and

ntrusted with the task of putting down the rebel-

on of Crawford and Ross. Huntley immediately
Dllectcd a numerous army, including the greater
art of the northern barons, whom the promise of

ward, or the hope of indemnity for past offences,

ttracted to the royal standard, and marching
iwards Stirling, he encountered the Earl of

'rawford, who, at the head of his retainers

nd vassals, had taken post near Brechin, for

ic purpose of intercepting the royalist forces.

he battle was fought on the 18th of May, 1452,

Battl of
at tne **a*r ^'a^rn on *^e moor

1 about two miles north-east of the

I
defeat <>f Craw- town. The most, determined

courage was displayed on both

dcs, and though the royalists far outnumbered

pponents, at one period the royal stan-

utl was in danger, and Crawford was on the

sint of gaining the victory. At this critical mo-
en t.

providentially for the welfare of the country,
n' desertion of one of his most trusted vassals

Pitscottie. vol. i. p. 103.

f Aucliinleck Chronicle, p. 47.

turned the tide of battle, nnd caused the
defeat of the Tiger EarL This was John Collar*
of Balnamoon or Bonnymoon, the commander of
the left wing of tho Angus billmcn, who, before
the engagement, had requested Crawford to pat his
son in fee of the lands of Kerne, which lay
his house, and convenient for him. " The
is short," replied the earl ;

" stand bravely bj
to-day, and prove yourself a valiant man, and you
shall have all and more than you desire." Balna-

moon, disatisned with this answer, which he re-

garded as an evasion of his claims, and, perhaps,
also, as the historian of the Lindsays conjectures,

having had some prior pique against the earl,

during the heat of the conflict deserted to the enemy
with his whole division, consisting of three hun-
dred men, armed with bills, broad-swords, battle-

axes, and long spears, on whom the earl chiefly

relied, and in ' whose hands the haill hope of victory
stood that day.' The centre of Crawford's army
was thus left exposed and unprotected, and Hunt-

ley, seizing the opportunity, made a vigorous as-

sault on the troops thus laid open, and put them to

flight in spite of the frantic efforts of the Tiger Earl

to retrieve the fortunes of the day. Sir John Lind-

say of Brechin, and Pitcairlie, brother of Crawford,
Dundas of Dundas, with sixty other lords and

gentlemen, were among the skin
; while Huntley

lost his two brothers, Sir William and Sir Henry
Seton, and Gordon of Methlic, ancestor of the Earl

of Aberdeen. The Tiger and his discomfited fol-

lowers fled to his castle of Finhaven. A son of

Donald, Thane of Cawdor, pursued the fugitives so

fiercely that he became involved among the per-

sonal attendants of the earl, and found it necessary
for his safety to pass for one of their number. On

reaching the castle he heard with horror the oaths

and blasphemies which poiuvd from the lips of the

savage baron, who, rendered furious by defeat, called

for a cup of wine on alighting from his hone, and

declared that he would willingly pass seven years

in hell to gain the honour of such a victory as had

that day fallen to Huntley.* The intruder sat

at supper among the crowd in the great hall of

the castle, when a false alarm was given that

Huntley was upon them. In the terror and con-

fusion caused by this announcement he effected his

escape, carrying off with him Crawford's silver gob-

let, which he presented to Huntley at Brechin as a

voucher for his strange adventure.!

The king lost no time in inflicting the penalties

of treason upon the insurgent boron, and in reward-

According to tradition the word* oed were,

be content to hing seven years in hell by Uw b

11914J1 ICfcU U* M*V _

Huntley, in reward of his daring I

that a fprmer grant was only confirmed apoi

He adds that
"
George, Duke of Gordon, had a cu

silver and gold, and embossed as like to tt*

work could be, and gave it to this Mr. CaUe

to be kept in his family by him and h

don's Hist, of the Family of Gordon, roL L p. 1.
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ing his victorious lieutenant-general for his import
ant SIT vices on this occasion. The '

life, lands, and

goods,' of Crawford ' were declared forfeit
'
to the

state ; his lordship of Brechin, with the hereditary
herifldom of Aberdeen, were conferred upon Hunt-

ley ; and while the armorial coat of the victor was

honourably augmented, that of the rebel was torn,

and his bearings abolished and '

scrapit out of the

Book of Arms for ever.'

Meanwhile the civil war between the royalists,
Ciril wmr and the partisans of the Douglas

family, raged fiercely in other parts
of the country. The Earl ofAngus,

r>oagUM. though himself a chief of a younger
branch of that house, espoused the cause of the

king against his own kinsman. A similar course

waa followed by Sir John Douglas, of Dalkeith,
who became on that account exceedingly obnoxious
to the partisans of the head of the family. His
castle of Dalkeith, a place of great strength, was

basilgid by them, and the adjacent town and

tillages ravaged and burned. But the garrison
defended themselves with so much courage and
it-solution, that the assailants were ultimately com-

peOed to raise the siege,f In other districts of the

t-mntry, the operations of husbandry and the pur-
lits of trade and commerce, were completely inter-

rupted by these bloody feuds, and life and property
re alike rendered insecure. In the north, the

Moray, one of the brothers of Douglas,
to take vengeance on Huntley, for his

tthrow of the Earl of Crawford, by burning his

Strathbogie and ravaging his estates.

himself, who was recalled to the north by
Irous

intelligence, was afterwards sur-

Moray, and lost a considerable number
ers in a morass, called Dunkinty.J

this outrage the Gordons invaded
.utrict of Moray, and after laying it

ford, exasperated by his defeat at
the lands and destroyed

Al-

tne king's friends i

'

^ waerted his banner in the

,JS ^Sff ^J" meanwhil*. not con-

- !r
lnfl

?
tcd UP" the c

ntry

Saia^*L--ariii1Br!

.ong, which

wra
la UM bag of l>ttnk?nir

Mowing U* HT '

English king as his lawful sovereign.* On re-

ceiving intelligence of these intrigues, the kino-,

by the advice of the sagacious Kennedy, resolved

to adopt prompt and vigorous measures for the

punishment of Douglas and his ac- Meetin of

complices, and for this purpose a parliament at

meeting of the Three Estates was Edinburgh.

assembled at Edinburgh on the twelfth of June,
1452. In this parliament the sentence of forfeiture

against the Earl of Crawford was ratified and

confirmed,
' his gudis and gear confiscat, his landis

dealt, and his name abolished and blotted out of

the buik of arms for evir.' The Earls of Douglas,

Moray, and Ross
; James, Lord Hamilton

; and

John, Lord Balveny, were summoned to appeal-

before the parliament on a certain day to answer

for the crimes laid to their charge. During the

night, however, previous to the
Douglas

day appointed for their appear- renounces his

ance, a paper, signed with the allegiance,

names of the Earl of Douglas, his brothers, and

Lord Hamilton, was affixed to the church doors,

declaring that they would not obey the summons
;

and renouncing their allegiance to the king as a

murderer, a pei'jured prince, a violator of the laws

of hospitality, and an '

ungodly thirster after in-

nocent blood, without just quarrel or occasion.'!

James was highly incensed at this yjCTorous mea.

gross insult, and took immediate sures adopted

and vigorous measures to inflict b
)'
the ^

condign punishment on those who had thus openly
defied his authority. A solemn deed was unani-

mously passed by the parliament, declaring that the

late Earl of Douglas was at the time of his death

an avowed enemy to his sovereign, and in a state

of open rebellion, and that, in such circumstances,

it was lawful for the king to put him to death. J

The earldom of Moray, forfeited by Archibald

Douglas, was bestowed upon Sir James Crichtou,

the eldest son of the chancellor, who had claims

upon it by marriage. Lord Hay, Constable of Scot-

land, a zealous supporter of the king in his sti

with the Douglases, was rewarded with the earl-

dom of Errol. Sir George Crichton, of Cairncs

was created Earl of Caithness; the dignity <>!

lords of parliament was bestowed upon Hepbun
of Hailes, Boyd, Fleming, and other loyal baron-

and Lord Campbell, and his son, Sir Colin Camp
bell, Sir David Hume, Sir Alexander HOIIK

Sir James Keir, were rewarded with grants iron

the crown lands, and the forfeited estates of th<

rebel barons. After taking these steps to encou

rage his friends, and to intimidate ami wcakci

his enemies, the king proceeded to issue a sum

mons for the assembling of an army on the moor o

Pentland, near Edinburgh, with the intention o

invading the estates of the insurgents, and com

pelling their submission. The summons v.

cheerfully obeyed by the nobility and their i c

tainers, that in a short time the king found him

Lesley, pp. 23, 24.

+ Pitscottie, vol. i. p. 109.

I Acts of Parliament, vol. ii. p. 73.
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the head of an army of thirty thousand

impanied by this powerful force James

ission of marched in person against the

-,'las. Earl of Douglas, through Ettrick

Annandale, and Galloway,
'

burning the

and harrying the countrie' of this arch-

:ibcl. who did not venture to meet his sovereign

in the rield.* At length, when the royal army

appeared before Douglas castle, the earl, by the

advice of his chief vassals and supporters, laid

down his arms, and implored the clemency of the

kin"1

. James, who was fiery and impetuous in his

temper, but not vindictive, readily extended his

forgiveness to the insurgent chief and his retainers,

upon certain conditions, which were formally speci-

fied in a written bond. In this deed, which was sub-

scribed by the earl with his own hand, and solemnly

sworn to on the holy gospels, he bound and obliged

himself to abstain from any attempt, direct or

indirect, by law or any other manner of way, to

obtain possession of the earldom of Wigtown, or

the lordship of Stewarton, forfeited by the late

carl; and in his own name and in that of his bro-

ther and Lord Hamilton, he engaged to remit and

forgive all manner of rancour of heart, feud, malice,

and envy, which they had entertained against any
of the king's subjects, and more especially against

those who were art and part in the slaughter of

William Earl of Douglas, his brother, and pro-

r.iscd.
'

at the ordinance and advyce of his sove-

rayne lord,' to take such persons
' in heartliness

and friendship.' He next obliged himself ' to allow

his tenants and rentallers to remain unmolested in

their farms till Whitsunday come a year,' except

those tenants who occupied the granges and farm
'

steadings,' which were in the hands of Earl

William at the time of his decease, for his own

proper use
;
but even these were to be permitted

to remain upon their farms till the ensuing Whit-

sunday. The earl also became bound to dissolve

all the leagues and bonds into which he had

entered against his sovereign, and to enter into no

more illegal confederacies in time to come ;
he

engaged to bring no claim against the king for

any rents which he or the queen might have

levied in Douglasdale or Galloway, and to make

ion for all the injuries which had been done

to the persons who enjoyed letters of protection ;

iuid, finally, he bound himself to maintain and

defend the Borders, to keep the truce between

id and Scotland to the best of his ability,

and to pay to his sovereign lord the king all

IT and worship,
' he having such surety as

. asonable for safety of his life.'t

Having thus succeeded in restoring the southern

is of the country to a state of comparative
nid security, the king undertook an expedi-

tion to the north, accompanied by his privy coun-

and a strong body of troops. As the roya'

procession advanced through Angus, the Tiger

*
Pitscottie, vol. i. p. 109.

t Tytler, vol. iv. Illustration E.

2arl of Crawford suddenly presented himself before
the king, bareheaded and bare- sabmiMion of
ooted, and clad in miserable ap- the Earl of

>arel, and throwing himself at Crawford.

us sovereign's feet, confessed his treasons, and im-

plored
the royal forgiveness. His earnest petition

or mercy was powerfully supported by Bishop
iennedy and the Chancellor Crichton, by whose
advice Crawford had made his submission in this

nimble guise, and the king moved by the peni-
ence of the offender and their intercession in hi*

>ehalf, granted him a full pardon. He assured
he earl that he desired neither '

lands, tires,

goods, nor gear' of his barons, but their hearts

and friendship, and that he wished no other ren-

jeance for his repeated treasons than the sight of

lis penitence and submission. He, therefore, freely

'orgave him and his associates all their offences

against the royal authority, and restored them to

their honours and estates.* The stubborn heart

of the rude chief seems to have been powerfully
affected by the wise and generous conduct of his

sovereign. At the head of a chosen company of

he barons and gentry of Angus, he accompanied
the king in his future progress to the north, and

on his return in the following month, he enter-

tained him with great magnificence at his castle

of Finhaven. It is said that James had sworn

:o make the highest stone of the earl's castle tho

.owest; and that on the occasion of his visit to

Finhaven, he climbed to the top of the battlements,

and throwing a stone, which was lying loose there,

down into the moat, thus accomplished his vow, if

not in the spirit, strictly in the letter.f The

king had no reason to regret bis clemency to the

Tiger Earl, for from this time till the period of his

decease he continued a loyal subject and a firm

supporter of the cause of order and good govern-

ment. On this account, his death, which took

place from fever, six months after his restoration

to the royal favour, was regretted both by the

king and the nation.

Meanwhile, it soon became apparent that tho

submission of the Earl of Douglas R^J^J of ti,e

had not been sincere, and that the contest btwen

peace which had been patched up ^"jj^lj^
between the king and that factious

and turbulent chief was not likely to be of 1

continuance. The power of Douglas was already

too great for a subject, and he had recently ob-

tained from the pope a dispensation
i

riage with the heiress of Galloway, the widow o

his deceased brother, and had thus united

person the immense entailed and unentailed e

of the family. He had also renewed his tr

able negotiations with the Yorkist party, who 1

now obtained the supremacy in the governnw

England, and received from them the pro

an immediate supply of money and of 1

* Titscottie, vol. i. p. 113123-

with an iron chain.
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that be ard his associates should take

tba Mtb of homage to the English crown. At this

critical emergency, the royal cause received a

blow from the death" of the sagacious and

tead Crichton, who died at the castle of

in the end of the year 1454 ;
and the

aspect of affairs was so threatening, that it is said

to bare been a question in the king's mind whether

bo should abide the conflict or retire to France.

Oa bearing of the formidable army which the

Douglases were assembling, and the number

and power of the barons who had espoused their

cios*, James, in great perplexity and alarm, re-

paired with all speed to St. Andrews to ask coun-

sel of Bishop Kennedy in this hour of need. The

r>w*mteoMl of mode in which the prudent prelate

Bsiiiif Kenaedj. tendered his advice to his youth-M sa*oieign is related by the venerable Pitscottie

in tba following simple and graphic terms :
" The

bishop waa ane wyse and godlie man and answered

the king in this manner as after follows, saying,

fir, 1 beseech your grace that ye take a little

oat to refresh yon and I will pass to my orature

and pray to God for you and the commonwealth of

this raalmc and countrie.' This being spoken the

to hi.* disjoine and the bishop to his

to make his prayer to Almightie God to

opes) bis Booth, to give bun knowledge and utter-

Moo, to give that noble prince who was destitute

aad comfortless of all good counsel, that he might
girt bin instruction and learning how he should

mpe that great petrel and danger apparentlie to

fall at that time. Then this bishop took the king's
Itrace be the hand and led him to his orature,

besstking him to make his earnest prayers to the

Almighty that he would strengthen him with his

Spirit, that he might with ane bold courage
slot his anfaiMH who were risen against him

oasjtusJr tba eommandcmcnt of God and common-
****** * tbaaoantrie, beeciking God of his mighty
H*^ ** face that he would grant him victorie

these conspirators and rebellers who were risen
(aim* him. but (without) any cause made be him,
d sporialKa that he would grant him the upper

JJ*
* * Earlt of Douglas, and his complices,

a done before against him and his
n they oppressed the commonwealth

Ibis being done, the king passed
to his devotion, as this holy bishop
d him. And after, when the king
pwytr to Almighty God, then this

*"f
" tojf <to*>late of good counsel* / good bops or success of any vic-

rfc to mi to him contrair hi. enemies, caused

?LJ*" kj
to tudie- "* house, where
ntm*, y, with other sundrie

Mb. aaid buoop's. Then the bishop let

pnoce see ane similitude, the which
"Ifmvannf mm to d comfort'

JnTad.ag.uwt
the uproar of the conspi-"*111* * miMt

<1-') <*

*opo polled out an* great sheafle of

The aid

arrows,

knit together in ane quhange of leather and
delyv-

ered them to the king in his hand and bade him

set them to his knee and break them. The king
answered, 'It is impossible, because thai:

nianie togither of the said arrowes, and knit

with leather that no man can break them at once.'

The bishop answered and said,
' That is true, but

yet he would let the king see that he could breake

them,' and pulled out one by one, or two by two,

till he had broken them all, and said unto the king,
'

Sir, ye must evin doe in this manner with your
barons that have risen against you, which are so

many in number, and knit so fast together against

you in conspiracy, that ye on no ways can get them

broken. But be this practick that I have showen

you be the similitude of thir arrowes, that is to

say, ye must conquer and break by lord and lord

be himselfe, for ye may not deal with them all

at once : and farder, make ane proclamntione out

through your realine to all theiffes and traitouris,

and all them that have offendit against you, to grant
them free remissione to be good men in time com-

ing, and now to serve your grace at this instant

time in your necessitie. The which being done, I

trust your grace shall get more favours, nor shall

your contrair pairtie.' The king hearing ihl>

counsel took courage, and maid his proclamation's
as forsaid is in all pairts of his realine to the effect

forsaid."
*

Acting upon this sagacious advice, James caused

private representations to be made to some of the

most powerful of the adverse party, pointing out the

danger which must arise, not only to the independ-
ence of the crown, but to the peace and welfare ofthe

country and to their own interests, from the ambi-

tion and overgrown power of the Douglas family ;

and made liberal promises to those who, in this mo-

ment of extremity, should abandon their

and join the party of the sovereign. Induced by
these promises and expectations, as well as by the

dread of the overwhelming predominance of the

Douglases, many of the most powerful of the barons

rallied round the crown, and the king soon found

iiimself at the head of a numerous and well-ap-

pointed army. "With this force he marched into

Douglasdale and Avondale, laying waste, with fire

and sword, the estates of the Earl of Douglas and

Lord Hamilton, and, by threats of immediate and

condign punishment, compelled the baroi-

gentry of the disaffected districts to renew then-

allegiance and join his banner. His licuti

the Earls of Orkney and Angus, then laid >

the strong castle of Abercorn, on the F:

Forth, belonging to the Earl of Douglas, i

whole month this fortress resisted the utr.

forts of the besiegers, though battered by ;

ful engines, and especially by a large ia

which was directed by a French engineer ; but, at

length,4t was taken by assault, and the lem'.

the garrison hanged. Meanwhile, Douglas, and

bis kinsman and ally Lord Hamilton, having col-

lected a numerous and highly-disciplined army,
*

I'itbcottie, vol. L pp. 123130, note.
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advanced to the relief of the beleaguered fortress.

A battle appeared to be inevitable, and the situa-

tion and character of the two parties left no doubt

that it would be desperately contested, and that

the rfsult would be decisive. But the Bishop of St.

Andrews had already opened a secret negotiation

with the allies and vassals of Douglas, and ad-

i himself so successfully to their hopes and

fi-ars. that some of the most powerful of their

number were gained over to the royal cause.

The representP.tions of the sagacious prelate pro-

'otiations of duced a deep impression upon the

:iieily with the mind of his kinsman, Lord Hamil-
rebel chiefs.

OI1) -who commanded a chosen

body of three hundred horse, and as many infantry,
in the army of Douglas. But although this power-
ful baron returned a favourable answer to the over-

tures of the prelate, he was sincerely attached to

the cause of Douglas, and hesitated to abandon him
at this critical conjuncture. Meanwhile, the king
sent a herald to the rebel army, charging them to

disperse, under the pains of treason ; but at the same

time promising pardon to all who should lay down
their arms. To this message Douglas returned a

scornful answer, and immediately caused his trum-

pets to sound ; and placing his troops in battle

array, marched forward to encounter the royal

army. Imagining, however, that the proclama-
tion of the king had produced an unfavourable im-

pression on the minds of his followers, and made
them waver in their adherence to his cause, he re-

solved to delay the engagement till next day, and

accordingly led his troops back into his camp, hop-

ing to re-animate their drooping courage, and to

inspire them with greater confidence and zeal. But
this injudicious movement had a most unfavour-

able effect on his most powerful adherents, who
saw in this wavering and undecided conduct a

proof of the unfitness of the earl to conduct so pe-
rilous an enterprise. Douglas had no sooner en-

tered his tent, than Hamilton came to expostulate
with him, and inquired whether it was his inten-

tion to fight, or not
; assuring him that every day's

ould augment the royal forces, and diminish

the number of his own adherents. Douglas con-

temptuously answered,
' If you are tired, you may

when you please.' Hamilton straightway
took the earl at his word, and that very night

over to the king, with all the troops under

:mand. His example was so generally fol-

abandon l we(l by the other insurgent chiefs,

mse of who had a high opinion of Hamil-
Douglas. ton's prudence and sagacity, that

before morning the camp of Douglas was almost

v deserted, and scarcely one hundred men
<'d in it, besides his own household troops

ind immediate dependents.* The unfortunate

baron, thus abandoned by his Mends, and exposed
to the unmitigated vengeance of the king, hastily
broke up his encampment, and fled to the wilds of

Annandale, where, for a time, he eluded the pur-

suit of his enemies. Hamilton, whose desertion of

Douglas had mainly contributed to his overthrow,
for the sake of appearances, was committed to pri-
son for a short time at Roslin, and was put under
the charge of the Earl of Orkney ; but he was soon
released, and rewarded for his services to the royal
cause with large grants from the forfeited estates.

James followed up his success by vigorous nwa-
sures for the complete overthrow of the house of

Douglas, and the establishment of the royal au-

thority throughout the kingdom. At the bead of
a powerful army, he marched through the western
and southern districts of the country, and, after a

slight resistance, reduced the various strongholds
which Douglas and hia adherents

SorrenderofUw
had fortified against the govern- stronghold* of

ment. Douglas castle itself, with tne rebels,

the strong fortresses of Strathavon, Thrieve, Loch-

endorb, and Tarnaway, were in this way succes-

sively taken and dismantled. Douglas had in the

meantime fled into England, but his three brothers,

the Earls of Ormond and Moray, and Lord Bal-

veny, remained on the borders, and succeeded in

collecting a numerous army of their own retainers,

and other lawless marauders, with which they plun-
dered and laid waste the country. They were en-

countered at Arkinholme, on the
T)ie DotwHii^,

river Esk, by the Earl of Angus,* are defeated at

at the head of a powerful force,
Arkinholme.

composed of the Scotts, Maxwells, Johnstons, and

other borderers, who had been lately numbered

among the vassals of Douglas, but now abandoned

his sinking cause, and hastened to enrol themselves

in the ranks of the victorious party, t After a

desperate conflict, the insurgents were totally

routed. The Earl of Moray was slain in the action ;

Ormond was wounded and taken prisoner, and

shortly after executed ;
and of the brothers of Dou-

glas, Balveny alone made his escape into England.

James, who at the time this action was fought was

prosecuting the siege of Abercorn, received the

intimation of this signal victory from a soldier,

who laid at his feet the bleeding head of the Karl

of Moray.
' He was received by the king,' says

Pitscottie,
' with very great thanks.'j

James having thus triumphed over the formidable

rebellion, which had menaced not merely the inde-

pendence, but the very existence of his throne,

returned to the capital to meet his parliament,

* The prominent part Uken by the Etri of Angus in t*
overthrow of the elder bnnch of his family, gave

popular saying, founded on the different ooraptei

two branches of the honse of Douglas,
' That UM ** 1

glas had put down the Black.'

+ Various charters exist conferring grmntt f

Walter Scott, the ancestor of the Duke of I

on the Beattisons, and other clan, for their

battle of Arkinholme.

VOL. I.

Pitscottie, voL i.pp. 13] 133, note.

1 Chronicles of Scotland, vol. L p. 18. *****" *

Pitscottie, the earl himself was present t I

Arkinholme, and, along with hi. brother,'.

escaped through a wood; but in the **"**"
Charles VII. of France, giving an account of the o

of the rebels, it is stated, that Doughw had
skortjj

b

fled to England with only four or tore attci

Pinkerton, vol. i. Appendix, p. 486.
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which had been summoned to assemble there in
j

*fih. ^e month of June, 1455. In this

rirfDMgtes meeting of the national council, the

J MtBodMr Earl of Douglas, his mother, Bea-

iml bnabcr*. ^^ Countess of Douglas, and his

brother*, Archibald, Earl of Moray, who had fallen

t Arkinholmc, and John Douglas of Balveny were

decUrrd traitors, and their estates and offices were

forfeited to the crown. The seals of the bishops, earls,

and barons who sat in the parliament, and of the
j

burgh of Haddington, in the name of the whole body
j

of the commissioners of the burghs, were appended
j

to the instrument of forfeiture, in order to give
j

additional weight and solemnity to the sentence.
'

After baring thus directed the vengeance of the laws

gainst the arch-rebel and his family, the parlia-

ment proceeded, on the fourth of August, to adopt

roeasiiifs for strengthening the authority of the

crown, and providing for the defence of the king-
j

den, with the view of preventing the dilapidation of ,

Suiau* enactrd the royal revenues. It was first of !

kythc parliament all declared that " since the poverty :

IB AOX-. 1436. Of t iie crown is ofttimes the cause of

the poverty of the realm, and of many other incon-

venience* which it would be tedious to enumerate,

it had been ordained, by the advice of the full coun-

cil of parliament, that there should be from this

tine appointed certain lordships and castles in every

part of the realm, where, at different periods of the

year, the sovereign may be likely to take up his re-

etdeace ; which Were to belong, in perpetuity, to the

erown. never to be settled or bestowed, either in fee

or franc-tenure upon any person whatever, however
j

high his rank or estate, except by the solemn advice

ad decree of the whole parliament, and under cir-

eunutanees which affected the welfare and prosperity
of the kingdom." As an additional security against
the alienation of the crown lands, it was further

declared. tliat, even if the present monarch or any
of his auceeasors should alienate or convey away to

y person the lordships and castles which were the

[CHAP. XIX.

property of the crown, such a transaction, being
contrary to the will of iarliament, should not stand

food in law ; bat that it should be permitted to the

king for the time Wing to resume these lands into
hia own hands without the solemnity of any inter-

vening processor law 5 and not only to resume them,
inektthat those who had unjustly occupied

those royal estate* should refund the whole rents
id profit* which they had received, till the period*b resumption by the crown." And that every

poasible precaution might bo taken to prevent the
toUtion of this solemn demand, it was finally

that the present king and his successors
hould to obliged to Uke an oath that they shall
keep this statute and duly observe it in every
particular."

J

Mer (his enactment, a particular account is given
land, and revenues belonging to the erown.
is first of all made of the customs of the
as they stood at the death of James I

Iowa a specific enumeration of the crown
Ida, among which we find the

lordship of Ettrick
'

Forest and the principality of Galloway, which had

formed part of the extensive do- Enumeration of

mains of the family of Douglas : the crown lauds

the remainder of the forfeited estates
and reveuues -

of that formidable house having been divided among
the nobles who assisted in suppressing the rebellion.

The other chief territories recorded as belonging to

the crown are the castle of Edinburgh, with the lands

of Ballincrieff and Gosford, and all the other estates

pertaining to the king within the sheriff'dom of

Lothian the castle of Stirling, with the lands con-

nected with it the castle of Dunbarton, with the

lands of Cardross, Roseneath and the pension from

Cadyow, with the pension of the " ferine meill" of

Kilpatrick the whole earldom of Fife, with the

palace of Falkland the earldom of Strathern, with

the rights belonging to it the house and lordship
of Brechin, with the services and superiority of Cor-

tachy the castles and lordships of Inverness and

Urquhart, with the water mails, or rents, due for

the fishings of Inverness the lordship of Abernethy
and the several baronies of Urquhart, Glenorchane,

Bonnechen, Bonochar, Annache, Edderdail, Pecty,

Brachly and Strathern ; and lastly, Redcastle, in the

south-east of Rosshire, with the appended lordship
of Ross.

It was also provided by the parliament, that all

the regalities which at this time belonged to the

king should be inalienably annexed to the royalty ;

and that in future no regalities should be granted
without the sanction of the parliament. It was de-

creed that the important office of warden of the

Borders, which had long been held by the house of

Douglas, should henceforth cease to be hereditary ;

and that the wardens should have no jurisdiction
in cases of treason, except where these were out of

breach of the truce. It was also ordained that in

future " no office should be given in fee or heritage,

whilst such as had been so disposed of since thfr

death of the late king were revoked and abolished;

due care being taken that any price or consideration

which had been advanced by the possessor should be

restored" a judicious and most important statute,

which struck at the root of a grievous abuse, and

was calculated to diminish the exorbitant power of

the nobility. An exception, however, was made in

favour of the wardenship of the march, IH

upon the second son of the king, Alexander, Earl ol

March, and Lord of Annandale.* Various enact-

ments were also passed for the arrest of false coinen

and sorners, or sturdy vagrants, who were to In-

punished as thieves or robbers ;
and it was provided

that for the settlement of petty suits a council of

eight or twelve persons, according to the size of tin

town, should be appointed by the privy council. A

curious sumptuary statute followed, prescribing
witi

great minuteness of detail the particular dn

be worn respectively by earls, lords of parliament
commissaries of burghs, and advocates, or

'

fort-

speakers' at all meetings of parliament and genera

councils, under a heavy penalty to the king-t
At an adjourned meeting of the parliament,

hek

Acts of the Parliament of Scotland, vol. ii. p. 43. + U'"
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Stirling, on the 13th of October, preparations
were made for the defence of the

nugued meet- ... . , ,

]>arliu- kingdom against any sudden in-

tober, vasion 'of their auld enemies of
1 4 '"'

England ;' and it was directed that

watchmen should be stationed at all the fords of

the Tweed between Roxburgh and Berwick, whose

duty it was to give notice of the enemy, by lighting
on. Regulations were also enacted regarding

the number of beacon-fires that were to be kindled,

to make known the strength of the invading force,

and the certainty or uncertainty of its approach.

And minute arrangements were made, prescribing

Sedations for
the manner in which the inb.abit-

i.-nce of ants, not only of the border-dis-

orders, tricts and of Lothian, but also of

Fife and Stirling, should be warned of the inva-

sion. A subsequent statute ordered a guard of

two hundred bowmen, and an equal number of

spearmen, to be maintained on the east and west

marches, at the expense of the Border lords
; and a

force of one hundred bows and one hundred spears,

to be kept up for the defence of the west marches
;

while strict injunctions were issued to the Border

barons to have their castles well garrisoned and

provisioned, and their vassals in readiness to join

the force under the command of the warden. The

abstraction of any part of the general booty cap-

tured during a warden march, or invasion of Eng-
land by the warden in person, or any theft of the

plunder, or the prisoners belonging to the leaders

or their men, was forbidden under the severest

penalties ;
and it was declared that any person who

should furnish supplies to the English garrisons of

Roxburgh or Berwick, or give warning to the

English of an intended invasion of the Scots, or

undertake a private journey into England, without

the king's or the warden's safe conduct, should be

punished as a traitor, with the loss of life and

estate.*

Mt anwhile the tranquillity of the country was

again threatened by the Earl of Douglas, who,
after the battle of Arkinholme, had renewed his

alliance with John, Earl of Ross and Lord of the

This ocean prince, in consequence of the re-

moteness and inaccessibility of his territories, had

hitherto escaped the vengeance which had fallen

so heavily on his confederates, and he was now
induced by Douglas to make another attempt to

overturn the Scottish throne. Having collected a

force of five thousand men, he embarked them on
1 board a fleet of a hundred galleys, and gave the com-

mand of the whole to his near kinsman, Donald Bal-

i ord of Isla. This powerful chief, who had

Donald Balloch ^"eat influence not only
fj

Scot-

ies the land tut in the north ot Ireland,
coast of entered readily into the projects

of Douglas, and, animated by he-

reditary antipathy against the royal family, he

undertook a predatory incursion against the west-

ern coast of Scotland, and laid waste the country
from Innerkip to Bute, the Cumrays, and the ia-

* Acts of the Parliament of Scotlaii d, pp. 44, 45.

land of Arran. But. owing to the prudent pro* u-

tions taken by the king to rqx-1 the invader*. Iht
main object of the expedition was frustrated, and
the loss sustained was by no minus wo great M
might have been expected. In tin word* of a con-

temporary chronicler,
' There was slain of good

men, fifteen; of women, twu or time; of children,
three or four. The plunder included fire or six
hundred horse, ten thousand oxen and kine, and
more than a thousand sheep and goats. At the
same time they burned down several mansions in

Innerkip around the church, harried all Arran,
stormed and levelled with the ground the castle of

Brodick, and wasted with fire and sword the ulauds
of the Cumrays. They also levied tribute upon
Bute, carrying away a hundred bolls of malt, a
hundred marts,* and a hundred marks of silver. t

The expedition concluded by a fierce attack on

Laudcr, Bishop of Lismore, a son of the baron of

Balcomy, in Fife, who was obnoxious to the rude

islanders, both as a stranger and as a supporter of

the royal cause. The unfortunate prelate, who had
three years before been plundered and maltreated

by the rude inhabitants of his diocese, on the pre-
sent occasion narrowly escaped with hi life, while

the greater part of his attendants were savagvly
murdered. J

After the failure of the expedition of Donald

Balloch, the Earl of Douglas re-
T1 Earl o{ j^

turned to England, where he was gu protected

cordially welcomed by his ally,
d encourtjtd

the Duke of York, who, in conse-
'

quence of the imbecility of Henry VI., was at thi

time regent of the kingdom, and received from him,

as the reward of his services, the grant of an an-

nual pension of five hundred pounds,
"
to be con-

tinued to him until he should be restored to his pos-

sessions, or to the greater part of them, by the per-

son who then called himself theKing of the Scot*."J

Justly indignant at the gross insult, James sent a

spirited remonstrance to the English monarch, com-

plaining of the encouragement given by hia govern-

ment to a convicted traitor like Douglas, aud warn-

ing him of the danger which he incurred by this

attempt to foster rebellion, and to disturb the tran-

quillity of a friendly state.
|l

These representations, however, seem only to

have had the effect of provoking Extraordinary

the Yorkist faction to ofier still letwr u> U> Kio*

farther indignities to the Scottish

king ; and, in reply to his letter, they toranamittod

to him the following foolish and insolent epistle :-

" The king, to an illustrious prince, Jamea, calling

himself King of Scotland, sends greeting.

presume it to be equally acknowledged and noto

rious, that fealty and homage are due by the King

of Scots to the King of England, upon the prii

ciple that it becomes a vassal to pay oA v

Cattle intended for winter cowomfttoav

Auchinleck Chronicle .

+ Ibid. p. M.
Rymer, Focd. TO!, n. p. 807.

11
Ibid. voL xL p. 883.
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to hi* superior and overlord ; and that from times

of so remote antiquity that they exceed the memory

of men, even to the present day, we and our pro-

genitor*, kings of England, have possessed such

rights, and you and your ancestors have acknow-

ledged rocha depend'ence. Wherefore, such being

. whence comes it that the subject hath not

I insolently to erect his neck against his

..' And what, think ye, ought to be his

'

punishment, when he spurns the condition, and en-

deavours to compass the destruction of his person ?

With what sentence is treason generally visited ?

Or have yon been so ignorant of all things as not

to be aware of the penalties which await the rebel,

and him who is so hardy as to deny his homage to

his liege superior? If so, we would exhort you

speedily to inform yourself upon the matter, lest

the lesson should be communicated by the experi-

ence of your own person, rather than by the in-

fonnation of others. To the letters which have

been presented to us by a certain person calling
himself your lion-herald and king-at-arms, and
whirh are replete with all manner of folly, inso-

ltw*. and boasting, we make this brief reply :
j

It bath ever been the custom of those who fight j

rather by deceit than with open arms, to commit
en outrageous attack, in the first instance, and then
ID declare war; to affect innocence, and shift their i

own guilt upon their neighbours, to cover them- :

esltee with the shadow of peace, and the protection
of tmeesi whilst beneath this veil they are fraudu-

lently plotting the ruin of those they call their

friends. To such persons, whose machinations we
cordially despise, it seems to us best to reply by
ertione. The repeated breaches of faith, therefore,
**k* * here suffered at your hands

; the injury,
and insolence, which have been

iflirted upon us, contrary to the rights of nations,
end fa defiance of the faith of treaties, shall be

ia silence, rather than committed to

linff: for we esteem it unworthy of our dignity
t*pl to ^Pfrto yo >n your own fashion, by

and reproaches. We would desire, how-
t in the mean season you should not be

orent that, instead of its having the intended

Inspiring us with terror, we do most cor-
this rain confidence and insolent
ich w have observed the weakest

rt INNflleiitmous persons are generally the
t adept* j tod that you should be aware that

purpose, with the assistance of the
to put down and

severely chastise all
t rrbelUow, and arrogant attempts,

i yw practice oontumeliouslv
*1hin nevertheless, with

which become* t Christian prince, that
t OSJT Lord Jesus Christ to reclaim you

ror. into the paths of justice and truth, and
*>r the future with a spirit of more

* judgment and counsel, we bid you

txtwordinary letter, which furnishes an
Rrnwr. PQ^. i n. p. 881

amusing specimen of the boasting which it pro-
fesses to condemn, was followed Renewal of

by the renewal of hostilities on the hostilities

Borders ; and a desolating warfare with England,

was carried on between the two countries, which
inflicted severe injuries upon both, and led to no

important results. The Scottish monarch having
received information from the borderers, that the

important town of Berwick was weakly garrisoned,
and might easily be taken by surprise, collected a

numerous army, and made a rapid and secret march
to the frontier. But an English fugitive, who had

come into Scotland protected by a safe conduct,

and had bound himself by an oath not to retire

without the royal permission, broke faith with the

king, and contrived to make his escape and to

give the alarm. So that when James appeared
before the town, he found the English ou their

guard, and was constrained to abandon the enter-

prize.*

About this period, Margaret, Countess of Dou-

glas, widow of Earl William, who
iji,e Countesses

fell by the king's hand in Stirling of Douglas and

castle, and wife of his successor.,,,'.,, , ,
'

themselves on
the banished earl, fled tor pro- tne kinc,'s

tection to the Scottish court, and mercy,

threw herself on the royal mercy, complaining of

the misery which she had suffered from her forced

and unnatural union with the brother of her first

husband,f James, moved by her beauty and mis-

fortunes, welcomed her with the utmost kindness

and sympathy, and married her to his uterine

brother, Sir John Stewart, on whom he soon after-

wards conferred the earldom of Athol, and the

forfeited barony of Balveny. The example of

Margaret was followed by the Countess of Ross,

the wife of the rebel earl of that name, and a

daughter of Sir James Livingston, who implored
the protection of the sovereign, against the harsh-

ness and cmelt\ of her husband, whom she had

married through the persuasion of the king him-

self, in the hope that her influence might soften the

disposition of the savage chief, and retain him in

the royal interest. James received her with the

courtesy due to her rank and claims, and assigned

her an ample revenue for her maintenance.!

About the same time, the Princess Annabella.

to the king, whose intended marriage with Louis

the second son of the Duke of Savoy, had been

broken off, returned to the Scottish court n.

provided with a husband in George, secon..

of Huntley.
Meanwhile, the house of Lancaster having re-

gained a temporary ascendancy in England, the

warfare on the Borders began to languish, nnd the

Scottish monarch, anxious to avail himself "i '

favourable opportunity to re-establish peaee be-

Letter of James to Charles VII. of France. A]

to Pinkerton's History, vol. i. pp. 487, 488.
* She was the only" sister of Earl William and his broth

who were murdered in Edinburgh castle, and inheritei

immense estates. Before her mairiage she was known by

the name of the Fair Maiden of Galloway.
J Buchanan, book si. chap. xiv.
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IULVH the two countries, sent the Abbot of Inchure,
Graham ; Vaux, Dean of Glasgow, and Mr.

orge Fala, burgess of Edinburgh, as his com-

sioners, to the English government, to negotiate

trace con-
a truce WQich was ultimately con-

nded between eluded for two years, terminating
Mi-land and on the sixth of July, 1459. But

""*
notwithstanding this termination

of hostilities between the two kingdoms, the ban-

Karl of Douglas succeeded in assembling
a considerable force, and, along with the Earl of

Northumberland, made an inroad into the Merse of

Berwickshire, and laid waste that fertile district

Defeat of the "with fire and sword. He was at

Earl of length encountered, and totally
defeated by the Earl of Angus ;

a

thousand of the English were left on the field, and
even hundred were taken prisoners, and the mer-

ciless renegade was again compelled to take refuge
in England. The Earl of Angus was rewarded
for the important services he had rendered to the

crown, by a grant of the lordship of Douglas, and
the extensive estates appended to this dignity; and
the numerous and powerful vassals of the Douglases
immediately recognized this rising noble as their

chief. The imprudent liberality of the king thus

Extensive
rendered the house of Angus

grants made to nearly as powerful and as formi-
the Earl of dable as the elder branch of the

family had long been to the inde-

pendence of the crown and the tranquillity of the

kingdom. But probably the blame of this impolitic
measure must be attributed not so much to the

sovereign, as to the feudal constitution of the

country, which left him no other way of securing
the assistance and rewarding the services of the

loyal barons, in the frequent struggles which took

place between ths aristocracy and the crown.

About this period, the tranquillity of the country
was threatened by a dispute with the Norwegian

Dispute with court, respecting the payment of

Norway. the money due by the Scottish

king, for the Western Isles, and the little kingdom
of Man. These islands had been purchased by
Alexander III. in 1266, for the sum of five thousand

marks, and in 1426, the treaty was renewed by
James I., who agreed to continue the annual pay-
ment of a hundred marks to the Norwegian mon-
arch, A complaint was now made by Christian,

King of Norway, not only that a large amount of

arrears was due, but that the Scottish authorities

had violated the treaties between the two countries,

ag and casting into prison the Lieutenant
n Iceland, with his wife, and his attendants, who
had been compelled by a storm to take refuge in

oae of the Orkney islands.* Fortunately for the

welfare of both kingdoms, it was ultimately agreed
to refer the dispute to the arbitration of their

mtual friend and ally, Charles VII., of France
;

buf
. his nnal decision was not pronounced till the

year 1460.

* Torfuei Orcades, p. 184.

The Scottish king thus freed from foreign quar-
rels and hostilities, devoted his .

attention to the imjwrtant work of -
iiu'i"**

7
.

providing for the security of his guUiatk
kingdom, by cultivating the war-

^ *
like cliaracter of his j>eople, and tbTpZittsM*
carrying into effect various par-

*

liamentary enactment* for the defence of the Bor-
ders against the attacks of England. In a mint
ing of the national council held at Edinburgh, on
the 19th of October, 14.38, various enactments wet*
passed respecting the defence of the country, th*
value of the current coin, the administration of jus-
tice, and the '

governance of the pestilence,' which
it appears was now for the fifth time desolating th*

kingdom. It was ordained, that all the subject*
of the realm, possessed of lands or goods, h/MH
provide themselves with armour and weapons, ac-

cording to the value of their property, and that on
the first intelligence of an invasion, all the male*
between the ages of sixteen and sixty should hasten
to join the muster, except those who were unable
from extreme poverty to furnish themselves with

weapons. It was also ordered, that every man
worth twenty marks should furnish himself at

least with a jack and sleeves, close to the wrist,

or a pair of splints, together with a prickit-hat, a

sword and a buckler, a bow and a sheaf of arrows, if

he can procure them
; if not, he was to have an aze

and a targe, made either of leather or of wood, with

two straps in the inside. The proper officers wen
instructed to warn the inhabitants of every county
to provide themselves with the proper weapons, and

to attend the '

weapon-schawing,' or armed muster

before the sheriffs, bailies, or stewards of rvgalities,

on the morrow after the
'
lawe days of Christmas.'

A curious enactment followed, which we give iu the

words of the statute. "It is thought speedful that

the king make request to certune of the great

burrowis of the land, that are of ony might, that

they make carts of war, and in ilk cart twa guns,

and ilk ane to have twa chambers with the rema-

nent of the graith (tackling), that afferu thairto,

and ane cunning man to shoot them; and gif they

have no craft (skill) in the shooting of them, they

may learn or the tyme come that will be needful

to them."
*

It was declared to he the opinion of

the parliament, that the defence of the Borders

did not require to be provided for this season at th*

public expense, as the inhabitants of these districts

were better able to defend themselTe* than at any

former time, while their enemies were won* pro-

vided than before, having suffered great losses in

the war during this summer, and will, it i hoped.

experience the same cost and labour in th* swn-

mer which is approaching, f
With regard to the

pestilence which was now committing its fi

ravages in the kingdom, an attempt was mad* U

prevent the spread of this dreadful scourge, by

shutting up the people for a season within

houses. It was declared, that no person who

Acts of the Parliament of Scotland, rel ii. p. 4ft.

t Ibid.
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mfajon enough to maintain himself and his ser- suppliant nor yet shutting out all hope of pardo
_n_j e v.'o /\nrn i-ociflonpo "TVip T""firl of Tinss" he saiH. " fHd Tint, rlpsprvt. *

mou should be expelled from his own residence,

UM he will not remain in it ;
but should he

tf^M to j^p himself in his own dwelling, he was

B be expelled from the town. Those who were

The Earl of Ross," he said,
" did not deserve re-

mission at his hands, for his many and aggravated
offences against the state, but, as it became all

men, especially kings and princes, to show mercy

poor to maintain themselves, or to remove their to the penitent, he was willing to extend forgive-

milies from the town, were to be supported at the

expense of the citizens, so that they might not

wander through the kingdom, and carry infection,

or 'fyle the countre about thame.' It was also

directed, that those who attempted to escape from

the station where they had been shut up, should

be brought back and punished, and compelled to

remain in durance. The houses which had been

as infected, or in which the whole inhabit-

had died, were not to be burned, unless this

could be done without injury to the neighbouring

tenements; and finally, the bishops were directed to

make general processions throughout their dioceses

twice in the week, for the stanching of the pesti-

lence, and to grant indulgences to the priests who ex-

posed themselves by walking in these processions.*

The parliament then proceeded to take into con-

!, BM,,, and sideration the important subject

otaaftr of the of the money and coinage of the

aJeflesj. realm. A previous meeting of the

Three Estates, held at Stirling, in the year 1451,
had passed an act fixing the value of the coins,

both foreign and domestic, then current in Scotland,
bet it appears that this value had been found to be

lee law, so that the merchants and traders, discover-

mg that thcr coins were worth more than the price
fxed by parliament, had kept them up and expor-
ted them to other countries. To put a stop to this

exportation of the precious metals, which seems to

have been viewed with great alarm by the states-

this period, an act was now passed raising
sjsidsrably the value of the current coins both of

hreifa countries and of home coinage, t It was
e provided that in time of fairs and public mar-
ts goods and wares of so small a bulk as to be

the air, either in the arms or on the
****** an barrows and sledges, should be

ro imposts, but that a temporary tax
I be levied upon the proprietors of merchan-

rfer quantity snd value
; which however

> be restored to them, provided they had com-
d no

trespass,
nor excited any disturbance

brtef the continuance of the fair. J
after this, the clemency of the king was

implored by John, Lord of the
its Isles and Karl of Ross, the asso-

<W, ijH^^^ f D U*la8 and
ornudsble

conspiracy against
orbulent ch.cf, now

finding
""I. Ix-came alarmed for the

id sent a submissive message to his
lng forgiveness, and

promising
*slty and obedience for the

application James returned an
r, neither wholly forgiving the

T Ik. Prtla^t rfSootUnd. rol. ii. p. 4 fl

J Ibid,
p. 47.

ness to the humbled rebel. It was the prero;

tive of God alone, however, to discern the in

thoughts and hearts of men ; these could be made
known to their fellow men only by outward tokens

and signs. Now Ross had as yet given no proof of

any change in his disposition. If therefore he
wished his professions of penitence to be believed,
he must evince his sincerity by repairing the in-

jury done to the fortalices, villages, and towns
which he had burned and destroyed, restoring the

'goods and gear' which he had plundered, and

performing some notable exploit which might ob-

literate the memory of his former Conditions of his

crimes." On these conditions he pardon,

was to be absolved from the consequences of his

rebellion, and reinstated in the royal favour.
*

By
what ' notable exploit

'

the earl evinced the reality
of his repentance has not been recorded, but his

appointment, in 1457, to the important office of

Warden of the Marches, and his presence in the

royal army, three years later, at the siege of Rox-

burgh, with a body of three thousand of his vassals,

sufficiently show that he had by some means or

other succeeded in effecting a reconciliation with

the king.
A meeting of the national council was held at

Edinburgh, on the sixth of March, 1458, and, after

lengthened deliberation, enacted a considerable

number of judicious and important laws. The

regulations adopted by the previous parliament,

respecting the supreme -court of judicature, were

revised, and it was decreed that the committees of

parliament for the administration of justice should

consist of nine members, three being chosen from,

each Estate, and that they should
[Regulations of

sit three times in the year, for parliament

forty days at a time, in Edinburgh, regarding the

_ * ' administration of

Jrerth, and Aberdeen
;
but it was

j ustice, military

unwisely and unjustly ordered that nmst<

the judges should defray their own expi
The parliament next proceeded to take measures

for the defence of the country, and ordered \\ca-

pon-schawings,' or military musters of the whole

fighting population of a district, to be held four

times in the year. In order to encourage the

practice of archery, the games of foot-ball and golf

were peremptorily forbidden, and strict injunctions
were issued, that, adjoining to each parish church

a pair of butts should be erected, where shooting

should be practised every Sunday ;
that every man

was to shoot six shots at the least, and that it' any

person refused to attend he was to be amerced in

the fine of two pence, to be given to those who

came to the bow-marks, for drinking. In every
head town of the shire there were to be a good bow

Pitscottie, vol. i. pp. 142144.
t Acts of the rarliuwent oi' Scotland, vol. ii. p.

48.
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maker, and ' a fledger,' or arrow-maker, who were

to he furnished by the town with the requisite

i rials for their trade, so that every man within

the parish, between the ages of twelve and fifty,

should be furnished with his weapons, and practise

shooting. The next subject to which the estates

directed their attention, was the alleged impoverish-

ment of the realm, by the sumptuous dresses of men
and women, and the necessity of a revision of the

laws against immoderate costliness in apparel. A

curious sumptuary law was passed, regulating the

-ses which ought to be worn by the different

classes of the community, and enjoining all men
within burghs, that lived by merchandise, to take

i-ial care to make their wives and daughters to

be habited in a manner correspondent to their es-

tate.* Several praiseworthy statutes were enacted

for the promotion of agriculture, and it was or-

dained that with regard to ' feu-farms
' and other

-is, the king should begin and set a good ex-

ample to the rest of his barons, so that the tenants

on estates in the hands of the crown, upon which

leases had been granted, should not be removed,
but remain upon the land, paying to the king the

rent which had been stipulated during the currency
of the lease. It was declared that all rights and

privileges belonging to 'regalities' should be In-

terpreted by the strictest law, and that every lord

of regality, who abused his privileges, to the break-

ing of the king's laws and the injury of the country,
should be rigorously punished, f
The parliament then proceeded to take into

consideration the grievances arising out of the

manner in which the itinerant chamberlain courts

of the king were held, and peremptorily forbad the

king's constables and other officers to levy any tax

upon the merchants and tradesmen who brought
their goods to market during the sitting of par-

liament, and of the session unless, the right of ex-

action belonged to the constable ' of fee,' for which
he must show his charter.}: The custom of enter-

ing into ' bands or leagues,' which had been pro-
ductive of the most pernicious consequences to the

prosperity of the country, was forbidden under the

penalty of forfeiture of life and property. Law-
less and ' wasteful persons

' who seized other men's

lands by force of arms were to be summarily ex-

pelled from the ground by the sheriff, or committed
to the king's ward, on their refusal to obey his sum-
mons. All persons who attended the justice ayres
or sheriff courts, whether barons, lords spiritual,
or

simple freeholders, were enjoined to come with
their ordinary attendants, and to take care that on

, entering their inn or lodging they laid aside their

harness and warlike weapons, using for the time

othing but their knives. When any persons at

; deadly feud happened to meet at such assemblies,
an incident which must have been of very fre-

quent occurrence, the sheriff was directed to take

pledges of both, binding them to keep the peace,
and for the better maintenance of order among

* Acts of Parliament, vol. ii. p. 49.

+ Ibid. J ibid. p. 50.

the great and mixed multitude which r*-
at the period when tin- court* wci.

justice was commanded to seek out and apprehend
all wasteful bcggnrs, all idle ornen. uil it.

bards, and feigned f.ol,, and
them from the country, or commit them
common prison. Dyer* were foi bidden to mv or
sell cloth; and for the pui|*f of ietrict.

multitude of sailors, it wan dit-ieed that no per-
sons shou'd be allowed to sail or ti:

but such as were of good reputation and u

who should have at leu>t three serplaiths of good*
either belonging to themselves, or t

them by others; and that those who traded ui <*
in merchandise ought to be freemen and iudw rllcr

within burghs.*
It appears that the operations of husbandry were

neglected amid the almost incessant feuds bv which
the kingdom was distracted ; hence the jwrliaroent
found it necessary to issue injunctions that certain

quantities of wheat, pease, and beans should be re-

gularly sown by every tenant possessed of a plough
and of eight oxen, and by every baron in his own do-

main, under the penalty of ten shillings for each

offence. In consequence of the disappearance of

the woods and forests of the country, all free-

holders, both spiritual and temporal, were recom-

mended to make it a provision in their leases, that

their tenants should plant woods and trees, make

hedges, and sow broom in places best adapted for

these purposes.! Stringent regulations were made
for the preservation of partridges, plovers, wild

ducks, and such other birds and wild fowls a*
' are gainful for the sustentation of man ;' while,

on the other hand, encouragement was given to

all manner of persons utterly to extirpate all

' fowls of reiff,' such as eras, buzzards, gleds, my-
talls, rooks, crows, wherever they might be found

to build and harbour, and the whole population of

each district were commanded to assemble three

times in the year to hunt the wolf and the fox.

The well-known statute of James I. against leas-

ing-making, or the crime of propagating false

reports between the king and the people an

enactment which afterwards became in the hands

of the government an instrument of great opprre-

sion, was re-enacted and confirmed ; as were also

the statutes of the same monarch re*j>eotiiijr
the

non-attendance of the smaller freeholders in par-

liament; the use of one common measure throughout

the kingdom ;
the restriction of '

muir-burning' after

the month of March, till the corn had b.-

down
;
and the publicity to be given to the ct of

the legislature by the sheriffs and commiesam* of

burghs.
The enactments of this important meeting o

the Estates concluded with a peroration remark-

able for the affectionate spirit,
and the toue of

honest freedom by which it is pervaded.

it declared,
" God of his grace had sent our wre-

reign lord such progress and prosperity that all

Acts of Parliament, roL ii p. *. f Ibid p 41.
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ku rebels and breakers of justice
were removed

oat of his realm, and no potent or masterful party

remained there to cause any disturbance, provided

tte hiirhncisa was inclined himself to promote the

I
tf* tod common profit of the realm, and to see

MM! justice distributed among his subjects ;
his

Three Estates with all humility solicited and re-

paired his highness BO diligently to devote himself

to the execution of these acts and statutes above

written that God may be pleased with him, and

that all his subjects may address their prayers for

him to God, and give thanks to their heavenly

Father for his goodness in sending them such a

l*ince to be their governor and defender."* It
j

has been conjectured with great probability that

in this solemn exhortation and prayer there is an

allusion to the unjustifiable proceedings of James

regarding the earldom of Mar, which had occa-
;

atoned some unquiet surmisings in the minds of his

nobility, that he possibly intended to imitate the

design* of his father in seeking to augment the

power of the crown at the expense of the rights

and privileges of the aristocracy,f

In the short space of two years, the hopes so

earnestly expressed by the estates were unhappily

blighted, and Scotland was once more subjected
to all the evils of a long minority. Amid his exer-

j

twos to promote the peace and prosperity of his

kingdom, James unwisely suffered himself to be en-
!

tangled in the contests between the rival houses
\

of York and Lancaster. The faction of the Yorkists !

[CHAP. XIX.

everything in their power to disturb the tranquillity
of the country. On the other hand, the Lancas-

!

trtans had shown the utmost anxiety to cultivate
j

the friendship of James, and to maintain the peace j

between the two kingdoms. In the the year 1459,
ITMIT Henry the Sixth, for a brief period,

1 Heaty VL regained the ascendancy, and suc-
ceeded in expelling his enemy, the Duke of York,
from the kingdom. Shortly before this event
Jaates had despatched an embassy to England for
the pvpose of conferring with Ue*English monarch
f** *** ' "** matters

'

affecting their mu-
tnal intrmt, and at a private conference between

and Scottuh commissioners, it was
the counties of Northumberland and

A*s f tW PHlssMt of Scotland. TO!, ii. p. 82
u- de.th, fe 1485, of

i!f"i,*
1V^I '"Wo h"l

goon, being cluiin.,1 |,v the

u n
-

"9*^*u*.
trfeUftjnattfcBil

a*. Mk>. f. MB,

Durham, along with some adjoining districts

which were anciently the property of the Scottish

crown, should be transferred to James, on condition

that he should assist the English monarch in his

contest with his domestic foes.
* In fulfilment of

the terms of this secret treaty, the Scottish king
assembled a numerous army in. james invades

the, mouth of August, 1459, and England.

breaking across the English frontier, ravaged the

country with fire and sword, and in the short

space of a week destroyed seventeen towns and

fortalices. f Henry soon found that the presence
of the Scottish army in England was calculated to

injure rather than to assist his cause, and sent a

message to the camp of James, to inform, him that

he trusted to be able, in a short time, to put down
his enemies without requiring the assistance of his

ally, and requesting him therefore to withdraw his

forces into his own kingdom; a request with which

James readily complied. J
On the retreat of the Scottish army, the Duke of

York and the Earl of Salisbury, Abortive espedi
.

with other English nobles, led to the tion of the

borders a body of more than forty
Duke of York,

thousand men; but owing to the dissensions amongst
the leaders, they returned home without perform-

ing a single exploit. In the course of a few

months, the civil war between the Yorkists and the

Lancastrians broke out again with redoubled fury,

and the desertion of the Duke of York by his army,
at Ludlow, on the 14th of October, 1459, gave a

temporary triumph to the party of the king. James

lost no time in despatching the Bishops of Glasgow
and Aberdeen, with the Abbots of Holyrood, Mel-

rose, and Dunfermline, and the Lords Livingston
and Avondale, as his ambassadors to the English

court, to congratulate his ally on his success, and

to renew the truce between the two kingdoms.
But within the course of a few weeks the Yorkists

gained a complete victory over their opponents, at

Northampton, the unfortunate Henry was a second

time taken prisoner, and the queen, with her son,

Prince Edward, after many adventures, found re-

fuge in Scotland.

James received the royal fugitives with the great-

est cordiality, and treated them james j
);

with the consideration due to their again u> invade

misfortunes and their rank. He England.

immediately proceeded, in accordance with the

terms of the recent treaty, to take measures for tilt-

assistance of his friend and ally, and with this

view he issued writs for the assembling of an army.
and commanded the Earl of Huntley, his lieuten-

ant-general, to superintend the organization of the

troops. The Scottish barons promptly obeyed the

summons of a prince whom they respected and

loved. Even John, the Lord of the Isles, eager to

atone for his former crimes, and to prove himself

worthy of the clemency and favour of his sovereign,

Lesley's History of Scotland, p. 29.

* Auchiuleck Chronicle, p. 57.

J Tytler, voL iv. p. I'M.

Auchinleck Chronicle, p. 87.
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appeared in the royal camp with a powerful body. Thus perished June* II., in the twenty-ninth
of his vassals, armed with shirts of mail, two-handed year of his age, and the twenty-fourth of hi* reign.
swords, bows, and battle-axes, and offered to take

j

This calamitous event, which de-

the vanguard of the army, and to march a mile
|
prived the country of a sovereign

before the main body, in their intended invasion
|
of remarkable talent and energy, in the prime of

.rland, so as to encounter the danger of the life, and exposed it to all the confusion and peril*
first onset.* James, rinding himself at the head

cb

of a powerful force, well provided with cannon and

other warlike machinery, resolved to commence

his campaign by attempting the reduction of the

important border fortress of llox-

burgh, which had remained in the

hands of the English since the

disastrous battle of Durham, and was now com-

manded by Lord Fauconberg, a relative of the

famous Earl of Warwick, the King-maker, and the

main pillar of the cause of the Yorkists, t This

castle was strongly situated on an eminence, near

the junction of the Teviot and the Tweed
; and

James, finding that the garrison, confiding in the

strength of the fortress, were determined to offer a

most strenuous resistance, resolved to proceed by a

regular siege. He therefore established, on the

north bank of the river Tweed, a battery of such

rude pieces of ordnance as were constructed at that

time, and caused them to play upon the castle.

After the siege had lasted some time the Earl of

Huntley arrived, with a gallant body of fresh

troops, and the king, who entertained a peculiar

regard for his faithful adherent, in company with

the Earl of Angus and others of the nobility, con-

ducted him to see the battery. One of the pieces of

artillery was a huge gun of Flemish manufacture,

rudely constructed of iron bars, girded with metal

hoops, which were made fast by strong oak wedges,
and as the king was standing in its vicinity, watch-

ing the effect of the discharges, the clumsy piece,

which through the ignorance of the engineer had
been overcharged, suddenly burst, and one of the

wooden Avedges unfortunately striking the king
on the groin, broke his thigh, and
killed him on the spot. The Earl

of Angus, who was standing by, was severely
wounded at the same time.J

Pitscottie, vol. i. p. 158. + Pinkerton vol. i. p. 248.

i Puscoitie, vol. i. p. 159. Lesley's Hist. p. 31.

His death.

of a long minority, wa deeply bewailed by all

classes of the community. The combined wudom
and vigour which James displayed in the admin i*

tration of public affairs hi* zealous effort* to prx>-
mote the agriculture and commerce of the country,
and to protect the middle and lower clano* of hi*

subjects against the oppressions of the noble* the
success with which he had crushed the formidable
rebellions that threatened the very existence of hi*

throne, the good sense which he displayed in

choosing wise councillors, and in following their

advice the kindness of his disposition and the

affability of his manners, gained him both the re-

spect and esteem of his people, and entitle him to

an eminent place on the roll of wise and good
princes. That his natural temper was hasty and

violent, was lamentably proved by his unjustifiable
assassination of the Earl of Douglas ; but hi* dis-

position was by no means implacable, and hi*

clemency to the Earl of Crawford and the Lord of

the Isles, in spite of their aggravated nffimoM

against his authority, sufficiently show* that he

knew how to temper justice with mercy, and doe*

equal honour to his judgment and to his heart.

The person of James was vigorous and robust, and

he is said to have excelled in manly and warlike

exercises. His countenance was handsome and

intelligent, but partly disfigured by a red vil

which procured him among his contemporarie* the

name of ' James with the fiery face.' He left three

sons James, his successor; Alexander, Duke of

Albany ;
and John, Earl of Mar ; with two

daughters Mary, wedded to Lord Boyd, and *ub-

sequently to Lord Hamilton, and Margaret, who

married Sir William Crichton, son of the Chancel-

lor. Another son, named David, and a daughter,

died in early infancy.

vot. i.
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CHAPTER XX.

JAMES THE THIRD.

14601488.

JAMES the Third was only seven years of age

when the death of his father called him to the

throne. His coronation, however, took place with-

out delay. His mother, stifling her grief, to meet

the sudden emergency in the spirit of the age, has-

tened with him to Roxburgh, where her chivalrous

appeal to the troops, aided by the presence of their

youthful sovereign, produced such an impression,

that the siege was immediately renewed with en-

thusiasm ;
and the fortress surrendered, it is said,

on the very day of her arrival in the camp. In the

Coronation of flush of this victory, the prince was
June* III. crowned at Kelso * with the usual

solemnities. The court then returned to Holyrood,
to perform the funeral rites of the late king : and

the army taking the field again, reduced AVark

castle, an! terminated with honour a campaign
which had opened so disastrously. Soon after, the

parliament met, and was numerously attended,

both by the loyal and by the turbulent of the no-

bility; the former desirous to provide against, and
the latter eager to profit by, the evils consequent
on the tender age of the king. The administration

of the government during his minority was the

principal matter requiring attention; and it was
not settled without controversies which nearly ter-

minated in violence and bloodshed. The claim of

the queen-mother to the regency, and the tutelage
of her son, received the support of a considerable

party; but many of the proud barons could not
brook the idea of submitting to the sway of a

woman, though high-born, energetic, and able, as

Mary of Gueldres was. The dispute was ultimately

Appointment of adjusted, by associating Kennedy,
regency. Bishop of St. Andrews, with her

in the guardianship of the young monarch, invest-

ing the Earl of Angus with supreme military power
as lieutenant-general of the kingdom, and add-

ing a mall cabinet council, selected from among
the partisans on both sides,t This arrangement
was probably the best that could have been adopted
in the existing circumstances of the country. At
all events it wrought well : and harmony being re-

stored, the vigour of the queen, the wisdom of the

prelate, and the high martial reputation of Angus,
made the commencement of the new reign fair and
promising.

It may be questioned whether peace with neigh-
IMntion* with bouring countries conduces to the

KiiKlnd. stability of the throne during a
minority, when the elements of intestine discord
in a nation are so numerous and active as they then

AncMnleck Chronicle, p. ft.
t Lesley, p. 311. I'iukerton, roL i. p. 247, coU.

were in Scotland. But the rulers, at times, have

scarcely the liberty of a choice. The wars of the

Roses were still raging among the English with

unabated virulence, and varying success. The late

king had espoused the cause of the Lancastrians,
and bound himself by a secret treaty to aid them

against the house of York. The expedition in

which he fell had been undertaken with this view,

and his death drew the hearts of his mourning
kinsmen and subjects with quickened sympathy
towards Henry the Sixth. Nor had that feeble

and unfortunate prince ever been in greater need

of prompt and energetic assistance. The battle of

Towton had terminated in the total defeat of his

army, and compelled him to take refuge within the

Scottish territories; where the spectacle of his mis-

fortunes, and the influence of his high-spirited con-

sort. Margaret of Anjou, made a powerful appeal
in his favour, which he was prepared to confirm,

by ceding to James the valuable frontier-towns of

Berwick and Carlisle. Besides, Edward of York

had been tampering with the loyalty of some of the

Scottish nobles. By the aid of the exiled Douglas,
he had induced the Earl of Ross, and others, to

conclude a treaty with him, which contemplated
the subjugation of Scotland under the English

sceptre, and the investiture of the traitorous chiefs

with the feudal sovereignty of the greater part of

the realm.* In the face of all these considerations,

Bishop Kennedy stood forward as the zealous advo-

cate of peace. Convinced that the cause of Henry

was well-nigh hopeless, and deprecating the ex-

penditure of the national resources on a foreign

war, when the authority of the new administration

called loudly for support and enlargement at home,

he urged his pacific counsels on his coadjutors in

the government, and would gladly have persuaded
them to seek a cessation of hostilities. But the

position of affairs, and the martial The P.

temper of the nobility, proved too government;
1 . rm

"
t SOlVe t.'

strong for him. The queen and ^e Lancastenan

Angus cast the weight of their in- puny.

fluence into the preponderating scale, and it was

resolved that the struggling house of Lancaster

should continue to receive the countenance of the

Scottish court, and, if occasion was presented,
the

succour of a Scottish army. Animated by this

prospect, Margaret of Anjou, whose courage and

energy had so often compensated for the imbecility

of her husband, passed over to the continent, and

after visiting her father, the King of Sicily,
i

the tale of her calamities to the 1 )uke of Bn
and Louis the Eleventh, at the court of 1

Successful in her appeal to these potent ir.

made her appearance again on the coast of 1 >ur-

ham, with her exchequer replenished, and :

panied by an army of two thousand men, under

the command of Sieur de Breze, the Seneschal of

Normandy. Her landing was unopposed, and the

principal strongholds of the district surrendered t<

her arms. But her rival was neither unprepared

Rvmer, yoL li. pp. 483, 484, 492. Rotuli Scoti, voL

ii. p. 407.
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motive. Hastening northwards with a large

lv of troops, Edward turned the tide of victory ;

largaret was compelled to take refuge in her

ships, leaving the greater part of her adherents to

defend themselves beli-ml the fortifications of Bam-

Ji and Alnwick. All this passed so rapidly,

that the issue \va.s decided before the Scottish auxi-

could reach the scene of conflict. But Angus
was not the man to retire and disband his army

.t attempting to strike a blow for the honour

i ountry, and in support of a cause which he

hud zealously advocated. His wardenship of the

MiHThes had made him familiar with the tactics of

warfare : and there were many under his

command who loved nothing better than a raid

into the lands of the Southron. With a chosen

company, he swept across the country, appeared

unexpectedly before the walls of Alnwick, and

brought off the French troops, who had been left

to garrison the town, from under the eyes of the

astonished Yorkists.* This brilliant exploit seems

Death of the to have been the last triumph of

Earl of Angus, the doughty earl, who died soon

after, leaving a son too young to succeed him in

his military rank and influence.

The death of Angus was a serious loss to the

war-party in Scotland ; and other events occurred

about the same time still more unfavourable to the

interests of Henry. The reputation of Mary of

Gueldres, the queen-mother, who was still in the ,

prime of life, and possessed of great personal at-

tractions, began to suffer in connexion with the

names of the Duke of Somerset,! and Hepburn, of

Hailes.f ancestor to that Earl of Bothwell who

brought so dark a cloud over the good name of

another more beautiful and more unfortunate

Her partiality for the house of Lancaster
',

is weakened by the intrigues of the cele-

brated Earl of Warwick, who came as the ambas-
sador of the victorious Edward, to flatter her with
a proposal of marriage from that accomplished !

prince. At length her sudden death, on the six-
]

teenth of November, 1463, threw the whole power
into the hands of Bishop Kennedy, who found it

an easy matter, after the departure of Henry, and
- istrous defeat at Hexham, to carry out the

pacific policy for which he had constantly laboured.

utions were opened without delay, and a
truce was concluded between commissioners from
the two kingdoms. The capture of the Duke of

Albany, the eldest brother of James, by an English
while he was on his way to Guelderland,
a safe conduct from Edward, threatened to

T the friendly compact almost as soon as it

ublished. But the danger passed by. Ken-
j

umed an attitude of resolute resistance, his

1'tory demands procured the speedy release
'

the prince, and the truce was finally ratified for
a period of fifteen years.||

v, p. 813. Pitscottie, vol. i. p. 169.
I
Wyrcestre, p. 495. J Mair, p. 327.

Lesley, p. 36. Bannatyne edition.
II Abercromby, vol. ii. p. 390.

Meanwhile the seditions spirit, fomented by Ed-
ward in the wild north-western H-Mli*, of ih.
districts of the country, had bro- v~* tf ftm
ken out in a revolt, which, after assuming a eri-
ous aspect, had terminated without haking the

stability of the government. Donald, Earl of ROM
and Lord of the Isles, obtaining posseuion of In-
verness by stratagem, had assumed the state aa
well as the title of an independent sovereign, and
marching southwards with a considerable army,
had ravaged the lands of the Earl of Athole as far
as Blair castle, which he attacked and Mormcd.
If he had been seconded by an invasion on the tid*
of England, under the conduct of the Earl of Dou-
glas, as had been stipulated in their secret treaty
with the Yorkist prince, the throne of James would
have been in imminent danger. But Douglas bad
not the means in his own hand

; and Edward (ailed
to supply them, either because his affair* at home
required all his attention and forces, or because he
had resolved to try the effect on the mind of the

queen-mother of a more wily and less hazardous

policy. The insurgent islander was left to his

own resources, and speedily lost the advantage
which his rapid and merciless inroad had gained.
His downfall is said to have been accompanied by
tokens of the wrath of heaven, consequent upon a

sacrilegious act, which he committed in the pride
and power of conquest. The chapel of St. Bride,
in the neighbourhood of Blair, then enjoyed the

reputation of distinguished sanctity. Thither

Athole had fled when his castle was taken ; but the

excited passions of the victor were as deaf to the

terrors of superstition, as to the dictates of hu-

manity. Violating the stuictuary, he seized the

persons of the earl and his countess, transported
them to a dungeon in one of the Hebrides/ and

even attempted to destroy the sacred edifice in

which they had vainly sought shelter. From that

time forward misfortune tracked his footsteps, not-

withstanding a humiliating and painful penance

performed by him at the shrine which he had out-

raged. His fleet was shattered by a fearful tem-

pest ; the greater part of his booty _hu orerthrow
went down into the depths of the and mbenU*
sea

;
he was compelled to liberate

his prisoners without ransom ;
distraction and re-

morse unhinged his reason, and he retreated to

spend a few miserable years at Inverness, and to

perish there by the dagger of an assassin. t

In 1466, died James Kennedy, Buhop of St.

Andrews; and Scotland mourned D*ih of Hbfco*

the loss of her ablest and most up- Kta*Jjr.

right counsellor. The great influence which he

had so long exercised in the kingdom may bare

been owing, in some degree, to his high birth, and

the magnificence which he exhibited on all public

occasions. But it had a better and more tnble

basis in the simplicity of his private life, his un-

questionable probity and patriotism,
and his dis-

tinguished reputation as an ecclesiastic, a scholar,

Gregory's History of the WwUrn Itlsads, p. 4*.

t Lesley, p. 34.
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and a statesman. An old chronicler calls him

vondrous godlie and wyse, weill learned in divine

sciences, and in the civill lawis,' an encomium

not unmerited by one who seems to have outshone

in learning and piety his brethren of the episco-

pate, as much as he excelled in integrity and pru-

dence his coadjutors in the government Sensible

of the abuses which had crept into the church, he

ruled his diocese with resolute fidelity, visiting re-

gularly the various parishes under his inspection,

and urging upon the inferior clergy the conscien-

tious discharge of all their pastoral functions. Nor

was he less anxious to promote other interests

nearly connected with the national prosperity. The :

story of a wonderful ship, which he caused to be '

constructed for trading purposes, and on which he
;

is said to have expended an immense sum, may be

taken as an indication of his desire to foster the

industrial arts and commerce of the country ;
while

the College of St. Salvator's, which he founded at

St. Andrews, and richly endowed out of his epis-

copal revenues, furnished a more lasting memorial

of his zeal in the patronage of education and litera-

ture. But it was chiefly as a statesman that he

rendered important service to his king and country.
Gifted with a strong intellect, which he had im-

proved by study, and furnished with stores of use-

ful knowledge, he brought to the conduct of po-
litical affairs other qualifications, then more rare

and always more valuable. Moderate in his views,
firm of purpose, upright, public-spirited, zealous

for peace, averse to intrigue and faction, he had
j

effectually aided James II. in many a critical con-
;

juncture ; and he did more than any other man in

the realm to benefit the throne and the nation dur-

ing the minority of his successor.*

For some time previous to the death of Bishop
'

Bue of the Bojd Kennedy, Robert, Lord Boyd,
fcmily. High Justiciar of Scotland, had

been secretly working his way to prominence and

power in the state. Taking advantage of his fre-

quent access to the royal presence in the discharge
of his official duties, and aided by the address of his

brother, Sir Alexander Boyd, of Duchol, whose

knightly reputation and skill in military exercises

had preferred him to the superintendence of that

department of the young king's education, the am-
'

bilious baron had insinuated himself into the good ;

graces of James, whose disposition was peculiarly

Musceptible of flattery and favouritism. Having
further strengthened his family influence by a
close alliance with some of the leading members of
the nobility, he was on the watch for a suitable

opportunity of seizing the supreme administrative

authority, when the death of the bishop removed
the only remaining obstacle from his path. He at !

once determined to get possession of the royal per-
f

on ; and this he speedily effected, by an act in uni-
son with the rude and lawless temper of the times.
The king was at Linlithgow, presiding in a session i

of his Exchequer Court, when Boyd, with a

PiUcottie, Tol. i. p. 71. Mair, p. 328. Buchanan's
History, book xii. chap. 23.

strong band of his confederates and retainers

appeared before the palace, en-
The^ .

tered the council-chamber in the ried off by
middle of the deliberations, and Boyd and

broke up the assembly, by carrying
confederat

off James to Edinburgh. There seems to have been

no remonstrance or opposition to this outrage, ex-

cept on the part of Lord Kennedy, elder brother of

the deceased bishop ; but his interposition was in

all likelihood merely to save appearances, for he,

as well as Lord Livingston, the chamberlain, \vhose

office devolved upon him the guarding of the Ex-

chequer Court, was bound to the interests of the

Boyds by a previous compact of mutual aid and

advancement.* The audacity of the deed, how-

ever, and its treasonable character, were too fla-

grant to be passed over without some semblance of

reparation. At an early meeting of the parliament,

the offender, kneeling before the throne, intreated

an indemnity, which he easily obtained.! The

king having* declared that he left _
{hey obtaifl g

Linlithgow with his own free will, pardon from the

a formal pardon was made out un- king antl pa

der the great seal ; and by a fur-

ther enactment of the assembly, Boyd was legally

confirmed in the power which he had usurped,

being appointed governor of the king and his two

brothers. Not long after, he also obtained the control

of the public revenues, by procuring his investiture

with the office of lord chamberlain, and put the

copestone on his family honours by marrying his

son and heir to the Princess Mary, the king's eld-

est sister
;
the bridegroom being created Earl of

Arran, and gifted with large estates in several of

the western and midland counties.

The meeting of parliament in October. 1466.

which proved so lenient to the Parliamentary

crime of Lord Boyd, and so sub- enactments.

servient to his ambitious designs, passed various

enactments for the regulation of the trade and

commerce of the country. AVith reference to the

church, while its general privileges were ratified,

the old law, forbidding Englishmen to hold livings

in Scotland, was revived, and some regulations

were adopted to restrict pluralities, and the pur-

chase of benefices. On account of the scarcity of

coin, it was decreed, that no money should be taken

out of the kingdom, except in the case of travellers.

who were permitted to cany with them wi.

sufficient for their necessary expenses. Merchants

who exported hides and wool, were enjoined to bring

to the mint a proportionate amount of silver, fo

which a certain price would be allowed ;
and it ua>

resolved that a new coinage of copper farthings

should be issued, to supersede the rude old custom of

cutting the silver penny into quarters. For the re-

pression of feuds and outrages in the land, it was

ordered, that castles held against the king, or his

eldest brother, the Duke of Albany, should be re-

duced by force, unless immediately surrendered on

Crawford's Officers of State, p. 316. Buchanan's His-

tory, book xii. chap. 'i'-L.

t Appendix to Crawford's Officers of Stair, p. 473.
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a royal summons ;
and that heavy fines should be

;ted from guarantees, if assault were committed
>rson or property by those for whom they had

>n pledge. At a subsequent meeting, in Janu-

17, some laws were added for the regulation
of commerce. None but freemen of burghs were to

have the right of engaging in foreign trade, an ex-

ception being made however in favour of the nobility

and clergy, who might sell abroad the produce of

their own lands. Artisans were excluded from mer-

cantile pursuits, unless they had previously and

wholly abandoned their handicraft. Shipmasters
were forbidden to put to sea during winter, or to take

a freight without a written agreement ; by which

they bound themselves to have their vessels pro-

perly manned, to make good all loss resulting from

careless or insufficient stowage, to supply their

merchant-passengers with water, fire, and salt,

while at sea, and to refer all cases of dispute with

their employers to the burgh-court of the town to

which the vessel was chartered. The ports of

France and Norway were declared open to the

Scottish traders, but those of the Netherlands were

interdicted, with the exception of Middleburgh.
It would appear from this last-mentioned enact-

ment, that an unfriendly feeling existed at the

time between the Scottish court and Charles of

Burgundy, who then held the sovereignty of the

Low Countries. The cause and extent of the mis-

understanding are not exactly known ;
but it cannot .

have been very serious, as the act of parliament
refers to intended negotiations for the purpose of

putting the trade between the two kingdoms on a

better footing.*
James was now approaching an age, which

drew the serious attention of the state-councillors

to the question of his marriage; and a chain

of previous events clearly indicated with which
of the royal families of Europe a matrimonial

aliance might be most advantageously formed.

Christiern, King of Denmark and

Norway, had been insisting for

many years on the payment of

a sum due to him from Scot-

land on account of the Hebrides, the sovereignty
of which had been ceded by one of his predecessors
to the Scottish crown for an annual quit-rent of one

hundred marks. In 1456 the matter had been re-

ferred to the arbitration of the King of France ;
the

arrears and fines being estimated by Christiern at

more than four hundred thousand marks ;
while it

was urged on the part of James II. that the debt

was proscribed and the claim void by desuetude.

Various delays having occurred, it was not till 1460 I

that the umpire, unable to obtain a sight of the >

original documents, recommended an amicable ad-
|

justment of the dispute by a marriage between the

heir of the Scottish crown and Margaret, daughter
to the King of Norway. The proposition was

favourably entertained by the commissioners on

both sides
; and although the sudden death of James

II. before Roxburgh prevented a formal ratification

* Acts of Parliament, vol. ii. pp. 85 87.

Settlement of
the dispute be-

tween Norway
and Scotland.

of the compact, enough had been done to preserve a

friendly understanding between the two court*, till

the prince and princess reached a marriageable age.
Such was the position of affairs p^^-j / ..^
in 1468, when the chancellor, Lord marriage of UM
Evandale ; the grand almoner, Mar- k K-

tin Vans, and Thomas Boyd, Earl of Arran, with the

Bishops of Glasgow and Orkney, were appointed by
the parliament to repair to Norway, and renew the

suspended negotiations respecting the proposed
alliance. They found Christiern ready to give the

hand of his daughter to their king ; nor did he make

any objection to renounce at the same time all claim

to past arrears and future tribute for the Hi bride*.

Their commission, however, included another mat-

ter, which required more delicate and carefal

management. Orkney and Shetland belonged to

Norway, but the earldom of these isles had paaaed

by marriage into the Scottish family of St Clair,

or Sinclair. Occasional disputes could hardly be

avoided under this arrangement ;
and it may have

been doubtful at times whether the feudal baron, in

the event of a war, would choose to endanger his

possessions and honours in his native land, by

rendering military service to the Norwegian crown,

or prefer to risk the loss of his Northern earldom

by marshalling his retainers under the opposite

banner. Peace, however, had been maintained

bet-.veen the two countries, and had proved highly

beneficial to Scottish interests. The Sinclairs clung

firmly to their national partialities ; many of their

countrymen Avere induced by their influence to settle

in their insular domains, and the population there

had generally acquired a strong bias in favour of

the Scottish kingdom, with which they seemed to

be also naturally connected by local proximity.

Accordingly the commissioners entrusted with the

settlement of the royal mariage were instructed to

negotiate with the Danish monarch respecting these

islands, that the cession of them might be included

in his daughter's dowry. Christiem, with all hia

liberality of spirit and desire for the proposed union,

hesitated to part with territories of such extent and

value ;
but the terms to which he ultimately agre

issued in the annexation of these islands to the &

tish crown. The portion of the bride was &

sixty thousand florins, in addition to the rehnquii

ment of the long-pending
claim on the Hcbr

and as the exhausted state of the Danish exchequei

could only furnish two thousand The

florins, the Orkneys and Shetland

were impledged for the remain.:

whichwasneverpaid, so that the islands have

forward belonged to Scotland.'

winter had come on, and as it wa not

proper to expose the princess
to d

vovage during the stormy months, the a

returned alone. But the following -pring .*

Earl of Arran again at the Danish <

gallant retinue of Scottish noble* to do hooott

to- future queen ;
and in the month of July, 1469.

the 'Maiden of Norway' landed at Leith in th.

Torfi Orcadea, p. 188.
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pretence of an immence crowd of spectators, and

mid the general rejoicings
of the nation. The

Th* marriage of marriage and coronation speedily
the king. followed, and gave occasion to pro-

longed festivities in the metropolis, and plentiful

congratulations throughout the kingdom. Nor was

the flattering welcome undeserved by the queen ;

in the bloom of youth and beauty, amiable and

virtuous, educated in all the feminine accomplish-

ments of the age, and so richly dowered, she brought

as valuable an accession of lustre to the court, as

of n-rritory to the kingdom.*
The influence of the Boyds -was now in the last

Downfall of the stage of its decline. Their ambition

family of Boyd. an(j arrogance had rendered them

objects of dislike to many of the nobles, and they

had found the favour of the inexperienced and

capricious monarch too feeble a prop to sustain their

overgrown power. During the absence of the Earl

of Arran in Denmark, his father and uncle had been

unable to stem the tide of opposition which then

eet in with increased force against their ascendancy,
and when he arrived in the Frith of Forth with

the royal bride, the prejudices awakened against

him had become so obvious and powerful that he

did not venture to land. Warned of his danger by
his wife, the Princess Mary, he escaped with her to

the continent, and avoided by a voluntary exile the

personal injury to which he was exposed. His

flight only hastened the downfall of his relatives.

The aged lord justiciar, after a vain attempt to

retrieve his fortune by arms, took refuge in Eng-
land, where he soon afterwards died. Sir Alexander

Boyd was brought to trial on a charge of treason,

for the part which he had taken in the seizure of

the king's person at Linlithgow, and, notwith-

standing the formal pardon granted under the

great seal, was found guilty and executed.t The
fate of Arran is not so well known. He seems to

have attached himself to the Duke of Burgundy,
and to have acquired considerable distinction in the

en-ice of that prince. But he did not long survive

hi* banixhineiit from his native country. His large
estates and numerous titles were transferred to the
eldest sons of the Scottish monarchs ; and his wife,
recalled from the continent by her royal brother,
and compiled to submit to a divorce, was re-married
to Lord Hamilton, whose descendants became by
thi alliance the nearest heirs to the crown of Scot-
land, t

The parliament which was convened, 20th Nov.
Law* enacted by 1469, to give a legal sanction to

- the proceedings against the Boyds,
made some additions to the statute-book of the

kingdom. The following were the principal laws
pawed in this and in the following parliament, held
on Uie 6tli of May, 1471. The oflicers of justice
were empowered to seize manslayers, who had fled
to sanctuary, that they might be brought to trial
before a jury and puniahed according to their guilt.

Mair.p. 828. Ledey,p.88. Fern-rins, p. 389.
Crawford's Office of State, p. 318. Ferrerius, p. 387.

J 1'iukcrton, roL i. p. 270,-iiote.

Insolvent debtors, whose lands had been brought
to a judicial sale, were to have the right of redeem-

ing them within seven years. The property of a

tenant was not to be liable for his landlord's debts,

except to the amount of the rent due by him at the

time. The provosts, baillies, and councillors of

burghs were to continue in office for a year, and to

have the privilege of nominating and appointing
their successors. The church was empowered to

elect its dignitaries, but the clergy were forbidden

to collect for the papal treasury more than the usual

statutory tax, or to seek from the papal court the

gift of any benefice which had not been previously
at its disposal. Judges were enjoined to be con-

siderate of the poor, and to grant them in all cases

an impartial measure of protection and justice. An

attempt Avas also made to encourage and improve
the fisheries, by ordering certain of the nobles and

wealthy ecclesiastics, together with some towns,

to equip efficient vessels for that important branch

of the national resources but this act was left in-

complete, and speedily sank into oblivion. Oae

part also of the enactments respecting the church

soon became a dead letter : within two or three

years the monks at Dunfermline having exercised

their privilege of choosing a successor to their

deceased abbot, the king, instigated it is said by a

pecuniary bribe, annulled the election, made an-

other appointment, obtained its ratification from

the pope, and thenceforward claimed the preroga-
tive of nominating all the superior ecclesiastical

dignitaries.*
Freed from a control which he had latterly felt to

be irksome, and roused to manlier thoughts by his

happy marriage, the young king, though he had not

yet reached his majority, began to assume a more

prominent position in the govern-

ment, and to discharge in his own

person many of the functions of

royalty. But elegance of form and a refined taste,

both of which he possessed, were very inadequate

qualifications for the rulb of a martial nation in un-

settled times. He had no proper conception of the

regal prerogatives and responsibilities, no wise dis-

cernment of the national wants and dangers ; and

even if his political plans had been formed on

sounder and more comprehensive principles,
he

would in all likelihood have sadly failed in :

ecution of them, for his facile and fickle i

joined to his avarice and love of pleasure,

destructive of that energy and perseverance, with-

out which no great and arduous enterpri-

ceeds. Patrick Graham, the successor of Kennedy
in the bishopric of St. Andrews, was one of the tii>t

who had bitter reason to lament shameful per-

these serious defects in the cha- cuu

racter of his sovereign. This Bi

learned and virtuous prelate, anxious to vindicate

the independence of the Scottish church, which.

having no primate of its own, was claimed by the

Archbishop of York as subject to his jurisdiction

* Acts of the Parliament of Scotland, vol. ii.
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matters ecclesiastical, had visited Rome and the English king was, that his youngest daughter~,,^A f,. m tK > K,,n ~~nn~ u;D
Cecilia, then in her fourth year, aturaldbt b-
trothed to the Prince Royal of Scotland, an infant

. papal nuncio, and legate a latere in Scot- only two years old; and that hir d.mrv of twenty
His character and position marked him out thousand marks should be paid by annual intaf-

ments, commencing from the date of the contract.
On this basis a peace was concluded, theeeremonj
of its ratification being performed, along with that

at he occupied an insecure position, and he had of the betrothal, in the church of the Gray Friar**_ *.- . : * u__:._..-__
flt Edinburgh, where the Earl of Lindsay and Lord
Scrope appeared as the representative* of their re-

spective sovereigns.

Meanwhile, John Earl of Rosa and Lord of the

Isles, undeterred by the miserable R ....

fate of his father, and by his own thJ IxwdrfUM
solemn promise of submission to
the authority of the crown, thinking this a favour-
able opportunity to pursue his ambitious schemes,
had renewed his confederacy with the banished Earl
of Douglas, and entered into a treasonable league
with the English court, by which he became the
sworn vassal of Edward, and agreed to assist him in

all his wars. As soon as the terms of this nefarious

treaty came to light, it was determined by the
Scottish government to proceed against ROM, as

an avowed traitor and rebel He was accordingly
summoned to appear before the parliament to be
held in Edinburgh, in December, 1475, to answer
for his numerous acts of rebellion committed in

1455 and 1461, as well as for his more recent in-

trigues with the enemies of his country. Having
failed to obey the summons, a sentence of forfi-i-

ture was immediately passed against him, and
an order issued for the equipment of a strong
naval and military force under the Earls of Craw-
ford and Atholc. for the purpose of assailing the

rebel chief, both by sea and land, in his insular and

mountainous strongholds. He had sufficient pru-
dence however to avoid the hopeless contest ; and

by a timely submission he saved the lordship of the

Isles, but not the earldom of Ross ; which, with

his other dignities and estates on
jji

the mainland, was taken from u>

him and annexed to the crown.

This was almost the last act that reflected any
honour and advantage on the administration of

James III. In 1477, he attained his full majority

of twenty-five, and the whole of the regal authority

passed into his own hands. But the defects of his

character were of a kind which commonly increase

with the augmentation of liberty and influence.

Sacrificing to his taste for the tine arts, and his lore

of adulation, the time and attention which he owed

to the responsibilities of his office and the interests

of his kingdom, he withdrew himself more and

more, not only from the stirring exucieM of the
'

from the

rocured from the pope a bull, erecting his see

ito an archbishopric, and constituting him metro-

oiitaii

md.

3 the fittest person to enjoy these prerogatives,
hich he had sought not less on public than on

ivate grounds ;
but he could not help feeling

;it he occupied an insecure position, and he had
d for some time on the continent, hesitating

to make known the results of his mission in his

native country. The event justified his apprehen-
sions; no sooner had he returned home and as-

sumed his honours, than a spirit of bitter enw
and opposition broke out violently against him.

Though the inferior clergy rejoiced in his advance-

ment, the dignitaries of the church became his

inveterate enemies, and they found a clever and

unscrupulous partizan in William Schevez, Arch-

deacon of St. Andrews, who had a private pique

against his diocesan, and was prepared to pu*h the

matter to the most violent extremities. The dis-

pute being ere long brought under the king's cog-

nisance, the course adopted by James was neither

a wise nor an honourable one. Accepting a bribe

from the discontented bishops, and giving way to

the resentment which they excited in his bosom,

by charging Graham with an infringement of the

royal prerogative, in having applied to the papal
court without his license, he drove the archbishop
into a state of degradation and indigence, which

rapidly shortened the days of the unfortunate pre-

late, and bestowed his honours upon the able, but

unprincipled and profligate Schevez.*

At this period, proposals were made for the

renewal of pacific relations with the English court,

which, fortunately for the interests ofboth countries,

were ultimately brought to a successful termina-

tion. The battle of Tewkesbury had seated Edward

Treaty of peace the Fourth firmly on the English
with England, throne

; and his designs with re-
;

spect to France made it important for him to secure

the friendship, or at least the neutrality, of James
in the anticipated struggle. This object at first

,

threatened to be difficult of attainment, for the politic :

Louis had anticipated him by the mission of theSieur
|

Concressault to Scotland, for the purpose of persuad-

ing James to invade the county of Brittany, which
he promised to assign to the Scottish crown ;f and
n levy of six thousand men was already ordered

there for the conquest and occupation of that pro-
vince, to which the ambitious views of the English
monarch were particularly directed. But an in-

fluential party among the Scottish barons and

prelates threw impediments in the way of the pro-
jected expedition ; J and Edward, taking advantage
of the consequent delay, stepped in with an offer chase and the tilting-yard,

but also

which appealed not less powerfully to the cupidity graver duties of the cabinet and the

of James than to his patriotism. The proposal of to spend his time in the society of ignc

ites, who speedily acquired an in-
impolitic

*
Ferrerius, p. 389. Lesley, p. 317. Buchanan, book xii. fluence in the realm, to which they

had no title by hereditary rank,

and a, little claL on the ground of per^ul merit

docKXlh.
.

,
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Cochnne, an architect; Rogers, a musician ;
Tor-

phkhen.a fencing-master; Andrews, an astrologer;

Honmil. a tailor; and Leonard, a smith, were the

principal perrons on whom he bestowed such an

injudicious and dangerous preference. A high-

spirited and arrogant nobility could not but feel

the alight thus put upon them: alienated from

their sovereign, they attached themselves to his

brothers, the Duke of Albany and the Earl of Mar,

Character of w^o wcre distinguished by their

Albany and brave and active disposition, their

Mmr
delight and skill in military exer-

cise*, their open-handed generosity, and the splen-

did array of friends and retainers -with which

they surrounded themselves. Hence arose jeal-

ousies and contentions in the royal family, which

ieraed ere long in the exile of Albany, the death of

Mar. and the bitter mortification which James ex-
j

porn-need at Lander. For some time, however, the .

kindled spark smouldered among the embers with-

out awakening any anxiety, or indeed, attracting

much attention. Various measures were adopted
for composing the feuds which still existed among
the tending families of the nobility and gentry ;

and an attempt was also made to strengthen the

foreign relations of the kingdom by marrying the

Duke of Clarence, brother of the English king, to

the Princess Margaret, James' youngest sister, and
the Duke of Albany to the Duchess of Bur-

gundy, whose husband had recently fallen at Xanci.

At length, the king's jealousy of the popularity

rquirvd by his brothers, and his fear of the trea-

sonable designs which he suspected them of che-

rishing, became so strong, that he ordered their

Tfctr imprison-
wrest Albany was put in ward

MR! by the in the castle of Edinburgh, and
Mar found a prison in the castle

of Craigmillar. There is no evidence that these

ptiiitM had as yet entertained designs incon-
I

listen t with their allegiance. Certainly they had
not, up to this period, been guilty of any overt act
of rebellion. The intrigues of the Homes and

irns, who were dissatisfied with some of

Albany's proceedings in his wardenship of the
eeteiu Marches, the ill will of the royal favorites
toward* the powerful princes, who were known to
be strongly dissatisfied with their influence at court;
and the predictions of an astrologer, who had prac-

<ipoo the superstitious credulity of James by
ing that the lion would be devoured by his

wbclpa. seem to have precipitated a measure of

imprudent and unjustifiable severity, which after-
wards bore bitter fruits of disquietude and danger.
Albany effected his escape from his prison in a

AlUnV. MCM* Bunner highly characteristic of his

daring spirit. The captain of a
email trading Teasel, laden with French wines,
east anchor in the Frith of Forth, near the quiet
port of Xcwhaven, and landed two casks of Malm-
sey as a present to the imprisoned duke. These
being admitted into his chambers without exami-

ition were found to contain a coil of rope, and a
paper of instructions, enclosed in a cake of wax,

exhorting him to lose no time in making his escape,
as his enemies were resolved to put him to death.

The duke did not hesitate to avail himself of the

mode of escape thus pointed out to him, though
surrounded with considerable difficulty and danger.

Inviting the captain of the guard to sup with him.

he and his chamberlain succeeded in reducing both

the officer and the three soldiers, who kept watch
in the outer room, to a helpless state of intoxication,

in which they were easily overpowered and secured,

or, according to some accounts, slain. The fugitives
then made their way, unnoticed, to a sequestered

part of the outer wall, and prepared for their

descent. The darkness, however, prevented them

from seeing that the rope was too short
; and the

trusty attendant, claiming the first trial, slid

down to the lower end, and letting himself drop
to the ground, had his leg broken by the fall.

With wonderful self-possession and hardihood,

Albany at once returned to his sleeping apart-

ment, took the sheets from his bed, and knotting
them to the end of the rope, effected his descent in

safety. His first care was to convey his disabled

chamberlain to a friendly shelter
;
after which he

hastened to the shore, and on making the precon-
certed signal, was taken on board the vessel which

had brought him the means of deliverance, and set

sail for the castle of Dunbar. This fortress, how-

ever, had been invested by the royal troops : and

as there was no probability of its long resisting the

siege, the duke was speedily compelled to flee to

France, where he was hospitably received at the

court of Louis, and treated with the distinction

due to his rank. A different fate befel his younger

brother, the Earl of Mar, who was accused of

having employed magical arts to accomplish the

king's destruction. He was not brought to a

public trial, and some uncertainty has been cast on

the closing scene of his brief career. It is a-

by Lesley and Buchanan, that he
Mysterious death

was secretly removed from Craig- of 3Iar.

millar to a house in the Canongate of Edinburgh,
and placed in a hot bath with his veins opened,

where he bled to death this unusual m>

execution being, it is said, the result of hi

choice.* But a different and more probable ac-

count is given by Drummond of Hawthornden,

on the authority of Bishop Elphinstone. Accord-

ing to his version of this mysterious transaction.

Mar, being attacked with fever, was removed t>

Edinburgh, and placed under the care of a phv-

sician, who prescribed bleeding and the hot-bath

for the disease; and the unfortunate earl, being

neglected by the attendants, tore off the bandages

from the lancet-wounds, in his delirium, and ex-

pired from loss of blood before the fatal act w;

detected, f

Shortly after these unhappy events war broke

out with England, the causes of which arc in-

Ferrerins, p. 398. Buchanan, book xii. chap. x v

Lesley's History, pp. 4344.
+ Hnimmond's History of the James's, p. 48 ; see, also,

Pinkerton, vol. i. pp. 204, 503.
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in considerable obscurity. It will be readily

cwal of hos- imagined that the French monarch

iliti.-s with was far from unwilling to see the

|(agUn(l. strife rekindled, for he had reason

to tVur that the peace which he had concluded

with Edward a short time before, stood on no

lui>is, and would be readily overthrown

hv the latter, at the first favourable opportunity.

To divert the thoughts of the English prince from

ii conquest, by the necessity of defending
f against the incursions of a less distant foe,

accorded with the line of policy which Louis loved

to pursue ;
and it seems that the mission to Scot-

land (A.D. 1479), of Dr. Ireland, a learned ecclesi-

[' Scottish extraction, who had been educated

in France, was designed, not only to plead for the

;i of the Duke of Albany, but also to sow the

i if renewed hostility between James and his

southern neighbour. The ambassador was courte-

ously received, but it may be doubted whether the

influence of France, so soon after the honourable

treatment of the refugee duke in that country,
would have been sufficiently powerful with the

>h court to produce another war with Eng-
land, if the way had not been paved for a rupture

by the conduct of the English monarch himself.

He had ceased to remit the annual instalments of

the dowry which he had promised with his daugh-
ter Cecilia, on her betrothal to the Prince Royal of

Scotland
;
he had also returned an evasive answer

to the proposal of marrying his sister, the Duchess

of Burgundy, to the Duke of Albany, and his

brother Clarence to the Princess Margaret; nor

was a subsequent project for the union of this

princess with the Earl of Rivers likely to reach a

more favourable termination, although the nego-
tiations had gone so far that the passports of the

bride were made out, and a sum of money voted

by the Scottish parliament, to defray the expenses
of the nuptials. The cordiality of the friendship

'n the two governments being thus shaken,
the immediate occasion of hostilities was probably
furnished by disputes among the borderers, whose

M national antipathies, and inveterate habits

"t marauding, made them ever ready to break

through the restraint of treaties, and eagerly to

:io every opportunity of resuming their fa-

vorite pursuits of war and plunder. It is more
i that the first ostensible military move-

were on the Scottish side : in 1480, the Earl

irus crossed the Marches, attacked and burnt

Uamborough, ravaged hastily the adjacent districts,

and carried off a large spoil of prisoners and pro-

; perty from the surprised and unresisting Northum-
-ns.

The die was now cast, and James prepared for

. the consequences. At a mect-
. vs adopted . . , , ,

. . ,

bj the parliament inS * parliament, held in the

br the defence mouth of April, 1481, instruc-

country. tiong were isgucdj or(lcring that

all the lieges liable to military duty should hold i

^ves in readiness for immediate service ;i

directing the wardens of the marches and the

VOL. I.

MI

commandants of fortresses, without delay to pat
the frontier and the sea-board into an efficient tuto
of defence

; and making particular provision, by a
tax of seven thousand marks, for the security of the
town of Berwick, which was likely to be one of the
first and most important points of attack.* Hut
the Scottish forces did not take the field in earnest
until an envoy had been sent to Edward, to n-
monstrate with him on account of the aid which
he was granting to Burgundy against France,
and to offer an adjustment of the border griev-
ances on the principle of mutual acknowledgment
and redress. This overture was treated by tho

English monarch with frigid and
insulting in-

difference. Having appointed his brother, the
Duke of Gloucester, his

lieutenant-general, in the

north, and taken measures to weaken the bflfMJs. of
the enemy at home, by opening negotiations with
the Lord of the Isles and the Duke of Albany,
Edward was willing to try once more the fortune
of war : and his army was already under marching
orders, with a special view, in the first instance,
to the capture of Berwick. The collision being
thus inevitable, both parties prepared for the con-
flict with considerable spirit ; but the season passed
without important successes on either side. The
Scottish army as it entered Eii''-*

, . , , ,
i

-
.

land, was met by the papal legate a, .topped on
resident in that country, who dc- their march by a

nounced and forbade, on pain of P*P** ^oM,

excommunication, the infringement of the European
peace, at a time when Christendom was threatened

by the impetuous Turkish hordes, whose shouts of

triumph over the fall of Otranto had already
wakened ominous echoes in the Vatican.! It was

the obvious interest of James to disregard this

mandate. If he had pushed on resolutely he

might have secured important advantages before

the forces of his adversary could traverse the

longer distance which separated them from the

scene of conflict. But both he and his follower*

were too much under Romish influence to venture

on such a step ;
and he consented to disband his

troops, expecting that the English would find

themselves similarly constrained to abandon for

the time their ho.stile intentions. Edward, however,
had no such design : the interposition of the papal

legate is said to have been merely a stratagem of

his, for the purpose of gaining time and discon-

certing the measures of the enemy. At all events,

his army continued to advance, and entering the

Scottishterritories.committedsome

devastations, though not of a very

important character ;
while a fleet

of English ships appeared in the Frith of Forth,

burned the village of Blackness, captured a fcw

vessels, and would have inflicted more seriooe

injuries on the shipping and the coast, if it had

not been defeated ar.d driven off by Andrew

Wood, of Leith, a rising officer, whose name,

\its of Parliament, vol. ii.
P-J*

3-

.

t Rotuli Scotia?, vol. ii. p. 458. Ferrenu*, p. **. u
Hist. p.

3^1.
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better known under the subsequent title of Sir

Andrew Wood of Largo, is associated with many

daring and gallant exploits in the naval warfare

of his country.

In the following year the intrigues of Edward

Intriguetof
effected more for him than his

Edward. arms. The Scottish parliament

indeed, which met in March, displayed a zealous

pint of loyalty, designating the English monarch

a usurper and a robber, recording their resolution

to stand by their own sovereign to the death,

and enlarging their former ordinances to call

forth the military resources of the nation in full

efficiency. But the attachment of some of the

leading barons to James was far from strong;

and his rival hazarded little by making their

lingering attachment to the Duke of Albany the

MUM of alienating their zeal from the pro-

secution of the war. That nobleman, having
married in his exile a daughter of the Count

I)'.\uvergne, had at first built his hopes on the

good offices of the French monarch; but the

early death of his wife, and the obvious interest

of Louis to maintain friendly relations with the

Scottish court, speedily convinced him of the

vanity of expecting effective aid from that quar-

ter, and he now threw himself into the arms of

Edward, who gladly welcomed him to England,
persuaded him to aim at the acquisition of his

brother's throne, and artfully shifted to this new

Treasonable ground his ostensible reason for

conduct of prosecuting the war. A treaty was
AJb*nT- concluded between them at Foth-

eringny castle, in virtue of which Albany took the
title of Alexander, King of Scotland, promising
to do homage to the English crown for his sove-

reignty, to break off the hereditary friendship with
France, to give up Eskdale, Annandale, and Lid-
deedale, with the town of Berwick, and the castle
of Lochmaben to Edward, and to cement the pro-
jected onion of the two countries by a matrimonial
alliance with the royal family of England.* This
compact, which committed the duke to an

unjustifi-
able attack on the birth-right of his elder brother,

d a disgraceful sacrifice of the honour and inde-
* of his country, would hardly have found

favour, for a moment, with any influential portion
Scottieh nobility, if they had not been goaded

angry disaffection by the continued preferment
I increasing arrogance of the royal favourites.

Arroamat and im. Dignities and emoluments were
rior still showered upon them par-

ticularly upon Cochrane, who was
4 by a form of noble proportions and

bodily strength, together with undaunted
rage and an insinuating address, qualifications

haye secured for a man of higher birth
humbler pretensions a secure and prominent

in the council-room and the battle-field.
htt ignoble extraction could not be overlooked

arrogant nobles, and his
overweening pre-

RJTSMT, Fo*L rol. rii. p. |ft.

sumption justified, while it provoked, the keen

jealousy and dislike with which he was now re-

garded by all classes. His unpopularity had been

lately aggravated by the adulteration of the coin

in a season of scarcity, for it was more than sus-

pected that the unwise and injurious policy had
been adopted by his advice :* and, still more re-

cently, the cup of odium and resentment against
him had been filled to the brim by his unseemlv
investiture with the revenues of the late Earl of

Mar, in whose death he was generally believed to

have had a willing, if not the principal, hand.

No one bore all this with more indignant impa-
tience than Archibald, Earl of Angus, the head of

the new house of Douglas, whose haughty, martial

spirit prompted him to regard the literary tastes

of James as the tokens of an ef-
conspiracy of the

feminate and most unkingly tern- Scottish barons

per, and to chafe at the preferment against the king,

of the upstart favourites as an insufferable affront

to the whole nobility. Nor did he fail to find

others, among the heads of the baronial families,

who were fully prepared to sympathize with him

in his discontent. The Earls of Argyle, Huntley,

Crawford, Orkney, and Lennox, with Lords Home,

Fleming, Hailes, Gray, Seton, and others of the

barons, with certain of the higher clergy, whose

names are not recorded, joined the conspiracy
which was organized by Angus, in conjunction
with Edward and Albany, and had for its object
the destruction of the royal favourites, and the

delivery of their unsuspecting sovereign into the

hands of his enemies. There is no evidence, in-

deed, to prove that any considerable number of

these nobles actually gave their approval and ad-

herence to the treasonable paction of Albany with

the English monarch, and it is probable that they

were, for the most part, kept in ignorance of the

ulterior designs of the exiled prince and his confi-

dential associates, for men in their position had no

motive to induce them to disparage the hereditary

rights of their sovereign, or to surrender the inde-

pendence of their country. The majority of the

malcontents, in all likelihood, were only prepared
to take advantage of the plot arranged at Fother-

ingay, in so far as it might facilitate the accom-

plishment of their own more moderate and less

guilty designs. But a dark cloud of infamy hansrs

over the characters of Angus, Base designs of

Lord Gray, and Sir James Liddal Angus,

of Halkerston, on whose full concurrence and co-

operation Albany counted so confidently that he

had appointed them his commissioners, to carry

out the provisions of his treaty with Edward.

They did not scruple to act, afterwards, on the

powers granted them in that commission ;
and the

presumption is that they were already contem-

The debased coin was called
' the Cochrane plack

and the story goes, that when the haughty favourite, from

whom its nickname was borrowed, was told that it would 1

speedily recalled, he answered contemptously,
' The day

shall be hanged ;'

' Whilk prophecie cam to pas h

adds Pitscottie the prediction probably suggesting
iu

own accomplishment
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ting a revolution -which would transfer the

tre of James to his brother Albany,
iuch was the position of affairs, when the Scottish

forces were ordered to assemble on the Borough-

ir,inthe immediate neighbourhood ofEdinburgh:

r of the and thither the conspirators re-

ittish army, paired with their retainers, giving

igns of their base intentions, or of the danger-

spirit that rankled in their breasts, save by the

gloomy looks which they directed to the spot
where Cochrane, who had assumed the title of

Earl of Mar, magnificently arrayed, and attended

by a body-guard of three hundred halberdiers,

had taken his station as captain-general of the

artillery.

It was Midsummer of 1481, when the gallant

army of fifty thousand men defiled from the

muster-ground beneath the walls of the ancient

capital, and directed their march across Soutra-

Hill towards the border, with the prospect of
|

plunging into a fierce and protracted struggle ;

for Kichard of Gloucester, with Albany, and the

banished Douglas was at no great distance, lead-

ing a well-appointed force nearly equal in num-
bers. But a single day sufficed to make a total

change in the aspect of affairs. It was in war
rather than in peace, in the camp rather than

in the parliament, that the Scottish barons felt

themselves in a condition to cope successfully
with the royal authority, and to wring from

their reluctant sovereign the redress of their

grievances, or the concession of their demands.

Angus and the other malcontents perceived that

a favourable opportunity to carry their nefarious

schemes into effect had arrived, and they were
not slow in making use of their advantage. The

army halted for the first night at Lauder; and
next morning the principal conspirators held a

j

secret council in the church to arrange for the

immediate execution of their designs. After

Seizure of the
some discussion ifc was resolved,

d murder that the person of the king
us favourites should be seized, and that sum-

er"

mary vengeance should be in-

flicted on Cochrane and his compeers. It was

evident, however, that the execution of the plot
must be attended with considerable danger, and
while they were hesitating as to the best mode
of

proceeding, Lord Gray quoted the well-known
fable of the mico, who, being grievously annoyed
by the persecution of the cat, resolved in solemn

council, that for the common safety a bell should
be suspended round the neck of the enemy to

pive warning of her approach, but were sorely
puzzled to find any one willing to undertake the

perilous office. The pause of uncertainty and
on which followed this pointed apologue

was broken by Angus, who with characteristic

boldness exclaimed,
' I shall bell the cat

'

;
an

ion which procured for him the appella-
tion of Archibald Bell-the-Cat, by which he was

[

ever afterwards familiarly designated. "While

the
conspirators were thus engaged, Cochrane,

who as well as his royal master, seems to bar*
been entirely unsuspicious of the plot which had
been concerted for his destruction, came to ascer-
tain the object of the meeting. "Clad in ane

ryding-pie of black velvett," says Pitseottie,
"
with

ane great chain of gold about his neck, to the
value of fyve hundred crowns, and ane fair blow-

ing home in ane reckle of gold, borne and tipped
with fyne gold at both endis, and ane precious
stone called ane berryl, hanging at the midrt
thereof," the favourite rode stoutly to the en-
trance of the church, and knocked at the barred
door with the impetuous manner of one who f*mt
by authority and in haste. Sir Robert Douglas
of Lochleven, who guarded the entrance, in-

quired who it was that knocked so rudely.
'
It

is I, the Earl of Mar,' was the proud reply.
Admission was immediately given to the un-

happy favourite, who was totally unsuspicious
of the fate that awaited him, and carried only
a riding whip in his hand. On advancing into

the midst of the assembled peers with his usual

arrogant air, he was met by Angus, who tore the

chain from his neck, with the taunt that a halter

would better become him; while Sir Robert

Douglas, of Lochleven, snatched his hunting-
horn from his side, telling him that he had been

too long a hunter of mischief. '
Is it jest or

earnest, my lords ?
' exclaimed Cochrane, in sud-

den surprise at this contemptuous and violent

treatment. ' Earnest it is, and earnest yon shall

find it,' was the reply ;

'

you have too long
abused the king's favour ; you shall do so no

longer, but receive the recompense you have de-

served.' Having secured with such unexpected
ease and speed the principal object of their

aversion, the conspirators kept him quietly in

durance within the walls of the building till a

small party had proceeded to the royal quarters,

and seized without greater difficulty Rogers,

Hommil, Preston, and the rest of the obnoxious

parasites ;
and they were all hanged, without

trial, or remorse, or delay, over the parapet of

the bridge. It is mentioned by Pitseottie., that

Cochrane besought those who were hurrying

him to the place of execution not to bind him

with a hempen rope, like a thief, but to use one of

the silken cords of his pavilion. But even this

was denied him by his brutal murderers, who told

him that he was worse than a thief, he was a

traitor, and deserved no better; and for the pur-

pose of inflicting additional pain and disgrace on

their unfortunate victim, they hanged him with

a halter of horse-hair, as the most degrading mode

of execution which they could invent,

one of the royal favourites, who *cap*d, wm

Rogers was an eminent English <* S>Z
panied the ambassadors of Edward IV 1

1474 James was so delighted with his per!

he persuaded him to remain t hi court, ai.d

upon him the honour of knighthood.
' Lnder lhio

tion of this man, the most celeurted of hw pro)

says Ferrerius,
" numerous eminent mnwci

Court of Scotland; and. even so late as \MS. nwny grwt

musicians boasted that they wer* of at* enooi.
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John Ramsay of Balmain, a youth of sixteen

yean of age, who probably owed his life more

to his tender years and honourable extraction

than to the earnest intercession of his royal

Mter.* After these cruel and infamous trans-

actions the confederated nobles returned to the

capital, carrying with them their unhappy sove-

reign, and committed him a close prisoner to the

castle of Edinburgh.
This tragic and guilty scene closed the second

act in the historic drama of James the Third.

The prosperous part of his administration may
be said to have terminated when he emerged

from his minority ; during which he had seen an

honourable peace concluded with England under

the auspices of Bishop Kennedy a severe blow

struck against the turbulent spirit in the nor-

thern and western districts of this kingdom,

which never wholly recovered the humiliation

a matrimonial alliance, at once popular and ad-

vantageous, formed with one 6f the most power-
ful of the European monarchies and a valuable

addition mode to his dominions by the acquisition

of the Orkney and Shetland Isles. At Lauder

the curtain fell on a subsequent period of six

years, characterized by culpable and fatal errors
;

his abetting of Schevez against the worthy suc-

eeesor of Kennedy in the see of St. Andrews, his

impolitic conduct towards his brothers, his con-

currence in the interested and artful suggestions
of the French king, and above all, his alienation

of the hearts of the nobility and the people by
his blind attachment to his ill-chosen favourites

a series of culpable and fatal errors, which over-

grew and cast into deep shadow the desultory
and feeble efforts which he made to promote the

floe arts, encourage commerce, and heal up the
sort* of feudal strife among his half-civilized and
turbulent subjects. Another period of six years
is to follow, darkened by misfortune and weak-
ness: with his influence abroad waning, and his

power at home circumscribed an object of mis-
tTBet to bis nobles, and of cold indifference to
the rest of hi* people grieved by the death of
his amiable coiwort, the renewed rebellion of his

brother, and the secession of his son to the ranks
f bit enemies, the unhappy monarch passes on
o conclude his inglorious reign by perishing
nder the hand of an obscure assassin, on theMd of Ssoehie.

la consequence of the base betrayal of their

^S^S^ oountl7'g interests by the confe-
dmtad Scottish nobles, the Eng-

ined possession of the important fortress
rrwick, which never afterwards returned to

nion of Scotland; and the Duke of Glou-
r. who, along with Albany, commanded the

force*, advanced to the capital without
They toon discovered, however that

lioogb tlitlr Moomplicea among the Scottish no-
7 bad

readily united with Angus for the pur-

pose of destroying the royal favourites, they were
not disposed to support that ambitious noble in his

treasonable schemes for the deposition of their

rightful sovereign ;
and no sooner were his real

intentions made known, than the more loyal of the

barons immediately separated themselves from his

cause, and, taking up arms, assembled a consider-

able force near Haddington, in order to maintain
the rights of the crown, and the independence of

the kingdom.* The infamous treaty which Albanv
had entered into with the English court was pro-

bably not yet fully known to any but his own con-

federates, and finding it at present hopeless to carry

its stipulations into effect, they readily entered into

a compromise with the royal party. A reconciliation

was accordingly effected between
Reconciliation

Albany and his brother, through between the king

the intervention of Schevez, Arch- and Albany,

bishop of St. Andrews; Livingston, Bishop of

Dunkeld
; Evandale, the chancellor

;
and the Earl

of Argyle.f It was agreed that Albany should be

pardoned, and restored to his estates and honours

on his return to his allegiance, and that his friends,

with a few exceptions, should be included in the

indemnity. It was also stipulated that these con-

ditions should be ratified by the king, and by the

three Estates at their next meeting.J The Earls of

Athole and Buchan, however, who commanded
the castle of Edinburgh, in which the unhappy
monarch was imprisoned, refused to concur in the

terms of this negotiation ;
and not only retained

possession of the person of their sovereign, but,

according to the assertion of James himself, would

actually have put him to death, had not Lord

Darnley and other barons remained in his apart-

ment by night and day for the purpose of protect-

ing him. Albany, after his reconciliation with hi>

royal brother, collected an army and laid siege to

the castle, which, after a short resistance, was

surrendered into his hands.||

Meanwhile, the English forces had returned to

their own country, and in order to Retreat of the

facilitate the maintenance of peace English army,

between the two kingdoms, the provost and mer-

chants of Edinburgh agreed to repay the sum

which had been advanced as the dowry of the Prin-

cess Cecilia, if her father should think proper to

break off the marriage between his daughter and

the eldest son of the Scottish king. Two months

after, intimation was given by Edward that the

proposed alliance was not to be completed, and tho

money was accordingly repaid. ^[

*
Lesley's Hist, of Scotland, p. 49.

t Rymer, Foed. vol. xii. p. 160.

1 Ibid. p. 161.

These nobles were the sons of Sir James Stewart, th

Black Knight of Lorn, by Joanna, queen dowager of James
I. Mr. Tytler thinks it highly probable that the fa*

Athole and Bnchan, instead of having a separate interest

from Albany, were only branches of the same party, ami

kept possession of the king's person, that the diike, by th

eclat of delivering his sovereign from imprisonment, might

regain somewhat of the popularity which he had lost-

History, vol. iv. p. 287.

|| Lesley's Hist, of Scotland, p. 50.

If Kymer, Fo^ed. voL sii. p. 160.
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e reconciliation between the king and Albany
was now apparently so complete that the two royal

brothers used the same chamber, the same table,

and the same bed, and on one occasion they rode

together,
mounted on the same horse, from the

castle of Edinburgh along the principal street of

the city down to the abbey of Holyrood.* James

was, however, in reality entirely under the control

of the duke, who, in concert with his confederates,

assumed the sole direction of public affairs. The

chancellor, Evandale, one of the few friends of the

king, was deprived of his office, \vhich was con-

ferred upon Laing, Bishop of Glasgow ; while the

bishopric of Moray, along with the office of keeper
of the privy seal, was bestowed upon Andrew

Stewart, brother to the Earls of Athole and Buchan
;

nnd all the principal offices of the government were

tilled by the creatures and supporters of Albany. A
meeting of the three Estates was held at Edinburgh
on the 2nd of December, 1482, and all the proceed-

ings were conducted according to the directions of

Albany.f The king was constrained to express his

deep obligations to his brother for his delivering
him from imprisonment, and to confer rewards upon
the confederates of the duke for their alleged ser-

vices to the state. The unfortunate monarch was
also made to entreat the usurper to accept the of-

, fice of lieutenant-general of the
Albany is made .

6

lieutenant- kingdom, with a suitable allow-

general of the ance for the support of his dignity.
In addition to this high office,

which virtually conferred upon him the supreme

authority of the country, he received the grant of

the extensive earldom of Mar and Garioch as a re-

ward (to use the words of the royal charter which are

evidently dictated byAlbany) "for the faith, loyalty,

love, benevolence, brotherly tenderness, piety, cor-

dial services, and virtuous attention
" manifested

in delivering the sovereign from imprisonment.!
The possession of these high honours and digni-

his treasonable ties however, served only to whet

league with the ambition of this unprincipled

noble, and he speedily showed the

inherent baseness of his character by renewing
liis treasonable intrigues with the English mo-

narch, while, in order to save appearances, he
issued orders to the lieges to make preparations
for hostilities with England. His traitorous ac-

complices, the Earl of Angus, Lord Gray, and
Sir James Liddal, were despatched to negotiate a

secret treaty \vith the commissioners of Edward,
by which it was stipulated that there should be

pood amity, love, and favour between the King of

Kngland and the high and mighty prince Alex-

ander, Duke of Albany, and between the subjects
of either prince dwelling within the one realm or

the other that the King of England and the Scot-

tish ambassadors should not only preserve inviolate

the truce between the two kingdoms, but, if need

be, should assist Albany in the conquest of the

Pitscottie, vol. i. p. 200.
+ Acts of Parliament, vol. ii. p. 148.

{ Mag. Sig. x. 32
; Tytler, vol. ir. p. 240, note.

crown of Scotland to his proper use,' while be it
his turn engaged to annul for ever the league be-
tween Scotland and France, to renounce all right
or title to the town and castle of Berwick, to re-
store the banished Earl of Douglas to the posae*-
sion of his lands and dignity in Scotland, and after

obtaining the crown to marry one of the daugh-
ters of King Edward as soon as be could make
himself 'clear of other women.' It was also

agreed by Angus, Gray, and Liddal, for themselves
and their confederates, that in the event of Albany
dying without heirs they would maintain tbeir
castles and strongholds against James, now King
of Scots, and ' live under the sole allegiance of their

good and gracious prince the King of England.'
Edward on his part undertook to promote these
base and treasonable designs of Albany and his ac-

complices by sending them the immediate aid of
three thousand archers, paid and provisioned for

six weeks, and placed under the command of his

brother, the Duke of Gloucester, afterwards Richard

III., and his cousin, the Earl of Northumberland,
and to help them with an army sufficient for their

protection if there should happen
' a great day of

rescue,' or any other immediate danger.*
As soon as this infamous transaction transpired,

it excited deep indignation among Great opposition
the great body of the nobility and citd by it.

gentry, -who, though they had taken part in the

plot against the king's favourites, were yet hostile

to all attempts to subvert the rights of the crown,
and the independence of the country. They showed
their detestation of the designs of Albany, by ral-

lying once more around the king, and enabling
him to make a successful stand against the plots of

his enemies. Albany was deprived . .. . ..

of his office as lieutenant-governor accomplice* an
of the kingdom by the parliament deprired of

which assembled at Edinburgh
about the close of the year 1482, and the most

powerful of his accomplices were at the same time

stripped of their dignities and offices. Angus was

compelled to resign his office of great justiciar on

the south side of the Forth, his stewa:

Kirkudtright, his sheriffdom of Lanark, and his

command of the castle of Trief. The office of great

chamberlain was taken from the Earl of Buchan,

and bestowed upon the Earl of Crawford, while

John of Douglas, another of the conspirators, wa

superseded in his sheriffdom of Edinburgh. Albany
and his associates, the Bishop of Moray and the

Earls of Athole and Angus, were at the same tie

interdicted from coming within six miles of the

court, \vhile the Earl of Buchan, Lord Crichton,

and Sir James Liddal, were banished from the

realm for three years. Albany, howerer, by a

culpable act of weakness and inconsistency on the

part of the king and his advisers, was punmttod to

retain the important office of warden of marthfa,

and on confessing his manifold treasons, engaging

to give his letters of warrant and allegiance to the

severeign under his seal and subscription, and pro-

Rymer, Food. vol. xii pp. ITS 170.
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mag to discontinue his illegal combination with

Angus, Athole, Buchan, and the rest of his traitor-

Mi confederates,
' not holding them in dayly

household in time to come,' he received a full

pardon for all his offences, and was permitted to

retain the whole of his castles and vast estates.*

It it difficult to decide whether this misplaced

Impolitic Unity lenity is to be ascribed to the

of the king. king's affection for his brother, or

to the consciousness of weakness on the part of the

government; but the result demonstrated the folly

of half measures, and a wavering line of policy.

In the course of a few weeks Albany resumed his

treasonable intrigues with the court of England.
At his invitation an English army invaded Scot-

land, and advancing to Dunbar, that important

stronghold, the key of the eastern marches, was

delivered up to the enemy by Gifford, of Sheriff-

hall, the governor to whom it had been committed

by Albany for the purpose of being betrayed into

the hands of the English. The duke himself

meanwhile fled into England, and in concert

with Edward IV. and the banished Earl of Dou-

glas, organized the plan of a more formidable

inraaioa.t

The death of the English monarch, which oc-

curred at this critical moment, and the seizure of

the crown by his brother Richard the Third, unex-

pectedly disarranged the plans of the conspirators,
and afforded to James an interval of rest, of which
he availed himself with unusual firmness and
*%oqr. A parliament was assembled at Edin-

Forfeltare at burgh. Albany was summoned to
>dhi answer for his treasonable prac-nu>

tices, and having failed to appear,
he and his principal adherents were declared

foflty of the crimes laid to their charge, and their

Tea, lands, offices, and all other possessions, were
ited to the crown.t All the lieges fit to bear

me were ordered to hold themselves in readiness
D march to the borders for the purpose of defend-
ttf the kingdom against the invasion of the enemy.

in order that all parties might cordiallye in the defence of the country at this emer-
king was advised to call into his pre-
barons who were at feud with one

and to pomade them to lay aside their

^__
* S000 *ft*r these energetic measures a

oded with Richard III., who was

u own complicated** leisure or inclination to continue the
Waloris war with Scotland; the ancient

ritk league between France and Scot-
land was confirmed and ratified,

eh monarch engaged to assist his ally,i* UB* m the expulsion of the English
rcduction of hi8 **

MIS. laUrtm, feffisUr ROOM, Edin. ; Tytler, roL ir.

Vu? .....** "" ** L ; Acu of i*ment, vol.

Strengthened by these alliances, James found it

no difficult matter to resist the last Inroad of Albany

desperate effort of Albany and and Douglas.

Douglas to disturb the tranquillity of the kingdom.

Although the English monarch had received them

courteously, and had even increased the pension

paid to the banished earl, they soon discovered

that the state of his affairs did not permit him to

undertake the invasion of Scotland
;
and becoming

impatient of their exile, they resolved at once to

raise the standard of rebellion, trusting to their

own resources and the expected aid of their con-

federates in the recent conspiracy. Having vowed
that they would present an offering on the high
altar of Lochmaben upon St. Magdalen's day (22nd

July), when an annual fair was held there, they
advanced to that town at the head of five hundred

horse, expecting that they would be joined by the

tenantry and vassals of the Douglas family in that

district. In this, however, they were grievously

disappointed. The hawkers and merchants, all of

whom carried arms, offered a stout resistance to

the invaders
;
and just as they were on the point

of being overpowered, Charteris of Amisfield,

Crichton of Sanquhar, and several other border

barons, arrived with a reinforcement of their own

retainers, and attacked the English with great

fury. After a stubborn conflict, Their defeat,

which lasted for several hours, the and capture of

rebels were completely defeated.

Albany escaped by the swiftness of his horse
;
but

the aged Earl of Douglas was taken prisoner by

Kirkpatrick of Kirkmichael, who had once been

his own vassal. Kirkpatrick shed tears at the

sight of his old master's distress, and even offered

to set him at liberty, and fly with him into Eng-
. land. But Douglas was weary of exile, and re-

jecting the generous offer, informed his captor that

he was now resigned to his fate. There was very

little in the character or conduct of this once

powerful baron which could entitle him either to

respect or sympathy, but his years and misfor-

tunes seem to have excited the compassion of the

king, who treated him with praiseworthy leniency,

and merely commanded him to be confined in

monastery of Lindores. The aged prisoner,
'

had undergone such strange alternations of fort

submitted calmly to his sentence, only rcpi

with a popular proverb,
' He that cannot do U

must be a monk.'* He survived his ulti;

defeat about four years, and with him expired

principal branch of that formidable house, v !

rank and power, gained by the inflexible loy

and invaluable services of its founders, were for-

feited through the wicked ambition and treason..

practices of its later chiefs. The Duke of A
after a brief residence in England, passed ovi

France, where, after a few years, he v

dentally hurt in a tournament by the splinter
oi a

knee, and died of the wound. He left a son, John

Bnchanan, book rii. chap. 62; Hume's Douglas, p. 36

Drnmmond's Hist p. 68.
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Duke of Albany, who was afterwards regent of

Scotland during the minority of James V.*

Soon after the final overthrow of Albany and

Truce with Douglas, James despatched an em-

England, bassy, consisting of the Earl of

Anryle, the chancellor, Lords Evandale and Lyle,
nnd Whitelaw, his own secretary, for the pur-

t negotiating a truce with England. The

English monarch, whose power was constantly in

from the plots and intrigues of his enemies

in his own kingdom, was anxious to cultivate

friendly relations with Scotland, and received the
,

idors at Nottingham with great state and >

honour. In a conference between them and the
I

Archbishop of York, the chancellor and the Duke
j

of Norfolk, who acted as commissioners on the part
of England, a truce was agreed upon for three

years; and to strengthen the amity between the

two kingdoms, it was arranged that the heir of the

Scottish crown, James Duke of llothesay, should

wed Lady Anne de la Pole, daughter to the Duke
of Suffolk, and niece of the English king.* It was

stipulated that the castle of Dunbar, which was
still garrisoned by th English, should be included

in the truce for the space of six months ; but after

the expiry of that period, the Scots were to be

at liberty to recover it, if they could, by force

of arms.

In a meeting of the three Estates, held 4th Fe-

Proceedings of ^ruary, 1485, the renewal of the

the parliament ancient league with France, and of
A.D. 1485. fl^ truce with England, was so-

lemnly ratified and confirmed, and it was resolved

to send an embassy to York at the expense of
|

the clergy, barons, and burghs, for the purpose of

concluding the marriage between the Duke of

Rothcsay and the niece of the English monarch.

Shevez, the Archbishop of St. Andrews, was des-

patched on an embassy to the papal court, to obtain

from the pontiff the confirmation of the alliance

with France, and of the treaty with Denmark
;

and this embassy the archbishop offered to under-

take at his own expence, an arrangement which,
taken in connection with the stipulation respecting
the expenditure of the commissioners sent to Eng-
land, unequivocally betrays the impoverished con-

dition of the royal exchequer at this time. The

envoy was instructed also to request his holiness to

confirm the royal nomination of Alexander Inglis,
the king's

' tender clerk and counsellor,' to the

bishopric of Dunkeld, and especially to entreat that,

in consequence of the distance of the realm of Scot-

land from the court of Rome, the pope would

grant to the Scottish kings the power of super-

seding for six months the disposition to vacant

benefices, that there might be time to make ap- j

plication to the pontiff for the promotion of such

persons as were agreeable to the sovereign, a

matter of great importance to the stability of the

government, since the bishops had the first vote

ia
parliament, and were members of the privy

*
Pinkerton, vol. i. p. 818, note,

t Rymer, Foed. vol. xii. p. 244.

council. To render still more evident the deter-
initiation of the king to support hu royal pre-
rogative against the encroachment* of the papal
see, the statute of James II. which forbade, tinder
the penalties of treason, the purchase of beoefieea
in the court of Rome, the presentation to which

belonged to the crown, was re-enacted, and all

who supported the ecclesiastics that had violati-d

this law were ordered to be punished a* severely
as the principal offenders. Provisions were also

adopted in this parliament for the improvement of
the administration of justice, and the maintenance
of tranquillity and the authority of law throughout
the country. The lords nnd head men of the king-
dom were enjoined to bring to trial and execution

all notorious offenders, and the king came under

obligation to grant no pardon or respite to crimi-

nals of this class for the space of two years.*
Soon after this, Richard the Third was defeated

and slain in the battle of Bos- Renewaj Of^
worth, and the Earl of Richmond truce with

ascended the English throne un- England,

der the title of Henry the Seventh. The pori-

tion of the new monarch rendered it highly de-

sirable that he should maintain the most amicable

relations with Scotland, in order that he might
devote his whole efforts to the consolidation of his

recently acquired power. AVithin a month, there-

fore, after his accession to the crown, overtures

were made by him to the Scottish monarch for the

establishment of a lasting peace between the two

kingdoms.t Commissioners were accordingly ap-

pointed on both sides to conduct the negotiation ;

and after various conferences a truce was agreed
on for three years, with a view to a permanent

treaty, and proposals were made for a marriage

between the Marquis of Ormond, second son of the

King of Scotland, and the Lady Catherine, daugh-

ter of Edward the Fourth, and sister-in-law to

King Henry. James had in the mean time suc-

ceeded in expelling the English garrison which

had so long kept possession of the important for-

tress of Dunbar; but this event did not interrupt

the negotiations for the establishment of peace.

About this time the queen died, in the thirtieth

or thirty-first year of iier age; and De th nd

though James possessed no high character of UM

reputation for conjugal attachment

and fidelity, he could hardly fcil to feel the Ion of

one whose po.verful connections had added mueh

to the dignity and stability of his throne, and

whose personal attractions were well

grace his court, and promote the hippint** ^

domestic life. The annals of the period ftmu

very scanty materials for an o-Jnate of her

racter ;
but no suspicion has ever been

name, and the few brief notices of her hut

remain warrant the assertion, that she witely kept

aloof from political intrigues,
and sought

quiet, virtuous course, an honour more congen

her feelings, as well as more suitable t

Acts of the Parliament of Scotland, oL ii. p. 178.

f Rymer, Foed. ?oL xii. pp.
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She died in the prime of life; but she may be I

touted happy in having closed her earthly career ,

fcg/OT ho- eldest son's unnatural rebellion and her

BMrturf- tragical end.

The elements of discord were still strong among

UMMUM Hat* toe nobility and great landed pro-

of IB* country prietore; for the middle and lower

olfjggg had at that time no separate political status,

and seem to have never dreamt of any independent

political action, being entirely under the control of

their feudal superiors in the rural districts, and

little less so in the towns, where the craftsmen

depended chiefly on the custom of the neighbouring

gentry, from among whom also their provosts and

patrons were usually selected. The aristocracy

fanned the only counterpoise to the monarchical

power; and many of its members continued to

thm*h the restless, turbulent spirit which had so

often embroiled them with each other and with

tlwir sovereign. This was especially the case with

those who had taken part in the revolt at Lauder,

or countenanced the subsequent ambitious schemes

of the Duke of Albany, and who felt that they
were obnoxious to a charge of high treason, on

which the king would in all likelihood bring them

to trial and to punishment, whenever he obtained

an opportunity of doing so with success. Yet for

a little longer the embers of the strife smouldered

aaMOg the ashes of its former conflagrations. The

parliament, which met in October, 1487, was very

onerously attended, and discharged its legislative

Mnmrrt duties with laudable zeal and

aiifiii by the unanimity. The disaffected party,
"Of*1 P***J- indeed, attempted to procure an

amnesty for all past outrages; but they did not

any violent opposition to an act of a contrary
,
which was passed, requesting the king to

all applications for the pardon of capital
{at during seven years thereafter, because the

land had been greatly broken and distressed'

through the want of sharp execution on traitors

and murderers.' The use which might be made of
this decree against themselves was too obvious to
he overlooked : but they were little skilled in the

weapons of argument and debate ; the platform of
the deliberative assembly was not their vantage-

they trusted principally to other

Me, which they were quite ready to

, should they he pushed to
extremity.

%

Be-
aide the act in question was expressed in general

tam^ ostensibly for the benefit of the poor
Msd eager opposition to a measure, so rea-

aonable and just in itelf, would have seemed to

argwe consciousness of their own misdemeanors.
kw accordingly was passed with little oppo-
n; a WOT* MOW othan of a similar tendency.*
*e**"fB*r*l wnra> appointed for the northern
aoatheiu districts of the kingdom, with in-

to proceed without delay to the vigorous
of their judicial functions

; while it was
that all peers, prelates, barons,

, should give prompt and effective aid

p. 176.
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"
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to the officers of the law in their several shorif

doms, refusing harbourage to known criminal

and arming their vassals, when requisite, for

capture of offenders whose power enabled them to

set the ordinary means of arrest at defiance. At

the same time a committee was appointed for the

revision of the old statutes : and it was ord< ;

that the titles and estates of the Duke of Albany
should be confiscated and annexed to the crown.

Regarding commerce, there was a re-enactment of

some former provisions restricting the privilege of

foreign trade to burgesses of a certain class; to

which was added a decree for the encouragement
of imports by merchants from abroad. The nc

sity for thus repeating under successive adminis-

trations, and even from time to time, in the course

of the same reign, not only the laws which v ,

passed for the suppression of rapine and bloodshed,

but those which were designed to regulate mercan-

tile transactions, presents a painful picture of the

state of society at this period. It appears that the

government had no effective control over any class

of the community, and was accustomed to see its

authority contemned and it* restraints broken

through, by the middle and lower orders, as well

as by the feudal chieftains.

The strength which accrued to the king and his

party, from the tone of feeling displayed by the

parliament, and the acts which were passed for the

repression of disorders, received a further a<

sion, before the close of the year, from a friendly

negotiation with England. It was Benewal of the

agreed at Edinburgh, between the truce with

Bishop ofAberdeen and Lord Both- England.

well on the part of James, and the Bishop of

Exeter and Sir Richard Edgecomb as ambassadors

from Henry, that the truce between the kingdoms
should be prolonged for two years. The com-

missioners also entertained favourably a pro]

to lay the basis of a more permanent union by
three marriages ; one, between James and the

widow of Edward the Fourth
; another, between

the heir to the Scottish crown and a daughter of

that monarch
;
the third, between James's -

son and another princess of the same family.*

These matrimonial projects, indeed, were

wards broken off, in consequence of the Scottish

king's insisting peremptorily on the restoration of

Berwick, a condition to which Henry gave an

equally decided refusal
; but, in the mean tir.

prolongation of the truce, and the hopeful
which the other negotiations at first assumed. wen-

calculated to strengthen the hands of the roy;i

and to damp the spirits of the opposite faction.

The latter, however, wanted neither courage nor

resources; and immediately after the pr-

of the parliament they began to lay the truin of

a formidable conspiracy against ReiliW: , ;

the king. The Earl of Angus and c,>!,>i>inu-y

Lcrd Gray, who had been most aiii'-n? i

deeply implicated in the former

outbreaks, seem to have been the principal insti-

*
liynier, Foed. yol. xii. p. JfciS.
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gators of the new rebellion. It was easy to gain

operation of ArgA'le, Lennox, Hailes, Home,
and others, who perceived that the recent parlia-

mentary measures, if not directed specially against

them, were likely to be turned to their serious

. on the ground of their participation in the

is insurrection. Nor was it much more
difficult to attach a considerable body of the pre-

i the meditated enterprise, for the king had
to manifest a decided opposition to the

of the Holy See over the ecclesiastical

of his realm. Apparently an attempt was
also made to draw the aged Earl of Douglas from

his monastic seclusion at Lindores into another

conflict with the regal power from which he had so

long and so severely suffered; but without suc-

hysical infirmities, or the weariness of a

broken spirit, made him decline to leave the retire-

ment in which he had now learned, it is said, to

think less of time than of eternity. The malcon-

tents seem to have been more successful with

their intrigues Henry the Seventh, for there is on
with Kng'.and record a safe conduct granted by

him soon afterwards to a number of Scottish lords,

with a view to their visiting England;* and as all

the persons named in it belonged to the disaffected

party, while it suspiciously conceals the object of

their visit, there is reason to believe that it was
in some way connected with their treasonable

designs. But their most politic, and at the same

they gain
time most heartless device, was to

the prince alienate the affections of the prince
heir party. ,.oyal from hjg father> and to add

the influence of his name to their projected enter-

prise. It has been asserted, indeed, by some his-

torians that he joined them by constraint, but

others have not hesitated to accuse him of actively

concurring in the designs of the conspirators
a charge which he himself strongly confirmed, by

h tone which he assumed in the subsequent
conference at Blackness, by his failing to detach

himself from the rebel party when the temporary
pacification there gave him an opportunity of doing
so. by the judicial proceedings which he instituted

nfter his accession against some of the more distin-

guished royalist barons, and by the remorse which
lie felt and manifested in later years for the part
which he had taken in his father's death.

Such were the varied and formidable influences

which the conspirators employed to gain their

puilty ends
; and by the close of 1487 they were

busily at work arranging their plans, collecting

-ources, and striving to win over the seve-

ral parties whose assistance they anticipated. But

'-hey had not declared their intentions, or

lilted the veil from their preparatory movements.

Accordingly, when the parliament, which had been

prorogued to the January of the following year,
met again in the course of that month, they were
fourd in their places, to watch the further pro-
edure of the king and his party. If the steps
which James now took, were adopted under a sus-

* Rymer, Feed. vol. xii. p. 340.
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picion of the confederacy forming against him.
and intended to check its progress, rwy-j
they did much more credit to hi* SOTM ukJn'by
courage than tohiswisdom, for their the king,

effect must have been to confirm the
hostility of

the malcontents, and to strengthen their hands
His second son was created Duke of Horn, Marquis
of Ormond, Earl of Edirdale, and Lord of Brechio
and Novar a measure which would be viewed by
the elder brother of the favoured prince with no
other feelings than those of jealousy and duntU-
faction, and which was susceptible of being plausibly
ascribed to a purpose of ultimately changing the
succession to the crown. Several of the gentry,
who were known to be strongly attached to the

king, were at the same time raised to the peerage,
a proceeding which the old hereditary nobles are

always ready to contemplate with aversion, and
which, in this case, would at once be ascribed to a

design of augmenting the royal influence in the
national assembly. Another impolitic act was the

annexation of the lands and revenues of the Cold-

ingham priory to the royal chapel at Stirling,
which James had resolved to distinguish as the
seat of a very sumptuous ecclesiastical service.

Some of the powerful border families were certain

to resent this as an injury, and to make it a ground
for cherishing a deeper spirit of discontent. Nor
were the dignitaries of the church less likely to be
offended by the manner in which their sovereign

proceeded to deal with its affairs, when he imetiilul

his right of presenting to all vacant benefices, for-

bade any appeal to Rome without his sanction, and

proclaimed that no emissary from the pope would
be permitted to enter his kingdom, unless the ob-

ject of the visit had been previously announced to

him and his council. He is said to have attempted
at the same time a still more questionable blow at

the power of the party opposed to him: inviting
the Earl of Angus to a private conference, he

sought, not only to detach that powerful baron

from the confederacy, but to make him the instru-

ment of arresting its other chief supporters, as

they were then in the capital for the discharge of

their parliamentary duties, with comparatively few

of their retainers at hand.* If such a scheme was

really formed, which, however, is very doubtful, it

was not likely to prove successful, and by its failure

must have greatly widened the breach between the

king and the disaffected chiefs, to whom the project

was speedily made known.

These ill-timed and imprudent lueejum filled

the cup of discontent and irritation 71* bow
to the brim, and hastened the out- bwak

break of the meditated revolt. No P*

sooner was the parliament dissolved than the eoa-

spirators assembled their forces, and prepared

to try the issue of a struggle on the battl.

The heir to the crown joined them from

ling, where he had been placed by hi father,

under the guardianship of Shaw of Sauchie, who,

nevertheless, had secretly united himself to the

* Buchanan, book lii. chap. IT. Iri.
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ttkontenU, and was, in all likelihood, the prin-

cipal agent in corrupting the mind of his youth-

ful ward,* The prince was welcomed with open

nna. and placed, nominally at least, at the head

of the confederacy, which was then declared to

hare token up arms for the purpose of placing

him on his father's throne; on the ostensible

ground that the king had been negotiating with

England to the detriment of his country's hon-

our, and the sacrifice of its independence. This

charge was undoubtedly false ;
for James was so

far from contemplating any surrender of terri-

tory or prerogative to Henry, that he had made

the restoration of Berwick a primary and indis-

peosable condition of the permanent alliance pro-

jaded by the commissioners at Edinburgh in the

previous year.

The sudden outbreak took the king by surprise ;

The king retire* t>ut there was no want of prompti-
to U> north tude and energy in the preparations

which he made to meet it A trusty emissary
was sent to his son, to detach him, if possible, from

the ranks of the conspirators ; ambassadors were

despatched to the courts of England, France, and

Rome, to request aid ; and, on the first movement
of the rebels towards Edinburgh, James secretly

quitted the city, for the purpose of heading, in

person, the forces of the loyal barons on whom he

could depend. Having embarked in a vessel be-

longing to Sir Andrew Wood, which was usually

. employed in the trade with Flanders, a report was
circulated that he had fled to that country; and
the alarm which arose in consequence enabled the

insvgvnts, with little
difficulty, to capture Dunbar,

and occupy I^fith. But the king had landed in Fife,
and hastened northwards to Aberdeen

; where his

ande, the Earl of Athole, with the Earl of Hunt-

ley and other nobles, mustered their followers in

Bree around his standard. Returning at the head

< joUd by
f this army to Perth, he was there

bo4y joined by the martial array of

Fife, Angus, and Strathern, under
their feudal chieftains, among whom were conspi-

Lord Kuthven, along with a thousand men-
thousand archers, and a thousand in-

nd Ixmi Lindsay, of the Byres, whose
abrd military reputation, acquired in the

FkMefc wan, enhanced the value of the powerful
wwkiah he led to his sovereign's assistance.

rif oa to Stirling, James found himself at-
an army of

thirty thousand men, and a
large emmber of the barons and

gentry, amongTO*, beside* those already mentioned, were the
Bochan, Crawford, and Errol; Lords

mis and Kilmaurs ; the Barons of Tullybardine
I'ottriej Inaat of Innes; Collace of Balna-

CB. and Sonar of Halyard. The hostile armies
* * Blacknesa, in West Lothian; but the pro-* of a battle could not be agreeable to either
rty, and negotiations were entered into, chiefly
. said, by the iiutigmtion of the king, whose

*Pgiunee to civil war was heightened by' nMiUk ~L L p. 314 ; Bnck book xii. ch.p Iviii
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his grief at the thought of his son directing an

armament against him. The hope of an amicable

adjustment, however, was nearly overthrown by
the impetuosity of the Earl of skirmish at

Buchan, who attacked, and, after Blackness.

a sharp encounter, drove back the forces of the

insurgents. But this advantage was counterba-

lanced by the defection of Huntley and some others

of the royalist barons, who drew off their followers

and departed homewards, to their respective e.>-

tates, in displeasure at the infringement of the

armistice and the favour shown to Buchan, who
was eager for an immediate and general engage-
ment. Their respective losses probably disposed

the leaders on both sides to listen to moderate

counsels : the negotiations were resumed and

brought to a favourable issue, Temporary
the king pledging himself for the pacification,

honourable treatment of his son, and the free par-

don of the insurgent barons, while they promised,
on their part, to return to their allegiance, and to

maintain the just rights of the crown, as well as

the peace of the country.
The calm which followed was not of long con-

tinuance : the pacification at Black- Fresh

ness took place in April, and May insurrection,

saw the rebels again in arms, with the prince at

their head, their declared object still being to ob-

i tain the king's abdication in favour of his son.

; Heralds were sent to require their submission ;
but

< the summons met with a contemptuous refusal,

and the messengers with personal injury. James,

equally grieved and indignant, saw no way of

preserving his crown but by a vigorous armed re-

sistance
;
and for this he could only trust to his

,

own resources, for neither England nor France

j

was disposed to lend him any aid ; and if he knew
of the nuncio despatched by the Holy See, for the

purpose of mediating between him and the in-

surgents, it was to be feared that the mediation

would be either too late or too weak to render him

effective service. He had no choice but to repel

force by force. Without delay, therefore, he sent

to summon his adherents and their retainers,

whom he had unfortunately dismissed tc

estates after the pacification at Blackness; and.

meanwhile, entrenched himself within thi-

ef Edinburgh castle, which contained his ti

and principal military stores. Sound policy should

have led James to avoid the risk of a battle till his

expected troops had mustered in sufficient strength
for offensive operations. But as he depended

chiefly on the loyalty of the northern parts of his

kingdom, it was deemed necessary to secure the

passage of the Forth, at Stirling. Thither accord-

ingly, he proceeded with the friends who had al-

ready rallied around him, and effected a junction
with considerable detachments from the "\\

and Midland counties. The forces now under his

command, however, were by no means sufficient to

justify him in risking a pitched battle against
the

formidable array of the rebels ;
and as the gatt

s

of Stirling castle were closed against him by the
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hery of Shaw the governor, it should have

i his policy to keep the left bank of the Forth,

and to defend the passage of that river, till he
: \cd the accession of strength which he still

from the more distant northern districts.

Unfortunately a different course was adopted : intel-

ligence being received next morning, (18th June,
iiat the forces of the enemy were approach-

ing from Falkirk by the Torwood, the king ad-

vanced to meet them, and the two armies encoun-

Battle of tered at a place called Little Can-
i..burn, glar, on the east side of Sauchie-

burn. about a mile from the famous field of Ban-

nockburn.* The royalists were drawn up in three

is. The vanguard, commanded by the Earls

of Huntley and Athole, was composed of the High-
land clans, armed with swords, long daggers, bows
and targets ;

in the rear were the Westland and

Stirlingshire troops, led by the Earl of Monteith,
with the Lords Erskine and Graham

;
while the

king himself was in the centre at the head of the

burghers and commons. On his right hand was
:rl of Crawford, who, for his eminent ser-

vices, had recently been created Duke of Montrose ;

with Lord Lindsay of the Byres, at the head of

the chivalry of Fife and Angus; while the left

wing was composed of five thousand spearmen
from Perthshire, under the command of Lord Ruth-
ven. On the other hand, the rebels, who were

greatly superior in numbers, advanced also in

three divisions. Lord Hailes and the Master of

Home led the van, consisting of the spearmen of

East Lothian, and the Merse, and Teviotdale. The
second division was composed of the savage Gal-

wegians and the fierce Borderers of Liddesdale

and Annandale, under the command of Lord Gray ;

while the chief of the insurgent barons, along with
the prince, whom their wicked arts had enticed to

rebel against his father, were stationed in the main

body.f
On the first encounter, the royalists drove back

Defeat of the the vanguard of their opponents
''-*ts. \vith considerable loss; but when

the hardy and well-disciplined western Borderers

advanced to the rescue, the Highlanders, under

Huntley and Athole, were unable to resist the

shock, and, after a fierce struggle, were compelled
to retreat in confusion upon the main body, which
made a vigorous but unsuccessful effort to retrieve

the fortunes of the day. Overborne by numbers,
and compelled to give ground, the royalists retired

slowly towards Stirling ;
and still fighting with ob-

stinate valour, protracted the struggle till the ap-

proach of night, when, under cover of the darkness,

they decamped in haste, and disbanded their forces,

leaving among the slain the Earls of Glencairn and
Bothwell. with the Lords Semple, Ruthven, and
Erskine. The victorious army passed the night
on the field of battle, and next day returned to

Linlithgow.
James had quitted the field before the conflict

was
finally decided. AB soon as the prospect of the

issue became first doubtful, then advene, the baron*
who surrounded the king reminded him of the

paramount importance of his personal safety, and

earnestly recommended him to avert, by an imme-
diate retreat, the danger of his fall or capt
comparison with which the IOM of a single battle

was of little moment Yielding to this advice,
James gallopped off in the direction of Stirling

bridge, either alone, or at such a pace as left his

attendants far behind. He was mounted on *
powerful grey horse, which had been present, d to

him a few days before by Lord Lindsay, with the
assurance that whether he had to flee or follow,
advance or retreat,' the animal ' would waur (beat)
all the horse of Scotland if he would sit well.' Bat
this highly-valued gift proved the means of the

king's destruction. On crossing the brook Baa-

nock, at a hamlet called Milltown, about a mile

from the battle-ground, he came suddenly upon a
woman drawing water from a well by the roadmde,

who, alarmed at his appearance, threw down her

pitcher and fled into the house. The horse, which
was at full speed, startled by this noise, sweived

aside, and the king losing his balance fell to the

ground before the mill door, and was so much
bruised by the fall and the weight of his armour,

that he swooned away. The miller and his wife,

though ignorant of his name and station, carried him

into the mill,* and administered to him such cordials

as their house afforded. When he had somewhat

recovered, he inquired for a priest, to whom, as a

dying man, he might make confession. Being asked

who he was, he answered * This day at morn, 1 was

your king.' On hearing this, the miller's wife ran

out, wringing her hands, and calling for a priest to

confess the king. At t'iis moment some of the

pursuers came up, and one of them, who is asserted

to have been an ecclesiastic named Borthwick, in the

service of Lord Gray, on hearing Hunler ofUM
the woman's exclamation, said,

' I

am a priest, where is the king ?
' On his admis-

sion to the mill, he found the unfortunate monarch

lying in a corner of the building, covered with a

coarse cloth ;
and kneeling down under pretence of

reverence, inquired if his grace thought he could

recover if he had medical assistance. The king

answered ' He trowit (believed) he might.' but in the

meanwhile he wished a priest to receive his con-

fession, and to give him the sacraim-nt.

shall I do hastily,' replied the ruffian ; and polling

out a dagger, stabbed his unresisting victim re-

peatedly to the heart According to Pitsoottie, the

murderer carried off the body of his sovereign.
' but

no man knew what he did with him, nor where b*

buried him.' This, however, w a mistake, far a

corpse, ascertained to be that of the unhappy cao-

The place where James wms mnrJr*d falj**'
name of Beaton's Mill, nd u Mid to be

person who then possessed it The how* h.

what modernized/.ndlconverted from . millH^T*
house, but the lower part of the " M

* See chart of Bannockburn, and surrounding country. the appearance of great antiquity,

t Pitscottie, vol. i. p. 219; Buchanan, book rii. chap. bti. modern portion of the fabnc M
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afterwards found in the neighbourhood,

with royal honours in the abbey of

ineth.*

III., uho thus perished in the prime of

his life by the dagger of an assas-

sin, like most of the princes of his

house, was possessed of great personal

accomplishments, and was, in some respects, far in

of the age in which he lived. He was

passionately fond of the study of mathematics, of

judicial astrology, and of the science and practice

of music, while his architectural taste was dis-

played in the erection of the many noble and splen-

did buildings with which he adorned his kingdom.
His devotion to these pursuits, which bespoke a

raftned and cultivated mind, and would, in other

circumstances, have been highly praiseworthy, and

his lore of seclusion and repose, led him to select as

his familiar friends the professors of literature and

of the fine arts, to the exclusion of his rude and

ignorant nobility, whom he regarded as barbar-

ians, and who, in turn, looked with contempt on

what they considered the weak and effeminate

character of their sovereign. This mutual aversion

fainseii the king and his nobles became gradually

stronger and stronger, and at length led to the

Mat fatal result*. Immersed in his favourite pur-
mils, James neglected the duties of his govern-
incnt, obstinately refused to listen to the com-

plaiats and remonstrances of his nobility,f and not

only admitted architects, painters, musicians, and

SAtrologm to that familiar intercourse, from which
erea the highest nobles were excluded, but had the
weakness and indiscretion to confer on these asso-

ciates the rank and distinctions hitherto appropri-
ated exclusively to the feudal barons and knights.
It is not to he wondered at that a rude and haughty
nobility should have been disgusted with such con-
duct, and should have readily entered into con-

gsinst a monarch whom they neither
or loved. In a more civilized country, and
warlike age, James might have swayed
with great credit to himself and ad-

in a Irs.

* to ^people ; but his lot had fallen on evil

*/ TW " and turbulent barons by whom
ftmriw, p. 40); Ledey', Hit p. 67.
iUMi iUs.tsLi.pt. 186, 187.

he was surrounded were ignorant, illiterate, and

polished,and regarded with supreme contempt every

pursuit, except those connected with the warlike

and knightly exercises, in which they were almost

exclusively occupied ; while the middle classes of the

community had not yet risen into sufficient import-
ance and power to be able to support their soverei

against the opposition of his factious barons,

this period, too, a revolutionary and anti-feuda

movement of the aristocracy against their king had

taken place in England, Germany, the Nether-

lands, and in almost every other kingdom in Eu-

rope with which Scotland was connected
; and

though the struggle was not in all cases successful,

yet the spectacle of a monarch deposed and impri-

soned, or put to death by his nobles, had become

so familiar as greatly to diminish, in public estima-

tion, the sacredness of the royal person, and the re-

spect for hereditary succession. The restless and

rapacious aristocracy of Scotland were not slow to

imitate the example of the members of their order

in other countries, and to seek the increase of their

power and privileges at the expense of the throne.

The factious and selfish character of their rebellion

is clearly proved by the remarkable fact that

though the revolutionary barons proclaimed them-

selves the champions of law, of liberty, and of the

people, and denounced the king as a tyrant and an

oppressor; yet the middle classes and the great

body of the nation refused to join in their base and

treacherous designs, and, so far as they did take

part in the struggle, followed the example of the

clergy, and united themselves to the party of the

sovereign.*
The personal appearance of the unfortunate

prince was highly prepossessing ;
his complexion

was dark; his countenance handsome and intclli-

gent; and his person tall and athletic. By his

queen he left three sons, James, his successor ;
a

second James, created Marquis of Ormond and

Duke of Ross, and who afterwards became Arch-

bishop of St Andrews; and John, Earl of Mar.

At the time of his death he was in the thirty-tifth

year of his age, and the twenty-eighth of his reign.

:.

s

Finkerton. vol. i. pp.
278284.

335337; Tytler, vol. iv. pp.
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CHAPTER XXI.

CONDITION OF THE PEOPLE.

the period which elapsed between the

death of James the First and the accession of

James the Fourth, Scotland presented a scene

of almost incessant turmoil and disorder. In ad-

dition to the usual evils of a long minority in

tin -M' unhappy times, the miseries of the country
were greatly aggravated by the struggles of a tur-

bulent and factious nobility to recover the privi-

leges and power of which they had been deprived.

Distracted state The wise and benevolent measures
of the country, which James the First had enacted

for the equitable administration of justice and the

protection of the poorer classes against the oppres-
sion of the great, remained a mere dead letter on the

statute book as soon as the hand of that vigorous
and sagacious monarch was withdrawn

; and, in a

brief space, the power of the feudal barons through-
out the kingdom became as exorbitant and was as

injuriously exercised as ever. Rapine and outrage

everywhere prevailed. The poor and unprotected
were oppressed and robbed with impunity. The
most flagrant crimes went unpunished, and the

country was again torn asunder by the fierce dis-

sensions and sanguinary feuds of the nobility. The

misery which the people suffered at this period is

thus bewailed by Bower, the historian, who flou-

rished during the minority of James the Second.
"
Long appears to us, O king, the time of thy

arrival at majority, when thou mayest be able to

deliver us, confounded as we are with daily ty-

ranny, oppressed with rapine and spoil; when
thou mayest dictate laws, and exercise justice, that

the poor, who among us have no helper but God
and thee, may be freed from the hand of the pow-
erful. Mayest thou remember that thou art a le-

gislator, in order that thou mayest crush the robber,
and restrain those who deal in rapine. The groans
of the humble, and the miseries of the poor, whom
I myself, who write this, have seen this very day,
in my own neighbourhood, stripped of their gar-
ments, and inhumanly despoiled of their domestic

utensils, constrain me to exclaim with him who
I have seen the injuries which are done,

the tears of the innocent and no comforter ; and
that the destitute cannot resist violence. I have

praised the dead more than the living, and hap-
pier than both have I esteemed the unborn, the
sole strangers to the evils of this world.' And, in

another passage, comparing the reign of James I.

ith his own times :
' Woe to us, miserable

retches! exposed to rapine and injury: how can
~e endure to live who enjoyed such prosperity

in the days of that illustrious king, and now, by
change of fortune, experience the complete

reverse ?'
"

This deplorable account of the state of Scotland
i these '

troublous times,' is
fully corroborated by

Pitscottie, who fcays, that "mciklc henhip and
stouth was in land and burrowu.nml great cruelty of
nobles among themselves; for slaughter, theft, i.ml

murder were then potent, and BO continued day by
day, so that he was esteemed the greatest man of

renown that was the greatest brigand, Ihi.

murderer. There were so many widows, bairns, and
infants seeking redress for their hiwbandji, kr
and friends that were cruelly slain by wicked mur-

derers, that it would have pitied any man to hare
heard the same." No wonder that "the people be-

gan to weary and to curse that ever it rhannd
them to live in sic wicked and dangerous time*.'*
"
But," he significantly adds,

"
they were the cause

of this mischief that were governors and magis-
trates of the realm." Throughout the whole of

this period, indeed, those, who from their station

and office ought to have been the guardians of the

laws and the protectors of the people, were, in

most cases, the worst oppressors of the poor, and
the first to violate the statutes which they had as-

sisted to frame.

One fertile source of the lawlessness and confu-

sion which prevailed in Scotland nnd '

rnnaf
at this time, was the custom of the noble*,

entering into ' bands or leagues,' by which the fi-u-

dal barons became bound to stand by each other

in all causes and quarrels in which they might en-

gage. The precise nature of these confederacies

among the Scottish nobles may be learned from

the remarkable agreement entered into between

Robert Lord Fleming, on the one side, and Gilbert

Lord Kennedy and Sir Alexander Boyd of Duchol,

on the other. The indenture, which, is dated at

Stirling on the 10th of February, 14Gu, declares that

the said lords had solemnly
" bound and obliged

themselves, their kin, friends, and men, to stand

in afald kindness, supply, and defence, each to the

other in all their causes and quarrels moved and to

be moved, for all the days of their lives, against

all manner of persons that live or die may," raw-
ing, however, their allegiance to their sovereign,

and especially excepting from the operation of this

clause the Lords Livingston and Hamilton, with

whom, it would seem, Lord Fleming had already

entered into a similar covenant. On the other

hand, Kennedy and Boyd except from the obliga-

tion to consider as their adversaries every enemy

of Fleming, a list of friends with whom they had

entered into a similar bond, including the Earl of

Crawford, Lords Montgomery, Maxwell, I

ston, Hamilton, and Cathcart, along with Patrick

Graham, afterwards Archbishop of St Andiew*.

With regard to the services which the parties en-

tering into this league were mutually to perform,

it was stipulated that Lord Fleming was to remain

!

a member of the king's special council so long *s

j

Lord Kennedy and Sir Alexander Boyd themselves

continue in the same office, on condition that he

became bound, in no possible
mantu-r titlur by a

tive measures, or by consent and advice, to n

the king's person "from the keeping <>f Kennedy

and Boyd, or of any person whom they may have
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left in charge of the sovereign during their absence.

It was also stipulated that Lord Fleming should

eagage that he would earnestly advise the king,

XI.

tutesjudicious and salutary enactments, and the sta

enacted for the purpose of securing ^ T

ise laws of

the more speedy punishment of James II.

"with his good counsel, to be heartily and kindly to
'

offenders and their abettors the suppression of re-

Lord Kennedy and Sir Alexander Boyd, with their
I

hellion against the king's person and authority-

bairns and friends, and they that belong to them
j

the appointment of learned and upright judges.

at the time." In return for these services it was
j

and the equal administration of justice the se-

dcclsred that if any office in the king's gift hap- I curity of life and property, and the preservation of

pfnod to fall vacant, which is a reasonable and fit
j

the '

king's peace,' in every part of the country-

thing for Lord Fleming's service, he should be
|

the protection of the rights of 'the poor people
who labour the ground,' by the positive prohibi-promoted thereto for his reward ;

and "
if there

happens a larger thing to fall, such as ward-relief,

marriage, or other perquisite, as is meet for the

Lord Fleming's service, he shall have it for a

reasonable composition before any other." It was

finally agreed that for Lord Fleming's sake, and

for their service done and to be done, Tom of

Somerville and AVat of Tweedy, two of Lord Flem-

ing's friends, should be received by Kennedy and

Boyd in special maintenance, supply, and defence,

in all their actions, causes, and quarrels: and the

deed was solemnly ratified and confirmed by the

oath of the contracting parties taken upon the holy

This instructive document will serve to illustrate

Aaortire at- ^e unworthy methods which were
ISBuiuU) remedy adopted at this period by the Scot-

tish barons to promote their own

tion of all attempts to eject any tenant during the

currency of his lease, or in the case of those who
held church-lands, on a vacancy of the benefice, re-

flect the highest credit on the sagacity and firm-

ness of this monarch, and the able and enlightened

prelates who were his chief advisers
;
and serve also

to throw great light on the state of the country,
and the difficulties which he had to encounter in

his wise and benevolent efforts to ameliorate the

condition of his subjects. It would appear that

the stringent enactments of his father against
;

sor-

ning and masterful beggars
' had failed to arrest

this grievous abuse, for a statute, which gives us a

curious picture of the times, was passed by the

parliament of 1449, for the '

putting away of so:>

ners, outlyars, and masterful beggars,' who tra-

velled through the country with horses, hounds,
interests at the expense of the peace and and other goods, extorting charity from those who

prosperity of the country. It was in vain that
the legislature declared that 'within the burghs
throughout the realm

' no bands or leagues were to

be permitted, and that no persons who dwelt with-
in burghs should either enter into '

man-rent,' or

were afraid to resist their demands, especially from

the farmers and the monks. All sheriffs, barons,

aldermen, and bailies, either without or within the

burgh, were directed to confiscate the property, and

to seize the persons of these sturdy mendicants, as

ride, or rout
'

in warlike apparel with any leader,
|

well as of "
any pretended fools, bards or such like

king or his officers, or the lord of the vagabonds," who were to be kept in prison or in irons

Jch they dwelt, under the penalty
[

as long
" as they had wherewith to live, and when

of forfeiting their lives, and having their goods they had not, their ears to be nailed to the Iron or
A*MAKA^..I *_ *1 1 * rm _ *
confisoated to the king.f

o be reached by mere legislative enactments
iieh the sovereign and his ministers had no

power to enforce. In defiance, both of the threats
t law, and the efforts of the government, the

uistocracy continued and extended their

confederacies, which were equally at van-
with the rights of the community, and the in-

* and
stability of the throne. And the

ion in the statute-book of the same
gint the formation of 'bands or

-the making of private war laying vio-

Bpon the person of the sovereign

7?3*11*1 H^g-' great and master-
-d*her lUgrmnt crime, of a similar

d
plainly show. the utter impotence both of the

d of the government to restrain

The evil was too deep- j

to a tree, and then cut off, and they then
i^ou*: * x_

banished the country, to which if they returned

again they were to be hanged." By another statute

these ' sorners
' were to be punished with death.

The same anxious desire to promote the peai
>

and prosperity of the country, and the maintenance

of law and order, appears in the peremptory in-

or

perpe-
tvbulent barons, whose

!?* *e "
with scene, of bloodshed and

reign of Janes the Second was fertile in

roL ii p. fio.

junctions issued by James to the sheriffs to mak

immediate inquiry into all invasions of property,
and to compel the offender to make instai:

tution ; in the directions given to these officers,

along with the justices, chamberlains, coroin :

other magistrates, not to travel through the coun-

try with those numerous trains of attendants, which

grievously oppressed the people; and in the penal-
ties denounced against any lord of regality

wli *

should abuse his privileges to the breaking of the

king's laws, and the injury of the country. A

striking proof of the frequency of brawls and riots

among the unruly followers of the nobilitx

forded by a subsequent statute, which enjoins all

persons of every degree to attend the justii
or sheriff courts with no more than their ordinary

train of attendants, and to take care on enterin?

their inn or lodging to lay aside their haru.
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warlike weapons, and to use for the time nothing
but their knives. As an additional security against

violence and bloodshed, when persons at deadly
t'eud happened to meet at such assemblies, the

sheriff was directed to take pledges from both,

binding them to keep the peace.* Any person who
had reason to apprehend violence from another an

of constant occurrence in these lawless times

was directed to go to the nearest magistrate,

and make oath that he was in dread of his violence,

after which the officer was to take pledges for the

keeping of the peace according to the ancient

statutes upon this subject.f The person who re-
|

1 to grant such security, that he would abstain

. oifering violence to the person, or invading
the property of his neighbours, was liable to heavy

penalties.
In order to put a stop to the alarming !

prevalence of crime and oppression, a subsequent
statute inflicted severe fines upon the borrows or

sureties of those persons who had violated their

pledges.
"
Concerning law-borrows it is enacted,"

to use the language of the statute,
" that if they be

broken upon any bishop, abbot, prelate of the

church, earl or lord of parliament, the sureties of

the infringer shall pay to our sovereign lord a fine

of one hundred pounds ;
if upon any baron, knight,

squire, or beneficed clerk, fifty pounds ;
if upon a

burgess, yeoman, or priest, thirty pounds, together
with due compensation to the party injured, unless

the sureties produce the offender before the king
or sheriff within forty days."J

Among the numerous judicious measures which

Attempts made distinguished the reign of James
to condense the First -was the appointment of

and explain the ... . .. .

statutes of the a committee, consisting of six wise

realm. and able men best acquainted with

the laws, chosen from each of the three Estates, for

the purpose of examining the books of the law
;

;hat is to say,
'

Regiam Majestatem' and ' Quoniam

Attachiamenta,' who were directed to ' mend the

awis that nedis mendyng,' to reconcile all contra-

iictory and explain all obscure enactments. A
similar measure was adopted by the parliament of

U69, in which the three Estates, after having
concluded their deliberations, elected a committee

)f prelates, barons, and commissaries of the burghs,
:o whom, among other important matters, was

intrusted ' the reduction of the king's laws, com-

prehending the "
Regiam Majestatem," the acts,

statutes, and other books, into one code or volume,'

*'hile the rest, meaning probably those statutes

vhich had either fallen into desuetude, or been

ibrogated, were to be destroyed. These injunctions,

:\vuver, seem not to have been carried into effect,

or in 1473, the lords and barons besought the

cing to select from each Estate two persons of

visdom, conscience, and knowledge, who were to

abour
diligently towards ' the clearing up of di-

'iscure matters, which existed in the books

the law, and created a constant and daily per-

iexity,' and were directed to ' find good inven-

Acts of the Parliament of Scotland, vol. ii. p. 49.

+ Ibid, p. 35. J Ibid. p. 85.

tions, which shall accord to law and conscience, for
the decision of the daily pleas brought before tht

king's highness, and concerning which there was
as yet no law proper to regulate their decision.' It

was further recommended by the lord* and barons,
that after such rules of law had been selected they
should be laid before {he next meeting of parlia-
ment, and upon being ratified and approved, all

the laws of the realm should then be written in a

book, which was to be kept in an accessible place
where it might be copied, and that no other book*
of the law should be permitted thenceforth to be

quoted but those which were copies from this

original, under the penalty of personal punishment
and perpetual silence, to be inflicted upon all

who practised in the laws and infringed these in-

junctions.*
In order to promote the due administration of

justice in all parts of the kingdom, Sittings of th

it was directed by the parliament Court of Susfaa.

of 1457, that the Court of Session should be com-

posed of nine judges, who were to have votes in

the decision of causes ;
three being chosen from

each Estate along with the clerk of the register;

and that these lords of session should sit three

times in the year for forty days at a time, in Edin-

burgh, Perth, and Aberdeen. The impoverished
state of the public exchequer at this period u
manifested by a subsequent statute, which state*

that since the lords of session are to hold their

court for so short a time, and that they are not

likely to be called upon to undertake such a dory
more than once every seven years, they ought out

of their benevolence to pay their own expenses;

and upon the conclusion of the three yearly ses-

sions, the king and his council promise to select

other lords from the three Estates, who should sit

in the same manner as the first, at such places as

were most convenient.! The set- Settlement of

tlement of all causes not exceeding
nainor .

the sum of five pounds, was intrusted to a com-

mittee, selected by the privy council, and consist-

ing of eight or twelve persons, according to the

size of the town. Frequent references occur in the

statute book to the neglect or unwillingness of the

judges, and law officers of the crown, to execute

the laws, especially against powerful delinquents ;

no doubt from their natural apprehension of injury

to their own persons or interests ; and in the parlia-

ment of 1469, it was declared,
' that if the justic

sheriff, steward, or other officer, refuse to execu

justice,'
the complainant should repair to the king

in council, who shall inflict summary punishment

on the offending magistrate.

In consequence of the general insecurity o

and property in Scotland at this Stats

period, agricultural operations
were

so generally neglected, that it was deeme

sary to frame several regulations for the

ragement of husbandry, and to re-enact the sUtuI

Acts of the Parliament of Scotland, nL ii. p. U;
Tytler, vol. iv. p. 206.

t Ibid, p. 139; Acts, &c., roL iL p. 48.
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of June* L, by which every man possessed of a

plough and of eight oxen was commanded to sow

annually at the least a firlot of wheat, half a firlot

of pease, and forty beans, under the penalty of

ten fhillings to the baron of the land for each

offence; while the baron himself was enjoined to

iow the same proportions^wof wheat, pease, and

beans, in hi* own domups, under the penalty of

ten billings to the
kjpYfor

his own infringement

of the law, and fortyshillings, if he neglected to

-enwtmenu levy" the statutory penalty from

f..r it* encou- his tenants. In order to repair

ngement. tne waste of the woods and forests

of the country, it was declared, that " the lords

thought it advisable that the king should recorn-

mend all his freeholders, both spiritual and tem-

poral, to make it a provision in their Whitsunday's

lease, that all tenants should plant -woods and

tree*, make hedges, and sow broom in places best

adapted, according to the nature of the farm, under

a penalty to be fixed by the proprietor ; and that

care should be taken that the enclosures and

hedge* were not constructed of dry stakes driven

into the ground and wattled, or of dry worked or

pined boards, but of living trees, which might
grow and be plentiful in the land."* Enactments
were also made at the same time prohibiting the

burning of heath, from the month of March till

Michaelmas, that the standing corn might not be

injured; and recommending the extirpation of

eaglet, bastards, kites, hawks, and especially of

wolves. The whole population of the district were
commanded to assemble three times in the year for

the purpose of hunting these destructive animals
;

and the man who slew a wolf, upon bringing the
head to the sheriff, was to receive a penny from

every householder in the parish ; if he brought the
head of a fox, he was to receive sixpence from the

[CHAP. XXI.

Various other measures were adopted by James II.
for the protection and encouragement of agricul-
ture, and special mention should be made 'of the

l*te of 1449, which declared that husbandmen- who have taken or shall take lands in any time
to oone from lords

according to a lease whichw a certain term of years, shall remain
< lands protected by their lease till the ex-

tbe same, paying all along the same
wt, and thi*

notwithstanding the lands
by sale or by alienation, into the pos-

>f other landlords,"-* just and wise act,h MetkM e*c,cu*d a most important in-
on the .canty of

property and the im-
r the country. A subsequent statute of

eh
permitting lands to be let in feu,mmili ary eernce, was also a judicious and

I measure
5 but the act of 1469 free-

property of the tenants who laboured the^ ft^liabilm-
f,,r ,,, d ,hta of thdr jy*M important legislative enactment of

riod affcctmg the right, and condition of
clas. of the

community. It appears that*

among the many grievous hardships to which the

husbandmen were subjected at this time, by the

tyranny of the higher orders, they were
frequently

stripped of their whole property by the creditors

of their landlord, in order to pay his debts,

remedy this gross injustice, an act was passed
which it was declared that " to prevent the

impoverishment and destruction of the king's com-

mons and rentallers, and of the inhabitants of the

estates of the nobles, which was occasioned by the

brief of distress
" sued out by the creditors <

nobles, the poor tenants should not be distrained

for their landlord's debts farther than the sum

which they were due to him in rent; so that it' the

amount of the debt exceeded the rent due by the

tenants, the creditor was bound to have recourse

against the other goods and property of the debtor.

If the defaulter had no other property except his

land, it was provided that the land should he sold

and the debt paid, so that the poor tenants and

labourers should not be distressed. The debtor,

however, was to enjoy the privilege of reclaiming
his land from the purchaser, if at any time within

seven years he should pay down the price for

which it had been sold.*

The distractions of the kingdom, and the in-

cessant feuds among the nobles, by Famine and

interrupting the operations of the pestilence,

husbandman, and destroying the fruits of his la-

bours, not unfrequeutly produced a scarcity of the

necessaries of life, and subjected the devoted coun-

try to the miseries of famine. It is stated by an

ancient contemporary chronicler, that in the year
1439 " was the dear summer, for the boll of meal

was at twenty-four shillings, and the boll of malt

at two marks, and the boll of wheat at thii :

lings," f so that, according to the calculation of the

learned Ruddiman, the price of provisions was

increased by the scarcity about twenty-fold. The

famine became so grievous, that multitudes of the

poorer classes died of absolute want, and yn-nt

numbers of those whom the famine had
were cut off by a deadly pestilence, the

quence of scanty and unwholesome food. In the

simple but graphic language of Pitscottic,
' In

this year there raise ane great dearth of victuals

within the realm, partly because the laboi;

the ground might not sow nor win the corn

through the tumults and cumbers in the country,

and partly because of the wrath and ire of

cause us to know ourselves, and through that

scourge to provoke us to amendment of life. There

rang also at this time ane terrible pest in the couu-

trie, for all men that were infected therewith died

that same day they took it, but (withou
remedie or help."J Again, we arc told l>y

the

contemporary chronicler quoted above, that in the

year 1482,
" there was ane great hungyr and deid

in Scotland, for the boll of meal was four pounds;"

Acts of Parliament, vol. ii. p. 96; Tvtler, vl. iv. r
197.

T Contemporary Chronicle at the end of Wyntown;
Tinker-ton, Appendix to vol. i. p. 502.

I Pitscottie, voL i. pp. 23, 24,
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and the public distress was greatly aggravated by
the- issue of a debased currency, called ' black

money ;' or copper pieces mixed with a small quan-
silver; an unjust and impolitic device which

raised the price of all the necessaries of life, and
! great discontent among the people.

" And
'tntinues the chronicler,

" there was great
betwixt Scotland and England, and great

:tion, through the wars, was of corn and

le, and thai twa things caused baith hunger
dearth, and mony poor folk deit of hunger."

*

The government of the day, acting upon those

mistaken notions of political economy which were

then universally prevalent, "sought to prevent the

uce of this grievous calamity, by issuing
! nactments against those persons who were

in the practice of buying victual or corn and

hoarding it up, in the expectation of a dearth.

Strict injunctions were given to sheriffs, bailies,

and all other officers, to discover, arrest, and

punish all such persons, whilst the provisions
which they had hoarded were to be confiscated.

The keeping of old stacks of corn in the farm-yard
later than Christmas was strictly prohibited; and

-~es and other persons who bought victual

for the purpose of selling again, were allowed at

this late season of the year to have only so much

grain in their possession as was requisite for the

support of themselves and their families,f By a

subsequent statute, passed in August, 1452, it was
ordered that all the corn in the kingdom should

be thrashed out before the last day of May then

next.

The trade and commerce of the country appear
Tr;ule and to have made little progress during
commerce. the reigns of James the Second and

Third. We learn from an old English poem, ap-

parently written in the reign of Edward the Fourth,
and entitled ' The Bibel of English Policy,' that

the chief exports of Scotland, at this period, were
tells or skins, hides, and wool ; that the wool was
manufactured at Popering, and Bell, or Baileul,

11 the coast of Flanders, between Dunkirk
and Calais

; that a mixture of English wool was

ry to make fine cloth
; and, that the Scot-

tish imports from Flanders were cart wheels and

wheelbarrows, haberdashery, and a little mercery. {

Large quantities of salmon still continued to be

exported, and regulations were enacted by the

ire respecting the size of the barrels and
the mode of measurement. An important statute

passed in 1467, declared that, in future, no ship
should be freighted by any of the king's lieges
either within the realm or from a foreign port,
without there being a formal charter-party drawn
up. stipulating that the ship-master should provide

-man and tymmerman (timber man), with a

ilh'cient to navigate the vessel. The mer-
svho sailed with him were to be gratuitously

furnished with fire, water and salt If any quarrel
*
Appendix to Pinkerton, vol. i. p. 503.

+ Acts of Parliament, vol. ii. p. 36.

. J Pinkertou, vol. i. pp. 407, 408.

YOJ . I.

'

'

arose between these merchantmen and the ship-
muMer, its decision \\ as to be referred to the court
of the burgh to which the ship was freighted. No
merchants' goods were to be injured or spoiled
by ignorant or careless stowage, under the penalty
of

forfeiting the
freight-money, besides making

i compensation to the owner for the damage. No
goods were allowed to bo placed upon the upper-
deck, and none were to be stowed below which
could injure the rest of the cargo in a tempest It
was ordered, that every ship carrying more than
five lasts of goods, should pay to the Scottish chap-
lain in the port to which it was tx>und, one mvk f
and if under five lasts, half a sack, under the pe-'

nalty of five pounds to the king. No drink money
was to be paid to the shipmaster or his agents.

Every ship, homeward bound, was to bring one
ton of materials for the church-work of the town to
which it was freighted. No master was to be
allowed to sail his vessel during the winter months,
from the feast of St. Simon and Judo to Candle-

mas; and all merchants were prohibited from

ing to the ports of the Swyn, the Sluse, the I)ara,
or Bruges, and were ordered to pass with their

ships and cargoes to the town of Middleburgh;
probably in consequence of some temporal

understanding with the Flemings.* A judicim
and equitable measure was enacted by James- IIL
in his last parliament (A.D. 14S7), for the protec-
tion and encouragement of foreign merchants. " For
the common profit of the whole realm, and to

excite strangers of other realms to visit the king-
dom with grain and other merchandize," it was or-

dered that, in future, all strangers should be treated

honourably and with all favour, at whatever port

they should arrive. The king's officers, and all

other subjects of the realm, were prohibited from

disturbing them, or arresting their persons, ships, or

goods ;
and it was declared, that they should hare

full liberty to dispose of their goods, and to sell

them to freemen, without compulsion or violence}
and that there should not be any price >et upon
their goods, except in fair bargain and su

was ordered, that no new customs, impositions, or

exactions, should be levied on them ; but that they
should pay the ancient duties alone, and that when

any articles were wanted for the king, his comp-
troller or receiver, after the price had been settled,

should have as much of the first and best as WM
required, for which, however, immediate payment
was to be made, that the owners might not suffer

by delay. It was peremptorily enjoined, that in

future no person, under pretence of making pur-

chases for the king's use, should take goods from

strangers to sell again, under the penalty of banish-

ment and escheat of moveables. Any strangers

then in the kingdom making complaints respect-

ing the seizure of their goods, or any other

injury, should receive immediate payment and

compensation, according to justice, against any

person in the kingdom,
" So that by the due ad-

* Acts of the Parliament of Scotland, vol. i;.

3a
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BUnistrstion of justice,
and the favourable treat-

Mot of all strangers, they might be induced to

return, to the great benefit of the whole kingdom."

These enactments present a curious picture of the

Uwless state of the country at this time, which

ed such regulations necessary for the pro-

i of foreign traders against the rapacious ex-

i and violence of the officers of the royal

household, as well as of the feudal barons. Evi-

tont* is afforded by the statute-book, that the

king's own
'

poor commons
' were exposed to simi- ,

Ur oppressive exactions ; and it appears, that dur-

ing the sitting of parliament and of the session.

the king's constables and other officers were in the

habit of levying a tax upon the merchants and

tradesmen who then brought their goods to market,

tBUHHfird by the greater demand for their com-

modities. This heavy grievance was removed by
th* parliament of 1457, which declared all such

imposts henceforth illegal, unless the right of ex-

action belonged to the constable ' of fee,' for which

he nrart show his charter.

Not a few of the statutes, however, which were

mweoQ> enacted at this period, for the re-

MUMrdd gulation of trade and commerce,
ssjMartns) were based on most erroneous prin-

ciple*, and were calculated to impede and injure,

rather than to foster the industry of the country.
The restrictions upon the export of cattle into Eng-
land, and the transportation of gold and silver out

of the country were renewed, and it was declared,
that every merchant who exported hides or wool-

Ida, should, for each sack which he sold in the fo-

reign market, bring to the master coiner of the

king's mint two ounces of current silver, for which
he was to receive nine shillings and two-pence. A
statute of James I. was re-enacted, which ordered
that no person should be allowed to sail or trade
in ships, but such as were of good reputation and
hihtT, and who possessed, at the least, in property

or in commission, the value of three serplaiths of
wool. It was declared, that no litstar or dver was
to fallow the trade of a draper, or to be permitted
to buy or sell cloth. None but free burgesses, or
dwellers within burghs, or their factors and ser-

Tants, were allowed to sell or traffic in merchan-
dfatomt of the realm ; but an exception was made

I BTonr of prelates, barons, and clerks, who were
pemittsd to nod the produce of their estates out

cowrtry by the hands of their servants, and
to jwirlisilin return, such things as were needful

-jf*
"** ** ^Ten bar8e 8*, t would

*, were not allowed to engage in mercantile
to, unless they possessed, of their own pro-

hat
'

of goods, or had this
quantity,

ati under their own power and management ;

J^**;11 ? and artisans were not per-
9 trade, onlees they first

entirely renounced

r"
1

^ *^, Th* P1*1***8' *d nobles, and
ktof himself, still continued, as in the

Wfht Teasels, and to engage in
mate oommcmal speculations.

A. iaporuat change took place in the
coinage

of the kingdom during the reign of James the

Second. It was resolved by the

parliament of 1451 that it was

expedient there should be an issue of new coinage,

conforming in weight to the money of England.

Eight groats were to be coined out of the ounce

of refined silver or bullion, and smaller coins of

half-groats, pennies, half-pennies, and farthings,
of the same proportionate weight and fineness.

It was directed that the new groats should be

reckoned of the value of eight-pence the piece;

that the half-groat should be taken for four-pence,

the penny for two-pence, the half-penny for one

penny, and the farthing for a half-penny. The

English groat and half-groat were fixed at the

same value, but it was ordained that the English

penny should only be received for such value as

the receiver chose to affix to it. The exact value

of the French and other foreign coins then current

in Scotland, was fixed at the same time. It was

declared that as soon as the new groat was struck

and a day appointed for its issue, the value of the

groat now current was to be lowered to four-pence,

and of the half-groat to two-pence. It -was next re-

solved by the parliament that there should be struck

a new gold coin, having the figure of a lion on the

one side, and on the other the image of St. Andrew,
clothed in a side-coat, reaching to his feet. The

value of this new piece, which was termed a lion,

was fixed at six shillings and eight-pence of the

new coinage, while the value of the half-lioii was

to be three shillings and four-pence. The coin

called the demy, which had then a current value

of nine shillings, was henceforth to be received

only for six shillings and eight-pence, and the

half-demy for three shillings and four-pence. It

was declared that no man was to be obliged to re-

ceive this money if it should be reduced by clip-

ping. The master of the mint was to be held

responsible for all the gold and silver struck under

his authority, and was invested with full power to

select the coiners and strikers who worked under

him and to punish them for any misconduct.*

It was soon found that the value affixed by
these regulations to the various coins, both native

and foreign, then current in Scotland, was too low,

and that the merchants and traders having disco-

vered that the real value of the money was greater

than the statutory value fixed by parliamer/
in the habit of '

keeping up 'the coins and export-

ing them to other countries. To remedy this evil.

which seems to have excited great alarm among
the statesmen of this period, the parliament

<>t

1456 ordained that the value of the demy should

be estimated at ten shillings; that the in >

should ' have course throughout the realm' for the

same sum, instead of its first value, six shilling

and eight-pence, as directed in 1451 ;
that the new

groat should be raised from eight-pence to twelve-

pence j and the half-groat from four-pence to six-

pence. Special regulations were also framed re-

specting articles made of the precious metals, th

Acts of Parliament, voL ii. pp. 39, 40.
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standard purity of which was to be carefully ascer-

tained and authenticated by a mark stamped upon
them by the deacon of the craft.*

i in gold pieces coined by James III. received

the designation of '

unicorns,' from the animal now

employed as the supporter of the royal armorial

bearings. The copper coinage of Scotland com-

menced in 1466, when it was resolved by the

parliament,
that for the convenience of the king's

lieges,
and to encourage alms-giving to the poor,

a coinage of copper money should be issued, four

pieces or farthings to the penny, with the device

of St. Andrew's cross, and superscribed Edinburgh
on the one side, and a royal crown with the letters

JVMKS R.' on the reverse. A little silver was

mingled with the copper, so as to constitute what

was called
'
billon.' The ' black money,' as the

debased groats and pennies issued by this prince
were termed, consisted of copper pieces mixed with

a small quantity of silver. The groats were called
4

placks,' and only passed for three-pence. The
severe penalties, which were repeatedly denounced

by the legislature against all false strikers of gold
and silver, and all forgers of false groats and pennies,
show that the crimes of false coining and forgery
were not uncommon in Scotland at this time.

A minute description of the arms and armour

Arms and worn by the different classes of
armour. the community at this period is

given in the various statutes which make provision
for the defence of the countiy. It was ordered by
the parliament of 1456 " that all the king's lieges

possessed of lands or goods should be ready mounted
and accoutred, according to the value of their pro-

perty, to ride for the defence of the country at the

command of the king. All persons worth twenty
marks were commanded to provide themselves, at

the least, with a jack and sleeves down to the

waist, or with a pair of splents, a '

sellat,'t or a
'

prickit hat,' a sword and a buckler, a bow and
fiheaf of arrows, if they can procure them

;
if not,

they were to have an axe and a targe made either

of leather or wood, with two bands upon the in-

side."
J.

In 1471 it was declared that no " merchant
should import spears less than six ells in length,
and that no bowyer in the kingdom should make
them of shorter size

;
that every yeoman who could

not use the bow should have a good axe and a

targe of leather to resist the English arrows." In a

subsequent parliament (A.D. 1481) a penalty was

imposed on any soldier whose spear was shorter

,than five ells and a half; the jacks or leathern
tunics were ordered to extend below the knee, and
'he targe of wood or leather was to be made ac-

rording to a pattern to be sent to the sheriff of the

county. The barons were arrayed from head to

*1 in plate armour of complete steel, which had
now superseded the chain-mail formerly worn by

Acts of Parliament, vol. ii. p. 46.
+ A helmet or head-piece for foot-soldiers.
J Acts of Parliament, vol. ii. p. 35.
5 Ibid. pp. 132, 133; Lesley's Hist. p. 4&

871

the leaders of the army. Their horns were now
also clad in complete armour. Considerable atten-
tion appears to have been paid both by James II.
and his successor to the construction of cannon, or
'

carts of war' as they are termed; and artilU-n -

men and skilful artisans were procured from th-
continent for the management of the rude ordnanc*
which were then employed by the Scots. The art
of gunnery appears to have been rery imperfectlr
understood in Scotland at this period. James, as
it is well known, lost his life at the siege of Rox-
burgh castle by the bursting of a rudely con-
structed gun, which had been overcharged by the
engineer ; and Dunbar castle, which was besieged
by James III. in 1479, withstood for several months
the discharges of the royal artillery. The cannon
of the garrison, however, appears to hare been
better served, for we are informed that a single
ball from a gun, mounted on the ramparts of the

fortress, struck dead at one moment three of t he-

best knights in the army of the besiegers, Sir

John Colquhoun, of Luss; Sir Adam Wallace, of

Craigie ; and Sir James Schaw, of Sauchic.

In imitation of the example of James I., his suc-
cessors sought, by every means in their power, to

promote the practice of archery among their sub-

jects. Stringent enactments were repeated at inti-r-

vals throughout their reigns prohibiting the game*
of the foot-ball and golf, the favourite pastimes of

the Scottish peasantry ; and commanding that a

pair of butts should be erected in the vicinity of

each parish church, whore shooting was to be prac-
tised every Sunday ;

that armed musters of the

whole disposable force of a district, for the exercise

of their arms and the inspection of their weapons,
should be held four times in the year; and that

there should be a good 'bowyer 'and a'flcdger*
or arrow-maker in every head-town of the county,
who were to be furnished by the town with th-

requisite materials for their trade, so that even
man within the parish might be provided with

the requisite weapons, and practise shooting. But

all these attempts to change the national habits

completely failed, and the Scottish soldiery, in

spite of reiterated legislative enactments, en-

forced by heavy penalties, could not be prevailed

upon to substitute the bow for tneir favourite

weapon, the spear.

In the reign of James II. we find the first men-

tion made of the institution of a royal guard for

the protection of the sovereign's person a measure

of precaution which was probably taken in rouse

quence of the cruel assassination of that monarch'*

father. It appears to have been discontinued by
James IV., who was exceedingly popular among
all classes of his subjects ; but was revived daring

the minority of his successor. With the exception

of this guard, and a small body of soldiers occasion-

ally maintained for the purpose of garrisoning the

fortresses on the Borders, Scotland was a stranger

to a standing army till the period of the Restora-

tion.

The system of chivalry which made its way into
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Scotland at a Tery early period,
still continued

to flourish among the barons and

knights of that country. The an-

cient oath, administered with great

..-Mr to the youthful Scottish warrior on whom

the honour of knighthood was conferred, has fortun-

ately been preserved,
and is a curious and interesting

relic of an institution which, at one time, exercised

powerful influence on the character of our ances-

tors. The aspirant after knightly renown bound

and obliged himself to defend the Christian reli-

gion to the uttermost of his power, to be loyal and

true to his sovereign lord the king, to all orders of

chivalry, and to the noble office of arms to sup-

port the administration of justice without favour

or enmity, never to flee from bis sovereign lord the

king, nor from his lieutenants in the time of affray

or battle to defend his native realm from all ali-

eos "*
strangers to defend the just action and

quarrel of all ladies of honour, of all true and

friendless widows, of orphans, and of maidens of

good fiune to do diligence to bring to justice all

murderers, traitors, or masterful robbers, who op-

press the king's lieges and poor people to main-

tain and uphold the noble state of chivalry, with

horse, armour, and other knightly habiliments, and

to help and succour those of the same order at his

power, if they had need and, finally, he declared

his determination to seek diligently to acquire the

knowledge and understanding of all the articles

and points contained in the books of chivalry.*
The tournament continued to be a favourite pas-

time of the Scottish barons and

knights, who enjoyed a high repu-
tation throughout Europe for skill in those spirit-

stirring display* of martial accomplishments, which
constitute such a striking feature of the times. A
brief notice has already been given of the cele-

brated combat at mtirance between three Burgun-
dian champions and three Scottish knights, which
occurred at the marriage of James II., in 1449

; but
the minute and graphic account of this noted com-
bat, by Olivier de la Marche, a contemporary Bur-
Kumlian writer,t di-nervcs insertion on account of
the light which it cants on the chivalrous character
and manners of the knights of this period.

'Wm Messir* Jnquc* dc Lalain saw that there
I no further occasion for him t he-re, he returned

and found the good duke of Burgundy in his city
lie, who MHfod him

favourably; but he soon
the duke and set out for Scotland.

is accompanied by Mensire Simon de Lalain,
Herve do Meriadet and many other

rthy ment and, so far as I understand, Messire
am

.

de Lalain had formerly
t in amis and had sought each other

1 purpose. At tl.<- instance of the gnid
nt James Douglas, battle was permitted by
ung between him and M. J ,,, dc Lalain

w>L I. pp. 438-481.

but the affair grew and multiplied, so that a con-

flict to outrance was concluded on, of three noble

Scottishmen, against M. Simon and M. Jaques de

Lalain, and Herve de Meriadet, all to fight at once,

before the king of Scotland. And when the day of

the conflict came, the king most honourably re-

ceived them in the lists, and though I was not

myself a spectator, yet I must recount the cere-

monies, for example to future times. For three

memorable things occur besides the battle, which

was most fiercely disputed on both sides."
" The first was, that when the three belonging

to the court of Burgundy were all armed, and each

his coat of arms on his back ready to enter into

battle, M. -Jaques de Lalain spoke to M. Simon, his

uncle, and to Meriadet, and said,
' Messieurs and

my brothers in the conflict, you know that it is my
enterprise which has led us into this kingdom, and

that in consequence the battle has been granted to

M. James Douglas ;
and although each of us may

assist his comrade, I beg and request you, that

whatever befall me this day, none of you attempt
to succour me, for it would seem that you had

passed the sea and entered into this conflict only
to assist me

;
and that you did not hold or know me

a man able to sustain the assault and combat of

one knight, and hence less account will be held of

me and my knighthood.'
" After this request, sallied from the pavilions

the champions in armour, furnished with axes,

lances, swords, daggers, and they had leave either

to throw or push their lances as they chose."
" The two Messires James Douglas and Jaques

de Lalain were in the middle, to encounter each

other, which they did. On the right was M.

Simon de Lalain, who was to engage a Scottish

squire, and Meriadet was to meet a knight of high

power and fame
;
but they found themselves trans-

verse, so that the knight was opposite to M. Simon,

and then Meriadet (who desired to assail him who
was appointed, without regard to the strength or

fame of his antagonist) passed across to place him-

self before M. Simon, and meet his man. But tin-

good knight coldly and firmly turned towards

Meriadet and said,
'

Brother, let each keep himself

to his opponent, and I shall do well, if it pleas.-

God.' So Meriadet resumed his rank before his

antagonist, and this is the second thing which I

desired to commemorate."
" The champions Ixgan to advance each against

the other, and because that the three on the part of

Burgundy doubted lest the place might be too

confined for so many lances, they all three threw

their lances behind thern (the third cause of my
recital), and seized their axes, and rushed on tin-

Scots, who came within push of lance, but that

availed them nothing. Though all fought at once

I shall rehearse the adventures one after the

other."
" The two Messires James Douglas and dc

Lalain met each other, and approached so nigh
that of all their Aveapons there remained none save

a dagger, which the Scottish knight held. The
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said M. Jaques de Lalain seized him by the arm '

his hand, which held the dagger so closely,

that the Scot could not avail himself of it; and he

, held the other arm below the arm-pit, so that they
turned each other round the lists for a long time."

M. Simon de Lalain and the Scottish knight
i- strong champions, and neither of them skilled

in warding blows of the axe; like two valiant

knights they attacked each other so often, that in

.ft time they had crushed the visors of their

basinets, and their weapons and armour, with

mutual blows, and the fight seemed equal."

On the other side was Herve de Meriadet,

in the Scottishman attacked with the push of

lance ; but Meriadet turned off the blow with

the butt-end of his axe, so that the lance fell from

the Scot's hands; and Meriadet pursued him so

:ly,
that before the Scot could undo his axe he

M within his guard, and with one blow felled

him to the earth. Meriadet then left the Scot to

arise, who was quick, light, and of great spirit, and
arose speedily and ran to Meriadet for the second

time. Meriadet (who was one of the most redoubted

squires of his time for strength, lightness, coolness,

and skill in arms and in wrestling) received the

assault with great composure, then returned it,

and again struck him to the ground with his axe
;

when the Scot again attempted to rise, but Me-
riadet struck him on the back with his hand and

knee, and made him fall flat on the sand. And
notwithstanding the request which Messire Jaques
de Lalain had made, the said Meriadet, seeing
the struggle of the two knights, advanced to assist I

the said Jaques, but the king of Scots threw
down his baton and they were parted. Now,
though it be against my plan, and though I write

of this combat without having seen it, I neverthe-

less report it truly by the report of the Scots and
of our party."
A vivid and interesting picture of the civil

Dress of the
dresses of the times is given in

uid of the the various sumptuary laws en-
s and acted by James II. and his succes-

sor, in consequence of the alleged
j

impoverishment of the realm by the sumptuous
apparel of men and women. The same subject
had attracted the attention of the legislature
in the year 1429, and strict injunctions were
issued that the king's lieges should array them-
selves in such grave apparel as befitted their

station. But it would appear that these sta-

tutory regulations had failed to remedy the evil

complained of, for it was deemed necessary, by the

parliament held in 1457, to re-enact the laws

against immoderate costliness in apparel still in-

dulged in, especially by the burgesses and their

"Seeing," it declared, "that each estate
has been greatly impoverished through the sump-
tuous clothing of men and women, especially within
ths burghs, and amongst the commonalty, to ' land-

wart,' the lords thought it speedful that restriction
M such vanity should be made in this manner.
First, no man within the burgh, that lived by mer-

chandise, except he be a person of dignity, as on*
of the aldermen or bailies, or other good worthymen of the council of the town, should either him-
self wear, or allow his wife to wear, clothe* of sift.
or costly scarlet gowns, or furring of ntfitiHit"
Strict injunctions were aim issued, that the wires
and daughters of the burgesses should be habited
in a manner correspondent to their itate.

M that i

to say, on their In ads short curettes with little

hoods, such as are used in Flanders, Fnghad. and
other countries ; and as to the gowns, no woman
should wear inert ricks, or Ictrin, or tails of mtrt-

fitting length, nor trimmed with tan, except on
holydays." At the same time it was ordered tha
"
poor gentlemen, livingin thecoun-

try.whose property was within forty foitksMM sa4

pounds of old extent," should regu-
<* ** B*<fW

late their dress according to the same standard.
As to the clergy, no one was to wear a scarlet

gown or mertrick furs, unless he was a dignitary
in a cathedral or college church, or a doctor, or a per-
son having an income of two hundred marks. And
with regard to the commonalty, it nd at tfc

was enacted " that no labourers or commonalty

husbandmen were to wear on their work-days any
other stuff than grey or white cloth ; and on holy-

days, light blue, green, or red, and their wires the

same, with kerchiefs of their own making, The
stuff they wore was not to exceed the price of forty

pence the ell. No woman was to come to the kirk

or market with her face '

inussolit,' or covered, so

that she might not be known, under the penalty of

forfeiting the curch."
*

Another statute was passed during the reign of

James II., for the purpose of regulating the dresses

to be worn by earls, lords of parliament, ""fltHf-

saries of burghs, and advocates, at all parliaments
and general councils. The earls ofearissasl

were directed to use mantles of lord* of

' brown granyt/t open before, lined P^^-
with white fur, and trimmed in front with tha

same of a hand's breadth, and reaching down to

the belt, surmounted by little hoods of the same

cloth, pendant on the shoulder. The other lords of

parliament were enjoined to hare a mantle of red

cloth, open in front, and lined with silk, or furred

with '

Cristy grey, gricce, or purray,' t with a hood

of the same cloth, and furred in the same asjuuwri

whilst all commissaries of burghs _of u>* cow-

were commanded to have each ' a

pair of cloaks' of blue cloth,

trimmed with fur, and made to open OB the right

shoulder, and having hoods of the same colour.

any earl, lord of parliament, or eommissary of

the burghs, appeared in parliament or at the fCM
ral council without this dress, he was to pay a fin*

of ten pounds to the king. All 4afss>

men employed as '

forespeakers/

or advocates, were to wear a dress of green cloth,

Acts of the Scottish Parliament, toL U. p. 49.

+ This ' brcwn granyf is supposed to haw been 1

fine cloth, fashionable in this century, til

by scarlet.
* Furs inferior to the ermine worn by earl*.
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made in the form of a 'runykil,' or short tunic,

with the sleeves open like a tabard; under the pe-

nalty of five pounds to the king, if they appeared

either in parliament or before the general councils

without it. It was also directed that in every

burgh where meetings of parliament or general

councils were held, there should be constructed,

where the bar uses to stand,' a platform, consist-

ing of three tiers of benches, each tier higher than

the other, upon which the commissioners of burghs

were to it* This act was confirmed by a subse-

quent parliament (A.D. 1458); and the king was

advised to order patterns of all the dresses to be

made. It was enacted by James III., in the year

1471. that, considering the great penury of the

lealm, and the expense of importing silk, no one

sknalrt wear it in doublets, gowns, or cloaks,who was

not possessed of land yielding an annual rent of one

hundred pounds Scotch money, excepting knights,

minstrels, and heralds; and that women, whose

hasbands did not belong to one or other of these

classes, should not use silk in the linings of their

dresses, hot only in making the collar and sleeves.

In the celebrated Kensington picture of James III.

Cortmne of an<^ h^8
i
ueen

. the king is reprc-
Ja*e* HI. and sented as clothed in a robe of lilac

hue, trimmed with ermine, with a
vest composed of cloth of gold ; the queen's dress

consists of a blue robe, with a kirtle of cloth of

gold; her head-dress is one blaze of gold and

jewels,t The dress of her majesty appears to have
hfun very costly, for, on the 24th of June, 1470,
the lands of Kilmarnock and others, forfeited by
Lord lioyd, were bestowed on the queen during
her life, for her robes, and to supply her with the
ornaments of her head-dress.'

The accounts of the Bishop of Glasgow, who
held the office of treasurer to James III., furnish
us with a number of minute and interesting details

respecting the dress and personal expences of the

royal family of Scotland at this period. We find
that, in 1474, James Hommel, the king's tailor, and

of the unfortunate favourites afterwards mur-
dered st Lander, received four ells of French black,

forty-two .hilling, the ell, to make a long gown
the king, with ten ells of fustian for lining.Mf the articles provided for the king, mention

f host of white cloth ; shirts of fine hol-
knkt gowns, lined with lamb-skin

; socks
oth ; doublets and hose, lined with broad-

pair of spun valued at four
shillings ; two

to make two tippets, and furs to line

vol. ii. p. 49.

. -,. -_-;
- Andrew; on the reverse is a

?s^,A4fessr
t^m ^kMM*. _ /? ^ intended for her father in

i UM patron taint of h.-i.tnaj-jj QQ
is an or-

have
from the

them ; a long mantle of velvet ; a bonnet at fifteen

shillings, and two hats at ten shillings each
; a

satin jacket lined with lamb-skin
; grey cloth for

long socks ;
black satin to cover a prayer-book ;

velvet for a ' chesabel
'

to his closet, and for his

brigintyuis ;
knobs of gold for his saddle

;
a chymna

or grate for his closet; ribbons for his doublet and

sleeves
; gloves, muchis or caps ; pillows covered

with broad cloth ; drugs from Flanders
; an ell of

scarlet for his petticoat; a gown of cloth of gold,

lined with satin, presented to an English herald,

who attended the embassy.

Among the things purchased for the queen are pat-

tens and corks ; livery gowns lined with grey for six

ladies of her chamber on a pilgrimage to Whithera ;

satin for her ' turrats ;'
black clothfor a '

sliding gown ;'

velvet for another gown ; leathern gloves ; a cloak

and '

capite bern,' of black, lined with Scottish cloth;

eight ells of broad cloth to cover a bathing-vat,
and three for a sheet, to put around her while

bathing ;
hose of black cloth

;
seven ells of crimson

satin for a kirtle, and to cover ' bonnets of tire ;' a.

grate for her closet; 'band leather' for furring her

gloves ; five ells of '

cristy gray,' at thirty shillings

the ell, to line a gown of black damask
;
blue velvet

to cover her stirrup irons ;
half an ell of double

tartan to line her riding collars; satin for tippets

and collars
;

a year's shoes costing upwards of

seven pounds ;
satin for stomachers, and ermine to

line them
; twenty-six

' bestes of grece' to line a

tippet ; ten pounds thirteen shillings and four-

pence for a mass-book to her altar.

The chief articles provided for the prince, then

only two years of age, are shirts and caps of hoi-

land cloth, coats of brown lined with white cloth,

and some of the latter for his cradle
;
fine broad

cloth for his sheets, or rather blankets ;
white hose

and petticoats, and lawn caps ;
French brown cloth,

and tartan with buckrum binding for his cradle ;

English russet for a gown to his nurse ;
white fus-

tian for blankets, and broad-cloth for sheets; a

coat of satin, and a gown of cloth of gold, lined

with blue tartan.*

The state banquets of this age were character-

ized by a display of rude maffui-
-,

J
, *, *. , btat* banquets.

licence and plenty, and were tre-

quently conducted on an extravagant scale. An

interesting account is given in the annals of De

Coucy, a contemporary Burgundian writer, of the

feasting and revelry which took place on tl.

sion of the marriage of James II. to Mary of

Gueldres. On the arrival of the youthful princess

at Lei th, she was welcomed by a great concourse of

all classes of people, whom die polished Burgun-
dians regarded as little better than bail

Seated on horseback behind her brother-in-law, the

Lord of Campvere, and encircled by the nobles of

France, Burgundy, and Scotland, she proceeded
to

Edinburgh, where she was lodged in the convent

of the Greyfriars. On the day after her arrival,

'An account, Charge and Discharge of John, Bishop of

Glasgow, Treasurer to James III., for the Year 1474.' Pink

erton, vol. i. p. 493. See Appendix, Note. xv.
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:Icing visited her and remained three hours, and a great quantity of food should be prepared, and
on the following Wednesday he sent to appoint that the spits and ranges should be put into
the next day for the wedding, and presented her employment. Even the visit of the king did not
with two hackneys, worth about thirty French induce Lord Somerville to send any other than hie
crowns. On the wedding-day the king arrived on usual intimation, only be repeated it three *fnmt
horseback, dressed in a grey robe, lined with white and despatched it to his castle by a special mm
cloth, and wearing boots and spurs. The queen senger. The paper was delivered to Lady Sotner-

.othed in a robe of violet colour, lined with ville, who, having been newly married, waa not yet
ermine ;

in a strange fashion, says De Coucy, if skilled in her husband's hieroglyphics, and she

compared with those of France
;
and her long hair made out the brief, and probably not very legible,

hanging down. At the festival which followed writing to be, not '

sjxjates and raxes/ but

the coronation, the first dish consisted of the figure

of a boar's head, painted and stuck full of '

hards/
or coarse bits of flax, served up in an enormous

platter, surrounded with thirty-two little flags or

banners, bearing the arms of the king and chief

nobles. The flax was then set on fire amid the

acclamations of the numerous and brilliant assem-

bly iii the hall. A ship of silver, of exquisite

workmanship, was next introduced, probably con-

taining salt and spices in distinct compartments.
The first service was then ushered in, preceded by
the Earl of Orkney and four knights, and every

succeeding service was brought in by about thirty
or forty persons, all bearing dishes. At the second

table, the Countess of Orkney and other ladies sat

with the Lord of Campvere. At the third was a
1

patriarch/ says De Coucy, probably a papal

legate, along with three bishops, an abbot, and
other churchmen, the five dignitaries drinking out

of a large
'

hanap/ or wooden bowl, without spill-

ing any of the wine
;
and other liquors being as

abundant as sea-water. The dinner lasted about

five hours, there being neither dancing nor supper.
On the following day there was ' excellent cheer in

their way,' says the chronicler, which was very
rude and strange when compared with that of

France. The dress and manners of the common

people he describes as very barbarous. ' There are

even/ he adds,
'

many among them who seem to be

altogether savages/*
The following curious incident related by the

Anecdote of author of the ' Memorie of the

James III. and Somervilles/ may serve to illus-

and jacks/ implements which she, no doubt, <

dered more likely to be required by her lord

spits and ranges. She immediately concluded that
Lord Somerville was in some distress, or

in some quarrel in Edinburgh, and wanted
an.-e

;
and instead of making preparations for a

feast, a body of two hundred horsemen were hastily

collected, and despatched to their master's help.
As they were marching with the utmost speed orer

the moors towards Edinburgh, they observed a

large company of nobles and their attendants

engaged in the sport of hawking on the side of

Corsett-hill. This was the king and Lord Somer-

ville, who were on their road to Cowthally, taking
their sport as they went along. The appearance of

a numerous body of armed men interrupted the

pastime of the royal party, and excite'l no incon-

siderable alarm ; and the king, who saw Lord

Somerville's banner at the head of the troop, con-

cluded it was some rebellious enterprise against

his person, and charged the baron with treason.

Lord Somerville protested his innocence :
'

Yonder/

said he,
' are indeed my men and my banner, but

I have no knowledge whatever of the cause that

has brought them here. But if your grace will

permit me to ride forward, I will soon ascertain

the reason of this disturbance. In the mean time,

let my eldest son and heir remain as an huatag*

in your power, and let him lose his head if I prove

a traitor/ The king accordingly permitted Lord

Somerville to ride towards his followers, when the

matter was soon explained by those who com-

manded them. The mistake was then only a sub-

I SomerviUe. trate both the personai character !

ject of merriment, for the king looking *t the

of James III. and the manners of the Scottish letter, protested he himself would have read i

SnAnrs nnrl iiiolts
' rather than ' Soeates and raxee/

king and his nobles at this period. About the

year 1474, Lord Somerville being in attendance

upon the court, James offered to pay him a visit at

his cabtle of Cowthally, near the village of Carn-

wath, in Lanarkshire, where he then lived, in all

the rude
hospitality of the time, for which this

nobleman was peculiarly remarkable. Like the

other nobles of his age, Lord Somerville was more
accustomed to handle the sword than the pen, and,
on the occasions of his absence from home, it was

Spears and jacks/ rather than '

Speates and

When the cavalcade reached Cowthally the Udj
was much out of countenance at her mistake. But

the good-humoured monarch warmly praised her

for the despatch which she hod used in sending

assistance to her husband ;
and said he hoped s,

would always have as brave a band at his serriee

when the king and kingdom required them.*

An old poem, entitled The Three Take ol

Three Priests of Peolis/t which CwofiU
his custom, when he intended to return to his appears to have been written be-

castle with a party of guests, merely to write the

words '

Speates and raxes/ that is, spits and ranges,
for the purpose of intimating to his household that

De Coucy's Memoirs are published at the end of the
wy of Jean Chartier. See Pinkerton, voL L pp. 431

fore the year 1492, gives a cunoas

view of the manners of the Scot-

tish burgesses and merchants during the reign of

Memorie of the Somemlles, roL i. p. 40.

t Scottish Poems, reprinted from scarce ditioee, J

John Pinkerton, roL L
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Jane* the Third. The three priests are represented

M meeting in the town of Peebles, and after

enjoying a collation, consisting of three roasted

jMKffia ^nth sauce, and many other meats, served

apon a roundel,' or round tahle, covered with a

fiur cloth, and washed down with plenty of good

liquor, they agreed that each in turn should tell a

talc for their mutual instruction and amusement.

The first story is narrated hy father John, who
4 hath been in monie an uncouth land' in Por-

tugal and in Seville, in the five kingdoms of Spain,

in Home, Flanders, and in Venice, and ' other

lands sundrie up and down.' A certain king is

represented as summoning the three estates of
<
his

realm, and requiring each of them to account for

the degeneracy, which has taken place in the cha-

racter and condition of the respective classes. The

bm flusucs arc first called upon to explain why it is

that '

Burgess bairns thrive not to the third heir,

bat cat away all that their elders won.' After

due deliberation they answer that the reason is,

they begin not where their fathers began,' hut

that '

they aye begin where that their fathers left.'

A minute and graphic description is then given of

the manner in which a trader of those days rose hy
alow degrees from jxxverty to riches. He begins
hi* career poorly, we arc told, with good luck, and
a halfpenny, and a lamb's skin

; and goes from town
to town on foot, oft wet-shod and weary, till at last

out of * monie smalls,' he makes up a good pack,
and becomes a pedlar. At every fair the indus-

trious chapman is found disposing of his goods, till,

at length, his pack is worth forty pounds, when he
finds it necessary to purchase a stout horse to bear
it. By and by he acquires a cart to '

carry pot and

pan,' and becomes the owner of Flemish coffers

with counters and chest The next stage in his

P*rd coarse, sees him possessed of a shop in town,
baying and selling wool He goes to sea, accord-

tag to the custom of the merchants of that day,
*

^home
'

very potent man,' and marries a
His royages have been so frequent and

so Mtttssful, that, at the last, he becomes the owner
of a goodly ship, and ' waxes so full of world's
wealth,

1

that he washes his hands in a silver basin,
has hoards of gold and silver, and a cupboard of
paste worth three thousand pounds.* He wears
ieh gowns and other gay garments, is clothed in
k on Sundays, and in green or grey cloth at

times, while his wife is arrayed in scarlet,

'mpdiooaly every day. He dies, and his
to the possession of wealth, for which

toflsd, which never cost him cither sleep-
its, or laborious days. He has been nur-

in horary, his moth.-r tholcd not the reck
) oo him to blow.' He wears precious rings

M^E? ^r^"1"1 to hew th*t his father
P*fa, keeps a train of idle servants,toe in ^ UTCrn or in pla

. ^
UU, stnking into poverty, he becomes the

omelord's n at court Drink and
c

stripped him of every farthing of his
*11 * ah* *7800 of modem

sterling currency

inheritance he Las not the skill to earn a morsel

of bread,
' what ferlie (marvel) then that bun;

bairns beg.'

The lords are then called upon to say what is

the cause why such worthy lords

were in former days
' so full of

freedom, worship, and honour, hardy in heart to

stand in every stour,' while their degenerate de-

scendants exhibit the very opposite qualities. They

allege that the principal cause of this degeneracy
was to be found in the mal-adniinistration of jus;

and the grievous oppression of the farmers, and

husbandmen, by the coroners, justices, serjands, or

mairs, of the king, who were in the habit of ex-

torting sums of money from the more thriving

yeomen, till they reduced them to poverty. Bribes

alone could secure a favourable hearing of any
cause, however just. The thief could easily escape
the punishment due to his crimes, by bribing the

judge, while the honest farmer was often accused

of theft, or robbery, for the sake of the fine, the

amount of which was made to depend on the ex-

tent of his ability.

' Thus leil men are hurt, and thiefs gets away.'

The gross oppression of the farmers impoverished
their landlords, who found their tenants unable

either to pay their rents during the time of peace,
or to provide themselves with proper arms to at-

tend their lords in war, and appeared at the mu-
with ragged cloaks, and rusty swords, more like

a regiment of beggars, than a courageous, well

disciplined host. The barons, thus reduced to

poverty, were fain to replenish their coffers by

degrading marriages with the illegitimate daugh-
ters of opulent priests, or the heiresses of mer-

chants, or by selling the right of marriage of their

sons to '

churles,'

1 In whom is na nurture nor nobilness,

Fredome, worship, ruaiiLeid nor honours.'

There can be little doubt that these complaints

respecting the gross partiality of the officers of

justice, at this period, were well founded, and that

the very laws intended for the protection of the

poor, were thus converted into instruments of their

oppression. It appears that the practice of selling

the royal pardon, even for the most outrageous

crimes, had been carried to such a shamcles-s lu ight

during the reign of James III., that the Lords of

the Articles, in the parliament held in 1471, were

constrained to exhort and entreat his highness that
1 he would close his hand for a certain time

coming against all remissions and respites
for

murder.' *

Lastly, the clergy were required in their turn to

account for the deterioration which
v j 4 i i . ,1 . i i and the clergy.
nad. taken place in their order, and
to say why, in ancient times, the bishops and

clergy abounded in all good works, and, through
the influence of their prayers, the dumb spake, the

blind received their sight, the deaf heard, and the

lame were made to walk, while no such good deeds

Acts of Parliament, vol. ii. p. 104.
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were done by their successors. The answer given

. that anciently the bishops were chosen by the

people,
after fasting and earnest prayer to God for

the guidance of the Holy Spirit ;
and that the per-

son best fitted for each particular see was selected,

either from among the clergy of that chapter where

the vacancy had occurred, or of the whole realm.

But now bishops are not chosen by the people, but

appointed solely by the king. No man now ob-

tains a benefice by literature, science, virtue, or

even birth, but by gold alone, simony being ac-

counted no sin. In consequence of this love of

filthy lucre the gifts of the Holy Spirit were not

imparted. The bishops came not in by the door,
j

but climbed in by the window; and he that came

not in by the door was not a shepherd to keep the

sheep, but a fox disguised in a lamb's skin. How
could such wicked men work miracles unless it

was by the help of Satan ?

' This is the cause, the sooth to say,

Why holiness fra kirkmen is away.'

It is but justice to state, that in the midst of gene-

ral corruption in the church, there were not want-

ing at this time, even among the bishops, illustrious

examples of eminent piety and faithful attention to

duty. In delineating the character of the venerable

Hishop Kennedy, Pitscottie says,
" He caused all

parsons and vicars to remain at their parish

churches for instruction and edifying their flocks
;

and caused them to preach the word of God unto

the people, and to visit them when thry were tick.

And, also, the said bishop visited every church
within his diocese four time* in the year, and

preached to the parishioner* the word of God truly,
and inquired of them if they were duly instructed

in the word of God by their parson and vicar,

and if their sacraments were duly administered,
and if the poor were sustained, and the youth edu-

cated and taught conformably to the order that was
taken in the church of God. And where be (band
that order was not followed, he made great punish-

ment, to the effect that God's glory might shine

through all the country within his diocese, giving

good example to all future archbishops and church-

men in general to cause the patrimony of the church

of God to be used for the glory of God and the

common benefit of the poor."
*

The increase of crime among the higher classes

at this period appears to have kept Poisoning nt
pace with the increase of luxury, kdoltmtios. of

The enactment, in 1450, of two

statutes against domestic and foreign importers of

poisons, shows that this crime, so widely prevalent

at this time on the continent, had spread into Scot-

land. The adulteration of wine seems also to have

been extensively practised, for, by a law passed in

1482, the penalty of death was denounced against

any person who should import, or sell, or compose

corrupted or mixed liquor.

Pitscottie, roL i. p. 171.
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CHAPTER XXH.

JAMES THE FOUKTH.

1488-1513.

THE fate of James the Third was for some time

UneertAintY re- unknown to the conspirators, for

pecting the fate information had reached them that

of James III. ggveral of the wounded royalists

had taken refuge on board Sir Andrew Wood's

ships, which were lying in the Frith of Forth,

near the coast, where the battle of Sauchie was

fought ; and it was supposed that the king himself

was among the number. The confederate barons

therefore sent a message to Wood, inquiring whether

or not the king was on board his ship. Not satis-

fled with his explicit declaration that he was not

there, they summoned Sir Andrew to come on

shore, and appear before their council, which he

promised to do on condition that hostages should

be given for his safe return. Lords Seton and

Fleming accordingly went on board the ships, and

Sir Andrew presented himself before the council

.
of

an^ *ne youno ki? i the town

Sir Andrew Wood of Leith. According to Pitscottie,
*

Wore the u soon as the prince saw the

brave seaman, who was a goodly
person and richly dressed, he went towards him,
and said,

M
Sir, are you my father ?" f

"
I am not

roar father," answered Wood, the tears falling from
his eyes,

" but I was your father's servant while he

lired, and shall be so to lawful authority until the

day I die." The lords then asked what men they
were who had come out of his ships, and again
returned to them on the day of the battle.

" It was
I and my brother," said the undaunted captain,
** who were ready to have spent our lives in the

king's defence.* They then demanded of him,
whether the king was on board his ships? To
which Sir Andrew replied, with the same firmness," He is not on board my vessel ; would to God he
had beta there, as I should have taken care to
hare kept him safe from the traitors, who have
awrdered him, and whom I trust to see hanged
4 drawn for their demerits." The members of the

re exceedingly indignant at those con-

replirs, bat they durst not attempt any
against Sir Andrew, for fear that his

would retaliate upon the persons of the

^Bat as soon as the gallant commander
arned on board his ship and Lords Fleming

etoa had been sent on shore, the confederate
**"*** * bt officers in the town of Leith,

^**^ to furnish them with men, artillery,
iaions, if they would attack Sir Andrew

ships, and make him prisoner, to an-
f for hi* contemptuous treatment of the council.

* rlmg
that

But the officers positively refused to undertake this

perilous service ; Captain Barton, one of the bravest

mariners in Leith, informing the lords that though
Sir Andrew had but two vessels, yet they were so

well manned and furnished with artillery, and he

himself was so experienced in war, that no ten

ships in Scotland would be a match for him.

The confederate lords lost no time in seeking to

turn to their own personal advan-
,, , ,1 v. j j The confederate

tage the victory they had gained. lords seize on
On the very day after the battle of the government

Sauchie grants were bestowed on "^ r

the powerful Border families of the

Homes and the Hepburns; Sir William Knollys \vas

instructed to take possession of the money found

in the royal treasury ;
and the Earls of Angus and

Argyle, with the Lords Hailes and Home, and

the Bishop of Glasgow, repaired to the castle of

Edinburgh, and secured and took an inventory of

the jewels, plate, and apparel Avhich belonged to

the late king at the time of his decease.* After

the discovery and interment of his father's body,
the prince proceeded immediately to Scone, where

he was crowned with the usual ceremonies. The

government of the new monarch was then or-

ganized, and his confederates in the rebellion,

|

which had raised him to the throne, were rewarded
'

by their appointment to offices of influence and

; trust. The important office of chancellor was con-

ferred upon the Earl of Argyle ;
Lord Hailes was

made master of the household
;
the keeping of the

privy seal was committed to the Prior of St. An-

drews; the Lords Lyle and Glammis were appointed
chief justiciary in the south and north of the Forth;

and Whitelaw, Sub-dean of Glasgow, was made se-

cretary to the king. Their next care was to con-

clude a three years' truce with England, then

under the government of Henry VII.
;
and having

thus secured themselves against foreign aggression,

they proceeded to consolidate their power, and to

provide for their safety by arresting and punishing
their enemies, and distributing rewards among their

friends.

It has sometimes been asserted that the youth-
, ful prince was unwillingly com- Conduct of the

pelled to take part in the rebellion youthful t

against his father, and that he was a mere passive

tool in the hands of the conspirators. But James

was now in the seventeenth year of his age ;
his

talents and passions were highly precocious ;
and

there seems no reason to doubt that, estranged from

his father by the misrepresentations and calumnies

of the insurgent chiefs, and flattered by their adula-

tion, he was induced to place himself at the head of

a movement which promised to gratify his ambition

by elevating him at once to the throne. It is said,

indeed, that on learning the miserable fate of bis

father, he was seized with overwhelming remorse,

which returned at intervals throughout the whole

of his reign ; but it appears that the possession
of

the crown, the homage of the barons, and the

gaieties and pleasures of the court soon stifled his

See Appendix, Note in.
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repentant feelings. The unprincipled councillors,

by whom he was now surrounded, strove to per-

petuate
their ascendency over the youthful mo-

Unprinoipled
narch, and to conciliate his affec-

behnviour of his tions, by basely pandering to his
associates.

passions, and occupying him with

a continual round of shows and gorgeous pageants,

totally regardless of the degradation ofcharacter and

the destruction of moral principle which such vain

pursuits necessarily produced. In his progress j

through the country with the lord justiciars, when
|

they held their courts in various parts of the king-

dom, James was constantly attended, not only by
his huntsmen and falconers, but by his fool,

'

Eng-
lish John,' and his youthful mistress, Lady Mar-

garet Drummond, daughter of Lord Drummond, to

whom he seems to have become attached at an

early period ;
and frequent notices appear in the

treasurer's books of the sums paid to 'dansaris,

jrysaris, and players,' who were employed to minis-

ter to the amusement of the youthful lovers.

The course which the successful conspirators

adopted for the punishment of the barons who had

continued faithful to the late king, displayed a great
deal of effrontery, combined with low cunning. If

either of the two parties were justly liable to be I

denounced as rebels, it was evidently the con-

federate lords, and not their opponents; but the

treason of the former had been successful, and,

therefore, now boldly assumed the name of loyalty,

and, not contented with proclaiming their own in-

nocence of the recent conflict, and the murder of

the king, they threw the whole odium of the rebel-

lion on the barons who had remained faithful to

their allegiance, and actually had the audacity to

summon them on a charge of treason. The Earl of

Buchan, Lords Bothwell and Forbes, Ross of Mont-

grenan, the king's advocate, Sir Alexander Dun-

bar, and Sir Thomas Fotheringhame, with the Lairds

of Cockpule, Amisfield, Innermeith, and Innes, re-

ceived summonses of treason for appearing
' in

arms with the king's father against the king him-

self,' and were commanded to abide their trial in

the next parliament. The meeting of the three

Meeting of Estates took place at Edinburgh
parliament. on the sixth of October, 1488, and

was numerously attended by the clergy, barons,

and commissaries of the burghs. After the usual

appointment of the Lords of the Articles, and the

nomination of a committee, consisting of three

members of each Estate, to act as a court of appeal
for the decision of legal causes, the Earl of Buchan
and the other friends of the late king, were sum-

moned to answer for their alleged treason against
their sovereign. The Earl of Buchan alone obeyed
the summons; and, on making confession of his

guilt, and submitting himself to the royal mercy,
he was pardoned and restored to favour. The
others were declared guilty of the crimes of having

attempted to destroy the independence of the king-

dom, and to reduce it under subjection to England,
and of having advised their late sovereign, James,
to violate the stipulations which he had entered

into with the insurgent baron*, the Tery
which the conspirators had themselves committed.*
Sentence of forfeiture was there-

fore pronounced against them in

absence, and their estates were nooncrd is*

divided among the leaders of the
** ^ b*f00<L

confederates. The lands and lordship of Bothwell
were erected into an earldom, and bestowed npon
Lord Hailes, the new master of the household;
and Patrick Home, of Fastcastle, was rewarded for
his services by a grant of the estates of HOM of

Montgrenan, who seems to have been peculiarly
obnoxious to the prince's party, on account of the

bravery which he displayed in a skirmish at the

bridge of Stirling, previous to the battle of Sauchie.

Those of the loyal barons who were in posses-
sion of hereditary offices, were deprived of them,
for the period of three years, in consequence, as

was alleged, of the high displeasure conceived by
the king against all who, by their presence at the

battle of Sauchie, were regarded by him as mainly
responsible for the slaughter of his late father.

The confederates next proceeded to investigate the

causes of the recent rebellion, and
Parfunjentar.

voted their own acquittal from all
justification of

blame in strong and significant yonng king

terms. It was declared, that the
'

three Estates were unanimously of opinion that

the slaughter committed in the field of Stirling,

where the king's father happened to be slain with

others of his barons, was wholly to be ascribed to

the offences, falsehood, and fraud practised by him

and his perverse counsellors previous to the battle,

and " that our sovereign lord that now i, and the

true lords and barons who werewith him in the same

field, were innocent, quit, and free of the said

slaughters, battle, and pursuit, and had no blame in

fermenting or exciting them." It was recommended

that the great seal of the kingdom, along with

the seals of a certain portion of the bishops, barons,

and burgesses, should be affixed to this declaration,

and that it should be sent to the Pope, the king*

of France, Spain, Denmark, and such other realms

as were judged expedient by the parliament. t It

was also resolved to send an embassy to France,

Spain, and Brittany, to confirm the alliance be-

tween Scotland and these countries, and to search

for a wife to the king ;
and the sum of five thou-

sand pounds was directed to be levied throughout

the kingdom to defray their expenses.

It appears that theft, robbery, and murder wr

exceedingly prevalent throughout KD*ctmet

the kingdom at this time, and for p*

the repression of these crimes the

kingdom was divided into certain di*l ets, <r

which were placed various earls and ron*. w

full authority to apprehend and punish al

ers. Orders were issued, that all the goo

moveables belonging to the poor unla

which had been seized during the trouble,, she

be restored ;
that all houses, castles, or 1

Acts of Parliament, oL ii. p. 210.

t Jtid. p. 207.
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had been plundered and occupied by either party !

fair tbe struggle, should be again delivered to
,

their owners ; and, that the heirs of those who had
'

(alien on the king's side in the battle of Stirling, ;

ab^U be permitted to succeed without impedi-

ment, to their hereditary estates and honours. All

tbe grant* made by the late king, since the 2nd of

February, 1487, the day on which the prince took

up anna against his father, were revoked, on the

ground that they had been made for the benefit of

traitor*, who had caused the death of the king's

mtber. The office of high chamberlain was be-

stowed upon Alexander Home, of Home, while the

command of Edinburgh castle, with the custody

of James, Duke of Ross, the king's brother, was

intrusted to Lord Hailes, master of the household.*

The castle of Dunbar was ordered to be entirely

demolished on account of the injury which it had

already occasioned to the country, and the danger
that it might again fall into the hands of the ene-

mies of tbe king. Besides these measures, which

were adopted by the dominant party for their own

scanty and the protection of the kingdom, vari-

ous enactments were passed for the purpose of

regulating the due administration of justice, the

fineness of gold and silver, and the importation of

bullion into the country ; and the penalties of treason

were denounced against the purchasers of present-
ations to benefices, at the court of Rome, whether

eisrfj or seculars. These proceedings took place
in four successive meetings of the national council,

which were held between the 6th of October, 1488,
and tbe 3rd of February, 1489.

One of tbe most strenuous supporters of the late

minane monarch was the stout Lord Lindsay
of tbe Byres, who distinguished himself so zea-

lously in the royal cause before the battle of Sau-
ebie. He was, consequently, very obnoxious to

tbe successful (action, who summoned him to an-
swrr on a charge of treason. Pitscottie has given a
minute and interesting account of the trial of the
rude but honest and loyal baron, which very strik-

ifiy illustrates tbe extraordinary character of the

tames, and tbe manner in which justice was at this

period administered in Scotland.

On tbe appointed dayf Lord Lindsay and his

TrUlof Lord associates were solemnly arraigned
sf law before the king and council assem-

bled in the Tolbooth of Edinburgh;
dsa/s name being first specified in the sum-

Ma*, because, as it was alleged, he had been " the
familiar friend" of the late monarch,

" and
[freest] in his opinion, and used

ly in his defence aganes his
tbe conspirators had greatest

t him. ... - Lord David Lindsay, of the
Byres so ran the dittay," or bill of indictment,

for the crocl coming aganes the king at

Bannockbnrn, with his father, and in giving him
counsel to have devoured his son, the king's grace
here present, and to that effect gave him ane sword

and ane good horse to fortify him aganes his son.

Your answer hereto !"

Now Lord Lindsay
"
being ane rash man, and

of rude language, albeit he was stout and hardy in

ihe fields, and weill exercised in war," was
totally

unacquainted with legal forms and usages, and

blew not how to answer formally to this accusa-

tion, nor could he get any lawyer to speak for him,

as they all declined the perilous office of pleading
for a traitor. At last, however, wearied with

bearing his name repeatedly called, and the dittay

read, he started up, and spoke as follows :

" Ye are all lurdanes,* my lords ! I say ye are

false traitors to your prince, and that I will prove,

with my hands, on any of you whilk lialds you

best, from the king's grace down. For ye, false

lurdanes! hes caused the king to come aganes his

father in plain battle, where that noble prince was

cruelly murthered among your hands by your ad-

vice, though ye brought the prince in presence for

your behoof, to make him the buckler of your en-

terprise. Therefore, false lurdanes! an the king

punish you not hastily for that murther, ye will

murther himself, when ye see time, as ye did his

father. Therefore sir," he continued, turning to

the young king, who presided in person at the

trial,
" beware of them, and give them no credence;

for they that were false to your father, can never be

true to yourself. Sir, I assure your grace if your
father were yet alive, I would take his part, and

stand in no awe of thir (these) false lurdanes ;
and

likewise, gif ye had ane son that wald be counsellit

to come in battle against you by evil counsel of

false traitors like thir, I wald surely take your

part, and fight in your quarrel aganes them ;
even

with three aganes six of thir false traitors, wha

cause your grace to believe evil of me. Time shall

try (prove) me to be truer at length nor (than) any
of them."

The chancellor,
"
hearing the gross, and rude

speech, and sharp accusation" of Lord Lindsay,

thought
" he hit them over near

;
therefore to excuse

the matter, he answerit and spake to the King in

this manner :
' Sir Lord David Lindsay is but ane

man of the auld warld, and cannot answer f< :

nor yet speak reverently in your graci-'s ]

Your grace maun (must) be guid to him, .iml I

traist (trust) he will come in your will.'"

then turning to the incensed veteran, he

mended him to submit himself to the king's plea-

sure, and he should be well treated.

"Thir words," says Pitscottie, "were spoken

purposely to cause Lord David Lindsay come in

the king's will, that it might be ane prepan
all the rest that were under the summons of for-

faultry (forfeiture) to follow, and to come in the

king's will
; and thought to have cuitled (tickled)

them off that way.
*

Lurdane, a -worthless person.
t Submit to the king's mercy.
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" But ane Maister Patrick Lindsay, brother-ger-

man to the Lord David Lindsay," and the most

eminent
"
forspcakcr," or advocate of that day,

'

hearing his brother desirit to come in the king's

will, \vas not content therewith; to that effect he

stramped (trode) sadly on his brother's foot, to gar

(make) him understand that he was not content with

the desire whilk the chancellor proponit to him. But

i he -tramp of Maister Patrick was sa sad upon his

brother's foot, wha had ane sair tae, that the pain
thereof' was very dolorous, wherefore he lookit to

him and said,
' Thou art ower pert loon, to stramp

u|itm my foot ;
wert thou out of the king's pre-

sence, I should take thee on the mouth.'
"

Mr. Patrick, however, disregarding his brother's
' vain words,"

"
plat on his knees "

before the court,

and in the name of God, besought for leave to speak
in his brother's behalf ;

" for he and I," said he,
" hes not been at ane thir mony years, yet my heart

may not suffer me to see the native house, whereof

I am descendit, perish."
" Sa the king and the justice gave him leave to

speak for his brother. Then the said Maister Pat-

rick raise aff his knees, and was very blythe that

he had obtained this licence with the king's favour.

Sa he began to speak very reverently in this man-

ner, saying to the haill lords of parliament, and to

the rest of them that were accusers of his brother at

that time, with the rest of the lords that were in

the summons of forfaultry, saying :

' I beseek you
all, my lords, that be here present, for His sake

that will give sentence and judgement on us all at

the last day, that ye will remember that now in-

stantly is your time, and we have had the same in

times bygane, as we may also have hereafter
;
desir-

ing you to know your awin estate,and that all things
are changeable, but God's justice and judgement
stands ever firm and stable ; therefore now, do ye
a> ye wald be done to, in the ministration of justice
to your neighbours and brethren, wha are accused

of their lives and heritages this day, whose judg-
ment stands in your hands. Therefore, beware in

time, and open not a door that ye may not steek

(shut)."

The chancellor then bade him say something in

defence of his brother, assuring him that he should

have justice at their hands. Mr. Patrick replied

by a protest against the king's sitting in judgment
on the case, as a violation of his coronation oath

that he would not sit in judgment on his lords and

barons, in any action in which he was a party him-

self.
" But here," he observed,

" his grace is both

i nd was at the committing of the crime him-

self, therefore he ought not, neither by the law of

God nor man, to sit in judgment at this time,

therefore, we desire him, in the name of God, to

rise and depart out of judgment while (till) the

matter be farther disputit conform to justice."
"
Upon this," continues the chronicler,

" the

chancellor and lords concludit that this petition
was reasonable, therefore they desirit the king to

rise up and pass to the Inner Tolbooth, whilk wes

"cry unpleasant to him for the time, being ane

young prince, sitting upon scat royal, to be runt
be his subjects. But the lord*, thinking shame to
break justice, removed him on thin manner, and
then callit upon Lord David Lindsay and his pro-
curator, Maister Patrick Lindsay, to ant. WIT forward
to the points of the summons and dittay thffifin

contained."

Then Mr. Patrick, speaking
" with humility ,"

yet reminding them not the less " that we have
been in the place wherein yc arc now," proceeded
to show that the summons required that the per-
sons specified in it should appear within forty days,
without continuation (prolongation) of days,

" and
that as forty-one had elapsed, they could not legally
be compelled to answer till summoned anew.
The summons was examined, and found to run

as Mr. Patrick stated
; the prisoners were released,

therefore, and no further steps were ever taken

against them. Lord Lindsay, in particular, was
" aa

blythe at his brother's sayings," that, forgetting his

sore toe, and the heavy stramp of Mr. Patrick's foot,

he rapturously
" burst forth, saying to him,

'

brother, ye have fine pyet [magpie] words! I

could not have trowit (believed) that ye had sic

words. By Sancta Marie ! ye shall have the Mains

of Kirkforthar for your days' labour." The king,
as may be supposed, was far from being equally

captivated ;
he told Mr. Patrick that " he should

gar him sit where he should not see his feet for a

year," and accordingly threw him into the castle of

Rothesay in Bute, where he remained in prison a

whole twelvemonth ere he was released.*

In spite of the parliamentary acquittal of the

young king and his accomplices from the mnrder

of the late monarch, their innocence was far from

being generally admitted. There was still, to

use the language of a subsequent parliament,
'

he'avy murmurs and noise of the people respect-

ing the slaughter of our sovereign lord's father;'

and scarcely had the national RvoUof
council terminated its sittings Lennox tad

when Lennox, Huntley, Mareschal,
<

Forbes, and other powerful chiefs, broke into open

revolt. They complained, and apparently on good

grounds, that the youthful monarch was en {in-K-

in the hands of his father's murderers, who violated

the laws with impunity, and carried on thr govern-

ment for the advancement of their own M>!ti*h pur-

poses, without any regard for the public welfare.

Lord Forbes, one of the malcontent barons, marchc-d

through the northern district of the country

playing the bloody shirt of the unfortunate king

suspended from a s'pear,
and calling for vengeance

on his murderers ;
and great multitude of the peo-

ple, roused by this appeal, flocked to his banner.

The insurrection rapidly gathcn-d strength, and

seriously threatened the stubilit hrone.

But the young king and his advisers acted with

great promptitude and decision. The Chancellor

Argyle was despatched
with all speed (

the strong fortress of Dunbarton. into which Ix>rd

Lyle and Matthew Stewart, the eldest son of

Pitscottie, vul #.
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I*nnox,had thrown themselves ;
while James him-

self laid siege to the castles of Crockstone and

Puehal, which had been occupied by the insur-

gents ;
and so vigorously did he carry on his opera-

tions, that within a short period he made himself

Batter of both places. Meanwhile the Earl of

Lennox had collected about two thousand men in

the northern districts, and having descended into

the low country, was marching toward Dunbarton,

where the Earl Mareschal, with Lords Forbes and

(Yirhton, and the Master of Huntley, waited his

arrival. But on reaching the northern bank of the

Forth, opposite to Stirling, he found that his ene-

mies had seized the bridge and occupied the town !

in considerable force. He therefore marched to

the westward with the view of crossing the Forth

by a ford not far from the source of the river, and

encamped at a place called Tala Moss, about six-

teen miles from Stirling. Here he was surprised,

and completely routed in a night
attack by Lord Drummond ;

Dun-

, Lennox's strongest hold, immediately sur-

rendered, and the insurgent leaders laid down their

arms, and were not only pardoned, but soon after

reinstated in the royal favour.

Tranquillity was now restored to the kingdom,
and the popularity of the government was greatly
increased by a brilliant naval victory gained at this '

Exploit* of Sir time by the celebrated Sir Andrew
Andrew Wood. Wood. In spite of the truce which

still existed between England and Scotland, the

Ifngtiih privateers continued to infest the Scottish

seas, obstructing the commerce, plundering the

merchantmen, and committing great depredations
upon the coast towns. Five of these pirate vessels ;

had entered the Clyde, and after committing great
havoc among the shipping, and ravaging the ad- I

Jaeent country, had the audacity to give chace to a
vessel which was the king's own property. In-

dignant at this unprovoked outrage, James applied
fcr assistance to Sir Andrew Wood, and urged him
to undertake the duty of protecting the commerce
of the country from these piratical attacks. Not-

ith*tanding his devoted attachment to the late

king, and his disapprobation of the course pur-
|r

his son, the brave and patriotic officer
not refuse to comply with this request to

eate the honour of his
country. He imme-

Irly art sail with his two ships, the Flower and
' Tellow Carrel, in search of the enemy, whom

id at anchor off the town of Dunbar
; and

Iwteading his
inferiority in force, after a

: he captured the five piratic ves-

rooght them in triumph into Leith/
I. was highly incensed at this defeat

though be could not openly resent it or give
tenance to hostilities during the continuance of

, be took care to make his wishes known to
nfflem; and Stephen Bull, his most active
lnead sea-captain, fitted out three stout

1 manned and fully equipped with
xms and other warlike implements, and pro-

PlUooui*. rol. i. p. 240.

ceedcd in search of the Scottish commander. Bull

having learned that Wood had sailed for Flanders,
resolved to intercept him on his return

; and direct-

ing his course to the mouth of the Firth of Forth,
he cast anchor behind the small island of May,
and waited the arrival of his enemy. In no long
time, two vessels appeared off St. Abb's Head : and

the English captain, having been assured by some

fishermen, whom he had taken prisoners for that

purpose, that it was Wood who was approaching,

immediately prepared for action, and caused an al-

lowance of wine to be served out to his sailors.

The Scottish admiral drew near, totally unconscious

that any interruption awaited him
;
but as soon as

he perceived the English vessels, he ordered his

ships to be cleared, and the gunners, pike and

cross-bow men, and those who threw fire-balls, to

repair to their several stations
;
and bore

fearlessly
down upon the enemy.

"
By this," says Pits-

cottie,
" the sun begun to rise and shine bright on

the sails, so the English ships appeared very awful

in the sight of the Scots, by reason their ships

were great and strong, and well furnished with

great artillery. But the Scots, nothing effeired

therewith, came stoutly forward upon the wind

side, upon Captain Bull, and clipped fra hand, and

fought there fra the rising of the sun till the going
down of the same, in the long summer's day, while

all the men and women that dwelt near the coast-

side stood and beheld the fighting, whilk was ter-

rible to see." Night parted the combatants, but

next morning the trumpets sounded, and the battle

was renewed with such fury, that the mariners

forgetting everything else in their eagerness for

victory, allowed their ships to drift with the ebb

tide till they were carried to the mouth of the Tay.

At length victory declared for the Scottish captain ;

the three English ships were captured and carried

into Dundee, where they remained till the dead

were buried and the wounded placed under surgical

care. Sir Andrew then presented his prisoners to

the king, who received them with great courtesy,

and dismissed them without ransom. At the same

time, however, according to Pitscottie, he sent a

message to the English monarch, that if his cap-

tains " came again on sic form to perturb his coasts,

it might be they would not be so weill entertained.

nor loup (leap) home so dryshod."
* The bi

Andrew was liberally rewarded for his gallant

achievement, and became the king's most honoured

friend and trusted counsellor.

The English monarch Henry the Seventh, was

remarkable for his sagacity, caution, command <>f

temper, and love of peace ;
and as the English were

the aggressors in the recent naval conflict, he could

not make the defeat of Bull a matter of open com-

plaint. But there can be no doubt that he \as

deeply mortified at the untoward result, and it is

by no means improbable that the desire of ven-

geance for the dishonour thus done to the 1

arms was one of the causes that induced him to

Titscottie, vol. L pp. 241245.
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e his secret countenance to a foul conspiracy

Secret plot against the Scottish monarch, which
was at this time fostered at the

English court. The details of this

rraceful transaction are involved in considerable

-urity, but there is abundant evidence to prove
nefarious character of the plot and the compli-

city of the English king. It appears that the Earl

of Buchan. Ramsay Lord Bothwell, the favourite

of James the Third, who after the battle of Sauchie

had fled to England, and a '

person designing him-

self Sir Thomas Tod, of the realm of Scotland,' with

various other traitors, had entered into an agree-
>ith Henry the Seventh to deliver into his

hands the Scottish king and his brother, the Duke
-. and that to assist them in this enterprise

Henry had advanced the loan of two hundred and

sixty pounds, which, however, with his characteris-

tic caution and love of money, he carefully stipu-

lated was to be repaid to him by a certain day.*
The whole of this transaction seems to have been

involved in the most profound darkness; and James
and his ministers could have had no suspicion of

the treacherous behaviour of the English monarch,
for at the moment when this plot was concocted

the Archbishop of St. Andrews had been despatched
on an embassy to England, and commissioners

were engaged in settling some complaints respect-

ing the mutual violations of the truce upon the

Borders, and in making arrangements for the pro-

longation of the amicable relations existing between
the two kingdoms.
A meeting of parliament was held soon after this

Proceedings of &t Edinburgh, and various im-
the parliament, portant measures were passed with

the view of promoting the peace and prosperity
of the country. It was resolved to send am-
bassadors to France and to Denmark, for the pur-

pose of renewing the ancient commercial alliances

between these countries and Scotland. The Earl
of Huntley was appointed king's lieutenant north
of the water of Esk, till the sovereign should

reach the age of twenty-five. Punishment was
denounced against all who were guilty of slaughter
or rapine ; leagues or bands among the nobles and
their feudal tenantry were forbidden ; and strict

injunctions were issued, that the chancellor, with
certain lords of council, or in their absence the

lords of session, should sit three times a year for the

administration of justice. It was also ordained
< that the profits and rents of the royal burghs
should be spent according to the advice of the

council of the burgh, upon things necessary for its

ocurity and increase
;
whilst the burgh rents, such

is lands, fishings, mills, and farms, were not to be

disposed of, except upon a three years' lease.

Sheriffs, bailies, and provosts of burghs were com-
manded to take copies of the acts and statutes

'

low passed, and to see that they were openly pro-
ci.v'med within the bounds of their office.*

James had now attained his twentieth year, and
*

Eyroer. Foed. vol. sii. p. 440.
+ Acts of the Parliament of Scotland, vol. ii. p. 227.

began to exhibit considerable Ability and energy in
the administration of the affairs of

character as4
his kingdom Amid a love of plea- piiulm inaiasi

sure, which his counsellors hod ofthckfa^

basely fostered and indulged to serve their own
selfish purposes, he did not to far forget himself a*
to neglect the duties of bis office. His frank and
generous disposition made him deservedly popular
among all classes of his subjects, and he Miiitl

ously
devoted himself to promote the impartial

administration of justice, and the introduction of
law and order into the remotest parts of his king-
dom. By his judicious and energetic effort* manv
gross abuses were rectified, crime was punished
and repressed, law vindicated, and the agriculture
and the commerce of the country, the nary, the

fisheries, and the manufactures, were all encou-

raged and developed. A pleasing picture of the
character and habits of the youthful monarch i

given by Pitscottie, who, however, does injustice to

James III. in the contrast which he draws between
his reign and that of his successor. " In this

mean time," says that venerable chronicler,*
M wa*

guid peace and rest in Scotland, and great lore

betwixt the king and his subjects, and he wa
weill loved of them all, for he was Tery noble.

and thought that the vice of covetousnesa reigned
over mcikle in his father, whilk should nocht reign
in him

;
nor yet no cowards nor pickthanks should

be authorized nor advanced in his company ; neither

i
used he the counsel but of his lords, whereby he

wan the hearts of the whole nobility, sa that he

wald ride out through ony pairt of the realm, him

alone, unknown that he was ane king, and wald

lig (lie) in puir men's houses as he had been ane

traveller through the country, and wald require of

them where he ludged where the king was, and

what ane man he was, and how he used himself to-

wards his subjects, and what they spake of him

through the country, and they wald answer to him

as they thought guid. Sa, by thir doings the king
heard the common bruit (report) of himself. This

prince was wondrous hardy and diligent in the

execution of justice, and loved nathing sac weil as

able men and guid horses; therefore, at sundry

times, he wald gar make proclamation through

the land to all and sundry his lords and barons

wha were able for justing or tourney, to come to

Edinburgh to him, and there to exercise then*

selves for his pleasure ;
some to rin with the spear,

and some to fecht with the battle-aix, some with

the two-handit sword, and some with the hand-

bow, and all other exercise. Whosoever faochi

best gat his adversary's weapon delivered to bin

by the king, and he wha ran best with the spear.

gat ane spear headit with pure gold deliver

him, to keep in memory of his practique therein

By this means the king brought his realm to grw

honour and manheid. that the fame of his justing*

and tourneys spread through all Europ>

caused mony errand knights, come out of other

pairts to Scotland to seek justing,
because they

Pitecottie, TO! i. pp. 24S--44*.
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rrmn<

the knightly fame of the Prince of Scotland.

But few or nane of them passed away unmatched,

and ofttunes overthrown."*

It was evident that as James grew older he

became convinced of the fatal

errors of his early years, and felt

deep remorse for having lent him-

self to a selfish and unprincipled

, who, under the pretence of the love of their .

and of liberty, sought merely their own

lent Bat he had learned wisdom

from the errors of his unfortunate father, and

aware that he could not put down by force the

puweiful and triumphant faction which had placed

frfo on the throne, he adopted the safer course of

gradually withdrawing his confidence from them,

and collecting around him the sagacious and trust-

worthy Sir Andrew Wood, and other friends and

of his father. He cautiously abstained,
j

r, from manifesting his alienation from his
;

early associates so openly as to drive them into

opposition, and by a judicious combination of firm-

Bess with kindness, he succeeded in reconciling

the various hostile factions among his nobility,

aad in maintaining his authority over them all,

so that be was reverenced as well as beloved by
all causes of his people. The haughty and turbu-

IHsairiifsftinn
^en^ ^ia\ ^ Ang118

)
who had been

aa4 mama of the mainspring of the conspiracy

against the late monarch, re-

sented so highly the coldness with which he and

his associates were now treated, that he withdrew

for a season into England, and entered into a

treasonable treaty with Henry VII. On his re-

tarn, howerer, he was committed a prisoner to his

own tatitss of Tantallon, and, as the price of his

pardon, was compelled to exchange the lordship of

Liddeadslr and the strong castle of Hermitage for

the lordship and castle of Bothwcll, which was a
eoasiderable diminution of the family greatness.

i of the king was increased by the

laughter of Spens, of Kilspindie,
a favourite courtier, who about
this time fell in a casual encounter
The incident is thus related by

Godacro/t **

Spens, a renowned cavalier, had been

present in court, when the Earl of Angus was
hifhly praised for strength and valour. It may
. : answered Spent, if all be good that is up-
com*;' insinuating that the courage of the earl

not answer the promise of his gigantic
frame. Shortly after, Angus, while hawking near
Berth wick, with a single attendant, met Kil-

spindie. What reason had ye,' said the earl,
'

for

making question of my manhood ? Thou art a tall

and to am I : and by St Bride of Douglas,
one of us shall pay for it!

' '

Since it may be no

,

with Angua,

TH m a ssslisn ssmiisi
s ibsatotr rf ptioeSly governing !"

better,' answered Kilspindie,
' I will defend ?ny

against the best earl in Scotland.' With these

words they encountered fiercely, till Angus with

one blow severed the thigh of his antagonist, who
died upon the spot. The earl then addressed the

attendant of Kilspindie :
' Go thy way : tell my

gossip, the king, that here was nothing but fair

play. I know my gossip will be offended
; but I

will get me into Liddesdale and remain in ray
castle of the Hermitage till his anger be abated.' "*

It was no easy task for a monarch of twenty to

maintain the royal authority over such turbulent

and lawless chieftains, who, if they possessed many
of the virtues of the "savage state, exhibited also

much of its ferocity.

It appears that the injunctions given to the

Bishop of Glasgow, and certain Theft of the

barons, to place the jewels and royal treasure,

treasure of the late king in the hands of faithful

persons, had been very imperfectly obeyed, and

that the greater part of the treasure had disap-

peared. Inquiry was now ordered to be made for

the detection of the thieves by whom it had been

embezzled or stolen ;
and the persons to whom the

money had been entrusted were commanded to

appear before the king's council, to answer for

their neglect of their duty.f About this time, in

consequence of the '

heavy murmurs' of the people

respecting the impunity granted to the murderers

of the late king, a reward of one hundred marks'

worth of land in fee and heritage, was offered to

any person who should discover the individual by
whom the crime was perpetrated.} The sum was

only to be paid, however, in the event of the

i persons being pointed out who slew the kin_

their own hands,' and as the reward wa-

claimed, the actual murderer of the unhappy mo-

narch remains still unknown. James had applied

in his distress to the Romish pontiff for as.-:

and Innocent VIII., who then occupied the papal

chair, formally excommunicated the rebels during

the lifetime of the king. It appears tha

time after the battle of Stirling, The r

they petitioned the pope for abso- r(

lution, acknowledging their guilt,
ti n fn

and Innocent accordingly issued a

bull, dated the 27th of June, 1491, empowc
Abbots of Jedburgh and Paisley, and tin

cellor of the Church of Glasgow, at their d\>

to absolve the penitents, restore to them the sacra-

*, Godseroft, vol. ii. p. 59. The sword with win.

bald Bell-the-Cat slew Spens wa> l>y In*

famous Earl of Morion, presented to Lord l.in-i-

Byres, when about to engage in single combat wi:

well at Carberry-hill.
Sir Walter Scott, in his description of this

feudal chief in his old age, says :

" O'er his huge form and visage pale,
He wore a cap and shirt of mail ;

And lean'd his large and wrinkled hand

Upon the huge and sweeping brand,
Which wont of yore in but tie fray
His foeman's limbs to shred away,
As wood-knife lops the sapling sp

Marmion, canto vi

+ Acts of the Parliament of Scotland, voL ii. p. 230.

I Ibtd.
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and reunite them to the body of the church

on due expression of contrition and pledge of

penitence.*
Scottish king showed himself as vigilant in

tments of guarding against the encroach-

uiiaiii. nt. ments of the papal court, as he

was resolute in maintaining his

royal authority over his own subjects. In a par-

liament held at Edinburgh, in the month of May,
1 1'.i.i, various enactments were passed for the pur-

pose of protecting the privileges of the Scottish

church, and the rights of the king in the disposal

nf his ecclesiastical patronage. Regulations were

'. with the view of preventing all interfer-

ence upon the part of the pope with the king's ap-

pointment to vacant benefices ; and all opposition

to those regulations was declared to be an act of

treason. The Bishops of St. Andrews and Glas-

gow had, a few years before, been raised to the

archiepiscopal dignity their privileges were now

ratified, and they were empowered to confirm the

election of abbots within their dioceses without

waiting for the authority of the papal court. These

rival prelates had been for some time engaged in a

violent litigation before the pope, respecting their

jurisdiction, the expense of which, it was declared,

had been attended with 'inestimable damage to the

realm ;' and somp apprehensions seem to have been

entertained, that the one party or the other might
be induced to make undue concessions to gain the

favour of the Romish court. The parliament, there-

fore, requested the king to interfere, and to com-

mand the litigants to withdraw their suit from the

foreign tribunal, and to submit to the decision of

the king ; under the penalty that, if they refuse to

<.t>ey.
their tenants shall be interdicted from pay-

ir rents,f It would appear that at this

time not a few, both of the clergy and laity, had

pleas depending in the papal court, by appeals from

the Scottish ecclesiastical tribunals; and the parlia-

commended the king to enjoin the litigants,

liy his ambassadors, to withdraw their pleas, and
submit them to the ordinary judges in their own

ciiuntry, and impartial justice should be adminis-

tered to them. The ancient law was re-enacted,

which prohibited any papal legate from entering
the realm, unless a cardinal or a native of Scotland.

Some enactments were also passed at this time for

the regulation of manufactures and commerce, and
of the coinage and importation of bullion. For the

encouragement of the fisheries of the kingdom, and
on account of ' the great and innumerable riches

'

which are lost for the want of ships and boats, with

their appropriate nets and tackling, the parliament

judged it proper that ships and fishing boats, of not

n twenty tons, should be built and equipped
'y ail the burghs and sea-coast towns ; and that all

>tout, idle men should be pressed to serve on board
these vessels, under the penalty of banishment in !

case of refusal. Great anxiety seems to have been
j

Innes' Critical Essay on the Ancient Inhabitants of

Scotland, vol. ii. p. 837.
t Aois of Parliament, vol. ii. p. 238.

VOL. I.

felt that James should, without delay, fora a matri-
monial alliance

; doubtlcM in expectation that mrh
a union would operate n a restraint upon hi* licen-

tious passions. The proposal was renewed to send
ambassadors to France, Spain, and other countries
to seek a suitable bride for the young king ; and,
in addition to the tax already agreed to for the

purpose of defraying the expense of the embassy,
it was declared that a thousand pounds additional
should be given

'

for the honourable home-bringing
of a queen.'
The state of the Highlands now occupied much

of the king's attention, and the M
measures which he adopted for the sdopud far I!M
introduction of law and order into pttetftortio* at

these wild and remote districts,
**** Highlands.

were certainly wise and salutary. Some time before

this, Alexander of Lochalhh, nephew and heir to

John, the aged Lord of the Isles, had endeavoured
to recover by force of arms the coveted earldom of

Ross
;
and after ravaging the country, and carry-

ing off a vast booty, was defeated by the Macken-
zies at a place called Blairnepark, near the river

Conan. It does not appear how far the Lord

of the Isles was himself implicated in the re-

bellious proceedings of his nephew, but eit:

account of his connection with this rebellion, or be-

cause it was the object of the government to break

up the confederacy of the islanders, which hod so

often disturbed the tranquillity of the country, the

parliament, which met in 149.3, deprm-d this

powerful chief of his title and estates. In the

month of January following he appeared before the

king, and made a formal surrender of hi lordship.

The aged nobleman appears to have remained for

some time in the king's household, but he finally re-

tired to the Abbey of Paisley about the year 1498.*

Immediately after the forfeiture of the great

island chief, James proceeded in Repwu <i e,.^.

person to the west Highlands.to re- tjims <>f the king

ceive the submission of his vassals, into the High-

Experience had shown that the

personal presence of the sovereign was calculated

to exercise the most beneficial influence on the

minds of the inhabitants of these wild and inacces-

sible regions ;
and on two different occasions, in

the year 1490, James rode from Perth, across the

chain of mountains known by the name of the

<

Mounth,' which extends from the border of the

Mearns to the head of Loch Rannoch. During the

present visit he penetrated as far as Dunsfaffhage

and Mingarry in Ardnamurchan, and received the

submission of Alexander of Lochalsh, the principal

leader of the late insurrection; John of Isla ; J(

Maclean of Lochbuy; Duncan Mackintosh, eapU

of the clan Chattan ;
and other powerfW chiefc whc

were formerly vassals of the Lord of the Isle*.

return, the king conferred on them, by royal c

ters, grants of the lands which they had fornw

held under their feudal superior, thus rendering

them independent of any subject ; and the two

former received the honour of knighthood.

* Gregorys Highlands and Isles of Scotland, p.
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As some of the most powerful of these chiefs had

not made their submission, the king resolved to re-

tan next rear with a force sufficient to overawe

ad reduce' them to obedience. The voyage, which

took pUce in April and May, 1494, was conducted

with great pomp and ceremony. The king was

attended by his chief ministers and household,

many of whom had fitted out vessels at their own

expense. The splendour of the arinament im-
;

pressed the islanders with a high idea of the royal

wealth and power; the promptitude and vigour

with which James punished those who braved his

power, inspired terror, while the clemency he dis-

pbyed towards those who submitted to his au-

thority, and his condescension and familiarity with

all classes of his subjects increased his popularity,

and strengthened his authority. During this ex-

oursion, the youthful monarch gratified his passion

far wiling and hunting, and thereby relieved the

tedium of business by combining with it agreeable
and innocent recreation.

In the course of the year 1494, James visited the

Ile no less than three times, so great was his

anxiety to establish the authority .of law and

government in these remote districts. On arriv-

ing, on his first voyage, at Tarbert in Kintyre, he

repaired the fort originally built there by his great
neastur Robert Bruce, and provided it with artil-

lery and skilful gunners. On his return, in the

month of July, he seized the castle of Dnnaverty,
in Sooth Kintyre, and placed a garrison in it for

the purpose of overawing the rude and turbulent

dud* of that district. This step gave great offence

to Sir John of Isla, who is supposed to have enter-

tained the hope of regaining the possession of Kin-
which had at one time belonged to his family ;

and on the 8rst favourable opportunity, he col-

lected hu followers, stormed the castle, and hanged
tfce governor orer the wall in the sight of the king
nd his fleet This savage revolt took James com-

plrttljr by surprise ; and, as the greater portion of
bis follower* had been sent away on some other

expedition, be was enable to inflict immediate
at on thin insolent rebel. But so promptly
ores taken for the vindication of his in-

I authority, that in a short time Sir John of
lab. and four of his sons, were apprehended and
*>! *. Edinburgh. Here they were brought
to trial, found guilty of trrawn, and executed on
tfct Borongh-muir. Their lands and possessions
ere forfeited to the crown.*
In the following year, another powerful expe-

was undertaken to the Isles, and on the 18th
May, the king held his court, for the second time

years, at the remote castle of Mingarry,Jhn Hughson, of Sleat; Donald
son of Keppock. tl,< rhirf of Clanranald

;

. of Dafjfjri ; Kwen Allanson. of Lochiel,
n of the clan Cameron ; and Macneill, of

rrm. finding it in rain to resist the powerful force

Was; had led into the midst of their

tasneea, made their submission. Mac-
"'ejuj's HifUawU and !!< of ScotUnd, p. 00

kenzie, of Kintail ; and Farquhar Macintosh, son

and heir of the captain of the clan Chattan. were
seized and imprisoned in the castle of Edinburgh.
These vigorous measures were followed up bv an

important act of the Lords of Council, which pro-

vided, that when civil actions were raised against
the islanders, the chief of every clan should be an-

swerable for the due execution of summonses and

other writs against those of his own tribe, under the

penalty of being made liable himself to the party

bringing the action. This measure, which was
rendered necessary by the disturbed state of the

Isles, must have had a most beneficial effect
; for,

in those wild and remote districts, a strong mili-

tary escort was necessary to enable the officers

of the law to perform their necessary duties in

safety.*
The character of James, however, though dis-

tinguished by a noble love of justice, and a sincere

desire to promote the happiness of his people, was

weakened by a cast of romance, and a fondness

for adventure, which rendered him often the dupe
of the designing, and engaged him in enterprises
alike impolitic and hazardous. ori<nn and
An unhappy example of this de- character of

feet was now given in the ardour Perkin Warbeck.

with which he adopted the cause of Perkin AVar-

beck, who, as the pretended son of Edward IV.

laid claim to the crown of England. The early

history of this specious impostor is involved in an

obscurity which tended, doubtless, to support his

deception; but it is generally believed that his

father was a renegade Jew of Tournay, who occa-

sionally visited England, for the purpose of trade.

Perkin was born in England ;
but while still very

young, he left that country for France, and in com-

pany with his father, led for many years an un-

settled and wandering life, but acquiring a know-

ledge of the world, which proved eminently useful

in his subsequent career. A striking resemblance

to Edward IV., combined with a noble p:

graceful manners, pleasing conversation, and great

skill in adapting himself to circumstances, seen1

early to have attracted notice, and suggested tc

Margaret, Duchess of Burgundy, the detenninec

enemy of the House of Lancaster, and of Henr\

VII., a plan for reviving the claims of the Hous<

of York in the person of Warbeck. The young ad

venturer entered willingly into her schemes, am

qualified himself, by a residence at her court, fo

the part he was expected to perform ;
while Mar

garet and her protege eagerly awaited the propc
moment for some decisive step in favour of thii

object. On the breaking out of war between Ens:

land and France, Warbeck left Burgundy for Ire

land, where the House of York had still many ar

dent friends. He announced himself as Richan

Plantagenet, son of Edward IV.
; gave a speciou

account of his escape from the cruelty of his uncle

Richard III., and by artful appeals to the loyalt;

of the Irish people, he succeeded in attaching t

his cause the Earls of Desmond and Kildarc, an

Gregory's Highlands and Isles of Scotland, p.
91.
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the greater part of the native population. In

ce his success was equally great, for whatever

it Charles VIII. might attach to his preten-

it was obviously the policy of that monarch

rengthen the interests of so dangerous a rival

i-nry VII. with whom he was then at war.

beck was accordingly invited to the French

court, and received, on his arrival, not only the

welcome of a sovereign, but had a pension and a

oe assigned to him along with a guard of

honour, of which Lord Concressault became the

cnptiiin.
On the conclusion of peace between

France and England, Perkin, though still secretly

t';i\ oiircd by diaries, was compelled to retire to

Flanders, where he anxiously awaited the progress
of events in the English kingdom. These, for a

time, inspired him with the highest hopes of suc-

cess. The faction of York, though broken, was

still powerful, while the policy of Henry had dif-

i'lix-d such a general spirit of discontent among the

nobles, that many were eager to dethrone and pu-
nish the enemy of their order. "Warbeck accordingly
received numerous visits and secret promises of sup-

port from some of the chief barons of England;
and the conspiracy for the assertion of his claims

to the English crown became daily more extensive

and formidable. The treachery of Lord Clifford,

however, who basely betrayed to Henry the names

and plans of the conspirators, broke up the con-

federacy ere it was ripe for action, and the sum-

mary execution of the leaders for high treason, in-

flicted a blow on the cause of Warbeck from which

it never recovered. A desperate, but unsuccessful

attempt, with a motley band of robbers, outlaws,

and pirates, to invade England through Kent, a

district supposed to be highly favourable to his

cause, completed his discouragements, and com-

pelled him, once more, to return to Flanders. In

Ireland, the nature of the country, so favourable

to a desultory and protracted system of warfare,

enabled his friends, who were still numerous and

powerful, to maintain the contest with the forces

of Henry ; and Warbeck left Flanders for that

country, in the hope that, by some decisive victory,
his fortune might revive

;
but the masterly soldier-

ship of Sir Edward Poynings, whom Henry had

appointed governor of the island, soon rendered

his prospects well-nigh desperate, and he turned

to the Scottish king as the forlorn hope of his

cause. On the sixth of November, 1494, James
received notice that the Prince of England pur-

posed visiting his dominions
;
and a prompt and

friendly reply having been returned, Warbeck

visit to shortly after sailed for Scotland,

md. There is good reason to believe,

however, that the connexion of James with the

cause of the Flemish adventurer commenced at a

much earlier period. The friendly relations be-

tween the courts of Burgundy and Scotland af-

forded ample opportunities for intercourse, nor
does it seem likely that Margaret would over-

look the aid of a prince, whose chivalrous character
i"d

proximity to England rendered his adherence

to the cause of York a matter of the hut importance.
Negotiations appear to have been begun as early as
1488, when Sir Richard Hardelston and Richard
Ludelay de Ireland visited Scotland on a mieriosi
from the duchess; and though Warbeck WM far
some time almost entirely engrossed with hit)
schemes in England and Ireland, the reception at
the Scottish court, first of Edward Ormond, and
subsequently of O'Donnel, Prince of Tirconnel. M
the envoys of Warbeck, indicate with sifltoieat
clearness the adherence of James to the Tte of
the alleged Prince of York. A simultaneous rising
of the friends of Warbeck in Ireland and I .ngland,
and the invasion of the latter country by a power-
ful Scottish army, seem at one time to have bee*
agreed upon ; but the treachery of Clifford pre-
vented the movement James, indeed, was (uto
prepared to credit the pretensions i
. Vir t_ i , i , . ,

JMOeSTWMVW
of \\ arbeck, which, besides being to tappon afe

supported by the courts of Bur- euims.

gundy and France, had so many attractions for his

romantic turn of mind ; and the di>a>ters which had
attended the course of the adventurer in his at-

tempts on the English crown, only strengthened
his generous interest in the unfortunate refugee,
and his resolution to support his claims. He,
therefore, coldly declined the pacific overtures of

Henry VII., who offered him his daughter, the Prin-

cess Margaret, in marriage,* and proceeded to make

arrangements for war.

Warbeck arrived in Scotland in the month of

November, 1495, and was received with all the

honours due to a prince. The castle of Stirling,

which had been elegantly fitted up in the prospect
of his visit, was assigned to him as a place of re

sidence, and a monthly pension of one hundred
and twelve pounds from the exchequer enabled

him to maintain a state and retinue befitting his

presumed rank. Any doubt that may be supposed
to have lingered in the mind of James, respecting

the truth of Perkin's story, was entirely ranored

by intercourse with his guest, whose specious

manners, imposing person, and well sustained sem-

blance of injured greatness, deepened the impres-

sion which his misfortunes and his appeal to the

protection of the Scottish monarch had already

produced. James treated Warbeck with all the

familiarity of an equal, entertained him with tour-

naments and joustings ; and for the purpose of se-

curing the hearty co-operation of his own subjects

in the coming war with England, he conducted

the stranger through the most populous part* of

the kingdom, where his appearance and manners

had a powerful effect in exciting the sympathies of

the nation. Shortly after, the Scottish king gave

the most convincing proof of his attachn

Warbeck and his belief in his claims, by bestowing
!

upon him the hand of I-mly Catherine Gordon.

'

daughter of the Earl of Hu:.r ide*

being the most beautiful and accomplished woman

in Scotland, was nearly related to the royal family.

The invasion of England being now -

Kjuier, FocJ. roL xii
;
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,pon James, with characteristic promptitude, pro-

ceeded to collect his forces. An order was issued

Munmoning the whole military strength of his

kingdom to assemble at Lauder ;
and the king busied

himself in collecting as efficient a train of artillery

a the ajre and country could furnish. Messengers

were alo despatched to Ireland to acquaint the

friends of Warbeck therewith this formidable move-

ment in his favour, and to invite them to persevere

in the contest with the forces of Henry, and, if pos-

rible, to strengthen the army of James ;
while con-

tant communication was kept up with the barons on

the English border, whose attachment to the house

of York was likely to secure their co-operation in

the enterprise.* The confidence of the king was

farther increased and his forces strengthened by

the arrival of two Flemish vessels from the Duchess

of Burgundy, containing sixty German men-at-

arms, and a large store of military accoutrements

and weapons.

Having at last completed his preparations, the

sh king proceeded to the south, at the head

f his army, accompanied by Warbeck, who

adopted the title of the Duke of York. Before

Inroion of crossing the border, James halted

England. 8t Ellam Kirk, and formally de-

rlared war against England, while his ally drew

up and dispersed a manifesto addressed to his sub-

in which his own claims were artfully put

forth, the usurpation and tyranny of Henry de-

nounced, the aid of the English people to restore

the rightful possessor of the throne earnestly im-

plored, and ample promises were made that all the

jrrievances which the mal-administration of the

present king had produced should be immediately
redressed. The result of this expedition was suf-

fleien'ly mortifying to the Scottish monarch, but

by no means surprising, as it arose from causes

which only his hasty and over-confident temper
had led him to overlook. Warbeck's pretensions,
at no time popular in England, had been greatly
weakened by his previous failures

; the searching
investigations of Henry had discovered the lowness
of his birth and the falsehood of his story, and the

inspired by the vengeance inflicted on his

supporters, effectually repressed any mani-
m of interest even on the part of those who
favourably inclined to his cause. To these
.- was added the powerful element of national

hostility. The presence of a Scottish army in Eng-
laod provoked the indignation of the inhabitants

;

and they viewed with disgust an adventurer, sup-
ported only by their hereditary foes and a motley
leathering of Flemish stipendiaries and border
thieres, and who, in the prosecution of his claims,
did not hesitate to expose their country to all the'

Ue of a hostile inroad. James was doomed,
therefore, to encounter only coldness and aversion,
'here he expected to be hailed with enthusiasm;

incensed at a result so diHercnt from his ex-
laUooa, he completed the

uii|N|>ularity of his

jr by subjecting the district of Northumberland
rmkfu, rot ii. pp. 4*3, 143.
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to plunder and devastation. So unsparing were

his ravages, that Warbeck, either from real or af-

fected compassion, ventured to intercede for his

subjects, as he continued to call them
; but the

Scottish monarch, who now saAV the futility of the

project in which he had embarked, replied with a

sneer,
" You are too merciful to interest yourself

for a people who are so tardy in acknowledging

you for a sovereign."* Having satiated his ven-

geance, and feeling satisfied that Failure of the

i
for the present the main object of expedition.

; the expedition must be abandoned, James, on

learning that an army was mustering to attack

him, returned to his own dominions, Avhere, amid

the gaieties of his court, he endeavoured to lose

the remembrance of his failure.

Meanwhile Henry, indignant at the invasion ofhis

kingdom and its cause, had taken instant measures

for driving back the enemy, and retaliating, by a

similar incursion into Scotland. The retreat of

James, however, removed the principal occasion of

his anxieties
;
and as hostilities between the two

countries, though still carried on, were now confined

to occasional forays on the part of the border chiefs,

he resolved, with his usual prudence, rather to pro-

cure peace, if possible, by negotiation, than to trust

to the chances of a long and hazardous war. He re-

newed his proposals, therefore, at the close of the

following summer, for a marriage between James

and his daughter Margaret, as the bond of a lasting

truce between the two countries
;
but he required,

as a necessary condition, the abandonment of War-

beck's cause, and the surrender of his person. These

overtures were in the main acceptable to the Scot-

tish king. The advantages of an alliance with

Henry were obvious; his ardour in the cause of

his guest had greatly cooled and he had now aban-

doned all hopes of success ; but, with the charac-

teristic generosity of his nature, he shrunk from

betraying one who had claimed his protection, and

trusted implicitly to his honour. The removal 01

Warbeck from Scotland, however, became now a

matter of urgent necessity, as his presence, besides

causing a profitless and unpopular war, occasioned

an amount of expense which the treasury of the

kingdom was unable to sustain. Arrangements
were accordingly made for his departure ;

but to

divert attention from his own purpose, and to se-

cure the safety of Warbeck, James affected not

only to decline the proposals of Henry, but even

entered England with a powerful force, and a

considerable train of artillery, as if resolved U>

prosecute the war with unabated vigour. In thi

meantime a ship was fitted out at
Departure of

Ayr, provided with every requisite Warbeck 1'nmi

for convenience and defence, and

placed under the command of Robert Barton, one

of the most daring and expert captains of the

age. In this vessel Warbeck embarked on the

24th of July, 1497, and left Scotland for ever, ac-

companied by his devoted wife, who refused to be

separated from her husband
;
and receiving to the

Cart* Hist of England, vol. ii. pp. $48, 840
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an the subjects of his chivalrous entertainer,

honours due to his assumed rank. The fate

of this specious pretender to royalty was speedily

decided. Abandoned by James, and excluded from

rs by a treaty between that country and

England, he took refuge at first with a few of his
''

:ans, amid the wilds of Ireland; but a second

pt on England, with the view of reviving his

ultimate desperate fortunes, issued in his

fate. total defeat and capture, and he

\vas ultimately hanged at Tyburn. His wife, Lady
Catherine Gordon, fell at the same time into the

hands of Henry, who, however, treated her with

generous kindness, and assigned her a pension and

poet of honour at the English court, where, from

her grace and beauty, she was long known by the

name of the White Kose of Scotland.*

The departure of Warbeck removed the chief

obstacle to a peace between England and Scot-

land, for which the monarchs of both countries

\vciv equally solicitous. Henry, menaced by con-

stant plots against his crown, and surrounded by
a discontented nobility, was naturally anxious to

secure the neutrality of a powerful neighbour,
whose hostility might assist the efforts of foreign
invasion or intestine treason

;
and James, whose

thirst for adventure and profitless strife had been

greatly cooled by late events, was now engaged
with plans for the improvement of his kingdom,
the execution of which must have been indefinitely

delayed by war with England. Negotiations were

Truce with accordingly resumed, and on the

England. 31st September, 1497, a truce was
concluded at Ayton, between the two nations, for

seven years, and was afterwards extended to a

period comprehending the lives of the two mo-

narchs, and a year after the death of the survivor.

The proposal of the alliance of James with the

Princess Margaret, though formally introduced by
Fox, Bishop of Durham, one of the English com-

missioners, seems to have been ultimately dropped
from the provisions of the treaty.
Thus happily freed from the prospect of war,

if James James entered with promptitude
to the High- and zeal on measures for pro-

moting the prosperity of his king-
dom. The northern provinces, remote from the

seat of government, and convulsed by the feuds of

rival clans, had long proved a source of disquietude
to successive monarchs, and had not unfrequently

endangered the security of the crown. James,

therefore, determined by personal inspection, to

ascertain the condition of those districts as the

basis of future legislation ;
and for this purpose he

proceeded, though in the depth of -winter, to

Inverness, from wrhich he mads an extensive tour

through the Highland provinces. The result of

'us
policy was in the highest degree satisfactory.

The
refractory and turbulent chiefs were punished,

while the more peaceful were honoured by marks
of the

sovereign's favour and confidence, which

*
Lady Catherine afterwards married Sir Matthew Cra-

K-k of Wales, an ancestor of the Pembroke family.

converted them into powerful allies in maintaining
the authority of government Decide* iU direct
influence in compelling theae fierce mountaineer*
to acknowledge hi rule, the yirnt of the king
excited a feeling of enthusiastic loyalty among UM
great body of the chiefs and people, which pro.
duced the happiest effects during the remainder
of his reign.

Shortly after the conclusion of the treaty be-
tween England and Scotland, an

TknBMwito- rf
incident occurred, which threat- hoMiUtiJwfeh
ened once more to involve the two EngUoJ.
countries in hostilities. A party of youths belong-
ing to the Scottish border, trusting to the pro-
tection of the truce, crossed the Tweed for the

purpose of visiting some friends at Norham ; bat
while examining the castle a quarrel arose Ixit^eea
them and the garrison, who accused them of *MMMT

spies. They were attacked by orders of the

governor; several' of them were wounded and

slain, and the rest were compelled to flee for their

lives. A complaint respecting this outrage wan

instantly made to the English wardens, but with-

out success. The Scottish king took fire at the

indignity offered to his subjects, and despatched a

herald to the English court, demanding satis-

faction, and denouncing war if it were ieftisod.

Fortunately for the mutual welfare of the two

kingdoms, Henry behaved with great prudence
and moderation. He declared that the attack wan

altogether unpremeditated, and promised that in-

quiry should immediately be made, and punish-
ment inflicted upon the guilty. Fox, the Bishop
of Durham, to whom the castle belonged, also

wrote to James, in a submissive and conciliatory

strain, and succeeded in appeasing his indigna-

tion.* The ratification of the treaty, which this

untoward incident had delayed, was soon after-

wards given at Stirling, on the twentieth of July.

1499.

The negotiations with England having been

thus amicably concluded, James Formation of a

turned his attention to the forma- My
tion of a navy. At this time the maritime enter-

prises of the Portuguese, and the discoveries of

Columbus and of John and Sebastian Cabot, had

created an extraordinary sensation throughout

Europe, which had extended to Scotland, and

roused the adventurous spirit of the Scottish king.

He immediately adopted measures to establish a

royal navy, in which Scotland had hitherto been

deficient, and to maintain his place with other

maritime kingdoms. Injunctions were
issued, that

vessels of twenty tons and upwards should be

built in all the se'aports of the kingdom; and that

all stout vagrants should be compelled to senre on

board these vessels, and to labour for their ow

living. Great attention was paid to the beet

nurseries of seamen the domestic fishery* and

foreign commerce. Sir Andrew Wood, the t

Bartons, and other experienced
and enterpii

merchants and traders, were invited to court, and

Buchanan, book siii. chap*. M-
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encouraged to apply their wealth and skill to the

improvement of the maritime affairs of the country ;

while the king made himself intimately acquainted

with the management of his infant navy and per-

sonally superintended
its details. He practised

gunnery, embarked in little experimental voyages,

conversed with his mariners, and visited familiarly

at the houses of his merchants and sea officers, by

whom his fame was carried to foreign countries.

In consequence of this judicious policy James be-

became as popular with his sailors as he was be-

loved by his nobility; shipwrights, cannon-founders,

and the best foreign artists of every description

being sure of a generous reception, flocked to Scot-

land from France, Italy, and the Low Countries ;

and if the king's credulity sometimes encouraged

impostors, his enthusiasm also collected round him

men of real knowledge and experience.*

James was equally attentive to the other duties

Prattnt conduct of his hi&h office' His imPar"

of the Scottish tiality in the administration of
'

'

justice to all classes of his subjects,

and his energy and indefatigable activity in the

repression and punishment of crime, made the laws

respected and obeyed in every part of his dominions ;

and struck terror into the hearts of those titled

rabbets who were accustomed to oppress and plun-
der the poor at their pleasure. He exercised the

oat vigilant superintendence over the conduct of

hi* officers, and not unfrequently surprised the

jvdgcs by his sudden appearance in the courts of

justice at the moment when he was least expected.
His administration was highly popular among all

dasse* of his subjects. His affable manners and

gweiuua, open-hearted disposition gained the af-

foctions of the common people; while his judicious
policy, his love of magnificence, and the splendour
of his entertainments, secured the confidence and
attachment of his nobility, who delighted to attend

* person of a sovereign of whom they were

proud, and who treated them with the ut-

eourtesy and kindness. The constant round
sMBents in which they were occupied at
rwdtiwl the gloomy seclusion of their own
doahly irksome to them. Their residence
V own estates became less frequent, and

<"* their vassals was
consequently

wmiehed. so that the royal authority was in every
way extended and strengthened.

were about this time renewed for
the marriage of the Scottish king
to the Princess Margaret of Eng-
land. Her futhcr, the astute Henry
VII ,

rlc-arly perceived the advan-
tages which would accrue to both

now. from each an alliance, and had repeat-

Jjr
Bade proposal, to James, which were power-
"Pported by the Scottish

nobility; but the

Hr
!*

t

t^f,.
tke
. l

!

r
!
nCB"*' *nd *** "Stance

f his connection with Lady
J'rummond. hi* mMrww. prevented for
McoMafol issue of these

negotiations.
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I
The urgent remonstrances of his council, however.

j

at length overcame the reluctance of the king, and

after some preliminary negotiations with Fox.

Bishop of Durham, he despatched the Archbishop
of Glasgow, the Earl of Bothwell, High Admiral of

Scotland, and Andrew Forman, Apostolical Protho-

notary, to meet with the English commissioners

I

and arrange the preliminaries of the marriage.
The treaty was finally signed in the palace of

Richmond, on the 24th of January, 1502.* When
the proposition was made before the English Privy
Council, one of the lords present objected that " the

Princess Margaret being next heir to her brother

Henry, England might chance to become a province

to Scotland." "
No," replied King Henry,

" the

smaller will ever follow the larger kingdom," f a re-

mark which has been often quoted in proof of the

sagacity of that sovereign. The incident is related

more at length by the Scottish annalist Lesley, Bishop
of Ross :

" Some of the counsellors of the English

king," says that writer,
" did propound certain

reasons for staying of that marriage, alleging that

|

it might happen that the heritage and succession

I of the realm of England might fall to Margaret,

I
his eldest daughter, and to her successors; and

'

therefore it seemed best that she should be married

',
to some foreign prince. To the whilk the King

Henry ^71I. did answer,
' What, then, if such things

did happen (which chance, God forbid), I see that

it would come so that our realm would receive no

damage there-through; for in that case England
would not accress to Scotland, but Scotland to

England, as to the most noble head of the whole

isle, as when Normandy came to the power of

j Englishmen, our forbears.' And so the wisdom of

i

the king was commended, and the Lady Margaret
i granted to the King of Scotland."! It was stipu-

lated that the Scottish king should either per-

sonally or by proxy espouse the Conditions of

Princess Margaret at Candlemas the marriage

next
; but as she was only twelve

years of age, her father was not to be obliged to send

her to Scotland before the 1st of September, 1503.

The young queen, before the Istof July, in that year,

was to be put in possession of all the lands, castles,

and manors which constituted the jointure of the

queens dowager of Scotland
;
and it was stipulated

that their annual revenue should not be under the

sum of two thousand pounds sterling, equa i

thousand pounds Scottish currency. She was to

receive during the lifetime of the king, her husband,

the annual sum of a thousand pounds Scottish

money, or five hundred marks sterling for her

private purse; she was to be allowed to keep

twenty-four English servants, besides the Scottish

domestics which the king might think requisite for

Rymer, Foed. vol. ili. pp. 776787.
t Lord Bacon's Life of Henry VII.
I Lesley's History of Scotland.
The lands of which the queen received legal seisin were

Ettrick Forest, with the tower of Newark ; the lonl>hips
of Dunbar and Colhrandspath ; the palace of Linlithgow
and lordship of the shire ; the castle of Stirling and
of the shire; the earldom of Monteith : the lordship and

castle of Donne
; and the palace and lordship of Methven.
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her rank. Her household was to be maintained in

due splendour at the expense of her husband
; and

in tin- event of his death she was to be permitted
to reside at her pleasure either within, or without,

the bounds of Scotland. On the other hand, the

dowry which her father consented to give with her

was only thirty thousand nobles, or ten thousand

pounds sterling, to be paid by instalments within

three years after the marriage; a paltry sum for so

wealthy a monarch, and little more than half the

lount which Alexander III. gave with his daugh-
ter to Haco, King of Norway, in the thirteenth cen-

tury. The avarice of the English monarch was
also manifested in the careful stipulation that if the

queen should die without issue before the payment
01' her dowry -was completed, the balance should

not be demanded.* It has been justly said that in

tin- ai rangements of the marriage treaty the diplo-

matic skill and penurious habits of the English

king seem to have gained a victory over the Scot-

tish commissioners ;
for although Henry was now

considered one of the wealthiest sovereigns in

Europe, the dowry which he gave with his eldest

daughter was considerably smaller than the sum
which Edward the Fourth promised to the Prince

of Scotland, in 1474, as the portion of his daughter
Cecilia, f

Immediately after the conclusion of the marriage

Conclusion of ^eaty,
the commissioners entered

a lasting peace into negotiations for the establish-

between the ment of a perpetual peace between
ms -

the two kingdoms; and, on the

twenty-fourth of January, a treaty was concluded,
in which it was stipulated, that in all time to come
there should be inviolable peace between James
and Henry, and their successors and subjects of

every denomination
; and that the allies of both

kings should be included in the league, if within

eight months they signified their assent to its pro-
visions. Rebels, marauders, thieves, and other

malefactors flying for shelter from the one king-
dom to the other, were to be given up. All safe-

conducts granted by either king to the subjects of

the other were to be recalled, and never renewed,

except with the consent of their own .sovereign.
Mutual assistance was to be given in case of war,
either with foreign or domestic enemies

;
but the

forces sent to the aid of the prince attacked were
to be maintained at his own expence. It was

agreed that, the town and castle of Berwick should

be included in the present perpetual peace, and
that it should not be molested by the Scottish king
or any of his subjects. It was also stipulated, that

the
treaty should not be broken or annulled by

ses committed by the subjects of either

realm
; but that all injuries and wrongs should be

redressed by the wardens of the marches, or their

lieutenants
; and, that where due reparation was

not made, the prince whose subjects had been in-

jured, was at liberty to grant letters of reprisals
either by sea or land. And, finally, it was agreed,

Rymer, Foed. vci. xii. pp. 787792.
t Pinkcrton, vol. ii. p. 41.

m
that the two kings should, within three month, of
the marriage, ratify this treaty by their solemn
oaths

; that the sanction of the Roman pontiff
should be obtained before the first of July, 1M9 1and that the violation of the treaty *hould incur
the penalty of excommunication.

Before the ratilicution of the treaty of marrugv.
the court of James was the scene
of a domestic tragedy of peculiar Of UdJ fijli.

atrocity. His mistress, Lady Mar- "i I>rum*i
garet Drummond, along with her *itcrs, Svbilla
and Euphemia, Lady Fleming, died suddenly at the
same time, with symptoms exciting a strong MI*.

picion of poison, which, it was thought, had been
administered to them at breakfast. It WM generally
believed that the unfortunate lady fell a victim to
the jealousy of the Scottish nobles. The historian
of the Drummonds" states, that James " was affi-

anced to Lady Margaret, and meant to nmko her
his queen without consulting his council. He
was opposed by those nobles who wished him to
wed Margaret Tudor. His clergy, likewise, pro-
tested against his marriage, as within the prohi-
bited degrees. Before the king could receive the

dispensation his wile (the Lady Margaret) was

poisoned at breakfast, at Drummond castle, with
her two sisters. Suspicion fell on the Kennedys,"

a rival house, a member of which, Lady Janet

Kennedy, daughter of John, Lord Kennedy, had
borne a son to the king, whom James created

Earl of Moray. A slightly different account is

given in Morreri's Dictionnrv.t on the authority
of a manuscript history of the family of Drum-

mond, composed in 1689. It is there stated, that

the Lady Margaret, daughter of the first Lord

Drummond,
" was so much beloved by James the

Fourth, that he wished to marry her
; but as they

were connected by blood, and a dispensation from

the pope was required, the impatient monarch con-

cluded a private marriage, from which clandestine

union sprung a daughter, who became the wife of

the Earl of Huntley. The dispensation having ar-

rived, the king determined to celebrate his nup-

tials publicly ;
but the jealousy of some of the

nobles against the house of Drummond, suggested

to them the cruel project of taking off Margaret by

poison, in order that her family might not enjoy

the glory of giving two queens to Scotlam:

different, but much less probable account of this

mysterious transaction, is to be found in one of the

letters of Queen Margaret, written many year*

after the death of James IV., in which she accosea

the brother-in-law of Margaret Drummond as her

destroyer.
" Lord Fleming," she saya,

* for eril

will that he had to his wife (Euphemia Drummond)

caused poison three sisters, one of them bis wife,

and this is known as truth throughout all Scot-

land."! The three young ladiea thus foully mur-

dered, were interred together in the centre of the

choir of the cathedral church at Dumblane ; and it

History of Noble British Families, prl sriL p. 10.

t Tytler, vol. iv. Illustration*, letter L.

* Cottouiaii Coll. Calij.'ul*,
^. I-
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appears, from the entries to be found in the Trea-

surer's books, that two priests were regularly em-

ployed in Dumblane, by the king, to say masses

for "the soul of Lady Margaret.*

All impediments to the completion of his mar-

riage with the Princess Margaret

l^TcSsMar
6

having been removed by this horrid

garet to Scot- deed, James prepared to carry his

lMd~
engagement into effect; and the

royal bride set out in great state on her journey to

her future court, June 16th, 1503, some months

before the time stipulated in her marriage-articles

for her arrival in Scotland. Her father accom-

panied her from the palace of Richmond to Col-

leweston, in Northamptonshire, where he delivered
:

her to the care of the Earl of Surrey, her uncle by

marriage. Mounted on a beautiful white palfrey,

and attended by a magnificent retinue, the youth-
ful princess journeyed northwards by easy stages.

All the bells were rung in the towns and villages

through which her progress was directed, and the

country people flocked in great numbers to see her. i

The clergy, country gentry, and civil authorities,

came out in their grandest array to welcome her at i

the various stages of her journey;
" minstrels sing- |

ing, trumpets and sackbuts playing, banners and
j

bandroles waring, coats-of-arms unrolled to the !

light of the sun-setting, rich maces in hand, and 1

brave horsemen curveting and bounding."t In the i

course of the journey the cavalcade was joined by j

the Archbishop of York, the Bishop of Durham,
'

the Earl of Northumberland, Lord Dacre, and
other civil and ecclesiastical grandees, who accom-

ponied the princess to Lamberton Kirk, a place a
little to the north of Berwick

; where she was met
by the Archbishop of Glasgow, the Earl of Morton,
and a splendid array of Scottish barons. Here a

pavilion had been prepared for the reception of the

royal bride, and she was delivered with great
solemnity and state to the commissioners of the
ScottUh king. Pursuing her way onward to the

capital, the youthful princess, after traversing
aereral mile* of moss and moor, reached the lonely
and *ca-bcatt-n tower of Fastcastle, situated on the
bleak shore of the German ocean, near St Abb's
Head.| In this singular fortalice, which belonged
to Lord Home, Margaret passed her first night in
her new domi iiuu ; her train was lodged in the

abbey of Coldingham, a few miles distant. She
pent the next night in the nunnery of Had-
dington, and on the subsequent day arrived at

Dalkeilh, where she had her first interview with

twrrwapUon.
her futore hu ^and.

Scarcely had
the royal bride taken possession of

her chamber, when a hurrying sound was heard in
tht qnadranple, and the cry ran through the

The King, the King of Scotland has ar-
The interview, which is described by the

BcBrrset Herald, presents a curious picture of the
'

'tj*r. ol. ir. IUutnUion, letter L.
Sarrwu, * '* Young. Somenet Herald, who was

-, CollteUM., TO!. IT. pp. 207-300
*" "W"l-d ***** <* the

'
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manners of the times. " James was dressed simply
in a velvet jacket, with his ha\vking-lure flung
over his shoulder ; his hair and beard curled

naturally, and were rather long. The young queen
met her royal lord at the door of the great cham-

ber, he uncovered his head and made a deep obei-

sance to her, while she made a lowly reverence to

him. He then took her hand and kissed her, and

saluted all her ladies by kissing them. Then the

king took the queen on one side, and they com-

muned together for a long space. She held good
manners, and the king remained bareheaded dur

ing the time they conversed, and many courtesies

passed between them. Incontinent the board was

set and served. The king and queen washed their

hands with humble reverence, and after that set

them down at table together. After supper there

was music and dancing, and this done King James

took leave of the queen , for it was late
; and he

went to his bed at Edinburgh, being well content

at so pleasant a meeting."
From Dalkeith the princess removed to New-

battle Abbey, where the king on paying her a

visit found her playing at cards. He then enter-

tained her by his own performance upon the clari-

chord and the lute
;
and on taking leave, he leaped

on his horse, a right fair courser, without putting
his foot in the stirrup, and spurred on at full

gallop follow -who might; but hearing that the Earl

of Surrey and several other lords were behind, the

king returned, and saluted the earl bare-headed.

At the next meeting, the queen, in her turn, ex-

hibited her musical skill by playing on the lute

and clarichord, while the king listened on bended

knee, with his head uncovered. When she left

Newbattle to proceed to the capital, James met

her, attired in splendid costume, and mounted on a

bay horse, trapped with gold. Feats of horseman-

ship, in which the king, especially, displayed all the

qualities of a skilful rider, enlivened the w ay : and

to these was added a quaint drama, suited to the

romantic and chivalrous spirit of the age. A

knight issued from a tent by the wayside, attended

by a beautiful lady, who held the bridle of his

charger, and carried his bugle-horn. A second

knight suddenly appeared and seized the lady, on

which the rivals fought with emulous valour till

the king, by throwing down his gage, terminated

the conflict. Before entering the city, Margaret
was lifted from her palfrey and placed on a pillion

behind James, who rode a bay horse, richly capari-

soned; and in this homely but loving manner the

royal pair proceeded to Holyrood, amid the rejoic-

ings of the people. The marriage was celebrated

a few days after, and a series of expensive cuter

tainments, masques, and tournaments followed in

honour of the occasion. James, skilled in all the

martial exercises of the times, appeared in the Us

as the Savage Knight, and attended by a troop of

followers, dressed in the skins of goats and other

animals, performed such feats of valour that his

superiority was universally admitted. The Scottish

and foreign nobles vied with each other in deeds
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(if daring ;

and two of them were especially noticed

and honoured by the king. Anthony D'Arsie

de la Bastie received many rich presents, while

Lord Hamilton, a near relative of James, was

treated Earl of Arran. The festivities which ac-

companied the royal marriage indicated a refine-

ment and splendour hitherto unknown in the court

of Scotland, which were chiefly to be traced to the

princely courtesy and generosity of James himself;

while his kindness, and even munificence, to the

strangers who graced the gay scenes, diffused in

other countries favourable impressions, not only of

his own character, but of the importance of his

kingdom.
The joy of the king and people received a dis-

Disturbances agreeable interruption from the

in the news of a rebellion in the north.

Highlands. por many years tne Highlands had

remained in a state of comparative tranquillity.

The dignity of Lord of the Isles had been abolished,

and the extensive districts belonging to that petty

prince were forfeited and annexed to the crown.

But while the power of these troublesome chiefs

was destroyed, the property of their vassals had in

general been scrupulously respected, and charters

were granted, which confirmed them in the posses-

sion of their estates, so that the inhabitants even

of Knapdale and Kintire submitted to the change,

and, attracted by the clemency and justice of James,
were becoming gradually attached to the new ad-

ministration. For reasons which do not appear,

Summary pro-
the policy of the Scottish court to

ceedings of these distant dependencies under-

went a sudden and unfavourable

change. The charters granted by the king to the

vassals of the Isles, during the last five years, were

summarily revoked ;
and Archibald, Earl of Argyle,

was appointed the king's lieutenant, and was com-

missioned to let on lease for the term of three years
the entire lordship of the Isles. In accordance

with these instructions, Argyle proceeded sum-

marily to expel the proprietors and vassals from
their lands, which were appropriated by himself

and others of the royal favourites.* Indignant at

this injustice, and driven to despair by their situa-

tion, the extruded Islesmen determined to recover

their inheritance, and to restore the ancient rule of

their hereditary chiefs. The jealousy of the Scot-

tish parliament had consigned Donald Dhu, the

grandson of John, last Lord of the Isles, to a dun-

Insurrection of geon in the castle of Inchconnel,
the Islesmen. Dut a party of tne Islesmen, led by

the Mclans of Glencoe, stormed his prison, and

having conveyed him to the castle of Torquil

McLeod, in Lewis, took immediate steps for the

establishment of his alleged rights, and the vindi-

cation of the independence of their country,f Em-
boldened by success, the disaffected chiefs formed

themselves into a powerful confederacy, and, unit-

ing their forces, invaded the adjoining provinces.
Badenoch was plundered and wasted with fire and

*
Gregory's History of the Highlands, p. 94.

+ Gregory, p. 96.
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sword, and the town of Inverness was given fo the
flames. James adopted instant and vigorou-
surcs for quelling this sudden insurrection. An
army, under the command of the Karl* of Argyle,
Huntley, Crawford, Marischal, and Jx>rd IXM
ceived orders to march against the rebels
various castles in the hands of the government were
strengthened, and their garrisons increased ; while,

by promises and threats, the king endeavoured
to confirm the wavering loyalty of some of the
northern chiefs, and to arrest the formidable npint
of disaffection which had broken out among them.

Pending the result of these measures, the par
liament met at Edinburgh on the MMWM
llth of March, 1503, and pro- *Aopte& by pa
ceeded to consider the state of the

* '

revolted districts, with the view counter.

of providing in future for their eflicient control,
and securing the general tranquillity of the High-
lands.* For these important purposes a new and
more comprehensive division of sheriffdoms, em-

bracing the whole north and west Highlands, was

agreed upon; the towns in which the courts uf

justice should be held were named, and a com] it-

tent number of judges attached to each of the di--

tricts. The sheriffs for the northern Isles were
directed to hold their sessions in Inverness and

Dingwall, and those for the south, in Tarbet.

Caithness and Ross were detached from the sheriti-

dom of Inverness, and placed under judges of their

own. A Justice Ayre was appointed at Perth for

the districts of Dowart, Glendowart, and the lord-

ship of Lorn
;
and those of Mamore and Lochaber

were provided for by a similar court at Inverness.

The town of Ayr was selected as the seat of court*

for Bute, Arran, Knapdale, Kintire, and the larger

Cumray. Argyle was also embraced in the new

arrangement ;
but as the unsettled state of the dis-

trict made it impossible to determine at what place

its courts should be held, these were instructed to

assemble wherever it is found " that each High-
lander and Lowlander may come without danger
and ask justice." As the broken clans of Teviot-

dale had caused many serious interruptions of the

public peace, it was proposed to bind the chief

nobles and gentry resident there, to maintain order

under heavy penalties ; an arrangement which hue

been found to produce the best results in other parts

of the country exposed to similar disturbances.

Besides appointing a court of daily council to

sit at Edinburgh, in order to prevent the accu-

mulation of causes, and the suspension of justice

to the poor, who suffered severely by delay, a

variety of other wise and beneficial statutes were

enacted by the parliament at the same time.

abuses had arisen from the practice of granting

general pardons for offenr**, as the remission for a

minor crime was often ued by the delinquent to

shield himself from one of a deeper dye. It was,

therefore, resolved that before pardon was granted

to a criminal, the highest offence of the applicant

should be ascertained and described in a special

Acts of the Parliament of Scotland, tol. ii. pp. 2* 249

ll
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^IM- of the deed of grant, the possession of which

freed him from the consequences of lesser crimes.

All burghs were enjoined annually to change their

magistrates ; and their commissaries were instructed

to attend the meetings of the Estates, to give ad-

vice, especially
where parliament contemplated the

imposition of a new tax, by which the interests of

the burghal constituencies were likely to be af-

fected. To guard the interests of their vassals,

all feudal superiors were enjoined to secure their

state* by a legal deed of possession ;
and every case

of seisin thus granted by a judge was to be regis-

tered and properly attested in a court-book, lodged

in the exchequer. The preservation of growing

timber, and the improvement of rural economy,

also engaged the attention of parliament. To pre-

vent the indiscriminate destruction of the forests,

which had left many districts of the country bare

and unsheltered, the felling or burning of a young
tree subjected the offender to a fine of five pounds.

proprietor was directed to plant at least one

acre of wood, to form a park, construct fish-ponds,

to stock rabbit-warrens and dovecots, and to plant

orchards. Trespass on the grounds of a proprietor,

or the destruction of his fences, was punished by a

fine of ten pounds, if the culprit was a grown-up

person ; but if a child,
" the bairn was to be lashed,

scourged, and dung according to the fault." A suc-

ceeding enactment relates to the important matter

of the tenure of lands by the vassals of the feudal

oarons. Hitherto feudatories had held almost en-

tirely under the obligation to military service, but iu

place of this, the lung, lords, and prelates were now

permitted
' to let in feu

'

any portion of land they
might please. By this new arrangement, mili-

tary scnrice might be commuted for a rent, either

in money or produce; and the change, though
regarded with jealousy by some of the greater
barons, was followed by the best results, in cherish-

ing the spirit of peaceful industry, and developing
the agricultural resources of the country. Enact-
meoU pervaded by the same wise spirit prohibited
a creditor to seize for debt, or to order the sale of

agricultural implements ; equalized the weights and
a*1 '1 throughout the kingdom, and declared all

its province* to be subject to the same code of laws
;

provided for the punishment of ill-qualified or
Mlhlssa notaries; endeavoured to reduce the ex-

of litigation, and sought to diminish the
of able-bodied and sturdy beggars. At-
e on the meetings of parliament was ren-

obligatory on all barons whose annual in-
exeeedsd one hundred marks, under the

penalty of the usual fine ; but the personal services
e whose revenue fell below this standard was

sfiiineed with, provided that their agents could
jaattty a plea of exemption.*

Curing the proceedings of this important parlia-
K fl, w.ni of "*ntt the army, under the leader-

ta* ship of th, Karl Of Arran, was
prosecuting with vigour the re-

of the northern rebels. The nature of theAU of Parliament, vol. ii. pp. :WO 254.
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country, however, so adapted to irregular warfare,
enabled the Islesmen and their confederates to pro-
tract hostilities for a lengthened period; and James

determined to send a small fleet, commanded by-

Sir Robert Wood and Andrew Barton, among the

sea-girt fastnesses of his enemies, and by carrying
the war into the heart of their country to compel
them to surrender.* The wisdom of the plan was

justified by its success. Invaded by boats full of

armed seamen and disciplined troops, who speedily

captured their strongest fortresses, the insurgent
chiefs were compelled to lay down their arms

;

while others, whose fidelity was suspected, found

it prudent to aid the efforts of the royal troops, in

reducing the disaffected districts.

James was now at leisure to inflict punishment
on some of the Border clans, whose Punishment of

habits of plunder and violence con- the. Border

tinually disturbed the southern freebooters.

portions of his kingdom. As England, equally
with Scotland, was interested in reducing these

fierce marauders, whose forays across the English
borders had not only inflicted great injury, but, by
the retaliation which they provoked, endangered
the peace of the two countries, James solicited and

obtained the co-operation of Henry VII., who in-

structed Lord Dacre to meet the king with a force

which would effectually overawe resistance, and

secure the punishment of the offenders. Lochmabcn

was chosen as the seat of the court, the proceedings
of which were marked by a justice so stern, that

the boldest of the freebooters quailed before its

presence. The offending chief's and their principal

followers were tried, convicted, and summarily

hanged, and their lifeless bodies, which remained

suspended from gibbets, struck terror into the

spectators. So speedy and certain was the ven-

geance of the law in every case of convict ion,

that the chiefs of the Armstrongs and Jardines

hastened to avert deserved punishment by timely

submission to the royal authority, and eager prof-

fers of aid in carrying out the plans of the king.

James at the same time commended and rewarded

those who had reverenced the law, and assisted it.s

ministers in preserving the public peace ;
while he

displayed his joyous nature by alternating the

pleasures of the chace and gay entertainments,

with these grim evidences of his unbending rigour
as a judge.f

' The raid of Eskdale,' as it was popularly

termed, was almost immediately followed by a

royal progress as far as Forres, through the north-

ern portion of his dominions, during which he

seems to have examined minutely the state of these

districts, and to have aided the sheriff's in their ad-

ministration of justice. The rebellion of the Islts-

men, in spite of the submission of some of their

leading chiefs, and the terror inspired for a time

by the vigorous measures of the government, broke

out once more, with a fury which perilled
the re-

sults of the former expedition. James, however,

* Treasurer's Accounts, 1504, March 14,

* Ibid. August 9th, 1004.
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no longer distracted by the condition of the Bor-
- now happily able to avail himself of the

whole military strength of his kingdom in quelling
insurrection. The Earl of Huntley, therefore,
ivcil instructions to invade the Isles by the

;h, while the king himself led an army against
i!i from the south. These vigorous measures at

_rth dissolved the confederacy of the islanders,

i induced their principal leaders to submit to

royal authority. Maclean, of Dowart ; Mac-

lof lean, of Lochbuy; Macneill, of

.llionin Barra
; Macquarrie, of Ulva, and

the i...rtlj. other powerful chiefs, laid down
their arms, and were received into favour. Torquil

Macleod, of Lewis, the head of the rebellion, still

held out, probably despairing of pardon; but in

the succeeding year (1506) he was solemnly for-

feited by parliament for not appearing to stand his

trial for high treason
;
his castle of Stornoway was

besieged and taken by the Earl of Huntley, and his

. es were conferred upon the supporters of the

eminent. Donald Dhu, the alleged heir of the

IMCS, for whose sake the islanders had risen in re-

bellion, was a second time taken prisoner and com-
mitted to the castle of Edinburgh, where he was con-

fined for the long period of nearly forty years.*
This formidable and tedious rebellion having

been thus at length suppressed, James laboured not

only to cause the laws to be respected and obeyed,

throughout these rude and remote districts, but

also to induce the inhabitants to make themselves

acquainted with the statutes enacted by the Scottish

parliament. There is yet extant a deed conferring
certain crown lands, in the Isle of Sky, upon a

person named Kenneth Williamson, to support him
at the schools, with a view to his studying the

laws of Scotland, and afterwards practising as a

lawyer within the bounds of the Isles,f The

great power formerly wielded by the Lords of the
- was now transferred to the Earls of Argyle

and Huntley, the former having the chief au-

thority over the islands adjacent to the coast of

-
;. leshire, while the influence of the latter was

predominant in the north Isles and Highlands.
This powerful nobleman, who had contributed

most effectual aid in the suppression of the re-

bellion, was appointed heritable Sheriff of Inver-

ness, a jurisdiction comprehending the shires of

Inverness, Ross, and Caithness, and was em-

powered to nominate deputies, who were to hold

their courts in the various divisions of his sheriff-

dom. In consequence of these judicious measures,
a great improvement took place in the condition

of these remote districts of the country; justice

impartially dispensed to all classes of the

community; and from this period, till the dis-

astrous battle of Flodden, the west Highlands and
Isles remained in a state of unwonted tranquillity.
For some years previous to this period the inter-

course between France and Scotland had been

*
Gregory's History of the Highlands and Isles of Scot-

'

land, p. lo-i

+ Ibid. p. 104.

much less frequent than formerly; and the Preneh
monarch, Louis XII., inccsaantlT .^
occupied with hi. Italian wars, inum^Su,
had neglected to renew the an-
cient alliance with his ScottUh allic*, and ap-
peared to have taken no interest in the
between James and the King of England. Bat,
after that the Spanish arm* had obtained the

superiority in Italy, LoU , appn-henaw that
Henry VII. might take part in the quarrel with
his Spanish ally, despatched an ambaaMdor of
high rank and fame, Bernard Stuart, Lord of
Aubigny, to renew the league with the g-Htfrft
king, and to detach Scotland from the English
influence. James received the veteran warrior
with great distinction, placed him in the most
honourable seat at his own table, appointed him
the judge of his tournaments, and addreMed him
by the title of Father of War.*
The influence of Scotland, at this period, on the

general affairs of Europe was ,
fl

manifested by the interference of of James on UM
James in behalf of Charles d'Eg- coniiiwsjl.

mont, Duke of Gueldres, who solicited his asaist-

ance in the struggle which he was then maintain-

ing against the unjust pretensions of the house of
Austria. The Scottish king, by a prompt re-

monstrance to his father-in-law, Henry, prevented
him from affording assistance to the Austrian

Archduke, and the Emperor Maximilian, hia father.

He also secured the co-operation of Louis XII.,

King of Fiance, in protecting the Duke of Gnel-
dres against the encroachments of his powerful aad

unprincipled adversaries, and thus compelled that
for the present to lay aside their designs againat
the independence of the duchy.f James also in-

terfered in behalf of his ally, John, King of Den-

mark, Norway, and Sw-.-den, against whom his

Swedish subjects had risen in rebellion ; and

despatched conciliatory letters to the Arch-

bishop of Upsal and the Swedish senate, and to

the citizens of Lubeck, who were about to assist

the Swedes. These letters, which have been pro-

nounced models of elegance and vigour, abound

with judicious maxims, and even manifest some

recognition of the rights and liberties of the

people. The royal writer admits that an unjust

king may be lawfully resisted by force of arms,

provided that he has been previously wanted)

in a national council, to reform his tyrannies!

conduct, and has rejected the admonition of his

subjects.^
At this period, to the great joy of the country,

an heir to the throne was born on Birth at * Mr
the 10th of February, 1606. The u> th- tkwa*.

king was so delighted with the auspicious event,

that he presented the lady of the queen's chamber,

who brought him the news, with a hundred piece*

of gold in a silver cup, and instantly deapauhad

messengers to convey the glad tidings to the King*

Lindsay, vol. i. p. 251.

t Pinkerton, vol. ii. p. 46.

I Epist Reg. Scot. voL i. pp. 21, V^ M>
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of England, France, Spain, and Portugal. The

child, who was named James, after his father, was
great successes, declined with many professions

of gratitude.*
Soon after, Louis despatched an embassy to the

bedL with irreat magnificence, in the chapel of

ood. on the 23rd of February; but the hopes Scottish court, for the purpose of _a
.

of hi. parent*, and of the kingdom, were blasted

br hisVemature death, on the 17th of Febru-
inducing James to join the co-

ahtion called the League of Cambrau which had

arr 1507 The youthful mother remained for a recently been formed against the republic of

I'. / considerable period in a critical
j

Venice ;
and also of consulting his ancient

ally

situation, and James undertook a : regarding the proposed marriage of his eldest

pilgrimage on foot to the shrine of St Ninians, at daughter to Charles, King of Castile. A series of

Whithorn, in Galloway, for the benefit of her health, i splendid fetes were given in Edinburgh for t

and if we may credit the monkish annalists, her entertainment of the French nobles; and a mag-

reoovcrv took place at the very moment that the nificent tournament was held, in which the king

king offered, in her behalf, at "the shrine of the i enacted the part of 'the Wild Knight,' sur-

James was attended on this pilgrimage by
---*~* ^ -" q"" f '

aint*

his four Italian minstrels, who were so completely

exhausted by their long pedestrian expedition,

that they required to be carried back to Holyrood,

on hones hired for the occasion. On her complete

lecovet'y, the queen likewise made a pilgrimage

of thanksgiving, on a most magnificent scale, to

the shrine of St Ninians-t She travelled on a

litter, and seventeen pack-horses were loaded with

her baggage. Her chapel-plate and furniture or

'chapel-graith,' as it is termed were conveyed
in two coffers, while three horses were required to

carry the wardrobe of her royal husband, who

accompanied her. The pilgrimage lasted twenty

days. The shrine of St Ninians, at Whithorn,

seems to have been a favourite haunt of James, as

ras also the shrine of St. Duthac, in Ross. It is

mentioned by Lesley, that on one occasion the king
rode from Stirling to St Duthac, unaccompanied

by a single attendant, with nothing but his riding-
cloak cast about him, his hunting-knife at his belt,

and six-and-twent v pounds in his purse to defray
his travelling expenses. He met with no interrup-
tion in the course of this solitary journey, a cir-

evmetaaee of which he was justly proud, as show-

ing the tranquillity of his kingdom, and the respect
tor law and order which he had introduced among
all rlsstes of his subjects.

IB the midst of these transactions, Pope Julius

tsrtaisy from H. ent an ambassador to the court
Pop* JoliMll of the Scottish king, with a con-

hat and sword, aa a special mark of his

The object of the warlike pontiff was to
James from his alliance with the French

WUd
rounded by attendants, like '

salvage men in their

attire,' and won great renown by the boldness and

dexterity of his exploits. The jousting was suc-

ceeded by a grand festival, called ' The Round

Table of King Arthur and his Peers.' These

costly entertainments, however, together with the

sums squandered upon jesters, dancers and singers,

or expended in the pursuits of alchemy, and in

the vain attempt to discover gold mines in Scot-

land, impoverished the royal exchequer, and drove

the king to adopt new and invidious methods of

raising money, which were very oppressive to his

subjects, although "his great popularity induced

them to bear those exactions without any public

expression of their discontent.!

The English monarch appears to have regarded

with dissatisfaction and suspicion Dj-ffereuces be-

the frequent and cordial inter- tween Henry VII.

course which existed between his *"d James-

son-in-law and the King of France
;
and he mani-

fested his displeasure by seizing and imprisoning

the Earl of Arran and his brother, Sir Patrick

Hamilton, who, in the preceding year, had passed

through England to the court of Louis, without

the permission or knowledge of Henry, and were

now on their return to their own country. As

soon as they landed in Kent they were met by

Vaughan, an officer of the English king; and on

their refusal to take an oath binding them to pre-

serve the peace with England, they were appre-

hended and committed to custody. Henry des-

patched Dr. West as his envoy to the Scottish

court, to explain and justify this step, which he

alleged had been rendered necessary because Arran

j but the attempt entirely failed, although and his brother had taken the liberty of travelling
the papal ambassador with the through England, for embarkation to France,

*d heetowed many valuable pre-
j

without a passport or safe conduct. West reached
ntt on him and his suite. He communicated, Edinburgh during the absence of the king, who

lea, to Julius the intelligence which he had
j

was p
' v "~ J ^ ~* u: ~ fj"

rewired from the King of Denmark, that his
ally, shrine

the Grar of Muscovy, had expressed his desire to
into the Latin church. So far was

he, however, from acceding to the subtle policy
the Koman pontiff, that he offered to furnish

!* with a body of four thousand auxiliaries to
i his Italian wars, a proposal which the

onareh, who had meanwhile obtained

Hniary of Galloway, roL i. p. 422.

devotions at his favourite

of St. Ninians, at Whithorn, and had

several interviews with the young queen.

garet warmly espoused her father's cause, and

laboured, but in vain, on the return of her

husband, to procure an interview for Dr.

James sent him word,
" that he was too busy witl

superintending the making of gunpowder to spare

time to speak to him." He informed the am-

* Pinkerton, vol. ii. pp. 59, 60.

t Buchanan, book xiii. chap, xiiii.
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lassador, that Arran and his brother had acted

[y
in refusing to take the oath, but he

;o delay for the present the renewal of the

eagne with France, on condition that Henry
,vould release Arran ; Sir Patrick Hamilton having
a the mean time been allowed to return to Scot-

;iiid. The earl, however, was not set at liberty

ill near the end of the year.

The death of Henry VII. took place shortly after

Accession these transactions, and the acces-

nry VIII. gion of his haughty and imperious

>r, Henry VIII., in no long time exercised

i most unfavourable influence on the relations

:i the two countries. Matters proceeded

smoothly, however, for some time, and the exist-

ing alliance was confirmed by the oaths of both

monarchs. Henry also renewed the treaty with

the French king, with the condition stipulated by
[

his father, that it was to continue for a year after

'the death of the survivor. Meanwhile, James

i

ivailed himself of the leisure afforded him by the

.ontinuance of peace, to promote the internal pro-

-perity of his kingdom. He repaired and em-

beUished his palaces and castles
;
he improved the

idministration of public justice, and enforced a

universal respect for the laws, throughout the re-

motest districts of the country ;
he gave every

encouragement to the extension of trade and com-

merce
;
visited familiarly at the houses of his mer-

?hants and ablest sea-officers, and exhorted them
to extend their voyages and to arm their trading

ships, and assisted them to undertake more im-

[wtant enterprises than they could have ventured

to do on their own capital. He paid great attention

Attention to
.

llis navv
'

.

which
>
under ^S

rs to his active and judicious superintend-

ence, became very powerful. Be-

sides several ships of smaller size, he constructed

iiliree vessels of very large dimensions, one of

:liese, named the Great Michael, in magnitude,
<t, and equipment, exceeded any ship of war then

-mown in the world. According to Pitscottie, all

;he oak forests in Fife, except that of Falkland,
vhausted in the construction of this vessel,

'(-ides a large quantity of timber brought from

Norway, and upwards of a year was spent by the

Scottish and foreign carpenters in completing the

Undertaking, although the king in person anxiously
!

irged on the work.* James was justly proud of

1

Pitscottie gives the dimensions of this huge vessel,
hich were in his day preserved at Tullibardine, "planted

"rn, the length and breadth by the wright that
> mak her." Her length was two hundred and forty
1/readth, fifty-sis to the water's edge, but only
within

; her sides, which were ten feet in thick-

proof against shot. She carried only thirty-five
-.sixteen on each side, two in the stern, and one in

but she had three hundred small artillery, called

battert-falcons, serpents, myauds, double-dogs,
xc. She was manned with three hundred sailors,

hundred and twenty gunners, and a thousand soldiers,
ificers. Pitscottie, vol. i. p. 257. Pitscottie says

- these details on the authority of Captain Andrew
>d, who was the principal captain of the Great Michael,

a of Robert Barton, who was ' maister skipper.' Sir
obert Barton was made comptroller of the royal house-

hold daring the minority of James V.

the achievement ; and while " the ship lay still in
the road," Bays Pitscottie,

" the king took grail
pleasure every day to come down and see her,
and would dine and sup in her Mindrie time*, and
be showing his lords her order and munition."
The command of this huge Teasel was entrusted to
the famous Sir Andrew Wood, and under him to
Robert Barton, a member of a family which at this

period furnished several distinguished naval com-
manders, by whom the honour of the Scottish flag
was maintained, and the commerce of the country
protected against the attacks of the pirate* who
then infested the seas. It appears, that to far

back as 1476, a merchant vessel, N.rd npkte *f
commanded by John Barton, was the iiAitoM.

captured by a Portuguese squadron, and letters of

reprisal were granted to Andrew, Robert, and John

Barton, his sons, by which they were authorized to

seize all vessels belonging to Portugal, till they
had indemnified themselves for their losses, which
were estimated at twelve thousand ducats. The

Portuguese retaliated, by seizing, in 1507, at Camp-
vere, in Zealand, a Scottish vessel named the Lion,

and throwing Robert Barton, its commander,
into prison. The Bartons in turn fitted out a squa-

dron, which at various times captured several of

the Portuguese merchantmen on their homeward

voyage from India and Africa. Mention is made
in the poems of Dunbar of a female blackamoor at

the Scottish court, who is supposed to have been

captured in one of these pi:

The Bartons shewed equal readiness in vindi-

cating the honour of their country as in revenging
their own private wrongs. The Hollanders, who
were at this time subject to Austria, had attacked

some Scottish merchant vessels, and, not content

with plundering the cargoes, had murdered the

crews and thrown their bodies into the sea, James

immediately despatched Andrew Barton, with a

large ship of war, to inflict summary vengeance
on the perpetrators of this cruel deed. Many of

the pirates were captured and immediately put to

death, and, in the sanguinary spirit of the time*,

several hogsheads filled with their head* were

sent to the Scottish court as a present to the

king.*
There is reason to suspect, however, that the

Scottish naval officers at this period did not confine

themselves to the repression of piratical outrage*,

or the vindication of their own personal wrong*,

but that, in some instances at least, they pushed

their retaliation farther than either equity or the

laws of nations warranted. It is alleged, that the

Bartons captured a much larger number of the

Portuguese carracks than was necessary to com-

pensate them for the individual losses which they

had suffered; and the merchant* of England coin-

plained that they even detained and rifled English

vessels, under the pretence of searching for i

guese goods. These complaints at length excited

such strong indignation in the Earl of Surrey, that,

in order to punish the excesses of the Scottish pn-

i. \ -
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Tateers.he fitted out two men-of-war, manned with

picked sailors, and placed them under the command

of hi* tons, Lord Thomas Howard and Sir Edward

Howard, afterwards Lord High Admiral of Eng-

land. According to Buchanan, this step was taken

in consequence of the urgent entreaty of the Por-

tuguese ambassador, who represented to Henry,

the English monarch, that Barton a daring and

skilful officer who had inflicted immense injury

upon the Portuguese, the ancient allies of Eng-

land, and would certainly, in the event of a war

with France, prove a formidable enemy to the

English could at present be easily taken un-

awares and destroyed, and the odium of the action

averted by stigmatizing him as a pirate ;
a pro-

ceeding by which Henry would provide for the

safety of his own subjects and gratify their

sovereign, his friend and ally.*

The English men-of-war fell in with Barton and

his vessels cruising in the Downs, being guided to

the place, it is said, by the captain of a merchant

vessel, whom Barton had plundered on the pre-

ceding day. The Scottish admiral had with him

his own ship, the Lion, and a small sloop, called

the Jenny Pirwen ; but in spite of his inferiority

of force, he courageously waited the attack of the

enemy, and distinguished by his rich dress and

bright armour, with a whistle of gold suspended
about his neck by a chain of the same precious

metal, he appeared on deck, and encouraged his

men to fight valiantly. The contest was long and

obstinately maintained. It is stated in a ballad of

the time which commemorates the fight, that the

Lion was furnis-hed with a kind of machine which

MHpended large weights or beams from the yard-
arms of the ship, to be dropped down upon the

enemy when they should come alongside. This
contrivance was known to the English, who were

*wy apprehensive of the injury which it was likely
to inflict upon them ; and a Yorkshireman named
Hastier, th* best archer in the ship, was stationed,
with strict injunctions to shoot every one who
hoald attempt to go aloft to work the machine.
Two of the Scottish teamen were successively killed
in the attempt; and at length Barton himself, con-

fiding in the excellence of his armour, began to
eead the mainmast Lord Thomas Howard called

oat to the archer to shoot true. " Were I to die
l H," Mid Hotlcr. "

I have but two arrows left."

The first which he shot rebounded from Barton's
armour of proof, without

inflicting any wound;
but M the Scottish mariner raised his arm to climb

t>Mlfce/As4fv higher, the an her wounded him
mortally through the armpit, where

his armour afforded him no protection, and he fell

pom the deck. Still the intrepid seaman continued
to eoeoarage Us mm with his whistle, till, receiv-

l in the body, he expired. The greater
f hi* crew were al-o kill, d ; and the English

tho macls, and carried them into the
The captives, after a short imprisonment,

but the ships were detained as

BMSOIUO.

lawful prizes, and the Lion became the second man-
of-war in the English navy.* James was highly

indignant at this insult offered to his flag, and the

loss of his ship, and his favourite captain, in time

of peace, and he instantly despatched a herald to

demand satisfaction
; but the proud and imperious

Henry paid no attention to the remonstrance,

merely remarking that the destruction of pirates

was no infringement of their treaty, nor any just
cause for war.

Various other causes unfortunately contributed

at this time to increase the dissatisfaction of the

Scottish king, and to precipitate a quarrel between

him and his brother-in-law. One of these had its

origin in the reign of Henry VII. Sir Robert

Ker, the chief cup-bearer of Kinsr
.

5 Murder
James, the master of his ordnance, Robert Ker by
and warden of the middle marches, the English

having given offence to some of the

more turbulent borderers, was attacked and slain

by three Englishmen, named Heron the Bastard,

Lilburn, and Starhead. Heniy, with the prudent
and pacific policy which marked all his proceed-

ings towards Scotland, at once agreed to surrender

the murderers. Lilburn was accordingly delivered

up to the Scots, and died in prison ;
and the other

two having fled, Heron of Ford, the brother of the

assassin, was apprehended, and sent in fitters to

Scotland. After the accession of Henry VIII., and

the rumours of a disagreement between that mo-

narch and the Scottish king, Starhead and his

accomplice, who had lurked in the interior '

land, began to show themselves more openly, and

to excite disturbances on the Borders, doubtless

expecting that if war should break out between the

kingdoms their offence would be overlooked or for-

gotten. Starhead had taken up his residence at

the distance of ninety miles from the Border, where

he thought himself safe
;
but the kindred of the

murdered warden were not so easily balked in their

schemes of revenge. Sir Andrew Ker. the

Sir Robert, sent two of his vassals, named
inflict vengeance on his father's murderer ;

and

they broke into his house accordingly, under night,

and having put him to death, brought his head to

their master, who, with savage exultation, exposed
it publicly at the cross of Edinburgh.f The I

Heron, however, was still permitted to rove about

the Border, and James made the impunity granted
to this criminal a subject of complaint agai:

English monarch ; and his growing dissatisfaction

with the conduct of his brother-in-law was aggra-

vated by the meanness and injustice with which

Henry withheld from his sister, the Queen of

Scotland, a valuable legacy of " silver work,

golden work, rings, chains, precious stones, and

other abuilzemente," bequeathed to her by lur

father or her eldest brother, Prince Arthur.}

*
Lesley, pp. 82, 83. Pinkerton, vol. ii. pp. 70, 71.

Buchanan, book xiii. chap, xxviii.

f Buchanan, book xiii. chap. xrvi.

} Buchanan, book xiii. chap. xriv. Pitseottir.

j>. 259. There is a strange discrepancy between 1 1

inents of the Scottish and English historians i<
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The main cause, however, of the quarrel -which

now broke out between the two
enry \ III.

, . n ,, ,

s the coali- kingdoms, -was the determination
n against of Henry VIII. to engage in \var

with France, the ancient ally of

;land. The haughty and ambitious pontiff,

lius II., having gained all he wished by the

ue of Cambrai, became alarmed at the progress
the French arms in Italy, and, in conjunction
Ferdinand of Spain, succeeded in forming a

coalition against France, to which the Emperor
Maximilian, the Venetians, and the Swiss republics

acceded. Well aware of the importance of securing
the aid of England, the pope and Ferdinand em-

ployed every effort to prevail upon the English
monarch to join the league, and undertake the in-

vasion of the French territories. Henry, whose

imagination had been dazzled by the recollection

of the brilliant conquests of his ancestors, lent a

willing ear to their suggestions, and not only sent

ten thousand men, under the Marquis of Dorset,

to co-operate with the Spanish army in the in-

vasion of France, but prepared to lead an army in

person into the dominions of Louis. Anxious to

provide during his absence for the security of his

kingdom on the side of Scotland, the English mo-

narch now sent ambassadors to the Scottish court

to offer satisfaction for any violations of the peace.

Nearly about the same time, envoys arrived in

Scotland from the pope and the King of Spain, for

the purpose of persuading James to join in the

league against France ; and, on the other hand, the

French monarch, fully aware of the dangers by
which he was surrounded, entered into negotiations
with his Scottish ally, and to embarrass the opera-
tions of England, laboured to induce him to declare

war against Henry VIII.

To the proposals of the Spanish ambassador,
James answered that his sole wish was to establish

the peace of Christendom
; and he laboured by

every means in his power to accomplish this de-

sirable object. He sent a commission to his uncle,

the Duke of Albany, as ambassador to the em-

peror, to request him to act as mediator between

Louis and the papal court ; while Andrew Forman,

Bishop of Moray, proceeded to France for the same

purpose, and after endeavouring to impress his

pacific views upon the College of Cardinals and the

Marquis of Mantua, laboured but in vain to effect

a reconciliation between the pope and the French

king.* All these efforts, however, to maintain

peace were ineffectual. War had already broken
out between France and the papal confederates,
and James, whose sympathies were strongly en-

this legacy. The former assert that the jewels referred to

were bequeathed to Margaret by her brother, while the lat-

ter universally declare that the legacy was left by her father,

11,'nry VII. There is certainly no such bequest in Henry's
will, which has been printed in the ' Testamenta Vetus-
to' of Sir Harris Nicolas; but in the letters sent by Mar-

rself to Henry VIII., there are frequent references
to his unfriendly conduct toward her in the matter of her
'

father's legacy.'
*
Epistols Reg. Scot. voL i. pp. 126128. Pinkerton,

ToL ii. p. 73.

listed on the aide of his ancient
ally, soon found

himself involved in the quarrel. Negotiations with
England, however, .-till c..ntinucd. Jam*,-. wHik
and meanwhile Scotland rung with priparittoM.
the din of military preparation*. Armed marten
were held in the various district* of the kingdom j

cannon were cast by Robert Horthwick, the nuuter
gunner ; gunpowder was manufactured under the

superintendence of a German, named Urncbrigj
ships were launched and equipped with

artillery,
brought from the fortresses in the interior of the

country; and the most experienced naval officer*

and seamen were directed to hold themsclre* in

readiness for active service. In the midst of the*e
hostile preparations, the Scottish queen, who we*
still childless, though she had given birth to thrws

children, was delivered in the palace of Linlithgow,
on the 10th of April, 1512, of a prince, who was

shortly after baptized James, and proclaimed
Prince of Scotland and the Isles. He afterwards

succeeded to the throne, by the title of James V.

Meanwhile, though war became daily more im-

minent, negotiations with England Embourr of

were still continued ; and Lord Dacre sad Wst
Dacre and Dr. West arrived as ambassadors from

Henry, to negotiate a mutual remission of all viola-

tions of the treaty between the two countries.

They were also instructed to request the Scottish

king to renew his oath to maintain the peace with

England, and to offer on the part of Henry a simi-

lar oath for the observation of inviolable amity
with Scotland.* They were received by James

with great courtesy, and on their departure were

loaded with splendid presents ; but all their efforts

were counteracted by the intrigues of the French

ambassador, De la Motte; and the ancient leaysi
with France was not only renewed, but a new and

most impolitic article wes inserted, by which the

Scottish court became bound to make no treaty

with England, unless with the consent of Francr.t

It is conjectured by Pinkerton, and not without

great probability, that " much French gold must

have been expended in procuring this extravagant

concession, so foreign to any dictate of common

prudence." Hostilities may be said virtually to

have commenced between the two countries at this

time. Inroads were made by the borderers of both

countries. An English squadron haraMed tin

tish coasts, and took several vessels A Flemuh

ship, laden with goods belonging to some S

tish merchants, was captured and carried into Ber-

wick, and a vessel commanded by Falconer, one ol

James's best captains, was sunk, and himself sent

prisoner to London. On the other hand, R

Barton, acting under his letters of reprieal, c

tured no fewer than thirteen English merchant

vessels, and De la Mottc attacked a fleet <

merchantmen, sunk three, and carried eeren

triumph into Leith.J Henry, perceiTing from

these proceedings that a war was impending, ap-

Lesley's History, p. 8ft.

+ Pinkerton, vol. ii- p

I Pinkerton, voL L p. 76, noU <.
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pointed the Earl of Surrey lieutenant-general of

the marches, with authority to array the fencible

mfn of the northern counties, and to take the field

tgainst the Soots.

The hope, however, of effecting an amicable ad-

KejiUliiinni iriin j"**'"1 * of the differences be-

Ksflsad. tween the two sovereigns seems

not to hate been abandoned on either side. The

extensive preparations of the Scottish king had

exhausted his exchequer; and Lord Dacre, in a

letter to the Bishop of Durham, 17th August, 1512,

mentions that the Treasurer of Scotland had pri-

vately informed him, that if a present of four or

fire thousand angels were sent .o James, and the

disputed legacy paid to his queen, matters might
"till be brought to a favourable issue.* At this

juncture, the Archdeacon of St. Andrews arrived

at the Scottish court with letters from Louis,

urging a declaration of war with England; but

James in reply proposed, that the same annuity
should be assigned to him as had been paid to

Henry, for Scotland did not possess sufficient funds

to carry on an extensive war. Repeated communi-
used between the Scottish king and bis

brother-in-law, and both monarchs con-

to profess a desire for peace, though their

sincerity appears to be doubtful.

About the beginning of the year 1513, Lord
Drunmond was sent ambassador to England, and,
on the part of his master, offered to Henry a com-

plete and gratuitous remission of all the injuries
infiffad by his subjects upon the Scots, provided
that monarch would abandon the confederacy
against France ; but the proposal was peremptorily

Commissioners were appointed, how-

by Henry, to redress any violation of the

treaty of perpetual peace; and Dr. West was
w*a wbftMj g*in wnt on an embassy to Scot-

land, to negotiate a mutual remis-
ef ofrnees, and to endeavour to detach the

king from the interest of France, or at
to procure the promise of a cessation of

during Henry's absence from England.
a and termination of this mission are de-

with considerable minuteness, in two letters
m West to hie sovereign, which furnish some

tntertetfef particulars respecting the Scottish court
Us period. In the first, which is dated from
Mf, April 1st, 1513, he informs his master

ting James, in one of his
temporary fits

lnnltMBi aad devotion, during which he was
to assume the dress and conform to the

order of Franciscans, had been shut
far a week in the church of the Friars Observ-

e*U. at Stirling, 'and will meddle with no
Unicorn Herald and John Barton

**

uii , cnJ.,1. the

arrived from France with tidings of the death of

Pope Julius II. That turbulent pontiff had. it

seems, by the promise of a cardinal's hat. -

the services of Forman, Bishop of Moray, who, in

the preceding December, had been refused a safe-

conduct by Henry, to proceed through England to

the French court, for the purpose of negotiating a

universal peace. This crafty and ambitious pre-

late, who was mainly instrumental in
instigating

hostilities with England,* now informed "U

the injury he had received from the refusal of the

safe-conduct, and declared that in seven months

England should repent of the war. James spoke
with great acerbity of the late pontiff, who had

issued a bull of excommunication against him, il

he should violate the peace with England ; a step

which had inflamed the mind of the king more

than all the French embassies. He expressed his

resolution to appeal from this sentence, and to

send the Bishop of Moray to the Romish court for

that purpose, and to congratulate the new pope.

Leo X. ; and he declared, that if Julius had iiveti

he would have supported a council of even three

bishops against him. He stated to West, that if he

were disposed to make war upon England, he

would not abandon his design for the pope's
4 monition

;

' but that he would not commence hos-

tilities without previously sending a declaration by
a herald, so that if Henry passed over to ]

as he intended, he might have ample time to return

for the defence of his kingdom. The aml>

having intimated that Henry would pay the sum

of one thousand marks if the Scottish king would

consent to the abolition of all claims and to keep
the peace with England, James replied, that he

had no need of Henry's money, and that he would

not sell his gear (effects),
' with much other .void

conversation,' says the courtly reporter. It ap-

pears that the Scottish king had formed the ro-

mantic project of an expedition to Jerus.aU--.

bably with the hope that, by fighting against the

infidels, he might expiate the guilt which he had

incurred by taking part ill the conspiracy .

his father
; and after showing West

" a little quire
of four sheets of paper, sewed together, and

with the French king's hand and sealed with hi-

signet," setting forth the advantageous terms oifcred

by the French court to James, if through his in-

strumentality peace should be made, he urged,
that by the assistance of Louis alone could his

expedition to the Holy City be accomplished.
He complained that Henry had nominated
cessor to the English crown, to the prejudice of

his rights as the nearest heir
;
but this V

authorized by his instructions, solemnly denied.

With regard to the inquiry whether the S

monarch would consent to remain inactive during
the campaign against France, which formed the

main object of West's mission, after various evu-

queen sent for him '

into her traverse,' where lie 4
to her the letters which he had brought from 1:

brother.

Kpfotole Reg. Scot. vol. L p. 209 : Pinkerton, voL ii.

p. 86.
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sions, it was at length declared, that the continu-

ce of amicable relations between the two nations

ruled entirely upon the maintenance of peace
ith France. The queen complained, in spirited

terms, of the conduct of her brother in with-

holding her legacy,* which West informed her he

was authorized to pay if her husband would agree

keep the peace ;
but this proposal was scorn-

y i-ejected by James, who declared that the

queen should lose nothing for his sake, for he

would pay her the sum himself. The English ani-

!<>r concludes his letter with an assurance,

that lie would rather that his master had com-

manded him to tarry as long in Turkey,
" this

country is so myscr, and the people so ungracious,
and even that I shall have scant money to bring
me home, the country is so dear. My tarrying

here, as I suppose, shall do no good, for this great
suit that I make in your grace's name here maketh
the people so proud, that almost they know not

themselves, and they be so bounden by this new

treaty to France, that they dare not displease him
neither in word nor deed."f
At this period a fiercely contested action took

place in the harbour of Brest, between the French

and English fleets, in which the gallant admiral,

Sir Edward Howard, lost his life. James on this

Correspondence
sent a lettcr to his brother-in-law

between James (24th May, 1513), in which, after
and Henry. entreating him, in the most urgent

terms, to make peace with France, he expresses
his grief for the loss of this brave commander,

although Howard had in the preceding year slain

his favourite captain, Andrew Barton. "
Surely,

dear brother," he wrote,
" we think there is more

loss to you of your late admiral, who deceased to

his great honour and laud, than the advantage
that might have been to you of winning all the

French galleys and their equipage. The loss is

great to Christendom of that umquhile valiant

knight, and other noblemen, that on both sides

apparently perished. Pray you, dearest brother,
to take our writings in gude part, as our own is

;

for verily we are sorry, and also our dearest fel-

low (consort), for this loss, through aquaintance
of his father, that noble knight the Earl of Surrey,
who conveyed our dearest fellow, the queen, to us.

* " We cannot believe," says she, in a letter to Henry,
which was delivered by Dr. West on his return,

"
that of

your mind, or by your command, we are sa Jremdly (like a

stranger) dealt, with in our father's legacy, whereofwe would
nocht have spoken nor written, had not the doctor now
spoken to us of the same. Our husband knows it is with-
Lolden for his sake, and will recompense us so far as the
doctor shows him. We are ashamed therewith, and would
God never word had been thereof! It is not worth sic esti-

mation as is in your divers letters of the same. And we lack
our husband is ever the larger, the better to us, as

knows God." Appendix to Piukerton, vol. ii. No. viii. It has

-try remarked by Mr. Aikman, that Henry, whose
badness for splendid pageantry and expensive show was
ittenJed as all foolish extravagance usually is by nuiu-

'.ean and pitiful shifts, in resisting this just claim
made up'on him for hip sister's jewels, behaved in the most
ungenerous manner.

+ Illustrations of Scottish History, published by the
Maitland Club, pp. 7(589.
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Right excellent, right high and mighty prince,
our dear brother and cousin, the 1

you in tuition."*

Soon after the return of Dr. West to F.nfUnd,
a formal demand was made of the Jewel* be-

queathed to Margaret; and if we may rely upon
the narrative of the venerable Pilscottie, Henry
sent a reply full of the most flattering |ii milieu,
assuring his sister, that hc should be "well
satisfied, not only of the same, but the

thereof, on condition that the Kin;:
will keep his oath and bond to me that he :

lately with consent of his parliament." There-
fore," he continues, "I desire him that he will kit

at home in his own chair, and let me and the

King of France part betwixt us to seek the right
of my own pension, which is holden from me
wrongously ;

and if he does me no good that h
docs me no evil

;
and show to him, that it shall

neither be gold, silver, lands, riches, nor ret.

shall stand in difference betwixt me and him.
And if he will faithfully keep his promise to me,
I shall incontinent, with the consent of my nobles,
make him Duke of York and Governor of Eng-
land to my home-coming, for heirs of Kngland
must come cither of him or me, and I hare none
as yet lawfully ;

but I hear say that Margaret, my
sister, hath a pretty boy, likely to grow a man of

estimation, I pray God to bless him, and keep
him from his enemies, and give me grace to see

him in honour when he cometh of age, that I may
entertain him according to my honour and <:

Meanwhile, the views of the French court Merc

powerfully supported by the frequent and argent
letters of the Bishop of Moray, | on whom Louis

had conferred the archbishopric of Bourges, and

by the intrigues of De la Motto, the French am-

bassadbr, who at this time returned
}i..;nfgntnttn

from France with four vessels from Franess4

laden with flour and wine, for the

supply of the Scottish fleet, and (if we may be-

lieve the assertions of Henry) with a large son of

money, which was divided between the king and

his nobles. The King of Denmark also sent se-

veral ships, freighted with arms and ammunition ;

and a powerful Irish chief, named O'DonneJ, ri-

sked Edinburgh and took the oath of homage to

James, and offered his services against Kngland.

The romantic character of James was well known

to the French monarch and his counsellors 5 and an

artful appeal now made by Anne of Hunuriy, the

consort of Louis, to the fantastic spirit of chivalry

by which the Scottish king was actuated, had, it

is believed, no small influence in accelerating the

unhappy rupture with England. Assumingjbe
character of a distressed damsel, she addressed an

epistle to James, calling herself his mistress) and

lady-love, assuring him that she had suffered much

blame in defence of his honour and in excusing

his inactivity, and imploring him to advance

Cotton. MS. Caligula, It ri. f. 67.

* Piwcotti.-. v..l. i.

Uuchauaii, book iiu. chap, uuu
3r
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three step* Into English ground, for the sake of

I'IM mistress. She sent him, at the same time, a

ring from her own finger, with fourteen thousand

crowns to assist in paying the expenses of his ex-

pedition.*
This appeal to that high-wrought

^pay of honour which was the peculiar foible

of the Scottish king, was enforced by the re-

Bonstnxnci-s of Bishop Forman, who assured him,

that he would be for ever dishonoured if he did

not send to France the assistance which that

intriguing prelate had promised in his sovereign's

At length, on the 30th of June, 1513, Henry

pasted over to Calais to open in person the war

against France; and as soon as this intelligence

readied the Scottish king, he despatched his prin-

cipal herald to the English camp before Terouenne,

Letter of Jtmw & a letter to Henry, enumerat-

to the English ing the injuries which James had

received from the English monarch

and his subjects, and declaring his resolution to

support his ally, the King of France. Among the

other wrongs which had induced the Scottish king
to declare war, mention is made of the death of

Barton,with the detention of his ships and artillery ;

the protection given to Heron, the murderer of the

Scottish warden ; and the withholding of the jewels
and legacy which had been left to Queen Margaret

by her father. James complains, also, that several

of his nobles had been unjustifiably slain in time of

peace, and others had been carried off in fetters

into England ; that Henry had refused a safe con-

duct to his ambassador, who wished to proceed to

the continent for the purpose of negotiating a

general peace, conduct unheard of even among
infidels ; and that the English king had not only
mnneeasaarily delayed the redress of these griev-
ance*, but, in spite of the remonstrances' of his

brother-in-law, had made a wanton attack on his

allies, the Duke of Gueldres and the King of France,
thereby giving him too much reason to dread that
staffer treatment awaited himself. Wherefore, he
eoocladea, we require and desire you to desist from
further invasion of our brother and cousin, the
most Christian king, to whom, by all confederation
f Mood and alliance, we are bound and obliged

for mutual defence of each other, certifying that we
will take part in defence of our brother and cousin,
and will do what thing we trust may cause vou to
desist from pursuit of him." t
On penning this letter, which he justly regarded
a declaration of war, Hi-nry broke out into a

Bemrjuu of rage, and poured forth a torrent of

Heart'* reply
i"***^** against James, which
ho desired the Scottish herald to

t to his master. -
Sire," said the envoy, "I

Ms natural subject, and what he commands me
, that must I boldly utter; but the commands

1 may not, nor dare say, to my sovereign

tjrow
Utters sent by me may declare

albeit the matter requireth doings,

and not sayings that is, that you should imme-

diately return home." " I will return," replied

Henry,
" at mine own pleasure, to your damage,

and not at your master's summons." * A violent

and scornful reply to the letter of the Scottish king
was forthwith drawn up by Henry, treating his

complaints as mere colourable pretexts, reproach-

ing him with the violation of his oath in breaking
the peace which he had solemnly sworn to observe,

and with dishonourable behaviour in taking advan-

tage of the absence of the English monarch from

his own dominions, which it was evident he had

waited for, as in none of his letters preceding
that event had he ever mentioned his intention of

taking part with the French
;

" which we cannot

greatly marvel at," he adds,
"
considering the an-

cient accustomable manner of your progenitors,
whiche never kept longer faithe and promise than

pleased them." He informs James, however, that,

remembering the 'brittleness' of his promise, and

suspecting his unstedfastness, he had taken pre-

cautions for the defence of his kingdom, which he

firmly trusted would be sufficient for its protection

against the ' malice of schismatics and their adhe-

rents.' He holds out a threat, that the conduct of the

Scottish king should be punished by the exclusion of

himself and his descendants from the succession to

the crown ofEngland, on whichhe alleges that James

had fixed his eye ;
and reminds him of the fate of the

King of Navarre, who, by adhering to the cause of

the French monarch, was now a king without a

kingdom. Finally, he rejects with scorn the sum-

mons of James, requiring him to desist from his

invasion of France
;
and declares that he does not

regard him as a competent authority to make such

a demand. This letter, however, never reached

the Scottish king, as the herald was detained, on

his return, in Flanders, and did not arrive in Scot-

land till after the fatal battle of Fiodden.f

James, however, did not await the return of his

ambassador to commence hostilities. On the same

day in which the Lion herald was despatched to

France, the fleet which the Scot- Sailing of the

tish king had built and equipped
Scottish fleet.

at an immense cost, sailed to the assistance of his

ally. It consisted of twenty-three sail, of which

thirteen were large ships of war, including the

Great Michael, the Margaret, and the James ;
the

rest were small-armed craft. It had on board

three thousand soldiers, under the command of the

Earl of Arran, a nobleman of limited talents and

experience, and, as the event proved, utterly unfit

for such an important trust. James, who had taken

the deepest interest in the equipment of this

expedition, was anxious that it should reach

the coast of France as speedily as possible:
and

with the object of animating the leaders, captains,

and seamen, he embarked in the Great Michael.

and remained on board till they had passed the

Isle of May. But the foolish and incompetent

commander, instead of proceeding to his appointed

destination, ordered the fleet to be conducted to

Holinshed, vol. v. pp. 473475. t Ibid. pp. 476, 476.
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mckfcrgus, in Ireland, which was at that time

Owen's dis-race-
in al l iance with Scotland, and after

ful expedition pillaging and burning the town,
;ii*uinst Inland,

sparing neither sex nor nge,* he

turned to Ayr with his plunder,
" as if," says

uchanan,
" he had performed a great exploit."

James was exasperated beyond measure at this in-

famous behaviour on the part of Arran, and imme-

diately ordered him to be superseded in the com-

and, and to be sent back to answer for his conduct.

e Earl of Angus was appointed general of the

troops in his room, while the celebrated naval

officer. Sir Andrew AVood, was directed to assume

the command of the fleet ; but before they could

reach the coast. Arran having, it is said, heard from

nis friends how the king stood affected towards

him, hoisted his sails and stood out to sea. A deep

obscurity rests over the subsequent history of this

armament, on which the Scottish king placed so

much dependence, and expended such vast sums of

money. A part of the fleet returned to Scotland,

shattered and disabled, while another part, includ-

ing the Great Michael, was purchased by Louis at

a small price, from the Scottish government after

the death of King James.f

Although the war with England was generally

unpopular, both among the nobles and the people
of Scotland, yet the Scottish prince was so beloved

by his subjects, that when orders were given to

assemble all the array of the kingdom upon the

Borough-moor of Edinburgh, the appeal was an-

swered by the muster from all parts of the country
of one of the most numerous and best-equipped
armies Scotland has ever seen. Hostilities were
commenced by the Earl of Home, the lord cham-

berlain, who, at the head of three or four thousand

men. made an incursion into England, and pillaged
and burned seven villages or hamlets on the borders.

On their return home, laden with booty, and march-

Defeat of the in carelessly and without order,

Scots in a the invaders fell into an ambush
Border-raid.

laid forthem by SirWilliam Bulmer,

among the tall broom on Millfield Plain, near

AVooler, and were surprised and defeated with

great slaughter. Five or six hundred were slain

on the spot, and four hundred were taken prisoners,

among whom was Sir George Home, the brother of

the earl. J

* The iinprovoked barbarities perpetrated by the Scottish

troops in the sack of Carrickferus are described by Sir
David Lindsay, in his' Historic ofSquire Meldrum,' a Scottish

gentleman, who was present in this expedition; anil he
; ts his hero as protecting women, priests, and friars

from the brntal outrages of the soldiers. Sir 1). Lindsay's
Works by Chalmers, vol. ii. p. 248.

" And as they passed by Ireland coast
The admiral gart land his host,
And set Craigfergus into fyre,
And saved neither barne nor byre ;

It was great pity for to hear
Of the people, the baleful cheer,
And how the land folk were spulyeit (spoiled),
Fair women under lute were fulyeit (defiled)."

Buchanan, book xiii. ch. xxv.; Pitscottie, vol. i. p. 263.

J Holinshed, vol. v. p. 476. Buchanan (book xiii. chap.
*iu.) estimates the number of prisoners at two hundred.

This mortifying reren* d-ply mewed the
Scottih monim-h. and mode him doubly impatient
to roimncm-e hostilities, in order to arengv the
defeat sustained hy his war,! ictemuned,
therefore, without ,-ad his army in {Mr-
son across the Kn^luh Ixml.r. _-
His wisest counsellors strove in

tJiTtaiiiissii*
vain to divert him from thi nuh nobU*io|riiMt
and fatal resolution, and his quern.
with sobs and tears, implored him not to peril hit
own life and the security of hu realm, by taking
the field against her brother. She aa*umi Mm
that she had been frightened and perplexed by
terrifying dreams, and ahkcd him, with the dU-

pleasure natural to wounded and alighted affection,
"
Why he preferred pleasing the Queen of Franee,

to her, his wife, and the mother of hi* children?*
But James, says Pitscottie,

"
refused all adtic*

which was for the weal of his crown and country,
neither would he listen to the counsel of his wia*

and prudent wife, for no prayer or supplication
she could make him. Albeit, this noble woman,

labouring as mickle (much) as she might, for the

weal of her husband, and as well as for the lore the

bore her brother the King of England, abe desired

that no discord should occur between the two
realms in her time."* The remonstrances and

entreaties of his queen and nobles having thus

failed of effect, an attempt was made to deter

him from his expedition by working upon the feel-

ings of superstitious melancholy whirh, partly aria-

ing from constitutional habits, partly from hi*

remorse on account of his rebellion agtinat hi*

father, formed a prominent feature in the character

of the Scottish king. The account of the singular

stratagem employed for this purpose, is given by
Pitscottie with chani :.plicity.

" The king, seeing that France could get no

support of him, for that time, made gtratagra to

a proclamation full hastily through deter thr kin*

all the realm of Scotland, both east

and west, south and north, as well in the isle*M
in the firm land, to all manner of men between

sixty and sixteen years, that tin v should be ready

within twenty days to pass with him, with forty

days' victual, and to meet at the Burrow-muir of

Edinburgh, and there to pass forward where he

pleased. His proclamations were nattily obeyed

contrary the Council of Scotland's will, but erery

man loved his prince so well that they would on

no ways disobey him, but every man caused make

his provision, so hastily, conform to die charge

of the king's proclamation.
" The king came to Lithgow where he happened

to be, for the time at the council, very sad and

dolorous, making his devotion to God to send him

good chance and fortune in his voyage. I

mean time, there came a man, clad in a blue gown.

He says, the invaders divided th '

territory, and each i :

it WAS the iw which Ml mu> U* as-

buscade, and that t: bad **** of

before arrived safely in
Scotland.

Pitscottie, vol. i. p-

"
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in at the kirk door, and belted about him in a roll

of linen-cloth ; a pair of brotikins (buskins) on his

feet, to the great of his legs ;
with all other hose

and clothes conform thereto ;
but he had nothing

on his head but syde (long) red yellow hair behind,

and on his haflets' (cheeks) which wan down to his

houldcr; but his forehead was bald and bare.

He seemed to be a man of two-and-fifty years, with

great pike-statf in his hand, and came first for-

ward among the lords, crying and speiring (asking)

for the king, saying he desired to speak with him.

While, at the last, he came where the king was

sitting in the desk at his prayers ;
but when he

aw the king, he made him little reverence or salu-

tation, but leaned down grofling on the desk before

him, and said to him in this manner, as after fol-

]ows : Sir king, my mother hath sent me to you,

desiring you not to pass, at this time, where you
are purposed, for if thou does, thou wilt not fare

well in thy journey, nor none that passeth with thee.

Further, she bade thee mell (meddle) with nowoman,
nor use their counsel, nor let them touch thy body,
nor thou theirs ; for, if thou do it, thou wilt be

confounded and brought to shame.' By this man
had spoken these words unto the king's grace, the

evensong was near done, and the king paused on

these words, studying to give an answer ; but,

in the mean time, before the king's eyes, and in

the presence of all the lords that were about him
for the time, this man vanished away, and could

no ways be seen or comprehended, but vanished

way as he had been a blink of the sun, or a whip
of the whirlwind, and could no more be seen. I

heard say, Sir David Lindsay, lyon-herald, and
John Inglis, the marshal, who were at that time

young men and special servants to the king's

grace, were standing presently beside the king,
and thought to have laid hands on this man, that

they might have spcired further tidings at him.
But all for nought ; they could not touch, for he
vanished away betwixt them, and was no more
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The tradition of Linlithgow bears that the mys-
terious stranger eluded the grasp of those who
attempted to seize him, by gliding behind a curtain
which concealed a private stair leading towards
the upper part of the church

; and that, on leaving
this building, he crossed the court, and entered the

palace hy a small door under the chapel window,f
Thie strange story in confirmed by Buchanan, who
IW-Ulvd it from Sir David Lindsay, and whose tes-

timony he declares to be unimpeachable.} Thus
Mpported, as Sir Walter Scott remarks, we have
only to choose betwixt a deception and a superna-

il appearance. The visitant is said to have
OMO a servant of the queen ; and there can be

J'lttKotti*. Tol. ii. pp. 264, 2flft.

Chentm-i Picture of Scotland, rol. ii. p. 83.

;*. took xiii. th.p. xxxi. St. Catherine's aisle,
throne for himself, with

lS
r
fcfnigb

I
>Con>'

)*nion" of the Ordcr of te
r

^_"L
the P1*** wl"' r<1 the "I'I'arition was

be wottU M
my mother," shows that the vi-
181- J hn Md not St Andrew,

little doubt that the stratagem was contrived by
Margaret, or some of the party opposed to the war,
in the hope that a warning conveyed in this mys-
terious manner might have some effect on the ro-

mantic spirit of the king.
Undeterred by this simulated vision, the origin

of which he probably suspected, James proceeded
to Edinburgh to meet the feudal array of his king-
dom on the Borough-moor, which was at that time,

according to Drummond of Hawthornden, "a field,

spacious, and delightful by the shade of many
stately and aged oaks."* There were assembled
"
all his earls, lords, barons, and burgesses ;

and all

manner of men, between sixty and sixteen, spirit-

ual and temporal, burgh and land, islesmen and

others, to the number of a hundred thousand, not

reckoning carriage-men and artillery-men, who had
the charge of fifty shot of cannons."f At this last

hour, another attempt was made to deter the king
from his unpolitie war, by working upon his super-
stitious fears. His artillerymen were employed

night and day in bringing down military stores

from the castle of Edinburgh, and they were at

work one night, heaving down the cannon called

the Seven Sisters, which had lately been cast by
Robert Borthwick, the royal master-gunner; the

king being in the abbey of Holyrood at the time,
"
when," says Pitscottie,

" there was a cry heard

at the market-cross of Edinburgh, at the hour of

midnight, proclaiming as it had been a summons,
which was named and called by the proclaimer

thereof, 'The Summons of Plotcock,' (or Pluto,)

which desired all men to compear, both earl, lord,

and baron, and all honest gentlemen within the

town (every man specified by his own name) to

compear, within the space of forty days, before his

master, where it should happen him to appoint,

and be for the time, under the pain of disobedience.

But whether this summons was proclaimed by vain

persons, night-wakers, or drunken men for their

pastime, or if it was a spirit, I cannot tell truly ;

but it was shewn to me that an indweller of the

town, Mr. Richard Lawson, being evil-disposed,

ganging in his gallery-stair, foreanent the cross,

hearing this voice proclaiming this summons,

thought marvel what it should be; cried on his

servant to bring him his purse, and when he had

brought him it, he took out a crown, and i

over the stair, saying, 'I appeal from that summons,

judgment, and sentence thereof, and take me all

whole in the mercy of God, and Christ Jesus, his

Son.' Verily, the author of this that caused me
write the manner of this summons, was a landed

gentleman, who was at that time twenty years of

age, and was in the town the time of the said sum-

mons; and thereafter, when the field was stricken,

he swore to me there was no man that c-

that was called in the summons
;
but that one man

Upon this and similar occasions the royal standard is

traditionally said to have been displayed from the Hare-

stane
; a large stone now built into the'wullon the left hand

of the highway leading toward Braid, not far from Brunts-

field Links.

+ Pitscottie, vol. i. p. 288.
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alone, which made his protestation, and appealed
am the said summons ;

but all the lave (rest) were

erished in the field with the king."
" This news

oread through the town on the morne, and came

the king's cars, who gave them but little cre-

incc, nor would he give no credence to no coun-

.11, signe, nor token that made against his pur-
e."*

The Scottish king, leaving his capital, marched

March of the southward at the head of one of
Scottish army. fae most formidable armies that

ad ever invaded England. He crossed the Tweed
i the 22nd of August, and encamped on the banks

the Till, near Twisel. Here he remained for

ro days, and on the 24th, with the consent of

lie members of the three Estates who were in his

ay, he passed an act ordaining that the heirs of

11 who fell in the present war should be free

3m the feudal burdens of '

ward, relief or marriage,'
k-hatcver might be their age.f From Twisel-haugh,
rhere this decree was enacted, the Scottish army
aoved down the side of the Tweed, and laid siege
the castle of Norham, which surrendered on the

3th of August. The border towers of Wark, Etal,

Foolish conduct and Ford, were then in succession
of the king, attacked and taken, and in these

etty enterprises, utterly unworthy of his vast pre-

itions, James wasted the precious time which

might have enabled him to carry his arms to the

gates of Newcastle, before the Englishwere prepared
to offer any resistance. When the castle of Ford
was stormed, Lady Heron, the wife of Sir William

Heron the castellan, who was still a prisoner in

Scotland, was taken prisoner, and according to

the Scottish historians this beautiful and artful

dame had such influence over the infatuated mo-
narch as to induce him to idle away his time till

the opportunity of striking an effective blow against
the enemy was irretrievably lost.J

While James lay thus inactive, his troops began
r of the to experience a scarcity of pro-

English host,
visions, and to'suffer severely from

the incessant rains. Great numbers, especially of

the highlanders and islesmen, returned home.

Many, too. deserted for the purpose of- placing in

safety the booty which they had collected, so that

in a short time the army was reduced to about

thirty thousand men, a disproportionate number of

whom consisted of.lord.s and gentlemen, with their

personal attendants-. Meanwhile theEarl of Surrey,
to whom Henry had committed the task of defend-

ing his dominions during his absence, was actively
engaged in concentrating the military array of the

northern counties, and soon succeeded in raising
an army of twenty-six thousand men. In passing
through Durham he received from the prior of the

convent the sacred banner of St. Cuthbert, for
the purpose of animating the courage of his sol-

Pitscottie, vol. i. pp. 266,267.
+ Ants of Parliament, vol. ii. p. 278.
* Pitscottie, voL L p. 269 : Buchanan, book xiii. chap,

rxxii.

Pitecottie, TO!, ii. p. 269.

diers. On the 30th of August he was joined at
Newcastle by I.ord J>acrc, Sir William Buhner, Sir
Munnaduke Constable, and other, of the northern

chivalry ; and on reaching Alnwick, wss met by
his son Thomas, the Lord High Admiral of Kng"-
lund, with a reinforcement of fire thousand men who
had been sent homo from the Kngluh army in

Frame, to assist in the defence of their native

country.' After thisjunction, Sur- n*s b
ivy. feeling himself the stronger twwaJaMS
party, despatched a herald on the "* 8""7-
4th of September, to challenge the Scottish king
to fight on the following Friday, if he had courage
to remain so long on English ground. The httmld
was also instructed to charge James with the rio-

lation of the treaty of perpetual peace IN I* sell

the two kingdoms, which had been confirmed by
his solemn oath ; and Lord Thomas Howard sent
at the same time a rude and insulting menage,
informing the King of Scots, that a> High Ad-
miral of England, he was come to justify the death
of that pirate Andrew Barton, of which James had
so often complained ; that he would be in the

Tanguard of the army, and as he expected no

quarter from his enemies, so he would give none,
unless to the king himself, should he fall into hi*

hands. James left the insulting message of the

admiral unnoticed, but to the challenge of Surrey
he returned for answer, that to meet the English
in battle was so much his wUh, that had the mes-

sage of the earl found him at Edinburgh, he

would have laid aside all other business to have

met him on the field of battle. With regard to

the accusation of a breach of faith, which the

English,general had brought against him, he gave
it an unqualified deiiiu . 'her, the King of

England, he said, wa* under equal obligation with

himself to observe the league; he had sworn to

keep the peace with England, so long as the

English monarch maintained kis faith with him.

This he was the Jirst to bi >s had been

frequently demanded, but \\jtlu-ut etlwt. He had

given warning to his brother of his resolution to

commence i. :i was more than his

brother had done to him. On the equiry of these

proceedings he i\ ~ iarrcl, which, by God's

help, it was his purpose to maintain with his arms

on (he day that Surrey had named.

The Scottish nobles, however, wer UJUSsdingrj

dissatisfied with this resoluti ung. They
insisted that he had already done all that was re-

quisite to vindicate his honour or to Mtisfy the

claims of his ally ; that his retreat would oblige

the English either to retire or to disperse, a* it

was impossible they could subsist in a country to

grievously plundered and laid waste ; but if it was

bis determination to try the issue of a battle, be

would fight to much greater advantage in his own

kingdom ; and finally, that the loss of a battle in

present circumstances, would be prodnctiTe of the

most fatal consequences to the welfare of the

country. They held a council to discuss the point

Ridpath's Bonier History, f. 4W, sod -
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at issue, and Patrick Lord Lindsay of the Byres,

Deliberations
*<* the Nestor of the Scottish

of the Scottish army, was appointed their cnan-

nobles. cellor or president, as being
" the

most learned of their number, and of the greatest

a-^e, and of the greatest experience amongst them

U." The nobles laid the case before him, and

required his opinion.

My Lords," replied the sage old baron,
"
ye

desire my opinion, if the king shall give battle to

England or not, at this time. My lords, I will

give you forth a similitude, desiring you to know

my mind by the same hereafter. I compare your

lordships to an honest merchant, who would in

his voyage go to the dice with a common hazar-

der, and there jeopard a rose-noble, on a cast

against a gleed (crooked) half-penny which if

this merchant wins it will be counted but little, or

else nought ;
but if he tynes (loses) he tynes his

honour with that piece of gold which is of far

greater value. So, my lords ! ye may understand

by this, ye shall be called the merchant, and your

king the rose-noble, and England the common
hazarder who has nothing to jeopard but a gleed

halfpenny, in comparison of our noble king, and an

auld crooked carle, lying in a chariot. And though

they tyne him, they tyne but little; but if we

jeopard our noble prince at this time with a simple

wight and happen to tyne him, we will be called

evil merchants, and far waur (worse) counsellors to

his majesty ;
for if we tyne him, we tyne the whole

realm of Scotland, and the nobility thereof (for nane,

my lords, have bidden here with us at this time but
nobles and gentlemen). Sa, I conclude, that it is

not decent nor seemly for us to jeopard our noble

king and his nobility with an auld crooked carle

and certain sutors (shoemakers) and tailors with him
in company. But better it were to cause the king
to remove, and certain of his lords, whom he thinks
maist expedient to take the matter in hand, and

jeopard themselves for the king's pleasure and
their own honour, and for the common weal of the

country at this time; and if your lordships will

conclude in this manner I hold it best in my
opinion."*
The barons had agreed in this conclusion, and

were appointing leaders to the different divisions
of the army,

' to fight against England, and the

king to pass with certain of his nobility, a little

from the army, where he might see the valiant acts
on both sides ;" when James, who was present in

disguise, interrupted their deliberations with a fu-

rious avowal of his determination to fight against
England with his own arm, though they had all

sworn to the contrary ;

" and as for Lord Lindsay,"
aid he, turning to the venerable statesman,

"
I

TOW to God, I shall never see Scotland sooner than
I shall cause hang him over his own yett (gate) !

"

'fjcd Karl of Angus, the celebrated Hell-the-

Cat, earnestly remonstrated against this rash and
imprudent resolution of the king, and churned the
French ambassador De la Motte, by whom this fatal

1'iucottie, ToL ii. pp 273270.

policy was eagerly abetted, with being willing to

sacrifice the interests of Scotland vRemonstrancfs
to those ot .trance. Jut James of the Earls of

was so enraged at the free remon- Angus and

strance of the old warrior that he

scornfully replied,
"
Angus, if you are afraid you

may go home." The earl burst into tears at this

unpardonable insult, and turned to depart, saying

mournfully,
" If my past life does not free me

from any suspicion of cowardice, I do not know
what can: as long as my body was capable of

exertion I never spared it in defence of my coun-

try, or my sovereign's honour. But now since my
age renders my body of no use in battle, and my
counsel is despised, I leave my two sons and the

vassals of Douglas in the field : may Angus's fore-

bodings be unfounded." He quitted the camp that

night, but his two sons, George, Master of Angus,
and Sir William Douglas, of Glenbervie, with two
hundred gentlemen of the name of Douglas, fell in

the battle.* The counsels of the Earl of Huntley,
a wise and experienced leader, were equally inef-

fectual. The king obstinately adhered to his re-

solution to fight, even thoiigh the enemy should

be a hundred thousand strong,f
The Earl of Surrey had now advanced as far as

Wooler, so that the hostile armies were separated

by a distance of only four or five
Strong position

miles. The Scottish king had of the Scottish

meanwhile changed his first en- army,

campment for a much stronger position upon Flod-

den Hill, one of the last and lowest eminences of the

Cheviot range ; steep on both flanks, and defended

in front by the deep and sluggish river Till, a tri-

butary of the Tweed. When the English general
came in sight of this position he durst not ventur

to attack it, and having succeeded in his former

attempt to pique the romantic honour of the Scot-

tish king, he resolved to try whether he could not

prevail on him to abandon his vantage-ground and

descend into the plain. He, therefore, sent

letter to James from Wooler-haugh, subscribed

himself and the principal leaders of his army,

reminding him of his acceptance of the offer

battle, and complaining that, instead of remaining
in the place where the English herald had found

him, he had "
put himself into a ground more like

a fortress or a camp than any indifferent field for

battle to be tried." He, therefore, invited the

king to come down from the height, and to give
battle in the open plain of Millfield below, and
hinted that it was the opinion of the English
nobles that any delay of the encounter " would
sound to the king's dishonour.":):
The conduct of Janies had been sufficiently rash

and imprudent, but either his returning good sense,

or the remonstrances of his counsellors, prevented
him from acceding to the unreasonable request of

*
Holinshed, vol. vi. p. 472. The aged earl, broken-

hearted at the calamities of his house and his country,
ivtired int<> a religious house, where he died about a yuai .

after the battle of FlodJen.
t Hnlinshed, vol. vi. p. 478.

1 Eliis's Original Letters, vol. i. pp. 86, 87.
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his adversary, and he refused even to admit the

messenger into his presence. The English army
was now reduced to great straits for want of pro-

visions in a plundered and wasted country,* and

their commander resolved to try another mode of

Skilful bringing the Scots to action. On
manoeuvre of the 8th of Sept. he passed the

Surrey. 'fill, near Weetwood, and marched

through some rugged grounds on its east side to

Barmoor Wood, about two miles distant from the

Scottish position, where he spent the night. An
eminence on the east of Ford concealed the march

of the English from the enemy, but a few cannon

shots were fired upon Lord Thomas Howard and

his staff while reconnoitering their position from

this height. Early next morning the English

army continued its march in a north-westerly
direction, till near the confluence of the Till and

the Tweed, when the vanguard and artillery re-

crossed the Till at Twisel Bridge, while the rear

passed the river at a ford about a mile higher up.

Having by this skilful manoeuvre fairly placed
themselves between the Scottish king and his own

country t
the English bent their march in full

array towards Flodden Hill. The Scots seem to

have thought their position sufficiently protected
on the east side, by the deep and sluggish Till and

its dangerous fords, and by a battery of cannon

which they had erected near the foot of the eastern

declivity of Flodden, bearing on the bridge of

Ford, in the vicinity of their encampment. When
the movement of Surrey was first perceived James

imagined that it was the intention of the English

general to cross the Tweed, and plunder the fertile

district of the Merse, in order to provide subsist-

ence for his army. In this opinion he is said to

have been confirmed by one Giles Musgrove, an

Englishman, who enjoyed his confidence, and

treacherously advised him to descend from his

advantageous position to pursue the enemy, and

prevent them from laying waste his kingdom.!

Infatuated While the English were crossing
conduct of the the Till with their vanguard

attishking. separated from their rear, the

Scottish nobles in vain entreated their king to

avail himself of the favourable opportunity thus

afforded of attacking them. Borthwick, master of

his
artillery, fell on his knees before him, and

earnestly implored permission to bring his guns to

bear on the columns of the enemy as they defiled

over the narrow bridge, when they could easily
have been driven back, and thrown into irretriev-

able confusion. " But the king," says Pitscottie,
"
answered this gunner, Robert Borthwick, like to

ane man bereft of all wit and judgment, saying,
'

I will cause hang thee and quarter thee if thou
shoot a shot this day, for I will have the enemy all

in a plain field before me, and assay them what

they can do.'
"
J

Holinshed, vol. vi. p. 474.
-, Buchanan, book xiii. chap, xxxvii. ; Ridpath's Border

History, p. 490.

; 1'itseottie, vol. i. p. 277.

Huu

As soon as the English army was drawn op in
order of battle, on the left bank of
the Till, the Scots setting fire to
the temporary huts of their encampment,
scended from the ridge of Flodden, and
to take possession of the neighbouring tmimoca of
Brankston, towards which :!, vanguard at UM
enemy was advancing from the opposite direction.

They were divided into five battli-a, drawn u

line about the distance of a bow-shot from e*e
other ; and "

they marched like the Germans," MJS
the official account of the battle,

' without diking
or making any noise." * The cloud* of amok* from
the burning huts being driven in the far* of the

English, obscured their view, so that they had
crossed the little stream of Palinsburn, and ad-
vanced almost to the foot of Brankston-hill, before

they perceived the Scottish army at the distant* of

only a quarter of a mile. The two annie* were nearly
equal in numbers, each consisting of about thirty
thousand men, and the arrangement of both was

nearly the same. The English advanced in four

divisions. The right wing, which formed the van of

their army, consisted of ten thousand men, and wa
led by Lord Thomas Howard, the Admiral of Eng-
land, and his brother, Sir Edmund. The centre waa
commanded by the Earl of Surrey ; the left wing.
which was composed of the men of Lancat hire and
of the Palatinate of Chester, was committed to the

charge of Sir Edward Stanley ; while a strong

body of horse, under Lord Dacre, formed a merr*.
The artillery was placed in the front and in the

spaces between the divisions. The left wing of the

Scots, which formed the vangnard, was commanded

by the Earl of Huntley and Lord Home, The

king in person led the centre ; and the Earla of

Lennox and Argyle the right wing ; the lUMJiva,

consisting of the men of Lothian, was commanded

by the Earl of Bothwell. The admiral perceiving

the Scots approaching in four strong columns,
' armed with Moorish pikes,' immediately de-

spatched a messenger to his father, with the Agnus
Dei which he wore at his breast, as a token, request-

ing him to extend his lines with all speed, and to

Gazette of the Battle, Pinkerton's Huttorr, Apptadu.
vol. ii. p. 456. The striking silence observed by U* Sei
in their descent from the hill is noticed by nw
contemporary writer.

'
Little or no noi* did U*J I

says an account of the battle, printed in the y*r in wan

it was fought This picturesque in.

the firing of the Scottish camp, it noticed by Si

Scott, in his spirit-stirring descnption of tbt eoodietr

"- Sudden as he spoke
From the sharp ridges of tht hi!

All downward to the banks of Till.

Was wreathed in sable mok.
Volumed and vast and rolling far,

The cloud enveloped Scotland's wr.
As down the hill they brok*.

Nor martial shout, nor minrtrtl toy,
Announced their march; thrir t

At times one warning trumpet blown,

At times a stifled hum,
Told England from his monnt*m-tkn

King James did rushing wow.
Scarce could they hear or sr U <*,

Until at weapo'n point they eloa*.

ilanuion, ca&to ri si. t.
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strengthen the van by drawing up the centre on its

left.* The battle commenced at four in the after-

noon, -with cannonading on both sides. The Eng-
lish were superior in artillery, and their guns ap-

pear to have been better served. " Then out burst

the ordnance on both sides," says an old chronicler,
" with fire, flame, and hideous noise, and the master

gunner of the English slew the master gunner df

Scotland, and beat all his men from their guns, so

that the Scottish ordnance did no harm to the Eng-
lishmen, but the Englishmen's artillery shot into

the midst of the king's battail, and slew many
persons which seeing, the King of Scots and his

brave men made the more haste to come to join-

ing." The first that encountered, was the left wing
of the Scots, under Huntley and Home, which

made such a furious onset upon that portion of the

English vanguard commanded by Sir Edmund
Howard, as to overpower and throw it into disor-

der. After a stout resistance, Sir Edmund's ban-

ner was taken, his division totally routed, and he

himselfbeaten down and placed in imminent danger,
when he was rescued by the bastard Heron, who
had joined the English army at the head of a band

of fierce outlaws like himself. Sir Edmund escaped
with difficulty to his brother's division

; but Lord

Dacre, advancing to his. support with the reserve

of cavalry, appeal's to have kept Hvntley in check
;

while Home's men. who were chfefly Borderers, be-

gan to disperse over the field in search of plunder.t

Meanwhile the admiral, whose flank- the victors

ought to have attacked, availed himself of their

inactivity, and, reinforced by Dacre, bore down

upon another division of the Scottish vanguard,
commanded by the Earls of Crawford and Montrose.

After a long and stubborn contest, these nobles

were both slain, and their forces routed. On the

extreme right of the Scottish army, the Campbells,
Mackenzies, Macleans, Macleods, and other clans

from the Highlands and Isles, who were com-
manded by the Earls of Lennox and Argyle, suf-

fered so severely from the volleys of the Cheshire

and Lancashire archers, that they broke their

Hall's Chronicle, p. 562.

f It is allfu-'-tl by PiUcottie (vol. i. p. 278) that when
the Earl of Huntley urged Lord Home to go to the assist-
ance of the king, he replied,

' He does well that does for
himself. We have fought our vanguard, and won the same,
therefore, let the lave (rest) do their part as well as we."
This statement, however, is in the highest degree impro-
bable, and seems to have been invented hy the enemies of
Home, who incurred great odium, in consequence of his

having returned unhurt, and loaded with spoil from this
fatal conflict. Lord Dacre, in a letter to tho English council,
dated 17th May, 1814, states that in the field of Brankston
he and his friends encountered the Earl of Huntley and the
Chamberlain ; that Sir John Home, Cuthbert Home, ot

Fastcatal*-, the son and heir of Sir John Home, Sir William
Cockbnrn, of Langton, and hia son, the son and heir of Sir
David Home, the laird of lilacater, and many other of Lord
Home'* kinsmen and friends were slain ; and that, on the
otb.-r hand, 1'hilip Dacre, brother of (.ord Dacre, was taken
prisoner by tin- Scot*, and many other of his kinsfolks,
HenranU, and tenant* were cither taken or slain in the
battle. This statement completely disproves the charge
against Hotin-. that he remained inactive after defeating
the division un<W Sir Edmund Howard. Piukerton, vol. ii.

Appendix, p. 400.

array, and rushed eagerly forward to close with

the enemy, in spite of the signals, menaces, and
cries of La Motte, and other experienced French

officers, who strove to keep them in their ranks.*

At first the English pikemen reeled under the

fierce onslaught ;
but speedily recovering from the

shock, they attacked their undisciplined and dis-

organized assailants in front and flank, and routed

them with great slaughter. The Earls of Lennox
and Argyle, with most of the chiefs of the clans,

perished in the struggle. "While the fortune of

the day thus varied on the wings, the Scottish

king and the Earl of Surrey were engaged in a

fierce and dubious conflict in the centre. In spite

of the remonstrances of his attendants, James,

who fought on foot like the rest of his division,

persisted in exposing his person in the thickest of

the battle, and, surrounded by his nobles and

knights, he placed himself in front of his spear-

men, and charged with such fury, that the ranks

of the English were broken, and the standard

of Surrey was in imminent danger. At this critical

moment, the flank of the Scottish centre was as-

sailed by Lord Dacre and the admiral, \vho had

succeeded in defeating the division led by Craw-

ford and Montrose. The Earl of Bothwell, how-

ever, came up with the reserve, and restored the

fight. The struggle was long and obstinately

maintained, and for a time victory seemed to in-

cline to the Scots. No quarter was given on

either side, and the ground became at length so

slippery from the blood shed in this desperate

strife, that the combatants pulled off their boots

and shoes, to obtain a firmer footing, and fought

in their hose. But by this time the right wing of

the Scottish army had been totally routed, and

Sir Edward Stanley, with his victorious followers,

assailed the rear and right flank of the king's di-

vision, which was thus surrounded on all sides

and pressed by overwhelming odds. The Scots,

however, still resolutely maintained the contest,

and throwing themselves into a circle, with their

spears extended on every side, they repelled every

attempt to break their serried pha- Defeat of the

lanx.f At length, the king him- Scots, and death

self fell, pierced with arrows and

mortally wounded in the head by a bill, within a

spear's length of the Earl of Surrey ;
but his nobles

* Buchanan, hook xiii. chap, rxxviii.

t
" The English shafts in volleys hail'd,

In headlong charge their horse assail'd ;

Front, flank, and rear, the squadi^ns sweep,
To break the Scottish circle deep,
That fought around their king.

But yet though thick the shafts as snow,

Though charging knights like whirlwinds go,

Though bill-men ply the ghastly blow,
Unbroken was the ring ;

The stubborn spearmen still made good,
Their dark, impenetrable wood,
Each stepping where his comrade stood

The instant that he fell.

No thought was there of dastard flight,

Link'd in the serried phalanx tight;
Groom fought like noble, squire like knight,
As fearlessly and well."

Marmion, canto vi. st.
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closed around the body, and obstinately defended

it till night put an end to the carnage, and sepa-

rated the combatants. The English general then

drew back his forces, as he was yet uncertain of

the issue of the conflict, for the Scottish centre

was still unbroken, and the division under Home
had been victorious. During the night, the Bor-

rs who fought under the banner of that noble

rted a considerable booty, by pillaging the

.
while the marauders of Tynedale and Tcviot-

dnle, who like birds of prey had been hovering in

the neighbourhood, were employed in rifling the

tents and stealing the horses of the English.
"When the morning broke, the Scots were found to

hiive abandoned the field, and their artillery were

seen standing deserted on the side of the hill.

The English general immediately ordered so-

lemn thanks to be given for the victory, and then

created forty knights on the field. Even after all

this, Home's banner was seen hovering near the

right flank of the English, while another body of

the Scots, probably the remnant of the centre di-

vision of their army, appeared upon a hill in front,

and were about to renew the contest, when they
were dislodged from their position by a discharge
of the English artillery.* Lord Dacre, with his

cavalry, followed their retreat for about four miles,

but they retired deliberately and in good order, and

the Borderers carried off with them into Scotland a

large booty and a considerable number of prisoners.
The Scottish artillery, which fell into the hands

of the victors, consisted of seventeen cannon of

various shapes and dimensions, among which was

the fine train of seven pieces, called the ' Seven

Sisters,' recently cast by the celebrated Robert

Borthwick, who was killed beside his own' guns in

the beginning of the conflict. According to the

official report of the battle, they were " the neatest,

the soundest, the best fashioned, the smallest in

the touch-hole, and the most beautiful of their size

: and length that ever were seen."

The loss of the Scots in this disastrous field

amounted to from eight to ten thousand men ;t but

these included the flower of their nobility, gentry,
and even clergy. Besides the king and his natural

son, the Archbishop of St. Andrews, who had

studied abroad under Erasmus, there were slain

twelve earls Crawford, Montrose, Lennox, Ar-

gyle, Errol, Athole, Morton, Cassilis, Bothwell,

Rothes, Caithness, and Glencairn. To these must
be added the Bishop of Caithness and of the Isles,

the Abbots of Inchaffray and Kilwinning, the Dear,

of Glasgow, and fifteen lords and chiefs of clans,

amongst whom were Sir Duncan Campbell, of

Glenurchy; Lauchlan Maclean, of Dowart; and

Campbell, of Lawers
;
and five eldest sons of peers ;

resides La Motte, the French ambassador, and the

secretary of the king. Scarce a Scottish family of

eminence, as Sir Walter Scott remarks, but has had
an ancestor killed at Flodden. Some of them lost

* Hall in Weber's Flodden Field, p. 364.
t Original Gazette of the Battle; Polydore Virgil; Pin-

k< rton, vol. ii. p. 105.

VOL. I.

all their male member* that were capable of bear-

ing arms; and their i no province in Scotland,
even at this day. where the battle it mtntfoBtd
without a sensation of trrrur and sorrow.* The
loss of t lie Kn-li-li has bri-n variounU estimated, it

probably amounted to about five thotuand men ;f
but in that number were included very few penon*
of distinction. The txxh- of Jamea was found br
Lord Dacre amongst the thickest of the slain, and
although much di.sli^ured by wounds,! waa re-

cognized by that noble, who was well acquainted
with the king's person, and was afterward* idea-
tifled at Berwick by the Scottish chancellor, Sir
William Scott, Sir John Fonnan, and SOON

persons. It was embalmed and ultimately
in the monastery of Sheen, in Surrey.) It was

long believed in Scotland, that
|jj,

James did not perish in the fatal mpectiac UM

field of Flodden. Buchanan states, *Wne.
that he himself had heard one I-awrenec Telfer,

one of the royal pages, say that he saw the king
cross the Tweed on horseback after the battle, and
a similar statement is made by Bishop Lesley.| This

report probably originated in the circumstance thai

several of the Scottish nobles had worn in the en-

gagement a dress similar to the king's. According
to one of the preposterous stories which passed
current among the credulous of that day, in the

twilight, when the fight was nearly ended, four

horsemen mounted the king on a don hackney,
" To town and tower, to down and dale,

They tell red Flodden's dismal tale,

And raise the universal wait ;

Tradition, legend, tune, and song,
Shall many an age that wail prolong ;

Still from the sire the son shall hear

Of the stern strife and carnage dnar
Of Flodden's fatal

Where shiver'd was fair Scotland's tpsar,
And broken was

Mm mi. in. canto ri. it. nxit.

t Original Gazette of the battle; Polydor* Virgil ; Pls>

kerton. vol. ii. p. 106.

J
" When James's body was fonnd, bis neck wm* opowi

in the middle with a wide wound, hi* left hand, almoM sat

off in two places, did scarce bang to him *rm, sa4 we
archers had shot him in many places of hi* body."

win's Annals, p. 22 ; Tuler, vol T. p. 68, not*.

As James died under sentence of escoat

which he incurred by bre.iking the treaty of peae*. hl ba

the tomb. I.e..was not committed to

Nov. 29, 1513, granted pertnis-i 't to

hody of his brother-in-law wit 1
.

of St. Paul's, because he had 1><

moments the king of Scotland

pentance. It was left above ground, huyr, at

lapped up in a sheet of load, till the R*fa*

the monastery became the property and rasiM

Grey, Duke o'f Suffolk, who p.
-n

lumber room among old j-ieci-n
of wood, to

rubbish, in which state it was t

" Since the which time," says that *rlt*r
',

*

then; Tor th.-ir foolish pleasure hewed ot

Lancelot Young, ma.ster glazier U>
Qj

ing a savour to come tn.ra thence (01

spices used for embalming the body), a

dried from all moisture, and yet the fo

the hair of the head and beard red,

to his house in Wood Street, hrsfcr a

for its sweetness, but in the end can*

Michael's, Wood Street, to bury it aMOBj
ot

out of the charnel-house of that church, -
London.

II Lesley's Historj of Scotland, p. 99.

o o
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and conveyed him across the Tweed with them at

nightfall From that time he was never heard of,

but it was believed that he was murdered either in

Home Castle, or near Kelso, by the vassals of Lord

Home.* This story is too absurd to require refu-

tation. Home had no adequate motive to induce

him to commit such a crime. He was the cham-

berlain of the king, and his prime favourite ;
and.

as it has been justly remarked, he had much to

lose (in fact did lose all) in consequence of James's

death, and nothing earthly to gain by that event.

Another report long current in Scotland gave a

more romantic turn to the king's fate, and averred

that James had gone on a pilgrimage to the Holy i

Land to pray for the souls of his slaughtered

nobles, and to do penance for the death of his

father and the breach of his oath of amity with

England.t In support of this opinion, it was con-

tended that the English could never show the iron

belt which the king is said to have worn round his

body, as a token of his repentance for his share in

the rebellion against his father. But this he was

likely enough to have laid aside on the day of

battle, as encumbering his personal exertions when
he meant to do the duty of a brave soldier rather

than of a prudent and skilful commander. The

English, however, produced the unfortunate mo-

march's sword and dagger, which are still pre-
served in the Herald's College in London.

Thus perished, in the forty-second year of his age,
and twenty-sixth of his reign, one

His character. , , ,

of the most popular monarchs

that ever filled the Scottish throne. " As he was

greatly beloved while alive," says Buchanan,
" so

when dead his memory was cherished with an af-

fection beyond what I have ever read or heard of

being entertained for any other king."}: His dis-

position was frank, generous, and he was easy of

This idle Ule was revived about half a century ago by
a groundless rumour, that a skeleton wrapped in a ball's

hide, and surrounded with an iron chain had been found in

the well of Home Castle. Sir Walter Scott says he could
never find any better authority for the story than the sexton
of the pwUh having said, that if the well were cleaned out
he would not be surprised at such a discovery. This absurd
legend has recently ben repeated by a living writer, but
without the shadow of evidence.

Buchanan, book xiii. chap. ill.

Ibid, book ni. chap, xlii

access to the meatiest of his subjects. He mani-
fested the most exemplary activity in the discharge
of his royal duties, and in promoting the peace and

prosperity of his kingdom. He was indefatigable
in providing for the national security, in promoting
the impartial administration of justice, and in

maintaining the authority of the law in everv part
of his dominions. His efforts for the formation of

a navy, and for the encouragement of the fisht :

the manufactures, the commerce, and the agricul-
ture of the country, manifest an enlightened regard
for the welfare of his people, and are deserving of

the highest commendation. The remarkable pro-

sperity of Scotland during his reign bore most satis-

factory testimony to the wisdom of his measures.

He was a zealous patron both of the useful and
ornamental arts, and spent large sums in adorning
and improving the royal palaces, and in the erec-

tion of monasteries and other religious edifices.

He was expert in all martial and manly exercises,

and had acquire^ great skill in the practice of

medicine and surgery, and appears to have studied

the occult science of alchemy. He was passion-

ately fond of music and poetry, and excelled in

performing upon the lute and various other musical

instruments. His vices were in not a few cases

akin to his virtues, and are in a great measure to

be traced to the defects of his early training, and

to the wicked advice of evil counsellors who ba-

pandered to the passions of the youthful monarch,

in order to gain their own selfish ends. He was

fond of popularity, devoted to pleasure, and profuse

in his expenditure, and frequently lavished upon

unworthy objects and pursuits the money which

he obtained from his people, not always by the

most honourable expedients. He was headstrong,

impetuous, and impatient of contradiction
;
and

his fantastic sense of honour, and obstinate ad-

herence to his own opinion, caused him to plunge

needlessly into the miseries of war, and ultima"

led to the sacrifice of his army and the loss of his

life, and once more exposed the kingdom to the

manifold and complicated evils of a long minority.

James left one legitimate child, who SUCH

him by the title of James V.
;
another son, named

Alexander, who was born nearly eight months a

his father's death, survived only about two years.
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CHAPTER XXIII.

JAMES THE FIFTH.

15131542.

!VIL tidings always fly rapidly, and the news

onsternation of the fatal defeat of Flodden soon
-M'nttish carried '

mourning, lamentation,

a

r

t
and woe,' into every part of Scot-

Flodden. land. The wail of sorrow was

heard in every town, village, and hamlet; women
were to be seen rushing distractedly into the

streets and highways, lamenting with loud cries,

their husbands, fathers, sons, and brothers, who
had fallen. The labours of the harvest were aban-

doned,
' the voice of the merchant ceased in the

streets,' and the churches and chapels were filled

with mournful processions to invoke the Divine

protection, and to sing the requiem of the slain.*

The loss fell with peculiar severity on the southern

districts of the kingdom, as their inhabitants com-

posed a large portion of the forces which remained

with Ihe royal army. The citizens of Selkirk,

Hawick, Jedburgh, and other Border towns, were
almost entirely cut off, and their songs and tradi-

tions still keep alive the memory of this national

disaster, which is justly considered the most cala-

mitous event in Scottish history.f
In this perilous crisis, however, the indomitable

resolution of the Scottish people was displayed in

its noblest colours. They were "
pressed on every

side, yet not reduced to extremity; perplexed, but

not in despair; cast down, but not destroyed."

Though they had lost their king, and the greater

part of the nobles, barons, and magistrates, as well

as the Hower of the burghers and yeomanry, so that

the country seemed to be left defenceless and open
to invasion and conquest, they

' bated not a jot of

heart or hope.' The imminency of the public danger
checked the violence of individual sorrow, and every
man was promptly at his post, ready to combat in

behalf of the liberty and independence of his

country. In this '

day of darkness and of gloomi-
;i noble example of firmness and spirit was

exhibited by the merchants, who had been left in

charo-e of the metropolis. The lord provost and

magistrates of that city, along with the burghers,
td followed the standard of the king, and most

*
Pinkerton, vol. ii. p. 109.

+ See Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border, notes to the
Souttrs of Selkirk,' and the exquisite ballad, 'The
Flowers of the Forest.' The citizens of Selkirk, eighty in

Dumber, distinguished themselves by their desperate valour
. Hodden, and nearly all perished in that disastrous con-

A standard, taken from the English, and the sword of

granted to the inhabitants, by royal charter, the
ragat of tilling one thousand acres of the common lands of
e burgh, along with various other privileges and immu-

nities, both as a reward of their valour and as compensa-
tion for their sufferings.

of them had shared his fate. Daring their at
a certain number of the matt in- S|>tnu4 pro.
fluential citizens at the head of ""f 1"* *
whomwasGeorgcTnwi-rvoflnTer- ^V
li-ith, were left with a commission KtoWriilk
to discharge the duties of the magistracy! tad. on
the 10th of Neptanhrr, the day after the battle,
these noble-licart.-d mi-ii JMued a proclamation!
which, it has been well said, would do honour to
the annals of any country iti

I'.urope, and took all

necessary precautions to dc-fcnd the city aphsst
the apprehended attack of the enemy. Worn*.
as," says this remarkable document. " there it a
great rumour now lately risen within thi* town,
touching our sovereign lord and hu army, of to*
which we understand there is as yet no certainty:we strictly charge and command all persons within
the burgh, to have ready their fcnatblc gtar (ar-
mour of defence) and weapons of war, and to be

ready to assemble at the tolling of the common
bell, for the defence of the town against those that
would invade the same. We also charge and re-

quire that all women of the lower class, and spe-
cially vagabonds, do repair to their work, and be
not seen upon the street clamouring and crying,
under the pain of banishment out of th>

and that the women of better sort do repair to the
kirk and offer up their prayers at the stated hoars,
for our sovereign lord and his army, and for our

neighbours who are with the king's host 5 and that

they keep to their private occupations in their

houses, and abstain from appearing on the street aa

I
becometh."* Although George Towers and his

gallant associates speak of the uncertainty of the

rumour respecting their beloved monarch and his

army, there can be no doubt that they were aware
of the full extent of the disaster which had be-

fallen them; and the simplicity and tirmneas of

their language showed their calmness and courage,
in the perilous and perplexing position in which

they were placed.

Their fears of an immediate invasion, however,

were speedily dispelled by the welcome intelligence

that Surrey had disbanded his h>t. He had uf-

fered so severely in the buttle, that he was in no

condition to follow up his advantage*; and a* bit

troops had been assembled for the defence o!

own frontier, and not for the invasion of Scotland,

the crown vassals dispersed as soon as their Una
of service had been rendered. A breathing in-

terval was thus allowed to the country, and early

in October a meeting of Parliament was assembled

at Perth, to concert what measures ooght to be

adopted for the defence of the kingdom, and the

management of public affairs, at this perilous junc-

ture. As the greater part of the nobles had pe-

rished with their sovereign, this national council

was principally composed of the clergy. Th ia-

fant king, then only eighteen Coronation of

months old, was crowned at Scone *M
with the usual solemnities. The castle of Stirling

was selected as his residence, and the qoeen-

* Hailes' Remarks on the HUtory of Scotland, n .
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mother was appointed regent of the kingdom and

guardian of her son, in accordance with the will

of the late king. The Archbishop of Glasgow and

the Earls Huntley and Angus were selected to be

the councillors of Margaret till another parliament

should assemble, and the government of the castle

of Stirling was entrusted to Lord Borthwick. The

appointment of a female to hold the reins of go-

vernment was contrary to the customary law of

Scotland, and was far from popular among the

Scottish nobles. The near connection, too, of the

queen-mother with the English monarch, the in-

veterate enemy of Scotland, excited a suspicion

that she might be unduly swayed by his influence,

and a secret message was despatched to France,

inviting the Duke of Albany, who, after the youth-
ful monarch, was next heir to the throne, to re-

pair to Scotland, and assume the office of regent.

Several of the Scottish historians affirm, that

while the people were preparing resolutely to

defend their country against invasion, the queen
wrote an affectionate and humble letter to Henry,

entreating his forbearance for a widowed sister and

an infant orphan ; that the English monarch,
with great wisdom and moderation, resolved to

forego the tempting opportunity which the victory
of Flodden afforded him for the invasion of Scot-

land, and replied that the Scots should have peace
or war from him according to their own choice

and behaviour;* and that a truce was speedily
concluded to last for a year and a day. These

statements are unfortunately devoid of truth. No

Implacability sooner did Henry, who was still in
of Henry. France, receive information of the

victory, than he transmitted orders to Lord Darcy,
and Lord Dacre, warden of the eastern marches,

directing them to make three principal incursions

into Scotland. In obedience to this injunction,
Lord Dacre and his brother entered Scotland at

the head of three thousand cavalry and three hun-
dred infantry, and after plundering and laying
waste the country, and burning several villages in

Teviotdale, they retired at the approach of Lord
Home, carrying off with them considerable booty.f
The Scottish warden lost no time in retaliating,
and a desolating but indecisive warfare was earned
on by the Borderers on both sides.

i while the Duke of Albany had received
the secret invitation from the French party of the
Scottish nobles, and unable at this time to comply
with it, he sent over the Sieur D'Arsie de la Bastie,
who had been a favourite of James the Fourth,
along with the Earl of Arran, who in consequence

Return of the f *^e disgraceful failure of his
Earl of Amm naval expedition, appears to have

rotland. been afraid to return to Scotland

during the lifetime of the late king. Arran was
the son of the Princess Mary, sister to James the

Third, and his high birth and important office of

PiUeottie, ToL u. p. 288; LesleyV History, p. 98
+ Letter of Dacre to Henry, 13th NOT 1513; Pinkerton

TO! ii. p. 117.

lord high admiral, which he still held, entitled
him to a prominent share in the administration of

public affairs
;
but the inferiority of his talents un-

fitted him for the lofty position at which he aimed.
His designs were successfully resisted by the Earls
of Angus, Home, Huntley, and Crawford, who
were at this moment possessed of the greatest au-

thority in the country. But these powerful nobles

were jealous of each other's influence, and could

not be induced to co-operate cordially in the main-
tenance of law and order throughout the kingdom.
A bitter feud arose between the chamberlain and
the youthful Earl of Angus, which threatened to

involve the whole of the southern countries in all

the miseries of civil war. David Distracted state

Ker, of Femiehirst, an adherent of tlie country,

of Lord Home, taking advantage of the lawless

state of the country, forcibly expelled the Abbot of

Kelso, and seized the revenues of that monastery
while Robertson of Strowan, at the head of a band

of eight hundred freebooters, openly traversed

Athole and the surrounding districts, plundering
the inhabitants at his pleasure. To add to the

difficulties of the unhappy country, thus torn by
intestine divisions, the emperor, who was in al-

liance with England, interdicted the commerce be-

tween his own dominions and Scotland, and Lord

Dacre continued to lay waste the border districts

by continued inroads. In the quaint language of

an old chronicler,
" to rehearse the troubles, and

great disquietness that chanced at this time through
lack of due administration of justice, and by discord

and variance daily rising among the lords and

peers of the realm, a man might have just cause

greatly to wonder thereat
;
and in weighing the

same thoroughly, no less lament the oppression
done to the poor commons, in that wicked and

most miserable time, when justice seemed to sleep,

and rapine, with all the other sorts of injurious

violence, invaded her empty seat, triumphing over

all as a conqueror."
As the war with England still continued, an

embassy was despatched to the
n /. T-V

Assistance
Court of Denmark to represent the sought in vain

distressed situation of the country,
from Denmark

and to solicit from their Danish and

ally subsidies of men and ammunition. But the

application was wholly unsuccessful, although
James IV. had given prompt and liberal assistance

to the King of Denmark in suppressing the insur-

rection of the Swedes. The French court -

equal ingratitude to their faithful allies, who had

suffered so much in a war undertaken at the in-

stigation of France, and to promote the interests

of that country. Louis XII., who was hard
;

by his enemies, was now anxious to conclude a

peace with England, and so fearful of any step that

might interfere with this object, that he not merely
denied all assistance to the Scots in the day of

their calamity, but most ungenerously refused per-

mission to the Duke of Albany to leave his domi-

nions, lest the presence of that nobleman in Scot-

land should prove an obstacle to the cor. elusion of
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the- treaty then pending between England and

In this trying position of affairs, the council of

'ends among
state was repeatedly assembled,

nobles and but the conflicting opinions and
discordant interests of Its members

;tcd their deliberations, and prevented them

agreeing upon any firm and consistent course

of policy.
The prudent advice of the aged peers

was thwarted by the violent and headstrong
councils of the youthful nobles, -whom the carnage
of Flodden had prematurely elevated to rank and

]>ower. The higher clergy, from among whom the

i^n had been accustomed to select his wisest

and most patriotic councillors, were now unhappily
divided into factions among themselves, occasioned

by disputes respecting the vacant benefices. A
meeting of parliament was fixed for the 20th of

March, but was postponed by the council to the

15th of May, after ordaining that the principal
; fortresses of the kingdom should be committed to

j

the custody of trustworthy governors, and appoint-

in? the Earl of Crawford, chief justice to the north
'

of the Forth, and Lord Home to the same office in

the south, for the immediate repression of the

deadly feuds then raging throughout the country.
For some time after the death of the king, the

I
Character of the queen-mother seems to have dis-

qneen-mother. charged the duties of her office to

the satisfaction of the nobles and the people; but
1 the inherent defects in her character soon became

apparent. Her talents were of a high order, but

in several points she too nearly resembled her

brother, Henry VIII., to make a wise ruler. She

J

was fond of pleasure, hasty in her resentment,

headstrong and passionate, and in her thirst for

power and personal gratification, she frequently
showed herself little scrupulous as to the means by
which these objects were to be gained. On the

30th of April, 1514, about eight months after the

death of the late king, she gave birth to a son,

who was named Alexander, and created Duke of

Uoss : and in a parliament which met in the month
of July, she was confirmed in the office of regent,
and the custody of the young king and his brother

j

was committed to three wise lords, whose names
do not appear. Scarcely had the queen recovered

from her confinement, however, when, to the sur-

Her imprudent Prise and re?ret f a11 hcr friends '

marriage with she hastily married the young Earl
arl of ofAngus, without any previous con-

sultation with her council. Mar-

: garet was now in her twenty-fourth year, and

:

in the peculiar and difficult position in which she

was placed, it was by no means extraordinary or

blameworthy that she should have desired a pro-
tector from the selfish designs of the fierce and
lawless nobility by whom she was surrounded,

among whom the abduction of an opulent widow
was no uncommon crime. And had the quecn-
niother entered into a second marriage with a

suitable husband, after due consultation with the

council assigned to her by parliament, and after a
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decent interval, no fault could hare been (bond
with her conduct. Hut the precipitation with
which she hurried into the match with Angus M
soon after the death of her husband and the birth
of her child, was scare

: th decency
or decorum, and had the effect of lowering her
reputation in the eyes of t) .. Angus, too,
was by no means the husband whom a prudent
person, placed in Margaret's circumstances, would
have selected. In some respects, indeed, he did no
discredit to her choice. He was the grandson and
successor of the celebrated Archibald Itell-tbe-Cat,
and was therefore at the head of the powerful
house of Douglas. He was also possessed of great
personal attractions and showy accomplishments;
but according to the shrewd Ix>rd Dacrc, be was
"
childish young, and attended by no wise coun-

sellors," and to the faults of youth he added the

characteristic vices of his family, lawless am-
bition and lust of power. It speedily became

<ip-

parent that on his side the match was one of in-

terest, not of affection. He seems to have expected

by his alliance with the regent, to obtain posscssivn
of the government of the country ;

and disappointed
in this ambitious scheme, he boon ceased to pay
the queen, who was some years older than him-

self, that respect to which she was justly entitled,

and he showed himself both a careless and an un-

faithful husband. Margaret, blinded by |fitefam.

lavished on her youthful husband the treasure*

which the late king had entrusted to her charge
before his fatal invasion of England, and, with the

headlong favouritism of her race, she did not hcoitate

to abusethe powers of heroffice for the purpose of sg-

grandizing the family and faction of the 1 fcmglasc*.

Her marriage, however, was highly unpopular

among all classes of the Scottish people. 1

terms of the royal will it at once put an end to

her regency, and the council lost no time in carry-

ing the wishes of their late sovereign into effect.

" We have shown heretofore our willingness to

honour the queen," observed Lord Home; "con-

trary to the ancient custom of this kingdom we
suffered and obeyed her authority whiles she her-

self kept her right by keeping her widowhood.

Now she has quit it by marrying, why should we

not choose another to succeed in the place she has

voluntarily left ? Our old laws do not permit tlisl

a woman should govern in the mot peaceable

times, far less now when such evils do threaten, a*

can scarcely be resisted by the wisest and mot

sufficient men.'' Nearly all the members of the

council agreed in this opinion, one of them re-

marking,
" that the point principally annoying to

On the evening before hi* dcpar
for the Horders, James ci>nlnltl to the ^un-ii the pur
his treasure, "in rii-' that aught hapfMBM
to him." He likewise wrote an a

her to receive in trust, for hi- infant too. th Ms* i

of eighteen thousand i-rc-wns of the ran paid

Louis Xll..i m*ofiws,li
upon her many other valuables. 1

to restore, on the i>lea that il aa owing to her *r

of dower."-Cent. MS. al : g. B.1 of tb.gr

of Scotland, Tol. i. p. J*".
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them was the fact, that the Earl of Angus, as head

of the house of Douglas, was already great, the

queen's marrying him had made him greater still,

but continuing her authority as regent now he was

her husband, would make him far too great for

the peace and prosperity of Scotland."* The
j

She is deposed 1uecn was> therefore, solemnly;
from the office deposed by the council from her

;

of regent. office ag regent, the Duke of
|

Albany was chosen in her room, and the Lord

Lion was forthwith deputed to proceed to France
j

to convey to that prince the official announcement

of his election. The obstacles which had prevented
his compliance with the invitation of the Scottish

nobles were now removed; the sentence of for-

feiture against his father, which had hitherto

excluded the duke from the enjoyment of his rank

and estates in Scotland was cancelled; and as

, peace had been concluded between
Conclusion of *L T-I.J
peace between England and France, Louis had
England and no longer any pretext for his

detention. Scotland was included

in this treaty at the request of the French monarch,
on condition, however, that if any invasion took

place on the Borders after the intimation of these

terms, which was to be made before the fifteenth

of September, the clause comprehending that coun-

try should be void. No invasion of any import-
ance took place, but various petty inroads were
made on the Borders

;
and the difficulty of adjust-

ing the disputes arising out of these disturbances,

together with the sudden death of the French king,
and the expectation of Albany's arrival, delayed

Sr,.tl:md is
tne settlement of peace, so that it

included in the was not till the following May
that the Scots formally acceded

to the treaty,f
At this juncture (Oct. 25th, 1514) the struggles

Death of Itishop
tor promotion among the higher

Klphinston. clergy were renewed by the death
of the venerable Bishop Elphinston, of Aberdeen,
whom the queen had intended to appoint to the

archbishopric of St. Andrews. Margaret imme-

diately nominated her husband's uncle, the cele-

brated Gawin Douglas, to the primacy of Scot-
land. His claims were fiercely opposed, however,
both by Forman, the intriguing Bishop of Moray,
who was appointed to the vacant see by a papal
bull ; and by Hepburn, the Prior of St. Andrews, a

powerful, factious, and cunning priest, who was
elected by the chapter. The servants of Douglas

I>iipnt-ilK>ut *iz<?d the
archiepiscopal palace,

the primacy, but were summarily expelled by
Hepburn, who kept possession of the fortress, in

spite of the threats of the queen and Angus. This
scandalous contention was at length terminated by
r. compromise between the rival claimants. Home,
'he chamberlain, was gained over to the interest of
Icrman, by rich gifts and the grant of the abbacy
of Coldingham to his youngest brother David

; and

Lt\n of the Queen* of Scotland, vol. i. p. 10(5- Gods-
erulV Hint, of the Douglas**. :

* I mkert.in, vol. ii. pp. 1^1. i

Hepburn, thus abandoned by his most influential

supporter, was forced to surrender the castle, on
condition of retaining the revenues which he had

already collected, and receiving the appointmen*
to the see of Moray, vacated by Forman, together
with a pension of three thousand crowns from the

revenues of the archbishopric.*
The country was now in a state of almost total

anarchy. The Chancellor Beaton, gtate of tne

Archbishop of Glasgow, who was country,

a zealous supporter of Albany, was arrested at

Perth, at the instigation of the queen, and the

great seal forcibly taken from him.f The Earl of

Arran, assisted by Lennox and Glencairn, aspired
to the regency, and the former, taking ad\

of a dark and stonny night, surprised the castle of

Dunbarton, and expelled Erskine the governor,
who held it for the queen.J A bitter feud raged
between Angus and Home, who marshalled their

vassals against each other, and prepared for open
hostilities. In addition to the disturbances occa-

sioned by these private quarrels, the nobles and

the country were divided into two great factions,

the English party, at the hi-ad of which was Mar-

garet and her husband, with the Earl of Huntley,
Lord Drummond, and the Earl Marischal ;

and the

French party, which comprehended the great mass

of the nobility and of the people. The queen,

highly indignant at her deposition from the office

of regent, had now thrown herself completely into

the arms of her brother, who unscrupulously
availed himself of this favourable Intrigues of

opportunity to acquire a para- Henry Vlll

mount induence over the government of Scotland,

and still farther to embroil the affairs of that un-

happy country. By the agency of Lord Dacre, he

kept in pay a number of spies and pensioned sup-

porters, bribed many of the nobles, maintained a

constant correspondence with the queen, n:

had the baseness to urge her immediate flight
with

the infant monarch and his brother to the English

court, holding out as an inducement, the hope that

her elder son should succeed him in the throne of

England. Margaret was quite willing, on her

part, to adopt this nefarious proposal, but she in-

formed Henry that it was impossible to c;

into effect by any means that she or her husband.

or his uncle Gawin, could devise, as all her move-

ments were closely watched, and she decla:

if she were a private woman, that was able to gf
1 with her bairn on her arm,' she would not be long

absent from her brother.

The departure of Albany from France was delayed
for some time longer by the death of L<

and the accession of Francis I., but the policy
of

the French court underwent no material

*
Lesley's History, p. 101; Buchanan, book x; .

xliv. xlviii.

+ Holinsbed, voL vi. p. 484.
+

Lesley, p. 101.

Caligula, B. iii. f 278 ; Lives of the Queecs of ^

vol. i. p. !):>. An English ecclesiastic, named Wi...

and Sir James Inslis. the secretary of the queen.
have been the principal agents in this plot. See Finkerum,
v-)L ii. pp. 128, 129.
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the new monarch soon after confirmed the

which had been concluded with England,
aire and Villebresme were despatched as am-

,dors, to induce the Scottish government to

their willingness to be comprehended in

the treaty on the terms formerly stipulated. In a

IT from the council of state to Francis, they inti-

thcir compliance with this request, and their

ptance and ratification of the offered peace,

thereto, as they declare, by the earnest so-

tions of their ancient ally, the King of France

and of Balthazar Stewart, the papal nuncio; and

that they might show that the Scots could forgive

their pi ivate injuries for the sake of promoting a

il crusade against the Turks, although they
1 had now so far recovered from their recent heavy
misfortunes as to leave no doubt that they should

! soon be able to requite their enemies.*

On the eighteenth of May, three days after this

Arrival of Albany answer was given by the council,
in Scotland the Duke of Albany arrived at

' Dunbarton with a squadron of eight ships (pro-

bably a part of the fleet of James IV.), laden with

ammunition and warlike stores.f He was eagerly
welcomed by a large concourse of the nobles and

pen try of the western counties, and by Lord Home,
whom he is said to have mortally offended by his

haughty and contemptuous treatment.}: On ad-

vancing to the capital, he was received with almost

regal magnificence. The citizens testified their joy at

his arrival by acting
'

sundry farces and gude plays,'

and the queen came from the castle to the gate of

Holyrood House to meet him, and do him all possi-

ble honour. At a meeting of parliament, held in

July, 1515, he was solemnly installed in the office

of Regent, invested with the sword and sceptre of

state, and proclaimed Governor and Protector of

Scotland till the young king should reach the age
of eighteen. It very soon became evident, however,
that Albany was more of a courtier than a soldier or

statesman, and that he was totally unfit to cope
with the tremendous difficulties of his position.

At this moment, Scotland required
his character . , , . ? . ..

an upright, vigorous, and patriotic

governor, who could guide the affairs of the country
with discretion, and hold the balance with an even

hand between the contending parties. But Albany's
talents were by no means of a high order, his temper
was passionate, and he was as much devoted to the

interests of France, as the queen and Angus were
to those of the English court. He was ignorant of

the constitution, of the manners, and, to a great
extent, even of the language of the country. He
was the son of a French mother, had married a

French woman, and having spent his life in

r ranee, where his chief estates were situated, con-

stantly styled the French king his master. His

family, too, rendered him an object of suspicion to

a considerable portion of the Scottish people. He
wa& the son of that Duke of Albany who had at-

tempted to set aside the royal family as illegiti-
*
Kymer, vol. xiii. p. 609. t Lesley, p. 102.

: Godacroft, p. 243. Lesley, p. 11W.

mate, and to seize the crown for hinwelf 5 and it wa
plausibly argued by hia enemies that the custody
of the infant sovereign and his brother coold not to

safely entrusted to one whose
hereditary ftttilgt

and claims justh him an object of di-
trust.

Albany appears, however, to hare entered opoo
the duties of his office with -junt hli rtfmai
and resolution, and a firm deter- nimunm

mutation to repress and punish the lawlcwexceosee
of the nobles, and to curb the insolence and trwuoa*
able practices of Angus and his supporter*. Lord
Drummond, the grandfather of that noble, woo
committed prisoner to the castle of Hlackneat, for

striking the lion herald in the queen's
when delivering an unpalatable message to

from the Council of State ;" and Gawin Doagia*,
the uncle of Angus, was imprisoned in the sea-

tower of St. Andrews, on a charge of baring im-

properly procured his nomination to the bishopric
of Dunkeld by the influence of the queen and

Henry VIII. with the pope. Margaret in vain im-

plored the pardon and liberation of her friend*.

" I went down," she says,
" from Edinburgh ratl

sore weeping to Holyrood, where the regent

lodged, intreating him to let them oat, u they
were the principal members of the council, bat

grace gat I none."t These vigorous measure* struck

terror into the supporters of the queen ; and the

nobles of her party, with the exception of Angus
and Home, and many even of her servants, were o

intimidated that they abandoned her cause.

Although certain nobles had long before tow

appointed by the council of state to take charge of

the young king and his brother, the royal children

still remained in the keeping of their mother, and

it became an object of groat importance to with-

draw them from this dangerous situation. Tbo

traitorous intrigues into which Margaret had re-

cently entered with the creatures of her brother,

which could not have altogether escaped the pene-

tration of Albany, rendered this step ab*

necessary for the safe keeping of the prince*, and

the security of the kingdom. The regent accord-

ingly summoned a parliament, which met at

burgh, and nominated eight lords, out of which

four were to be chosen by lot, and from theoe tho

queen-mother was to select three to hare charge

of the king and his brother. This arrangrn

having been agreed to, the four peer* proee*

from the parliament house to the castle ol

burgh, for the purpose of carrying into elfcet

commands of the parliament,
attended 1

concourse of people, who crowded to wm

imposing scene. On the approach ol

the gates of the fortress were Tb qro re-

thrown open, and Margaiet wo ^^Jj.^^
seen standing under the archway

with the little king at her side, hi. hand i>

hers, and a nurse behind her holding ti

Duke of Ross in her arms. As soon at

Csli. n. ri. 1J; Lesley. P- 1-
* Cslig. B. ri. 115.
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of applause,
with which the populace greeted the

spectacle,
were silenced, the queen, with a dignified

air and a loud imperious voice, commanded the de-

legates to stand and declare the cause of their com-

ing. The peers replied that they came in the name

of the parliament to receive from her their king

and his brother, when, to their great astonishment,

Margaret commanded the warder to drop the port-

cullis, and the massy iron grating having instantly

descended between her and the nobles, she thus

addressed them :
" This castle is part of my enfeoff-

ment, and of it, by my late husband the king, was

I made sole governor, nor to any mortal shall I yield

the important trust But I respect the parliament

aud nation, and request six days to consider the

mandate, for most important is my charge, and my
counsellors now, alas ! are few." Angus, who had

hitherto remained a silent spectator of this dramatic

scene, apprehensive of the consequences of this re-

fusal to obey the injunctions of the parliament, now
took a notarial instrument that he had counselled

the surrender of the children.*

The queen, however, finding it impossible to

hold out the castle of Edinburgh against the forces

of the parliament, suddenly removed with her

children to Stirling, her usual place of residence,

where her adherents were numerous and powerful.

She then transmitted to the regent an offer to

maintain the princes out of her own dowry, pro-
vided they were left under her charge ;

or if this

could not be granted, she proposed that they should

be entrusted to Angus, Home, the Earl Marischal,

and Sir Robert Lauder, of the Bass, all of them,

except Marischal, her devoted partizans. Indig-
nant at this evasion of the orders of Parliament,

Decisive mea- Albany determined to compel obe-

ures adopted dience, and for this purpose pro-
by Albany. ceeded to collect an armed force,

and meanwhile ordered Lords Ruthven and Borth-

wick to blockade the castle of Stirling, and to

prevent the admission of any provisions into that

fortress. Lord Home, who was now Provost of

Edinburgh, was directed to arrest Sir George
Douglas, the brother of Angus, but he peremptorily
refused, and, under cover of night, fled to the

Border tower of Newark ; while the Earl of Angus,
who had been enjoined by the regent to march
with his vassals to Stirling, to blockade his own
M iff, retired to his estates, and armed his retainers

for the impending struggle.
A proclamation was now issued, denouncing the

penalties of treason against all those who should
continue to hold out the castle of Stirling against
the regent and parliament ; and Albany at the head
of seven thousand men, and accompanied by almost
all the peers, marched against that fortress. As
The qne<-n *ur- the queen's adherents had almost

"ift
i

Jnd
r

ihe
g M descrted her, resistance was

cortodyofher hopeless, and advancing to meet
children. the regent she delivered the kevs

of tho castle to the young king, who, by her

nacre to Uie Council; Calig. B ii
841

; 1'iiikerton, vol. ii. p. in-

directions, placed them in the hands of Albanv.
She then requested that he would extend his

favour to herself, her husband, and her children.

The regent in reply assured the queen that he
entertained the most respectful regard for her and
his infant sovereign ;

but he could show no indul-

gence to Angus and his family, so long as thev

persisted in their present treasonable pra

Albany left a guard of seven hundred soldiers

to garrison the castle of Stirling, and committed
the two princes to the custody of the Earl

chal, with the Lords Fleming and Borthwick
;

whilst the queen retired to Edinburgh, where she

took up her residence in the castle.

Meanwhile Lord Home had thrown himself

openly into the arms of England, Treasonable
and was engaged in concerting conduct of Lord

measures with Dacre to overthrow

the government of the regent; while Angus, though
he was not admitted to their secret councils, was

employed in raising the strength of Teviotdale for

the purpose of supporting their traitorous schemes.t

In this emergency Albany acted with great spirit

and prudence. He summoned the array of the king-

dom to meet him on the Borough-muir, near Edin-

burgh ;
but before proceeding to extremities he

attempted to gain over the queen and her husband

by offering to support them in all their just aud

equitable actions, and to put her in full possession

of her jointure-lands, on condition that she would

co-operate in the measures of his government, and

abandon her intrigues with the English court.

These favourable proposals were at once rejected

by the queen, whose foolish and headstrong beha-

viour deprives her of all sympathy or r>

but she sent them privately to Dacre to show

the sacrifice she had made for the into:

England.! "With regard to Home, the

insisted that he should leave Scotland; and that

turbulent noble, stung with resentment, imme-

diately wrote to Dacre, requesting the assistance of

an English army, and informing him that the

country lay open to invasion, and that King

Henry might easily destroy his enemies there, and

remodel the government at his pleasure.^ J .

on the support of England, the chamberlain col-

lected a powerful force, and after retaking 1

castle of Home, which had fallen into the hands of

the regent, he seized the strong Border t.

Blacater, situated about five miles to the

Berwick.|| The object of this movement w;

sently seen, for Margaret finding The queen flies

herse'lf, as she alleged, in a kind of u ' *

captivity at Edinburgh, and her revenues retained

by the regent, determined to retire to the fortuiicc

of Blacater, which was recommended In

Dacre, from its proximity to England, while nt the

same time, as it was within the Scottish frontier,

*
Calig. B. ii. 869; Pinkerton, vol. ii. p. 148.

+ Dacre's Letter to the Council; Calig. B. ii. 869.

J Calig. B. vi. 83, 84.

Letter of Home to Dacre; Pinkerton. vol. ii. p. H
I Franklin to the Bishop of Durham ; Calig. B. m.

153.
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she could not be said to have forfeited her rights

living the country. She accordingly retired

jinlithgow, where she took her chamber, and
uded herself from observation, under the plea

that the time of her confinement was at hand. But
fter her arrival she quitted her palace under

.{' night, attended only by her husband and

four or five servants, and at the distance of a few

papal confirmation. To this demand the
of Scotknd returned answer, that the
of the realm could not he disposed of by thtfr
late sovereign, as by his death it c!cr.,U.d'a tht>
three Estates, who had conferred it upon the
of Albany; that moreover Margaret had by
second marriage forfeited nil rijjht to the
as well as to the custody of her children;

miles from Linlithgow she was joined by Lord as for the interference of the pontiff, Scotland
Tlsifvi/i of tVm Vmnrl nf fin p:pnvf: nf fnrfT" cnl/lin^c n>n* <>:.. i*,. *. i i

:e con-

duet of the

recent.

Home, at the head of an escort of forty soldiers,

who conveyed her in safety, first to the strong
:' Tantallon, the seat of the Douglases, and

then to Blacater.*

is highly imprudent step 'completely alienated

the nobles and clergy from the

cause of the queen dowager, and
induced them to give their stre-

! nuous support to the government of the regent.
Before proceeding to extremities against the mother

'. of his sovereign, Albany, to show his anxiety to

avoid hostilities, despatched Sir William Scott and

Sir Robert Lauder to meet the English commis-
; sioners, Dacre and Dr. Magnus, for the purpose
of adjusting any disputes on the marches ; and at

the same time commissioned the French envoy,
John Duplanis, to renew his offer to the queen
of the complete restoration of all her rights and

revenues.

These liberal termswere again arrogantly rejected

by this imprudent and headstrong princess, and

Albany instantly advanced to the Borders at the
' head of an army of forty thousand men. Dacre
had strongly recommended an invasion of Scot-

land, but no English army made its appearance ;

and Home finding it impossible to offer any effec-

tual resistance, fled to England, whither he was

speedily followed by the queen and Angus. The

regent after ravaging the estates of the chamber-

lain, and razing the tower of Blacater to the

ground, returned to the capital and dismissed his

army. Home was soon after taken prisoner, it is

alleged, by means of a dishonourable stratagem of

Albany,f and was committed to the charge of the

Earl of Arran, till he should set out for France or

Italy, where he was commanded to remain in exile

for three years. He found means, however, to gain
over his keeper, who not only suffered him to

escape, but accompanied him in his flight to Eng-
iand. They were received with open arms by
Lord Dacre, and having been joined at Wooler by
Angus and the brothers of Home, immediately
proceeded to concert measures to disturb the tran-

quillity of Scotland, and to overthrow the govern-

ever since its first inhabitation, been subject in

temporal matters only to (.

The regent was still anxious to reclaim UM
queen from the impolitic eonne which ah* was
pursuing, and on the same day he acidrawd two
letters to her, the first from the council, imploring
her to listen to reason, and declaring their arenkm
to all rigorous measures ; the other, a private com-
munication, written with his own hand, offering a
benefice to the celebrated Gawin Douglas, and pK
mising to leave at the disposal of the queen all

benefices, and a portion of the wards and marriage*
within her dowry lands, and to entrust her with
the guardianship of her children, if she would en-

gage that they should not be withdrawn from the

kingdom.f These liberal projxwala, however,
were peremptorily rejected by the queen, probably

through the influence of Angus, Home, and Arran,
who at this period entered into a private bond, by
which they engaged to stand by each other, to make
no agreement with the regent except with the con-

sent of their kindred, vassals, and supporters, and
to deliver the king and his brother from the rom-

pected guardianship in which they were now bald.

Eight days after the queen had taken refuge in

England, she was delivered, r.t
Margaret M

Harbottle, of a daughter, the Lady deHrerad ofa

Margaret Douglas, afterwards the

mother of the unfortunate Darnley, and grand-

mother of James VI. The absence of her attend-

ants, whom Dacre had positively refused to leeeire

into the fortalice,! and the anxictiis and mortifica-

tions connected with her situation, retarded her

recovery, and prevented her from proceeding to

her brother's court, which she eaperly longed to

reach. "While she lay at Harbottle, Margaret re-

ceived the affecting intelligence of the sudden

death, at Stirling, of her younger IVathoflttr

son, Alexander, Duke of Rosa, an

event which the queen and her faction did not

hesitate to ascribe either to neglect or poison ; and

even Gawin Douglas did not scruple, scren

later, to repeat the atrocious calumny. Meanwhile,

Albany, having in vain tried conciliatory

raent of Albany. The queen shortly before this proceeded to punish Arran's defection and flight by
had sent a letter to the regent, in which she seizing his castles ;

but when at Hamilton, h<

ttempted to vindicate her flight by asserting that

apprehensions for her life had constrained her to

quit Scotland; but she renewed her claim that the

government of the kingdom and the tutelage of her
hildren should be conceded to her agreeably to

the will of the late king, which had received the

*
Credence, Calig. B. vi. 8-

r
>.

t Pmkerton, vol/ii. p. 1-U>.

VOL. I.

met by the mother of the rebellious iioblc, a daugh-

ter of James II., who intrcatcd forgiveness fa

He received the venerable matron with Ui

due to her years and royal descent, and
son.

respect

* Council of Scotland, 13th Oct. 151; Calif. B. ri. 1;
Piiikerton, vol. ii. ]- ...

+ Calig. B. vi. 123, 123; Finkerton, rot ii. p. 1

P- lot - *
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promised a free pardon to Arran if he would return !

to his allegiance. He faithfully kept his word,

makes for that weak and irresolute noble-
j

hJ^Mce with man, finding that no dependence
j

the regont could be placed on the promises of i

Dacre, renounced his league with Angus and Home,

and, on the 12th of November, came to Edinburgh

and made his peace with the regent,*

At this period the alliance with France was re-

newed ; and, at the same time, Dunbar, Archdeacon

of St. Andrews ; Sir William Scott, of Balwearie ;

and Duplauis, the French ambassador, were sent

by the regent to meet Dacre and Magnus, the

English commissioners, at Coldingham, for the

purpose of negotiating a peace between the two

countries. The brilliant successes of Francis the

First in Italy had roused the jealousy of the English

king, and made him anxious to maintain amicable

relations with Scotland, in order that he might be

at liberty to unite with the emperor in the war

against France. The truce between the two king-

doms was therefore renewed till the following

"Whitsunday ;
and the regent agreed to send a

solemn embassy to the English court to treat of a

permanent peace. Home and Angus having now
discovered the insecurity of their position, and the

duplicity of the English warden, and despairing of

any aid from England, resolved to withdraw them-

Home and Arran selves from the queen, who lay
desert the queen, dangerously ill at Morpeth, and to

make their peace with the regent. They accord-

ingly returned to Scotland, where they were readily

pardoned and restored to their estates. Margaretwas

highly indignant at this selfish and ungrateful con-

duct on the part ofher husband, who, to terve hisown

purposes, had the inhumanity to abandon his wife

while on a sickbed, and at a distance from all her

relations and friends. There is reason to believe

that the lasting enmity which the queen henceforth

entertained against Angus, is primarily to be traced

to her indignation at this scandalous desertion.

AB soon as she recovered from her illness she

hastened to the English court, where she was re-

ceived with great distinction and respect by her

brother and his queen, to whom she bitterly com-

plained of the treatment which she had received

both from the regent and her husband, and en-

treated him to protect her son, and to procure the
restoration of her rights.

The English monarch readily yielded to Mar-

garet's importunity, and though the truce between
the two kingdoms had just been extended till the
Mid.-ummer of the following year, and Albany had

always manifested the most
conciliatory spirit to-

Imj.eriotw
wards England, Henry addressed

t!id of a letter to the three Estates, in
which in the most peremptory

terms IIP demanded the removal of the regent
from hi* office, and his expulsion from the king-
dom, upon the ground that as the nearest heir to

the crown he was the most suspicious guardian
that could be appointed to take charge of the

Lesley, p. JO I.

king's person ; and he added a threat, that if this

request was refused, he would be constrained to

take other measures for the protection of their

infant sovereign. To this insolent epistle, which
was laid before a meeting of parliament, held in

Edinburgh, on the first of July, Spirited reply
1516, the Estates returned a posi- of the I

tive refusal, declaring that the appointment of

Albany to the office of regent had been made by
the general council of the nation, and was i:.

accordance with the ancient law and practice 01

the kingdom, that he had undertaken the office,

not from his own wishes, but at their earnest

request, and had wisely and honestly discharged
its duties, that with regard to the safety of their

infant sovereign, there was no cause for the auxietv

expressed, as he was entrusted to the care of the

three good lords, in whom his own mother had

formerly placed the greatest confidence
;

and.

finally, that they were firmly resolved to resist to

the utmost every attempt to disturb the peace of the

country, or to overthrow the existing government*
This bold and dignified assertion of their national

independence, disconcerted, for the moment, the

project of the English king to obtain the supe-

riority over Scotland, but he speedily resumed

his former base system of keeping imrigues Of

in pay a band of spies and pen- the English

sioned supporters, and bribing a

number of the Scottish nobles, v- ihwart the mea-

sures of Albany, and to distract his government.
Lord Dacre, the English warden, was the prin-

cipal agent employed in promoting this nefariou-

policy; and in a letter to "Wolsey, Henry's fa-

minister, he boasts that he had in his pay
than four hundred Scots, whose principal employ-
ment was to excite popular tumults, and to lay

waste the country.
" I labour and study all I

can," says this able but unprincipled intriguer,
li
to

make division and debate, to the intent, that if the

duke will not apply himself that the debate may

grow, that it shall be impossible for him to u>>

justice ;
and for that intended purpose I L.

Master of Kilmaurs kept in my house M

which is one of the greatest parties in Si

.... And also I have secret messages from tlu-

Earl of Angus and others, which, I trust, shall bo

to the pleasure of the king's grace, if the said duke

submit not himself; and also I have four h

outlaws, and giveth them rewards, that bun:

destroyeth daily in Scotland, all being SL

that should be under the obedience of Sc

And if the said duke will apply him to tin

pleasure, then shall all these practices be vi

of none effect, and the said Master of Kiln:,

put to his own fende (shift) at his liberty i::

manner."!
A new insurrection soon broke out, hc;u

Arran, who entered into a league with J

Glcncairn, and other barons, for the purpose
v

Rymer, Focdera, vol. xiii. p. 550.

+ Letter of Dacre to Wolsey ;
Ellis's Original Lctte

First Series, vol. i. p. 131.
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wresting the regency from Albany. Mure of Cald-

Insiirrection well, one of the partisans of Arran,
of Arran. stormed and plundered the castle of

Glasgow, belonging to Archbishop Beaton, and

iiicd to hold it out against the government.

But the regent promptly marched to Glasgow at

the head of an army, took the fortress, and com-

pelled
the conspirators to submit to his authority,

and to sue for pardon, which with almost blameabie

lenity, was readily granted to them, on the inter-

cession of Archbishop Beaton.* Soon after, however,

Albany felt himself constrained to inflict summary

punishment on another inveterate offender the

turbulent and factious chamberlain. His former

usons had been forgiven, but only on condition stances Albany resolved to visit France^probablr
that if ever he rebelled again, he should be brought for the purpose of endeavouring to obtain uaat-
to trial for his old offences.f Unmindful of his

j

ance from the French court, to enable him to raja*

promise, and of the warning he had received, he
|

the intrigues of England, and to maintain the in-

they had risked and suffered so much. To
his own purposes, Francis 1. was anxious to eanei-
liute the friendship of the English monarch, tad,
therefore, turned a deaf ear to ail the "iHtitifiaai i

the Scots. Their claim to the county of Xaiatoaaa,
which was originally assigned by Charles VIL to
James I. in 1428, was evaded on the pretext that this
district was an inalienable portion of the royal do-
main

; and theirrequest for aid was not only deettaedL
but the French monarch even refused to ratify the
alliance between Fiance and Scotland, which hed
been renewed by his ambassador, DapUnia, aad
the Scottish council of regency, within a year i

the death of James IV. In these trying

speedily renewed his treasonable intercourse with

Dacre, who hired the retainers of the Scottish

baron to plunder and lay waste the country, and

commit the most frightful excesses, so that, as

the English -warden himself admits, the kingdom
was a prey to constant robberies, fire-raisings, and

murders. In these circumstances, the regent feel-

ing that longer forbearance would be a crime

against the state, Home and his brother, hav-

ing imprudently visited the court, it is alleged on

the invitation of Albany, were instantly appre-
Home and his hended by the advice of the coun-

brother executed. cil ( brought to trial for their mani-
fold treasons, condemned, and executed. Their

heads were afterwards exposed above the Tolbooth,
and their estates confiscated. According to Bu-

chanan, one of the charges brought against the

chamberlain was that of having been accessory to

the defeat at Flodden, and the death of the king ;

but this accusation, he adds, though strongly ex-

pressed, being feebly supported by proof, was with-

drawn.} Kerr of Ferniehirst, a powerful Border

chief, and one of Home's most zealous adherents,
was brought to trial and condemned at the same
time; but having obtained a reprieve from theregent,
afterwards succeeded in making his escape. Soon
after this exercise of authority, Albany made a pro-
gress to Jedburgh in person, for the purpose of more

effectually repressing and punishing the excesses
of the banditti upon the Borders. The office of

chamberlain was conferred upon Lord Fleming;
and the French knight, De la Bastie, who stood

high in the confidence of the regent, was made
warden of the east marches, an appointment which
excited the most vindictive feelings among the

:cd and vassals of Home.
At this period Francis de Bordeaux arrived in

rous con- Scotland as an ambassador from
of France. the French court, and, to the great

'rtification of Albany and the Scottish nobles,
made known to them the failure of all their hopes
of assistance from their ancient ally, for whose sake

Lesley, pp. 105, 100.
+ Bnchanan, book sir. chap. viL
1 Ibid.

dependence of the kingdom. The parliament at
first offered a most strenuous resistance to his re-

quest for pel-mission to revisit his foreign estate* ;

and at length a most reluctant consent was rx-
torted from the national council, on the ftpreai
condition that his absence was to extend only to

four months. Arrangements were accordiagry
made for his departure. The government of the

country was entrusted to a council of regency, con-

sitting of the Archbishops of St. Andrews and

Glasgow, with the Earls of Hunticy, Argyle.

Angus, and Arran. The young king was brought
from Stirling to the castle of Edinburgh, aad ea-

trusted to the care of the Earl Maria^l, and
Lords Erskine, Borthwick, and Knthren. To De
la Bastie was committed the important duty of

maintaining the tranquillity of the Borders; aad

the fortresses of Dunbar and Dunbarton, the eastern
and western keys of the kingdom, with the tower

of Inchgarvic, were garrisoned by French soldiers.

Gawin Douglas, Bishop of Dunkcld, and Patrick

Panter, secretary to the king, were despatched OB

an embassy to the French court, to prepare for the

arrival of the regent, and to assist the Bishop of

Ross, the former ambassador to France, in utgoti

ating a permanent alliance ; and all the necessary

preliminaries having been adjusted, Albany rwistt*

Albany himself embarked at Uun- ^ *.
barton the seventh of June, carrying with him as

hostages the eldest sons of many of the principal

barons, and landed at Montmii had, in France, OB

the twenty-seventh of that month.*

Previously to his departure it had been settled

in parliament, that the queen-mother aVmM be

allowed to return to Scotland, and to IIMIIIS pos-

session of her dowry and all her effects, upon oaa-

dition that she should abstain from all attempts to

overthrow the authority of the regent. As soon

as she heard of Albany's arrival in Return of tk*

France she commenced her jour- jssss>sw<fcer.

ney northward; and at Lambcrton Kirk, the

scene of her first reception by the Scottish nobles

as the bride of their sovereign, she was fMt

by Angus, Morton, and De la Bastie. On her ar-

Lesley, p. 109.
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rival in Edinburgh she was not permitted at first
j

to visit her son ;
but in consequence of an appre-

j

her.sion that the plague had made its appearance

in the capital, the youthful monarch was soon after

removed to Craigmillar, where his mother was I

occasionally allowed to see him. Margaret's faith-

lessness, however, and propensity to engage in
;

intrigues seem to have been incurable, and a strong :

suspicion having arisen that she had formed a
,

secret project to carry off the prince into England, ;

his guardians took the precaution to. restore him !

to his original residence in the castle of Edin-
j

burgh.*

Albany had mainly relied for the maintenance
j

Activity and f order and tranquillity during :

rigour of De la his absence upon the courage and
i

Bastie
activity of De la Bastie, who was

both an able statesman and a chivalrous soldier.
|

Nor was his confidence in the fidelity and zeal of

the gallant Frenchman misplaced. Invested with

the title of lieutenant or deputy of the governor,
and entrusted with the difficult task of repressing
the excesses of the lawless and turbulent Borderers,

he discharged the duties of his office ,with great

vigour and impartiality. On the first intelligence
of any commotion he lost no time in proceeding to

the spot for the purpose of repressing and punish-

ing the disturbance. An example of his inde-

fatigable diligence and promptitude in maintaining
the authority of the law is mentioned by Pitscottie,

in his account of a shameful outrage perpetrated

by Stirling, of Keir, upon the person of William

Meldrum, Laird of Binns, the '

Squire Meldruin'
of Sir David Lindsay. Meldrum was betrothed
to Lady Gleneagles, a rich heiress, and only waited
the arrival of a dispensation from Rome to com-

plete the marriage. Meanwhile Stirling, of Keir,
who possessed an estate near this lady's castle in

Strathcrn, had determined that Luke Stirling, a
near relative of his own, should marry the lady,
and disappointed in his hopes by the success of

Squire Meldrum, he laid a cowardly plot for his

destruction. Accordingly, when about to cross the

ferry between Leith and Fife, on his return from
Edinburgh, attended only by eight servants, Mel-
dnun was suddenly beset by his mortal enemy, at
the head of sixty men. After a desperate conflict,
in which Keir himself was severely hurt, and
twenty-six of his followers either wounded or slain,
the unfortunate squire was left for dead on the

'

fpot, bathed in his blood, hamstringed, and almost
cut to pieces by unnumbered wounds. Intelligence
of this foul deed having been sent to De la Bastie,
who \vas living at the time in the abbey of Holy-
rood, he instantly sounded to horse, got his guards
together, and pursued the cowardly assassins so

closely that they were compelled to take refuge in
a peel-house in Linlithgow. 15m this afforded

'

them no protection, for it was so vigorously as-
saulted by De la Bastie, that the defenders were

!

compelled to surrender
unconditionally. They '.

were speedily brought to trial and condemned
; and

Lesley, p. 109.

Stirling himself was imprisoned in the castle

Edinburgh till instructions should be received

the governor respecting his disposal. But in

sequence of the cruel murder of De la Bastie

himself, shortly after this vigorous exercise of

authority, Keir and his accomplices were ulti-

mately set at liberty.*

The appointment of De la Bastie to the warden-

ship of the marches was exceed-
,

* his cruel

ingly unpopular among the Bor- Kr

dercrs, and especially among the Homes. 10th

friends and vassals of Lord Home,
who hated him both as a foreigner and as an ad-

herent of Albany, by whom their chief had 1>

put to death. Among that fierce race the exaction

of blood for blood to the uttermost drachm

handed down from father to son as a sacred cL

and though it does not appear that De la Bastie

had the least concern in the execution of the cham-

berlain, the fact that he was the friend of the

regent was sufficient to expose him to the ven-

geance of the ferocious Borderers, who burned to

avenge the death of their chief. For the purpose
of entrapping the gallant knight, who seems to

have been altogether unsuspicious of their designs,

Home, of Wedderburn, and some other frienc'-

the late lord, pretended to besiege the tower of

Langton. in the Merse. As soon as he received

intelligence of this outrage, the warden, who was

residing in Dunbar, hastened towards the spot,

accompanied by a slender train, and before he was

aware found himself surrounded by his unrelenting
enemies. Seeing his life aimed at he attempted to

save himself by the fleetness of his horse, but his

ignorance of the country unfortunately led him

into a morass, near the town of Dunse. where he

was overtaken and cruelly butchered. The fero-

cious AVedderburn cut off his head, in savage

triumph knitted it to his saddle-bow by the Ion::

flowing locks which had been much admired by
the ladies of France, and galloping into Dunse,

affixed the ghastly trophy of his vengeance to the

market cross,t
As soon as the news of this atrocious murder

reached the council of regency. I

they proceeded to take steps to the ""'"^i

bring the perpetrators to justice. Arran was ap-'

pointed warden of the marches. Sir George

las, the brother of Angus, and his confedcra:

Kcr, were committed to prison o?i suspicion that

they had been implicated in the plot ai:

late warden; and in a parliament assembled at

Edinburgh on the nineteenth of Februai
;.

tence of forfeiture was passed against David Home
of AVeddcrburn, his three brothers, and the rest o;'

his accomplices. Arran immediately assembled a

powerful army, and accompanied by the king's ar-

*
Pitscottie, vol. ii. pp. 305, 336; Sir David Lindsay's

Works, vol. ii. pp. 292 300.
4- Lesley, p. 110; Pitscottie, vol. ii. p. 307. The murdi

is believed to have been committed by John :i:nl I'.itrick

Home, younger brothers of the Laird of WeJderburu : a"'-

the hair of the unfortunate warden is said to be still pre-

served ia the charter chest of the family.
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called Craiganairgid, in Monrcrn. Mac Ian, of Ard-
namurchan, uho had rendered
obnoxious to the rebel* by hi* vigorous tupfiort of
tilO f7Ovni-Tim?it \f T*. I

' _.__i _

tillery. marched towards the Borders, for the pur-

pose
of enforcing the sentence. But the Homes,

finding resistance hopeless, resolved to make their

submission. The keys of Home castle were de- the government. Mac-Ian hunjiclf;\ritn~i
livered to Arnm at Lauder, the Border towers of sons, fell in the engagement ; and the consequence

of this success might hare been serious, had Ml
the death of Sir Donald, a few week* after, brought
the rebellion to a sudden close.*

The reconciliation between Angus and the DUMB
'net eli/M*r _1 i >*wl 1M... .. ^;

cr

gton and \Vedderburu were also suiTcndered;
the warden, with a culpable leniency, allowed

murderers to escape without further punish-

ment.*

Albany, whose leave of absence had nearly ex- i was short-lived. Disappointed in

pircd. feeling a natural reluctance to resume the his attempt to obtain the regency,
i government in a country so distracted by

j

this haughty and ambitious noble
the contentions and feuds of rival factions, now soon quarrelled with his wife, and retiring from the
wrote to the queen-mother, earnestly recommend- '

court, secluded himself in Doughudale with a *

i; if she could obtain the consent of the tress, a daughter of Stuart of Traqnair, to whom
. to take the regency once more into her own he is said to have been betrothed prerious to hi*

hands. But Margaret, who had been reconciled to marriage with the queen. Thi* new insult

her husband, insisted that Angus should be ap-

pointed regent; and as this was resolutely opposed

by the whole body of the nobles who had suffered

from his insolence and vacillation, the government
continued in the hands of the council,f The truce

with England was renewed for two years, and the

regents sought to avail themselves of the oppor-

tunity thus afforded them to repress the disorders

which had broken out in the Highlands and Isles,

which, like the other districts of the country, were

torn by rival factions, and exhibited scenes of the

wildest excesses. It appears that scarcely had the

Insurrection of Highland chiefs, who escaped from

the Highlands the carnage at Flodden, returned
ami Isles. O t^j. own estates, when they

entered into a conspiracy to restore the ancient

lordship of the Isles, in the person of Sir Donald

Macdonald, of Lochalsh. The leaders of the in-

surrection, Maclean of Dowart, and Macleod of

Dunvcgan, seized the castles of Carneburgh and

Dtmskaich, and plundered and laid waste the

of the chiefs who refused to join their fac-

tion
; but they were ultimately induced by the

Earl of Argyle to submit to the regent, and, on re-

pairing to the court, were pardoned and restored to

favour. Scarce, however, had the chief of Loch-

alsh returned to his own dominions, when he again
took up arms against the government ; and, as it

an open rupture with Margaret, who broke out
into violent reproaches, upbraiding her husband
with his inconstancy and ingratitude, ret&inding
him that she had pawned her jewels to support
him in his misfortunes, and expressing her deter-

mination to sue for a divorce.f But Henry, well

aware that such a step would be ruinous to hi*

influence in Scotland, no sooner heard of the reso-

lution formed by his sister, than he despatched a
friar, named Chatsworth, who filled the office of

minister-general of the Obscrvantines iu England,
to remonstrate against the divorce, and to threaten

the queen with his serious displeasure if she should

attempt to carry it into effect. The violent denun-
ciations of Chatsworth, who declared that she was

labouring under some damnable delusion, and in-

sinuated that her own conduct would not bear

strict investigation, seem to have intimidated, if

they did not convince Margaret, and to hare in-

duced her to lay aside her intention for the present.

But although, against the advice of her counsellors,

a temporary reconciliation took place between bar

and Angus, she insisted upon his renunciation of

all claim upon her dower, and soon after appointed
the Archdeacon of St. Andrews, the ProVoat of

Crichton, and other commissioners, to collect bar

revenues and manage her estates, t

At this period Christicrn II.. king of Denmark,

has now been discovered that Sir Donald and his !
made application to his Scottish

followers had joined with Lord Home in the trea-

sonable practices which brought that nobleman's

head to the block, and after his death had given
shelter to his persecuted followers, there is good

to believe that the island chief was first ex-

'

!allies for a reinforcement of a thou-

sand Highlanders to assist him in suppressing an

insurrection, which had broken out among hi*

Swedish subjects; but the i 'led tha re-

quest, by alleging that the Highland clans were at

forts of Argyle and other well-affected chiefs, the

insurgents maintained their ground, and though
abandoned by Maclean of Dowart, his principal

supporter, Sir Donald, having united his forces to

f the Maclcods of Lewis and Rasay, and

Alexander of Isla, attacked and defeated, at a place

*
Lesley, p. 111.

+ Margaret to Dacre; Calig. B. i. 247; Pinkerton, vol. ii.

r- I'M.

cited to rebellion by the base intrigues of the Eng-
'

this time engaged in perpetual

Agents, who laboured to ferment disturbances
|

themselves. The Danish monarch x

in every part of the kingdom. In spite of the ef- newed his request for a subsidy <

artillery, and enforced it by a letter from All

recommending the Estates to comply with the

application ;
but the national council still prndenth

declined to accede to his reqneat on the ground,

that from the uncertain disposition
of the Engual

court, they could not reckon on the continuance of

* Gregory's Highland* and IIand, pp. H* ***

f Lesley, p. 113; I'inkerton. v

J Pinkerton, roL ii.

and B. vi. 194.
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peace in their own country. In the following

rear, however, (1519,) in consequence of the urgent

"and reiterated entreaty of the Danish monarch, a

small body of troops was sent to Copenhagen,

nnder the command of Stewart of Ardgjwan, but

the tyrannical
conduct of Christiern, which ulti-

mately led to his deposition, and the piratical

seizure by Danish privateers of a merchant ship

belonging to Leith, completely alienated his Scot-

tish allies, and induced them to abandon any fur-

ther attempt to support his unpopular cause.*

It appears that Albany, on his return to France,

had received authority from the Estates to manage
the foreign affairs of Scotland ;

and it is admitted,

even by those who take the most unfavourable

view of his character and government, that he

manifested a disinterested regard for the public

welfare, and that in the disposal of the Scottish

benefices his applications to the pope were invaria-

bly in favour of natives, while the cardinals and I

the Italian clergy, their dependents, were eagerly

grasping at every vacant benefice in Christendom.t

At this period the French monarch renewed the

peace with England, and his Scottish allies having
been included in the treaty, provided they agreed
to its terms, La Fayette and Cordelle, the French

ambassadors to the English court, attended by
Benolt, the Clarencieux herald, proceeded into

Scotland for the purpose of procuring a prolonga-
tion of the truce, which was about to expire on St.

Andrew's day. As the council of regency did not

possess sufficient powers to complete this transac-

tion, a meeting of parliament was held
;
and the

French ambassador having intimated, that if Scot-

land rejected this treaty no farther assistance

needed to be looked for from her French allies, the

conditions were after some deliberation accepted,
and the prolongation of the truce between England
and Scotland to St Andrew's day (Nov. 30th), 1520,
was immediately proclaimed at Stirling.^

Meanwhile the violence and ambition of Angus

Turbulent
continued to annoy the govern-

condnct of ment, and to disturb the peace
Angus and bit of the nation. Supported by"""

the Earls of Crawford and Errol,
Lord Glammis, and other powerful barons, toge-
ther with the Archbishop of St. Andrews, the

Bishop* of Dunkcld, Aberdeen, Orkney, and Pun-
blane, he openly aspired to the supreme power,
and set at defiance the authority of the regent. On
the arrival of the French ambassadors at Edin-

burgh, he endeavoured, but without success, to

induce them to recognize him and his party as the
rulers of the country, and to allow him the manage-
ment of the treaty ; and, irritated at their peremp-
tory refusal, the hanghty noble, at the head of a
numerous body of his vassals, intercepted the

WTOJW at Caerlaveroc on their return to England ;

and not only violently upbraided them for their

-t. RR. Scot toL L pp. 317, 318
; Pinkerton, vol. ii.

pp. 1" .

* See I'iiikerton, vol. ii. i

J Ibid. p. 177
; Margaret to Wofcey, Stirling, 26th Dec.

;

refusal to comply with his demands, but put them
in terror of their lives.* His partizans throughout
the kingdom, trusting to liis protection, openly
defied the laws and committed the most shocking
outrages on the lives and property of all who
ventured to oppose them. The ferocious Home, of

Wedderburn, who had married the sister of Anirus,

about this time assassinated Blackadder, the Prior

of Coldingham, with six of his family ; upon which
"\Villiam Douglas, the brother of Angus, instantly
seized the priory,f A fierce contest now arose

between Arran and Angus, in which every kind of

lawless violence and injustice was committed, and

the streets of the capital were stained with blood.

Arran had been chosen Provost of Edinburgh, an

office which, on account of the influence it con-

ferred, was at this time an object of ambition

among the highest nobles. But the opposite faction,

taking advantage of his temporary absence from

the metropolis, procured the election of Archibald

Douglas, the uncle of Angus, in his room
;
and

when Arran returned from Dalkeith, where the

court was then held, he found the gates of the city

shut against him. His supporters attempted to

force an entrance, but were repulsed, a number

being wounded and slain on both sides.J Similar

scenes of violence and bloodshed were of almost

daily occurrence, so that the country was in a state

of complete disorganization.
A parliament was summoned to meet in Edin-

burgh on the 29th of April, probably with the view

of attempting to allay these intestine commotions,

and to restore the authority of the government. It

appears that the vassals and retainers ofAngus had,

for the most part, quitted the capital before the as-

sembling of the Estates, and that only four hundred

spear-men remained with him as a body-guard;

while, in consequence of a recommendation trans-

mitted by Albany, or, according to Buchanan, in

order to remove the apprehensions of the Haaiil-

tons, Archibald Douglas had resigned the office of

provost, and Robert Logan, one of the citizens, had

been elected in his room. The partizans of Arran

deemed this a favourable oppor- Skirmisn in th.;

tunity to crush Angus, while the ?
aP it;l1

*, , . , . the parnz:i:
great body of his supporters were Arra f, RD(1

at a distance. Archbishop Beaton, 30th Aj

the chancellor, whose niece Arran had married, and

the other leaders of the faction, held a council in the

church of the Blackfriars, for the purpose of c

ing their measures. Angus sent his uncle, Gawia

Douglas, the celebrated Bishop of Dunkcld, to the

meeting, to caution the Hamiltons against any vio-

lence, and to offer that he would submit to the laws

if any offence were laid to his charge. Add:

himself to Beaton, as the official conservator of the

laws of the realm, Douglas remonstrated against
their intention of arresting Angus, and entreated

that prelate to act as a peace-maker. The archbishop,

however, had actually prepared for battle by put-

ting on a coat of mail under his linen rochet, and,

*
Lesley, p. 114. t Ilml. p. H-*-

* Caere to Wolsey, 10th Dec.; Lesley, p. 113.
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in answer to the appeal of Douglas, he said,
'

Upon

my conscience I know nothing of the matter,' at

the sune time striking his hand upon his breast,

which caused the armour to return a rattling sound.

causeway,' because the faction of Arm was m ft
were swept from the streete,*

Angus and his party now remained for a tin*
absolute marten of the capital, and boldly act at

< My lord,' replied the bishop,
'

your conscience defiance both the authority of the
_1_ **-,-.*- .* * O *-/! l/-kO T'l T' r +Vl/l Wl/\n4^ln rm ft IV n.. * 1 ^ . *\. . . * . *

clatters;'* and leaving the meeting after this

pointed rebuke, he hastened back to his nephew,
and told him that he must do his best to defend

the restraints of the law. They took down the
heads of Lord Home and hi* brother Iron the Tel-
booth, and interred them with great U^ftfry fa

himself with arms. ' For me,' he said, I will go
' the Dominican churchyard, Anting

to my chamber and pray for you.' Angus immedi-

ately put himself at the head of his followers, whom
he drew up in a compact body in the High-street
of the city. The citizens -were favourable to his

;)or;y.
and handed spears from their windows to

such of the Douglases as were not provided vrith

that useful weapon, a circumstance which gave
them a great advantage over the Hamiltons, who
were armed only with their swords. Meanwhile,
the remonstrance of the bishop had produced a

deep impression on the mind of Sir Patrick Hamil-

ton, a prudent and moderate man, the brother of

the governor, and he strongly advised Arran to

preserve the peace ;
but he was rudely upbraided

with cowardice, in refusing to fight in his friend's

quarrel, by Hamilton of Draphane, a natural son

of the carl, and a man of a fierce and sanguinary

disposition. 'Bastard smaiklf thou liest,' replied

said for their souls. Angus baring learned
the governor and the chancellor, with some of their

adherents, had resolved to meet at Stirling. :

an attempt to seize them by a midden and i

march to that place; but they received timely
notice of their danger, and hastily di*pened,t
Having failed in this enterprise, Angus dismvsed
his followers, and retired to his own estates.

The French monarch was still anxious to eoort
the friendship of England, in the hope that, m
Touroay had been restored to France by the urih>

ence of Wolsey, the restitution of Calais might be
obtained also. Accordingly, Robert Stuart, Lord
of Aubigny, and Johan 1 hiplanis, Enbssiy of

were despatched as ambassadors to Aobigay.

Scotland, for the purpose of inducing the E^itft of

that kingdom to maintain the peace with Bagbmd.
and to prolong the truce between the two countries.

Sir Patrick
;

'
I shall fight to-day where thou darest

]
They were also instructed to point out the eril

not be seen.' Upon this the Hamiltons rushed out

into the street, and thronged up from the Cowgate
through the narrow lanes which lead to the High-
street, where their adversaries were drawn up ready
to receive them. The outlets of these lanes had
been barricaded by the Douglases with carts, bar-

rels, and other lumber ; and as the adherents of the

governor struggled through these obstructions, and
reached the open street breathless and disordered,

consequences which would result from the return

of Albany, as Henry had declared that his recvmp-
tion of the regency would be the signal for the

immediate commencement of hostilities; and it was

added, that Francis would never consent to the

departure of the regent from France, t The ambas-

sadors tried every effort, but without effect, to alky
the differences of the contending parties, and to

restore tranquillity to the country. At this jnc-

they were fiercely attacked by the spearmen of
j

ture, a sudden revolution took place Chang* biilw

Angus, whose long spears and close array gave
them a great advantage over their opponents. At
the first onset, Sir Patrick Hamilton was killed by
Angus himself, and after a fierce struggle, the party
of Arran was completely routed and driven from

the city, leaving upwards of seventy men dead on
the spot. The earl and his son, who was the prin-

cipal instigator of the broil, were in such peril that

they were obliged to make their escape through
the North Loch, mounted on a coal horse, from

which they threw the load. Archbishop Beaton
took refuge behind the high altar of the church of

the Blackfriars monastery $ but such was the fero-

city of the victorious party, that they pursued him
into the sanctuary, tore off his rochet, and would
have slain htm on the spot, but for the timely inter-

ference of the Bishop of Dunkeld. This skirmish

was long remembered by the name of ' Clean-the-

Clatter is a Scotch word, signifying to tell tales.
1 Smaik, a silly, mean fellow.
This religious house stood on the site now occupied by

the old High School, a spot not more than a hundred yards
from the houses of hoth Beaton and Gawin Douglas. The
snner stood at the foot of Blackfriars Wynd, the latter

nearly opposite to the bottom of Niddry Street

in continental politics. Charles V. P*1** effteaes.

of Spain had been elected to the imperial throne in

opposition to Francis, and Wolsey, who expected

to gain the papal chair through the influence of

the emperor, contrived to dissolve the alliance be-

tween England and France. It became the inter-

est, therefore, of the French monarch to resume

his former policy towards Scotland, and to rekindle

the flames of discord between that country and

England.

Angus was

the main stay

Scottish nobles
j

now completely alienated from her

thus induced to embrace the intrreeta ef

French party, and to entreat Albany to ret

Scotland, and to resume the gurtrMMBt '

country. As the obstacles to the depertf e!

nobleman from France were BOW i^unAtJ,

the French court was anxious to Rstsn

embarrass the operations of Henry,

Lesley, p. 116; Pitteotti*, toL ii. pp.

chanan, book sir. chap. L

ti&t Seine. D'AaWny, (** B. rl 110;

Pinkerton, vol. ii. p Mil

s regarded by Wolsey and Deere m
iv of the English party among the

les ;
and the queen-mother, who was
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who hod openly espoused the cause of the emperor,

the regent set sail, and arrived at the Gareloch, in

Lennox, on the 19th of November. Proceeding to

Stirling he was there joined by the queen, -who

welcomed him with the utmost cordiality, and be-

btowed upon him such imprudent marks of her

rrijard as to excite scandalous murmurs regarding

the nature of their intercourse. If the testimony

of Lord Dacrc may be credited, she spent not only
the day but the greater part of the night in the

company of Albany, paying no regard to appeal--

anew. The nobles crowded to the court of the

regent to welcome his arrival, and on his entrance

into the capital, accompanied by the queen, the

chancellor, and a numerous escort of the peers,

Angus and his party precipitately abandoned the

city, and fled towards the Borders.

Soon after his arrival, the regent summoned a

parliament, to meet at Edinburgh on the 26th of

December, and cited Angus and his principal adhe-
j

Hit proceedings rents to appear before that assem- ;

gainst Angus. t]y; an<i answer to the charges to
!

be brought against them. But, conscious of their !

guilt, and unable to resist the united strength of

the queen and Albany, they were compelled to fly
for refuge to the kirk of Steyle, near the Borders,
where they opened a negotiation with Henry by
means of Gawin Douglas, the Bishop of Dunkeld,
who was a zealous supporter of his nephew, Angus.
This prelate, whose morality and patriotism were
not equal to his genius, was instructed to visit

Dacre on his journey to England, and afterwards
to lay before the English monarch himself a state-

ment of the views of the malcontent nobles, and of

the alleged ambition and criminal conduct of the

regent. Douglas accordingly proceeded to London,

Charges brought
wncre ne addressed a memorial to

against the recent Henry, in which he accused the
l> B

Dou%a^
Win

rc?ent of numerous acts of pecula-
tion, in appropriating to his own

use the subsidies sent by the French king, as well
as the money received from him, as the price of
three celebrated ships, the pride of the Scottish

navy, and declared that he had even converted the

royal robes and tapestries into dresses for his pages,
and had coined the king's large silver vases. He
asserted that the royal fortresses of Dunbar, Dun-
barton, and Inchgarvic were garrisoned by French-
men

; that the crown lands were dilapidated ; the
ecclesiastical benefices sold ; the people oppressed
and pillaged ; and the young king himself kept
not only in a state of durance but of want, by an
usurper who had no legal title to the regency, as
it had been expressly declared by Parliament.'that,
should Albany not return from France before the
lit of August, 1521, he should forfeit that office.

And, not satisfied with bringing these heavy
S against the regent, the bishop revived

the foul calumny that Albany had caused the
ath of the infant Duke of Ross; and the memo-

concluded with on urgent intrc-aty that the
English monarch would imitate the example of his

Clig. B. ri. 205
; Pinkerton, vol. ii. p. 188.
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ancestor, Henry III., who by force of arms expelled
the wicked counsellors of the youthful Scotti

king, Alexander III.*

There can be little doubt that many of these vile

accusations against the regent were utterly destitute

of truth, and that the remainder were grossly ex.

gerated. The reports Avhich were from time to

transmitted to the English court Calumnies of

by Dacre are not entitled to greater !>.-

credit. According to this active and unscrupulous

political agent, it was reported that the regent had

designs upon the crown, and that Margaret intended

to set aside her son, to marry Albany, and to raise

him to the throne ; that the intercourse between
her and the regent was of the most scandalous

kind
;
and that they had attempted, by the offer

of Ettrick forest (a part of the queen's jointure-

lands), to induce Angus to consent to a divorce
;

and he even goes so far as to affirm that the life

of the young king was believed to be in danger.
There is good reason to believe that the greater

part of these reports originated with Dacre him-

self, as it was his nefarious policy to keep alive the

differences among the Scottish nobles, and to

weaken the government by throwing district and

suspicion upon every measure of the regent and

the queen.f In answer to the remonstrances of

Albany against the infractions of the truce, and

the encouragement, given by Henry to Angus and

his traitorous adherents, Dacre retaliated by a

complaint that Lord Maxwell, the warden of the

western marches, had refused to proclaim the

peace, and that the Scottish Borderers had made
an incursion into England, and carried off a great

booty. The regent, who was anxious for peace
with England, promised immediate redress

;
but

Dacre, while he recommended his Base policy of the

master to abstain from a declara- English.

tion of war, and to continue an appearance of truce,

craftily and dishonestly suggested that sums of

money should be paid to the English northern

lords, on condition that they should make inroads

into Scotland, a plan which he assures Henry
would distress the Scots as much as open hostili-

ties.J

The queen-mother was speedily made acquainted
with the charges which had been Mi

brought against her by the Bishop qtu

of Dunkeld, and she despatched
an envoy to her brother, with copious instructions.

Calig. B. iii. 309; Pinkerton, vol. ii. pp. I

t The following extract, from a letter mi

English king by Wolsey, contains a full t

base and insidious policy of Henry ami lii-

wards Scotland.
"
Kevertheless, to cause him (1

'

only to take a more vigilant eye to the demean.'

Scots, as well within Scotland as without, ami t>-

diligent hereafter hi writing to your grace and me.

favourably to entertain the Homes, and other rt!

his accustomable manner, so that they n

division and sedition in Scotland, whereby t lie said 1

of Albany may at his coming hither be put in danger; ar

though some money be employed for the entert;i::

the Kaid Homes and rebels, it will quit th-

wherein 1 have amply instructed the said Lord 1

State Papers, p. 91.

J Calig. B. vi. 205, 206; Pinkerton, vol. ii. p. 103.
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written with her own hand, in which she flatly

contradicted the calumnious representations of her

. She declared that the regent's conduct

to her was most respectful and liberal ; that he

had returned to Scotland solely in consequence of

his engagements; that, if he had not come, she

must have left the kingdom ; and that he had in

no way interfered with the custody of her son, who

had been permitted by his guardians to reside with

in the castle of Edinburgh. She entreated

not to lend an ear to the calumnies of an

hv prelate, on whom she had conferred

.opric, which she would show him she could

resume, as the regent had placed the disposal of

11 her hands; and she implored her brother

to return a more favourable answer than he had

sent on a former occasion.*

Henry, however, had no desire for peace, and

with his characteristic violence and insolence, he

openly accused his sister of living in shameful

His impious adultery with the regent ; charged
.mis. Albany with having left France in

defiance of the oath of the French king to detain

him in that country, and declared that he would

drive him from Scotland. He despatched a herald

with a severe reprimand to the queen, and at the

-ame time offered to the Scottish estates the alter-

native of the immediate dismissal of Albany, or a

rupture with England. To this insolent communi-

:ation, the Scottish parliament replied in spirited

1 reply of and dignified terms, repelling the

the Estates.
chargesbrought against the regent,

ind deriding the apprehensions which Henry
iffected to entertain for the safety of his nephew, the

dng. They informed him that they had themselves

nvited Albany to assume the regency for the good
>t' their king and country, and that they would

:ever dismiss him, either at the request of his

race, or of any other sovereign prince whatever.

And if," they concluded,
" because we assert our

i\vn rights we should happen to be invaded, Avhat

nay we do but trust that God will espouse our just

ijuarrel, and demean ourselves as our ancestors

lave done before us, who, in ancient times, were

onstrained to fight for the conservation of this

calm, and that with good success and honour ? "t

While the effect of this spirited reply by the

states of Scotland to the demands of Henry was
et undetermined, Angus, who had remained un-

loticed and inactive on the English borders, be-

ame desirous to remove for the time to some other

ountry, where he could mature his plans, and

.wait the favourable moment for their execution.

Ie prevailed on his wife to use her intercession

vith Albany for this end, and he was permitted to

s return to Scotland, from which he
: ranee,

passed immediately into France,
lie regent consenting, on his voluntary exile, to

emit the sentence of treason and forfeiture which
iad been previously pronounced.J

B. vi. 208 ; Pinkerton, vol. ii. pp. 197, 198.

HuiiLT, vol. xiii. pp. 761, 763.

t Lesley, p. 117
; Pinkerton, fol. ii. p. 201.

VOL. I.

The conduct of the ScottUh gorcrnroent mten-
while wus calm and di^.-iir-l. Keloctant to

engage in hostilities with England, from which.
howi-ver advantageous to France, no benefit could
result to their own realm, they were ?

strained to prepare for war a* the only safeguard
against the overbearing and unnerupolotu policy of
Henry. The measures of that monarch fully justi-
fied the wisdom of this course. IrritaN <1 by the
resolute tone of the Scottish parliament, he visited
with banishment and confiscation all the French
and' Scots in his dominions, and ordered the Utter
to be driven from the country on foot, and with a
white cross affixed to their upper garment. The
state of his finances, and the war with France, did
not permit of his sending an army Violent OMMVW
into Scotland, but a squadron of of Henry.
seven ships was despatched to the Firth of Forth,
which captured several vessels, and ravaged the

towns and villages along the eastern coast. The
Earl of Shrewsbury also received instructions to col-

lect the English Border force, and conduct an inroad

into Scotland on the sideof the Mcrseand Tcviotdale:

but, though the orders of Henry were faithfully exe-

cuted, and part of the town ofKelso was given to the

flames, the troops of Shrewsbury were n<o!'itcly re-

pulsed by the Borderers, and retired into England,
after sustaining considerable loss. On the new* of

hostilities, Albany convened a parliament at Edin-

burgh, and a formal declaration of war against Eng-
land was agreed upon, while the War vith

whole military strength of the king- England

dom was summoned to meet thecrisis. In compliance
with the wishes of thegovernorand queen-mother,the

young king, now in his eleventh year, was removed

to Stirling Castle, and placed under the sole charge

of Lord Erskine. Albany having mustered his

army, consisting of eighty 'housand men, and sup-

ported by a powerful train of artillery, advanced

to the Borders, and encamped at Annan, from

which he penetrated into England AlUn\ * eipwli-

as far as Carlisle. The expedition,
llu"

however, w as destined to terminate more speedily

and peacefully than might have been anticipated

from its formidable character. In conducting it,

a regard to the national honour secma to hare

weighed chiefly with Albany and the Scottish

nobles, and though the northern part of England,

now rendered almost defenceless by the absence

the flower of Henry's army in France, would

fallen an easy prey to the Scots, succe** *.

been only partial and temporary, while the a

tage thus gained would have been more than con

balanced by the manifold and serious erents

musthave flowedfrom aprotracted warwitl

The Scottish leaders, therefore, who mnem

the wise advice of Robert Bruce, to avoM

encd war, and never, if possible,
to ri

ngagement, were anxious for peace on how
TT :i f~_ Wnh /vmnfrip*. the WlSDCe OX

terms. Happily for both countries, the

Henry were entirely in unison wit

Scots. A war with Scotland, beside* oth

must have distracted bis movement* in F: ice, w
3 I
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which ho was desirons to concentrate the whole

military strength of his kingdom. He deemed it

prudent, therefore, to adopt in his intercourse with

the Scots a manner less presumptuous and offensive,

professing to be anxious only that his nephew should

be placed under proper guardians;
while he no longer

,1 on the departure of Albany from Scotland.

Instructions were accordingly transmitted to Lord

Dacre, to open immediate negotiations with Albany

Trnce between for the conclusion of a truce, and
the two countries, that able diplomatist found little

difficulty in the accomplishment of his task. The

queen-mother, with that fickleness which marked

her attachments, had secretly deserted the cause of

Albany, and begun a correspondence with the

English warden, to whom she revealed the whole

policy of the governor, and the general aversion

which existed in the Scottish army to hostilities

with England. Thus encouraged, Dacre commenced

and prosecuted liis overtures for peace with such

success, that Albany, after consenting to a truce

for two months, disbanded his army and returned

to the capital.*

Nothing could be more complicated or irksome

Perplexing
than the position in which Albany

position of the was now placed. He was anxious

to remain at peace ;
but the refusal

of Henry to include France within its provisions

brought the negotiations for the continuance of

the truce to an abrupt termination. Many of the

nobles were in the pay of England, and the re-

mainder were so much under the influence of a

factious and selfish spirit, that it was difficult to

find any one to whom he could give his confidence,
or whom he could intrust with the execution of

his designs; wliile the queen-mother, with cha-

racteristic faithlessness and caprice, thwarted his

plans, and betrayed all his secrets to Dacre. Ha-
rassed and disheartened by the difficulties of his

situation, the regent resolved to pass once more
into France, for the purpose of holding a confer-
ence with Francis I., on the best method of over-

coming the English faction. A council of regency
was appointed, consisting of the Archbishop of

Glasgow, and the Earls of Huntley, Arran, and
Argyle, along with Gresolles, a French knight, in
whom the regent placed great confidence

; and hav-

ing bound them by oath to attempt nothing against
HU Mmnd Tfcit his authority,t Albany set sail for

> France. France, promising to return before
th* 15th of August in the following year, under the

penalty of forfeiting his regency.
Henry, who pretended that the sole cause of his

DUhononrmbla hostility was the presence of
tict of Albany, on learning the departure

of that prince, despatched Claren-
<mx herald, to declare in a solemn manner that

he held the war with his nephew to be unnatural,
I that he WM most desirous of living in peace.}But nearly at the same moment that he was mak-

LM]T, p. 12.1.

Hid. n. TI. 3.H; Pinkerton, rol. ii. p 212

ing these professions of good-will to the person and

government of his nephew, his troops were by his

orders engaged in laying wastethe Scottish Borders.

The Earl of Surrey was appointed lieutenant-gene-
ral against the Scots, and at the head of teji thou-

sand men, broke into the Merse and Teviotdalc,

ravaged the whole country, and reduced its places
of strength, and afterwards took and burnt to the

ground the town of Jedburgh, which, according to

his own account, contained at this
,. , . r T> Border war.
time twice as many houses as Uer-

wick, and was defended by six strong towers.

Even its ancient and beautiful monastery was not

spared in this ruthless invasion. The English, how-

ever, suffered severely from the incessant attacks of

the Scottish Borderers who hung upon their march,

and shewed themselves, according to Surrey,
" the

boldest men and the hottest that he ever saw in

any nation."* A detachment under Dacre. after a

fierce struggle, reduced the castle of Ferniehirst,

and took prisoner its owner, a celebrated Border

chief, named Andrew Kerr. The town of Kelso was

also given to the flames, and many of the adjacent

villages were levelled with the ground. While the

English lay in the neighbourhood of Jedburgh, the

horses of the cavalry broke loose one night, and

running terror-stricken about the camp, trampled
down many of the soldiers, and spread a universal

alarm. Amidst theconfusion that ensued, it was sup-

posed that the enemy were assaulting the encamp-

ment, and many guns and arrows were discharged,

which killed and wounded great numbers of the

horses, while several hundreds dispersed themselve~

over the country, and were captured by the Scots
"
I think there is lost above eight hundred horses,'

says Lord Surrey. "I dare not write," he adds.

" the wonders Lord Dacre and all his company (!

saytheysaw that night, of sprites and fearful sights

and universally all their company say plainly thtii

the devil was among them that night six !

:

Meanwhile the queen-mother was busily en

gaged in carrying on her intrigues Intrigues of the

to advance her own interests at

the expense of the welfare of the country, and r

plot was concocted between her and the !

court, to put an end to the regency of Albany, b\

causing the young king to assume the reins o

government, with the expectation that the manage
ment of public affairs would in this way virtual!}

fall into her own hands.J The scheme, h>

was disconcerted by the unexpected return o

Albany, who determined to make a last effort 1

maintain the independence of the kingdom, in tin

hope that the recent cruel aggression
would have roused the patriotic feelings of thi

Scottish nobles, and induced them to lay aside fo

the time at least, their mutual jealousies
and con

tentions, and to unite in repelling the assaults o

the common foe. He brought with ];,ti:rn.>f

him a fleet of eighty-seven small Albany.

Surrey to Wolscy, 27th September, Calig. B. ii. ~J

Pinkerton, vol. ii. p. 219.
+ Ellis's Hist. Letters, vol. i. p. 217, First Series.

J Pinkerton, vol. ii. p. 216.
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and a force of four thousand foot, five

men-at-arms, a thousand hagbutteers, six

mndrcd horse, and a large train of artillery, witli

ctensive supply of provisions and wine.* It

reported that, for the purpose of disturbing

riglish government, he was to be followed by
de la Pole, who laid claim to the crown of

ad, as a descendant of the sister of Edward

Fourth.t

my, on his arrival in Scotland, found that

1 of Albany his affairs had not improved during
.land, his absence. The queen dowager

riad become thoroughly devoted to England ; and

:he nobles, though prepared to defend the coun-

try
from English invasion, were not disposed to

indertake a war of aggression, more especially as

Surrey stood ready with a large force to repel

. and make reprisals on the Scottish Border,

which he threatened to reduce to a desert, unfit for

the habitation of men.J Even the French auxilia-

ries, from whose discipline and superior equipments
much was expected, excited the dislike of a people

proverbially jealous of foreigners, while their main-

rcnancc was regarded as a heavy burden on the

impoverished country. Albany, however, calcu-

lated, not without reason, on the venality of the

aristocracy; and by a profuse use of French gold,
succeeded in silencing opposition, and producing
the appearance of hearty co-operation in his enter-

prise. Determined, therefore, with all speed to

Assembles an
b

!"

in o the ^eign troops into ser-

anny, and pro- vice, he procured the consent of

ceeds to ihe parliament to a proclamation, re-
er'

quiring all persons capable of

bearing arms to assemble within two miles of

Edinburgh on the 20th of October, and with pro-
visions for twenty days. Meanwhile he convened

the leading peers at Glasgow, and after an impos-

ing display of the foreign soldiers and artillery,

made a powerful appeal to their patriotism, urging
them by the memory of Flodden and the injuries
which England had inflicted on Scotland, manfully
to maintain the freedom and independence of their

country. The venal and time-serving nobles fell

on their knees, protesting devotion to his cause ;

lie was still farther encouraged by promises
of aid from Arran, Huntley, Lennox, and Argyle,
the governors of the midland, northern, and western

-; of the kingdom. These promises were not

fulfilled, but an army of forty thousand men mus-
tered on the day appointed on the Borough Muir,
near Edinburgh, and with this force Albany pro-
ceeded to the Borders. His march was slow, owing
to the state of the roads, along which the heavy

was dragged with great labour, and the

-fficulty in securing from the inhabitants on the

line the necessary assistance in transporting the

bagg^D - To add to his perplexities, the native por-

Lord Ogle to Surrey, Sept 1523, Calig. B. iiL 58;
Jlaigaret to Surrey, B. vi. 380.

.ipers, p. 142l^o.
: Pinkerton, vol. ii. p. 217.

.
Ibid. p. 2->i

; Sir William Eure to Surrey, Calig. B.
m. 57.

tion of the army and it* leader*brokeMt at la* fart*

open insubordination. Hatred of the foreign mer-
cenaries and news of the advance of Surrey with *
large army, gave strength to the discootr:
which many had engaged in the enterprise; and
on reaching Mi-lroee, where the Tweed WM
by a wooden bridge, in npito of the
entreaties of Albany, they openly refined to
ceed farther. A port of the Tan were

nlttnkateiy
induced to cross the bridge, bat eren theee in BO
long time rejoined their recaMnt countrymen en
the other side. Finding it in Tain to stiisagst
against the obstinacy and treachery of hie men,
Albany encamped a little farther down on the left
bank of the Tweed, and began the siege of Werk
castle, which lay on the right side; baring pre-
viously sent across a party of the French cavalrr,
who wasted with fire and sword the mumltff
country. The celebrated historian, Buchanan, who
was present in this expedition, states that Wark
castle consisted of a strongly fortified and

high tower placed within an inner court, end :

rounded by a double wall. The outer wall

a large space, within which the country people, in

time of war, were accustomed to seek refuge with
their cattle and goods. The inner rompnihiiailri
a much narrower portion, and was defended by a
ditch and flanking towers.* The foreign auxilia-

ries, who alone were engaged in the siege, behsmd
with great spirit, and speedily stormed the enter

court of the castle, but they were at last expelled

by the smoke of the burning barns and straw, to

which the garrison had set fire. The inner wall,

which was more strongly fortified, was next ex-

posed to a cannonade for two days, and a breach

having been at last made, the assailants ende

voured to force their way ; but the deadly discharge*
of shot and other weapons poured on them from

the ramparts and windows of the great tower

checked their advance, and compelled them, on the

approach of night, to retire, leaving their dead

beneath the walls of the castle. On the following

day, as the Tweed, flooded by the snow and rain,

threatened to cut off their return, they abandoned

the siege, and hastily recrossing the rirer, joined

the main body of the army.f

Albany, convinced at last that farther attempt!

would only prove ruinous, as Sorrer we* rapidly

advancing with an army of forty-aix thousand men,

removed his camp to Eccles, a moneetr:

distant from Wark. To have awaited the adr

of the enemy with troops which refaetd to fight,

must have exposed him to incritmbto defa

therefore, amid a heavy fall of enow, 1

tented and disheartened army wee suffered

band itself. Whatever opinion may be I

the military talents of Albany, the resalt

disgraceful expedition is to be attribute*

not entirely, to the faithlessness and ptrnlli

of the Sco'ttish nobles; nor doee it

that in the circumstances, any general h

Buchanan's Hist, of Scotland book xir.

t Ibid. ; Lesley, p. 135.
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hkilful and brave,could have prevented the unfortun-

ate issue. The English general, who with a nume-

rous and gallant army had hitherto remained on the

defensive, to gratify the impatience of his troops for

action, hastened, on the news of the siege of "Wark,

to give battle to Albany. His enemy, however,

had disappeared ;
and as the heavy fall of snow

amid which the Scots had dispersed, impeded his

march and rendered farther operations almost im-
,

practicable, he disbanded his forces, after having
|

honourably provided pay for their past services.
;

His conduct elicited the warm approbation of

Henry VIII., who could not fail to be gratified

by a result which, besides strengthening the

English interest in Scotland, had been accomplished ;

without loss to his own kingdom. Surrey boasted

that, while the damage done by Albany to England
did not exceed ten pounds, that sustained by Scot-

land could not be repaired in seven years.*

Albany, on his return to Edinburgh, found him-

self subjected to increased mortifications. At a

meeting of parliament held on the 17th of Novem-

ber, he accused the nobles of having basely deserted

him : while they not only recriminated by charg- ,

ing him with having squandered the public trea-

sure, but insisted on the immediate embarkation of
j

the foreign mercenaries, whose maintenance they !

represented as burdensome to the country. With
this demand he was forced to comply, and notwith-

standing the inclement season of the year, the

French troops were compelled to embark, but the

transports were unfortunately wrecked on the

:-n Islands, with the loss of the greater part of

their crews,f Disgusted and mortified by these

proceedings, and hopeless of securing either stabi-

lity to the government or tranquillity to the coun-

try, Albany requested permission to retire once
more to France, with the secret determination, it

is believed, of never returning to Scotland. He
veiled his purpose, however, under the pre-
text of consulting Francis I., and obtaining from
him the assistance of money and troops to carry on
the war with England. His request was complied
\\ith. on the condition that if he did not return on
the 31st of August, his authority as regent and the

league with France should both terminate.} It
was also agreed, though not without strong oppo-
sition on the part of the queen-mother, that in the
mean time the young king should remain at Stir-

ling, under the charge of Cassilis, Fleming, Borth-
wick, and Knkinc, who were to reside with him in
turn for three months. Margaret received per-
mission to visit her son, but her stay was not to
exceed two or three days at a time, and her attend-
ance on such occasions was limited to her ladies
and nsual retinue. Having completed his arrange-nnU by appointing Gresolles to the important
Bee of treasurer, and committing the chief direc-

mcnt during his absence to a coun-
:il composed of the chancellor, the Bishop of Aber-
*
*"*JtoH.nr> VIII., Ctlig I!. Ti.300.

hnker^n. vuL iL p. 281
< . Lett*, rol. i. p. 247.

deen, and the Earls of Argyle and Huntley, Albany
left Scotland, to which he was never to return.*

The departure of Albany was followed, in

beginning of 1524, by the death of the Earl

Huntley, one of his most powerful adhere] r

the leadership of his party fell into the hands of

Beaton, Archbishop of St. Andrews, and chancellor

of the kingdom. Nor did this Revolution in

prelate want either the spirit to the <>ve-.

undertake, or the ability to achieve, what

be done by one man to uphold the sinkin :

Promptly availing himself of his opportui;

seized the reins of government, and for a few

months maintained his position in the chief ad-

ministrative authority. But it was evident to the

queen that the losses sustained by her opponents

through the flight of the regent, and the demise of

Huntley, had now placed her in circumstances to

acquire, by a vigorous movement, the long disputed

supremacy. There was indeed a third party,
headed by the Earl of Arran, whose royal descent

and large possessions would have made him a for-

midable rival, if the defects of his character had

not counterbalanced these advantages. Margaret
succeeded in persuading him to Successful in-

unite his interest to hers
; and tiigue or' the

having gained over others of the

principal barons, she felt herself sufficiently strong
to execute a design which she had of late cherished

as the most probable means of securing her tri-

umph. On the 25th of July she suddenly left

Stirling with her son, and entering the capital,

showed him to the townsmen as their legitimate

sovereign, now about to administer in his own

name the affairs of his divided and disordered

kingdom. James had not yet reached his thir-

teenth year, but his energy of character had been

early developed, and his educational accomplish-
ments were much in advance of his age. His

manly temper, his skill in martial exercises,! and

the proficiency which he had made in

studies under his learned preceptor, Gawin Dun-

bar enhanced as these were by the pro

royalty had already won the esteem and a\\

the hopes of the nation, which may well be sup-

posed to have been weary of the protracted and

calamitous conflicts for the regency. Accordingly
he was welcomed to Edinburgh with er.th

through admiring and applauding crowds of the

citizens, he passed with the queen-mother and a

train of the nobility, to his ancestral palace of

Holyrood ; and there, in solemn council, 1

declared of age, issued proclamations in his own

name, announcing his assumption of the _

ment and received the homage of the assembled

peers and prelates. The only m
Beaton and the Bishop of Aberdeen, who vainly

* Kllis's Letters, vol. i. p. 247; Lesley, p. 1 >.

+ Dr. Magnus, the English envoy, wi:

WoKey for an ornamental buckler as a present t

king, says expressly that it must be of tho full

man, as James had no juvenile weapons, even his s

being a yard, long from the hilt, and yet he could draw it a-.

well as auy man. Pinkerton, vol. ii. p. 239.
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it-d the nobles of their previous pledges to

Albany, and argued the imprudence of plunging
their monarch, at so early an age, into all the cares

and temptations of royalty. In the course of the

following month also, a bond was subscribed by a

number of the lords spiritual and temporal, formally

.ing their previous engagement with Albany,
and promising that they

" shall in all tymcs cumin

be leil, true, and obedient servands to our said

:ne lord, the kyng's grace." This agreement
i;o signatures of the Earls of Arran, Lennox,

>rd, Murray, Morton, and Cassilis
; Lords

;e, Fleming, Borthwick, Livingstone, and

Kvandale : the Bishops of Ross and Galloway ; the

s of Ilolyrood, Scone, Paisley, and Jedburgh ;

the Lord Provost of Edinburgh, and many of the

gentry.* Xor did any serious token of hostility
Iscwherc in the kingdom, although the

jiarti/ans of the regent stood aloof, and regarded

.;uige in the government with an unfriendly

The prospect of a more settled administration,

opened by this bloodless revolution, was speedily
clouded. A new complication of the national

affairs arose on the side of England, where the

tidings of the queen's rapid movement and success,

Suspicions of threw some uncertainty over the

L projects of her brother and Cardi-
court. nal W isey. Although the step

which she had taken was entirely in accordance

with the policy previously concerted betwixt her

and them, they looked upon the manner of its ex-

ecution as suspicious. She had hurried on the

issue without warning Henry of her intention, or

waiting for the subsidies of men and money which

he had promised; nor was there any reference to

the English interests in the acts of council which

established the new regime. These circumstances,

coupled with Margaret's well-known aversion to

AVolvy, made it doubtful that she would be found

as subservient to influence from the English court,

as had been expected. Nor was the fear altogether

groundless. The queen, with all her leanings
towards her brother and her native land, had no

! o sec her adopted country and her son in a

iing attitude of subjection. She seems to

gladly carried out her design by her own

resources, thus placing matters on a basis the most

favourable to her own and her son's independent

authority. She could not venture, however, and
indeed did not desire, anything like a rupture with
her English allies. In the message which she

sent to announce her success, she still entreated

the promised assistance, and ere long received,

with obvious satisfaction, a considerable sum of

English money, and a company of two hundred

rs, who were to form the body-guard of

the newly inaugurated king. Wolsey's plans had

contemplated a much more prominent interpo-
sition of his master's influence in the Scottish

affairs
; and the Duke of Norfolk was lying with a

'

large force upon the Borders, waiting the signal to

* 0. Cnl. R. vi. 378
; Pinkerton, vol. ii. p. 473.

'

> to.
cross and assume the merit of raising Ji

power which ho was expected to ttflkt
to his uncle's ambition. The Earl of Angus also
had been

recently invited from the continent to
the Knglish court, \vith the view of bring employed
in his native land to promote the .

Henry, who counted ujxm him a* a medial and
effective partisan. The queen's rapid and tdt-

I

pendent action disconcerted these project*, WoUrr
I

saw reason for mistrust, which waa aeon greatly
strengthened, by her peremptory refusal to t^Bff-

I

tion the proposed return of her husband Angus, by
I her opening new nci: with the French
monarch, and by her sotting at liberty Beaton and
the Bishop of Aberdeen, whom she had at first com-
mitted to prison in consequence of their opposition
to her measures. There was a pause according!!
in the Cardinal's movements, and a trace of a few
months was concluded at Berwick, bctwee

folk and the Earl of Cassilis, the commissioners of
the two kingdoms.

If Margaret had now continued to preomo INT

reputation and her popularity, it Miseuadaet of

might not have been difficult for * !

her to establish her independence and confirm her

power. But she had become enamoured of Henry
Stewart, the second son of Lord Kvandale. Her
unconcealed partiality for this young nobleman,
and the arrogance which ho aoromed on the

ground of her favour, awakened general diseatia

faction. Several of the barons withdrew from her

court in displeasure; and cvm Arran. her princi-

pal supporter, began to consult his own interest*

in preference to her cause. Thus weakened, she

appeared to present to her brother and Woliejr a

more pliable instrument for the txeeuti .n of their

ambitious designs. Accord!: ibassudora,

Dr. Magnus, Hc:iry's chaplain, und llogcr Rat-

cliffe, his gentleman usher of tin- pi.vy chamber,

were directed to repair without d court,

and to endeavour to effect her reconciliation with

her husband the presence of Angu* in Scotland

being still deemed of primary importance to the

English interests there. But the queen'* former

attachment to him had been replaced by o strong

an aversion, that no argument could induce her to

consent to his recall. Her opposi- B-|an| ^j^^ .

tion, however, did not p

return of Angus to Scotland: in the beginning d
November he crossed the Hordcrs, and t<

residence at Coldingham Priory. re-nttril

native country after a two you>'

once more the scene of bitter contooUo

regency.
The reappearance of the carl did not

first anyseriousdisturbance
oftheqaom'i

If the step taken by him had the MM
English court, that was kept secret 8 pro

was escaping from restraint imposed

Newcastle by the orders of Henrr.

seek on his arrival to surround himaelf

state and power, which the prwtfgec

and his family influence still pheod
1
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reach. His retinue did not exceed forty armed
[

men, to which number all the barons and gentry :

were restricted by a recent order of council ;
and

j

be wrote to Margaret in submissive and conciliatory
j

terms, entreating her to grant him a personal con-

ference, professing his readiness to make amends

for any offences which he had committed, and de-

claring that he had no other desire than to be of

service to her and his sovereign. No notice was

taken of this communication ; and when the parlia-

ment met in the middle of the month, it proceeded

to the transaction of business without any overt

reference to the new element of discord. The re-

Abrogation of gency of Albany was formally

Albany's regency, abrogated, and a new administra-

tive council was formed, consisting of the chancel-

lor, the Bishop ofAberdeen, and the Earls of Arran

and Argyle, with the queen as president.* These

two measures met with no opposition ;
but the dis-

turbed state of the realm, and the relations with

England, presented grave questions, in regard to

which it was more difficult to effect unanimity.
The sittings were adjourned from day to day,

and the debate was still pending, when an incident

occurred which rudely interrupted the delibera-

Attack of Angus tions of the parliament, and com-

opon the capiuL pletely changed the aspect of

affairs. Early on the morning of the 23rd of No-

vember, several hours before sunrise, the inhabit-

ants of Edinburgh were roused from their slumbers

by the sound of war in their streets. The Earls of

Angus and Lennox, with the Master of Kilmaurs
and the Laird of Buccleuch, had scaled the walls,

opened the gates, and penetrated to the Cross with
a body of their partisans, to the number of four or

five hundred. Their declared intentions were pa-
cific ; they offered no further violence to property
or life ; and announced that they only sought to

Lave the king's person removed from the custody
of individuals who were compassing the injury of

the state. But a proclamation of peaceful designs
from men who had forced an entrance into the

capital with their drawn weapons in their hands,
could not be expected to carry much weight The
tire of the castle was directed against them

; a:id

the queen, who was at Holyrood, having hastily
collected a force of five hundred men, was prepar-
ing to drive them from the city at the point of the

word, when the Bishop of Aberdeen and the Abbot
of Gunbuskcnneth, accompanied by Dr. Magnus,
buried to the palace to entreat that she would
*top the cannonade from the castle, which was
doing much more injury to the citizens than to the

. y found her in a htutc of angry
.-;it. She imperiously ordered the English

MlhiaMilur home to his lodging, suspecting him to
b a party to the outrage ; and for a little, there
appeared no hope of preventing a fierce and san-

gttinary conflict between the two factions in the
Mrrow street* of the metropolis. More modi-rate
counsels, however, at length prevailed. A procla-

|" in the king's name, commanding the imme-
|

* Keith
1

* Hut, App. p. 0.

diate departure of Angus and his adhere:

the desired effect. They withdrew in the d

of Dalkeith ;
and ere the late dawn of the winter's

day called the merchants and craftsmen to then-

booths in the Lawn-market, the queen had passed

up the street with her son, by torchlight, to the

castle, and shut herself up in the fortress to devise

further measures for the promotion of her securitv

and influence. She was attended by no individuals

of note, except the secretary of the late regent, and
the Earl of Murray, another well-known partuan
of the French faction.*

Meanwhile the agents of Wolsey had been
busily

employed. With English spies, intrigues of tlie

even in the palace of James, and English

many of the most illustrious persons at his court in

receipt of English pensions, it was not wonderful

that considerable success had attended their in-

trigues. Dr. Magnus, writing to the Cardinal on

the 10th of November, had been able to report,

that Arran was no longer opposed to a reconcilia-

tion with Angus; that Albany's brother, the Com-

mendator of Scone and Inchaffray, with Cockburn,

Bishop of Dunkeld, the Earl of Cassilis, and the

learned Adam Otterburn, were decidedly favour-

able to the alliance with England ;
and that even

the Chancellor Beaton now listened to overtures

from the same quarter. In this state of matters,

the attack on Edinburgh was by no means so rash

a measure as the small number of the assailants

and their speedy retreat might seem to indicate.

There had been grounds for expecting that many
of those who had not yet broken off from the

queen's party, would embrace that opportunity of

declaring themselves, and joining the ranks of her

opponents. Nor did the failure of the attempt to

get possession of the capital materially liindcr the

subsequent progress of the conic-tic,

queen's retreat into the castle separated her in a

great measure from the nobles and gentry, who

had still continued to attend her councils. Her

seclusion there, with no persons of influence in

attendance upon her, save those whose leanings to

the French court were notorious, threw IK

picion over her purposes, and put new arguments

against her into the mouths of her rivals, a

days Beaton and Angus entered Coalition of

into a coalition, which promised Angus and

to give them a short and easy path
to the contested supremacy. Alarmed by this un-

expected and critical turn of affairs, Margin

compelled to make another appeal to her i

In her own name, and in that of Arran, who had

not yet avowedly separated himself from her in-

terests, she despatched the Earl of C'uilis the

Bishop of Duukeld, and the Abbot of Cambusk-

enneth, on an embassy to London : their it

tions were, to remonstrate with Henry on account

of her husband's return, to excuse her a]>;

alienation from the designs of the English court.

on the ground of the jealousy of the Scott;-

pie with regard to their country's independence,

Magnus to AVolsey, Calig. B. i 1~L
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d to propose a permanent alliance between the

o kingdoms, through the marriage of James to

e Princess Mary. At the same time a herald

to France, for the purpose of announcing
at the regency of Albany must be considered

ly at an end, requiring the restitution of the

ry stores in his castle of Dunbar, and urging
e consideration of the French monarch the

were anxious and protracted. As
Angus was pledged to the policy
of England, and the English am-
bassador was still exerting himself to bring
a recuuciiiutiun, the confederates hesitated to ikt

any step which might widm the breech betwixt
them and the qui gth, after A dtMWsioJI
which lasted twenty days, they rentund to pahlish

wliich tlie trade of Scotland had suffered on i a strong declaration, in which they *Mjt*i^rt ffrt
account. This was intended to prove the sin-

cerity of her professed desire for a reconciliation

with Henry. But the suspicious which her pre-
vious proceedings had awakened, were too strong
to be easily lulled to rest; and the close of the

year found her ambassadors still in London, occu-

pied with tedious and difficult negotiations, wliich

gave little promise of terminating in any satisfac-

tory result.

The beginning of the next year (1525,) saw the

balance inclining more and more decidedly against
the queen. Angus and Beaton, backed by an in-

fluential party of the other peers and prelates, had
the country open to them, and the actual form of

the government in their hands. Establishing their

head quarters at St. Andrews, they proceeded to

demand, in peremptory terms, the removal of the

king from under the control of his mother, and the

appointment of a new council of regency by the

parliament. Margaret, on her side, could not ven-

ture beyond the walls of Edinburgh castle : the

possession of this fortress, and her hold on the

royal person, being the only elements of strength
,cs of tlie that remained to her. But her

queen. proud and energetic spirit was not

yet broken
;
and she still maintained a high tone

of resolution and independence in the measures

which she adopted. The Earl of Cassilis, who had
returned from England for further instructions, was
sent back to propose, that supplies of money and

ammunition should be forwarded to her without

;nd that the Duke of Norfolk should create

a diversion in her favour, by advancing on the

Scottish frontier with an army of ten thousand

men. AVith these demands she coupled a declara-

tion, that unless Henry would pledge himself to

give his daughter in marriage to James, as soon as

the princess attained the age of fourteen, the ne-

gotiations with France could not be iinally aban-

doned. Margaret also attempted, through Barton,
the Comptroller of her household, to sow dissension

among the partisans of Angus and Beaton ;
and on

the failure of this attempt, she did not hesitate to

issue a violent proclamation against them in the

king's name. Threatening death and confiscation

on all who should be found supporting their preten-

sions, and singling out the chancellor, the Bishop of

Aberdeen, and the Prior of St. Andrews, it spe-

cially charged them with treasonable practices, in

withdrawing from the councils of their sovereign,
wd

instigating measures subversive of his au-

thority.'
'I he deliberations which ensued at St. Andrews

Cal. B. vii. 7J.

continued seclusion of the king in Edinburgh
castle, summoned a meeting of the three Ketates at

Stirling, on the hixtii of February, to settle the

question of the regency, and announced that in the
mean time no edict, though bearing the royal
name, should be received as legal or obeyed as
authoritative.* They also wrote to the Fnglieh
monarch, justifying their procedure, and entreating
his pardon if it did not meet with his approval.
Thus defied at home, and disappointed of assistance

from abroad, Margaret did not yet permit her

courage and hope to give way. As a last resource

she determined to try on appeal to arms, and far

this purpose entreated the barons who still lingered
around her, to raise their retainers, and take the

field on her behalf. To thi.-. however, they would
not consent, unless the young king accompanied
them a condition to which Margaret dared not

agree, fearing to lose the advantage connected with

the custody of her son. Accordingly she was at

last compelled to yield. Negotiations being opened
under the auspices of Dr. Ma^i.i:-., i: was mutually

agreed that James should be removed to the palace
of Holyrood, and placed under the guardianship of

a council elected by parliament, and presided orer

by the queen; in who&c favour it was also stipu-

lated, that Angus should renounce his marital

rights over her person and property, and that all

beneiiccs under the vuluv of a thousand pounds
should continue at her disposal. It was with

strong but concealed repugnance that she subscribed

this contract, for bhc could not foil to cc that it

was a virtual surrender of the power for which she

had so long and resolutely struggled. There can

be no doubt, that if she hud afterwards obtained

any favourable opportunity of casting off the re-

straints which this treaty imposed upon her, ah*

would have done so without hesitation, regardless

of the breach of faith which soch a >t,

In fact, she had hardly completed the ratification

of the compromise, when t>he acnt oft* a ti

tainer to France, with letters to AIU
.

she addressed him a-s : treated hie assist

ancc in procuring her divorce, and decb

desire to obtain the aid of the French CtBlt i

attempt to regain her position.
But Francis w

no longer able to succour her : v

from the date of her missive be was

made prisoner at Pavio. Nor did ahe *c*Pe
<

"

punishment which her treachery deterred

letters, being intercepted and sent to t

tin~uished the last lingering embers of
her I

that quarter: aud thenceforward, though she

CaLD.Ti.aM.
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tinned for a little longer in nominal authority at

her son's court, her influence -was gone, and it

scarcely needed her unseemly marriage, in the fol-

lowing year, with her paramour, Henry Stewart,

to compfetc the ruin of her power and prospects.

Meanwhile, the foolish and wicked conduct of

the queen-mother, in conferring the supreme power

upon a boy, only in the thirteenth year of his age,

withdrawing him from his studies, and exposing

him to all the flatteries and vices of the court, was

exercising the most injurious influence on the cha-

racter of the youthful monarch. His early educa-

Erly education ^on na<* tcen entrusted to the care

of the of the famous Sir David Lindsay,
young king. Av|lo jias given a most graphic and

deeply interesting description of the manner in

which he moulded the character of the prince,

and instructed him in the knowledge of all

liberal and manly accomplishments. Sir David

was appointed gentleman-usher to the royal infant

on the day of his birth, and was for many years
his constant companion and playmate.

" On no

man of his age," it has been justly observed,

"could the superintendence of moments of such

susceptibility have more providentially devolved.

Lindsay was a man of elegant taste and grand
ideas, as great a philosopher as he was a poet, a

detester of abuses and prejudices, and the secret

projector of some of the most important improve-
ments which soon after took place in the condition

of his country."* The duties of his important
office were discharged by the accomplished and

highly-gifted tutor with the most scrupulous fidelity
and devoted affection, and he seems to have scarcely
ever quitted the presence of his ward either by
day or night. Few passages in historical bio-

graphy arc more interesting than those in which

Judicious in- &'r David recalls to his sovereign's
n df sir recollection the amusements with

lsay- which he had entertained his in-

fancy, and shows how gently and fondly he applied
all the resources of his richly endowed intellect to
amuse and instruct the royal babe, carefully exer-

cising his faculties both of body and mind, gradu-
ally awakening his energies, and adapting his in-

formation to the tender years of the prince, and
acting ns 'scwor, cup-bearer, carver, purse-master,
tuber, and chief officer of his bedchamber.'

" When tliou WH young I bore thcc in my arm
I- nil t'-tideily till thou l>ei>inith to gnng;t

happed I tliee full warm,
With lute ill linml, syne M.lilv to (lice sang;
S'line time in duneing lirivlie I Jiang,

And MilllelitiirM pluMIl;; fillers on tin- lln,,!-,

And sometimes on mine office taking cure.

14 And Mitnetimr* like nnc fiend trnnsngnrate,
^"' .lii the grisly ghobt of Guy ; ||

In ilivi-n. f. . <

>litix'irmte,
Aii'l s ., IIII-IH ,| lull pleasantly;

i'lrtli I have
coiitiii'iitllyBfn occupied, and ny to thy plea.su;. ."

of Scottish PoU. Lives of the Lindsays, vol. i.

p. Jtlii.

Begin to walk. Covered. $ Strangely, merrily.
c.'U-bruted known '

Sir Guy
'

of romance.

Again, in his '

Complaint to the King's Grace,
after telling his sovereign that he '

lay night! v bv
his cheek,' he reminds him

" How as ane chapman * bears his pack,
I bore thy grace upon my back,
And. sometimes stridlings t on my neck,
Dancing with mony bend and heck.J
The first syllabis thatthou didst mute,;|
Was ' Pa Da Lyn,' ^f upon the lute.

Then played I twenty springs perqueir,**
Whilk was great pleasure for to hear.

Fra play thou let me never rest,

But Gynkertoun+t thou loved ay best."

After awakening the youthful prince's natural love

of music by the '

springs
' he played on his lute,

Sir David, who had a memory delightfully stored

with ancient lore, kindled the imagination of his

pupil by the recitation of historical tales, ballad

stories, and marvellous traditions, and made him

acquainted with the adventures of Hector, Alex-

ander, Hercules, Samson, King Arthur, and
'

gentle
Julius

;'
and when history and tradition failed, he

"
Feigned many a fable,

Of Troilus, the sorrow and the joy,
And sieges all of Tyre, Thebes, and Troy."

At one time he would tell him

" Of leal lovers, stories amiable ;"

at another time he would recite to him the pro-

phecies of Thomas the Rhymer, Bcde, and Merlin,

or the popular marvels of ' Red Etin '

JJ and the
'

Gyir Carline.'

In the midst of these recreations, however. Sir

David never lost sight of the grand object to which

all his efforts were directed, the improvement of

the young prince's character, so as to fit him for

the duties of his exalted station.

" Wherefore since thou hast sic capacitie,
To learn to play sa pleasantly and sing,

Ride horse, rin spears with great audacitie,

Shoot with hand-bow, cross-bow, and cnlvcring,

Among the rest, sir, learn to be ane king !

Kythe || ||
on that craft thy pregnant fresh ing}-

Granted to thee by influence divine.

" And since the definition of one king,
Is for to have of people governance,

Address thee first, above all other thing,
To put thy body to sic ordinance,
That thy virtue thy honour may advance ;

For how should princes govern great region!,

That cannot duly guide their own persons?

" And if thy grace would live right pleasantlie,

Call thy council, and cast on them the cure;

Theirjust decreits defend and fortiiie

Hut ***
guid counsel may na prince Ling endure ;

Work with counsel then shall thy w:

Chnse thy council of the maist sap;. "it,

Without regard to blude, riches, or rent."

Tedler. + Astride. } How. 5 Syllable?

I'
Articulate. If

'

Play, Davie Lindsay.
* Twenty tunes off hand by heart. Fr. far <

4-t The name of an ancient Scottish tune,

t J A popular story of a giant with thn

The Hecate or mother witch of th.

santry.

|i[ Show. HH Genius. *** Without
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:

" Among all other pastime and pleasour,
Now in thy adolescent years ving,*

Wald thou ilk day study but half an hoar
The regiment of princely governing,
To thy people it were a pleasant thing ;

There might thou find thy awin vocatioun,
How thou should use thy sceptre, sword, and crown.

" The chronicles to know I thee exhort,
Whilk may be mirror to thy majesty ;

There shall thou find baith guid and evil report,
Of every prince after his quality ;

Though they be dead their deeds shall not die ;

Trust weill thou shalt be styled in that stone,
As thou deserves, put in memorie.

"
Request that Roy, whilk rent was on the rude,+
Thee to defend from deeds of defame,

That no poet report of thee but guid ;

For princes' days endures but as ane dream.
Since first King Fergus bure ane diadem,

Thou art the last king of five score and five,

And all are dead, and nane but thou alive.

" Of whose number fifty and five were slain;

And most part in their awin misgoveruance ;

Wherefore I thee besech, my soverane,
Consider of their lives the circumstance;
And when thou knows the cause of their mischance,

Of virtue then exalt thy sails on hie,

Trusting to 'chaipj that fatal destiny.

' Treat ilk true baron as he were thy brother,
Whilk maun at need thee, and thy realm defend

;

Wheu suddenly ane doth oppress another,
Let justice mixt with mercy them amend ;

.Have thou their hearts, thou hast enough to spend ;

And be the contrair, thou'rt but king of bane,
What time thine heiris

||
hearts been from thee gane.^f

" And finally remember thou maun die,

And suddenly pass off this mortal see,

Thou art not sicher ** of thy life twa hours
Since from that sentence there is nane may flee,

King, queen, nor knight of low estate, nor hie,

But all maun thole of bitter death the showers ft
Where are they gone, thir papes and emperours?
Are they not dead ? So shall it fare of thee !

"
J J

The skilful training of this wise and affectionate

Progress made governor seems to have exerted

by James in his the most beneficial influence on the
education.

susceptible mind of his royal pupil ;

and we learn from the testimony of Dr. Magnus
and Roger Ratcliffe, the English ambassadors, that

even at this early period James excelled in all the

athletic and knightly exercises of the age. In a

letter to "VTolsey, dated Edinburgh, 15th Novem-

ber, 1521, there is the following interesting descrip-

tion of the amusements of the princely youth :

"The queen's said grace had us forth for solace

Young. + The King who rent was on the Cross.

J Escape. Fr. echapper.
That is, King of the Bean in the amusements of Twelfth-

day, the Feast of Epiphany.
1|

Lords.

If The complaint of the Papingo. Works of Sir David

<y, pp. 300303.
* Sure.

+ f
' But all must undergo the throes of bitter death.'

It Exhortation to
' The King's Grace

'

at the conclusion

of the
'

Dream.' Lindsay's Works, vol. i. p. 2-50.
" S i

David little thought," says Lord Lindsay,
" when writing

these noble stanzas, that he himself was to be one of the

upany who attended the dying prince at Falkland,
tnd closed his eyes dying of a broken heart, through ne-

glect of his father's example and Sir David's precepts, at

the early age of thirty-one." Lives of the Lindsays, vol. i.

p. 21 fi.

"

VOL. I.

(recreation) with the king's grace here at
and in the tields, and to see him stir his hnnsi. and
run with a spear, among his lord* and serranta, at
a glove. Also, by the queen's procuring, we bate
seen his said grace use himself pleasantly both
in singing and dancing, and showing familiarity
among his lords. All which, his princely acts and
doings, be so excellent for his age (not yet ihirteea
till Easter next), that in our opinion it is not pos-
sible they should be amended. And much more to
our comfort it is to see that in personage, favour,
and countenance, and in all other his proceeding*.
his grace rescmbleth very much the king's high*
ness (Henry VIII.) our master. And besides all

this his said grace hath, with most loving counte-

nance, showed unto us that much it pleased his

grace to hear of the good manners of England, and
much it displeaseth to see his subjects fTtrritt the
fashions and manners of France." His mother,
with her characteristic reckless- it i* tourraptW
ness and selfishness, did not hesi- *>J " SM*hsr.

tate to interrupt, for her own purposes, a coarse of

training so well calculated to make her son a wiae

and great sovereign. During her residence in

England she strove to irritate his fiery and im

petuous temperament by taunts that he was treated

as an infant, and held in a state of degrading

bondage, ir. order to induce him to elope with her

from the toils and tasks of the school in:

liberty of his uncle's court, which she depicted in

captivating terms. As might have been expected,
such representations produced a most it.

effect on the ardent and wilful disposition of lite

prince, then in his eleventh year. On one of hie

attendants resisting his attempts to break hie cap-

tivity, as his mother thought proper to term hie

educational restraint, the royal boy became furioas

with passion, and struck aim through the arm with

his dagger; and soon after thi> he threatened Co

stab the porter,
' because the man would not open

the gates of Stirling castle at his order." In the

following year, as we have seen, the intrigues of

the queen were at length successful ; the yoang

prince was taken

' Fr the schools,

Where he, under obedience.

Was learning virtue aud seisaes,

and put at the head of the government, in order

that his mother and her faction might misgovern

the kingdom in his name. His wise and vutaoae

governor, Lindsay, along with Beliendea. the

learned translator of Boece, and the other personal

attendants of the prince, were dimiawd, and thru-

places supplied with base sycophants and flatterer*.

who neglected his education, and pandered to bis

passions, in order that he might the more r-

yield himself to their guidance.
Under the pre-

tence of providing for the security of the

person, the queen surrounded him with a guard a

two hundred men-at-arms, who were paid by

State Papers, voL ir. p. 4. Lire* of tee Qmeeas ef fte*

land, voL L p. 178.
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Hrnrv. and. like the Scottish archer-guard of the

French monarchy were, for the most part, the

younger sons of noble families. The temptations

The evil results to which the youthful prince was

of her policy, exposed from the companionship

of these licentious military courtiers, may be learned

from the following lively picture, drawn by Sir

David Lindsay, in his poem entitled 'The Com-

plaint':
"

Sir, some would say, yonr majestie

Shall now go to yonr liberty ;

Ye shall by no man be coarctit.*

Nor to the"school no more subjected ;

We think them very natural fools

That learn o'ermeikle in the schools :

Sir, ye must learn t<> run a spear,

And "guide you like a man of war ;

For we shall put such men about you,

That all the world and more shall doubt you.

Then to his grace they put a guard,
Which hastily got thf ir reward :

Each man after their quality.

They did solist his majesty,
Some made him revel at the racket,

Some barlit him to the hurly-hacket,t

And some, to show their courtly corsis,J

Would ride to Leith, and run their horses,

And wichUy wallop over the sands ;

They neither spared spurs nor wands,

Casting galmondis ||
with bends and becks,

For wantonness some broke their necks :

Tlu-rc was no play, but cards and dice,

And aye Sir Flattery bore the prize."

The poet then proceeds to depict in still darker

colours the proceedings of these gentlemen of the

body-guard whom Queen Margaret had placed

about her son.

"
Methought it was a piteous thing,
To see thut fair, young, tender king,
Ofwhom thir gallants stood nane awe,
To piny with him, pluck at the craw.^f

They became rich, I yon assure,
But ay, the prince remained poor ;

There was few of that garnisoun
*

That learned him ane good lesson ;

But, tome to crack, and some to clatter,

Some played the fool, and some did flatter.

Quoth ane, I know ane maid in Fyfe,
*t wantoun lasses,

Whereto, sir, be Goddis blnde, she passes.
Hold thy tongue, brother, quoth another;
I know ane fairer by fifteen fut her. J |

Sir, when ve please to Lithgow pass,
There shall ye see ane lustie lass;
Now tritul, trattil, trow low,|

}: third man, thou dost but mow,|j|l
Wh. ti his grace come* to fair Stirling,
There shall be see ane day's darling." ^[^f

mnot wonder at the burning indignation
with which Sir David anathematizes the folly

Subjected restrained.
A cbooM>oy sport, which consists in sliding down a

fcwp bank. The scene of this courtly amusement was the
'

i! riding Hill' of Stirling, which lay immediately to the
aocth of the outle wall*. Bee ante, p. 260

:
''-

I Stoutly gallop.
I Calling capers.

1[
Pluck al the crow : pigeon him, in modem phrase. So

fa 0win DougUs'. Palace of Honour :'

1

1'lurk at the craw, they cryed, deplome the ruik,
Pulhuid my hair, with blocking face they bruik."

Party, company. + t Pleasing, lovely.
. rather

'

means in general a great quantity, or number.
OBtaBpUums, but unmeaning expressions.

The Complaint" Sir David Lindsay's Works, vol. i.

i

[Ciup. XXIII.

and wickedness of those who, to gain their own
base ends, exposed the young prince, at a most
critical period of life, to the contamination of such
evil counsel and example.*

Margaret, however, did not long enjoy the

power which she had hoped to gain by the prema-
ture elevation of her son to supreme authority.
Her duplicity and foolish obstinacy speedily lost

her the confidence of all parties in the country,
while her profligate behaviour rendered her dis-

reputable in the eyes of the people. The detection

of her intrigues with France had completely alien-

ated from her the affections of the English court;
and her imperious brother was so enraged at her

indecent conduct and her pertinacious opposition
to the proposal of a marriage between the young
king and the Princess Mary, that he addressed to

her a letter, full of the most violent reproaches,
which caused her to burst into tears, and exclaim,
that such a letter was never written to any noble-

woman.f But though she at first forbade Magnus,
the English envoy, to bring her any more such

letters from her brother to read,
' for if she did

read any more, she was right sure it would be her

death,' yet, intimidated by his violent menaces,
she ultimately replied in a submissive tone and

with humble remonstrances. She still persisted,

however, in urging forward her divorce; and so

deep were her apprehensions, real or pretended, of

Angus, that she refused to return to Edinburgh,
where her presence was necessary, as president of

the council of state, to ratify the recent trace with

England, though security was offered for her

safety. But it was generally whispered,
" thut

the queen was forced to retire awhile on account of

the birth of her first child by Henry Stewart, with

whom she had made a secret marriage." As she

obstinately refused, from whatever cause, to trust

her person in the capital, it was ultimately u-

solved that the deed should be held valid without

her signature. True to her intriguing character,

she now entered into a secret negotiation with

Louisa of Savoy, the mother of Francis I., and the

regent of the kingdom during his captivity, offer-

ing to conclude a firm alliance with France, on

condition of receiving payment of a sum of money
and an annual pension. But this selfish attempt
shared the fate of her other schemes

;
for a treaty

which was at this time concluded between France

and England, put an end to all hopes of assistance

from the French court, and extinguished for a

the French faction among the Scottish nobles.

An embassy, consisting of the Archbishop of

Glasgow and the Earl of Angus, with other com-

missioners, now proceeded to Berwick, where a

truce of three years was concluded with England.
The queen-mother and Arran used every effort to

prevent the ratification of the treaty ;
and when

they found their intrigues ineffectual, Arran eol-

* See 'The Complaint.' Sir David Lindsay's Works,
vol. i p. 200.

+ Letter of Magnus to Wolsey, 31st March, 1525. State

Papers, p. 818.
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't d a force of five thousand men, and advanced to

Linlithgow, with the view of rescuing the king
out of the hands of the Douglases. But Angus,

\ lc, and Lennox, taking James with them,

antly marched against the insurgents, who

Ripitately

retreated and dispersed at the sight
ic royal standard, without attempting to offer

resistance.*

ic long-pending suit of divorce between the

queen and her husband was at length terminated.

_;us had hitherto resisted the suit, not from any
> tion which he entertained for his wife, but in

order to obtain possession of her extensive estates;

i he now withdrew his opposition, on discovering
that such a project would not receive the sanction

of the council. The sentence of divorce accordingly
was pronounced by the chancellor, in his Consistorial

court of St. Andrews, on the alleged ground that

Angus had been betrothed to a noble lady before

his marriage with the queen. In the course of the

if year a similar decision was delivered by the

pope; and no sooner was this sentence promulgated
than Margaret publicly acknowledged Henry
Stewart as her husband. The Lords of the

Council, incensed at this presumption on the part
of Stewart, in forming such an alliance without

the consent of the king, sent Lord Erskine, with a

Miiall body of troops, to Stirling, where the queen
>led, and Margaret was compelled to surrender

her husband, who was for a short time committed
to prison.f

These proceedings on the part of the queen not

only disgusted the people, but produced a great

diuiige in the policy of Angus, and ultimately led

to a revolution in the government. That powerful
baron had hitherto laboured to accomplish a recon-

i illation with his wife, with the hope that, by the

Cession of her estates, with the custody of the

young king's person, he would be enabled to en-

BS the supreme power. The divorce of the

c|ueen, and her marriage to her paramour, dis-

appointed this expectation, and led him to adopt a

new course of policy, which removed the only
obstacle that stood between him and absolute do-

minion. In the month of April, 1525, the king com-

pleted his fourteenth VPT, a period when, by the

luw of Scotland, his minority terminated and he

was to be regarded as an independent sovereign.

Angus speedily resolved to take advantage of this

event, in order to obtain the custody of the king's

person, and to engross the whole power of the

::<>veniment. On the thirteenth of June a par-
liament assembled at Edinburgh, and on the fifth

day of its session an ordinance was passed, de-

claring, that as the king had now attained his

full
majority, the royal prerogative rested solely

in his hands, and that all other authority, which
had been used by any person whatever in his

name, was abrogated, f This artful measure at

*
Pinkerton, vol. ii. p. 271

; Lesley, p. 133.
+ lliid.; Letter of Sir Wm. Dacre to Wolsey, 2nd

April, 15-25.

J Crawford's Officers of State, pp. 67, 68; Pinkerton,
376.

once annulled the power of the 8erC CbneU. Uw
only obstacle which stood between Angw and the
complete control of the state. Bat the art of the

Kstatos, which entrusted the keeping of the
royul jH.-rson to certain peer, in rotation. stiU re-
mained in force; and as Angus had ummooed UM
parliament to inert him at that prectM fjn when
the periodical guardianship of the king drvoited
upon himself and Beaton, now
Archbishop of St. Andrew*, the

consequence of thin politic ma- **"*!
noouvre was to throw the supreme power entirely
into their hands. A new Secret Council *.

nominated, composed exclusively of the adherents of
Angus, and almost every office of trust and qtffin-
ment in the kingdom was conferred oa one or
other of his supporters. 1

. Archibald

Douglas, of Kilspindy, was made high-treaemri
Erskine of Halton, secretary; and Crichton, Abbot of

Holyrood, privy seal. The great seal was soon after
taken from Beaton, and Angus himself assumed the
office of chancellor, and wielded the full authority
of regent, though without asauming the name.
The influence of the house of Douglas Mvmed

now to have revived in all its
Tyranny of tfc

ancient strength, and once more DooglaM*.

threatened to destroy both the independence of
the crown and the liberties of the people. An
act of parliament was panned, granting to the

leaders of this all-powerful faction a remission for

all the crimes, robberies, or treasons, committed by
them during the lost nineteen years.* Murder*,

robberies, and other flagrant crimes were com-
mitted with impunity by their followers; the mart

sacred ecclesiastical dignities were violently seued,
and bestowed upon the creatures of Angus, or

sometimes even sold to the highest bidder 5 and so

shamefully were the rules of justice perverted by
the partiality of the earl for his kinsmen and

vassals, that, according to an old historian,
" there

dared no man strive at law with a Douglas, or a

Douglas's man ;
for if he did, he was sure to get

the worst of the law-suit. And," he add*,

although Angus travelled through the country
under the pretence of punishing thieves, robbers,

and murderers, there were no malefactors so great

as those who rode in his own company."
The government of Angus soon became a* odious

to the king as it was oppressive to the country,

and James eagerly sought an opportunity to free

himself from a yoke which he felt to be at oner

galling and degrading. He secretly made known

his feelings and wishes to the Earl of Lmnox. a

wise and upright nobleman, who was now die*

ated from Angus on account of hi* tyranny and

grasping ambition; and by bis advice, it ta be-

lieved, a plan was concocted for the deliverance o

the king from the irksome restraint in which b
was held. About the middle of rammer Angm
made a progress into Teviotdale, for the pvpose ol

repressing some excesses which bad taken place on

the Borders, and carried the king with him. On

Act* of the P*rl*ment of Scotland, voL ii. p. ST.
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niching Jedburgh, the chiefs of the neighbouring

clans were summoned to meet their sovereign, and

enjoined to apprehend certain notorious criminals

within their bounds. Before this, however, James

had secretly sent an intimation to Sir Walter Scott,

of Buccleuch, a powerful Border chief, that lie

should raise his clan and rescue his sovereign out

of the hands of the Douglases. Buccleuch eagerly

Ruccleuoh obeyed the royal injunction, and

attempu to deb'ver immediately levied his retainers

tb king. and friends, comprehending a

large body of Elliots, Armstrongs, and other

Border clans, over whom he exercised great

authority. Angus, with his reluctant ward, had

panned the night at Melrose on his return from

Jedburgh, and the clans of Home and Ker, who
had accompanied him in his expedition, had taken

their leave of the king, when, in the grey of the

morning, Buccleuch and his followers, to the

number of a thousand horse, suddenly appeared on

the northern slope of an eminence called Halidon

Hill, and, descending into the plain, interposed be-

tween Angus and the bridge over the Tweed. A
messenger was immediately sent to inquire of Sir

Walter the reason of his appearance at the head of

such a force. He answered, that he came to show
his clan to the king, according to the custom of

the Border chiefs when their territories were
honoured by the royal presence. He was then

commanded, in the king's name, to dismiss his

followers ; but he bluntly refused, alleging that he
knew the king's mind better than Angus. On re-

ceiving this haughty answer, which was justly
regarded as a defiance, the earl, addressing the

king, said, "Sir, yonder is Buccleuch, and the
thieves of Annandale with him, to intercept your
passage ; I vow to God they shall either fight or
flee ; and ye shall tarry here on this know (knoll),
and my brother George with you, with any other

company you please, and I shall pass and put yon
off the ground, and rid the gate (clear the

wmy) unto your grace, or else die for it." With
Battle of t*168* words Angus alighted and

MelroM. July 2ft, hastened to the charge, while his

brother Sir George, with the Earl
of Lennox and Lord Maxwell, formed a guard
around the king, and retired to a neighbouring
hillock. HuccU-uch and his retainers likewise dis-

mounted, and received the assailants with levelled

pears. The battle was fiercely contested ; but the
Borderers were unable to withstand the charge of
the armed knights who were in the array of the
Douglases ; and the Homos and Kers, who were at
no great distance, returned on hearing the noise of
the conflict, and, attacking the loft wing and rear

Boecleuch's little army, decided the fate of the
About eighty of the Scotts fell in this en-

gagement ; while, on the side of the Douglases,
tfconly material low was the death of Ker of

rfbrd, who was killed in the pursuit by Elliot
Stobs, a retainer of Buccleuch,* In conse-

* tpot whw thi. b.ttl* w, fonght i< between Ml-* MM! Ui
neighbouring rilUge of Darnick. It U now

quence of this untoward event, which was dee

lamented by both parties, a deadly feud arose

tween the Scotts and Kers, which raged during

greater part of a century, and ultimately led to

the murder of Buccleuch himself, who was slain

by the Kers, in the streets of Edinburgh, in the

year 1552.*

As Lennox was suspected of having privately

encouraged the attempt of Buc- Scheme

cleuch, he became from this period
f tne Earl of

, . . ,. , ,, . Lennox to live
an object of distrust to the vie- the king from
torious faction, and speedily re- his thraldom,

tired from court. Shortly after, in concert with

Archbishop Beaton and the queen-mother, he re-

solved to make another effort to rescue the kin?

from the ignominious thraldom in which he was

held by the Douglases. Having collected an army
of ten or twelve thousand men, he advanced from

Stirling towards Edinburgh; but his march was

intercepted near Linlithgow by the Earl of Arran,

at the head of a superior force. This nobleman,
the chief of the powerful family of the Harailtons,

had recently become reconciled to his former

rival, Angus, and he was now despatched by the

Douglases to meet his nephew Lennox, with the

hope of conciliating his hostility, and thus avert-

ing the odium of a contest with a peer who was

universally esteemed and beloved. The effort,

however, proved unsuccessful. Lennox declared,

with great vehemence, that he would enter the

capital or die in the attempt.f On this, Arran

instantly despatched a messenger to Angus, then

at Edinburgh, who commanded the city bells to

ring, and the trumpets to sound, for the purpose of

calling the citizens to arms
;
and having displayed

the royal banner, he obliged the king himself to

mount on horseback, to give countenance to the

measures of the Douglases against his own friends.

James, however, on pretext of indisposition, de-

layed the march of the troops as much as possible,

and Angus, unable to restrain his impatience,

pushed forward to the assistance of Arran, leaving

the king to follow under the charge of his brother,

Sir George Douglas. On reaching Linlithgow, the

earl found the Hamiltons drawn Encounter with

up on the bank of the river Avon, the Han;

about a mile to the west of the and l^glw*s

town. Arran having seized the bridge which

crossed the stream at that place, Lennox w; :

-

pelled, by this skilful manoeuvre, to attempt a

passage by a difficult ford opposite the nunnery of

called
'

Skinner's Field,' by a corruption from
' Skirmish

Field,' and forms part of the Abbotsford estate,

seat on the edge of Kaeside, about half a mile H)

house of Abbotsford, marks the spot called
'

Turnagain.'
where Elliot turned and slew Cessford with a str>.k

lance. It was a favourite resting-place of Sir Walt

and commands a magnificent view of Melrose and
of the Tweed. See Abbotsford edition of the ^
Novels, vol. v. p. 217. Cessford was the chief of the li

bnrh branch of the family of Ker, now represented by tne

Duke of Roxburgh.
Pitscottie, vol. ii. pp. 319821; Lesley, pp. 134. 1:

Buchanan, book xiv. chap, xxvii.; Lay of the Last Minstrel,

Appendix, note D.
t Lesley, p. 13d.
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Manuel, a little further up, and his soldiers were

exposed to a galling fire from the Hamiltons,

occupied the high ground above the river.

made good their passage, however, and,

ing up the opposite bank, were in the act of

ing with the enemy, when the shout of

s!' announcing the arrival of Angus,
carried dismay into their ranks, and they gave

i all sides, and fled in great confusion.

iiile, the king and his escort were slowly

.liing the scene of conflict. On reaching
the village of Corstorphine, the distant sound of

the artillery announced the commencement of the

battle, and Sir George Douglas, enraged at the

obvious reluctance to proceed, broke out

into fierce reproaches arid brutal menaces. ' Bide

where you are, sir,' said he,
'
for if they get hold

of you, be it by one of your arms, we will seize a

leg, and pull you in two pieces rather than part
from you,' a threat which the king never forgave.*

Tidings now came from the field of battle that

Angus had gained the victory, and the young
king, dismayed at the news, urged his attendants

to gallop forward, for the purpose of putting a

stop to the slaughter, charging them especially to

save the life of the Earl of Lennox. Sir Andrew

Wood, of Largo, one of the king's most trusty

servants, arrived on the field in time to save the

Earl of Glencairn, who, protected by some strong

ground, was still fighting gallantly, though he had
scarce thirty men left alive. But Lennox, about

whose safety the kin" was so
Death ot Lennox. . , _* , , .. .

anxious, had been murdered in

cold blood by Sir James Hamilton, of Draphane,
the bastard son of Arran, a bloodthirsty ruffian,

who took him from the Laird of Pardovan, to

whom he had surrendered himself,f Arran him-

self was found kneeling beside the bleeding body
of his nephew, which he had covered with his

scarlet cloak, and weeping bitterly he exclaimed :

' The hardiest, stoutest, and wisest man that Scot-

land bore, lies here slain !

'

Along with Lennox,
there fell in this conflict the Abbots of Melrose

and Dunfermline, Stirling of Keir, and the Laird

of Houston.

The victorious army spent the night at Linlith-

irow, with great rejoicings, but the young king was
overwhelmed with grief on account of the death

of Lennox, to whom he was warmly attached.

The failure of the double attempt to rescue the

king from the hated yoke of the Douglases, served

only to rivet his chains more firmly than ever, and
to place the supremacy of Angus on a securer

Determined to avail himself of this favour-

able opportunity to crush entirely the power of

i

lt of his enemies, he made a rapid
Beaton and the march to Stirling, with the view
queen-mother. of ^ing the queen and the

Letter of Magnus to Wolsey, Sep. 13th, 1526. State

Papers. Buchanan, book xiv. chap, xxviii. ; Lesley, p. 130.

+ Pitscottie, who mentions this fact, adds, that the brutal

savage slew all whom he could overtake that day in the

field, where there were many marked with his mark,
' ane

overthort the chafts' (across the jaws or chops).

Archbishop of St. Andrew* i bat they hw! hath
made their eaooj*. Margaret, according to Pit*.
cot tic. 'gaed vajrrant dufruMid MM Uor tim*. (or
fear ,,f the Douglaseat' while Beaton fled to the
hills of Hnlpnmio, in Fife, where he asaamed the
<li-:ui-<- of a -h.

j,|.. t.l and tended a flock of aheep
for three months, in order to elude the pvrwit of
his fin-mien. The Douglasea, meanwhile. wreaked
their vengeance on hu estates, and pillaged the

abbey of Dunfermline and the eeade of 8c An-
drews.* These measures met with the

approbation of Henry VIII., who,
letters to Angus and Arran, in which, after eae>

gratulating them on their neeem, he oflrrrd than
his best advice for the education of hie nephew.
and exhorted them to crush their enemies,

especially the archbishop, the mainspring of the

coalition against their authority. t

The conduct of Angus and his "hfrrt emV
ciently shows that they needed no exhortation* to

adopt vigorous measures against all who rareaod to

submit to their sway. A parliament waa conToked

at Edinburgh, on the 12th of November, in which
an act was passed vindicating the conduct of Angae
and Arran, in the late conflict with Forfrttwv of

Lennox ; sentence of forfeiture

was passed against the insurgent
barons who had espoused his cause, and their pos-

sessions were distributed among the dominant

faction. The lands of the Earl of Caesilie and Lard

Evandale were allotted to Arran. The ample <

of Lord Lindsay of the Byres, and of the

and northern barons who had en;

fell to the share of Angus, and his nncie Archibald

Douglas of Kilspindy; while Sir George Donghw
obtained a grant of the lands of Stirling of Keir,

who fell in the battle of Linlithgow. Angus he-

haved with great lenity towards the queen mother,

who at the intercession of her eon waa fwgivea,

and invited to the capital, where she waa treated

with respect, and inducted into the same apart-

ments in the palace of Holyrood which wai

formerly occupied by the regent Albany,

young king resided with her, and alept in a red

over her bed-chamber, and would acareeljr eta

leave her company for a moment, except when

was hunting or sporting.
" It is thought," wroU

Sir Christopher Dacre to his brother,
-

queen remains thus near her son, th

will have a turn, for the king baa no aftetioa ei

to the Earl of Angus or to the F.arl o

The Archbishop of St Andrew* had

succeeded in making his

with the Douglases by liberal gifts

of money, and the surrender of

the abbey of Kilwinning, t "d after the

the pacification
were finally arranged I

sumptuous entertainment in his caaUe <

Andrews to the king, the queen-mother, Angus

t' srtU-lfM to WoUr. W* . Cal* -

V

VsVc. DOT to Lord Wo, D~r.

Appendix to Pinkcrton, roL iL p- 4
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the other chiefs of the Douglas faction.
"
There,"

ay* Pitscottie,
" he made them great banqueting

and merriness, and also propined (presented) them

with great gifts,
that he might the better pacify

their wrath towards him, and obtain their favour."*

He prudently declined, however, to attend the court,

or to interfere with the administration of public

affairs; t whilst the Earl of Arran, who was now

advanced in years, and overwhelmed with grief and

remorse for the death of his nephew Lennox, shut

himself up in one of his castles, and left the supreme

power wholly in the hands of Angus. The Earl

himself was chancellor, and had the law completely

under his control, his uncle, Archibald Douglas of

Kilspindy, was treasurer, and commanded the

whole revenues of the country, while his brother Sir

George Douglas, who was the object of the king's

special aversion and dread, was master of the royal

household. Above all, the Douglases had possession

of the royal person, and could compel the king to

affix his signature to any deed or letter which

their tyranny or caprice might dictate. So long as

the king remained in their hands, therefore, they
could wield at will the whole resources of the

government,and resistance to theirovergrown power
therefore was certain to be visited with all the

pains and penalties of treason. The nobility were

either gained over by the prospect of personal

advantage, or cowed into submission by the disas-

trous results of the recent attempts to rescue the

king from his captivity ; while the people groaned
uuder the oppression of their feudal tyrants, with-

out the possibility of resistance or the hope of

redress. The tyranny of the unprincipled faction

Miserable ute wao had usurped the royal au-
of the country, thority became every day more in-

tolerable to the nation. The arm of the law,

paralyzed by their power, was unable either to

repress or to punish their excesses, and crimes of

the deepest dye were openly committed with im-

punity. As for the ordering of God's justice,' says
a contemporary writer, there is none done in all

Scotland.' Even during thesitting of Parliament Sir
Jnmas Gordon of Lochinvar, who had murdered the
Laird of Bomby at the door of St. Giles's church,
had the audacity to walk openly abroad in the
UeeU of the capital,} no one daring to arrest him,
because he was an adherent of Douglas. Patrick

Blaekadder, Archdeacon of Dunblane, who had
nmenf*>d a lawsuit against John Home, the

Pitseottie.roLii.p.830.
" D
^7,

ln
4^e Iau*r

!
lr
tady

uoted- "* " The
Anhhfchop of St Andrew* and they are well agreed, and
so k* m*j come to court it he will ; bat he will not come
hmtill he M the court changed of another fashion. The

MshMhM released and given to the Earl of Arran the
ffBMMtaf] he ha* giren to the Earl of Angus two

mark., Soota; to George Douglas a thousand
'. t l . ,

' 1 I . i .* .

' ; v -'..
, who b kinsman to the Bishop of St. Andrews, has

or the fulfilling

Dacre, Appendix to Pinkerton, rol. ii.

husband of Angus's niece, -was assassinated bv the

Douglases and Homes at the very gates of Edin-

burgh, though he had in his possession a safe

conduct from Angus himself.* The Earl of Cassia's

was murdered by Hugh Campbell of London, Sheriff

of Ayr, at the instigation of the ferocious Hamil-
ton of Draphane; f and Maclean of Dowart, during
a visit to the capital, was surprised when in bed,
and put to death, by Sir John Campbell of Calder.

Shortly before this, the Laird of Drumelzier slew

Lord Fleming, while engaged in the sport of

hawking, and the Laird of Meldrum was assas-

sinated by the Master of Forbes,| so that the whole

country seemed fast relapsing into a state of bar-

barism.

But although the law was too feeble to exact

vengeance for these foul murders, ^n example of

their perpetrators did not always feudal revenge.

escape unpunished. Under the feudal system it

was considered a sacred duty, which no lapse of

time could set aside, to avenge the death of a clans

man or friend, not only upon the actual homicide,

but, in the phrase of the time, upon
'

all his name,

kindred, maintainers and upholders.' A striking

example of this inveterate determination to exuet

blood for blood, occurred at this lawless period.

A groom of the late Earl of Lennox had brooded

over the murder of his master, to whom he was

warmly attached, till at length he formed the

resolution to avenge his death. With this intention

he set out for Edinburgh, where meeting a fellow-

servant in the street, he inquired if he had seen

Hamilton, the bastard of Arran. Having received

an answer in the affirmative, he exclaimed,
' Un-

grateful wretch, didst thou suffer the villain to live

who murdered our best of masters ? Begone ! Thou

deservest to be hanged.' With these words he

straightway proceeded to Holyrood, where two

thousand of the Douglas and Hamilton clans were

mustering in the palace yard for a projected expe-

dition to the Borders. Singling out Sir James

Hamilton, he watched him closely, till he saw him

leave the assembly and enter a dark archwa

the gate, when he suddenly sprung upon him, and

repeatedly stabbed him with his dagger, leaving

him extended on the ground with six severe wounds,

nflne of which however proved fatal. An alarm was

soon given, but as the perpetrator of this audacious

deed had immediately mingled with the crowd, he

might have escaped detection but for an order

which was issued, that the palace gates should be

shut, and all within the court should draw up in

single file against the walls. The assassin was

speedily seized with his dagger in his hand stained

with recent blood. He boldly avowed the vengeful

* Buchanan, book xiv. chap. xxvi.

t Ibid. chap. OT. Cassilis had rendered himself

noxious to the Hamiltons by haughtily declining to put

himself under their protection after the battle

bridge. He was brought to trial for his share in that i

counter, but pleaded that he had joined Lennox in

to the king's command, and ottered to produce the royal

biters to that effect.

t Pitscottie, vol. ii. p. 311.
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il, and only lamented that the attempt had not

i successful. He was subjected to the most cruel

Lire*, which he bore with unflinching courage,
. when previous to his execution his right hand
- cut off, he observed that it merited its fate

use it had failed to do its duty.*
When robberies and murders were openly corn-

State of the
mi t ted in the streets of the capital

Honlers and at the threshold of the royal

palace
and the cathedral church, the condition of

the more remote districts of the country must have

been deplorable in the extreme. The outrages of the

Borderers became so frequent and destructive that

Anijus was at length constrained to undertake an

expedition to Liddesdale for their suppression.

Some of the most notorious offenders were executed,

aud the chiefs of the border clans compelled to make

their submission, and to give hostages for their

future peaceable behaviour.! Angus next proceeded

to the north for the purpose of composing a deadly

feud which had raged for some years between the

powerful families of Lesley and Forbes, and had

plunged the districts of Mar, Garioch and Aberdeen

into tierce contention and bloodshed-!

While the more civilized provinces of the country

and of the were thus frequently the scenes of

Highlands. rapine and slaughter, the High-

lands, at all times in a lawless and barbarous con-

dition, were now reduced to a state of almost total

disorganization.
'

Every man did that which was

right in his own eyes,' without regard either to the

decrees of the law or the authority of the govern-

ment. Lauchlan Macintosh, the chief of the clan

Chattan,
' a verrie honest and wyse gentleman,' as

he is styled by Lesley,
' wha keipit his whole kin,

friends and tenants in honest and guid rule,' was

murdered by James Malcolmson, one of his principal

kinsmen, for no other reason than that he had re-

strained the excesses of his vassals. The assassin

fled for refuge to an island in the lake of Rothie-

murchus, but his retreat was discovered, and he and

his accomplices were summarily put to death by
their infuriated clansmen. The infant son of the

murdered chief was delivered to the custody of his

uncle the Earl of Moray, and Hector, a bastard

brother of Lauchlan Macintosh, was appointed to

lead the clan during the minority of his nephew.
The new chieftain immediately demanded that the

infant should be delivered up to him (for no good

purpose it was believed), and enraged at Moray's
refusal he mercilessly ravaged his lands, especially

the parish of Dyke, in which the castle ofTarnaway,
the chief seat of the earl, was situated, sparing

neither men, women, nor children in his indiscrimi-

nate fury. The ferocious savage then proceeded to

the castle of Pettie, belonging toOgilvie of Durness,

the kinsman of Moray, who had been entrusted by
him with the keeping of the young heir of Macin-

tosh, and carrying the fortalice by assault, he put
to death twenty-four of its inmates. Vengeance,

however, speedily overtook him; for Moray, who

Ftnchaxuui, book xiv. chap. xxxi. Lesley, p. 139.

+ IbitL J liiid. p. 186.

had procured a royal "*fnittfim anthoriuog him
to suppress these disorders, rapidly eoUerted an
army, and making a sodden onslaught mm the
Mucintoshcs, di (rated them with great tkeghter.
Tluce hundred of the principal depredators were
captured and instantly hanged, bat Hector hinsstif
made his escape, and neither tortures nor rewarde
could induce his clansmen to disclose the place of
his concealment. Hi* brother William, however.
was taken prisoner and htthfnded. while the ehirf.
in despair, resolved at length to throw hinastf
on the royal mercy; and, by the assistance of

Alexander, Dean of Moray, succeeded in reach-

ing the capital, where he was pardoned and re-

stored to favour. But he was soon after shun in

St. Andrew's by a priest named John Spence, who
was executed for the crime, the motive of which is

unknown.*
These scenes of violence and bloodshed, though

they disturbed the tranquillity of the country, did

not shake the government of Angus. He sedu-

lously cultivated the friendship of the English
court, and strengthened his party by an apparent
reconciliation with Archbishop Beaton, whose great
wealth and political experience rendered him a

most valuable ally. Sir George Douglas in vain

opposed this step, and warned his brother to be OB

his guard against the intrigues of the crafty pre-

late. The shrewd and sagacious Dr. Magnus, in n

letter to Wolsey, expressed his conviction that the

fatal effects of this course of policy would soon be

perceived, and predicted the speedy overthrow of

Angus, whom he characterizes as 'gentle and

hardy, but wanting wit in the conveyance of great

causes.' f Beaton Vas not slow to avail himself

of the power which he had re-
Tjimnny at

gained to promote the aggrandine- ABO* se4

ment of the church, and the cele-

brated Patrick Hamilton, the proto-martyr of the

Reformed Church of Scotland, fell a victim to the

reconciliation which now took place between Angus

and the primate. The condition of the people

under the combined yoke of political
and cccleeu

tical despotism, seemed more hopeless than eve

The only safety lay in prompt submissinn,

queen-mother, alarmed, it is supposed, Ir

tempt on the part of Angus to deprive her

dowry-lands, fled for refuge, along will

band and his brother, into the castle of I

But Douglas collected a large force, ai

the young king with him, laid siege to th

and summoned Margaret and her hush,

render. As soon as the qneen snw

was present with the besieging army

knew that he was hostile to their prot,

caused the gates of the castle to*

and, falling upon her knees

implored pardon for her husband

and refused to rise till the boon hi

But in spite of her humble subm-sMB. th

vol. ii. p. 288.
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committed to prison for a short time in the castle

which she had just yielded.*

James had now entered his seventeenth year,

and began to develop an energy of character, and

it ftrength of natural talent, which rendered it

highly improbable that he would submit much

longer to be used as a puppet in the hands of a

graspicg and imperious faction. The thraldom of

Hot for the
* Douglases grew every day

cape of the more hateful to him, and his mind

king- became intently occupied with pro-

jects for his escape. "With this view, he prevailed

on his mother to exchange with him her castle of

Stirling for the royal demesne of Methven, to be

conferred, along with a peerage, on her husband.

Having thus secured a safe retreat, he committed

this important fortress to the charge of a trusty

governor, and probably with the assistance of Bea-

ton, caused it to be garrisoned, and furnished with

military stores and provisions. The king was now

residing at Falkland, within a moderate distance

of St Andrews, so that it was easy for him to com-

municate with the crafty primate, of whose in-

trigues the Douglases appeared to entertain no

suspicion. James was apparently absorbed in the

pleasures of the chace
;
and a long course of suc-

cess, and the complete discomfiture of their ene-

mies, had lulled his keepers into security, and

thrown them off their guard. Angus had gone to

Lothian on his private affairs
; Archibald Douglas,

his nncle, to Dundee
;
and Sir George Douglas, his

brother, had paid a visit to St. Andrews, for the

purpose of concluding some transactions with Bea-

ton ; BO that only Douglas, of Parkhead, captain of

the royal guard, remained with the king. The

youthful monarch instantly resolved to avail him-
M-lf of this favourable opportunity to escape ; and to

ly all suspicion asleep, he called for Balfour of

Ferny, the keeper of Falkland forest, and cham-
berlain of Fife, and issued orders for a hunting
pmrty next morning. According to the graphic
description of old Pitacottie f he " caused him to

warn all the whole tenants and gentlemen there-

abouts who had the speediest dogs, that they should
corn* to Falkland wood on the morn, to meet him
at teren hours

; for he was determined he would

lay a fat bock or two for his pleasure ; and to that
effect caused warn the cooks and stewards to make
hi sapper ready, that he might go to his bed the

sooner, and to hare his dejune (breakfast) ready
by four o'clock, and commanded James Douglas,
of Pathhcad, to pact the sooner to his bed, and
earned bring hi* collation, and drank to James
Douglas, saying to him, that he should have good
hunting on the morrow, bidding him be early
stir. Then the king went to his bed, and
Jamea Douglas thought that all things had
fr** tnn enough, and passed in like manner to his

UW. When the watch was set," continues the
Wstorian, "and all things in quietness, the king
ealkd on a yeoman of the stable, and desired him

T**ley, p. 1 10

t \ ol. a.
i

to bring one of his suits of apparel, hose, cloak, coat,

and bonnet, and putting them on, stept forth as a

veoman of the stable, and was unperceived of the

watches, till he had passed to the stables, and
caused saddle a horse for himself, and one led, and
took two servants with him, namely, Jocky Hart,
a yeoman of the stable, and another secret-chamber

boy, and leapt on a horse, and spurred hastily his

journey to Stirling, and came there by the breaking
of the day, over the bridge, which he caused to be

closed behind him, that none without license might
win that passage. After this, he passed the castle,

and was received there by the captain, who was

very glad of his coming, and prepared the castle with

all things needful. Then he caused shut the gates,

and let down the portcullis, and put the king in his

bed to sleep, because he had ridden all that night."

Having thus regained his liberty, James proceeded
to act with great promptitude and vigour against
those who had so long held him in bondage. He

immediately summoned a council, which was at-

tended by the Earls of Arran, Argyle, Moray, and

Eglinton, with the Lords Evandale, Maxwell, Mont-

gomery, and Sinclair, and issued a proclamation

forbidding Angus or any of his adherents to ap-

proach within six miles of the court, under pain of

treason.

Meanwhile, the flight of the king was still un-

known to the Douglases, who believed him secure

in the palace of Falkland. Sir George Douglas,
the master of the household, returned from St

Andrews at eleven o'clock on the preceding even-

ing, and healing from the guards that James was

asleep, made no farther inquiries, but retired to his

own chamber. Early next morning, a loud knock-

ing awoke him, and Peter Carmichael, the Bailie of

Abernethy, rushing in, asked him if he kne\v what

the king was doing.
' He is still asleep in his

own chamber,' replied Sir George.
' You are de-

ceived,' exclaimed Carmichael
;

' he passed the

bridge of Stirling last night.' On hearing this,

Douglas started up in haste, and ran to the king's

chamber
; and having in vain knocked for admit-

tance, he burst open the door, and, to his consterna-

tion, discovered that the apartment was empty.
Overwhelmed with apprehension and rage, he cried,
' Treason ! the king is gone, and no man knows

whither.' After a brief consultation, a messenger was

despatched in haste to Tantallon, to convey to Angus
the news of the king's escape. By this time Archi-

bald Douglas had returned from Dundee, and within

a few hours Angus himself arrived, in breathless

haste, and without loss of time set out for Stirling,

along with his brother and uncle, and attended by
a slender retinue. But on their journey they were

met by a herald bearing the royal proclamation,
which interdicted their approach to court under

pain of treason. Some of the Douglases declared

their determination to proceed in defiance of the

royal mandate
;
but the earl and his brother were

well aware that a single step forward would render

them liable to the fearful penalties of treason, and

place their lives and property at the mercy of the
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crown. Feeling that, at such a moment, resistance

to the royal authority would entail upon them cer-

tain ruin, they resolved to obey the proclamation,

and accordingly retreated to Linlithgow.*

Jumcs, thus freed from a degrading restraint to

which he had long submitted with ill-concealed

impatience,
was at liberty to follow the natural bent

of his character ;
and though at this period little

more than sixteen years of age, he speedily dis-

played all the qualities of an able and popular

;^n. His personal appearance was dignified

and prepossessing. Though not above the middle

. he was graceful, but robust in form, remark-

able for agility, and capable of severe and con-

tinued exertion ;
while his handsome and expressive

;,1 appear-
countenance conveyed the impres-

::ml elm- sion of high intelligence, combined
of JiiiiH-s. Nvith sweetness and generosity.

His mind, naturally acute and vigorous, had early
excited the fears and redoubled the watchfulness of

the faction who sought to enslave him
;
and the

i ambassadors who visited the kingdom re-

ported favourably of his dawning sagacity and

prudence. In spite of the unfavourable circum-

stances under which his education had been con-

ducted, and the efforts of the Douglases to enervate

his intellect by low and vicious pursuits, he had

profited largely by the means of improvement with-

in his reach. His acquaintance with the laws and

institutions of his kingdom was profound and com-

prehensive, considering his years ;
and the decisions

vhich he pronounced were in general characterized

by a strict regard to justice, and an anxiety to pro-
mote the true interests of his subjects. Like his

ancestor, James I., he cultivated the art of poetry;
and though scarcely any of his pieces survive, co-

temporary authors speak of them in terms which,
after all the allowance necessary in the circum-

stances, indicate their high excellence. In his own

dress, the decorations of his palaces, and the public

buildings which were reared by him, he displayed
rather correctness of taste than profusion and

splendour ;
and the beauty of the gold coins struck

during his reign, together with the attentioa be-

stowed by him on the construction of the naval

armament of the kingdom, which, during his

minority, had become miserably inefficient, amply
attest his appreciation of the elegant and useful

arts. The character of James is said to have been

Bullied by two vices : a propensity to indulge in

low amours, and a parsimony in his expenditure
hich bordered on avarice. The first is accounted

for, and may be partly excused, by the vicious train-

ng of which he became in some degree the victim ;

md the second wears the aspect even of virtue, if it

>e regarded as an honest attempt to replenish his

xchequer, which, in consequence of the profligacy
)f Angus, had become nearly exhausted ; while the

xpenditure of the wealth which his prudence

peedily amassed in the construction of princely

difices, and of an efficient navy, seems to exonerate

,iim from the charge of a sordid love of money.
*

PitstMtu-, vol. ii. pp. 331335. Lesley, p. UO.

VOL. I.

The
sterling qualities of the young monareh mot

than counterbalanced his vice* in popular latlma
tion. Brave, even to rashneea, and indifferent to

personal fatigue, he exposed his life and health
without scruple in promoting the welfare of Us
kingdom ; while his affable manner*, the oaw with
which he could be approached by the hnmhlaat of
his people, the patience with which be listened to
their complaints, and the promptitude with whieh
he redressed their grievances, the sympathy which
be manifested for the poor and the oppreaaed,
around whom the nine-Id of his proteetion was in-

stantly thrown, and the delight which he took In

visiting the houses of the peasantry in diafttav,
that he might learn their habit* and wrong*, ac-

quired for him the name of ' The King of the Com-
mons,' a title of which he was justly proud.*
The measures already taken by James to

his liberty and vindicate bis authority,
lowed by others equally prompt and vigorous.

left Stirling, and proceeded to Edinburgh, i

panied by the Archbishop of Glasgow, the Bishop*
of Dunkeld, Aberdeen, Galloway, and Breehin, the

Earls of Argylc, Arran, Ilothes, and Bothwell, the

Lords Maxwell, Evandale, Forbes, Seton, Horns,

and Yester, together with three hundred poafBM,
the retainers of these dignitaries and nobles. Three

days after his arrival in the capi- iw+dare attest

tal, a proclamation was issued, de- U DooglMM

claring it treason for any subject to hold inter-

course with Angus, his two brothers, and unele,

and requiring the departure from the city of any
of their vassals before four o'clock on that day, on

pain of instant death. At a subsequent meeting

of council it was agreed that parliament should

assemble on the second of September following,

and meanwhile Gawin Dnnbar, the Archbishop of

Glasgow, and former preceptor of James, was ap-

pointed chancellor of the kingdom, in the place of

Beaton, from whom Angus had wrested the set
"

and who now, from age, was unfitted for the

tigues of office. Cairncross, Abbot r-nliiaml rr
of Holyrood, was made treasurer,

the privy seal was intrusted to the

Bishop of Dunkeld, Lord Maxwell

became Provost of Edinburgh, and commander*

the city, and Patrick Sinclair wa*

the English court, for the purpose of

Henry with the recent proceeding*,
and t

tion of the supreme power by his nepht

removing any misunderstanding* whieh
^*%*

arise from the misrepresentation*
and

Angus.f James, though naturally indi

the conduct of his uncle, who had

no means, however unworthy, to deati

dependence of Scotland, adopted I

disarming hostility for which he

by a candid statement of the tree**

and by making overtures for a lasting 1

tween'the two kingdom*.

Lesley's History of Scotland, p.
1.

xiv. chp. Uii.

t Pinkerton, Tol. u. p. *
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The yonng monarch was now surrounded by
'

those from whom he had been estranged by the

jealousy and selfish ambition of the Douglases.

His mother, and her husband, Henry Stewart, now

created Lord Methven, along with Maxwell and

Bnccleuch, enjoyed a large portion of his friend-

ship ; and the valour of Hamilton, the bastard son

of Arran, in spite of his great crimes, gained him

the royal favour and confidence. Though Angus
was now stripped of his authority, his daring cou-

rage and extensive resources rendered him still an

object of dread to the court ; and so great were the

apprehensions entertained of some sudden attempt
en the king's person, that the nobles and their

armed retainers mounted guard over the palace by
day and night ;

and even the king himself, dressed

in complete armour, became for one night captain
of the watch." After a few days, James returned

to Stirling, and the nobles retired to their estates

till the meeting of parliament, where measures for

the public safety were to be formally arranged.
On receiving intelligence of the decisive steps which
had been taken by the king, Angus retired to the

Angut retires to strong castle of Tantallon, while
Twiullon castle. ne provided for flight into Eng-

land, if necessary, by requesting the shelter of

Norham castle, from the governor, Sir Roger Las-
els. His brothers, Archibald and Sir George Dou-

glas, entered Edinburgh, and sought to create a
diversion in his favour

; but the terror of the royal
vengeance was sufficient to prevent any manifesta-
tion of sympathy for the fallen chiefs, and they
were attacked by Lord Maxwell, and compelled to

seek safety in flight There is reason to believe
that the intentions of James towards the Douglases
Mere upon the whole lenient, and that the compli-
ance of Angus with the injunction to retire beyond
the Spey, and to surrender his brothers as hostages
for his appearance at the approaching parlia-
ment,! would have been followed by the adoption
of conciliatory measures; but the haughty tone
which the earl assumed, and his treasonable at-

tempts to regain the power he had lost, roused the

indignation of the young monarch, and justified
th* most rigorous exercise of his

authority.
Accordingly, in the meeting of parliament, which

was held on the 2nd of September, Angus and his
brothers were formally accused of high treason, be-

a jury consisting of six clerical dignitaries and
fi peers, and an act of attainder was passed against
them, mainly on the ground of the illegal restraint in
which Angus had held the person of the king.J The

f**jf""!'
fcrfwted estates of the Douglases

tiMm.4 u*ir
WCTe divided amongst the support-

MUIM eoo- of the royal authority, Argyle,*ml'^ Arran, Huccli-uch, Maxwell, and
of Draphane, James

retaining only the
f Tantallon, and the

superiority of the shire of
Angus. $ The more difficult task of carrying the

Pinki-rion, rol. ii. p. 26.
>< Parliament, ol. ii. pp. 322323
roLii. pp. 822-823.

i Itakcrtan, voL ii. p. 296.

sentence into execution still remained, and the

obstinacy and power of Angus enabled him for

some time to baffle the efforts of his enemies, and

seriously endanger the newly-acquired supremacy
of the king. On the news of his attainder, the

Earl left Tantallon for Coldingham abbey, a bene-

fice held by his brother William, from which he

could more readily cross the English border, if

he should find himself unable to maintain his

ground. After an abortive attempt at negotiation,

James despatched a detachment of troops into Dou-

glasdale, to besiege the castle of Douglas, while he

followed in person with the main body of the army,

consisting in all of eight thousand men. By the

advice, however, of the peers who An?nsres ,

accompanied him, he was induced enforcement of

todelayhisoperations until the har- &e sentence.

vest was reaped ;
and he accordingly disbanded his

forces, and returned to the capital. Scarcely had

he retired, when Angus swept the country with

his horsemen, and a party of the Douglases daringly

set fire to two villages on the road to Stirling, re-

marking with savage pleasantry, in allusion to the

late escape of the king, that the light might serve

him in his journey, if he set out before dawn. Irri-

tated by these insults, James collected his troops,

and proceeded to Coldingham, from which Angus
retired on his approach. The custody of the abbey
was committed to Lord Home, but on the same

night Angus returned and drove out the royal

troops from their newly-acquired possession, while

the king himself fled in haste to Dunbar. Enraged
at these failures, James now de-

Siege of Tan-
tennined to reduce Tantailon, the tallon castle, and

chief stronghold of his enemy, and defeat of

having collected an army of twelve

thousand men, and a powerful train of artillery,

brought from Dunbar and other fortresses, he sat

down before the castle. After a siege of nearly

twenty days, during which, in spite of all his

efforts, he failed to make any impression on the

sea-girt hold, he was compelled reluctantly to aban-

don the attempt; and, to add to his mortification,

the detachment left to protect and bring off the

artillery was suddenly attacked and routed by

Angus, and David Falconer, captain of the royal

guard, and esteemed one of the best naval officers

in Scotland, was slain. The indignation of James

was increased by the destruction of a richly-

freighted vessel, which, having been strand

Innerwick, was plundered by the Douglases, and

then abandoned to the peasantry, who, with igno-

rant wastefulness, used as fire-wood the cinnamon

which formed part of the cargo.* On n

intelligence of these disasters, the young monarch

is said to have declared with an oath that, while

he lived, the Douglases should never find a :

place in Scotland,f The task of driving the recu-

sant faction from the kingdom having been declined

by Bothwell, was ultimately assigned to the Earl

Buchanan, book xiv. chap. xxxviii.

+ 1-esley's History, pp. HO, HI. Pinkerton, vol.

p. 301.
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le, \vho, with the assistance of the Homes,

_s is com- Prosecuted the enterprise so vigor-

>d to flee to ously, that Angus was compelled
England. to fly into England,

.ring the whole of his treasonable proceedings,

Douglas had maintained a close correspondence

Henry, urging the English monarch to send

ng body of troops to his assistance, or, in the

t of failure, requesting an asylum in his king-
dom. The conduct of the carl, however, had been

so flagitious, that it was condemned even by the

Kiiijli.-h envoys, and the amity of Scotland was so

necessary to the safety of his own kingdom, now
menaced by the ambitious designs of the Emperor
CharU-s V., that Henry wisely declined any active

interference in behalf of the banished faction
; but

he graciously received Angus at his court, admitted

him into his privy council, and awaited the chances

of diplomacy to secure his restoration to his honours

and estates. Accordingly, when negotiations were

commenced for a renewal of the treaty of peace be-

the two kingdoms, the English commisGion-

i n, 1 >r. Magnus and Sir Thomas Tempest, received

instructions to make the amnesty of Angus an

indispensable article in the agreement; and with

the view of securing the compliance of the Scottish

council, Magnus advanced to Berwick, where he

entered into correspondence not only with the young
king, but with the queen-mother, the Bishops of

Dunkeld and Aberdeen, and Adam Otterburn, the

,- attempts
kinS>s advocate. These attempts,

rv to pro- however, to procure the recal of the
cure his recal.

Douglases, were fruitless. James,
in reply, professed his deep obligations to Henry
for protection during the perils of his minority,
intimated his willingness to become the ally of his

uncle, in preference to Charles V., and, to prove his

sincerity, offered a pacification for five years, instead

of three, as was proposed; but he firmly declined

any mediation in favour of Angus, whose life, how-

ever, though forfeited by numerous acts of treason,

he promised to spare.* The answers transmitted

by the Scottish council, and by the Bishops of Dun-
kcld and Aberdeen, were couched in similar terms;
and though Wolsey is said to have shed tears of

rn":e. and the English council were filled with in-
1

dignation at these refusals, they were compelled
to abandon the cause of Angus as hopeless. The
banished earl was forced to remain for fifteen years
an exile in England; nor was he permitted to return

to his native country till after the death of James,
when his diminished power and the altered state of

parties, rendered his presence less formidable to the

I public tranquillity. A treaty of peace for five years
was

shortly after concluded between the two coun-

tries, and ratified on the fourteenth of December,

James was now at liberty to turn his attention

State of the to the internal condition of his
Borders.

kingdom, many districts of which
had become completely disorganized during his

minority. The border clans had resumed those

Calig. B. vu. 107
; Pinkerton, vol. ii. p. 303.

habits of plunder and lawless violence ThMi tW
vigorous measure* of James IV. had to a great ex-
tent repressed ; and their excesses wert connived
at by Angus, who overlooked their delinq*
order that he iiii^ht strengthen his own interests,

by securing the support of tin- liorder chirfi) of

England.* The scene of their forays was priasj

pally the opposite border, but not onfreqaeutly the

inland Scots were aim heary euflbieis by the mid-

night incursions of these marauders. They aJeetta*

to despise the treaties of peace which were formed
between Scotland and England, declaring their

independence of both James and Henry t and by
their devastating inroads they perpetually rndan-

gered the pacific relations between the two king-
doms. To punish these turbulent chiefs was BO

easy task, as besides the number of their followers

and the natural strength of their fastnesses, they
were each protected by some one of the great Bor-

der barons, who profited largely by the fruits of

their plunder. James, however, with characteristic

promptitude and resolution, undertook the difficult

task of repressing and puni.-hing the depredations
of these banditti. Having convened his council at

Edinburgh, and represented the impossibility of

preserving the tranquillity of the country, while

the Borders remained in this disorganized state, be

avowed his intention to reduce them to order, and

then commanded the imprisonment jmprianeeiert
of the Earl of Bothwell, Lord

Home, Lord Maxwell, Scott of Border sewe*.

Buccleuch, Ker of Fermi-hirst, and other powerfbl

chiefs, whose interested opposition might bare

defeated his plans, t Having thus secured the prin-

cipal abettors of the Border freebooters, he pasted

rapidly into the recesses of Eskdale and Teriot-

dale, with a force of eight thousand men, doing

justice on various marauders as he E^^UO* ef

proceeded. Cockbum of Hender- the Boriar fr-

son, and Scott of Tushylaw, two

notorious offenders, -were arrested, and banged be-

fore the gates of their own castles.; Hut the fete of

Johnnie Armstrong, of Gilnockie, near Ungholm,

produced a deeper impression of terror, not untnin-

gled with commiseration. This noted freebooter,

Calig. B. ii. -'M ; Tuler, vol. r. p. 191

t Lesley, pp. Ul, 1^-

j Scott was so distinguished a fivibootei

usually called the King of ili.

upon an elm tree, which still rxisU amoBff U
castle. It is callrd the

'

gallows-trr*.'

observe, that along its principal brand

visible a number of nick* or hollow*,ow

had been drawn wherewith Scott pwl
executions. See Chambers' Picturs of a

166.

According to tradition, Cockb

when he was surprised by the kia* S

led out and hanged over the gaU of hi

the execution was going forward

to have taken refuge in the n

dell formed by a mountain torn

Burn, which passes near U
termed the Lady's Seat is

have striven to drown, ai

shouts which announced .- - ^_ ^^
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who levied black -mail from the inhabitants of an

extensive district, comprehending even a portion of

England, and is said to have spread the terror of

his name almost as far as Newcastle, was generally

popular throughout the western marches, both on

account of the high courage and generous qualities

which he exhibited, and of the exemption which

his tributaries enjoyed from the exactions of other

and less powerful thieves. On learning the approach

of the royal cavalcade, the private advice of some

courtiers, or, as others allege, a determination to

brave it out before the king, induced Johnnie to

present himself before James ; and accompanied by

forty-eight of his followers, richly arrayed in all the

pomp of Border chivalry, the dauntless freebooter

proffered his submission and entreated the royal

grace for himself and his men. But Johnnie had

entirely miscalculated the effect likely to be pro-

duced by the imposing appearance of his train, for

James sternly refused to listen either to his excuses

or offers of service.
" When the king saw him,"

says Pitscottie,* "and his men so gorgeous in their

apparel, and so many braw men under ane tyrant's

command, he turned about his face, and said,
' What

wants yon knave that a king should have ?
' and

ordered him and his followers to instant execu-

tion." " But John Armstrong," continues this

minute chronicler,
"
perceiving that the king kin-

dled in fury against him, made great offers to the

king : that he should sustain himself with forty

gentlemen, ever ready at his service, on their own
cost, without wronging any Scottishman : as, indeed,
had never been his practice. Secondly, that there

was not a subject in England, duke, earl, or baron,
but within a certain day he should bring him to his

majesty, either alive or dead." All was unavailing :

James would listen to no offer, however great At
length, seeing no hope of favour, Johnnie said, very
proudly.

"
It is folly to seek grace at a graceless

face ; but had I known this, I should have lived

upon the Borders, in despite of King Harry and
yon both ; for I know King Harry would down
weigh my best horse with gold, to know that I was
condemned to die this day." Johnnie and all his
retinue were accordingly hanged on the trees of a
ttle grore.t at a place called Carlinrig Chapel,

about ten miles above Hawick, and were buried in
deserted church-yard, where their graves are still
town. The extent to which James carried his

uvtrity waa, without doubt, excessive and cruel.
Hut such was the terror which he thus struck into

Border marauder., that for a season he made
'

the ro*h-biuh keep the cow;' and, according to
n old chroni, ler, thereafter there was great peace
i rest a long time, where through the king had

grat profit, for he had ten thousand sheep going

842. 848.
n ih- higher part, of Teriotdale
adjacent dintricu, who hold the

Arnuurong and hi* followers in verv
manifeitthe injustice of their

in the Ettrick Forest, in keeping by Andrew Bell,
who made the king as good count of them, as they
had gone in the lands of Fife."

Having thus vindicated his authority, and re-

pressed for a time the insubordination of the

Border chiefs, James returned to Edinburgh ; and
on his arrival restored the imprisoned barons to

freedom, with the exception of Bothwell, whose
turbulent spirit and great influence rendered him

peculiarly dangerous. Meanwhile in other parts
of his dominions the fierce factions of the

nobility,

strengthened by the long minority, were producing
continual broils. The Earl of Rebellion in the

Caithness sought to detach the Orkneys.

Orkneys from Scotland, and erect them into an

independent kingdom under his own sovereijjntv.

With the assistance of Lord Sinclair, he led an

army to these islands
;
but the inhabitants, during

their fifty years' connection with Scotland, had

become warmly attached to the Scottish cause,

and under the leadership of James Sinclair, the

governor, offered such a strenuous resistance, that

the invaders were ultimately defeated, though not

without great loss on both sides. The Earl of

Caithness himself was slain, along with five hun-

dred of his men, and the rest, including Lord

Sinclair, were taken prisoners.* The western

islands also continued to be the scenes of san-

guinary contests between the Earl of Argyle and

the M-Leans of Dowart. The chief of that power-
ful clan had married a sister of State of the

Argyle, and either from the cir-

cumstance of their union proving unfruitful, or

more probably, from some domestic quarrels, he

caused his lady to be exposed on a lonely rock,

near Lismore, which at high water was covered

by the sea. From this perilous situation she

was rescued and conveyed to her brother by the

crew of a fishing boat, which happened to pass

by the spot Her wrongs were speedily avenged

by her brother, Sir John Campbell, of Calder,

who surprised M'Lean in his bed, during
to Edinburgh, and put him to death, though
the chief had procured letters of protection, gua-

ranteeing his safety,f This gross breach of faith

roused the M'Leans to immediate revenge, and the

conduct of Argyle having excited the animosity
of some of the other islesmen, they combined their

forces with those of the clan Ian Mhor, and led by

Alexander, of Isla, wasted the possessions of the

Campbells with fire and sword. Reprisal
-

immediately made by the vassals of Argyll
laid waste great part of the Isles of Mull and

Tyree, and the district of Morvern, so that the

western highlands became in a short time

completely disorganized. The measures adopted

by the young monarch for the purpose of qu
these disaffected districts were characterized by

great wisdom and moderation. He caused exten-

sive preparations to be made for the purpose of

reducing the rebellious chiefs to obedience ;
but he

Lesley, p. 141.

t Gregory's Highlands, &c. p. 121 1
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nought at the same time, by offers of forgiveness

and promises of redress, to avert hostilities, and to

win them back to their allegiance. The generosity

and justice
of the monarch completely disarmed

<.!<,'(.'
i its. Nine of the principal chiefs, with

M'Lean, of Dowart,- hastened to tender

ubmission to the king, who immediately

.'ranted them letters of protection ; and soon after

John of Isla visited James at the palace of Stirling,

and on expressing contrition for his offences, and pro-

mising to support the royal authority, to assist the

hamberlain in collecting the crown rents, and

Utain the church in all her pi-ivilcges,* was

confirmed in his possessions, and restored to favour.

That the clemency of the king did not ori-

ginate in weakness, and that relentless animosity

might be engrafted on a character naturally gene-

rous, was sufficiently evinced by his conduct in

one memorable instance, which occurred about

the same period. Archibald Douglas, of Kil-

spindie, uncle to the banished
[placable con- *

J
'

duct of James Earl or Angus, had been driven
Is the into exile along with the rest of
8es -

his family. Remarkable for bis

great strength and skill in martial exercises,

he had early attracted the notice, and won the

affection of James, who called him his '

Graystiel.'

after a renowned champion, in the romance of

i,'ar
and Sir Grime.' Weary at length of

exile, and seized with irrepressible longings for

home, the aged warrior recollecting the king's

personal attachment to him, determined to return

to his native land, and to cast himself on the

royal clemency. As James was returning from

hunting in the park of Stirling, the banished baron

threw himself in his way ;
but the monarch, mind-

ful of his oath, that while he lived no Douglas
should find a refuge in Scotland, passed hurriedly
on without any sign of recognition, and though

Kilapindie, in spite of the heavy armour which he

wore under his clothes for fear of assassination,

ran by the side of the king's horse to the castle

gate, he failed to move the purpose of his im-

placable master. He sat down at the gate weary
and exhausted, and asked for a draught of water ;

hut even this was refused by the royal attendants.

The king afterwards blamed their discourtesy, but

Kilspindie was obliged to return to France, where
he shortly after died of a broken heart. This

pitiless display of rigour to a man who had never

personally injured him is a serious blot on the

character of the monarch, and called forth the

condemnation even of his vindictive uncle, Henry
\ III., who quoted the saying,

' a king's face should

give grace.'f

At this period a league with Scotland became a

mionial matter of importance alike to the

negotiation. Emperor Charles V. and the kings
of France and England, who had combined to

resist his ambitious views. Both parties were

Gregory's Highlands, &c. pp. 132138.
*

Godscroft, vol. ii. p. 107
; Minstrelsy of the Scottish

Border, vol. i. p. 118, note.

eager to form a matrimonial alliance with UM
Siottish monarch, with the view of

co-operation in the event of a stiugg
Henry, by hi* ambassadors, had already
his daughter, the Princes* Maty, a* UM bride of
James. Charles, on the other k*nd. JttJiraa of UM
power which so near a connexion with th

king might give to his enemies, proposed his sietor.
the Queen of Hungary. James, who was aot in-

different to the advantages of this tllianas, seal
letters to Albany, then residing at the eoart of
Francis I., urging him to secure the consent of
that monarch to the completion of UM BMteh.
But Albany ungenerously betrayed the plaa to
the English council,* who resolutely opposed UM
union, as dangerous to the league between Fieaw
and England ; and as the lady herself pufciitd
the opulent and independent gmreniaeut of the

Netherlands, to which, on the death of her

aunt, she was likely to succeed, the proposal was

speedily abandoned. Charles showed his anxtrtv

for an alliance with the Scottish monarch by oftto-

ing next his niece, a daughter of Christiern lL,the

deposed king of Denmark, with a dowry of the

whole of Norway. But as James was already the

ally of Frederick, the reigning monarch of Den-

mark, and would, moreover, have required to win

by the sword the distant and barren portion of hie

proposed bride, he prudently declined the con-

nexion. Foiled in his attempts to secure a matri-

monial alliance, Charles, who, notwithstanding UM
recent peace of Cambray, anticipated war with

Francis and Henry, sought to form a league,

offensive and defensive, with Scotland; bat as

there was no advantage to be gained by the friend*

ship of so remote a power as Austria, which ooald

compensate for the sacrifice of the ancient amity
of France, and the risk of war with Bnguad,
James firmly declined the proposals of the eev

peror, who was reluctantly compelled to abandon

in the meantime all attempts to secure UM eo-

operation of Scotland in his plans.

James now proceeded to correct those erQe in

his kingdom which the long minority had teetered.

as well as to provide for its future prosperity In

a parliament which assembled at Edinburgh oa

the 26th of April, some severe laws were passed

against the crimes of assassination and robbery,

which the annals of his times exhibit at of fearful

frequency. Sir James Inglis, Abbot of Culross. had

been murdered in the preceding month by the

Baron of Tulliallan and his followers, among wheat

was a priest named I/othian. The chief criminals

managed for a time to escape, but were t

captured by the vigour of the gotaraaMBt, aad UM

priest, after being solemnly degraded

office, was, along with his lay accomplice, pvbli

beheaded.f An important com- &) rifc

mercial treaty between Scotland W*M
and the Netherlands, which had

been concluded by James I. for one hundred rtar*,

Pinkerton. rol. ii. p. 308.

t Diurnal of OccnrrenU in Scotland, f. IS.
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was about to expire ;
and as the alliance had been

productive
of great benefit to the kingdom, James

despatched Sir John Campbell of Lundie, Sir David

LindsayoftheMount,LionKing-at-arms,withDayid
Panter as Secretary of legation, to Brussels, with

proposals for the renewal of the league. The Scottish

envoys were received with distinguished respect,

both by the Queen of Hungary, who had now

assumed the prefecture of the Netherlands, and by

the Emperor Charles V., who was at that time

resident at her court, and returned, after having

renewed the treaty between the two countries for

another century.*

As his experience increased, James was naturally

Policy of the le^ to see^ a*d "* ^e internal

king. administration of his kingdom,
from those whose wisdom and long-tried fidelity

justified his confidence. The breach between him

and his nobles had been gradually widening.

Their ignorance, ferocity, and open combinations

to control or resist the authority of the crown,

not only incapacitated them for any share in the

government, but rendered them its worst and most

powerful foes. James therefore not only relin-

quished those friendships, which the necessities of

his position or the inexperience of his character

had led him at the outset of his reign to form

with some of the greater barons, but proceeded

firmly to punish, without respect of persons, all

who presumed to infringe the laws. Angus had
been banished, Crawford was stripped of the

greater portion of his estates, Argyle was impri-
soned, Moray and Maxwell remained unnoticed,
and Sir James Hamilton, who, in spite of his fla-

gitious crimes, had hitherto enjoyed the royal con-

fidence, was now treated with coldness and distrust.

As the influence of the feudal aristocracy declined,
that of the clergy steadily increased, and the prin-

cipal counsellors of the crown were chosen from

among the dignitaries of the church. Dunbar,
Archbiahop of Glasgow ; the Chancellor, James
Beaton, Archbishop of St. Andrews; and his

nephew, David Beaton, Lord Privy Seal enjoyed
the chief share of the royal confidence and favo'ur

;

and though the influence of this intimacy was
afterwards prejudicial to the spread of the Pro-
teatant faith, it was justified by the position of the

youthful monarch, and proved meanwhile most
beneficial to the kingdom. The nobles viewed their

waning influence with alarm, and sought to re-
owar their ascendancy by measures which it re-

quired all the wudom and vigour of James to

Intrijfuof defeat Bothwell, whose turbulent
conduct had been punished by

temporary imprisonment, passed at this time into
north of England ; and having obtained an

iterriew with the Karl of Northumberland, he
endeavoured to enlist that nobleman, and throughU the English monarch, in treasonable designs

the
authority of his

sovereign. After
enumerating his own grievances, and

representing
in league with the worst foes of Henry-,

ukerton, vol. li. p. 810.

he intimated that the time was favourable for an

invasion of Scotland, where the nobles, exasperated

by the tyranny of the king, were, he alleged, ripe
for rebellion

;
and offered his own allegiance and

services, with those of one thousand gentlemen and
six thousand commoners, to aid any English force

which, in conjunction with the Douglases, might

attempt the conquest of the northern kingdom.
He had no doubt, he said, that with his own power
and that of the Earl of Angus, he would, if pro-

perly supported, be able to crown the English
monarch within the town of Edinburgh in a short

time.* These base and treasonable negotiations
were happily discovered by James, who, on the

return of Bothwell to Scotland, ordered his imme-

diate arrest and imprisonment; but though his

traitorous journey failed in its main object, it was

not without influence in renewing the Border wars,

which broke out shortly afterwards with a ferocity

that threatened the general peace of the two

kingdoms.
In the early part of the following year an im-

portant change was introduced in Institution ofthe

the settlement of civil causes, by College of Justice.

the institution of the College of Justice, which is

generally said to have been framed after the model

of the parliament of Paris. Before the establish-

ment of this new court, civil causes were deter-

mined by standing committees, consisting of the

chancellor and certain members chosen by the

king from each of the three Estates, who sat thrice

in the year, at such places as the king should ap-

point.
" The plan," as Pinkerton remark>.

attended with many inconveniences : the expen>e
to which the members were exposed rendered

them reluctant in performing this duty, and preci-

pitant in its accomplishment. And the deputies of

the commons being annually changed, if a suit

were prolonged, the change of judges, who were

again to be instructed in the whole of the proce-

dure, rendered the embarrassment and protraction

extreme
; not to mention that perhaps none of the

members except the clergy were conversant in the

laws."f Many serious evils also resulted from the

heritable jurisdiction of the barons who held courts

of their own, the decisions of which were often

grossly partial ;
while relief could only be obtained

by the tedious and expensive process of an appeal

to the king and the privy council. To remedy thi>e

evils, the parliament which met at Edinburgh on the

17th of May, 1532, instituted a new court,

ing of fourteen members, one-half selected from the

clergy, the other from the laity, with a president.

who was always to be a clergyman. Its jurisdic-

tion embraced all causes except those which be-

longed to the privy council and high court of

justiciary, and its annual expenses were ordered

to be defrayed from the revenues of the >

The avowed object of the new court was to simplify

* Communications between Northumberland and Both-

well, 21st December, J531, B. v. 216; Pinkerton, vol. u

p. 812.

t Pinkerton, vol. ii. p. 318
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ministration of justice, and to protect the

iler classes from the oppression of the nc bles
;

nor can it be doubted that it was in many respects an

ir.pnivi-nient
on the cumbrous legal machinery of

unit's; but its benefits were exposed to

t ha/.ard by one unfortunate regulation,

which provided that the chancellor might preside

when hi- pleased, and that in the settlement of any
in of importance or difficulty, the king might

send three or four members of his privy council to

influence the deliberations. It was thus a ready-
nid formidable weapon in the hands of a

ic monarch ;
nor are the strictures of Bu-

chanan on its servility, even making allowance

for his Protestant leanings, to be regarded as

part.al
or unjust, supported as they are by many

Dpprcssive acts in this and the following reign.*

In spite of his pacific policy, James speedily
found himself engaged in a harassing and pitiless

contest with England. The charge
Border war.

of aggression seems clearly

brought home to his enemies. The representations

ifBotlnvell as to the state of feeling in Scotland,

md his promises of aid to an invading force, ex-

ited among the banished Douglases the hope of

regaining their ascendancy ;
and though Henry

no formal declaration of war, and even

iiffected to regard the renewal of hostilities between

:he two countries as an untoward event, there is

eason to conclude from the correspondence of

Northumberland, that he secretly encouraged the

nroad in the expectation of forcing James to re-

iounce his connexion with the pope and the

-mpcror.t A large English force, led by Sir

\nthony Darcy and Sir George Douglas, marched

rom Berwick, and after burning Coldingham,
hinijlas, and other towns and villages in the

neighbourhood, returned loaded with plunder.
) the other hand, the Scots broke across the

Jorder, and set fire to a village near Warkworth,
I he seat of Northumberland, who dressed himself at

aidnight by the blaze of burning houses.J The
arl threatened Kelso with a similar fate, that no
)lace near the Border might remain to hold a

Scottish garrison ;
but though this design failed,

iie detached sixteen hundred men, who burned

Jranxholm, the seat of Buccleuch, and, amid the

:ght of flaming villages, carried off a number of

iirisoners, and a large booty of horses and cattle,

ames prepared to resist this sudden inroad, though
he condition of his kingdom was far from satisfac-

ory. Argyle and Crawford, two potent nobles,
tad been deprived of their command in the Isles,

nd were ready to aid the treasonable proceedings
f Bothwell and the Douglases ;

while a great por-
ion of the clergy had become discontented in con-
i quence of an attempt to raise from their dioceses

an, book xiv. chap, xliii.

II -;il. book xiv. chap. xliv.

Northumberland to Fox; Pinkerton. vol. ii. p. 818.

fa

the Maxwells, in 1615, burnt the castle of Lochwood,
ey said they did so to give the Lady Johnston

'

light to
i her hood.'

I Calig. b. i. 129.

a tax of ten thousand crown* within the period of
one year. The refusal of parliament to aaaetioaaa
impost for the maintenance of three thnaaaad mm
in the Border garrisons, increased UM king', ro,bar-
rassmcnt

; but his measurea, notwiituranding ibcae
difficulties, were prompt and rigorous. The Earl
of Moray was appointed lieutenant-general of the
kingdom, and the

military array of the countrywas divided into four part*, to each of which fai

turn the defence of the marches waa nhaatei far

forty days ; while, to Recnre the hearty co-opera-
tion of the Border chiefs, an ampaaCj wa pro-
claimed for all previous offence*. Me Ian. who had
gained the confidence of the king by hit ralov
and

fidelity, was despatched with arrea thousand
Highlanders to Ireland, that he night aaaiat

O'Donnel, the Irish chief, in hu effort* to free that

country from the yoke of England. The Bmte
now poured across the Border, and retaliated oa
their foes by devastation and plunder. Boceleaeh,
Ferniehirst, and Cessford compelled the Enftiah
forces to retire, and after an inroad of unexampled
ferocity returned loaded with booty. As the

advanced, the passions of the combatant*
more exasperated, and their inroads more frequent
and destructive. Nor did the rigours of winter

produce any abatement in the savage strife. The
contest had now raged for nearly a year, and*

Henry, at length convinced that neither limiiuu

nor profit was to be gained by its continuance,
became anxious that it should cease. In an eav

bassy to Francis, his ally, he detailed the inr

of the Scots, whom he stigmatized as the i

sors, and threatened to chastise them by an

diate declaration of war. Francis despatched an

envoy to Scotland, with the view of mediating be-

tween the two sovereigns ; but his interference waa

rejected by James, who was justly dupleaied at the

preference which the French king had of late gives
to the interests of England over those of Scotlaad,

the ancient ally of his kingdom. BeauTois, a

second envoy from Francis, found the Scottiah

monarch more accommodating. He consented to a

truce with England, and shortly

after appointed Sir James Colville *** aghai

andAdam Otterburn to meet with Magnus aad the

other English commissioners at Newcastle, with

the view of arranging the conditions of a aattafre-

tory peace. Negotiations accordingly commeocedi

but, in consequence of unforeseen difficulties, they

were protracted till the month of October.t

The war still continued to rage on the B

where, properly speaking, peace scarcely era?

vailed; but although the conduct of the E>|

monarch towards his nephew waa laknlatan

provoke his wannest resentment, Jaaea

aware that it was for the interest of hie

to put a stop to hostilitirs with England,

some sacrifice of personal feeling; and aevoidiafjy

despatched the Bishop of Aberdeen and Sir A

Otterburn to the English court, with full powai

Hucbanan, book sir. chp. xli.

t Pinkerton, TO!, u
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to conclude a lasting, pacification.
After some

Conclusion of negotiations
at London with the

peace with English commissioners, Secretary

England. Cromwell and Dr. Fox, a treaty of

peace was concluded, which was to continue during

the lives of the two monarchs, and for a year after

the death of him who first deceased. It was agreed

that the Border fortalice of Edrington, which had

fallen into the hands of the Douglases since their

banishment, should be restored to the Scots ;
while

on the other hand, James consented that Angus,

with his brother and uncle, should be permitted to

reside in England, as the subjects of Henry. The

treaty was concluded on the twelfth of May, 1534,

and speedily ratified by both monarchs, with

more than usual solemnity.* The Order of the

Garter was soon after transmitted to James, by the

hands of Lord William Howard, brother of the

Duke of Norfolk; while the Emperor Charles the

Fifth bestowed upon him the order of the Golden

Fleece.t and Francis the First requested his ac-

ceptance of that of St. MichaeL

James being thus freed, by the conclusion of

Matrimonial P6*06 ^h England, from the

negotiation.", apprehension of external hostili-

ties, turned his attention to the negotiation of a

matrimonial alliance. His marriage was earnestly

/faired, both by his councillors and the great body
of his subjects. He was the last of his line, and

frequently exposed himself to imminent danger in

the suppression of disturbances, and the apprehen-
sion of the lawless banditti who infested the remote

districts of the country;}; and at other times he

hazarded his person less justifiably in private and
nocturnal adventures, which he undertook from the

love of enterprise and intrigue. The dagger of an

assassin, or an accidental blow in a midnight brawl,

might have exposed the kingdom to all the perils
of a vacant throne and a disputed succession.

Some overtures had already been made to the

French king, for a matrimonial alliance between
James and his daughter Magdalene ; but the ten-

der yean and delicate health of that princess pre-
vented the completion of the union at this time.

The Emperor Charles V. having heard of this ne-

gotiation, endeavoured to induce the Scottish
monarch to abandon the French alliance, by offer-

ing him in marriage his own niece, the Princess

Mary of Portugal; but the proposal was cour-

tcotiftly declined.

In the meantime the principles of the Reforma-

pncationof tion had been steadily makingUM B*formr*. progress among the people of
Scotland, and now began to excite great alarm
among the Roman Catholic clergy. But although
the king was fully aware of the idleness, ignorance,
and dissolute lives of a large portion of the clergy,
and had become convinced of the

necessity for a
reform in the general morals of this body, he was
not prepared to imitate the conduct of his uncle in

Rrm-r. Tol |T. p. 480037.
nul of OocorrenU in Scotland, p. 10.

ichwimn, book xiv. ch|>. xlvi.

shaking off the yoke of Rome. Unhappily for

himself, in spite of his hatred to the Douglases, he

adopted the policy of Angus towards the reformers,
and commenced a fierce persecution against those

whom he doubtless esteemed the enemies of the

truth. Several of the disciples of the Reformation
were condemned for heresy, and brought to the

stake. Some, terrified by the threats of tortures

and death, submitted to make a public recantation

of their opinions ; and a number more were com-

pelled, by the intolerant and cruel conduct of the

king, to flee for safety to England.* They re-

ceived a cordial welcome from Henry VIII.. who
had now entirely renounced the authority of the

papal see, and used every effort to induce his

nephew to follow his example. In order to open
his eyes to the tyranny of the papal usurpations,
he sent to James a work entitled, Embassy from
' The Doctrine of a Christian Man,' England.

in which the superstitions of the Romish church

were exposed ;
and despatched successively Dr.

Barlow, his chaplain, and Lord William Howard,
to request a conference with his royal nephew at

York, for the purpose of discussing matters of the

greatest importance to the welfare of both coun-

tries. According to the Scottish historians, the

English envoys were instructed to make the most

splendid offers to induce Mm to comply with his

uncle's wishes.f But James, though anxious to

maintain amicable relations with his powerful and

imperious relative, did not wish, in present cir-

cumstances, to draw these ties closer. He there-

fore declined to accept of the treatise which Henry
had sent him, acting, it was supposed, by the

advice of his clerical counsellors, whom Barlow

describes as ' the pope's pestilent creatures, and

very limbs of the devil.'} James himself, he says,

was of an excellent and generous disposition, but

his ecclesiastical council was decidedly hostile to

England. The royal chaplain, who was a per-

suasive preacher, was instructed by his master t .1

display his eloquence before the Scottish king, if

he could obtain permission ;
but the clergy shut up

all the pulpits against him. James had at fir-t

consented to the proposal of a conference, through
the importunity of the queen dowager ;

but this

Buchanan, book xiv. chap. 1.

+ Ibid.

J Calig. B. ii. 194 ; Pinkerton, vol. ii. p.
The reappearance of Margaret on the political

this occasion shows that she still retained her old

treachery and intrigue. She had contrived to elicit from

the king some information respecting tho

which he had given to his ambassador, Sir Adam <>

then resident at Hampton Court, how lie was not to agree
to Henry's 'new constitution of religion,' and that

to change the place of the proposed conference (V

to Newcastle,
' on account of the free sea n

immediately wrote down an account of all that -I

told her in confidence, and transmitted it by express to her

brother. Her base treachery was speedily discovi

naturally excited the Icing's severe dis]>leu<urr.

low, in a letter to his master, states that the qu.
then in high displeasure with King James, he bearing ht

in hand, or accusing her of receiving gilts IV

to betray him, with many other unkind sur-picior,

(State Papers, vol. v. p. 47.) Shortly aft.:-r, when Margaret
was renewing her importunities, that James sliotii
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step was strenuously opposed by the Hamiltons,
>. after the Duke of Albany (now advanced in

s and childless), were the next heirs to the

throne, and were therefore unwilling that the king
should marry at all

; and by the clergy, who
i;led that the influence of Henry might induce

their sovereign to throw off the dominion of the

.ish Church. They represented to him the

danger ofplacing himself in the power of a monarch
whose ancestors had frequently acted with bad

ii towards the kings of Scotland. Two aged

prelates,
James Beaton, Archbishop of St. Andrews,

and George Crichton, Bishop of Dunkeld, implored
the kin!? with tears not to abandon the religion of

his fathers, and solemnly warned him that the

overthrow of the church was certain to be followed

by the ruin of the kingdom ; and as a last resource,

the clergy bestowed lavish bribes on those cour-

tiers who possessed the greatest influence over the

king, that they might dissuade him from the

dreaded interview.*

The king himself appears to have lent a willing

The proposals
ear to these interested representa-

of Henry de- tions. It was impossible but that
dined by James. he must have been displeased with

the violent and dictatorial manner of the English
monarch, the countenance he had given to the

banished house of Douglas, and the intrigues
which he had carried on with the discontented

portion of the Scottish nobles. James must also

have been well aware, that by renouncing the

authority of the Pope, and confiscating the property
of the church, he would inevitably forfeit the

friendship of France and the other continental

powers, and place himself wholly in the hands of

a monarch whose haughty and imperious disposi-
tion rendered the maintenance of amicable rela-

tions with him an exceedingly difficult task. The

proposed conference was therefore indefinitely post-

.i/d, and the matrimonial negotiation fell to the

:nd. Soon after, an embassy consisting of

David Beaton, the Laird of Erskine, and Sir David

Matrimonial Lindsay, was despatched to the

embassy to French court, for the purpose of

forming a treaty of marriage be-

n the Scottish king and Marie de Bourbon,

the eldest daughter of the Duke of Vendome, the

first prince of the blood royal of France. Francis

was eager to promote the match, and offered to

declare the lady his adopted daughter, and to

endow her with a portion of a hundred thousand

crowns : and in spite of the opposition of England
and Spain, and the intrigues of the Hamiltons,
the negotiations proceeded so far, that not only
was the assent of the French monarch signified by

tn his uncle's request for an interview, he sternly answered,
brother means, by your aid, to betray me, I hail

liever (rather) it were done while I am in mine own realm
than in England.' The fidelity of Otterburn himself was
notproof against the bribes of Henry. He had long been
in the habit of furnishing secret information to the English

< court, and was afterwards imprisoned for a secret negotiation
\ with the Douglases.

Buchanan, book xiv. chap. H.

VOL. 1.

letters under the great sea!,* bat a portion of flat

lady's dowry was paid down beforehand.
In the uutumn of t

Jfc^
and was succeeded in the papal chair by Pa
The new pontiff In ling satisfied that the hrradb

i Henry and the court of Ram* was now
irreparable, prepared a bull ezroma
English monarch and his abettors, i

to have forfeited his crown, absolving Ua i

from their oaths of allegiance, and com*}
them to take up arms against him. II* at Us*
same time declared, that all the treaties and tlH-
ances of Henry with Christian princes were dav
solved, and laboured earnestly to farm n rnalitimi

against him, as the common enemy of Christendom.
With the view of confirming James in his allegi-
ance to the papal see, and inducing him to join the
alliance against his imperious neighbour, the pon-
tiff despatched his legate, Antonio YfafesfdM

Campeggio, into Scotland, with fapsl Uft is

instructions to depict, in the dark-

est colours, the conduct of the English king, his

divorce, his scandalous marriage with Anne Boleyn,
his separation from the church of Home, and his

cruel execution of Fisher and Sir Thomas Mora,
for their refusal to acknowledge his supremacy in

spiritual matters. At the same time the papal

legate addressed the Scottish king by the title of

Defender of the Faith, of wi. had proved
himself unworthy, and presented to him a cap and
a sword, which had been consecrated by the Pop*
at the Feast of the Nativity, with an intimation

that the weapon might be most appropriately

wielded against the English heresiarch. Permis-

sion was also granted to James to levy an addi-

tional contribution upon his clergy, which wn

probably not one of the least powerful of the in-

ducements held out by tiio legate to confirm the

Scottish monarch in his attachment to the papal

court.t

Meanwhile the Scottish king became impatient

at the obstacles which were inter-

posed to his marriage, principally to
tiju

U

from an unwillingness on the part

of Francis to give offence to Henry VIII., who, he

was aware, was intent upon accomplishing an

alliance with Scotland, and adopted the rooMM

resolution to pay a visit in disguise to the eonrt of

his intended father-in-law, in order to obtain a

view of the lady f >r whom he was in treaty, and i

obviate the difficulties which had daiayad

match. Having made the necessary pr*p*

with the utmost sccrcsy, he embarked nt Loitl

the 2Gth of July, with a slender retinw

and knights, without inf 'fining any per*

of the object or the ii

was supposed by some that be intended '

to the English court ;
but this illusions

dissipated; for when the vessel in

This document, which i. ****** Jj"J
preserved in the Archive* oftheUnml|
of the Queens of Scotland

t Leslev, p. l-'.O ;
1'iuktrtuu, oL ii- F-
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embarked got out to sea, it encountered a severe

gale, and the pilot inquiring what course they

should steer, the reply of the king was,
' Land me

on any coast except England.' "When the royal

purpose was understood, it proved so unsatisfactory

to the nobles, that after the king fell asleep, they

resolved to alter the course of the vessel, and to

carry him back to Scotland; and Sir James

Hamilton taking upon himself the responsibility of

the deed, seized the helm, and put about the ship.

When the king awoke and found himself once

he is driven more close to the Scottish coast,

back he was so much displeased, that he

threatened to hang the captain ;
and according to

Huchanan, he was never completely reconciled to

the nobles who had thus sought to frustrate his

plans, vowing that '
if he lived he should remem-

ber and reward them for their good-will.'*

But James, with characteristic tenacity of pur-

pose, adhered to his design in spite of the interested

opposition of a portion of his nobility ;
and as his

intention had now become known, he resolved to

make suitable preparations for his romantic expe-
dition. A regency was appointed, consisting of

the Archbishops of St. Andrews and Glasgow, with

the Earls of Eglinton, Huntley, and Montrose, and
Lord Maxwell, who were empowered to conduct

the affairs of the kingdom during the absence of

their sovereign ; and James, after performing a pil-

grimage on foot from Stirling to the Chapel of our

Lady of Loretto, near Musselburgh, and offering

he renews his "P prayers for a prosperous voy-
ojage. age, sailed a second time from

I.eith, with a fleet of seven vessels, accompanied
by the Earls of Argyle, Arran, Rothes, the Lords

Fleming and Maxwell, the Abbot of Arbroath, the
Prior of Pittcnweem, and other nobles and digni-
taries, with about three or four hundred attend-
ant*. On the tenth day they landed at Dieppe;
and the king having resolved, before proceeding to

Paris, to obtain a view of his affianced bride, re-

paired in disguise to the ducal chateau of Vendome,
and mingled with the crowd of attendants and
l*ctators who filled the lower end of the hall

during a public fete. He was speedily recognised,
however, by his resemblance to a miniature por-
trait which the princess had procured from Scot-

" Whm fore," says Pitscottie,
" she past to

her coffer, and took out his picture which she had
gotten out of Scotland by some secret means

; and
as ooo a* she looked upon the picture it made her
know the king imontini-nt, where he stood amon^
the net of the company, and she past pertly to
him, and took him by the hand, and said, Sir, youUnd over far aside, therefore, if it please your
Girace to talk with my father or me, as you think
for the prr*4-nt, a while for your pleasure, you may

'

James being thus discovered, was
ith introduced to the Duke and his court,

jr whom he was received with K ,Tat cordial-
Thfti," continues the chronicler, "there was

; UuchmnM1
' book *' ch P !: Ktscot-

nothing but merriness, banqueting, and great cheer,
with music and playing on instruments, and all

other kind of pastime for the fields, with lutes

shawlms, trumpets, and organs ; jousting and run-

ning of great horses, whilk pastimes were all to

delight the King of Scotland. For the duke pre-

pared ane fair palace to the king, decored with all

costlie ornaments. The walls thereof were hung
with tapestry of gold, and wrought with silk

; the

floor laid over with green frieze
;

a pall (a state

canopy) of gold set with precious stones was

placed over the king's head when he sat at meat,
and the halls and chambers were perfumed with

sweet odours, very delectable to the senses of

men."* In spite, however, of all these honours

which the duke paid to his royal guest, and the

love tokens which passed between the king and

the young lady, who is said to have been deeply

captivated by his handsome appearance and gallant

accomplishments,t the marriage treaty was ulti-

mately broken off; and James transferred his ad-

dresses to the Princess Magdalene, the beautiful

daughter of Francis, for whose hand he had already
made repeated overtures to her father. Magda-
lene is said, by the French historians, to have

fallen in love with the Scottish monarch at first

sight ;
and although Francis earnestly dissuaded

the match, on account of the extreme delicacy of

his daughter's constitution, hex physicians having
assured him ' that she was not strong enough to

travel to a colder climate than her own, and that

if she did, her days would not be long' the

youthful lovers turned a deaf ear to his remon-

strances, and their nuptials were
Marriage of

solemnized with unusual splen- James to the

dour, on the first of January,
Princess Magda-

1537, in the cathedral of Notre

Dame. The president and members of the par-

liament of Paris, clad in scarlet robes, went in

state to offer a congratulatory address to the

Scottish king, and then headed the procession
which preceded that monarch in his state entrance

into the capital, as the affianced husband of the

Princess Magdalene an honour which had

before been paid to any foreign prince or poten-

tate.} At the celebration of the marriage the

Kings and Queens of France and Navarre, the

Dauphin of France, the Duke of Orleans, and

other French nobles, with a deputation from the

Scottish nobility, and many illustrious fort !.

Pitscottie, vol. ii. pp. 864, 360.

f Francis attempted to compensate the Lady of Y<

for her disappointment, by offering her another
suitable rank, but she declined all matrimonial o\

and retired into a convent.

J The parliament strongly objected to this unusuul pro-

ceeding, and entreated Francis to consider well

consequences that might result from such an ini.

upon their ancient customs. They also protesteil

any alteration in the costume of the parliament, aii

nearly a week in debating on this matter bef<

submit to the royal pleasure. See Lives of the ','

Scotland, vol. i. pp. 803, 804. It is mentioned in the an-

cient account of the proceedings that James diil

any speech in reply to the complimentary addn

president,
'

because he knew so little of the French hiu

guage.'
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onnded the altar, and seven cardinals assisted

ie ceremonial.* " There was never sic (such)

litie," says Pitscottie,
" nor sic nobilitie seen

France in one day, as was at that time there.

For through all France that day there was joust-

ing and tournaments, with all other manly exer-

is also skirmishing of ships through all the

coasts and firths; so that in towns, lands, seas,

villages, castles and towers, there -was no man that

might have heard for the reard (roaring) and noise

of cannons and other munitions, nor scarcely have

>r the vapours thereof. There was also

within the town of Paris cunning carvers and pro-

found negromancers, who by their art caused things

appear which were not
; dragons flying in the air,

spouting fire on others ;
rivers of water running

through the town, and ships fighting thereupon, as

it had been in bullering streams of the sea, shoot-

ing of guns like cracks of thunder
;
and these

wonders were seen both by the nobility and com-

mon people."f The Scottish king and his youthful

queen remained at her father's court until the spring;

and such was the influence which James possessed

with his father-in-law, that he is said to have dis-

posed of civil and ecclesiastical preferments, and to

have dispensed pardons to prisoners as freely as

if he had been in his own kingdom ;
for Francis

could refuse him nothing, and was entirely guided

by his wishes.

.Meanwhile his own subjects having become

impatient under the protracted absence of their

sovereign, which had now extended to nearly nine

months, preparations were made for the departure
of the royal couple. An application to the English
monarch for permission to pass through his domi-

nions was discourteously refused, partly, it appears,
from the dissatisfaction felt by Henry at the refusal

of his request for the pardon of the Douglases, and

partly from unwillingness to incur the expense of

entertaining his nephew in a manner suitable to

Their return to his rank.f James was therefore

Scotland. compelled to return by sea ;
and

having embarked at Dieppe, after a stormy passage

An interesting view of the ceremony is given in a

curious contemporary painting which formerly decorated
the gallery of the Luxembourg palace, and is now in the

I collection of Lord Elgin, at Broom-hall, in Fife.

+ Pitscottie, vol. ii. p. 370.

J Tytler, vol. v. p. 214.

J The vessel which carried the royal couple was com-

pelled to anchor for some time off Scarborough, in conse-

quence of the violence of the wind, and many of the inha-

bitants of the Yorkshire coast came out in boats to see the

I Scottish king, some of whom, it appears, went down on their

!
knees to James, entreating him to enter England with an

Deliver them from the tyranny of Henry. The Duke
k, who had come to Scarborough, apparently with

ie that the stormy weather would compel the royal
to land on the English coast, where there can be

they would have been made prisoners, sn\

Cromwell,
"
If God had sent such good fortune that

the King of Scots had landed in these parts, I would so

have handled him, that he and his bride should
have drunk my wine at Sheriffe-Hutton before he had re-

turned to Scotland. I was in some hope of this, for the wind
&s very strainable on Wednesday morning." Norfolk to

ell, dated Bridlington, May 18tb, 1537; Lives of the

i Scotland, vol. i. p. 317.

he arrived with hie bridi- at Uith.
"t.Miv. 1

iiey were ivemrcd with grtt rtjoMafi
by an immense concourse of all claM of the cvo*-

munity, who came to welcome ih

and to see their new queen. Aa soon i

Magdalene knelt down upon the

'kissed the moulds thereof,' whilst she
thanks to God for having brought the king and
her safely through the teas, and prayrd for the

happiness of her new country : an Jnnideut whietl
seems to have greatly endeared her to the ejection*
of the Scottish people.* Preparation* were one**

mcnced on a scale of great magnificence for the
coronation of the young queen, which was intended
to be a day of gladness and festivity throughout
the whole realm.f But scarcely had the rrjoietufi
for her arrival ceased, when it became apparent
that Magdalene was sinking under that insidious

malady the seeds of which she had DMb of UM

long carried in her constitution; ysuuf euesn.

and to the inexpressible grief of her husband and
the whole nation, she expired on the tenth of July,
before she had completed her seventeenth year.
Brantome states that " she was very deeply regret*

ted, not only by James V., but by all his people,

for she was very good, and knew how to make her*

self truly beloved. She had a great mind, and was

most wise and virtuous."
" All the great triumph

and joy of her coming," says Pitscottie,
* was turned

to dolor and lamentation, and all the play that

should have been made, waa turned into soul masses

and dirges ; and such mourning throughout the

country, and lamentation, that it was great pity

for to see ;
and also the king's heavy moan that he

made for her was greater than all the rest" She

was interred with great pomp in the royal vault,

in the Abbey of Holyrood, near the coffin of Jamca

II., and her epitaph was composed in elegant Latin

verse, by the celebrated George Buchanan,} and

her untimely death occasioned the first general

mourning ever worn in Scotland.^

The conduct of Henry during James's absence in

France, had not been calculated to Coetot at

aiiay those resentful feelings which Hnrj A

must have been excited by the
Jl

open maintenance of Angus and his tauthers * I

English court, and his ungenerous refusal ti

the Scottish king and his bride to pees ti

England on their return to their owi

Carrying out the base policy invented

Dacre, of sowing disunion and U'saoner

the Scottish nobles, by mean* of an

system of corruption and bribery, Henry

into Scotland Sir Ralph Sadler, an able and

diplomatist,
who continued for

half a century to exert an injuno

the aflairs of the northern kingdom.

: .

.-, vol. it. r S7;
id Lindsay Workt.

*

the gift ol twenty pound*.

( Buchanan, book v. chap. 1
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instructed to communicate with the queen-mother,

to gmin over the nobility to the English interest, to

ound the inclinations of the body of the people on

the subject of peace and war, and to ascertain the

sentiments generally entertained respecting the

eeearion of Henry from the Papal see.* He found

State of parties
Margaret eagerly prosecuting a suit

in Scotland, of divorce against Lord Methven,

her third husband, whom she accused of wasting

her estates, and burdening them with debts. She

was as ready as ever to betray the counsels of the

government, and to lend herself to the treacherous

intrigues of her brother's agents; but her venality

and falsehood, together with her unblushing pro-

fligacy, had completely destroyed her influence. The

council of regency, according to Sadler, was entirely

devoted to the interests of the Romish see, and had

artfully fomented hostile feelings towards Eng-
land in the minds of the people, as the most

effectual means of arresting the progress of the

reformed opinions. The knowledge of these in-

trigues doubtless helped to alienate the feelings of

the Scottish king from his selfish and unprincipled

relative, and to dispose him to
Policy of James. . . . , , , , . , ,, ,-,

join in the league which the Pope
was labouring to form against Henry as the com-

mon enemy of the faith. His close alliance with

Francis, whom the violence and haughtiness of the

English monarch had once more estranged the

influence of his clerical councillors, who dreaded

the extension of the Reformation into Scotland,
and his displeasure at the favour shown to the

banished Douglases, all combined to render an

open rupture with England by no means improba-
ble. An order was issued for supplying the people
with arms and defensive armour, and the king laid

out the greater part of his revenue in military

preparations, and especially in strengthening the
fuiUeaw.1 of Tantallon and Dunbar, and providing
them with an adequate train of

artillery. It is

ttated by Sir Thomas Clifford, in a letter to Henry,
dated 26th July, 1537, that for a month past James
had, at least twice in the week, secretly repaired to
Dunbar at midnight, with a train of only six per-
sona, and after remaining there a day or two, re-
turned also by night. He adds, that the Scottish

artillery was in a high state of
efficiency, as the

king devoted to it his whole attention
; and that

Berwick, from the ruinous condition of its fortifi-

cations, wat exposed to imminent danger,f The
insurrection which had recently broken out in the
northern districts of England, in consequence of
the Mpprewion of the monasteries, as well as the
oetOe league now forming against Henry on the

itinent, gave greater significance to these war-
e preparations on the part of the Scottish king,

it was generally believed that he was revolv-
ing iwme important change in his

policy.At this period the life of the monarch was twice

800,851.

menaced by secret conspiracy, and although the

ramifications of the plots are in-
Conspiracv of

volved in much obscurity, there is the Master of

every probability that they were

both connected with the intrigues of the faction o

the Douglases. At the head of the first was
Master of Forbes, a turbulent and bloodthi

baron, who, under the regency of Albany, trea-

cherously slew the Laird of Meldrum in the town

of Aberdeen. Having married a sister of the Earl

of Angus, he had taken a prominent part in all the

treasonable intrigues and lawless deeds by which

the Douglases had sought to regain their forfeited

power and possessions. In June, 1536, Forbes was

accused, by the Earl of Huntley, of a design to

assassinate the king as he passed through Aber-

deen, and of instigating a mutiny against the

governor when the Scottish army was on its

march to repel an invasion of the English. He
and his father, Lord Forbes, were imprisoned upon
these charges, but their trial did not take place

till fourteen months after. The latter was ac-

quitted, but the son was found guilty, condemned,

and executed on the same day (14th July, 1
'

Edinburgh.* Some of the Scottish historians,

while they admit that Forbes deserved his fate, yet

affirm that he was innocent of the crime for which

he suffered, and insinuate that the jury by whom
he was tried were corrupted by Huntley.f But

of this there is no evidence, and the conduct of

James in liberating Lord Forbes, and not only

abstaining from the forfeiture of his estates, but

admitting the brothers of the criminal to his fa-

vour, and one of them even to an office in his

household, proves the absence of all vindictive

feeling on the part of the king, together with a

consciousness of his own integrity, and a confidence

in the acknowledged justice of the sentence, very

remarkable in that age, when revenge for any in-

tentional injury or dishonour was deemed a sacred

duty.}
The principal actor in the second plot,

which

was, in all probability, a branch anj Of Lady
of the same conspiracy, was Janet Glammis.

Douglas, a sister of the banished Earl of

and the widow of Lord Glammis, after whose dcnth

she had married a gentleman named Campbell, of

Skipnish. Within a week after the death of the

queen, and while James was overwhelms

grief, on account of his recent bereavem<

nation was astounded to learn that another plot

against the life of their sovereign had b>

tected ; and only two days after the execution of

the Master of Forbes, Lady Glammis and her

husband, her son the young Lord Glammis, tin :i

only sixteen years of age, a priest, and a barber

named John Lyon, were accused of conspiring the

king's death by poison, and also of havi:

Pitcairn's Criminal Trials, vol. i. pp. 188187 ; Lesley-

p. 154.

t Buchanan, book xiv. chap, liii.; CalJerwood, quoted
:n

Pitcairn's Criminal Trials, p. 183.

1 Pinkerton, vol. ii. p. 346.
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sonably assisted the Earl of Angus, and George

Douglas, his brother, who were traitors and rebels.

Lady Glammis was found guilty, and condemned

to be burned at the stake, the common mode of

in that age for all females of rank in cases

on and murder. She suffered the dreadful

mce on the castle-hill of Edinburgh, (July

,)
in the presence of a crowd of spectators, who

deeply moved by her noble birth, her matured

ty, and the courage with which she endured

cruel punishment. Her son, Lord Glammis,
was found guilty, upon his own confession, of con-

cealing the conspiracy, but out of compassion for

his youth his life was spared, and he was con-

demned to perpetual imprisonment, from which he

was not released till the death of James, when he

was restored to his estates and honours.* Archi-

bald Campbell, the husband of the unfortunate

lady, in attempting to escape from the castle of

Edinburgh, was dashed to pieces on the rocks.

John Lyon, her accomplice, was found guilty,

(Aug. 22,) of having been art and part in con-

spiring the death of the king, and beheaded ; whilst

on the same day, Alexander Makke, or Mackay,
who had sold the poison, knowing from Lyon for

what purpose it was bought, had his ears cut off,

and was banished from all parts of Scotland, ex-

cept the county of Aberdeen.f
The horrible punishment inflicted upon Lady

Glammis excited great sympathy at the time, and

Buchanan, and other writers, have pronounced
her innocent of the crimes laid to her charge, and

have ascribed her condemnation to the implacable
hatred which James entertained to the house of

Douglas. But a careful and candid examination of

the evidence adduced against her, shows that this

opinion is unfounded. There can be no question
that Lady Glammis was guilty of treason in assist-

ing her brothers in their attempts to
' invade' the

king's person and re-establish their authority in

Scotland, and the whole circumstances of the case

lead to the conclusion that she was also guilty of

the other crime laid to her charge the compass-

ing the death of the king.J
James was not long a widower; within a few

months after the death of his youthful and delicate

queen, he despatched David Beaton, nephew to the

primate, to open negotiations for his marriage with

The king's Mary, a princess of the house of

wcoud marriage. Guise, and widow of the Duke of

Longueville. The preliminary arrangements were

speedily concluded, and in June, 1538, Mary landed

at Balcomie, in Fife, under the escort of Lord

Maxwell and an admiral of France
;

and the

nuptials were celebrated with due pomp at St.

Andrews. But neither the attraction of this

Lesley, p. 154.
+ PitcaiVn's Criminal Trials, vol. i. pp. 199202, 203.

t A very complete and satisfactory investigation of the

against Lady Glammis, and the evidence by which
these charges are supported, will be found in the Appendix
to the fifth vol. of Tytler's History. See also Pinkerton.
vol. ii. pp. 347 350. Appendix, No. XVII.

s Buchanan, book \iv. chap. lv.; Lesley, p 155.

THE PICTORIAL HISTORY OF SCOTI

new alliance, nor the anxiety oofainod by the
recent conspiracies, diverted the king fnm UM
line of policy which he had adopted with a rkw
to the increase of hi* wealth and HI* lihm t
the extension of his authority, f'rnl UMmat
Sr\rrul of tin- lucrative office* coo- Mthalqp,
nected with tho eccle*i**tieal ectabtkhoMat* at 8t
Andriws, Holyrood, Melro*e, Kebo, and Cbldtef*
ham, were made to minuter to his aggmdhMMt,
being conferred upon hii illegitimate *rfHrtil1

whose minority entitled him to draw, aad enabbd
him to appropriate, tho entire rtTana*.* H
exacted large fines from Sir Adam Otterbarn aad
an Edinburgh merchant of the nan* of Chttbohw,
who had been lately imprisoned on a charge of
treasonable intercourse with the Ikmg!**. f Coi-

ville, the comptroller of the royal h^ntthffH. wa
arrested, and compelled to render an account of the

sums which had passed through hi* hand* in the

discharge of his official duties. J The Ear! of Both-

well was deprived of the lordship of T iddeokU. f

on the plea that a district of the country to lawlcM

and turbulent required the immediate control of the

royal authority; and similar pretext* were employed
to justify the king's resumption of certain

held by Murray, his natural brother, and

cousin, the Earl of Huntley. ||
Such

ments on the power of an arrogant church and a

jealous nobility, required both tact and flrauMM

on the part of the sovereign. But Jame* waa by
no means destitute of the ability to carry out, with

combined prudence and resolution, hi* purpose of

augmenting the influence of the crown. WhatevVfl

dissatisfaction may have been awakened in UM
minds of the individuals immediately interested,

these measures seem to have been effected withoat

provoking any general outbreak of discontent and

opposition. In the course of the tame year, the

enmity against the Protestant* Ptneratioaaf

found vent in fresh and violent theHrfmam.

persecutions. Jerome Russell, a learned friar, aad

another still more eminent supporter of the JU-

formation, the historian Buchanan,

the persons seized and thrown into

The latter, however, contrived to

prison and took refuge in England, whence he

subsequently fled to France.

The relations with England were at thi* period

in an uncertain and unstable con- suo/tk*
dition. Henry the Eighth pro- wtottaa* wfcfc

fessed indeed a desire to maintain

a friendly understanding with hi*

Scottish king; but Jume*, either dktraatfafJ
profession, or disinclined to meet 1

spirit, had been btn-iiKihi-ninf Danbar and t

strongholds on his southern frontier.

pal disturbing element wa* the coag*i <

opinions in the two kingdom*.
1

himself into the work of reformation with all I

* \\liarton to Cromwell, ftth.

rinkertou, voL iL p. 863.

1 Ibid. I
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impetuous energy that characterized his dispo-

sition. James, on the other hand, though not un-

willing to set some restraint placed upon the

Catholic Church, was still one of its avowed ad-

herents, and lent his countenance to its oppression

of the Protestants. Either country accordingly

presented a ready asylum to the persecuted re-

fugees of the other. The victims of Popish bigotry

in Scotland sought safety under the shadow of

Henry's throne ;
and English Catholics fled from

Protestant intolerance to find shelter -within the

territories of James. It would appear that in the

bitter instance, the representations of the fugitives

were permitted to affect the temper of the couit

on whose protection they had cast themselves.

The Scottish monarch was not sorry to hear their

report of general discontent prevailing in the

neighbouring kingdom, and of the currency there

of popular rhymes which foretold his speedy ac-

cession to his uncle's throne. In a letter to the

Council of York, indeed, he repudiated these pre-

dictions, and stigmatized them as ' fantastic pro-

phecies,' which he treated with disbelief and con-

tempt.* Nor did he hesitate to issue edicts de-

nouncing death and confiscation against all who
should be found circulating them in his dominions.

At the same time he disliked, and perhaps feared,

the proud impetuous temper of Henry ;
his recent

matrimonial connection, also, tended to bias his

mind more decidedly towards France ; and it can

hardly be doubted that, while he professed a wish
to maintain friendship with England, he contem-

plated with some satisfaction the unsettled state of

that country, as favourable to his own independence
and advancement. These feelings were strength-
ened by the return of David Beaton, whom the

Election of Ppe bad recently elevated to the
DTil Beton to rank of a cardinal, and by the ac-

^7- cession of that able but unprinci-
pled prelate to the honours of the primacy, in the
room of hi* relative, James Beaton, Archbishop of
SL Andrew*, who died in the autumn of 1539.
The new primate was a man of great abilities and
toweling ambition. Eager and unscrupulous in
hi* devotion to the Papal Church, he signalized
hit return to his native land by fanning into a
fiercer flume the fire of persecution against the
IVotestant*. In company with Chisholme, Bishop

Ihimblane, whose character, like his own, was
i the gross vices which have so often

accompanied the ordinance of
celibacy, he presided

in an ecclesiastioal court before which five indivi-
b were tried for heresy Keillor and Bcveridgetwo Dominican friars, Dean Forret, Vicar of Dollar]

Simpson, a priest at Stirling, and Robert Forrester,

^-*W cruelty notary of the same town. Allwn
jn

- d fi wore, without hesitation,
condemned to the stake, and the

Pi sentence was executed on the Castle-hill of
mrgh, on the first of March, 1338-9.t And

:,
; Buch. kiv.M.

soon after, at Glasgow, Russell, a grey friar, who
had been imprisoned during the previous year, and

Kennedy, a youth of eighteen, passed through a
similar fiery trial to the honours of martyrdom.*
The memory of James must bear, in part, the stain

of these unjust and cruel proceedings. But he
seems to have viewed them with no unalloved

satisfaction. He was selfish, but not bloodthirstv;
a stern politician rather than a blind zealot. He
had enough of candour to disapprove of the haughty
and licentious spirit of the Catholic hierarchy, and

sufficient wisdom to perceive that such sanguinary
acts tended to injure the cause which they were

designed to advance. During the remainder of his

reign, the spirit of religious persecution was com-

pelled to content itself with a bloodless sacrifice.

In the beginning of the next year, Sir William

Eure, on the part of England, met
Negotiations

with Bellenden and Balnavis, with England,

commissioners from James, for the purpose of ne-

gotiating respecting the old interminable question,

the lawless and troublesome state of the Borders.

It was agreed, for the ends of justice and order,

that fugitives from either kingdom should be

seized and sent back to answer for their crimes

under the jurisdiction of their respective sovereigns.

The English envoy had also a private conference

with Bellenden, an aged and experienced s

man, respecting the views and feelings prevalent

at the Scottish court ;
on the ground of which he

reported to his master, that James and many of his

nobles were willing to see some reformation effected

in the church. This induced Henry to enti

Ralph Sadler,f in February, with jlis^on of Sir

the task of persuading the Scottish Ealph Sadler to

monarch to withdraw his con- tfan

fidence from Beaton, to renounce the Papal su-

premacy, and divert the ample revenues of the

monastic establishments into the treasury of the

state. The embassy had reference to another

matter, which was causing considerable anxiety

at the English court. The conference of 1

with the emperor at Paris boded no good (

land, and Henry could not avoid fearing tl

nephew was a party to some secret alliance

had begun to be formed against him. To in-

quiries on this point James returned a s

tory answer, denying solemnly on oath th

ence of the rumoured confederacy, in so far as he

was concerned; but Henry's proposal for

sonal conference he dextrously evaded, on t!

that his nobility were strongly opposed to th>

and that besides, in his existing relation-

France, he could not give his consent u:

French monarch should be present on the

sion. Sadler had little success in _iu f

the other department of his com-

mission. In vain did he accuse Beaton of sec:

dealings with Rome, and produce in e\

letters said to have been found in a Scottish

which had been wrecked on the coast of Northum-

ttiswood, p. 67; Knox, Hist, i

t Sadler's Letters, 15, 55, &c. ; I'Lukerton, vol. ii. p. W.
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berland. James affirmed that the purport of these

ers had been previously made known to him,

1 declared his conviction of the Cardinal's loy-

nltv. In vain did the ambassador enlarge on the

indolent and vicious habits of the monks; the

king intimated his intention of taking order for

their restraint, but refused to entertain the idea of

confiscating the monastic property. It has been

said that the influence of this embassy was preju-

diced by the paltry present which accompanied it
;

and certainly the gift of a few horses from the

sovereign of England to his royal nephew, con-

trasted unfavourably with the profusion of French

gold that found its way into the service of James.

But there were other considerations, more honour-

able and more important, which powerfully influ-

enced the mind of the Scottish king. He was

firmly attached to the Catholic Church
;
he needed

the support of the prelates as a counterpoise to the

power of the nobles
;
and the illiterate condition of

the latter made it hardly possible to dispense with

the employment of the educated ecclesiastics in

many of the highest offices of state. Henry, more-

over, was still showing favour to the exiled Doug-
lases, and there was too much reason to suspect,

that under all his professed zeal for Protestant

principles he was actuated mainly, if not exclu-

ly, by ambitious and selfish motives. Few,
then, will marvel that the Scottish king shrunk

from the course into which the mission of Sadler

- designed to urge him ; nor will many regret
that Henry the Eighth failed to leave the impress
of his spirit on the Scottish Reformation.

On the 22nd of May, the royal residence at

Birth of a St. Andrews was filled with re-

prince, joicings by the birth of a prince,*
who was named after his father : and no sooner

was the health of the queen restored, than James

proceeded to execute a design which he had been

contemplating for some time, with a view to

strengthen his authority in the northern provinces
of his kingdom. He wisely judged that the in-

subordination and deadly feuds which still pre-
vailed in these remote districts would be most

effectually quelled by a royal progress, undertaken

with such a display of pomp and power as might
awaken at once admiration and fear among the

rude clansmen of the highlands and isles. Accord-

James's voyage
inglv he set sail from the Fritl

?
of

to the Western Forth, with a numerous and im-

posing retinue, in a fleet of twelve

large vessels, which had been carefully fitted out

and well armed for the expedition. Six of these

carried his personal suite and body guard ; three

others were laden with provisions and stores which
were required on the voyage; and the remain-

ing three were severally assigned to the Cardinal,
the Earl of Huntley, "and the Earl of Arran.

Beaton commanded five hundred men from Fife,

and Angus ; Huntley conducted a force of five

hundred men from the northern shires; while
*
Aglionby to Sir Thomas Wharton, May 4th, 1 ">40, Calig.

B. iii. 217.
J

Arran led an equal number from the

tricts, besides the royal suite and m
who followed in tlu-ir train. About the end at
May, after the atupietow birth of the Mr t Ik*
throne, the royal fleet, thus gallantly equipped and
manned, quitted the Frith of Forth, sailed ninny
the coasts of Fife, Angus, Huchan, and Caithness,
and crossing the Pentland Frith, reached fht

Orkney islands, where the king and hit attendant*
were hospitably entertained by Robert Me. B,
Bishop of Orkney. The expedition ptgt nraseasM
to the coast of Sutherland, for the purpose of e*hv

ing Donald Mackay of Strathnavcri and thni

doubling Cape Wrath it touched at tb Lewis.
where Roderick Macleod and his kinsmen met the

king, and were compelled to accompany km In hi*

progress. The squadron then visit. <1 in sneeneion
the islands of Harris and List, and crossing over
to the west coast of Skye, received on board
Alexander Macleod, of Dunvcgen, lord of tb-M part
of the island

; and coasting round by the north of

Skye, the king reached the district of

where he was met by John Moydertach,
of the Clanranald, Alexander of Glengarry.
other chieftains, claiming their dee

the ancient Lords of the Isles. Ji

steered for Kintail, where he was joined by the

chief of the Mackenzie*, and then

southward by the Sound of Slcat, be Tinted in

succession the islands of Coll. Tirce, Moll, and

Isla, and sweeping along the coast of Argyle be

passed the promontory of Kintirr, and after a

short stay at Arran sailed up the Frith of Clyde,
and landed in safety at Dunbarton.*
The beneficial results of this voyage did not

fall short of the wisdom that planned it, and the

magnificence with which it was executed. Many
of the turbulent chiefs, attracted by the splendid

pageant, or awed by the strong array, paid ready

homage to their sovereign as be passed; others,

who ventured to assume an attitude of resistance,

were seized and detained in i miftneassnt antfl

some time after the king's death. A new train of

thought and feeling, favourable to the interests f

order and industry, was stirred among the eon*

tentious marauding clans; and to James V. brloof*

the honour of having first effectually undermined

and shaken the partition wall of mutual jealousy

and aversion which had so long separated the

Scottish people into two discordant and hostile

races. Other minor advantages lesatted from ti

laudable undertaking. The king had

Alexander Lindsay, a skilful pilot and hyiw

grapher, to attend him on the Toyfl ""d '

charts and nautical observations, whiehhs) f

lished on his return, were reckoned of such vale*

that besides being printed at London, they

peared at Paris in a French translation, under U

Lesley, p. 136 ; Gregory'. HighlssA sajjato
f

land, rP . 147, Ua Tbo dmU of tki. pWH
taken hv Lesley, Buchanan, serf sU **
e placing it in ISSS.of-

rP
mista
some placing it .

first to point out that the trae date i
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auspices of the Royal Geographer there. It was

also from information acquired in this expedition,

that James was led in the close of the same year

to adopt measures for checking the intrusion of

i vessels on the fishing grounds belonging to

':kney and Shetland isles.

Soon after his return from his northern expedi-

-,,,racy tion, James received a private

gainst the king, communication, which involved a

charge of treason against Sir James Hamilton of

Evandale and Draphane, an illegitimate son of the

Earl of Arran. The knight had been a favourite with

the king in former days, and during the royal minor-

ity had possessed considerable influence at court.

He had subsequently fallen into disgrace, however,

in consequence of various acts of cruelty and oppres-

sion, into which his fierce and passionate temper
had hurried him. He was also a bigoted adherent

of the Catholic church, and had taken a prominent

part in the persecution of the Protestants
;
and no

hand was more deeply stained than his with the

blood of his own relative, Patrick Hamilton, who
suffered in 1528. At a more recent period, when
the bishops were empowered to elect, a Special

Justiciary, for the more effectual punishment of

>. their choice had fallen on the knight of

Evandale, in whom they were certain of finding a

fierce and unscrupulous agent of their sanguinary
designs.* He was now accused of having conspired,
with some adherents of Angus, against the autho-

rity of the crown, and even, it is said, against the

king's life. The crime, however, was of old date,
twelve years having elapsed since its occurrence,

though it was now revealed for the first time.

James was on his way from Edinburgh to Falk-

land, when a young man hurriedly met him, and

requesting a secret audience, gave him notice of
the- mi-tr r. \\ ithout interrupting his journey,
the king despatched the messenger with his ring
to Lcarmouth, master of his household, authorising
him and two other officers of his court to receive
the deposition of the informer, and act upon it

according to their judgment of its
credibility and

importance. Sir James was
immediately arrested

aud thrown into prison; and being soon afterwards

Tri.1 <n.l rxrca. Drought to trial, on the accusation
:u. * of Junes Hamilton of Kincavil

j"j^ sheriff of Linlithgow, and brother
to tin- lirt Scottish martyr, he was

id guilty and 1,, headed. To the last he affirmed
eBce; and at this day it is difficult to

pwetrato the oUcurity which time has thrown overU of the ease. But he seems to have had a
ir auc, and hi* general character was not such
to affix any improbability to the question of his

i death was viewed by some of the Pro-
ta a divine judgment against the perse-

God'a
|H.oplc. An old chronicler, after

:"* the circumstances in detail, makes allu-
th Scripture history of Haman, and adds,

' P- * ' Co*. Hi,. ,

"Richtso the furie of Sir James Hamiltoun, qv.hilk

he thought to have exerced upon Godis servantis,

be the counsel of evill and seditious bischo;

in the end suddenlie turned upon himselff."*

This incident exerted an unfortunate iufluem

on the mind of the king. Whether ,-,

,, , ,. . . , Effects of these
the memory of his former friend- conspire

ship for Hamilton awakened some the mind of the

train of gloomy reflection in his

breast, or whether, as is more probable, a painful

impression of his insecurity was forced upon him

by the thought of the long concealment of the

baron's crime, he became depressed and melancholy,

forsaking his wonted amusements to spend the day
in solitude and heaviness. Images of terror haunted

his fancy, and night brought to his pillow fearful

dreams, which frequently startled him from hia

sleep, to see in the creatures of his disordered brain

vengeful and threatening apparitions of the dead.!

Such is the picture presented by some historians of

the period ;
and though its dark features are pro-

bably exaggerated, it seems to contain a basis of

truth. It is not unlikely that the king's mind

began to display at this time something of that

morbid sensibility which, under the influence of

coming misfortunes, unnerved his frame, and ope-
rated as a principal cause of his early death,

gloomy forebodings, however, if they did exist,

were not of long continuance. By the close of the

year, when the parliament met. James was prepared
to carry on with renewed energy his schemes for the

reduction of the overgrown power of the nobility,

and the extension of the royal prerogatives. An
act was passed, confirming an edict which he had

issued three years before at Rouen,J
. , Annexation of

tor the revocation of all the cro \vn- the forfeited

rights which had been alienated estates to the

during his minority. This was
followed by another act, annexing to the throne the

Hebrides, the Orkney, and the Shetland isles, the

superiority of the earldom of Angus, and the

dale estates, with a number ofother lordships, among
which were Liddesdale, Glatnmis, Douglas, Craw-

ford-Lindsay, Crawford-John, Preston, Tantallon,

and Bothwell; the declared grounds of forfeiture

being the disaffected condition of the distru

the treasonable practices of the feudatories. At the

same time the dissatisfaction which these sweeping
measures tended to awaken among the aristocracy,

was sought to be allayed by a general a;:

from which, however, the banished Earl of Angus,
his brother, Sir George Douglas, and their- adhe-

rents, were specially exempted. Orders were al>o

Pitscottie, vol. ii. p. 389. Hamilton was Master of the

Works to James V.. and superintended the building or

additions to the Palace of Linlithgow, Blacknes-
and other royal edifices.

+ Lindsay" vol. ii. p. 890
;
Buch. book riv. chap. Iviii.

Drnmmond, 836. All these historians mention ti

that Sir James Hamilton appeared to the king in a dream,

brandishing a naked sword, with which he cut oft' b.<:h hii

arms, and then threatened to return after a short time and

take away his life. The superstitious conn,
with the death of the king's two sons which took pli0
almost immediately after.
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issued for the regular holding of the '

weapon -

\Vi>.' provisions
shaws '

twice a your throughout
.irliament. the country; and there was added

a careful specification of the arms with which the

various classes composing the military array of the

kingdom were to provide themselves. The next

melting of parliament, held in March, 1541, was

chiefly distinguished by the statutes which it

enacted with reference to ecclesiastical affairs. The
denial of the Pope's supremacy was made a capital

crime ;
conventicles were strictly prohibited ;

sus-

picion of heresy was declared a disqualification even

for municipal office ; all correspondence with pro-
> was forbidden, and a reward offered for the

ry of those who favoured the obnoxious

faith : while over against these oppressive acts was

placed a meagre general ordinance, enjoining the

clergy to greater purity of life, and a more faithful

discharge of their religious functions. In the

matter of trade, the manufactures of the country
and its commerce with foreign lands were made
the subject of several regulations ;

in the judicial

department, the recent institution of the college of

justice was confirmed
;

notaries and other legal
functionaries were required to pass through a cer-

tain course of preparatory training; and it was
ordered that the acts of parliament should be

printed and circulated among the people, from a

copy authenticated by the signature of the clerk.

Some additions were also made to the rules for the

arming and training of the persons liable to mili-

tary service.

The prospect of continued peace with England
was becoming more and more insecure. Beaton
and the clergy contemplated a rupture between
the two kingdoms as the most effectual means of

closing the ear of James against the arguments
with which his uncle still urged him to embrace

the cause of the Reformation. Their influence in

the councils of their sovereign may be traced in a

proclamation which appeared soon after the disso-

lution of parliament, ordering the preparation of

sixteen large and sixty small pieces of ordnance
;

and enjoining the whole military array of the

country to be in readiness for taking the field

on a day's notice. The middle of the year, how-

ever, brought a series of events which concentrated

the thoughts of the Scottish king with painful
interest on his domestic affairs.

In the month of April, 1541, Mary of Guise gave
birth to another son

;
but the joy which this event

occasioned was immediately clouded by the death

Death of the of the infatt; and nearly at the
wo sons game moment his elder brother,

the heir to the crown, was attacked with a mortal

malady, and died at St. Andrews before his

lifflictcd father could reach that town.* "The
ieath of the two infant princes," says Pitscottie,

'caused great lamentation to be made in Scotland,

but
especially by the queen, their mother. Yet,"

-ontinues he, "the queen comforted the king, say-
'

ng, they were young enough, and God would
*

Pinkerton, vol. ii. p. 371.

VOL. I.

raise them more succession." Th* princely infant*
were buried on the same day in the royml vault at

Holyrood,
" and there was more dolour in all t In-

land fur their death, than there had been joy tar
their birth."

Shortly after the death of the infant prince*, Mar-
garet the queen dowager closed her
varied and turbulent life at Meth- """***

ven Castle, in the
fifty-second year

^

of her age. In spite of excellent talents and great
energy of character, her trt-a

'rigaea, rio-
lent temper, and licentious life, had lost her the
confidence of all parties in the kingdom, and entirely
ruined her influence.

v
re her death, she

was eagerly engaged in w Main a di-

vorce from Lord Mcthvcn. her third husband ; but,
to her grievous discontent, her *on peremptorily
quashed the scandalous procedure. She was in.

terred with great magnificence in the chnrrh of
the Carthusians, at Perth, in the tomb of Jaaea
the First and his queen, the founders of the SMOM
tery.

James, thus suddenly rendered childless, felt

keenly the severity of the blow ; but did not long

yield to the enervating influence of sorrow. He
sought relief in that which, next to religion, is the

best comforter active exertion in p.-^.. .-j
useful enterprises. For the im- eswfsHs
provement of the breed of horses eaaejset of

in his dominions, he began to im-

port a superior stock from Sweden and Denmark.*

The skill of the French and Flemish armourers

was tasked to increase the efficiency of his military
resources. A number of mechanics skilled in the

ornamental and industrial arts were attracted from

the continent by the promise of royal patronage

and liberal remuneration. The University of

Aberdeen was honoured with a visit; and tar

fifteen days the king and his consort were enter-

tained with literary deputations and classic

dramas enacted by the students.! On their return.

Sir John Campbell of Lundie was despatched to

the Netherlands, with instructions to procure re-

dress for some encroachments on the Scottish

fisheries. These laudable attempts to proosot*

national interests, which were then so generally

undervalued and neglected, will be viewed as in-

teresting features in the reign of a monarch, who,

with all his defects and errors, deserve* to be re-

membered in Scotland with affection and esteem

The Cardinal, with Panter the Secretary, pro-

ceeded, in July, through France to Tishof BISISSJ

Rome, ostensibly for the purpose of

obtaining his appointment as legate

in Scotland, but probably also with srcr

to communicate with the Pope, the Emperor of

Lesley, p. 137. It is .aid -.:

the monastery by a mob at th. Bfa
remains were transferred to UwjeM
church. The spot is supposed to Usi
marble slab, carved in two compmrtsi

crown of Scotland over each, adorned

t Pinkerton, vol. ii. p

I Lesley, p. 159.
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Germany, and the French king, respecting a

scheme which was understood to be under consi-

deration, for a powerful confederacy against the

haughty champion of the Reformation in England.

Henry had not yet abandoned the hope of inducing

James to adopt his policy ;
and as the absence of

Beaton seemed to afford a favourable opportunity

for a new effort in that direction, Sadler was

s^ond once more despatched on an em-

cmlMwyaf bassy to Scotland. But Henry
altogether miscalculated the spirit

of his nephew when he dictated the terms of the

message which his envoy was commissioned to

deliver to James. The exhortation not to be ' a

brute or a stock' in the hands of the clergy ;
the

offer of a wise man to instruct him ; the reference

to crafty juggling priests leading the blind by the

nose,* must have deeply offended the Scottish

king; and it was only by repeated importunity
that he was at length persuaded to give a reluctant

consent to the proposal for an interview with

Henry at York.f Ere the time fixed for this

meeting arrived, the English Borderers, headed by
their wardens, broke into the south of Scotland,

committing the savage excesses by which such

forays were usually characterized
;

and James
reckoned this a sufficient reason for absenting him-
self from the projected conference.^ Henry pro-
ceeded to York in the autumn of the year 1541,
and remained there six days, in expectation of the

Juan fftila to arrival of his nephew, who, how-
Met Henry at ever, failed to appear. The proud

temper of the English monarch at

once fired at the supposed insult. Hurrying back
in deep indignation to London, he ordered imme-
diate preparations to be made for commencing
hostilities, and took steps for the revival of the
old ridiculous claim of feudal superiority over the
Scottish kingdom. At this crisis the Scottish king
was evident ly desirous to remain at peace. The
security of his throne had been affected by the loss
of hi* children ; he was in debt ; and he had reason
to suspect that the

fidelity of his nobles could not
be relied on. Under these circumstances, public
policy and private feeling alike made him dread
hostilities with England ; and he endeavoured to
avert a rapture by sending an embassy to excuse
his failure to appear at York, and to express a
d*rire for reconciliation. The outbreak of hostili-
ties was thus delayed for a time, and the risk of an
open rupture might probably have passed by, had
not disputes respecting the crown of Ireland, and
the incessant complaints from the Borders, renewed

r.!ij,. n. i. 59-70: Pinkerton. vol. ii. p 371
S

ewd by the KinK of
"Orkney sn.l Al-nl, ,-n relstWto

I and strengthened the feelings of jealousy and sus-
'

picion on both sides.

The English monarchs had long borne the title

of Lords of Ireland
;
for which Henry had recently

substituted the more august designation of Kin^
that country. But his actual possessions there wi

of trifling extent, and his authority in other distil

was little more than nominal. Many of the in-

sular chiefs resented his new claim to regal juris-

diction, which was the more offensive to them
because his zeal in the cause of the Reformation
ran counter to their own religious principles. It

was natural for them to turn their eyes towards

Scotland, a country with which they were con-

nected by ancient ties of affinity ; and towards

James, who had lately been styled
' Defender of the

Faith,' by the head "of the Catholic Church. The

embassy, which they sent to the Irish embassy
Scottish king at this time, not to the Scottish

only requested his aid, but offered

him the titular sovereignty of their island. James

in all likelihood did not contemplate, for the pre-

sent at least, any decided movement in the direc-

tion to which they pointed; but his reception of

their envoys was of such a kind as to aggravate
the suspicion and displeasure of his uncie, who
was now opportunely freed from the risk of any

powerful combination against him on the con-

tinent, by a new quarrel between the Emperor and

Francis. Henry was resolutely bent on war ; and,

though commissioners once more met, in July,

1542, to attempt an amicable adjustment of the

points in dispute, their negotiations failed to pre-

vent, and indeed scarcely retarded, the outbreak

of hostilities. On which party war with

the first acts of aggression were England,

chargeable cannot now be easily determined. The

manifesto of the English king asserts, that on

the 4th of July the Scots made a hostile inroad on

his dominions; while James, on the other hand.

maintained that his territories had been twice

invaded before he instituted reprisals. The out-

rages referred to were, probably, Border forays,

such as had often occurred, and been re

without provoking a national co:itest. But the

state of feeling on both sides placed insuperable

obstacles in the way of a reconciliation, and the

hope of avoiding a rupture was finally extinguished

by the battle of Hadden-Rig, in which the 1

were defeated by Huntley and Home. It vas in

the month of August, when Sir Robert Bowes,

who held the command of Norham and the

wardenship of the Eastern Marches, assembled a

band of three thousand horsemen, and swept across

the frontier into Scotland. Accompanied by Sir

John "\Viddrington, his brother, and several other

knights, along with the Earl of Angus and Sit

George Douglas, he ravaged Teviotdalc, and was

preparing to advance towards Jedburgh. when he

was met at Hadden-Rig, a few miles to tin

Kelso, by the Earl of Huntley, to whom James

had committed the defence of the Bon 1-

fierce encounter took place, which was decided iu
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of the Scots by the timely arrival of Lord
Home with four hundred lances.

The English were completely de-

feated, and left six hundred pri-

soners in the hands of the enemy, among whom
were the warden himself, his brother Richard, Sir

John Widdrington, Sir William Mowbray, and

many other persons of note. Angus would have

! the same fate, but he succeeded in dis-

patching with his dagger the knight who had

seized him, and saved himself by flight.*

Mortitied and enraged at this defeat, Henry lost

The Duke of no time in taking measures for in-

k invades flicting vengeance on the Scots.
Scotland He ov<iere(i a muster of twenty

thousand men at York, and instructed the Duke
of Norfolk, whom he had styled

' the scourge of

the Scots,' to hasten thither for the purpose of

i

directing the formidable array against his northern

neighbours. Not fewer than six English earls

>

joined the Duke's standard, besides Angus and his

partizans ;
but the advance of the expedition was

i

delayed for a month by the arrival of another em-

bassy from James, proposing a renewal of the ne-

gotiations, and indicating a disposition to grant

Henry the long-sought interview. If the Scottish

king still really desired a pacification, his hope was

disappointed ;
if he merely wished to temporize, he

gained a considerable advantage by the delay which
he effected. The winter had begun to set in ere

i Norfolk took the field ; and it was with little more
'

than half the force which had been ordered to

! assemble onder his command at York, that he

entered Scotland in the middle of October. His

progress at first was unopposed; and he pil-

laged and burned the towns of Kelso and Rox-

, burgh, with a number of granges and villages.
But he found it impossible to carry his ravages
far beyond the frontier. The inclemency of the

season, and the appearance of Huntley, at the head
of a powerful force, compelled him to draw his

troops together, and assume a more cautious atti-

tude. The Scottish leader prudently avoided a

decisive engagement, and Norfolk was, in little

h* disbands more than a week, under the ne-

his army. cessity of retiring to Berwick, and

disbanding the greater part of his army, which
had begun to suffer severely from the want of pro-
visions.

Meanwhile James had mustered an army of

James musters thirty thousand men-at-arms on
his host on the the Borough-Muir of Edinburgh.

Muir - But this imposing array contained

elements of discord which neutrali/ed its numerical

strength. Not a few of the barons had a strong

sympathy for the Protestants; others had been

:
hoping to share in the rich spoils of the Catholic

Church; and nearly all cherished suspicion and
discontent under the remembrance of recent attacks
on the power and privileges of their order. Their

attachment to their sovereign had less effect than
the presence of a hostile army within the Borders,

Lesley, p. 102
; Titscottie, vol. ii. p. 31U.

in drawing them to the field. Accordingly, wha
they reached Fala, on the verge of the I

muir hills, and there heard of Norfolk's retreat,

they resolutely refuted to proceed further. 1

the anxious wish of the king to press forward with

energy; but in vain did he urge the nvoorahto

opportunity presented, and the abundant means
which they possessed, for carrying the war into
the heart of England. The sullen leaders, conscioM
of their power, persisted in their fetes) f to
refusal, magnifying the difficulty of aoUi nisTsan

procuring supplies at that season,
** ****

and maintaining that the law of their feudal sanlat
did not require them to do duty beyond the hoaa-
daries of the kingdom. It has been confidently
affirmed by some historians, that the raflaatejj
barons manifested a disposition to renew the tragic
scenes of Lauder Bridge, and to execute saauaary
vengeance on the confidential advuers of the king,
but that a difference of opinion among the leaders

of the revolt, respecting the selection of their vic-

tims, prevented them from carrying theirsanguinary

design into execution.* They all but unanimously

agreed, however, in obstinately refusing to cross the

Border in pursuit of the retreating invader*, al-

leging as their reason, the scarcity of provisions,

and the advanced season of the year. It was to

no purpose that James remonstrated, and entreated

them, as they valued their own honour and his*

not to allow their villages to be burned and their

country to be plundered and laid waste with impu-

nity. Their feelings of loyalty and patriotism, at

no time very powerful, seemed now to he eoav

pletely extinguished. Even the desire of revenge

against the enemy yielded to a determination to

make their sovereign feel the effects of their dis-

satisfaction with his policy; and the king was

ultimately constrained to disband his mnUaoas

troops, and return to the capital,
overwhelmed

with shame and indignation.

Immediately after his return, James held a eoan-

cil at Holy rood, on the second or third of November,

when, according to Knox, a scroll was presented

to him by Cardinal Beaton, con-
IMHI>

taining the names of more than a snasstl

hundred of the principal nobles

and gentry, including the Earl of Arran. i

heir to the throne, who were cithir tainted

heresy, or in the pay of England, and Jsaga

with the Douglases.! Appended to this scroll

Kmn's History of the Refjnnstjiia
-

p. 80, edited by David LainR, tq. ; Pi

Sir John Scott of Thirl*tane was as

treasure to * arms,

spears, with the motto. Ready. ay rs

the representative of this family. &

f the Last Minstrel, not.

t This remarka M*

-,
the governor, who told him,

" That.m
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minute account of the possessions of the persons

included in this sweeping denunciation. A similar

jper had previously been laid before the king by

the Cardinal and his party on the return of James

(July, 1540) from his voyage round the Isles; and

it was hinted to him that the crown might derive

great pecuniary advantage from so many rich for-

feitures. This base and selfish policy, however,

was at that time peremptorily rejected by the pru-

dent counsel of the high treasurer, James Kirkaldy
of Grange, and the high-spirited monarch indig-

nantly replied, "Pack, you javells!* get you to

your charges, and reform your own lives, and be

not instruments of discord betwixt my nobility

and me ;
or else I vow to God I shall reform you

not as the King of Denmark does, by imprison-

ment; neither yet as the King of England does,

by hanging and heading ;
but I shall reform you

by sharp whingaris (swords), if ever I hear such

motion of you again." James, at the period when
he gave this stern rebuff to his intriguing prelates,

evidently contemplated a reform in the Scottish

church, the abuses of which had grown to an in-

tolerable height ; but the circumstances in which

he was now placed had completely alienated him
from hia feudal nobility, and thrown him into the

hands-of the clergy ; and when, after the mortify-

ing affront which he had received at Fala, the

Cardinal and his friends ventured to present to him
the document which he had previously rejected,
and to renew their former recommendation, it was
at once accepted by the king, with an expression
of great regret that he had so long neglected their

advice. He saw plainly, he said, that the nobility
were hostile to his person, and rejoiced in his dis-

honour, for they would not, to please him, ride a
mile to follow his enemies.f

In these circumstances the clergy, with a few of

Another expedi-
the nobles who still remained

tioa iMolred on. faithful to the royal cause, in
order to revive the king's spirits, resolved to make
another effort to re-assemble the army for the
invasion of England. A force of ten thousand
men was collected with great expedition and
secrecy, chiefly by the exertions of Lord Maxwell,
and it was determined to make a sudden inroad

, the Earl Marishal, and a great manynumber of eighteen score, because they

;

J

.
1

S2S!f5
4 Ood''

^
ord' which * ****So* avow. Sadler Papers, voL i. p. 94.

Knaret or jail birds.
4 K Viol's Hitiirv v.l I * fit QQ - jIM/* 7, wi. i. pp. 01-oo, and note Laintr's
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Uer '"' si r "^lljam Enre
U.;rwi,-k. 2(tth January, 1539-40,

ora similar r.-priniand was delivered
r the king at Linlithcow, immediately after
the rpresnution ,,f sir David Lindsay's

Entates.' After de-

Jtt
I are proceeds,

"
My lord, the

Mtoden showed me, that after the said
.

, the Ki.. K' of the ScoU did call upon

[T?
tl''' r

"> to reform tlu-irW4 manner of living, saying, that unless they so
a snd su of the ,.rutidi of them unto hi-,

d as ftM were ordered, so he would
that would not amend."-Stat ,

into England by the western marches, and to

plunder and lay waste the country ; while, in order
to mislead the enemy as to the point of attack, the

Cardinal and the Earl of Arran were directed to

advance as far as Haddington, and to make u

demonstration against the eastern Borders. James

rousing himself from his depression, advanced
with the army as far as Lochmaben,* where, bv

agreement with his council, he halted, and Lord
Maxwell broke across the Border, and began to

ravage and destroy the country with fire and

sword, while the inhabitants were taken by sur-

prise, and totally unprepared for resistance. The

king's distrust of his nobles, however, was still

undiminished, and he had given secret orders that

as soon as the expedition entered the English
territories, his favourite, Oliver Sinclair, should

assume the supreme command. Accordingly,
when the Scottish army reached the river

halt was ordered near Solway Moss, the royal
banner was displayed, the trumpets sounded, and

the new general was elevated on the bucklers of

the soldiers, whilst the royal commission appoint-

ing him to the supreme command was produced
and read aloud by a herald.f This imprudent

step was speedily followed by the most disastrous

consequences. Many of the nobles were indig-
nant at the preference thus unwisely given to the

royal minion, and declared that they would not

serve under such a leader
;
a spirit of discontent,

and almost of open mutiny, spread from rank to

rank
; discipline and order were at an end ; and the

whole army fell into a state of hopeless confusion.

At this critical moment a party of the English

Borderers, consisting of three hun- Di<r
dred horse, under Thomas Dacre rout at Solway

and John Musgrave, two active

leaders, advanced to reconnoitre, and approaching
near c-i i:gh to perceive the disordered condition

of the Scottish forces, though ignorant of the cause,

they instantly availed themselves of the favourable

opportunity, and boldly charged them with levelled

spears. The effect of this surprise was instanta-

neous and fatal. The Scots, panic-stricken at the

sudden attack, and taking their assailants for the

van of a powerful army, threw away then:

pons, and fled without even attempting rt

1 Knox's History, vol. i. p. 85. Lochmaben was i

castle, and was in ancient times the property ot' King I.V

Bruce. Lesley, however, states, that 'during tl,

this raid, the king remained in Caerlaverock,' :

longing to Lord Marwell. Pitscottie agrees with K
that the king

' was in the castle of Lochmaben.' T
tance of either place from the Solway Moss was i.

siderable.

Drummond mentions a report which has been
l>oth by Piukerton and Sir Walter Scott, that Sinclair

only raised to read the commission appoint.
well general. This story, which is in iiscli

improbable, is contradicted by the ilir.vt

Buchanan, Pitscottie, and Lesley. Oliver Sinclair

third son of Sir Oliver Sinclair of Eoslin. He was n

young favourite, but an old attached servant of t

and held the office of a gentleman of tin- bed-chamber wl
James V. was an infant. He was entrusted with tin

of Stirling castle, when the king t..

flight from Falkland. After the expulsion of the Dougl
was appointed governor of Tantallou castlo.
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,e confusion the greater number made their

,
a few were slain, but a thousand prisoners

into the hands of the enemy, including the

.f Cassilis and Glencairn, the Lords Max-
-
>merville, Gray, Oliphant, and Fleming,

Sinclair, the Masters of Rothcs and Erskine,
of Ayton, and almost every person of dis-

ion who was engaged in the expedition. It

;cged that not a few of the nobles, who were
e pay of the English monarch, were taken

g prisoners, and that others chose rather to

der to the enemy than to escape to their

own country, and encounter the displeasure of

their offended sovereign. A considerable number,

according to Bishop Godwin, entangled themselves

in the neighbouring morass, and were captured by
the Scottish freebooters, and sold to the English.
The king had remained at Lochmaben, that he

Its fatal effects might earlier receive the intelli-

upon the king's gence, which he eagerly expected,
of the success of the expedition.

When the news of the shameful discomfiture of his

army first reached him he broke out into furious

transports of rage against the perfidy of his nobles,

under the conviction that they had conspired to

betray the independence of their country, in order

to gratify their personal revenge. His mind,

already overstrained by previous disappointments
and anxieties, sunk under the blow, and he fell

into a state of the deepest melancholy and despair.

After a sleepless night, during which he conti-

nued to reiterate at intervals the melancholy
exclamation,

' O fled Oliver! Is Oliver ta'en ?' he

returned next day (November 25th) to Edinburgh,
where he remained till the 30th, in strict seclusion.

The queen was then at Linlithgow, in hourly ex-

pectation of her confinement
; but as if desirous to

avoid her presence in the hour of despondency and

gloom, he secretly quitted the capital, and crossing
over to Fife, went to Kailyards, the residence of

the High Treasurer, where he was received with

respectful sympathy by Lady Grange, a venerable

and pious matron. He was accompanied only by
"William Kirkalcly, afterwards the celebrated Laird

of Grange, and a few of the gentlemen of his bed-

chamber. At supper his hostess observing his de-

pression began to comfort him, entreating him to

take the will of God in good part.
' My portion

of this world is spent,' he mournfully replied,
' for

I shall not be with you fifteen days.' When his

servants came to inquire of him where he wished

preparation made for his Yule, or Christmas festi-

val, which was near at hand, he answered with ' a

disdainful smirk,' as Knox terms it,
' I cannot tell

choose ye the place; but this,' continued he, 'I

can tell you, ere Yule day ye will be masterless, and

this realm without a king.' From Kailyards he

proceeded to Falkland, where he shut himself up

brooding over his disgrace, and refusing to listen

to any consolation. A slow fever preyed upon his

frame, the result of a wounded spirit, a malady for

which human physicians can devise no remedy.
He would sit for hours in speechless despondency,

or would only matter at intervals the old * ^
'Fy! fled u Oliver! I. Oliver taet? All i

lost!' This could not but; 'he -h limi.
became,' gays Pitscottie, 'so heavy sa4US?
and dolorous, that he neither eat nor drank any-
thing that had good digestion, and became m
vehement rick, that no man had hopt of hit life."

When in this hopeless condition, the pint mw
out of Linlithgow, showing the king good tidfasf*
that the queen was delivered.' He briefj isv

quired 'whether it were man or woman *Vit had
been born to him.' The mceMnger replied that it
was ' anc fair daughter.' The unhappy monarch,
who had lost his two tons, had clung to the hope
that his next child might be a boy, and was acaia
met by disappointment He seemed to hare drained
the cup of sorrow to the dreg*, and his thoaghtt
wandering back to the time when the crown of
Scotland was brought into the Stewart family by
the daughter of Bruce, he uttered the melancholy
remark,

' Fare well, it cam wi* a lass, it will gaag
wi' a lass.' (It came by a girl, it will go with a

girl.)
' And so,' continues the chronicler, he eon-

mended himself to Almighty God, and turned hit

back to his lords and his face to the wall.' The
silence of this solemn moment was broken by Car-

dinal Beaton, who vociferated in the deafening
ear of his royal master,

' Take order, sir, with yoor
realm ! Who shall rule during the minority of yoor

daughter ? Ye have known my services, what will

ye have done? Shall there not be four regent*

chosen, and shall not I be principal of thear*

Whatever was the nature of the king's answer, the

Cardinal succeeded in obtaining the royal signa-

ture to what his enemies affirmed to have been a

blank sheet of paper, in which he afterwards wrote

anything he pleased.* In this mournful condition

the king remained for some time, but sense and

consciousness appear to have remained till the lat

moments of his existence, for he turned him about

once more, looked upon the few faithful nobles and

councillors who stood round bis bed, and as the

chronicler expresses it, 'gave ane little laughter.'

kissed his hand to them in mute farewell, and then

stretched it out for them to perform their last act

of homage by pressing it to their lips, and tiis

done, he ' held up his hands to God and yielded up
his spirit-'f

James V., who was thus cut off in the flower of

his age, by a death for more painful than that of

his father at Flodden, was undoubtedly one of the

ablest sovereigns of his age. His natural talents

were of a very high order ; and in pite of his

vicious and neglected education, his mental rigour

Pitscottie, TO!, ii. p. 4nfl ; K nr. Tol L p.

The statement of Knx is confirmed

thority of the Governor Arran, who. on the l*th of Apnl.

1543, said,
" We hare other matter* U> chanc the <

with, for he did counterfoil (quoth he) tb late ki

tament; and when the kin* waseren almost dead (qu-i

he took his hand in hi, and to eaad himi to sobM

blank r<.per."-Sadler Papers, TO!, i.
f.

198. SM alM

p. li!0, and Huchnnan, book IT. chap, u
. 7

; Lesley, pp. 1, IW-
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and energy of character enabled him to make up

for the time which he had lost in youth, and to

become as distinguished for his mental accomplish-

ments, as for his skill in those athletic exercises

which were the great objects of ambition among
the nobles and princes of that period. He pos-

aeaaed a remarkable genius for the fine arts, and

mo're especially for poetry and architecture. He

managed the revenues of his kingdom with pru-

dence and economy, 'encouraged fisheries, wrought
mines, cultivated waste lands, and understood and

protected commerce.' He was frank and affable

in his manners, and easy of access to the poor ;

and he manifested the most praiseworthy zeal to

punish the oppressors of his people, and to admi-

nister strict justice to all classes of the community.
' The dangers of the wilderness," says Pinkerton,
" the gloom of night, the tempests of winter, could

not prevent his patient exertions to protect the

helpless, to punish the guilty, to enforce the

observance of the laws. From horseback he often

pronounced decrees worthy of the sagest seat of

justice; and if overtaken by night in the pro-

gresses which he made through the kingdom, or

separated by design or by accident from his com-

pany, he would share the meal of the lowest

peasant with as hearty a relish as the feast of his

highest noble." According to Buchanan, James

was sparing in his diet, and very rarely used wine :

patient of fatigue, cold, heat, and hunger; and in

the depth of winter often continued day and night
on horseback, that he might surprise the robbers

in their lurking-places. On the other hand it

must be admitted, that with many virtues the

character of this unfortunate monarch was stained

by great vices. His licentiousness must be in

part attributed to the wicked counsels of those un-

scrupulous courtiers who sought in this wa

degrade and weaken his mind, in order that r

might prolong their ascendancy over him. His

violent passions, implacable resentment, and immo-
derate love of power, led him, fatally for himself

and for his kingdom, to adopt a course of policv
which ultimately alienated from him the affections

of his nobility, threw him entirely into the hands

of the clergy, and induced him, in opposition to

his better judgment, to support a cruel and rapa-
cious hierarchy, in all their vindictive measures

against the professors of the reformed faith. IK'

died (13th December, 1542) in the thirty-first v

of his age, and the twenty-ninth of his re:,

leaving one legitimate child, Mary, his successor,

and six natural children, amongst whom v

James, afterwards the celebrated Regent Moray.*
* Buchanan, book xiv. chap. Isii. ; Pinkerton, voL ii

p. 384
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The history of the church during the earlier part

of this period presents few incidents deserving of

notice. James I., who sought to enlist the clergy

in his plans for repressing the insolence and ty-

ranny of the nobles, and promoting the social im-

piijvc-ment
of the country, had wisely guarded

their ancient privileges, and secured the restoration

of church lands which had been alienated during
the preceding regencies ; but he vindicated at the

same time the independence of the ecclesiastical

establishment, by forbidding the purchase of pen-

Measures sions and benefices from the pope,

adopted by the and permitting no clerk to pass
Scottish kings beyond the seas without the royalto resist the ,.

J
. ... .

encroachments licence, and security being given
of Rome. that he -would not be guilty of

simony. The same wise but jealous policy was

adopted by James II.
,
who procured from a provin-

cial council of the clergy held at Perth in 1457, a

declaration that the king had an undoubted right,

by the ancient law and custom of Scotland, to the

ecclesiastical patronage of the kingdom, by which

it belonged to him to present to all benefices during
the vacancy of the see. The prerogative thus

firmly asserted does not appear to have been often

used, nor was the freedom of election by the clergy
to the higher ecclesiastical offices in any way inter-

fered with until the reign of James III., who as-

sumed not only the right of nomination to vacant

benefices, but openly sold them to laymen. This

monarch, whose character and conduct have been

severely arraigned by the ecclesiastical historians of

that age, has been accused by them of having

unscrupulously invaded the rights and privileges
of the church, whenever these interfered with the

gratification of his favourites, and the replenish-
ment of his exhausted treasury. In 1481, in order

to give the sanction of law to his proceedings, an

act was passed, declaring that "
it is ordained by

the king and his three Estates, concerning the

privilege of the crown used and observed in all

times past in the presentation to benefices during
a vacancy in the sees of bishops, that our sovereign
lord and his successors shall in future, during the

vacation of a see, have power to present to benefices

till the bishop show his bulls to the king's highness
and to the chapter. And in case that our sovereign

lord, of his special grace and favour, admit any
prelate to his temporalities before he show his

bulls, such admission shall imply no prejudice or

harm to his highness concerning the said privilege
or right of presentation."* Such enactments, which
occur more frequently in the statute-book as we

advance, may be accounted for and vindicated by

weighty considerations of political expediency.
The wealth and power of the church had reached

Acts of the Parliament of Scotland, vol. ii.

the
of the community. During many year*, the puj
tice of bequeathing money or land to the charch.

efa
'

with the view of averting the
wicked life, had bean so eaeeosafUly
the priesthood, that more than tat half of
wealth of the kingdom had pun! into their I

The right of presentation to the ehareh UT
munificently endowed, had been at first

to the original donors aad their heirs; b...

ally and by the same process which had
the grant of the benefice, the power of act
was ceded by the laity, and the patronage

'

to one of the bishopric., abbacies, or priories of lha

kingdom. The clergy had thus become ahaetasa

proprietors of a great portion of Scotland, while
their subjection to the see of ROOM aad their free-
dom from the control of the civil law. readered
their influence in the state alike anomaloas aad

dangerous. It became, therefore, the policy of the

king and nobles not only to check the farther

growth of this system, but to reduce it within aaah
limits as would neutralize the evils which it neces-

sarily produced. The assertion of the royal right
of presentation to vacant sees, aad the recovery of

lay patronage, seemed the easiest aad least objec-
tionable mode of gaining these desirable ends. The

policy or superstition of James IV. led him, indeed,

to restore freedom of election to the clergy in 1493 1

but he imposed a salutary cheek on the <

ments of the Romish See, by enacting, _

legate was permitted to enter the kiagdoai
he was a cardinal or native of FtooHaad ; aad vigo-

rous efforts were at the same tune adopted to iadaeo

all the king's subjects, whether deigjmeu or ley-

men, who had pleas depending in the papal coart,

to withdraw their litigation, and submit to the

decisions of their own sov-reign.* la the follow.

ing year, in consequence of the iinpnteriehed state

of the kingdom, he forbad the exportation of i

to Rome, under the penalties of rebellion aad trea-

son. In the last parliament of James V.. the same

heavy penalties were denounced on all

into bishoprics and abbacies during a

These measures were not without effect in . _

ing the cupidity of the clergy, and guarding the

independence of the kingdom j bat so rxoroitaat

had the power of the church become, that at the

period of the Reformation only two hundred aad

sixty-two benefices out of the whole aamher. eoa-

sisting of nine hundred and forty,
were not aadar

its absolute control.

Meanwhile, the internal condition

was such that it provoked the uualamat aad

dignation of the people, whose mind* wore ftai

ally becoming imbued with the soaps]

tural doctrines disseminated by the
LfUardi

the wealth of the

creased, its hicrher offices werea

by men who were utterly disqualified

duties of the priesthood;
and appc

cant sees were secured by intrigue

AcU of the Psrliaa^ of Se*l.a< *.*..

aad
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unblushing simony which outraged the ordinary

decencies of life. Some of the bishops were men

of dissolute habits, who lived in a state of open

concubinage, and had large families, which were

amply provided for from the patrimony of the

church; and while surrounded by every luxury
which their wealth could at this time command,

they manifested a selfish indifference alike to the

temporal condition and spiritual necessities of the

people. Nor were the inferior clergy more favour-

able specimens of their order. The monks and

friars were seldom restrained by the vows which

bound them to a life of devotion and good works,
but encouraged by the example of their superiors,

became idle, dissolute, and profane. There were

not wanting, indeed, among the dignitaries of the

church, men of saintly character, who deplored the

increasing corruptions of the priesthood, and sought
to reform the abuses which they saw were slowly

undermining the establishment. The venerable

Kennedy, Bishop of St. Andrews, was a model

prelate, learned, pious, thoroughly conscientious,

and devoted to his office, which he zealously em-

ployed in securing from his clergy the due admi-

nistration of the ordinances of religion, and in the

removal of hirelings and profligates from the minis-

try;* but his exertions, though successful for a time
in arresting the tide of degeneracy, failed to pro-
duce any permanent improvement. His successor,
Patrick Graham, imbued with a similar spirit, suc-

ceeded in raising his bishopric to a metropolitan
see, and returned from Rome armed with full

powers from the pope to prosecute the work of

reformation
; but the clergy took instant alarm,

and by bribing the king, secured the degradation
and imprisonment of the prelate on the ground
that he had violated the law, by leaving the king-
dom and corresponding with the pope without the

royal license.f Shevez, who had been the chief

agent in the prosecution of this unfortunate pre-
late, succeeded him in the primacy, and by his

unscrupulous and profligate conduct increased the
evils which his predecessors had vainly endea-
voured to remove. The clergy being responsible
only to their diocesans or superiors, were able in a

great degree to set at defiance the popular indig-
nation which their vices provoked; but public
opinion found expression in the satirical effusions

Satires of of the poets belongingtothisperiod,
Dunbar and who lashed with no lenient hand

the follies and crimes of the priest-
hood. Among these satirists, Dunbar and Lindsay
occupy the chief place, and their poems, abounding
in broad humour and biting wit, furnish a sad picture
of clerical ignorance and profligacy. ] )unbar repre-
sents his abbot as having a concubine

; sending his
sons to be educated at Paris ; and though unable to

preach, as skilful in playing at cards, dice, and
tables

; and Lindsay execrates the extortions of the
ricar, whom he accuses of grinding the faces of the
poor under the cloak of religion ; while in the par-

I ante, pp. 847 8.
+ Ante. p. 861.

doner, or vagabond who hawks about his false

relics, and sells indulgences for sins, he has o-iven

us a graphic picture of impudent knavery. These

plays, some of which were not only printed, but
acted in different parts of the kingdom, tended to

swell the gathering tide of public indignation, and

gave a powerful impetus to the progress of Pro-
testant opinions which afterwards assailed and
overthrew the ancient establishment.

The dissolute lives of the clergy were not re-

deemed by the possession of great professional

learning or aptitude for the general I?norance of the
duties of their office. In spite of clergy, and theii

the erection of the universities neglect of their

and colleges, their theological ac-

quirements were lamentably deficient, and con-

trasted unfavourably with those of the same class

in England. A ludicrous example of ignorance,
even in a dignitary of the church, is mentioned by
Lindsay of Pitscottie, who states, that Andrew

Forman, Bishop of Moray, being called to Rome
on business connected with the church, entertained

the pope and his cardinals at dinner, and was

requested, as the host, to say grace. The bishop,
" who was not a good scholar, and had not good
Latin, began rudely in the Scottish fashion, in this

manner, saying,
'

Benedicite,' believing that they
shouldhave answered 'Dominus,' but they answered
' Deus' in the Italian fashion, which put this noble

bishop by his intendement that he wist not how
to proceed forward

;
but happened out in good

Scottish in this manner, the which they understood

not, saying,
' The devil I give you all false carles

to, in nomine Patris, Filii, et Spiritus Sancti.'

Amen, quoth they. Then the bishop and his men

laughed. And the bishop showed the pope the

manner that he was not a good clerk, and his car-

dinals had put him by his intendment, and therefore

he gave them all to the devil in good Scottish. And
then the pope laughed among the rest."* Compa-

ratively few of the higher clergy condescended to

inculcate by preaching the doctrines and duties of

religion, and those of inferior grade were either

disqualified for the office, or entirely neglected it.

This flagrant omission of duty, along with the pro-

gress of Lollard opinions, led to the institution of

the order of preaching friars, who Preaching of the

perambulated the country, preach-
friars,

ing to the people, and deriving their subsistence

from the charitable gifts of their hearers. These

*
Pitscottie, vol. i. p. 255. It is but fair to state, however

that though grossly ignorant of their own profession, and in

many cases totally unacquainted with the Sacred Sci

the Scottish clergy were still greatly superior to tin' nubility
in general information, and in talents for political manage-
ment. Sir Ralph Sadler, in a letter to a meml>

English privy council, in 1540, bears testimony to their

great ability and experience in the conduct of pul
'

ness. " To be plain with you," he says,
"
though ti

men be -well-minded, and diverse others that be of 1 1

cil and about the king; yet I see none among thi-m that

hnth any such agility of wit, gravity, learning.
to set forth the same, or to take in hand the direction of

things. So that the king so far as I can perceive is of force

driven to use the bishops and his clergy as his only minis-

tors for the direction of his realm. They be the men of wit

and policy that 1 see here."
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:men were in no respect superior to the regular

clergy, either in learning or morals
; but their dis-

courses, though crude and coarse, and frequently
directed rather to the enforcement of the supersti-

tious practices of the church, than to the exposition

of the simple and sublime principles of Christian

faith, tended nevertheless to keep alive the spirit

of national piety. Sir David Lindsay, in his poem
of the Papingo, written in 1530, says,

" War nocht * the preaching of the begging frieris,

Tynt war the faith among the secularis."

As these mendicant friars -were regarded with

feelings of mingled jealousy and contempt by the

regular clergy,and from their associating on familiar

terms with the common people caught something
of the popular spirit and opinions, they began to

assail, with no ordinary vehemence, the wealth,

indolence, and pride of the ecclesiastical dignitaries,

and contributed to increase the odium in which

Abuse of the these were generally held. The
censures of the censures of the church, which at

church. grst inSpired the greatest dread,

began gradually to lose their terrors
;
and even so

early as the reign of James II. it became necessary
to enforce them by civil penalties. This result

was chiefly owing to the clergy themselves, who,

by their scandalous abuse of this grand engine of

priestly power, brought it at last into general con-

tempt. The defence of William Airth, a friar, who
was summoned to answer to the charge of having
calumniated the clergy, may be cited as an illus-

tration. Airth appeared at St. Andrews, before

his judges, consisting not only of the doctors and

masters belonging to the University, but of several

of the dignitaries of the church; and having selected

for his theme, "Verity is the strongest of all things,"

proceeded to argue, that cursing, if it were rightly

used, was the most fearful thing on the face of the

(artli, for it was the very separation of man from

God
;
but that it should not be used rashly, nor for

every light cause. But now, said he,
" the avarice

of the priests, and their ignorance of their office,

has caused it altogether to be vilipended ;| for the

priest, whose duty it is to pray for the people, will

stand up on Sunday, and exclaim,
' Anne has lost

her spindle.'
' There is a flail stolen behind the barn .'

' The good woman on the other side of the way has

lost a horn spoon.'
' God's curse and mine I give to

them that know of these things, and restore them
not.'" In proof of the contempt into which this dese-

cration of the censures of the church had brought the

office of the ministry, the friar proceeded to relate

to his audience a '

merry tale.'
" After a sermon

that he had preached at Dunfennline, he said he

entered a house where gossips were drinking their

Sunday's penny ;
and he being dry, asked drink.

<ther,' said one of the gossips,
'

ye shall have

drink, but ye maun first resolve ane doubt which
is risen amongst us, to wit, What servant will serve
a n.an best on least expense.'

' The good angel,'
said I,

' who is man's keeper, and makes great ser-

* But for. t I^st.
*

Vilified disesteeined.

VOL. I.

vice without expense.* 'Tiuh.
1

Mia the
'we mean no so high matters, we asaa h
honest man will do the greatest serric* far tike Wwf
expense.' And while I was mating. Mid tW friar
what that should mean, he Mid, *| aw,
that the greatest clerk* are not the WM
Know yo not how the bishops and their <

serve us husbandmen P WU1 they not giv* to
letter of cunring for a plack. to la* for a year. I*
curse all that look over our ih kr (fcnee) j and that

keeps our corn better nor the *r4ffg hoy. that wUf
have three shillings of fee, a sark (hirt) and pair of
shoon (shoes) in the year. And if their ramas; 4e

anything, we hold the bishop* the hes* cheap ser-
vants in that behalf that are within the i

The testimony of Airth is entitled to

besides being a worthy specimen of his

was warmly attached to the church, i

through life its devoted adherent. When drrvavj

from Scotland by the persecutions of hu <

he fled to England, where he w
defending the claims of the Pope, and the doctrine*

of the Koman Catholic faith, against the encroach-

ments of Henry Vlll.f

While the scandalous lire* of many of the isMgj
and their ambition and avarice

.he

were rapidly alienating the :

tions of the people from the church,

the doctrines of the Lollards were rnHnf i

but rapid progress in the country. Tne tracts af

Resbyand Paul Crawar were still cherished by great
numbers of the Scottish people, though the III* af

these intrepid martyrs prevented for a time anyopen

display of sympathy for their opinions. At first little

notice seems to have been taken by the bishops of

the spread of these new doctrines, either because

they were ignorant of the extent to which they

prevailed, or had ceased to fear their luflmmn ; bat

at length in 1494, during the reign of Jamr* IA .

Blackadder, Archbishop of Glasgow, snmmonsrf no

less than thirty persons from the districts of Kyle

Knox's History, vol. i. pp. M *9.

+ The Scottish parliament paaMd sa Mt oa the laMiel,

on the 12th of Jane, 133d, in which UM tease sf lMsdh*e>

gard of the censures of the church is mainly sUriheJai I

"the dampnable persuasion* of hetwtiklssBd I

versit doctrine," which, it is added, "f^ ff**fj*
lichtly (or despise) the process of eantaf *'*'
sures of holy kirk." (Acu. of Part roL it p H
is a singular production by one of the "y *

a priest named Sir John Rowll, called ! 4

exemplifies the abuse* to which this
prsesssjiSB

f>

It was written between 1499 and K
chiefly against the sualer*. awoof otter arUaMS,

fyre fat M of Sir John* BevtHs.
g

,th caponis,heBnk\8s4aasraJs
Of!
Wit capo:

but it also contain* a

defraud the clergy oftheir tithesor

tain entries in

persons were
3rd of November,
to Sir John Smyth,

for non-payment of thei

1534, the sum of twenty

ergy 01 UMUMWMB .--. ~^i_j^^^
i the Treasurer

1

* BoosstteH
not exempted froej ata

her, 1888, paymeal was f

*nt of their taxes ;** aad oa the 1st ef **

vol. i. p. 38, note,
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and Cunningham, in Ayrshire, to appear before the

The Lollards of council, to answer on a charge of

Kyle. heresy. These were not illiterate

and uninfluential individuals, but comprehended

George Campbell of Cessnock, John Campbell of

Newmilns, Adam Reid of Barskimming, Andrew

Shaw of Polkemmet, and the Ladies Stair and Pol-

kellie, besides other persons of note in the subsequent

struggles for religious freedom. They were desig-

nated the Lollards of Kyle, and stood charged
with no less than thirty-four articles of heresy, the

more prominent of which consisted in condemning
the worship of images ; veneration for relics

;
and

the offering of prayers to the Virgin Mary ;
the

rejection of the doctrine of transubstantiation, and

the denial of the lawfulness of tithes, the supremacy
of the Pope as the successor of Peter, and that the

mass is of the nature of a sacrifice for sin. The

issue of the trial signally disappointed the expect-

ations of their enemies. So ably was the defence

conducted by their leader, Adam Reid, a man of

strong judgment and ready wit, that the king
who was present treated the proceedings with ridi-

cule
;
and it was thought prudent to dismiss the

accused with a caution to beware of new doctrines,

and content themselves with the faith of the church.

Their peculiar opinions became thus generally

known, and the failure of this attempt to suppress
them by force gave a powerful impetus to the pro-

gress of Scriptural truth.*

An interesting incident of a similar kind, which

Perusal of the occurred about this period, affords

English New satisfactory evidence that the New
Testament Testament in thevernacular tongue,

in manuscript, was in existence and in use among
the Scottish people under the reign of James IV.

The narrative is contained in the reply of Alexander
Aless to the calumnies of Cochlaeus, published in

1534.t Arguing in favour of the reading of the

Scriptures, especially in families at home, and ad-

dressing James V., the writer says :
" I will now

add the decisions of princes ; and, that I may omit

others, I will relate to you a domestic example.
I remember the most excellent king, your father,
a very brave prince, by a remarkable testimony
approved of this domestic practice. There was in

your kingdom a man, not only of rank, but also

distinguished for his exalted piety John Campbell,
Laird of Cesnock. His house might have been an

example of Christian instruction, for he had a
at home, who read to him and his family the

New Testament in their vernacular language ; and
the morals, both of himself and of his family, cor-

responded with the glad tidings. He also assisted

the poor in all kind offices
; and although he had

learned from the Gospel that superstition and hypo-
crisy are displeasing to God; that he might not
eem partial to any rank, he was wont to receive
nlso the monks into his hospitable abode. There,
when he at tunes would familiarly converse with

Knox'n History, vol. i. pp. 710, p. 2
; Spottiswood's

History of the Church of Scotland, p. 60.
t Aunals of the English Bible, vol. ii. pp. 400, 401.

his guests upon Christian doctrine, certain hypo-
crites, as it happened, understood that he attacked

some of their superstitions. At last, his mind

having been often sounded, the monks, violating
the law of hospitality, and, as it is said, 'passing

by the eating-table and the salt,' they carried his

name to the bishop, and accused him of heresy.
" In that suit, when, after a long disputation, it

appeared that both he and his wife were in danger
of their lives, Campbell appealed to the king. Al-

though the monks were grievously offended that

the king should call the cause before himself, still

he thought it belonged to his good faith and hu-

manity that to good and noble men he should not

fail to do his duty. He therefore graciously heard

the cause on both sides
;
and when the husband,

from natural reserve, and not a little agitated by
fear of the monks, answered with modesty, the

king commanded the wife to plead the cause. She

then, quoting the Scriptures, refuted the charges

brought against them so distinctly and wisely, that

the king not only acquitted the defendants, Camp-
bell, with his wife and the priest ;

but also, rising

up, he caressed the woman, and extolled her dili-

gence in Christian doctrine. Having severely re-

proved the monks, he threatened, that if ever after

they created trouble of this sort to such honourable

and innocent persons, he would punish them se-

verely. To Campbell himself, indeed, he presented
certain villages, that there might remain an honour-

able token of his decision, and of his good-will to-

wards him
;
lest there should be supposed to lurk

in his (the king's) mind any suspicion against

Campbell because of the accusation of the monks."

With regard to the first introduction into Scot-

land of the sacred Scriptures in a
Introduction of

printed form, it has recently been the New

discovered, that Tyndale's version Testament into

ofthe New Testament was imported
into the country in the year 1526, nearly about the

same time that it found its way into England.
The proof of this interesting fact is furnished by a

letter of John Hackett, the English ambassador to

the Netherlands.* It appears that a considerable

number of copies of Tyndale's translation of the

New Testament had been discovered in Antwerp,

and that Hackett had exerted himself to procure

the destruction of these books,
' for the pn

tion of the Christian faith.' At this period

siderable traffic was carried on between Scotland

and the Low Countries ;
and certain of the >

merchants, who, by the authority of parliament,

generally went along with their goods, had pur-

chased a considerable number of the obnoxious

volumes, and conveyed them to their own country,

before Hackett was able to 'see justice done' upon

them. In a letter which this busy agent of the

English Romanists addressed to Cardinal A\ol-i\.

dated from Mechlin on the 20th of February,

1526-7, there is the following account of this in-

cident: "I trust by this time that your Grace

Cotton MS., Galba b.vi.4; Annals of the English

Bible, vol. ii. p. 409.
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has ample information of such execution and justice

as has been done in the towns of Antwerp and
Barrow (now Bergen-op-Zoom) upon all such Kn-;-

lish books as we could find in these countries, similar

such other books as your Grace sent unto

with my Lord the Bishop of London's signa-

By my last writing to Mr. Brian Tuke, I

tised him how that there were divers mer-

ts of Scotland that bought many of such-like

books, and took them into Scotland; a part to

Edinburgh, and most part to the town of St. An-
For the which cause, when I was at Bar-

row, being advertised that the Scottish ships were

in Zealand for there the said books were laden I

went suddenly thitherward, thinking, if I had found

such stuff there, that I would cause to make as good
a fire of them, as there has been done of the rem-

nant in Brabant; but fortune would not that I

should be in time
;
for the foresaid ships were de-

parted a day afore my coming. So I must take

patience for all my labour, with leaving my Lady
Margaret's letters, and good instructions with my
Lord of Bever, and [the Scottish Conservator in

Flanders, Mr. John Moffat,] concerning the fore-

said business."

When this important event took place the Scot-

tish primate was a fugitive, in terror of his life, in

consequence of his quarrel with the Douglases ; so

that the importation of the sacred volume appears
to have been carried on without hinderance for

several years.

During the concluding years of the fifteenth and
the earlier part of the sixteenth century, no perse-

cuting measures deserving of notice were employed
against the adherents of the new faith. The un-

timely death of James IV., and the distracted con-

dition of the country during the minority of his

Bon, engrossed the attention alike of the ecclesias-

tical and civil rulers
; while the contests for su-

premacy between the rival sees of St. Andrews
and Glasgow, were favourable to the spread of the

reformed doctrines, by suspending for a time the

vigilant jealousy of the church. On the elevation,

however, of James Beaton to the primacy of St.

Andrews, matters speedily took a less favourable

turn
; and under the direction of this active prelate,

the ecclesiastical courts, now thoroughly alive to

the dangers which menaced the hierarchy by the

circulation of the writings of Luther and the other

reformers, took prompt and vigorous measures to

prevent the increase of the principles of the Re-
formation. The first victim of priestly intoler-

ance was Patrick Hamilton, a noble youth, whose
eminent acquirements, unfeigned piety, and re-

solute bearing amid the horrors of martyrdom,
nave

deservedly embalmed his name in the grate-

Martyrdom of fal recollections of the Scottish

Patrick Hamil- people. He was the son of Sir

Patrick Hamilton of Kincavil,*
and the grandson ofthe Lord Hamilton who married

' Sir Patrick was slain in the skirmish of
'

Clean-the-

Uusewav,' in the streets of Edinburgh, 30th April, 1520.
See ante, p. 423

a sinter of James III. His mother was a u.
of John Alexander, Duko of Albany the
son of King James II. From his birth he WM de-
signed for the church, and

aeeordi&frly la tMi
hood had conferred on him the abbacy of Ferae.*
It is uncertain at what period bo H"ttird the
religious opinions for which be oHotaaid* saaVrvd i

but his altered manner, rnaihiiiod with the m_
ferencc which he msnlfaatod for aaoioat Istwatai
instead of the barren philosophy tiafbl |sj tb*
schools, and his condemnation of the aba*** of tb*
church, appear early to have drawn OB his* tb*

suspicions of the priesthood. With th* nw of

escaping the consequences of this jealousy, and of
acquiring a deeper insight into tb*

opinions, that he might afterward* mar

gently explain and defend them, Hamilton Ml
Scotland for Germany, then bearing aador tb*

impulses of that new life which the Keformatiaa
had created. In the city of W ittemberg be visited

Luther, and his amiable colleague Metaaethoa,
who, won by the genius, piety, and thirst far

knowledge displayed by the young
entered warmly into his plans <f study ;

instructing him in the principles of

truth, recommended him to the care of Fiaaoio

Lambert of Avignon, who then presided ovor. tb*

College of Marbourg. Under this

devoted reformer, who had given up an

situation in his own country for the sake of kit

principles, Hamilton made rapid piogiuo ta

ing, and mastered the great points of

between the Roman Catholic and

churches. He was now seized with an

desire to revisit Scotland, for the parpost of dis-

seminating among his countrymen the riews which

he had adopted. He returned therefore in 1417,

and began a course of preaching in which the dis-

tinctive doctrines of Christianity were boldly pro-

claimed, and the errors of the Romish church M
faithfully exhibited and denounced. His aohto

birth, great talents, youthful appearance (ho ws*

then only twenty-eight), and winning
attracted crowds who listened with <

to his discourses ;
and the clc

alarmed resolved to destroy him. This I

not be easily effected ; for besides his i

ship to the king, the young

prudent caution in his public

himself with proclaiming the

the goepel, so that it was difficult to fa*

upon him the charge of heresy.

last resolved to obtain possession of hi*

and by artful means to draw from him OBoh ad-

mission of his views as would justify tbo mrnmu

proceedings which were cootoBiplolBB.

accordingly decoyed to St Andrew*, oadcr th

pretext that the clergy desired a freo

with him on important matter* of ChristiaB

Hamilton howerer was nf*H Ota

and was not in holy orders- Fero * s*rW

part of the shire of Roi*. Tk sMxy *

quhard, first Eari of Ross, in Uw n*P ofAJilBlli
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and piactice; and when he arrived in the city,

Beaton, the archbishop, instructed Alexander

Campbell, a Dominican friar, to insinuate him-

self into his confidence, and under pretence

of conscientious doubts regarding the disputed

points, to extract from him an avowal of his

opinions. This base scheme was completely suc-

cessful. Hamilton, interested by the well-feignec

anxieties of the friar, and encouraged by what

beemed the gradual triumph of truth over error

disclosed every secret of his mind; and the un-

scrupulous tool, having gained his end, returned to

his employer, and reported the gratifying result o:

his visits. The plot was now deemed ripe for exe-

cution, and Hamilton was apprehended during the

night, and committed to the castle. On the fol-

lowing day he was summoned before the ecclesi-

astical court at which Beaton presided, assisted by
the Bishops of Glasgow, Dunkeld, and Brechin

besides many other dignitaries of the church.

Campbell appeared as his accuser, and charged
him with holding the following tenets : 1. That

corruption of sin remains in children after their

baptism. 2. That no man by the power of his free

will can do any good. 3. That no man is without

sin as long as he liveth. 4. That every true Chris-

tian may know himself to be in a state of grace.
5. That a man is not justified by works, but by
faith only. 6. That good works make not a good
man, but that a good man doeth good works, and
an ill man ill works, although these ill works, if

truly repented, do not make an ill man. 7. That

faith, hope, and charity, are so linked together,
that he that hath one of them hath all, and he that

wantt.th one wanteth all. 8. That God is the

cause of sin in this sense, that he withdraweth
his grace from man, and grace withdrawn he can-
not but sin. 9. That it is devilish doctrine to

teach that by any actual penance remission of sin
is purchased. 10. That auricular confession is not

Decenary to salvation. 11. That there is no pur-
gatory. 12. That the holy patriarchs were in
heaven before Christ's passion. 13. That the Pope
is antichrist; and 14. That every priest hath as
much power as the Pope.*
To the first seven of these articles Hamilton gave

an unqualified assent,
" whercunto he offered to set

hi* hand ; the rest he said were disputable points,
but such a* he could not condemn unless he saw
better reason than yet he had heard." The coun-
cil, after some discourse with the accused, delibe-
rated upon the articles, and pronounced the whole
of them to be heretical and contrary to the faith
of the church; on which sentence was immedi-
ately paused against the accused, condemning him
to the flames ; while to give to it greater weight,
not only were the signatures of the bishops and
ecclesiastics present attached, but those of persons
of rank attending the university, among whom was
the Earl of Cassili*. a boy only thirteen years of
*g*. Hamilton received sentence of death on the

LuiJwu of PiUootiie, ToL ii. pp. 310, 316.

28th of February, 1528;* and in the afternoon of

that day he was conducted to the stake, which had
been erected in front of the College of St. Salva-

tor.f his judges being desirous it is said to antici-

pate the return of the king, who was absent at that

j

time on a pilgrimage to St. Duthoc, in Ross-shire.J
as well as to strike terror by his sudden and terrible

fate. The calm and intrepid demeanour of the young
martyr, during the closing scene of his life, is nar-

rated with simple pathos by Spottiswood.
"
Being

come to the place he put off his gown, and gave it,

with his bonnet, coat, aiii other apparel, to his

servant, saying,
' This stuff will not help in the

fire, yet will do thee som good. I have no more

to leave thee but the ensample of my death, which
I pray thee keep in mind

;
for albeit the same be

bitter and painful in man's judgment, yet is it the

entrance to everlasting life, which none can in-

herit that denieth Christ before the congregation.'
Then was he tied to the stake

;
about it a great

quantity of coal, wood, and other combustible

matter was heaped, whereof he seemed to have no

fear, but seriously commending his soul into the

hands of God, held his eyes seriously fixed on the

heavens. The executioner firing the powder that

was laid to kindle the wood, his left hand and the

side of his face were a little scorched therewith
;

yet the fire did not kindle. Whereupon some were

sent to the castle to bring more powder; whilst

this was bringing, he uttered divers comfortable

speeches to them that stood by : the friars all that

time molesting him with their cries, bidding him

convert, pray to our Ludy, and say Salve Regina.

Amongst them none was more troublesome than

friar Alexander Campbell, who, as we said, kept

company with him at his first coming to the city ;

often he besought him to depart and not to vex

him
;
but when he would not cease his crying, he

said,
' AVicked man, thou knowest that I am not

an heretic, and that it is the truth of God for which

I now suffer
;
so much thou didest confess unto me

in private, and thereupon I appeal thee to a

before the judgment-seat of Christ.' The powder

by this time was brought, and the fire kindled;

after which with a loud voice he was heard to say,
' How long, O Lord, shall darkness oppre^
realm ? How long wilt thou suffer the tyranny of

men?' and then closed his speeches with

words,
' Lord Jesus, receive my spirit !

'"

The death of Patrick Hamilton produced conse-

quences altogether different from
jU influence

those which his murderers had an- in propa.

ticipated. His fate excited gene-
1

ral sympathy, and drew attention to the principles

* Andrew Duncan, the Laird of Airdrie, had concerted a

scheme for the rescue of Hamilton, but it was discovered
and defeated.

t See Appendix, Note XVIII., for a copy of the sentence

renounced upon the martyr, and of a letter from t

ors of the University of Louvaine to the Archbishop of St

Andrews, commending him for the execution of
' the wicki/J

heretic, Patrick Hamilton.'

t Knox, vol. i. p. 10. The accuracy of the statement, L

iver, has been called in question apparentlv on good grounds
Spottiswood, p. 6:i (J-L
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which he suffered. The harmony of these with

jitnro
became more apparent from examination

;

and the heroism which the youthful martyr had

displayed during his trial and execution, attested

their wonderful influence in supporting the soul

amid the most excruciating tortures. A little

tisc in Latin, composed by Hamilton, con tain-

_- a brief but clear statement of the plan of sal-

ion, and a commentary on the Christian graces,

was extensively circulated, and contributed to

deepen and perpetuate the impressions which his

idling had produced.* Nor was the miserable

end of Campbell, his betrayer, without its influ-

ence in strengthening the general persuasion that

he had suffered for the truth. Stung by the re-

proaches of conscience, and unable to dismiss from

his memory the horrid scene which he had wit-

-sed, and the dying abjurations of his victim,

the reason of the unhappy friar at last gave way,
and he died at Glasgow about a year afterwards,

in a frenzy of madness. It was a common saying
at the time,

" That the smoke of Mr. Patrick Ha-

milton had infected as many as it blew upon."f In

St. Andrews, the scene of the tragedy, and the

head-quarters of the persecutors, the opinions of

the martyr made daily progress. Gawin Logie,

principal of St. Leonard's College, and John Win-

ram, the sub-prior, taught the principles of the

Reformation to the students of the university, and

the younger monks and noviciates of the abbey ;

that it was customary to say of a suspected

Lutheran, that he had drunk of the well of St.

Intrepid conduct Leonard's. The king's own con-

of the king's fessor, Alexander Seton, J a Do-
ifessor. minican friar, became imbued

with the new opinions, and boldly denounced the

corrupt doctrines of the priests. He was in the

habit of teaching that the law of God had been

obscured by their traditions ; that Christ was the

end and perfection of the law ;
that man has no

power to forgive sins, but that pardon can be

obtained only by repentance and faith in the Lord

Jesus Christ. His commanding eloquence and

ready access to the king rendered his influence

doubly dangerous ;
and having in a public sermon

at St. Andrews not only vindicated the doctrines

he had previously taught, but openly declared that

according to the Scriptures bishops ought to preach,
and that they who did it not were dumb dogs, who
fed not the flock, but their own bellies, he was

summoned to appear before the archbishop, to

1 answer for his language. "Your informers, my

Knox, p. 8.

+ This expression was first employed by a gentleman
!
tamed John Lindsay, a friend of the archbishop's, who,

rrest was to be burnt for heresy, said to Beatou,
1 it' ye burn anymore, except ye follow my counsel

will
utterly destroy yourselves. If ye will burn them, let

how (low) cellars, for the reek (smoke) of Master
Hamilton has infected as many as it blew upon."
<>1. i. p. 42.

t Seton was the youngest son of Sir Alexander Seton of

,'oueh and Tillibody, in Stirlingshire, who fell at the battle

Flodden, in 1513 His mother was a daughter of Alex-

nJer, Lord Home.

lord," said the friar, miut ht, hem mr ino.
rnnt j>cnions, who nnrtot discern niUsjB rHn

h and Z.t-hunah, and I

1 *aid indeed that St. Paul declared thai biataa
ought to pronch ; and that the |imilm UsriahthLi
they who feed not th flock are dwab dogei tot of
my own

authority I affirmed nothing, tot mnili
declared what the Spirit of God bad neisji ju.
nounctd at whom, my lord, if you be not dhaZ
you cannot juMly be offended at mt." Tto areh-
bishop waa highly indignant at this mn4 of

reasoning, but he waa afraid to take any OM
measures ag-niii>t S, t.-n (for he was a penoa ofme*
learning, courage, and influence), until by
misrepresentations he succeeded in poinaii
king's mind against him. This waa not <

accomplish, as James had been frilled by bia
fessor's honest reproofs of hi* licentious

and Seton, perceiving that ' the king's
towards him was changed,' retired from
and sought shelter in Berwick ; from whence he
wrote a letter to the king, offering to justify Us*.
self in his presence from the charges of hi* ac-

cusers, if he were allowed a

liberty of speech. To this

vouchsafed; and Seton ultimately piooesdsd to

London, where he became chaplain to the Dke ef

Suffolk, under whose protection h* cootinaed till

his death, in the year 1642.*

The clergy were now thoroughly alarmed at the

progress of the new opinion*, and strore to extirpate
them by the adoption of the moat sanguinary mea>

sures. During the ten yean which followed tb*

death of Patrick Hamilton, a <

of persons in various part* of tb* country

martyrdom for their adherence to the eaaes of truth.

Henry Forrest, a Benedict in - monk, Msrtjffcsa f
a native ofLinlithgow, was arrested Henry Famel

and thrown into prison by Archbishop Beatoa,

probably about the year 1532, on the charge thai

he had termed Patrick Hamilton a martyr, and

affirmed that he was unjustly pat to death, a* the

articles for which he was condemned ware trae.

According to Foxe, he had expi

ments under the seal of confession, to a friar i

Walter Laing, who immediately itported tbe to

Beaton. Forrest's confeamion wa prodwad i

evidence against him, and he waa condemned I

the flames as a pestilent heretic, eqaal in tntqmttj

with Master Patrick Hamilton.' After being d

graded from his holy orders, be wae torat at ibe

north church-stile of the abbey chorea of 8

drews, "to the intent," ay Foxe, "tkat all

people of Angus might see the fire, an

be the more feared from falling into the like

trine."t Two years later (27th Augurt, 1

David Straiten and Norman Ooor-

lay, a priest,
were condemned to

the stake. Straiten was a guutlMsn

family, brother to the Laird of Lauriston. He bad

Knox, vol. i.

wood, vol. L pp. 8

f Foxe, p. 896

. .

as, Wodrow 8

Knox, rot i. p- ft* ;
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quarrelled with the Vicar of Ecclesgreig,* respect-

ing the payment of tithes; and indignant at the

exactions of the priest, he had directed his

servants to cast every tenth fish they caught into

the sea, and to bid the dear's men seek their

tax where he found the stock. In consequence o

these violent proceedings, the thunders of th(

church were directed against him, and when these

produced no effect, he was summoned to answer

for heresy. Meanwhile he had received instruc

tion in the principles of the Protestant faith, from

the celebrated John Erskine of Dun, one of th<

earliest of the reformers, and had undergone a grea

change in his character and conduct. " He ha(

before been very stubborn," says Calderwood,
" am

despised all reading, specially of good purposes
now he delighted in nothing but reading, albeit he

could not read himself; and exhorted every man
to peace and concord, and to the contempt of the

world." It is related that, listening to a portion
of the New Testament, which was read to him by
the Laird of Lauriston, he came upon that passage
where our Saviour says,

' He that denieth me be
fore men, I will deny him in the presence of my
Father and before his angels ;' upon which he was

deeply moved, and falling down on his knees, anc

extending his hands, he earnestly prayed, that

although he had been a great sinner, God woulc
never permit him to deny Him or his truth, from
the fear of death or bodily torment. Norman
Gourlay, who was ' a man of reasonabell condi-

tioun,' was accused of having denied the existence
of purgatory, and having affirmed that the Pope
was antichrist, and had no jurisdiction in Scotland.
He had been abroad, and had married upon his

return, which was the chief offence for which he
suffered. For as Pitscottie remarks, while the
utmost licentiousness was freely tolerated by the
ecclesiastical courts,

"
they would thole (suffer) no

priest to marry, but they would punish and burn
him to the dead."t Straiten and Gourlay were
cited to answer for their alleged heretical opinions
before an ecclesiastical court, which was held in
the abbey of Holyrood. Henry, Bishop of Ross,
presided as commissioner for the Archbishop of St.

Andrews, and the king himself took his seat upon
the bench, completely clothed in scarlet, the judi-
cial costume of the time. Every effort was made
to induce Straiten to purchase his pardon by ab-

juring his faith
; but lie steadily refused to listen

even to the earnest solicitations of the king him-
elf, who seemed anxious to save his life. He was
executed along with his fellow-sufferer, at the
Rood or cross of Greenside, on the Caltou-hill of

Edinburgh^
On the death of James Beaton, Archbishop of
t Andrews, his nephew, David Beaton, was ap-

pointed to the vacant see ; and the elevation of this

, .

!
, Spottuwood, p. 60.

^ ,

SL cyrai in Kincardineshire. Annals of
ible, roL ii. p. 470.

,
vol. i.

able but profligate prelate to the dignity of a car-

dinal and the primacy of the Scottish church, was

speedily followed by a renewed and inore invete-

rate persecution of the reformers. _of^^ Kei.

Keilor, a black friar ; Sir Duncan lor

Simpson, a priest; John Beveridge, also a black
friar ; Forrester, a notary in Stirling ; aud 1 )tan

Thomas Forret, Vicar of Dollar, and canon regular
of the monastery of St. Colni's Inch were sum-
moned to appear before a council, presided over by
Cardinal Beaton, and Chisholm, Bishop of Dun-

blane,* and were all condemned to the stake.

Friar Keilor had, according to the custom of the

times, composed a tragedy on the crucifixion of

Christ, in which, under the character of the chief

priests and Pharisees, who persuaded the people to

reject our Saviour, and Pilate to condemn him, he

painted in vivid colours the conduct of the bishops,
who induced princes and judges to persecute the

disciples of Christ. This play, which was acted

before the king at Stirling, on the morning of a

Good Friday, appears to have excited the most

lively indignation among the clergy. Tht

of Dollar, who suffered along with _ana Of the

Keilor, belonged to the house of Vicar of Dollar

Forret, or Forest, in Fife, and and others,

was the son of the Master of the royal stables in

the reign of James IV. After acquiring the rudi-

ments of grammar in his native country, he was

sent abroad by the kindness of a noble lady, for

the purpose of completing his education at Co-

logne. Returning to Scotland, he was admitted

a canon regular in the monastery of St. Colni's

Inch. It happened that a dispute arose between

the abbot and the canons respecting their allow-

ance, and the latter got the book of the founda-

tion, that they might examine into their right:-.

The abbot took the book from them, and gave
them in its stead a volume of Augustine, which

was in the monastery.
" O happy and

was that book to me," did Forret ofu
"
by which I came to the knowledge of the truth."

The study of the sacred Scriptures led him to

embrace the doctrines of the reformed fai:

with the simple fearlessness of his nature he

imparted his new views to his brethren in the

monastery. He was successful in his efforts to

convert the younger canons,
' but the old bott!e>,'

lie used to say,
' would not receive the new wine.'

The abbot frequently advised him to sav a-

said, and to keep his mind to himself, c

would incur punishment.
"

I thank y<>

ord," was his reply, "ye are a friend to my
Jody, but not to my soul. Before I deny a

that I have spoken, ye shall see this body of niii.e

consumed to ashes, and blown away with tin-

wind." He was afterwards admitted to tin

age of Dollar, where he rendered hini>

noxious to his superiors by his diligence in preach-

* It is stated by Keith, that Chisholm alienated

venues of his hishopric in order to provide portions for hi

three natural children. Keith's Catalogue, p. 100.
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to his parishioners, a duty then
invariably

abandoned to the orders of friars, and by his gene-

rosity in relieving them from oppressive exactions.

He taught his flock the Lord's Prayer, the Creed,

and the Ten Commandments, in the vulgar tongue ;

and also prepared a little catechism for the in-

struction of the young, and exhorted them all to

look for salvation only through the blood of Chri*t.

He was a diligent student, especially of the sacred

Scriptures, and was most assiduous in the discharge
of all the duties of the pastoral office. In his visit-

ation of the sick and poor of his parish, he was

in the habit of carrying provisions in his gown-
sleeve, to relieve their temporal wants while he

fed their souls with the bread of life. When the

agents of the Pope came into his bounds to sell

indulgences, he said, "Parishioners, I am bound
to speak the truth to you ;

this is but to deceive

you. There is no pardon for our sins that can

come to us either from Pope or any other, but

solely by the blood of Christ." He incurred the

enmity of his clerical brethren by refusing to exact

what was termed the corpse-present, consisting of

the best cow and uppermost cloth belonging to the

deceased, which were claimed as a due by the vicar

of the parish.* At the instigation of the friars, he

was repeatedly summoned before the Bishop of

Dunkeld, in whose diocese he resided, and accused

of preaching and explaining the mysteries of the

Scriptures to the people in the mother tongue.
The Bishop, who seems to have been favourably

disposed towards Forret, remonstrated with him,

respecting his practice of preaching every Sunday,

observing with great simplicity, that by so doing
he might make the people think that the prelates

ought to preach likewise.
"
It is enough for you,"

he added,
" when you find any good epistle or any

good gospel, that setteth forth the liberty of the

holy church, to preach that, and let the rest alone."

Forret replied that he had read both the Old and

the New Testaments, and had never found an ill

gospel or epistle in any of them
;
but if his lord-

ship would point them out, he would preach the

good and omit the evil. "
Nay, brother Thomas,

my joy, that I cannot do," said the bishop,
" for I

thank God I never knew either the Old or New
Testament,f I will know nothing but my brevi-

ary and my pontifical ;
but go your way, and

leave these fancies alone, else you will repent it

when you may not mend it." When brought to

the place of execution, on the

Castle- hill of Edinburgh (March 1,

1538-39), he was annoyed by the importunity of

a friar named Hardbuckle, who urged him, but in

vain, to pray to the Virgin Mary. The New Tes-

tament was then plucked from his bosom by one of

the attendants, who held it up before the people,
and cried '

heresy ! heresy !

' Then the crowd

shouted,
' Burn him ! burn him !

' To which the

Sir David Lindsay's Works, vol. ii. pp. 6, 7.

t From this saying arose a common proverb,
' Ye are

like the Bishop of Dunkeld, who knew neither the new nor
the old law.

1

his execution.

m
martyr meekly rwpoo&d, God bt MreHU to .
a sinner.' 'Lord Jem*, receive spirit.' M.
was then fastened to the stake, ami coetiaswd t
recite portions of the I'alnu a* long m m
ness remained.* Poxe says, that three or tarn
of

Stirling suffered death at the mt **TT, because
they were present at the marriage of - the View at

Tullibody, and did eat flesh in Lent at the
bridal."

In the *ame year Jerome RvatU.
and Kmian Kennedy, a youth of

eighteen years of age, were con-
victed of heresy, and burnt at

Glasgow, in spite of the hitnrneseiuit of ArehhtsIsM
Dunbar,t that their lives might be spared. Keay.

nedy, who is said by Knoz to hare poetssaed ft ttrr

genius for Scottish poetry, quailed for a moawat at
the prospect of a death so drt adful, and it wa ex-

pected that he would recant ; bat the exhortatioM
of his fellow-sufferer, Russell, speedily restored ht

fortitude, and falling upon his knees, he expmsnl
in ardent language his gratitude to God, who had
saved him from the guilt of apostasy.

M
Now,"

said Russell, addressing his persecutors,
"

I defr
death. Do what you please. I praise Ood I am
ready. Now is your hour and the power of dark-
ness ; ye now sit in judgment, whilst we stand
before you, falsely accused and most wrongfully
condemned. But the day is coming when we shall

have our innocence declared, and y* shall discover

your blindness; meanwhile proceed, and All up
the measure of your iniquities.*!

Besides those who suffered martyrdom, naay
persons, chiefly belonging to the

inferior clergy, who had adopted
the new opinions, were compelled to cooseJt their

safety by a hasty flight from the kinfi^sji. Gawia

Logic, principal of St. Leonard's College, 8t An-

drews, who contributed so much to spread the

reformed doctrines, became at laet suspected by
the clergy, and found it necessary to cotuolt his

safety by escaping to England in 1535. Alex-

ander Aless, a canon of St. Andrews, wa* so vefl

versed in the chief points of the Lutheran contro-

versy, that he undertook to reclaim Patrick Basil*

ton from his heresy ; but the conversation of the

martyr, and his constancy in death, piodaeea* m
powerful an impression upon the mind of Alne,

that he became a convert to the new faith. A dis-

course delivered by him against the vices of the

clergy, brought upon him a charge of hete*y, aad

he was thrown into prison, from which, huwtvej,

after a year's confinement, he escaped to UM Oooti-

nent, and in 1540, became piuftnor f dmaity isj

Cslderwood, TO!. L p. M8l 8e Asssaelt. *'

t Petrie, the Church Hwtorisa, says, "1

Oawin Dunbar was thought eoU in I*M
John Lander, Andro Oliphsat, sa* PrJsH
from Edinburgh to assist M*"-"^
inquisitors, whom Knox fcrms "SsjjssSJl
sell and Kennedy would, in sU srMSMSjr, M
artyrdom. Spottiswood, pp. 68, 67.

_martyrdo
* Pitcaim's

pp. 64 oa.

rials,'ti L . SI6 ; EMS, ML I
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the University of Leipsic.* John Fyfe also, who

prosecuted his studies under Gawin Logie, at St.

Andrews, fled in company with Aless to the Conti-

nent, where he obtained considerable academical

distinction. His name is inscribed as Professor of

Philosophy and Divinity in the Registers of the

rniversity of Frankfort, in 1547 : he was created a

doctor, and chosen rector in 1551 ; and he died

in 1562, in the 72ud year of his age.f About

the same time, John McBee, better known by his

classical surname of Maccabaeus, fled to Denmark,
where he became professor of divinity at Copen-

hagen ;
and besides rendering important service to

Christian III., in the settlement of the reformed

religion in his dominions, he assisted in translating
the Scriptures into the Danish language. The re-

searches of Dr. McCrie have discovered the singular

fact, that the real name of this eminent Scotsman was

McAlpine, and that he belonged to the proscribed
clan of McGregor a circumstance which suffi-

ciently accounts for his changed patronymic, f In
this list of illustrious refugees, we must include

the name o the celebrated George Buchanan, who
in consequence of a biting satire against ,

the order
of Franciscan monks was imprisoned, but escaped
by the window of his bedchamber, while his

keepers were asleep. At a later period (1540),
Sir John Borthwick, a younger son of William,
third Lord Borthwick, who was slain at Flodden,
was cited before Cardinal Beaton, and other pre-
lates, at St. Andrews, on a charge of heresy con-
tained in twelve articles of accusation. He dis-

appointed the vengeance of his enemies, by escap-
ing to England; but he was nevertheless con-
demned and excommunicated, besides being burned
in effigy at the market-cross of St Andrews.
Soon after these proceedings Borthwick wrote a
defence of himself, in the form of answers to the
several articles of accusation. This production,
which has been preserved by Foxe in his Latin
Commentaries, contains, besides the vindication of
his own conduct, a spirited and caustic attack on
the Papal pretensions and the abuses of the church.
While danger and death thus hung over the advo-
cate* of the n formed faith, it continued to make
rapid progress in the country. The national cha-
racter, at once patient in

investigating truth, and
cool and resolute in maintaining it, had secured for
the new opinions the assent, not only of a large
portion of the common people, but of considerable
lumbers of the nobility and gentry. In 1540, the

following persons were already recognised as the
earnest abettors of the reformation. William,
Earl of Glcncairn ; his son, Alexander, Lord Kil-
maurs ; William Earl of Errol

; William Lord
Kathven

; his daughter Lilias, married to the

??i of/le"r',i ep!>Ue t ainst &* d c <>f

buhiipi forbidding the pwusal of the New
Bl n th vernacular tongae, and bis controversy* Annata of the Engluh Bible, vol. ii.

Appen.ln to Knoi' IIit"rv v..) i. p. 527
1

! lf- " f Knox, rol. i.'pp. 357-372
n, book xiv. chap. lr.

Master of Drummond ;
John Stewart, son of Lord

Methven ;
Sir James Sandilands, with his whole

family; Sir David Lindsay, of the Mount
; Erskine,

of Dun; Melville, of Raith; Balnaves, of Hall-hill ;

Straiten, of Lauriston, and William Johnston and

Robert Alexander, advocates.*

It appears that the importation of the works of

the continental reformers had contributed greatly
to the diffusion of Protestant principles in Scotland,

and repeated attempts were made by the legislature

to prevent their dissemination. In
Enactments

1 525, it was enacted, that no foreign against the im-

merchants should bring into the portation of Pro-

realm '

any books or works of the

great heretic Luther, and his disciples,' under the

pain of imprisonment, and the forfeiture of their

ships* and cargoes.! From this it appears, that

in the first -instance, the books and opinions of

the reformers were circulated by strangers, who

came into Scotland for the purpose of trade
;
but it

was soon found necessary to extend the penalties

of the act to natives of the kingdom ;
and in 1627

it was declared by the chancellor and lords of the

council, that " all other the king's lieges assistaris

to sic opinyeons be punist in semeible wise, and the

effect of the said act to strike upon them." The

rehearsal or discussion of these heresies was strictly

forbidden, unless "
it be to the confusion thereof,

and that by clerks in the schools alenarlie," (alone).

These enactments were embodied in another sta-

tute, which was adopted by the parliament in 1535
;

and all persons who had any of the alleged here-

tical works in their possession were commanded to

deliver them up to their ordinary, within forty

days, under the penalty of confiscation and impri-

sonment.}:
In May, 1536, a public proclamation was made,

prohibiting the selling or reading of the New Testa-

ment in the vulgar tongue, and the sacred volume

was openly denounced by the clergy as the cause

of '
all the din and play

' which had taken place

in the church. Two years later, the statutes against

the possession and perusal of heretical works were

enforced with increased rigour, and a considerable

number of wealthy individuals were imprisoned
and stript of their property for

'

breaking his

Highness' proclamation in having and using such

books as are suspected of heresy, and are prohibited

by the Kirk.'||

As the principles of the Reformation continued

to gain ground, the apprehensions of the clergy

were manifested by the increasing severity of the

statutes against heresy. In the parliament of

1540 it was made a capital crime to argue against

the authority or spiritual iufalli- ^,1 against

bility of the Pope, all private con- heretics and

venticles, or meetings for the dis-
convenl

cussion of religious subjects, were strictly prohi-

bited, and rewards were promised to those who

Calderwood, vol. i. pp. 184, 135.

t Acts of the Parliament of Scotland, vol. ii. p. 285-

t Ibid. p. 349.

State Papers, vol. v. p. 48.

II Pitcairn's Criminal Trials.
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revealed where they were held. No person even

suspected of heresy was to be admitted to any office

or privilege,
either in the boroughs or elsewhere.

Those who had fled from trial were to be held as

confessed, and sentence passed against them; and

so anxious was the church to protect her faithful

Mil'jt-fts from the contamination of heresy, that all

intercourse was forbidden with those who had at

uny time held heretical opinions, even although

thev had abjured their errors and received abso-

lution. The exhortations which were at the same

time given to the churchmen to reform their lives,

and to attend more faithfully to their duties, show

that the national council was well aware that the

danger which now threatened the Popish church

might be traced directly to the idleness, corruption,

nnd ignorance of the clergy. A law which was

'

passed by thin parliament apuin.t the

of the shrine* and image* of the Mint* mAm it

evident that the iconoclastic spirit which afterward*

raged with such violence in Scotland, had already
manifested itself among tht lower efcsMtcj of la*

community.* During the last jean of Uw n%>)
of James V., the clergy obtained a prvdaariaaat
influence in the royal councils, and the pfisjsU of

Beaton, and the prelate*, for the

demnation of the reformers, shows the

measures to which the hierarchy were prepared io

resort for the extirpation of the new doctria**.

And there can be little doubt that if the life of the

unhappy monarch had been prolonged, aa opra

struggle between the professor* of the old aad la*

new faith could not have been much loafer averted.

* Acu of the Parliament of Bootlsnd, vol. U. fit.
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CHAPTER XXIV.

LITERABT HISTOKY OF THE PERIOD.

THE progress of literature during this period

was considerable, and the establishment of several

Bchools of learning indicated a desire at least to

promote the moral and intellectual improvement of

the people. In the month of January, 1450, at the

request of Bishop Turnbull, a bull was granted for

the foundation of a university in the City of Glas-

gow, by Nicholas V.,
' a Pope dis-

Foundation of the . r , , , . ,

University of tinguished by his talent and eru-

Glasgow dition, and particularly by his

munificent patronage of Grecian literature.' The

pious bishop did not leave the institution which he

had founded to languish for lack of support. He
endowed it out of his own revenues, establishing a

chancellor, rector, dean of faculty, a principal who

taught theology, and three professors of philosophy.
Other royal and episcopal charters were subse-

quently granted by James II. (20th April, 1453),

by Bishop Muirhead (1st July, 1461), and by King
James III., (10th Dec., 1472). And in 1460 the first

Lord Hamilton bestowed upon the infant university
a piece of ground, with the buildings upon it, in

the High-street of the city, on which the college
stands at the present day. At first, however, it

was very scantily endowed, and such was the inse-

curity of the times, and the general indifference to

learning, that so late as the year 1521 it was at-

tended by a very small number of students.* A
second university was founded at St. Andrews
about the year 1455, by the excellent Bishop

Kennedy, a nephew of James I., andf one of the

most illustrious names in Scottish history. In the
first foundation charter which was conferred by
Pope Nicholas V., the college is said to be built

for theology and the liberal arts. It was dedicated
to the honour of God, of our Saviour, and the Virgin

of St. SaUatorb Mary, and was named St. Salvator's

College. The institution was esta-

blished for the maintenance of a provost, licentiate,
and bachelor, who were all to be in holy orders and
to lecture on theology on certain days in the week,

four masters of arts, and six '

poor clergymen.'
The good bishop endowed the college with the
fiends of the parishes of Cults, Kemback, Denino,
mid Kilmany, and several chapelries, all of which
had till then belonged to the bishopric; and as

Major Jr Oet Scotorum, p. 10.

Hie mother of this eminent prelate (see ante, p. 347)wa. Mry, daughter of Robert III., who gave birth to the
ihop and flrit Archbishop of St. Andrews, and was

nid four tirom : flrtl to the Earl of Angus, by whombad two ion*, William and George Douglas, who sue-<W became Earla of Angus : second to Sir James
MMJJy, of Dnnure, by whom she had two sons, James,

I bUbop, and Gilbert, afterwards created Lord Kennedy*
??*

lor * lhe P"t Marquis of AUsa : third to Lord
Urah.ro, f l>undremore, by whom she had two sons, James

""J" .
flrU I 'aird of Fintr*y- a 1 Pnck Graham the

I'ithop of St. Andrews : and fourth to Sir William
f Cullodsa.

Martine informs us, bestowed upon the new insti-

tution " not only stoles for the priests, dalmatic

tunics and copes, but chalices, goblets, basins, ewers.

candelabras, censers, and crosses, and an image of

the Saviour two cubits long, besides various gold
and silver utensils ; also large bells, small musical

bells, and silk tapestry for adorning the church: in

short, there was nothing outside or inside the college
which did not evince the piety, taste, and muni-

ficence of the founder." * In the year 1512 a third

college was founded at St. Andrews, under the title

of St. Leonard's College, by Prior
. .

J
.

and of St
John Hepburn, in conjunction with Leonard's Col-

King James IV., and his son Alex- Ie8e .
St -

ander Stewart, Archbishop of St.

Andrews, who fell along with his father in the

fatal field of Flodden.f It was endowed with the

tithes of St. Leonard's parish, with the revenues of

an hospital which had been built for the reception

of pilgrims who formerly repaired hither in great

numbers to adore the relics of St. Andrew, and also

with a variety of property which belonged to the

prior and canons. The college was intended chiefly

for the education of the members of the convent, but

it soon acquired such a high reputation that many
of the sons of the nobility and gentry repaired to it

for instruction. The students,among other branches

of education, were carefully instructed in sacred

music, and became so celebrated for their skill in

that art, that after the Reformation many of them

were employed in teaching it.J

Towards the close of the fifteenth century, King's

College, Aberdeen, was erected at of King's
the instance of the celebrated Bishop College,

Elphinston, who persuaded James Aberdeen

IV. to apply for a bull from the Pope to carry the

project into execution. Accordingly, in compliance
with this application, a rescript was issued by Pope
Alexander VI., 10th Feb., 1494, establishing a uni-

versity in Old Aberdeen for the teaching of theo-

logy? canon and civil laws, medicine, and the liberal

* The Chapel of the College, a handsome Gothic edifice,

still exists. It contains the monument of its founder, a

most beautiful structure.

+ Alexander Stewart studied at Sienna, under the eel

brated Erasmus, who speaks in the highest terms uf tho

progress of his pupil in Greek rhetoric and law, as well as

in the practice of music. ' Even at meals he did not inter-

mit his studies
; the chaplain always read some useful book.

At other times he would listen to tales, but short in

nected with literature
;
and it' he had any spare time he

employed it in reading history, in which he took great

delight. Nor did that happen to him which sometimes

happens to others,
'

the more apt at letters the 1<
-

morals,' for his morals were pure, yet mixed with uncom-
mon prudence. Though his feelings were acute, he was

remarkable for the mildness and moderation of 1

racter. He greatly enjoyed wit and humour, but it

a literary kind and not too caustic; in a word, he was

religious without being superstitious. No king was ever

blessed with a more accomplished son.' However great

might be the merits of the royal student, it was certainly a

gross abuse to elevate a youth of eighteen to the pri'

the Scottish Church. In the Appendix, Note XX., will

found two letters written by young Stewart, from 1 ;

his father, which will serve to show the scandalous in:inn<-r

in which the patronage of the Church was dispose .

that age.

I Lyon's History of St Andrews, voL i. p. 254.
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arts, and conferring upon the new institution all

the privileges enjoyed by the universities of Paris

and Bologna, two of the most highly favoured in

Europe. It appears that the chief object of King
James and the learned prelate in erecting this col-

lege was to introduce civilisation and learning into

the northern districts of the kingdom. In his letter

to the pontiff the king gives a most deplorable ac-

count of the barbarous state of this part of his do-

minions. "The inhabitants," he alleges, "were ig-

norant of letters, and almost uncivilised; there were

no persons to be found fit to preach the word of God
to the people, or to administer the sacraments of

the Church ; and, besides, the country was so inter-

sected with mountains and arms of the sea, or dis-

tant from the universities already erected (at St.

Andrews and Glasgow), and the road so dangerous,
that the youth had not access to the benefit of edu-

cation in these seminaries. But," adds the king,
" the City of Old Aberdeen is situated at a moderate

distance from the highland country and northern

islands, enjoys an excellent temperature of air,

abundance of provisions, and the conveiiiency of

habitations, and of everything necessary for human
life." In allusion to these representations the bull

states, that notwithstanding there were already
two universities in Scotland, a third could in no
sense be injurious, as "science has this distin-

guishing quality, that the diffusion of it tends,

not to diminish, but increase the general mass."

The members of the College were originally thirty-
six in number; but by a second foundation, pre-

pared by Bishop Elphinstone, but not published till

1631, seventeen years after his death, the number
was raised to forty-two : namely, four doctors, in

the faculties of theology, canon law, civil law, and

medicine
; eight masters in arts, three students of

law (all the above, except the mediciner, to be

ecclesiastics), thirteen poor scholars, eight prebends
for the service of the College church, and six singing

boys. No efforts were spared by the munificent

prelate and his royal master to make the new uni-

versity complete in all its educational arrange-
ments. It was liberally endowed by the bishop

during his life, and at his death he bequeathed to

it the sum of 10,000 Scots in those days a very
large sum of money. Thus fostered, King's Col-

lege soon became the most nourishing educational

institution in Scotland. It was placed under an

excellent system of management, and endowed
with professors of eminent ability and learning;
and it is not unworthy of notice that Hector Boece,
the well-known biographer and historian, was its

irst
principal.

In a parliament held during the same year in

Statute enjoining
which King's College was founded,

attendance at a remarkable law was passed,
chools. mainlV; j[t is saidj through the in-

fluence of Bishop Elphinstone, which is justly con-

sidered one of the most interesting acts of the

Scottish legislature. By this memorable enact-

ment it was ordained that, throughout all the

, all barons and freeholders " that are of sub-

stance ehould put their nldnt i

schools fra they be rix or nine years of ag. and to
remain at the grammar school* until they n* eosn.

potently founded and have perfect Latin i and
thereafter to remain three yean at the senooot of
arts and jure (law), so that they have tuahij
and understanding of the laws : Throng* the fsjflk

justice may remain universdly throngh all tf

realm ; so that they who are sherifln, orjndfM ordi-

nary, under the king's highness may have know-
ledge to do justice, that the poor people rhimU
have na need to seek our sovereign lord's nndttar
for ilk small injury ; and what baron or freeholder
of substance that holds not his son at the trhoob,

having no lawful excuse, he shall pay to the king
the sum of twenty pounds."*
A few years after the passing of thfo fadMssjs

act, the memorable invention of Tntrn Imtia w
printing, which had been imported printing,

into England by Caxton, as early as the year 1 1 T

found its way into Scotland. Walter Chepman. a
citizen of Edinburgh and a servant of the kinfr**

household, was the first Scottish printer. In the

year 1508 he printed a volume of p*mphM> and
several of the poems of Dnnbar ; and in the follow-

ing year the '

Breviary of Aberdeen.' His royal

master, who in spite of bis fondness for idle and
frivolous amusements was a liberal friend to letters

as well as to the useful and ornamental art*, patro-
nized the ingenious typographer, both by par-

chasing books from him, and by granting him n

royal patent to exercise his myst<
There can be no doubt that the nfrMJsiinMsjt of

the various colleges and schools throughoat list

country, together with the invention of

and the importation of the works of eo

authors, must have exercised a powerful

upon the minds of the ScoitUh barons and gentry t

softening the ferocity of their manners, and intro-

ducing among them a taste for liberal education.

The unusual tranquillity, too, which, under the

vigorous and wise administration of Jame* IV., the

nation enjoyed for a period of twenty-fit* years,

must have been highly conducive both to the

general prosperity of the country, and to the ad-

vancement of literature and art. Accordingly, we

find that at this period there nourished in Scot-

land a considerable number of writers, whose

learning and genius entitle them to rank with

the most celebrated cotcmporary authors, either

in England or on the Continent Among thaw

distinguished Scotchmen, who, in the word* of

Warton, adorned the fifteenth centnry "with a

degree of sentiment and spirit,
a

phraseology, and a fertility of inn

to be found in any English poet nine*

Lydgate," the chief place is doe to Lit, cf

WILLIAM DUSBAR, who has been

styled by the highest authority, "an

Acts of the Parliament of SeotlsnA,wL ftp.*?*.
t The pant, which waa issoe* a4

made to Walter Chepmaa and Aaoraw NjOsr, am

Sept 13th, 1607.
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poet,
unrivalled by any which Scotland ever pro-

duced."* Of the personal history of that great

genius little or nothing is known except what may
be gathered from a few obscure hints, contained in

his own verses. He describes himself as a native

of Lothian, and appears to have been born about

the middle of the fifteenth century, not later than

the year 1460. Kennedy, a cotemporary poet,

represents him as related to the Earl of March, and

Mr. Laing conjectures, with great probability, that

he was either the son or nephew of William, son

of that Sir Patrick Dunbar of Beill who signal-

ized himself on many occasions, and in 1426 was

one of the hostages for James the First,f In the

year 14"/5, when he was probably about fifteen or

sixteen years of age, Dunbar was sent to St. An-

drews, the most flourishing seat of learning and

science at that period in Scotland. This fact Mr.

Laing has ascertained from the old registers of the

University, in which the name of William Dunbar

is entered, in 1477, among the Determinantes or

Bachelors of Arts, in St. Salvator's College ;
a degree

which the students were not entitled to claim until

the third year of their attendance. And two years

later, in 1479, the name of the poet again occurs in

the registers, as then having taken the degree of

MMtor of Arts. From the colophon of one of his

poems, there is reason to suppose that he also

studied in the University of Oxford. At an early

period of his life he was a novitiate of the order of

St Francis, and in that character travelled over

England and a part of the Continent. This is

evident from his poem entitled ' The Visitation of

St Francis.' Satan, in the guise of the Saint,

appears to the poet in a vision, shortly before the

dawn of day; and holding a religious habit in his

hand, exhorts him to clothe himself in these vest-

ments and to renounce the world. But at the sight
of the seeming saint and his habit, the poet was
cared like one who sees a ghost, and excuses him-

self with thanks for the intended benefit; ob-

serving, that in holy legends he had read of many
bishop*, but of exceeding few friars, that had been
admitted to the honour of canonization,

Wherefore ga bring to me ane bishop's weid,
Qif erer thou wild my soul yeid unto heaven.'

Ht allows, however, that in his early years he had
the obnoxious habit.

Oif erer my fortune was to be a frier
Th date thereof i. pan full many a year,
For into rery laty town and place
Of all England, fro Berwick to Cales,
I h*ve unto thy habit made gude cheer.

' In freirii weid full fairly have I fleichit;*
In it hare I in pulpit gone and preichit

*

In Dernton Kirk and eke in Canterbury
In it 1 put at Dorer cure the f-rry,
Thro' ficardy, and there the people teichit.

1 As lang as I did bear the freiris style,
In me, GOD wit, was mony wrink and wile ;

In me was falset with i'k wight to flatter,
Whilk might be flemit* with na holy water;
1 was ay reddy all men to beguile.'

bserves,There can be no doubt, as Mr. Laing obse:

that it was to this period of Dunbar's life that

Kennedy alludes in his '

Flyting,' when he taunts

him with his pilgrimage as a pardoner, begging in

all the churches from Ettrick Forest to Dumfries.

' Fra Ettrick Forest forth ward to Dumfries
Thou beggit with ane pardoun in all kirks,

Collapis,+ curds, meill.J grottis, gryce,|] and geiss,^
And under nycht whils thow stall staigis** and stirkis ft
Because that Scotland of thy begging irkis

Thow schaipis in France to be a knycht of the field ;

Thou has thy clamschellis,+| and thy burdoun keild

Unhonest ways all, wolronn, thot thow wirkis.'

It is not known how long Dunbar continued to

lead this wandering life, nor how he employed
himself after he had relinquished the character of

friar. It seems certain, however, that he had

visited foreign lands before he became attached to

the Scottish court. In one of his poems he speaks

of his long and faithful services to the king, and

of his having been employed in many foreign

countries, in England, Ireland, France, Spain,

Italy, and Germany. His biographer conjectures
with great probability, that in these extensive

peregrinations he accompanied as ' ane clerk' the

frequent embassies which James the Fourth was

in the habit of sending to the continental courts ;

as the literary attainments of the clergy pecu-

liarly fitted them for employment in such negotia-

tions. In the register of the Privy Seal, loth

August, 1500, we find mention of a grant by King
James IV. to Dunbar, of an annual pension of ten

pounds
' for all the days of his life,' or until he be

promoted by the king to a benefice of the yearly

value r f forty pounds, or upwards ;
and from this

period the poet became an attendant upon the

court of this gay and gallant monarch. It appears
from the treasurer's accounts, that the payment
due at Martinmas, 1501, was deferred on account

of Dunbar's absence in England; a circumstance

which shows that in all probability he accompa-
nied the ambassadors who were sent to the 1

court to conclude the negotiations for the king's

marriage in October, 1501, and that he remained

to witness the ceremony of affiancing the Princess

Margaret, which took place at St. Paul's Cross,

with great solemnity and splendour, on ti

of January, 1502. Under this supposition, there

can be little doubt that Dunbar was the person
then styled

' THE RHYMER OF SCOTLAND,' who

received 6 13s. 4rf. in reward from Henry VII.,

on the 31st of December, 1501, and a similar sum

on the 7th of January following. || ||

The Princess Margaret remained in England

* Washed away. t CoUops. I Meal
Groats.

| Pigs. If Geese.

Young horses. +t Young cows.

J
*

Scallop shells, as worn by pilgrims.
Pilgrim's staff marked with ruddle.

HI) Poems of Dunbar, yol. i. p. 20.
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till July, 1503, and three months before her ar-

rival in Scotland, on the 9th of May, 1)unbar com-
memorated that auspicious event in his fine poem,
1 The Thistle and the Rose,' which has been pro-
nounced one of the most beautiful, and certainly
the noblest, of all Prothalamia. It commences with
the following exquisite stanzas :

' When March was with varying winds past,
And April had, with her silver showers,

Tane leave of nature with an orient blast ;

And lusty May, that mother is of flowers,
Had made the birdes to begin their hours,

Amang the tender colours, red and white,
Whose harmony to hear it was delight.

1
In bed ae morrow, sleeping as I lay,

.Mt-thocht Aurora, with her cristall ene,
In at the window lukit by the day,
And halsit me* with visage pale and grene,
Upon whose hand a lark sang fra the splene,

Awake, Invars, out of your slumbering,
See how the lusty morrow does up spring.

'Methocht fresh May before my bed up stood,
In weeds depaynt of mony divers hue,

Sober, benign, and full of mansuetude,
In brycht attire of flouris forgit new;
Heviuly of colour, white, red, brown, and blue,

Balinit in dew and gilt with Phoebus' bemys.t
While all the house illumit of her lemyss. J

1

Slngird, she said, awake anone for shame,
And in my honour something thou go write ;

The lark has done the merry day proclame,
To raise up Invars with comfort and delyt ;

Yet nocht incressis thy courage to indyte,
Whose hart sum tyme has glad and blissful bene,
Sangis to mak under the leaves grene.'

Somewhat ungraciously the poet excuses him-
self on account of the inclemency of the season,
and May, soberly smiling, bids him rise and follow

her, which he does into a garden redolent and re-

sonant of all delight, for all flowers are there, and
the birds are singing like the morning stars.

1 The purple sun, with tender beams red
In orient bricht as angel did appear

Through golden skys putting up his head,
Whose gilt tresses shone so wonder clear,
That all the world tuke comfort, far and near,

To lake upon his fresh and blissful face

Doing all sable from the heaven's chase.

1 And as the blisful sound of cherachy
The fowlis sang throw comfort of the licht ;

The birds did with open voices cry,
luvars foe, away thou dully nycht,

And welcome Day that comforts every wicht,
Hail May, hail Flora, hail Aurora|| schene,
Hail Princess Nature, haill Venus, luvis queen.'

Nature herself then appears to the poet, and for

his sake bids JEolus calm the air, and Neptune the

I sea, and Jove the sky. No sooner said than done
;

and then she wills that all her worshippers, ani-

mate and inanimate, shall hail her advent, and do

obesiance to her,
' their Maker.'

1

She ordained eik that every bird and beist

Before her Hiennes suld annone oompeir,
And every flower of verteu, most and leist,

And every herb be field far and neir,
As they had wont in May, fro yeir to yeir.

To her their maker to mak obediens,
Full low inclynand with all due reverens.

1

'

Saluted me. + Beams. t Gutters.
:he holy sound of the angelic host

Klegsuit, beautiful.

She sends the roe to bring the beaata, the rwal-low to collect the birds, and the yarrow or a*e
wort to summon the flower*. In the twiakhW af
an eye they are all in the May-garden.

'

All present

With a full hardy ,

Before Dame Nature ,

With visage bold, and
' This awful beast was terrible of ehatr

Piercing of look, and stoat of OOOJMOMMO,
Right strong of

corps, in **hfrsj (air ti I

Lusty of shape, lv
Red of his colour, as the rahr \

'

On field of K"ld he stood fall i

With flower de laces circled
;

The reference in this noble rtaOTJpthn b to the
Scottish royal arms, a red lion rampant, apon a
field of gold, encircled with a border of flrara-de-
luces. Nature lifts up his clear claws, and letting
him lean upon her knee, crowns him with a diadem
of'radiant stones, enjoins him to '

exercise jaatiee
with conscience,' and on no account to let the
smallest of his subjects 'suffer scaith or scon
the great,' and concludes her charge to the
arch of the beasts with what Warton well **H* a
beautiful stroke, indicating the

of the poet's heart.'

' The lady lifted up his claws clear,
And let him lightly lean upon her knee.

And crowned him with diadrm roll dear
Of radiant stones, mott r. \! <

T :.. see,

Saying, The King of Beswtt make I tfcea.

And the protector chief in woods and stare.
Unto thy lieges go forth, and keep ifco law*.

'

Justice exerce with mercy and <

And let no small beast soS
Of great beasts that bene of

Do law alike to apes aad a
And let no bowgle* with his 1

The meek plough ox oppress, fur all hia pride,
But in the yoke go peaceful bin atria's.'

As soon as Lady Nature ceases to speak, all

beasts, great and small, fall down at the liost'a

feet, and cry, 'Laud! Vive le Roy!' She then

crowns the Eagle king of Fowls another image of

the Scottish king sharpening his pennons like

steel darts, and enjoining him to be joat to fowla

of all degree.

1

Syne crowned she the Eagle king of Fowls.

And as steel darts sharpit she his p*aa.
And bad him be as just to whanps* and owb
As unto peacocks, papiagocs, er sr

And make a*J law for wrchtj fewl

And let no fowl of rapine do eflerayJ
Nor devour birds but his own proper prey.

Nature then calls on all the flower* I* held p

their heads and hear, and first ofall she beholds the

'awful thistVfl and seeing him waU guarded with

a bush of spears, and able for the wars, she nak

him her champion, to protect the softer plants fro

harm.

Wild ox. Corlewa.

J One. I Strong.

ej Pinkerton has remarked tks*
Ij

pearance ..f the Thistle a. a Quills* ***
and in the account of Margaret s re

where it is oiled a
'
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Then called she all the flowers that grew on field,

Discerning all their fashions and effeirs,*

Upon the awful THRISSII. she beheld,

And aaw him keepit with a hush of spears ;

Considering him so able for the weirs.t

A radiant crown of rabies she him gave,
And said

'
in field go forth and fend the lave.'J

She proceeds to counsel him, since he is king, to

act discreetly ; to love only
' herbs of virtue anc

sweet odour ;

'
to let no rude nettle be fellow to

the goodly fleur-de-luce ;
no wild weed '

compare
her to the Lily's nobleness ;

'

but far beyond anc

above all other flowers to honour the Rose,
' the

fresh Rose, of colour red and white,' the emblem o]

the English princess, in whom the Roses of York
and Lancaster are blended.

' So full of virtue, pleasure, and delight,
So full of blissful angelic beauty,
Imperial birth, honour, and dignity.'

Nature then crowns the Rose queen of flowers, and

eulogizes her peerless qualities in the following

graceful strains,

1 Then to the Rose she turned her visage,
And said, O lovely daughter, most bening,

Above the Lily, illustrious of lynage,
From the stock royal rising fresh and ying,|j
But ony spot or macall doing spring,^

Come, bloom of joy, with gems to be crown d,
For o'er the lave thy beauty is renown'd.

A costly crown with clarified stones bright,
This comely queen did on her head enclose,

While all the land illumined was with light,
Wherefore methought the flowers did all rejoice.
Crying at once, Hail be thou, richest Rose :

Hail herbs empress, hail freshest queen of flowers,
To thee be glory and honour at all hours.'

The birds, led by the mavis, the blackbird, the

lark, and the nightingale, all at once hail their

queen with a triumphant song of gratulation, so
melodious and yet so loud, that the poet suddenly
awoke, and with a start turned him about to see
this brilliant court; but all had vanished into

empty air.

Another allegorical poem, called ' The Golden
Targe,' is of a more extended range, and displays
more creative power, though as a whole, says
Professor Wilson, it is much inferior to the '

Thistle
and the Rose,' which is as perfect as anything in

Spenser. The subject of the poem is the power of
love ; the

insufficiency of the golden targe or the
hield of reason to afford protection against the
vaults of Love's mighty Queen,' and her train.
The opening stanzas are remarkably picturesque,and breathe the truest and sweetest spirit of

1

IjriKhl
a, the Ur of day began to shine,Wba 9004 to bed were Vesper and I.u, * ,,e

I ruse, and by a rose-tree did me rest
UP "prang the golden candle matutyne,With elrar d.-purit beams crystalline,O tie merry fowls in their nest;Or rhabut was in purple cape revest

the lark, the heaven's minstrel fine,in May, in till a morrow mirth fullest

Wam.
J Defend the rest.

-IT i the emblem of France, and themt pnfcn the hotue of Tudor to Valois.

5 Sprinjring without pot or taint
* Dressed.

' Fnll angel-like these birds sang their hours
Within their curtains green, into their bowers,
Apparaled white and red, with bloomes sweet

Enamelled was the field with all colours ;

The pearly drops shook in silver showers
;

While all in balm did branch and leaves flete*
To part fra Phoebus did Aurora grete.t

Her crystal tears I saw hang on the flowers,
Which he for love all drank up with Ms heat

For mirth of May, with skippis and with hoppis,
The birds sung upon the tender croppis,
With curious notes, as Venus' chapel clerks ;

The roses young, new spreading of their knoppis,*
Were powdered bright with heavenly beriall drops,

Thro' beams red, burning as ruby sparks ;

The skies rang for shouting of the larks ;

The purple heaven, ower skaled in silver slopps,

O'er-gUt the trees, branches, leaves, and barks,

' Down through the ryce|| a river ran with streams,
So lustily agayn thai lykand temys,^]"
That all the lake as lamp did leme** of licht,

Which shadowed all about with twinkling gleams,
That boughs bathed were in fecundtt beams
Through the reflex of Phoebus' visage bright ;

On every side the hedges raise on hicht,
The bank was green, the brook was full of bremyg,
The stunnersJJ clear as stars in frosty nicht

' The crystal air, the sapphire firmament,
The ruby skies of the orient,

Cast brightest beams on emerant boughs green,
The rosy garth-depaynt and redolent,

With purple, azure, gold, and gowlis gent,||||

Arrayed was by dame Flora the queen,
So nobly, that joy was for to seen

;

The rock against the river resplendent,
As low^flf illumined all the leaves schen

The poet falls asleep, lulled by the harmony of

the birds and the rushing of the river, am!

vision of a white sail approaching the shore, swift

as a falcon pouncing on her prey. The ship

anchors, and a hundred ladies leap from its deck,

as fresh as flowers in May, clad in green kirtles,

with golden tresses, and '

paps white and middles

small as wands.' Amongst these the poet recog-

nises Venus aiid Aurora and Flora and Juno. Clio,

' the help of Makars '

(poets), Pallas, and prudent

Minerva, all with crowns upon their heads.
' the queen of mirthful months,' is then seen ad-

vancing between her sisters April and June, all

three walking up and down the garden, amid the

music of birds. The poet then sees Nature pre-

sent May with a gown,

' Rich to behold, and noble of renown,
Of every hue under the heaven.'

Nature is saluted by her subjects,
' the merry

'owls.'

' And every bloom on branch, and eke on bank

Open'd and spread their balmy leaves dank (moist)
Full low inclining to their queen so clear,

Whom of their noble nourishing they thank.*

They then salute on the ' same wise
' Dame

?lora, and after her the mighty Queen of Love.

To her

Flow. t Weep. \
Buds -

Beryl. ||
Brushwood. f Pleasing sunbeams.

Shine. +t Rich, abundant, fertihzinj

J+ Small stones, gravel.
Garden painte.

,||i Pretty marigolds. Til tUme
** Beautiful.
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sang ballads in love, as was the gys* (fashion)
i amorous notes lusty to devise,

that had love iu their hearts green ;

['heir honey throats opened fro the spleen (heart)
i warbles sweet did pierce the heavenly skies,

iile loud resounyt the firmament serene.'

But, lo! another court, of which Cupid is the

iing.

'With how in hand ybent,
And dreadful arrows grundin* sharp and square,

:,. saw 1 Murs, the god armipotent,
ful and stern, strong and corpulent ;

i\v I crabbed Saturn, auldand hairet
is look was like for to perturb the aire ;

ire was Mercurius, wise and eloquent
if rhetoric, that found the flowers faire.'

too was Priapus, the god of gardens, and

'humts, and Janus, and Neptune, and Eolus the

;od of winds, with varying look, 'right like a

>rd unstable,' Bacchus and Pluto,
' the elrich

ncubus
'

' In cloak of green, this court used no sable.'

The gods with song, lute, and harp, win the

oddesscs to dance, and the poet drawing near

o behold this joyous scene, and creeping through
he leaves, is discovered by Venus, who commands

ieauty, Fair-Having, Pleasance, and others of her

rchcrs, who attend on her, to seize the culprit ;

tit when they are drawing their bows to pierce

.im to the heart,

' Reason came, with shield of gold so clear,

In plate of mail, like Mars armipotent,'

nd defended him from their assault. The archers

re then joined by Youth and her young virgins,

nnocence, Modesty, Dread, and Obedience, but

tforts are all harmless against Reason's

iolden Targe. Then came Sweet Womanhood
nth a formidable train of artillery, served by
Nurture, Lowliness, Patience, Good Fame, Dis-

1 1 tion, and other ' ladies full of reverence ;'
but

their sharp assays
'

could not hurt the poet, pro-

xted by Reason's shield. A reinforcement arrives

nder High Degree, followed by Estate and Dig-

ity, Honour, Noble Array, Riches, Freedom, and

ther allegorical personages, marching under ban-

ers displayed, and discharging a cloud of arrows

ke a shower of hail. They too are repulsed ;
and

onus brings up her reserve, composed of Pre-

Fair Calling, Cherishing and Homeliness,
.'ho brings Dame Beauty to the field again,

' With all the choice ofVenus' chivalry,'

nder the guidance of Dissymulance ;
but though

' The shower of arrows rappit on as rain,'

ley yet make no impression on the Golden Targe.
it length Presence, by whom, according to War-
in, the poet understands that irresistible incentive

ccruing to the passion of love, by being often

Emitted to the society of the beloved object
* Ground. + Hoary.

m
hrows a powder into the eyes of Fiasnsj. who fa

uddenly deprived of his sight, and nets Ukn n
drunken man. The poet having thus lost hs> pro.
ector, receives a deadly wound, and is *-fc-n

prisoner by Beauty, who now appears more Isneij
as the clear eye of Reason grows din*. lhssBe>
lation then tries all her arts to deeeiTe the pri-
soner. Fair Calling smiles on him,

~

beds him with fair words. New
mbraces him awhile, hut soon takes her
and is never seen again. At I

>roaches the unhappy poet, and c

delivers him to the custody of Heaviness!
then blows his bugle, the pageant

mpty air,

'

Leaving no more but bird* and beak sad

The enemy re-embark in the twinkling of an eye,
unfurl their sails, and swiftly proceed

course, celebrating their victory with a disenavfn
of artillery, re-echoed by the rocks, as if the

rainbow brake.' The poet starts up in affright,

and finds that it was but a dream.

The conception of the Golden Targe, it has been

ustly remarked by Professor Wilson, is wonder-

fully vivid; but the execution is imperfect; and

Dunbar can scarcely be said to hate succeeded in

the main object of the allegory. The upseratiosi

xcited by the splendid poetry of the introduction

is disappointed by the huddled and hurried action

which follows, and which, brief as it is, proper-

tionably to the other parts of the poem, weahsn

the reader by its excessive ssmnnnes

This fine piece, which was much admired in the

days of its author, concludes with an address to

Chaucer, Gower, and Lydgate, whose ehirf awl>
lences he is thought hy some critics of no mean

name to have equalled.

1

0, reverend Chaucer, rose of rhetors* sO,

As in our tongue a flower imperial,

That rose in Britain ever who neas righ*.

Thou bear st of maker* the triumph rojsl,

Thy fresh enamelled work* most eolkaU

This matter could illumined have tall MffcU
Wast thou not of our English all * Ugs

Surmounting every tongue Urr*tnl,

As far as May's morning doth aidslam

1 moral Gower and I.ydgsi* taarstts,

Your sugar'd lips and tongue* ate* i

Have to our ear* been e*s*s ef arcs* *
Your angel voices most selliduaU.

Our language rude ha* clear ill Mriasis^
And gilded o'er our peeh tfc

Stood till votir p.ldcn P***^***
This isle till then wa* bars ss4<

Of rhetorich or lurty frssefc *ie|

'Thou little qnair.

Humble, subject, and aimple of*

the lace ofewj' "fl
I know that th-m of rhetoric

Of all her lovely roses "doles*

I* none into thy garland isto

Ashamed be then, and Jr* i

Rude is thy weed, dulB*i, * *

Well may'st thou be

Orators, rhetorician*.

A discourse, writing.

J Knowing, skilful.

,

1

'

'

.
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James IV. was an avowed patron of literature, and

at this period, says Mr. Laing,
" Dunbar appears to

have lived on terras of great familiarity with the

king, and to have participated freely in all the

gaieties and amusements of the Scottish court
;
his

sole occupation being that of writing ballads on

any passing event which might serve to exercise

his fancy or imagination, and thus contribute to

the entertainment of his royal master." We learn

from the treasurer's accounts, that besides his

yearly pension of ten pounds, the poet received

occasional grants of money from the royal purse.

On the 17th of March, 1504-5, Dunbar for the

first time said mass in the king's presence, and on

that occasion he received a gratuity of seven

French crowns, or 4 18s. in Scottish money a

larger sum than was usually given by his majesty
on hearing

' a priest's first mass.' At Martinmas,

1507, his pension was
'

newly eiked,' or augmented,
the king having ordered it to be increased to the

annual sum of 20, and three years afterwards it

was raised to 80, to be paid as before at the

stated terms of Martinmas and Whitsuntide,
' for

all the days of his life, or until he be promoted to

a benefice of 100, or above.' The poet's pension,

however, seems to have been scarcely sufficient to

supply his ordinary wants
; for in his address to

the ' lords of the king's exchequer,' he tells these

grave personages that they need not 'tire their

thumbs in reckoning up his rents and farms, or

make their counters clink, or consume their ink

and paper in the receiving of his sums.' The story
is very short. He received a sum of money from
the Lord Treasurer, which is all gone. Not a
cross or copper is left, as his empty purse will tes-

tify.
' I cannot tell,' he adds,

' how the money
has been spent ; but well I wot it is all gone, and
that methinks ane compt o'er sair' (too sore a

reckoning). There can be no doubt that the poet
wai a favourite of his royal master, who was no

niggard to his servants ; but James, though kind-
hearted and generous, was thoughtless and pas-

sionately fond of amusement, and often lavished
his bounty on the most unworthy objects, to the

neglect of the modest and deserving. In his
'Remonstrance to the King,' Dunbar has por-
trayed, in moat graphic terms, the extravagance of
the monarch, and the worthless character of the
multifarious crowd of suitors, whom his indiscrimi-
nate patronage attracted to the Scottish court

astrologers, musicians, minstrels, jugglers, jesters,
Ule-bearers, flatterers, sharpers, Monsouris of

France, importunate Irish beggars, and innumera-
ble other* who

' ken none other croft nor curis (profession)
Bat to m*k' thrftng within the daria :'

all came in for a large share of the regal bounty.The poet speaks with just commendation of the
king*i liberality to men of science and talent ; but
when he witnesses his indiscriminate favour be-
iitowcd on the crowd of importunate, idle, and
worthJeM characters who infest the court, while he

is passed over, his very heart is ready to burst

despite.

' My heart near bursts then for tayne*
Whilk may not suffer nor sustene
So great abuses for to see

Daylie in court before my ee.

My mind so fert is set to flytej
That of nocht else I can indyte,
For either maun my heart to break,
Or with my pen I maun me wreik.

And since the tane must needs be,
Into melancholy to dee,
Or let the venom ische all out

Beware anon, for it will spout,
Gif that the treacle come not tyt||

To swage the swalme^f of my despite.'

In another Address to the King, the burden of

the song still is, 'my painful purse still prickells

me.' The thought of its utter emptiness of all but

pain comes across him when he would blithely

write ballads, or when he sets himself to dance or

sing, and drives all pleasant pastime from his re-

membrance. And worse than that

' When men that have purses in tone
Passis to drink or to disjone**
Then maim I keep ane gravitie,

And say that
"
I will fast till noon ;"

My painful purse so prickells me.

1 My purse is made of sic ane skin,
There will na crosses* + bide it within ;

Strait as fra the fiend they flee,

'Wba ever tynej J wha ever win ;

My painful purse so prickells me.

'
I have inquired in mony a place
For help and comfort in this case,

And all men say, My lord, that ye
Can best remeid, for this mal-ease

That with sic pains prickells me.'

The grand object of Dunbar's ambition, however,

as Mr. Laing observes,
" was preferment in the

church, which, independently of any other claims

he might possess, he was entitled to expect from

the terms of the grant of his yearly pension,
somewhat amusing to observe with what ingenuity

and address he varies his continuous and impor-

tunate petitions. In general he seems to found

his chief claims for preferment upon former ser-

vices which he had rendered, his youth having

been spent in the king's employment; while he

intimates that his wants would be easily satisfied.

But whether in the form of a satirical or of a

pathetic appeal to the king, or simply as a con-

gratulation on the new year, or whether under

some humorous personation he brought forward

his request, still the burden of Dunbar's song was
" a benefice." From the strain of his earlier

it appears that he had at one time entertained

sanguine hopes of advancement, but a>

passed on and left him still unbeneficed, and a

mere dependent on the bounty of his royal

his heart began to sink within him at the prospirt

of the future.

*
Anger, sorrow.

l| Quick.
ft Money.

t Fierce.

Tumour.
Scold. Mu><-

Breakfast

+f Lose,
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influence of '

hope deferred which makes

heart sick
'

is painfully manifested in his later

.positions.
The long expected benefice, he says,

in shorter time have come from Calicut, or

tin iu'\v found Isle (America) over the great ocean-

sea, or the deserts of India,
' whilk to consider is

iino i);iin.'
It has been so long in coming to him,

that he dreads that it has gone entirely astray, or

has turned backward again. Some men have seven

ln'iu'tices, he adds, while he has not one, though
he will be contented with 'a kirk scant covrn.i

with heather.' In his lines 'To the King, when

many Benefices vakit,' he opportunely asks :

' Sir ! whether is it alms mair,
To give him drink that thirsts sair,

Or fill ane full man till he burst,
And let his fellow die for thirst,

Whilk wine to drink as worthy were ?

'
It is no glad collation,

Where aiie makes merry, another looks down,
Ane thirsts, another plays cup out;*
Let ance the cup go round about,
And win the covan's bennisoun.'t

The gross abuse of church patronage in those

days, is a frequent theme of indignant complaint
on the part of Dunbar. In his '

Dream,' the poet
i s a description of Sir John Kirkpakker, the

])luralist, and draws a humorous contrast between

himself, who had waited long and patiently for

Mime preferment, and this 'mighty undertaker,'
i ady possessed of seven, and trusting soon to

< leveii churches :

' There came anon one called Sir John Kirkpakker,
Of many cures, a mighty undertakker ;

Quoth he, I am possessed of churches seven,
And soon I think they grow shall to eleven,

Before he come to one, you groaning ballad-maker."

And in one of his numerous addresses to the

King, which contains ' the finest mixture of satire

and sadness, pathos and fear, despondency of spi-

rit and discursiveness of fancy,' he draws a graphic

picture of the ignorant unprincipled parasites, who

monopolised the church livings to the exclusion of

him, the scholar and the poet,
' ane simple vicar

who can nocht be
'

:

' Jock that was wont to keep the stirks, J
Can now draw him ane cleik of kirks,
With ane false cairt into his sleif,!

1

Worth all my Ballads under the birks :

Excess of thought does me mischief.

' Twa cures or three has upland Michell,
With dispensations bound in a knitchell ;5f

Tho' he frae nolt** had new tane leaf.tt

He plays with totum, and I with nichell :J*

Excess of thought does me mischief.'

'The pangs of deferred hope,' says Mr. Tytler,

Drinks all that is in the cup.
The company's blessing.

J Young bullocks. Card. II
Sleeve.

ii a walletful of dispensations for incapacity, non-

ce, &c.
** Oxen. ++ Leave.

"Uusion to the game of chance called 'T-totum;'
1,' nothing.

VOL. I.

.

' the pride of insulted gmiwi. tW
repentance that he bad devoted himself to -

I

iil-n-,|'iit.-<l a service, and th* buiaf satire

against king* and favourite* by which maajgf fcfa

productions are distinguished, all form paiafal
but in-.tru.tiM commentary OB the history of *
man of letter*, who ha rrlinqoiabed the mrr bab-
ble walk in which, with a little labour, be aiifat
ha\ .

|,
n,-. id. ,1 |., r his own want*, and flada, wU

it is perhaps too late, that distinction fa not tjntm
imous with imlrpcadenee. It MOM to a*va bam
in one of these in. ^nU 1 1 . <-d hfa tadifaaat
complaint addressed to the king* :

' Of wrangs and of gnat IBJATM,
That nobles in their days tadana,
And men of virtue and running.*
Of wit and wisdom in guiding ;

That nocht can in lhi coon eooqoMa,*
For Iswte, love, or long smioa.'

From the wish which he cxpreaw* 'To the Kiaf
that he were John Thomson's man,' it mar ht

inferred that Queen Margaret was anxiooa to pro-

mote the poet's interest The tenor of hu prayer fa

that the king would lend a favourable ear to UM
requests of his consort, for then would the poet DO

longer remain unbeneficed, and his hard fortoM

would speedily be ended.

'

My advocate, baith fair and sweet,

The hale rejoicing of my sp'rit,

Wald speed with rav errand than ;

An ye were ance John Thomson maa-'t

But the most singular and not the leaataaVtiaf

of the poet's supplications, u hi* addrws to Uw

king in the character of the '

Grey Hone* amid

Dunbar,
1

complaining that when idler vteeds ar-

tenderly cored for, and clothed in gofgeoaa trap-

pings, he who had done his majorty good Mr*fa

is neglected in his old age.

' When I was young and into ply.f

And wald cast gantboU to th ky,

I hml Wen >ooht in rwUnwa by,

Had I consentit to be Maid.

Sir, let it nevir in town be laid,

That I Bold be YnUlto ykL|

' With gentill hore when I wald knyf.^

Then U there Uid on me a whip,

To coalavers** then mann I kip.

That scabbit are, have crnik and a
Sir. let it nevir in town b Uid,

That I sold be a YuillU yald,

1

Though in the stall I be nocht ctappH.

As coursers that in silk be **fr*
With ane new house I wmld Iw

Against this Christmas for the eamia.

Sir, let it nrvir in tnwn b laid,

That I sold be a Yuillis yald.

Skill

Ir/^ISC^StatoB ia8*eA*
U-orsjtoal ***

was ' Joan Thomson's roan.
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1

Suppose I was ane auld yaid aver.*

Sh.it 1'urtli our cU-H^hst to pull the claver.J

And had the strenth of all Stranaver,

I walJ at Yuill be housit and stall'd.

Sir, let it nevir in town be tald,

That I sold be a Yuillis yald.

' I am ane auld horse as ye knaw,
That evir in dule does dring and draw,
Great court horse putts me fra the staw,

To fang the fog|| by frith and fald.^f

Sir, let it nevir ia town be tald,

That I suld be a Yuillis yald.

1
1 have run lang forth in the field,

On pastures that are plane and peil'd,**
I micht be now taue in for eild ;

My bones are spinning ) t high and bald.

Sir, let it nevir in town be tald,

That I suld be a Yuillis yald.

' My mane is turned into white,
And thereof ye haif all the wyte ;} J
When other horse had bran to bite,

I got but grass, knip if I wald.

Sir, let it nevir in town be tald,

That I suld be a Yuillis yald.

' The court has done my enrage cool,
And made me ane forriddin mule;
Yet to weir trappoursg at this Yuill,

I wald be spurred at everie spald.||||

Sir, let it nevir in town be tald,

That 1 suld be a Yuillis yald.'

Attached to the petition is a reply in the form

of a mandate, addressed to the Treasurer by his

Majesty, -which is supposed by Chalmers and

Tytler to have been actually written by the King
himself, though it may have been added in his

name by the poet as an ingenious mode of en-

forcing his request :

BESPONSIO EKOIS.

1 After our writings, Treasurer,
Take in this Grey Horse, auld Dunbar,
Who in my aucht,^ with service true,
To lyart*** chunked is his hue ;

Gar house him now against this Yule,
And busk him like a bishop's mule ;

For with my hand I have indost,
To pay whate'er his trappours cost.'

There can be little doubt that Mr. Laing is right
tn his conjecture, that the true cause of the King's
neglect of the incessant importunities of the poet
was his reluctance to be deprived of the society of
a man whom he admired and loved. And it has
been questioned whether Dunbar himself could,
after all, have been very desirous to give up his
80 a year at court, where he must have been a

great favourite, for 100 a year, with a cure of

country souls. Yet as years moved on, and left
him still unprovided for, he must have looked to
the furore not without those fears that make the
heart sink in the midst of merriment, for who
know* what a day may bring forth ? With all
hi* cheerfulness and elasticity of spirit,' says Mr.
Laing,

' Dunbar had reached a period of life when

out bone.

, J22S_
*Bg. provingM Joint or boo*.

Ravines, narrow glens.
.

|| Lay hold of the moss."
'' nd worn outM Blame. Trappings.

fo.sea.ion. Ore/

he must have felt more keenly the misfortune of

continuing so long a dependant on court favour.'

The following simple stanzas, entitled ' On his

Heidake,' and addressed to the King, give a very

touching picture of the state of mind of ' auld

Grey Dunbar '

at this period :

' My heid did yak yesternight,
This day to mak that I na might,
So sair the megrim does me menyie,*
Piercing my brow as ony ganyie.t

That scant 1 look may on the light.

' And now, sir, lately after mass.
To dytj though I begouthe to dress,
The sentence lay full evil till find,

Unsleepit in my head behind,
Dullit in dullness and distress.

' Full oft at morrow I upryse,
When that my courage sleeping lies,

For mirth, for menstrallie and play,
For din, nor dancing, nor deray,||

It will nocht walkin me no wise.'

Another poem of a higher order of merit, enti-

tled
' Meditation in "Winter,' breathes the same

mournful spirit, and
'

presents a very interesting

picture of Dunbar's melancholy under the pres-

sure of age. The addresses of the several per-

sonifications to him are fine : that of Age pathetic

and that of Death even sublime :'^]

' In to thir dark and drublie* *
days,

When sable all the Heaven arrays,
With misty vapours, clouds, and skies,

Nature all curage me denies,
Of sangs, ballattis, and of plays.

' When that the night does lengthen hours,
With wind, with hail, and heavy showers,

My dull spreit does lurk forschoir ;++

My heart for langour does forloir, J J
For lack of summer with his flowers.

' I walk, I turn, sleep can I nocht,
I vexit am with heavy thought ;

This Warld all ouir I cast about,
And ever the mair I am in doubt,

The mair that I remeid have sought.

'
I am assayit on every side,

Despair says ay, In tyme provide,
And get something whereon to live ;

Or with great trouble and mischief,
Thou shall into this Court abide.

' Then Patience says, Be nocht agast,
Hald Hope and Truth within thee fast,

And let Fortune work furthe her rage,
When that no reason may assuage,

While that her glass be run and past.

1 And Prudence in my ear says ay,

Why wald thon hald that will away ?

Or crave that thou may have no space,

Though tending to another place,
A journey going every day.

1 And then says Age, My friend come near,

And be nocht strange I thee require.

Come, Brother, by the hand me take,

Remember thou hast compt to make,
Of all the time thou spendit here.

Hurt + Dart J Indite, to make verses.

| Began. ||
Noise. IT Pinkerton.

* Gloomy. ft Dejected.

H Become useless from langour.
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1

Syne Death casts up his yetts* wyd,
Saying, Thir open sail ye byd;

Alheid, that thou was never so stoat,
Under this lyntall sail thou lowt :

Thair is nain uther way besyd.

'For fear of this all day I droop ;

No gold in kist, nor wine in cup,
No ladies' beauty, nor love's bliss,

May let me to remember this,

How glad that ever I dine or sup.

' Yet when the night begins to short,
It does my sp'rit sum part comfort,

Off thocht oppressit with the showers.

Come, lusty summer, with thy flowers,
That I may live in some disport.'

But though the poet thus morali/ed on the

brevity of existence, the shortness and uncertainty

of all worldly enjoyments, and the wickedness

and woes of mankind, he was by no means dis-

posed habitually to take gloomy or desponding
views of life. His morality, as Ellis remarks, was
of a cheerful kind

;
and '

among the many moods
of his mind even the sad ones there often broke

|

in cheerful lights upon the shadows, making the

checkered light on the whole, beautiful and

l:appy, the image of a poet's dream.' What can

be finer than the pious poem, entitled

NO TREASURE AVAILS WITHOUT GLADNESS.
' Be merry, man, and take nocht far in mynd,
The wavering of this wretched world of sorrow.

To God be humble and to thy friend be kynd,
And with thy neighbours gladly lend and borrow

;

~is chance to-night, it may be thine to-morrow ;

blyth in heart for ony aventure,
oft with wise men it has been said aforrow,f

.out Gladness avails no Treasure.

:e thee gude cheer of it that God thee sends,
For warld's wark butJ wellfare nocht avails ;

Na gude is thine save only that thou spends,
Remenant all thou brukis but with hails :

Seek to solace when sadness thee assails;
In dolour lang thy life may not indure,
Wherefore of comfort set up all thy sails;

Without Gladness avails no Treasure.

'Follow on pity, flee trouble and debate,
With famous folkis hald thy company ;

Be charitable and humble in thyne estate,
For warldly honour lastes but a cry ;

For trouble in earth take no mellancoly ;

Be rich in patience, if thou in gudes be poor ;

Who lives merrily, he lives mightily;
>it Gladness avails no Treasure.

'Thou sees thir wretchis sit with sorrow and care,
To gather gudes in all their lives space ;

And when their bags are full their selves are bare,
And of their riches but the keeping has :

While others cum to spend it that has grace,
:i of thy wynning no labour had nor cure,

Take thou example, and spend with merriness ;

Without Gladness avails no Treasure.

Though all the work that ever had living wicht,
Wer only thyne, no more thy part dois fall,
1 'ut meat, drink, claes, and of the lave a sicht,

Yrt to the Judge thou shall give compt of all ;

Ane reckning richt cumis of ane ragment small:
Be just and joyous, and do to none injure,
And Truth shall make thee strang as ony wall

;

; Without Gladness avails no Treasure.'

Perhaps the most remarkable of all Dunbar's

.oems, as it is certainly the most vigorous and ori-

Gates. t Before. + Without.

Khapsody, discourse.

is the Dane* of the 8ren Deadly Sis* OB
the eve of Lent, a general day at fnmt**im, tW
poet, in a dream, has a vision of heavm and ofML
Mahoun, or the Devil, proclaim* a dance of !hf
accursed wretches, who in the other world had
never made confession to the prieat, and had tou-

sequcntly never received absolution. The 'Bvrm
Deadly Sins' immediately appear, and presMt a
mask or mummery with the newwt gambol* JIM*
imported from France. The poem, it ha* beo*
justly remark. .1. i, in ghastly keeping with the

subject. Each '

Deadly Sin' is figured bsfcre UM
eye by a few fearless strokes, that at once invest
him with his most hideous and hatrfal attribute*.

Pride, appropriately takes the pmrodciaM, dressed
in the first fashion of that period, hi* hair loosely
thrown back, hie bonnet placed on one aid* of his

head, and his gown flowing to his heeb in ample
folds. Anger, next makes his appearance, 'hi*

hand ay upon his knife,' attended by a hand of

ruffians, who follow in pairs, all equipped for war
in short coats of mail and steel bead-pteeea, their

legs covered with chain armour ; and as they mot

along they wound each other with sword* and

sharp knives. Envy, follows accompanied by a
train of dissemblers, flatterers, and backbiter*,

with whisperers of false, injurious reports,

whom the poet expresses his regret that the <

of princes are never free. N xt m the dance <

Covetousncss. ' the root of all evil,' with a despicable
retinue of cat iff-wretches, usurers, users, and

hoarders, who discharge at each other, out of their

throats, torrents of molten gold. Sloth, after bring
twice called, joins reluctantly in the dance, attended

by many a lazy, tun-bellied sloven, and many a

sleepy, slothful drab, and as he draws them after

him in a chain Baliol lashes their loins, and be-

cause they are ' slow of feet' quickeneth them with

fire. They are followed by Lust, neighing like a

stallion, who is led by Idleness, and accompanied

by many foul associates that have died in their

sins. The foul monster Gluttony next presents

himself, followed by many a drunkard and thrift*

less prodigal. The terrific exhibition closes with

a Highland pageant, and the shouting of the O-

ronach, which affords the poet an opportunity of

expressing, with humorous malice, the scorn which

he felt for his Celtic countrymen. Dunbar's Ikanre

of the Seven Deadly Sins,' says Thomas CunpMI,
"
though it would be absurd to compart it with th

beauty and refinement of the celebrated Odea

the Passions, has yet an animated picturesque

not unlike that of Collins. The effectof htk pteves

shows how much more potent allefonsjall%r

become, by being made to fleet suddenly bafa

imagination, than by being detained ii

prolonged description. Dunbar wwjtuw

personified sins, as Collins does the Passk

to strike, to disappear. They come like al

so depart.'"*
The following stanzas of this remark)

Campbell's Specimen! of As British

Edition, p. 17
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will show that the high commendation bestowed

upon it is well merited :

' Of Februrar the fifteenth nicht,

Full Ian;,' before the clay is licht,

1 lay intill a trance ;

And then I saw haith heaven and hell :

Methocht amangs the fiendis fell

Mahoun gart cry ane dance,

Of shrewis that were never shriven,

>gains the fast of Eastern's Even,
To niak their observance ;

He bade gallands gae graith a guise,*

And cast up gamondst in the skies,

As varlots does in France.

1 Let see, quoth he, who now begins.

With that the foul Seven Deadly Sins

Begond to leap at ones.

And first in all the Dance was Pride,

With hair wiled back, and bonnet on side,

Like to make vaistie wanes;}
And round about him as a wheel,

Hang all in rumples to the heel

His kethat
||
for the nanes.^f

Mony proud trumpour with him trippit ;

Through scaldand fire aye as they skippit,

They grinned with hideous granes.

1 Then Ire came in with start and strife
;

His hand was aye upon his knife,

He brandished like a bear,

Boasters, braggerts, and bargainers.
After him passit into pairs,

All boden in' feir of weir.**

In jacks, and scrips, and bonnets of steel;

Their legs were chained down to the heel
;

Froward was their efieir :

Rome upon other with brands beft,-f t

borne jaggit others, to the heft,

With knives that sharp could shear.

1 Next in the Dance followed Envy,
Fill.-d full of feid and felony,

Hid malice and despite :

For privy hatred that traitor trembled ;

Him followed mony freikJJ dissembled,
With feigned wordis white :

And flutters into men's faces
;

And backbiters in secret places,
To he that had delight ;

And mnnera of fals losings,
Alas ! that courts of noble kings,

Of them can never be quit.

' Next him in Dance came Covetice,
Itoot of all evil and ifrund of vice,

That nerer could be content :

<'itiir, wretchei, and ocherars,{$
1 pyke,|||| hoarders, and gatherers,
All with tliiil warlock went

! tli-'ir throat* they shot on other
Hit in. .'N-II gold, methought a fother,*J^

As fire- (Taught maist fervent;
is th-T tootnit them of shot

,

.1 them ii- w up to the throat
With gold of all kind prvnt.***

'throe 8weirneM,t + t at the second bidding,
Cam like a now out of a midden,

Full kh-.-py wan hi* grunyie ;* J

.re a mack. + Gambol*. t Unknown.
II

1: 1 For the occasion.
arcouti.-iiH-Tits of war.

'-e blows. Many contentions persons.W Great quant it v.

Every coinage. m Laziness. JJ1 Visage.

Mony sweir bumbard belly-hiuldron,*

Mony slute daw, and sleepy duddron,+
Him servit ay with sunyie.J

He drew tliem furth intil a chenyie,
And Belial with a bridle reinyie,

Ever lashed them on the lunyie.
In dance they were sae slaw of feet,

They gave them in the fire a heat,
And made them quicker of counyie.J

1 Then the foul monster Gluttony,
Of wame insatiable and greedy,

To dance he did him dress :

Him followed mony foul drunkart,
With can and collop, canp and quart,

In surfeit and excess.

Full mony a waistful wally-drag,
With wames unweildable, did forth wag,

In creish that did incress.

Drink ! ay they cried, with mony a gape ;

The Fiends gave them het lead to lap,
Their lever was nae less.

' Nae menstrels playit to them, but doubt,
For gleemen they were halden out,

By day and eke by nicht
;

Except a menstral that slew a man,
Sae till his heritage he wan,

And entered by brief of richt.'

The Dance of the Seven Deadly Sins is followed

hy a Tournament ' The Justis betuix the Taily-

zour and Sowtar ' conducted according to the laws

of chivalry, and written in a style of the broadest

farce, and full of very coarse yet ludicrous images.

Mr. Laing well remarks, that ' he who could, with

the view of enlivening the sports of Holyrood, pro-

duce such a living picture as the Dance of the

Seven Deadly Sins, and then pass without effort to

conjure up in the infernal regions an exhibition of

such broad and coarse humour as the mock tourna-

ment between a tailor and a sutor, might truly be

regarded as a poet whose imagination was capable'

of any effort whatever : at one time revelling un-

controlled in the fields of allegory ; upon other

occasions rising from some homely exhibition of

the ordinary events of life, and reaching even 'the

brightest heaven of invention.' Mr. Laing goes on

to compare the genius ofDunbar with that of Burns-.

He considers the former pre-eminent in ex;

personation and allegorical imagery ;
while in

strength of satire, richness of humour, vivid descrip-

tion of external nature, and characteristic delim-a-

tions of life and manners, it would be difficult, he

thinks, to saywhich is entitled to the highest pnii>t

It must be admitted, however, that Dunbar's coarse-

ness is often most offensive, and that in his ei>im<

and familiar pieces there prevails such a grom >

both of language and of sentiment as Jotrov > th

effect of their remarkable force of humour.' M uch < t

this is no doubt to be attributed to the coarse man-

ners of that early period, so that the grave limits

referred to were rather those of the age, than of the

individual. A similar apology has been pleaded in

extenuation of Dunbar's '

Dirge to the King at

*
Dirty, lazy tipplers.

I Excuse.

II
Circulation as coin.

Slow and si. .

]>y
<lnili"
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ing,' which has been justly termed by Sir

Walter Scott a profane and daring parody of the

s of the Roman Catholic Church, and in a

moral point of view is the most objectionable of all

the poet's compositions.
" But at that period," says

Mr. Laing,
" the license given to such open viola-

f religious observances, as took place under

the direction of lords of misrule or abbots of un-

reason, might have rendered such satirical effusions

like this dirge less obnoxious." The character of

James thfc Fourth, to whom this poem was ad-

i, was composed of strange inconsistencies

or contradictions.
" He was wont," says Sir Walter

Scott,
"
during his fits of devotion, to assume the

dress and conform to the rules of the Order of

Franciscans, and when he had thus done penance
for some sin in Stirling, to plunge again into the

tide of pleasure ; probably, too, with no unusual

inconsistency, he sometimes laughed at the super-

stitious observances to which at other times he

subjected himself." He was in the habit also of

undertaking pilgrimages to the distant shrines of

St. Xinian, at Whithorn, in Galloway, and St.

Duthac, in Rosshire, which were no doubt held as

atoning for his sensual indulgences, and his reckless

pursuit of idle amusements. To relieve the King
out of the state of penance and purgatory in which

he is represented as living at the time, the service

of the church of Rome is burlesqued by Dun-

bar
;
a humorous contrast is drawn between the

opulence, the good living, and the amusements

which Edinburgh afforded, and the meagre fare,

the dull solitude, and
' the pyne and wo' of Stirling.

" In the works of the Northern Makers of the fif-

teenth century," says Mr. Campbell,
" there is a

gay spirit and an indication of jovial manners

which forms a contrast to the covenanting national

character of subsequent times. The frequent

coarseness of this poetical gaiety, it would be more

c'u-y than agreeable to prove by quotations ; and

if we could forget how very gross the humour of

Chaucer sometimes is, we might, on a general

comparison of the Scotch with the English poets,

extol the comparative delicacy of English taste;

for Skelton himself, though more burlesque than

Sir David Lindsay in style, is less outrageously
indecorous in matter. At a period when James

IV. was breaking lances in the lists of chivalry,

and when the court and court poets of Scotland

might be supposed to have possessed ideas of de-

if not of refinement, Dunbar at that period

addresses the Queen, on the occasion of having
danced in her majesty's chamber, with jokes which

a beggar wench of the present day would probably
r as an offence to her delicacy."*

Flyting
'
of Dnnbar and Kennedy is an

.linary example of coarse invective and

scurrility, in which the rival poets load each other

with the most opprobrious epithetsand vulgar abuse.
"
It is difficult," says Mr. Tytler,

" to determine

whether the enmity and rivalry of two poets, who

?ave themselves up to this coarse sort of buffoonery,
'
Specimens of the Bvitisli Poets Second Edition, p. IK

was real or prrtendrd. The
probability satsjM to

be, that it was considered both by tbe tBan s&d
the audience as a mere putting of the iokaffsjsjIjM

a license to indulgr m every kiad of Mtfal
vituperation a kind of literary MvMlfe ? tt>
ccntious badinage which, in iu comsrae*aMS)t,aa<i
in the received principle* by which it *% rvfvbtatf.
did not imply any real hostility of fcafisjfjMtf wa*
very likely to lead to it. Lord lla.lr.. bo *
the first to conjecture that this '

Fitting .' or fmi-
ical contest, had not arisen from anything Uk par.
sonal animosity hat well remarked, that Lsjaft
Pulci and Matt. -o

r --
ilthoisliilaarasjiMrtilalil

friends, for their own amusement and the eradi-
cation of their readers, hare indulged hi a aisjOar

species of abase ; and it teems impossible to bitlm
that the affectionate regret with which Dnhtr
mentions Kennedy, in hu ' Lament for (he Daatbof
the Makars,' could have proceeded from an i

The example of Dunbar and Kennedy I

ral imitators among the Scottish poets of tbe

sixteenth century. About the year 1496, Jam** V.

'flyted
1

with Sir David Linds-'iy. hi* IJon King-
at-Arms ; and a few yean later a noted contest took

place between Alexander Montgomery, author f
' The Cherric and the Sloe,' and Sir Patrick HOB*.
of Polwarth. Prefixed to the earliwt rditioa of

their
'

Flyting,' are some verses which rxprwly
state that the altercation of thrse writers was not

the result of any personal quarrel :

' No eaakring enrr, malice, nor Jess**,
Stirr'd up UMM men to iaf>jr t i/ta,
But generous OTnnlsrtmi .'

Among the poems ascribed to Dnnbar on highly

probable grounds, though not certainly hi*, u a

tale entitled the Friars of Berwick.' Its objsrt

was to expose the licentious lires of tome of the

monkish orders at this period, and it exhibit* great

satirical powers, as well as a large ftod of grown*

humour. "This tale," says Dr.lrring.-towhafcrsw

author itmay be referred, undoubtedlyrxhibiua

admirable specimen of the comic mod* of wnnsjg.

Without suffering by the comparison. H may h

ranked with the best tales of Chaucer.

is most skilfully conducted ; and in its |HUfi*sa th

poet displays an extensire and aeearato acsjsjsjBl

anee with the diversities of human cbaracts

humour seems peculiar and onderifed.

scriptions are at once striking and apa

llie different characters introduced

with the utmost propriety,
and with a fw

conception and of delineation which hi

frequently solicited our a'

remarks that there are few of

which are equal, and cer

which are superior to this cxcrllriit p*
"

I have dwelt upon it the ratl

cause without the coarseness and

which affects the poetry of the ag, H

fine specimen of its strength and

The whole management of

comic humour, its variety and i

of human character, the ft.**- *! briH*cy
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its colouring, the excellence and playfulness of its

satire upon the hypocritical
and dissolute lives of

many of the monastic orders, and the vigorous

versification into which it is thrown, are entitled

to the highest praise."

But, although the satires, the tales, and the

allegorical and descriptive poetry of Dunbar are

all admirable, and full of fancy and originality, it

is the opinion of Warton that the natural com-

plexion of his genius is of the moral and didactic

cast His short moral pieces, according to Pin-

kerton, have a terseness, elegance, and force only
inferior to those of Horace. " This darling of the

Scottish Muses," observes Sir Walter Scott,
" has

been justly raised to a level \vith Chaucer, by

every judge of poetry, to whom his obsolete lan-

guage has not rendered him unintelligible. In

brilliancy of fancy, in force of description, in the

power of conveying moral precepts with terseness,

and marking lessons of life with conciseness

and energy, in quickness of satire, and in poig-

nancy of humour, the Northern Makar may boldly

aspire to rival the Bard of Woodstock."

The most solemn and impressive of the moral

poems of Dunbar, is one in which he represents
a merle, or thrush, and a nightingale, taking oppo-
site sides on a debate on earthly and spiritual
affections. Besides its great poetical merit, the

poem bears on every stanza the stamp of sincerity
and truth.

THK MERLE AND THE NIGHTINGALE.
' In May, as that Aurora did up spring,
With crystal een chasing the cluddes sable,
I heard a Merle, with merry notes, sing
A sang of love, with voice right comfortable,
Again'* the Orient beamis, aimable,
Upon * blissful branch of Laurel green ;

This was her sentence, sweet and delectable,
A lusty life in Lovis service been.

1 Under this branch ran down a river bright,
Of balmy liquor, crystalline of hue,
Again' the heavenly azure skyis light,
Where did upon the tother side pursueA N'u'ljtmnale, with sugared notis new,
Whose angel feathers as the peacock shone ;

Thin was her long, and of a sentence true,
All love it lost but upon OOD alone.

1 With notii glad, and glorious harmony,
Tim joyful Merle, to nalust she the day,
While rang the woodis of her melody,
Saying, Awake, ye lover* of this May;
Lo. frnb Flora has flourished every spray,
A Nature hai her Uught, the noble Queen,
The field been clothit in a new array ;

A lusty life in Lovu service been.

4
Ne'er sweeter noise was heard with living man,
Na made this mem- i;<*iitlr Nightingale;
II. -r -'.'111.1 w.-nt with tin- rm-r as it ran,

ti rough the fresh and flonmhed lusty vale ;O llerle ! quoth she, fool ! stint of thy tale,
For in thy song good sentence is there none,
For both U tint, the time and the travail
Of ver> love but ujmn GOD alone.

Owe, ouoth the Merle, thy preaching, Nightingale ;

Shall folk ih-ir youth spend into holiness T
Of young sainu grows auld fiends, but fable ;

']*, hypocrite, in yeiris tenderness,

Again" the law of kind thou goes express,
That crookit age makes one with youth serene,
Whom nature of conditions made diverse :

A lusty life in Lovis service been.

' The Nightingale said, Fool, remember thee,
That both in youth and age, and every hour,
The love of GOD most dear to man suld be ;

That him, of nought, wrought like his own fig

And died himself, fro' dead him to succour
;

O ! whether was kythit* there true love or none ?

He is most true and stedfast paramour,
And love is lost but upon him alone.

' The Merle said, Why put GOD so great beauty
In ladies, with sic womanly having,
But gif he would that they suld luvit be ?

To love eke nature gave them inclining,
And He of nature that worker was and king,
Would nothing frustir put, nor let be seen,
Into his creature of his own making ;

A lusty life in Lovis service been.

' The Nightingale said, Not to that behoof,
Put God sic beauty in a lady's face,

That she suld have the thank therefore or luve,
But He, the worker, that put in her sic grace ;

Of beauty, bounty, riches, time or space,
And every gudness that been to come or gone,
The thank redounds to him in every place :

All love is lost but upon GOD alone.

1

Nightingale ! it were a story nice,

That love suld not depend on charity ;

And gif that virtue coutrar be to vice,

Then love maun be a virtue, as thinks me,
For, aye, to love envy maun contrar' be :

God bade eke love thy neighbour fro' the spleen ;f

And who than ladies sweeter neighbours be ?

A lusty life in Lovis service been.

' The Nightingale said, Bird, why dost thou rave ?

Man may take in his lady sic delight,
Him to forget that her sic virtue gave,
And for his heaven receive her colour white :

Her golden tressit hairis redomite,J
Like to Apollo's beamis tho' they shone,
Suld not him blind fro' love that is perfite ;

All love is lost but upon GOD alone.

1 The Merle said, Love is cause of honour aye,
Love makis cowards manhood to purchase,
Love makis knights hardy at essay,
Love makis wretches full of largeness,
Love makis sweir folks full of business,
Love makis sluggards fresh and well be seen,
Love changes vice in virtuous nobleness ;

A lusty life in Lovis service been.

' The Nightingale said, True is the contrary ;

Sic frustis love it blindis men so far,

Into their minds it makis them to vary ;

In false vain glory they so drunken are,

Their wit is went, of woe they are not waur,
While that all worship away be fro' them gone,

Fame, goods, and strength ; wherefore well say I da

All love is lost but upon GOD alone.

' Then said the Merle, Mine error I confess :

This frustis love is all but vanity :

Blind ignorance me gave sic hardiness,
To argue so again' the verity ;

Wherefore I counsel every man that he
With love not in the fiendis net be tone,||

But love the love that did for his love die

All love is lost but upon GOD alone.

Shown. t From the heart.

S Slothful.

Bound, encircled.

|l Ta'en, taken.
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' Then sang they both with voices loud and dear
The Merle sang, Man love God il,M im> ihee wrouflht-
The Nightingale sang, Man love the Lord most dear

'

That thee and all this world made of nought ;

The Merle said, Love him that thy love has sought,
Fro' heaven to earth, and here took flesh and bone ;

The Nightingale sang, And with his dead the bought
All love is lost but upon Him alone.

Then flew thir birdis o'er the boughis sheen,
Singing of love aiming the leavis small,
Whose eidant plead yet my thoughtis grein,
Both sleeping, waking, in rest, and in travail
Me to recomfort must it docs avail,

Again for love, when love I can find none,
To think how sung this Merle and Nightingale,
All love is lost but upon GOD alone.'

After the untimely death of his royal patron at

Flodden, the name of Dunbar disappears from the

treasurer's accounts, and nothing whatever is

known of the manner in which his declining years
were spent. In his poem entitled a ' Lament for

the Makars,' composed in all probability during
his last sickness, he pathetically laments his

having survived all his tuneful brethren, except
Walter Kennedy, who lay at the point of death.

hb ancient
biographer, MybM, Ikat W ^

foundly read in
theology and in th* -, Mv .

Some time before the rear 1MB
appointed by the King promt of U
Church of St. <;.!,, , 1 .imbargh: .-
no small dignity and rmolnmeat, bh4 b*<
to have held along with hu other beadfe*.

1

his two elder brothers, George. Mtrfir of Asm
and Sir William Douglas, of GleaUfr*.
their sovereign in the fatal battle of
the aged earl, their ' Mmtt with grief
on account of the calamities of hi* bow* aad ass

country, retired to St. Main*, in GaUwa*.
he soon after dit-d. I ,

his

'

Since he has all my brethren tane,
He will not let me live alane,
On force I maun his next prey be,
Timor mortis conturbat me.'

He is conjectured to have died about the year
1520, but the spot where the mortal remains of the

greatest of all Scotland's early Makars were depo-
sited, is entirely unknown.

Another celebrated poet who flourished at this

period was GAVIN DOUGLAS, Bishop of Dunkeld.
This learned and amiable prelate was the third son

of Archibald, sixth Earl of Angus, the celebrated
'

Bell-the-Cat,' and of Elizabeth, the daughter of

Robert Lord Boyd, High Chamberlain of Scotland.

He appears to have been born about the year 1474,
and would no doubt receive an education suitable

to his noble birth, and the profession for which he

was destined. Having entered into holy orders, he

was at an early age presented to the rectory of

Hawick, in Roxburghshire, where, amid the beau-

tiful pastoral scenery of Teviotdale, his life glided
on

serenely in the discharge of his professional

duties, and in happy literary employments. Dr.

Irving thinks it highly probable that he had com-

pleted his education on the Continent, and had thus

given his studies a more elegant and classical direc-

tion than was common among the Scottish eccle-

siastics of that period. The intimacy of his ac-

quaintance with ancient literature was in that age

rarely paralleled. His favourites amongst the

ancient poets were apparently Virgil and Ovid,
and among the Christian fathers St. Augustin,
whom he denominates the Chief of Clerks. His

knowledge of the Latin language was undoubtedly
extensive

; and as he has informed us that Lord
Sinclair requested him to translate Homer,we may
conclude that he possessed also an acquaintance
with Greek : an accomplishment rarely to be met
with at that time in Scotland. We learn also from

* Whose close disputation yet moved my thoughts.

upon his grandson, Archibald, whoso
attractions gained the *MtiflM of UM
Queen, and their nuptials
indecent haste only a few month* after the
of the King. By this unfortunate unioath*
of Douglas became intermingled with thaw of UM
Queen and her youthful husband, and, aabappily
for himself, he became implicated in UM Isra*

straggles for promotion which now took plaso
among the higher clergy. Among UM rharehaMa
who fell in the battle of Flodden, was UM fjart
natural son, Alexander Stuart, Archbishop of 8c
Andrews and Abbot of Aberbrotbock. UM primacy
was offered to the celebrated Bishop KJphinsCoa. of

Aberdeen, but he died before bis translation, aad
the Queen then nominated Garin DoagMs to UM
vacant See. He accordingly took |ioas*iua of the

archicpiscopal palace, but hi* claim* war* fiereWy

opposed by John Hepburn, Prince of 8t Andrew*.
who had been elected by the canons, aad by Anan
Forman, Bishop of Moray, and ooouaendalor of

Dryburgh and Pittenweem, a wealthy aad graapiaf

prelate, who had found mean* to obtain from UM
Pope a grant of the benefice* lately held by Alas.

ander Stewart Hepburn, at th* head of a stiaag

force, laid siege to the castle, expelled UM servant*

of Douglas, and kept possession of UM fatissa la

spite of an attempt to retake it on the part of the

Earl of Angus at the head of two hundred bans

men
; whilst Forman having obtained UM as*i*taa*

of the chamberlain, Lord Home, at this tiawoa*

of the most powerful noblemen in Seotlaad, at UM
head of ten thousand men, proclaimed UM Papal
Bull at the market cross of Edinburgh, aad tbaa

marched to St. Andrews to expel his rival aad Uko

possession of his new dignity. Doagias,

conduct throughout was charscterurd by

moderation, withdrew in disgust from UM

contest, which ultimately terminated tm Konaaa'*

obtaining possession of the prim
>

In the following year the See of Itariteti

sidered at that t inn- the third in UM kiagdosn ta

point of emolument, became *

of Bishop Brown, and the Queen tgun s*

Douglas, and by the influenetof bar broth

VIII.. obtained a Papal Bull in hi* fawwr.

meantime, however, the Karl of Athol* bad fa

the chapter to elect his brother, Andrew
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Prebendary of Craig, and the postulate bishop, at

the head of a strong body of his clansmen, seized

the palace and the cathedral, and declared his reso-

lution to retain possession by force of arms. To

add to his misfortunes, Douglas was accused of

liaving violated the laws of the realm, by procuring

bulls from Rome, and having been found guilty, he

was committed to the custody of his former rival,

Hepburn, and successively imprisoned for more

than a year in the castles of St. Andrews, Edin-

burgh, and Dunbar. A compromise at length took

place between the two parties : Douglas was re-

stored to liberty, and was consecrated at Glasgow

by Archbishop Beaton. "
Having first visited on

his journey the metropolitan city of St. Andrews,

he proceeded from thence to Dunkeld, where all

ranks exhibited the utmost delight at his arrival,

extolling to the clouds his learning and virtues, and

uttering their thanks to heaven for the gift of so

noble and eminent a prelate." The Papal Bull was

then read with the usual solemnities at the high

altar, and the newly-consecrated prelate retired to

the house of the dean, by whom he was hospitably
entertained. The episcopal palace and cathedral

were still held by the retainers of Stewart, who
had even garrisoned the steeple, so that the bishop
was constrained to perform divine service in the

deanery, where he also administered the oaths to

his canons in the afternoon, while engaged in hold-

ing a consultation with the nobles and gentry by
whom he was accompanied. Their deliberations

were interrupted by the discharge of cannon from

the palace and the cathedral, while at the same
time intelligence was received that Stewart was on
his march at the head of a body of troops to sup-

port his retainers. Lord Ogilvie, the Master of

Crawford Campbell, of Glenorchy, and other feudal

friends, who surrounded Douglas, prepared to repel
force by force, and messengers having been imme-

diately sent off to Fife and Angus, so powerful a
reinforcement arrived next morning, that Stewart
durst not hazard an attack, and retired to the

neighbouring woods. His supporters being sum-
mooed to capitulate, on pain of excommunication,
after some delay at last thought it prudent to com-

ply, so that Douglas obtained possession of his See
without the effusion of blood, 'a circumstance,' says
Sag*,

'

very acceptable to the good bishop, who, in
all the action* of his life, discovered a gentle and
merciful disposition, regulating the warlike and
heroic spirit that was natural to his family by the
excellent laws of the Christian religion.* Stewart

ultimately agreed to relinquish his pretensions to
the See of Dunkeld, on condition that he should
retain the revenues which he had already collected,
and be confirmed in the possession of the churches
of Alyth and Casgill, two of the best benefices in
the diocese.

Baring thus at length been left in undisturbed
pojsesawn of his rights, Douglas proceeded to dis-

fcg the duties of bin office in the most exemplary
Though the various contests in which he

Irving'* Lire*, ToL ii. p. 10.

had been involved had encumbered him with debt,
he performed many acts of charity and munih'ce

But his discharge of his episcopal functions

speedily interrupted by the distractions of these
' troublous times,' and his near relationship to the

powerful Earl of Angus, involved him in the vicis-

situdes of fortune which befel that ambitious and
turbulent noble. An account has already been

given of the attempt, so worthy of his Christian

character, to mediate between the rival factions of

the Hamiltons and Douglases in the skirmish of
1

Clean-the-Causey,'* and of the manner in which
he rescued Archbishop Beaton from the fury of his

victorious antagonists. Shortly after this occur-

rence the party of Angus was overthrown, and that

nobleman, with his uncle, Bishop Douglas, was

compelled to take refuge at the court of Henry
VIII., where he not only found an asylum, but had

a liberal pension allotted to him for his support
The palace of the English monarch was at this time

according to Erasmus, the favoured seat of learning,
and of the best studies

;
and here the exiled prelate

enjoyed the society and literary converse of various

eminent scholars. One of these was the well known

Polydore Virgil, who was then engaged in composing
a history of England. For his information, Douglas

prepared a brief commentary on the early history
of his country the only pure composition which

he appears to have written. " The publication of

Main's History of Scotland," says Dr. Irvi:

which that author ventured to expose the Egyptian
fables of his predecessor, had excited the indigna-
tion of such of his countrymen as delighted to trace

their origin to the daughter of Pharaoh. Douglas
was studious to warn his new friend against adopt-

ing the opinions of the writer, and presented him

with a brief commentary, in which he pursued die

fabulous line of an ancestry from Athens t

land. This tractate, which was probably v

in Latin, seems to have shared the common fate of

the writings entrusted to Polydore, who, to secure

the faults of his work from the danger of detection,

is said to have destroyed many invaluable monu-

ments of antiquity."!

Meanwhile, the party of Albany and the enemies

of the Douglases had obtained complete predomi-
nance in Scotland, and on the 2 1st of Febnuu;
the bishop was denounced as a traitor, senti

proscription was passed against him in his a

the revenues of his cathedral were sequcv
and all persons were interdicted, under the p
of treason from holding communication with him, or

affording himany pecuniary assistance. Letti

at the same time addressed to the Pope by tin

nor and the Three Estates, beseeching his ho!

beware of nominating the traitor, Gavin Dou:

the Archbishopric of St. Andrews and the Abbacy
of Dunfcnnline. Beaton, who was determi

all hazards to secure the primacy which had now

become vacant by the death of Forman, e\'.<

dreaded that Douglas would be a formidable

and sought to blast his reputation by addri -

See ante, p. 42'2. f Irving's Lives, vol. ii. p- 17.
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letter as chancellor of the realm to the King o

Denmark, requesting tliat monarch to rcpresen

Douglas to the sovereign pontiff as a person alto

^(ther unworthy of his favour or protection
artifices and intrigues were, however, super

tfuous. Douglas had been cited to appear at Home
and, according to his own declaration, he intended

\- the summons. But he was suddenly seizet

with the plague, and died at London in the year
l.'iii'J. in the forty-eighth year of his age, and was
intiTM.'d in the Savoy Church beside Thomas Halsay
the Irish Bishop of Leighlin. The character oi

Douglas is thus drawn by the classical pen oi

Buchanan. ' He died at London, having pro-
1 so far on his journey to Rome, to the great

regret of all those good men who admired his

virtues. To splendour of birth, and a handsome
and dignified person, he united a mind richly
stored with the learning of the age, such as it

then existed. His temperance and moderation

very remarkable
;
and living in turbulent

times, and surrounded by factions at bitter enmity
with each other, such was the general opinion of

his honesty and uprightness of mind that he pos-
sessed a high influence with all parties. He left

behind him various monuments of his genius and

learning of no common merit, written in his native

tongue.'*

The earliest work of Douglas of any extent was
an allegorical poem entitled '

King Hart,' intended

o represent the progress of human life. Of this

ingenious, but intricate and somewhat heavy alle-

gory, the author himself has given a condensed and

striking analysis. 'The heart ofman,' he says, beand
his niaist noble part, and the fountain of his life,

is here put for man in general, and holds the chief

place in the poem under the title of '

King Hart.'

This mystical king is first represented in the bloom

of youtheid, with his lusty attendants, the attri-

butes or qualities of youth. Next is pictured forth

the palace of Pleasure, near by the castle of King
Hart, with its lovely inhabitants. Queen Plea-

sance, with the help of her ladies, assails King
Hart's castle, and takes him and most of his servi-

tors prisoners. Pity at last releases them, and

they assail the Queen Pleasance, and vanquish
her and her ladies in their turn. King Hart then

weds Queen Pleasance, and solaces himself long in

her delicious castle. So far is man's dealing with

pleasure ; but now when King Hart is past mid-

eild comes another scene. For Age arriving at

the castle of Queen Pleasance, with whom King
Hart dwelt ever since his marriage with her, in-

>r admittance, which he gains. So King
1

Hart takes leave of Youthheid with much sorrow.

Age is no sooner admitted than Conscience comes

also to the castle and forces entrance, beginning
to chide the king, whilst Wit and Reason take

part in the conference. After this and other ad-

ventures Queen Pleasance suddenly leaves the

king, and Reason and Wisdom persuade King
.Hart to return to his own palace; that is, when

* Buchanan's History, book xiv. chap. xiii.

VOL. I.

pleasure and the

wiMl..,,, ,-, :,,ler him bis own ._. * m
other matters. Deerepitade attacks aad tsttalb
wounds the King, who dies after ^-Hrsj his
ment

It must be admitted that the pees* as a whale la
tedious and uniiitiTf*iirnr. hat it ~ntltat sjavf
vivid di-vriptioiu and stirring foeideata, Tatonia
ing canto presents us with a spirited view erf U*
allegorical monarch in all the ferroar of yesjlh,
surrounded by his subjects and

' K i
.,. Hart into hk comrly easUl HIMI

Closed about with craft Mid riHi w*
So seemly was he MI hi* folk SMSAC.
That he no doubt had of |SSUBHM
So proudly WM b poluhed *Uui and BM

With Youthhsid and U lusty Ir*
So fair, to freah, ao lik. .

And also blyth as bird in

' For was he nerer yet with thowru tcboi.
Nor yet o'errun with roukj or ooy raiM,

In all his lusty lecamf not atie spot,
Nor never had exMiiesM Into sstee,
But alway into lyking moeht to Uyae,|

Only to love and very gentleness.
He was inclinit cleanlie to rssu

And wonnf under the wing at Wi

Thus slightly modernized by Mr. Tytlar
1

Kint; Hart sat in his comely <

All closed about with craft sad eanaiag wr.
So proudly was he placed his folks tmrng.
That he no doubt had of uulfMr.
His state did promise it thoold las* *d**t,

His youth was fresh, his lusty !** * f*tm.
His cheek show'd mantling Wood m rkj psm.

His voice was blyth ss bird ia sosuswr SMS*.

' Like ffoodly tree whom Umpwt n'r h*i tan.
Or fresh blown rose, whose twwrty a'*r

King Hart stood firm, bis ewttsw tasks M
Play'd round his brows, br

But always thought in

Love's servant, mint in w .^.

He fondly dreamt that h sfcooU a

And won beneath the wing of W,

The poet proceeds to tell as that this
' worth?

night king
' did not enjoy entire freedom, f

ture had commissioned various inward srtitoon.

such as Strength, Rage, Jealousy, Enry, Wuftl-

ness, Freedom, Pity, and other pcnooafM f

same character to guide and govern him.

bis vassals the senses are placed at ibe MStar

works of his castle, to defend him against tirwm.

i>ut they arc sometimes guilty of bttrajrif tl

master. Honour arrives at the gat, bol i dssifad

admittance by these warders. He ferrrs h

however, by means of an engine, and hastily

ascends the great tower.

1 Hc.nour p*rsrvit to the Kimf' '

Tliir folk said all thsi wsU ot U UMI

Becaus thai said the laird l * **

With all his toty serrmnli * '

But be ane port had urrf ii f

And up he came in haist to tte SWSlll

And said he snld it praU *ll

And fresh delight with SMy nsfc

Strong. f Toll
t incline to
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At a small distance from the castle of King Hart

stands the delightful palace of Pleasance or Plea-

sure,
' The qnhilk was paralld all about with pride,'

and from this fair dwelling the beauteous queen,

attended by a train of lovely nymphs, issues on a

day to take her sport in the forest.

'

Happend this worthy qneen upon a day,
With her fresh court arrayet weill at rycht,

Hunting to ride her to disport and play,
With mony a lustre ladie fair and brycht,
Hir banner schene displayit, and on hycht

Was seen above ther heedis where they raid ;

The green ground was illuminyt of the lycht ;

Fresh Beauty had the vanguard and was guide.'

The queen and her troop of attendant ladies hap-

pening to approach the castle of King Hart, the

warders, alarmed at the unusual appearance, hasten

to inform their master, and recommend that he

should send out a messenger to reconnoitre and

ascertain their intentions. Youthheid and De-

light instantly offer their services, and sally forth

to ' see what may this muster mean,' but are

dazzled and disarmed by Beauty, and captured by
Fair Calling, who leads them in triumph to the

castle of Pleasure, and binds them with the

bands of Venus. The description of their adven-

ture is highly poetical.

1 Youthheid forth far'd he rode on Innocence,
A milk-white steed that ambled as the wind,

Whilst Fresh Delight bestrode Benevolence,
A palfrey fair that would not bide behind.
The glorious beams had almost made them blind,

That forth from Beauty burst beneath the cloud,
With which the goddess had herself enshrined,

Sitting like Eastern qneen in her pavilion proud.

' But these young wights abased at the sight,
Full soon were staid in their courageous mood,

Inxtant within them died all power and might,
And gazing, rooted to the earth they stood ;

At which Fair Calling, seeing them subdued,
Seized on their slackened rein with rosy hands,
Then to her castle swift away she gude,

And futened soon the twain in Venus' silken bands.'

Love, Wantonness, and other messengers are then

despatched on the same enterprise, but they, too,
are seized and detained. King Hart, beholding
from the battlements the discomfiture of his second

party, calls to arms, and, at the head of his host,
unw* forth to attack his assailants. The conflict
terminates in his total defeat and capture. He is

delivered to Beauty in order to have the wound
dreMed which he had received in battle from the
hand of Queen Pleasure, and is closely confined
within a grated chamber near the '

donjon
'

tower.
The prisoner*, however, by the assistance of Pity,
one of the attendants of Pleasure, succeed in effect-

ing their escape, and having made themselves
of the fortress, the queen in her turn be-

a captive. She requests an interview with
'

I art, who is deeply smitten with her charms,
*nd espouse* the fair enchanter. Twenty years
paw away in ease and delight, but at length the
ijoymcnti of the royal pair are interrupted by the

amYal of an unwelcome visitor.

Went.

' Wha is at ease when baith are now in bliss,
But fresche King Hart that cleirlie is above,

And wantis nocht in warld that he culd wis,*
And trusts nocht that e'er he sail remove,
Score years and more, Sir Liking and Sir Love,

Of him they have the cure and governance ;

While at the last befell and sa behove,
Ane changeing new that grievit Dame Pleasance.

' Ane morning tide, when that the sun so schene
Out-raschet had his beams from the sky,

Ane auld gude man before the yettt was seen,

Upon ane steed that raid full easilie,

He rappit at the yett but cnrtasilie
;

Yet at the stroke the great dungeon gan din
;

Then at the last he shouted fellonly,
And bade them rise, and said he maun* come in.'

A sad change now takes place in the life of poor

King Hart, and his gay and merry subjects speed! r
desert him. Youthheid falls on his knees before

him, and craves to be dismissed with his merited

reward. Disport and Fresh Delight rush out at a

postern gate, without taking formal leave of their

former master; whilst Conscience appears before

the walls, and demands how long he is to be kept
in a state of exile. He is instantly admitted by

Age, and meeting Sin in the court, or inclosure, he

lays a ' felloun rout on his rig-bone,' but hurts his

own breast by the violence of the blow. Folly and

Vice, terrified at these proceedings, skulk away and

conceal themselves in a corner. Wisdom and Rea-

son now began to knock loudly at the gate, and to

demand immediate admittance. The door is at

once opened by Conscience, who asks the keys, and

assumes the office of porter. Disgusted with the

loss of her pleasantest servants, and the intrusion

of these disagreeable guests, the queen collects her

train and deserts the castle whilst her royal consort

is asleep. The unhappy monarch thus abandoned

in his hour of need, and attacked by Jealousy and

Disease, is counselled by Wisdom to leave the deso-

late palace of Queen Pleasure, and return home.

He complies with the advice, but on reaching his

own castle he meets with a cold welcome, for Lan-

guor receives him at the gate, and Strength, who

had still remained with him, now 'cowers upon his

houghs,' and creeps out at the postern:

'

Though Strength was now much faded in his flowocs,

Still with the aged king he did abide ;

But at the last upon his houghs he cowers,

And privily out at the yett did slide :
_

Then stole away and went on wnyis wide.

Full soon he Youthheid and his fellows found

(Nor missed the road, albeit he had no guide)
Behind a hill, they lay upon a grassy mound.'

On the departure of Strength, Decrepitude, ac-

companied by a hideous host, is descried coining

over the '

muir,' as Wisdom and the king si; con-

versing together.

Right as they two in talk the hours beguil'd,

A hideous "host they saw come o'er the muir:

Decrepitude (his banner torn and soil'd)

Was near at hand with many a chieftain sture ;

A bony steed, full thin, that caitiff bore,

And crooked were his loathly limbs with eld ;

No smile e'er grac'd his countenance demure :

No fere
||
dar'd joke with him with rigour all he quel

Wish.
Stern.

Gate. t Must

Companion.
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This formidable leader, assisted by Palsy, Cough,
Headache, and other warriors, lays siege to the

fortress, and after a fierce contest, batters the bar-

int'kiii to pieces, casts down the great tower, and

_r gained possession of the citadel, inflicts a

mortal wound on King Hart, who immediately pre-

pares for death. The curious and fanciful testament

of the dying monarch concludes the poem, which,

though deformed by tedious and intricate personifi-

cations, and by not a few inaccuracies of thought
and language, yet contains many beautiful descrip-

tions, and displays poetical talents of a high order.

The next great work of Douglas, and the longest
of his original compositions, is

' The Palace of

Honour ;

' a complex allegory, displaying much

learning and versatility of fancy, and containing

many charming passages, often marred, however,

by incongruous figures and tedious and confused

descriptions.
' The poet's excellent design,' says

Bishop Sage in his Life of Douglas,
'
is to represent,

,

under the similitude of a vision, the vanity and

inconstancy of all worldly pomp and glory; and to

show that a constant inflexible course of virtue and

goodness is the only true way to honour and felicity,

which he allegorically describes as a magnificent

palace, situated on a very high mountain, of most

difficult access. He illustrates the whole with a

variety of examples, not only of those noble and

heroic souls whose eminent virtues procured them
'

admittance into that blessed place, but also of those

wretched creatures whose vicious lives have fatally

excluded them from it for ever, notwithstanding
all their worldly state and grandeur. The work is

addressed to James IV., on purpose to inspire that

brave prince with just sentiments of true honour

and greatness, and incite him to tread in the paths

of virtue, which alone could conduct him to it. To

make it more agreeable and entertaining, the poet

has adorned it with several incident adventures,

discovering throughout the whole a vast and com-

prehensive genius, an exuberant fancy, and extra-

ordinary learning for the time he lived in. He
seems to have taken the plan of it from the ' Palace

jf Happiness' described in the picture of Cebes;

ind it is not improbable that his countryman Flo-

rentius Volusenus had it in view, and improved
his design in his admirable but too little known

book,
' De Tranquillitate Animi.'* " This praise,"

Mr. Tytler remarks,
"
is somewhat too encomiastic

uid indiscriminate ;
for the ' Palace of Honour '

1 :annot lay claim either to a high moral tendency

!>r to much unity of composition and effect. It is,

:
)n the contrary, contused in its arrangement, often

)bscure in its transitions, and crowded with persons

ind scenery of all ages and countries, heaped toge-

her ' in most admired disorder,' palaces and

; winces, landscapes and ladies, groups of Pagan

ages and Christian heroes, populous cities and

ilent solitudes, succeed so rapidly, that we lose

urselves in the profusion of its actors, and the

^connected but brilliant variety of its scenery.

i*et it is justly characterised as exhibiting in many
*

Sage's Life of Douglas prefixed to his Virgil, p. 15.

places an exuberant fluey, and an
extent of learning Cor UM ag in whtcfc it M*
written. The learning, indewi, b raUtrr aslattosri
intruded, in many parts, eounuieati
and tedium to the narrative, and betrs

ety in the author to display at ooee UM whole <

of his stores; whilst making eray allnas far
the obscurities which are occasioned to a pww
Scottish dialect, it is impossible not to fcei that UM
poetry is inferior in genius to Ihinbar. There
not that masterly clearness of outline and brillsHstj
of colouring in his grand groups that pew*r of

keeping under all minor detail* the

of descriptive poetry, which is

production of a strong and aaifci c&ct. All si

too much of equal sue crowded into the fbrefrosja4 {

and the author loses his purpose in the iadtarnab-
nate prominence of his details."*

One lovely morning in the month of May, the

poet rises before dawn, and entering a dclightftU

garden, is regaled by the delicious fragrance of UM
flowers and the melodious songs of the birds.

' The fragrant flowers, blooming in their ssis.*

Ourspread the leaves of Nature's u
Aboon the quhilk with heavenly I

The birdes sat on twistes sad ee gfu, {

Melodiously making their kindly gtscs,

Wha's shrill notis foredinnedf ail UM sky** ;

Of repercusait air the echo cr

Amang the branches of UM Uopsasid trtss,

And on the laurel* ulver drsfpts lyta.

arayos.
UM: |

head,

is at drriee

' While that I roamed in that paradyos,

Replenished and full of all d*Uos:

Out of the sea Eou* lift his hssr

I mean the horse which drawn at

The assiltrie and golden chair of avis*

Of Tjtan, which at morrow SMSkis red ;

The new colour, that all UM nieht ky dosd.

Is restorit, baith fowls, flowers, and rie*,W

Recomfort was, throa Pbojoos' goodly hosd.

' The daisy and the marigold aUpfis,
Which all the nyoht lay with their Wo.-
Them to preserve fra retinas** pvasjitiis,

The umbrate trees, that TiUn akoswsessl,

Were portrait and out fra earth ysskSffSI

By golden beams vivincmtive.

Where amene heat is mairt iMiurelifS.

1 Richt wholesome was the i

Phcebus forth yet depured 1

Maist nutritive to all
things^

God Eolus of wind durmt noohti

For auld Satnrne with his moria* f-
And bad aspect contrair to very HSI

Neptunns dar'd not within that paU

TheDereali:Jtn>an>rnnmi
By banks green with glsoeos

-

The poet falls into an ecstasy or

presented
with a remarkable ri

roam through a huge forest. eh 7 d

a hideous sea, full of griedy to** J

elves. Noherbsorgra-ar.Ti.1

are all withered and leafe-.

this doleful region,S
he hegiM to
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injustice of Fortune; but his attention is soon

attracted by the arrival of a magnificent cavalcade

' of ladies fair and guidlie men,' who pass before

him in procession. After they have gone by, two

caitiffs approach, one mounted on an ass, the other

on a hideous horse, who are discovered to be the

arch-traitors, Sinon and Achitophel. From the

former the poet learns that the brilliant company
which he had just beheld is Minerva, the Queen

of Wisdom, with her court, who are journeying

through this wilderness to the palace of Honour.

He inquires how such villains were permitted to

attend upon the goddess, and receives for answer,

that they appear there in the same manner as

thunder and earthquakes sometimes mar the beauty
of the lovely and placid month of May. The poet

now betakes himself for shelter to a thick covert,

where he hears the merry horns of the hunters
;

and an unhappy stag, who proves to be Actaeon, is

seen pursued by his own dogs, who are cheered on

by Diana, mounted upon an elephant, and sur-

rounded by her buskined nymphs. To this slirring

scene succeeds the most melodious music, like the

songs of angels, and the court of Venus approaches,

composed of every hero and heroine of scriptural,

classical, and romantic story. The Queen of Love

is seated on a gorgeous car, attended by her son

Cupid, and accompanied by a band of musicians,
whose skill surpasses even that of Pan and of

Amphion, whose lyre raised the walls of Thebes,
and of King David, though the sounds of his harp
exorcised the evil spirit that tormented Saul. Mars
follows behind, mounted on a barded courser,
' stout and bald '

(bold). The description of the

God of War is exceedingly graphic.
1 Everic invasabill* weapon on him he hear,
His look was grim, his bodie large and square,
His limbs weel entailyeitt to be strang,

Hia neck was grit,! a span-breadth weil or niair,
His visage bald, with crisp brown curling hair

;

Of stature not ouir grit nor yet ouir lang,
Beholding Venus, Oh, ye my love ! he sang ;

And she again with dalliance sa fair

Her knight him cleips where sa he rade or gang.'

The poet, on witnessing all this brave array, laments
his own hard fate and misfortunes, and begins to

denounce Venus and all her retinue. The lovely
is seen to bite her lip, and her court

.vin in their horses, and make search for the poet
who has dared to offer such an aifront to their mis-
treat. The luckless complainant is quickly dragged
from his retreat, and arraigned at the august tri-

bunal of the goddess. Mars and Cupid act as

nacneora ; the accusation is read by
' a clerk cleipit

Varius,' and the trial proceeds in due form. The
primmer objects to the competency of the court,

pleads that ladies cannot legally sit as judges, and
Moreover, that he is a spiritual man, and ought to
be remitted to his judge ordinary. But Venus cx-

PM<"'- great indignation at this appeal, and com-
mands the clerk to write his sentence of condemn-
ation. The unhappy culprit is in great consterna-
tion, when fortunately the court of the Muses

Invulnerable. t Well kuit. J Great. Calls.

makes its appearance, and relieves him from hi*

perilous situation. This new court is com;
' wise eloquent fathers and pleasant ladies of fresh

beauty.' Homer, Virgil, Horace, Ovid, Juvenal, and
other Latin poets, Petrarch and Boccacio, the peer-
less Chaucer, 'moral John Gower,' Lydgate the

monk, and '

great Kennedy and Dunbar, vet un-

deid' (alive), appear in this cortege, who are all

directing their course to the Palace of Honour,
and cheering the tedium of the journey by rehears-

ing Greek and Latin histories, and chanting to their

lyres Sapphic and Elegiac odes.

The train of the Muses having reached the spot
where Venus is engaged in trying the luckless

poet, Calliope intercedes in his behalf; and the

offended goddess at length agrees to pardon his

crime, on condition that the culprit shall compose a

poem in her honour, in reparation of his offence.

He immediately pours forth an unpremeditated

lay, and Venus declares that she is satisfied. She

then takes her departure with all her train, and

leaves the poet with the Muses, who commence a

most marvellous journey, and afterroaming through

many regions, at last reach the Castalian fount :

' Beside that christall well, sweet and digist.*
Them to repose, their horse refresch and rest,

Alichtitt doun thir Muses clear of hue.

The companie all haillelie, lest and best,

Thrang to the well to drink, which ran south-west,

Throughout ane mead where alkinj flouris grew,

Amang the lave full fast I did persue
To drink, tut sa the great press me opprest
That of the water I micht not taste e'en a drew.|)

' Our horses pastured in ane plesant plain,
Low at the foot of ane fair green mountain,
Amid ane mead schaddowed with cedar trees,

Safe fra all heat there niicht we weill remain
;

AU kinds of herbs, flowers, fruit, and grain,
With everie growing tree there man micht cheis.fl

The boeriall streams running o'er stanerii

Made sober noise; the schaw dinnit** agane,
For birdis sang and sounding of the bees.

' The ladies fair, on divers instruments,
Went playing, singing, dancing ouir the bents ;tt

Full angelic and heavenlie was their soun.

What creature amid his hart imprints
The fresh beautie, the gudelie represents,
The merry speech, fair haveing. high renown,
Of them, wad sit a wise man half in swonn

;

Their womanlines wryithet the elements,! J

Stoneist the heaven, and all the earth adoun.

' The warld may not consider nor descrive

The heavenlie joy, the bliss I saw belive;
Sa ineffable above my wit sa hie,

I will na mair thereon my forehead rive,

But briefly forth my feeble process drive :

Low in the mead ane palyeon picht|| I|
I see,

Maist gudeliest and richest that micht lie ;

My governor, aftner than times five,

Unto that hald to pass comuiandit me.'

In obedience to the injunctions of his <juule. the

poet enters the pavilion, and there sees tho

sitting two and two on 'deissis,' or elevated seats

of distinction, served by
' familiars with ip;

and mead,' and partaking of delieate meats anil

varied dainties. After the feast, Calliope commands

Wholesome. t Alighted. J All kind.

Crowd.
|| Prop. f Choose. **

ft Fields. H Charmed the fit-incuts.

!ll| A pavilion pitclii-d.
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her ' Clerk Register,' to declare ' wha were
it worthy of tlicir hands;' and this favoured

proceeds to chaunt the deeds of the heroes of

ancient days, and is followed by Virgil and other

eminent bards. At length the trumpet sounds to

horse, and the Muses, with their attendants and

followers, mount their steeds, and gallop on '

o'er

many a goodly plain, o'er waters wan, and through
woods green,' till they reach a pleasant valley,
wherein stands a huge rock, which forms the ter-

mination of their journey. In this part of the

poem there is a most incongruous and profane mix-

ture of the Pagan mythology with the doctrines or

the Christian faith. We learn that the palace built

upon the rock is intended to shadow forth the bliss

of heaven, and that by Honour we are to understand

that heavenly honour and distinction to which the

Christian aspires. From the summit of the en-

chanted rock the poet beholds a multitude of people
in a stormy sea, and many of them perishing

in the waves. A goodly bark is seen labouring

against the fury of the storm, and at length bulging

against a sand-bank. A portion of the crew are

swallowed up by the billows, while others reach

the shore and begin to ascend the rock. The at-

tendant nymph informs him, that the multitude

who are seen struggling with the waves are the

faithless, who know not God, and follow their own

pleasure, and who shall all perish at last ; that the

ship is called the ' Carvel of the State of Grace,'

into which men are admitted by baptism. But if

they fall again into sin, the ship is broken, and

they shall all be cast away, except by faith they
find the plank, which shall bring them safe to land.

The bad taste of all this is unquestionable, and it

cannot fail to give offence to every pious reader.

The poet is now presented with a view of the

palace of Honour, the magnificence of which sur-

passes description. After witnessing many stately

tournaments and jovial sports within the gate, the

nymph conveys him to a garden, where he beholds

Venus seated on a splendid throne, having before

her a magic mirror, which possesses the power of

reflecting
' all things gone like as they were pre-

sent.' The most remarkable events recorded in

history float over the surface of this mirror before

the poet's view, and among other ancient worthies

he sees 'great Gowmacmorne and Fyn Mac Cowl,

the mighty Fingal, and Gaul, the son of Morni, the

renowned heroes of Ossian. In this magic mirror

he also beholds the tricks of legerdemain performed

by the famous Roger Bacon, and other necro-

mancers, who are seen amusing themselves by

changing a nutmeg into a monk, a penny pie into

a church, and 'other subtill points of jugglery.'

The poet is next conducted to an eminence, from

which he observes the attempts of the multitude to

obtain admission into the palace, and the manner

in which many of them are baffled in their efforts.

Equity stands as warder on the battlements, de-

nouncing vengeance against Covetoasness, Envy,
and Falsehood. Patience, who officiates as porter,

admits the poet and his guide into the palace, which

i described in my glowing terms.
come by the splendour of the scene and Ike
look of the potent monarch, that he nib
swoon, and is conveyed to the open air by !_
tcndant nymph. On hb rceomy. the o*n
conduct him to a delightful garden, wfcere the
Muses are employed in gathering the
flowers of poesy, and where the trees F

stones instead of fruit The only iccssj to

garden lies beyond a moat, across which a tree b
thrown. Over this precarious bridge the nymph
passes with ease, bat the poet in nTtiaptlne, to fel-

low her becomes giddy, slips a foot, and b f

in the stream. The agitation oeeasioi

misadventure awakens him from the
which he had fallen. He then immnusse a by te

praise of Honour, and concludes the poem by dedl>

eating it to his Sovereign, James IV.

In his interview with Venus in the gudsjsj. eon*

nected with the Palace of Honour, the poet informs
us that the goddess presentrd him with a copy of

Virgil's ^Eneid, commanding him to translate it

into his native language, 'a task,' says l>r Ir-

ving,*
' which he has performed with remarkabb

felicity. It is to be regretted,' continnse thb
learned critic,

' that he did not devote a meca

longer period to this undertaking: he mifht thne

have been enabled to render hb
terse and finished, but the work in its prcscat state

is a singular monument of hb genius aod indns-

try.'f . . It is certainly the prodeetion of a bold

and energetic writer, whose knowledge of the bs>
_ . . * m

guage of his original, and omnannd of a rich aad

variegated phraseology, peculiarly qvaKfbd hbi for

the performance of so arduous a task. Indeed,

whether we consider the state of British HUntsje

at that era, or the rapidity *'ith which he completed

his work, (it
was the labour of but sixteen months.)

he will be found entitled to a high degree of ad-

sbtrr IsiigeagM fewmiration. In cither of the

translations of sacred authors had been .

and the rules of the art were conseq*

understood. Even in English, no metrical

of a classic had yet appeared, except of BoHhtna,

who scarcely merits that appellation.

struction of Troy, Caxton had published a if*

of prose romance, which he piufusses to hnfe

lated from the French, and the English i

taught to consider this motley aad

iwsition as a version of the Jtaeid.

ever, bestows serere castigation on

presumptuous deviation from elsjeinal

affirms that his work no more feeml

the Devil resembles St. Austin. 1

fallen into one error which he eye
decessor proper names being of

his translation as only to be reto

greatest difficulty.
In many inttt

been guilty of the bad ^^J^^Sl^
notions of his original;

eonmtal

nun, and admonishing .Bneae, the T

Irving. LiT-.toL ii

f EncjtW- Bnua.n4.w-*-
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be fearful of any neglect in counting his beads. Of

the general principle of translation, however, he

appears to have formed no inaccurate notion. His

version is neither rashly licentious, nor too tamely

literal. In affirming that he has invariably ren-

dered one verse by another, Dempster and Lesly

betray their ignorance of the work of which they

speak ;
and Douglas well knew that such a project

would have been wild and nugatory. The verses

of Virgil and his translator most commonly differ

in length by at least three syllables, and they may
even differ by no fewer than seven.

The original poems styled
'

prologues,' which

the translator affixes to each book, are esteemed

amongst his happiest pieces. The following beau-

tiful description of a morning in May, forms part

of the prologue to the twelfth book :

' As fresh Aurore, to mighty Tithon spouse,
Ished of* her saffron bed and Ivor house,
In cram'sy clad and grained violate,

With sanguine cape, and selvage purpurate,
Unshet* the windows of her large hall,

Spread all with roses, and full of balm royal,
And eke the heavenly portis chrystalline
Un warps braid, the warld till illumine ;

The twinkling streamers of the orient

Shed purpour spraings, with gold and azure ment ;J

Eons, the steed, with ruby harness red,
Above the seas lifts furth his head,
Of colour sore, and somedeal brown as berry,
For to alichten and glad our emispery ;

The flame out-bursten at the neisihirls,|,

So fast Phaeton with the whip him whirls.

While shortly, with the bleezand torch of day,

Abulyit in his lemand[ fresh array,
Furth of his palace royal ishit Phoebus,
With golden crown and visage glorious,

Crisp hairs, bricht as chrysolite or topaz ;

For whase hue micht naue behald his face.

The auriate vanes of his throne soverane
With glitterand glance o'erspread the oceane ;*

The large nudes, lemand all of licht,
Bat with ane blink of his supernal sicht.

For to behold, it was ane glore to see
The stabled windis, and the calmed sea,
The soft season, the firmament serene,
The loune illuminate air and firth amene.
And lusty Flora did her bloomis spread
Under the feet of Phoebus' sulyarttt steed ;

The kwarded soil embrode with selcouthJJ hues,
Wood and forest, obnumbrate with bews.

Towers, turret*, kirnals,!||| and pinnacles hie,
Of kirk*, Mtle, and ilk fair citie,

Btmt painted, every fane, phiol,^ and stage,***

Upon the plain ground by their own umbrage.
Of Eolus' north blast* havand no dreid,
The toil spread her braid bosom on-breid ;

Tha corn crop* and the heir new-braird
With gladsome garment revesting the yerd.t+t
T** I**1 ! II beiprent with springaud sprouts dispers
For caller hnmoari{| on the dewy nicht,

lUndering tome place the gene-piles their licht
;

As far a* cattle the lang summer's day
Had in their pasture eat and nip away ;

And bliMfol bloMoms in the bloomed yerd,
SobouU their heid* to the young sun's safeguard.
Ivy leaves rank o'crapread the barmkin wall

;

Tbt bloomed hawthorn clad his pikis all
;

- + Opened.

JPwpl*
ueak mingled with gold and azure.

? brown' Nortril -

.;
- -vi....

ft Rough*. |||| KattlemenU. f^ Cupola!m Earth. in Meadow.
Ill Cool vapours.

Furth of fresh bourgeons* the wine grapes yingf
EndlauJ the trellis did on twistes hing ;

The loukit buttons on the gemmed trees

O'erspreadand leaves of nature's tapestries ;

Soft grassy verdure after balmy shouirs,
On cur'land stalkis smiland to their flouirs.

The daisy did on-breid her crownal small,
And every flouer unlappit in the dale.

Sere downis small on dentilion sprang,
The young green bloomed strawberry leaves amang;
Jimp jeryflonirs thereon leaves unshet,
Fresh primrose and the purpour violet

;

Heavenly lillies, with lockerand toppis white,

Opened and shew their crestis redemite.
Ane paradise it seemed to draw near,
Thir galyard gardens and each green herbere
Maist amiable wax the ernerant meads

;

Swarmis souchis throughout the respand reeds.

Over the lochis and the fludis gray,
Searchand by kind ane place where they should lay.
Phoebus' red fowl,* his cural crest can steer,
Oft streikand furth his heckle, crawand deer.
Amid the wortis and the rutis gent
Pickand Ms meat in alleys where he went,
His wivis Toppa and Partolet him by
A bird all-time that hauntis bigamy.
The painted powne pacand with plumes gym,
Kest up his tail aue proud ple&aiid wheel-rim,
I shrouded in his feathering bright and sheen,

Shapand the prent of Argus hundred een.

Amang the bowis of the oh've twists,
Sere small fowls, workand crafty nests,

Endlang the hedges thick, and on rank aiks

Ilk bird rejoicand with their mirthful makes.
In corners and clear fenestres of glass,
Full busily Arachne weavand was,
To knit her nettis and her wobbis slie,

Therewith to catch the little midge or flie.

So dusty powder upstours in every street,

While corby gaspit for the fervent heat.

Under the bowis been in lufely vales,
Within fermance and parkis close of pales,
The busteous buekis rakis furth on raw,
Herdis of hertis through the thick wood-shaw ;

The young fawns followand the dun daes,

Kids, skippand through, rnnnis after raes.

In leisurs and on leyis, little lambs
Full tait and trig socht bletand to their dams.
On salt streams wolk|| Dorida and Thetis,

By rinnand strandis, Nymphis and Naiadis,
Sic as we clepe wenches and damysels,
In gersy graves^ wanderand by spring wells ;

Of bloomed branches and flowers white and red,
Plettand their lusty chaplets for their head,
Some sang ring-songes, dances, leids,** and rounds,
With voices shrill, while all the dale resounds.

Whereso they walk into their caroling.
For amorous lays does all the rockis ring.
Ane sang

" The ship sails over the salt faem,
Will bring the merchants and my leman hame."+r
Some other sings,

"
I will be blythe and licht,

My heart is lent upon so goodly wicht."J J

And thoughtful lovers rounis to and fro,

To leis|||| their pain, and plein their jolly woe.

After their guise, now singand, now in sorrow,

With heartis pensive the lang summer's morrow.

Some ballads list indite of his lady ;

Some livis in hope ; and some all utterly

Despairit is, and sae quite out of grace,
His purgatory he finds in every place.
Dame Nature's menstrals, on that other part,
Their blissful lay intoning every art,

And all small fowlis singis on the spray,
Welcome the lord of licht, and lampe of da),
Welcome fosterer of tender herbis green,
Welcome quickener of flourist flouirs sheen,
Welcome support of every rute and vein,

Welcome ccuifort of all kind fruit and grain,

Sprouts.
The peacock.

*
Lays.

I* Whisper.

+ Young. t The cock -

||
Walked. IT Grassy groves.

++ Songs then popular.

Runneth. In!
Relieve.
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elcorae the birdis bi-ild* upon the brier,

elcome master and ruler of the year,

elcome weelfare of husbands at the plews.f
elcome repairer of woods, trees, and bews.J
elcome depainter of the bloomit meads,
elcome the life of every thing that spreads,
'elcome storer of all kind bestial,

'elcome be thy bricht beamis, gladdaud all.'

rhaps a still finer specimen of Douglas's poet-

;nius is furnished by the description of winter

in the prologue to the seventh book, which has

been justly pronounced equal to anything of the

kind to be found in the whole range of ancient

-h poetry. The poet tells us that ' the sun had
(.red the cloudy sign of Capricorn,' and ap-

proached so near his winter stage, that his heat

tibly declined. Everything is melancholy
and dreary ;

the trees leafless and bare : the rivers

running red in spate. The burns, or smaller

streams, so sweet and quiet in summer tide, tearing
down their banks

;
the surges dashing on the shore

with a noise louder than the roar of a chafed lion
;

:the heavens dark and louring, or, if the sky clears

for a moment, only opening to show the wintry
constellations, rainy Orion, and the chill, pesti-

lential Saturn,
'

shedding infection from his tresses

hoar.' The earth, says the poet, pursuing his fine

winter picture, is now barren, hard, and unlovely;
the meadows have put on their brown and withered

coats
; Hebe, the beautiful daughter of Juno, hath

not even a single flower with which she may adorn

herself; and through a cold and leaden atmosphere
the mountain-tops are seen capped with snow. As
these melancholy images present themselves, sha-

dowy dreams of age and death steal into the mind.
'

Gousty schadowis of eild and grisly dede.'

All living creatures seem to sympathise with the

decay of the year. The deer are seen retreating
from their high summer pastures into the more

sheltered valley ;
the small birds, congregating in

flocks, change their pleasant songs into a melan-

choly chirm, or low complaining murmur; the wind,
either carrying all before it, tears the forest in its

strength, or sinks into a subdued or ominous moan-

ing. The poor husbandmen and labourers, with

their shoes covered with clay, and their garments
drenched with rain, are seen toiling about the

doors; the little herd-boy, with his silly sheep,

creeps under the lee of some sheltered hill-side,

whilst the oxen, horses, and '

greater bestial,' the

tuskit boars and fat swine comfortably stabled and

housed, have the well-stored provender of the har-

vest thrown down before them. As the night ap-

proaches, the sky clears up; the air, becoming more

pure and penetrating, at length settles into an in-

tense frost; and the poet, after having bekit, or

warmed himself at the fire, and armed his body
the piercing air by

' claithis thrynfald,'
threefold trappings, retires to rest. For some time
he is unable to sleep ;

he watches the moon shed-

ding her rays through his casement ; he hears the

Shelter. + Ploughs. J Boughs.
A stream overflowing its banks, from heavy rains, is

swd in Scotland to be in spate.

owl hooting in her midnight care, and whoa ah*
ceases a strange sound breaks the stillnoj* of the
night, he listens, and recognise* the mam si
creaking stroke* proceeding from the wing* of a
flock of wild geese, a* they glide high in air or**
the city an inimitable picture, tow to nature, aad
eminently poetical He is at last snUeil by
sleep, nor does he waken till the cock Paejasja*
crowned bird, the clock of the night had thrice

clapped his wings, and proclaimed the approach af

day. The same truth and excellence which mark
the preceding part of the picture, fltstiafaisa
this portion : the jackdaws are heard chattering oa
the roof, the moon is declining near the hfltftva. i

the gled or kite, taking her station on the high
leafless tree beside the poet's window, whistle*
with that singular and characteristic note which

proclaims thedawningof a winter-day; and harinf
had his fire stirred and his candle lighted, he rises,

dresses himself, and for a moment open* the case-

ment to look out upon the scene : but it is only for

a moment; the hailstones hopping on the leads,
and the gust of cold and rimy air which sweep* in,

admonish him that this is no time for such observ-

ation, and quickly closing the lattice, he hurries,

shivering with cold, to the fireside. A* ho warm*

himself, the faggots crackle on the hearth, the

cheerful blaze lights up his chamber, and glancing
from the precious and richly- gilded volumes which

are ranged in their oaken presses, hi* eye lights

upon
'

Virgil
'

lying open on a reading-desk,
thus reminded of how much of his task yet reuaijas,

and addresses himself diligently to hi* translation.

It is difficult to conceive a more plsasing or pic-

turesque description than what is her* give*. It

is distinguished by a minute observation of natwe,

a power of selection and grouping, rich colouring,

and clearness of outline, which we invariably

in the works of a true poet."

' As bright Fhebns.shene sovereine hesvipa
'

The opposite held of hi* chymmy hie.

Clear shining Warns, and gokira sasssi

In laton colour altering baill at new ;

Giving no sign of heat by his visage,

So near approached he his

Ready he was to enter the third man.
In cloudy skies under Capricorn.
Alltho he be the heart and lamp of b*nn.

Forfeblit wox his lemandt gU*M 1-

Thro the declining of his Isns mat afbsrs.
of UM Tear.

The time'and season bit tpr. cald, and pair
The frosty region ringJ of

Tha short days that elrrks

When bryinf blasts of the north* art

O'erwhelm'd hod Xeptunns ia k ssft.

And all to shake the leaws oaT tfcslwss.

The raging storm o'si Uriafwsftr
Rivers ran red on spat* with wstsrm
And burns hurl all their bsaks *sw*a>.

And landbrist rambling rudely w.*

So loud ne rumism wild liaa or bssr

Floods monsters, eik a* meirawia* o

Fro the tempest low in tb *st *
Mars Occident, retrograde in hu i

Provoking strife, reigned as tort

Scottish Worthies, vol. iii. pp

+ Flaming, shining.

Reigns. |CaU,ns*.
** Rattling noise.
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rj Slum. dull of

TVmjIl vtMw atatrt d*nh and infection

fi^aVeaaW oft, oad octal pestilence,

ioaoin thi
-"* -'*" """"'-

Aod lo*y Hebe. Jono* danghter gay,

of her oce and mray.

r was loot, and barren showed the lands,

i boar o'erfm the fields stands.

bittor babb>, n*"* the showers swell,

I oa the award a similitude of hell,

Bodaetog** to oar mind, in euery sted.tt

OoootTobodows of ttld and grialy dead.

Tatak drumly tkuggi* darken'd so the heaven,

thai akio* oft forth warpit fearful levin,*
*

r1a* of An, aad mony felloui. flaw,

Sharp OMM of aloot, and of the nipping snaw.

The dolly dltrhoi were all dank and wet,

Tb* low vale flooded all with spate,

The plaoi rru and ewy hie way,
Fall of Boothia, dnbba, myre, and clay ;

TapouJ letis wallowed farnys show,
Brova mm kythit their wisnit mossy hew,

Baa*, ane, aad boddom, blanched was and bare,

For grl widir grew beocti hair ;

The wiad mad wan the red weed on the dyke,

Bodovya to doaks doep was euery sike ;

O*ar eraoa, aad the front of rocks seir,

Haacgnat Mcbe cbowchhsSS lang as ony spear;
The grooad Mood barren, withered, dosk or gray,

Bono, town, aad graam, wallowyt away ;

Wood*, hfoau, with naked boughs blout,

d otrippod of their weid in enery howt
Bo iaiatiiMly Boreas his bugil blew,

I dora|| down in the dales drew ;

flocking through thick ronys^f thrang,
: and with cheeping changed their sang,

rrnis them to hide
the tempestuous tide ;

lor F/OMTOWU, and euery lynd
aad brayt of the soughing wind.

Pair laboaroM aad busy husband men

la earming and with

SeoktofUZb aad hrnii.
. ..... : .

Tho wator rnatrowu, am

wm wot nd woary draglit in the fen:
Tkw sUty ahotp ao4 their little herd grooms
lrk vadrr Uo of banks, woods, and brooms;
Aad olkor 4ortit BMtor beotid.

atkit into stall,
flkav araloa, aoraoa, oxen and kye
fo* taakyt boon, aad (at swyne in 'sty,

ojoloajt won by man't governance
<>a banriot aad oa stouten purveyance,
W^o wbon wuh farce ao olua shoutis schiU,
! thM ooafaUt aoo*oa aharp and rhJU

. .

'

.

t theMood to every creature,
k wr otovoi aad bein J J J fires hot,

far to strire.

by tho chimnay bekyt,{||wool, aod by tho chimnay bek
. ow. i, . bod iM

j Uad, oaot c* oUth* thnoioUth* thnoiald,

wont low.

-

M,OMML ... J Swept
I Several, many.M Place.

.. Secret, secluded.
Making a mourning sound.

+ ftt Glances.

The horned bird, whilk we clepe the nicht owl,
Within her cavern hard I shout and you!,*

Laithlyt of form, with crooked camscho* beak,
Ugsum to hear was her wild elrich shriek:
The wild geese claking eke by night's tide,

Atourll the city fleeing heard I glide.

On slumber I slaid fall sad, and sleepit sound
While the orizont upward "gan rebound.
Phoebus crowned bird, the nicht 's orlager,*J

Clapping his wings thrice had erawin clear:

Approaching near the greking of the day,
Within my bed I wakenit whar I lay ;

So fast declynes Cymhea the moon,
And kays kekle** on the roof aboon :

Pahunedes birds crowpyng in the sky,

Fleeing on randoun, shapen like ane Y,
And as a trumpet rang their voices sound,
Whose cries bene prognosticatioun
Of windy blastis and ventosities :

Fast by my chalmyr.f+ in high wysinytJ
* trees.

The soir gled whissles loud with mony a pew,
Whereby the day was dawyn weel I knew :

Bade beit[j ||
the fire, and the candle alyght,

Syne blessit me, and in my weJis dyght ;^[*J
A schut wyndo onschet a little on char,*
Perceivit the morning bla, wan, and'har.ttt
With cloudy gum and rak o'erwhelm'd the air,

The sulye, stythly, hasart, rough, and hair;* JJ
Branches bratlyng, and blacken'd shew the bray
With hirstis harsk of wagging wyndil-strays ;

The dew drops congelit on stibbil and rynd,
And sharp hailstanes, mortfundeit of kynd,
Hopping on the thak and on the causway by :

The schot I closit, and drew inwart in hy,

Shivering for cauld, the season was so snell ;

Schupe with hayt|| || j| flamb^f^^ to fleym the freezing feD.

And, as I bownyt me to the fire me by,
Baith up and down the house I did espy :

And seeing Yirgil on a lettron stand,
To write anon I hynt a pen in hand,
Fortil perform the poet grave and sad,
Whom sa far forth, or than begun I had ;

And wox annoyt sum deal in my heart

There restit (incomplete sa great a part.
And to myself I said; In gud effect

Thou maun draw forth, the yoke lies on thy neck.

Within my mind compassing thocht I so,

Na thing is done while ought remains to do ;

And though I weary was, me list not tyre,
Full laith to leave onr wark so in the myre.
Or yet to stynt for bitter storm or rain :

Here I assay! to yoke our pleuch again ;

And, as I could with afald deligence,
This next bake following of profond sentence,
Have thus begun in the chill winter cald,

When frostis doth ourfret baith firth and fald.'

These extracts will serve to show that Douglas

possessed an exuberant imagination and great

descriptive powers.
' The beauties of external

nature he seems to have surveyed with the eyes of

a poet, the various aspects of human life with those

of a philosopher. There is in his works a per-

petual occurrence of those picturesque and charac-

teristic touches, which can only be produced by a

man capable of accurate observation and original

thought.' But he wants the vigorous sense, the

graphic force, and close nervous style of Dunbar.

His descriptions are often prolix, and his imagery
is redundant and tediously profuse. The manner

of Douglas is essentially that of a scholar, and his

* Yell. t Ugly.
+

Stern-looking. Fri

||
Above. 1f Clock.

ft Chamber. ** Withered.

|| ||
Add fuel W Garments dressed.

Half opened. +++ Livid, wan, and hoary.

HI The ground stiff, gray, and rough.

Deadly cold.
1

|||||
Hot. H1H Flame.
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v- \}c is deformed by false ornament and allitera-

i, in, and a fondness for words formed from the

Latin ; and many of his epithets are so inappro-

priately applied as to show that they are used

rmnlv in accordance with literary fashion, and

without any definite meaning being attached to

them. It has been frequently remarked, that the

phraseology of Douglas is more obscure than that

of .1 aines I., or Dunbar, or Henryson; and that

whilst the works of the latter may be understood

by a merely English reader with comparative

facility, there are not a few passages in the ' Palace

of Honour,' and still more in the ' Translation of

the .Kneid,' of which no Englishman could make out

the' meaning without guessing at every other word.
'

It is evident from this fact, that though the living

language of the Scottish people was radically

identical with that which was spoken in the south,

it had yet by this time assumed decisively the

character of a separate dialect. It retained much
nore of the antique than the English did

; because

t had not received nearly so thorough a develop-
ncnt in literature, and wanted especially the ctilti-

ation which would have been given by a free use

if literary prose. It had also contracted, through
he provincial isolation of the country, many pecu-

iarities, which were neither old Saxon nor modern

English; and these were now receiving continual

ions.'* The distinction which had thus gra-

lally arisen between the English and the Scot-

-ii dialect is expressly referred to by the trans-

itor of Virgil, who tells us in his prologue to the

iok, that he 'keipitna Soudron (Southern)
nt ouir awin langage.' We give the passage in

le original spelling.

' And yet, forsoith, I set my bissy pane,
As that I coutht to mak it brade and plane,

1 no Soudron, but our awin langage,
And speke as I lerned quhen I was ane page ;

Na* yet sa clene all Soudron I refuse,
Hot Mime worde I pronounce as nychbouris dois;

i in Latine bene, grewe termes sura,
l>ehuffit qnhilums|| or than be dum,

Kistard Latyne, Frensche or Ynglis, ois;^f
ire scant was Scottis ;

I had nane uther chois:
.at our toung is in the selvin skant,

Bot for that I the fouth* of langage want.'

It appears from the following curious passage,
"ted in 'Hailes' Life of John Hamilton,' that in
v time of James V., those Scotchmen who spoke

English dialect were regarded as traitors to

ir
country.

' James the Fyft hearing ane of his

"jeotis knap Suddrone declarit him ane trateur.'

^') late as the reign of James VI., Winzet
aks of his being

' nocht acquyntit with your
Uheroun,' and knowing only to speak his '

pro-

-age conforme to our auld brade (broad)

is.'tf

!as informs us that the translation of the

was undertaken by him at the request of

f.ord Sinclair, his cousin, and a liberal and

Spanling's History of English Literature, p. 188.

J Nor. Behoved.
||

Sometimes.
-"iis. derivatives. *

Plenty.
*

Irving s Lives of the Scottish Poets, vol. i. p. 69.

OL. I.

learned patron of literature ; that it occupied only
sixteen months, and was completed on the 'J.

July, 1513, about twelve years after he had com-
posed his ' Palace of Honour.' In lew than two
months from this date, the fatal 1 *Men
was fought, in which the two elder brot)

Douglas fell, along with two hundred gentlemen
of their name. The poet, deeply affectl by tliii

event, so disastrous to his family, as well an

king and country, bade farewell to his poetical

studies; and in the conclusion of hia translation of
the -<Eneid, intimates in striking and chanu t

terms his resolution of devoting the remainder of

his life to the glory of God and the good of the

commonwealth ; intimating at the same time hi*

confident expectation that his fame would bo

perpetual.

' Now is my work all finished and complete,
Whom Jovis ire nor fire's burning heat,
Nor trenchant sword shall defays* nor donn thring,*
Nor long process of age, consumes all thing :

When that uuknavrin day shall him addreu,
Whilk not hut on this body power has,
And ends the date of this uncertain eild,+

The better part of me shall be npheild
Above the sternis perpetually to ring. I

And have my name remain but^f impairing;
Throwout the isle yclipt'it Albione,
Bead shall I be, and sung by many a one.

Thus up my pen and instruments full xor.

On Virgil's post I fix for evermore,
Nevir from thence sic matters to dencrive :

My muse shall now be clenett contemplative
And solitair

;
as doth the bird in cage

Since far by worn, all is my child age ;

And of my days near passit the half date,

That nature should me granting, weil I wat :

J

Thus since I feel down sweyand$ the balauec.

Here I resign my younkers observance,!)!)

And will direct my labours evermoir

Unto the commonwealth and God's

Adiew, gude readers, God give you !'.

And after death, grant us his heavenly ligUt'*

SIR DAVID LINDSAY, the most popular, though

not the greatest of the ancient sir David

Scottish poets, was descended from Lindsay.

a younger branch of the family of Lord Lind>ay

of the Byres, originally resident at Oarmylton,

in East Lothian. The exact period and place of

his birth are unknown, but it was probably at

the Mount, the family seat near Cupar, 1

or about the year 1490. He was sent to ti

versity of St. Andrews in 1505, the year of Knox'a

birth, and left it in 1509, at the age of nineteen.

There is reason to believe that he travelled

Italy during the following year;
but be mut

have returned to Scotland before the 1

October, 1511, when we learn from the wear

of the Lord Treasurer he was preacn

a quantity of 'blue and yellow tat!

play-coat for the play performed
in U

queen's presence in the Abbey of Holyro

Waste, decay. t Thrust. J OU age.

natyne Club.
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probable that be held some office in the household

ofjune* IV., and he was appointed gentleman-

bcr to the eldest son of that monarch, afterwards

Jane* V..<m the 12th of April, 1512, the day of the

prince's
birth. In the succeeding year he was an

11 s witness of the extraordinary attempt made to

drier Janes from his intended invasion of England

by the pretended apparition of the Apostle John, at

Linlithgow, and furnished both Pitscottie and

Ipgtframn with a description of the striking scene.*

After the death of the infatuated monarch in the

battle of Flodden, Lindsay continued his attendance

on bis infant successor, and discharged the duties of

bis pftw with the greatest fidelity and affection.

Is his poem, called the '

Dream,' he reminds the

V*y bow, when he was young and had not begun

to walk, be bore him tenderly in his arms, and

warmly wrapped him in his little bed, and sweetly

sang with lute in hand to give him pleasure, or

weed riotously, or played farces before him on

the floor. And in his '

Complaint,' he recalls to

bis sovereign's recollection how ' he lay nightly by
bis eberk,' and carried him on his back as a pedlar
does Us pack.t Lindsay continued .his attendance

oa tbe youthful prince till 1524, when he was

ftnoii il from his office along with the rest of the

royal boneebold by the unprincipled intrigues of

the qsjeca other. Bellenden, the learned trans-

lator of Liry and Boece, who was dismissed at the

BUM tine, in tbe proem to his '

Cosmographie,'
tins speaks of this unfortunate revolution:

' A*4 fast nceurrit to ray remembering,
Hew that I was in service with the king;PM it Us grace in years tenderest,
Clerk ef kit eomptis, tho' I was inding*
Wtoh heert and hand and every other thing,
Thet might him please in ony manner best,

IB kit eery me from his service kest,

y tkem that had the court in governing,
As her* Wt| plomes herryit out of the nest'

Bt although Lindsay was ejected from his
eVe, bis terrier* were not altogether overlooked
er forgotten, for his pension continued to be regu-
aHjrpaid, in consequence, it appears, of the inter-
" o/ tbe youthful monarch himself. In

mwratiaf this part of his
history he says

"itrassffe 4<MU into the dart,
ft* h*s*7 ksrga, withoutin moir ;M I irt.yr ,, wherefore;

breTmM
;WW

The* lime, I miht make na defence,

BMteekMrsWrnpatiea*,:
rstM them ne mitchanoe

nsl hs4 tbe eort b a^nanc"TW e^hilk aauut mo did maline V
Ces*,Jr

the piaw, ru^5^^Fer tpel I krw his (nees rnin4

I'nworthy.

Malign.

During the next four years the youthful monarch
continued to be used as a puppet in the hands of

a grasping and imperious faction
; but at la-t. in

lo2S, when every other effort to overthrow the

domination of the Douglases had failed, James, bv
his own vigour and address, succeeded in escapin
from their odious thraldom.* An important

change immediately took place in the administra-

tion of public affairs, and the former '

Keeper of

the King's Grace,' as he is styled in the Treasurer's

accounts, lost no time in availing himself of the

favourable opportunity to improve his own for-

tunes. Aware of the youthful monarch's love of

literature, and especial predilection for poetry, he

produced, about the end of the year 1528, his

poem entitled ' The Dream,' which has been cha-

racterized by Warton and Ellis as the most

poetical of his compositions. It has been justly

remarked, however, by Mr. Tytler, that ' the sub-

ject is too similar to various poems of Dunbar.
' There is, indeed, an unpleasant and somewhat

monotonous sameness in the subjects of the ancient

Scottish poets ;
nor can we exclude from the same

censure their great contemporaries of the I

school. It is their fashion to be too constantly

composing dreams or visions ; some of their finest

pieces, although they do not assume the title

resolve into the same thing, and we almost in

variably find the poet dropping asleep. It u

better, indeed, that these soporific propensities

should be exhibited by the poet than his readers

but their perpetual recurrence is tedious. Chaucer

Gower, James I., Henryson, Dunbar, Douglas, am

Sir David Lindsay, may all be arraigned as guilt;

of this fault; and it is to be found runnin.

through the works of many of their contero

poraries whose names are unknown. It seem

almost to have grown by frequent use into a

established and accredited mode of getting rid c

one of the greatest difficulties with which a

has to struggle the natural and easy introductio

of his main subject.
' The King's Quhair,'

'

Thistle and the Rose,'
' The Golden Terge,'

'

Palace of Honour,' "The General Satire.

Praise of the Vision of Dame Vertue,'
'
all in

greater or less degree commence after tl.<

monotonous manner; the poet either walks into

delicious garden, where he falls asleep, and.

course, is visited by a dream, or he awak

sleep, rises from his couch, walks into a L

and reclining in some flowery arbour, aga.

asleep, and sees a vision.'f In the prese:.

the poet, after having spent a long wint

without sleep, rises from his bed and bends

course towards the sea-shore. His descri]

the faded winter landscape is beautifully i-

pressed

'I met dame Flora in dulej weed disgnisit,
Which into May was dnlce and delectable.

With stalwart storms her sweetness was surprisit,

See ante, p. 440.

t Lives of Scottish Worthies, vol. iii. r ~ 3 -

J Sad. S Fume.
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Her heavenly hues were turned into sable,
Which nmquhile* were to lovers amiable,

Fled from the frost the tender flowers I saw,
Under dame Nature's mantle lurking law.t

1 The small fowls in flocks saw I flee

To Nature making great lamentation,
Tlipy lightit down beside me on ane tree,
Of their complaint I hud compassion.
And with ane piteous exclamation,

They said, Blessed be summer, with his flowers I

And war) itj be thou Winter, with thy showers 1

1

Allace, Aurora ! the sillie lark can cry,
Where hast thou left thy balmy liquor sweet,

That us rejoiced, we mounting in the sky ?

Thy silver drops are turned into sleet:

Of fair Phoebus ! where is thy wholesome heat?

Why tholes|| thou thy heavenly pleasant face
With misty vapours to be obscured, allace ?

Where art thou, May, with June thy sister scheme,^
Weill bordourit with daisies of delight?

And gentle July with thy mantle green,
Enamilit with roses red and white ?

'

The poet ascends the cliffs on the sea-shore, and

entering a cavern, sits down ' to register in rhyme
some merry matter of antiquity.' But feeling an

indisposition to labour, he wraps himself in his

cloak, and is lulled asleep by the whistling of the

wind among the rocks, and the beating of the tide,

[n his sleep he is favoured with ' ane marvellous

rision,' and fancies himself accosted by a lady of

>reat beauty and benignity of aspect, who informs

lim that she comes to bear him company and to

soothe his melancholy. Accompanied by his fair

pu'de, he is instantaneously carried into the centre of

Jie earth, and enters the lowest hell, where he sees

wpes, emperors, kings, cardinals, and archbishops
n their pontifical attire,

'

proud and perverse pre-
ates out of number,' and ecclesiastics of every
legree, who have been condemned to this noisome
it as a punishment for their covetousness, lust,

nd ambition. He next beholds ' a den full dolor-

us,' where princes, and lords temporal of every
ank, are tortured for their 'cruel oppression,

rrangous conquest,' and other crimes. ' Common
eople of every state

'
are seen '

flichtering in the

yre,' mansworn (perjured) merchants, hoarders
f gold, and common usurers, false men of law,

ight cunning in quirks, thieves, robbers, and pub-
c oppressors, dishonest labourers and craftsmen
ut of number.

Having surveyed this dreary region, the poet
ext obtains a view of purgatory, of the region to

'hich unbaptized infants are consigned, and of the

mbus of the souls of men who died before Christ,

te then re-ascends with his guide through the

owels of the earth. In passing, they survey the

unes of gold, silver, and precious stones, and
iount through the ocean which is supposed to

iviron the earth, through the air, and next

irough the fire. They then enter the sphere of the

oon, who is styled
'

Queeu of the sea and beauty of the night ;'

Morcurius and

Formerly.
Began to cry.

+ Low.

!|
Suffers.

J Cursed.

Shining, bright.

and after visiting in

Venus, they pas*

That Insty lamp and lantern of thsb*
And gladder* of the surt with his light:
And principal of all the planets IOTM,
And M-I in im.Ut ,,f them all fall ***,A" king roynl rolling in his pher*.

Full pleasantly into his golden chair.'

And the poet describes with great fort*
'

his diadem royal
Bordourit with precious t/m< shiaiaf briffat.

His golden car or throne imperial.
The four steeds, that drawith it fall right.'

They now pass through the '

chrystalline* hea-
ven, and are admitted to the 'Empyreal,

1

or heaven
of heavens, the glorious inhabitants of which are
described at great length. Remembrance and the

poet leaving the celestial regions, survey the

earth, which is represented as divided into

three parts, no mention being made of America,

although that quarter of the globe had been re-

cently discovered. The poet then inquires con-

cerning the terrestrial paradise, and is presented
with a view of that 'glorious garth or garden of

every flower,' which is described as situated in th

middle region of the air, in a climate of perpe-
tual serenity, and enclosed with walls of fire, and

guarded by an angel.
The poet is next gratified with a distant view at

bis native land; and after dilating with great

complacency on its seas teeming with fish, it*

fruitful mountains and vales, its pleasant rivers and

lochs, its forests full of doe and roe, and hart and

lind, and its fresh fountains, whose wholesom*

rystal streams water the green meads, he express**
lis surprise that a country possessed of such natural

advantages, and inhabited by a race of great in-

genuity and strength, 'great deeds to endure,'

should yet be sunk in a state of poverty and

wretchedness. Remembrance informs him that

wealth can never increase where '

policy,' or good

government, does not exist, and that justice can

only reside with peace. A nation must of neces-

sity be unprosperous when those who ought to

.dminister justice are guilty of slumbering on ih*

ribunal. The miseries of Scotland are therefor*

all to be traced to the faults of its rulers th*

want of justice, policy, and peace. While lh*

soet and his conductress are thus discoursing,

heir attention is attracted by the sudden appari-

tion of a remarkable figure,

1 And as we were speaking to and fro,

We saw ane busteons beirne* eo orriM Man,

Bnt horse on fntej as fast as h mich

Whose raiment was all ragi;

With risage lean as he had fati Unt
And forward on his ways h did *j'^**>__
With ane richt melancholioas oo*******)**1

'With scrip on hip and pyke-staff
to Ms fcssd.

As he had bene pnrposit
to p n na

Qnoth I,
"
Guderaan, I wald an i

Gif that ye plesit, to wit, what w* j

Comforter.
* Without hone tad o*> foot
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.., "Mr eon, of that I think great shame ;

mJ^r"lb<Ki wild of my name have ane feil,+

fOToeisi Ike* cell me JOBS THE COXMOKWEILL."
'

then enters into a lengthened

of the miserable state of the country.

Hi* friends, be ays, are all put to flight Policy

is returned to France. His sister Justice has al-

P^rt jort her sight, and is no longer able to hold

the bsjnff** Plain-wrong is now appointed cap-

j^ of the ordinance, so that Equity and Reason

are completely excluded. Over all the south of

friend from Berwickshire to Lochmaben in

Annandale, he could not distinguish an honest

sa from a thief. In the Highland and Isles he

eould tod BO place of rest and he was ignomini-

ouejy driren from the Lowlands, where he at-

tempted to find refuge. He had sought to
' make

Us moan '
to the spiritual estate, but they had re-

1 to listen to his complaint

"Prrde IMS chased tv from them humilitie :

Duetto is led onto the friars,

I pleesore hat banished chastitie.'

the prelates go like seculars, taking more

in counting their money than in perform-
tbe duties of their office. Liberty, Loyalty,

ad Kaigbtly Valour are all fled,

' And Cowardice with lords is laureate.'

He declares that he has therefore formed the

resolution of abandoning a country where he has

umimniiil nothing but neglect or insult from

people of erery description ; and that no Scotchman
ball again find favour with him until the kingdom
be |oveined by

' ane auld prudent king,' who shall

deiifht m executing justice, and in bringing strong
traitors to condign punishment

' At yet I ear to tbee ute other thing,
1 eee right weill that prorerb is right true

Wee to UM realm that hath ane ow'r young king
With Out he toned his back and said Adieu.'

f then conducts the poet back to the
**

^S-**"**
"k **'

.

an^ ne
'

u
speedily awakened

JT u diseMrgc of artillery from a ship which at

iJMrtuii appears under sail The poem con-
itb Ane Exhortation to the King's Grace,'rW

i_
t

^**"!
tWiUl gT

ett tneAom and boldness,
wrerogn against the faults which had

J to his predecessors, and exhorts him, in
a, to attend

carefully to the interests of
iwtil, to drive flatterers from his pre-
WBhttded justice to great and small,

MJJ4J. to bis people in all virtuous and

In the epistle to James V. prefixed to ' The Dream.'

Lindsay speaks in affectionate terms of the service.-*

which he rendered to the king when a child,*

and expresses his hope that he will receive ' ane

gudely recompence.' In ' The Complaint,' written

in the following year (1529), he recurs to the sub-

ject, and after a graphic description of his own
services, remonstrates with great freedom against
the neglect with which he had been treated. His

friends, he says, all blame his negligence in not

seeking some recompense; and when he is asked

why he has not got a piece of land as well as others,

he is so ashamed that he can make no reply. He
is assured, however, that his majesty will certainly

reward him before he die, although he does not

clamour ' like ane bard.' The blame of so long

overlooking his services does not rest with the king.
Had I solicited like the rest, he says,

'My reward had nocht bene to crave :

But now I may weill understand
Ane dumb man yet wan never land,
And in the court men get na thing
Withouten opportune asking.'

While the greedy courtiers were eagerly bent on

promoting their own interest, he had no other care

but to give pleasure to his youthful charge, who

requited him with the fondest affection.

' I wat thou loved me better than
Nor now some wyfe does her gudeman ;

Then men till other did record,
Said Lyndesday wald be made ane lord :

Thou has made lords, sir, by Sanct Geill !

Of some that has nocht servit so weill.'

The poet then proceeds to describe the manner

in which his hopes were blasted by the revolution

which took place in the government in 1524,f and

portrays in striking colours the manner in which

the tender age of the prince was corrupted by the

designing profligacy of his attendants. His censure

of their base and selfish conduct is given in remark-

ably bold and spirited terms. They took the youn

prince from the schools, he says, where he was

learning virtue and science,

' And hastily put in his hand
The government of all Scotland :

As who when roars the stormy blast,

And mariners are all aghast,

Through dangers of the ocean's rage,
Would take a child of tender age.
That never had been on the sea,
And to his bidding all obey,

Putting the rudder in his hand,
For dread of rocks and the foreland.'

'
I may not call their counsel treason,' he cor

to shun trance and
sensuality, tinues,

' but I must pronounce it folly and madne
f bis prudent barons, and not I pray God that I may never again see in this reah
f his own individual will, and, so young a king.' The passage has already bee

*(*

^ e u *hort and uncertain, given in -which the poet denounces with honest it

f A rremt u
C* e-c*Pe ^e stroke dignation the conduct of those wicked counsello

^^^ ; and that as he must i by whom the youthful monarch was artfully expose
i mortal frame, he should to the most alluring temptations, and studios

initiated in vicious pleasures.J He describes, wi
^^ - ttiue, ni

ro Him who bled and died to confirm

t Information.
See ante, p. 432.

Ibid. p. 434
+ Ibid. pp. 428, 438.
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much spirit and humour, the interested and ava-

ricious motives by which the courtiers and governors
of the prince were actuated, and the manner in

which they contrived to engross and divide among
themselves the richest offices.

'Roukand* and whispering to each other,
Tak thou my part, quoth he, my brother

;

Be there between us stedfast bands,
When aught shall vaikt into our hands,
That each man stand to help his fellow

;

I hold thereto man by all hallow.J
And if the Treasurers be our friend,
Then shall we get baith tack and teind,||
Tak he our part then who dare wrong us,
But we shall pairt^] the pelf amang us,

* * * *

So hastily they made a hand,
Some gather'd gold, some conquest land :

Sir, some would say by St. Denis,
Give me some lusty benefice,
And ye shall all the profit have ;

Give me the name, take thou the lave
;

**

But e'er the bulls were weill come hanie,
His conscience told him twas a shame;
An action sinful and prodigious,
To make such paction with the lieges
So to avoid the sin and scandal,
'Twas right baith name and rent to handle.'tt

lile this sad scene of selfishness and mis-

ernment was going on, the poet, deprived of

his office, and afraid to appear openly at court,
could only hide himself in a corner, from which he
watched the unprincipled proceedings of those who
had seized the government and person of the young
king:

1 When I durst neither peep nor look,
I yet could hide me in a nook ;

To see these wondrous vanities,
And how like any busy bees

They occupied their golden hours,
With help of their new governours.'

The poet then proceeds to describe in vigorous
strains the torn and distracted state of the country,
in consequence of the struggles for power among
the hostile factions; the rapid revolutions which
took place in the government ;

the expulsion of the

Douglases by Archbishop Beaton and the Regent
Albany

' And others took the governing,
Weill worse than they in ilka thing :'

Hie return of Angus to power ; the tumult, misery,
md bloodshed by which it was accompanied,
while on every side there was bloode-shedding,'
md the court was thronged with '

tyrants, traitors,

'ublic oppressors, murderers, and common thieves
;

'

md
finally, the unexpected escape of the king,

vith the precipitate flight of those who had kept
um. in irksome and ignominious thraldom

' When of their lives they had sic dreed,
That they were fain to trot o'er Tweed.'

Standing close. t Any office shall become vacant.
*

All saints.

This potent treasurer was Archibald Douglas, the
icle of the Earl of Angus.
'I Lease and tithe. ^f Divide. ** Remainder.
H Poems, vol. i. pp. 262264 ;

Lives of Scottish Wor-
>ies,vol. iii. p. 212.

With this miserable state of things Uadmy
dexterously contrasts the prosperous condition of
the country after James had taken the reins of
government into his own hands. Justice had been
executed on the highland katerans and on Johnnie

Armstrong, and other noted border freebooters;*

Oppression and his accomplices bad been hanged;
Poverty had fled to the Hebrides; idle rogues were
condemned to the galleys, and the hmtianiliMM

rejoiced in his
security, now that ' the nun-bosh

kept the cow.' In describing the effect of the
famous expedition which James undertook against
the border thieves, and the other vigorous meaiuiea

adopted by him for the repression of disorder and
crime, soon after his assumption of the supreme
power, the poet employs the following striking
and picturesque personifications:

' Now Justice holds her sword on high
With her balance of Equity ;

And in this realm has made sic ordoor,
Baith thro' the Hieland, and the Bordour,
That Oppression and all his fellows

Are hanged high upon the gallows;
Dame Prudence has thee bv the head.
And Temperance doth thy bridle lead,
I see dame Force mak assistance,

Bearing thy targe of assurance;
And lusty Lady Chastity
Has banished Sensoalitie :

Dame Riches takes on thee sic core,
I pray God that she lang endure,

*

That Poverty dare not be seen
Into thy house for baith her een.f
But fra thy grace fled mony miles,

Amang the hunters in the Isles:

Dissinmlance dare not show her fee*,

Quhilk wont was to beguile thy grace, .

Folly is fled out of the town,

Quhilk aye was contrair to reason ;

Policy and Peace begin to plant,
That virtuous men can nothing want ;

And masterful and idle lowiisj
Shall banished be in t* e Galzeowns;|
John Upland ben full blvth 1 trow,

Because the rash-bosh keeps the oow.'|

'

Everything in the realm,' he continues,
'
is now

brought into good order except the spiritual

estate,' and he exhorts the king to compel his

clergy to attend to the duties of their off.

preach with sincerity; to administer the sacraments

according to the institution of Christ ; and not to

deceive the flock with vain traditions, such as

superstitious pilgrimages, and prayers to giarm

images, contrary to the express command of God,

He alludes to the punishment which overtook

Jeroboam and other princes of Israel, who counte-

nanced idolatry, and were therefore justly rooted

out of their kingdoms, and cncouragee the king to

incline his heart

To keep the blessed law dirto*,'

by the example of the patriarch!
and of many

faithful kings of Israel, who overthrew idolatry,

and would suffer no images to stand in the temple,

because they were forbidden by Divine command.

The piece, which, to use the words of Warton, is

* See ante, p. 443.

Galleons, galleys.

* Ere*. .' J

| Poems, ToL I pp. tW-tT*.
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written throughout with vigour, and occasionally

ill Bjnak tenderness and elegance, concludes with

hint tfcat, since his majesty is the richest monarch

UMI tw reigned in Scotland, it will be for his

ggflfr not to overlook the merits of his old servant;

ad l be quaintly adds, his grace will lend him

Of gold ane thousand pound or tway,'

be will give him sealed bond, obliging himself to

repay the lomn when the Bass and the Isle of May
re set upon Mount Sinai, or the Lomond Hills,

car Falkland, are removed to Northumberland, or

'When kirkmen yairnis* na dignity,
;ves na soveranitie.'

1 If not,' says he, in a tone of calm Christian philo-

sophy,
4

my God

Shall cause me stand content

With quiet life and sober rent,

And take me in my latter age,
Unto my simple hermitage,
To cpvnd the gear my elders won,
As did Diogenes in his tun.'t

Til* 'Complaint' of the poet was not made in

vain, for in the following year he was appointed
Lion King-at-arms ; an office of great dignity and

importance, as the Lion was not only the chief

jndg* within the realm of all matters connected

with heraldry, but was also the official ambassador
from his sovereign to foreign countries. The ear-

liest notice of this official is at the coronation of

Robert IL in 1371, though it is probable that the
onVe itself is of as high antiquity as the bearing of

Mate armorial. In a manuscript account of the

coronation of the Scottish kings, it is stated, that
won Robert was inaugurated, the Lion King-at-
anaa was called in by the Lord Marshal, attended

the heralds, who came in their coats or tabards.
The Lion then sat down at the king's feet, and the

raids went to the stage prepared for them ; after
kfc the Marshal, by the mouth of the Bishop
t Andrews, did swear the Lion, who being

wora, pat on his crown ordained him to wear for

d*n>ty.| The Lion King himself, when he
appointed to his office, was inaugurated with
atole and solemnity. The ancient crown of

waa placed on his head by the king him-
t was his privilege on the day of his core-
dine at the royal table, wearing the crown

"f continuance of the feast. 5
r after his promotion, Lindsay appears

ttao the '

Complaint of the King's Pa-
lirkml poem, which, as Mr. Tytler re-

> regarded as his first open declare-
ic abuses of the Romanist

The fiction,' he continues, 'of
eoserrations into the mouth of this
i-t, so well known for its petulance,

OoajBBesa of remark, was inge-

nious and prudent ; ingenious, because it enabled

him to be severe under the disguise of being na-

tural ;
and prudent, as in the case of any threat-

ened ecclesiastical persecution, it permitted him to

substitute the papingo for the poet.'*

In the introductory stanzas the poet enumerates

the '

poets auld,' Dunbar, Kennedy, Douglas, and

other illustrious brethren of the lyre, who have

written 'in style heroical of every matter, tragedy,
and story,' and whose genius far transcends the

'dull intelligence of poets now.' And even though
he had '

ingyne,' he complains that he knows not

what to write, for every rich and resplendent
flower in the garden of poetry has been already

plucked by these master spirits ;
he must therefore

be contented with ' The Complaint of a AVounded

Papingo, or Parrot.' The poet's description of his

feathered heroine is exceedingly graceful and pleas-

ing:
' Ane papingo, right pleasant and perfyte,f

Presentit was till our most noble King,
Of whom his Grace ane lang timt1 had delyte
Mair fair of form 1 wot flew ne'er on wing :

This proper J bird he gave in governing
To me, who was his simple servitoure,
On whom I did my diligence and cure.

' To learn her language artificial,

To play
"
platfnte," and whistle

"
futebefore,"

But of her inclination natural,
She counterfeit all fowls less or more,
Of her curage. ||

She wald without my lore,

Sing like the merle, and craw like to the cock,
Pew like the gled.^T and chaunt like the laverock.**

Bark like a dog and kekill like a kae.4-4-

Blait like a hogj J and buller like a bull.

Wail like a gouk and greit when she was wae,|||]

Climbe on a cord, syne lauch and play the fule,

She might have been ane minstrel against Yule:
This blissit bird was to me so pleasant!,
Where'er I went I bore her on my hand.'

Accompanied as usual by this amusing compa-

nion, the poet, one pleasant morning, strolled into

his garden to repose among the 'flowers, fresh, fra-

grant and beautiful,'
'

Walking alane, none but my bird and I.'

He wishes to repeat his morning prayers, and in

the interval places his talkative friend on a branch

beside him. But she, delighted with her liberty,

began to climb from twig to twig, till she i >

so great a height as to alarm the poet for her

' Sweet bird, said I, beware ! mount not ouir hL'h,

Return in time, perchance thy feet may failzie ;

Thou art richt fat, and nocht weill used to flie,

The greedie gled I dread she thee assailzie.

I will, said she, ascend vailzie quod vailzie,U*I

It is my kyne*** to climb aye to the hicht ;

Of feather'and bone I wat weill I am wicht+tt

' So on the highest little tender twist, JJ*
With wings displayed, she sat full wantonly ;

But Boreas blew ane blast or e'er she wist,

Which brake the branch and blew her suddenly
Down to the ground with mony careful cry.

rk4- ToL L P-

Scottish Worthies, vol. iii. p. 221. + Accom]

J Elegant Popular games and tunes.

||
Of her own self. If Hawk.

tt Jackdaw. }} A young sheep.

1111 Sorry. C^ Happen what may.
*"

m strong. :;:
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1 Trow ye, if that my heart was wo-begone,
To see that fowl flychter* among the flowers,

Quhilk, with great murning, gan to make her moan:
Now coming are, she said, the fatal hours
Of bitter death ; now must I thole the showers ; f

Oh, dame Nature ! I pray thee of thy grace,
Lend me leisure to speak aiie little space,

1 For to complain my fate unfortunate,
And to dispense my geir J or I depart ;

Since of all comfort I am desolate.

Allane, except the death here with his dart,
Witli awi'ull cheir ready to pierce my heart.

And with that word she took ane passion,

Syne flatlings fell and swappit into a swoon.

With sorry heart, pierced with compassion,
Ami salt tears distilling from mine e'ne,

To hear that bird's lamentation
1 did approach under ane hawthorn green,
Where I might hear, and see, and be unseen ;

And wlu-n this bird had swooned twice or thrice,
She gan to speak, saying upon this wise.'

In this sad condition the dying papingo first of

all laments the fickleness of fortune, and her own

contempt of prudent counsel; and then proceeds to
j

address an epistle, first to her sovereign lord the
\

king, next to her brother at court
;
and lastly she

enters into a 'communing
' with her holy executors,

a magpie, a raven, and a hawk, who personate the

characters of a canon regular, a black monk, and a

holy friar.
' In this manner, somewhat inartificial,

ifwe consider that the poem is long, and the papingo
in the agonies of death, Lindsay contrives to intro-

duce his advice to the king, his counsel to the cour-

tiers and nobles, and his satire upon the corruptions
of the clergy. Much in each of these divisions is

excellent, the observations are shrewd, the political

advice sound and honest, the poetry always elegant,
often brilliant, and the wit of that light and grace-
ful kind which, unlike some of his other pieces, is

not deformed by coarseness or vulgarity.'|| In the

epistle to the king, after alluding to his fine natural

genius and accomplishments, he reminds him that

he is only the vassal of the King of kings, who will

bestow upon him an inestimable reward, if he prove
a faithful and diligent ruler, and will assuredly
inflict upon him condign punishment if he prove
slothful or negligent. He therefore exhorts his

majesty to apply his vigorous intellect to the study
of the duties of his office to show himself an en-

snmple to his subjects in honour and virtue to

choose wise counsellors, and to follow their advice

to gain the hearts of his nobles, and to mix mercy
with justice in the correction of their faults to

shun the errors which had ruined many of his pre-

decessors, and to entreat the blessed Saviour to

keep him from evil deeds,

' That na poet report of thee bul

The epistle to his brother at court describes in

terse and spirited terms the fickleness and muta-

bility of courts the 'painful pleasure' of the de-

1

Flutter. + Bear the sorrows. J Wealth.
) Sunk over in a swoon.

I' Lives of Scottish Worthies, vol. iii. p. 226.

Lindsay's Works, vol. i. pp. 297304
;
see ante, pp.

io3.

pendent* on the favour of the Sovereign, living' sometime in hope, nometimc in discomfort,' the

feigning fools and flatterers who often obtain ymt
rewords for small senrice the pickthanks, pre-
tenders, and tell-tale*, who

'

Sometime in court hare mair aothoctte
Nor devout doctor* in dlrinitie.'

He anathematizes in strong language
of the sons of Belial who infest the royal ,

and by their wicked counsel entice their soverdfB
to gambling and licentiousness, and declare* that if
he had the power, such knaves should be punished
more severely even than traitors, lie then ROC* on
to tell

' What travers," trouble, and calamity,
Hath been in court within thir hundred yesm;

What mortal changes and what misery,
What noble men bene brought upon their biers ;'

and to show that neither prince nor page is exempt
from these calamities, he refers to the miserable
fate of the various sovereigns of the Stuart family.
The assassination of the unfortunate Duke of Roth-

say, the broken heart of his royal father, Robert

III., the execution of Murdoch, Duke of Albany,
and the ruin of his family, the long captivity and
cruel murder of James I.,

' the pattern of prudence,

gem of ingyne, and pearl of policy,' the sudden
death of his successor, the rebellion of the nobles

and of his own son against James III., the hanging
of Cochran and his ' caitive company

'

over Lander

Bridge, are rapidly sketched with great discrimi-

nation, and in vigorous and condensed language.
The character of the gallant and chivalrous James)

IV., and the description of his gay and brilliant

court, and energetic and popular government, an

given with remarkable power and bri

1
Allace ! where bene that right redoubted Roy,

That potent prince, gentle King James the FeM,
I pray to Christ his soul for to conroye ;

Ane greater noble rang nut in the

Oh, Atropos! waryej we may thy weird.f
For he was mirror of humility,
Lodesterre and lamp of liberality.

'

During his time did justice sa prevail.
The savage Isles then trembiit for terrrar,

Eskdale, Euesdale, Lidndale, and Annandale,
Durst nocht rebel douting hi* dintu dour ,|

And of bis lords had sic perfyte (avow,
So for to show that he afeird not ant.

On thro' his realm he wald ride him alaae.

' And of his court thro' Europe sprang the toe.
Of lusty lords and loresome 1

Triumphant tournayx, juting. ktiiobtly fin*.
With all pastime according for a king:

He was the glore** of princely gorni
Qnhilk thrush the ar.l.-nt love he bad to

Against England did more his a<

The poet then proceeds to describe, in

terms, the '

great misrule and strange advi

which befell the country, the 'robb.-ry. murder, and

mischance' which prevailed everywhew,

1 When our young prince could neither speak nor pa*.'

* Cross accidents.

$ Destiny.

^ Young.

r :

I Dreading his sore

0-cy.
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j the queen exercised supreme authority,

the Duke of Albany; sometimes the

ruled by regents, sometimes by lieute-

_ier of the law. Lawlessness was so

_ that few or none stood in awe of each

Oppression blew his bugle so loudly, that

i durst trarel unless in full armour, and Jock

| (John the countryman) lost his mare.'

After depicting the successive changes which took

piar* in the government of the realm during that

troubled period; the high authority and speedy

overthrow of Queen Margaret; the rise and fall

of Arrhbiahop Beaton, who from being chancellor

aad primate was reduced to such misery that he

npelled to skulk through the country in the

t of a freebooter ; the domination, and sub-

; banishment, of the 'doughty earls of Doug-

la*;' and exhorting his 'brother dear
'

not to trust

in rain prosperity, but to put his confidence in God

aloae, and to serve his prince with a single and

koMet heart; the poet directs the mind of his

yoathful aorereign. with great solemnity, to the

oaly one-hanging court of which Christ is king,
ham sorrow and mutability arc unknown, and into

which 'disaimnlancc, flattery, and false report' shall

ever enter. Resuming the character of the papingo,
which he had for a time forgotten, the epistle of

the dying favourite to his brother at court concludes

a highly poetical address to Edinburgh, Stir-

ling. IJthgow, and Falkland, in whose palaces and

gardens he had spent no many happy hours.

AJba. ediatorgh! thow high triumphant toun,
*'*ia vboM bounds right 11ythful have 1 been,

Of in* Sfitunilii the rate* of this region,
Mo nftiy to receive court, king, and queen ;

TV H*ejr aa4 jostios may be seen,Wf 4t*<*ioa. wisdom, and honesty,
Aa4 enataw bat they micht be found in thee.

- . with thy towers hie
T*J a*fl-rojal, park, and table round.

JM*. and Jolt would 1 dwell in thee,wf I Ban to bear the birdis sound,**+ *A aofcm UM royal rock redound." ' '! ao palace of plesanceM-tt ao* *to PMT b Fortingak or France.

*
fll
CC*Z!*?541 * ^"^ of Rfc.

rkmm4erUw Lomond law;

Tl ajlw 4 10 ikn iik on raw.t

ssaassassssgf-
i ia UM. UM; D*t got good aleP

^f^J^ the Papingo and
"

jny, the hawk, and the
Tigorott. and

biting CxIX)Sure of
lfc ptntttaJ e.tate, exhibiting muchsnr1

*i* pla^ fui wit ut
t of

keeping with
I. bird, fluttmn and bleedi

the

mong

that a. the has acquired experi-< to acquainUxl with the qualities of
' Walk b. row.

all countries, and knows the judgment of ' the vulg-ai

people,' she should tell them in what estiinatu

they are held.

' The veritie declare withouten lees,*

What thou hast heard by land or by seas,
Of us kirkmen baith gude and evil report,
And how they judge, show us we thee exh

Thus objured, the papingo informs her clerical

friends that the sanctity of their peerless predeces-

sors, apostles, martyrs, confessors, was celebrated

over all the world, and they were held in the highest
honour for their labours, sufferings, and holy lives.

In these primitive and purer ages of Christianity
the church was wedded to Poverty, whose children

were Chastity and Devotion. The Emperor Con-

stantine unfortunately took upon him to divorce

this holy couple, and without asking or obtaining
a dispensation, espoused the church to Property.
The marriage was ratified by Pope Silvester, upon
which Devotion retired to a hermitage. In due

time Dame Property produced two daughters,
named Riches and Sensuality, whose beauty at-

tracted universal admiration. They speedily ob-

tained the complete control of all spiritual matters:

through their influence the priests forgot to study,

pray, and preach, and thought it a tiresome task to

instruct the poor ; marriage was prohibited, and

Dame Chastity stole away for shame, and through
the influence of Sensuality was exiled from Italy
and France. She attempted, but in vain, to find

protection in England. She then sought refuge in

the court of Scotland, but was driven away with

oaths and threats, and ordered to tell IKT story to

the priests. The bishops, alarmed at her appear-

ance, protested that they would harbour no rebel to

the See of Rome, and sent her to the nuns, who

welcomed her with processions and other honours
;

but Riches and Sensuality having received imme-

diate information of her friendly reception among
the nuns, the hapless wanderer was again turned

adrift. She next applied to the mendicant friars,

who declared that they could not take charge of

ladies. At last she found refuge in the nunnery of

the Borough-moor, near Edinburgh, t whore r-lu
1

met with her mother Poverty, and her

Devotion, and where the pious sisterhood are so

strongly fortified and defended by six great pii-ccs

of
artillery, Perseverance, Constancy, Conscience,

Austerity, Labour, and Abstinence, that they are

able to set at defiance all the assaults of their

enemy.
The poet then proceeds to denounce in vehement

language the flagrant vices of the prelates.
\\ IIOM

trafficking in benefices, ignorance, licentiou

and insatiable greed of filthy lucre, have almost

driven religion out of the country. The abu>e 1

patronage on the part of princes, who ili-;

their benefices to reward their courtiers men often

of the most abandoned character is one cause ot

Lies.

+ Founded by the Countess of Caithness, and deditea
to St. Catherine of Sienna, from whom the place rccciv. 1

the name of Siennes, or Sheeiis.
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these great enormities.
' Were I a man worthy to

'

crown,' he adds,
' when a benefice became

vacant, I would call a meeting of the principal

prelates,
the most cunning (knowing or skilful)

clerks of the universities, and the most celebrated

fathers of the church, and make the appointment

by their advice. I should dispose of all pastoral

to doctors of divinity or law : I should com-

ix;! the barons to -send their sons to the schools to

n science, and then promote those who were the

it and most worthy.' What a contrast this

would present to the present state of matters !

' Great pleasure it were to hear ane bishop preach,
Ane dean, or doctor in divinity,

Ane abbot, who could weill his convent teach ;

Ane parson, flowing in philosophy :

I tyne* my time to wish what will not be ;

Were' nocht the preaching of the begging friars,

Tynt were the faith among the seculars.'

And not only do the clergy neglect preaching

and every other spiritual duty, but they have be-

come so fond of rich dresses, that

1

They have renounced russet and raplocht white :

CleikanJJ to them scarlet and cramosye,
With miniver,]] martik,^ gryss,** and rich ermyne ;

Their ance low hearts exalted are so high,
To see their papal pomp it is ane pyne ;tt

More rich array is now with fringes fine,

Upon the trappings of a bishop's mule,
Nor e'er had Paul or Peter against Yule.'

The poor papingo having thus unburdened her

conscience, makes her confession, and is shriven by
the gled, or hawk, who pretends to be a friar. The

scene which follows is described with great felicity

and humour. After giving her absolution, the

hawk, holding up her head, whilst the raven stands

on one side and the magpie on the other, inquires

tenderly to which of the three she chooses to leave

her fortune and goods :

1
Choose you, she said, which of us brethren here,

Shidl have of all your natural geir J
* the curis,

Ye know nane bene more holy creaturis.

'
I am content, quoth the poor papingo,

ye Friar Gled, and Corbie Monk, your brother,
Have cure of all my goods and no mo,|| ||

Since at this time friendship I find none other.

We shall be to you true as to our mother,
Quoth they, and swore to fulfil her intent ;

Of that, said she, I take ane instrument.'

The magpie is appointed
'

overman,' or umpire,
and the papingo proceeds to make her last will and

nt. She leaves her green mantle to the

and unobtrusive owl, her golden and bril-

es to the bat, her sharp and burnished beak
to the gentle pelican

' To help to pierce her tender heart in twain,'

htr angelical voice to the cuckoo,
' who has nae

Lose.

arse woollen cloth of home manufacture, made
from the w,,ol in its natural state.

IIR, laying hold of. Crimson.
||
White fur.

Fur of the martn. * A rich foreign fur.

+t Pain, torment JJ Goods, money. 5 Crow.

(II)
No more.

VOL. I.

sang but ane,' her eloquence and
'

toofw rhetorical
'

to the goose, her bone*, which she direct* to be r-
closed in a case of ivory, to the Arabian phiMii,
her heart to the king her nuutvr, and her intee-

tines, livcr.and lungs to her three executor*. ilainf
thus disposed of her effects, the papingo fall* into
' her mortal pawtion,' and after a seve

at last breathes out her life. Her ii

mediately proceed to divide her body in the

summary manner:

' The Raven bnn rudely to rof tnd rrs,
Full gounnandhke hi empty throat b*M ;

Eat softly, brother, uid UM grwd? Obf

In a twinkling there is nothing left of the lock-

less bird, except the heart, which the ttngpft,

feeling some twinges of conscience, vindicate* M
belonging to the king. But the portion is too

tempting to his confederates. '

May I be hanged,'

says the raven,
'
if this piece shall be given either

to king or duke.' The magpie threatens to com-

plain to the Pope; a tussle ensues, the greedy hawk

seizing the heart in his talons, soar* away, whilst

the others pursue him with loud cries, and disappear
in the air. Thus ends the '

little tragedy
'

of the

papingo ;
the poet, according to the custom of the

age. dismissing his book with an acknowledgment
of its rudeness and imperfection

' a very unneces-

sary apology,' says Mr. Tytler,
'
for it is, in point

of elegance, learning, variety of description, and

easy playful humour, worthy to hold it place with

any poem of the period, either English or Scottish.'

Soon after writing this poem, in April, 1531,

Lindsay was despatched to Brussels along with

David Panter, secretary to the king, and Sir James

Campbell, of Lundie, for the purpose of negotiating

the renewal of the commercial tn aty, concluded by

James the First, between Scotland and the >

lands. The Scottish ambassadors were received

with great state and solemnity by the Queen of

Hungary, who had recently succeeded to the pre-

fecture of the Netherlands, and by her brother, the

Emperor Charles V., and were con.

in every point of their mission. Sir I>aud teems

to have been greatly delighted with the splendid

entertainments which he witnessed at the imp-rial

court. In a curious epistle from Antwerp U

Scottish secretary of state, he thus express)

self;' It were too langsome to write to jo

ship the triumphs that I have seen sine* my ei

to the court imperial, that is to say, t

and joustings, the terrible tournaments, th

on foot hi barms, the names of lords an<

that were hurt that day of the great

whose circumstances I have written i

articles to show the King's Grace at my hi

ing.' These articles
'

containing tl

so shrewd an observer as Lindsay B

exceedingly interesting, and it is U

that no trace of them can be due*

return from his mission, about the dose o

1531, Lindsay married a lady d

. ChliBM' Life, P- !*
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There U reason to suspect that the mar-

t / the poet was unhappy. He had no children,

ad tnm the terms in which he usually talks of the

faaak MX, it has been plausibly conjectured that

ftfc wife WM not poatened of a very amiable dis-

position.*

About the close of the year 1535, Lindsay wrote

Ml oeUhfaffid
' Satire of the Three Estates,' one of

tfc* jMrt interesting and valuable of his poetical

productions.
In Scotland, as in the other European

kiafdoBtt, the earliest dramatic exhibitions were

the awacle-play s, or mysteries, which were usually

feuded on the narratives of the Bible, or on the

lagtods of the Mints, and were acted in churches

tad other Mcred edifices,f These rude dramas

tre Meeeeded by the more complicated repre-

MUtatinm known by the name of Moralities, in

which foch allegorical characters as Charity, Hope,

Faith, Sin, and Death, were introduced, for the

parDOM of satirizing prevailing vices; and from

theace the transition must have been natural and

ea*y to Mch dramatic pieces as the Satire of the

Tore* Estates. At an early period, ridiculous and

pronoe parodies of the rites and ceremonials of

the church, under the superintendence of a per-

MMfe called the Abbot of Unreason, were very
tammum and highly popular in Scotland;! and the

rrpmetttation of Robin Hood seems to have been

M favourite a pastime among the Scottish people
M among the merry men of Yorkshire. The first

Scottish drama of which we have any notice, was
a Mystery,' called the Haliblude,' which was

the Windmill-hill at Aberdeen, in 1445
;

minstrels, buffoons, and masqued
appear at the Scottish court at a much

earlier period. Drummond of Hawthornden men-
tions, that during the reign of James I. masques
were not only licensed, but studied and admired.
n 1 JOi, at the celebration of the nuptials of James
IV with the Princes* Margaret of England, a

*7 of English comedians, who had accom-
the young queen from Windsor, enter-

tfc* court with a dramatic representation.
tiner,' MJS John Young, Somerset Herald,

e was played by the said Master Ing-h* companions, in the presence of the
yf BM OJMM 5 and then daunces were daunced '

U4, when John Duke of Albany arrived from
the regency, we learn from

that when he entered the capital he ' was
0.7 lord, and barona, who met him,

ttat Madrie (arc** and gude plays were made

'wWsJMrt^tt-kAfcfc^ehap. .^ .

by the burgesses of the town to his honour and

praise."

Lindsay appears to have been frequently en-

trusted with the management of the plays and

public pageants, which were exhibited during the

reign of James V.
;
and in 1535 he produced the

morality entitled ' The Satire of the Three Estates,'

in commendation of virtue and vituperation of

vice, which is the earliest specimen of the genuine
Scottish drama that has come down to our dav.
'

Whether,' says Chalmers,
' the matter or the

manner of this drama be considered, it must be

allowed to be a very singular performance, and to

have carried away the palm of dramatic composi-
tion from the contemporary moralities of England,
till the epoch of the first tragedy in Gorboduc, and

of the first comedy in Gammer Gurton's Needle.'

This singular production, in which the follies and

vices of the king and his courtiers, and the abuses

of the church, are attacked with equal boldness and

freedom, contains many noble and even pious senti-

ments, mingled with passages so coarse and licentious

that theycannotbe read without disgust and astonish-

ment. ' The spirit of Aristophanes, in all its good
and evil,' says Sir Walter Scott,

' seems to have

actuated the Scottish King-at-arms.' The fact that

such a composition was acted before au audience

composed not only of the king and his nobles, but

of the queen and the ladies of the court, together
with the leading ecclesiastics, certainly gives us a

low picture of the morality and delicacy of the age.
' The boldness of the author, and the liberality or

folly of the audience, are equally conspicuous. The

representation took place before the king, with his

favourite ministers and advisers; yet it lashes his

youthful excesses, and their profligate and selfish

devices, with unsparing severity. It wa
formed in presence of the bishops and clergy

before an immense multitude of the people, the

burgesses, the yeomen, the poor labourer-

tacksmen
; and yet it exposes with a poignancy of

satire and a breadth of humour, which must have

made the deepest impression, the abuses of the

Catholic religion, the evils of pluralities and non-

residence, the ignorance of the priests, tlu

ance of tithes, the profligacy of the prclati
-

the happy effects which would result from a tho-

rough and speedy reformation. Hitherto what

had been written against these excesses haci

reached the people ; it was generally shut up in a

learned language which they did not understand ;

if composed in English, there were few printing-

presses to multiply books, or if printed, tin

body of the people could not read them. But

Lindsay, when he wrote a play in the language of

the people, and procured permission to have it acted

before them, at once acquired a moral influence

over the times, and gave a strength and edge to his

satire, which probably neither the king, the >

nor the author himselfcontemplated. Had ;

otherwise, it is difficult to believe that the prince

Lesley's Hist, Bannat Ed. p. 102 ; Irving's Lives of the

Scottish Poets, voL i. p. 205.
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or prelates
would have or any author have dared

the trial of such an experiment.'*

The ' Satire of the Three Estates
' was first en-

acted at Cupar, in the year 1535. The perform-

ance, like that of the ancient drama, took place in

the open air, on a large green mound, of much

natural beauty, called the Moot Hill. In 1539, it

was performed in the open fields at Linlithgow, by
the express desire of the king, who, with the ladies

of the court, attended the representation. It was

subsequently acted in the amphitheatre of St. John-

ston, or Perth, and in 1554 it was performed at

inburgh, in the valley of Greenside, which skirts

northern base of the Calton Hill, in presence of

queen regent, and an immense concourse of

the nobility and common people.

The extraordinary length of this curious drama

shows that its representation must have occupied

nearly the entire day. We are informed, indeed,

by Charteris, the bookseller, who was himself pre-

sent, that its exhibition, in 1554, before the queen

regent, lasted ' fra nine hours afore noon till six

hours at even.'f It appears, however, from one of

the stage-directions, that a short pause took place

in the representation of the play, during which

the spectators had an opportunity of taking some

refreshment.

The ' Satire of the Three Estates' is divided into

three parts, which are connected by an extremely

simple plot. Among the ' Dramatis Personae' are

such allegorical personages as King Humanity,

Diligence, Good Counsel, Homeliness, Verity, Chas-

tity, Correction, together with such disreputable

interlocutors as Flattery, Falsehood, Sensuality,

and Theft. Intermingled with these figures are

characters representing directly tho various classes

of the community. Among them are the Bishop,

Abbot, Parson, Prioress, and Pardoner the Shoe-

maker and Tailor, with their wives the Friar,

who is Flattery in disguise, and the Doctor, who
delivers a sermon on the text,

' If thou wilt enter

into life keep the commandments.' The proceed-

ings open with an address by Diligence, who an-

nounces himself as a messenger from ' a right

noble and redoubted King Humanity, who has

been long absent, but is now about to appear, in

order to punish all evil-doers.' He then makes

proclamation that the Three Estates of the Realm

are to appear and pay their homage to their

sovereign, and beseeches the audience to be patient

till they
' have heard our short narration,' as he

curiously terms this lengthened exhibition, and to

remember that no satire is intended against any
in particular, that all is general, spoken in

.e, and to be heard in silence.
'

Therefore,'

s,
' let every man keep his one tongue

without permitting it to wag against us, and every
woman her two.'

' Prudent people, I pray you all,

Take na man greif in special,

Fr w ihall iprak in general,
K<>r pMtUM sad fur play ;

Therefor* till all our rhyinr* U
And oar mUtaned soofi be sag.
Let ever; man keep well] UM
And every woman IWM.'

King Humanity is then brought upon
followed by Placebo, Solace, Flattery, and Falw
hood, by whose evil counsel he U seduced tote

wicked courses a satirical stroke directed against
the base and vicious courtiers by whom Jams* UM
Fifth was misled in his youth. Good

attempts to obtain an audience of the

but is dragged out by Flattery and Deceit ; Verity
enters and exhorts all judge* to execute justice
with impartiality, and rulers to set a good eampl*
to their subjects. But at the sight of the New
Testament ' in English tongue, and printit in

England,' which she carries in her hand, Flattery
cries out '

Heresy! heresy! fire! fire!' and with the

assistance of Deceit puts Verity in the stocks

a piece of good service which Spirituality re-

wards with a guerdon of ten crowns. Chastity,

repulsed in succession by the Prioress, the lord* of

Spirituality, the Abbot, the Parson, and Tem-

porality, takes refuge with the Tailor and the

Shoemaker, but is chased away by their wires, and

ultimately placed in the stocks beside Verity.

At last Divine Correction appears, and after re-

leasing Good Counsel, Chastity, and Verity, rebuke*

King Humanity for his offences, and succeeds in

reclaiming him from his evil habits. The penitent

monarch then expresses his willingness to follow the

counsel of his monitor, and to punish all crime* and

to redress all grievances. Correction advise* him

immediately to proclaim a parliament,and Diligence

is ordered to summon the Three Estate* of the

Realm to assist their sovereign with their counsel,

which he forthwith proceeds to do in the following

terms :

'At the command of King Humanitie.

I warn and charge all member* of PvnSSMSN,

Baith spiritual estate and temporaliue.

That till his Grace they be ob<

And speed them to the court inooatiMat,

In gude order, arrayit royallie,

Wha beis absent or inobedient.

The king's displeasure they shall underly*.

Also I make yon exhortatiuun,

Since ye have heard the first part of our play,

Go Uk ane drink, and mak collation*,

Ilk man till his marrow* 1 you P*-'

The second part opens with -

between a poor mendicant and 1

a severe attack is made upon the a

clergy, and the extreme sn

exacted their ecclesiastical due*.

T.ives of the Scottish Worthies, vol. iii. p. 237.
+ Chalmers

1

Life, p. 807.

to beggary by the extortions of

moran^He thus tells hi- -tory, whid

every reason to believe doe. not
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in which the poor were at that time

by their clerical superiors :

Mv hlhar *M MM Mtlii man, and an hoir,

iil WM fH fcoieow of years and more ;

A,4 Ha^j MIT mother. wm fourscore and fyftene ;

^ vta^ m. Uboor I did them baith sustene.

W k4 MM eir thatearryit salt and coa^<

.^ ftOT .ggr I|M brought as hame ane foal.

Wt Ui thr kye, that were baith fat and fair,

jNMMdkr into the toon of Air.

M f aohtr wm M weak of blnde and bane,

That ht dit,* wherefore my mother made great mane.t

ThM ahc deit within ane day or two,

Aadlh.n my poverty and woe

Oarni* fray mare was bnitand* on the field,

AW oar bade bird took her for his heryeild :

The vicar look the best cow by the head,

laeuatUMttt, when my father was dead.

And ha the vicar heard tell how that my mother

Wai doai, ft* hand, he took to him ane uther :

Than ftl . my wife, did morn baith even and morrow,

Till at UM Ut he deit for very sorrow :

And wha lh view beard tell my wife was dead,

TW third eow he eleikit by the head.

Their apatpet eUyu,^ that were of raploch gray,

Tat vicnr gan^ ht clerk bear them away.

Wata all wai (tn I micht make na debate,

Bat wtth my Uirni pact for till beg my meat
Vvw h** I told you the black verity,

B* I am hrocht into this misery.'

To add to the misfortunes of this luckless wight,

da) panoa bad excommunicated him for his tithes,

aad iafi>aiii1 him the Sacrament at Easter. He has

aothiag left except an English groat, which he pur-
i to give to ' ane man of law.

1

Diligence tells

Taoa art the daftest" fool that ever I saw ;

Trw* tnoa, nun, by the law to get remeid
Of MM of kirk? Na nocht till thou be dead.'

A Pardoner, or retailer of the Papal indulgences,
now eaten, denouncing in vehement terms ' the

wicked New Teatament' and its translators, and

iaBptaeadfig vengeance on those who brought it

a> thai coontry, and wishing

ThM Martin Lather, that false loan,
Bteek Halaaaarand MeUnehthoun,Hd hM Maorit ia their cnde.rr
By aaa that bora UM crown of thorn

,

I U lanM Paul had nerr been born

Aadblw*ldhbbuki.:t

Bat jamait Man into the 'ain** nnrk,
Or itvw aawaf ruki*.'| f

wart well-known characters at the
'

tka Reformation, and by their knavish
tioaa eoadact brought great discredit upon

rah which auctioned their nefarious traffic.

r. ia ail Canterbury Talcs, introduces a cha-
i deacription, with hu wallet '

brimful
Maaaaaat froai ROOM,' and

containing among

* thlLSd oo U,, d.W

tt *% awlW t, ta, haildu,, of rook,'

other sacred curiosities, the Virgin Mary's veil, and

part of the sail of St. Peter's ship ; and Lindsay, in

the same manner, holds up his Pardoner to ridicule,

by enumerating the ludicrous collection of relics

with which he sought to impose on the credulity of

the people.

' My patent pardons ye may see,
Come fra the Cam of Tartary,

Weill seal'd with oyster shells.

Though ye have na contritionn,
Ye shall have full remission,
With help of bukes and bells.

Here is ane relic, lang and braid,*
Of Fyn Mac Coul, the right chaft blaid.t
With teeth and all together :

Of Collin's cow here is ane horn,
For eating of Mac Connal's corn,
Was slain into Balquidder.J

Here is ane cord, baith gret and lang,
Whilk haugit Johnnie Armstrong,
Of guile hemp saft and sound :

Gude holy people I stand for'd,

WLaever beis hangit with this cord,
Needs never to be drown 'd.

The culum of Sanct Bryde's cow,
The gruntil[| of Sanct Anton's sow,
Whilk bure his holy bell :

Wha ever he be hears this bell clink,
Give me ane ducat for till drink,
He shall never gang to hell.
* * *

Come win the pardon, now let see,
For meal, for malt, or for money,
For cock, hen, goose, or gryse.'^f

During the dialogue which takes place between

the Pardoner and the Pauper, the Three Estates of

the Realm issue from the 'palzeoun,' or tent, in pro-

cession, but to the astonishment of the audience

they approach the king's presence, not in the usual

fashion with their faces turned toward the sove-

reign, but going backward. Correction inquires

the cause of this strange procedure,

'

My tender friends, I pray you with my heart,
Declare to me the thing that I wald speir,**

What is the cause that gang ye all backwart ?

The veritie thereof fain wald I hear.

' SPIKITnALITIE.

1

Soverane, we have gane so this mony a year,
Howbeit ye think we gang indecently,
We think we gang right wondrous pleasantlie.

'DILIGENCE.
1
Sit down, my lords, into your proper places,

Syne let the King consider all sic cases.

Sit down Sir Scribe, and Dempster* + sit down too,

And fence the courtJJ as ye were wont to do.'

The sovereign now announces his determination

to redress all abuses, but is reproved for his hu>ty

resolution by Spirituality, who advises him '

pone the sitting of parliament to a future time ; upon
which Correction declaring his disapprobation

of

Broad. + Jaw-bone.

J A parish in the western extremity of IVribv
markable as the last residence of the famous Rob Ro\

grave is pointed out in the churchyard.
' The brai>

quidder
'

are celebrated in Scottish song.
TaiL

||
Snout. If A pig.

** Inquire
+t The officer who pronounced the

' doom '

or judgment
of

the court.

H Proclaim the sitting of the court.
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such criminal counsel, orders Diligence to make

public proclamation, that every man who feels him-

self aggrieved should give in his bill of complaint.

No sooner is this announcement made, than Johu

the Commonweill comes forward in great haste to

toll his story. Honest John is very poorly clad,

and in answer to the inquiries of the king, he ac-

counts for his forlorn condition by presenting a

long catalogue of grievances under which he has

long laboured. The reverend fathers of the church

are led by Covetousness and Sensuality. Tem-

porality has for a long time been under Public

Oppression, and the merchants and craftsmen are

misled by Falsehood and Deceit.

What marvel though the Three Estates backward gang,
Wla-n sic an evil company dwells tliem amang,
Wliilk has ruled this rout mony deir days,
\\liilk gars John the Commonweill want hia warm claes."

Flattery, Falsehood, and Deceit are then put in

the stocks, and Covetousness and Sensuality take to

their heels. Good Counsel, as one who knows both

the canon and the civil laws, is called in to assist

the parliament in their deliberations, and John the

Commonweill proceeds with the detail of his com-

plaints, which furnish a most interesting sketch of

national manners, and of the condition of the peo-

ple at this period. St. Paul, he says, has declared,

that he who does not work shall not eat, and there-

fore he invokes the penalties of the law upon all

sturdy beggars, jugglers, jesters, gamblers, tale-

bearers, and vagabond bards and upon all
'

great
fat friars,' Augustines, Carmelites, and Cordeliers,

and all other cowl-wearers who labour not, and yet
are well fed. He next denounces the partial and

unequal administration of justice, alleging that

while a petty thief who steals a single cow is con-

signed to the gallows, the robber who carries off a

fold of. cattle escapes with a fine ;
and that while

picking and piddling thieves are hanged,

' Ane cruel tyrant, ane strang transgressor,
Ane common puhlic place oppressor,'

by means of bribes obtains the favour of the public

officials, and is let off on easy terms. Temporality,
on this, expresses contrition, and promises amend-

ment, but Spirituality alleges that it is not good to

act too hastily in such matters, which require care-

ful consideration. John is then asked if he has any
other complaints to make against the spiritual lords;

but lie desires to be excused from saying more on

this subject, as it is no jest to find fault with the

clergv. Being encouraged however by Correction,

s on to complain of the extortions of the

vicar, in his merciless exaction of the corpse-present

from poor widows and orphans, and of the covet-

9S and inefficiency of the parson, who cares

about nothing but the receiving and spending of

liis tithes, and will not want a single sheaf of barley
to which he has a claim, though his parishioners

may he left without preaching for seventeen years.

These charges are indignantly denied by the parson,
who

significantly reminds his accuser of the fiery

doom in store for heretics and calumniators of the

clergy :

' To ipek of pifarts bs rare it is as bovrils.*
They will burn men now for rwkWt war**,
And all Uiso words srs bsnsU la drtL*

Themerchants recommend, that to prevent the tie*
of rents and the cxpuUion of the husbandmen from
their farms, all the estates of the temporal barons
should be let on feu or freehold, to 'men that labour
with their hands,' and not to '

gearking (vain, showy)
gen till men,' so that the king may hare soldiers

equipped with harness, bow, and spear, ready for

war. This advice is approved of by Good Counsel,
and passed into a law. With regard to the clerical

exactions complained of, he states that nothing can
be done without the consent of the prelate* tad

clergy, which is at once peremptorily refused. Spi-
rit uality declares,

1 We will want nothing that we have in ns*.
Kirtle nur cow, tiend lamb, tiend gryst, nor gnM.'J

The misdeeds of the bishops and dignified clergy
are then brought under review. They are accused

of obtaining presentations to their benefice* by
means of large bribes to the Romish court ; of

grasping a plurality of livings; and of habitual

neglect of the duty of preaching. Correction, de-

clares that shoemakers and tailors are far mure ex-

pert
' in their poor craft and in their handle art

'

than prelates are in their vocation, a statement

which tends to corroborate an exceedingly charac-

teristic anecdote of the poet, related by his first

editor. The king, it is said, being one day sur-

rounded by a numerous train of nobles and pre-

lates, Lindsay approached him in a rerercntial

manner, and presented an humble petition that hi*

majesty would instal him in an office which had

lately become vacant. 'I have,' said he, 'srrrit

your grace lang, and look to be rewardit as others

are, and now your master tuilor, at the pleasure of

God, is departit : wherefore I wald derire of your

grace to bestow this little benefitc upon me.' The

king replied that he was amazed at such an appli-

cation from a person who could neither shape nor

sew. '

Sire,' rejoined the poet,
' that makes DM

matter ;
for you have given bishoprics and bene-

fices to mony standing here about yon, and yet

they can nouther teach nor preach ;
and why may

not I as weill be your tailor, though I can n

shape nor sew, seeing teaching and preaching art

nae less requisite to their vocation than shapiaf

and sewing to ane tailor.'

Diligence is ordered to make search thrw

the towns and cities and universities for dot

divinity, licentiates of law and theology, 'with Ui

maist cunning clerks in all the land,' whe

'

preach prudently,'
or stir up the people

works,' in order that they may be adrmnced

places of those who can do nothing but

Jest

U
Lives, vol. ii. p. 79
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Diligence aoon returns with a doctor of
"

two licentiates,
' men of gravity.'

I elerk* of great intelligence,

For M tk* coounon people they can preach,
A^ i ia renoo1* in Latin tongue can teach.'

Correction then orders strict inquiry to be made

iata th* manner in which the various ranks of the

discharge their respective duties, in

those who are careless and negligent

atar be expelled from office, and good men and

trve be installed in their room. Spirituality is

int frl1^ on to tell how he has attended to the

i of his situation. After noticing the unpre-

, nature of the inquiry, he declares that he

hat ' ased his office well,' he makes up his accounts

twice a year with unfailing regularity ; he takes

eare that all his tithes shall be paid, together with

ki* offerings and dues of every kind,
'

wanting
of his tiend and boll of bear

'

(barley) ;
he

rich portions upon his sons, and marries

ki* daagbten to lairds ; he rides upon an ambling

la, aad make* better cheer than any temporal
lord in the land ; and finally, he pays a yearly pen-
ion to certain powerful barons,

To tkat latent that they with all their heart
la right aa4 wrong shall plainlie Uk my part'

A* tat preaching, which some people foolishly
to be the principal duty of a bishop, he

a friar, who acts as his substitute, and what
mar* would any reasonable man ask ? The Abbot
ia next required to state 'how he has used his

a^sT.' He tells his examiners plainly that he
ami ki* monk* lire a right easy life, enjoying good
ek*ar and drinking wholesome ale. With respect

vowa, he frankly admits that he
until he received the bulls from
him in his office; after that he lived

The Parson states that,

preach, he can play at the '

catch,'

to his mooaatic

k*f* tfcam only
Beow Btalimi

tfcal k* *xe*fc in the game of football,

'

*?** * ***, tl* table*, and the dice,
be** aD naii I may bear the prize.'

!* *. th king, after consulting with the

rporal ntate, deprires the ecclesiastics of their
h be immediately bestows on the '

three

f ^k* Mpiamt* The Bishop, Abbot, Par-
nreas art then

ignominiously stripped
rieal robe*, and dismissed, lamenting

* *0 which the poet exposes with
ptnaf atrerity, conspicuous notice is taken
IM abM of the

Conaistory Court, which
**"

-i**
1"* to JT more need of reform-
eoort of Pluto. And it is curious

complaint* made in our own day
'

delays and the ruinous expense of
wly a re-echo of the

grumblings* upwards of throe hundred years
Wight expend half a fold of cattle

nag ut for a single cow.' The Pau.

per's description of the law's delay is
exceedingly

graphic. He had brought an action for the re-

covery of damages against a neighbour, to whom
he had lent his good grey mare :

1
1 lent my gossip my mare to fetch hame c

And he her drownit in the quarry holes :

And I ran to the Consistore to pleinzie,*
And there I happt amang ane greedy meinz

They gave me first ane thing the call cita,

Within auchtJ days I gat but debellandum ,

Within ane month I gat ad opponendum,
In half an yeir I got inter loquendum,
And syne, how call ye it ? ad replicandum ;

But I could ne'er ane word yet understand him ;

And then they gart me cast out rnony plakkis,||
And gart me pay for four-and-twentie actis

;

But or they cam half gate^[ to concludendum.
The fiend ane plack was left for to defend him.
Thus they postpon'd me twa yeir with their traine,

Syne hodte ad octo bade me come again.
And then thir rukis they rowpit** wonder fast,

For sentence silver they cry'd at the last ;

Ofpronunciandum they made wonder fain,
But I gat never my gude grey mare again.'

Wr
ell might Temporality say on hearing this

' our true tale,'

' My lords we maun reforme thir consistory laws,
AVba's great defame above the heaveus blaws.'+t

After the expulsion of the Avorthless drones

from the church, John the Commonweill is clothed

in gorgeous apparel, and seated among the Estates

in the parliament. Correction then declares,

1
All virtuous people now may he rejoysit,
Since Commonweill has gotten ane gay garment,
And ignorants out of the kirk deposit ;

Devout doctors and clerks of renown
Now in the kirk shall have dominion,
And Good Counsel, with lady V'eritie,

Are ministers to our king's majestie.
Blest is that realm that has ane prudent king,
Whilk does delight to hear the veritie,

Punishing them that plainly do mating
Coutrair the Commonweill and equitie.'

The Acts of the Parliament are then proclaimed

by Diligence, with the sound of a trumpet. It

is declared that the Church of Christ and his

religion should be defended ; that all the temporal
lands should be let in feu, after

' the form of France,'

to diligent labourers ;
that those barons who pro-

tected freebooters and thieves should be punished ;

that justice-courts should be erected in Elgin or

Inverness, that justice might be properly dis,

in the northern districts ;
that a College of Justice

should be instituted in Edinburgh, the expt

which should be defrayed out of the revenues of

the nunneries
;
that the Consistory Courts should

henceforth take cognizance only of spiritual
mat-

ters; that benefices should be conferred only <>n

men of learning, 'mighty in the Scriptuv

unblemished reputation, and qualified either to

preach to the common people, or to teach iu fa-

mous schools ; that the prelates should not, under

the penalty of treason, purchase from prince
or

*
Complain. + Multitude. J Eisht-

5 Made.
||
Pennies. 1T Halfway.

Those rooks croaked fast.

4 1 Whose abus.es cry to heaven.
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pope an injunction against the ordinance abolishing

the corpse present ;
and that all mortuary gifts,

either to the landlord or priest, should be abolished ;

that every bishop should reside in his diocese, and

every parson in his parish,
'

teaching their folk

from vices to refrain ;' that no money should be

sent to Rome to purchase any benefice, except the

grc-.it archbishoprics ;
that the law of celibacy

should be abrogated ; and finally, that the tempo-
barons should not marry their children to the

egitimate offspring of the clergy, under the

alty of degradation from their rank, until, by
.e payment of a fine, they should obtain the

iteration of their privileges.

An underplot of a less serious description is ear-

on throughout this curious composition, by the

itroduction of Common Theft, as a border free-

booter, come to Fife to steal the Earl of Rothes'

best hackney, and Lord Lindsay's brown jennet ;

the marauder is taken, and in violation of Horace's

precept,
executed on the stage, after uttering a

ludicrously pathetic lament on his hard fate, and a

farewell to his 'brother reivers of the border dales."

A similar doom is inflicted on Deceit and Falsehood

after thev have severally addressed the people, and

made some curious revelations respecting the

knavish tricks practised by the merchants and

tradesmen of that day. Flattery and Folly obtain

reprieve, and the piece concludes with an epi- ,

,e by Diligence, entreating the audience to

take ' this lytill sport
'

in patience, and promising
in the name of the poet and performers,

'
if we live another year,

Where we have failed we shall do diligence,
With mair pleasure to make you recompence :

Because we have heen some part tedious,

With matter rude, denude of eloquence,

Likewise, perchance, to some men odious.'

An interesting account of the effect which the

representation of the play at Linlithgow had upon
the mind of the king, is given in a letter from Sir

"William Eure (envoy from Henry VIII.) to the Lord

Privy Seal of England, dated 26th January, 1540.
j

It appears that Sir William had been commissioned

by his sovereign to sound the Scottish monarch as to

his disposition to follow his uncle's example in the
j

reformation of the church.
'
I had divers com-

j

munings,' says Eure,
' with Sir Thomas Bellenden,

one of the said councillors for Scotland, a man by
estimation appearing to be the age of fifty years or

above, and of gentle and sage conversation touch-

ing the state of the spirituality in Scotland. And

gathering him to be a man inclined to the sort

used in our sovereign's realm of England, I did so

largely break with him in those behalves as to

move to know of him what mind the king and

council of Scotland was inclined to concerning the
,

Bishop of Rome, and for the reformation of the

misusing of the spiritualitie in Scotland. Where-

unto he gently and lovingly answered, showing
himself well contented of that communing, and did

say that the King of Scotland himself, with all his

temporal council, was greatly given to the reform-

ation of bishops, rcligioor persons, and
;

within the realm ; and M> much that by the king's
pleasure, he being priry thereunto, they haw had
ane interlude played in the faut of the Kpiphanfe
of our Lorde lost paste, before the king and queen
at Lithgow, and the whole council *>piritoal and
temporal. The whole matter thereof concluded

upon the declaration of the naughtincM in religion,
the presumption of bishops, the colliuion of the

spiritual courts, called the Consistory court*, in

Scotland, and misusing of priests. I have obtained
a note from a Scotsman of our state being present
at the playing of said interludes, of the enVct

thereof, which I send onto your lordship by this

bearer. My Lord, the said Mr. Beilendcn showed
me that after the said interlude finished the King
of Scots did call upon the Bishop of Glasgow,

being chancellor, and divers other bishops, exhort-

ing them to reform their factions and manner of

living, saying, that unless they so did, he would

send six of the proudest of them unto his uncle of

Englonde ;
and as those were ordered, so he would

order all the rest who would not amend.'* Row,
who mentions that Sir David Lindsay's Satire waa

acted at Perth ' before King James V. and a great

part of the nobility and gentry fra morn to even,'

adds that it
' made the people sensible of the dark-

ness wherein they lay, of the wickedness of their

kirkmen, and did let them see how God's Kirk

should have been otherwise guided than it waaj

all whilk did much good for that tirae.'t

It was part of the duties of the Lion King-at-

Arms to officiate as the representative of his

sovereign in foreign countries ;
and in 1536, Sir

David Lindsay was despatched, along wi 1

John Campbell of Luudie, to the court of France,

to demand in marriage for James V. a daughter of

the house of Vendome ; but the king going -

person espoused Magdalen, daughter of Francis,

who died within two months after her arrival in

Scotland, amid the universal lamentation of the

people. On this occasion Sir David composed a

'

Deploration of the Death of Qucene Magdalen.' a

pathetic tribute to the memory of her whom he

calls

' The flower of France and comfort of Scotlsad.'

It appears that a pageant of remarkable brilliancy,

invented by Lindsay, was produced for exhibi

on the coronation of the youthful quern ; ami

avails himself of the opportunity
afforded I

lamentation for her untimely death, ft

the superb ceremonies which were intern

grace the royal procession through the Umto

the capital to the old abbey of Hotyrood

scaffolding painted with gold,
and aaiu

spouting wine; troops of actoridMgmi

divine creatures; rows of lusty freah gallant.
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apparel; yeomen and craftsmen with

MrfaBt bow in their hands, gallantly arrayed

i graao, and borgeaws clothed in scarlet; the

ptTOtt ,,! magistrates
and senators clad in silk

;

ti taat lortit of parliament,
barons and ban-

it the renerable dignitaries
of the church,

ed by the inferior clergy; the din of

and of clarions; the heralds in their

1 awful Ttatmenta,' and the macers preserving

order with their silver wands ; the lovely princess

btneif walking under a canopy of gold, borne by

bwgcaws in robes of silk, marshalled by the great

Mter of the household, and followed by the

kinf
'

train ; a troop of beautiful virgins, crying

la Ileine ;

'

the ' ornate' harangues of the

ekrfT and councillors; and the banquetings and

tovraaaenU with which the splendid spectacle

waa to hate concluded. The whole description

give* a moat interesting view of the manners and

ewtooM of the age, and of the nature of those

atata pageant* of which our ancestors were so

'0. TnltT-iT~*V whom none may countermand,
Tltea Richt have seen the preparation'

M**t by UM Three E.ut*. of Scotland,
With gnat comfort and consolation,
la rrrY city, cattle, tower, and town,

Aa4 ho* Uk MtU aet hi. haUl intent,
To U OTCtlling ia habiliment.

'
Thief! a*w Ikoa not the great preparative*
Of Fiinbma, the noble famous town,

The* anr the people labouring for their lives,
To Make triumph, with trump and clarioun.

8k ilmoar aever was in this regioun
Aa MM hare been the day of her entrace,*
Wfcfc ptat propynkt given to her grace.

, richt eoatlie scaffolding,
I with gold and azure fine,

Bty HTpeirit for the upsetting,HA fawtatoe, lowing water clear, and wine,
PMlQtetfclki** like creatures divine,

Oa Uk mftiU to play ane syndrie story,
fee* all to frrittogf turned thou that glory.

a aw BMar aae lusty freah galland,
f. . .

i Mr reeeinng of their queen ;

wtah heat how in his hand,
to hart claithing of green ;

VfM, cled sul.l thou baif seen,
to MMrWt aaa one in claith of grane,||

w
FaU frHeady IB aho
TW ho*M faff**,MM to Mart* and o

Th.
OHIMoaUk eT

aa4 lonb of the town,
to oriov eonaequmt,,oaUk eTpmfMra, hUke, an.l brown,* fl * rf^ Pamen

' TM al iW bait af nlif^on,

'

^ ai aaaalaf Wto ho

crowd.

1

Syne last of all, in ordour triumphal,
That maist iiluster princes honorable,

With her the lusty ladies of Scotland,
Who should have been ane sight maist delectable,
Her raiment to rehers, I am not able,

Of gold, and pearl, and precious stones bright,

Twinkling like stars in ane frostie night.

' Under ane pall of gold she should have past,

By burgeis borne, clothed in silks fine,

The great maister of household, all their last,

With him, in ordour, all the king's tryne,*
Whose ordinance were langsum to define ;

On this manner she passing through the town,
Should have received mony benisoun,+

' Of virgins and of lusty burgess' wives,
Which should have been ane sight celestial ;

Vive la Reine ! crying for their lives,

With ane harmonious sound angelical;
In every corner myrthis musical :

' Thou should have heard the ornate oratouris,

Making her highness salutation,
Both of the clergy, town, and councillors,
With many a notable narration ;

Thou should have seen her coronation,
In the fair Abbey of Holyrood,
In presence of a mirthful multitude.

'
Sic* banqueting, sic awful tornaments,
On horse and foot, that time which should have been,

Sic chapel royal, with sic instruments,
And crafty music, singing from the splene.
In this country was never heard, nor seen

;

But all this great solemnitie and game,
Turned thou hast in requiem seternam.'

The poem concludes with a patriotic wish very

gracefully expressed.
1 Tho' death has slain the heavenly flower of France,

Which wedded was unto the thistle keen,
Wherein all Scotland saw their whole pleasance,
And made the lion joyful from the splene ;

Tho' root be pulled and shed its leaves so green,
The fragrance ne'er shall die despite of thee,
"Twill keep these sister realms in peace and amitie.'

On the subsequent marriage of James with Mary
of Guise, Sir David's ingenuity was put into re-

quisition to provide masques, shows, and pageants,
to welcome the princess on her arrival in Scotland.

The king was then resident at St. Andrews, and as

soon as he heard that she had landed at Balcomie,

in Fife,
' he rode forth,' says Pitscottie,

' with his

haill lords, both spiritual and temporal, and met

the queen, and received her with great joy and

merriness of farces and plays made for her. And
first she was received at the New Abbey yett

(gate). At the east side thereof there was made to

be ane triumphant arch by Sir David Liiu

the Mount, Lyon King-of-Arms, who caused a great

cloud to come out of the heavens above the gate,

out of the whilk cloud came down ane fair lady,

most like an angel, having the keys of Scotland in

her hand, and delivered them to the queen, in sign

and token that all the hearts of Scotland were

open to receive her grace, with certain orations

made by the said Sir David to the queen, desiring

her to fear God and to serve him, and to revtn-iu-o

and obey her husband. This being done the

queen was received into her lodging, whilk was

called the New Inns, and there she lodged for that

Train, Blessing. Such.
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night, till on the morn at ten hours she passed to

i la- Abbey Kirk, where she saw many lusty lords

and barons, well arrayed in their habiliments

against her coming, also the bishops, abbots, priors,

monks, and canons regular made great solemnity
iu the abbey, with mass songs, and playing on the

organs. Thereafter the king received the queen
in the palace to her dinner, when there was great
mirth of shawms, trumpets, and divers other in-

struments all that day. The king and queen
ivinuiued forty days at St. Andrews with great
merriness, such as justing, running at the lists,

archery, hunting, hawking, with singing and

dancing in masquery, and playing, and all other

princely games, according to a king and queen."
It was during these festivities that the Lion King
composed his satirical poem, entitled ' The Justing
between James Watson and John Barbour,' the

one a '

Mediciner,' the other a ' Leech '

of the royal

household, in which his object was to ridicule the

justs and tournaments of chivalry. It is a heavy,
dull, and laboured production, and has been justly

pronounced the least happy of all his compositions.
It was probably about this period that he also wrote

the '

Supplication directit to the King's Grace in

eontemptioun of Side Tails' the long trains then

worn by the ladies. Camden informs us that this

.ibuoxious article of female attire owes its origin to

Anne, the queen of Richard II., and we learn from

llemingford that a zealous ecclesiastic of that age
> provoked by this fashion that he wrote a

;etiti.se
' Contra Caudas Dominarum.' Chaucer

nakes his parson cry out against the ' costlie claith-

ng' both of men and women, especially reprobat-

ng the superfluity in the length of the ladies'

,'owns.f The Scottish parliament repeatedly
iirccted its thunders against this extravagance of

female ornament,' but apparently without effect ;

md now Lindsay's zeal, as a reformer of manners,
uducecl him to try the effect of the more potent

'

upon of ridicule.
' Your majesty,' says he, 'has

>\v reduced both the Highlands and the Borders
'

quietness and order, but there is yet ane small

iult which requires reformation.'

'

Sir, tho' your Grace has put great order,
liaith in the Highland and the Border,
Yet make I supplieatiouu,
To have some reformation,
' '!' line small fault which is not treason

Tho' it be contrair unto reason ;

i -o the matter is so vile,

It may not have an ornate stile ;

Therefore, I pray your Excellence,
To hear me with great patience.

ign, I mean of their syde-tails,

That thro' the dust and duhbs} trails,

Three quarters lang behind their heels,

Express against all commonweills.
The bishops in pontificals,
Have men for to bear up their tails,
For dignity of their office.

Right so a king or an empress,
Howbeit they use such dignity,

ruling to their majesty.

*
Fitscottie, vol. ii. p. 376.

t Works of Lindsay, vol. ii. p. 100.

1 Puddles, pools of water.

Though their rolxvroyaU Uj upborn*,
I think it i* very corn,
Tliut every lady of the land
Should have her ude-iail M trailland
How high toe'er be their cUt*,
The queen they hoold not counterfeit
Where'er

they go it may be Men
How kirk and causeway they sweep clean.
The image, into the kirk

'

May think of their tide-tail* irk.*
For when the weather bent m* '.

The dust flies highest in the air,
And all their face* does b*tf<

|

.ii they could speak they wald them wane.;To see I think a pleasant si^hi,
Of Italic tli.- hidi. , i. right,
In their cluithm- iimi-i triumphant
Above all other Christian land ;

Yet when they travel through the town*.
Men see their feet beneath their gowns,
Four inch abone their proper beds,
Circular about, as round a* wheels.'

All classes were infected, he says, by this erfl

custom. Poor draggle-tail sluts that have scarcely
two marks for their fees, will wear two ells of cloth

beneath their knees. Kitty that was hatched last

night will mimic the state of the queen; and Muir-
land Meg, that milks the ewes, will neither abide

in barn nor byre without a long train to her kirtlc.

Above all, the censor is indignant to see ' men
of religion,' the dignitaries of the church, followed

by train-bearers bearing their tails through the

street, and contrasts the luxury of these self-styled
successors of the apostles with the poverty and

self-denial of '

Peter, Paul, and Saint Andrew.1

The Lion Xing is as much scandalized at the

veiled faces of the ladies as at their long train*.

The Scottish females of that period had, it

adopted the evil custom of covering up their

so that nothing is seen but their eye*.

' Another fault, Sir, may be seen,

They hide iheir lace all but t

When gentlemen bids t in m .u.li- day,
Without reverence they slide away :

Unless their naked face I see,

They get no more gude days fra me.

This fashion had excited tho displeasure of the

parliament, as well as the wrath of the Lion King,

for a sumptuary statute, enacted during the reign

of James II., ordains ' that na woman come to the

kirk, or market, with her face mussalcd, that ahc

may not be kcnd, under the pain of the escheat of

the curch.' Lindsay purposes to deal with th*

nuisance in a summary manner

' Wald your Grace my counsel tak,

Am- proclamation \e xhnuM mak,

liuith through the land and burrowstaasj
To show their face and cut their gOwaV

On the 14th of Decemb,

death of James V. closed the connection between

him and his Lion King, which had continned B

the long period of thirty-one years, during i

the love and respect of the accomplished but n

tunate monarch towards his faithful and derotcd

servitor,' had never varied. Lindsay

the little company who attended the dying pru

1'uin, uiK-asiness.

Above.
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at Falkland, and cloaedhis eyes; and as Lion King

to BW* b* directed the mournful ceremony of

Ito fcaeral ritea, when James was laid by the side

f his fat wife, Queen Magdalen, in the chapel of

iolrrood-hotise.* In the parliament which met

at Kdi"h"fKht ^ e I 31 *1 ^Marck follo^i ?. Sir

llarid represented
the burgh of Cupar, situated

within a mile of his seat; and in the struggle for

tto regency, which took place between the Earl of

Aryan and'Cardinal Beaton, he supported the pre-

of the former, and he is mentioned by
i toting

' travelled with other men of

such as Kirkaldy of Grange, Henry Bal-

and Thomas Ballenden, to promote the

and to give him faithful counsel,' The

invectives of Lindsay against the abuses of

tto drarch had already excited the enmity of the

ecclesiastical party, his writings were read by all

rUM* of tto Scottish people, and the popish party

regarded him as an adversary not less dangerous
than Boctonan and Knox-t Hence when the

fclbli and vacillating regent was gained over by
tto cardinal, Lindsay and other ' honest and godly
meat' were compelled to retire from the court. His

services, however, were again called into requisi-

tion in March, 1543-4, when he was sent as am-
bassador by the regent to the Emperor Charles V.,

for tto purpose of re-delivering the order of the

Fleece, which had been conferred by that

on the Scottish King, James V. On his

to Scotland he sat as representative for

f
'upar in tto parliaments which met at Edinburgh

Tcmber, 1544; at Linlithgow, in October,
1444; aad at Edinburgh, in August, 1546.

O tto 29th of May, 1546, Beaton, the able, but

aserapaioos primate, was murdered at St. An-
orrwa by a band of conspirators, \vho appear to

kt baen influenced partly by private animosity,
pwtiy by public seal, and the instigation of

Heavy Mil., who scrupled at no means, however
beat, to accomplish his purposes. Lindsay, and

7 of tto reformers, appear to have thought

[CHAP. XXIV.

b kit Trmgtdr of tto Cardinal,' he gives
to i

fcatif* which he and his friends
iwlHi tto most formidable enemy of

As to was
sitting in his

oratory
of prime,} perusing Boccaccio's. _ _ , f*_ ,

i * r~- "6 fWMBUl
Downlal of Illustrious Men,'

!! t!!i^L^for* him> ""th a pale
""ring over his gorgeous**- of reMt and of crimson Ltin.

wr. wfcp uaouoaa himself as

.

Yuioxii, aVaran, impia
*>! ermt antidoto,

to nine o'clock in the

' David that careful cardinal,
That umphyle* had sa great pre-eminence,'

addresses the poet with feeble voice.
'

as man op-

prest with pain,' saying,

' my friend, go read, and read again,
Gif thou find by true narration,
Of ony pain like to my passion :

Right sure I am were John Boecace alive,

My tragedie at length he wald descrive.'

The ghostly visitant then entreats the poet to com-

mit bis story to writing as he shall relate it
; and

having received liis assent to this proposal, he

proceeds to describe the principal events ofbos own

life, and to make full confession of his ambition,

extravagance, and oppression. From his own sad

fate he takes occasion to admonish his brethren,

the prelates, to repent and amend their wicked

lives, and to warn all earthly princes against

bestowing ecclesiastical benefices upon ignorant
and unworthy pastors,

' That in the kirk can neither sing nor say.'

He tells them that, if when they want a baker, or

brewer, or master cook,
' ane trim tailor, or cunning

cordinar' (cordwainer), they search over all the

land for the fittest persons to fill these offices,

' Ane browster.t whilk can brew maist wholesome ale,

Ane cunning! cook, -whilk best can season cale,

Ane tailzeour, whilk has been bred in France,
That can make garments of the gayest gy

-

much more should they act on a similar principle

in filling up vacant benefices

1 Gar search and seik baith into burgh and land,
The law of God wha best can understand.

' Mak him bishop that prudently can preach
As doth pertain till his vocation ;

Ane parson whilk his parochoun can teach.

Gar vicars make due ministration ;

And als, I mak you supplication.
Mak your abbots of right religious men,
Whilk Christ's law can to their convent ken.'*f

The advice thus put into the mouth of the once

proud and powerful cardinal is unimpeachably
sound; but the '

Tragedy' must be pronounced ex-

ceedingly dull and prosaic throughout. It must be

admitted that the subject was unhappily >

and it is not relieved by any felicity in the execu-

tion, or elegance in the diction.

The last embassy of Sir David LIT:

the court of Denmark, in 1548, in order :

tiate for a free trade with Scotland, and :

ships to protect the Scottish coast agai:

English. After his return from this c::

about the year 1550, he wrote the Hit.

Squire Meldrum, which has justly been pron
the liveliestofhisworks, and is peculiarly inti

and valuable, on account of the light which

upon the private life and manners of the time.-.

The '

History' -was founded on the adventures of a

*
Lately. + Brewer. K"1

^ expert.

Broth. A dish formerly so popular in 1

person from that county is said jocularly to be one of the
'

kale-suppers of Fife.'

: he gayest fashion. f Ken here means, to teach.
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contemporary and friend of the poet,
' William

Mcldrum, umquhyle (lately) Laird of Clcish and

Binns,' a gallant feudal squire, whose exploits had

Mined him great renown, hoth in Scotland and

inn.', it appears to have been composed as a

token of the admiration and regard which Lindsay

entertained for the hero, and for the amusement of

the family of Lord Lindsay of the Byres, under

\vhoH' roof
' the noble and valiant squire' was long

lomit'iled.
' In this talc,' says Mr. Campbell,

' wo

^ht of the reformer. It is a little romance,

v amusing as a draught of Scottish chivalrous

lurs, apparently drawn from the life, and

lending a sportive and familiar with an heroic

ind amatory interest. Nor is its broad careless

liction, perhaps, an unfavourable relief to the

omnntic spirit of the adventures which it por-

s.'*

The poet draws a very pleasing picture of his

,-outhful hero. He was of noble birth, he tells us,

uid of unsullied honour,
' stalwart and stout in

TV strife.'

' He was but twenty years of age

When he began his vassalage ;

Proportionate weill, of mid stature,

Feirie and wieht.t and micht endure ;

O'erset with travel both nicht and day,

llicht hardie buith in earnest and play;

lUythe in countenance, richt fair of face,

And stude weill ay in his ladie's grace :

IUecause

he was sa courageous,
Ladies of him were amorous.

He was a lover for a dame,
Meek in chalmer like a lamb ;

But iu the field ane charapioun,

lUmpand like aue wild lyoun ;

Weill practikit with spear and sheild,

And with the foremost in the field;

No chieftain was amangst them all,

In exposures mair liberal.

In everilk play he wan the prize :

With that he was virtuous and wise i

And sa because he was weill proved.

With every man he was weill loved.

His first exploit was at the sack of Carrickfergus

y the Earl of Arran, in 1513,1 where he distin-

:l himself by his praiseworthy exertions to

avc women, priests, and friars, from the fury of

he brutal soldiery. One young lady, of great

eauty and high rank, had fallen into the hands ol

two men of war, right cruel and keen,' who had

(I her of her rich garments, and wore treating

ith great cruelty. On Meldrum's interposing

r protection, and remonstrating with the ruf-

n account of their brutality and meanness

distantly turned upon him with great fury

e struggle emlcd iu llis slavinS thcm b
.

,

vin- the lady from the dreadful fate wit

hic-h she had been threatened. Overcome witl

ratitude for her unexpected deliverance, and ad

n of the valour and manly beauty of hex

tor, she informs him that she is the heiress

noble and wealthy baron, and in very unequivoca

a -..HITS the squire her heart and her hand. B

onour forbad him to desert the banner of bis lord

nd he tells her that he must pass on to take hi

*
Specimens of the British Poets, p. 18.

* Active aud strong. t See supra, p. 403.

ortune in France. The lady then oftVn to dreu
ersclf as a page, and follow htm but for lore.

Nay,' said the .vpirc, thou urt too young to sail

ac sea, especially with men of war; but whan this

xpedition is brought to an end, and peace is made,
will bo right glad to marry you.' The trumpet
ow sounded, summoning the soldiers on board,
nd Mcldrum hastens to embark, after baring
eceivcd a love-token from .the lady a rich ruby
et in a ring.

The Scottish fleet then sots tail, and on reaching
he shores of Urittany the troops are dUcmbarkcd,
nd Meldrum is entrusted with the command of

ive hundred men. The English army, under their

ovcreign Henry VIII., \\en- ut that time lying at

'alais, while the French king, with his soldiers,

ay encamped at no great distance iu Picardy, and

laily skirmishing took place between the host*.

quire Meldrum, on learning the position of the

lostile armies, immediately sel<ctrd u hundred

pears, the bc*t men in his company, and rvpaired

o the French camp, where he was courteously wel-

lomedby the king. It happened that at thisjuncture

in English warrior, named Talbar: or Tulbot,'a

stout man and a strang,' who used to wear in his

)onnet ' silver tokens of war,' had challenged any

of the French knights to break a spear with him

for his lady's sake. But his defiance having re-

mained unanswered, he next addressed the Scottish

mnd who had newly arrived. .Meldrum, without

a moment's hesitation, took up the gage, and offered

;o fight the redoubted champion either on hone-

jack or on foot. Talbot, with great kindneem, en-

deavoured to dissuade the youthful adventurer from

a contest in which he represents him as certain to

lose his life.

' my gnde child,

It were maist like hat thou wer

Thou are too younrf, and h^
To fight with ine that ia so

To speak to me thou should le fe*r,

For I have sic pructik i

That I would not -tVirit+ b

To mak debate against sie thre* :

LA.r I have stood in uiony -

And ay dufendit my honour:

Therefore, my bairn, 1 counsel

Sic interprises to let be.'

Meldrum, however, perseveres
in hb reeo

to meet him in single combat, and

confidence, that as David overcame C

will give him the victory.

rus w

will

armour.

War. Afraid.
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(Walk they,
" The morn that shall we ken,

The Scot, are haklint hardy men."
'

When it was reported to Monsieur D'Aubigny J

that Squire Meldrum had undertaken to fight with

be renowned English champion, he greatly com-

mended his courage, and immediately sent for him

to his tent, in order that he might receive from his

own lips an account of the affair. The squire, on

frpj.y interrogated, modestly acknowledged
that he

had, for the honour of Scotland, taken on hand to

fight
with Talbot, adding that, if he were only well

hearsed, he had little doubt of the victory. Upon
tku D'Aubigny immediately sent out, and collect-

tag a hundred horse, bade the squire select the

beet He did so accordingly, and lightly leaping

on his back, pushed him to his speed, and then

cheeking him in his course, expressed himself de-

Hghfud with his new acquisition, for no horse ever

ran more pleasantly. Next morning he was early

ea loot, and ready for the encounter. The appear-

ance of the youthful warrior, clad in complete pano-

ply all except the head, his spear, shield, and helm

hone before him by bis squires, is depicted in the

most picturesque manner.

' He took his leave, and went to rest,

Thru early in the morn him drest

WaetDBly in his warlike weed,
AM mill eoannit save the head.
He Up upon hi* coarser wicht,
AW stretched him in his stirrups richt.

Hfe s***r, and shield, and helm, was borne

By tqayers that rode him beforne ;

A wlret cap on head be bare,
A eotf of gold to hald his hair :

The aqnire here into his shield
A otter in a silver field;

Hit hone was barded full richlie,
CevwW with satin cramosie.

TjMM fuiwaid rode this champioun,
1 of trumpet and clarioun,AW MilMil spumt o'er the bent,

lake Man, the god armipotent.'

Talbot, in the meantime, is greatly disturbed by
a dram, in which he sees a great black otter rise
<om the sea, and fiercely assail him, pulliug him

i from his hone. He relates this vision to his

comrade, who ridicules his fears, and exhorts him
to *** himself

Taliantly,' and, dismissing his
, he arms himself at all points, and,

Bfhtiy leaping upon his horse, barded full bravely
ilk hraidered work and velvet green?

. George's cross on all his equipments, he
....

u4 tnmpeu blew,A4 vnim iMMy hither drew
;O* win * euiM moor a nun

w.ia...Wow grn,
jr ua Bight weU be aeen.TW UnUs puthn M in order.* t** ft*

Z CS.'irr wttkia * *
ftLStii^?* '11" ke*n

'

r. ..:.,...

When thir twa noble men of weir*
Were weill accouterit in their geir,+
And in their hands strong bourdouns,J
Then trumpets blew and clariouns

;

And heralds cryit, high on hicht,
Now let them go ! God schaw the richt
Then speedilie they spurrit their horse,
And ran to other with sic force,
That baith their spears in sindrie flew.'

After a fierce and protracted contest, Talbot was

vanquished, and man and horse were thrown to the

ground with such violence, that his companions
believed him dead. The squire leaped hastily from
his charger, and raising his wounded adversary in

his arms, courteously supported and comforted him
;

but when Talbot looked up and saw his shield with

the device of an otter upon a silver field,
'

Now,'
said he, 'my dream has proved true: yon is the

otter that hath caused me to bleed
;
but here I vow,

that I shall never just again : according to our agree-

ment, I surrender to thee my horse and harness.'

' Then said the squire courteously,
Brother, I thank you heartily ;

Of you, forsuith, nothing I crave,
For I have gotten that I wald have.'

His valour and generous courtesy drew forth the

warm encomiums of the English host, and the cap-

tain, taking Meldrum by the hand, led him into

the pavilion, where he was served with a collation.

Meanwhile Talbot's wounds were dressed, and the

courteous squire, before taking his leave, embraced

him, and bade him be of good cheer, for this was

but the chance of arms. He then mounted his

horse, and was convoyed back to his own camp by
a large body of the English knights.
On the termination of the war, Meldrum resolvc-i!

to leave France, and though asked in marriage by a

ladyofgreat possessions, youth made him sohaughty,
that he would not accept of her hand; and having

fitted out ' a gay vessel' for himself and his soldiers

well furnished with artillery, hackbut, bow, and

spear, besides abundance of provisions and the bcsf

wine he could select, he set sail from Dieppe tc

Scotland. On the voyage, he was attacked by an

English man-of-war, of greatly superior size and

strength, but disdaining to flee, he boldly grapplet

with the enemy, and boarding the hostile 'galze

oun' at the head of his men, after a desperati

hand-to-hand conflict, captured the vessel.

On his arrival in Scotland, where the 1

his gallant exploits had preceded him, he w.

corned with great delight, and sumptuously :

by all his friends. Shortly after, he met v

adventure in Strathern, which terminated in hi

gaining the heart of a beautiful and wealthy \

widow, Lady Gleneagles, the daughter of 1

of Humbie, provost of Edinburgh. It tui

however, that as he was near of kin to In

husband, a dispensation must be procum.
Rome before the marriage can be legally performed
and while waiting for its arrival, as they h:xv

plighted their troth to each other, the squi:

tinues to reside in the castle of his betrothed lad}

War.
*

Strong spears.

f Warlike ;i

Height.
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account which the poet gives of the amusc-

nts in which he spent his time shows what were
the peaceful and domestic occupations of the feudal
barons at this period.

' And sa he lived pleasantlie,
Ane certain time with his ladie :

Sometime with hawking ami hunting,
Sometime with wanton horse running*Ami sometime like ane man of weir,*
Full galzeardlie wuld riti ane speir.
He wan tlie prize above them all,
liiiith at the butts and the fnteball

;

Till every solace he was abill,

At cards and dice, at chess and tabill.'

heir happiness, however, was interrupted by an
rrenec which strikingly marks the unsettled
lawless character of the age. A messenger

rived at their residence to inform Lady Gleneagles
that a Highland baron, named Macfarlane, had
seized one of her castles in the Lennox, and had
plundered and laid waste the surrounding coun-

, try, leaving her ' nouther cow nor horse.' The
squire, in great wrath at this outrage, swore that
if he found Macfarlane in that hold, it should be
a dear purchase to him; and having assembled
his men, and armed himself, with his lady's right-
hand glove in his helmet, he rode day and night
till he reached the castle. After an obstinate de-

fence, he carried the fortress by escalade, exhibiting
great clemency towards the garrison, whom he

pardoned and set at liberty. A sad reverse, how-
ever, was at hand, for, as the poet remarks,

' Of warldlie joy, it is weill kendj
That sorrow bene the fatal end,
For jealousy and false envy
Did him pursue richt cruellie.
I marvel not tho' it be so,
For they were ever lovers' foe.'

Stirling of Keir,
' a cruel knight,' who resided

near this lady's castle, in Strathern, had long en-

tertained a bitter grudge at the squire, in conse-

quence of his having defeated a plan which he had
'ormed, to espouse the lady to Luke Stirling, a re-

ation of his own and had laid a cowardly plot for
a destruction. Accordingly one day, in August,
a 1", when Meldrum and his lady were on their

ourney from Edinburgh to Fife, with only eight

eryants
in their company, they were waylaid by

>ir at the head of sixty men. In spite of the
earful odds, the indomitable squire disdained to

Iji and after performing prodigies of valour, he
is left for dead on the field, pierced by innnme-

able wounds. Intelligence of this cowardly and
;
'ratal outrage was immediately earned to Sir

Anthony de la Bastie, who, as deputy of the Duke
Albany, administered the affairs of the kingdom

t this time
; and so vigorously did he pursue the

ssms, that in the course of a few hours he suc-

-ded in
apprehending Stirling, and lodging him in

: On the 17th of September, however, ])e la

astie was himself foully murdered by Home of

sdderburn. Keir was soon after set at liberty,
was

ultimately successful in compelling Lady
neagles to marry his kinsman in spite of the

* War-

t Known. J Supra, p. 420.
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strongest resistance on her tide. MeanwhiU
Udnon a case excited tho utmost srmpath v. and

the wisest phyHiciana in the country, repaired on-
sought to his residence, for the purpose of endea-
vouring to save hi* life-. In th.- i-ml he recoreml
from his wounds

; and no much did he profit bv
their instructions, and the experiment* which ther
had made on his

Ixxly, that he himself became 'a

skilful '

mcdicinar* and '

chirurjnaiu-.' and wrought
many cures, especially among the poor, to whom
he prescribed gratuitously. The remainder of hu
eventful life the squire passed under the roof of
' ane aged lord,' Patrick, the fifth Lord Lindsay
of the ttyres, who courted his

society, an-!

vailed upon him to become his chief marshal an I

auditor of his accounts. He was also nude sheriff.

depute of Fife, and proved himself both an impar-
tial judge and a protector of tho poor. For the
love he bore to his betrothed mistress he rcmaim <l

single through life; and as a token of his
fidelity to

his vow, the poet tells us

' That each year for bin lady's uke,
A banquet royal he wald make,
With wild fowl, venison, ami win*.
With tart and flam,* and frutage fine ;

Of bran and g>>ill+ there was na want,
And Ippocras he wald not -..

I have seen sitting at hit tabill

Lords and lairds honorat.ill,
With knights and niony a gay ftqnyar,
Which were too 1

With mirth, music ni!:l ;

All this lie did for his !

And for her sake du
Wald never be weddit to ane
And when he did decline to age,
He failit never of his courage.
Of ancient stories for to tell.

Above all otln-r he did pi

So that everilk creature

To hear him speak, took great pleasure.'

At length, after spending a number of years in

these benevolent and delightful pursuit*. Squire
Meldrum was seized with a mortal illness, and

expired at the Struthcr, in Fife, the seat of hU
noble friend and patron Lord Lindsay ; and the
1 Testament* of the dying warrior, written during
his sickness, concludes this remarkable '

historic,'

which there is every reason to regard both as in

all essential particulars an accurate narrntire of

the squire's adventures, and a truthful picture of

the manners and principles of the ag. Thi

interesting document, it has been justly said,

breathes from beginning to end the soul of

chivalry.' It begins with an acknowledgment on

tho part of the writer, of the br. an

existence, and his consciousness of hi* own
^ap-

proaching end. He then proceeds to nominate

three noble lords, all of tho name of Lindsay, to be

his executors, David Earl of Crawford * wise sad

wicht,' John Lord Lindsay his 'master special:

and Sir Walter Lindsay, Lord of St John. a

noble travelled knight.'
"' The surname of Lindsay.

he says,
' never failed to the crown, and will nerw

fail to me. After resigning his immortal spirit to

I'lawn, a custard. Bran
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God. be requests his executors to dispose of his

wealth to hi* next of kin as they may think fit.

It is well known,' he adds,
' that I was never

0^1*1*4 to hoarding, or heaping up riches or rent.

I tmmi no more for gold than for glass.'
He then

estreats all hU friends and kinsmen without fail to

attend hU funeral feast, knowing as they do how

trenooasly he has defended to his latest hreath

that fiune which is dear to them all. As to the

jfrp^l of his body, he directs first that it should

be disembowelled and well washed with wine, and

\bfn anointed with delicious balm, cinnamon, and

prcdons spices, and enclosed in a costly carved

khrinc of cedar or cypress

' IB CMC* twt, of gold and precious stanes,

Enshrine my heart and tongue right craftily,

MY Kpuhure then gar make for my banes,*

Into the temple of Mara triumphantly,
Of marble tones, carved right curiously,

Wherrtn BIT kistt and banes ye shall inclose,

Wiiain that sacred temple to repose.'

Squire Mcldrum and his biographer were not free

from the belief in astrology so widely prevalent
in Ume time* ; and the dying warrior, after giving
dilTrtkllt respecting his interment, proceeds to

beqUMth his body to Mars, his tongue rhetorical

to Mercury, and his heart to Venus,
'

because,' he

arm,
* the constellations of Mars, Venus, and Mer-

rorros, all three presided over my nativity, and

gat me my natural inclinations;' expressions
which, intermingled as they are with the really

plow sentiments uttered by the testator, present a

strange and profane mixture of Christian doctrine

and pagan mythology ; though it is evident that

t**7 were regarded by the poet and his contem-

poraries as entirely unobjectionable.
'

-How minute and exceedingly curious
iwetiouB rupeeting the funeral procession, which
h to beMperbtended by the Lion King-at-Arms

frWU. Sir Ikid Lindsay of the Mount,

[CHAP. XXIV.

.

U that Uim p* foroBoct in the front.
f ** Biy MB*iU a tout champion,

Wtlfc U bsaid of Mars r. 1-ion-
nstta

tojay.
taMMd of m,.nk and friers,wv ssw tBflauil hagbuttiers.

'** ** a Utoturad footmen in a rout,
I sUeU, with buckler, bow, and brand,* ** "y- f*wa stahrart men and stout

;

J"*rsTr
IB wur Ikert shall come a band

.jy standard in his

stSBBS, a hundred men-at am.-.'

IU nct direct* that his banner, with the three
in a ailrcr field, is to occupy a con-

in the procession, accompanied by
pet, clarioun, and horn, and followed

set, tword, gloves of plate, and shield,
*f champion, clothed in complete pano-

ial*d on a Spanish jennet, carrying
oor on a spear. Then come his bier,

-pment,'his barbed horse, and his
aome honourable man of his own

1 A pennon, a small flag.

,' Caparisoned.

kindred. ' Let there be no monks or friars,' he

adds,
' or anything in a black livery about

heir,'

' Dull weeds* I think hypocrisie and scorne,
With hoods heklitt doun athwart their ene;J

By men-at-arms my body shall be borne
;

Into that band see that no black be seen,
But let the liveries be red, blue, and green."

Around his bier there shall ride a multitude of

earls, lords, and knights, clothed in his livery, and

bearing each a laurel branch in their hand-,

ensign of victory, because the warrior whom they
are carrying to the grave never fled from any
field, or yielded himself a prisoner to an enemy.
The minstrels who accompany the procession art

to sing and play only mirthful airs, whose pleasant

notes shall resound throughout the sky ;
and a

solemn soul-mass is to be performed

' With organ, timpane, trumpet, and clarioun.

To show their music duly them address;
I will that day be heard na heaviness

;

I will na service of the requiem,
But alleluia with melodie and game.'

Having arrived at the cathedral, after the gospel

and the offertory, the squire directs an orator to

ascend the pulpit, where '

soleninlie, with ornate

eloquence and at great leasure,' he is to read the

book of ' the legend of his life from end to end.'

'

Then,' says he,
' enclose my body iu its sepulture

there to repose till the great judgement ;'
but

' Let not be rung for me that day soul knells,

But great cannons gar them crack for bells.'

His shield, spear, coat-armour, basnet, and ban

ner, are then to be hung up above his sepulchre

and his epitaph inscribed in golden letters, tellim

the name of the invincible warrior who lies below

After these minute directions respect

funeral rites, he bids an affectionate adieu to

noble lords and ladies of his acquaintam >

Lindsay, his heir Maister Patrick,

man his brother, and their sisters
;
to the fair hi<iii

of France and of London, and the flaming lamp* >

loveliness which illuminate the north, and v

for his loss, be shrouded in the durkn

but above them all, he bids ten thousand

adieu to the

'
Star of Stratherne, my Lady Sovereign,
For whom I shed my blood with nieikle j

' Brethren in arms, adieu ! in general,
For me I wist your hearts will be fui

All true companions into special,
I say to you, adieu ! for evermore,
Till that"we meet again with God in gloir.

He then requests the priest to give
1

chrism with the holy sacrament, and conclude

remarkable '

Testament,' by devoutly and hun

resigning his soul into the hands of his Savioi

*
Mourning garments. + Pulled.

5 Afterwards that Lord Lindsay of 1!

brutal violence was so conspicuous in the 1

which occurred in Lochleven castle, when Queer

compelled to resign her crown.
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' My sp'rit hartlie I recommend,

In manus luas Domine ;

My hope to thee is to ascend
Rex qiiia redimieti me.

From sin rtsurreristi me,
Or else my saul had been forlorn !

With sapience docuisti me
Blest be the hour that thou wast born.'

T his return from his embassy to the court

'enmark, in 1488, Lindsay appears to have

no further part in public affairs, and to have

t the latter years of his life in virtuous retire-

ment. In 1553, he completed his last, and in

! various respects, greatest Avork,
' The Monarchic,'

. which, from its extent and elaborate character,

nu.-t have occupied his attention for several years.

It embraces the history of the most famous monar-

chies that have existed in the world, commencing
with the creation and extending onward to the

general judgment. It would bo unfair, however,

to regard the work as a mere compendium of uni-

versal history.
' The poet's principal object,' says

Dr. Irving,
'

is not to narrate events, but by means

of the great occurrences recorded in sacred or

profane history to illustrate general positions. The

work is replete with various learning, and may be

regarded as comprising the accumulated maxims

of a long life of alternate action and contemplation.
i It presents us with contributions to the history of

manners, with specimens of the learning which

was then cultivated, and Avith prospects of the

deplorable state of a tottering church.'

Disturbed by his musings on the wretchedness

and instability of human affairs, the poet rises

early from his couch, and walks forth on a May
morning into a delightful park,

' Where he might hear the free birds sweetly sing,

And smell the wholesome herbs medicinal.'

lie is greatly comforted and refreshed by the

beautiful scene which he beheld. The drops of

balmy dew hung like orient pearls upon the

branches, and the tender fragrant flowers emitted

their aromatic odours. The lord of day swiftly

springing up into the east, ascended his imperial

throne, in his glorious' robes brighter than gold or

precious stones
;
whilst Cynthia, the horned queen

of night, waxed paler, and cast a misty veil over

her visage. The birds, rejoicing at the rising of

their monarch, sang their morning welcome to the

aid made the sky resound with their melo-

dious notes.

' The pleasant pawme,* pruning his feathers fuir,

The mirthful mavis made great melody,
The blithesome lark ascending in the air,

Numerand her natural notes craftily ;

The gay gold spink, the merlet right merrily,
The warbling of the noble nightingales,
EeJoundit through the mountain meads and vales.'

For a brief space the charming scene inspires

cheerfulness in the pensive bosom of the aged

bard, but he soon returns to his mournful theme
the miseries and calamities of human life. Such

sorrowful thoughts, he says, should be expressed
* Peacock. t Blackbird.

in melancholy strain*. ' Wherefore I will make
no vain invocations to Minerva or UdpnmM, or

any other fabled muse*, for I never slept on I'ar-

nassus, aa did the ornate Knniu* and other potto
of ancient timea; nor did I ever, with lioiod of

Greece, the perfect poet sovereign, drink of the

mellifluous famous fresh fountain Helmo, the

source of eloquence.'
' Were 1,' he contintx

invoke any muso, it would be rererend ffhenniMii,
the goddess of despite ; but I scorn all swch vain

superstitions, and only implore the great God, who
created heaven and earth, who gave wisdom to

Solomon, grace to David, and strength to the

mighty Samson, to inspire me with his Heavenly
Spirit, so that I may write nothing opposed to his

holy will. Let me repair, then, not to Mount

Parnassus, but to Mount Calvary, that I may bo

refreshed, not by the fabled Heliconian rill, bat by
the blessed fountain which flowed from the pierced
side of my Redeemer.' After offering up an earnest

prayer to his Saviour for assistance and direction,

he proceeds to describe an interview which he had

in the park with an aged man, whom he found

sitting under a holly, his beard descending down

his breast, his white locks scattered over his

shoulders, and whose grave deportment and placid

courtesy inspired him with mingled reverence and

affection.

1 Into that park I saw appear
An aged man, that drew me near,

Whose beard was foil thre quarter* lang .

His hair down o'er his shoulder* hang,
The whilk as onj snaw was whiu,
Whom to behold I thought delight.

His habyte, anjrelyke of hue,

Of colour like the sapphire blue.

Under a holly he reuosit,

Of whose presence I was rejoysiL
I did salute him n-vorontlie,

Sa did he me right cm.

To sit down he requested mr,

Under the shadow of that tree.

To save me from the sun's heat,

Among the flowers, soft and sweet,

For I was weary for walking ;

Then we began to fall in talk

I speirit his name with revexeoee,

I am, said he, EXPKRIK-

The poet immediately avails himself of thia oppor-

tunity to ask counsel of a sage so venerable a:

renowned. In answer to an inquiry which I

perience makes respecting his calling, he UUM

describes his past career, and the fceling* wUI

which he now regarded the turmoil of life and I

struggles of human ambition

'
I hare, quoth I, beo totMs

I could ride, an eoarH- _

w, father, I think it best,

With your counsel to lire in rss* :

And from henceforth to take ana em
And quietly my :

And rennnc* curiositi*;

Leaving the court, and Wra to *ia.

Oft have I sailed o'er U strssiss.r

And travellit throng * "*
Baith south and north. * and wet.

Yet can I never find >i wst

Poth mak his habitation.

Without your supportatfon;

Three quarters of an eO.
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1 1 beliere to be best eisit,

n i ndJcnlie I am displeisit.

Fran Unable when I fastest flee,

Tk*> tod 1 mai>t adversitie.

Show mr. I pray yon, heartfnlic,

How I may lire maUt pleasantlie ;

To *rrre my God of kingis King,

Siace I am lyrit of travelling ;

And Irarn toe f>r to be content,

With quirt life and sober rent;

Thai I may thank the King of Glore,

AJ though I had ane million more :

bat ercrilk court been variant,

Fall of enrr and inconstant:

Micht 1 but* trouble live in rest.

Mow in my age I think it best.'

Rxperirnce tells him that it is foolish and vain to

expert perfect happiness here below, for muta-

bility and suffering,
'

trouble, travail, and debait,'

are found in every condition of life.
' The cause

of all this wretchedness and sorrow,' he adds,
'
is

sis), from which hunger and famine, plague, pesti-

p, and cruel war, all proceed ;
and this sin and

entered our world in consequence of the

of Adam our progenitor. The vene-

rable sage then goes on to describe the redemption

jMOtued by our Lord Jesus Christ, and to explain
At nature of faith and charity, without which no

man can be saved.'

At this stage of the narrative the poet interrupts
the dialogue between Experience and the Courtier,
aad speaking in his own person, introduces an ' Ex-
clamation to the reader, touching the writing of his

poem in the vulgar and maternal language.' He
vindicates the course he hod adopted by the un-
MfHisble argument that he wrote for Jock and
Tom, colliers, and carters, and cooks, and therefore

i ate of their own language, which they could

mnderstand. Moses, he says, wrote the law
tables of stone, in the common Hebrew tongue,

that all the children of Israel might understand its

meaning. Arutotlc and Plato did not communicate
Ik* philosophy in Dutch, or Danish, or Italian,

'
**** ta ****r mo*t te tongue maternal,
Wkasa BUM and name does ring perpetual'

Virgil and Cicero wrote not in Chaldee or Sara-
wak, bat in the Roman tongue, which was their

I" !*1 * 8t. Jerome, it is true, translated
into Latin ; but if the holy man had

heB bora in Argyleshirc he would have trans-

St. Paul too declares, that
' *"" "***flc*tion >n "peaking five words

bearers can understand, than in
uttering

and in an unknown tongue. Sic pat-
faf bt inmtMirs not worth two peas.' Therc-
v bt thinks it a complete mockery ; he says,

what they sing or say :

ing or a popingay,*

TWI
Xottta*~

-T '- f undervalues an acquaint-
Iwned languages; on the

contrary,
great pleasure for young students to

t Without
j rarrot

labour diligently to acquire a knowledge of '

Latin,

Greek, and auld Hebrew,' and sorely repents that

he does not belong to this number. But with

regard to all books needful for our faith, he would
have them written in the vulgar tongue. He
therefore regards with contempt women and chil-

dren mumbling their matins, paternosters, aves,

and creeds in Latin, and speaks with great severity

of the conduct of the priests, who conduct their

sacred services in a language which the common

people cannot understand

' Unlearned people on the holy day,

Solemnitlye they hear the evangel sung ;

Not knowing what the priest does sing or say :

But as ane bell when that they hear it rung :

Yet wald the priests into their mother tongue,
Pass to the pulpit, and that doctrine declare,
Till lawid* people it were mair necessare.'

He earnestly wishes, he says, that the prelates

and doctors of the law would allow the laity to

read in their own tongue, the life and death of our

Saviour, and that some wise prince would cause

the laws of the country to be translated into the

vulgar language. If this were done he feels

assured that there would be fewer disputes, and

less need to pay fees to lawyers.

' To do our neighbour wrang we wald bewar,
If we did fear the law's punishment ;

There would be nocht sic brawling at the Imr,
Nor man of law loup to sic royal rent ;t

To keip the law if all men were content,
And ilk man do as he wald he done to,

The judges wald get little thing to do.'

In fine he concludes,
-
let doctors discuss their

curious questions and sophistical arguments, their

logic, and their dark and dubious notions respecting

astronomy, medicine, and philosophy, in Greek or

in Latin, as they please. But let us have all the

books necessary for the commonweill, and for the

salvation of our souls, correctly translated into the

vulgar tongue.

Returning from this digression, the poet resumes

his narrative, or rather dialogue, in which Ex-

perience is made to describe in succession the

Creation of Adam and Eve, the Fall of man, the

Deluge, the building of Babel, the progress of the

Assyrian, Persian, Grecian, and Roman empires,
the destruction of Jerusalem, the Spiritual and

Papal Monarchy, Antichrist, Death, the Gem-nil

Judgment, and ' certain pleasures of the Glorified

Bodies.' This historical summary displays great

shrewdness and learning, and not unfrcquently
considerable eloquence and poetic fervour

;
and is

relieved by several little episodes, in which the

poet, speaking in his own person, treats of such

subjects as the sin of idolatry, the miserable end of

certain, tyrant princes, the gross abuses of the

papal system, and the nature of the happin
the saints in heaven.

In the second book of the '

Monarchic,' the poet

introduces a discussion respecting
'

images usit

amang Christian men,' and draws a vigorous

parallel between the idolatries of the heathen and

Unlearned, laity. t Acquire such splendid estates.
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the image-worship of the Komish church. His
_ue of the various saints adored by the

ii people at this period, is exceedingly
ihic.

1 Sanct Peter, can-it with his keys ;

Sanct Michael, with his wings and weys ;*

Sanct Catherine, with her sword and wheel
;

Ane liiml set up beside Sanct Geill ;*

It were too long for to descryve
Sanct Francis with his wounds fyve ;

Sanct Paul weill paintit with a sword,
As he wald fecht at the first word ;

Sanct Appoline on altar stands,
With all her teeth intill her hands ;

Sanct Roche weill seisit|| men may see,
Ane boil now broken on his thiej^f
Sanct Eloy he cloth staitly stand,
Ane new horse-schoe intill his hand ;

Sanct Ringane** of one rotten stock ;

Sanct Duthoc,++ bored ont of ane block
;

Sanct Andrew with his cross in hand ;

Sonet George upon ane horse rydand ;

' *

Sanct Anthonie set up with ane sow : 5

Sanct Bryde weill carvit with ane cow,
With costlie colours fine and fair

;

Ane thousand more I micht declair;
As Sanct Cosma and Damaine ;

The souters' Sanct Crispiniane.
All these on altar stately standis,
Priests crying for their off'erandis

;

To whom we commons on our knees,
Do worship all their imagereis:
In kirk, in queir,||j| and in the closter,
I"raying to them our Paternoster;
In pilgrimage from town to town,
With ofl'ering and with orisoun

;

To them ay babbling on our beads,
That they wald help us in our needs.
What differs this, declare to me,
From the Gentiles' idolatrie ?

'

experience tells him in reply, that he ought to

iish between the use and the abuse of an

'ject ;
that images, if properly employed, may be

eful helps to devotion, and may be instrumental

instructing and strengthening the faith of the

learned expressions which show that Lindsay
id not at this time adopted the sentiments of

nox, and the more thorough-going reformers, re-

acting the use of images,

' But we by counsel of clergy,
Have licence to make imagery ;

Which of unlearned are the books,
For when lawit people on them looks,
It bringeth to remembrance
Of Saints' lives the circumstance ;

*
Weights or scales.

-trnraents of her martyrdom.
iios, the tutelary saint of Edinburgh, chose a hind

r his companion in his cave, having saved her from

5 Of the Virgin Appollonia the legend relates, that when
'

was seized in Alexandria to be persecuted for the faith,
1 her teeth were pulled out before she tlirew herself into
e
sacrilegious fire. She was formerly invoked for relief

toothache.

I, seated. IT Thigh.
This is the Gaelic name of St. Ninian.

* St Duthoc was the patron saint of Tain and of the
^rch of Ross. His shrine was frequently visited by
mes IV...

i St. Anthony is said to have been originally a swine-

i, and he is always represented with his favourite pig,
'ing a bell about its neck.

Choii.

VOL. I.

How, the faith to fortify,

They suffeml pain riht patiently ;

, ..

"'"-' ''- - -'Mi triiiina,
Did shed for our taJralion ;

Or when thon tae* MM protnfem
Of blenNcil Mary, Virgin pure,

ely babe upon kcr IBM,
Then m il.y mind remember Owe.
Til.! word* which the prophet .

How she should be both tuoilwr ai>J BMidL'

But, continues the sage, when men kaoci and

pray to images, then they become sinful and -

scriptural ; and there is no difference between Mtfc
conduct and the idolatry of the Gentile*. Tb*
ancient Greeks paid their devotion to Mars, Ju-

piter, Venus, and Juno, and precisely in the mm*
manner do the common people now undertake

superstitious pilgrimages, and offer their oriaoM to

the images of the saints.

1 Some to St Roche with diligence,
To save them from the pc*til--
For their teeth to Sanct A]>i)llene;
To Sanct Tredwell to mend their cnc ;

Some make offering to .-

That he their horse may weill convoy ;

They rin when they have jewel-
To seek St. Syith or ever they Hint .f

And to Sanct Germane to get renieid,

For maladies into their bead ;

They bring mad men on foot and hone,
And hind them to St. Mango'* eon* ;B

To Sanct Barbara they cry fall Bw*.
To save them from the thunder Mart ff
For gwle novellis,** an I hear tell.

Some takes their gaiu+ to GH!

Some wives Sanct" Margaret JJ doth exhort,

Into their birth them to support ;

To Sanct Anthony to save the tow ;

To Sanct Bryde to keep calf and eow ;

To Sanct Sebastian they rin and rid*,

That from the shot he save their i 1

And some in hope to be made haffljj
Run to the auld rude of CanraiL'55

He does not, he says, blame the common people to

much for these idolatrous practices, for they act

thus in ignorance and with a good intention ; bat

he pronounces a malediction upon the priesta and

prelates, who are entrusted with the oreraght of

their souls, and yet neglect to teach them !hc

truth.

The poet then introduces an ' F.xchiiio

against Idolatry,' in which he cnumtftlaa

various instances recorded in Scripture of I

manifestation of the Divine displeasure agaii

worshippers of idols ;
and pours out tin- u

ment and sarcastic invectives against 1

bow down to images of gold and aUrer, w

stone, which have eyes but sec not, aara

The Cross. * Eye*.
Cross. St. Mango is th

far,

was shot full of arrows, he yet
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jet, mouth* bat speak not, and hands but handle

of-

4 HovWti JHT fc11 Ao^rn flattings* on the flare,

f^f. bar* DA strength their self to raise again ;

TW lettowt o'er thm rin they tak na cure,

Howtcit they brack their neck, the; feel na pane ;

Why Mild roea psalms to them sing or sayne.J

growing trees that yearlie beareth frutc,

Arc Mir to prrse,
I milk it to thee plane,

Her eattit stocks" wanting baith crop and nite.

' Of Etiaborgh the great idolatrie,

Aad SMBifcst abomination,

OB UMir toast day, all creatures may see

They beer an auld stock image thro' the town,

Witfc Ultame.l trumpet, schalme.H and clarion;

Wbslk has been vsit raony a year bygone,
, -it-u and friers into procession,

Sic like a* Bell was borne through Babylon.'

The ' auld stock image,' thus ridiculed by Lindsay,

was the image of St. Giles, the patron saint of

Edinburgh. It was annually, on the 1st of Sep-

tember, carried through the city with great pomp
by the priest* and friars. The last procession was

hi Ike rear 1558, when a riot took place, and the

{age was destroyed by the populace. To use the

words of Knox, ' one took the idol by the heels,

aad dadding his head to the street, left Dagon
without bead or hands. The grey friars gaped,
the black friars blew, the priests panted and fled,

aad happy was be that first gat the house.'

The remainder of this episode is occupied with

denudation* of the unholy lives of the secular

clergy and friars, their cruel persecutions of

Christ's flock, the sloth and avarice of the bishops.
aod the injurious effects of pilgrimages upon the

swale both of the priests and people. Indignantly
maoostrating against the abominable practices
thejs mmtaa*Mid or connived at by those who
OTfht to hare repteeeul them, he says

'

^'JJ*****
** *** V*&* ****1 should preach,

Way *fcr y aa great abuaiuun ?WW ye Meat ti siapl.- people teach,m m4 to whom to dmf their orisoun ?

_ y them to rin from town to town,UsKP^i* ** "V taureis :

1*f fM Ikers some aalratinun,
to IBMS> 4enwtlj on thuir knees ?

'

iUy referring to the destruction
Ikal bJ E1Uah ' to I 1* abolition

I friam, and the overthrow of the papal
wrahj in England, Holland, Denmark, and

*rwa*-, he eonttaae*,

'
1 iresi i SM rdbrmatioan

ifiMwe swl an. fcithftti pmdcnt king,
lu.*ocatiotui:

.

'

.

-

t Say.

Thnwt, throw.
II Must

In the chapter on the '

Spiritual and Papal Mo-

narchic,' Lindsay resumes this favourite theme, and
in vigorous, though sometimes homely language,
describes at length the rise and progress of the

papal power, the impiety and arrogance of the

popes, the indolence, licentiousness, and avarice

of the priests, the evils of enforced celibacy, the

gross abuse of purgatory, the disastrous conse-

quences which spring from, the ignorance of the

people, and the happy results to be anticipated
from the publication of the Scriptures and i

in the vernacular language of the country. To this

chapter is appended an episode, entitled ' A De-

scription of the Court of Rome,' in which the poet

inveighs in strong terms against the corrupt,
the church, and the gross frauds and scandalous

lives of the clergy. A few stanzas may be quoted
to show the spirit which pervades this biting

invective

'Peter, Andrew, and Jolm, were fishers fine,

Of men and women to the Christian i'aitli
;

But they (the popes) have spread their net witli

and line,
On rents rich, on gold and other graith,*
Sic fishing to neglect they will be laith:+

For why they have fished in athwart the strands

Ane great part truly of all temporal lauds.

' With that the tenth part of all gude movabill,
For the upholding of their dignities ;

So bene their fishery wonder profitabill,
On the dry land as weill as on the seas,

Their herry-water J they spread in all countries ;

And with their hose-net, daily draw to Korne,
The maist fine gold that is in Christendome.

' Their merchandyse intill all nations,
As printit lead, their wax, and parchment,

Their pardons, and their dispensations,

They do exceed some temporal princes' rent ;

In sic traffic they are nocht negligent:
Of benefice they mak gude merchandyse,
Thro' simony which they hold little

'

Christ did command Peter to feed his sli

And sa he did them feed full tenderly :

Of that command they take but little kt-ip.

But Christ's sheep they spnlyie|| pitom.-
And with the wool they claithe them einv

Like gourmand wolves they take of them

They eat their flesh and drink haith milk and 1>1<

At last, Experience having brought his r

to a close, winds up his instructive-
' Ane Exhoi tatioun unto his Son the Com;
takes leave of his pupil in these sweet stanzas

' Of our talking novr let us make ane end,
Behold how Phoebus downward dm -

Toward his palace in the Occident :

Dame Cynthia I see she does pretend.
Into her watery regioun till ascend.

With visage pale, up from the orient:

The dew now danks^f the roses redolent :

The marigolds that all day w
Of Phoebus' heat, now craftily are closit.

' The blissful birds bownis** to the trees,

And ceases of their heavenly harmonies :

* Goods.

} I!ol> water, a net
fl Spoil, plunder.

+ I-

Tny litt:.

f Moisten*
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The corn-craik,* in the croft I hear her cry,
The hat, the howlet,t feeble of their eyes,
For their i';i-uiui-, now in the evening flies:

nightingale, with mirthful nii-Wy,
itnral notes pierceth thro' the sky

Till Cynthia, making her observance,
'Which on the night does tak her daliauce.

1
1 see Pole Artick in the north appear,
And Venus rising with her beams clear :

Wherefore, my son, I hald it time to go.
Wald (.ioil, said I, ye did remain all year,
That I might of yonr heavenly lessons loir :*

Of your departing I am wonder wo ;|

Tak patience, said he, it maun|| be so ;

Perchance I shall return with diligence.
Thus I departed from Experience.'

'The Monarchy,' says Mr.Tytier, 'appears to have
been Lindsay's last, and it is in many respects his

best work. It is nervous, original, learned, and

pious full, indeed, of many poignant satirical

attacks upon the corruptions and licentiousness of

the Romanist clergy, yet less bitter, coarse, and
scurrilous than most of his earlier productions. It

is pleasing, as he advances in years, to find the

author receding from the indecency which was
the poetical vice of the age to mark the improved

tendency and higher moral tone of his writings ;

and while we sympathize with the pensive melan-

choly which tinges his last poetical legacy to his

countrymen, to know that when he entered his

quiet oratory, he met there that stedfast faith, and
rested on those blessed hopes which furnished him
with a key to all the sorrow, darkness, and vicis-

situde of this fluctuating existence,'^

' Be not too much solyst in temporal things,
Since thou perceivis Pope, emperor, and kings,

Into the earth hath na place permanent.
Thou seest that death them shamefully down linings,**
And rives them from their rents, riches, and rings ;t t-

Therefore on Christ confirm thine haillj J intent,
And of thy calling be right weill content ;

Then God that feeds the fowls of the air,
All needfull things for thee he shall prepare.'

The writings of Lindsay undoubtedly exercised

the .-trongest influence on the age in which he

lived, and were a powerful instrument in hastening
the overthrow of the papal system in Scotland.

But we lose sight of him as the revolution ad-

vanced
; and, during the closing years of his life,

he seems to have retired from all active co-opera-
tion in those measures which ultimately led to the

final and happy triumph of the Protestant faith.

^ arious conjectures have been offered respecting
the causes which made him a spectator rather than

an actor in the mighty events that were taking

place around him ;
but nothing can be known of

the motives by which he was influenced. The
keen invectives against the abuses of the Romish

system, with which his last work abounds, show
that age had abated nothing of the intensity of his

The landrail.

t Learn.
The owl

|
Must.Wondrous sad.

>f Scottish Wortliies, vol. iv. p. 204.

Thrusts, throws.
+ t And tears them from their estates, wealth, and king-

n Whole.

real against the corruption* of the chureh. While
his bold and UM-.paring denunciation* in the pre-
sence of the king and court, of tueavaric*. ambt
lion, and lie-cut ioui>ncM of the clergy, make it
evident that no apprehension* of personal danger
could have induced him to remain neutral hi the
contest. ' Hi* warfare wa* aa fearless aa it wa
determined; while tin printer's uune was stadi-

ously concealed, and the place of impression laMiad
in the publication of Inn work*, hi* own fall name
and titles Always figured on the title-page, scorning
concealment : and strange to say, there is no nami
of his having been challenged or persecuted in

consequence." It was not till 1566, the year after
his death, that his works were rnndamnad to be
burnt by the hut Roman Catholic synod h+M in

Scotland before the Reformation.!
The private character of the dintinguisbed re-

former appears to have been blameless, and not a
word has ever been breathed against it by hi*

enemies. Archbishop Spotswood, speaking of the

eminent men who adorned this era, says,
' Sir

David Lindsay of the Mount shall first be named,
a man honourably descended, and greatly fsroared

by King James V. Besides hi* deep knowledge in

heraldry (whereof he was the chief , and in other

public affairs, he was most religiously inclined, bat

much hated by the clergy for the liberty ha used

in condemning the superstition of the time, and

rebuking their loose and disorderly lives. Not the

less he went unchallenged, and was not brought
in question, which bhowed the good aeoaairt

wherein he was held.' ' His personal deportment,'

says Dr. M'Oie,
' was grave, hi* morals war*

correct, and his writings discover a strong desire

to reform the manners of the age, a* well aa ample

proofs of true poetical .tensive learning,

and wit the most keen and penetrating.' If we

may give credit to the testimony of an English

contemporary writer, Lindsay's aspiration* for hi*

ountry soared onward to a consummation aa yat

only partially attained. 1' brother of

Queen Anne, and who lived in the north of Eng-

land, and had visited Scotland, introduce* the Lion

Iving as
' an ancient knight, bitting in a black

?hair of jet-stone, in a coat-of-arms, in orange

awny (the symbol of integrity), bearing upon hi*

)rcast a white lion, with a crown of rich gold upon

his head; with a hammer of strong sterl in his

land, breaking asunder the counterfeit keys of

Rome, forged by Antii-i. this good knight

of Scotland said to England the eider brother, and

Scotland the younger,

' HsbiUre frttre* in onus,!
i

'

One Law, o
.

eae KM

, i <*in f%* f*.^tW*l
' the Lindsays, TO]. I. p. i.

U.hBtn.vol.i.pp.ailW.
Lives of the

f Sir Davi

t iv .. .

Dr?Bolc!-
I5W;

say's Worts, by Chmlmew, roL I - *
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It most be admitted that Lindsay's poetical

fc|t-^- do not entitle him to a place in the highest

rf poets, and that he wanted that creative

which was possessed by Dunbar and the

Makers' of the golden age of Scottish

poetry. He seems incapable, indeed, of rising

either into the imaginative or the romantic sphere,

aad his writings are characterized by sound sense,

BOOS observation, and sarcastic wit, rather

by brilliant imagination or deep poetic feel-

tmf On the whole, a very fair estimate of Sir

David's poetical merits has been taken by Mr.

fatU, who says,
' In his works AVC do not often find

the splendid diction of Dunbar, or the prolific

{agination of Gawin Douglas. Perhaps, indeed,

the 'Dream* is his only composition that can be

cited as uniformly poetical ;
but his various learn-

ing, his good sense, his perfect knowledge of courts

and of the world, the facility of his versification,

and, above all, his peculiar talent of adapting him-

self to readers of all denominations, will continue

to secure to him a considerable share of that popu-

larity, for which he was originally indebted to the

opinions he professed, no less than to his poetical
menu.' His writings not only enjoyed unbounded

popularity in his own day, but till very recently

they were to be found along with Barbour's Bruce
and Blind Harry's Wallace, in almost every cot-

tage north of the Tweed; and many of the Scottish

paamnfiy could repeat long passages of them, and
even whole poems by heart. They were even read
at one time as class-books in the schools,* and were
esteeaMd each treasures of sound wisdom, that the

proverbial expression,
'
Yc'll no find that in Davie

Lindsay/ or It's no between the brods (boards) o'

Davie Lindsay,' was in common use, implying that,
not even Lindsay, whom nothing escapes, has
noticed the thing in question.!

_*f*j H^y'* Walls** waa ued in the same way by the
ViwUs. Hence the proverb,

' Out o' Davie
So in Peunycuik's description of

*

' Mr Mfclwr Ufe h*r eldest son sayWW be d by heart o
1

Davie Lindsay.'

fh. UsJasys, roL i. p. W>. The following
*ooal appearance of the Lion Kinc

* ** 7 r Walur Scott in
'

Marmion :'

* a Man of middle age,

. .

'

,

3S&&-+
'

*oMr, loin, and breast,
swtpt tbt ground,

and round.

Nothing is known of the exact time and cirtum -

stances of Sir David Lindsay's death; but as

Charteris, the bookseller, who published Lindsay's
works in 1568, speaks of the cruel martyrdom of

the venerable Walter Mill, who was burnt at St.

Andrews, in April, 1558, as having taken place

shortly after the death of Sir David, that event

probably happened about the close of 1557. The

poet must, of course, have been buried in the family

vault, in the church of Ceres
;
but no stone marks

the spot where the Lord Lion sleeps with his

fathers.

As Sir David died without issue, he was suc-

ceeded in his estates by his brother Alexander,
whose descendants continued in the possession of

the ' Mount '

till the last century, when it became

the property of the Earl of Hopetoun, and now

belongs to the Hopes of Rankeillour. The office of

Lord Lion King-at-Arms was held successively by
two members of the poet's family Sir David, his

nephew, became Lion King in 1591, and was suc-

ceeded by his son-in-law, Sir Jerome Lindsay, in

1621.

Dunbar, in his ' Lament for the Makers,' has enu-

merated at least twelve poets, who other contem-

were his contemporaries, among rorai7 poets,

whom are Sir Hugh de Eglinton, Sir Mungo Lock-

hart, Sir John Ross, James Affleck, Alexander

Traill, Patrick Johnstone, the two Rowls, Stobo,

Quintyne Schaw, and Walter Kennedy ;
but their

writings have unfortunately nearly all perished.

Lindsay, in the prologue to his '

Complaint of the

Papingo,' also speaks of Quintyn, Mercer. Howl,
Sir James Inglis, Kid, Steward, Stewart of Lorn,

Galbraith, Kinloch, Kennedy, and other poets of

famous '

ingyne,' who

'

Tho' they be dead their libellis* bene living.'

Of most of these writers, who seem to have obtained

considerable celebrity in their day, little or nothing
is now known except their names. sir Hu"h
'The good Sir Hugh Eglinton,' as Egln

he is styled by Dunbar, flourished about the middle

of the fourteenth century. In 1361 he was one of

the justiciaries of Lothian; and in September, 13(J7,

he was appointed a commissioner for negotiating a

treaty of peace with England. He married Egiilia,

sister of King Robert II., and died, it is supposed,
about the year 1381, leaving an only daughter and

heiress, Elizabeth, who married John Montgomery,
an ancestor of the Earl of Eglintoun, and thus car-

ried his great estates to the Montiromcries. It is

So bright the king's armorial coat,
That scarce the dazzled eye could note.

In living colours blazoned brave,
The lion which his title gave.
A train which well beseemed his state,

But all unarm'd, around him wait.

Still is thy name in high account,
And still thy verse has charms,

Sir David Lindsay of the Mount,
Lord Lion King-at-Arms 1

'

Books.
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matter of regret that none of Sir Hugh's compo-
sitions have survived. Sir John

'

the Ross is the person to whom
Punbar addresses his invective against Kennedy.
He was in all probability a priest, as '

Sir' was the

common appellation of secular priests at this period

the
'

Pope's Knights,' as they were vulgarly deno-

minated. James Affleck is also believed to have

been in holy orders, and to have held the chantry

of Caithness, which on his death, in the year 1497,

was <nven by the king to James Beaton, afterwards

ihbishop of St. Andrews. The only specimen

his composition now existing, is a poem entitled

.c Quair of Jealousy.' In the Bannatyne MS.,
Patrick Johnston is said to be the

>n '

author of a short but curious poem,

.ed 'The Three Deid Powis,' or 'The Three

atli's Heads,' first printed in Lord Hailes'

illection. The name of this writer occurs oc-

casionally in the Treasurer's accounts, during the

earlier part of the reign of James IV. On the

5th of August, 1488, 5 were paid to ' Patrick

Johnson, and the players of Lithgow that playit to

the king: and on the 31st of August, 1489, the sum

of 3 10s. were paid to Patrick Johnson, and his

fellows, that playit a play to the king in Lithgow.'

Mercer is commemorated in Dunbar's Lament as a

poet of peculiar merit :

1 He has reft Mercer his endyte,*
That did in love so liflyt write,

So short, so quick of sentence hie.'

the writings of this author, only one poem, en-

id 'Perrel in Paramours,' has been preserved,

tbar makes mention of two poets of the name

of Howl ' Howl of Aberdeen, and

gentle Roul of Corstorphine ;

' and

tlie name of Rowl is also noticed by Lindsay ;
but

it is uncertain which of these two persons was the

Sir John Rowl who was the author of the strange

poem of ' Rowi's Cursing,' first printed from Ban-

natyne's MS., in the ' Select Remains of the Early

Popular Poetry of Scotland.'

Duiibar, writing about 1507, says,

' And death has now tane last of a'

Gude, gentle Stobo, and Quintyne Schaw,
Of whom all wights has pity.'

' Stobo
' was the familiar cognomen of John Reid,

rector of Christ's Kirk, who was

employed as a writer, and notary-

public, at court, during the reigns of James II., III.,

and IV. In the Treasurer's accounts for the years

147:5 and 1474, mention is made of a half-yearly

]>ension of 5 paid to Stobo at Whitsuntide, and

the same at Martinmas. This pension, increased to

i.'_0 annually, was confirmed to him by charter

from James ill., January 9th, 1477-8, payable out

of the customs of the burgh of Edinburgh, for the

period of his life, in return for the gratuitous ser-

vices which he had rendered to the king and his

predecessor, in writing their letters to the pope and

Kowl.

Stobo.

A 'ii-course v.-ritin. t Livilv.

to sundry kings, princes, and nobles, and in par-
ment of the expenses which he had bound in th

preparation of these epistle*. NOM of his writing*
arc now known to exist.

In the '

Flyting' of Punbar and Kennedy, re-

peated mi -n tii in is made of a poet
named Quintyne, who is repre-
sented as the cousin and commissary of Kennedy,
and, according to Punbar, gave assirtanee to his

relative in writing the verse* which occasioned tin*

contest. Gawin Douglas, in his 'Palace of Honour."
written in 1501, celebrates Kennedy, Punbar, and

Quintyne, as three living poet* belonging to due

country, who were held worthy of a place in the

Court of the Muses. This Quintyne was probably
a different person from Quintyne
Schaw, who is commemorated by
Dunbar in his 'Lament,' and who was the ton

of John Schaw of Haily, a family of nnneider

able distinction in Ayrshire at that time. He

appears to have been in the receipt of an annual

pension of 10 from the king, and numerous entries

appear in the Treasurer's accounts of additional

sums paid to him at different times from 1480 h>

1504 by the royal command. The only poem of bis

known to exist, is the '

Advyce to a Courtier,' which

was first printed by Pinkcrton, from Maitland's

MS. Walter Kennedy, who is
111/.1. *

i
" llcr ABMMqT.

indebted lor his reputation mainly
to his poetical contest with Punbar, was the third

son of Gilbert, first Lord Kennedy. He received

his education at the College of Glasgow, where he

took his degree as master of arts, in 1478. Like

Punbar, he appears to have been early intended

for the church, but it is uncertain whether tor not

he obtained any ecclesiastical preferment His

poetical reputation stood high in his own day.

Gawin Pouglas styles him 'Great Kennedy.' Dn-
bar, in his '

Lament,' says,

'Gud-'M. r KflM4j
At i-oiut of delh lie* verily.

Great revrth* it were th*t to told b*.

And Lindsay asks,

' Wha can now the wark

Of Kennedy, with terns

But his scanty poetical remain* do not seem fa

warrant the high praise bestowed upon him by his

contemporaries.J

Sir James Inglis, Abbot of Culroes, it

by Sir David Lindsay as a writer Sir JSSMS lafHs

of miscellaneous poetry.
In the

prologue to his
'

Complaint of the Papuigo, I

asks,

Whs can say mair than Sir

In ballad*. fart**, and in y

liut Culrosa hath hi pa *

Inglis appears to have been a person ol

distinction at court, and to hare t

* Pitv

J LaiVs Edition of PunUar's Poem*, wi

an. I '
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site ejalejiMtkal preferment
His name occurs in

be Treasurer'" accounts, under the date of Decem-

r 10th. 161L when 12 ells of taffety, at a cost of

| 8s., and 12 cll of canvass at 14., were furnished

to he 'pfarfumtt* for him and his colleagues. At

this time he was attached to the royal household,

id netted his leveray
'

or dress, at Yule, with an

1 salary of 40, paid quarterly to
' Sir James

bfifa. Clerk of the King's Closet' He was ap-

pOBled chaplain to the prince-royal,
afterwards

James V.. at the same time that Gavin Dunbar was

appointed his preceptor, and David Lindsay his

her. In the year 1515, he is called Secretary

to the Qnecn Margaret ; but he must still have

aosjtiiaad in the service of the prince, for in the

mmr year, September 12th, the sum of 2 16s. was

deBmit' by the Treasurer 'to Sir James Inglis for

the king's grace, and for my lord duke his brother,

to be them sarkii (shirts) eight ells holland claith
'

(eioth)i and on the 28th January, 1515-16, 'Item

to Sir James Inglis for wyli-coats (under-vests) to

the king, two ells scarlet, 5.' In a charter of

September 19th, 1527, he is styled Chancellor of

the Royal Chapel at Stirling, and in that capacity

he was furnished by the Treasurer with 16 ells of

Mack satin to be a gown, at the cost of 22 8s. In

the Treasurer's accounts of the same year, he is also

styled Master of Works to the King, with an

anoaal salary of 40, and he appears to have been

at the same time employed as in former years, in

fettsaf op dramatic representations for the court
;

far aboat the end of 1526, the Treasurer paid
' to

Sir James Inglis, to buy play-coats against Yule by
the King's precept, 40:' thus presenting, as Mr.

Latnf remaiVs, a singular instance of the diversified

kfa)ds of employment in which ecclesiastical digni-
taries deemed it not unbecoming in those days to

he CBgafed.* Shortly after this he must have been
adTasued to the Abbacy of Culross

; but he did not

kwf eojoy his new dignity, for on the 1st of March,
1631. he was cruelly murdered by Blacater, baron
of TaUtakn, and hi* followers, among whom was a

pries* named Lothian.t
1*e reputation of Inglis as a poet rests mainly
pan the testimony of Sir David

Lindsay, who in-
inttae that his advancement to the Abbacy of
Cuirass had withdrawn his attention from his poet-
fad stalk*. A poem entitled A General Satire

'

wfcfafc m the Bannatyne MS. is attributed to Dun-
. fa*rihed the Maitland MS., and probably

torreetly, to Sir James Inglis. The writer,

1 laws and the lawyers; the
d by the great barons to bands of

5!lr*? ; Ule frttud* Paused by the
knaves and boasters at

dieti the prevailing extravagances in
U*re, aad

especially the
enormity of the

which 'sweep the causey clean.'

* SSV
B
^'* I>aDUr'

iPoein'' ToUi-p'8M-

The two Stewarts.

Two poets of the name of Stewart are mentioned

by Sir David Lindsay, distinguished as

' Steward who desireth ane stately style,
Full ornate warks daylie does coinpyle.'

And Stewart of Lome, who
' Will carpe* richt curiouslie.'

Several pieces bearing that name occur

collections of Lord Hailes, Allan

Ramsay, and Mr. Sibbald, but to

which of the two poets they belong it is now im-

possible to determine. Two of these poems are

addressed to James V., and are calculated to give
a high idea of the courage, honesty, and piety of the

writer. In the first of these addresses, the plain-

spoken bard exhorts the young king to confine

himself to the amusements which were practised by
his royal ancestors, and are becoming in a prince,

such as hawking, hunting and archery, justing and

chess; to play at cards and dice only with his

nobles, or with the queen his mother; to shun the

vice of playing for the sake of gain ;
and to remem-

ber that there is a King of kings who ruleth in hea-

ven and on the earth, to whom he ought to pray
when he lieth down and when he riseth up, that

He would be to him his guide and governor,f In

the second,^ which is of a much higher order, the

poet takes up thesame strain, and exhorts the prince
to strive earnestly against the sins which do ' most

easily beset him,' and especially to be on his guard

against covetousness; to perform promptly what he

has promised ;
to beware of wasting his money on

fools and flatterers; to exercise strict self-control,

' For wha himself can nocht guide nor advance,

Why should ane province do on him depend ;'

to love God above every earthly thing; and to

pray that He would grant him grace in the days of

his youth, to rule well his subjects in peace and

honour, to the end of his life,

' And since thou stands in so tender age,
That Nature to thee yet wisdom denies,

Therefore submit thee to thy Counsel sage,
And in all ways work as they devise ;

But above all keep thee fra Covetice ;

To princely honour if thou would pi
<

Be liberal, then shall thy fame uprise,
And win thee honour to thy life's end.

' In that thou gives, deliver when thou he/
And suffer nocht thy hand thy hecht

For then thy hetht and thy deliverance IV

Far better were, thy hecht had been away.
He owes me nocht that says me shortly

But he that hechts, and causes me .1;

Syne gives me nocht, I may him repute ay,

Ane untrue debtor to my life's end.

'

Better is gout in feet nor^l cramp in hands :

The fault of feet with horse thou m.
But when thy hands are bounden in with 1

Na surrigeon may cure them, nor co:

* Speak or write satirically,
t Sibbald's Scottish Poetry, vol. ii. p. 85.

J Ibid. p. 89. T'

|| Fights. Thy promise and thy performance
arc

variance.

If Than.
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But thou them open patent as a port,
And freely give sic gndes as God thee send ;

Then may they mend within ane season short,
And win theo honour to thy life's end.

< rod
;
do counsel

;
of thy larges leill

i rd yude deeds ; punish all wrang and vice
;

See that thy saw* be sicker+ as thy seill
;

Flcmc* fraud, and be defender of justice ;

Honour all time thy noble genetryce ;

Obey the kirk
;
if thou docs miss,|j amend ;

Si i shall thou win ane place in paradyce,
And make on earth an honourable end.'

Another of these poems, from its biting satire,

was probably written by Stewart of Lome, whose
satirical talents are commemorated by Lindsay. It

is c'ltitlcd
'

Largess, largess hay, Largess of this

New-Year day,' and passes a sarcastic eulogy upon
the liberality of the king and his ministers, .the

chancellor, Archibald, Earl of Angus, husband of

the queen dowager, the secretary, Sir Thomas
Erskine of Brechin, the treasurer, Sir Archibald

Douglas of Kilspindie, the comptroller, Sir James

Colvill, the bishop of Galloway, and the young
abbot of Holyrood, brother of the Earl of Angus.
First came the king, head of the clan Stewart,
and to show his generosity secretly slipped into the

hand of the poet a couple of shillings.

Th

' First largess of the king my chief,
Who came as quiet as a thief,

And in my hand slid shillings tway,
To put his largness to the preif,^f
For largess of his New-Year day.'

ic officers of the court to whom the poet pre-
ented his ballad, as in duty bound, followed the

example of their sovereign. The abbot gave him

nothing.

' The secretar baith war** and wise,
Hecht me ane cast of his office ;

And for to read my bill alsway,
He said for him that might suffice,
For largess of this New-Year day.

' The treasurer and comptrollar,
They bade me come, I wat nocht where,
And they should gar,tt I wat nocht wha,
Give me, I wat nocht what, full fair,

For largess of this New-Year day.'

The poet then proceeds to anathematize the keen

I'rost which had so benumbed the fingers of the

courtiers that they were unable to draw their

: and concludes with an encomium on the

Karl of Bothwell, and Margaret the queen dowager,
whose absence from the court he feelingly la-

mentsLJt In all these three poems James V. is

represented as inclined to avarice even in his early
The truth of the charge is virtually admit-

ted by Buchanan, who, however, offers this apology
for the prince, that ' he was the more avaricious of

money, as when he was under age he had been

educated with the greatest parsimony; and when
he became his own master he entered into an empty
house, for the whole furniture having been carried

'

word. t Sure.
1

, drive away. Ancestors.
||
Amiss.

1'.
**

Cautious, wary. ++ Make, compel.
II Sibbald's Scottish Poetry, vol. ii. p. 41.
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off, ho hod every part of lii palace to fnrnuh anew ;

the regal patrimony waa spent by hu canton far

purposes of which he exceedingly disapproved.'
Besides these piece*, and another, entitled Of

Hap at Court,' which must have been written by oat
or other of the author* nfi-rred to, thrrr is an anpvb-
lished poem, ciiiiil.-.l t| lt

- Vision of Dame Vcritie,'

by William Stewart, which is calculated to give a
high idea of the tuli-nt* of the author. The pott
in his sleep sees a vision of '

Lady Vcritie/ whoa
he humbly entreats to inform him when the king-
dom of Scotland is likely to bo at pfect. Her
answer conveys a powerful picture of the anarehy
which prevailed in that country during the mi-

nority of James V.

' Then said this bird of beauty maUt benign,
Soon thou sliult huve hohiiinii sufficient.

When thir* bairn* are baniihrd fn jour king,
Fra counsel, session, and pnrlisnx nf.

Of whom tlio name is shortly subsequent,
I shall dcclnre duly with dili-.-

Or I depart forth of this place prenrat,
And thou thereto shall give thy audience.

'

First wilful Wrong in ane widdyt maun wsvr,
And hid Hatred he hangit !>;.

And Young Counsel that does you all lr.

And Singular* Profit stealing of the

Dissimulance that does your laws 1

Flattery and Falsehood that your fame ban fjlit.f
And Ignorance be put to beg their bread,

And all their kin out of the court eiilit.

' Than Treason man be tynrit|| to ane tow,
And Mm (her merkitf for his grit nmchrif,

And-the foul fiend that ye call Sinn

Mann plainly be deprired without npntt>
Till this be done ye sail bare no r. .

Bnt-schameful slauchter, dearth, and indigens;
And tak this for thy answer

Whilk, I thee pray, present onto thy prises.

' For all this sort with shame maun to czilit,

Or than demanittt as I hare deryut.
And utlier persones in their places ht)Iit ;

The which, since Flod.l

In this couutrie, and in all other*
\

Whose names I shall cause thee tor to knaw.
That tliou may slcrp therewith and be *.lrUit.

Syne baith the sorts to thy sovenuie schaw.

Justice, Prudence, Force, sad Tetnpraaof,
With Commonweill and auld Experience.

Concord, Correction, Cunninj?, and ComUw,
Love, Lawty.JJ Science, and Obdis,
Glide Conscience, Truth, and aUf f InlilHasem,

M, my, M. . >ur, *

These in his court maun mak their rssidsBBS,

Or ye get plenty and prosperity.

1 This being said, this Lady luminous,

Fra my presence her person did dspsift;

And I awaikit, and suddenly P*t
Syne tuk my pen and put all in report,

As ye have heard. Thersfcw I TOO nboct.

My soverano lord, unto this tale atund.

And you to serve, seek sudd*nly this sort,

Since veritie this counsel to jou send.

These.
le of withe* or twigs, UM |aDva>

-

1.

+
{ Loyalty. f Also. Modcratke.
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It i deeply to be regretted
that the life of the

Mfra> of these rigorous lines should be an entire

blank in our national literature.

Sir David Lindsay, in the poem
BdfcM****. already quoted, after enumerating

the poet* auld,' who hod written

'
in style heroical,

In brief, robtle terms rhetorical,

Ottntj muter, tragedy, and storie,

Sa oroallie to their high laud and glorie,'

proceeds to speak of a new candidate for fame, who

bid fair to outstrip all his predecessors,

' Bt now of Ute U start up hastilie,

AM ff"<g clerk who writeth craftilie,

AM plant* of poets called Ballendyne,
Whose ornate warks mj wit can nocht defyne;

Get he Into the court auctoritie.t

lie will precell* Quintyne and Kennedie.'

The author referred to, in these encomiastic

line*, was John Bcllenden, Archdeacon of Moray,
UM translator of Hector Boece's History of Scot-

had, and of the first five books of Livy. He ap-

pears to have received an unusually liberal educa-

tion ; and as he took the degree of Doctor of

J hrinity in the Sorbonne, it has been supposed that

Iw had pursued a regular course of study in the

l"nivcrity of Paris. His poetical talents attracted

the notice of the Scottish court, and he was ap-

pointed
* Clerk of the Accounts '

to the youthful

prince James V. ; but in consequence of the state

revoltttkw which took place in 1524, he was dis-

arfsMd from his office, along with Sir David Lind-

say and the other personal attendants of the king.
like his brother poet, however, we find him after-

wwfc enjoying the friendship of his sovereign, at
wheat request he undertook the translation both of
the Chronicles of Boece and of the first five books

LJTjr. Into the former of these works he has
tiwineed two poems of considerable length, enti-

TT Probeme of the Cosmographe and the
fc*of UM History,' which bear internal evi-

>f baring beta composed with a view to the
rtion, of the young monarch. The following
tarn from th speech of Virtue, in the Pro-

UM Coamograpbe, may be taken as a
ffMtM of UM poetical abilities of this writer :

-

the sea,a prata amang the wallU? hie
;

'

with mon; busy plume
tttmt wait Docht where they flee0T lift without artivite,
iWwbaH am- thidow blume.

.

1*" SMSMT than the reeky** fume.

* r** lllt * * bodie. fair,A* *r by *ttmn iinnai in the at.

Kxcel.

I! Ship.

As flowers does smell
;
as fruit is nurisare

;

As precious balm reverts things sare,*
And makes them of rot impatient ;

As spice maist sweet ; as rose maist redolent
As star of day by moving circulare,

Chases the night with beams resplendent ;

' Sic like my \vark perfites every wycht;
In fervent love of most excellent lycht,
And makes man into this earth butt peer ;

And does the soul fra all corruption dycht.J
"With odour dulce, aud makes it more brycLt
Than Dian full, or yet Apollo clear ;

Syne raises it unto the highest sphere,

Immortally to shine in God's syclit,

As chosen spouse and creature most dear.'

' Of the compositions of a ^witer, \vho discovers

so fine a vein of poetry,' says Dr. Irving,
'

it cannot

but be regretted that so inconsiderable a portion

has been preserved. His poems are the effusion of

an excursive fancy and a cultivated taste. He has

been extolled as a master of every branch of divine

and human learning ;
and it is at least apparent

that his literature \vas such as his cotemporaries
did not very frequently surpass.'j|

Bellenden was a strenuous opponent of the Re-

formation, and died \vhile on a visit to Rome in

the year 1550.

Among: the poetical writers of this age a con-

James the Fifth.
spicuous place is due to the Scot-

tish king himself, James V., -who

was not only the patron aud friend of poets, but if

we may credit the testimony of his contemporaries,
was the author of many pieces displaying poetical

talents of no mean order. Sir David Lindsay

speaks of the ' ornate meter' of the royal bard, and

styles him
' of flowing rhetorick the flower.' Bel-

lenden also, in the prologue to liis translation of

Livy, addressed to the king, says,

' Ye my soverane
Write in ornate style poetical,

Quick flowing verse of rhetoric colours,
Sa freshly springing in your lusty flowers.

To the great comfort of all true Scottisuicn.'

And in the ' Proheme of the Cosmographie,' lie

makes the allegorical personage
'

Delight
'

thus

address the king

' Maist valiant knycht, in deeds amorous,
And lustiest that ever nature wrought,

Who in the flower of youth mellifluous,
With notis sweet and sang melodious,

Awalks here auiang the flowers sol't ;

Thou has na game but in thy merry thocht'J

Drummond of Hawthornden also informs us

that ' James V. was naturally given to poi

many of his works yet extant testilie.'**

greater part of the poems thus highly tu

have unfortunately perished ;
but even the

remains of his poetical pieces which have survivi

* Sore. f Without
Sibbald's Scottish Poetry, vol. ii. p. 50.

|| Irving's Lives, vol. ii. p. 127.

,[ Sibbald's Scottish 1'oelry, vol. ii. r- ^2.

History, p. G16.

Cleanse.
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to the present day, are sufficient to show, that the

praise
which Lindsay and Bellcndcu bestowed

upon this accomplished prince was not over-

strained. Bishop Gibson and various other writers

have attributed to James V. the authorship of

'Christ's Kirk on the Green;' but in the Ban-

natyne MS. this poem is ascribed to his accom-

plished ancestor James I.
;
and the weight of evi-

dence appears to preponderate in favour of that

opinion.*
\vcll known that James was in the habit of

traversing the country in disguise, and mingling'
much with the common people, for the purpose of

seeing that justice was impartially administered,
and sometimes for the less justifiable motive of

gallantry. Tradition has preserved many curious

anecdotes respecting the adventures which befel

this popular monarch while roaming through his

kingdom in various disguises. It is related that

on one occasion being "benighted after hunting, he

entered a cottage situated in the midst of a moor,
at the foot of the Ochil hills, near Alloa, where,
known only as a stranger who had lost his way, he

was kindly received. To regale their unexpected

guest, the gudeman desired the gudewife to fetch

the hen that roosted nearest the cock, (which is

always the plumpest,) for the stranger's supper.
The king, highly pleased with his night's lodging

hospitable entertainment, told mine host at

ting that he should be glad to return his civility,

requested that the first time he came to Stir-

he would call at the Castle, and inquire for

gudeman of Ballangeich. Donaldson, the

g's landlord, did not fail to comply with this

injunction, when his astonishment at finding the

royal rank of his guest, afforded no small amuse-

ment to the merry monarch and his courtiers;

whilst, to carry on the pleasantry, he was thence-

forth designated by James with the title of '

King
of the Moors,' which name and designation have

descended from father to son ever since, and

they have continued in possession of the identical

spot, the property of the Earl of Mar, till very

lately, when this nobleman, with reluctance, turned

out the descendant and representative of the King
of the Moors, on account of his Majesty's invincible

indolence, and great dislike to reform or innovation

f any kind, although, from the spirited example
of his neighbour tenants on the same estate, he was

convinced similar exertion would promote his ad-

->'."t

A similar story is told of James, in the genealo-

gical work of Buchanan of Auchmar, upon Scottish

surnames :
" This John Buchanan of Auchmar and

Arnpryor was afterwards termed King of Kippen,J
upon the following account: King James V., a very
sociable, debonair prince, residing at Stirling, in

Buchanan of Arnpryor's time, carriers were very

frequently passing along the common road, being
near

Arnpryor's house, with necessaries for the use

VOI. I.

See above, p. 303.

Statistical Account of Scotland Alloa.

A small district of Perthshire.

of the king's family; and he, having MOM extra-

ordinary occasion, ordered one of UMM carrier* to
leave his load at bin hotue, and he would par him
for it ; which the carrier refuted to do, telling him
he was the king'* carrier, and hit load for MSJ

Majesty's u-e : to whit-h Arnpryor seemed to hsv
small regard, compelling the carrier, in the tod. to
leave his load; tolling him, if Km? Jams* was
King of Scotland, he was King of Ki|.pen, so that
it was reasonable he should share with his neigh*
bour king in some of these loads, so frequi r

ried that rood. The carrier represent inj* thi. u

and telling this story, as Arnpryor !>

of the king's servants, it came at length to his

Majesty's ears, who, shortly thereafter, with a few
attendants, came to visit bin neighbour king, who
was in the mean time at dinner. King James hav.

ing sent a servant to demand access, was dmted
the same by a tall fellow with a battle-axe, who
stood porter at the gate, telling him there
be no access till dinner was over. This i

not satisfying the king, he sent to demand
a second time; upon which he was desired by the

porter to desist, otherwise he would find cause to

repent his rudeness. His Majesty finding this

method would not do, desired the porter to tell hit

master that the gudeman of Ballangeich desired to

speak with the King of Kippcn. The porter tolling

Arnpryor so much, he, in all humble manner, came
and received the king, and having entertained him
with much sumptuousnesss and jollity, became to

agreeable to King James, that be allowed him to

take so much of any provision he found carrying
that road as he had occasion for ; and seeing he

made the first visit, desired Arnpryor in a few

days to return him a second to Stirling, which he

performed, and continued in very much favour

with the king, always thereafter King termed King
of Kippen while he li\

4 The readers of Arioso,' says Sir Walter Scott.

must give credit for the amiable features with

which James is represented, since he is generally

considered as the prototype of Zi-rbino, the moat

interesting hero of the Orlando r'urioso.'

" Another adventure, which had nearly cost James

his life, is said to have taken place at the vUlagc

of Cramond, near Edinburgh, where he ha

(U i ed his addresses acceptable to a pretty girl of

the lower rank. Four or five persons, whether

relations or lovers of his mistress t uncertain,

beset the disguised monarch, ta be returned from

his rendezvous. Naturally gallact, and an admira-

ble master of his weapon, the king took post on

the high and narrow bridge
<wd river

and defended himself bravely with his sword. A

peasant, who was thrashing in neifhhosjriaf

barn, came out upon the noise, and, whether UA**a

by compassion or by natural gallantry, took t**

weaker side, and laid about with his flail so eft

ually, as to disperse the assailants well

even according to the letter. H t

the king into his barn, where his guest

Buchu: .JII'B Essay upon the Family at Dictiir" . .T4.

3 T
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a basio and a towel to remove the stains of the

bmL This being procured
with difficulty, James

ployed hi*"*"^ in learning what was the summit

his daUterer's earthly wishes, and found that

they w*W bounded by the desire of possessing, in

ua*nli. the farm of Braebead, upon which he

lihMrrd as a bondnm"'. The lands chanced to

belong to the crown ;
and James directed him to

eoae to the palace of Holyrood, and inquire for

the Gnidman (i.e. farmer) of Ballangeich, a name

by which he was known in his excursions, and

which answered to the II Bondocani of Haroun

Alraachid. He presented himself accordingly, and

frond, with due astonishment, that he had saved his

monarch'* life, and that he was to be gratified with

a crown charter of the lands of Braehead, under

the service of presenting a ewer, basin, and towel,

for the king to wash his hands, when he shall hap-

pen to pass the bridge of Cramond. This person

was inTailor of the Howisons of Braehead in Mid-

Lothian, a respectable family, who continue to hold

the lands (now passed into the female line) under

the same tenon

The two excellent ballads ascribed to James, and

[ The Gaberlunzie Man,' and ' We'll gae
isir a roving,' are said to have been founded

his adventures when travelling in the dis-

fata* of a beggar. They display poetical talent of

a ry high order, and are equal to anything of

the kind in the Scottish language. We give a few
stauas of ' The Gaberlunzie Man,'f which an emi-

ent critic has pronounced in point of humour
to anything of Dunbar's or of Lindsay's.

.
*TW pawky anld carle cam o'er the lea,t
Wl May mi* e'ens and days to me,

ftec git wife for jour courtesyWB jt lodge a silly au!d man.

WM erald,|the carle was

[CHAP. XXIY.

>*' be gan to clap,AW ea4fily ranted and sang.

* la* fre
I *w ttts eountne

-* rj wld I be,A4 I woold M'er think lang.

,i"L*o^^
re~thc etoP

itttb.
paberlunzie-the pi

larm when she found that t

IW

icture of
found that the beg-
of hw gear should

with him, and her satisfaction

* re gircn with inimitable

'

Upon the morn the auld wife raise,

And at her leisure put on her clues,*

Syne to the servants bed she gaes
To spiert for the silly puir man.

' She gaed to the bed whar the beggar lay,
The straet was cauld, he was away,
She clapped her hands, cried dulefu' day !

For some of our gear will he gane.

' Some ran to coffers, and some to kists.

But nought was stown|| that could be miss'l

She danced her lane.^f cried praise be ble

I have lodged a leil** puir man.

1 Since naething's awa as we can learn,
The kirn's ft to kirn, and milk to earn.* *

Gae but the house lass, and waken my bairn,
And bid her come quickly ben.'||||

The effect of the discovery of the daughter's

elopement is very graphically described :

'

fy ! gar ride, and fy gar rin,

And haste ye find these traitors again,
For she's be burnt, and he's he slain,

The wearyfu" gaberlunzie-man.

' Some rode upo' horse, some ran afit,

The wife was wud ^f ^f and out of her wit,

She could na gang, iior yet could she sit,

But aye she curs'd and she bann'd.'

The poem concludes with a description of the

shifts by which the Gaberlunzie of that period eked

out a living :

1

TVi cauk, and keel, I'll win your bread,
And spindles and whorles for them wha need,
AVhilk is a gentle trade indeed,
To carry the gaberlunzie on.

'

I'll bow my leg, and crook my knee,
An' draw a black clout o'er my e'e,

A cripple, or blind, they will ca' me,
While we shall be merry, and sing.'

A beautiful little poem, entitled ' The Mourning;

Maiden,' belongs to this period. Its author is un-

known, but it must have been written before the

middle of the sixteenth century, as the firft verse of

it is quoted in the '

Complaint of Scotland,' which

was published in the year 1549. ' This piece,' says

Pinkerton,
' for the age in which it was written, is

almost miraculous. The tender pathos is finely

recommended by an excellent cadence. An age
that produced this, might produce almost any per-

fection in poetry.'
An unpublished poem entitled ' Duncan Laidcr,

or Macgregor's Testament,' was communicated by
Pennant to "Warton, who gives some quotations
from it in his History of English Poetry,*** and

represents it as containing strokes of satirical

humour not inferior to those of Dunbar and Lind-

say. The date of its composition is uncertain, but

it was probably -written during the reign of James

Clothes.

Chests.
* Honest
To curdle.

Inquire.
Stolen.

J Straw.

Alone.

tt Chum.
.

But, the outer apartment of the house.
I'll Ben. the inner.

T .;>traeteJ.

* Vol. ii. Section 82.
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it mentions the death of James IV., and
obatcs in strong terms the ruinous policy and
eral corruption of public manners which pre-

in Scotland during the minority of his suc-

The testator, hy way of preface to his

t, describes his own character, and mode
fc, in the following vigorous lines.

My raaister household was heich* Oppressioun,
Rcift my steward, that cairit of na wrang ;J

Murder, Slaughter, aye of ane professioun,

My rubiculars have been these years laug :

hat oft took in mony ane fang,||
Was porter to the yettsfj to open wide;
And Covetice was chamberlain at all tide.

nspiracie, Envy, and False Eeport,
W.Tf my prime Counsellouris, loved and deare;
Then Robberie, the people to extort,
And common Theft took on them sa the steir,**
That Treuth in my presence durst not appeir,
l-'.ii- L'alsheid had him ay at mortal feid.tt
And Theft brocht LautieJJ tinallie to deid.

'Oppressioun cleikit Gude Kule hy the hair,
And auddainlie in ane prison him flang;
And Crueltie cast Pitie ou'r the stair,

While Innocence was murdered in that thrang,||j|
Tlii-ii Falsheid said, he maid my house richt strang,
And furnist weill with meikill wraugus geir,
And bad me neither God nor man to fear.'

' At length, in consequence of repeated enormities

md violations of justice, Duncane supposes himself

o be imprisoned, and about to suffer the extreme

sentence of the law. He therefore very providently
nakes his last will, which contains the following

.vitty bequests :

1 To my CURATE, Negligence I resigne,
Tliiii'ewith his parochinares^[[ to teche ;

Ane other gift I leave him as condigne,**
Sloth and Ignorance seldom for to preche :

The sauls he commits for to bleichet+t
In purgatory, till they be washen clene,
Pure religion thereby to sustene.

' To the VICAB, I leave Diligence and Care
To tak the upmost claith and the kirk cow,
Muir than to put the corpse in sepulture;

poor wad six gryis and ane sow.JJ J

He will have ane to fill his bellie fowe :

His tliocht is mair upon the pasche fynes,!||!||

Nor the sauls in purgatory that pynes.

'

Oppreaioun, the PAP.SOV I leave until,

Poor men's corn to hald upon the rig,

: get the teind alhail at his will,Tff
Snppois the bairns their bread suld go thig,****
His purpois is na kirks for to bigjt+tt

S"
fair to Lam time* Ood haa him inf*.

Thin seven yean UM qucirt will Ii
--

iiiih

e unto the DKAX, DiniU. bat mil.*
N\ ith KT.-II attendance which he -all not mi*.
r nt adulieraria to lak ^Vt bntlock-mail 4

IN- man to an* M4tii ftfHM kte.
<;,.( ].

Ill* winning U iuit throw fl
* u-

Spending it tore with aiclike

1
1 leare unto the Paioa, for hU part,
(Huttony. him and him mooka to feed,
With i'ar I.. \r. r ill t., dnnk an* quart,
Nor^f in the Bible ane ehaptau* to rid ;

Yet are they wiae and aabdk onto J
r t-nzies them poor,t and haa fpM ottrrtM*,
And ukith wealth awaj with grat pariMMt,

'
I leave the ABBOT, Pride and ArroganM,
With trappit mules in the cunn to nJe.J J
Not in the cloftter to make recidrDce ;

It is na honour then* for him i

I!ut ever for ane bishoprick prorjde :|f
For weil ye wat ane poor benefice

Often thousand markia may not him umee.

' To the BISHOP, hia Free-will I allege, flD

Because there is na man him dam u> blame;
Fra secular men he will him replege.f^
And weill ye wat the pope is far fra name:
To preach the goipcl he thinks tchame,

(Suppose some time it waa hi* profeeaioon)
l!atht-r nor for to sit upon the aeioan.

+ Robbery.
*
Scrupled to do no wrong.

- s of the bed-chamber.
|| Many a booty.

** Management. +t Feud.

ally, ( Caught. III!
Crowd.

isliioners. *** Good,
t To be bleached, whitened, or purified.

t If the poor have sis pigs and one sow.

ill.
HIIJI

Easter offerings.

IT Ho keeps the corn of the poor upon the ridgo till

e Rets the lithe-all at his will.

Utg. tm Build.

'
I leave my Flattery, an
I'lito the FBIAUS, they ia weill can fleitch

With mair profit thro' ane marriage-making.
Nor all the Lentnuie in the kirk to pn-ich

They gloiss the scrip tur-

More in intent tlie uuJitnun to pWiaa,
Nor the true word of Ood for to appeia | |f

1 Thir gifts that dame Nature haa me lent,

I have disponit here aa ye may ee :

It never was, nor yet ia, my Intent

That true kirkmeu get aueht belongia to .H
Hut that haulisfV II i me an. I Jlarlottm.

Gluttony, Invy, Covatice, and 1

My executouris I mak them at thia tyd*.

' Adew ! all friends till after that we nn it,

I cannot tell yon where, nor in what place ;

But as the Lord di*po*ia for my ]

Where in the well of mrcy and of grae*.

That I may stand befoir hu i;

T'n (. the lirvill I leave my ainnia all,

Fra him they came, to him again they fall.'

The few proso writer* who flourished at thb

period will be noticed in a subsequent chapter.

Harvest.

t Choir, 'i' he more tithe he reeeiwa, th MOWMH
. ,

he to lay out any part of it in repairing lh

J Without fail. A *

||
If he doe* not get hia Ana they will M*

If Than. Death. tf r% Itaaii*'

J J To ride on a mule with rich uml'Pi^f- ftta
Look out.

9V Order trial in hi* own court.

* He had rather ail in parliaaMBt

+++ Flatter, wheedle.

Jj; Who Ret more profit by maktaf

preaching a whole Lent.

"y* f
1^ churchman, a n,rUUan tW

.all never get any thing bewoftef W
Whole.
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CHAI'TEIl XXV.

CONDITION OF THE PEOPLE.

SCOTLAND appears to have made considerable

pragma in civilization during the vigorous reign

of Jam** IV. The efforts of this active and ener-

getic monarch were successfully directed to the

istroduction of law and order into every part of

his dominions the impartial administration of

JMtko thr repression and punishment of crime,

M^| the encouragement of the agriculture, manu-

fcrtl"*i trade, commerce, and fisheries of his king-

dan.* Under his firm, yet popular sway, the tur-

Wlent districts of the Highlands and Isles were

reduced to a state of comparative tranquillity, the

Border marauders were brought to punishment,
and the common people, relieved, to some extent,

from the oppression of the nobles, and trusting to

the protection of the law, began to devote their

OMTgies to peaceful and industrious pursuits. This

air prospect, however, was suddenly overcast by
the untimely death of the king at Flodden, and the

country was once more thrown back into a state of

anarchy. The desolating war with England, the

nefarious policy of Henry VIII. in fomenting dis-

Dong the Scottish nobles, the bitter feuds

the rival factions who struggled for the

, all combined to aggravate the miseries of

the people, and to render the kingdom the scene of

aJmoi incessant turmoil, misrule, and disorder.

The continued inroads of the English marauders
rrdared the Border districts to the state of a desert.
I-ord Dacrc. in a letter to the English Council,

h May. \:>\ I. undieating himself from the un-
rrilfd accuMtinn, that he hod done no great harm
DiiMistlisnC to the Scots, says,

" The water of
* Liddi-U being twelve miles in

. ilhin the Middle March of Scotland,
pon warn one hundred ploughs; the water

i the same Marches, being six miles in

weapon was
forty ploughs; the two

frriamiygm. with the demayncs of the

rrupon uu,
forty ploughs; the water of

>Bht railc* in length, whereupon was
;h, the head of the water of Teviot,
lm up unto Ease Doors, being eight

mpon was four ploughs ; the
*k, hring i,, length eight miles,
one hundred ploughs, and the

to Elmartour, whereupon
and every of them waste

sown upon none of the said

AkriKe to

lo-fbi, lie* all an
corn sown u

thc town"hiP" of Annan,

n
toOanonby, which is ifc mTs

T. a. there was in all times past four
nd above, they are now clearly

, PR. , 889, 300, 898, 304.

wasted, and no man dwelling in any of them at

this day, save only in the towns of Annan, Steple,
and Walghopp."

" And so," he adds with extreme

complacency,
" I shall continue my service with

diligence, from time to time, for the most annoy-
ance of the Scots."*

"Whilst such was the miserable condition of the

Borders, the interior of the countiy exhibited an

equally melancholy picture.
" I assure you "

savs

Gavin Douglas, Bishop of Dunkeld, in a letter to a

friend in England, written in 1515,
" the people of

this realm are so oppressed, for lack of justice, by
thieves, robbery, and other extortions, that they

would be glad to live under the Great Turk to have

justice."f The country still con- Distracted state

tinued to be torn asunder by the of the country,

sanguinary and interminable feuds of the barons,

who trampled on all law and order, and robbed

and oppressed the people with impunity. The

criminal records of the period show that murders,

robberies, fire-raising, and other crimes of a similar

kind, were of almost daily occurrence in every

part of the kingdom, and that the very persons
who were appointed to administer justice to the

lieges were, in many cases, the most flagrant vio-

lators of the laws, and the worst oppressors of the

poor. We find, for example, that on the 3rd of

March, 1513, Patrick Agnew, the Sheriff of Wig-

town, was permitted to compound for what is

termed 'common oppression' done to a number of

his poor neighbours, in plundering Tyranny and

them of their property and com- oppression j.er-

pelling them to till his lands. KSffof%
Nothing seems to have come amiss town and his

to this worthy official. Two he accomplic

robbed of their swine, a third he deprived of an

ox, a fourth he ' harried' of ten bolls of barley,

from a fifth he carried off a young horse. He \\a-

also ' art and part' in the '
stouthreifJ of four co\v;

from Thomas Cunyngham, in Carrik,' and in 'tin

convocation of the lieges with warlike arms, con

trary to law,' and in ' the oppression doiu

David Kennedy coming to Leswalt, and hindering

him from holding his court.' On another <

this exemplary dispenser of the law was convictu

and fined five marks for taking a bribe to acqui

a nmrderer. What a melancholy pictun
afford of the state of society at this period, to fin

the hereditary judge and highest legal functional;

in the district thus vying with the most notoriou

Border freebooters in the open violation of th

law, of which he was the appointed guardian.
A

the same sitting of the Justiciary Court, Xi\;

Agnew, a confederate, and probably a relative i

the Sheriff, was allowed to compound for
' art an

part of the forethought, felony, and oppressio
done to Archibald M'Culloch, of Ardwcll, an

William Adair, of Kingate'; for the ' stouthreif of

horse from John M'Nesche '

;
for

' the stouthrief <

an ox from Gilbert Adair'; for
' the stouthrief of a

* Pinkerton's History, Appendix, vol. ii. p. 46'2.

+ Ibid. p. 464. * Theft, plunder.
Fitcairn's Criminal Trials, vol. i. p. t>3.
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ox from John M'Culloch' ; for the '

oppression done
to Sir David Kennedy, and for the breaking of the

king's protection upon him'; for ' the stouthrief of

certain tyrnmcr (timber) of two houses, with the

windows and doors thereof; for 'the stouthriefof an

ox from Thomas Bell'
; and for 'common oppression

of the lieges, and specially of the tenants of Los-

wait.' Other two accomplices of the sheriff, named
Patrick Agnew and George Crukshank, produced
at the same time 'a remission for the slaughter of

Patrick and Thomas M'Ke'
; for' the stoutlirief of

ven cows, with their calves, from John M'Ke, of

Myrtoune,' and for the mutilation of the luckless

sufferers. The worthy sheriff became most appro-

priately the surety for the whole of these villains.*

The unfortunate tenant of Myrtoune appears
to have been plundered also of certain oxen, horses,

and sheep, as well as of a quantity of barley and

(Kits, by two brigands, bearing the uncouth names
of Simon Makcristin and Dominick M'Clellanc.f
These 'masterful' robbers were, in all proba-

Prevalence of hility, chiefs of some of the tur-

rubbery and bulent Galloway septs, and must
have had a considerable body of re-

tainers, for we find that among other crimes they
were permitted to compound for '

oppression done

to the community of Wigtoun, in taking the best

merchandise coming in ships to the said burgh, and

keeping thereof in their cellars, and in forcibly col-

lecting the profits of the town and burrow lands.'J

The Galwegian plunderers appear to have spared
no rank or condition, and to have levied their con-

tributions with the utmost impartiality from the

clergy and the laity. Even their lord bishop himself

was not exempt from their depredations, for we
find that Patrick Waus, Vause, or Vans was allowed

to compound for the theft of six silver '

tasses,' or

drinking cups, from that prelate, and for the op-

pression done to him in houghing or hamstringing
his 'j.\en. It was said of the Liddesdale thieves

that nothing came amiss to them which was not too

hot or too heavy. But the marauders of Galloway
seem to have improved upon the practice even of

the experienced Borderers, for in the criminal re-

cords of this period various cases are mentioned in

which they are charged with having stolen, not

only the crops and the cattle, but the very land

itself. The above mentioned Patrick Waus, for

example, is found guilty of an act of oppression
done to John M'Gilwyan in Whithem, 'in the de-

tention of his croft
||
for the space of twelve years;'

and a certain Andrew Dunbar was allowed to com-

pound for iorcibly retaining possession, for four

years, of a farm belonging to Walter M'Culloch's

mother, destroying her crops and stock, consisting
of six score bolls of barley and oats, fifteen score

of sheep, and forty cows and '

queys ;'
for taking

the horses of the said Walter, and riding them to

kirk and market -when he pleased, and killing one

*
Pitcairn's Criminal Trials, vol. i. p. 92.

t Ibid.
-p. 93. J Ibid. Ibid. p. 94.

I A piece of cultivated land adjoining to [the dwelling-
house.

of them
; for the stontlirief of the tymmer' of two

of his houses, and for various other acts of
Mon and violence done to him and his
The criminal records testify that similai

were committed in all parts of the country, and in
not a few cases by persons of the highest rank.
We find, for example, that Hugh, ii.jh nmk TtW
Lord Somerville, was TUtrd of srtaHsals.

oppressing John 'Uccddale in Carnwarth. aad
robbing him of all hi* horse*, mar
and crops, with all his good* aad
George Ramsay of ('lotto. John lietoun of
James Betoun of M< 1-um. Jolm Graham of Clavor-
house, and others, found caution to 'underlie the
law at the next Justiciairc of Fife, for

tion of the lieges, to the number of eighty
and for a violent assault on John, Ixnd Lindsay,
Sheriff of Fife, in the execution of bis omes,
and breaking up the doors of the Tolbooth of

Cupar, in which he was holding his

Three of the chiefs of the clan Grant

charged with having assisted the Mackintoshes
in besieging and burning the hoot* of Davy
in Strathnavern, and the houses and building*
of the tenants of Dyke, Ardrossere, aad other

lands
; plundering the estates of cattle and good*

to the value of twelve thousand pounds, aad

slaughtering men, women, and children, to the

number of twenty persons. William Hongla* of

Bonc-Jedburgh, Thomas Macdowell of Makeratoaa,
and John Moll of that Ilk, throe TVviotdale barons

of large possessions, were compelled to give se-

curity that they would ' underlie
'

the law for art

and part of the oppression and hamo-*uckcn J done la

Mr. Alexander Dunbar, Dean of Moray, aad hi*

servants, under silence of night ; and Nicholas Ler-

monthe of Floors, and .A ndrcw his brother, bar-

ing obtained a respite,' found caution to satisfy the

parties, for their being art and part of the oppm
sion done to Sibilla Corsby and James Gray,

scourging them and burning their house j Item,

for theftuously breaking a house in the town of

Smallholm, and stealing goods therefrom ; /toss.

for oppression done to John Edmoaatoaat of that

Ilk, keeping his five mark hud* of Ednam

for nine years, and cruelly wounding and

his servants ; Item, for stouthrief and <

of eighty sheep, taken from the p

the lands of Raeburn.f The last three of these

entries occur consecutively under the date of May,

1536. The property of the king do** not appear

to have been more secure from depredation than

that of his subjects, for we not t.:.

made of the theft of his majesty's sheep by a

Border reiver, bearing the appropriate asms

Symon Armstrong, but, in 1*28, tb*> artillery aad

certain mangonels,
'

coming from th castle of 8dr-

ling to the king's majesty at Edinburgh, fe

defence of his person,' were carried off by H

Bruce of Airth and his brothers; aad *r*e tka

Criminal Trial*, rol L p. 9*.

I An assault upon a vtnv*!** ""I
Criminal Trial*, vol. . pp. 1M, 11C
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nrrsJ crown appears to have been stolen about the

at time from the crown-room in the palace
"f

As slight hare been expected, offences both

aatsTths against person and property were

especiallynumerous on the Borders,

fireraising, 'forethought (premedi-

tated) Many and stouthricf;' treasonable inter-

taaaaaaiag

"

with English thieves,
'

hcreschip.'f

oppression, resetting thieves and traitors, wound-

ing, sMh'hitm
1

.
and other kindred crimes seem to

haw been of almost daily occurrence throughout

these lawless districts. As a specimen of the

depredations carried on by these irre-

marauders, we may give the charge

broaght against Alexander Turnbull, son of the

laird of Drydin, for treasonably bringing in the

Ihieres and traitors of Levin J upon Thomas Myd-
dilssas in Ploro, and assisting them in plundering
his propeitj, and in the slaughter of his wife and

Among the articles carried off by this

. is made of eleven horses and mares,

one hundred marks ; fourty-four oxen and

valued at eighty-eight pounds ; t^vo suits of

saail worth twenty pounds ; forty pounds in gold
aad silver money; MX silver spoons, worth six

ssarks t a 'great dozen' of tin or pewter flagons or

tassels, price seven pounds ; six men's gowns, price
1 1 eleven women's kirtlcs, price twenty-

i; twelve scarfs or veils, price twelve
i { iva shields or targets, price ten pounds ;

* aaad-bows, price fifty shillings ;
six lances,

sis halbrrts or polcaxcs, price two pounds ten

aaflVage; two gold rings, price five pounds ; three
'

tykaa' of feather-beds, price five pounds ; twenty-
two pairs of linen sheets, price eleven pounds;
ta)atyta?e blankets or worsted coverlets, price
lea pounds | sixteen sheets, price six pounds;
WiJ kair^uis or bodkins, price twenty shil-

uf | Ire swells, price five pounds ; one dakcr
taaaad hides, prioa three pounds; riding

nd other goods, valued at five

Flanders caps, worth two pounds ten
j two webs of grey worsted cloth, price
aa i three webs of linen cloth, price three
ita boxes, price two pounds ten shillings ;

"-ra, talued at twenty-six shillings and
U three clos of Engligh cloth, worth

ad three handkerchiefs, price six
Tfc"JBa Myddilmaii, thus

ruthlessly
I maltreated, must

evidently have
af coasidrrablc wealth ; and the spe-

stolen goods gives us an intereat-
r tha dress and manners of the Border

Jtpatiod,
The stouthmf '

of horses,
"P b the charge usually brought

infunon* for iu '

Trai-
Bumerun-i mids and

)i UUss*proUedp.rt.of the Scot-

against the Border freebooters, but nothing seems

to have come amiss to them, and one
peculiarly

needy or greedy marauder, named James Turnbull,
brother of the laird of Whitehope, was actually

convicted of carrying off the iron windows, doors,

and ' crukis' of the tower of Howpasley.* Even

sacrilege had no terrors for the Borderers, for we
learn that the brother of the vicar of Innerleithen

was robbed by David Tait of a golden signet, a

gold ring, two silver girdles or zones, nine veils or

scarfs of lawn, 'holland claith.' and other goods, to

the value of twenty pounds, taken out of the kirk

of Innerleithen ;f and that the kirk of Jedburgh
was plundered of certain silk cushions, sheets, linen

cloths,
'

fustiane,' scarfs or surplices and other

clothes, by Robert Rutherfurde of Todlaw.J
One portion of the Register of the Justiciare of

Jedburgh is almost exclusively devoted to an ac-

count of the remarkable activity of the family of

the Olivers of the Stryndis, who appear to have made
the most of the preceding Michaelmas moon in

their 'herschips' and forays. Mention is made of

twelve horses and mares, seventy-four oxen and

cows, and a hundred and twenty-five sheep, to-

gether with two pots, a gown of Rouen tawny, a

kirtle of broad red cloth, a brown gown, veils or

scarfs, linen sheets, bed-sheets, shirts, a doublet, a

pair of kersey galligaskins or hose, and other ar-

ticles, as having been '

conveyed' away by Long
John Oliver, Little John Oliver, David Oliver iu

Stryndis, called ' David na gude Preist/ and other
' minions of the moon,' who at the same time were

charged with the ' cruel slaughter
'

of John Moftht,

Robert Brig, and Adam Barnisfadcr. The extent

to which murder, homicide, muti- siurjcr homL-

lation, and other deeds of violence cide, lii,

and bloodshed prevailed at this
ln

' ic -

time, as shown by the criminal records, is perfectly

appalling. Page after page is filled with the no-

tices of such crimes as the slaughter of Sir (

Farnylaw, chaplain, by Roger Langlands, and of

Adam Crawford by Robert Scott of "\Vhitcln

the burning of the place of "NVhitslade by Hector

Lauder the slaughter of David Henrison at the

kirk of Maxton by John Faulo of Littledean and

his accomplices, the Rutherfords and certain Eng-
lish freebooters the ' stouthreif

'

of the cattle of

Thomas, John, Allan, and Thomas Henrison, ju-

nior, the abduction of their persons, and their

forcible detention in England for three i:

till they consented to ransom themselves the

slaughter of James Rutherford by the Turn-

bulls at the kirk of Hawick the burning oi' the

place of Barnhill, and the carrying away an im-

mense quantity of plunder from the lands of

Rutherford of Langnewton the burning and plun-

der of Borthwickshiels by the Armstrongs t he-

violent occupation, by William Scott of Thirlestane,

of the lands of Sir Patrick Crichtoun of Cranstoun-

Riddell the slaughter of Edward Hunter, Laird

of Polwood, by Gilbert Twecdic of Sir John Mac-

* Criminal Trials, vol. i. r- 23.

J Ibid. p. 37.

- ]li,l. r . 23.

Ibid. i>p. 86
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brair, chaplain, by Robert Gricrson of John Dun-

ncdy of that Ilk by John Jardinc of the Laird of

Mousewald by Thomas Bell of Currie of the Lairds

of Dalyell and Crauchlay by Lord Maxwell and

his retainers of Robert Crichtoun, Laird of Kirk-

patrick, by Douglas of Drumlanrig of Patrick

Dunbar, Laird of Corsintoun, at the kirk of Cum-

nock, by the Lairds of Lefnoriis and Skellington
and others, and of Maclellan of Bomby by James

Gordon of Lochinvar, an ancestor of Lord Ken-

mure, Andrew Agnew, sheriff of Wigton, and other

Jn
of rank; the burning of Branxholm and

crum, and the '

herschip
' of the lands of the

by the Armstrongs and Turnbulls, with their

accomplices the English Borderers
;

' the cruel op-
i' of John Scott, burgess of Irvine, and his

wile.by Hugh, Earl of Eglintoun ; fire-raising and
'

benchip
'

in Badenoch by Macleod of Lewis; the

burning of Dunskey and Ardwell by Sir Alexander

Macculloch of Mertoun, the Laird of Garthland, and

others :

'

oppression' of the young Laird of Busby by
James Mure, brother of the Laird of Rowallan ;

'oppression done '

to Elizabeth Rosse,Lady Cunyng-
hamhede, and to the abbot and convent of the

monastery of Ivilwinning, by Robert Cunyngham;
'oppression done' to old Lady Home and her servants

by Hugh, Earl of Eglintoun ; the burning of the

place and mill of Newby, the plundering of the

Laird, and the slaughter of Robert Hood and an

infant of two years old, by "William Carruthers ;

the '

rape or ravishment' of Margaret Stewart,

daughter of Matthew, Earl of Lennox,* by John

Fleming, son to the Laird of Boghall ;
the slaugh-

ter of Robert Scott of Sinton and of John Fentoun

of that Ilk, and the burning and 'herschip' of

Blindhaugh, by Andrew Crossar and some English

marauders; the slaughter of Sir William Colvilleof

Ochiltree and Richard Rutherford by George Halli-

burton and others, of the Laird of Falahill by the

Kcrs and Scotts, of John and Patrick Nesbit ' in

the king's palace and residence, where his highness
was personally present,' by Andrew Blacater of

that Ilk and Xinian Xesbit, of John the Bruce of

Airth, by William Menteith of the Kerse and his

kinsmen, and of Alexander and John Noble, a

chaplain called Sir Maurice, and "William Gawane,
'committed within the kirkyard of the cathedral

church of Ross,' by Hugh Rose of Kilravock and

eleven others; of the 'burning and casting down of

the place of Thurston belonging to William Wal-

lace of Craigie, and the theft of the goods in it,' by
' David Hume of Wedderburn, and divers other

persons to the number of a hundred;' the burning
of the Place of Ardendracht in Buchan by Alex-

ander, Lord Gordon; the burning of the House of

Weymc, and the slaughter of David Menzies and

other five persons, by Thomas Macnair ;
the ham-

stringing of certain horses belonging to Crichtoun

of Frendraucht by Herries of Terrauchty ;
the

* This lady married John, second Lord Fleming, Great

Chamberlain "of Scotland, who was assassinated while hawk-

by John Tweedie of Drummelzier, November 1, 1524.

i was soon divorced from him, aud afterwards married
ader Douglas of Mains.

burning of the place of Krcndrancht, and UM
slaughter of George, June*, and Robert Crichtou
by William Lord Abcrncthy of Saltonn. and otbm (

the slaughter of Alexander Maciarley by UM
Earl of Glencairn and other. ; the 'en*I ahljfcttf
of Gilbert, Earl of Caanlia. by Campbell of Ixm-

don, Sheriff of Ayr, and other men of rank in thai

district; and of Robert Campbell in LochfafM,
Alexander Kirkwood, and Patrick Wibon, by Keav

nedy of Bargeny, Mure ofAuchindrane.* and nearly
all the chiefs of the powerful botue of Kennedy,
including the Abbot of Croacragoel, the rector of

Douglas, and other eight priests; 'oppression, mu-
tilation, and deforcing a messenger' by the Prior of

Pittenwecm, eight canons, the rector of Mockart,
Sir James Ramsay, and three other *pHrr\ tad
the parish clerk of Saling; fire-raising and burning
of a byre of the Laird of Rosythe, with sixty oxm
and eleven cows, by Janet Anderson, who wan eon*

dcmncd to be drowned, at this period the
ordinary

punishment of females for crimes of leaser magni-
tude ;f the 'cruel slaughter' of the Laird of Stone-

byres, by Lindsay, rector of Colbintotra, of the

Laird of Auchinhervy by the Earl of Eglintoun, of

the Laird of Craigends and his servant by Lord

Semple and his eldest son Sir John Semple, riear

of Erskine, and others of their kinsmen ;t of Sir

John Penny, chaplain, by Lord Lyle and his sooj

of James Douglas, by Lord Crichtoun of Sanquhar,
Lockhart of Lee, and others; of 'Mr. Matthew

Montgomery' and other two persons, and the 'hart-

ing' of John Master of Montgomery, by the Master

of Glencairn
;

'the treasonable slaughter of Cor-

nelius de Matchetema, Ducheman,' by the Earl of

Cassilis, Lord Semple, and nearly all the gentry

bearing their names; and the burning by the

Drummonds of the Kirk of Monivaird, 'wherein

was six score of Murraycs, with their wires and

childraine, who were all cither burnt or slaine ex-

cept one.' It will be observed, that in nearly the

whole of these cases, and indeed of almost all the

others mentioned in the records of the high court

of justiciary, both the criminals and the victims

belong to the upper classes of society. The oflknces

of the ' rascal multitude
' were probably fcr the

most part tried in the local courts, which each

baron was privileged to hold on his own *UUs
A highly interesting document, entitled 'a pro

clamation for regulating the proceedings of the

Justice Ayrc of Jedburgh,' A.D. 1510. throws great

light both on the form of proeedere beta

Justiciars, and on the state of the country i

period. Although apparently framed fl

of Jedburgh, there seems no doubt I

clamation was circular, and sJJi assert f

Ancestor of the notoriw Ms *AU
crimes form the .object of r Water I

I : ... i..'

f In case* of morfer,UMM, wM

beheaded or burnt at the ftok*. M"**** ta

the airvtion of their oflVoe*. *^
me of the uboniiat eajSjH.

executed, bat, u it too an** s*eft*S, u
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fetriet of Scotland. All persons were forbidden,

mln- pah of death, to attack any others for old

fed or new. on their way to the Ayre, or on their

r**rn, or during the time thereof. Strict injunc-

frrc, Wlf, unted, that none but the members of

the royal household, the justice, constable, mar-

Bfll. shmff, coroner, and their deputies and attend-

aata. were to come armed, except only with knives

at their bells; the cautioners for persons accused

of homkid? were enjoined to produce those for

whom they were surety, that they might 'underlie

tbr law:' victuals were to be brought to the market

for ready money, and the sellers were forbidden to

exact a higher price than had been paid for eight

days before the '

coming of the King's Grace to

thi town* and this present Ayre,' under pain of

t of the victuals, and punishing of the per-

ellers thereof; and ' nae lodging or stables'

to be 'set or taken by ony persons, of dearer

price than they were set and taken at other Justice

Ayrea before.'

Then follow the directions to the justices respect-

ing UM poinU of the Dittay,' about which they
were to make inquiry.

In the first place,
'
if they knew ony treason to

the king's person or the realm ;
item if there be

ony slaughter or murder; if there be ony fire-

raising or burning within the realm; if there be

ony raruhing of women ; if there be ony theft;

if there be ony reif;f if there be ony reset of theft
;

if there be ony Outputtaris or Inbringaris of

other men's goods, if there be ony fforthocht felons

or oppriasonU of the King's leigis by ony ways ;

if there he ony Ilcscttis, auplcis, or intercommonis

with th* King's Ilebcllis; if there be ony Cul-

jowist night-walkaris, or Sornaris; if there be

ny Witchcraft or Sorcery usyt in the realm; if

tlsnrt ht any Convocation or gadering of our sov-

** lofd*
licfjta; if there be ony that steals rcde-

$ in forbiddin time, or smoltis in mill dams;
if then be ony destroyers or peelers of green wood ;

4f there be ony slayers of deer, by stalking within
tkr br&* parka j if there be ony that mainteins

open trespassers; iftherebeony that use false-met-

taaj SMasvrca,or weight* ; if there be ony that takes
theft-boot i if there be ony strikers of false money ;

-ifony person brings home piaonf and how they use
4f ony ptas into Ingland without the King's Li

;** if there be ony Leagues
with burgh, or if ony burges rides

> with ony lord or laird to landward, or if

bnndin to ony laird in manrent if ony
wka or hounda if there be ony breakers

nda,crdVmeota,or yards;ft if there be ony
****, or ony that setts npon assurance

"."! ^*fy**
M"

1

I
T')

"'""I' * prewsnt during them. wmieh iatod he bound himwlf to do in
r *y OSM gfllM MrUMt of tht acU of his parlia-

'

to ealjt/ to cajole. Achett

." *u u,c .< n,,,.U. ,ll.,y.

^ Poison.

Uirdens.

with Inglishmen in time of war
;

if there be onv
that steals other men's peats out of their stankis;

if there be ony destroyers of other garis;* if there

be ony mutilatioun or dismembring of ony pc
if there be ony that lyis with other men's wi

and distroys their gudis; if there be ony hurdis

fund under the erdejf if there be ony stealers of

hares in snaw; if there be ony within burglie that

purchase lordship in oppression of his neighbours,
or to plea with them at bar; if there be ony malt-

makers that sell malt unput to the market; if

there be ony person that has (false or fenyeit)

money of the realm ;
if ony person breaks money

without the king's licence; if the merchants bring
home bullion according to the Acts of Parliament,
and if the customors and cunzeouris do their dili-

gence thereto according to the said Acts of Parlia-

ment; Anent Cordinaris if they sell shoes and

boots and pantonsj (at mair or at greater price than

is contained in the Acts of Parliament) that is to

say a pair of men's (singill soled shoes) for twelve

pence a pair, of double soled shoes eighteen-pencc,
a pair of pantons twenty-fonr-pence, a pair of boots

six shillings, women and children's shoes for eight

pence the pair, and other geir according to their

prices; if berkaris sell their leather according to

the said prices; if ony baxtaris|| make ony con-

ventions and gaderings, and break the assise, (set

to them by the officers of the town,) or steals the

town and bakes nocht eftir by prices that is given,

or else holds abak and fulfillis nocht by samyn : if

there be ony masterful beggars; if there be ony

neighbours within burgh that usurpes against the

officers made in burgh; if ony malt-makers of

Leith, Edinburgh, or other places, sells their malt

unput to the market of the burgh, and if they
take mair then a boll of bear^T for a chalder making;
and if their be ony that packs, or peels, or houses

wool, skin, hides outwith the head burgh, sik as

Leith and uther unfree ports and places, or takes

away the goods uncustumyt.'**
It is evident both from the repeated enactments

of the legislature and from the complaints of the

poets of the day that the farmers
Oppression of the

and cottagers were still grievously poor tenants and

oppressed by their landlords, and
that the levying of '

caupes
'

or pretended benevo-

lences of horses, cattle, &c. the unjust resumption
of leases and 'grassums

'

or excessive fines for their

renewal, and the forcible expulsion of tenants from

their farms, rapine and outrage,
'

stouthrief, herschip

and sorning,' the partial administration of justice-.
'

the destruction of comes, meadows, and har.

puir folks,' continued to prevail throughout the

kingdom. The Scottish laws, 'which were as wisely

and judiciously made as they were carelessly and in-

effectually executed,' in vain endeavoured to re-

strain the injuries thus inflicted on the industrious

classes of the community.
' The lords,' says Queen

This is likely to have been cunyngaris, rabbit warrens

but improperly transcribed.

t Hoards ibuiid under ground. + Slippers.

Barkers, tannen.
j,

Bakers. ^ Baiiej.
* Without paying custom.
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Jargaret, in a letter of September, 1523, 'regard
iot the disasters of the poor, but laugh at them ;'

iid their military retainers, who lived in a great
aeasure by plunder, were ever ready to execute

,ny commands of their masters, however unlawful,

'he intolerable grievances to which the poor hus-

landmcn and cottagers were subjected by the op-
ve exactions of the nobles and their armed

ollowers arc enumerated with great bitterness in

he anonymous complaint of John Upland, a ficti-

ious character representing a countryman into

vhosc mouth the poets of the day put their general
s upon men and manners.

THE PICTORIAL HISTORY OF SCOTLAND.

atire

' Now is our king of tender age,
Christ conserve him in his eild*

To do justice baith to man and page,
That garst our land lie lang untill'd

;

Tho
1

we do double pay their wage,
Puir commons presently now are piel'd,

They ride about in sic a rage,

By forest, frith, and field,

With buckler, bow, and brand.
Lo ! where they ride out through the rye !

The Devil must sayne the company,
1 pray from my heart truly :

Quoth John Up-on-land.

'He that was wont to hear the barrows,
Betwixt the hake-house and the brew-house,
On twenty shillings now he tarrows,|
To ride the high-gait by the plewis :||

But were I a king and had gude fellows,
In Xnrroway they suld hear of news.
I suld him tak, and all his marrowis,
And hing them high upon yon Neivis,
And thereto plight my hand :

Tliir^f lords and barons grit,

Upon ane gallows suld I knit,
That thus down treddit has our wheat :

Thus said John Up-on-land.

1 Wald the lords the laws that leads,
To husbands do good reason and skill,

To chasten their chieftains by the heads,
And hing them high upon ane hill

;

Then micht husbands labour their steads,**
And priests micht patter and pray their fill

;

For husbands suld nocht have sic pleids,
Baith sheep and noltt+ micht lie full still,

And stakes || still micht stand :

But since they rade amang our durris

With splent on spald and rousty spurris,
Their grew no fruit untill our furris

:||||

Thus said John Up-on-land.

' Tak a puir man a sheep or two,
For hunger or for fait If ^ of fude,
To five or six wee bairns, or mo,
They will him hing with rapes*** rud;
But and he tak a flock or two,
A bow of rye, and let them blud,
Full safely may he ride or go ;

I wait nocht if thir laws be gude,
I schrew them first them fand.ftt

Jesn, for thy holy passion,
Thou grant him grace that wears the crown,
To ding their mony kingis down :

Thus said John Up-on-land.'

But it was not merely the farmers and cotters

w suffered from the oppression of these titled

OM age. t Causes.
Tarrow to murmur at one's allowance.

Highway || Plough. f There.

Steadings, farmsteads. tt Cattle.

nces. Iron plates on his shoulders.
e
;^T Want. ** Hopes. tH Found.
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robbers, but all who were not strong enough to
re>i>t force by force were compelled to ubmit to
their exactions. It was no un- View of tW aU
common occurrence for the higher n4 Wpoaa.

barons to exact hospitality from the clergy for

themselves, and their armed band* of retainer*
to sorn upon the monasteries in the vicinity of
their castles until their subntance was consumed.
The community of Al>erbioth.< h complained of an
Earl of Angus, who was in the regular hn

visiting them once a year with a train of a thou-
sand horse, and abiding till the w r pro-
visions of the convent were exhausted. Well might
one of the sufferers from this sltamelew rapacity
complain that ' the goods of the church which
bestowed upon her by holy prim, t and
nobles were thus consumed in revelry by
profligate layman who numbers in his train

followers than he can support by honest means or

by his own incomings,' and lament that the

barons of Scotland are now turned moMcrful thieve*

and ruffians, oppressing the poor by violence, and

wasting the church by extorting free-quarters from

abbeys and priories without either hlmme or reason.'

An interesting view of the state of the country
at this period and of the manners and sentiments

of the people is given in a work entitled 'The

Complaint of Scotland,' which was printed at St.

Andrews in the year 1548. In this curious piece
Scotland is represented under the figure of a lady of

excellent extinction and of ancient genealogy, hot

with a doleful countenance, and making 'ane me-

lancholias cheir for the great violens that she had

sustenit.' Her golden hair was disordered and dis-

hevelled, her golden crown tottering on her head.

A red lion blazoned on a field of gold bordered with

the fleur de lis, appears wounded on her shield.

The lady was clothed in a mantle blazoned with

figures of different kinds. On the upi*r border

there were many precious stones, on which were

engraven shields, spears, swords, and armour, repre-

senting the nobles and barons. In the middle there

were portrayed books, and figures, and various

sciences, human and divine, emblematicof the clergy;

and on the lower part were represented all kinds of

cattle and beasts, with all varieties of corn, herb*,

plants, and trees, ships, merchandise.and work took,

in allusion to the occupations of the common*. TbJ

' marvellous' mantle was in many place* *o rent and

torn that the various devices by w Inch it wa adorned

were almost erased, and not a few of the shields

in the upper part were wanting, the armour waa

broken and rusted, the beautiful workmanship in

the middle was so defaced that
' na man c

tract ony profitable sentens nor gndc cxcmptl

of ony part of it.' The lower border had -JfclW

the greatest injury, and the figures embroid

upon it were so grievously spoiled as to

incapable of being repaired.
As the afflicted

was sitting with her gay clothes riven and rag

contemplating with the deepest sorrow

fields which were formerly covered wit!

perceived three of her sons approaching,
wta
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it the three estates of Scotland. The eldest was

_ in armour, and trailed a halbert behind

Tle second was clad in a long gown, and

; aspect of great gravity held in his hand a

book, the clasps of which were ' fast lokkyt with

rate.' The youngest was lying flat on his side on

the cold ground, and all his clothes in rags, making
anc dolorous lamentation, and striving in vain to

stand upright.
Dame Scotia seeing her sons in this lamentable

condition, begins to upbraid them with their negli-

gence, cowardice, and ingratitude towards her, and

declared that much as she has suffered from her

add enemies' of England, she has suffered still

ore from the grievous misconduct of her children.

Tliey arc so divided among themselves, she alleges,

that no one can trust another; and in consequence
of this mutual suspicion and distrust, all seek their

own not the welfare of the commonwealth, for some

air fled far within the country, some are fled to

the hilU, and some remain in their own houses on

the Englishmen's assurance, and some are become

neutral men like to the riders that dwell in the

1 k bate able land.' She affirms that the country has

great injury from the familiar intercourse

between the Scottish and English borderers,
' con-

trair the laws and customs baith of England ancl

Scotland ; and that in consequence of this treason-

able familiarity, the secret plans of the lords of the

Condi for the dcfcucc and welfare of the realm
re immediately betrayed to the English king. The

cormpondcncc of the English ambassadors and
wardens of this period, which has been only recently
brought to light, shows that these charges were
btttoo well founded. The third son, who is the

ntativc of the labouring classes of the com-
nit

jr, defends himself from the accusations of his
and declares that he is unjustly blamed for

committed by his brothers, the nobles

eltrgy, who show themselves his worst enemies.
J be compared,' he says, 'to the dullenss in

I am compelled to bayr ane importabil
*

JH for I m dung and broddit f to gar me
I to thole the thing that is above my power.
am the mark of the butt contrail- the whilk

hoots arrows of tribulation. How is
a art trcatit that cvcric man uses all

extortions contrair me as far as their

ex-

power
I labour nyrht and day with my

lab laschc inutilj idle men, and theyme with hunger, and with the sword.
l ""W Uxrtr Irfb with travel and
of my body, and they pcrsccut

with the sweat

--envy body with out-

P. J while I am become ane beggar
id ay cattle arc reft fra me, I am cxilit
flwd my steadings. The

mailings f
r the ground that I labour are hychtff'

' that I and my wife and bairns are
*tcr. The tiends of my corns are

t Dcatcn and pricked.
I'lunder.

*
liaised.

.

I
* '

-stilus'

-

nocht allanerly* hychtit above the
fertility that the

ground may bear, but as weill they are tane furth of

my hands by my tyrant brethren
; and when I

labour by merchandres or by mechanic crafts, I am
compelled to lend it to them, and when I crave mv
debts whilk should sustain my life, I am boistit,t

hurt, and ofttimes I am slain. Therefore labourers

to burtht and land and by seaboard they endure

daily sic violence that it is nocht possibil that espe-

rancef of relief can be imagyint, for there is nathin"

on the labourers of the ground but arragc, carage.

taxations, violent spulyie and all other sort of ad-

versitie. I endure maire persecution by them whilk

profess to be my brethren and defendours, nor by the

cruel war of England, therefore I am constrained

to cry on God for ane vengeance contrair them for

the importabil affliction whilk they constrain me
till endure, the whilk I believe shall come hastily
on them by the richt judgement of God, conform-

and to the words of the prophet, for the misery of

mistriful
|| men, and for the weepyng of poor men

the divine justice shall execute strait punition.'

Sir David Lindsay, in his Interludes, complains
almost in the very same terms of the oppression of

the farmers and cottagers by their landlords.

' Thir puir commons daylie, as ye may see,

Declyue Joun till extreme povertie,
For some are heichtit so into their maill,
Their wynning will nocht find them water-kail!.f
How kirkmen heicht their tiends it is weill k:i:.

(known),
That husbandmen noways may hold their awin (own ),

And now begins a plague upon them new,
That gentlemen their steadings take in feu.

Thus maun they pay great farm, or leave the sl<

And some are plainlie harlit** out by the head,
That are destroyit without God on them rue.'

And in the fourth book of the Monarchy, in de-

nouncing vengeance on the oppressors of tli

he makes special mention of the injustice suflcru

by the tenants and husbandmen.

1 Ye lords and barons, mair and less,

That your puir tenants does oppress,

By great grassum-H and double mail,
Mair than your lands bene avail.

With sore exorbitant cariage,
With merchets of their mariage,
Tormentit baith in peace and weir.

With burdens mair than they may bcir,

Be they have payit to you their mail,
And to the priest their tiends hail

;

And when the lands again is snwin,
What rests behind I wald were knawin.' J J

The gross abuses complained of, however, wcr

too deeply rooted to be eradicated at once, even 1>.

the powerful denunciations of Lindsay,
labours took he,' says his first editor, Chartcri;

* Alone. + Threatened.

Arage is a servitude of men and horses for ti

carage is a similar servitude for earning in the land

com at harvest-home, ancl his hay, coals.

seasons of the year. This custom still exists in sc

parts of Scotland.

|| Needy.
IT Broth composed simply of water, shelled barley, ai

greens.
**

Dragged. -H The fine paid for the 1(

J J Lindsay's Works, vol. iii. p. 14tf.
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mt ten years nftor the poet's death,
' that the

ds of this country might be set out in feus, after

fashion of sundry other realms, for the increase

policy and riches. But what has he profitit?
en anc puir man, with his haill race and off-

ing luis laboured out their lives on anc little

c of ground and brocht it to some point and
feetion, then must the laird's brother, kinsman,
surname have it, and the puir man, with his wife

bairns, schot out to beg their meat. He that

k little labour on it maun enjoy the fruits and
modifies of it; he maun eat up the sweat and
iurs of the puir man's brows. Thus the puir

ur mak na policie* nor bigging, j
in case they big

selves out. But although men wink at this,

d our look it, yet he sits above that sees it, and
.all judge it. He that hears the sighs and com-

plaints of the puir opprcssit shall not for ever

suffer it unpunischit. What has he written also

against this hcriald horse J devisit for manic puir
man's hurt ? But wha has demittit it ?'

Dame Scotia refuses to sustain this defence of

her youngest son on the ground that no man should

be admitted a witness in his own cause, and she

declares that she will not listen to his charges

ngainst his brothers, because an accuser should be

clean before he accuse his neighbour. She then

addresses her three sons successively in a series of

indignant admonitions, in which, she exposes their

particular faults,denounces their peculiar crimes,and
exhorts them to unanimity in repelling the hostili-

ties of the common enemy. The vices of the nobles

are exposed with special severity.
' The arms,' she

Degeneracy of savs
>

' that ye bear in your shields,
the nobles. and in the seals of your signets,

which are sculptured on your walls and blazoned

on your windows of glass, were given to your
ancestors for the noble deeds they achieved ; by
bearing their arms you engage to tread in their

steps, or you deserve to be degraded from your
rank, and divested of your honourable arms

;'
and

they arc informed that they justly merit this

punishment on account of their imbecility, avarice,

and contention. ' Ye profess you tobe gentilmen, but

your works testify that yc are but uncivil villains ;

yc \vald be reputed and called virtuous and honest

howbeit that ye did never ane honest act, and ye

repute other men for villains that did never anc

villain act. It appears that when your noble pre-
decessors deceased, they took their virtue and

gentrice with them to their sepulture, and they
left nathing with you but the title.' Their pride,

avarice, and licentiousness are denounced in equally

indignant terms. ' The prodigal pride that ringcs||

among gentil men is detestabil, nocht alanerlylf in

costly claithing above their state, but as weill in

prodigal expenses that they make on horses and

1

Ornamented grounds. t Building.
t The best horse paid to the landlord on the death of a

tenant

. preface to Lindsay's Works, published by H. Charteris,

II Keigns. Alone.

dogs, above their rent or riches. Ane man is

repute for ane gentil man in Scotland but gif be
mak mair expense* on hi* bone and hi* dog* oar
he docs on his wife and bairn*.' In the addltM
to the spiritual estate the author vfe*s ef U*
animadverts with great severity putialitj.

on the vices of that order. He applie* to then
Plutarch's apologue of tho crab instructing her

young, and declares that the people disobey their

gude doctrine because of their malvanioa and

neglect of the duties of their office; and that the

punishment they inflicted upon heretic*, nnaccoca-

panied by the reformation of their own order, wa
only like 'ulyc (oil) cost on ano hct birnand fvir.

1

for oa ' soon as there is ano person slanc, bnrnt, or
banest for the balding of perverat opinion* incoa-

tinent, there rises up three in his place.' Bat the

most curious part of this address is the exhortation

to the clergy to change their spiritual habit*,
'
baitli cowls and sydc-gowns, for steel jack* and
coats of mail,' and to assist their countrymen to

repel the invasions of their enemies. Nane of tho

spiritualise,' he adds,
' should be scrupulous in this

business, considering that God's law, the law of

nature, positive law, civil and canon law, ha* con-

descendit in anc purpose, that all staitis and

faculties, without ony exception of person*, are

oblist to pass in battel for the dcfcns of the

public weill and of their native countric.' During
the War of Independence, a number of the Scot-

tish clergy fought valiantly in defence of the

rights and liberties of their country ; but in then

degenerate days, a martial temper etrms not to

have been characteristic of the order, and they
were as defective in patriotism as in other virtM*.

The miseries of this unhappy country appear to

have reached their climax it'ter the death of James,

and when a series of bloody and destructive in-

roads on the part of the English reduced the

southern part of the kingdom to the condition of a

desert, while the rapacity and violence of the

nobles, the lawless turbulence of the commons, and

the fatal discord of contend!: . paralysed

every effort to unite the nation in repelling tho

common enemy. The author of the
'

Complaint
'

draws a most frightful picture of the civil disecsv

sions by which the country wa*
i,lltnMj,

torn asunder at this period.
' All

realms,' lie says, that are divided

within themselves shall be left dcsoUr

it is na marvel that your country co*ae to ruin,

considering that all sorts of dctestahil and unlaw-

ful ware that destroyed the llomans in the aaciei

days ringis presently amangyoa.
of battles and ware that brocht the Itonaa* I*

ruin was called tho " battcllia finttyria."

when ane man undertakes to conqoee* by t

and tyranny the lands of hi* neighbour* that a

and lye continue with hi* lands. Thi* same

of wars is in Scotland, where there is nocht I

men, great nor small, that hare heritage, Imtl

aye inventing cavilation and wrang titl* 1

their neighbour's heritage* that Iyer-
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tbm. either by process
and picas, or else by violens.

There was aiic other sort of battells among the

battellis socialis." That is when

at MW country mak war contrair others.

TOM - * tori of wars ringis presently
in Scotland,

far tbm noch? ane burrowstoun nor landward

pariah within the realm but they have envy con-

trair Ike towns and parishes that are next neigh-

boon to them. The third sort of wars were callit

-battrllU civilis." That is when citizens and in-

dwrllrn of ae citic have mortal feud contrair

other*. This same sort of wars ringes instantly

m Scotland, for there is nocht ane burrowstoun

in Scotland but there is deadly feud

of the indwellers of the said towns.

There is ane other sort of wars callit
"
battellis

iaintiali" That is when kinsmen and friends

have Mortal wars contrair others. This same sort

of wan ringes instantly in Scotland, for the intes-

tine wan that ringes among the barons and gentil

m are detestabil to be rchcarsit, for they that

are Bcarest of kin and blood have maist mortal

frad contrair others. There is ane other sort of

wan called
" battellis asephales." That is when

the people gather together in ane great convention,

bot* the authoritie of the superior. .This same

tort of wan ringis instantly in Scotland, for I

hare area nine or ten thousand gather together
itiiat 007 commission of the King's letters, the

hilk great convention has been to put their

neighbour* forth of their steading and tacks on

Whitmn Wednesday, or else to lead way ane puir
man'* tiend in harvest : but they wald nocht be

halfM solist to convene three hundred at the com-
anad of the king's letters, to pass to resist our
MM maim of Kuglond.'t
Bt the contwU of hostile factions, the ravages

of war, and the famine produced by the destruc-
to of the growing corn, and the uncultivated
state of the arable land, were not the only miseries

at this unhappy period harassed the dis-

tracted kingdom of Scotland. The
author of the" Complaint" likewise

the '
universal pestilence and mortalitie

that has otcvrit mercylew amang the pepil.' A
lifoaat epidemic under various forms continued

at interval* to ravage the country for more than a"J tfcie period. Ther

[Cii.vr. XXV.

period. 'There was,' says an
i*t,

' twa yearis before this time, ane great
riveraaj sickness through the maist part of Scot-

l aocertane what sickness it was, for the
n rottld Dot tell, for there was no remedie for

J*
tke commons called it cowdothc.J: Sir

I Lfadaaj, in hi* Kpistlc Nuncupatorie' to

.speaking of this period of darkness

of Scotland, pp. 200-263.

Has scourgit this pair realm of Scotland,

By mortal wars baith by sea aud land,
With mony terrible tribulation;
Therefore to make them true narratioun,

That all thir wars, this deartli, hunger, and
AYas nocht hut for our sins manifest.'*

Muir, the historian, in his description of Scotland

in 1521, mentions some particulars which confirm

the statements of Sir David Lindsay, and the

author of the '

Complaint of Scot-
Description of

land,' respecting the condition of the country,

the common people at this time.

The houses of the farmers, he says, were small,

because their farms were rented only by the year,
or at most for four or five, so that, though .stone

was abundant, there was no desire to erect good
houses, to plant trees or hedges, or to enrich the

ground a state of matters which, he justly re-

marks, was most injurious to the prosperity of the

kingdom. He adds, that if perpetual leases

were granted, the rent might be tripled, and yet
the farmers become rich, while the homicides

which were caused by the forcible removal of

tenants would be avoided
;
for it appears that the

expelled tenant, like the Irish peasant of the pre-

sent day, not unfrequently took vengeance on his

successor for the loss of his farm. Muir also cen-

sures the farmers for their contempt of manufac-

tures and of the inhabitants of the towns, whom

they regarded as effeminate
;
and he adds, that they

neglected their own proper business, and left the

agricultural operations to their servants, while

they rode in the trains of their lords. This, how-

ever, may have been more from necessity than

choice, in order to retain possession of their farms.

He is equally severe in his censures upon the

nobles, for their perpetual feuds with their neigh-

bours, and their total neglect of the education of

their sons. The possessions of the Highlanders, he

says, consisted almost entirely of state of the

horses and cattle. Sometimes two High!;.

or three hundred horses, wild and unbroken, were

brought by one Highlander to Perth or Dundee,

and sold for two francs each
;
but others, who

possesjed no property of their own, lived by hunt-

ing, or followed their chiefs in their constant expe-

ditions and conflicts. Their dress consisted of the

trews, reaching only to the middle of the leg, a

mantle, and a shirt stained with saffron ; they were

armed with bows and arrows, a broadsword, a

small halbert, and a dagger. The chiefs wore

coats of mail formed of iron rings, but the

sive armour of their vassals consisted r:

jackets made of quilted linen, steeped in melted

wax or pitch, and covered with deerskin.

On the death of James V., a clergyman named

John Eldar, who, as he informs us himself, was a

native of Caithness, and had studied for twelve

years in the three southern universities, retired

into England, and presented to Henry a project
ot

union between the two kingdoms, which contains

*
Lindsay's Works, vol. iii. p. 177.
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imc curious notices of the manners of the High-
landers at this period. He thus explains the

reason why they were called by the Lowlandcrs
' Redshanks,' and by the English

'

Rough-footed
,ts.

" Please it your Majesty to understand that we
all people can tolerate, suffer, and away best with

ild : for both summer and winter, (except when
frost is most vehement,) going always bare-

,eggcd and bare-footed, our delight and pleasure is

not only in hunting of red-deer, wolves, foxes, and

grnies,
whereof we abound and have great plenty ;

but also in running, leaping, swimming, shooting,

and throwing of darts. Therefore, in so much as

we u-e, and delight, so to go always, the tender,

delicate gentlemen of Scotland call us Redshanks."
" And again in winter, when the frost is most

vehement (as I have said), which we cannot suffer

bare-footed so well as snow, which can never hurt

us when it comes to our girdles, we go a hunting,

and after that we have slain red-deer, we flay off

the skin by and by, and setting of our bare foot

on the inside thereof, for want of cunning shoe-

makers, by your Grace's pardon, we play the

cobblers, compassing and measuring so much there-

of, as shall reach up to our ancles : pricking the

upper part thereof with holes, that the water may
rcpass where it enters, and stretching it up with a

strong thong of the same, above our said ancles.

So and please your noble grace, we make our shoes.

Therefore, we using such manner of shoes, the

rough hairy side outward, in your Grace's dominion

of England, we be called Rough-footed Scots."*

A graphic and very interesting description of

the manners and occupations of Scottish pastoral

life at this period is given by the
Manners and occu-

, /-, i . *a i

p:iti.ms of the author of the '

Complaint ot acot-

Scutii>h shepherds, land.' The shepherds are repre-

sented as wearing hoods which covered their heads

and .shoulders, and conveniently admitted the addi-

tional envelope of the plaid. They amuse them-

selves with the buckhorn and corn pipe, while

their flocks graze along the ' banks and braes,' and

dry hills. About breakfast-time they are joined by
their wives and daughters, who bring their food

and prepare them a seat by spreading the soft,

yellow moss of a lea ridge, with rushes, sedges, and

meadow -wort, or queen of the meadow. The food

of which they partake consists principally of

various preparations of milk, all of them still well

known in Scotland.
'

They made great cheer of

evi-rie sort of milk, baith of cow milk and ewe milk,

sweet milk and sour milk, curds and whey, sour-

kitts.t fresh butter and salt butter, reyme.J flot-

whey, green cheese and kirn inilk.|| They had na

bread but rye cakes and fustean U scones, made of

Pinkerton, vol. ii. pp. 396, 397.

t Clouted cream. Kit is a small kind of wooden vessel,

hooped and staved,

J
i 'ream.

A. common dish in the pastoral districts of Scotland

formed by boiling the whey after it is expressed from the

cheese curds, with a little meal and milk, when a species
of very soft curd floats at the top.

||
(.'hum milk.

II Fustean signifies soft, elastic. Hence 'fustean scones

flour.' Every shepherd U represented u tarrying
a spoon in the '

lug (oar) of hi* bonnet' an n .

tremely characteristic circumstance, for erto down
a very recent period not only shepherds, hot

reapers and peat digger*, frequently provided then.
selves with spoons, which they carried abou-.

them in the manner described. < >>\

of their simple meal, the shepherds
other by relating in turn tales or storm in

m

and verse, and their wives 'sang sweet mclodioa*

sangs.' The entertainment at length terminated
in a general dance to the mu-.it- of eight different

kinds of instruments; after which the huphgnfa
collected their flocks and drove them tamaltaawlj
to the folds. This simple representation is aecu-

rately copied from nature, and Dr. I^-yden MJI
the original might still be seen in his day in some
of the wild pastoral districts of Scotland. As
he flocks of sheep after grazing some boon are

always disposed to rest in the sunny days of stun-

ner, basking themselves on some dry acclivity, a

concourse of shepherds for a social meal enlivened

ivith songs and stories, and occasionally diversified

)y a dance, was by no means an uncommon Inci-

dent.*

At this period the first notice ocean in Scottish

listory of that singular race the gipsies. Under

the date of the 22nd of April, 1505, Fint

we rind the following entry in the

books of the High Treasurer:

Item, to the Egyptians, by the king's command.

seven pounds.' It appears that after this wander-

ing race had sojourned for some months in Scotland.

under a leader named Ant! :o, who as

sumed the style <f ' Lord of Little Egypt,' they

determined to pass o\ :nark, and that

they succeeded by some means or other in inducing

the Scottish king, James IV., to address to his

uncle, the king of Denmark, the following curious

letter, which was found by Pinkerton in the mam

scripts of the royal library, and published by him

in his Appendix, vol. ii. X<-

'Most Illustrious Prince, AnthoBJ C

Earl of Little Kjrypt, 1"S with his c

an afflicted and mi>i-r.il>le race of men, in tl

progress of his pi-rt-gri; ,(** T

round the Christian world, under-

taken, as he affirms, by order of '

the Pope, hath at length reached the borders of
liHJ J. U|_| llUlll ** '-Q"-
our kingdom, and entreated that. ..u

humanity, he might be ix-rmittcd.

chattels,*and company, to t:

tories, where he may find some rcfttg* I

less fortunes, and miserable subjects,

lieve that a request of this kind,
^pro

the unfortunate, could not be rrf

inglv, after having lived here fc

comporting himself, as I am mfonntd, af

are cakes leavened or .

wheat, rye, or barley mesl.

of Scotland,
1

p.
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aaanboos tad catholic fashion, he is no\v preparing

w fffflUat king and uncle, to pass over to Den-

mark. Before crossing the sea, however, he hath

uaaaafsrt oar letter*, by which your highness

jf^t not only bo informed of the truth of these

mrtknlars, but might also be moved to extend your

and munificence towards relieving the

i of this people. Yet as the kingdom of

[CHAP. XXV.

joar highness is nearer to Egypt than our domi-

nions, and as there must consequently be a greater

resort of these people within your territories than

to these our realms, it follows that the fate, man-

ners, and extraction of these Egyptian wanderers

arart be more familiar to your highness than to

oandvea. Farewell, most illustrious prince.'

Thirty-four years later, (Feb. 15, 1540,) a singular

docament, called a ' writ of privy seal,' was granted

__t_ by James V. This writ enjoins

f JttBY.fc ^ sherifls and magistrates to

tmar of UM fip*y support the authority of John
cfcWf, John In.

fta, in execution of justice

poo his company and folks conform to the laws

of Egypt, and more particularly they are directed

to assist in apprehending
' Sebastian Lalowc,

Egyptian, one of the said John's company, with

his eleven complices and partakers,' who have

against him, and 'removed out of his

/, and taken free him divers sums of

jewels, claiths, and other goods, to the

oaaatiry of ane great sum of money, and on r.ac

wist will pass hame with him ; howbeit, he has

bidden and remained of lang time upon them

(waited lor them long), and isbounden and obliged
to bring hame with him all them of iiis company
that are alive, and ane testimonial of them that are
dead f the non-fulfilment of which obligation, he

pretends, will subject him to '

heavy damage and
skaith (hurt) and great peril of loss of his heritage.'A special injunction is then given to all magistrates,
to land John Paa their prison, stocks, and fetters,

id whatever may be necessary for reducing his

rfcmrtory subjects to order ; and masters of vessels
and auriners art charged to receive John Faa and
hk company, when they shall be ready to go

'

furth
th realm to the parts beyond the sea.' It ap-mn from this curious edict, that the ' Lord and

*' had succeeded in
completely

iaposiaf apon the government, by this story about

Wajkaad
and heritage/ and had so

adroitly ma-
Mtton as to obtain from the authorities not

rtnlmrinn,bt a recognition of his jurisdiction
own band, 'according to the laws of

allowing year, however, the Lords
awtt to have discovered the deception
n practised upon them, and revoked
d privilege formerly granted to John

owers, a

nish upon e wole race.

ptory injunction.thegipsiesap-
theirtradeof

tinkering and for-
otland with impunity, for the next

ewtorjr; till, at length, both their num-
erimcs increased to such a degree

owers, and proceeded forthwith to
f banishment upon the whole race

ttaptremptory injunction.thegipsiesap-
' *** theirtradeof

tinkering and for-

during the ' troublous times '

of Queen Mary, that

in 1570 it was found necessary to adopt vigorous
measures for their repression, and Statutes enacted
a statute was enacted for the for the suppression

'punishment of the strang and idle f the
:-;

beggars,' in which '

bards, minstrels, and vagabond
scholars,' are conjoined in ignominious fellowship
with 'the idle people calling themselves Egyptians,'
and it is provided that, being apprehended they
shall be put in the king's ward and irons, sae lang
as they have ony goods of their own to live on, and

when they have not "whereupon to live of their

own, that their ears be nailed to the tron or to

another tree, and their ears cuttit off, and banished

the country, and if thereafter they be found again,
that they be hanged.'

This stringent statute, though repeatedly renewed
and strengthened with additional clauses, seems to

have utterly failed in restraining the depredations
of these vagrants; and in 1603, a proclamation was

issued, banishing the whole race out of Scotland

for ever, under the severest penalties. This, and

various other sanguinary edicts which followed,

were put into execution without inercy against this

unhappy race, and the records of the Scottish crimi-

nal courts make mention ofgreat numbers of 'Egyp-

tians,' both men and women, who were hanged and

drowned in the most summary manner. Notwith-

standing these severities, the gipsies prospered
amid the intestine feuds by which the country was

torn asunder, and received large accessions from

among those whom famine, oppression, or civil

broils, had deprived of the ordinary means of sub-

sistence. In the progress of time, however, as the

power of the laws and the national prosperity of

the country increased, the gipsy tribes were gradu-

ally reduced in numbers, and many were entirely

rooted out. The comparatively small number of

these vagrants who now remain in Scotland have

for the most part taken up their residence in the

border counties, principally in the village of

Yetholm, situated among the Cheviot hills.

The burghs of Scotland seem to have made con-

siderable progress during this period in wealth and

refinement, and the statute book state of the

contains numerous enactments for burghs.

the regulation of their manufactures and trade. In

1491 it -was ordained, "that the common good,

meaning the profits and revenues of all the royal

burghs within the realm, should be so regulated n.'

to promote the prosperity of the town, by bcinu'

spent according to the advice of the council of the

burgh, upon things necessary for its security and

increase, whilst the burgh rents, such as land

ings, mills, and farms, were not to be disposed oi

except upon a three years' lease."* Two years Intel

an enactment was passed which evinced for the

first time some conception of the true principles
oi

commercial legislation. The deacons of particulai

irodes were it seems in the habit Regulations
of 'imposing a taxation penny respecting trade.

upon men of the same craft coming to market or

* Acts of the Parliament of Scotland, vol. ii. p- 227.
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the Mondays,' which necessarily enhanced the price

of the articles to the consumer. This tax was com-

manded to be discontinued, so that the craftsmen,

without interference upon the part of the deacons

of the burghs, might be at liberty to sell their dom-

modities at the usual prices. The office of the dea-

cons was at the same time abolished for a year to

come, and their authority was restricted to the

ere examination of the work executed by the

of the same trades. It was alleged as a

on for this step, that the authority of the dca-

um> and the bylaws which they enacted, caused

great trouble in the burghs, by increasing the

prices
of labour, and encouraging combinations

uinon^ the workmen. It was declared accordingly

that all milkers and users of these private acts and

constitutions were to be prosecuted as oppressors of

the king's lieges. It was at the same time enacted,

that the tax or ' multure
'

which had hitherto been

levied upon the flour brought into the port of Leith,

or offered for sale in the various markets through-

out the country,* should be abolished; and it was

declared, that for the future all flour should be per-

mitted to be brought to market and sold without

payment of any new taxation ;
and that all manner

of persons should be free to buy and sell their

victual throughout the land all the days of the

week, as well as on the market days.f The same

liberality, however, was not shown in regard to the

sale of other articles, for a few years later it was

ordained that none except freemen of burghs
should be permitted to trade or to sell wine, wax,

silk, spices, stuffs, or staple goods.
It was enjoined by the parliament of 1503, that

the magistrates of all burghs should be annually

changed, and that resident merchants should alone

be appointed to the office of the magistracy. It ap-

pears, however, that this, like many other judicious

enactments of the legislature,remained a dead letter,

and that a practice had crept in of electing to the

office of the magistracy the neighbouring barons,

who,under colour ofprotecting the burghs, domineer-

ed over the industrious citizens, and wasted their

substance. To remedy this grievance it was enacted

in 1535, that the magistrates should hereafter be

fhosen exclusively from among the merchants and

the honest and substantial burgesses ;
and that their

accounts should be annually produced at the ex-

chequer after a public notice of fifteen days, that

11 the inhabitants might have an opportunity of

xamining them.f
Few of the corporations of trades in the Scottish

Imrghs are of more ancient date than the close of

Origin of the
the fifteenth century. The frater-

:-utions of nity of the carpenters, masons, and
trades.

cordincrs, appears to have origin-

ated about 1475, the weavers in 1476, the butchers

ibout 1488, the hammermen in 1496, the waukers,

This was in addition to the local tax for grinding,
h, by the feudal law, corn was bound to pay to the

ony mill where it had been ground.
Acts of Parliament, vol. li. p. 234.
Acts of the Parliament of Scotland, vol. ii. r>. 349.

or fullew, in 1600, the corporation of the .

and barbers appears in 1503, the bakers
.

tho bonnet makers in 15.JO, the goldsmiths in 1481.
and the skinners in 1A8C. The deed of inmrpura-
tion of the hammermen of Edinburgh (12th April,
1496), granted by tho provost and magistrate* at
tho royal command, is a curious specimen of the

municipal regulations of tho period. It inc

blacksmiths, goldsmiths, lorimcrs, or hit and
makers, saddlers.cutlers.bucklo-makers, armoL. .

and pcwtcrcrs; prohibits interlopers, and allow*
none to open shops within the burghs except free-
men after they have been examined by three mat-
ters of the craft, and havo paid forty hUlinge far
the service and ornaments of St Eloi's altar ; regu-
lates the admission of apprentices; appoints two
searchers to examine all the work every Saturday
afternoon

; authorizes meetings to deliberate on

any infringement of tho rules, and to report to the

magistrates. Tho penalty for a breach of the regu-
lations was eight shillings for tho use of the altar,

where divine service was to bo performed doily by
the chaplain of the corporation.*

In the mistaken spirit which characterized the

commercial legislation of the age, repeated, bat

evidently unsuccessful attempts Attmpts to iw-
continued to be made to fix tho late prin aa4

prices of tho various kinds of

manufactured articles and tho wages of tho arti-

ficers. The magistrates of the burghs were at first

empowered to regulate these matters, but thrir

efforts having failed, and complaints continuing
to bo made respecting tho extortions of the eor-

diners, smiths, bakers, brewers, and other crafts-

men, their prices were referred to a committee of

the lords, and maltmcn were forbidden to charge

more than two shillings of profit on each boll of

barley. To prevent forestalling, it was ordained by
tho parliament of 1541 that no fish should be sold

in the markets to retailers, except between the

hours of eleven and two, and that the price should

be regulated by tho magistrates. Permission was

at the same time given to all tho lieges to sell bread

and flesh in the capital on three market days in the

week, on account of the great influx of natives tad

strangers.

If we may believe the poet Dunbar. other

important measures were imperatively required

at this period to purify tho streets of Edinburgh,

and to render tho city fit for the reception oi

strangers. In a satirical poem entitled
an^'Ad-

dress to the Merchants of Edinburgh,' he grn

most graphic, though probably somewhat highly

coloured picture of tho Scottish eapitt

period.
" The principal

streets crowded

stalls the confined state of the different

the noise and cries of the fishermen an

persons retailing their wares round th* eroes-

booths of traders crowded together like a honej

comb,' near the church of St Gflee, which

then, and continued till within a rery tee

PinVcrton, rol. ii. p !!
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k t distort* with mean and paltry buildings

rt.dc ro3 the buttresses of the church the outer

tain rf* bowes projecting
into the streets the

of fctKB*r* tnc
' c mmon minstrels, whose

D wa confined to one or two hackneyed tunes

_11 farm together the subject of a highly graphic

tad interesting delineation, which is the more

evioos as we hare no other description of so early a

date of
' mine own romantic town.'

" There is reason

to believe that the satire of Dunbar was by no means

le at a comparatively recent date.
' Those

iiber the High-street and Luckenbooths.'

IT* Mr. Laing,
'

previous to the first alterations

which took place in the Parliament-square, and the

neighbourhood of St. Giles's Cathedral, and before

the removal of the Tolbooth, the Krames, and

t^ff adjacent buildings, will be fully sensible of

the correctness of the poet's description.'*

Why will ye merchants of renonn

imbargh your noble toun,

For lack of refonnationn

The common profit tyne and fame?*
Think ye nocht schaine,

That ony other regiuun
Shall with dishonour hurt your name !

4 Kane may paw thro' your principal! gaits,

For Mink of haddocks and of scaitts
;

For cry* of cartings and debaitts ;

For fentum flytlings of defame :*

Think ye nocbt schame,
PsfcM strangers of all estaiu

That tie dishonour hart your name !

' Tow ctinkand style that stands dirk

Halds the lycht fra jour Parroche Kirk :

Your foirstairsQ makes your houses mirk,

Lyk na ennirey bat here at hame :

Think ye nocht scbame,
Sa litill pulicie to work
In hart and sclander of your name !

'
At yovr hie CroM.f where gold and silk

be, there is bat curd* and milk ;

THE PICTORIAL HISTORY OF SCOTLAND. [Ciur.

W. Forms, notes, roL ii. p. 283.

!
OC*Mto aad diagrartfol fittings.

i CalisjlBli esmrch of St. Giles.

I Tke iimmiia stairs to the different tenements which
;- '.-..:

*
"5?*' Edinburgh was an ancient and curious
Ta* lover part was an octagonal tower, sixteen

fa* M iiainr.aad abou fifteen feet high. At each ande*** I^IUr. aad between them an arch, of the Grecian
** was a projecting battlement, with a

rr. aad aiedallionii, of rnde but curious
ilasi UKBL Above Uiis rose the propera of on tone, upwards of twenty feet high,* a unicorn This pillar is preserved in

urgh. The

MH. i mm puimr is prese* ^ ***.<t.^y f^f^J ot ^rum, near Kdinbur,

-" ^LT^"m T
hi
^
h WM ht-ard "

iteock, before the battle of Flodden,
^a

tocid. -tit in Sir Walter Scott's
SB of Kdinburgh, in 1766, with

r flsaiiou (proh pndor!) de-

^7T.f^"'*
m*llt' "n^ *nton pretext

'^J* ** ***** *** raonnment,

5SLSiruK;

c. 0, st 25.

Daliaon is said,
1

And at your Tron
* bnt cokill and wilk.i

Paasches, puddings of Jok and Jane :*

Think ye nocht schame,
Sen as the world says that ilk

In hurt and sclander of your name !

' Your common minstralls has no tune,
But ' Now the day dawns,' and '

Into June /

Cuninger men maun serve Sanct Cloun,
And nevir to uther crafts clame :

Think ye nocht schame,
To hald sic mowars of the moon,||
In hurt and sclander of your name.

'

Tailyonris, Soutters, and crafts vile,

The fairest of your streets dois file ;

And merchands at the stiukand style
Are hamperit in ane honeycame :

Think ye nocht schame,
That ye have neither wit nor \vyle
To win yourself ane better name.

' Your Burgh of beggars is ane nest,

To schout they swenyoursJ will uocht test;

All honest folk they do molest,
Sa potentlie they cry and rame:**

Think ye nocht schame,
That for the poor has no thing drest-H
For hurt and sclander of your name !

' Your profit daylie dois increase,
Your godlie works less and less ;

Through streets nane may mak progress,
For cry of cruikit, blind, and lame :

Think ye nocht schame,
That ye sic substance dois possess,
And will nocht win ane better name !

' Sen for the Court and the Sessioun.}
*

The great repair of this regioun
Is in your Burgh, therefore he houn
To mend all faults that are to blame,

And eschew schame ;

Gif they pass to ane uther Toun,
Ye will decay, and your great name !

' Therefore strangers and leiges treat,

Tak nocht ouer meikle for their iiiea;
;

And gar your merchands be discreet,
That na extortiouns be proclaime,

Awfrand ane schame :

Keep ordour, and poor neighbours beit,|] |]

That ye may get ane better name !

'

Singular profit ^T*J so dois you blind.
The common profit goes behind,
I pray that Lord remeid to find

* The Tron, or public beam for weighing merchant!!;

or heavy wares, whichwas placed near the siteot'ti.

Tron church.

+ Cockles and periwinkles. It was customan
women to be seated iu this part of the town rctu..

fish.

J Tripe and haggis.
No other tune. Edinburgh seems to have ha.',

vices of three minstrels at this time. It ;.:

act of Council, huh August, 14N7, that they
be billeted on the inhabitants in succession, and :.-

pressed 'hip nane,' to pass none over; and
sons as found it inconvenient to entertain tlu-m

turn came, should be liable to the r>a\niriit of n::.
'

that is to ilk pyper three pence at the least.'

I! Mockers of the moon.
IT Idle sturdy vagabonds.
* Make a loud noise. The towns of Scotlai

this period grievously infested with beggars and idle va

bonds.

+ t Provided.

J J The importance of Edinburgh was pr

when, in the course of the loth century, it becaim
of government, and of the supreme courts of law.

Offering. |||| Help.
li^T Greed of personal gain caused them U> MpNU

overlook the general good of the town.
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That died into Jerusalem ;

And gar you schame !

That sum time reasoun may you bind,
For to (reconqueis) you good name !

'

Heavy complaints were made respecting th

Fruu.ls practised by
frauds practised by the manufac

u'.nts and turcrs and tradesmen at this time
.men.

Drapers were accused of drawing
or extending their cloth, and thereby weakenin:

in order to increase the measure. Dyers wer

gcd with using perishable colours, and gold
iths with mixing alloy with their gold an<

;
and in 1490 a statute was enacted for th

purpose of preventing these impositions. Th
i'rai dulent arts and extortions of the craftsmen

were favourite topics with the satirists of the day
and Lindsay takes special notice of them in hi
' Satire of the Three Estates.' Deceit, in his las

dying speech and confession, speaks of the mer
chants whom he had learned 'mony a wile' to

beguile country wives upon a market-day.
' And gar them trow your stuff was gude,
When it was rotten, by the rude,*
And swear it was iiocht sa.'

He learned them, he says, to ban, and swear what
their goods cost in France, although not one wore
was true. He taught them many wiles, to mix the

new wine and the old
; to buy goods cheap, and to

sell right dear
; to mix rye meal among the soap

a:ul saffron with the olive oil; to exact usurious

interest as rigidly as the vicar does the best cow oi

his parishioner, and the landlords their double mail;
to use an ell wand (ell measure) too short, and a

pound weight which wanted three ounces. False-

hood, also, before he is hanged, makes great
lamentation for the craftsmen, who without him,
lie

says, will all die of hunger.

' Find me ane webster t that is leil.J
Or ane waulker that will nocht steal,
Their craftiness I ken :

Or ane miller that has na fault,
That will nouther steal meal nor malt,
Hald them for halie|| men.

At our neshers tak ye na griefe,
Tho' they blaw lean mutton and beife,
That they seem fat and fair.[

I learn'd tailzeours in everie toun
.To shape fyve quarters in aue goun,

In Angus and in Fyfe :

To upland tailzeours I gave gude leife,
To steal ane sillie stump,** or sleil'e,

Unto Kittok his wyfe.'

Specially he leaves his ' broad black malisoun' or

ualediction to the brewers of Cupar, who think no
hame to brew their ale of 'much water and little

ualt' against the market-day, and to the bakers
vho mix line flour with '

dust, and bran, and bear

arley) meal.' He then bids adieu to the ' maister
mchts and maissouns,' who need to learn few

i'rom him, as they know his craft by heart ; to

!

(

'

r" s "- + Weaver. J Faithful, honest.
i Foller.

|j
H O J V

.T He alludes to the nefarious practice of blowing up the
Iar membrane, which is said to be not altogether on-^n to butchers of the present day.

** Remnant.
VOL. I.

the blacksmiths and lorimers, and to the crafty
cordiners who sell the schone (shoe*) o'er dear.'

MMiiiihi, fareweUl abort ttom all !

utter my memorial
With ninny ane iubil ea*l :

T.. mix, *ct ye nocht by twa prcia*.*
Fin.- ducat i-ol I. with hard (oJmMa,*
Like a* I learned you laat'J

In 1504 it was ordained that markets and fair*
were not to be held on holiday*, or
at any time in churches or church-

Fttr* *** -fkiU

yards; from which wo may infer that the merriment
on these occasions was not always kept within the
bounds of moderation. It wo* found necessary to
re-enact tho statute of James I., which ordained
that in all 'burrow touns and throuchfarea there
should be hostelrics having (.tables

and chalmers, and bread und ale,

and all other food as well to hone a* mtnt tar
reasonable price ;' and to enjoin the baron* and
magistrates of burghs to see that the innkeeper*
sold flesh, fish, bread, and ale, at the rates usual
in such houses, and had proper stabling, racks,

mangers, corn, hay, and straw. If Si::.

the hosteler spoken of in the talc of tho Friar* of

Berwick, may be regarded as a fair specimen of hi*

class, it would seem that legislative enactment*
were not required to ensure attention to the want*
of travellers. Simon's house had a ' but and a

ben,' with .sleeping-rooms and other com
His kneading trough held a boll of meal, c

a good idea of the extent of his business. Two
mendicant friars who claim the hospitality of hi*

wife, are treated with bread and cheese and ale.

Fat capons and rabbits were prepared for the prior,
who brought with him a pair of partridges, a wieker
basket filled with the finest wheaten bread, and two
xittles of Gascon wine

;
\vhilc Simon himself was

contented with cold meat, a cow's heel, and a sheep'*

.lead, a favourite dish among the Scotch. The table

was covered with a costly green cloth, above which

the napery, or table-cloth, was spread ; and Simon'*

wife was attired in a kirtlc of fine red cloth, a

white kerchief on her head, a belt of silk adorned

with silver, from which hung an embroidered

purse and her keys, and she wore two ring* OB

each finger.

The Netherlands continued to be the chief seal

Df the foreign trade of Scotland j

and we now find a conservator ap-

lointcd, who, with the assistance of a eoBnefl of

ix of the most able merchants, was to decide all

isputcs among Scottish merchant* abroad. He
vas commanded to visit Scotland once every year,

hat he might be ready to answer any charges that

might be made against him. The wmrakea poti*7

f the age caused the trade and eomn

ounrry still to be seriously impeded I

y legislative interference. In the
,

eld in October, 1488, it waa ordained (bat

lips, home or foreign, should arrive only at the

ce burghs, such as Dunbarton, Irvine, Wigton,

Pins. + A specie* of alloy or baw nwuL

J Lindsay s Works, voL u. pp. IM-

ef the
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TjHradbright, Benfrew, and others. That no

martBiioM on foreigner should buy fish, except

eesMBsns. Mlted and barrelled, nor any other

aafthandiie except in free burghs, paying their

and customs. All commercial transac-

at the Isle of Lewis were specially pro-

t
and foreigners were forbidden to freight

ssels, or Scotchmen to freight foreign

It is supposed that these injudicious

mwatonable restrictions -were intended

to prerent contraband trade on the -western

eos*t of Scotland. The prohibition of navigation

between All Saints Day and Candlemas was

mewed { and in 1535 it was ordered that ships

ihfltH be freighted to Flanders only twice a year,

to the Easter market, and to that which was held

on die third of May. The exportation of tallow

WM strictly forbidden, as the realm only furnished

nfllniont quantity for home consumption.

The numerous regulations which relate to ship-

^.__,__ ping and foreign commerce evince
lff that the attention of the Scottish

legislature at this period was particularly directed

to maritime affairs. Reference has already been

nade to the enactment which ordained that ships
and fishing boats of not less than twenty tons

ejjMld be built and equipped with their appro-

priate nets and tackling by all the burghs and
SM-coast towns.* The most energetic measures

wew adopted by James IV. for the establishment

e/ a royal nary ;f and from the success which Sir

Andrew Wood, the two Bartons, and other experi-
eaeed Scottish mariners met with in several encoun-
ters with the English and the Portuguese, it may be
iBtaiod that in the size and construction of their

vessels, a* well as in their seamanship and the
skill aad Tabor of their mon,they were not inferior

to other European nations. In 1512 the Scottish

sity, which consisted of no fewer than forty-sis
*? of *s, contained four of more than three
MoVed tons burden, and two of one hundred
* Th* Lion, the ship of the celebrated Andrew

i. which was captured by Lord Thomas and
' id Howard, in 1511, became the second

"* * *** in 0* Engluh navy, being inferior
Great Harry, built in 1504

; and the
Groat Mifthael, which was constructed by James

00, was the largest ship of war then
worl<Lt Some of the merchant

ek also appear to hare been of considerable
a redress was demanded from the
a ship belonging to Aberdeen, laden

1, and wool, and worth six hundred
h money. Two kinds of

galleys"seat this period, the one of which w'as
rith oars, the other, which was fre-
wtoated a faloasse, was much broader- ***Tthan the

galley, and was propelledwotfs and oars. Some of these vessels had
oars raised OTCT each other, and

Tk MMt of tl,i monster bhip w^ fortymn at that period.
J

were capable of containing sixty men in iron

armour, besides the sailors who managed the

vessel, and a hundred and four rowers. Besides

guns on each side of the deck interspersed between
the banks of oars, they had both artillery and small

arms planted on the forecastle and stern.

In the '

Complaint of Scotland,' there is a sea scene

which gives both a curious illustration of ancient

naval tactics, and an enumera- Naval tactics and
tion of the different kinds of ord- ordnance,

nance, engines, and weapons employed in a sea

fight at that early period. The principal object in

manoeuvring \vas to attain the windward of the

foe, when those who manned the tops sprinkled

powdered quicklime with great effect in the faces

of their enemies, and attempted to set fire to the

rigging by different kinds of combustibles.* Among
the artillery employed by the Scotch at this time.

mention is made of culverins,f falcons, J sakers,

half falcons and half sakers, slangs, ||
half slang.?.

and quarter slangs, head sticks, murdresars,*'

pasvolans,** bersis,tf doggs,|| double bersis, and

hagbuts. Pitscottie informs us that the artil-

lery employed by James V. against Tantallon con-

sisted of ' two great guns thrawn-mouthed Mow,
and her marrow (companion), with two great

boteards, and two moyans, two double falcons, and

two quarter falcons.' According to the same

author,
' Crooked Mow ' and ' Deaf Meg

'

were em-

ployed against the castle of St. Andrews, after the

murder of Cardinal Beaton. The names of the differ-

ent kinds of ordnance enumerated are derived from

the French and Flemish languages. So late as the

reigns of Henry VII. and VIII., Flemish gunners
were retained in England for the purpose of intro-

ducing the art of founding of cannon; but the Scote

seem to have derived their knowledge of the art

from the instructions of French artificers. Robe 1
/'

Borthwick, master-gunner to James IV., was p:o-

bably the first Scottish founder of cannon, and lu

had a French assistant named Peres Rowan, whi

was appointed in 1532 principal master-maker am

melter of 'our soverene lord's guns and artailiziaric-

during life. The celebrated train of artillcr

the ' Seven Sisters,' which were cast by Bortlnvick

were captured by the English at Flodden; and tin

excellence of their workmanship seems to havi

excited great admiration in the victors, who boastct

that they were longer, larger, and more beautil'u

Complaint of Scotland, p. 64. Matt. Paris, y\

f Cannon of the second order, which were loni; in p>

portion to their length. They were sometimes denomlu

serpentines.

J A species of cannon about three inches in calibre.

Sakers derived their name from a species of 1

they were smaller than a demi-culveriu, and were n;

ployed in sieges.

||
This cannon coincides with the culverin, as the nani

does, which signifies a serpent.
^f Cannon of a large size.
** A small species of artillery.
H- Bersis resembled the falcon, but was shorter an

larger calibre
; it was formerly much used at sea.

JJ A species of pistols.
So denominated from their butts, will

whereas those of hand-guns were straight.
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than any in the arsenal of their own king. James
V. appears to have emulated his father in his desire

to improve this arm of war; and in the parliament
of 1540 it was ordained that merchants trading
with foreign countries should import with every

cargo fit least two hagbuts, or metal to make them,

together with powder and '

calms,' for the furnish-

ing of the same. In the same parliament it was

acted, that every landed proprietor should fur-

ih himself with a 'hagbut of founde,
1

called a

but of crochert,' with their calms, bullets, and
locks of lead or iron, and a proper quantity of

wder for every hundred pounds of lead. The
er of a hundred-mark land was to have two

u.verens, while the possessor of a forty-mark land

was enjoined to provide one culveren, with calms,

lead, and powdei*, and trestles, to be ready at all

times for firing the hagbuts. The act extended

not only to lands of regality, but to the clergy and

to ladies; and directed that the artillery which they
were commanded to provide should remain at their

abbeys, or mansions, to be kept in due order

by them and their successors, for the defence of the

realm.

For a considerable time after the invention of

firearms, they were only partially adopted, and the

crossbow and the longbow, and the ancient batter-

ing engines, continued to be employed, along with

different kinds of artillery. Thus, in the 'Com-

int of Scotland,' the captain before attacking

enemy's vessel commands the soldiers to make

y their crossbows and longbows, firespears* and

shot, and the gunners to stand by their guns;
the celebrated Sir Andrew Wood, in his ad-

to his men, before his engagement with

phen Bull, says,
" Set yourselves in order everie

to his awn room
;
let the gunners charge their

urtaillyiarie, and the crossbows make them readie,

with the lyme pottis and fire-ballis in our tops ;

and let us keip our overlofts weill with two bandit

swords, and every gude fellow remember the weill

of his country ;
and will God, for my part I shall

shaw good example."
The defence of the country still continued to

occupy a considerable share of the attention of the

ire. In 1491 a statute which had been re-

peatedly passed by the parliament was re-enacted,

enjoining
'

weaponschawings,' to be held four times

Weapons and *n the year, for the practice of

armour. warlike exercises. It was ordained

^hat every landowner worth ten pounds a year in

and, should provide himself with a basnett sallat,

a helmet without a crest,) white hat, gorget, pe-
>ane. and greaves, with a sword, spear, and dagger.
Those of smaller incomes were to be armed ac-

ording to their station. Yeomen and burgesses
vere enjoined to arm themselves either with bows
nd arrows or an axe, and with a sword, buckler,

* The fire-spear is the lance a feu, a species of fnsil

iiited with a spear, much used before the invention of the

aronet. One of the inventions for which a patent was

ranted, in ] 6ij, to Drummond of Hawthornden, by Charles
. seems to have been an improvement of this weapon. See

lossary to the
'

Complaint of Scotland,' p. 849.

dagger, and spear ; and for defcntire armour they
were to wear, according to their tUtion. white
armour, brigantines or jack*, with splcnts and
gauntlets of plate armour. Foot-hall and golf
were again prohibited, in order that the prrple
might devote more of their time to the practice
of archery. Similar injunctions were Lotted fa

1540, for the observance of the stated military
musters, and the arming of all rlastcs of the com-

munity. The nobles and barons were directed to
arm themselves in white harness, light r heavy
according to their pleasure, and with the weapoaa
becoming their rank ; whilst all persuae whose

property was below a hundred pounds of yearly
rent, were to have a jack, or a halkrick (a eonlet).
or brigantine, and gloves of plate, with p*tan+ and

gorget ; no weapons were admitted by the master
officer except spears, pikes of six ells length, Lrith

axes, haberds, hand-bows and arrows, cross-bows,

culverins, and two-handed swords. It was at the

same time decreed, that in consequence of the

damage done to the grounds of the poor by the

multitude of horsemen advancing to the army, and
the impediments they caused in battle, where all

must fight on foot,' the yeomen who brought horse*

with them should only use them for carriage! or

baggage waggons, and that none should be per-
mitted to be mounted in the host, except carls,

barons, and great landed proprietors.*

The manners of the Scottish court at this period
were characterized by rude magnificence, bat had
no pretensions either to refinement Manners of UM
or delicacy. In 1503, that alliance !>**
was formed between James IV. and the Piinsjsj

Margaret of England, which, one hundred years

after, united the sovereignty of the two countries.

If we may judge from the entries respecting the

preparations for this ceremony, which occupy facty

leaves of the ' Treasurer's Accounts,' the marriage
must have been celebrated with remarkable pomp
and magnificence. No less asum than 1013 6s.9s?.

Flemish money was spent in the purchase of silver

plate, in Flanders. Among many other entries

relative to the repairing of the regalia and a new

crown to the queen, on the 16th of July, IMS.

there was given
' to Matho Auchlck. goldsmith.

that wantit of the king's crowne fire ridars (a

denomination of weight), twa Scot-
prtptr|t^imt a^

tish crowns, half anc angell, wcy- ^ mnttft
and, ane unce,' equal to seven ot***~

pounds, thirteen shillings, and four
^egF"?

pence. Two Harry nobles were

given to 'gilt the king's ceptnre.' Amongst an i

mense variety of household furnishings, including

the state bed, dresses, &c., occur the following,

'Item, bocht fra James Hommil, unee peee af

Hercules, ane pcce of Marcus Coriolanas,

peces of Susanna sewit to gidder, ana carer t

ane bed of Susanna, ance pece of SaUaMoe, eae>

tening in the hale ten score elne, and boeht all 1

one hundred and sixty pounds.'

Acts of the Parliament of SeeHa!, voL M. p. tTO.
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particulars respecting the journey

the Toothful princess
from her father's do-

aad the mode of her reception in Scot-

are given in the narrative of John Young,

herald,* who accompanied the royal

The roads were so bad that in some

it was necessary to send bodies of workmen

ake by force, ways for the queen's carriages.'

Great numbers of people,' he says,
' assembled to

see their queen, and lined the wayside where we

passed. They brought with them plenty of drink,

ad served with it every one that wished for it, if

so be *****
person was willing to pay for the same.'

OB approaching Dalkeith, where Margaret had

bar flrst meeting with the Scottish king, the queen

and her attendants halted by the wayside, half-a-

nule from tbe town, for the purpose of removing

tbe travel-stains from their dress. The ladies

nipped the princess in a new fresh dress, and

'every body likewise dressed and set themselves

off to tbe best advantage, and then took their

nssojatrd places.'

On tbe night after her arrival at Dalkeith Castle,

at that tine tbe residence of the Earl of Morton,

ft fire broke out which entirely consumed the stables,

ad tbe queen's two white palfreys perished in

tbe flames. One of these was so much beloved by
Margaret that she spent the next morning in

tears for its loss. James hastened to console her

ander the misfortune, and lost no time in seek-

ing to repair it Three days after (Aug. 6th)
there u the following entry in the 'Treasurer's Ac-
eoants.'

4 To John Auchlek for gilting of the

Onsen's bnkills and bosses of the Queen's bridill

sad harnessing that was byrnt in Dalkeith, four

ponads two shillings;' and on the 10th of August,
tbe mm of fourteen shillings was paid

'
to Maistr.

Jssaes Henrisonnes man, of bridill silver of ane
** fUfcn for the quene, for hir hors were brynt

in Dalkevth.' At the second interview between
tbe king and the princess, which took place in
fewbsttle Abbey, tbe Somerset herald mentions

* 'tnr some words rehearsed, the minstrels
to play Caue dance, which was danced

N*JB Margaret and the Countess of
Surrey.

t BtiastreU then played a round, the which was
tbe Onsen led by the Lord Gray, and
fcUowed by many lords, ladies, and

romen. Tbe King of Scotland then began
the darieords before his Queen : after

"fed on tbe lute, which pleased her very* sfce bad jrreat pleasure to hear him.
Stanley then sat down to the clari-

itoyed a ballad which he sang withal
'""I il mwh, and called one of
~uld sing very well and made

Sir Edward
Stanley, and their voices

Afterwards, Sir Edward sangtwo of his
servants, and the

d gave him good thanks.' On the
8-fcj, Ang. 6th, Marg^t attended

the private chapel of Newbattle,
'

accompanied bv

her own English household and the lady of Xew-
battle. The sermon was preached by one of the

Friars Observant. After mass the Queen was con-

veyed to her chamber, and during the dinner,

trumpets and sackbuts blew. The minstrels of the

queen's chamber began to play after dinner, and

then danced the Queen, the Countess of Surrey, the

Lady Lisle, and the daughter of the lady of XL ,v-

battle. The dance over, they passed the Sunday
afternoon in games and in conversing.'

The next day was appointed for the queen's

solemn entry into Edinburgh. She was met half

way by James and his company. The king'.-

was trapped with gold, and round its neck was a

deep gold fringe ; the saddle and harness were of

gold, but the bridle and headgear of burnished

silver.' On seeing the queen he made a very hum-
ble obeisance, and leaping down from his horse,

he came and kissed her in her litter. Then mount-

ing,
' without putting his foot in stirrup,' he rode

by the side of the queen's litter, conversing with

her and entertaining her.
' Before they entered Edinburgh, one of the king's

gentlemen brought out a fair courser, trapped in

cloth of gold, with crimson vel- The entry of the
vet interlaced with white and red

; royal couple

the king went to the horse,
into Edinburgh

mounted him without touching the stirrup, in the

presence of the whole company, then tried his paces

choosing to judge himself whether it were safe

for his bride to ride on a pillion behind him, which

was the mode in which he intended to enter the

city. Likewise he caused one of his gentlemen to

mount behind him, as a lady would ride, to see

whether the courser would bear double or not.'

Having decided that it was not proper to trust the

safety of his bride to his favourite charger. he

dismounted from him, and condescended to ride on

the queen's gentle palfrey. He mounted, and the

queen was placed on a pillion behind him,' in which

'honest and antique fashion the gallant monarch

rode through the good town to his palace, amid the

acclamations of his subjects.' The way was en-

livened by feats of horsemanship, the hunting of a

tame deer, and the performance of a pageant made

up of '

drama, joust, and tourney.' As the royal

cortege was entering the city
' the grey friars cann

in procession with the cross and some relics, which

were presented by their warden for the king to ki>>.

But he would not, until the queen had kis.<eel them.

and his grace would still ride with his head un-

covered, out of respect to her. Right acn

entry of Edinburgh was a gate with two tourelles

and a window in the midst. In the tourelli

at their windows vested angels, singing joyously
for the coming of so noble a lady ;

and at the middle

window was another angel, who flew down ani]

presented the keys of the town to Queen Margaret
Then came in procession the college of the pari^l

of St. Giles, richly vested, and they brought th<

relic of the arm of their saint, which was pi t

to the king to kiss.
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' In the midst of Edinburgh was a cross, and hard

by a fountain casting forth wine; and each one

drank that would. Nigh to the cross a scaffold,

where was represented Paris and the three god-
with Mercury, who gave Paris the apple of

gold.'
With that strange and incongruous mixture

if heathen mythology and Christian truth, which
so characteristic of the age, upon the same

affold were represented the ' Salutation of Gabriel

to the Virgin ;' the '

Marriage of the Virgin to

Joseph ;' and a pageant with the ' Four Virtues
;'

likewise were stationed war-tabrets which played

;?rrily.

There were devices of a licorne (unicorn)
d a greyhound, being

' the Stuart and Tudor

beasts,' and wreaths of cardans, or thistles, and red

roses interlaced, formed the borders.
' Then the noble company all passed out of the

town (down the Canongate), and approached to the

church of the Holy Cross (Holyrood), where they
were met by the Archbishop of St. Andrews,
brother to the king, with his cross borne before

him, accompanied by the Bishops of Aberdeen,

Orkney, Caithness, Ross, Dunblane, and Dunkeld,

together with many abbots, all in their pontificals,

preceded by their crosses.' After mass, the queen
was conducted by the king to the great chamber of

Holyrood, where the ladies of the principal nobles

and knights were presented to her. She saluted

:h of them in turn, and then ' the king kissed her

her labour
; and so took her by the waist again

ith lowly courtesy, his bonnet in his hand, and

>ught her to her second or inner chamber, and

saluted her once more, taking his leave right

mbly.'
' The town of Edinburgh was all that

day hung with tapestry ;
the houses and windows

were full of lords, ladies, and gentlemen ;
and in

the streets so great a multitude of people, that it

was a fair thing to see. The people were very glad
of the coining of their queen, therefore all the bells

of Edinburgh town rang for mirth.'

Next day, August 8th, the marriage ceremony
The marriage was performed. The Somerset

ceremony. herald dwells with peculiar and

characteristic complacency on the magnificent
dresses of the royal pair, and their attendant lords

and ladies. The bride was arrayed in a rich robe

of white and gold damask, bordered with crimson

velvet, and lined with white sarcenet. She wore a

magnificent crown, a collar of pearls and ppecious

stones, and a rich coif; her hair was hanging down
the whole length of her body. The king wore ' a

robe of white damask, figured with gold, a jacket
with slashes of crimson satin, and the border of

black velvet, a waistcoat of cloth of gold, and a

pair of scarlet hose. His shirt was broidered with

gold thread, his bonnet black velvet, looped up with

a ricli
balass-ruby, and his sword was girt about

him.' The marriage ceremony was performed by
the Archbishops of St. Andrews and York. At the

Gospel the newly-married pair
' made their offer-

ings.' AVe learn from the ' Treasurer's accounts
'

that the king
' laid on the buke six demys. five

hillings white silver.' and that there was given

him ' to put in hit caudcll, and the qucnc' ^mittU,
two French crowns.' At the dinner which MUwiJ.
the queen was served at the first course with a wild
boar's head, then with a fair piece of brawn, and
in the third place with a yainlxm (ham), which WM
followed by divers other dihcs to the Dumber of
twelve, all in fair and rich vessels. The king WM
served in gilt vessels as the queen was. The Arch-
bishops of St. Andrews and York dined with him.
The state-chamber was hong with red and bloc,
and '

in it was a ceil of state of cloth of gold, bat
the king was not under it that same day. ThereWM
also in the same chamber a rich state-bed,* and a
rich dresser set out after the manner of the country.'
After dinner the minstrels played and sang the

cpithalamium, composed in honour of the nuptial*.
When they had concluded, a hall was cleared for a
dance. In the evening the king again went to

church, and on his return sent his marriage robe

as a perquisite to the English heralds and offles**-

of-arms. The queen's robe, according to ancient

custom, was sent as a fee to her husband's herald* j

but Margaret, like most ladies, had an affection far

her wedding gown, and redeemed it for
fifty marks.

On the 9th of August, a curious entry appears in

the ' Treasurer's accounts,' respecting the clipping
of the king's beard. In his dc- xbe clipping at

scription of the king's first inter- the king'* t*anL

view with his bride at Dalkcith, Young, the English

herald, seems to have been I . the length
of James's beard, and his young bride was probably
a little annoyed at it, for on the day after the

marriage we find that the gallant monarch em-

ployed the Countess of Surrey and her daughter

Lady Grey to clip his beard for which service,

the Treasurer informs us, these noble tensors re-

ceived the former '
fifteen ells of cloth of gold, at

twenty-two pounds the ell ;
and the latter fifteen

ells of damask gold, ilk ell twelve pounds.' 'This

somewhat expensive frolic,' says Mr. Chambers,
'

acquires a melancholy interest, from the reflec-

tion that only ten years after, the husband of the

fair barber (who conducted the queen into Scot-

land), met and slew the king of Scots at Kloddcn.'

We are informed by Young that the marriage

was celebrated with joust* and Joa*tssjJ

tourneys, and other chivalric ex-

ercises; and the Treasurer's accounts contain

numerous entries relating to the preparation* fcr

these amusements. August 21st we find that the

worthy official
'

payit to Johne Mayne, 1

sixty justing speris at the marriage, ilk pee* tl

shillings,' nine pounds (Scots).
*
Iteas, fcr tie MOV

speris for turnaying,' eighteen pounds.

blak burdowne spcre,'
fire shilling*.

'

Robert Cutelarfor 21 swordtf, 41 tang W

swordis, for turnaying, ilk pece ten **&*
pounds. Sums arc paid for

'tpcn^
viralcs and diemandis 'for speris.'

to ane man to pas to Str-

and swordis, and to cum agwn that nycnt.

chambers**

or supper room* until the IHM
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' Oct. 24 to the heraldis, for their com-

the eeehet of the barres, -when Chris-

Tailyour fought,' six pounds, thirteen shil-

KM and fcarpencc.
' Nov. 22 to Robert Cutelar,

far sixteen twords for turnaying, ilk pece ten shil-

fraga, ctgfat pounds.'
'

Item, to Moncur annorar

far ane pair of cuschingis, brases, and mending

ef Uw king's harness, at the turnaying,' fire French

crowns,* equal to three pounds ten shillings.

Item, to John Mayne, bowar, for twenty-seven

peris,' fifty-four shillings.
'

Item, for three speris,'

BUM ebillinff*.

There are some curious entries relating to the

articles required for the same oc-

casion. The ' carters of Leith,' a

class of men still existing in an

capacity, received six pounds twelve

for the use of twenty-two carts (six

each), to bring the queen's luggage to

Edinburgh from Dalkeith. On the first of Sep-
tember the Treasurer '

payit to James Doig.f to

cartarU and pynouris, for carrying of bcddis-clothes

and hinging* (bed-clothes and hangings) fra the

Cattle to the Abbay and other places,' twenty-six

killing*.
'
Item, to the said James, to be laid doune

fcr "tray (straw) to beddis, and for strowing of the

Abbay cloee with girse, (dried meadow hay,) the

tfce of the marriage,' thirty-five shillings.
'

Item,
to the mid James, he gaif at diverse tymes for forty-
two tone (tnuees) of bent, ilk turse three shillings,'
fat pounds rix ahilling*.

'

September 3rd. Item,
far wren laid (loads) of bent,' twenty shillings.
In BOJBCTOU* other instances reference is made to

the BUM custom of strewing the floors of the
ambm with rushes. Under the date of Sept.
tkthaw is an

interesting entry of twenty
eh crown* paid by the king's command, to the

pah painter who accompanied the marriage
, in charge of the portraits of the English

* q"<^ the Prince of EnSland >
and

Infant, presented by Henry to his son-
t u probable that this artist remained
two months, following his profession ;

**nuAer 10th , 1533, occurs the
f a nfymt to '

Mynour yc Inglishe
he paatit awny,' one French

of the Treasurer show that the

Uff had overflowed towards the

/ -. MH* and other persons of
tho queen', train. On his wed-
" "l ho nreeented to the.- .. ,

,
' I-WW.-UMW 10 me

f
forty French crowns. Two

I later (AngMt 10th), twelve pounds are paid
ft at < UJU.J. _i -.1. /.

cUith giffen to

13th ' ci*ht E"Kli8h
by the king'* command forty

, .ad aa equal rom U paid to the

lfrd; to the queen', four min-

subject of

strels who remained with her, seven pounds, and

an equal sum ' to the English minstrel that

passed away, and the king sent for him again ;' to

the three minstrels of Berwick, six pounds six

shillings ;
to the '

five loud minstrels,' forty French

crowns
;
to ' the Erie of Oxfurdis twa rnenstralys,

five pounds twelve shillings. The ' bere ledair

(bear-leader) of Ingland' is honoured with eight
crowns ;

' the Inglish spelair (climber) that pluyt
the supersalt,' receives eight crowns ;

' the portair

eight
' to by him ane hors ;'

and ' the coflerair
'

gets
'

eighty Scotch ridaris,' which were equal tc

ninety-two pounds. The ' cofierair
' was no doubt

an official connected with the '

Inglise coffir,' which

probably contained the first instalment of the

queen's dower, consisting altogether of thirty

thousand gold angels, payable in three equal por-

tions. On the 12th of August four shillings a:\

paid to six men that carried the coffer
'

fra the

Abbey to the Castell of Edinburghe,' and next day
ten pounds are given for ' a cup of silver overgilt'

to the cofferer. On the llth of Septembt:
Italiene lass (girl) that dansit' received by the

king's command the sum of thirty French crowns,

together with five ells of blue damask,
'
to be aiie

goune to hir, ilk elne' twenty-four shillings.

Bountas, a^ cornet-player, -who played in Queen

Margaret's chamber, was paid the sum of twenty-

eight shillings ;
and shortly after, on the occasion of

the queen's coronation, her ' loud minstrels
' and

her cornet-player got double fees, and Bountas

was presented by the king with ' new quhisellis
'

(whistles). A company of English comedians,

under the management of John English, regaled
the court with a dramatic representation.

dinnar,' says
' Johne Younge,' Somerset herald,

' a

moralitie was played by the said Master Liglishe

and his companions in the presence of the kyng
and queue, and then daunces were daunced."

The ' three gysaris that playit the play,' and

who on the 13th of August received a gratuity or

thirty French crowns, probably belonged to thi^

company.
In the succeeding year the king undertook an

expedition to the Borders, for the repression and

punishment of the freebooters who
prep,,,.^;,

infested that district. The ac- t

counts of the Lord Treasurer in EskJale.'

reference to this affair, popularly termed the

of Eskdale,' cast most interesting light both on the

manners of the times, and the personal char;;

the Scottish monarch, who was fond of combining
amusement with the weightier cares of govern-
ment. They show that he ' was attended in hi>

progress by his huntsmen, falconers, morris-da

and all the motley and various minions

pleasures, as well as by his judges and mini-'

the law; and whilst troops of the unfortunate

marauders were seized and brought in irons to the

encampment, executions and entertainments appear
to have succeeded each other with extraordinary

* Lelnnd's Collect. >ol. iv. y. I
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rapidity.' One of the first items of expense IB tho

very characteristic entry of a sum for horses to carry
James Mylsone and Alex. Harper two of the king's
minstrels into Eskdale, and for ' twa hides to be

for other two of the same tuneful fraternity.

James Hog, the '

Tale-Teller,' receives twenty-eight

shillings to ' fee twa hors to take the king's harness
'

or armour into Eskdale. Then follow various sums

for crossbows and bolts, five pair of spurs to the

g, stirrup-irons, riding girths, horse-collars, &c.,

w '

leg-splentis
'

(greaves) to the king,
' twa

et bucklaris,'
' twa dosan ' bows and as many bow-

ings. Two shillings were given to the ' armoraris

that brocht the king's leg-splentis, for drink-silver,'

and four shillings to John Foreman for mending
the king's lectdecamp.* On the king's arrival at

Dumfries, forty-two shillings were disbursed on the

13th of August
' to menstrales to fee thaim horses

to Eskdale, and syne again to Dumfriese.' Next

day fourteen shillings were distributed among the

town '

piparis ;' on the 17th the same sum was paid
1
to the man that hangit the thievis at the Hullir-

i,'
and eight pence

' for ane raip to hang thaim

Four days after, fourteen shillings were paid
to the man that hangit the thieves in Canonby.'
On the same evening the king was entertained by
two English women who sang to him in his

pavilion, and received a donation of twenty-eight

shillings. Mention is also made of ' ane Inglishman
that gaif ane bow and arrowes to the king,' of

another who ' brocht ane deir fra Lord Dacre,' of

'ane gyde
' who passed with Sir Thomas Alane ' to

Edinburghe, for wyne to the king in Eskdale,' of
' the prior of Carliles twa men,' who brought a

of malmsey wine to the king, of ' twa
wiftis who brocht aill to the king fra Sir John

Musgrave,' who all came in for a liberal share of

the royal bounty. On the 23rd of August, James
was at Lochmaben in company with Lord Dacre,
the English warden, who had received his mas-

ter's instructions to meet the Scottish king, and

afford him every assistance in the suppression
of the Border thieves. James appears to have

lost several sums at cards to the English baron.

On the 31st of August, thirty pounds were paid
to Sir Alexander Jardine and his men, for the

capture of a notable thief named Gib Lindesay,
and two of his accomplices. An entry, under

the date of September llth, of forty-two shil-

to Johne Goldsmythe for tursing (packing
;Tying) of the organis in Eskdale,' shows

king in this expedition had ' not only his

is to cheer his hours of relaxation, but also

- instruments, and those not the most port-

On the same day a second donation of

twenty-eight shillings was given by the king to

I'uo pipers of Dumfries. On the 7th he paid four-

iilings for 'ane Portugale skin to be halk

iiawk-hoods). and next day fourteen shillings

^ere paid by the king's command to William

Spicehouse in contentacioune of ane ring whilk

lable bed, which he carried with him to the field,

*u<l in all his journeys aud hunting excursions.

the king tuke fra him.' Numerous tntrie* occur
in the*, record* which exhibit the character of
James in a very favourable light, and afford on-

quivocal proofs of his generosity ^^^ .

rf
aud sense of justice. Thus, for UM kiec'.

example, on the 14th of September, tmnufff,
ho caused ten shillings to be paid

'
in T odiiMbaa to

ane puir man that all the court take hie bej In
him.' On the same day he gave a unicorn, or eight-

and-twcnty shillings, to
' ane IngUamaa that was

ship-broken.' On one occasion he bestowed two
pounds fourteen shillings on '

puir wyflU of Bailif>
crefe that had thare gudea taken away by Johac
Stewart ;' and on tho same day he gate eighteen

shillings
'
till other twa puir wvffia that the Mpg

spilt (spoiled) there corn.' In his journeys he
seems to have been in the habit of giving anal!
sums to '

puir wyffis be the gait' (by the way), aad
his return to his capital from this 'raid' was
marked by his giving twelve pence on the 19th of

September 'to ane puir wyfc on the muir of

Edinburghe.'
The accounts of the Lord High Treasurer, daring

the reign of James IV., afford a great deal of valu-

able and curious information re- imaissMaH rf

specting the favourite amusements UM king u>J

of the king and nobles at this nrtlet.

peiiod.
' The king's fondness for game*, glee, and

merriment of even- kind,' it baa been justly mid, '
is

ludicrous
; and, when we consider tho many grate

and valuable qualities which James u

possessed, presents a singular picture of human
nature.' The chief out-of-door Oat-vf-Joor

sports of the king seem to hare pt
been the tournament, hunting the deer, hawking.

archery,
' the cache,' and playing at bowls. In the

Treasurer's accounts, there are frequent payments
for balls to the king to play at the cache,' and lor

money lost by him at the game. For example ?

'

May 10, HOG, to the king iu Strivilin, to play at

the cache,' six pounds ten shillings. April 17th,

1508, for balls to the king, to play at the cache,'

four shillings. Same day,
' to the king, whilk he

tint (lost)
at the cache,' lourtoen shillings. April

19, the king
'

pluyit at the cache with the Laird of

Burley, and tint four pounds four shilling*.

entry on the 7th of June, 1496, ahowa the possi-

bility of very deep play at this game :
' 1

of Lesley, that he wan at the cache fra the king.'

twenty-three pounds eight shillings. The 'cache
'

was probably a similar game to that of cache.' or

cage-ball,' which is still practised by boys iu Soot-

land, and is played against a dead wall Mention

is also made of the kites,' probably nine pins

, the ' Irish gamyne,' the 'prop,' t wkkb

the king played in Stiathbogy, keinfifcwaM

lings and four ponce, the 'Jang bowHa, 1

his majesty amused himself at 8t Andrews

28th of April, 1487, and the row bow iis/ which

contributed to his royal dii-:-n on the 9

June, loOl, on which occasion Sir John Si

Dryden, and the prothonotary,
Andrew I

were his partners in the gams.
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A entry, on the 28th of December, 1501, affords

one oat of hundreds of similar instances of the

kinf
'

mrbanity :
' To play at the bylis (bowls'

vfeh Johne Andersone. that wantis feit and handis,

hillings. In spite of his detruncated

John tttm* to have been more than

for his majesty. There are continual

throughout the Treasurer's accounts to

hooting at the butts, shooting with the

and culveren, and playing at the goli

In all of these games the king

appears to have been no mean proficient. Another

favourite sport of James was the exhibition of his

till and strength in striking with the great sledge

nanuner used by smiths in their forge. Thus, when

fir Anthony d'Arsy came into Scotland from the

French court, and distinguished himself at the

tOBroasaent held at Stirling in 1506, we find on

the Stth June this entry in the books of the High
Tmuorrr: 'Item, to the smith, when the king
and the French knycht strack at the steddye, thir

teen shilling*.'* One curious instance of James's

km of practical jokes and vulgar merriment is to

be Met with under the 14th August, 1491 : Item,
to a wifc at Bathgate-bog, that the king revit a

runs; ftm (wrested a stick from), eighteen shillings.
On the 2nd of May, 1504, there is a curious entry
of twenty-eight shillings, paid to ' Dande Doule

qvhilk he wan fra the king on hors-rynning,'
wMeh, Mr. Pitcairn remarks, is probably the
HtoM notice of horse-racing in Britain, and bet-

tf*4* > tk> event of the race as an amusement
The principal in -door amusements of the king

and nobles ware playing at chess tables, cards and
dice, and

listening to tale-tellers,

minstrels, and players. The king
invariably to have played for money,

his losses at cards were
frequently very heavy.

8, we have' Item, on Yule-day, for the
f hinwelf to play at the dice and cards,' twenty-

osjad*; 'Item, on St
John's-day, at even

o days later), sent with Archie Dickson
nf, to play at the dice at Lithgow,' forty-d* On the single night of Christmas,

riven to the king, at Melrose, to
five umcornis, eleven French

_DBt,
ridare, and a lew '-in all forty-
wigbont the whole of the winter
r are entries almost every night
tb. cards or the tables; for, as
*rks, the

king, with true royal
hart thought it beneath him ever

. ., , ....

ftontt
tie Scot

'

-

to -n amongst
attitude in which

: u.

we discover the king is
'

listheniug,' not to

ambassador, but to the '

Paip's ambassador's ser-

vant,' who was a celebrated singer.* In his fre-

quent progresses through his kingdom, he was

generally met at the gates of the town by maidens,
who welcomed him with songs ;

and wherever he

went, he appears to have sought and liberally

guerdoned those who could please him in his

favourite art. Thus, in the Treasurer's accounts,

as regularly as the king comes to Dumfries, 'a

little crukit-backit vicar' makes his appearance,
and this deformed vocalist figures from year to

year as a recipient of the royal bounty.f James re-

tained about his person a vast mul-
... j ., , .. . . ,,.. -Musicians.
titude of 'lutans, 'piparis,"fithe-

laris
'

(fiddlers),
' clarschaaris

'

(Highland harpers),
'

tabrounaris,'
'

trumpetaris,'
'

schawmeris,' >.Vc., to

all whom frequent entries are made, both for or-

dinary pay and presents. Thus, on July 10, 1489,

eight pounds eight shillings were paid 'to Inglis

(English) pyparis that came to the castell, and

playit to the king.' On the 26th of August, 1504,

four French crowns were given
'
to Cuddy the

Inglis luter, to louse his cheyne of grotis, quhilk
he tint at the cartes (to relieve his chain of groats,

which he lost at cards). And on Xew Y"ear's-day,

1506, the sum of forty-one pounds eleven shillings

was paid
' to divers menstrales, schawmeris, trum-

peteris, taubronaris, fithelaris, lutaris, clarschaaris

and piperis,' extending to eighty-nine persons. Of

'menstrales' -who combined the professions of

music and poetiy, James entertained no fewer than

thirty-one at his own court
; many of these appear

to have been natives of England and the southern

states of Europe. Thus, on the 21st of November,

1504, fourteen shillings were paid
' to aue of the

four Italienne minstrels, to by him ane hat, by the

king's commands;' and, on February 15, 151--13,

twenty-five pounds five shillings were given
'
to

Guilyeame, organer, Frencheman, and his five com-

plices, French menstralis.' One of Tale-teller* and

the king's favourite amusements ballad-siugen

was
listening to tale-tellers and the singers of songs

and ballads. Thus, in June, 1489, the accounts in-

troduce us to '

Cunnynghame the singer,' who re-

ceives at the king's commands a demy ;
that is.

fourteen
shillings. A few days later, we find an

entry of ten pounds
' to "Wilyeam Sangstcr, of

Lithquo, for a sang-buke he brocht to the king.'

On Monunda, the 2nd of January, 1491
'

proba-

)ly on the festival still observed in Scotland under

the name of Handsel Monday, three unicorns,

equal to two pounds fourteen shillings,
were paid

to Sir Thomas Galbretht, Jok Goldsmyt, and

?rawfurde, for the singing of a ballad to the king;

n the morning;' and, among frequent ent;

he same kind, we find,
'

May 23, 1496,' fouruvn

(hillings paid 'to twa women, that sang to the

cing in Strivilin.' In the department of story-

elling, we hear of ' \Vallase that tells the g>

Widderspoon the Foular that tald talcs and

* Scottish Wortiiies, vol. iii. p. 341. Ibid.
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brocht foulis to the king;' of Watschod the

talc-teller; of 'the twa filhilaris,' who 'sang'
the ballad or romance of '

Greysteil to the king ;'

and of ' a puir man, who told tales
'

to his ma-
f Scotland, and received for his recitations

(reward
of six shillings and eight-pence,

ntion has already been made of the company
of English comedians who enter-

tained the court at the celebration

f the nuptials of James IV. and the Princess

Margaret; and we learn that on the 5th of Aug.
1488, live pounds were given at Linlithgow, to

Patrick Johnson, and the players that playt to

the king.' The same company played a twelve-

month after at the same place for the entertainment

of a Spanish embassy, and were rewarded with

eight pounds eight shillings. "We find in the

Danem-s and accounts numerous references to
-'I'is.' ' dansaris and gysaris,' who seem

to have entertained his majesty in all parts of the

country, and were probably connected with the

:;icular places where they exhibited. Thus
entries are made of gratuities bestowed upon

' the

>;iris of the toune of Edinburghe,' the ' dansaris

1 gysaris' at Lanark, and the 'dansaris and
uis' at Arbroath. The 'dansaris' were no

doubt mot-rice dancers, for there are an immense
number of entries in the Treasurer's accounts re-

garding this pastime. Thus '

1501-2, Feb. 8, To
the men that brocht in the morice dance, and to

the menstralles of Strivelin be the king's command,'

forty-two shillings.
'

1503-4, Jan. 5, To Maister

John (the French Leech, afterwards Abbot of

Tungland), to buy bells for the moriss danss,'

twenty-eight shillings. 'Jan 6. To Colin Camp-
bell and his marrowiss (companions) that brocht

in the moriss daunss, and for their expenses maid

thairon, be the king's command,' twenty French

crowns, equal to fourteen pounds Scots. On the

following day there are entries of considerable

as for 'rede and blew taffeti,' to make 'six

daunsing cotes in Maister Johne's danss,' for ' blak

iy to lyne the same,' for ' blew taffeti to the

womane's goun in the said dance,' and for ' seven
i In quhite to lync the same,' for '

taffeti blew, rede,
I variant, for the said daunsaris hede gere.' On
ibsequent occasion, the Treasurer paid for '

green

J
to be dancing coats, doublets and hose, &c. to

five boys, and a kirtle, &c. to a woman (Margaret
Napcr), for dancing, and for stuff to be seven

"-ing coats and doublets to the squires, viz.

Thomas Boswell and his companions.' Next day
four pounds twelve shillings were paid to Thomas
for

thirty dosane bellis to the dansaris.' Margaret
Naper received for her services on this occasion

?ift of '

four eln of scarlet at fifty shillings the

). and five quarters wellus,' at two pounds fifteen

Thomas Boswell, -who figures so conspicuously in the
ruin devoted to the amusement of the Scottish monarch,

let of the old house of Balmuto, in Fyfe, and was
mally rewarded for his services by a grant of the estate of

ck, in Ayrshire. He was an ancestor of the well-

iographer of Samuel Johnson.
VOL. I.

shillings. On the 5th of Dee, 1512,

i
tid to ' tho serritouris of Monsur U*Mee,'

(the French amlwjmador who fell at Hodden.) the!
'

dansit anc moriu to the king,' and on the 10th of
the same month they received a farther gratuity of
five pounds c i-ht shillings for dancing

' an other
moriss to the kin- and qoent.'

'

Gytaris.' 'da*
saris,' and '

playcris* appear to hart been in MMK
measure synonymous ; u mention b made of '

gy-
saris that dansit tu the king and queen," of ' gjMm
that playit the play,

1

of French nunstorb 'that
maid anc danss in the Abbay ,' and of the Span-
yeartis (Spaniards) that datmtt before the Mftf
on the cawsuy of Edinburghe before tho Thesauri*

(Treasurer's) lagcing.'on the 10th of Jan. 1491, and
who received from his majesty a gratuity of thirty
unicorns, equal to twenty-seven pound*.

In the family of every person of distinction at

this period there was a jester

maintained, generally a compo-
sition of knave and fool ; and it appear* from the

Treasurer's Accounts that several 'fools' fanned

part of the establishment of James IV. Among
these is one styled

' Jok Fulc," Daft Jok the

Fulc,' and
' Johnc Wallass the Fule,' who attended

the king on his visit to St. Andrews., in Oct. 1501,

and died in the summer of 1508, as on Jane 19. the

sum of sixteen shillings was paid
' for Jok Walkus

tyrment' Another of these jesters named John

Bute received for his dress in Dec. 1506 'a doctors

goun of chamlot, lined with black grey and pur-

fcllit with skins, with a hoode, a doublet of fustian,

hose, and a grey bonnet,' and at the same time
'

Spark, John Butis man,' received a gown of nmet,
doublet of fustian, and hose of carsay. A third,

named Thomas Nornee or Norny Msms to hare

been a favourite attendant and to have regularly

accompanied tho king on his journeys from one

part of the country to another. There are various

entries in the accounts for articles of dress to him*

such as bonnets, shoes, a coat of yellow and black

chamlot, a doublet of birge satin, a pair of canay

hose, red and yellow, &c. In M.iy. 1005, three

pounds ten shillings were given to the wif qnhair

Nornee lay sick in the Sennis;' and July 23, thiw

pounds were paid for ' anc hors to Nornee,

tion is also made of an English jester styled

variously
'

Jolly Johno the fulc of Engbade,' aad

' Gentil Johne, the Englise fulf,' to whom nume-

rous sums are given.

In the Treasurer's Accounts thew art MmvM
entries of sums paid for the cloth-

n),,!**, lir ,

ing and entertainment of a party

of blackamoors who were maintained at the

of James IV. They were captured by a

Bartons in a Portuguese ship, in wuiel

other curiosities, were found a musk cat. ai

'

Portengale horse with a red tail'

Blackamoor girls
were baptued by ti

Ellen and Margaret; and wew
where they remained as attendants upon

A tournament was held in 15"

one of these 'Moor la.se*' in ^h*ck the 'd.
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catrd in great state in a triumphal

fa chariot, and adjudged the prize to

r of the the victor. The object of this was

not, as some maysuppose, toridicule

the splendid solemnities of the jousts and tourneys

of the day. The preparations
for the ceremony were

'

with all gravity and solemnity; and articles

"
act were even sent to France, in which a

_ champion, under the name of a wild or

9_ knight, challenged' the chivalry of the

French court to break a spear in honour of the

sable damsel. Among other knights the gallant

-. r/Ai | it -I ];.^:k vMtul Scotland

this occasion, and appears to have gained great

^t^t'iM^infl In the succeeding summer of 1507

the king instituted another gorgeous tournament

in honour of the Moor. ' She again appeared in

a triumphal chariot, and was arrayed in a robe of

friMii- silk, powdered with gold spangles ;
whilst

her two damsels were clothed in gowns of green

Flanders taffeta.' On this occasion there was in-

troduced a troop of wild men clothed in goat-

skins and harts' horns, which, we learn from the

Treasurer's books, were sent by Sir "William

XI array from Tnllibardinc, at the expense of six

shillings.* It was probably on this occasion that

bfjabar indited his lines on ' Anc Black-Moir.'
'

L*af have I snag of ladies white,
Xow of ace Mack I will indite,

Tbst landed forth from the last ships,
Wheat fain I would describe perfyte,f

JfJ Isdye with the meiklej lips.
' How she is tme mow'd,f like an ape,
An4 like a nngaral|| unto graip,
Aa4 bow her short cat-nose up skips.

Asrf bow ike shines like ony snip, J
If3 Udje with the meikle lips.

^Vara she is clad in rich apparel,
>* bliaka as bright as ane tar-barrel

;

When the was born, the sun thol'd clip c,*
Tbe neb* be fcintt fought in her quarrel
Mjko> with the meikl

HMWMata, however, were not such a novelty
I Ik* Scottish covt as might be supposed. In

1106 two BUfkamoor Friars came to Scotland, and
rrawiaod for a fcw months, James IV. having oc-

casionally oootributed to defray their expenses and
* fcnefcfc 'Ike More Freria' with articles of dress.
1 the Treasurer's Accounts there occurs repeated

of one of the king's minstrels, who is

r etyitd thc More taubroncr," Peter the
' ad 'Peter the More.' And the follow-

rjr in the same record shows that thePM also had a Mack maiden, who waited on
1

lum, for three ells i French russet, to the
1*V. Hack maiden, 3 16*.W

I^nkBr*!
BDODstnuice to the King,' we ore

with a remarkably graphic picture of
th crowd of importunate, idle,
ad worthless characters who in-

ftetad the Scottish court at this
attracted bjr the indiscriminate urodicrniitv

^WMd rJUnt .wwign.
P 411^^
Perfectly.

under

'

Sir, ye have mony servitours,
And oflBcers of divers curis ;

Kii-kmen, courtmen, aud craftsmen fync ;

Doctors injure, and medicine,

Divinours, rethors, and philosophours.
Astrologs, artists, and oratours,
Men of arms, and valiant knights,
And mony other gudlie wights ;

Musicians, minstrels, and mirrie si:

Chevalotirs, callanders, and French i!

Coiners, carvours, and carpentars,
Builders of bai'ks, and ballingars ;

Masons, building on the land,
And shipwrights hewing on the strand ;

Glasswrights, goldsmiths, and lapidaris,

Printers, paintours. and potingaris ;f

And all of their craft cunning,
And all at anis| labouring;
Which pleasant is and honourable,
And to your highness profitable,
And rieht convenient for to be,
With your high regal majesty;
Deserving of your grace most ding,
Loth thank, reward, and cherishing.
'And though that I among the lave,!!

Unworthy, be ane place to have,
Or in their number to be told,
As long in mind my work shall hold,
As haiU^T ln every circumstance,
In form, in matter, and substance,
But wearing, or consumption,
Rust, canker, or corruption,
As ony of their works all,

Altho' that my reward be small !

' But ye so gracious are and meek,
That on ynur highness follows eik,

Another hurt, most miserable,

Though they be not so profitable,

Fenyeours,** fleichours,-f t and llattenirs

Cryars, crackers,JJ and clatterars,

Sonkars,|j|| gronkars,![^r gledars,*** gninai-M

Monsourist+f of France, good claret .

Inopportune askers of Yrland kind ;

And meat reivars, like out of mind:

Scaffars,|||||| and scamlars,^f^[*r in ti.

And hall hunters of draik and duke ;

Thrimlars,**** aud thrifters,+ +++ as they war '

Kokens,JJJJ that kens na man of gude,
Shoulderers, and schowars. that has :

And to no cunning that can claim;
And kennone other craft nor curis

But to make thrang, Sir, in your duris,
And rush in where they counsel hear,
And will at na man nurture Iftir

:|||||

In quintessence, eik, inginours^'f^f joly,
That far can multiplie in folie ;

Fantastic fools, baith false and greedy,
Of tongue untrue, and hand unsteady,
Few dare of all this last additioun,
Come in Tolbooth, without remissioun.'*****

The accounts of the Lord Treasurer sho

well deserved were these indignant censures.

ing them at random with Mr. Tytler, we i.

king, on the llth February, 1-188, (tlu

twenty years of age,) bestowing nine pounds on

Gentle John, the English Fule : on the 1

June, we have an item to '

English pypc.

played to the king at the castle gate, of eight

* Vessels of war. f Apothecaries.
Worthy. ||

Best. J Entire.

+ t Wheedlers. *} Boasters.

|1 [|
Loiterers. ^J Sharpers.

*** '

m Monsieurs. JJJ Tasters. 'J

1 1| II Collectors of provisions.
c < t-

Frequenters of the shambles.
Persons who press forward in a crowd.

m+ Thrusters. JJJ* Idle beggars.
Forward persons. - -earn.

^TITirir Ingenious persons.
Poems, vol. i. p. 140-147. Scottish Worthias, vo

iii. p. 96.
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pounds, eight shillings: on the 31st August,

Patrick Johnson and his fallows, that playit a

play to the king, in Lithgow, receive three pounds :

Jacob, the lutar, the King of Bene, Swanky that

brought balls to the king, twa women, that sang
to his Highness; "VVitherspoon, the foular, that

told talcs and brought fowls, Tom Pringlo, the

trumpeter, twa h'thelaris, that sang Grey Steill to

the king, the broken bakkit fiddler of St. Andrews,

Quhissiigybbourie, a female dancer, "Wat Sangster,

young Rudman, the lutar, the wife that kept the

hawks' nest in Craigforth, Willie Mercer, who lap

in the stank by the king's command and innu-

merable others who came in for a high share of

the regal bounty,

And ken none other craft nor curis,

But to iimk thrang within the duris

confirm the assertions of the indignant poet, and

evince the extravagance and levity of the monarch.'
1 The same records not only corroborate Dunbar's

description, but bring before us, in fresh and lively

colours, the court itself, with its gay and laughter-

loving monarch. Let not history deride the labours

of the patient antiquary 5
for never, in her moments

of happiest composition, could she summon up
a more natural and striking picture than we can

derive from these ancient and often neglected re-

cords. We are enabled, by the clear and authentic

lights which they furnish, to trace the motions

of the court and its royal master, not only from

year to year, but to mark the annals of every

day. We see his majesty before he rises on

the new-year's morning; we stand beside his

chamberlain, and see the nobles, with their gifts

and offerings, crowd into the apartment; nor is

his favourite, gentle John, the English fool,

forgotten, who brings his present of cross-bows ;

then enters the King of Bene,* enacted by Tom

Pringle ;
Jok Goldsmith chaunts his ballat below

the window
;
the gysars dance ;

and in the evening
the Bishop of Glasgow, the Earl of Bothwell, the

Lord Chancellor, and the Treasurer, play at cards

with his Highness. Such are but a few of the

characteristic touches of these remarkable records.

They would furnish us with a thousand more, had

we time, or limits to detail them. They enable us

to accompany the prince to his chapel royal at

Stirling; we see the boys of the choir bending
down to remove his spurs, and receive their ac-

This personage was the king elected on Twelfth-night,
the individual in whose portion of the cake a bean

;n<l. On January 16th, 1489-90, there is an entry in

asurer's Accounts of eighteen shillings paid to the

Dene,' and there are various other entries of sums
different occasions to Robin Hood and the Abbot of

Unreason. James himself mingled freely in nil t '

<>f the court, and was remarkably dextrous in all amuse-

ments, games, and manly exercises.
' Under the date oi

;. 2:>, 1504-5, there is an entry of eight pounds eight
- and eightpence, paid to Alex. Hersse to louse the

king's stoupe (release the lung's drinking cup), whilk was
t*ne when he was Abbot of Unresoune,' which affords s

very remarkable instance of the manners of the times, and
of the revels sanctioned by long usage during

' the daft
'

Criminal Trials, vol. i. p. 123.

customod largest j we foliow him in hk .

hrough hid royal burgh*, and luten to UM*
of the gudewife of UM king's lodging, M UM
generous prince bestow* his gratuity j wo climb
:hc romantic crag on which St. Anthony's chapel
'a situated, and almost bear his rnnhesion ; we can
bllow him into his study, and find him adding to

the scanty library which was all UM time* per*
mittcd even to a king the work* of Quit
and Virgil, and the sang-buiks in which be took so
much delight; his shooting at ti.c butu
nobles; his bandying jokes with his artillerymen j

liis issuing to tho chose or the tournament from
his royal castles of Stirling or Falkland, ur-

rounded by a cavalcade of nobles, knights and
beautiful damsels

; his presence at the cluisteniog
of the Earl of Buchan's son, and the gold piece
which ho drops into the caudle, all are brought
before us as graphically as at the moment of their

occurrence. And whilst our interest is heightened,
and our imagination gratified, by the variety and

brilliancy of the scenery which is thus called up,
we have the satisfaction to know that all is true to

nature, and infinitely more authentic than UM
pages even of a contemporary historian.'*

Dunbar, in his '

Remonstrance,' spcaka of the

patronage which the king bestowed upon certain

adventurers, who had studied the mysteries of

alchemy, and were ingenious in making 'quintis-

cence
' which should convert other metals into part

gold ;
and in the Treasurer's Ac* r inrr ofJesses

counts there are numerous pay- f-raUW/.
ments for the ' Quinta Essentia,' including wage*
to the persons employed, utensils of rarioos kind*,

coals and wood for the furnaces, and for a

of other materials, such as quicksilver, aqua H.
litharge, auri, fine tin.

eggs, saltpetre, \-c. Considerable sum* were also

paid to several
'

Potingaira' for stuff of various

kinds to the Quinta Kssentia. Thus, on the 3rd of

March, 1501. ' the king sent to Strivilm four Harry

nobles in gold,' a sum equal, as it is taU-d, to nine

pounds Scots money
4 for the leech to multif

the -JTili 0< Ma\ . L60& the Treasurer p"

Bartoun, one of the king's mariners,
4 for e

dro"-gis (drugs) brocht home to him to the Frock

leich, 31 4s.' On the llth ..f February, K

we find twenty shillings given* loathe
male aurum potabilt,

be the king's er

And o!i the 13th of October, 1507, the

paid six pounds for a puncheon of wine

Abbot of Tnngland, to -mak feta*

The credulity and indiscriminate gen

Scottish monarch appear to hart

him a multitude of quacks of all

the Abbot, mention i* made of

curland hair;' of 'the lang I>ntch

Fullrrlone. who %vn* believed to pae

of making precious
stones; of a

laboured hard at the tranamntabon of

manv other empirics,
ttotonlj avp-

ScoUUh VTonlm .-O tl
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ported in their experiments,
but himself assisted in

{fair laboratory. The most noted of these adventurers

was the penon who is variously styled in the Treasu-

a* rWmf Abbot rer's Accounts .'
the French Leich,'

T Tngbid. Maister John the French Leich,'

Muster John the French Medicinar,' and ' French

Maistrr John.' The real name of this empiric was

John Damian ; and we learn from Dunbar that he

a native of Lombardy, and had practised

avrgerj and other arts in France before his arrival

- :

; Hb inl api'i^/anee at the court of

James was in the capacity of a French leech, and

.01 he is mentioned among the persons who received

lereray
'
in 1501-2, there can be no doubt that he

hold an appointment as a physician in the royal

: H- -
psj v:<v( cddl in ingratiating

himself with the king, and it is probable that it

was from him that James imbibed a strong passion

fcr alchemy, as he about this tune erected at Stir-

tiag a furnace for prosecuting such experiments,

aad continued during the rest of his reign to ex-

eonsidcrablc sums of money in attempts to

the philosopher's stone. ' Maister John,'

aajrs Bishop Lesley,
' caused the king believe, that

he by multiplying and utheris his inventions wold

make floe gold of uther metal, quhilk science he

callit the Qnintassencc, whereupon the king made

great cost, but all in vain.' There are numerous
ntriss in the Treasurer's Accounts of sums paid
fcr saltpetre, bellows, two great stillatours, brass

mortar*, coals, and numerous vessels of various

shapes, sixes, and denominations, for the use of this

flbrdga tdept in his mystical studies. 'These,

owner, were not his sole occupations ; for after

the Mysterious labours of the day were concluded,
John was wont to play at cards with the

mode by which he probably trans-

the contents of the royal exchequer into his
wm pcne, as

efficaciously as by his distillations.'

Wo lad that on the 4th of March, 1501, nine

ponds fire shillings were paid
' to the king and

French letch to play at cartis.' A few months
altar, OB the occasion of a temporary visit which

found it necessary to pay to France,* aside him a present of his own horse and
*"d**l pounds. Early in the year 1504, the

England, in Galloway, died, and the king,
i** reckless disregard of the dictates of duty,m of common decency, appointed this un-

d advrntim r to the vacant office. On the
March, the Trcaurrr j>aid

'
to Gareoch Par-

**""!i*
>"rt**n hmin8t to P* to Tungland for

ibttjr, to French Maister John.' On the

[CiiAP. XXV.

to Bardua Altovitr Lumbard
twenty-five

Maister John, the French Mcdiciner
raid Abbot of TunKland, whilk he aucht
I
to the .id Bardu,;' and a few days later,

TtS?* **
*iwn ' to Mai8tcr Joh

. the
r Tungland, seven jwunds.' Three

trr. in 1 -X)7. July 27, occurs the following
Ito* lent by the king'- command to the
Wtaid, and can nocht be gcttin fra

him, 33 6s. 8d.'* A singular adventure vhich
befel this dextrous impostor in September, 1507-8,

appears to have afforded great amusement to the

Scottish court. On the occasion of an enili

setting out from Stirling to the court of France,
he had the assurance to declare that by means of a

pair of artificial wings which he had constructed, he

would undertake to fly to Paris and arrive long be-

fore the ambassadors. ' This time,' says Bishop Les-

ley,
' there was an Italiane with the king, who was

made Abbot of Tungland. This abbot tuke in

hand to flic with wings, and to be in France before

the said ambassadors ;
and to that effect he caused

make ane pair of wings of feathers, quhilk being
festinitt uponn him he flew off the castle-wall of

Stirling ;
but shortly he fell to the ground and

broke his thie-bane
;
but the wyte (blame) thereof

he ascribed to their beand some hen feathers in the

wings, quhilk yarnit, and coveted the myddint and

not the skies.'J This incident gave rise to Dunbar's

satirical ballad entitled,
' Of the Fenyeit Friar of

Tungland,' in which the poet exposes in the most

sarcastic strain the pretensions of the luckless

adventurer, and relates with great humour the

result of his attempt to soar into the skies, when

he was dragged to the earth by the low-minded

propensities of the ' hen feathers,' which he had

inadvertently admitted into the construction of his

wings. The unsuccessful attempt of the abbot,

though, according to Lesley, it subjected him to the

ridicule of the whole kingdom, does not appear to

have lost him the king's favour, for the Treasurer's

books, from October, 1507, to August, 1508, re-

peatedly mention him as having played at dice

and cards with his majesty ;
and on the 8th of

September, 1508,
'

Damiane, Abbot of Tungland,'
obtained the royal permission to pursue his studies

abroad during the space of five years. He must

have returned to Scotland, however, before the

death of James
;
and the last notice given cf this

impostor is quite in character. On the 21th of

March, 1513, the sum of twenty pounds was paid

to him for his journey to the mine in Crawford

Moor, where the king had at that time artisans at

work searching for gold.

According to Pitscottie, King James ' was weill

learned in the art of medicine, James
-

s sk iii in

and was ane singular guid chi- medicine mid

rurgiane, and there was none of surgery,

that professioun if they had any dangerous cure

in hand but would have craved his advyse.'
The

good monarch seems to have been very fond ot

displaying his surgical skill
;
and it would appear

from his Treasurer's Accounts that he was even

willing to pay poor people for liberty to operate

upon them. Under the date of April 10th, 1510,

we find an entry of thirteen shillings paid
' to the

blind wyf that lied her eyne schornc
' that is, we

may suppose, couched for the cataract. The phrase,

as Mr. Pitcairn remarks, is most ominous of 'evil

* Dunbar's Teems, vol. ii. p. 239.
*

Miuifjhill.
+

Lesley's II istory of Scotland

Dunbur's Poems, vol. ii. p. 241.
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success.' On the 9th of Feb. 1511-12, a donation

of fourteen shillings was made '
to ane fallow be-

caus the king pullit furtht his tootht.' And on

the 25th, a similar amount was paid to '

Kynnard,
the harbour, for twa teitli drawin furtht of his

heid be the king.' On another occasion his foreign

minstrel Dominico receives eighteen shillings
' to

f the king leve to lat him bluid.' Nov. 6th,

18, we have the characteristic entry of six shil-

and eight pence
' to James Dog quhilk he

dounc for claith to be wippes to John Bal-

sair leg quhilk the king helit.'

itscottie mentions a curious experiment which

is curious ox- was undertaken by James for the

i,nniLiit. purpose of discovering the pri-

mitive language of mankind. ' He caused tak

ane dumb woman,' says that garrulous but pic-

turesque chronicler,
' and pat her in Inchkeith,

and gave hir two bairnes with, hir, and gart fur-

nish hir in all neccssares thingis perteaning to

thcair nourischraent, desiring heirby to knaw what

languages they had when they cam to the aige of

perfy te speach. Some sayes they spak guid Hebrew,
but I know not by authoris rehearse.'

* AVe are

also informed that he took great interest in a

monster which at this time was born in Scotland.

In the lower part of its body,' says Buchanan,
'
it

mbled a male child, nothing differing from the

ary shape of the human frame, but from the

ist upwards it had two bodies, male and female,

king gave special order for its careful educa-

, especially in music, in which it arrived at an

admirable degree of skill, and moreover it learned

st-vtral tongues ;
and sometimes the two bodies did

discover several appetites disagreeing one with

another, and so they would quarrel, one liking

this, the other liking that; and yet sometimes

again they would agree and consult as it were in

common for the good of both. This was also

memorable in it, that when the legs or loins were

hurt below, both bodies were sensible of this pain
in common

;
but when it was pricked or otherwise

hurt above, the sense of the pain did affect one

body only; which difference was also more per-

spicuous in its death, for one of the bodies died

many days before the other, and that which sur-

vived being half-putrified, pined away by degrees.
This monster lived twenty-eight years, and then

died when John (Duke of Albany) was regent of

Scotland.' '
I am the more confident in relating

this story,' he adds,
' because there are many honest

and credible persons yet alive who saw the prodigy
with their eyes.'f

It is well known that James suffered consider-

irse and ably from remorse on account of

-iition. the' part which he took in the re-

bellion against his father, and ' in the midst of all

the reckless dissipation in which he indulged, it is

curious to remark the outbreakings of superstitious

feelings, the strange mixture of levity and austerity

*
Pitscottie, vol. i. p. H6.

+ Buchanan s History of Scotland, Book xiii. cb. \ ii.

which distinguishes his character.' Affmr"^ to
a common tradition, he was in the habit of wear.
ing a heavy iron chain as a penance for his sin ia

having appeared in arms against his father; and
as another method of making his peace with
Heaven, he frequently undrrtook a pilgrimage to
the shrine of St. Duthoc, at Tain, which paean to
have been at this time held in particular Mnctitj.
It is curious to observe from the account of the ex-

incurred in these pilgrimages, that dnrlng
the journey the king indulged as ranch as venal in

sports and games ; and that ho carried with him
the whole train of minstrels, jesters, and rthtf
attendants who ministered to his amusement On
one of these occasions, we find among other items
of a similar kind, fourteen pounds lot at cards by
the king in Brechin eighteen shillings paid ia
Dunnotar to ' the chicld that playit on the nrffwft-

cordis' the same sum given to the pipers of

Aberdeen by the king's command eight shilling*
to the ' falconoris in Invcrowry' nine shillings 'to

the madinis of Forres that dansit to the king'.
nine shillings and sixpence 'to the madinis that

dansit at Elgin siclike
'

fourteen shillings
'
to

the madanis that dansit at Darnway 'and four

pounds
' to John Goldsmyth for tuning (packing)

the organis to Tayne and home again.' \V, ;

that the king on one occasion, probably under the

influence of some sudden fit of remorse, when other

avocations detained him in 1

obtained the loan of St. Duthoc's reliqne, for there

is an entry on the 17th of November of fireslmV

lings to a man who carried that sacred object back

from Dumfermlinc to its proper place. In a more

homely frame of superstition, the monarch occa-

sionally borrowed an angel or gold noble from his

High Treasurer, and after cruking
'
or binding it

fixed the talisman to his beads.

It must be evident from the information fur-

nished by the accounts of the High Treasurer, that

at this period there was a general honulinsss of

manners, and great simplicity and absence of the

intellectual, in the whole system of society in Scot-

land. ' When the king and his nobks spent the

greater part of their time in seeing

mummers, hearing syrens in tht-ir

ing to tale-tellers and minstrels, and a

other amusements equally remote from rational.

what must have been the intellectual habits of the

uninstructed poor ?' In justice to James, huaetir.

it should be mentioned that to him hslengs the

honour of having first introduced printing into

Scotland. In 1507, he procured the materials of

typography for Walter Chapman and Andro Mil-

lar, the first of whom was previously Us panuuel

servant ;
and there are a few entries

in the Treasurer's Accounts of samft

paid for the purchase of books.

Thus on one occasion we find fifty

shillings paid
' for three prentit bakes to the king,

tane fra Andro Millar's wrftV and on

eleven pounds paid
' ' \Vodis wyff,

buke to the queen's grace.'
James was also a
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liberal patron of poeU and minstrels. Dunbar, as

hare teen, was in the constant receipt of twenty

pBMdt * year, and Blind Harry, the minstrel to

irimnweare indebted for the well-known populai

poan of WxLLACB, was a regular attendant of the

eoert, tod appears to have received eighteen shil-

IM every three months as a pension.

HM records of the Lord High Treasurer furnish

aft equally minute and interesting view of the

Fiairiiit life of domestic life and habits of James

JMBM V. y.. fr0m his cradle to his

The first notice of the infant monarch in the ac-

count* of the Treasurer is sufficiently appropriate.

On the 4th of March, 1516, nineteen pounds three

lulting* were disbursed for
'

twenty-four elne of

nnrtn russet to mak gownis,' to the king's nurses

ad list rockers of his cradle, of whom there were

altogether no fewer than six. In the following

yrar we find him under the tuition of Maister

Gavin Dunbar, as the following entries intimate :

February 16 Item, to Maister Gawin Dunbar,
.the king's master, to by necessar thingis for the

KingM Chamer' (schoolroom), nine pounds; and

'August 28th Item, to Maister Gawin Dunbar,
fcr egpentit maid be him in reparatings of the

CfasosMT in the quhilk the kingis leris
'

(learns),
'BOW in the Castle,' four pounds. For exercise

list youthful prince seems now to have been pro-
Tided with a mule to ride upon ; the sum of twenty
hilling! and sixpence being entered as paid to

RobenePntTcse for schoyne (shoes), howsis, breddil,
tad haltcris bocht for the kingis mule.' In 1525,
when Junes had reached his fourteenth year, we
fad thirty-one pounds four shillings expended on
New Year's gifts for the king to bestow upon his

Jtiers and attendants. James appears to have
practised the game of tennis or the 'cache,' a

bful favourite game at the Scottish
court during this and the preced-

iwpl
""d among his other amusements we

diverting himsolf with
bikkiring' mock

'ia.' This it seems was a foolish
for him by his servants, in which
thepartof besiegers, and the

eged, the missiles on both

bat a p"*ht
c

fc^ctors
be after a cessation of hos-

[CHAP. XXV.

c*^~ift"iiiik
lor

d
cjrKi" to bikkir th

TPi*,!?^* * W0uld *ccm tohavc ^Icn
t of the conflict, and the king's

for

large sums of money upon clothes and personal
ornaments. Under the date of
,, . nc. j . -.*. r, i His fonunes
March 22nd, Io40, we find an for fine cloth,

entry of thirty-two pounds, paid and personal

to ' Johnne Young, brodistar (em-
ornaments.

broiderer), for stuff and broudering of sixty-four

pece of brownis, James and Thrissilis set upon twn

tynnakilis of tanny velvet, quhilk was the lining of

ane gowne of claith of gold, of the kingis price of

the pece ten shillings.' (This magnificent garment

appears to have been a dress gown for wearing in

the palace.)
'

Item, for six elnis bukrem to lyne ve

saidis tynnakilis, with price of the elne, two shillings
and eightpence.'

'

Item, for twenty-sic elnis of

rubbennis (ribbons) to thame, price of the elne,

eightpence.' 'Item, for broudering of ane vest-

ment of tanny velvet with fourteen James Crownis

and Thrissilis, seven pounds.' The coins men-

tioned in these entries were given to the em-

broiderer to be converted into gold work, to be put
on the gown and vestment. The other articles of

the king's apparel were equally gorgeous. His

shirts, as we learn from the following and many
other similar entries, were richly and elaborately

wrought about the collar and breast with gold and

embroidery.
' To David Bonar for thirteen double

hankis of gold, quhilk war deleurit to David Linde-

sayis wife, to sew the kingis sarkis. Item, deliverit

to Katheryne Bellendene till complete ane sark to

the kingis grace, sewit with gold and silver wark

half ane dowbell hank of sewing gold, price thairof

twelve shillings ;
the price of ilk hank ten shil-

lings.' His short stirtout was composed of fine

cloth, or the richest velvet embroidered with gold ;

his black velvet bonnet was looped up with a

diamond or ruby, and surmounted by a light and

graceful feather, while his hunting horn, sword,

and dagger, were suspended by massive chains of

pure gold. He wore russet half-boots, which at

home were exchanged for shoes of white or black

velvet, which we are told cost ' three pounds the

elne.'

There are many curious details given respecting

the king's preparation for his preparati<
voyage to the Western Isles in bis

May, 1540. On the 21st of that

month there was ' deliverit to Thomas Arthure to

be ane cote and ane pair of brekis, to the kingi.<

grace for the see, ten elnis red erammcssye velvet,

price of the elne seven pounds.' 'Item, for five

unces of pasmentis of gold to it, eight pounds fifteen

shillings. Item, for pointtis to the cote and brekis

and ane tulat to the cote, three shillings.' No ex-

pense seems to have been spared in providing for

iis comfort in the ship. He had two di;

beds in the vessel, and two different apartments,
which appear to have been richly furnished. The

mngings of one chamber were of French green,
and cost fifteen pounds fifteen shillings. The cur-

tain and cover of one of his beds were composed
of '

25J elnis black damis,' which cost forty-three
Bounds fifteen shillings and sevenpence.

The

bed in 'the nether chalmer' was hung with
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clnis grene damis, fiinged with grene silk.'

The ' streraaris to the kingis schippis
'

were made
of

' nine score elnis reid and yellow sey,' and
1
till complete the samein,' fifteen elnis serge were

-ivcn; to be ' ansenzeis (ensigns) to the schippis, 17

id and yellow taffitese of cord,' and ' to bo

croccs thairof four and a half elnis quhyte taffitese

of Jani.--.'
' Two eluis of tanny velvet

' were em-

oycd to make a cover for an easy stool for the

race,' and it required three cases to contain

silver-wark,' which his majesty carried with

him. Murdoch Strivelin, Patesar (pastry-cook) was

paid seven pounds eight shillings and eightpence for
' the making of the unis (ovens) in the schippis ;'

and John Bertone received forty shillings for ' the

making of six standartis to ye schippis,' and an

equal sum ' for the making of three top-claithes

and three flaggis.' Great quantities of bed clothing,
and a number of pavilions to be erected on any of

the islands on which the king and royal suite might
land, were besides brought down to Leith from

Holyrood by a cart, and put on board the ships.

Whatever may have been the general state of

lavish expenditure
thc country at this period, the ex-

on gold and silver penditure of the king for gold
work. an(j s;iver work of every kind

must have been very great, and the Treasurer's

Accounts show that his majesty was an excel-

t customer to George Heriot,* Thomas Rynd,
ihne Mosman, and Johne Kyll, the fashionable

goldsmiths of the day. The entries of this kind

are so numerous, that we can only give a few of

the most remarkable. ' Deliverit to Johne Mosman
to mak ane croce of gold, to set diamant stanes in,

eight angels rubbillis, six licht French crown is,

fifteen pounds four shillings.' 'Item, to Johne

Mosmart for making the great basin of gold weyand
ten pund wecht ane unce and ane half unce, and

making of ane schip,twa brasillatis, diverse chenzies

(chains) and rings, seventy-four pounds! ten sliil-

'

Item, given for ane chenzie deliverit to

Johne Mosman, to melt with other gold, to be the

king's gilt chenzie, one hundred and ten pounds.'
' For making of the Quenis Crowne, and furnising
of stanis thairto, quhilk weyit thirty-five unce of

gold of mynd,J forty-five pounds.'
' For making

and fassoun of the kingis crowne, weyand three

pund wecht ten unces, and thairof gold of the mynd,
forty-twa unce, thirty pounds.'

' Item, for twenty-
four stanis thairto, of the quhilk thare was three

j;rcte garnettis, and ane grete ammerot (emerald),

price of the three, six pounds ;
and price of the

pece of the other nineteen stanis, fourteen shillings.'

'Item, given to the Capitane of Crawford, for fyve
score 12} mice unmolten gold of mynd, price of the

Probably the grandfather of the celebrated George
Heriot, the founder of the Hospital which bears his name.

4 Mr. Fiteairn states that he learned by inquiring of Her
Majesty's goldsmith that such a piece of plate as that

sposen of in the text would now cost 188 1Q., and it of

course bore this relative value at that time.

+ Gold from the royal mines, at Crawford Moor, in Lanark-
shire. The Treasurer's Accounts show that considerable
numbers of Flemish, German, and French miners were em-

1 at this time in these mines.

unce six pounds eight shilling*, quhilk was drltarit
to Johne Mosman and disponit upon the King tad
Quenis graces crown in, and to eyk ane gretoeheOM
to his grace 17 unco, and one belt to the Q^tnt wvr.
and 19| unce, seven hundred and eighteen t-nirJh
eight shillings.' Large nuns were also pdd to Jofett
Mosman '

for thc makin and fiMonn of MM pair
of Ledw to the kingis grace, weyand 17 VMM ofMid
of Ins graces awin gold;' for 'the tattoa of 67
uncos ekit to the kingis grrte chenxe ;' fcr the

making of ane quhissill of gold to the kingis grace
weyand 3| unces 2} Unicornis wecht :' and a month
later, for '

the making of another quhianl of gold
of myndc weyand 3| unces, half Unieorne TMJlt,
with ane Dragoune anamulit.' '

October 9, 1440,
there was deliverit to Johne Mosmeji 1J mm,
quarter unce silver, to be ane reliqne to ane btn*

(bone) of Sanct Mahago. Item, gerin to gilt thc
said reliquc with, twa Roisnobillis. Item.

him for making of thc upcr rclique of Bftact

Mahago, four pounds.' Twenty-seren pounds
seventeen shillings and threepence were also paid
for ' ane relict of Sanct Dutho set in silrer werand
36 unce;' and for 'making of the samyn,' fire

pounds nine shillings. On one occasion we find

three hundred and eighty-seven pounds paid to

Mosman for '

chenzies, tabulattis, bracelattis, ringi*.

stanis,' &c., while under the same date there is an

entry of two hundred and forty-nine pounds 'gerin
to Thomas Jlyml, for siclyke gold -wnrk.' Many of the

articles ofjewellery, however, purchased by the king,
were not on his own account, but were bestowed

with a princely munificence upon his courtiers and

favourites. In December, 1538, Tb king's Xw
the sum of two hundred and Ywr^fUta

thirty-nine pounds nineteen shillings wa paid to

Thomas Rynd for chenzk* of gold, gold ryngis,

tabillatis, and uthir goldin work deliterit be him to

the kingis grace ogane New Zeiris (Year's) mesa,

and given in Xcw Zeiris gifts.
1 On the last day of

the following year, two hundred and eijrl;'

pounds three shillings, and on December 31, 1540,

three hundred and ten pounds were disbursed fcr

various articles of jewellery, to be distributed in

the same manner. We find that in one month th*

expenses of the king for '

ringis, goldin wark,

dyomentis, and chenzies of gold, to gif away amon]

the gentille wemene,' amount to fow hmndrrd and

eleven pounds. His majesty eridenUy prided

himself on the gold and silrer ^^^ .^
work which he possessed,

and

seems to have had 'everything flue about 1

Mention is made by the Lord Treawer of a at

' buist (box) for onctments (ointments) to the kuigis

grace,' of a silver clam-shell for holding tool

powder, and ' ane pcnnose of sflrer to ketp ptkc

teith in to thc kingis grace.'
Eren his hawb

informed, dined off silter plate, and

were of pure gold. ,m\im\
There arc numerous entrie* in th Treii

Accounts of sums paid for ana* iiuwutaA

and armour, which King J***

and his father had a singular paarfoo
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of the fluf** workmanship, from foreign countries

u wU as what could be produced of every possi-

Ue pattern in Scotland. Mention is made of the

ifFl"* of 'fire quarters black velvet to scab-

hartis to the kingis raperis.'
' Item to mak fren-

Ktt to his grace swcrd handis, three unces blak

Uk, fifteen shillings, and warkinanship

shillings.'
On one occasion twenty-three

Is fiTe shillings were paid to
' William Sine-

bctrd, for dichting (cleaning) of swerdis, rapperis,

steill sadillis, Jedburcht stavis, and

wappincss to the kingis grace.' The most

lid article, however, noticed amongst the

king's defensive armour is,
' ane target of gold,

with ane mannadyne in it of dyamentis, of the

kiagis aw in gold* that is, the gold raised from

hu own mines.

It has been justly said that '
if his majesty's

Hi* pnctke of example would have gone any
eraaerj. length in making his subjects

archers they would have made some progress

daring his reign, for he was passionately devoted

to the bow, and spent much of his time in prac-

tising with that weapon. Entries for bows and
arrows for the king's use occur on almost every

page of the accounts ; and he seems to have pro-
cared them from a great variety of quarters, pur-

chasing them from celebrated makers, and getting
choice OMB sent him as presents.' It appears that

the example of the king had not been altogether
without effect in inducing a portion, at least, of
his subjects to acquire considerable dexterity in

tk* of this once celebrated weapon ; for AVC aro
informed by 1'itscottie, that when Lord William
Howard was sent by Henry VIII. as ambassador
to the Scottish court, he was accompanied by

seeeore cavaliers, many of whom were noted
for their skill in all games of manly sport, as

hooting, leaping, wrestling, running, and cast-
'

the stone, bat '

they were weill assayed in
' theae or they went home, and almost evir tint.'*

rfn** *****!**
who witne88 d all these trials of

, towed her own countrymen, and betted
t her son two hundred crowns and a tun of
U six of these Englishmen would shoot
ith the how, at 'rivcris, butts, or prick-Una any half-dozen Scotchmen, nobles,

. yeomen. Thc ground was chosen
8 Scottish archers were three

titwen David Wcimcs of that ilk
*not of that ilk, and Mr. Johuo Weddcr-'

Dimdee, and three yeomcn-Johne
ith, Stcrin Tabroncr, and Alick

r, and shot wondrous
itthmen were defeated at their

I weapon, and Queen Margaret
i to the great delight of the king

3

and

as
great), addicted to the sports of the

HBfcr field, and it appears from the Trea-

t KUcottie, ToL iL pp. 347, 348.

His love of music.

\vere conducted on a most extensive scale. His
favourite hunting ground vras Mcgotland, a wild

district in the southern border of Peeblesshire,
which appears to have been preserved for his own

special sport. His majesty took the field in great

splendour, accompanied by a numerous and gallant
train of nobles and knights, for whose accommoda-

tion, pavilions, bed-furniture, and other conveni-

ences had been previously despatched to the scene of

action, as the pastime Avas not unfrequently fol-

lowed for eighteen or twenty consecutive days at a

time. James, like the other princes of the Stuart

family, was passionately fond of fine horses, and

had a most extensive stud, brought not only from

England, but from Denmark, Flanders, France,
and Spain.
Music seems to have formed one of the most

prominent of his indoor recrea-

tions. His favourite musical in-

strument was the lute, and judging from his great

consumption of lute strings, he must have been

very assiduous in his practice. In his Treasurer's

Accounts there is only one allusion to the game of

cards, and, unlike his father, he does not seem

to have been at all given to betting. Various

entries are made of sums paid for masks and

mummeries, in which the king himself took an

active part. At one of these masks he wore a
'

play gown
'
of black and white, for the making of

which Robert Spittall received three pounds. On
another occasion, we find him appearing in a dress

of red and yellow. He seems to have been at

the expense of clothing many of the maskers, and

to have also expended considerable sums on the

popular game of Robin Hood. Mention is made on

one occasion of the payment of six pounds for '4j
eluis rissillis blak, by the kingis precept, to Chris-

tiana Rae, when she was Queue of Bane,'* a person-

age of whom no notice is elsewhere to be met with.

As might be expected, the fool or jester,
the

usual accompaniment of the Scot- j?ool?

tish court, figures largely in my Jwan's.

Lord Treasurer's books, and the queen also main-

tained a fool a Frenchwoman, named Serat, who

appears to have been in great favour at court, and

to have partaken largely of the bounty of her

royal mistress. Mr. Pitcairn is of opinion that

this is the only instance in history of a female

buffoon or fool, for the amusement of the court.

There are numerous notices of several dwarfs whom
the king clothed and fed, and who appear to have

had regular pensions assigned them. One of

designated the '
Littill Turk,' receives on OIH

sion a 'cote, hois, brekis, and dowblct' of red and

yellow cloth, together with a red bonnet; and on

another a motley coat of green and yellow,
with

a doublet and hose of 'blak fustiane and

gray.' Another of these diminutive buffoons, humor-

ously termed the '

Droich,' on whose account there

are numerous entries for payments and liveries,

does not seem to have been in good credit with

the court tailor, for under the date of August </.

* See above, p. 055.
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there is an entry of twenty shillings, paid to

c
' Droich to lowse (release) his claithis fra the

tailzeuris.' It appears that at

this time a menagerie of strange
and beasts formed a part of the royal estnb-

ihment at Stirling, and Falkland. We find that

11 18s. were paid by the king's command for

ven elnis fyne French black, to be ane gown
d ane kirtyll to Thomas Melvillis wyff in Fulk-

d, for keeping of certaine pettis (pets) and

-ing of the samyn.'
Almost every page of these curious and interest-

Liberality and S records bears testimony to the

: king's generosity and kindness of

heart. He seems to have taken

at pleasure in providing a tocher both for

nniless lasses wi' lang pedigrees,' and for dam-

Is without any pedigree at all. Thus wo tiiul

4<)()
'

gevin to the Lord Fleming, at the kingis

command, in manner of tochir to his sister,' and

again, 133 6s. 8d., by the kingis precept to

Johne Pipar, of Sanct Johnestoun, in toquher
with Catherine Sinclair.' AVe find also such

payments as the following: four pounds
' to ane

puir man quhais horse fell our the castell wall

of Strivcling, and brak his nek
;

'

forty shillings to
' ane puir woman quhilk had her husband slane

with ane gunne schot furth of ye castell
;

' ' twa

e' costing forty shillings each 'to twa puir
ien of C'owper

' whose husbands had been

identally killed
;
and five pounds

'

gevin to

iliame Lyell be ye kingis precept, for lynt,

.c. and corne, distroyit be his seruandis at the

ting.'

It is pleasing to observe, amidst all the frivolity,

.ity of the extravagance, and profligacy which

king to literary at this period prevailed at the Scot-

tish court, that the claims of lite-

rary men were not overlooked. Among other

examples of the king's bounty to this class mention

is made of two payments of thirty pounds each to

Mai-iter John Bellentyne* for translating of the

Cronvkill.' of twelve pounds 'for ane new Crony-
kill gevin to the kingis grace,' and of two sums of

eight pounds each in part payment of ' the trans-

latioun of Titus Livius.' ' Item to Maister Hector

Boice, Principal in Abirdene, for ye tane (one)
half of his pensioun

'

twenty-five pounds. The
sum of twenty pounds was twice paid to

' Maister

George Buchquhannan at ye kingis command,'
and 'at the Quenis Grace entry in Edinburghe'

irncd historian and poet received ' six elnis

t' Parise blak to be ane goune, three elnis of

^ryne to lyne ye forder quarteris and slcvis

lid goune, and six elnis of blak velvet to

e him ane Hugtoune cote,' or cassock.
' Twa

writing bukis of parchment' for the king cost

>lullings, and large sums were paid for

*
Bellenden, denn of Ross, \vho was employed to trans-

e Uoeee's Chronicle of Scotland, and the History of

t lie use of the king, who had not been over atten-

ve to his Latin.

vf I.. I.

Ml

binding the '

Matin-books'* of the king andmm.
in velvet, clasped with gold.
The records of my J... rJ Treasurer fernich w

with the most minute information mperting all
the most prominent events in the chfqMrvd
career of his royal master the interment of hi*
first queen, the beautiful Magdalcne.t and of hk
mother Man.-

Guise, her p ^d ^^
nation ; the birth, baptism, death ami burial of his
short-lived sons, James at . : the conrt

mourning for his own un:.
},, and the

expenses of the funeral prooevii ,. W!U
buried with his fathers in the chapt-l of Holy.
rood.

In May, 1540. an heir to the throne was born at
St. Andrews. On the llthof tlur j^
month, twenty shillings wcre-gcvi:i . Uw
to James 1 ;

passing with certane close writings to

certane Lordis and Ladyis to be in Sanct Androts

at the birtheof my Lord Prince,' and various sums
were paid for the carriage of tapestry, cloth of

gold, and '

wardrop geir,' to St. Andrews, on the

same occasion.! 'Andro Michelsoune' received a
'

Itveray for bringing of tidings to the kingis

grace of the nativitie of my Lord Prince;' twenty-
two shillings were 'gevin to James Hissat to paw
with letters and denunce '

the auspicious event 'in

all partis in Lothiane and ye Mer-c;' forty pound*
were 'gevin to James Elphinatoune to pas* 'to the

King of Ingiand,' and an equal sum to
' James

Scrymgeour at his passing to France
'

with the

April 24th, 1541, there a a notice of the

'expensis disbur.-it at the nativitie of my Lord

Duke' (the king's second son, Arthur, Duke of

Albany), a few ; of fuuitllB

shillings 'gevin to Andro Yurc u g for

ane cup of leid that my Lord Duke was bun

and of the sums paid for black velvet to be fut

mantillis and harnessingis to the Quenis grace.

and four of hir Ladyis,' on the death of James.

Duke of Kothsay. cloafl the earthly account, of

these short-lived" hopes of Scotland.
* Iat

of all, which ends this strange ^
eventful history,' is th'

the Treasurer's Accounts of the 'expenses dia-

Imrsed upon the Queen, the King's spovs*, hr
and servants, for dool

'

(mourning hakim).

and of the sums paid to the upholster*

canopy and cover to the bier, and to the carpet

and ma.-ons for work done in making i

through the royal elm: ->u^ "
ueh the ill-starred

was hinu-elf soon after laid.
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CHAPTER XXVL

HART. [FBOM HEE ACCESSION TO HER

DEPARTURE FOR FRANCE.]

A.D. 15421548.

OF the five Stuarts who preceded Mary in the

sovereignty of Scotland, two had been assassinated ;

other two had fallen in battle; and the last of

them, James V., the gayest, bravest, and most

chivalrous of his race, died of a broken heart at the

cowardice of his army and the humiliation of his

kingdom. They had all died comparatively young,

leaving mere infants as successors on the most

troubled and uneasy throne in Europe. Many
disorders and animosities had grown up during
the repeated and long minorities: and anarchy,

perpetuating itself, took various forms, and made

new alliances during the practical abeyance of

royalty. Nearly a third of the period occupied

by the five reigns was under regencies ; and each

of these had revived old, and given birth to new,
feuds and factions, to be thorns in the crown of

the infant sovereign. An accumulation of unsolved

perplexities and difficulties, and of evils and

dangers unsubdued and likely to multiply, lay at

the opening of this reign the first female reign,

moreover, in Scotland. The grand work of the

Reformation from Popery was also going on, with

strangely diverse agents and allies; and whilst

sure to be a source of agitation, and even con-

vulsion, to the rule of a sovereign who favoured it,

it was still more certain to be fatal to the authority
if not to the life of one who, like Mary, should

hate and oppose it. The era was one of gravest

importance and difficulty ; it has been pronounced
the only one in Scottish history that has a world-
wide interest:* the most masculine and sagacious

spirit was needed to preside over it; and yet,
amid the transcendent operations and results of

that memorable period, poor Mary baffled and
beaten keeps ever intruding with her wondrous

pell of beauty and misfortune ; and the remotest

posterity will be unable to push the episode of her
life into a mere corner of the national history,
though her individual fate was really as nothing
in the solemn epoch of her reign. The infatuated
and crushed woman clings to the wheels of the

mighty national revolution, which she could neither
arrert nor guide ; and is the most prominent object,
both when they are in progress and at rest. Long
after tacked and demolished abbeys and monas-
teries hare ceased to tell of the Reformation, the
mined Queen of Scots will be remembered in con-
nexion with that event; though much of her

muery wu the fruit of her passions as a woman,
" In the hlrtorr of Scotland I ran find properly but

!?* SPS:,
1." ?*J

**y !t conuln8 nothing of world-interest
i*iill. bat thiiiReformntion by Knox." Lecture* on Hero-

rOfa, A TfeM* Gwfrfc. Mr. Carlyle ought to have
ScottiBh "^dependence

rather than of her plots and proceedings as a

Papist.

Mary Stuart was called to succeed her father on

the 13th of December, 1542, when Mary's accession,
she was but a few days old.* In 13th Dec..

one of her letters, written immediately before the

tragic close of her ill-fated life, when contemplat-

ing how long a period of that life even all the

years of her prime had been spent without power
and without personal liberty, she mentions that

she, dethroned, imprisoned, and now ready to die,

had been ' from the breast called to the

dignity.' The unconscious infant had a sovc :

which was denied to the proud, energetic, gifted.

and accomplished woman ;
for we find, on tl.

day of her father's death, a command issued in her

name to one baron to deliver up the castle of Fin-

haven to another,f A keen con- Contest for the

test, conducted by the candidates regencv.

with the manifold aim of gaining
nal B

ascendancy for themselves personally, for their

order, and for their party both at home and abroad,

forthwith began as to who should be entrusted,

during Mary's minority, with the guardianship
of her person and the regency of her kingdom.
Foremost in claiming the post was Cardinal Bea-

ton, Archbishop of St. Andrews, the "\Volsey of

Scotland ; a man of great ability and varied expe-

rience, but of inordinate ambition, who had long

been familiar with courtly and priestly intrigues

both in France and Scotland. Beaton may be re-

garded as the impersonation both of the faults and

virtues of his age and order. He was of a good

family, and had been carefully educated at

where he continued for ten years. On his rerun:

to his native country, he was advanced to the

highest offices both in church, and state, and soon

became the most powerful person in the kingdom .

Though neither a theologian nor a man o,

learning, he was a patron of letters and 1

men, as well as a sagacious statesman and an accom-

plished courtier. But his character was stained by

great vices. Like the greater part of his bi

both in Scotland and on the Continent, he 1

open violation of his ordination vows. >

standing all his zeal for the church, he did r

* The exact day of Mary's Mrth is keenly disputed,
most all historians and biographers assume it to i

on the 8th of December : and Mary herself:;!

such. But a recently discovered" document-
to Miss Strickland by John Riddell, Esq., of :

Advocates shows tliat, at Stirling, her nn>;

ment was, on the 9th of that month, only matter of expec-

tation ; and it is clear, that if the event had occurred t

the previous day intelligence of it would hav<

Stirling. All accounts, too, represent
the King

died on the 13th, a few hours (Pitscotti
after the arrival of the news of his daujrl/
as an express had been employed, it is iiit ;

days should have elapsed between tl:

to the dving monarch. It is reasonably <.

Miss Strickland, that, as the 8th of December is one of

four great Romish festivals in honour of the Virgin M
the birth of the young queen may afterwards have ex

celebrated on that day, instead of'on the real OT.>

was most probably the llth or 12th of the month. (

Strickland s Lives of the Scottish Queens vol. ui. p. i-

t Lives of the Scottish Queens, vv . iii. p- S.
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tatc to dilapidate its benefices to enrich his own

family. A strenuous opponent of the Reformation

such a man could not fail to he, both from his

character and position, but he showed himself

utterly unscrupulous in the means \vhich ho used

to crush the new doctrines, and persecuted to the

death those who embraced the reformed cause.

The deceased monarch had rather permitted than

encouraged the growth of Beaton's influence, and

only as an available check to the power of the

turbulent nobles ; but the ambitious character of

the prelate would not permit him to rest satisfied

with a subordinate position. Beaton's peculiar

unscrupulousness and audacity of character ap-

peared in his mode of trying to lay hold of the

regency. He summarily seized upon it, as if dis-

daining to enter the arena with any rivals, though
these might be closely related to the sovereign and

heirs-presumptive to the throne. Instead of can-

vassing for the office, or standing forth in the modest

guise of a candidate, he announced that it was his

already by the late king's solemn and special
'

appointment ; and got himself proclaimed Regent
1

at the Cross of Edinburgh. He produced a scroll

bearing the royal signature, and purporting to be

a will in favour of himself (assisted by a council

of partizan nobles*) as governor of Scotland, and

tutor to the infant queen, until she should be of

age. That document was equivalent to a forgery ;

whether we regard Beaton as having induced

James to sign it as a blank paper afterwards to be

filled up, or as having guided the passive hand of

the dying monarch in subscribing a document of

the purport of which he was ignorant. On any pos-

sible supposition, it was in the circumstances a

fraud. James's old servant, Sir David Lindsay,

i

who stood by the death-bed, and whose testimony
is that of a man of the greatest probity, makes the

Cardinal say :

'But after that baith strength and speech was leisit.f

Ane paper blank his Grace I gart subscrive,
Into the whilk I wrait all that I pleasit,

After his death, whilk lang war to descrive.'J

The will was at once set aside, its authenticity

being doubtful, and its matter hateful to the nobi-

lity and the people. It injured, instead of pro-

moting, the bold and wily Cardinal's designs ;
and

urpation of the high office ended almost on

the day it began. Nor were his pretensions, when

^tripped of the seeming validity and sacredness

Viz., the Earls of Huntly, Argyle, and Moray.
" Buch-

\pressly,
and only, mentions the Earl of Arran, :is

the three; but that lord is omitted by Knox :n;.!

vood, and the Earl of Morav, the late king's bastard

put instead of him." Keith, p. 25. Recently,
in his ' History of Mary Queen of Scots,' has,

^advertence probably, substituted the Earl of Arran
Karl of Moray. That Arran might be the name in

11 is far, however, from being incredible ;
for Arran

uton's relative, and though friendly to tho Refor-

. was of su<:h a timid and vacillating" character, that

could not be alarmed to take him as a subordinate
n the government.
t Lot, gone.
J Lindsay's \Verks, vol ii. p. 223.

given to them by the document, at all likely to be
confirmed by the choice of par^Tttnt

It might have been thought that the QMe>
mother would lay Hftim to tho Jhs

regency, for Mary of Guue had 0" !>.
ambition enough to aspire to asjeh a port, if either
it were hers naturally, or could be esomd by fav

triguc ; more tsjx-cully as the knew that now her

only connexion with royalty in Scotland we* the

slight thread of a babc'*lifc, whiUt that >*W Might
share the fate of her two brother* the wince
who had died in infancy. Hut if she i

to urge her pretensions, the mast MOO have merged
them in those of the Cardinal ; and, indeed, ee tu
as party, if not personal considerations, were con-

cerned, tho claims of both were identical those ef
the church and of a close alliance with France

against the Scottish nobles, who had always beeo
so troublesome to royalty, and many of whom also

favoured the cause of the Reformation from Popery
and an alliance with England. Had she felt that

she could lead her party as ably as Beaton, and
been desirous of the attendant dignity and honov,
she was then, from her recent confinement, in no fit

state for testing and deciding on whose side the

majority of their faction would rank. Hitherto,

also, Beaton had exercised the stiongest politifsj

influence over her mind; and she could not bat

know that, were she to be chosen Regent, he would

still possess the real and essential authority. Nor
could the Queen-mother be unaware of the dismvov
in which a female regency, during the minority of

a female sovereign, would be held by the hardy and

martial Scots; though she wu more likely to be

impressed with the recent examples of two qoeen-

mothers having, for a short time, filled that oBee

Mary of Gueldres, the widow of James II., and

Margaret Tudor, the late king's mother. It would

not have been an excessive stretch of charity to

suppose that, at this time, her heart was altogether

engrossed with the aim of retaining possession ef

the person of her infant, had she not, from her

earliest years, been accustomed to meddle daily

with politics, and had not the influential and

wily Cardinal been near her to introduce a topic of

such prime concern to their common party. I

had then only entered upon her t*enty-*ts;

year ; but we must not attempt either to qweJ

to limit her ambition in state affair* by &*
deration of what, in our days, a yoong widow and

a young mother would project or wiah.

The successful aspirant was Jamee HamOtaaj.

Earl of Arran, who, being **
ihs Eari llnu

direct descendant of the eldest

daughter of Jarnc* II., was the nearest heir

crown. On this ground he claimed I

and was supported by the nobles end 1

He wanted the energy, decision, and s

requisite for the office in such an alarming

foreign and domestic aflairs.

nature lay open to be operated poo from rery

quarter: nor had he either KIJTS

sitrns of those who approached him. or noltM
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to grapple with them. For him to be excited was

to be agitated : when he ought to have been finally

resolved, he was turning and shifting everywhere

for advice; and he shrank with timidity from

straightforward and definite action. He was only

fitted to adorn private life; the regency was a

stonnv sphere, for which he lacked both the active

and the passive qualifications. In addition, how-

ever, to his being heir-presumptive to the throne,

he was known to be a friend to the Reformation, a

sort of Nicodemus one from fear of the Papists,

not remarkably open or bold in his adherence ;
and

to have him in supreme authority would, if he did

not greatly promote that cause, at least put an end

to the barbarous persecutions which had made the

last years of the previous reign tyrannical and

bloody.
Were we to inquire as to the public opinion re-

garding either the Earl of Arran

or thc Reformation, we should find

that, at that time, it could scarcely
be said to be formed. For many generations there

wa but one subject on which there really was a

public opinion, and that was the independence of

Scotland, which was dear to all classes and ranks,

and ever to be fought for against force and strata-

gem, as in the days of Wallace and Bruce. This,

however, was instinctive nationality pervading and

ruling the whole body of the people, rather than
that product of general attention, discussion, and

judgment, which moderns understand by the phrase,

public opinion. Upon all other matters there was
no concord, stress, or current of views and senti-

ments, worthy of such a name : and, indeed, as yet
there was, strictly speaking, no public, for under
feudalism such a body can scarcely be said to exist

;

and from being scattered, and without associations
or organs, has neither unity nor life. We are left,

then, without the means of estimating what kind
and extent of sympathy on the part of the general
population of Scotland gathered around the Earl of

Arran, as candidate for the regency, and around
tho cause of the Reformation at this important
crisis.

The nobles assembled on the 22nd of December to

TUEarlof Amm choose a Regent, when Cardinal

djoMBBagenton
Beaton distinguished himself by
violent but impotent opposition

lo the claims of the Earl of Arran. He poured out
eono invective upon the proposal of having onlyman at the head of affairs, and that man a

lilton : For who knows not," said the Car-
Mi, according to Knox,' "

that the Hamiltons
*uel murthcrers, oppressors of innocents, proud,
itiotts, double and false, and finally, the pesti-

i this commonwealth ?
"

Whereto the Earl
d : Defraud me not of my right, and call

:wc ; whatsoever my friends have
no, yet unto this day hath no man cause to cora-

n opon me, neither yet am I minded to flatter

my friend* in their evill doing, but by God's

TT. n. 36.

grace shall be as forward to correct their enormities

as any within the rcalme can reasonably require of

me : and, therefore, yet again my lords, in God's

name, I crave that ye do me no wrong, nor defraud
me of my just title, before ye have experience of

my government. At these words were all that

feared God or loved honesty so moved, that with
one voyce they cryed,

' That petition is most just :

and, unlesse ye will do against God's justice and

equity, it cannot be denied.'
" Arrau was chosen

and declared Regent of the kingdom, and guardian
of the infant queen. He entered upon his office

in the midst of the discovery of the celebrated

paper drawn up by the Cardinal, containing the

names of the nobility and gentry suspected of

favouring the doctrines of the Reformation, and

whose estates he had recommended the king to

confiscate.* The discovery of this document must

have aggravated the odium in which Beaton was

held by the nobility, whilst the incident rendered

Arrau and his authority highly acceptable. The

Cardinal's two crimes were two gross blunders,

which it required no ingenuity on the part of bis

successful rival to turn to good account. The Earl

of Arran's well-known simplicity contrasted most

advantageously with the tortuous villany over

which it had triumphed.
The Regent was put in possession of the royal

'

palace, treasure, jewels, garments, horse, and

plate ; 'f and he set about arranging for the charge
and maintenance of the infant sovereign and the

Queen-dowager. An act of mercy towards the

Earl of Angus and the Douglases, who had been

exiles in England for upwards of fifteen years

distinguished the begnming of^^ rf
Arran s rule, though that act un- a,Kj t ]ie ^

questionably treated them more permitted

as powerful partizans, to be con-

ciliated and won into an alliance,

than as daring criminals, to be forgiven and

restored to their original rank and privilegi
-

circumstances of their treason were aim- -

gotten, the temptations to repeat it were removed ;

and the Regent, knowing that Angus, and I'.-pi
1 -

cially his scheming brother, Sir George I);

had consented to and advocated proposals which

seriously compromised the national integrity and

independence, in encouraging Henry VIII. 's view:-

of a union with Scotland, felt that it was d;

that they should come back to Scotland and ;

kindly reception there, in order that they mij

filled with the genuine Scottish feeling, and at :

like patriotic nobles, when engaged in fon\

*
"For," quoth the Regent, "If he (Car

might have his purpose I should surely go to tin tlr

the king lived he told me I was the gn '< ul u '

world. A number of noblemeu and gentlemen
king had got written in a roll, which were ail u<

heresy, of the which I was the first, and the Ead
the arl of Glencaira and his son, the Earl M;in-

a great many gentlemen, to the number of eighi<

because they were all well-minded to God's word, w.

then they durst not avow." Sadler's Stale Papen, vol. :

p. 93. See ante, p. 4oi).

f Kii'v;'< ?U<<-nrv of the RpiWnmtion. v. 36.
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desirable consummation of a union between the

countries. He was warranted to hope that

might have purer motives, and give better

ds in furtherance of the important project,

n away from the English court, and that

.ved patriotism might lessen the influence of

's bribes, and relax the obligations under

ch they had come to that monarch. It was

lived that they should have full liberty to return

.cotland, that their possessions should be rc-

to them, and that they should take their

proper part as barons of the kingdom in the

sent of public affairs.*

Meanwhile the state of Scottish affairs, conse-

VIII.'s de- t
uent on the battle at Solway

and proceed- Moss and the sudden death of
at this crisis.

Ring James, was the subject of

ious consideration at the English court. The

iry gained for Henry VIII., like all his other

irics over Scotland, had not been followed up,
lie being probably unwilling, as certainly he

was unable, to turn victory into conquest. The

intelligence of the Scottish king's death was good
news to him, though, on its lirst announcement, he

put on a sorrowful countenance and manner, and,
amid much feigned grief, said :

" Woe is me ! for I

<hall never have any king in Scotland so sib to me

igain, nor one whom I favoured so well, and desired

;o greatly to confer with
; but, alas ! evil and

.vickcd counsel would not let him speak with nie,

.vhich would have been both to his comfort and

Nor was he less pleased with the intelli-

gence}: that James had left an infant daughter as his

ir; for he saw how Scotland, through her,

ould be won. A more favourable crisis for carry-
: his policy than had occurred at the battle

f Flodden presented itself. Many powerful barons

.iiry had been taken prisoners at Solway
ad conducted into England; and he ima-

vaed that, to purchase their deliverance, they
'ould be ready to favour a proposal for the mar-

>f his son, Edward Prince of "\Vales, with the

Queen of Scots. He was already sure of the

upport of the Earl of Angus and the Douglases ;

concurrence and assistance of the prisoners,
--re on better terms with the various parties

i Scotland, would, he felt, be far more valuable and
. They had been treated, on being brought

> London, with unnecessary severity : they had

ruominously led through the streets of the

V'Orge Douglas, writing on the 10th of January,
Lord Lisle, mentions that lie luul received a

ito Scotland from the Earl of Arran.

ytl'T, vol. v. p. 260.)
'.tie.

'ation of the news to Henry 1>y the

!;ind is dated Dec. 21st, loi'2, and" is as

\vs: "By {]le disposition of God Omnipotent, which
'a resist, our sovereign and master, yair tender

is departed fra this life, and has left ane princess,

-niece, to be Leretar and Queen of this realm,
se

prosperity, succession, and long life we desire as

':mu>stly as can be thought, trusting your
ness' blood reigning within thi^ realm, ve shall not fail

'al and tranquillity thereof.'' State Papers
tent Commission.

city as captives of Henry's bow, and afterwards

closely confined within the Tower. Bat now b
began to bo a more indulgent victor : their keeper
become their tmitor ; their rank was respected i

they were libcru:. -iio Tower, and gin
into the hospitable charge of the principal Kngliaa
families ; they wen admitted to the king's lesjats*

and he held out the prospect of a speedy return to
their own country if they would accede to his de-

signs, and
] telvcs to urge those faith-

fully and zealously at the Scottish co-

The main article of the treaty, so far from being
objectionable, was highly desir- ntmrr i MOM
able ; and the Scottish nobles and to UM sftoSpal

gentry even if at liberty, and not Scottish priiMsm.

in the hands of the Kugliah monarch, with whom
they were bargaining for present indulgence ami
future enlargement might have heartily supported
it, without any treason or the least compromise of

patriotism. During several reigns, it had been

seriously entertained by the kings of Scotland and
their most eminent and leal-hearted subjects ; and
had the way to its honourable execution been open,
Scotland would have been spared many diiaslsas.

An alliance, fair on both si n the two

countries, by the marriage of the Prince of Wale*

and Mary, would, in it- cen a great bles-

sing, the source of tranquillity, and of commercial

and social progress. Butllenrj \aims werebpotk,
and his conditions flagrantly unjust degrading to,

and destructive of, the independence of Scotland.

The captives were required to acknowledge him as

lord-superior of Scotland ; they wi re to previse

to use all their endeavours to invest him with

the substantial and permanent government of the

country; to place the various fortresses of Scotland

* " The cliief of the prisoner* taken at Solway.Hots***
carried to London by Sir H nrjr Saril and Mr T
Wentworth, whither they came on the J9ih of DceemMr,

wearing by Kin;: H< niy's appointment* rr

drew's Cross, and were
|.i

and on the 21st of the same month (I-

must have heard of the s,-,,!'i-h kinf's dsatt) ithe

together with Oliver Sin. Lur.

Gage, Constable of t : "ling *>** Jet ei

Lieutenant behind them, two !.

black damask, furred with Mac'

and doublets of satin

Lord Audel.-y, the Chan.-.-!!..!-. uiiriiMMM
King, his msster'i name, !: the latsstln

kingdom ; but withal t-ld thnn *

ThstJSlkwi
benignitv that h- would show them I

ness, and right for wrong ;

'

and U
mise to remain true pruonen)ccmail
no more be returned

to^gaol,Jxit
noble houses, there

"

and quality,
v. liirl. ... ~
- iJ!S5^aDukw of Norfolk, SuflMk. fe, . -

&K&K&&&

o by two, in **!
arlc oonit*, coaU of
- Star Chamber, whew

.'

> to be entertaial "4"*V*5
I, WM imroadiaHiy *y.Ji

kingdoms of 1

between his only
five years old, and

his in::

... and good oflwe* of
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fa his hands; and, above all, to carry out the

arrangement that the infant Mary should be sent

to the English court, to be educated and kept

under hi> charge until her marriage with his son

Edward.* It was but a fitting close to such humi-

liating conditions that, should these be rejected

by the Scottish parliament, the released nobles

houid either return to their bondage in England,

or employ all the forces they could command in

co-operating with the English for the subjugation

of Scotland. That the pledges exacted might be

weighty and solemn, a regular bond, containing the

foregoing stipulations, was subscribed and sworn

to by the Scottish nobles, before they were allowed

to return to their own country ;
and they had also to

leave behind them their eldest sons or other nearest

relatives as hostages. The personal liberty which

they thus got from Henry, apart from its most dis-

honourable price, was unworthy of the name : they
were to return to Scotland not as freemen, even

only for a moment, but as the alert, vigilant, and

hard-working agents and servants of the English
monarch. It would be a waste of indignation to

censure the barons who, for the sake of such, or in-

deed of any personal liberty, or from base motives

of personal aggrandisement, agreed to betray that

national independence which neither Henry nor

previous monarchs, still more daring and subtle,

could ever destroy by united force and guile. Their

patriotism was not of the pure stamp, though it

had passed through the ordeal of Solway Moss,
an ordeal, indeed, not fitted to detect either traitors

or cowards, for instead of fighting there had been

nothing but running ! Their selfishness, we may
oppose, had not yet grown and ripened, like that
of the Earl of Angus and the Douglases, under the
sunshine of Henry's favour and the showers of

English gold, so as to leave no room for their

patriotism, and to make them unnaturally apathetic
to the claims of their country : but prison-life was
falling and irksome to feudal chiefs who had each

freely ranged over a mountainous district and ruled
it population ; not to speak of Henry being capable
of making confinement something worse than dis-

agreeable : and they might hope that the good genius
Scotland, to long and in emergencies so often

propitious, might save her from their treachery.
Tht leading barons, the Earls of Olencairn and Cas-
im, and the Lords Maxwell, Somerville, and Oli-

phant,f subscribed the English king's stipulations,

Uef Jsa. 1643
"^ departed for Scotland on the

'

1* of January, 15434 It is un-
B whether the less influential of the Scottish

behind in durance from virtue or

fetter of Sir George's
htc the 10th of

- ^ Kcith d" the day on which the
, The

upe hwtorians also sav ihat
sad the two Dooaiaws entered Scotland in

from necessity, and whether Henry had thought it

not worth his while to bribe them or had foiled,

owing to their higher honour and sterner patriotism.
Their released brethren on their way

'

dined at

Enfield, in order to see the young prince, whose
cause they were to take in hand ;'* and, after wait-

ing at Newcastle for the arrival of their hostages,
who were to be delivered up to the Duke of Suffolk,

proceeded to Scotland, which they appear to have

entered about the same time as the Earl of Angus
and his able and crafty brother, the latter of whom
was to be the chief agent in carrying out Henry
VIII.'s project. They reached Edinburgh about

the middle of January,f
A few days previous to their arrival,J the funeral

of the deceased king was solemn- The late king's fu-

ised with all the magnificence of neral, and his

national sorrow. The carefully
daughter's baptism.

embalmed body was conveyed from Falkland to

Edinburgh, attended by the Regent, Cardinal

Beaton, the Earls of Argyle, Marischal and Rothes,

and a long train of the nobility and gentry, attired

in deep mourning, with lighted torches earned

before them. James was buried in the chapel of

Holyrood amid the lamentations of the people, by
whom he had been greatly beloved. The baptism
of his infant successor took place about the same

time.|| It cannot be doubted that these two cere-

monies were an excellent loyal and patriotic prepa-

ration for encountering Henry VIII.'s agents, and

for considering the proposals with which they were

commissioned. A deeper and yet tenderer nation-

ality must have been communicated. The re-

forming nobles would feel that whilst an alliance

with England was most desirable, as tending to

weaken the Popish and French party, yet it must

not be allowed to compromise Scotland's integrity

and independence. The Regent, naturally weak

and timid, appears to have got an accession of

nationality, for, along with his friends, he exhibited

both in public aud in private such a port of

honest, resolute, and vigilant patriotism as a

Henry's pensioners, and made them, n

original instructions, and in spite of the .

strances and taunts which they were of;

*
Keith, p. 26. t Ibid. p. 26.

_ _

J According both to Buchanan and Keith, t!

funeral took place on the 14th of January ;
but the Compete

of Kirkaldy of Grange, quoted by Miss Strickland, fix

on the 8th.

i Keith says that, in his day, the " embalmed body i

to oe seen whole and entire, in the same vault ai

to be seeu the bodies of Queen Magdalene, of ;

Uarnley, husband of Queen Mary, the kin;:'

the Countess of Argyle, his natural daughter,
which body's are lying open to the view within the vt

the coffins having "been broke open by a disorderly mob
the month of December, 1688." A* (''.'.'

||
"The local traditions of Linlithgow affirm that Mi

was baptised in the stately abbey church of S t

point out a small stone cistern or lavatory at'

wall, in which they pretend the infant queen was i;:

As the time was mid-winter, it is more probable that n

office was performed in the beautiful chapel-royal
w

the palace, which terminates the suite of royal apartm
than that the health of the tender babe was imperilled

1

earning her into the large, cold church." Lira J '

Scottish Queens, vol. iii. p. 6.
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ceiving from England respecting their bare and

unsatisfactory reports, carefully conceal each one
of the many dishonourable terms of the projected
alliance.

The Douglases and the released nobles did,

tion of the ne- indeed, find it necessary to pro-
- of the cced with the greatest caution,
ce. and to hold in strict reserve such

lations as sending the young queen at once to

land, giving Henry a share in the government,

filling the Scottish fortresses with English gar-
ins

;
for these would have been as indignantly

i rejected by the Regent and those who had chosen

him, though they anxiously sought a fair alliance,

as by Cardinal Beaton and the Queen-mother, who

strongly reprobated any friendship with England.*
i Before tke council,f which the Regent had sum-

moned on their arrival, they urged the union in

such a way as to give no indications of those base

conditions which treated Scotland as a mere pro-
vince of England ;

and though the project was most

lavourably and even enthusiastically entertained by
the council, Henry's agents had not the courage to

hint at his despotic and arrogant terms. There was
one man, however, too quick not

; Beaton is suspicious. , .*.*. L n
to suspect their secret aims. Car-

dinal Beaton, disappointed of the regency, and

everything that came from England, from

i:< being both English and anti-Popish, as well

because the proposed union was supported by
.n and his party, had at once marked the dis-

ed air of Sir George Douglas and the restored

:,
and apprehended the intrigues which were

foot; and he was fertile in resources to coun-

:t their plots. The late king had, on his

.-bed, when hearing of his daughter's birth,

,
remarked despondingly,

' Miseries approach this

ipoor kingdom : King Henry will labour to make it

his own by arms or by man'iage.'J Beaton had
not less sagacity than his dying master ; and, on

the Karl of Arran's appointment to the regency,

opened a correspondence with France, in which he

represented the danger both to the church and the

state involved in a union between Edward Prince

>f Wales and the infant Queen of Scots, and

Wrongly urged that France should supply him with

;:ior.ey, arms, and soldiers, to carry on a just

struggle against the designs of England. He also

cd himself to work upon the feelings of

Carious parties at home : the patriotic he filled

ilousy and hatred of England, as seeking to

U-stroy Scottish independence; and he brought
-'fore the middle and commercial classes the fact

* Lord Lisle, in a letter dated 2nd of February, 1542-3,
o the Duke of Sufiblk, Bays :

" I asked him (Sir George
whether he had begun to practice with his

touchyng the king's majesty's purpose. He said it

tyme yet, for, although "he and his broder had

indes, lie durst not move the matter as yet to none
for if he shtild, he is sure they woldc starto from

ric man." Tytlcr, vol. v. p. 263.

January. (Keith's History, p. 25.) The date,

:o\vevi-r, must have been earlier.

i Keith's History, p. 22.

'a Sfcite Papers, vol. i. p. 138.

that, during a time of peace between the two eo*n>

:nglish monarch had not Mnplrf to
seize and detain Scottish merchant-vessels, ami to

appropriate their rich cargoes. A strong itmfrm
in favour of the Cardinal and Ua nsfsnsflili

patriotic views waa beginning to set in i and the
Scottish nobles, who had just returned front Eng-
land, and whose appearance at the Scottish court as

delegates from Henry had confirmed the Cardinal's

suspicions and pointed the insinuations which he
scattered amongat the people, felt that this reaction
would be overwhelming as soon as they ttnnM fully
disclose the conditions which Henry annexed to

the proposed alliance. It wax, therefore, neces-

sary that a bold step should be taken, and that

Beaton should be arrested and imprisoned. The

Regent, ignorant of their ulterior designs, and only
knowing the fair side of the treaty of marriage,
was hearty and ready in sanctioning and execut-

ing the resolution to restrain and disarm a man
so formidably hostile to an advantageous union
between the two countries ; and the attempt was
farther coloured with justice, and made to wear the

aspect of a government prosecution for a treason-

able correspondence with France on the part of

Beaton.

Accordingly, on the 20th of January the Cardinal

was apprehended, and put under Beaton smsls4 sad
the custody of Lord Seton, in the fanprissasi sajne
castle of Blackness.* On the ** f*****/-

authority of the Regent regular proclamation was

also made that every man, as he would escape the

charge and the penalty of treason, should resist to

the utmost of his power the landing of any French

forces. A fleet seen off Holy Island, and snapaetad

to be under the command of the Duke of Guise, far

the overthrow of Arran and of the party favourable

to an alliance with England, occasioned this Utter

proceeding ; but the fleet turned out to be sevenl

Scottish ships-of-war, that had captured and wen

bringing to land nincti i vessels as prize*.

It was fixed by the council that a parliament

should meet on" the 12th of March, both for the

consideration of the match between Edward and

Mary, and for the trial of Cardinal Beaton j and it

was also agreed upon that Henry should be re-

quested to accede to a temporary Mseatinn of war,

and to grant a safe conduct to the Scottish ambas-

sadors who might bo scut to the English *****

for the full and final settlement of the juujiaati

union.

But Beaton's summary
finement had made a great

serious effects. His clergy throughout!

a most impressive mode oftestifying thatr

'

*ritinf **>.* SSi.
afcft.s.j.:'e *eWsiaJL *

Sir Thorns* Wl

1542-3, to the Du..

iheweth the onto of the tskyaf

after the form s* I have r

clamation tnade after the a* ! U

bv the gmrrnor and the Doblenwa

/Venr Ofa quoted by Tytfcr, TO
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with him, and their horror at his treatment. They

Efrtmlo^ their functions; they suspended all

public religious services, closed all the churches,

ad refused in all cases to administer the sacraments

of baptism and burial as if Scotland, until purged

of the crime against the Cardinal, could have no

ntlatK with Heaven, but was -wholly reprobate

and disowned.* Nothing sacred could be exhibited

or done in the presence, or immediate neighbour-

hood, of a people so awfully guilt-laden. The whole

apparatus of priestly mediatorship between God

and man had to be taken down, covered up, and

11 ii. It could not be permitted to stand or to be

W.U upon a soil so accursed ;
and on it there could

not hang a symbol for the new-born babe, or a

decent ceremony for the dead man. And this

thorough and tremendous privation of religion

in imitation of the scene of Christ's crucifixion

exclusively on account of Cardinal Beaton having
been seized and imprisoned ! Reformed doctrines

had spread widely enough to mitigate considerably
the effect of this clever artifice in the Cardinal's

favour, and to teach the people that for the church

to lock up her creed, mysteries, sacraments, and

CBMaonies, was no proof that God was angry with,
or hardened against, them. Still, a general gloom
prevailed during the period that the Romish wor-

ship was suspended.
It may be presumed that the clergy, exercising

none of their priestly functions, were yet far from

being idle, but would be plying energetically all

their forces and arts of agitation in favour of the
Cardinal's release and ascendancy; and that his
cause would prosper all the more from their atten-
tion being turned away from sacred to secular
labour. Though unemployed at the altar they
had another occupation, for which they were still

etter trained that of political faction and in-

trigue. With means of access to all classes in the
nation, they would freely and widely communicate

* serviceable sentiments and sympathies ; and,
<whtle, on this occasion they were not a little

instrumental in increasing the dislike for the

Hjto|'
alliance. They had reason to fear that if,

through that alliance, the Reformation were to

:riuroph in Scotland, their present ecclesiastical
would become a sad and permanent fact

; the
!tion which they had

voluntarily suspended
1 be taken away from them altogether and

Uy. and the PopUh religion, which they had
theatrically veiled in sackcloth and withdrawn

i the public, would be wrapped in its winding-tand buried out of sight. The very disuse,
oth temporary and artful, of* Romish

> would suggest to them the com-
' *sation of these under the victorious
ation

j and their leisure would be occupied"n
erery measure against the

possibility of

iTST^L't
1

3%? **? **> of tl Card7.UK.ilhe
Ujiln

tuch . itayo that they can cause no

J
to Mre mane sjrne the Cardinall was

>
erjrifco orburye." 7>rtrr vol. v. p. 264

such a disaster to their church, their order, and
their party. At the same time, it probably was
true of that particular agitation, as of most of the

agitations that were carried on by the Romish

clergy, that it looked more general and formidable

than it really was ; still, a formidable appearance
to an agitation often goes far to secure success.

At all events, the reaction against the English
alliance was becoming stronger. Many of the

Scots, jealous of the English monarch's designs,
and suspicious of the character of the Douglases
and the released Scottish prisoners, were beginning
to regard Beaton as the supporter of national inde-

pendence, and as having been specially obnoxious

on that ground to those who had apprehended and

imprisoned him. The Cardinal in prison was a.

greater favourite than he had ever been when
at large. The Earls of Huntly, Bothwell, and

Moray demanded that he should be set free, gua-

ranteeing his appearance on the day of trial to

confront his accusers. This was denied ; and the

denial increased the general suspicious. Argyle,
one of the most influential nobles in the kingdom,

immediately retired to his own feudal territory, to

marshal his forces on the Cardinal's side for the

struggle which seemed inevitable.

At this critical juncture tlie English king's pro-

posals were nearly ruined by his King Henry's
own precipitate and violent con- rash demands,

duct. He demanded that Beaton, to whom he

had become furiously hostile, should be delivered

over to him for imprisonment in England ;* a

grosser exhibition of tyranny over Scotland than of

persecution against the Cardinal, and an arrogant

assertion of his prerogatives as lord-paramount of

the Idngdom. He also urged upon the Douglases
and the Scottish prisoners that their engagements
to procure the surrender of the fortresses should

be fulfilled
; he being, doubtless, apprehensive that

these fortresses might otherwise soon be occupied

by strong detachments of French troops, arriving

under the command of the Duke of Guise, and also

aware that were they in the possession of his own

forces the remaining objects of his ambition would

be forthwith attained. Constitutionally impatient

and sanguine, he appears to have thought that

just as easily and quickly as he let loose the

Douglases and the captive Scottish nobles, would

these deliver into his hands the infant queen,

the government, and the strongholds >>i

land. Sir George Douglas, with the vi<

influencing the king to a wiser and more cautious

policy, sought an interview with Lord

warden of the English border
;
and at this inter-

view, which took place at Berwick, he showed how

"1 asked hym whether his broder and he wold (lei

the Cardynal to the King's majesty [sonic
document are here illegible from dampi if his hi

have hym. Whereat he [Sir George Douglas] stucluH

lytell, and said that if they shulde do soo, they [should
mistraisted as of England's partie, but that he snuld ba

as surely kept as if he were in England,
governor uor any oder in Scotland shall have In i

their handcs." Wr/ /.i.^>-'n Letter to the Duke of SuffotK,
Feb. 2, 1542-3, quotM in Tytler, vol. v. p. 26,5.
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Hiiny's precipitate demands vrouldrnin the nego-
tiation, and that to insist cither on Cardinal Beaton

being transferred to an English prison, or on

having the Scottish fortresses garrisoned with

English troops, would excite a commotion fatal to

his projects. He gave his pledge that Beaton

should be as securely guarded as if imprisoned in

nd; and that, in the event of the Duke of

Guise coming to Scotland, that prince should not

obtain, as was originally proposed, an interview

with the Scottish government, but should be pre-
vented from landing in any of the harbours.

This representation communicated to Henry,
and the prospect that an early meeting of the

Scottish parliament would be held, tended to make
him more moderate in his demands, and he agreed
to a cessation of hostilities between the two

countries till the month of June. Henry also con-

sented to grant a safe-conduct to the ambassadors

who were to be sent to the English court from the

Scottish government. Unwilling, however, to

stand aloof, or let any means or opportunity slip,

even during the shortest interval, of guiding and

dictating the reception about to be given to his pro-Hj o- iects, and also anxious to stimulate
enry sends Sir J ...

fialph Sadler as into greater activity the zeal and
ambassador to

fidelity of the Douglases and the
Edinburgh. restored nobles, he ordered his old

and well-tried ambassador, Sir Ralph Sadler, to

depart for Edinburgh.
About a week before the meeting of parliament,

Meeting of the
thc leadcrs of thc Catholic party.in-

i^party at eluding the Earls ofHuntly, Moray,
Perth, in the'be- Bothwell, and Argyle, along with

pring of March. a lftrge body of thfl nobility and

gentry, the bishops and abbots, assembled at Perth,

tomake a decisive demonstration against the Regent
and his policy both real and imaginary. They
resolved to demand forthwith, that Cardinal Beaton

should be released, that fresh prohibitions should

be enacted and enforced against the reading of

thc Xew Testament by the people in the vulgar

tongue, that other ambassadors than those already

fixed upon to negotiate the marriage between

Mary and the Prince of "Wales should be chosen,

and that they themselves should be consulted by
thc Regent in all important matters. Reid, Bishop
of Orkney, was sent with these demands, to which

the Regent gave a peremptory refusal. Before the

ly had time to decide on what was next to

be attempted a hcrald-at-arms appeared, and, in

thc Regent's name, summoned the nobles, gentry,

Dispersion of the and clergy to disperse, and return

assembly. to their allegiance, under thc

penalty of treason. They had begun to sec that

their ambition was greater than their strength,

hat thc faction was not yet in a state to

lie Earl of Arran's authority; and they,

for the present, yielded, and consented to do their

duty in the parliament about to meet.* The

* A letter from the Earl of Angus and Sir George Douglas
to Lord Lisle, dated March 16, loi'2-3, and published for

the first time in Tytler's History, gives the particulars
of

VOL. I.

Queen-mother's sagacity had enabled her to antici-

pate such an iesue to the opposition. On the 4tb
of March she signed a paper ^Hnrinf her full

adherence to the Rep
On the TJth of March the three estate* of the

kingdom met. It was a

numcrouhly attended (wrliaracnt.
After the'. f I** March.

Arran to thc regency, and to the gunrdiaaahip of
the young queen, hud been duly ratified, thc

bishop of Glasgow, ti. '.lanceUor, intro-

duced thc subject of Henry'* proposal* of peace
and marriage, and read the instruction*, to be

adopted and sanctioned by parliament, for the

guidance of the Scottish ambaaeadors who shovld

be sent to England. These instruction* were

minute, loyal, and patriotic, but reasonably eo;

and they were at once ai connimcd,

though thc Douglases must have dUlikcd then a*

sure to be wholly unsatisfactory to Her.ry VIII.

Mr. Tytlcr, and too many of our historians, leave

thc erroneous impression that thc Regent and the

the meeting at Perth : "The Parliament began the Ifch

of March, and thc oukc [weckl before, thai* mul in

the touneof Perth th' Erles of Uuntley, Krg}U, Mvrmj.
and Boithwell, with ane grct noumer of buheppis aaa

abbotis, baronis and kni^t:'

the Bischop of Orkn '"ha Campbell of CaUour.

knycht, uncle to thc Erie of Enr\

my lord governour, and counsue being with him. Aa* m
the principale artiklis was to put the Cardinal to Ubnto,

and ane other was that the New Te*Ument ahuU Ml e

abroide. The third article was that the gorcnv.ur aW*
be usit and counsalit be thame in all th' aJhnea.

forde was that the ambassiatourU that ar contenit in tW
saulf-eonduct come fro thc kingu majcrto, that thai i

not be contenit that thai ahuld p* ii

have others of thare chesing. 3tj lord gorrraoar, wtta

avise of us and of his counsale, maid thame ane taal never.

That he wuld grant them no such naneMMH
sires : and incontinent after the depattare

of (

bishop and knvcht we sent one heralde ef arms* eato i

saidis lordis at Perth, chargcing thamemder
of traysun to cum and serve the goveinour, tor U
of the realme, according to their dewty ^*f_[
Thir forsaid lordis pretendit

t. 1:

thai had bcnc able, and mv'lord B-.-

preparit ourselves with all tlio pmtili

that langit unto us to ane gud nowmer \

weel favoritcumpany purposing toproee*
in despvte of all thame wald ay the contra

saidis lordis seeing thi*. that tha!

gud, th' Erie .of _ Huntlio,
scat

be our auvise me govcun'in
assurance to com and scn-e him >n tb

so the said erle - . nday^tktjlft
on Monday, tl

and di->yii; h-

aceeptif him in l\k maner:

Boithwell sent to u ane
~

mvcht cum and serve the *

mi-nt, and we nv\it the came

being contcntit thairwith.

on redd>-nsday, the 14u
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noble* were overruled by the Catholic

party, otherwise those instructions would have

been orach more, if not altogether, in accordance

with the wishes of the English monarch, and of

his bribed agents in Scotland. Now, up to this

time, and for a short subsequent period, Arvan and

hit party were entirely ignorant of anything dis-

honourable in Henry's aims ; and whilst, therefore,

we must regard them as the strenuous supporters

of an alliance with England, we must also assign

to them a full share in preparing and in giving

eflcct to the patriotic and every way admirable

articles and rules of negotiation to which the

Scottish ambassadors, when in England, were

trictly to adhere. The Regent and the nobles of

his party had hitherto been, and continued to be,

incorruptible by what was bad in Henry's policy.

The honour of their ancient nation and of their

infant sovereign was dear to them ; and they
were determined that it should not be compromised
in the proposed alliance. How cordially they must

have sanctioned what was done by the parliament
will appear afterwards from Sir Ralph Sadler's

thorough dissatisfaction at the character of his

interview! with them. On the other hand, it is

probable that the barons and gentry, the bishops
and abbots, who had formed the Perth assembly
on the previous week, instead of going to Parlia-

ment as has been too charitably supposed*
'
to fetter the marriage with such conditions as

should insure the independence of their country,'
went to oppose, from party and selfish considera-

tions, that marriage on any terms, and were only
deterred by the well-grounded conviction, that,
far the present, they would be labouring in vain.

Certainly they had no greater share than their

in arranging the patriotic and loyal
to be urged by the Scottish ambas-

negotiating the marriage. It is at this
that party-historians begin to furnish an
did Tenton of the grand era that was about

to dawn pon Scotland. They identify Arran and
1

JJ***"
1* b*roni ^ito the Douglases and

""I**"*?
'*'* : they allege against them the

aartt knowledge of Henry's despotic designs,aM treacherous plots to promote them
;

ad, knowing well the effect of a bad name, they

jfotiMB
s common appellation 'the EnglishMO whilst their opponents are complimentedM the only inheritor*, and the only defenders of

|hst Scottish patriotism.
The substance of the instructions given by Par-

'ib. liament to the ambassadors was

|*tfce
as followa : The preamble sets
forth that the proposed peace and

r desirable to Scotland in consideration
nttt of tyme bigane, and of the dan-
nud of the stait of the tyme instant,

[* cum'-{the adversity of the past!M appearance of the state at
for the fururo>-and empowers the

rtber conditions, to be submitted
f, vol. r. p. 268.

to his council, and ratified by the lords of articles,

for the guidance of the ambassadors. The conditions

are urged in the shape of replies to any demands
that might be made by King Henry for security
that Scotland would do her part in keeping the
' said contract.* And, first, if he Begardir.g the

should ask that the infant queen queen's ;

be delivered up to him, or sent to England to be

reared until the time for celebrating the DK.

between her and Edward Prince of "\Vales, the

ambassadors were to answer decisively that this

was ' ane ryte hie and ryte grete inconvenient to

the realm of Scotland ;' and that it
' cannot be

grantit be resoun, but that hir grace may remanc

and be kepit in this reahne quhill sche may be

abill to complete mariage.' It was added that

parliament decreed that Mary was to be under

the nurture of her mother, and in the charge of

four lords of the realm, to be chosen for their

loyal character. In the event of the King of

England desiring that some Englishmen, or ' In-

glis ladyis,' should form a part of the young
queen's court, it was to be answered, that ' honor-

able knyts of England ane or twa with als [as]

mony ladyis of honour, with their servandis, men
and women,' might wait upon Mary, but entirely
at the King of England's expense. In the event

either of the decease or of the departure out of the

realm of the Queen-mother, some of the most

noble and virtuous of the Scottish ladies were to

be chosen to be near the person of the young

sovereign.

Again, if Henry were to demand, as pledges for

fulfilment of the contract, either Roo-ardinsr for-

that any of the Scottish fortresses tresses an

should be put into his hands, or

that any of the Scottish nobles should be given up
to him as hostages, the same decisive reply re-

turned in reference to the queen's person 'was to

be repeated.

Farther, should the marriage be agreed to, it

was provided that the privileges, jhe independence

rights, and liberties of Scotland of Scotland t

should be strictly preserved as Prc:

those of an independent and separate kingdom, and

that the government should be held during Mary's

minority by Regent Arran, without any interfer-

ence or '

impediment' from Henry or his successors.

The Regent was also to draw and distribute the

revenue of the state, without rendering any ac-

count to the English monarch. On the c:

coming of age, and after her marriage in England
whether she had heirs of her body or not, Scotland

was ever to keep her own name, her old liberties,

privileges, and immunities in everything,
to be

ruled by a native governor, to be under her own

laws, to have one seat and college of justice ('
sitand

in the tolbuith of Edinburgh'), and all her sheriff

stewards, and other officials. It was stipulated
that

neither the queen, when also Queen of England
nor her successors, should have the prerogative

of

summoning any Scottish parliament,
unk-

to meet within the realm of Scotland. On .'
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marriage and residence in England the Earl of

Anan was to become Regent for life, and to be

succeeded by his nearest heir. In the event of the

queen's becoming a widow without children she

was to be delivered up by the English king, un-

married, and without any engagement of her

person or obligation upon her kingdom, but alto-

gether free from any relationship to England.
If she, however, were to have heirs as successors,

and if these were to die, then the nearest heir in

Scotland was to succeed to all the prerogatives and

privileges of the crown, without any obstruction

from the King of England. Some minor direc-

tions were added regarding the contract of peace
bitween the two countries.* The commissioners

The ambassadors.
aPPoillted V parliament to cany
these articles to the English court

were Sir James Learmont, of Balcomy, the Trea-

surer ; Henry Balnaves, of Hall-hill, the Secretary
of State ;

and Sir William Hamilton, of Sanquhar.
The parliament next reversed the attainder of

Other proceedings Angus and the Douglases, and
of the parliament. restored them to their rank and

possessions. Eight keepers of the infant sovereign's

person were also selected, the choice falling on the

Earls Marshal and Montrose, with the Lords

Erskine, Ruthven, Lindsay of the Byres, and

Seton, and Sir James Sandilands, of Calder, two of

whom were, each quarter in succession, to have

the special guardianship. The sovereign was not

to be removed from one residence to another with-

out the concurrence of the Queen-dowager, Regent
Arran, and his council.f Mary's court was to be

held at Linlithgow Palace, presided over by her

mother. A council was named for the Regent,

consisting of the Archbishop of Glasgow, the

Bishops of Aberdeen, Moray, Orkney, Ross, and

Brechin
; the Abbots of Dunfermline and Cupar ;

the Earls of Angus, Huntly, Moray, Argyle, Both-

well, Marshal, Cassilis, and Glencairn ;
the Lords

Erskine, Ruthven, Maxwell, Seton, and Methven,

George Douglas, the Provost of Aberdeen, Sir

William Hamilton, Sir James Learmont, the Clerk-

register, the Justice-clerk, and the Queen's Advo-

cate
;
the presence of not fewer than six of whom

was necessary to constitute a regular meeting of

council. This important parliament was prorogued
on the 17th of March, and the lords of articles

were empowered to sit and introduce measures for

the general welfare of the nation. Of these, by far

the most memorable was one permitting all to

read the Holy Scriptures in an approved trans-

lation, though the people were still forbidden to

dispute about the controverted opinions. This was

vehemently opposed by the Archbishop of Glas-

gow, who entered a protest both for himself and

the whole ecclesiastical estate, till the proposition

should be discussed by a provincial council. The

proposition, however, became law, the Regent pub-

licly ratifying it, and the Bible was soon in many
hands.

* Acts of the Scottish Parliament, vol. ii. pp. 411, 412,

113. f Ibid. p. 414.

Sadler, Henry
1
* experienced and rabtle i

dor, reached Edinburgh too late for The
the meeting of parliament Thb
was

really unimportant, however orach be might
regret it ; for ho could not hare operated npoo the

great majority of the three estate*, ao ae to hare
gained larger conceeaiona for his master, and hie
best chant-en lay in gettingat the barona individually
or in small groups. He was warmly welcomed by
the Douglases ; but if they imagined that hu pre-
sence in Scotland would in any way or to any extent
lessen their responsibility (/(!.< English king, or

mitigate the character of'thcir failure in what they
had promised, they were mistaken, for, in lelhumn
to Angus and Sir George Douglas, Sadler earn*
more as a spy than an ally. Indeed, their promise*,
before leaving England, had been ao internal >
and unconditional that no assistance should have
been necessary a circumstance with which they
were often bitterly upbraided by the royal task-

master to whom they had sold thcmselre*. Sadler

was greatly disappointed with the intelligence
which they communicated respecting the p ogieae
of the cause, and especially about the proceedmgs
of parliament. He saw that so far from their

having gained a strong party to support Henry's

plans to obtain possession of the queen's person, the

government, and the fortresses, they had not evem

dared to mention such designs. Sir George Do-
glas assured him that an alliance on such term*

was "
impossible to bo done at this time, and that

there was not so little a boy but he will hurl

stones against it, and the wires will handle their

distaffs, and the commons universally will rather

die in it; yea, and many noblemen and all the

clergy be fully against it"* The ambassador eaw

that no progress had been made, though thia crafty

and unscrupulous parti/an had according to hi*

own statement been so industrious and aniioM

in the prosecution of his cause, that since <oig
to Scotland he had not slept for more than three

hours each night,t His promise* however were

renewed, with an assurance that Henry's tana*

would be fully granted if a little patience were

exercised in urging them. The interview* of

Sadler with the released Scottish noble* were

equally unsatisfactory.

The Earl of Arran, timid,
iiieeuUrte^ai

swayed by the leaders of contending parties i

the Scots, was yet, in hi* simple hornet;

against the varied wiles of English

Sadler had been counselled by the 1

keep his master's term* in leauive wtoi

with the Regent ; and Sadler *oon hi

know that the adrice was of little vah

the fact that no disclosure, howeve

skilful, and backed too by cogtntpemaf

the shape of both bribe* and man

Arran's concurrence. The Regent pr

VIII. highly, and was most gm
sentativc; but though he declared himself

Sadler's State Papers, rcl

f Ibid. p. 67.
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ia fcttw of the proposed marriage and peace, he

always introduced some qualifying phrase respect-

iof the claims of his own sovereign and of his

j). , k M BataM at the style

of the English king's message, though it was ad-

dnesrd to him as only a temporary Regent
' The

Earl of Arran, occupying the place of governour.'f

not being aware of Henry's designs, which were

incompatible with the maintenance of his own

regency, and not being told of the reproaches

hrap^ by the English ambassador upon the Doug-
law* and the restored captives for allowing that

regency to be ratified and made permanent by an

act of the late parliament. The Regent was well

aflected to Henry, and hated Cardinal Beaton ; yet

so t^*"*'"g and offensive were Henry's aims and

the style of his negotiations, that the Regent was

far more likely to be drawn into a reconciliation

with Beaton, than to continue faithful to the Eng-
lish alliance.

Then was, however, one influential person in

9rirthT"l who treated Sadler and his errand with

The guile of the abundance of graciousness, and
<4asam-mstk-. volunteered the largest promises

of support. This was Mary of Guise, the Queen-
mother, the very last ally that could have been

dreamed at, Cardinal Beaton himself not excepted.
Bt it was only the mask of an ally which she had

pat on. Her profound dissimulation was more than
a match for the diplomatic practice of the English
ambassador. She affected to be enthusiastically
in favour of the marriage of her infant daughter
with Prince Edward, declaring that 'the world

might justly note her to be the most unnatural and
wiwiet woman that lived, if she did not heartily
desire and rejoice in the same, for she knew not

throughout the world any marriage could be found
10 proper, so beneficial and honourable as this

; and
that she eould not but regard it as the work of
O* * the conjunction and union of both their

realm*, that the, who had hitherto had only sons,
tadd BOW have brought forth a daughter for the
at of purpose*.' t She even professed a wish that

"7 ^^b* delivered into the custody of the
uftteh monarch, until she should be of age,
id deokrid that such a measure was necessary

the personal aafety of the infant queen,
rcmity to Henry that the marriage should

completed faithfully on the part of the Scots.. - %. |na* v v* lilt; OCOtS.
(1

I * kef conviction that the Regent was
to the match, and would never consent

it his paramount object was to bring
Mtiimuiial alliance between Mary and his

own son.* She declared herself apprehensive of

her daughter's safety in the charge of Arran. '
It

hath seldom been seen,' she said. ' that the heir

of the realm should be in the custody of him
that claimeth the succession of the realm, as the

governor is now established by parliament the

second person in the realm, and if my daughter
fail looketh to be king of the same.' She re-

presented the Regent as giving out that the infant

queen was sickly and not likely to live, as a sort of

warning to prepare the nation for what he and his

friends might intend ; and then this accomplished

actress, affecting motherly pride, took the a::.'

dor into Mary's chamber, and had the beautiful

babe exhibited naked before him.f The Queen-

dowager's aim was to create suspicion and dissen-

sion between the English court and the Regent,
and also, perhaps, to draw Sadler into a plot for

carrying off the infant sovereign, the discovery of

which would excite the intense indignation of the

whole Scottish nation, and put the project of an

English alliance to a violent end. Thoiigh Sadler

reported her conversation, accompanied with Re-

gent Arran's flat contradictions, yet Henry appears
to have believed to some extent in her sincerity.

Still, the favourable statements made by the

Queen-mother, though gratifying, did not mate-

rially lessen his grievous disappointment and auger
at learning that nothing had been accomplished for

him by the Douglases and the captive nobles, aud

that their presence in Scotland had produced no

effect upon the proceedings of the Scottish par-

liament, since articles were about to be submitted to

him which would put a direct and comprehensive

negative upon his most cherished aims. He sent

an upbraiding message to the leaders of his faction,

bidding them give him deeds and not mere words,

and assuring them of his determination not to

withdraw a single iota of his original demands,

and that gentler means failing he Avould use

force in compelling the Scottish nation to u

their sovereign into his hands. In this ca^e. his

bargain with them was also to be enforced to the

letter, so that they must either prepare to

him in the subjugation of Scotland, or return to

their captivity in England.
The unexpected escape of Cardinal Beaton at this

time increased the already great Escape of Cardinal

and serious difficulties of negotiat-

ing any alliance between the two countries. Ik-

had been in the charge of Lord Seton, who. though

nearly related to the Regent, was a staunch Catholic.

1

Regent Arran himself acknowledged to SaJler that

a marriage between the young Queen of Soots arid his

own son had once been mentioned by him to her i

who cordially acquiesced in the proposal, but t!iat he had

forborne all" thoughts of it on learning the wishes of

Henry VIII.

t
' I assure vour Majesty,' writes Sadler to Henrv,

'

is as goodly a child as I hare seen of her age, and as like to

live with the grace of God.' In Sadler'? next interview

with the Regent, he alluded to the fine health of M:iry, with

a view to ascertain whether or not Arnin had spr-ui the re-

port mentioned by the Queen-dowager, and Arraa at once

i to Sadler's observation. (Vol. i. p. 91.)
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Lord Seton not -without the Regent's consent

hful allowed Beaton to remove from Blackness to

>tle of St. Andrews, where the Cardinal's

men were so numerous as to defy any attempt, if it

hud been made, on the part of Seton and the small

force that had gone thither, to take him back. The

Regent alleged that he was not privy to the plot
the liberation of Beaton, but had sanctioned

removal to St. Andrews as likely to secure for

possession of the castle, as well as of the

m of the Cardinal, and to induce the clergy

in, and more especially at Easter, to exercise

eir spiritual functions, the suspension of which
'.'A a source of distraction and disquiet to the

population.* It is more probable that his con-

sent to the Cardinal's removal was won by Hamil-

ton, Abbot of Paisley, his natural brother, who
had recently returned from France, and had begun
to exercise a great influence over him.f The
Abbot was strongly attached to Beaton, who thus

henceforward had an able and subtle mediator,

for himself and his policy, with the Regent. Bea-

ton now professed himself a cordial supporter of

the Earl of Arran's administration, and even sent a

communication to the English ambassador, assur-

ing him that he was anxious to serve Henry VIII.,

as a prince whom he greatly admired, and to

promote any union with England which would not

:rifice the freedom and independence of Scot-

id.]:
Whilst he had gained the Abbot of Paisley

to use his influence with Arran in his behalf, he

succeeded in bringing into the field another im-

portant ally, with a fear of whose claims he hoped
to sway still further the fickle and timid Regent.

Arrival ofthe Earl Matthew, Earl of Lennox, by his

;io.\ from advice, and with a message for the
France.

Regent, from Francis the First, had

just returned from France. This young nobleman

regarded Arran as both a usurper and an enemy.
He was closely related to the royal family ;

and
James V. had once declared that were he to die

childless Lennox should be his successor. His

pretensions as next heir to the crown, and conse-

quently as the proper regent, were considered by
the clergy as preferable to those of Arran.|| Lennox

- d claim to the immense paternal property

1 Sadler's State Papers, vol. i. pp. 110, 137.
t Ibid. p. 117.

I Ibid. pp. 131, 133.
i Buchanan's Histicv.

tthew, Karl i' Lennox, had to wife a daughter of
ie Lord Hamilton, by Mary, daughter to King James II.

!y her he had his son and heir, John, who was appointed a
rd of the regency in the minority of King James V.,

Jain at the'bridge of Linlithgow, by a party headed
rd Hamilton, then become Earl of Arran. John
: to Matthew, the present Earl of Lennox, whose
13 to the crown stood thus: James, Earl of
i to his father, by Princess Man' Stewart, daughter

- II. (by virtue of whom the family of Hamilton
laim to the regal succession), after he had been
from Lady Elizabeth Home [and before her death],

had by his subsequent wife, James, the present tfarl f

"ran. Therefore, the Earl of Lennox alleged that he was
n-d, and that himself inherited the rights of the

Buy of Hamilton, as being descended from a daughter of
M Mary." Keith'sHutory, p. 30.

held by the Urgent. To show that be
to Arran, and to Arran's "*"^h4ratioa and palter,

inaiued at Linlithgow Palace far

instead of repairing to the Regent at

though he was charged with a meesage far
fVotn the Krc (h monarch. By upporting the title

of Lennox as the rightful one Beaton bad a am
hold upon Arran's fears, and by working upon thaw
he afterwords gained him completely over to hk
views. The ambition of Lennox wae' also excites!

by tho prospect which the Cardinal bald oat thai be
would obtain the hand of the

and she in tho midt of all bar guile

upon Sadler, the Kngluh ambassador, bad in-

clination and skill to coquette both with LenMK
and the Earl of Bothwcll. Though concocting

misrepresentations for Sadler, and plotting with
the Cardinal, tho royal widow bad leisure ana*

tact to bestow flattering 1>>

ment upon the rival suitors for h< i

Hurd plied by these manifold and conflicting in-

fluences, the simple Regent was in a state of utter

perplexity and distraction. The impressions made
on him by one party to-day were on the awiow
effaced and superseded by others from the opposing

party ;
but it might even then have been foretold

which of tho two parties would ultimately gain the

ascendancy over him. In all his interviews with

the English ambassador the superiority of England
was offensively assumed by the latter. Arran was

urged to concede to Henry not what wae rea-

sonable, but what would satisfy the imperiOM

monarch, and he felt that he and his country were

treated as if in vassalage. The opposing party

dealt with him in no such humbling way : be was

reasoned with, instead of being overborne, and

generally soothed and flattered, instead of being

insulted.

Meanwhile the Scottish ambassadors had reached

London, and had submitted n;

explained to the English monarch tub i

the terms which were propounded

by the parliament for the proposed union. He

expressed his utter dissatisfaction. At first, be

insisted on the young queen being bmadJataly

put into his custody, but afterwards urged a

modified demand that this should take phot when

she had completed tho second year of

T the government of Scotland, be |mamp

torily required that it should be
forthwith^

over' to him, in virtue of his right as berrdi

lord-superior of the realm. The

firmly adhered to and defended their

and gave it as their opinion that t

of Henry's conditions would excite

throughout Scotland, and prevent a.

And so it proved : for, on beartef of

exactions, the i>eoplo
became ft

stem. In an interview with Sadler, bed

Henry's demands as "
very sharp, and

k ctotmi nf the realm woald not agreawas sure the states of the realm w

unto ; and for his part, he could not I

,!rl to condescend unto the tame. 1
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would hare the child delivered and

t into England within two years, and

in the mean mf?" for the same, which he

kMfct to be against all reason; for, having her in

fgyhnif if it should please God to call the prince

[Edward] to hit mercy, his majesty might marry

tor to whom he pleased within his own realm,

against the will and consent of this realm ;
besides

-^ ces which miht row of herinconveniences which might grow

_'
out of her own realm. Secondly, his majesty

weald have them friends to friends and enemies to

meaues, by mean whereof they should lose their

.old friends, as France and Denmark. But to the

third part, which touched himself for the place of

gOTsrnour here, he passed not thereupon ; for lie

regarded not so much the authority of the place, as

to tendied his duty to his sovereign lady, and the

wealth and benefit of the realm."* On Sadler in-

timating that his master would proceed to extremi-

ties, in the event of his terms not being complied

with, Arran replied,
" He could not see what

cause his majesty had to make war upon them,
ttoir sovereign lady being an innocent, that never

eflsoded his majesty." Sadler observed that " his

ajesty would direct his proceedings to the war in

tor quarrel for her surety and defence, and for the

wealth of her realm against them who, without

consideration, do seem thus to contemn and neglect
the same." Arran indignantly asked if the am-
bassador " called it her benefit to destroy her
realm ?

"
It was answered that it was " her benefit

ad great honour to be made a queen of two
realms by a just and rightful title, where she had
ow scarce a good title to one." The Regent made
the sarcastic rejoinder that "he wished to God
that every one had his right, and that they were
qmit of oar [the English] cumber."f Nor were
his patriotic scruples to be overcome by bribes,
any more than by threats. He was not insen-

e to the honour which Sadler was authorised

f Us master to offer to him a marriage between
SOB and King Henry's daughter, the Princess

Bfaabeth,J but it was pressed upon him in vain.

|
W*'"** *?. Tol- L pp. 1-52, 153.

jeat
I/* writes Sadler to King Henry.

"
to the

eniats to be had betwixt your
ad theroreraor'B son, which

rilh him u
erfouily as my poor wit

&g* I could, omitted no point of
*T give me in that part by

JJSjemor, undereUnding the great

ySff a "^ unto *"'" in that behalf, put

'A *??"!" bound of a11 men unto

LTu^i!^^ "une' **'"* a Princc <>f
USB the world, to offer such alliance and
SS DOOT ft nun , i. t... .u_ w^jca j

The confirmation, contained in letters to the Re-

gent from the Scottish ambassadors in London,

of the report respecting the demands of Henry,

strengthened Arran's alienation from the English

party, and he made no secret of his resolution to

risk war rather than comply with the degrading
exactions. He also at this time ordered away his

two Protestant chaplains,* probably at the urgent
advice of his brother, the Abbot of Paisley, and for

the sake rather of their political than of their reli-

gious influence.

The popular views and sentiments were still more

unequivocally and strongly hostile to Henry, and

the feelings of the clergy were expressed in a con-

vention held at St. Andrews, where it was deter-

mined that preparations for war should immediately
be made, and that the private wealth of the ecclesi-

astics should be devoted, and the very church-plate
should be melted down to defray the nc.

expenses, whilst, should there be a lack of soldiers,

priests of all ranks were to take the field,t
In this crisis, Sir George Douglas,! on whom the

whole blame of the failure in the negotiation was

cast, prevailed on the inconstant Regent and the

that overture of marriage v.-hich your highness hath in

such sort made, as I had declared unto him ? He put off his

cap again, and prayed me
' To write unto your majesty that

he most humbly thanked the same a thousand times for the

great honour it pleased your highness to offer unto so poor
a man as he was, and that he would communicate the same
to his most secret and trusty friends, as to liis brother and

Sir George Douglas, and not many more
; whereupon, er it

were long, your majesty should know his whole mind and

resolution in that behalf
1

.' I intend diligently to solicit his

further answer to this overture of marriage." Sadl<-

Papers, vol. i. pp. 130, 131.
* Sadler's State Papers, vol. i. p. 158. Knox adds, that

"The men of counsell, judgement, and godlint-
had travelled to promote the Governour, and that gave
him faithfull counsell in all doubtful! matters, wer

either craftily conveyed from him. or else, by threatening
to bee hanged, were'compelled to leave him.

"

Of the om
number was the Laird of Grange, M. Henry lialneuer, II.

Thomas Ballenden, and Sir David lindesay, of the Mount :

men by whose labours he was promoted" to honour, and

by whose counsell he so used himself at the beginning, that

the obedience given to him was nothing inferiour to that

obedience that anv king of Scotland of many years had

before him. Yea, in this it did surmount the common obe-

dience, in that it proceeded from love of those virtues that

were supposed to have been in him. Of the number of tho*t>

that were threatened, were M. Michael Durham, M. David

Borthwike, David Forresse, and David Bothwell, who coun-

selled him to have in company with him men feai

and not to nourish wicked men in their iniquity, al:

were called his friends, and were of his surname. T!

sell understood by the aforesaid Abbot, and by the 11

(who then repaired to the court as ravens to :

plain words it was said,
' My Lord Governour

will never be at quietnesse till a doxon of th< -

abuse his Grace be hanged.'
"

Knot's History, p. 40.

t Sadler's State Papers, vol. i. p. 204.

J Mr. Tytler (vol. v. p. 277) represents Sir

Douglas as paying a
private

visit to Henry YIII. in th

beginning or middle of
April,

and
prevailing

on the kin;

to relax the rigour of his demands. Sir Gcv

stated, returned to Scotland with more equitabi.
which he submitted to the Regent and council in t

'

of the same month, and which were accepted.
Mr

narrates that then Sir George and the Earl of <

were commissioned to go into England to make the fin:i

arrangements. These facts, had they been true, woul

have been mentioned by Sadler. Sadler, writing to th

king on the 26th of April, refers to the visit to England <

Sir George Douglas ami the Earl of Glcnoaim, as then im

thought of. (Sadler's State Papers, vol. i. p. 164.)
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to the English
king.

nobles to send a deputation, consisting of Sir

The Earl of Glen-
Ge rge himself a*1* ^ &*! of

cairn and Sir Glencairn, to the king, with the

George Douglas go view of prevailing upon him to be
satisfied with fewer and easier con-

ditions.* The visit was successful.
J
s demands that the principal Scottish for-

should be put into his hands, and that he
Id have a control over, or a share in, the

rernment of Scotland, were withdrawn
; whilst

interval before the infant queen should be

elivered into his custody was to be greatly, if not

reasonably, lengthened out. Sir George Douglas
returned to Scotland, confident that the new and

fairer terms of treaty would be adopted, for he

could now state them without reserve, and urge
them with all his skill and energy. Nor was he

i mistaken in his expectations.
" The Regent," says

Sadler,
" was most willing and conformable to

pass the articles without difficulty. He seeth

nothing therein to be sticked at ; nevertheless, it

hath been thought best to him, and such of the

council as be about him, to call the lords of the

realm unto it, such as will come, because they shall

not say hereafter that he concluded the same

privily by himself, without calling them to council

in that behalf; and, therefore, he sent forth letters,

immediately upon the arrival here of the said Sir

George, to sundry lords and noblemen of the realm

to be here to-morrow [4th June, 1543] for that

purpose, thinking that many of them will come,

and he supposeth that none of them will stick at

any of the said articles, unless it be at the delivery
of the daughter of Scotland at ten years old, which

nevertheless he trusteth easily to bring them unto."f
At the convention (from which, however, the Car-

dinal and several influential nobles were absent)

the proposed conditions, after some modifications,

were agreed to, and in a few days Sir George

Douglas was despatched to the English court to

complete the arrangements. He, with the Earl of

The treaties of Glencairn, and the three Scottish

: peace and mar- ambassadors sent by the parlia-

SdTit0

co

a
m- ment, met at Greenwich, with the

miigioners on the English commissioners named by
1st of July. Henry, Lord Audeley (the chan-

cellor), Duke of Norfolk (treasurer), the Bishops of

Winchester and Westminster, the Lord St. John

(chamberlain), and Sir John Gage (comptroller of

* Hume of Godscroft, ears that Sir George told the Scot-

tish nobles the apologue o'f the physician, who, to escape
the wrath of a tyrannical sultan, undertook to teach an ass

to speak within the course of ten years; and justified the

>peles8 undertaking to his friends, by saying that he had

piled
a
space in which either the king, "or the ass, or he

himself might die, in any of which events he escaped final

punishment, and meantime lived in good estate and favour.

." said Douglas, "we, being unprovided for war,
Win bv this treaty ten years of peace; during which,

nry, or his son, or the queen may die ;
or the par-

ies coming of age may refuse each other, or matters may
so stand that the match may be concluded on more equal
terms." Godscroft, vol. ii.

p.
113. This shows a good spe-

: the able and artful manner in which Sir George

sought to gain over the Regent and the body of

'.nor nobles.

\ Sadler's State Papers, vol i. p. 210.

.:

the lung's household). The Ueanes ware rigid
by the commissioners of both countries oa the 1st
of July, and remained to be ratified oa the part of

Henry within the space of two months frost that
date by his subscription, seal, aad oath; aad oa
the part of the Scottish nation by a "miiaMriiM
and oath in name of the three estates of parlia-
ment, and by the subscription of the llegent and
the great seal*

The treaties were to the effect, *hirt the marriage
between Edward Prince of Wales and Mary Ihisa
of Scots should take place as soon as 'Htt princess
was of age ; that Mary, until her tenth year was
completed, should remain in Scotland Tn4rr the
care of the guardians who had been appointed by
the Scottish parliament, though Henry was to be
permitted to send an English nobleman, with hfe

lady and attendants (not exceeding in all twenty
persons), to form part of the young queen's boose-

hold, and to ' oversee her education and diet ;

'

t that

within a month after Mary entered her eleventh

year she was to be delivered at Berwick to the

commissioners selected to receive her; that, as

hostages for the fulfilment of these "onditKmt, two
earls and four barons, or their heirs apparent,
should within two months after the data of the

treaty be sent to England, though the three i

might change the persons of the hostages ona

half-year for other Scottish noblemen of the same
rank and importance; that, in the event of Mary
having issue by her husband, the kingdom of Scot-

land should still retain its own name, and enjoy
its own laws, liberties, and privileges; and that

between the two kingdoms there should be an

inviolable peace during the lives of Edward and

Mary, and for a year after the decease of the one

who might die first. Henry had always peresap-

torily insisted that the ancient league between

France and Scotland should be broken and all

friendship forbidden, and that England and Scot-

land should be ' friends to friends and enemies to

enemies ;'
but his commissioners ailed in getting

this made an article of the present treaty, and

could only procure the insertion of a clause to the

effect that neither of the two kingdoms saeaid

give, or suffer to be given by its subjects, assistaaee

to any foreign aggressor, whatever alliance had

been or might be formed.

Had Henry been sincere in accefBaf to each

terms, he must have done so with extreme ret*

tance, falling as they did so far short of bis

wishes, both in the extent of advantage to him

self and England, and aUo in the dupatch

certainty of attaining any such

he never laid aside the impenoas

ercise the cunning, of his nature; and on the my
day that the English and Scottish

Keith'i History, p. 28. Sadler's State rsfsn, tL I

p. 229**
f Keith'. HUtory, p. . EffJ.

and hi wife to ihU P* </
declined, on the ground at tts MB* asmjss
and too inconvenient Isrmswiaj. (

p. 230.)
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*wto.

and signed the treaties of peace and mar-

riage, his
' secret device' was drawn

up a document to be subscribed

br the Douglases and the Scottish barons taken at

Solwar. binding themselves to study exclusively

the aims of Henry and the interests of England,

o th**, when any commotion arose in Scotland,

he should attain all the things then pacted and

qwiMitnd or, at the least, the dominion on this

idf tfce Firth."* It is certain that the instrument

was of no use to Henry, and it is highly improbable

that it was signed by more than a small number

of the Scottish nobility; but it shows the tenacity

with which he adhered to his original proposals,

and the dishonourable character of the diplo-

bv which he sought to carry them into

On the conclusion of the treaty, peace between

the two countries had been proclaimed ;
and the

ambassadors returned to Edinburgh with the full

expectation that the ratification by the Regent
rind the parliament would immediately take place.

Daring their absence, however, the Cardinal

and his party had succeeded in organising a most

>HHiM M* opposition to the alliance with England.

Large forces had been concentrated, under the Earl

of Hnntiy, in the north, and Argyle and Lennox in

the west, whilst Bothwell, Home, and the Laird

of Booclcuch hung upon the Borders with all their

flradal strength. The Regent repeatedly acknow-

ledged to the English ambassador the necessity of

taking an army to put down this threatened

rebellion, and expressed his determination to chas-

tise and humble Beaton and the Earl of Lennox ;

but his timidity, or his indolence, allowed them

daily to become stronger. It was rumoured that

tby meant to seize upon the person of the young
qatam, and remove her cither to a stronghold held

by their own party or to France. Sadler strongly
wgad that, to prevent this proceeding, Mary should
bt brought by the Regent to Edinburgh ; an ad-

riee,the object of which Arran must have suspected,
bat which he mildly set aside as being beyond his

I*** * *dopt, for the sovereign was not to be
rammed from place to place, nnless by the appoint-
maat of parliament.!
Tha Cardinal, however, and his partizan nobles

Mr - Tvtlcr
' who had

J
" cndtled * C PV of

i,
Jul

-
v the ** 1543 - One of

.
. JV'"?l'lv,

if there happenv 111 s, .itlaiiJ by practice of the"
shall sticke and
u his highness

:

3j"fjri5R"imto me

JJ
M

^wstt
mOeta me, th

coTenanted,
ndc of the Freythc.""
explains an obscure pas-'

vol. i. n. 237 : Th* Sj
the

f

> with your last letters^'and
soon as he received

T
JE?**

1** \
"" ion he forth-

were now ready for the bold enterprise of which

they had been suspected; and, on Seizure of the
the 21st of July, Lennox, Huntly, queen on ti

and Argyle, at the head of ten

thousand men, marched to Edinburgh, where lare

forces, commanded by Bothwell, the Kers and the

Scotts, joined them. No resistance which the

Regent was capable of making against this com-

bined army, would have been effectual
; and Mary

and the Queen-dowager (who favoured both the

plot and the party executing it) were co:

from Linlithgow Palace to Stirling castle, where
the infant sovereign was put under the ch;:

Lord Erskine (hereditary keeper of the castk

Lindsay of the Byres, Livingstone, and Graham.*

King Henry had meditated a very different ar-

rangement, for, in a letter to Sir Ralph Sadler,

dated on the day after the young Queen oi

had been conducted to Stirling castle, when he

was ignorant of what had just occurred, hi
" Our pleasure is, that if this matter grow to

such a garboil and extremity, as the young queen
shall be removed from Linlithgow, you shall do

what you can, by all good means and persuasion,

both with the governor, the Earl of Angus, and

Sir George Douglas, to get her removed to Temp-
tallon [Tantallon] ; but whether that shall be

granted or no, you shall travel, that the old queen

may be secluded from her, and left at Linlithgow,
or where it shall please her

;
which the governor

may, and has good cause to do, seeing this con-

spiracy for her surprise could not be made but by
her consent."f

The possession of the queen's person gav
ton's party new strength and energy, whil-

of the Regent was threatened with utter ruin.

unless he were to throw himself entirely i"

arms of Henry a step which honour and pa-

triotism alike forbade, and to which he could not be

allured by the offer of Henry to make him king of

that part of Scotland north of the Forth, t

same time, the Cardinal's still more splendid bribe

of a marriage between Arran's son and the

queen did not prevail upon the Regent to a?

the open and comparatively fair and advan:

alliance of Scotland with England, or to u

ratify the treaty recently agreed upon 1

* Buchanan thus narrates the transaction:
'

1!

[the Regent] who had assembled all his friends around

Edinburgh, had determined to break through to th

but perceiving himself inferior in strength, by th<

of his friends, and being himself more inclined to i

tory measures, he began to treat about contl/

Men of the most esteemed prudence were therefor

both parties to Kirkliston, a village midway
burgh and Linlithgow, who agreed that til

be carried to Stirling upon these condition
the

principal nobility, belonging to neither ;

be chosen to superintend her education, an.!

noblemen and chiefs of their famili. -

William Graham, John Erskine, John Lindsay, a:

Livingstone. These being confirmed by both parties, ann

having received the queen, took thr r . :iJ !

Lennox remaining under arms with his men until

had got beyond any danger from the adverse :

Buchanan's History.
t Sadler's State 'Papers, vol. i. FP- 240, -H.

J Ibid. p. 248.
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jmmissioners of both countries. The ratification

atifirntion of the ^
k l)lace on the 2oth of Au-u>t.

ou the in the abbey church of Holyrood,
5th of A agust. with great j,omp) high-mass being
img with shalms and saekbuts;'* the K.

the name and by the authority of the queen and
e three estates of the realm, signing, and swear-

to observe all the conditions of the treaty,
id appending to it the great seal.

We may form some idea of the difficulties and

ptations by which the weak Regent was now
t from the following curious coincidences. On
very day of the ratification, Sadler dined with

and, in his report of the interview, after

iting some talk about five thousand pounds to

sent ' in loan,' by King Henry, for making
iparations against the formidable opposition to

e treaties just ratified, and after mentioning that

.e Regent was to depart
' this afternoon

'

to St.

drews, for the purpose of '

componing all matters

controversies' with the Cardinal, who, in spite
of his past and present proceedings, it was said.
' desired principally his majesty's favour,' Sadler

refers to two topics not yet touched upon between

them, but reserved by the wily ambassador for more
effective treatment on a future occasion :

" And

touching the two points, for delivery of the strong-
holds in gage for the five thousand pounds, or

delivery of the young queen into your majesty's

ds, I moved not to the governour thereof in

conference, the rather because he seemed not

w to press or desire the money : and besides

t, I know the one part thereof he cannot per-

though he would, which is the delivery of

queen, for she is in such custody as he cannot

e by her : and the strongholds, I am sure, he

not deliver, unless his enemies grow so strong
m him as he shall not be able to resist them,

which case, he must needs be enforced to do

atsoever your majesty will require ;
but if he

eftsoons make any further request for money,
11 essay him in these two points, according to

proport of your most gracious letters addressed

me in that behalf." f The irresolute Arran left

ie company of Henry's sagacious and subtle diplo-

matist, who longed to tempt him to sell his infant

queen and the fortresses of his country for five

thousand pounds, and thus to break all those

articles of that day's treaty, which were really of

main importance : and where did he seek to go
when escaped from the net of Sadler, as 'a bird

from the snares of the fowler ?
' Into the presence

:ie possessed of far greater subtlety and daring
a man who had stirred up (and Arran knew

1

ell) all the public odium in which he was

held by stigmatising his recent official pro-

iings as traitorous, and who would only cease

e his dangerous enemy in order that he might
une his tempter and seducer. Why Arran

dd have been anxious for an interview with

Cardinal is rather mysterious; but Beaton

*
Sadler's State Papers, vol i. p. 270.

t H)id. p. 273

VOL. I.

would not grant it : he neither would mutt the
govi-riKiur. ii.. : \,-t see nor speak with him whenW
cam. t,. St. Andrews, but kept his "'It, tad

George Douglas might rmc to
him into the castle, who having Sir John Campbel
of Culd.T. the- Earl of Argyle's brother, laid to the
governour u> a pledge, wont into the castle to the
cardinal, and persuaded him to come into the Iowa,
and to wait upon the governour eBpoHme: to his
promise, which he excused, saying, he durst not
for fear of hi* life. In which rase, pledges were
offered to he laid into the castle, twh as hissself
would desire. But

finally he would not, for BO
persuasion nor condition that could be offered unto
him; insomuch as the gorernour caused Me
treason and untruth to be openly proclaimed there
in the town of St Andrews, and therewith par-
doned all such of the town, and others, that Wjr<

before in anywise aided and assisted *>im, so a*
from henceforth they do leave him, and,

ing to the govcrnour, having the

authority of the realm, would, by all

annoy the said cardinal and all his complices and

partakers." The Regent returned to Edinburgh,
deeply incensed as he assured Sadler at Beaton.
and resolved to issue a proclamation against *"**

in all districts of the kingdom. But already

something more formidable than such a procla-
mation was abroad against Arran himsolf. The
rash and imperious Henry, with a view to frighten
all dissentients and recusants into submission, and
to hasten the sending of the reluctant hostages
into England, had st i/cd upon a fleet of Scottish

merchantmen that had taken refuge in an English

port from a storm. This flagrant broach of the

treaty of peace just concluded, raised the most

vehement indignation throughout Scotland: the

enraged populace of Edinburgh surrounded the re-

sidence of the English ambassador, and threatened

to keep it in a state of close blockade until the Scot-

tish vessels were restored: and the Urgent, known
to be at least on the most friendly terms with the

English court, came in for a principal share of ti*

storm of public execration, which could not be**

been directed against a weaker reed. Nor we*e

the Scottish barons, Angus, Glencairn, Caasilli*. and

others, who had been sworn and pledged to ad-

vance Henry's interests, a whit more i

Henry himself. They took

war, and were urgent that a large arm/ should be

sent from England, with which their ow force*

might be combined for what they thtsaselres de-

scribed as ' the conquest of the realm.' f

To the Recent the difficulties aad perpiexitir.

of such a crisi* must have been
Tbs-iiyiai's

increased a thousand-fold br his
^

constitutional timidity and indecision. The

was now come when be could no

between two parties, and these,

extreme. He had lost his only

organising and consolidating a third and

Sadler's Stale Pp*r, ml. i p *.

t Ibid. pp. 2->7, 281.
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:*

mrtr one that would gladly have accepted inter-

Mtional amity and a reformation of religion from

England, but" not slavery. Another peculiarity

(bat, indeed,
it belongs to almost all irresolute men)

whieh marked Arran, was his hopefulness either

that, when two different lines of policy presented

themselves for adoption, they might be reconciled

before be was actually called upon to decide which

It WM to prefer ; or that, when he had committed

Mmstlf to one, the other would soon and easily be

brought to run into it, and in this way all parties

would be harmonized.

On the 3rd of September, he set out ostensibly

HM swMtatr. for Blackness castle, to pay a visit

3rd ofSsptember. to his wife, but on reaching Cal-

tender House, the seat of Lord Livingston, he met

the Cardinal there, and was fully reconciled to the

crafty prelate. The rival statesmen rode side by
aide to Stirling, where the weak and pliant Regent

abjured his religious, as he had renounced his

political, party, and in the Franciscan convent of

that city, in the presence of the Queen-dowager
and a large assembly of nobles, received absolution

for his apostasy from the Catholic faith.* As a

guarantee of his sincerity, his eldest son was com-

mitted to Beaton's care. This remarkable change
took place little more than a week after Arran's

solemn ratification of the treaties between Eng-
land and Scotland, and only a few days after he

had ezpieestd to the English ambassador his

detestation of the Cardinal and his supporters, and
his determination to proceed against them with
the utmost rigour, and had repeated his assurances

of fidelity to the treaties, and his devotion to the

intareat of the English monarch. The causes which

operated npon the vacillating Regent, and led to

Us sadden apostasy, have already been indicated.

Beaton's threatened support of the claims of Len-
nox to the earldom and its vast possessions, to the

j, and, in the event of the death of the infant
to the throne itself, could not but seriously
Arran; and to obtain the withdrawal of

claims and menaces was far more desirable

any bribe, however splendid, within the
r of the EnglUh monarch to offer. A pope

1 granted the special divorce, in virtue of which
i held both the government and his paternal

estates, and was heir-presumptive to the crown.
\ nneetiiM of divorce had induced Henry VIII. to

Iwetbe authority of the Papal See, and it is

that motives of a similar kind were art-

Uly employed to prevail upon Regent Arran to
bosom of the Romish Church. There

octhar terrors
impressively hung up over

ling bead the
hostility of France, ready

tttatlf in supplies "of money and of
oppose and crush him ; not to speak of

the people, of which a heightened or

J
picture did not need to be drawn

rduul, as the fact was
vividly enough&ome to Arran's own senses. There wasW cla*s of motives bearing with equal, if

0lasrf. Iifcf Mart, rL ii. p. 404.

[CHAP. XXVI.

not greater, cogency upon the Regent, to which
Knox and Buchanan do not allude. Though very

much kept in the dark regarding King Htnrv's

real aims, latterly he could not but suspect wliat

these really were; and he must have been grie-

vously offended by the insolent and dictatorial

manner in which the demands of the English
monarch were urged. As a noble, and as 1

of the Scottish kingdom, Arran must have been

incessantly galled and provoked by the English
overtures ; and though he wanted both the sagacitv
and the courage to sift out of these all that was

fair and good, and to throw aside all that was

base, still he was not the man to accept them as

they stood, or to be otherwise than irritated at the

offensive style in which they were pressed upon
him. Henry's seizure of the Scottish fleet of mer-

chantmen, too, must have gone far to detach the

Regent from the English faction. Nor was Arran

possessed of that religious zeal which then, and

afterwards, rendered many of the Scottish nobles

and people insensible to the danger of the English

encroachments, in consequence of the value which

they attached to the reformation from Popery,
which these were expected to introduce. Through
the art of the Cardinal, the Popish and French

faction assumed, at this time, an unwonted air of

civil and religious toleration. Beaton himself, the

fierce persecutor, appeared in the character of a

gentle peace-maker. It would farther appear that,

when the Regent's conversion took place, he had

deluded himself with the idea that the differences of

the two contending parties would be reconciled, and

the treaties between England and Scotland faith-

fully observed. The English ambassador was in-

formed by one of the Scottish barons, that
" when lie

perceived the governour would needs go to Stirling

with the Cardinal, he prayed him to consider well

what he did, and if he would needs put himself into

his enemies' hands, which would surely destroy him

at length, though they made him fair weather at

first, he, for his part, would leave him and serve him

no longer. Whereunto the governour answered,

even shortly, that his going to Stirling should

be for the best, for he should make all well."
*

The Regent's natural brother, the Abbot of PuiMcy.

assured Sadler that the Regent's sudden
"
undoubtedly should be for the best, for now, In-

trusted, the Cardinal and the other noblemen of

that party would concur with the governour anil

his partakers, in and for the accomplishment of

the treaties in all points and conditions ;
and so he

doubted not but good agreement and qi:

should follow on all parts." f Arran himself sent a

message to the English ambassador to the effect,

" that he would do as much as in him was to ob-

serve the treaties, and more than he might, he could

not do."J It may, therefore, be conjectured, that

the Cardinal managed Arran's conversion so ski.-

fully as to make the simple Regent believe that the

step which he was taking was neither a great nor

* Sadler's State Papers, vol. i. p. 233.

t Ibid. p. 286. J Ibid. pp. 287, 288
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al separation from his former friends and allies,

only one slightly in advance of them,

'artly, perhaps, with a view of keeping up this

ion in the minds of Arran and his former

attempts
to associates, and partly from the

vert the Earl confidence inspired by the snccess-
of Angus. fai tampering with Arran, Beaton,

on the 6th of September, sent a letter to the Earl

of Angus, signed by himself, the Archbishop of

Glasgow, the Bishop of Moray, and the Earls of

lluntly and Argyle, in which, after mentioning the

reconciliation between their party and the Regent,
and their present unanimity of views,* he invites

Angus to concur ' with my lord-governour and us

and consult on all manner of things concerning the

i common weal,' and urges him to visit Stirling
between that date and the next Sunday (the 9th of

'

September), which was fixed for the coronation of

their infant sovereign, so that they might be '
all

in one body,' and full of concord as of loyalty at

the celebration of that interesting ceremony.

Angus and his party, instead of accepting the

overtures, repaired to Douglas Castle, where they
drew up and subscribed a bond, by which they

pledged themselves to keep united and resolute in

i supporting the interests of the English monarch.

That bond was also sent for signature to several

nobles and gentlemen at a distance,f
The coronation of the young queen took place at

Tbnation of Stirling, on the 9th of September,

Mary. with the pomp which had hitherto

marked such occasions in Scotland, and which

Sadler says was ' not very great.' J A new council

was appointed, consisting of the Queen-dowager,
the Cardinal, the Archbishop of Glasgow, the

Bishops of Moray, Orkney, Galloway, and Dum-
blane, the Abbots of Paisley and Cupar, and the

Earls of Angus, Huntly, Argyle, Moray, Glencairn,

I^nnox, Bothwell, and Marischal. It was also re-

solved that a convention should, in the course of a

week or two, be held in Edinburgh, for " the com-

poning of all contentions and variances within the

realm, as also for ordering of all matters with the

king's majesty [Henry VIII.]"
The Queen-mother amd the Cardinal had thus

succeeded in acquiring the autho-

rity which they in vain sought for

at the late king's decease ; and the Earl of Arran

was now Regent only in name. Maiy of Guise knew
well how to associate the exercise of power with

splendid court entertainments and amusements,

* " "We sent certain articles to my lord-governour. and
rwivcd fra him certain others, condescending all gladly to

his grace's desires, and subscribed the same, with the

U grace being content, came to certain meeting
lord-Cardinal and Earl of Murray, and agreed so

11 that his grace came to this town, and lias spoken with

:ul knows our hcartly mind to all good ways (whilks
; shall be ay without colour or dissimulation) to

11 discords and dissentions to good friendship
and

ia [sol that we may concur to iielp and supply the

; weal of this realm." Sadler's State Paptrs,

..tier's State Papers, vol. i. p. 288.

id. p. 219.

J Ibid. pp. 290, 291.

Lennox's suit.

and business and festivity now went handb hand.
The exercises of chivalry and public gunesenliwned
Stirling, and in these Matthew Karl of
and Patrick Earl of Bothwell, took a
part, aspiring (as they had previously b

raged to do by the Cardinal and the (,

herself; for no lest a prise than her

victory in such chivalrous encounters generally Ml
to Lennox,

"
for," says Lindsay, of PiUcott .

was brought up in the wars of Franc*, which
learned him to excreta hu pith to the otnv
was a strong man withal, well-proportioned.

lusty and manly visage, and carried hhntelf erect

and stately in bis gait, whetefore he wae wry plea-
sant in the sight of gentlewomen. As (or tl

of Bothwell, he waa fair and whitely, i

hanging-shouldered, and went st

with gentle and humane countenance.*** The
important help which he had given to the party of
the Queen-mother and the Cardinal, in gaining
over the Kegent, entitled him, more than bje supe-

riority in dancing, leaping, or tilting, to a prefer*
ence over the rival suitor ; but the artful Mary of

Guise had never meant to marry either of them.
and when Lennox urged bis pretension* and his

services she dexterously evaded his suit.| Car-

dinal Beaton had also deceived him, both in Us
matrimonial project and also in his attempt against
Arran's legitimacy, and now regarded him with

cold indifference. His complaints and ispronahee
had become exceedingly annoying, and the Or-
dinal and the Queen-mother assured the King
of France that " their greatest desire was that he

would be pleased to recall the Ku-1 of T ennui,

whom they found very troublesome, and likely t*>

be a breeder of sedition in the realm." |

Enraged at having been thus muieaehed and

deceived, and seeing no prospect of Drfortioa f \**,

getting any of the rewards which *"*" *
had been so liberally promised,

Lennox prepared to join the English party, and

withdrew from the court at Stirling. The pro-

posal of a marria^i' with Lady Margaret 1 tangle*,

daughter to the Earl of Angus, by the widow of

James IV., had already been in his view j and t!

scheme was certain to receive the sanction b

of the English monarch and of Angus,

declaring himself no longer
' a good Frene

but a 'good Englishman.' And this he did,

a few days after the infant queen's UNenatien,

which ceremony he had borne a principal par

"The two factions," says Robnrteen,

divided the kingdom were still

any alteration in their views or |I*wip]

one of those strange revolution* wh)

frequent in that age, they had. in the w
few weeks, changed their ktitn.

was at the head of the partirans
of Franee

defenders of Popery, and Lcnr

station with the advocate* for the English aUmntn

Pitsrottie^L
ii. p.

_*4M fm
Lnnl Berriss

1
'



md a rdbmntiffl' in religion. The one laboured to

iU down his own work, which the other upheld

with the to*"* hand that had hitherto endeavoured

to destroy i

Meanwhile the news of the Regent's desertion of

la Eajbah bermld his cause had stung Henry into

lirtfhtrl fury ; and not only did he send a

into Scotland to threaten war, if all the

of the treaties were not immediately com-

pft^ with,! bat he also had the chiefs of the

Armstrongs liberated, that they might ravage the

kadi of those Scottish barons who were opposed

to htm J Nor was his rage appeased or moderated

by the quiet proceedings of the Regent's council,

coodaeted as thf"fr were by the artful Cardinal.

At a conference held at Edinburgh on the 23rd of

September, and in the presence of the Queen-

dowager, of the Regent, and of several lords of

their party, the English ambassador was required

to explain the seizure of the Scottish merchant-

Mas, and to make restitution ; compensation was

also demanded for
' divers incurses, burnings, and

pilrirs/ made by the English authorities on the

Seottish borders. Sadler's explanations and as-

^njKTt were not deemed satisfactory ; and to the

questions pat on both sides regarding the ratifica-

tion and fulfilment of the treaties, the answers were

pmhltmaHi al ; Sadler declaring that he was unable

to say what his master intended, and the council

mnrhnting
" that the matters were weighty, and

they most needs have time to devise upon the

same." J Yet, three days later, Beaton assured the

English ambassador " that there was no prince in

the world whose favour he desired so nuch as the

loaf's majesty's, and no man in Scotland should
more willingly than he set forth all things to his

Majesty's pleasure and contentation, not offending
his duty of allegiance ; and promised to do as much
a* ia him was, to bring the whole nobility and

[fo*tJ
of the realm to condescend and concur

together, in and for the performance of the

THE PICTORIAL HISTORY OF SCOTLAND. [CHAP. XXVI.

Towards the beginning of October, a small fleet

TWanifalar* from France landed, having on
board the French ambassador, De

Meaoaige, and a papal legate, of the
unam,f who was patriarch of Aquileia,

ui.'

History of Scotknd, book ii.
Ik* RMU s..,- EU. . JtiT

Hth, 1545. State

History, voL v.i^'Sr'as'T^K^'
t 52^*jj?

1* P*P*> ** > PP- 300303.

rSSSSSfi^-S;3_J,thewho he
And

~.:-r- -j^""' rom persons
bennninir of March

and conveying military stores and 10,000 crowns,*

to be distributed according to the directions of the

Cardinal and the Queen-dowager. The squadron
anchored off Dumbarton, and the Earl of Lennox,
whose sudden revolt from the French party was
unknown, to any on board, received and secured the

money and part of the munitions, thus diverting
the subsidy from its destination, and inflicting a

fresh disappointment and mortification on the party
he had left. Still, this clever and successful trick

did not neutralize the effects intended by the

French fleet. The promises made and the pensions
bestowed by the French ambassadors, and the

religious and political diplomacy carried on by
the papal legate, materially strengthened the Car-

dinal's and the Queen-dowager's party, and in-

creased the general dissatisfaction at the English
alliance and the marriage of the infant sovereign
with the Prince of Wales. The popular favour for

a speedy and close renewal of the ancient league
with France was strongly awakened

;
and Sadler

felt that the country was turning itself with ab-

horrence from England as a tyrant, and with

ardent joy to France as a kind and unselfish

friend. He now informed his master that farther

negotiation was useless, and that what England

gained must be by open force, t Henry had already
demanded that the Douglases should have recourse

to violence, that they should seize upon the person
of the young queen, apprehend the Cardinal, re-

move the Regent, and take possession of the

Scottish fortresses ;
but these orders could only be

executed by an English army, and winter was not

the fitting season to undertake the invasion of

Scotland. The country thus obtained a brief

respite from hostilities. Meanwhile, Sadler was

instructed to propose to the provost and citizens of

Edinburgh, to whom the merchant vessels and the

cargoes, seized and confiscated by Henry, belonged,

that their property should be restored, provided

they would co-operate with the king in his d

designs upon Scotland. The merchants indignantly

rejected the offer. Sadler says,
"
They were greatly

offended with it;" and they affirmed that they
would not only

" lose their ships and goods, with-

out making any farther suit of the same, but that

went afterwards he still spoke of the magnificent civilities

of the Scottish nation, and represented them in a p..

manner to the King of France, the State of Venice, the

College of Cardinals, and to the Pope."
Lesley particularizes a banquet given to the legate by the

Earl of Moray, who obviously meant to display !

wealth and the perfection of native artizans in a manu-
facture then almost exclusively followed in Italv. Though
the Earl was abundantly supplied with silver plate.
cuoboard was furnished with all sorts of glasses of ti

crystal ; and to show his guest what a reserved store he had,
he caused one of his servants to pull down, as if 1

dent, the cloth, so that all the glasses were shattered, on

which a second and still more splendid service wa.-

in. The legate affirmed "that he had nev. :

even in Venice, where he was born." Ltwty*
\

Sitter* of Scotland, p. 179.
* Keith and Buchanan mention the sum at 30,000 crowns.

Keith p. 33, Buchanan, book xv., chap. 13. But
Diurnal of Occurrents in Scotland (p. 28) gives it at 10,OC

Browns.

t Sadler's State Papers, vol. i. p. 320.
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y would also lose their lives rather than grant
,t condition and become traitors to their own

try."* The nohle behaviour of these Scotch

srchants presents a most gratifying contrast to

e selfish and treacherous conduct of the nobility,
d is justly regarded as " a proof that the spirit

national independence, which, in Scotland, had

g been a stranger to many of the proudest in

e aristocracy, still resided in healthy vigour in

,e untainted bosoms of the commons." f
In the beginning of November, it was re-

.pprehension of solved by the Douglases that Lord
ords Somerville Somerville should be sent to Eng-
and Maxwell. land with the bond which th(.

noblemen of Henry's party had subscribed, de-

claring their unconditional allegiance to the king.

But, before his departure from Edinburgh, he and

Lord Maxwell were seized and imprisoned, by the

order of the Regent ; and the papers found on the

person of S.omerville furnished abundant proof of

the treasonable practices of Angus and his ad-

herents, whom it was now resolved by the govern-
ment to impeach and try in the parliament which

was to meet early in the following month. The

Regent, who had become the mere instrument of

the energetic Beaton, took forcible possession of

Dalkeith Castle,J and the house of Pinkie, belong-

ing to Sir George Douglas ;
and sent a herald to

ie Earl of Angus, commanding him to dismiss

er from Tantallon (where he had fled for re-

;e),
as one who, from his unjustifiable practices

ith the Scottish nobility, could no longer be

regarded by government as the ambassador of

England.
When parliament met, the proceedings were im-

Meetingof parlia- portant, and conducted with great
mcnt in the rigour, showing the prompt and
beginning of firm ]iand of the Cardinal at the
December. , , .. . f

helm of the state. A summons of

treason was ordered to be prepared against all who
had signed the bond with which Lord Somerville

was deputed to the English court. An act of indem-

nity was passed for all concerned in the removal of

the young queen from Linlithgow to Stirling. The

treaties of peace and marriage between England
and Scotland were annulled, on the grounds that

they had been violated by Henry VIII., when,

"long before the 1st of September," he had seized

Sadler's State Papers, vol. i. p. 324.

Knox says that the seizure of the vessels was " to the

[burghs] of Scotland no small hership [hardship].
But thereat did the Cardinall and priests laugh: and

y he said,
' When we shall conquer England, the

its shall be recompensed.'" Keith's History,
book i. p. 42.

i Tytler, vol. v. p. 292.

J Dalkeith Castle was at this time held by James, one of

the sons of Sir George Douglas. This son was afterwards
the famous Earl of Morton and Regent of Scotland. At

he long defended the donjon, or great tower of

ii, against Arran. Dalkeith Castle was afterwards
his

principal residence, and was called the Lion's Den.

to Sadler's State Papers, vol. i. pp. 332, 334.)
Earl of Arran to Earl of Angus, November l~th, 1543,

iper Office. Proclamation of Arran as Governor,
r 26th, 1543, State Paper Office. Referred to in

ijrtler'8 History, vol. v. p. 293.

upon the Scottish merchantmen, and that be had
refused, before the lit of September, to ratty tbe

peace agreed to.* The French i-iSi H-
la Brosae and Mesnaige, attended, and Utd (be

object of their mission to obtain tbe rmuU of
the ancient league between France and Scotland t

and promised, in the name of their nuitii. assbt.
ancc to the Scottuh sovereign and noble* to defend
the independence of their country again* tbe K ing
of England. Thin offer was cordially accepted t

the contracts of amity between Franc* and Seot-
land were ununimouMy renewed and confirmed, and
an act was passed empowering Cardinal Beaton,

along with a select council, to tn-.it with the French

ambassadors, regarding the "
maiking of tbe i

letters of approbatioun, rutificatioun, and <

tioun, and contracting of new, and noratioan of all

the saidis contractes." t An embassy was wot to

the French court, and another to Denmark, to

solicit assistance in the struggle with England,
whilst the intelligence of tin- war was also to b*

notified to the Emperor and the Duke of Bavaria,

with the request that, on this ground, Scottish

commerce should no longer be molested by then.

The Lords Fleming, Ruthven, and St. John, and

Sir John Campbell, of Calder, were appointed
members of the Regent's council, in the room

of the Earls of Angus, Lennox, Gleneairn, and

Mariscbal, none of whom were likely to act, and tbe

most ofwhom had at first been chosen entirely with

a view to conciliation, which had prored fruit!*.

The Regent's natural brother, Hamilton, Abbot of

Paisley, was made Treasurer, in the place of Sir

William Kirkaldy, of Orange ; and Cardinal Beaton

was raised to the office of Chancellor, formerly held

by Dunbar, Archbishop of Glasgow ; Derid Hanttr.

a zealous and able ecclesiastic, had prerumaly been

appointed Secretary. One of the mort important

decrees of this parliament remains to be recorded t

and its cruel character bean the stamp of the

Cardinal's influence, no doubt assisted by the

papal legate, who had come to Scotland to

pate the Reformation. All prelates were hence-

forth commanded to make a rigorous inquisition

within their dioceses for persona disseminattaf

opinions opposed to, or differing from, tbe tree

faith, and to prosecute these heretic*, as the

the Church directed ; but the impending heel

with England delayed for a time the exec*

this persecuting and bloody decree,

The deliberations and decision* of

had been conducted with tbe p

greatest unanimity ; but the QatCl J
dowager was aware of the dissatle

would be felt by the absent nobles, and o

into which Henry VIII. would

the news of the proceeding*
of 1

She therefore made a pilgrimage
i

the Virgin Mary, at Mnserflmitn. to

Act of the Seotti* Parltaaeat, ennelBnc the frusta,

*t Act of the Scottish PsrUa-ent.

Beaton,
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mutual rood-will among the barons of the
'

i, and tar amity with England. "The

Grace Drowarie [dowager] past," says

tLc Diurnal of Occurrents,
" on her fute to our

Lady Lauriet, praying for peace among her lordis

and with the realm of England, and remainit thair

twentie days in her prayeris."
The period of her

devotion was not, indeed, quite so long as this

tantemporary chronicle represents, for she spent

her Christinas at Stirling in playing at cards and

fthtr kindred amusements, as appears from the fol-

lowing entry in the Royal Compotus: "Yule

Delivered to my Lord-Governor, to play at the

f^yiUU in Stirling with the Queen's Grace, in

aae hundred crowns of the sun. I. C. xli.

[10 10s.]"
The Earl of Lennox, though he had deserted the

TW Esri of Lni- Cardinal's party, was not yet fully

asx'i BiMUMuesrful attached to that of the Douglases,
*"i*** but kept aloof until he should see

whether any redress would be given him by the

King of France. About Christmas he met a num-
ber of his friends in the town of Ayr, to consult

what steps should be taken, as the rumour was

oat that the Regent, urged by Beaton, intended

to levy an army to compel him to surrender the

oney which he had taken from the French fleet.

It was resolved to assemble all the forces they
eoald command, and to act on the defensive

; but
so large a body of men flocked to his standard
s llarcd, doubtless, by the French gold that Lennox
decided to act on the offensive, and forthwith led
his army to Leith, to give battle to the Regent, in
the fields between that town and Edinburgh.' f
Tb forces of the Regent were far inferior in num-
ber ; but the Cardinal, by artful negotiations, suc-

d in putting off an engagement, until the Earl
fond himself deserted by many of his men, and
waa obliged to conclude a peace.

the numerous and
comparatively tmim-

intngucs that took place among the fac-

irbg the early months of the year 1543-4,

**y* * confused, and, in many points,
t is certain that, in the middle

f January, the Earls of Lennox, Angus, Cassillis,
irn, entered into a bond with Regent

JIM, by which they stipulated for "
themselves

tfban their complices and partakers, to
ua, foithful, and obedient servants to

|**i ^7 *"<* her
authority, to assist

r for defence of the rea'lm, against** of England, to support the
holy church, and to maintain the true
*ith."t Aa hostages for the per-

t the Scottish

the

PMeftoaa; :--.' "win- ana more fre-

!%! ^f,*
1 ** """rt of Scot-XMH ./0, <fr* of Scotland,

114,1543-4) cntcn-dinto

formance of this bond, Sir George Douglas and the

Earl of Glencairn's eldest son, the Master of Kil-

maurs, were delivered up. A day or two after

(19th of January) the Regent sent a letter to Henry
VIII., stating that "

all strife and contention, all

quarrels and controversies, and movers of debate

among the noblemen of this realm, were brought to

perfect concord and conformity, and being now all

of one mind, were agreed and determined to put in

execution such things as appertained to true and

faithful subjects of this realm to do for defence

thereof." He also asked a safe-conduct for some

ambassadors, who were to '

propound matters for

the common welfare of both countries.' *
It would

thus appear that, in the beginning of the year,
there was a cessation of the internal feuds by which

the country was convulsed, and that the govern-
ment had, at least nominally, been accepted by all

parties in Scotland. Yet, before two months had

expired, Angus had secretly renewed his protesta-

tions of unlimited fidelity to Henry, as is shown by
a letter, dated March 5th, from the Earl to the

king; and the nobles of his faction despatched
a messenger to England, to prompt Henry to hasten

his preparations for the invasion of Scotland, and

to give him such hints as might be likely to pro-

mote the success of the enterprise,t The Earl of

Angus and Lord Maxwell, when on their way to

Glasgow to mediate in a fresh quarrel between

Lennox and the Regent, were, by the orders of the

latter, arrested and imprisoned. J:

The Cardinal took advantage of this period of

civil tranquillity to make an ecclesiastical tour,

by the Earls of Cassillis, Angus, Lennox, and Glencaira,
with the Earl of Arran, Governor of Scotland. MS. copy.
State Paper Office (Tytler, vol. v. p. 296).
*
Appendix to Keith's History, p. 12.

+ Letters in State Paper Office (Tvtler, vol. v. p. 297).
I Buchanan's History, book xv. chap. 14.

} Keith
says (p. 40) :

" The chronology of this progress,
as delivered W our historians, is so irreconcilabi
can make nothing of it. Mr. Knox savs that the execution
at Perth was on St. Paul's day (t. e. the 25th of January),
before the first burning of Edinburgh. Now that first burn-

ing was in the year 1544, so that, according to him. the

Cardinal and governor were at Perth in the month oi

January, 1543-4. But this is highly improbable, since we
have already observed that about that time of that

governor was in the west about Glasgow, purs .

Earl of Lennox : besides that the Pope's legate was then in

the country, and they were busy in entertaining him. Mr.
Sadler does indeed inform us, that the governor and Cardi-

nal went about the 10th of November, 1543, into Fife and

Angus, in order to gain the Earl of Eothes, the Lords Gray,

OgQvy, and Glammis, to their party, either by force o

policy, but he says nothing of Perth, or of any execution of

heretics. Mr. Fox also assigns tliis execution to the same

year, and time of the year, 1543, with Mr. Knox, ex R
gistr. et instrument** a Scotia missis. Mr. Buchanan, that

the progress was in the end of the year 1545; a-

after the execution at Perth, and a further progress into the

county of Angus, in search of heretics, tne Cardinal and

governor returned, and kept their Christmas for three

weeks together in St. Andrews, the same year, 1545, imme-

diately before the catching of Mr. Wishart. So that neither

the certain year, nor season of the year, are clearly a

for by our "public writers. However, that 1 might afford

some light to this matter, I have narrowly observed the

rolls of parliament, and do find that the governor ami Car-

dinal were present in the winter parliaments, exec:
end of the year 1545, in the months of Deceni

January. 'Tis true there was no session of parliament it

the month of January, 1543-4
;
but that the governor and
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with the view of giving gome demonstration of the

Beaton's persecu- bearings of the recent enactment
tions. against heretics, and of furnishing

prelates and priests with examples of treatment

for imitation. His own zeal for the church would
itself have been sufficient to prompt him to

;
and that zeal would be stimulated by the

estions of the Pope's legate, and still more by
anticipation of being shortly himself appointed

the Pope's legate a latere in Scotland.* The doc-

trines of the reformation obtained many supporters

Perth, and thither Beaton proceeded. Four
m Lamb, Anderson, Ranald, and Hunter were

summarily tried and hanged, though the alleged
offence of the first consisted in his having once

interrupted an ecclesiastic when preaching, and in

his denying that prayer offered up to the saints was

necessary to salvation ; and the guilt of the other

three sufferers consisted, says Knox, in "
eating a

goose
"
during Lent, f The wife of one of these

martyrs was drowned, because she had refused to

pray to the Virgin Mary for help in childbirth an

atrocity which excited deep and general horror. J

It is at this stage of the national history that

moderns ought to begin their defence of that subor-

dination of mere patriotism to higher and more
essential principles, which marked the leading
iformers. Both patriotism and the love of a

e and gracious Christianity urged that the

luntry should be rid of the present government
and the existing church ; the Scottish reformers,

in themselves, were wholly unable to overthrow

the gigantic and 'incarnadined' tyranny; and

though, in accepting the assistance of the English
monarch, their patriotic feelings were necessarily

kept in abeyance, yet this appeared to them a less

Cardinal did not make their progress northward in that

year I think is very improbable, for the reasons above

assigned. Nor was it likely to have been in January or

February, 1544-5, Ancrum Moor having been fought the

17th of February that year. So that, all these things being

duly considered, I rather join with Mr. Buchanan, who
his execution at Perth in the end of the year 1545."

We think, on the contrary, that there are sufficiently strong
reasons for adhering to Knox's chronology. Beaton wais not

likely to keep in abeyance for two years an enactment

against heretics. The presence of the Pope's legate would
excite him to great zeal for the church, and so would the

honour, which at this time he was daily expecting, of being
himself made the Pope's legate a latere in Scotland. Civil

commotions had also been temporarily
settled in the begin-

ning of 1544, so that he had leisure to drop the functions of

a statesman and take up those of an ecclesiastic. We may
mention that Mr. Tyuer, though without assigning any
reason, makes Beaton s progress to have been in 1543-4.

* " The original bull constituting Beaton legate a latere.

is to be seen in the Appendix of Bishop Burnet's second

volume of the '

History of the Reformation.' It bears data

30th January, 1543
; but this seems to be a mistake in the

transcriber or printer for 1544 ; for I do not remember that

by the Roman account the year did commence at any other

time than the first of January. That it was in the year
1544, appears, not only by the addition of Pontificatus nostri

cimo (that Pope being created 12th October, 1534),
but also by a letter of the Earl of Arran to the same Pope,
dated at Stirling, 30th March, 1544, wherein he takes notice

that that jurisdiction was granted the 10th of February,
which, doubtless, was the February immediately proceed-
ing." Keith, p.

45.

t Knox's History, book i. p. 45.

4 Spottiswood's History, p. 75.

evil than submission to tht cruet
Beaton. The prospect of saoh

grease* over the land, as the OM to Perth wa* i_
revolting than an English invasion of SeoUaad.
The time and cnorgioi of the Regentad Ik* CM*.

dinal would have been much bitter TTaaj'i ^l.r^^
employed in making adequate pre-

'

parations to resist that invasion than In pttfaag
heretics to death. Henry had art about ttw
tion of his designs with rigour, and was ia readi-
ness for the first favourable season of the
His privy council overruled the Karl of

advice, that the army should gain poaejaioa of

Leith, and, after fortifying it, lay wast
and reduce Edinburgh to ashes, whilst the
should occupy the Forth, sweeping the

destroying the shipping. The plan

though less comprehensive, admitted of being i

rapidly carried out. That it did not proceed, 1

ever, from any mitigation of Henry's wrath, u
evident, from the savage directions given to the

Earl of Hertford, who had the ^^ffmnd of the

invading army. He was onmmanded to nuke
an inroad into Scotland,

" there to pat all to fire

and sword, to burn Edinburgh town, and to rue
and deface it, when yon have sacked it, and gotta*
what you can out of it, as that it may remain far

ever a perpetual memory of the vengeance of God

lighted upon it, for their falsehood and disloyalty.

Do what you can, out of hand, and without long

tarrying, to beat down and overthrow the castle,

sack Holyrood-house, and as many towns and vil-

lages about Edinburgh as ye conveniently cant

sack Leith, and burn and subvert it, and all the

rest, putting man, woman, and child to fire

sword, without exception, when any
shall be made against yon; and this done,

over to the Fife land, and extend like

and destructions in all towns and Tillages where-

unto ye may reach conveniently, and not forgettiag

amongst all the rest so to spoil and tarn upside

down the Cardinal's town of St. Andrews, as the

upper stone may be the nether, and not one stick

stand by another, sparing no creature alive withia

the same, specially such as either in friendship, or

in blood, be allied to the Cardinal."

On the 3rd of Mayf the Regent, Cardinal, and

the citizens of Edinburgh were supiised at the

sight of a fleet of two hundred sail intai f tfw la-

in the Firth, and alarmed wka

they discovered that it bore the royal flag d
land. It was commandrd by Lord Lisle i and

the naval force was associated an aray, a*

Earl of Hertford, variously estimate

10,000 to 20,000. t No preparatioaafc

had been made by Arran ; J and those wn*

From the MS. Catalogue f the

44, 45. Quoted by Tyttar, TsLT.q
P*

t Knox wet thU drte; BnliiM,

> "'Some of our historians y, they sea

.
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kaxc been got P in k"*6 for tne emeTSeocy were

vboilr neglected.
For four days the disembarka-

tion of the English troops and the landing of the

artillery took place without any molestation. An

attempt by the Regent and the Cardinal, at the

head of a f**11 force, consisting chiefly of their

own adherents, to intercept the entry into Leith,

was unarmiling ; and Arran and Beaton, along: -with

the Boris of Huntly and Argyle, retreated to Lin-

u'lagow o, safe distance from the danger. The

English took and plundered Leith at leisure. The

ProToU of Edinburgh, Sir Adam Otterburn of

Haidholl, tought an interview with Hertford, to

urge forbearance and a pacific settlement of the

differences between the two countries; but the

English general returned the haughty answer that

be WM a soldier and not an ambassador, and that

be would withdraw his army only on condition

that the young Queen of Scots should be at once

aVlitated up to Henry. The indignant citizens

MsuUed to defend the capital to the last extremity,

though Otterburn seized the earliest opportunity to

oaeape ;

*
and, after choosing another provost, they

proceeded to fortify the city, and prepared to defend

thjemselres to the last extremity. So strenuous

was tbeir resistance, that for a while the English
sjMatal could nuke no impression on the temporary
ramparts, and was at last obliged to bring up his

battering artillery from Leith. To hold out longer
against the assault was impracticable; and, by
sight, the inhabitants left the city, taking with
Ifcoai their treasure and what of their property
^y oaU carry, much of which was deposited in

Osjgmflhr castle, and afterwards fell into the
bands of the English^ The Regent's kinsman,
BsjamllaB of Stenhousc, refused to surrender the

tlo of Edinburgh, the ordnance of which was so

Uly serred against a battery which Hertford
Mgbt to construct, that, after considerable loss on

part of the English, they raised the siege, andm revenge sot fire to the city. Its coi
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...v city. Its conflagration
r three days ; and Hertford, having received
rcemcot of four thousand borderers, under

Ewe, employed himself in laying waste and
powdering the surrounding country.

the meantime, Regent Arran, with the help
'Cardinal, and the Earl, of Huntly, Argyle,
en, and Moray, had mustered a numerous

*? * Uberty the Earl of An& and
Do-gina, with the hope of securing

Dopwatjan. He was now making rapid

it u no doubt but~v Uiey will land. The

r^T. "^ the uiand note: they are
r, nd to put us in fear. I shall lodge*!. that sbsll laud in^

t^hu dinner, eating as

;

'

"1, ome to the
there was no

asktw.MxitoptiHi

tU?Wia-i-*-?y L

gsAA. UraiaaU at hi. dinn,"y^S!
ao*a*erKPPc*rin8- Me

r^sS^APr** .
"" "u* "ei wai

jfiBSP*'"""'
in-

marches to attack the English ; but Lord Lisle, in-

stead of waiting for him, re-em-
Departure of the

barked many of the English troops, English fleet

and leaving the remainder to return an<^ arniy.

by land, under Hertford, set sail ; not, however,
before he had committed Leith to the flames,

seized upon the Salamander and the Unicorn, two

large Scottish vessels, and burned all the small

craft lying in the harbour. Along the coast he

inflicted all the damage in his power. The retreat

of the land forces was marked by similar acts of

wanton vengeance ; Seton, Haddington, Dunbar,

Renton, and all the other towns and villages
between Edinburgh and Berwick, were succes-

sively plundered and burned.

This merciless and short-sighted policy, as might
have been expected, utterly failed to gain the object

which Henry had in view. It neither compelled
nor induced the Scottish nation to deliver up the

young queen into his hands. It was only a foray
on an unusually large scale, and not a battle be-

tween the two countries. It decided nothing ;
and

served only to exasperate the Scots, and to increase

their antipathy to the union and their hostility to

Henry's demands. His ill-advised instructions to

Hertford, that the estates of the Douglases should

not be exempted from ravage and plunder, had

also enraged and alienated the mercenary chiefs,

who now joined the opposite party, so that the

English king had only Lennox and Glencairn on

his side in Scotland. On the 17th of May, these

two Earls concluded, at Carlisle, an agreement
with Henry, in which, after acknowledging him

as Protector of Scotland, they engaged to do their

best to put into his hands the person of the young

queen and the principal Scottish strongholds (in-

cluding Lennox's own fortified possessions. Dun-

barton and the Isle and Castle of Bute), and to serve

him against all persons and nations, as if they were

English subjects ;* for which services Glencairn

was to receive a large pension both for himself and

for his son, the Master of Kilmaurs, whilst Lennox

was offered the regency and the hand of the

niece, Lady Margaret Douglas. They immediately
returned to Scotland to muster their dependents ;

but the Regent was now ready for them, and led a

thousand men to Glasgow, where Glencairn had

pitched his quarters, whence he might dash into

Clydesdale,
' -which all belonged to the Hamiltons

alone.'f There, on a wide common beside the city,

he was met by Glencairn at the head of five hundred

spearmen and a number of the citizens ; but, after a

fierce conflict, in which Glencairn's second SOL. and

many of his followers fell, the insurgents were put
to the rout and many of them taken prisoners, t

Arran made himself master of the city : anil, as a

punishment for its chief magistrate having taken

part with the enemy, abandoned it to plunder. The

victors, Buchanan narrates,
" not satiated with the

blood of the citizens who were slain, nor with the

Rvmer, Foedera, vol. xv. pp. 23, 26, 29, 32.

t Buchanan, hook xv. chap. 19.

J Diurnal of Occurrents, p. 32.
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miseries of those who survived, and the destruction

their household furniture, carried away their

n-s and window-shutters, and omitted no kind

calamity, except that, after plundering and de-

iy
in< their houses, they did not set fire to them."*

ncuirn made his escape, with but a few followers,

Dumbarton Castle, which Lennox occupied; and

news of the defeat so much alarmed the latter

t he fled from that impregnable fortress and set

sail for England, where, as a reward rather for what
he had attempted than for what he had achieved,

he was married to Lady Margaret Douglas, a

union destined to give an ill-fated husband to the

;g Queen of Scots, and a long line, direct and in-

t, of kings to the British throne. It was not

foreseen that a grandson of the fugitive Earl was to

wear the united crowns of England and Scotland.

A general council met at Stirling, as summoned,

Meeting of general
011 the 3rd of June ' and was

nmcilat Stirling,
attended by all the nobles, except

in the month of Lennox and Glencairn. There was

perfect unanimity of feeling against
's encroachments

; and, had there been no

question at issue, the proceedings would have

m alike harmonious and energetic, and such as

would afterwards have been sanctioned by the

country. But, apart from many sources of dis-

union, which had never, during many reigns, been

closed among the aristocracy, there was the anta-

gonism between Popery and Protestantism; and
to this was added a wide dissatisfaction with the

regency of Arran. That dissatisfaction had many
and varied reasons and encouragements. The Re-

formers disliked Arran as an apostate, and they
now regarded him as a mere tool in the hands of

the bloodthirsty Beaton ; by a still larger party he

was viewed with contempt for his vacillating

character, and on account of his neglect to make
due preparations against the recent English in-

vasion
;
the Douglases bore him many grudges both

of ancient and of later date ; the numerous and

powerful adherents of Lennox were now without a

head, but were totally averse to receive him in the

place of the exiled Earl ; and, to give consistency
and action to this varied opposition to the Regent,
there was the ambitious Queen-mother, who, it

would appear, now conspired to obtain the chief

authority within the realm. At the council, it

was first proposed and carried that Mary of Guise

should be associated with Arran in the regency as
'

egall' [equal], and that a new privy council should

be chosen
; and Arran's consent to the arrangement

was requested.f But, as he delayed day after day
1

Buchanan, book XT. chap. 19.

t This important transaction was involved in the greatest

Y, until Mr. Tytler discovered (see his History,

pendix) in the State Paper Office a document, en-

titled,
"
Agreement of the principal Scots nobility, to sup-

port the authority of the Queen-mother, as Regent of Scot-

land, against the Earl of Arran, declared by this instrument
to In deprived of his office." It is signed by the Earls of

AaffU, Bothwell, Montrose, Lord Sinclair, Robert Maxwell,
! Huntly, Ciissillis, Marischal, Lord Somerville,

'

George Douglas, Earls of Moray, Argyle, Errol, Lords Ers-

ne, St. John. Malcolm, Lord Chamberlain, Hew Lord
iovat, and Sir John Campbell, of Cawder, knight."

to return any answer, ana failed tn appear * (to
((invention, to which ho had been MMMM4, OB)
the 10th of June, it was decreed .

that he be summarily deprived of tKHLS
his office, and that the Qocvn- MyrfO*
dowager take hi* place u Regent

"'' *

of Scotland. Proclamation to thfr

effect was immediately mad*, tad tke Rart flf

Angus was appointed licateoant-f*nral of the

kingdom.
Cardinal Beaton, however, (brewing the* ak

own authority would be greatly BMtaa MMI*
impaired by this revolution in the th* brief

government, was opposed to the Amsv,

change. In ambition, ability, and cwming. Marv
of Guise and he were too equally matched tar

him to expect that she would passively srtsmit

to his dictation ; and, moreover, he ist bav
seen that his reputation in her eyes tar eueigj and

promptitude had been greatly impaired by the de-

fenceless state in which Arran, under his guidance.
had suffered the country to remain to the very
hour of the English invasion. He, therein e. gat*
his utmost support to Arran, who issued procla-

mation, denouncing the Queen-dowager's election

to the regency as illegal, and prohibiting all per-

sons from acknowledging, in any way, bar tssvped

authority.* Arran summoned a parliament to wet
in Edinburgh on the 31st of July, and fortified the

city on learning that his rival had left Stirling, and

was advancing with a numerous and well-armed

retinue to prevent the assembly. The QMS*)-

dowager avoided an encounter, and retreated to

Stirling.t In this there was no triumph to either

party, for the parliament was delayed. Yet, ahowt

this time, several of the Queen-dowager's most

powerful partisans were compelled to give all their

attention and energy to other matter* than the

support of her cause. A rebellion in their elans,

which it was necessary to put down, had railed

away Huntly and Argyle. Lord I/jrat and his so

were leading the Erasers agnin-t the MacdoasJdi |

and so ferocious was the conflict between the rival

septs, when they met at Inverloehy, that

fought in their shirts, and the combat kwtc

only two warriors remained on oe ride, and

on the other.t Perth, also, was the seeoe e

strife and bloodshed. Lord Huthven and L

were both Protestants, and had hitherto

in their opposition to the dominatio

dinal; but Beaton, in his late iLullsiHtil

to Perth, had contrived to

" Item. 22nd day of June,***^
messenger, letter* direct to^BO
Queen (Dowafrer)

of her aatfcfrtty.
1

kept by Kirkaldy of Granfe.--.fc*" t

vol. ii. p. 73.

;

. . .

Diurnal of Orrnmnts, p. 84.,

Diurnal of Recurrent*, p. **"!

$^:tts&&f
believe) eighty of the principal

men
*[**1*j^hl j^

MBsssAAJifturc**
an, book XT. chap. 98.

^ ^
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ft^ br depriving Ruthven of his office of pro-

rat in fcvour of Charteris of Kinfauns, and by

managing to procure the support of Gray for the

latter/ The rival candidates and their principal

adherents had many friends ;
and the whole pro-

vince WM quickly drawn into this purely civil

Muring which became hotter and more hot, until

itWM decided by a bloody encounter on the narrow

bridge orer the lay, when Ruthven was declared

CUM*

Bat the appearance of a third regent, and one

Expedition of appointed by the English king, wasj o -* '

t into about to complicate still farther the

"*
question of authority in Scotland,

and embarrass all parties. The engagements of

the Earl of Lennox to Henry VTII. did not allow

him to pass more than a few days with his newly-
married wife. In the beginning of August, he

ailed from Bristol, accompanied by Sir Rise Man-

cell and Richard Broke, with a fleet of ten ships,!

and about five hundred hagbutteers, archers, and

fftaaiBn On reaching the Scottish coast, he

potted the Isle of Arran, and took possession of

Bate and Rothesay Castle. But the principal aim
of hit enterprise was to put into the hands of the

ITagtisn his own strong and important fortress,

Doabarton Castle, which was now held by one
of hi* retainer*, Stirling of Glorat, who, he ima-

gined, would at once yield it up. But Stirling,

though he received the earl with all due respect,
WM not unmindful of his paramount duty to
his sovereign; and the proposal to give up the
castle to the English was received with such in-

dignation on the part both of the governor and the

garrison that Lennox quickly retreated to his ships,
which, on the entry of Sir George Douglas into
Dunbarton with four thousand men, dropped down
As) Clyde Car safety. In passing Dunoon Castle,

h WM occupied by a force under the Earl of
Argyle, they wen fired upon by the garrison,

Lennox landed his men and routed the
He afterwards inflicted considerable

m Kentirc and the coast of Ayrshire, and
to Bristol, having failed in the main

his ttpedition the capture of Dunbarton
it attributing his failure to the Earl of Glen-

l his eon, the Master of Kilmaurs, his
* and brother-pensioners in Henry's

Meaawbm English vengeance was
falling upon^y S*^?

00""11 Border " the mostr~_,7
lu uue most

barbarous forms; and Sir Ralph
ire, Sir Brian Layton, and Sir

raw, by fire, sword, and rapine,
wuntry into a bare and blackened
Prom July to November of this dis-

r,as appears from an authentic con-

"JM 192
villages, towers, farm

"Withes, and fortified
dwelling-

. Scot vol. ii.Scot vol. ii. p.
i. (Keith, p. 47).

houses were sacked, whilst the booty amounted to

10,386 cattle, 12,492 sheep, 1496 horses, 850 bolls

of corn, besides much household furniture. These

destructive inroads could not be repressed under a

disputed regency. The Queen-dowager and her

adherents appear to have made greater exertions

than Arran and his party for the defence of the

country; for, in addition to the fact that the

expedition of Lennox had been defeated by her

friends, it is recorded that she herself, in the

month of October, made a progress to Jedburgh,
where the Earl of Angus met her, and where they
remained eight days consulting upon the best means

to be adopted for protecting the Borders. It is

highly probable that the attention of Arran md
Beaton was exclusively occupied and not unsuc-

cessfully in laborious intrigues for strengthening
their own party.
A parliament was summoned by the Earl of

Arran to meet at Edinburgh on Eivalparliaments

the 6th of November ;
and its first ^ Member.

act was to annul the proceedings of the rival par-

liament held at Stirling, and to declare of none

effect the deposition of Arran from the office of

Regent. The next step was to charge two of the

Queen-dowager's principal partisans the Earl of

Angus and Sir George Douglas with, treason, the

penalties of which banishment and forfeiture

were to be kept suspended over tliem. Undeterred,

however, by these proceedings, the Queen-dowager
held a meeting of the three estates at Stirling,

and issued a proclamation prohibiting obedience to

the '

pretended regent.' In this unfortunate state

of affairs, when the great body of the people were

at a loss whom to obey, Cardinal Beaton stepped

forward as a mediator, and succeeded in effecting

a temporary reconciliation between Arran and the

Queen-dowager. The Douglases her principal ad-

visers would readily accede to an agreement which

was almost sure to quash the charge of treason

against themselves.

It was resolved that the two factions, thus united,

should vigorously set about the Unfortunate ex-

expulsion of the English and the pedition to

protection of the Borders. Arran, ^oldim

knowing that the pretext of the Queen-dowager
and her party for attempting to remove him from

the regency had been the want of energy in his

movements against the English, put on an un-

usually bold front, and led seven thousand men tc

Coldingham, then held by a savage and plundering

garrison of the enemy. But the siege was abruptly

terminated, some historians say, by the cowardice

of the Regent; others, by the treachery of Sii

George Douglas. It is certain that the former

fled ; and it is equally certain that the latter

whether intentionally or in ignorance cannot bt

satisfactorily determined spread an alarming anc

false report in the Scottish camp, that the English

were ten thousand strong, and expected reinforce-

ments from Berwick, and the whole force fled dis

gracefully before two thousand English troops.

If this signal defeat was actually brought abou
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by the treachery of the Douglases, they escaped the

Meeting of par- punishment which they deserved,
liameiii for in a numerously attended parlia-

in December.
ment> wnich was held at Edinburgh

in the beginning of December, they were absolved

all the charges that had been brought against
icm in the previous meeting of the three estates,

hilst forgiveness was also extended to the Earls

Glencairn and Cassillis, and to Sir Hugh Camp-
ill, sheriff of Ayr, for their long-continued trea-

ible practices. No doubts seem to have been

itertained of the sincerity of the Earl of Angus,

icially when it was guaranteed by his natural

resentment at the ravages wantonly inflicted on

his possessions by the English, for he was com-

missioned by the parliament to undertake the de-

fence of the Borders. It was also attempted to

levy a land-tax for the maintenance of a thousand

horsemen, to be placed under his charge ; but the

barons of Lothian had no confidence in his patriot-

ism and honesty, and they declined either to pay
the money or to serve under his banner, prefer-

ring to make covenants with each other for their

mutual protection against the attacks and spolia-

tions of the English.* Their example was gene-

rally followed throughout the country, and no

attention was paid to the command of the Regent
for the immediate muster of the military convoy of

ie kingdom at Lauder, for the purpose of repelling

ie incursions of the enemy. Several of the Border

had even assumed the red cross, the token

entire submission to England, whilst others had

come to terms, scarcely less humiliating, with the

invaders. The English wardens felt confident that

they could easily take, and permanently keep, pos-

session of the whole of the country south of the

Forth. To lay a scheme for this purpose before

their master, Sir Ralph Eure and Sir Brian Lay-
ton repaired to London. The project met with the

entire approbation of the English monarch ;
and

to encourage them to prosecute vigorously the

plan which they had formed, he is said to have

bestowed upon Eure a grant of all the lands he

might conquer in the districts of the Merse, Teviot-

dale, and Lauderdale, the greater part of which

belonged to the Earl of Angus.
" This gift," says

Buchanan,
"
they cheerfully accepted, and the king

as willingly bestowed, recompensing their vain

boasting with a grant as vain."f

The Earl of Angus, however, was not disposed

The displeasure to submit to this summary arrange-
of Angus. ment. Furious that Henry, either

as a master or as an enemy, should presume to dis-

pose of the ancient lands of Douglas and should

offer these to a stranger as the spoil of an incursion,

he swore that " if Ralph Eure dared to act upon
the grant, he would write his sasine, or instrument

of possession, on his skin with sharp pens and

bloody ink."{ His unpatriotic obligations to the

English monarch had, for some time back, hung

loosely upon him ; and this insult determined him

to cast them off altogether, and to

the defence, if not of Scotland, at toast of hie own
ancestral domains. Sir lUlph Ewe had the hard*,
hood to make a venture for the price, and 1*4 to the
borders a force numbering about fir* thonttad awn.
and consisting of fhritgiMH, English archer*, and
six hundred Border Scot* the Anaetroag*, Tnm-
bulls, and other broken frtain who wore the badge
of submission to England, and whoa* potter te was
to side with the strongei party aad
weaker. The inroad which then ma
distinguished by the utmost ferocity

manity, as if the design had been Tbt ttwtty f ike
to exterminate, rather than to sub- Eaflk* **
jugate, the population, and to turn the laadtetaaa
uninhabited desert. The rnthleee iniarten bw*t
the tower of Broomhousc, when no escape to the a-

resisting inmates was possible, and its lady, a vene-

rable matron, with all her family, perished te the
flames. They then proceeded as far as

which they sacked and demolished,
wanton havoc upon the noble abbey aad the

of the Douglases.

Angus could no longer restrain his rage and
desire for retaliation. He burned to lanndi not

only his own feudal retainers but all toe forces of

the nation against the savage spoiler*. The Regent
and the Cardinal might have sat at ease, as ami.
until the incursion was approaching Edinburgh,
but it had more than passed the line of the Eart'a

toleration. It had ravaged his paternal estatesMi
disturbed the ashes of his ancestors, and he omst

meet, punish, and drive back the pluadama. lie

addressed to the Regent mingled remonstraneea.

reproaches, and encouragements, deeerihing Arran

as alienated from the Scottish nobles, who alone

could protect the kingdom, and mieled by
tuous priests who were ready to plot against, bnl

not to fight for, the interests of Scotland t aad

calling upon him to renounce the advice of te-

sidious churchmen, and summon the barons aad

their retainers to on immediate expedition ngniast

the English; and he promised that, if they

would take the field without hesitation, tat en-

terprise would be crowned with the most brilliant

success.*

Regent Arran must hare lost rather than g

in energy and decision by his alliance with ft

The Cardinal himself, at this crisis, aaaaar* i

been unconcerned at the range* and <

flicted by the English, and to hart eseroisedi

of his great power in exciting the Regea

nobles to undertake the defeat* of their

* Diurnal of Occurrents, p. 37.

t Buchanan, book si. chap. 23. Godscroft

Those who palliate hb Popiah policy

that it was characterised by bold aad

nationality, will find it difficult to new
state of inaction, at a time when the inradm

conquering and deflating, A,

; country in detail.'! He neither atewtf

ward, nor induced other*, who ** i

range of his influence, to do so, far U

Buchanan, book IT. Aea, tt>

T Ibid. Uk iv. caaf, X,
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the plundering English, and the protection of his

MMSMd ewmtrymcn.
The ramenstrances of Angus were backed by

TW turnt tains

tfc* feU with rait was that the Regent, with a

mall and hastily-gathered force,

the impatient Earl and his vassals. They
I to Melrose; but the English, having

notice of their movements, made an unex-

l attack upon them. The Scots, though driven

vw-
rnt meceedod in preserving their order ; and

jgpng the evening and night from the neighbour-

ing hills watched the enemy, who were gleaning

what little plunder they had formerly left in the

town and abbey of Melrose. The Regent expected

the arrival of strong reinforcements ; for, before

joining Angus, he had issued a proclamation re-

quiring the attendance of the barons with all their

JgpBadinti Early in the morning of the following

day the English were seen retreating to Jedburgh ;

and the Scots, being comparatively but a handful,

fallowed them at a prudent distance. Sir Ralph
Eore, probably unwilling to cross the Teviot with

TV battle of \n- ^e w^my hanging upon his rear,

Moor. 17th and eagerly seeking for any advan-

tage that might arise to them from

disorder in his ranks, halted upon
above the village of Ancrum. Angus
his men to fall back upon a neighbouring

height, painfully undecided as to whether he should
riek an engagement with such unequal strength.
The arrival, first, of the brave Norman Lesley, at
tfce bead of a body of men from Fife, and, next, of
fir Walter Scott, of Buccleuch, who announced that
" *Meah would join them in the course of an

r, determined the Scots against retreat. Buc-
as well as Angus, had many wrongs to

apon the English and their leader. In
'

the preceding year, a predatory troop,
I by Eve, had ravaged all his lands in West

JW
and those upon Kale Water, stormed

wofert castles, slaughtered about forty

i^ea,
and carried off immense and valuable

But Bucclcuch's
military judgment was

fate rashness by his eagerness for

[In experienced eye saw at once the
o be followed, and he prevailed upondraw his forces from the eminence

wjpied,
to draw them up on a piece of

1 it, eaUed Pcnicl-heugh, and to
with the camp-boys to another

This stratagem was intended
Kngluh that the Scots were be-

*T-
*JJ

flM?ht- Euro and the other
I into the snare, and

eagerly
POB pwwtit, under the apprehension that

ght eacape. Though the English
r fcfagued by their march, and in

nd refreshment, they were
forward-cavalr and

infantry

PP. 46,46.

in the full belief that the terror-stricken fugitives
would fall an easy prey into their hands

; but, on

reaching the summit, they were astonished to per-
ceive in the hollow below the serried ranks of the

Scots calmly awaiting their approach. Confident

of success, however, from the many months durin

which they had been unresisted and unchecked, and

trusting that their great superiority in numbers
would more than make up for their exhaustion, and
for the disorder into which they had been thrown

by the eagerness of the pursuit, the English leaders

resolved on making an attack. At this moment, a

heron, disturbed by the tumult, flew up from the

marshes between the combatants, and Angus, in a

spirit of elated and sportive confidence, exclaimed,
" Oh ! that I had here my white goss-hawk ;

we
should then all yoke [join to] at once." * The

cavalry, of which the English forces were mainly

composed, made an irregular and feeble charge. The
Scottish spearmen soon repulsed the enemy's van,

under Layton and Bowes, and drove it back upon
the main body ; and this was also soon thrust back

in confusion upon the rear. The oblique rays of

the setting sun and the smoke of the harquebusses
blown by the wind were right in the faces of the

English and blinded them. A route was inevitable.

Neither leaders nor banners could be distinguished.
The ranks were fiercely driven against each other,

and were unable to strike at the foe
;
and each man

of the wavering host began? to seek an escape for

himself from the scene of helpless and fatal dis-

order. And now the six hundred Scottish Bor-

derers, who had for months served the English,
tore off their badge of submission the red cross

and, making common cause with, their already vic-

torious countrymen, turned with unsparing seventy

upon the broken and flying enemy. The peasantry
of the neighbourhood, hitherto only spectators of

the short conflict, drew near to intercept and cut

down the English ;
and women, whose hearts had

been steeled against the fugitives by their atrocious

barbarities, joined in the pursuit,t and, as a spur to

more rapid and unsparing carnage, shrieked out to

the conquerors to " remember Broomhouse !"

The battle became a slaughter, which lasted till

nightfall. The revenge of the Scots was fully

satiated, for of the enemy no fewer than eight hun-

dred were slain, amongst whom were Sir Ralph
Eure and Sir Brian Layton, to the great gratifica-

tion of Angus and his followers, whilst a thousand

*
Godscroft.

t One of them is said to have even mingled in the fray,
md her feats were commemorated by a monument bearing
he following rude inscription :

" Fair maiden Lylliard lies under this stano,
Little was her stature, but great was her fame ;

Upon the English louns she laid mony thumps,
And when her legs were cutted ofl',

sne fought upon
her stumps."

Hie spot on which the battle was fought is called Lilya:

Sdge, from the name of this heroine. The inscription
oa

he monument is said to have been legible within the pre-
sent century. Old people in the neighbourhood point out

he stone, now broken and defaced. Appendix to Sir H
Scott's Eve of St. John.
I Lesley, p. 478.
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were made prisoners, anil these included many
knights and persons of rank, from whom large ran-

soms were exacted.* The loss on the part of the

victors was trifling, amounting, Buchanan Bays,

only to two, and these humble retainers, f The

Scots lost no time in following up their victory.

The camp-equipage of the English, left at Melrose,

seized ;
and Coldingham, J edburgh, and almost

the border districts, were recovered from the

my. The Earl's recent assurance of success was
us more than verified. The Regent embraced the

victorious baron, and carried him off to the Court at

Stirling to receive the warm congratulations and

,nks of the Queen-dowager. J He then issued a

I
lamation that all who had been compelled to

serve the English and wear the red cross, should, on

returning to their allegiance, be fully pardoned.

Henry VIII. was infuriated on receiving intelli-

gence of the defeat of his army,
Henry's wrath. 8

, ,, , ,, ,. ,

and the slaughter 01 his two trusty

barons ; and probably his rage was not lessened

bv the thought that his own impolitic treatment of

Angus had led to the disaster and disgrace. Still,

the monarch's violent policy was not checked by
what had occurred, and he vowed to pursue Angus
with his heaviest resentment. The Earl had now,

for a little, caught the undaunted spirit of his race,

aiid made this bold reply :
" Is our brother-in-law

'ended that I, as a good Scotsman, have avenged

ravaged country and the defaced tombs of my
ancestors upon Ralph Eure ? They were better men

than he, and I was bound to do no less : and will he

take my life for that ? Little knows King Henry
the skirts of Kirnetable. I can keep myself there

against all his English host."
||

Shortly after the victory at Ancrum Moor and

Intelligence of the expulsion of the English from

French the kingdom, word was sent to the

intervention. Scottish court that the King of

France was about to prove himself the formidable

enemy of England on her own soil, and the fast

ally of Scotland. Francis the First was busy in

preparing a large fleet for the invasion of England ;

and, to give this enterprise a greater chance of

success, he intended first to send an army into

Scotland, so that the English troops might be

*
Among these was a patriotic Alderman of London, Read

liy name, who, having contumaciously refused to pay his

'f a benevolence demanded from the city by Henry
was sent by royal authority to serve agamst the

horn he found still more exorbitant in their exac-

tions than the monarch. Redpath's Border History, p. 563.

Buchanan, book xv. chap. 25.

1 I'iucottie.

} Kiriietable, now called Cairntable, is a mountainous
tract, at the head of Douglasdale. One of the ancestors of

Sir Ralph Eure also held a grant of Scottish lands from an

monarch. " I have seen," says Stowe,
" under the

rule of the said King Edward I., a manor, called

in the county of Forfare, in Scotland, and neare

tlie furthest part of the same nation northward, given to

John Ure and his heires, ancestor to the Lord Ure that now
is. for h^s service done in these partes, with market, &c.,
i!-i+,i ~i T J.T j_ *.: -A. .1*... ^ OrtfnKoT* anno-

uangerous to me receive]

II Godscroft, vol. ii. p. 123.

drawn to the north away from the main pnhtte of
the projected attack. TbU intrUigeaee wee eon-
municutedto Henry VIII. l>y tome of hi* agvnt* is
Scotland. In the state of alarm which it

he began to reflect that hi* put policy
injudicious in the extreme, and that far two yaw
he had only insulted and provoked the Seats,
instead of subjugating them. Hi* diplomatic and
his warlike expedient* had alike hero froetratad by
his own recklessness. In seeking to ponuh or to

frighten his sworn agent* the

their unavoidably slow progrts* in the fulfilment

of their pledges, he had stung them into active and
successful hostility. He now desired, therefore, to

fall back upon the treaties of peace and marriafe,
which his own imperious conduct had annihilated.

When Sir George Douglas who appear* to hare

doubted either that the Scot* could permanently
hold out against the English, or that the Donfiaaea
could ever regain and keep much influence in a fro*

Scottish Government, and who was, therefore,

ready to re-enter, on fair terms, the ouike of the

English monarch urged upon Henry the adoption
of a conciliatory policy for prosecuting the treaties

of union and marriage, assuring him that the mea-

sures of a different character which he was reported

to be contemplating would drive the people 'to

desperation," the monarch resolved to follow the

advice. He accordingly commi*- Attend psfirr of

sioned one of his Solway captives Henry V1JL

the Earl of Cassillis to enter upon a paotte

negotiation. This proceeding must hare been

suggested by Douglas, for the Earl of Coseilli*

repaired to the English court on the 28lh of

February, only three days after Sir George'* letter

had been despatched on interval far too brief

to allow the King to receive the letter and to send

back a summons for the attendance of CaeeflHs

This nobleman returned to Scotland with minute

instructions for the management of hi* new agency.

He experienced no difficulty in getting the Earl* of

Glencairn, Marischal, and the Douglases, to act a*

his associates. Angus himself wa* profae* in hie

expressions of loyalty t.> K:: - Henry j and. a*

evidence of his sincerity, he threw up the o)

Lieutenant, which he held under the fi

Regent. This step was not so unequivocal a* t

incapable of such a construction a*w

him to continue in friendly intercom

leaders of the opposite party. The fc

n Mailed was a military one, and he nrifht

allege that it was superfluous,
whe

anxious for peace and amity. In reca

the treaties, all the conaderatio

weighed with the Regent, and

even by the Queen-dowager,

and to plead theee once more h

treason or disloyalty
to Scotland.

against him
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powerful party, however, consisting of

.the Regent, the Cardinal, the

Queen-dowager, and the Earls of

Hnatlr and Argyle, remained to be won over to

the Enrl'*** intc'rest ; and private or diplomatic

sccess to thaw teems to have been thought imprac-

ticable, or at least to have been left untried. A con-

natirm of the nobility was summoned to be held

ea the 15th of April, to consider and decide upon

the proposals with which the Earl of Cassillis was

ialiastnl from the English monarch. Meanwhile,

Henry's Border Wardens received directions to ab-

IJMH from all incursions and hostilities, and to keep

ap an appearance of peace, though all the time the

Eari of Hertford was engaged according to the

aaotstinn of Cassillis in levying on the borders

i army of thirty thousand men for the invasion of

"", in the event of the rejection of Henry's

,_j. Sir Ralph Sadler, who had an in-

_^___ acquaintance with the affairs of Scotland,

was appointed Treasurer -at-War and political

m

On the 17th of April the convention met at Edin-

MMtiBf of Con- burgh, when Cassillis appeared as

isailna 17th of the ambassador of the English
April, 16*6. monarch, and urged the nobles

to agree to the treaties of peace and marriage ;

saving them that their doing so would obliterate

from the king's mind the recollection of his recent

iajarias and every wish to avenge them.f This

Bttaaer of unfolding and advocating the negotia-
tion was, unfortunately, calculated to neutralise

the massage of conciliation ; and, characteristic as

H was of Henry's haughtiness, could not fail to

wottad the pride of the Scottish nobility. His
Union to '

injuries' displayed a want of candour
as well M an offensive tone of superiority, for the
Soots had sustained greater injuries at his hands
than they had inflicted upon him, the latter having
Wen also in self-defence, whilst the former were
*"*

*-
1>ae>U

*?'
for a&8re*sion- But t^ majority

in the convention were influenced by weightier
aMtirss than the impolitic and irritating language

Hery*e "gent They had obtained
satisfactory

nigauw that the French auxiliaries had em-
arkadj they were expecting a fleet of merchant-

rith ample cargoes of provisions; the
Farias V. had quarrelled with the
eoarch, and made proposals of alliance
Jand i and, in addition to those cheering
of great and varied assistance from the

Jfr* Pporters of national independence
- ** twogth from the recent victory.

UtetfcaBngUatt eansa had become more odious!w &
oftr^

which "lajBlai was em-
f powered to make was rejected by

the convention; the treaties of

J ware again declared to have been
1 1 and a resolution was agreed to that the

*
' '

:

'

friendship and aid of France should be cordiallr

accepted.* Of this unwelcome result Henry VIII.

was soon apprised by the Earl of Cassillis, who
also recommended the immediate invasion

Scotland.

Whenever Henry and his Scottish supporters
were thwarted in their policy they Hatred to Beaton,
threw the blame upon the able and and a con

crafty statesmanship of Beaton, *&**

who thus became the object of their most deadly

animosity. He had again quickly and effectually

crushed their rising projects ; and Henry, though
now resolved upon the alternative of war, encou-

raged a secret movement for the removal of Beaton

by assassination. The conspiracy originated with

Cassillis, was known to, and approved of, by the

Earls of Angus, Glencairn, Marischal, and Sir

George Douglas, and was communicated in the

mouth of May to Sir Ralph Sadler, through whom

intelligence of it soon reached the king and his

Privy Council. The conspirators sought from the

English monarch both protection against the corn

sequences to themselves, and reward for the advan-

tages which Henry would receive from the intended

crime. Their first idea in arranging the plot was

to send a confidential envoy to Sadler at Alnwick ;

but this was soon abandoned, and they requested
that an English prisoner of the name of Forster,

who could euter Scotland without exciting sus-

picions, should repair to a conference with them

at Edinburgh,f The royal sanction was at once

given to the despatch of Forster to Edinburgh ;
but

Henry did not wish to appear cognisant of the plot

against the Cardinal's life, though vehemently de-

sirous of its sure and speedy execution. " His

Majesty hath willed us," was the reply of the

Privy Council,
" to signify unto your lordship

[Earl of Hertford] that his highness, reputing the

fact not meet to be set forward expressly by His

Majesty, will not seem to have to do in it, and yet,

not misliking the offer, thinketh good that Mr.

Sadler, to whom that letter was addressed, should

write to the Earl of the receipt of his letter con-

taining such an offer, which he thinketh not conve-

nient to be communicated to the king's m

Marry, to write to him what he thinketh of the

matter, he shall say that, if he were in the Earl of

Cassillis's place, and were as able to do his i

good service there, as he knoweth him to bo, and

thinketh a right good will in him to do it, he

would surely do what he could for the execution of

it, believing verily to do thereby not only an

acceptable service to the king's majesty, but also a

special benefit to the realm of Scotland, and would

trust verily the king's majesty would consider his

service in the same : as you doubt not of his accu-.-

tomed goodness to those who serve him, but he

Cassillis to Henry VIII., April 20th, 1545. State Pap.^r

Office, referred to by Tytler, vol. v. p. 321.

t Privy Council" to the Earl of Hertford, dated Green-

wich, May 30th, 1545, relative to the proposition of tht

Earl of Cassillis for the assassination of Cardinal Beaton

MS. State Paper Office, referred to by Tytler,
vol. v
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would do the same to him." * The two instructions

message were strictly followed out. Foreter

Scotland, and Sadler sent a communication

sillis, applauding the object of the conspiracy
st Beaton, but affirming that the king neither

ticipated in nor knew of it. The envoy first

it to Dalkeith to Sir George Douglas, who

ly procured for him a meeting with the Earls of

and Cassillis; but these cautious nobles

Id not venture to proceed without a written

from Henry, which would secure for them

miry and recompense for the Cardinal's death ;

, therefore, whilst welcoming Forster, they ab-

stained from all allusions to the special design of

-sion, and satisfied themselves with fervent

.tions of their renewed fidelity to the

i cause. Sir George, however, was more

frank and explicit, and returned by Forster the

following message to the Earl of Hertford :
" He

willed me," says the envoy,
" to tell my Lord-Lieu-

tenant, that if the king would have the Cardinal

iead, if his grace would promise a good reward for

:he doing thereof, so that the reward were known
vvhat it should be, the country being lawless as it

is, he thinketh that that adventure would be

proved ;
for he saith the common saying is, the

Cardinal is the only occasion of the war, and is

;mally beloved in Scotland ; and then, if he were

>v that means how that reward should be

oaid." f The king's objections against seeming to

3e connected with the plot, and against mentioning

i::y price to be set upon Beaton's life, were not

>vercome
;
and the deed of assassination was left,

:ie present, unattempted.
In the month of May, and before this wicked

Arrival of a project was suspended, a French
French fleet with fleet arrived off the west coast,

large forces. with ft body of three tllousand in_

antry and five hundred horse, under the command
>f Sieur Lorges de Montgomerie, who, before disem-

>arking at Dumbarton, took precautions against
vice similar to that which had been prac-

i-cd on his countrymen by the Earl of Lennox.
The French were all the more cordially welcomed
>n its being known that they brought a consider-

ir-chest and a body-guard of one hundred
irchers to attend the Regent's person. The French

ving, completely unaware of the change that had

y come over the policy of the Douglases,
iad sent over to Angus the insignia of the order

St. Michael, in honour of the patriotism and
alour which he had shown at the battle of Ancrum
^loor, and of which a flattering account had been

nmsmitted to France by the Queen-dowager,f
A convention of the nobility of the kingdom was

;th held at Stirling, to deliberate on the

.* Lords of the Privy Council to Hertford, May 30th,
ate Paper Office, referred to by Tytler, voL v.

>r*s Beport. State Paper Office, referred to by
yUer, vol. v. pp. 323, 324.

.
I Intelligence by the Lord "WTiarton's espials, sent to the

of Hertford, June llth, 154-5. State Paper Office, re-
"Ted to by Tytler, vol. v. p. 326.

national movement* proper to be made far taking
full advantage of the powerful aid Csntealiaa *
of the French auxiliaries. It was ^'Hri^
agreed to maintain the alliance with Franc*. a*d
to concert and execute an inraaion of F,nf*td
their mutual enemy. There was a event under-

standing between the Rng^fah court and the Earl*
of CaosUlu, Angus, Gloncairn, and Sir George
Douglas, that no formal or public opposition ahowld
be offered to theee resolution* carried by the ~fa-
rity in the convention, but that apparent aeweJes-
cence and unanimity should be presenad. in otder
that better opportunities MHJ mean* might be
for treacherously frustrating, at the

crisis, the attempt upon RgUM Sir

Douglas, referring to the preparations that wooid
be made by the Scots, when assisted by the French,
for marching across the borders, gave the following
declaration to Forster :

'

By reason of the encou-

ragement of the Frenchmen and the fair largemaf
that the French king hath promised them by
Lorges Montgomerie, they are fully bent to fight".

But he [Sir George Douglas] saith, though that he
must needs be also there with them, he will do
them no good, but will do all that he can to stop
them ; and saith, that if they may be stopped since

they have made so gret braggis and arant to

Lorges Montgomerie, it would, as he *hl^h, pat

away all the Commons' hearts from them.'*

On the 9th of August, the Scottish host, as-

sembled by the Regent, presented The Ksgeaf
a truly formidable appearance 5 ktrinmnfm
and great expectations were en-

tertained of what would be achieved by thirty

thousand men, with three thousand and upward*
of the finest infantry and cavalry of Franca. Bat

both the van and the rear were under the com-

mand of the Douglases and their partisan*, who

were secretly pledged either to inaction or letreat.

The Earl of Hertford had also been vigilant in pro-

viding for the defence of the English Borders t and.

in such circumstances, the operations of the Scottish

army were likely to be feeble and desultory. O
the 10th of August, the Scots marched into Eag-

land, and set fire to a few Tillages and fatilii

places, but shrunk from more se-TbtivCrMtrf ifcs

rious attempts ; and, two days after,
'

commenced a rapid and most in-

glorious retreat.
"
Upon the 13th day of Aagai

says an old chronicle,
" the Scottish men en

thro' the deceit of George Douglas and

guard." f The sudden and disgraceful
dose e

Foretell Report. State Psper Oflse, ease* kfTjaX
vol. T. p. 325.

t Diurnal of Oceurrents, p. 40. ._
In the text we bar* Uken th iatw o

the ''Diurnal ;"

who wrote to

means of

sion wo
the letter

account corresponds as
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taw expedition was greatly disheartening to the

ptorK and indicated what a slight resistance

would be offered to the army of Hertford, which

was about to make a fierce and desolating cam-

paign in Scotland.

The Anglo-Scottish nobles, having thwarted

The FH of Regent Arran's incursion into

flactfort'i pro- England, urged that the Earl of

Pgritioiu- Hertford's invasion of Scotland

should immediately be commenced with an over-

whelming force, equipped for a war, and not for a

man inroad. The Douglases could not openly take

part in the movement which they recommended;
and with the view, probably, of securing themselves

gainst Henry's vengeance for such neutrality in

the field, they advised the leader of the invading

army to declare by proclamation that he ' came not

to injure the kingdom or any subject in it who

sought to promote the treaties of peace and marriage
between the two countries.' Hertford had enough
of enthusiasm as a soldier to have preferred a

regular and decisive war to a hasty incursion
; but

his royal master was both too impetuous and too

parsimonious to be pleased with the. idea of main-

taining, for months, a large army fighting in the

barren North. Preparations for an expedition,
both by land and sea, were far advanced. A
naval descent, to be undertaken by the Earl of

Lennox, on the west coast of Scotland, had been

sjrmnged with Donald, Lord of the Isles, and
Karl of Ron, who, on the 18th of August, passed
over to Knockfergus -in Ireland, with a fleet of
* hundred and eighty galleys carrying four thou-
sand men, who are described, in a despatch from

Irish Privy Council, as '

very tall men, clothed
* most part in habergeons of mail, armed
toog swords and long bows, but with few

To eo-operate with these auxiliaries, the
>mond was instructed to levy ten thousand

J gUowgUs.es. Lennox was appointed
command of the whole force

; but this
ltjon was ordered to be delayed, and
"Boned by Hertford to the' English

Hrtfirf luring notified to Cassillis, Glencairn,
", his expectation that they would

* vsjsrvTvr tiwi
other nobles withdrew

,
w u roost ooareniont for th ,;

.

^conreniont for the winter.

;
-, .., M j tirFj VO1( y^

^32ff^Ĥ rtTfi

t
to
r
ElrI of Hertforf;******CHB^ttS J*U*

join him with their vassals, began his march on

the 5th of September, and having Hertford's inva-

rapidly crossed the Borders, sat eion, 5th of

down before Kelso. The town, September.

which was entirely open, was speedily captured ;

but the abbey was bravely defended by the monks
and their vassals, and held out against the Spanish
mercenaries until Hertford's ordnance effected a

breach, through which the troops entered and put
the garrison to the sword. The army advanced in

its desolating progress. The Scottish earls had

declined to join the invaders before obtaining more

minute information respecting the course and re-

sults of the expedition ; and Hertford, prepared
for such a contingency, proceeded to lay waste,

with fire and sword, the extensive territories of

the neutral barons. The lands of the Douglases
were ravaged with special severity, and the poor

dependents of the soil massacred or reduced to

beggary. Melrose, Dryburgh, and Jedburgh,
with all the neighbouring villages, castles, and

farm-granges were pillaged, and then given to the

flames, and the wretched inhabitants who escaped
with their lives were left to perish of cold and

hunger.
Hertford assured King Henry that he had fat

outstripped all his predecessors in devastation

and that it was the opinion of the Border gentle-

men that so much damage had not been done ir

Scotland for the last hundred years.* Even those

of his men who were familiar with the barbaritic ;

which had been inflicted in the beginning of th

year by Sir Ralph Eure shuddered at Hertford'

revolting orders, and were so reluctant to execut

these, that he suspecting their lenient tendencu

placed a body of more hardened savages

hundred wild Irish soldiers to glean behind thcr.

in the harvest of desolation, and to make barrenncs

more bare and ruin more ghastly.

During this cruel inroad the Scots remainc

almost wholly inactive. The Earls The in:;

of Huntly and Argyle, dreading a of thc Scots

surprise from Lennox and the Lord of the LsU

contented themselves with guarding their own pn
vinces. Angus now tamely bore injuries

-whir)

some months before, had stirred his wrath an

prompted the most sanguinary retaliation. 1!

indeed, made a show not of resistance but

reprisals, and accompanied a body of ten thousa:

Scots, levied by the Regent, into England, wlit:

after burning a single village, he advised an r,

mediate retreat on the first appearance oi

force of English Borderers.f As often happi

with those who want the resolution to

themselves, the Scots were also deserted 1

of their French allies, who went over to Hertfoi

He waited for instructions from the ki' 1

whether or not he should receive them : and Hem

through his Privy Council, after dwelling on t

Letter, Earl of Ilertford and his council to the kii.

Warkworth, September 18. State Paper Office.

t Diurnal of Occurrents, p. 40. Letter of Hertford i

his Council, September 18. State Paper Office,

vol. T. p. 331.
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general impolicy of putting any trust in French-

m, characteristically suggested that any future

Tiers should be urged to prove their sincerity
some important achievement, which would
a ' notable damage or displeasure to the

emy' such as '

trapping or killing the Cardinal,

;,
the Governor, or some other man of esti-

tion, whereby it can appear that they bear

y good will to serve, which thing,' adds the

,

' if they shall have done, your lordship may
imise them not only to accept the service, but

to give them such reward as they shall have
cause to be therewith right well contented.'

The English commander soon saw that his troops
Hertford's began themselves to suffer from
retreat. the famine which their savage in-

had spread over the richest districts of Scot-

d. Provisions and plunder alike were failing

m, and a retreat was inevitable. This, at every
',
was signalized by acts of the most wanton

truction ;
and towers and villages, hi which

:re was nothing to pillage, were burnt down,

lome Castle was impregnable and defied all as-

ts, but other towers and forts were razed to

ground ; and as, on entering the Merse, he had

ibed the inhabitants of their property, so now,

leaving it, he sought to deprive them of all

s of safety and security. On the 23rd of

pteinber he reached Horton, and on dismissing
forces placed his Italian and Spanish merce-

ies in the Border garrisons. The campaign had

ly lasted fifteen days ; but its merciless character,

and the energy with which it was conducted, are

attoti'd by the fact that, during that short period,

the English army burnt seven monasteries and re-

ligious houses, sixteen castles and towers, five

market-towns, two hundred and forty-three villages,

thirteen mills, and three hospitals, f

At a parliament, summoned by the Regent and

Meeting of par-
held at Stirling immediately after

liament at the Earl of Hertford's retreat, the

Stirling. Earl of Lennox and fog brother,

the Bishop of Caithness, were proclaimed traitors.

As this proceeding had been expected, and as it

involved the forfeiture and division of the exten-

sive and valuable estates of the earl, and the ap-

propriation of his brother's bishopric, the meet-

ing of the three estates was very numerously

attended, probably because the nobles were all

equally anxious to obtain their share of the for-

feited estates. Argyle, in acknowledgment of

his eminent fidelity to the interests of the govern-
-cceived the largest portion; and Hnntly
d some of the possessions for himself and

'he bishopric of Caithness for his brother. J The

less condition of the country also came

; 'arliament, and it was resolved that a thou-

sand horsemen should be raised for the protection
of the Borders, to be commanded by the ablest and

^
*

Privy Council to Earl of Hertford. State Paper Office.

j'ytler. vol. v.
p. 332.

r Hityues's State Papers, p. 52.

of the Scottish Parliament, vol. ii. pp. 458. 4-59.

Diurnal of Occurrents, p. 41. Keith's Catalogue, p. 128.

VOL. 1.

bravest of the Border bum, and to be

by a tax of sixteen thousand pounds pav*hk7 by
the three estate*. An ""JlHial fare* el a tho*
rand men WM also ordered to be levied, and to b
maintained at the expeoae of France. To preawo
larger subsidies for muting tbe eacroaduaoato of
England, Cardinal Beaton, k was reported, wa*
about to accompany LorfM to Franco.
News of the Cardinal

1

, inteeded joam*y . aad of
his having also gained ovar many of tbe ft
nobles to consent to a marriage
young sovereign and the Regent's no, who WM
kept by Beaton as a hostage in the eaetlo of ft.

Andrew's, and trained under hit

superintendence, reached Henry MIL, and
him to new efforts. His captive, Lord NUrweU.
was owner of three important and

pregnable castles Caerlaverock,
Throve

; and the king was bent on laving hold of
these fortresses and garrisoning thorn with Eagttdi
soldiers, that they might become eonvenieat rally.

ing-points for his partizans who were seattoied over
the country. He was equally anTJffin that the

postponed descent upon the west coast by the Earl

of Lennox and the Lord of the Isle* should now be

set about vigorously. The former pcejaot st-

eamed. Lord Maxwell had, from first to last, ia

the course of the negotiations for peace and mar-

riage, temporized between the rights and libertie*

of Scotland and the tyrannical

land; and, for his want of fidelir

the latter, Henry had violently threatened

with close confinement in the Tower of

The baron's humble offer to prove himsrtf a ' trat

Englishman,' by serving under Hertford agiiaH

Scotland, and wearing the red cross on his annoar.

was not satisfactory to the monarch, who, at last.

succeeded. in extorting from him the deiieiy of

Caerlaverock, as the price of hi* liberty, f This

was an acquisition which promised the speedy

realization of the monarch's decign to maintain

several English garrisons in the enemy's euvatlf.

In the beginning of November,

however, Regent Arran beaieged

and took Caerlaverock and tho

other two fortresse* belonging to Maxwtfl.
^wbi

is Enlish confederate*, wa* captured aadwith his English confederate*,

imprisoned in Dumfries. Those important istoan

holds were thus not only letovered from
the Eaflhfc*

but also alienated from a family of. at

ful loyalty. Mortified at thi we .

signal failure of a scheme fro which I

fidently expected great advantage*. Hear

all the more resolutely and enerfatM

other project the invasion of the wa*

the Earl of Lennox. Hut in thu, ton, he wa <

tined to be disappointed. Donald, Lord

Diurnal ;

.
conform to the muld taxstx.

extent eight shilling*. s of

*****&
to SecreUrr IH^tt, July

Office. DiarnmIo/OetntBls,F. 41.
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luring tarried in Ireland for some time, in

looking for the arrival of Lennox, whose

__sjee had been required in Hertford's camp,

had returned with his powerful fleet to his own

dominion*, and died quietly in his bed. His suc-

cessor. Janet Macconnell,

"

Lord of Dunyveg, in-

herited his bitter hostility to the Scots, and hoped

i*o to earn his English pension. Lennox, having

WCB informed by the Earl of Glencairn that cir-

ettMtances were propitious to an enterprise for the

feeorery of Dunbarton Castle, sol off in haste to

Inland, and despatched his brother, the ex-bishop

of Caithness, to employ all his craft to prevail upon
the keeper of the castle to surrender. He also put

kiawelf in communication with the new Lord of

Lawn veto oat
*^e ^es' Taking the command

fast Dublin with of the two thousand men who had
* ***Vl^ ^"~

previously been levied by the Earl
' ^^' of Onnond, he sailed from Dublin

on the 17th of November with a larger squadron
than had left Ireland for the last two hundred

year*. Precipitate as this movement unquestion-

ably wa (for he had not waited for the return of

the envoy whom he had sent to the Lord of the

Isles, and could not therefore be sure of early

aooafh co-operation from that distant quarter), it

was anticipated by the Regent and Cardinal Beaton,

who, with unusual alertness, adopted prompt and

vigorous measures to defeat it They had been

apprised of the visit of the deposed bishop and his

into the castle of Dunbarton, and at

falbtttOth*

. .

once conjectured the object of his visit They
lost no tine in besieging the fortress, which, how-

ever, maintained its old reputation
for strength, and, for a time, re-

sisted all the assaults made upon
it by the forces of Arran, Huntly,
Force havbg failed, the besiegers
potent influence of bribes, which, at

overcame not only the ecclesiastic, but also

Stirling of Glorat, who, it will be
on a former occasion had shown him-

TWptihljr honest, and who but recently had
brad that he would hold out the castle against
parties alike until his mistress, the Queen of

1 be of ago to demand it for herself.*
'

this important capture must have
in time to warn him that his

*ould be useless, for the

approached the coast, and it is

r it returned to Dublin or made

TV reoklaes haste of Lennox had deprived him
1-Mw of the Lord of the Isles, whose

the English cause, and anxiety
ith the earl on its behalf, was not

t beginning of the
followingb to Henry, urging that Lennox

th an army to the Isle of
liere all his own forces and

rous kinsmen and allies would be

ready to join him.* This communication reached

Henry in the middle of Feb'-uary 1545-6; and, im-

portant as it would then be held, the attention of

the English monarch must have been soon diverted

from any decision relative to it by the startling
events which took place in Scotland.

Cardinal Beaton had become widely obnoxious.

The nation at large was as yet by no means fully
imbued with the doctrines of the Protestant faith

;

yet the simplicity and truthfulness of its principles
were appreciated by great numbers of the Scottish

people, and their feelings were shocked by the in-

tolerance and cruel persecutions of the hierarchy.

Beaton had long sought with unrelenting severity to

extirpate heresy ; and Regent Arran's conversion

had greatly increased his power, and whetted his

desire to preserve the dominancy of the old religion,

and to crush every attempt at innovation. He was
fast rising above control ; and, when free to carry
out his ecclesiastical tyranny, what appalling scenes

might be enacted ! In proportion as open resistance

to his policy had been punished and overawed did

secret fear and hatred increase and spread through-
out the kingdom. The Cardinal was specially odious

to those of the Scottish barons who were engaged
to support the schemes of Henry VIII. His subtle

and vigorous statesmanship had frustrated their

designs and countermined all intrigues until they
were weary of plotting; whilst Henry was in-

furiated at the consequent delay in the fulfil-

ment of their pledges. From the castle of St.

Andrew's there swiftly and surely glanced forth

detection and ruin upon the deliberations that had

engrossed the most anxious attention and care of

the English court and Privy Council, with all their

agents and abettors. The Scottish barons, unpa-
triotic as they were, did not wish to establish

Henry's unrighteous claims otherwise than by

diplomacy. They had, indeed, occasionally advised

armed inroads ; but they shrunk from the prospect
of Scotland being placed under English rule by

conquest. As long as Beaton lived, all diplomacy,
which had for its object the realization of the do-

signs of the English court, seemed to be utterly

vain
; and the barons had, for some time back, en-

tertained a scheme for getting rid of their dreaded

foe by assassination.

Henry was more than favourable to this nefa-

rious project, but was unwilling to have his name

associated with its execution. It was followed,

as it had also been preceded, by the conspi:

Crichton, the Laird of Brunston. In the month

of July, 1545, this baron opened communication

with Sir Ralph Sadler 'touching the killing of

the Cardinal
;

' and passages in Sadler's reply de-

serve quotation, as showing the shrewd English-

man's opinion of the strangely-mixed character of

his correspondent. Sadler hints at a ' reward
'

for the deed
; but also notices, with emphasis, the

'

glory to God '

that would accrue. " In one part,"

*
Privy Council of Ireland to the Privy Council of Eng-

land, 16th February, 1546, with the Lord' of theK
inclosed. State Paper Office. Tytler, vol. v. p. 338.
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writes Sadler,
" of your said letters, I note chiefly

that certain gentlemen, being your friends, have

ottered, for a small sum of money, to take him out

of the way, that hath been the whole impediment
and let to all good purposes there, so that they

ight be sure to have the king's majesty their

lord, and that his majesty would reward them
the same. Of this I judge that you mean the

inal, whom I know to be so much blinded to

own affection to France, that, to please the

.e, he seeth not, but openly contemneth all

ings tending to the weal and benefit of his own

try; and, indeed, hitherto he hath been the

ly cause and worker of all your mischief, and
if he continue, be undoubtedly the utter ruin

d confusion of the same. Wherefore, I am of

iur opinion, and, as you write, think it to be

:eptable service to God to take him out of the

ay, who in such sort doth not only as much as in

is to obscure the glory of God, but also to con-

iund the common weal of his own country. And
albeit, the king's majesty, whose gracious nature

and goodness I know, will not, I am sure, have to

do with this matter touching your said Cardinal,

for sundry considerations: yet, if you could so

work the matter with these gentlemen, your friends,

who have made that offer, that it may take effect,

tu shall undoubtedly do therein good service both

God and his majesty, and a singular benefit to

iur country. Wherefore, like as if I were in your
:e, it should be the fii-st thing I would earnestly

empt, thinking thereby for the respect aforesaid

iefly to please God and to do good to my country,
d if the execution of this matter do rest only

upon the reward of the king's majesty to such as

shall be the executors of the same, I pray you ad-

vertise me what reward they do require, and if it

be not unreasonable, because I have been in your

country, for the Christian zeal that I have to the

common weal of the same, I will undertake it shall

be paid immediately upon the act executed, though
I do myself bear the charge of the same, which I

would think well employed. Thus I write to you
mine own mind in this matter, as one that would
be glad to give you such advice, as whereby you
should do that service to God, the king's majesty,
and your own native country, as might also be to

your own profit and good fame."* In October of

the same year, Brunston sent several communica-
tions to England, with the intention of drawing
forth the pledge of protection and reward from the

king. In this, however, he, like the Earl of Cassillis,

failed, and the enterprise was abandoned. In con-

sequence of this reluctance on the part of Henry to

give a definite promise of a reward, the Scottish

barons in the interest ofEngland allowed the matter

to drop ; and the few persons of rank, who, loathing
Beaton's persecuting character, sought to remove
him by assassination, appear to have determined

not to attempt the unjustifiable deed, unless under

the express sanction of the English Privy Council,

*
Sir Ealph Sadler to the Laird of Brunston. State

Paper Office. Tytler. Appendix, p. 385.

as a sort of substitute for that legal
of the Cardinal's crimes, wh.
obtain in Srotlund.

There is no evidence whatever of what ia repeat*
cclly alle-ed by

N
, that flsstsa UauiU

Beaton was aware of the various sf DM kfass

undeveloped plots against his life, *** av

far lees that he had been mad* acquainted with
the names of the hesitating conspirator*. The
allegation is intended as an apology far his trial

and execution of the celebrated George Wiehart.
who, as being in some degree personally intimate
with the Laird of Brunston, is, w ith almost as little

evidence, alleged to have known and approved of
the plots against the Cardinal. It is raficieat to

indicate here, that no proof is extant for the pre-
text that the persecutor was informed of the exist-

ence of such plots, or suspected that XVuhart waa
in any way connected with them; and U will

afterwards be seen that this connection, unsus-

pected by the Cardinal, is now and ever incredible,

unless by those who will hang, on a mere thread

of the weakest circumstantial evidence, a judgment
which in itself would require the very

testimony, and which is repudiated by
racteristic of Wishart 's memorable career.

George Wishart, of Pitarrow, in Mearns, kept a
school for some time in Montrose, where he taught
his pupils to read the New Testament in the origi-

nal language. On account of the persecution to

which this exposed him, he was compelled to take

refuge in England, and prosecuted hi* studies at

the University of Cambridge, where he was dis-

tinguished for his learning and his gentle and

amiable disposition. He had early embtaced the

principles of the Protestant faith ; and it was their

religious, not their political, bearings, which en-

grossed his study in youth, as they subsequently

formed the absorbing theme of his preaching. He

returned to Scotland in the summer of 1543, in the

company of the commissioners who were sent by

Henry VIII. to arrange the treaties of peace and

marriage. The eloquence and teal which he die-

played in preaching the doctrines of the Reforma-

tion soon rendered him an objct-f of jeakwuj and

dislike to the Romish priesthood, and he twice

narrowly escaped assassination. For a time he was

protected by a trusty band of armed follower*. * ho

watched assiduously over his welfare ; but he waa

ultimately obliged to take refuge in West Lofhiaa.

where some of the Protestant lairds toncaaled

by turns in their houses. In the beginning of I

Beaton to whom Wishart was particularl;

ious hearing that the preacher
was al

determined on his apprehension.
The Earl <

well, who was then devoted to the U

Cardinal, submitted to become the instr

hand for entrapping the gentle
and labonoe* m<

and suddenly surrounded the house e

under cover "of night, while the CaitbaeJ 1

remained at a short distance with a b

hundred men. Wishart surrendered upooi

assurance that his life would be pared-,
bat I



van eoon after treacherously delivered him up to

fjat-ip. who conveyed his prisoner to St. Andrew's,

id east him into a dungeon in his castle. The

Hqpat, who was averse to bloodshed, refused to

gnat a commission to a civil judge to try Wishart ;

M-t.^Hit of but the unscrupulous Primate was

WHhsrt not on that account to be balked

of hie prey. He summoned a council of the bishops

sad abbots at St Andrew's, and, on his own autho-

rity, brought Wiahart to trial as a heretic. He

was, of course, found guilty and condemned to the

-t-lrm i sentence which was carried into execution

oo the following day, 28th March, 1546.

The execution of Wishart was as impolitic as it

Hiemet oaths was barbarous, and the cruel fate

Bvbliemiod. of the martyr excited deep and

general indignation against his murderer. The

clergy, indeed, warmly applauded the deed, and

declared that if the same severity and vigour had

been shown at an earlier period, the evils which

now affected the church and the realm would have

been averted. But the reforming party naturally

regarded the death of Wishart as a murder com-

mitted under the forms of law. Some, at least, of

their number were not slow to conclude that it

would be an act of lawful vengeance to cut off his

wicked persecutor and destroyer; and there can

be no doubt that the conspiracy against the life of

the Cardinal derived great strength from the

popular feeling which the execution of Wishart

had excited.

Meanwhile, Beaton, confident in his position, and

apparently quite unconscious of his danger, was

cagaged in strengthening himself by forming
family alliances, and procuring bonds of ' manrent'
from many of the most powerful nobles. Soon
after the death of Wishart, he went into Angus, and
was present at the marriage of Margaret, one of
hie natural daughters, to David Lindsay, Master of
Crawford. The nuptials were celebrated with

great megnlftteoc* at Finhaven Castle, the Cardinal

away the bride in person bestowing
the princely dowry of four thousand
In the midst of the marriage festivities.

' reached him that King Henry meditated
km of the east coast of Scotland ; and,

fearing lest his own castle of St. Andrew's might
uprvpared for resistance, he returned home in

1 immediately set about the erection of
fortifications. He also summoned a
toe barons, whose estates lay near the

o-operete with him in making prepara-
thedefa of the country. Nor did he,

* hie exertion, to repel the attacks of
a*ies,OTeriook hie domestic foes. Knox
that the purpose of the Cardinal at this

contract of
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time was to put to death or imprison the Master of

Rothes, John Lesley, the Lairds of Grange father

and son, Sir James Leannont, of Darsie, Provost
of St. Andrew's, along with several other leaders

of the reformed party.* His blood-thirsty schemes,
however, were destined soon to be terminated.

Norman Lesley, Master of Rothes, had, until

very lately, been one of the Cardinal's most

powerful supporters, and had even granted to him
a bond of ' manrent.' But a private quarrel which
now occurred rendered them mor- Quarrel between
tal enemies. Beaton, on the pro- the Cardinal and

mise of a valuable equivalent, had Norman Lesley,

obtained from the young baron the estate of

Easter Wemyss, in Fife.f In the meeting at St.

Andrew's, when reminded of his promise, and

requested to fulfil it, he gave an equivocal reply,
which led first to remonstrances and then to an

angry altercation. Norman declared that he had

been circumvented by fraud, and the prelate com-

plaining that his dignity had been insulted by a

raw stripling.J They separated with expressions of

mutual hatred. Norman immediately repaired to

his uncle, John Lesley, who had already threatened

vengeance for the blood of the martyr Wishart,
and complained to him of the injury which he had

received from Beaton. The uncle and nephew
called into their counsels Kirkaldy of Grange,
James Melville, and several other associates, and,

after a secret consultation, it was determined that

the Cardinal should be put to death without delay.

On the evening of Friday, the 28th of May, the

conspirators proceeded quietly to Assassination of

St. Andrew's
;
and though forming Cardinal Bea

in all but a small band, they
29th ol Ma

-
v '
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travelled in three detachments, and at different,

hours. Kirkaldy of Grange was the first to enter

the town. He was followed by Norman Lesley,

who arrived in the evening, with only five

followers. John Lesley, whose hatred of the Car-

dinal was well known, did not make his appearance
at the rendezvous until after nightfall. The con-

spirators were only sixteen in nmrnber a band

strong enough, perhaps, to waylay and seize the

Cardinal's person, on one of his short journeys, as

had been at one time proposed, but apparently

quite inadequate to surprise him in his own we'll

fortified and carefully guarded castle. But e

gem made up for the want of force. Next morning
at daybreak, the conspirators assembled in the

churchyard of the cathedral, and, after completing
their arrangements, broke up into small, detached

groups, and approached the castle. For weeks the

erection of the additional fortifications had 1

energetically earned on, the masons and other

artisans labouring as long as daylight lasted, and

resuming their operations at earliest dawn.
r

lhe

drawbridge had been lowered to admit the work-

* "This cnterprize was disclosed after his slaughter,

partly by letters and memorialls found in his chamber, bu

plainely'affirmed by such as were of the counscll." Knox i

Btufety, p. 11.

t Spottiswood's History, p. 82.
*

Buchanan, book iv. chap. 40-
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men ;
and Kirkaldy of Grange, with six men,

entered, and inquired if the Cardinal wa
D.\\ ake. Whilst the porter was thus held in con-

Cation, Norman Lesley, Melville, and their com-

pany, passed the gates without attracting notice ;

but, on perceiving John Lesley, who followed, the

porter instantly suspected treason, and, rushing to

the drawbridge, unloosed its fastening, and had

nearly succeeded in raising it, when Lesley, by
leaping across the gap, secured an entrance.* In

a moment the porter was knocked down, robbed of

the keys of the castle, and thrown into the moat,
before he could give the alarm. With equal

despatch and quietness, the separate groups of

workmen on the ramparts were led to the gate and
dismissed. Kirkaldy of Grange, who was familiar

with all the passages and communications of the

!e, immediately placed himself as guard at a

private postern, through which alone the' Cardinal

could now escape, whilst the other conspirators went
to the chambers occupied by the gentlemen form-

ing the household of the prelate, awoke them, and,

threatening them with instant death if they made

any outcry, put them oiie by one out at the gate.
In this manner the handful of conspirators expelled
more than a hundred workmen and fifty domestics,

and were complete masters of the castle. Their

triumphant shouts awoke the Cardinal from his

slumbers, and, putting on a night-gown, he. hurried

to the window, and inquired what the bustle

meant. On learning that the castle had been taken

by Norman Lesley, he rushed to the private

postern ; but, finding it guarded, he fled back to

his bed-chamber, seized his ' two-handed sword,'

and, with the help of his page, barricaded the door

with chests and other heavy articles of furniture.

John Lesley now approached the chamber and de-

manded admittance. ' Who calls ?
'
said the Car-

dinal. ' My name is Lesley,' was the reply.
' Is

that Norman ?
'

farther inquired the unhappy pre-

late, probably hoping to awaken in Norman's breast

the kindly and reverential feelings which the

young baron had once cherished towards him.
'

Nay,' said the conspirator,
' my name is John.'

'I will have Norman,' exclaimed Beaton, 'for

he is my friend.' ' Content yourself/ returned

Lesley,
' with such as are here, for other you shall

have none.'

Norman appears to have stood aloof, probably
from an unwillingness to take part in, or to witness

the murder of, a defenceless priest, with whom he

had formerly been united in the closest alliance,f

* This is the order of entrance given bv Knox and the

old historians. It was in keeping with tlie sagacity with

which the plot was laid and executed, that the least sus-

pected of the conspirators should first enter the castle. Mr.

Tytler (vol. v. p. 353) makes Norman Lesley the firrt to

pass the gates. There is no authority for this change.
t A dagger, said by family tradition to have been worn

bv Norman Lesley on this occasion, is preserved at Leslie

House. The sheath is of silver, richly chased, and the

handle of ivorv, studded with star-like silver nails. The
blade is somewhat raised in the centre, and is altogether a

deadly looking weapon. Though Norman did not actively

assist in the murder of Cardinal Beaton, it is
possible

that,

when the deed was done, he may have struck his dagger into

then called!

hrn it

rrorned that ad

d. John Lesley.
bed in, tod Bra-

Two of the band Jamee Melville aad Peter Chr*
A ith John Lesley in rtesaiitlia to

force open the .i.,, r . which, being newive tad
strong, resisted all their eflbrta. Pntim,

'ling a box of gold mttr a knp of
which lay in a corner of the room,* began to
hard for a promise that his life

'Will ye save my life?' asked be. 'It mar be
that we will,* was the equivocal reply of Lesley.

'"intJrirrd Cardinal, 'swear
ll!lt " < wound*, and I will oprn the door
unto you.' It that was mid U unsaid.' ex-
claimed John I . jfcd a t the delay, and
withdrawn- -

,. Terr ambigooM Pstdf*
which he had

j\\

to be brought am!

unlocked by the Card

mittance could no longer be

with Carmichacl

ton sat down on a chair crying out,
'

I am a priest,
I am a priest, ye will not slay me!' Hit priest-

hood, however, afforded no protection from the
assault of his implacable enemies. It waa asso-

ciated in their minds with the harihest intoler-

ance and the most cruel persecution, and especially
with that 'burnt-offering' which, but two month*

previously, had been seen smoking within a few

yards of the spot where they then stood. Disre-

garding his entreaties for mercy, Lesley and Car-

michael repeatedly struck at him ; but Melville,

whom Knox describes as a man ' of a nature most

gentle and most modest.'f rebuked them far their

violence and impetuosity, and drew them hack

from the wounded prelate, whose life he wished to

take with sacrificial soli ; . his

judgment of God,' said he,
'

although it be

ought to be done with greater prerity ;* and pre-

senting the point of his sword to the- wounded pre-

late, with judicial sternness thus addressed him :

'

Repent thee of thy former wicked life, hot espe-

cially of the shedding of the blood of that notable

instrument of God, Mr. George WUhart, which.

albeit the flame of fire consumed before men. yet

cries it for vengeance upou thee, and we from God

are sent to revenge it. For

protest, that neither the hafrcd c>:

love of thy riches, nor the fear of any trouble the*

the corpse, to identify himself with the ether

and take a full diare of their rMpoBsftiUty .

subsequently distinfuishsd aim-

against the tjnperor, and his faUsat sea*
rnent fought near Cambrsy, in MM, *

:.-, a contemporary .
*

rode up the hill on a ndr, grer Mem)
coat of black velvet hiseoat of

"g^^*^.^*,
deevesrfmaU. He chargsd siyty of ^sey>sheiesasea

armed with culnrins, foUod fcf e

He struck five from thr hoc-. ** qesr_
ess*

he ssw a company of sfeamea eieMj

oTto^'s^sSiWttwas cmrried to the kinf ew '

after."

Knox, p. 78.
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couldcst have done to me in particular, moved or

moveth me to strike thee ;
but only because thou

hast been and remainest an obstinate enemy

gainst Christ Jesus and his holy Evangel.'*

Having thus spoken, he passed his sword twice or

thrice through the body of the Cardinal, who fell

down and expired, exclaiming,
' I am a priest, I

am a priest; fie, fie, all is gone!' words as pro-

phetic of the downfal of the Romish Church as

if they had come from the lips of saint or martyr.

Meanwhile, the workmen and domestics, who

Alarm of the had been expelled from the castle,

townsmen. were raising an alarm in the town.

The inhabitants, startled out of their slumbers by
the ringing of the common bell and the unusual

shouts in the streets, rushed out of their houses,

and were appalled by the news that the castle was

taken. The prosperity of St. Andrew's was closely

connected with its ecclesiastical superiority, and

the princely magnificence of the primate's expen-
diture had, no doubt, rendered him popular with

the inhabitants of the city.f On hearing of the

capture of the castle, several hundreds of the

townspeople, headed by the provost, hurried to

the side of the moat, crying out,
' What have ye

done with my Lord Cardinal ?
' ' Let us see my

Lord Cardinal.' Some insisted on scaling-ladders

being brought that an entrance might be forced.

The conspirators, appearing at the windoAvs and

battlements, advised them to disperse immediately
and quietly, for

'

he, whom they called the Cardinal,
had received his reward, and, in his own person,
would trouble the world no more.'J But the

The Cardinal's townsmen cried out the more
corpse shown to

angrily,
' We shall never depart

the mob.

Lesley then taunted them bitterly as ' unreason-
able fools,' who wished to speak with a dead man

;

and, dragging the Cardinal's bleeding body to a

window, hung it by a sheet over the wall. '

There,'
aid he, is your god ; and, now that ye are satis-

fied, get you home to your houses !

'

a command
which was instantly obeyed by the terror-stricken

multitude.

Knox adds, "Now, because the weather was hot

(for it was in May, as ye have heard), and his
funeral could not suddenly be prepared, it was
thought best to keep him from stinking, to give
him great salt enough, a cope of lead, and a corner
in the bottom of the sea-tower (a place where
many of God's children had been imprisoned
before), to await what exequies his brethren the

bishops would prepare for him."
||

Kn-.x. p. 73; I.-lcy. p. 191.

t At tlii* time, the town of St. Andrew's afforded em-
ployment to

tixty or seventy bakers and as many brewers.
At the Scnzje fair, which was held annually within the
Tiorjr and lasted fifteen days, the harbour was filled with
from two to three hundred vessels from Flanders, Holland,
tnnr-p, anl other continental countries.

1 Kn-.x. p. 73.

itwood's History, p. 83.
knox p. 73. The "bottom of the sea-tower" is now
a called "the bottle dungeon," from its peculiar con-

The keep, or dungeon, is at the north-west
f the quadrangle of the castle, and is approached by

Thus perished Cardinal David Beaton in the

fifty-second year of his age, while at the height
his vast power and in the full vigour of his

gr<

abilities. At no previous period of his career

he been so formidable, though, even if his

nation is not to be regarded as a proof that his

recent accession of power involved danger to him-

self, it may be conjectured that his increasing

oppression would ere long have been felt to be in-

tolerable, and that many hostile weapons, grasped

by men sorely wearied with the burden of his

tyranny, and, indeed, driven to madness by his

cruelties, would have stopped his persecuting course,

and dealt out the vengeance which Lesley's dagger

anticipated. It may be doubted whether the com-

plete ascendancy which he had recently gained,
and which he was certain to have used despotically

against the obnoxious nobles and the whole body
of Reformers, could have lasted more than a few

months, in the event of his having escaped tiie

conspiracy to which he fell a victim. Had the

first attempt against his life failed, many others

would have been made to rid the country of his

insatiable cruelty towards all who dared to thwart

his schemes or to think for themselves in matters

of religion.

That the deed which gave deliverance to Scot-

land must be stigmatized as murder no one can

doubt; at the same time, in passing sentence of con-

demnation on the murderers, we must not forget

the situation in which they were placed. Some

at least of their number had not only grievous

wrongs to redress, but precautions to take for the

protection of their lives ; and it is certain that the

law, which was entirely under Beaton's r.

ment and control, would have given them no satis-

faction for the past, and no assurance of safety lor

the future
;
and that, at any moment, their un-

scrupulous adversary could pervert that la\v for

their destruction. They and the Reforme; -

appear, however, as a body, to have had no kuow-

lege of, or share in, the deed which was tlu

of delivering them,) felt that he was an enemy
who would hesitate at no means to destro;

and that they and he instead of being lik>

parties in the same country, who could appeal for

adjudication to an impartial authority, were like

two hostile nations, which must not onh

quarrel by force of arms, but be each rtaih

defence, to anticipate the movements of tlu

The sixteen conspirators did to Beaton just what l:e

would have done to them under cover of law.

is not wonderful, then, that the Scottish Reformers,

though not implicated in the conspiracy.

two very narrow entries. The apartment is thirtc

diameter, and is surmounted by an arched dor

descends from the centre, cut out of solid :

dismal chasm, to the depth of twenty-sevei
in diameter at top, and gradually expanding: to the diameter

of seventeen feet at bottom."" Roger's HMorij of >

Andrew's, p. 92. After the surrender of the castle me
Cardinal's body -was privately interred in the couvenl

the Blackfriars, St. Andrew's.' In all probability,
it D

what is now the playground of the Madras School, a fe

yards to the west of the ruined chapel of the convent.
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have gladly hailed its successful result. A bloody
ersecutor had been taken away, and that at a
ic when his enmity was becoming every day

lore inveterate, and its indulgence more easy,
was natural for men who lived in almost hourly
-ad of his machinations to feel relieved on hcar-

the news of his death, and not to investigate

ery minutely the morality of the conspiracy by
"lich he had fallen. It has been justly said, that

Hen he who uses the sword to maintain his

lions perishes by the sword, there is certainly

great occasion for sorrow or regret among good
en. The sentiments of the great majority of the

ittish people, in regard to the murder of the

linal, were probably in unison with those ex-

essed by Sir David Lindsay :

"As for the Cardinal, I grant,
He was the man we weel could want,
And we'll forget him soon !

And yet I think the sooth to say,

Although the loon is weel away,
The deed was foully done."

As might have been expected, the murder of

Consternation of Beaton produced the greatest con-

the clergy. sternation among the clergy and
the faction which favoured an alliance with France.

Its consequences, rather than its character, occupied
their attention

;
and the removal of the man, on

whose energy and skill they rested all their hopes of

maintaining both the ancient faith and the ancient

leagues, filled them with indescribable alarm.

They felt that a terrible crisis had been brought
about by this untoward event; and, engrossed
with its probable results, and with the measures

which ought to be adopted for their own protection
and the security of the church, they left to modern

sentimentalists the duty of lamenting the cruel

fate of the Cardinal, and denouncing his murderers.

The Queen-dowager had, for many months back,

Feelings of the Deen personally estranged from

Regent and the Beaton, through his successful ex-

Queen-dowager. ertions to oppose her ciaims on the

regency of the kingdom ;
but his death was such a

blow to the interests of their common party, that

she was ready to sanction and encourage active

proceedings against the conspirators. The Re-

gent, though, perhaps, not greatly displeased at

being freed from an imperious dictation which, if it

spared him the trouble of thinking and deciding for

himself on national affairs, must have subjected him

,

to considerable mortification, knew that decency

required him to express his horror at the deed of

nation, whilst the fact that his youthful son

and heir was in the castle of St. Andrew's and at
'

the mercy of Norman Lesley and his associates, fur-

nished him with a powerful motive to take prompt
and vigorous steps for the reduction of the fortress.

There seems, indeed, to have been such mode-

Convention of the
ration in thc P " ? b

?
th f ^

nobility
and Regent and the Queen-dowager, at

clergy, 10th of this time, for the promotion of
'

public order and quiet, that the re-

presentatives of the various parties in the State

were strongly disposed towards a reconciliation.

The absence of Ik-aton*. violent spirit had already
produced a salutary effect A convention of the
lords, spiritual and temporal. was held at

Stirttafon the 10th of June, and wa* nnmcrotulr attendee!

by the leaden of the long-contending fatiena.
TinTO were preacnt, the Bishop* of Orkney and
Gull,m ;orU of Angtu, llantly. ArgjU,
Hothwcll, Glencairn, and Sutherland i the Cam-
mendator of Kelso, the Ahbota of Melnw. Paialey.
Dunfermlim-, Cuper, Crowrrgal, Drybnrfh, and'

Culross, with the Lords Fleming. Hut htm, Max-
well, Somcrvillo, Hay of liiliamaUh,
Klphinstun, l.i\i::_--r.ri. Knkine, Sir OeMga
Douglas, and Sir William Hamilton. Coon*.
sions were made by both partiea for tin prp"tt of

promoting unanimity. On the one htind, to con-
ciliate the Douglases and those baron* who had
been in favour of the English *UitiKtt Regent
Arran renounced the contract of marriage between
the young queen and his son, to which he had
been advised by the late Cardinal, and annulled

the 'bands,' or feudal engagement*, by which

many of the barons were pledged to aee that eon-

tract carried into effect, whilst the written obliga-

tions, under which other nobles had com* to th*

Queen-dowager, to oppose such a marriage, were

cancelled.* On the other hand, the Earl of Angus,
Lord Maxwell, and Sir George Douglas professed
their cordial approval of the late act of the Scot-

tish parliament, which had dissolved the treaty of

peace with England ; declared their opposition to

any proposal of marriage between Prince Edward
and the young Queen of Scot* 5 and solemnly re-

pudiated for ever all the promises of loyalty and

service which they had made to Henry VIII. At

the same convention the office of chancellor, for-

merly held by Beaton, was conferred upon the

Earl of Huutly.f The Lord* Erskine and Livingvtoa

were confirmed in their charge of the person of the

infant queen; Lord Maxwell ws* appointed warden

of the west marches, and his strong castle of Loch-

maben was once more restored to him. Twenty
lords were nominated, four of whom in soccesaton

were to remain for a month at a time with the

Regent, and form his secret council. To conciliate

Angus and those who had hitherto acted with him,

and to mark the confidence reposed in them, it wee

arranged that there should always be one of the

party in this important council. I A okas* in tl

>f peace which had lately been c

between England and France, stipulated'

land might, if she chose, be uueptebeeJ

provisions, and it was determined I

tion, that the romprehanaion should

without prejudice to the queen, bar

liberties.' A mild and apologetic reply wae el

MS. Book of UwrMTj Cornell, fcL

gorernor, and hail * w "" "
Serttin lord* renuia with mj U** few
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directed to be prepared and sent to Henry MIL,
who had made complaints of certain depredations

committed upon his merchantmen by Scottish

privateers.
*

At the same time, a summons of treason was

issued ajrainst the persons con-
Summons of . ^,. fTt

treason against cerned in the assassination ot Bea-

the assassins of ton, ordering them to appear be-
the Cardinal

Qre ft parliament to be held at

Edinburgh on the 30th of July ; f and a proclama-

tion was made prohibiting aU persons, under the

penalty of death or confiscation, from correspond-

ing with the assassins, or furnishing them with

provisions and implements of war.

Meanwhile, Norman Lesley and his associates

had concluded that the castle of
The conspirators _ , . . ,, ,.,,

keep possession
St. Andrew's, of which they still

of tie castle of held possession, was likely to be by
8'

far the most secure refuge which

they could find against the vengeance of the

Government, and they determined to remain within

its walls. It was strongly fortified, and well

stored with ammunition and provisions to sustain a

protracted siege. It also afforded, by sea, an easy
communication with England, so that the ^English
fleet might at any time furnish the garrison with

supplies. They were joined by no fewer than a
hundred and forty persons, some of whom ap-

proved of the Cardinal's murder, whilst others,

dreading that a period of even fiercer persecution

against the Reformers was about to commence,

council with him, and they to remain monthly with him,
and that to the number of"four. The 1st month to begin
this day, the 10th of June.

3ap MOXTH.
William bishopof Dunblane.
Arch, earl of Argvle.
William earl of Gleneairn,
Donald abbot of Cupar.

4TH MOXTH.
Patrick bishop of Moray.
Patrick earl of Bothwefl.
Gilbert earl of Cassillis.

Malcolm lord" Fleming.
STH MOXTH.

William earl Marshal.
William earl of Montrose.
Andrew bishop of Galloway.
Sir William Hamilton of

TH 1ST MONTH.

10th June to 10th of July.

Robert bishop of Orkney.
(fcprpe emrl of Huntley.
William lord Kuthven.
Sir George Douoltu. of Pet-

ttndrnth, knyhtl

2WD MOXTH.

OmTin arch, of Glasgow.
Arch, ttrlof Anyut.
Hew lord Somerville.

George abbot of Dunferm-
.

Sanquhar, knight.

i -' * eame councillors
their duties in the same order."

e PTITT Council, fol. xxxviii. p. 1., fol. xl. p 2
T i tit persons contained in the summons were theseLiVS f fc*1"* Petir Carmichaeib*^ of * G""1^' William

*?n ^^ Kirkcaldie, h 3 brothir
P8trick KM"Mi, George Kirckaldie'* **"* ' the Grange, Thom

^llfAlexander

!

_ ' - . **_) AJVL i iu \jwnucliflcl*

t^^^t"^^IHnd Balfour son to the Lard of Mon.
*

nrKnam. .Nicholl Hart, William Guthre,
l Mart, William Guthre, Jhonne

BSSaJSj^^^
,- ,i?

n
r,.

r*>'c' Jhonne Bollock, and Andr" Tn.^., '

Antk t Uatury, p. fiQ.

entered the castle for shelter from the comi?.

Amongst these were the Laird of Grange, He
Balnaves, a senator of the College of Justi

Henry Primrose, the Laird of Pitmillie, Sir John

Auchenleck, the Barons of Ormiston and Lang-
Niddry, and various other persons of considerable

note, who were soon after joined by the celebrated

Reformer, John Knox. A powerful, though irre-

gular, garrison was thus at the command of the

conspirators, who were well able, out of the de-

ceased Cardinal's chests of plate and money, to

reward the bravery and skill which might be shown
in the defence of the fortress.

A period of more than six weeks was spent by
the Government in complete inaction, probably in

the vain hope that the conspirators would comply
with the summons, and surrender themselves for

trial on the day named by the Privy Council. On
the 29th of July a Parliament was held, in which

they were declared guilty of high treason, though
the summons was prolonged, first, until the 4th,

and, afterwards, until the 14th day of the follow-

ing month.* Norman Lesley, Peter Carmichaei,
James Kirkaldy, and John Lesley, Negotiations

had, with the view of obtaining between the

delay, offered to make a full con- parties.

fession regarding the murder of the Cardinal, and

to deliver up both the Regent's son and tlu

of St. Andrew's, on condition of receiving a pardon

duly ratified and attested by the Great Seal. To

this the Regent and the majority of the three

estates "were willing to assent ;
but the Archbishop

of Glasgow protested against granting any remis-

sion, unless it were preceded and sanctioned by an

absolution from the Pope. The proposal, however,

was agreed to, with a modification introduced by
the Chancellor that the pardon should be held null

and void if the promises made by the conspirators

were not fulfilled.! Both parties suspected each

other of a want of honesty in the agreement ;
and

Lesley and his associates delayed their surrender.

When Parliament assembled on the 14th ot

August, the pardon was ordered to be cancelled, and

all the minutes relative to the proposal, if inserted

in the Books of Parliament, to be " reven and tane

forth thairoff (torn and taken out) swa that na

memoir be of the samyn in time to cum.''J On the

same day an Act was passed, by which the

Regent's eldest son, who was heir-presumptive to

the crown, was excluded from all right of succes-

sion so long as he was detained a prisoner,
and

his younger brother was appointed in his place.
At

this meeting of the estates, on the summons ;

the conspirators being called, and none of them

appearing, they were formally declared guilty
of

treason, and sentence of forfeiture was

against them.

* Keith's History, p.
51. t Ibid. p. 51.

.
1 Acts of the Scottish Parliament, vol. ii. p. 474.

5 The sentence against Norman Lesley was delayed fo

two days, it being expected that he would either comply
with the summons or fulfil Jus former promises.

J

however, pronounced on the 16th of the same montL.

Ktith'a History, p. 51.
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On the 21st of August, the Privy Council issued

an order that ' all fencible men, of whatsoever

rank, within the sheriffdoms of Lothian, Hadding-
ton, Linlithgow, Stirling, Perth, Strathearn, and

Monteith,' should appear at St. Andrew's, on the

29th of the same month, to begin the siege of the

castle.
* The Regent went in person to conduct

Siege of the castle the operations. In that age, how-
of St. Andrew's.

ever> ^e gcotg were very fope,..

fectly acquainted with the art of besieging fortified

places, and the forces under Arran failed to make

impression on the walls of the castle. The

ieged had lost no time in opening communica-
tions with Henry VIII. Kirkaldy of Grange,
Balnaves, and John Lesley, who had been sent as

envoys to that monarch, returned, with an assur-

ance of his prompt and powerful assistance, on

condition that they would pledge themselves to

retain the Regent's son in their custody, and

to promote the treaty of marriage between their

young queen and Prince Edward,f The difficulty

felt by these messengers in disembarking at the

castle, on their return, led to the construction of an

iron gate and a secure passage to the sea,
'

which,'

says Knox, '

greatly relieved the besieged, and

abased the besiegers, who then saw that they could

not stop them of victuals, unless that they should

be masters of the sea, and that they clearly under-

stood they could not be.'J
The siege had lasted several months without any

perceptible progress in the reduction of the fortress.

Panter, secretary to the Queen-dowager, was sent

to France to procure assistance, and remonstrances

were addressed to England, against granting any
succour or countenance to the Castilians, as the

conspirators were now called. The assistance pro-

mised by the English monarch, and the conditions

which he required, were known to the Regent and

the Privy Council, and excited great alarm lest the

castle and the Regent's son should be delivered up
to the English. Thinking that a temporary truce

might lead to a discontinuance of such dangerous
communications with Henry, and expecting that,

ere long, aid would arrive from France for the reduc-

Armistice agreed
tion of the castle

'
the CoUnci

l'

n

on by the Privy the 17th of December, passed an

Council, 17th Act empowering the Regent to con-
ecember. dude aQ armistice< The besieged

readily accepted the proposal, for reasons which were

at the time unknown to the Regent. Their principal

defences had been greatly injured by his artillery ;

and sickness and scarcity of provisions were also

beginning to affect the garrison. Had Arran been

aware of the feeble and half-famished condition of

the garrison, he might easily have made himself

master of the place ; but, ignorant of the straits to

which they were reduced, he consented to a truce

which afforded them an opportunity of recruiting

* " On the 23rd day thereof the souldiers departed from

Edinburgh." Knox, p. 74.
rson's .MS. History, vol. ii. p. 82; Knox, p. 74.

1 Knox, p. 74.

\
MS. State Paper Office. Eeport of the proceedings re-

tue castle of St Andrew's. Tytler, vol. vi. p. 7.

VOL. t.

their exhausted strength, and re-vietaaUiaf the
castle. They agreed to deliver p the fortress <m

lowing condition*: First, n, *rm* efdte
That the Government should pro- smisasa.

cure a '

sufficient absolution
'

from the Papa far the

slaughter of the Cardinal, and 'hat they -'"-rH aat
be '

pursued by force until the faid abseiatiea to
obtained.' Secondly, That neither the
nor any individuals connected with them, i

ever be prosecuted at law for the slaaghte
said ;' and thirdly, That they should gm
to surrender the castle whenever the
arrived

; and that,
'
for surety of those

.

they should, in tbe meaiitims. retain the Regeat*s
son and heir in their custody.' It is probable that
neither of the contracting parties meant to keep
this treaty, but that the real design of both was to

gain time for the arrival of help from their re-

spective friends in England and France. At the

moment that the terms were agreed to, the eeasmV
rators despatched a messenger to Henry
informing him of the armistice, and assuring him
that their only object was to gain time to procure a

supply of provisions. They disavowed all iatea-

tions of fulfilling any other engagemeats than

those which they had entered into with himself.

And, further, they requested Henry to write to the

Emperor, and procure his intercession with the

Pope 'for the stopping and hindering of their

absolution,' that they might thus hare longer time

to carry out their designs.*

The conduct of the Regent was not less artful.

As already mentioned, Panter had beam ant to the

French court as ambassador, to urge the Mfllmeat

of the ancient treaties of alliance between the twa

kingdoms ;
to induce France to declare '

England, if Henry VIII. <hould refuse

peace with Scotland ; and to obtain a supply ef

money, ammunition, artillery, and the kelp ofeMM

engineers, experienced in the attack and defence ef

fortified places, and intimately
' the ordering of battles.'t Knox also i

a plot was formed for the betrayal of theoeetle, by
(

surprising some of the leading conspirators, ta

which design,' says he,
' was the Abbot of

fermline principall, and for that purpose ft

Laird of Montquhany (who was most mattH

those of the castle) faboured with foot aad

and proceeded so in the trafique, thai I

in daylight, at bis pleasure, to^geUieiaaB
*

in, in the night, whenever it please*

The Regent, having disband*

turned to Edinburgh, to be present Itaeia *Mb

at a Parliament which had beea

summoned to meet in February, aad (

arrival, not of the Pope's absoU

rators, but of French auriHariai
to^mm^m

bringing them to

for the general security of the a,

State
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fctn of English intrigues and encroachments, were

increased, rather than abated, by the death of

Henry VIII., which took place on the 28th of

January, 1*16-7; for Henry's successor, Edward the

Sixth, being only in his tenth year, his uncle the

Earl of Hertford, Scotland's remorseless enemy
who had been created Duke of Somerset, was

appointed to the protectorate of England. The

deceased monarch had, on his death-bed, enjoined a

resolute continuance of the war, until the Scots

should be compelled to accept of the treaties of

peace and marriage which he had so earnestly pro-

secuted by force and craft for four years ; and the

schemes and passions of Somerset had been too

much engrossed with the execution of Henry's

policy to require any stimulus to follow it out with

fresh energy in the new reign. Accordingly, one

of the first acts of his goYernment denoted the re-

sumption of the oft-baffled enterprise, and of the

old policy for carrying it into effect. On the 6th

of February, he as Protector of England and

guardian of the young king granted an interview

to Balnaves, who had been sent by the Castilians to

the English court, and confirmed the annuities pro-

mised to the conspirators by the late monarch.

He also gave a favourable answer to the proposal
that the garrison of St. Andrew's should be

strengthened by troops raised and maintained at

the expense of the English Government ; whilst,

with the view of facilitating communications with
the Castilians, he retained at court John Lesley,
one of the principal assassins. Balnaves was des-

patched home, with urgent orders to use every
endeavour to seduce the Scottish barons from their

allegiance to the government.*
Whilst Scottish affairs thus remained unaffected

Death of the by the decease of Henry VHI., and
French king. tne prospect of hostilities with

England was unaltered, the death of another

monarch, with whom Scotland was closely con-

nected, took place at the interval of only a few
weeks ; but neither did this occasion any material

change. Francis the First died on the 30th of

March ; and his friendly policy towards Scotknd
was continued by his son and successor, Henry
the Second, who was ready to send all necessary
help from France to the party of the Regent and
the Queen-dowager, t Thus, the change of inonarchs

produced no change of policy on either side ; for, if

the enmity of England was to be continued, so was
the friendship of France. As soon as the ceremony
of his coronation was over, the new French king
wit M. D'Oscll, who had formerly been on confi-

ihntlal terms with Mary of Guise, as ambassador to

L*_M8.- MTJ Cotmcfl Records of Edward VI.. p. 9.

TfctMWip^by
Gregory King, Lancaster herald. Tytler,

t Henry, in letter, uraret the Queen-dowager,
" thaten be bcttrr satisfied than he is of the goodwill she

T u **??*'
Md

.

thml' kno*>K f"U well the great

^ MuUnc, he will instantly attend to
lUke ewe UuU succours shall be sent very

LlMsAlil1iMiM*
>

V"
m
n

'K>pe*' wil^ ^ "^J" to "^ b
>'

-jf,
?.ir^^^r^te::

the Scottish court, with instructions to confirm the

ancient leagues between the two countries, and
with asstirances of liberal assistance against the

murderers of the Cardinal and the designs of

England.*
The preparations of the Regent for the defence

of the kingdom were prompt and
Energetic pro-

vigorous. He induced his council, ceedings of the

which met on the 19th of March,
to issue a proclamation, summoning

'
all the lieges

to be in readiness, on forty days' warning, to come
with victuals for one month, to whatever place
shall be assigned for the rendezvous.'! On the

25th of May, he published an order that '

fires

should be lighted as beacons on all the high hills from

the coast towards Stirling,' where the court was,
' how soon any fleet from England should appear ;

and if the fleet happened first to be seen in the

day-time, that post-horses should be in readiness

for advertising the Governor
;
and that all fencible

men between sixty and sixteen be charged at the

market-crosses of the towns of Dunbar, North Ber-

wick, Haddington, Edinburgh, Linlithgow, Stirlin-r,

Lander, Selkirk, and Peebles, to repair to the city
of Edinburgh,' fully equipped for war, at the first

notice of the English ships, to assist the Governor

in the defence of the realm, who. on his part, de-

clares that he will ' wair his life thairupon, with the

help of God, the noblemen, and subjects of the

same.'| Arran also strengthened the border de-

fences ; and, for the purpose of training the whole

population to military exercises, he revived those

armed musters called '

weapon schawings,' which

had of late become nearly obsolete. To compensate
for the want of a national fleet, he gave every

encouragement to the equipment of privateers and

armed merchantmen. Nor was he less sedulously

engaged in seeking to extinguish feuds and

quarrels between the leading barons, and to attach

the nobility to himself and his government. In

these various efforts he had the
Co-operation of

cordial and energetic co-operation the Queen-

of the Queen-dowager, whose favour

for him and his policy had greatly increased ever

since the murder of the Cardinal. In this crisis

the Regent had thrown off his constitutional indo-

lence, and, as is generally the case with men who
are industrious and energetic in their habits, he

found time for recreation as well as for bn

and, while ordering and superintending the national

defences, he did not fail to accompany M
Guise in hawking and hunting expeditions.
*

Lesley, Bannatyne edition, p. 193. 31st March, 1547.

t Keith, p.
52.

"

J Ibid. p. 52.

There is an entry in the Royal Compotus for the

expenses of 'removing the falcons and horses from Edin-

burgh to Peebles, on the 13th of June, the time of my Lord

Governor and the Queen's Grace passing to hunting.'

(Treasury Records in tlie Register Ofhee, Edinburgh.
Strickland's Lives of the Queens of Scotland, vol. ii. p. 9(

On the previous month (May, 1547), a guerdon is :

to have been given by the" Regent to
' certain minstrels

of the town of Dumbarton, and their Robin Hood,' a

popular hero imported, Miss Strickland suggests, by the

English Queen Consorts from merry England. On the 18th

of May, the day of Arran' a return to Edinburgh, the Robin

Hood of that city was also rewarded. Treasury Recordt
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Widely different were the occupations and amuse-

Conduct of the
ments of the motley- band which

ison in the held possession of the castle of St.

cast In of St. Andrew's. There were amongst
Andrew s. .-. /. , ,them a few pious and zealous Re-

ers ; but the greater part of the garrison seem to

vc given themselves up to all kinds of liccntious-

and so revolting were their excesses that

>ugh, the eminent preacher, who, on account of

x.iul for the Reformation, had been dismissed

in the situation of chaplain to the Regent, and,

the murder of Cardinal Beaton, had sought
fui*e among the conspirators, was compelled to

it the castle in disgust, and to take up his resi-

nce in the town.*

In the midst of these scenes, an event occurred

John Knox enters which was destined to exercise a

the castle, A^iil, most momentous influence on the

future history of Scotland. In the

month of April, the famous John Knox, accompa-
ied by his two pupils the sons of the barons of

iston and Lang-Niddry sought admittance

to the castle. He was then in the forty-first

year of his age, and known only to a very small

circle for his learning and his attachment to the

doctrines of the Reformation. The quiet and re-

tired manner of his life, until he had reached middle-

age, must have confirmed the naturally strong in-

dividuality of his character, its stern and inflexible

resolution, and its undeviating rectitude. A long
.d earnest study of the sacred Scriptures had

ndered him not more antagonistic to the Romish

Church than intolerant of a slight or partial re-

formation. He was for a ' root and branch work,'

and that not by means of insidious intrigue, but by

open and vehement attack. Divine principle, and

not human, much less court policy, had been his

study, and was henceforth to be vividly embodied

in his life. He had, for some time back, been

marked out by the popish clergy as a future victim,

and had formed the design of escaping to Germany},
but was dissuaded from the attempt by the parents
of his pupils, who urged him to take shelter in the

castle of St. Andrew's, where he might continue to

give instructions to their sons. The lateness of his

entrance upon public life, and the circumstances in

which it took place, go far to explain the stern

gravity that marked, more or less, all his subse-

quent appearances. His singular qualifications for

preaching the Gospel, and for maintaining a contro-

versy with the clergy of St. Andrew's, were soon

apparent to the few Reformers in the castle, who

urged upon him to assume the sacred office, to

which, after a long and distracting mental conflict,

he assented. In the castle chapel and in the town

church he attracted large and eager audiences. His

public disputations with some of the friars converted

a great number of the inhabitants to Protestant

views. His denunciations, however, of the shame-

ful excesses in which the garrison indulged, were

without effect. Knox has been sneered at by several

* Knor, p. 75.

.ns, for '

lifting hi* awful
'

commencing hi. predicating Uboan,' a*
of '

thi.s hopeful congregation.' It ia

reply that it WM a proof of hi. eonraff* aad of tha
thorough h'-iuM y <>f hi. character. And il eaaaat
be doubted that the reviling would ha* bee* fcr
more copious and ju*t if he Inn! mflertd the wicked,
ness of the garrison to

buked. When, afterwards, hi* i

tears from the eyes of a beautiful woman, aad thai
woman his sovereign, the (act that he had spared
the licentious Castilians, and not directed,
their debaucheries and impieties, his Mist <

condemnations and solemn warnings, would
been perpetually adduced aa a proof of
ness or iiiMiu-i-iity. It it certain that, at thW tune,
when the scope of his activities was necessarily
limited, and he WM under strong twipraliuu to

moderate the vehemence of his rebukes, his elo-

quence hod a fiery energy, which he never after*

wards surpassed, and was brought to bear, day
after day, with unsparing severity, upon the abo-

minations practised by those to whom he was
indebted for protection against bis enemies.

In the beginning of the month of June, the abso-

lution from the Court of Rome _.
. . >-f ,^.

reached the Regent, who now aanbtisa, eat
called upon the Castilians to fulfil iton

their stipulations. But thej silegtd ^^'ffffi**
that the Papal pardon was insuffi-

cient, because it contained these words: *W
pardon this unpardonable crime ;" for,' said they,
'
if our crime be unpardonable, then we have no

security by this absolution, since it is in itself nail.

if the crime committed by us cannot be pardoned.'

They were told that the clause had been inserted

only to aggravate the character of the crime, and

neither to put it beyond the Pope's prerogative of

forgiveness, nor to weaken the validity of the actoal

absolution which he had granted. Still the hf

sieged professed to be dissatisfied, and to

circumvention, and, complaining that the

made to them had not been kept, they ra

retain possession of the castle, and to daW! I

the hist extremity, in the hope of receiving speedy

assistance from Knjjland.

In the midst of theee internal troubles and

tions, an incident occurred which

led to a renewal of Ihe irregular war u* ,*
with England. A Scottish priva- ***+.**
teer, named the '

Lion.' had

si-i/.rd by an English vessel; and

the Queen-dowager'ii

were me
milled in

almost immediately -,
,,V.l--.V..I 1

'

.'
'

the

ston and several of his kinimaft, aa

Mr. Trtler snd Mi. 8tricklaa4 aaMf the test.

tKnth.-p."

.

' ' '

'tto~*ort.*** ** b
szmdi

a self-defence, t TBi-
f*j*'
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of many of the strongholds upon the marches.

t Arran might not have regarded this

fbt Recent meets aggresson
as a declaration of war

the aggrawion. on the part of the English Govern-

ment, bat Maxwell and other border barons, on

whom the brunt of the predatory expedition had

fkllen. repaired to Edinburgh, and, by urgent repre-

sentations that their estates had been laid waste,

the important fortresses occupied by English garri-

sons, and the cultivators of the land driven from

their dwellings, and reduced to the alternative of

beggary or a change of allegiance, they succeeded

in rousing Arran to lead his army to the borders,

for the purpose of avenging this aggression. He
attacked and captured the castle of Langhope,
which he razed to the ground. But, before he

Arrival of a
could, follow up this success, the

powerful French Regent was suddenly recalled by
fleet about the the welcome news that the ex-

une '

pected fleet from France had

arrived, and that his presence and co-operation

were required at St Andrew's for the bombard-

ment of the castle. On reaching the scene of

action, he found a squadron of sixteen galleys, f

commanded by Leon Strozzi, Prior of Capua, and a

knight of Rhodes, of great military skill and re-

putation, who, without waiting for Arran and the

Scottish land-forces, had commenced an assault

upon the outworks towards the sea. The castle

was, however, almost impregnable in this quarter ;

and though Strozzi directed against it the fire of

his fleet for several days, yet the fortifications sus-

tained no damage, and the besieged no loss;
whilst many of his rowers had been shot by the

garrison, and one vessel, approaching too near,
had been disabled, and, but for timely succour,
would have been sunk. J As soon as the Regent
arrived, preparations for an assault by land were

rigorously made. Pieces of heavy artillery were
landed, raised by engines, and planted on the

steeples of the cathedral and St. Salvator's College,
which commanded the inner court of the castle.

Large battering mortars were also placed in the
treet to play against the gates and walls, whilst
trenches were cast up, from which musketry might
bear upon the defenders who ventured to appear
on the battlements. With such celerity was the
forties* beleaguered and all communication cut off,

that, according to Buchanan, a number of the
garrison were shut out, and a number who had
not engaged in the

conspiracy, but were in the
eartle, were shut in.' On the 23rd of July, the

8if riroroiuly cannon of the besiegers began to

4)l* PKv upn the fortress. Mean-
while, the besieged, though closely1M< Md o completely overlooked by the

mounted on the steeples of the college

the

t Kno' Mrs twenty-one."
| Buchanan, book xr. chap. 45.

George Earl of Caith-
'-

at Peebles,

Ibid. p. 84.

and the abbey that it was dangerous to appear in

any even of the recesses of the court yard, and

though suffering severely from a very deadly kind

of plague,* were as arrogant and infatuated as

ever. John Knox's prophetic voice in vain seconded

the roar of the assailing ordnance. " When they

triumphed of their victory (the first twenty days

they had many prosperous chances) he lamented

and ever said They saw not what he saw : when

they bragged of the force and thicknesse of their

walls, he said they should be but egge-shells.

"When they vaunted, England will rescue us, he

said, ye shall not see them, but ye shall be deli-

vered into your enemies' hands, and shall be carried

into a strange cuntrey." f The predictions of the

Reformer were soon verified. During the uight
of the 29th of July, Strozzi completed his plans
and dispositions for carrying the castle. A battery,
mounted with thirteen large cannons,

'

whereof,'

says Knox,
' four were cannons royall, called double

cannons,' had been erected, and at four o'clock in the

morning (Saturday, 30th July), a storm of heavy
shot began to beat upon all parts of the fortress.

In the course of six hours, the strongest of the

battlements, new and old, had fallen, and wide

breaches were made in the walls. The garrison
could no longer hold out, and William Kirkaldy of

Grange was sent with a flag of truce to agree upon
terms of surrender, not with the Regent ('

because

they would not acknowledge any lawful magistrate
within the kingdom, being a native

'), J but with

Strozzi, the Italian commander. At this moment
a fearful tempest burst forth, which even drove

the French gunners from the battery : and some of

the Castilians suggested that a sally should be

attempted, with the hope of seizing upon the

deserted ordnance of the besiegers, or at least of

making their escape. But the proposal was

abandoned, and the surrender of the castle took

place. Authorities differ respecting the stipula-

tions
;
some affirming that Strozzi xhe surrender of

engaged for the safety of the be- the castle 30th

sieged, their conveyance to France, ^'

their freedom if they should assent to the condi-

tions which might be proposed to them by the

French King, and, in the event of their declining

to enter the French service, for their removal to

any country they might chooserexccpt Scotland.

Others contend that Strozzi would listen only to

an unconditional surrender, and reserved their

lives as well as their liberties for the will of the

French monarch.
|| Regent Arran had his son

safely restored to him
;
but the rest of the inmates

*
Knox, p. 85. t Ibid. P- 85

;

J Keith's Kistorv, p. 53. } KB
||
Knox and Buchanan mention distinctly the conditions

to which Strozzi assented, and which he subsequently
broke. But Lesley (p. 194) and Anderson (M.S. i

vol. ii. pp. 94, 95) affirm that the surrender wa-

ditional. Anderson savs. 'At lenath he TStro/zil wa

ever, must have had the best means of know ing what, or if

any, terms were agreed on
;
and there was nothing in hi

character to detract from the value of his testimony.
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of the fortress were conveyed on board the fleet as

prisoners.
A large portion of the booty found in

the castle, and which amounted in all to the value of

a hundred thousand pounds, had been the personal

property of the Cardinal, and consisted of plate,

copes, vestments, andjewels. The valuables of many
of the Fife barons, who held reforming doctrines, had

3, in the course of the fourteen months that the

ess had been occupied by the conspirators, been

iveyed thither as to a place of safety ; and these

ig with the plunder which the garrison had

cumulated, became the prize of the captors. The
stle itself was demolished, as some allege, in obe-

ence to an injunction of the canon law, which
is that any house in which the blood of a

linal has been shed shall be laid in ruins
; but

iers are of opinion that the fortress was dis-

mantled to prevent it from falling into the hands of

The garrison car- the English. The prisoners were
ried to France,

conveyed to France, where some of

i them were consigned to various dungeons in

i Brittany, while others, including John Knox him-

self, were kept in chains on board the galleys, and

treated with great indignity and cruelty.*

The English Protector, Somerset, had been for

Preparations for some time P^t busily engaged in

the invasion of collecting an army for the invasion
Scotland. of Scotland, and, on the 27th of

August, he reached Newcastle at the head of four-

teen thousand two hundred men, of which four

thousand were men-at-arms, two thousand light

horse, and two hundred mounted Spanish carabi-

neers. A fleet of thirty-four ships of war and

thirty transports, under Lord Clinton, appointed to

co-operate with the land forces, at the same time

anchored off that port. Meanwhile, the position of

'tie Regent was exceedingly critical. On the cap-
ture of St. Andrew's, a register-book had been found

Treachery of the in the chamber of Balnaves, con-
Scottish nohles.

taining the signatures of two hun-

dred of the Scottish nobles and barons who had

secretly bound themselves to promote the designs
of England. The most prominent among these infa-

mous traitors were the Earls of Bothwell, Cassillis,

and Marischal, Lord Kilmaurs, the eldest son of

the Earl of Glencairn, Lord Gray, and the noto-

rious Sir George Douglas. Bothwell had promised
to transfer his allegiance to the English Govern-

ment, and to surrender to them his strong castle of

the Hermitage, on condition that he should receive

the hand of the Duchess of Suffolk, aunt to the

young English monarch,f The Earls of Athol,

Crawford, Enrol, and Sutherland, had been tampered
with by Gray, and had intimated their willingness
to join the English faction, provided they were

honestly entertained.'! Glencairn a veteran in

*
Lesley, p. 195. A rude song was made on this event,

>f which the burden was
"

Priests content ye, now, now,
Priests content ye now,

For Norman and His companie
Have fill'd the galleys fou'." (full).

MS. Letter State Paper OflSce. Tytler, vol. vi. p. 16.

; Ibid.

treachery and state-craft had
turcs to the Protector, ottering to an opaiata fa the
invasion of Rutland with two thoaeaad of b
friends and vassals, and aasarina? Somerset that, if
furnished with money to equip a troop of bone, bo
would hold the Regent in chcxk till the arrival of
the invading army.
These traitorous intrigues war* only partially

known to Arran, bat bo had-. .

learned enough to nuke him aware brd
of the perplexing and perilous he ***

position in which he was placed.
OM/.

He seems to have thought that it was not expedient
to inflict summary punishment on the traitor

nobles, at the moment when the country was oa the
eve of a foreign invasion ; and, therefor*, tboagb
he threw the Earl of Bothwell into prison, he de-

layed farther proceedings against the rest of tbo

conspirators. His military preparations, howem,
manifested greater vigour and resolution than hie

political measures. A continuous lino of baaaaaa
was established from St. Abb's Head to Linlithgow,
in order that immediate intimation might be five*
of the approach of the enemy ; and the Fiery Cross

a warlike symbol hitherto pecn- flary Cfees sent

liar to the Highland districts thnmgh the

was, on the present emergency, sent

throughout every part of the realm, m""M""f all

the lieges who were capable of bearing arms, to re-

pair to the place of rendezvous in dafaam of their

native land,*

* " When a highland chieftain designed to summon as*

clan, upon any sudden or important emergency, at slew a
goat, and, making a cross of any light wood, teartd its ex-
tremities in the tire, and extinguished then m the Matt of
the animal This was called the '

Fiery Cum.' also Cnea
Tarigh,' or the ' Croat of Shame.' becaust disribiitisaei to

what the symbol implied, inferred infamy. It vat daUieMa*
to a swift and trusty messenger, who ran fall speed

wita it

to the next hamlet, where be presented it to the friaataat

person, with a single word, intimating the place of rsadas-

vous. He who received the symbol was bound to tend fc

forward, with equal dispatch, to the next Tillage ; sad tbas to

passed with incredible celerity through all the district wakst

owed allegiance to the chief,*and also among his slues mi
neighbours, if the danger wat common to them. At eight

of the Fiery Cross, every man, from sixteen TOM stt to

sixty, capable of bearing anna, was obliged usually to

repair in his best arm* and accoutrement*, to the paws of

rendezvous. He who failed to appear, eoaVed tl

ties of tire and sword, which were eawHSBattssliy e

nounced to the disobedient by the bloody and ban* saws*

upon this warlike signal" (See Appendix "**!
the Lake, note F.) The pngresi ofthe Heir Qrsss &ae

strikingly described by Sir Walter SooU la the e*w*O

mentioued poem, Canto III., Stann XIT. ;

" Fast as the fatal symbol ales,

In arms the huts and hsaleai fist<l

From winding glen, from uplaad browa.

They pour'd each hardy tenant evwa.

Nor slack'd the aiminfer his pat*

He show-d the sign,>e aaajsd As.
And pressing fcrwajraBke ^tj*
Left clamour and furprwe M
The fisherman fcwooS**>
The swarthy smith took duk end

With changed cheer, tiw laeww WrtW,
Left in tnehslf-ut swathe tbesiajbt;
The herds without a

kr*j*r
ftrr d.

The plough was in mid-ranww etaia;

The Sc'ner toes'd hit hawk

The hunter left the stag at bar.

Prompt at the signalof alarm m
Each son of Alpine rush d to anas.
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OB the 2nd of September, 1547, the English

Piaiimt rmTm army entered Scotland, and ad-

SooUand. vanced along the coast till, on the

5th, they reachod the celebrated ravine called the

Praths, which I layward has well described as "a

rmlJey stretching towards the sea, six miles in

length, the banks of wnich were so steep on either

gjflff that the passage across was not direct, but by

paths leading slopewise, which, being many, the

place is for that reason called the peaths or paths."*

If proper advantage had been taken of this perilous

defile, where, as Cromwell afterwards said of it,

one man to hinder was better than ten men to

force a way,
1

the further progress of the invading

army might easily have been arrested; but the

neighbouring barons \vere all attached to the

English interest, and the enemy was allowed to

pass through without molestation. After crossing

this rugged ravine, which occupied them the greater

part of a day, the invaders sat down before the

neighbouring castle of Dunglas, a stronghold be-

longing to Sir George Douglas. The captain, who
was a nephew of Lord Home, finding resistance

vain, speedily surrendered, and "
brought with

him," says an eye-witness, who has left a most

Capture of Dun- interesting description of the ex-

gU* castle.
peditidn,f

" his band to my lords

grace, which was of twenty-one sober (poor)

soldiers, all so apparelled and appointed that so

God help me (I will say it for no praise), I never
saw such a bunch of beggars come out of one
house together in my life." Six of these ' sober

soldiers' were detained; the rest were allowed
to 'gae their gate,' that is, to go their way
with a warning that they would be hanged the
next time they were caught. Patten, who hap-
pened to be one of the party that went to rifle

the castle, says,
" the spoil was not rich sure

; *but
of white bread, oaten cakes, and Scottish ale,
whereof was indifferent good store, and soon
bestowed among my lords' soldiers accordingly. As
for swords, bucklers, pikes, pots, pans, yarn, linen,

hemp, and heaps of such baggage beside, were
scant itoopt for, and very liberally let alone

; but,
;rc, it would have rued any good house-

wife's heart to have beholden the great unmerciful
murder that our men made of the brood geese and
good laying hens that were slain there that day,
which the wives of the town had penned up in
hoki in the stables and cellars of the castle ere
we came." The fortress was afterwards blown
up with gunpowder, together with the neighbour-

tronKholds of Thornton and Innerwick, the
fanner belonging to Lord Home, the latter to Lord
Hamilton.

Somenet, continuing his march close to the Ger-
MwrhofUw man ocean, left Dunbar within

a gunshot on the right, and pro-
i to east Linton, where his army

Tol u>

crossed the Tyne. Here a brief skirmish took

place between a body of the Scottish prickers
and a squadron of the English cavalry under the

Earl of Warwick. On the 7th of September
the invaders reached Lang-Niddry, where they
encamped for the night. Here a communication
was opened with the fleet, Avhich lay over against

Leith, and the admiral having come ashore, it

was arranged that the ships of war should leave

their present station and cast anchor beside the

town of Musselburgh, for the purpose of co-operat-

ing with the land forces. On the evening of

Friday, September 8, the English encamped in

the neighbourhood of a town called Salt-Preston

now Preston-pans within sight of the Scottish

army, which lay at Edmonstone Edge, about three

miles distant. Midway between the two camps,

facing the west, rose an eminence called Faside

Brae, which was at this time surmounted by
' a

sorry castle and half a score houses of like worthi-

ness by it.' Early next morning the Scottish light-

horsemen were seen '

pranking
'

up and down this

hill, whooping and shaking their lances at the

English vanguard, evidently with the view of pro-

voking a contest. In the afternoon they were

charged by Lord Grey, at the head of a thousand

men-at-arms, and, after a sharp

conflict, which lasted for three
Ci

hours, the Scottish prickers, who were mounted on

slight, though hardy hackneys, were unable to

sustain the attacks of the heavy-armed English

troopers with their barbed steeds, and the greater

part of them were cut to pieces. The Scots lost in

this disastrous affair about thirteen hundred men.

Lord Home, the leader of the cavalry, was severely

wounded, and his son, the Master of Home, was

taken prisoner.
After this affair, the Protector, accompanied by

the Earl of Warwick and other captains, together
with a guard of three hundred horse, proceeded to

the eminence on which stands the church of Inver-

esk, for the purpose of examining the position of

the Scottish camp. It consisted of four long rows

of white tents, running from east stron position

to west, and about an arrow-shot of the S
asunder ' not unlike to four great

ridges of ripe barley.' The ground which they

occupied was very strong, and had been chosen

with great skill. Their left was protected by the

Firth, and by a turf wall defended by two field-

pieces and some musqueteers, an extensive moni^>

covered their right flank, while their front, looking

eastward, was defended by the steep and n

banks of the river Esk, which flowed bt

them and the English. Over this river, about

twelve score paces from the sea, was the o'ki

bridge of Musselburgh, which the Scots had take:

possession of and 'kept well warded with onl

nance
;' and, as their army was almost doub.i

to that of the enemy, it was evident to the Englisl

general that if they chose to keep their ad
'

tageous position, they could not be dislodged with

i
out great loss.
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As Somerset and his attendants were on their

empts to arrest way back to their camp, they were
hostilities. overtaken by a Scottish herald and

trumpeter, the former of whom, in the name
'

the governor, proposed an exchange of prisoners,"

offered to permit the English to retire to their

rn country without molestation and upon honour-
ble terms ; while the latter informed the Protector
at his master, the Earl of Huntly, eager to avoid

unnecessary effusion of blood, was willing to

cide the contest either by single combat with the

jlish general, or to encounter him with ten, or

enty more, on each side. Somerset, as was
ibtless expected, declined both propositions,
informed the herald that since the governor

already refused fair and honourable condi-

their quarrel must now be decided by an
il to arms

; and then, turning to the other

enger, he proceeded,
" And thou trumpet, say

thy master he seemeth to lack wit to make this

lenge to me, being of such estate, by the suffer-

of God, as to have so mighty a charge of so

uious a jewel the government of a king's

person and the protection of his realm whilst

there are yet many noble gentlemen here his equals
in rank, to whom he might have addressed his

cartel without fear of a refusal." The Earl of

Warwick here eagerly expressed his willingness to

accept Huntly's challenge, and offered the trum-

peter a hundred crowns if he should bring back a

;

favourable answer from his master. But Somerset

would not permit this, alleging that "
Huntly was

not equal in rank to the English Earl." "
But,

herald," he said,
"

tell the governor and the Earl of

Huntly also, that we have now spent some time in

your country ; our force is but a small company,
yours far exceeds us

; yet bring me word they will

meet us in a plain field, and they shall have fight-

ing enough, and I will give thee a thousand crowns
for thy pains."*
On the return of the Protector and Warwick to

the camp, a counsel of war was held, and it was

(agreed to address a letter to the Regent, offering to

withdraw the English troops from the country, if

ithe Scots would consent to retain their youthful
]ueen in her own realm, and free from any mar-

Mitract with France, till she was of age to

lecide for herself whether she would fulfil the

il engagement with the English monarch.

Hut such was the exasperation which was now felt

it the unjustifiable aggressions of England, that

'Moderate proposals were at once rejected by

vernor, who appears to have been under the

mpression that they were dictated rather by the

lifficulties of Somerset's position than by any sin-

re desire of peace. In this opinion he was con-

irmed by his brother, the Archbishop of St.

Andrew's, and it was agreed between them that

hey should keep this proposal a secret, and give
'Ut that Somerset had imperiously demanded that

f

Patten intimates that these messages were not sent by
e Regent and Huntly but by Sir George Douglas, in their

-uue, without their knowledge.

the Sect* should surrender their ipien. and i

themselves to his mercy.*
This effort to avert hostilities hiring proved a*.

successful, preparation! were nude for an imme-
diate appeal to arms. The Scottish camp WM par
tially commanded by the Ttnhmttn oa which *(oo4
the church hael'a, of Invereak. and by
the higher part of a lane which led from the ehardt
to Faside-hill ; and the English general leenlied I*

occupy these place, with hi* ordnance, fcr the per-
pose of annoying the enemy, and forcing them to
remove from their

strong petition. He, thereto*,
broke up his camp early on the ITafliA mtm tt

morning of Saturday, the 10th of ***-

September, long remembered in ft*"*lmrj * the
' Black Saturday/ and began to advance toward*
Invcresk. His force was divided into three battle*.

The vanguard was led by Dudley, Karl of We*.
wick, afterwards Duke of Northumberland, the
main body by Somerset in person, and the rev by
the veteran Lord Dacre. The cavalry was i

the command of Lord Grey, of Wilton, high
shal of the army, with whom were Sir Fr

Bryan, Sir Peter Mewtas, Sir Francis Fleming^
Master of the Ordnance, and Don Pedro de f1 nil* ill.

the leader of a body of mounted SpanUh carabi-

neers. On coming in sight of the ground which

they intended to occupy, they were greatly sur-

prised to find that it was already in posseaeion of

the enemy. It would appear that Fooluheo*4tM<f

the Regent had so strangely mis- *he Bcfeat,

taken the movements of the English army, ee to

adopt the preposterous notion that they intended to

seek refuge on board their fleet, which lay in

Musselburgh bay. Afraid, therefore, that the

enemy would escape from him by flight, he had

precipitately quitted his strong position, in opposi-

tion to the advice of his beat officers, and was now
in full march to attack Somerset in his camp. The

Scottish army advanced in three great bodice. The

vanguard, consisting of four thousand of the men of

Fife, Mearns, Angus, and the West country, wee led

by the Earl of Angus ; the main battle, whkh wee

commanded by the Regent in person, contained the

military array of Lothian, Strathern, and Stirling-

shire, with the great body of the Scottish baron*.

having on the right four thousand Western High-

landers, under the Earl of Argyle, and on the left

the Macleods and the Macgregon, with the

the Isles. The men of the north twehre

strong led by the Earl of Huntly.

vanguard. The flanks were protected by some

pieces of artillery, drawn by the soldier* Ih emailvm,

'

for, in all this enterprise,' say* Pntten,

used for haste so little the help of hones th

plucked forth their ordnance by draught

Along with the army there marched I

body of priests and monks, with a while I

displayed, on which was painted afcmale,w

hair dishevelled, kneeling before n ern

underneath was the motto,
'

Afict

obliviscant'

I>tfcr.

the
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After passing the church of Inveresk, that por-

tion of the Scottish forces which
Battle of Pinkie.^ nearest to the Firth was

errrelj galled by the fire of one of the English

galleys, which slew the Master of Graham and

twenty-five others, and threw the Highland archers

mdcr Argyle into such confusion 'that,' says

Patten,
'

they could never after be made to come

forward.' In consequence of this check, the army

quitted their exposed position and moved away to

the right, with the object of gaining Faside Brae

and attacking the enemy from the high ground.

They advanced at so round a pace 'that it was

thought of the most part of us,' says Patten,
' that

they were rather horsemen than footmen.' But

the English were on the hill before them, and had

succeeded in planting several pieces of artillery on

the summit, so as to be enabled to fire over the

beads of their men drawn up below. As soon as

Somerset perceived the movement of the Scots

towards Faside Brae, he directed Lord Grey, with

the cavalry and the mounted carabineers, to attack

the right wing of the Scots, and, if they could not

break their array, at least to keep them in check till

the other divisions should have time to take up
their proper positions on the side of the hill. Ob-

serving the English men-at-arms advancing to

execute this manoeuvre, the Scottish vanguard
halted in the midst of a ploughed field, and pre-

pared to receive the threatened attack by forming
in their usual impenetrable phalanx.

"
They were

well furnished," says the English judge-marshall,
Soottuh mode of

" with jack and skull, dagger,
fighting. buckler, and swords, all notably

broad and thin, of exceeding good temper, and

universally so made to slice, that as I never saw
none so good so think I it hard to devise the better

;

bereto every man his pike (eighteen feet long), a

great kercher wrapped twice or thrice about his

neck, not for cold, but for cutting. In their array
toward the joining with the enemy, they cling
and thrust so near in the fore-rank, shoulder to

boulder together, with their pikes in both hands

straight afore them, and their followers in that
order so hard at their backs, laying their pikes on
their foregocrs' shoulders, that if they do assail
undiMcvcrcd no force can well withstand them.
Standing at defence they thrust shoulders like-
riae so nigh together, the fore-ranks stooping low,
and almost kneeling, held their pikes in both

nda, their bucklers on their left arms, the butt-
i of their pike against the right foot, the steel

wntincUning towards the enemy breast high;
l second rank stooped a little, crossing their

orar the shoulders of those in front ; those
rtberback stood upright, presenting their lances

the beads of their comrades, so that it were
jtor a bare finger to pierce the skin of an
fcdgehog as for any one to encounter the

brunt of their pikes."*
Undeterred by the formidable array of the

trj, Lord Gray boldly led his men to the

I'stuni, p. 69.

attack ;
and though many of them stuck in th<.<

broad muddy ditch or slougb which Defeat of the

lay between them and the enemy, English cavalry.

and their progress was also impeded by the

cross ridges of the ploughed field, they charged
full upon the Scottish spearmen, who stood ready
to receive them,

"
striking their pike-points and

crying,
' Come here, loons (rascals), come here,

tykes (dogs), come here, heretics,' and such like."
"
Herewith," continues Patten,

" waxed it very
hot on T)oth sides with pitiful cries, horrible M ar.

and terrible thundering of guns ; beside the day
darkened above head with smoke of shot

; the sight
and appearance of the enemy in front, the danger
of death on every side ; also the bullets, pellets, and

arrows flying each where so thick, and so uncer-

tainly lighting, that nowhere was there any surety
of safety ; every man strucken with a dreadful

fear, not so much, perchance of death as of hurt,

which things, though they were but certain to some,

yet doubted of all, assured cruelty at the enemies'

hands without hope of mercy death to fly and

danger to fight."
" The whole face of the field, at

this moment," he adds,
" was both to the eye and

the ear so heavy, so deadly, lamentable, furious, out-

rageous, terribly confused, and so quite against the

quiet nature ofman, that if to our nobility the regard
of their honour and fame, to the knights and captains

the estimation of their worship and honesty, and

generally to us all the natural motion of bounden

duty, our own safety, hope of victory, and the

favour of God, that we trusted we had for the

equity of our quarrel, had not been a more vehe-

ment cause of courage than the danger of death

was cause of fear, the very horror of the thing had

been apt to make any man to forget both prowess
and policy."* The finest cavalry in the world

would have failed to make an impression on the

impenetrable phalanx of the Scottish infantry ;

and in the first encounter two hundred of the

English horsemen were overthrown, including

Edward Shelley, lieutenant of the Bulleners, t

Ratcliff, Clarence, Preston, and other veteran offi-

cers, their horses being stabbed in the belly with

the spears and the riders despatched by the

'whingers,' which the Scots carried in their belt.

Sir Andrew Flammock, who carried the J

standard, with great difficulty saved the colours,

leaving, however, a part of the staff in the hands

of the enemy. Lord Gray himself was severely

wounded in the mouth and neck, and "
s<

was the tumult and fear among the Ei

says an old historian,;}:
"
that, had not the com-

manders been men both of approved courage and

skill, or haply had the Scots been well furnishi-d

with men-at-arms, the army had that d;.

utterly undone." Unfortunately, however, the Scot-

tish cavalry had been destroyed in the enga:_

of the previous day, and the main body aud rein

Patten, p. 59.

t So called from their having been employed OB t.i

garrison at Boulogne.
J Hayward in Kennet, vol. ii. p. 284.
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of the army were still at a considerable distance,

go that the victorious vanguard were unable to

follow up the advantage which they had gained.

Meanwhile, the Earl of Warwick exerted himself to

restore the ranks of the English cavalry, assuring
em that if they would only behave themselves

iantly the day would be their own. By his

advice a body of mounted carabineers were brought
forward to the brink of the broad ditch, and dis-

charged their pieces full in the faces of the Scottish

spearmen. This attack was supported by the foot

butteers and the archers, while, at the same

ent, the artillery, which was advantageously

placed on the summit of the hill, began to play upon
their serried ranks with great effect. The horse-

men having rallied, prepared to renew their

charge ;
and the main body of the English infantry,

which had as yet taken no part in the engage-

ment, were seen advancing in close order. The
Scottish van, perceiving that they were about to

be surrounded by an overwhelming force, began
to withdraw from their forward position and to

retire in good order to the main body. But the

Panic of the Highland archers, who were al-

Highlanders and ready dispersed over the field

burgh troops. stripping tne slain, unhappily mis-

took this movement for a flight, and began to dis-

perse in all directions. The panic spread to the

centre, which was mainly composed of the burgh

troops ;
and though still a quarter of a mile distant

from the enemy, they threw down their weapons
and fled in the utmost confusion. Arran himself is

said to have been one of the first to put spurs to

his horse. The vanguard, finding themselves thus

deserted by the rest of the army and exposed to

the overwhelming attack of the English, who

began to hem them in on eveiy side, became in-

fected by the panic, and followed the other fugitives.

Complete defeat "Therewith then," says Patten,
of the Scots. turned all the whole rout, cast

down their weapons, ran out of their wards, off

with their jacks, and with all that ever they

might, betook them to the race that their governor

began. Our men had found them at the first (as

what could escape so many thousand eyes), and

sharply and quickly, with an universal outcry,
'

They fly ! they fly !

'

pursued after in chase amain ;

and thereto so eagerly and with such fierceness that

they overtook many, and spared indeed but few.

But when they were once turned, it was a wonder

indeed to see how soon, and in how sundry sorts

they were scattered ;
the place they stood on like

a wood of staves strewed on the ground as rushes

in a chamber, impassable (they lay so thick) for

either horse or man. Here, at the first, had they

let fall all their pikes; after that everywhere

scattered swords, bucklers, daggers, jacks, and aT

things else that either was of any weight, or migh
be auy let to their course."

* The fugitives fled in

three several ways; one mass took the road to

Leith by the sands, another made direct for Edin

burgh, either by the high road, or through the

* Pattea. p. 6.

VOL. I.

Queen's Park, while the most _____ ^_-
urned towards Dolkcith. in the hop* thai the
morass which had defended the right at their asvif
would interpose an obstacle to their

pursuers. The English caralry, enraged at their

previous defeat, and at the sight of the dead bodies
>f their companions who had fallen in the aetioa.
and had been stript by the Highlanders, shewed ao

mercy, and crying to each other to iimia^ar

Panierhcugh (Penielheugh), where Sir Ralph Bare
tiad been defeated and killed, in l&M, by the Eari
of Angus, they spurred after the fugitives, who aad
now no means either of defence or of safety, aad
cut them down on all sides. The eV

which an eye-witness has given of this

slaughter is horribly graphic.
"
Sundry shifts some shrewd, s

hey in their running; divers of _
them, in their courses as they

** I

were ware they were pursued bat of one, woeJd

suddenly start back, and lash at the legs of the

lorsc, or foin him in the belly, and soawttaw did

they reach at the rider also; whereby Qsaasat

Paston in the arms, and divers other utheiaise, ia

this chase were hurt. Some other lay flat in a far-

row as though they were dead, thereby past bye of

our men untouched ;
as I heard say, the Earl of

Angus confessed he couched till his hone happened
to be brought to him. Other some to stay ia the

river lowering down his body, his head under the

root of a willow tree, with scarce his nose above

water for breath. A shift, but no sueeour, it was to

many that had their skulls on, at the stroke of the

follower, to shrink with their heads into their i

*

ders, like a tortoise into his shell.

for their more lightness, cast away shoes aad

doublets, and ran in their shirts ; and sosat also

seen in this race all breathless to fell flat down, aad

have run themselves to death Boon after

this notable showing of their footmen's wrapoaa,

began a pitiful sight of the dead corpses lyiag dis-

persed abroad; some their legs off, some

houghed, and left lying half-dead, seme tkrsja

quite through the body, othen the anas oats

divers their necks cut half asunder, maay

heads cloven, of sundry the braias paaki

some others, again, their heads qaito

thousand kinds of killing. After that, aad t

in chase, all for tho most part kflkd .

head or in the neck, for oar boras

well reach them lower with their

thus, with blood and slaughter of t

chase was continued five miks ia )*
from the place of their st

fallow fields, Underesk, u

well nigh to the gates of the I

Leith ;
and in breadth nigh
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at by nun* of them token prisoners, that very
much

did lament it, to have been slain above fourteen

(Jwwan4. In all this compass of ground, what

with weapons, arms, hands, legs, heads, blood,

and dtirt bodies, their flight might have easily

beta traced to every of their three refuges. And

far the smallness of our number, and shortness of

time (which was scant five hours, from one till

well nigh six), the mortality was so great, as it

was thought the like aforetime not to have been

The narrator seems to have felt that this mer-

tilm slaughter required some apology; and he

allege* in justification
of it the cruelty of the Scots

at the battle of Penielheugh, and ' a tyrannous

TOW '

they were said to have made before the en-

gagement, that ' if they overcame, they would kill

many and spare few.'t Besides, he adds, a thing
well done is twice done ; and this indiscriminate

laughter of men who had ceased to offer any
resistance, prevented the Scots from assembling

again in any force. He expresses his regret, how-

CTCT, that so many of the nobles and barons were

slain in the pursuit ; but this, he affirms, could

not be helped
" their armour among them differ-

ing so little, and their apparel so base and beggarly,
wherein the lurdin was in a manner all one with
the lord, and the lord with the laird

; all chid alike

in jacks, covered with white leather doublets of the

Una, or of fustain, and most commonly all white
ham. Not one with either chain, brooch, ring, or

garment of silk, that I could see, unless chains of

latten, drawn four or five times along the thighs
of their hosen and doublet sleeves, for cutting ; and
of that sort, I saw many. This vileness of port was
t cause that so many of their great men and gen-

wre killed, and so few saved. The outward
r, the semblance and sign, whereby a stranger

light discern a villain from a gentleman, was not

aaMog them to be wen. As for words and goodly
P*ofc of S*eat ransoms, they were as common and
lifc in the mouths of the one as of the other. And,
therefore, hereby it came to pass, at the exami-
**

^"^ counting of the prisoners, we found
taken above twenty of their villains to one of their

fntlMiiu : whom no man need to doubt we had
thor hare spared than the villains, if we could

known any difference between them in
.

About fifteen hundred prisoners in all were taken,
nost distinguished of whom were the Earl of

Huntly, the Chancellor, Lord tester, the Master
Btmple, the Laird of Wemyss, a brother of
Karl of Casnllis, and tho Captain of Dunbar

Uta no fewer than fourteen thousand fell in the
Jo and the pursuit, which lasted for five hours

P.tt^p.68.

-i_~ 'uch of the enemy
eonpUiMuitly mentions that," noast WM wet on fire, and thev forwfflWa^ smothered within.'' StiTJIfi!

Great numbers of the priests were found among the

slain, together with the Lords Fleming and Loch-

invar, the Masters of Graham, Erskine, Ogilvy,
Avondale, and upwards of two thousand barons and

gentlemen. In Edinburgh alone, this disastrous

day made three hundred and sixty widows.

As night was now approaching, the Protector

caused a retreat to be sounded, and the victorious

army mustered again, at Edmonston Edge, half a

mile from Musselburgh, where the Scottish camp
stood. Here they gave a great shout ' in sign of

gladness and victory,' which was so loud and shrill

that, as they afterwards learned, it was heard in

the streets of Edinburgh. They then proceeded to

plunder the tents of the enemy, which, according
to Patten, occupied a space about a mile in com-

pass. The description which he gives of the Scot-

tish mode of encamping is exceedingly interesting :

" As they had no pavilions, or Scottish mode of

round-houses," he says,
" of any encamping.

commendable compass, so were there few other tents

with posts, as the used manner of making is
; and

of these few also none of above twenty foot length,
but most far under 5 for the most part all sump-

tuously beset (after their fashion), for the love of

France, with fleur de lys, some of blue buckram,
some of black, and some of some other colours. These

white ridges (as I called them), that as we stood

on Fawside Brae did make so great muster to-

wards us, which 1 did take then to be a num-

ber of tents, when we came we found it a linen

drapery, of the coarser cambrick indeed, for it was

all of canvas sheets, and were the tenticles, or

rather cabins and couches of their soldiers, the

which (much after the common building of their

country beside) they had formed of four sticks,

about an ell long a piece, whereof two fastened

together at one end aloft, and the two ends beneath

sticked in the ground an ell asunder, standing in

fashion like the bow of a sow's yoke ;
over two such

bows, one, as it were at their head, the other at

their feet, they stretched a sheet down on both

sides, whereby their cabin became roofed like a

ridge ;

* but scant shut at both ends, and not very

close beneath on the sides, unless their sticks were

the shorter, or their wives the more liberal to leud

them larger drapery ; howbeit, within they had

lined them and stuffed them so thick with straw,

that although the weather was very cold, when they

were once couched they were as warm as they had

been wrapped in horse-dung." With regard to the

spoil of the camp, Patten states that Plunder of the

there was found in the tents good
provision of white bread, ale, oaten cakes, oatmeal,

mutton, butter in pots, and cheese ;
and also in

those of the principal persons, good wine and some

silver plate. The English next fell to stripping

the bodies of the slain. As many hands make

light work, observes the judge-marshal, it was a

wonder to see in how short a time all the bodies

were stript stark naked throughout the whole space

* The tents of the Scottish gipsies of the present day we
constructed in a similar manner.
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over which the pursuit and slaughter had ex-

tended. He expresses great admiration of the

athletic forms of the Scottish soldiers. Their tall-

sa of stature, clearness of skin, higncss of bone,
and due proportion in all parts, he says, were such

that, unless he had seen them, ho would not have
believed tho whole country had contained so many

1-made men. An immense quantity of armour

weapons fell into the hands of the victors.

,ny articles were left on the ground,
' which

would not vouchsafe to give carriage for
;

'

but

ards of thirty thousand jacks (coats of mail)

swords, together with thirty pieces of ord-

cc, were sent by ship to England. Thus ended

fatal battle of Pinkie (so called from its being
;ht on the fields adjacent to the old mansion of

ie House*), one of the most disastrous defeats

the Scots have ever sustained. It was fought on

the 10th September, 1547.

The battle of Pinkie was not followed up by any

comprehensive or vigorous movements on the part

;of the victors. It was within Somerset's power to

have marched upon Stirling Castle, the garrison of

which, though defending the person of their infant

sovereign, and increased by the forces of the fugi-

tives from Pinkie, could not have held out against

his forces. He might also have occupied and

strengthened such commanding positions as Edin-

burgh, and the town and harbour of Leith, and

have afterwards made a progress through the coun-

try to compel the dismayed inhabitants to submit

to his authority, in return for forbearance and pro-

tection. It was fortunate for the cause of Scottish

independence that Somerset had neither tho leisure,

nor the firmness of mind, requisite to mature and

execute such a scheme of conquest. Amidst the

rejoicings over the victory just gained, he was

\pprizcd of the formation of a formidable conspi-

racy in England against his authority. The

maintenance of the supreme dignity to which he

*iad been raised in his own country, was more de-

>irable than a successful prosecution of his Scottish

campaign, and he decided on returning with all

lostc to the English court, that he might emsh the

>lots which had there arisen during his short

ibscnce. This abrupt departure only gave him the

Impolitic con- opportunity and means of indulging
duct of the in useless ravages and cruelties,
Protector. which resembled rather tho termi-

mtion of a border inroad, than the operations of a

ictorious general who aims at completing the

subjugation of the vanquished. Wiser far would

t have been to have made a quiet retreat, and to

:iave refrained from irritating a people with whom,

sefore the object of English ambition could be

ittained, either negotiations or hostilities must be

tried anew. The measures which Somerset now

took, before withdrawing from Scotland, were only

Calculated to increase the hatred of the nation

.owards the victorious invaders. Quitting Edge-

iiuckling Brae, where he had encamped after the

''attic, he marched to Leith, quartered his cavalry

*
Keith, p. ot.
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in that town, and ravaged tho i

Hero ho received tho Hiririim of tbe Earl 4

Bothwell, whom Arran had liberated after tbe
battle;

* and then proceeded to born Kiafhora and
several small fishing harbours on tho coast of Kim,
and to put a garrison in tho deserted monasterr of
Inchcohn, a potty island in tbe Forth. FaUiof,
for want of time, in an attempt to reduce tbe oa*Uo
and destroy tho town of Edinburgh, be wreaked
his vengeance upon the abbey of Hull-rood, which
he plundered and stripped of its Indsn roof. AftfT

concluding a week's irregular havoc, by devotiaf
Leith to tho flftmflt, he commenced
his retreat on the 18th of Sep.
teraber, lM7.f The fleet which had
him set sail at the same time, and in its

voyage, through the treachery of Lord Gray,
obtained possession of the castle of Broaghty,
which was now fortified anew and garrisoned with
an English force. { In his march homo tbroogb tbe
Mcrse and Teviotdalo, the Protector compsUsd
many of tho leading barons of these districts to

swear allegiance to the English king, and to oar-

render to him their strongholds. Some of these

places of strength he demolished, others be gar-
risoned and increased their fortifications. He placed
two hundred men in tho strong castle of Homo,
under the command of Sir Edward Dudley, and
built a new fort upon tho site of the old eartlo of

Roxburgh, which he intrusted to Sir Ralph Buhner

with a garrison of three hundred soldiers.

Tho defeat at Pinkie was not the only disooter

which Scotland suffered at this

period. Two days before the

battle, Lord Wharton and the Earl of

entered the West Marches at the head of aa

of five thousand men, and laid waste the whole

country with fire and sword. In this destructive

inroad the stronghold of Castlemilk was taken and

garrisoned by the English j the town of

was completely destroyed, and tbe chareb

steeple were blown up, after a desperate i

on tho part of the Master of Maxwell, the I-airds

of Johnston and Cockpool, and a brave ameer

named Lyon, who were permitted, however, to

retire with their lives. Such was the torrar which

these proceedings infused into the Annaadolc Bor-

derers, that they immediately gave in tbssr oao

mission to the English leaders, and swore aUsfsaejoc

to King EdwanL m

This rough mode of wooing, huwovor,

only to exasperate tbe Scottish pooplo

alienate their minds still farther from U

with Knglond. Meanwhile, prompt

and vigorous measureo wore adop-

ted by the Queen-mother, and the

patriotic portion of the nobles, to r

!

rttcn'i '

:
-

ttor. St.tr I'sprMX

Dealer, & to the Lord I

Quoted by '1

6 Letter of I/ir

tcinbcr 10, 17-

-
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of the people and to preserve
the independence of

tfce country. The infant-queen, for the sake of

MMrity, was removed from Stirling to the priory

of Inchnahome, situated on a little isle in the Lake

ef Mnteith, where she remained along with her

arthtr and her governors,
Lords Erskine and

Livingston, during the remainder of the month of

September. A proclamation was made throughout

the country for the levy of a new army, to expel

the enemies who were waging such savage war

gainst a free people, for the purpose of compelling

them to enter into a pacific matrimonial alliance ;

and a considerable body of troops were assembled,

who skirmished around the camp of the English,

cut off their foragers and stragglers, and rendered

it exceedingly unsafe for any of the soldiers to

tray far from the main body during their retreat.*

As soon as Somerset had returned to England, a

convention of the Scottish nobles was summoned

by the Governor to meet at Stirling. It was

attended by the Queen-dowager and a number of

the leading barons, who were addressed by Arran

in an animated speech, urging them to continue

the war and to fight to the last, rather than

surrender their youthful sovereign, and the inde-

pendence of their country, to their haughty enemies.

These sentiments were loudly applauded, and it was

Eenlatioo to tend ultimately determined to provide
the queen to for the personal safety of the

Me-
queen by sending her to complete

her education in France. This proposal was cor-

dially welcomed by D'Osell, the French ambassador,
who assured the Scottish nobles of the affection of

his master, and his determination to maintain the
ancient alliance between the two countries. The
Qaeen-mothcr, perceiving the favourable impression
which this declaration had produced, dexterously"

that the Dauphin would be a more suitable
: for their youngqueen than the English king,
pretensions to her hand had been supported

with inch violence and barbarity. The suggestion
favourably received by the council, and the

ambassadors, who were at this time

______
to solicit the assistance of the French

owti were commissioned to sound the inclinations

Henry H. in regard to the match ; and he, as

might hare been expected, received the overture
with rapture,f

The war with England still raged, and it became
that Scotland, deserted and betrayed by

THE PICTORIAL HISTORY OF SCOTLAND. [CHAP. XXVI.

multitudes of her leading nobles,
1 would be unable to continue the

wileei assisted by her ancient
ally, France.

iris of Angus, Cassillis, Lennox, and Glen-
Lords Gray, Boyd, Maxwell, and Crans-

7 other barons, shamefully deserted
their country and espoused the English

reteran traitor, Sir George Douglas,Ved certain secret articles which bound
wre against his native land, in the event of

rnage to any other person than
waro vi., but alo communicated to the ProtectorU**' P a -

t Ibid, p. 204.

a ' device
'
or plan for the invasion and subjugation

of Scotland, which, however, was rejected, from a

well-founded suspicion that the venal and corrupt
baron was not acting in good faith.* Argyle, a

supporter of the Reformation, and one of the ablest

and most powerful of the Scottish nobles, had col-

lected an army of Higlilandmen, for the purpose of

capturing the castle of Broughty and expelling the

enemy from the neighbouring district ; but he, too,

Avas gained over to the English interest, partly by

skilfully playing off against him his great rival

Huntly, and partly by a bribe of one thousand

crowns. Even Huntly, the pillar of the Romish

party (who, it will be recollected, was taken prisoner
at the battle of Pinkie), promised that, if allowed to

return home, he would join the English faction

and promote the views of King Edward.f In the

midst of such baseness, treachery, and selfishness,

on the part of those who were her natural de-

fenders, it is matter of astonishment that the inde-

pendence of Scotland was not entirely destroyed.
The Protector, Somerset, still pertinaciously ad-

hered to the long-cherished project of the English

court, but perceiving that a great error had been

committed in attempting to compel the Scots by
force to agree to an alliance with England, he now
tried a more conciliatory policy, and, on the 5th of

February, 1547-8, addressed a letter to the Governor

and lords of the council, in which he disclaimed all

views of conquest, and declared that his only

object was to unite the two kingdoms upon a foot-

ing of perfect equality. A form of prayer for the

accomplishment of a peaceful union between

England and Scotland, by the marriage of King
Edward with the Scottish queen, was also drawn

up about this time, and appointed to be read in all

the churches. J But these attempts at conciliation

came too late, and Somerset, finding that the Scots

were inveterately hostile to the alliance with Eng-

land, caused the war to be renewed with ail its

former cruelty and barbarity. On the 18th of

February, the English Warden, Inroad ofTVharton

Lord Wharton, in conjunction with
and Lennox

the Earl of Lennox, who commanded a band of
' assured' Borderers, invaded the Western Marches,

expecting to be joined, according to agreement, bv

the Earl of Angus and the Master of Maxwell, at

the head of their numerous retainers. Neither

promises nor oaths, however, could bind these men,

in whom Wharton found, to use his own exi

language,
' an accustomed fashion of untruth.' En-

raged at their violation of their engagemei .

English leader proceeded to lay waste and plunder
the country, but having incautiously divided hia

army, which consisted of three
.,

J
, .. . , .1 Their defeat.

thousand men, and separated the

cavalry from the infantry, he was attacked in the

midst of a wild and difficult country by the Earl ol

Angus, and entirely routed. The assured Borderers

*
Illustrations of the Reign of Queen Mary, p.

99.

t Tytlcr, vol. vi. Proofs and Illustrations ii. See Ap-

pendix, Note XIX.
J Privy Council Kalendar, 1547-8; Miss Strickland' i

Lives, vol. ii. p. 9o.
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as at Pcnielhcugh, when they saw the day going
against their allies, threw away their red crosses and

slaughtered the English fugitives without m<

The Warden himself with great difficulty escaped
with the remnant of his force to Carlisle. Enraged

I

at his defeat, and at the treachery of the assured

Cruelty of the Scots, he barbarously put to death
EnglishWarden. four Of the noble youths whom
they had given as hostages for their fidelity, and

grievously maltreated a number of Scottish priests
and friars whom he had taken prisoners, dragging
them along with halters round their necks, and

threatening to hang them on the nearest trees. f

Shortly after, Lord Grey, at the head of a strong
Inroad of Lord body of troops, invaded the Eas-

Gray. tern Marches, laid waste the coun-

try nearly to the walls of Edinburgh, burned

Dalkeith and Musselburgh, surprised and fortified

Lander and Haddington, and placed in the last of

these towns a powerful garrison, composed partly of

English troops and partly of foreign mercenaries. J

The castle of Dalkeith, the stronghold of Sir

George Douglas, was captured by means of a dex-

terous stratagem of the English leader, who suc-

ceeded in completely outwitting the veteran

intriguer. He himself narrowly escaped, leaving
his wife, his eldest son, afterwards Regent Morton,
the Abbot of Arbroath, the Laird of Wedderburn,
and many others of his friends in the hands of the

enemy, together with a great store of money and

moveables ; as, according to Grey's account,
"
all the

country had brought their goods together, think-

ing that nothing could prevail against George's

policy."

The state of Scotland at this period, devastated

Miserable state of by famine, pestilence, intestine di-

thc country, visions, and the sword, was de-

plorable in the extreme. The inhabitants of Angus
and Fife suffered severely from the spoliations

of the crews of the English ships which lay in

the Frith of Tay, between Broughty Castle and

Dundee
;
so that, as Pitscottie informs us, the barons

and gentlemen of Fife were under the necessity of

keeping up a nightly watch for safety of their

goods and gear.]) A fruitless attempt was made

by the Governor to capture the castle of Broughty,
and his efforts to dislodge the enemy from the

strongholds of Inchkeith and Haddington were

equally unsuccessful. The citizens of Dundee,

who had cordially embraced the doctrines of the

Reformation, declared for England, and offered to

hold their town against all the efforts of the Go-

vernor.^ Many of the Scottish barons had already

given in their adherence to the Protector, and the

number of these venal traitors increased so largely

that six thousand men pledged themselves to join

* Letter of Wharton to the Protector, 23rd February,

IS47-8.

t Letter of Wharton and Lennox to the Protector, 25th

February, 1547-8.
i Carte, vol. iii. p. 222.

$ Gray to the Protector, June 4, 15-18.

II
Vol." ii. p. 504.

H Dudley to the Protector, November 1, 1547; Tytlcr,

Tol. vi. p. 50

Whorton in his invasion of the

hostages for their fidelity. la this
cxtresaity. w~K

the people were almost redaced to Mnl * las
despair, a French fleet appeared in foe**
the Frith of Forth, bringing men, "*.
money, and food for the starring pnpsjlorioai and.
on the 10th of June, six thoosaad troops, faoaaibai
tin." thousand Gcraons, under their aatiTprias
the Khincgrave, and a body of Italian*, led by Lea
Strozzi, landed at Loith. They brought with tarn
a powerful train of artillery, i

by Andrew de Montekrmbert Slew
officer of brilliant talents and great
who was invested with full powers to eosaplete the
matrimonial treaty between the Daaphia aad ta*
Scottish queen.
The French auxiliaries wer speedily joined by

the Governor, with a force of five thousand mm. aad
the united armies soon after proceeded to iavsst the
town of Haddington.* But the

with such determination that the

changed into a blockade, and then finally raised oa
the approach of the Earl of Shrewsbury . at the head
of a large force, consisting of nearly twenty two
thousand men. Considerable success, howsjiei, had
attended the Scottish arms. An escort of oat thou-

sand five hundred English horse, conducting a i

ply of ammunition, were encountered and <

with great loss. A fleet appeared in the Forth.

commanded by Lord Clinton, and a force was dis-

embarked at St. Monance, in Fife, but it was en-

countered and almost totally cut off by the Laird of

AVemyss and the Lord James, afterwards the I

Regent Moray, then a youth in his

year, who, with a wonderful promptitude, had as-

sembled the people of the district aad hurried to

the coast. The English, to the number of twaNo

hundred, were drawn up in good order, aad at first

were successful in repulsing their opponents, bat aa

impetuous charge from the I^ord James ebaaged the

fortunes of the day and decided the victory.

r was ercat manv felling in the eo
slaughter was great, many felling

others being drowned in their uusvailtag

to reach their ships. On the other hand.

losses were experienced by the KegenL A fa

erected at Broughty Craig, for tho parpose of ofor-

awing tho country; another

Dunglos, where three thousand

camped to carry on the works

and Dunbar burnt to the gitNHM.

AVhilst Haddington continued to

the Regent, a parliament asssoinled

on the 17th of July, in tho abbey

adjoining tho town. On this oec

d'Esse, commander of tho foreign to

as commissioner from tho Froat

purpose of laying before tho three I

posals for a union bctwoa* am

and the youthful qaoaa. Assuri|

master's sympathy in their pat

atrainst England, he piuuioM tarn large
f . . _<1 m*t

ancc m the way of troops

;:--
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should want for nothing; that was necessary

tar the energetic prosecution of the war. In con-

utarinn. he expressed the anxiety which his master

felt that this marriage should be consummated,

and the two countries united more firmly than they

had hitherto been by the leagues and treaties

which had subsisted for centuries. If these his

pmfftMl* were agreed to, ho requested that the

ggattith queen should be intrusted to his care,

and educated at the expense of France. In the

debate which followed much diversity of opinion

wa exhibited. Some protested that inevitable

calamities would attend on the removal of the

qaeeo ; and that such a marriage involved, among
other consequences, slavery to France, and a per-

petual war with England. It was their opinion
that the ofibr of the Protector's friendship should

be at once embraced, as thereby, without any
further embarrassing stipulations, a peace would
be secured to the nation for a period of at least ten

jean. Naturally the French interest was favoured

by the Roman Catholics, who contended for the

policy and expediency of the proposed union. By
a majority of the parliament, the matter was decided

according to the wishes of the French monarch, on
the understanding that the liberties and inde-

pendence of the kingdom were to be sacredly pre-
served. The departure of the queen being at the
same time resolved upon, measures were taken to

secure the safety of her passage to the French court.

It was ascertained that the English would make
every effort to intercept her, and stratagem was
resorted to in order to defeat their designs. The
fleet which was intended to convey the youthful
queen to her new kingdom having sailed from

apparently with the purpose of proceeding
to France, altered its course on clearing the Forth,
and passing round the north of Scotland, through
the PenUand Firth, entered the mouth of the Clyde,
and arrived without accident at Dunbarton, to
which place Mary had, some time previously, been
""id, in anticipation of this event. Here she

barked on board the royal galley, along with her

four Maries, who were selected from the families

of Fleming, Beaton, Seton, and Livingston, to be

her companions and playmates.* She was accom-

panied also by her governors, Lords Erskine ami

Livingston, her two preceptors, the Abbot of Inch-

mahome and the parson of Balmaclellan, her three

natural brothers, the Lord James, Prior of St.

Andrew's, Lord John, Commendator of Holyrood,
and Lord Robert, Prior of Orkney, and about a

hundred attendants of both sexes and mostly of

noble birth. An eye-witness of the embarkation

states that " the young qneen was at that time one

of the most perfect creatures the God of nature ever

formed, for that her equal was nowhere to be found,

nor had the world another child of her fortune and

hopes."f She fortunately escaped the efforts which
were made for her capture, and reached the French

shores in safety on the 13th of August, 1548. It

has generally been supposed that Mary landed at

Brest, but it appears that, after beating about for

thirteen days, on the coast of Brittany, the French

admiral was forced, by stress of weather, to run

into the little port of Roscoff, at that time a nest of

pirates and smugglers.J On the 20th of August
the Scottish Queen and her train The arrival of

arrived at Morlaix, and from thence Mary ^ France,

proceeding to the palace of St. Germain, she was

received by Henry with every demonstration of

respect and affection, and a court and household

were arranged for her, with due consideration for

her exalted rank.

* These young ladies, celebrated in tradition and song
as the Queen's Maries, were Mary Livingston,'VOUB

daughter of Alexander, fifth Lord Livingston, Mary Fleming,

daughter of Lord Fleming, and the illegitimate daughter of

James IV., Mary Seton, daughter of Lord Seton, and II

Beaton, daughter of Beaton of Balfour, in Fife. They re-

ceived precisely the same education as their royal mis' :

heing instructed in whatever she was taught, and by the

same masters. The exquisite ballad of ' the Queen's

Marie,' commemorates the crimes and the niel.iii'
'

one of these ladies. (See Sir Walter Scott's "Border

Minstrelsy," vol. iii. p. 298.)
f Beaugue's History of the Two Campaigns.
J Dargaud. Strickland's Lives cf the Quoena of t

land, vol. iv. p. 26.
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CHAPTER XXVII.

MARY.

A.D. 15481661.

IMMEDIATELY after the arrival of the Scottish

queen in France, Henry directed his ambassador to

intimate to the Protector, that as the father of the

affianced husband of the queen, he had extended

his friendship to Scotland, and required that the

r country should be included in his treaty
ith England, and that all hostilities should bo

to a conclusion. These representations,

however, were not attended with success. Both

parties carried on the war with unabated vigour

rrogress of the and undisguised animosity. It was
war. characterised at this period by a

ferocity almost without parallel in the history of

the respective countries.* The sufferings of the

Scottish people had been extreme, and they now
retaliated on the English in the fiercest spirit of

revenge. Their disasters had been many and
fatal. On the field of Pinkie the flower of their

nation had perished; their country had been ra-

vaged; their shipping destroyed; their harvests

ruined; their Borders had been the scene of re-

peated invasions, cruel plunderings, and pitiless

massacres. These excesses could neither be at once

forgotten, nor easily forgiven.
On the departure of Shrewsbury for England,

the cause he had so successfully promoted was

materially endangered by a series of disasters,

which followed close upon each other. In many
parts of the country- the inhabitants had submitted

to the English, merely out of fear of the conse-

quences of resistance. The arrival of the French

excited them to immediate revolt, and, encouraged

by the prospect of assistance, they attacked and

speedily expelled the invaders. " The castle of

Home was retaken ;
the governor of Haddington,

Sir James "Wilford, made prisoner, and the party
he commanded entirely defeated; the German gar-

rison, which had been left in Coldingham, were

cut to pieces ; the enemy expelled from their for-

tifications in Inchkeith; the important strength
of Fastcastle recovered by stratagem, and the Eng-
lish at length compelled to abandon Haddington,
the defence of which had cost them so much
blood and treasure." t The exploit by which the

castle of Home was taken was characteristically

daring. A few soldiers, who were on the watch

for an opportunity of surprising it, perceiving on a

certain night that the guards had relaxed their vigi-

lance, boldly scaled the precipitous rock on which

the castle was built, and, killing the sentinel, took

-ion of the fortress without difficulty. Fast-

castle was recovered in a manner equally adven-

turous. The governor having ordered a supply
of provisions, they were brought in waggons, in

which, at the same time, a number of armed men

* See Appendix. Note XX.
t Lesley, pp. 231, 232. Tytler, vol. vi. p. 48.

were cancelled j and 1

when the gar
session of UM approaches, and with UM assisteM*
of their companions, who were waiting Umr si*.

the neighbourhood, UM MSI

overpowered, and UM place secured.

In the meantime, cone
1 from France. OB UM ttrd of June, 1*

Thcnnes landed with on* thousaad feet and Out*
thousand horse. This seasoiMhte supply ssmbled UM
Regent to adopt mot* vigorous sad decided mea-
sures. Everywhere UM English were eoooustarW
with success. They were drive*
and disputing every position, were jtt
to relinquish them one by one. Brougt
the strongest remaining fbrtmn
wrested from them. Operation* were ant com-
menced against I.audcr, which would
been speedily captured, but at this

tilities wcro arrested by the

pccted intelligence that peace had
been concluded at Boulogne boti

England, and that Scotland had been made a party
to the pacification. Henry bad taken cat* to

secure favourabl terms for hi* all it*. It WM slip*-

kted that the English should immediately naouate

the country, surrender Laudcr, demolish UM fart*

at Dunglas, Roxburgh, and Ejemouth, and rafruit

from any future invasion of Scotland, unices pro-

voked by new injuries.* These conditions wen

gladly acceded to on the pni t of Scotland, and UM
Master of Krskine was dispatched to France to

signify the assent of the Regent. Hu.uiitin haviag

thus happily tei ruinated, peace was proclaimed at

Edinburgh on the 20th of April, 1450.

It was impossible that the conclusion of a war of

nine years' duration should not be hailed thinvgb-

out Scotland with univvrsal satisAnHon

mense misery and bloodshed had resulted from its

protracted continuance, and no ultimate advantage

had been gained by cither party. Power and

reputation had been lost by England t freedom and

independence bartered by Scotlan .

the Protector failed to carry out his project i

union of the two countries, through the wri

the young queen. The precipitate '"""^
adopted, Uie violence which marked I

and the excesses committed by hi* ami*

tually defeated his object, and rendered

obnoxious to a people who refused t

upon them the acceptance of any senemt

apparently framed aud propostd

advantage. Another evil, in coni

war, was the introduction into &

troops. The summoning to I

foreign mercenaries is a step

be avoided in the policy
of.i *. B

fetal conaequencc. mart
be

totjr-j!
of such a measure. Tin
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m, and the prince who has been invited to

, may aspire to rule. This was unfortunately

to be the experience of Scotland. The

, f-nfn French army necessitated the presence

of French advisers, and the ascendancy of French

counsels. It was every way important to the

French monarch that his influence should he para-

ouot in Scotland, and no exertions were wanting
i his part for the accomplishment of his object. In

_fcflr fc'nM he succeeded beyond expectation, and

the ascendancy thus obtained ultimately produced
d'uastrous consequences to the peace and wellbeing

of the country. During the continuance of the war,

the nation had ample reason to lament their preci-

pitate resolution in requesting aid from Henry H.

The French troops were haughty in their bearing
and unruly in their conduct, so much so that the

people could hardly be induced to act with them,
or at times restrained from taking arms against

them, and insisting on their immediate return to

their own country. The mutual animosity which
existed is well illustrated by the following incident.

An idle quarrel having taken place between a

French soldier and a citizen of Edinburgh, the city

instantly became the scene of tumult and bloodshed.

Animated with equal rage, both parties flew to

arms, and fought with as much intensity of hatred
a* if the French, instead of friendly allies, had been
ruthless invaders. Several persons of distinction,
and amongst the rest Hamilton of Stenhouse, the

Prorost, and his son, lost their lives in this deplor-
able disturbance.*

The conclusion of a peace with England could

TWQneen-mother not fail to be regarded with pro-
*>; the found satisfaction by the Queen-

mother, as she now had ample
opportunity for developing the ambitious projects
which for some time had been occupying her mind.
The House of Guise had ever been characterised

bjr a bold and aspiring spirit, and Mary of Lorraine
shared it in an equal degree with her distinguished
relatives. Her abilities were good, her capacity
tar bminess great, and her character on the whole

sell M did not disqualify her for the assumption
ofsapreme authority, and the discharge of its

responsibilities. She had long entertained the
idea of supplanting the Regent, and in her own
person undertaking the conduct of public affairs.
am time to time she had managed, by a dexterous

application of her talents, to insinuate her influence
into the counsels of the nation; and, without

Rearing to take more upon herself than her
fetal warranted, had in many instances

virtually
lewd the goremment. But the possession

a power so extremely precarious, resting as it didM weakness of Arran, or the forbearance of the
lea, was neither adapted to her talents nor con-

her disposition. She was one of those
e pride would stoop to occupy a secondary

lee, oolT with the view of employing it as a plat-
in which to rise to a loftier elevation, and a
nmanding sway. Her plans for this pur-

, PP. 217, 218.

pose were laid with great sagacity, and carried out

with unwearied perseverance and consummate skill.

In these schemes she was willingly assisted by her

brothers, the Duke of Guise, and the Cardinal of Lor-

raine, who supported her with all their influence at

the court of France. To arrive at the proposed ele-

vation she could proceed in one of two ways. She

might either openly assert her claims to the Re-

gency, and violently wrest it from the hands of its

present possessor, or she might succeed in persuad-

ing him to abdicate his authority in her own
favour. The first was a scheme which, she at once

perceived to be wholly impracticable. The support
of the nobility would certainly be extended to

Arran in such a contest. Her present position ex-

posed her, as a foreigner, to be regarded with dis-

trust. The slightest intimation of an intention to

engage in her service the French mercenaries would

be sufficient to ruin her for ever, and to excite in the

country a feeling of exasperation which would never

be allayed. Nor, on the other hand, did it seem a

less hazardous experiment to attempt to persuade
a man voluntarily to abandon an office involving
such dignity and power, and from the highest
station in the realm to descend to a level with those

over whom he had once ruled with an almost regal

authority. To the attainment, however, of this appa-

rently impracticable object the queen now devoted

herself, and throughout all her intrigues exhibited

great prudence, sagacity, and determination,

nothing could be ultimately accomplished without

an understanding with the French monarch and se-

curing his co-operation, she determined to effect this

without delay. For this purpose, The visit of the

on pretence of a visit to her daugh- Queen-dowager

ter, she resolved to repair in person
to the court of France. Early in September, six gal-

leys and other French ships, under the command of

Strozzi, Prior of Capua, anchored at Newhaven,
where the Queen-mother embarked for her destina-

tion . A numerous and distinguished company of the

nobles of Scotland had been invited to attend her.

Her retinue included not only her own personal ad-

herents, but also many who were regarded by her

with uneasiness and alarm, and whom she preferred
to take with ter, trusting that she might find means

of overcoming their dislike, and at all events assured

that in her absence they could not prejudice her

cause. She was accompanied by the Earls of

Huntly, Cassillis, Sutherland, and Marischol, the

Prior of St. Andrew's, the Lords Home, Fleming, and

Maxwell, the Bishops of Caithness and Gallo

the French commanders Biron, La Chapelk

Thermes, D'Osell, and a brilliant train of ladies.*

The voyage to the coast of Xormandy was long and

boisterous, having occupied no less than tv

days. Several times, through the severity o*

weather, the fleet was compelled to take refuge in

English ports, where a safe-conduct having been

granted to the Queen they were kindly received

and hospitably entertained. It is generally said

that she finally landed at Dieppe on the 19th of

Lesley, p. 235.
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September, 1550. From the following letter, how-
ever, written by the Constable Montrnorency to the

French Minister at the court of Hungary, it appears
that this is a mistake. " The Queen of Scotland

arrived three or four clays ago at Havrc-de-Grace, in

id health and in very good company. She made
r entry into Rouen yesterday. On Sunday next
,e comes to meet the king at the Abbey do Bonnes

ouvclles, where she goes to-morrow to sleep and

eep the festival of St. Michael." According to the

unt of Sir John Mason, in his letter to the

English Privy Council,
" she was received with

much honour by the King of France, and almost

worshipped as a goddess by the court." From Rouen
she proceeded to Paris, and from thence to Chartrcs

and Blois, where she passed the winter. While
resident in this city, she entered into frequent and
earnest consultations with her brothers, the Duke of

Guise and the Cardinal of Lorraine, respecting
the best mode of furthering her ambitious designs

upon the Regency. In this undertaking she was

warmly encouraged by her relatives, who promised
to promote it with all their power, and to influence

Henry and his court in her favour. Nor in this were

they unsuccessful. They represented to that mo-

narch that it was necessary to undermine the autho-

rity of the Regent, in order to maintain the French

influence in Scotland, and to secure from destruction

.e ancient national religion. They pointed out

he progress of the Reformation, and the danger of

becoming established in the land, and showed that

e ascendancy of French councils was the only secu-

rity they possessed against so terrible a catastrophe.

Nor was this all. It was declared that Ireland was

prepared to revolt against its present rulers, and
1 needed but a token from France to be wholly at

her devotion.'* The idea of detaching Ireland

from the English crown had originated with the

Queen-mother, as a measure of policy during the in-

vasion of the Protector ; and, if she had succeeded

in creating a rebellion in that country, she would

most effectually have diverted from Scotland the

attention of the English. It does not appear that

her efforts were altogether vain ; for, shortly after

her arrival in France, there appeared at court the

Archbishop of Armagh, an envoy of the Papal

Government, who had been dispatched into Ireland

for the purpose of encouraging a revolt, and who

now reported that everything was ripe for an

insurrection.f

These considerations had their proper weight,

and Henry willingly consented to the schemes of

Propositions to the Queen-mother. It was now
Arran to resign determined formally to propose to

the Regency. the Regent the resignation of his

office. Panter, Bishop of Ross, the Scottish am-

bassador at the court of France, Sir Robert Car-

negie, and Hamilton, Abbot of Kilwinning, were

dispatched to Scotland on this mission. In making

their proposals to Arran they alternately bribed

and threatened. They promised him, on the one

MS. Letter of Mason to the Privy Council, 4th Decem-

ber, 1550. t H*"1 -

VOL. I.

hand, in name of the French
dom of CTntsjlhsjtault for

son an establishment at court.

pension was also offered to to

together with a public ***nrtim of his

during the regency, and a pariiamsjsjti

Icdgmcnt of his right of succession to

crown. On the other hand, in MM to should ro
fuse to comply, they pointed out to him that to
would inevitably incur the displeasure of the Frvmcli

king ; that ho would be exposed to

from the power and popularity of tto

dowager* and the growing lifTMtifl of tto aoosss i

that he would be called to a severe nsjmsjjsjg at
the majority of the sovereign j while, Crasn the

dilapidation of the revenue and tto crown
which had token place during his

and his general mal-administration, it would to

utterly impossible for him to obtain an honourable

discharge.* It is in the highest degree impretoMi
that a proposal so extraordinary and unexpected
would have been even for a moment acquiesced IB

by the Regent, had it not been dor a

which peculiarly favoured the views of tto '

mother. This was the dangerous and well-nigh mtal

distemper with which, at this time, tto Archbishop
of St. Andrew's was afflicted. This

distinguished for his almost unbound

over the weak-minded and fickle Arran.

ratcd from the counsels which would certainly

have guided him to a wiser and more politic coo-

elusion, the Governor allowed himself to to woo

over by the golden promises of

Henry, and consented to an ar-

rangement which his better judgment ought to

have at once repudiated, f For their services in this

matter, Panter was rewarded with tto rich abbey

of Lassaye, and the Priov of St. Andrew's with tto

priory of Mascon. The groat object of the queen's

residence in France being thus happily

plished she returned to Scotland, in full

tion of being immediately invested -

government In the meantime two

assembled at Edinburgh, in tto spring *"d winter

of the year 1551, when some laudable attempts)

were made to introduM measures ealco

improve and regulate the economy of sooti

Enactments were passed in proh

tcry, bigamy, blasphemous, swearing,

behaviour during public worship. Ad
which it is said teemed with indecent i

ballads, with scandalous song* aad

subjected to the censorship of an ordi

strictcd by a law, which compelled1 cri

obtain a license from tto quo** ami

Much exertion was used, adM)

press disorder, to compOM d

Aspect for the law and tto
ds^b-j

courts, to stimulate industry, to

and either to conciliate or orartvw t

Hsitlsnd, vol. ii. p. 884.
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the country continued in the enjoyment of

__imtive tranquillity,
and the queen had con-

eiderably advanced herself in the good opinions of

the nf^"- ahe took advantage of the popularity

aba bad gained, and claimed from An-an the ful-

ilmeat of his inconsiderate promise. But the

Ana pjtmeti Regent had no intention of giving

an praniM. effecf, to his pledge. His friend

and adviear, the Archbishop of St. Andrew's, had re-

covered from his malady, which the Scottish physi-

tfcun had pronounced incurable. His recovery was

owing to the skill of the famous Cardan, a reputed

magician.* His ascendancy over the Regent was

the natural result of his restored health. Through

his instrumentality it was that An-an retracted his

promise, and declared his resolution to administer

public affairs on his own responsibility. Though

naturally indignant at such conduct, the queen dis-

eembled her resentment, and concerted measures

which should baffle the intrigues of her opponents,

and bring about the event which she so ardently

desired. All parties, without distinction, were

assiduously courted by her. She distributed what-

ever favours were in her power, and when these

failed she indulged in magnificent promises. In

particular she endeavoured to gain over the Pro-

tretants, who had now organized a strong party,

aad possessed considerable influence in parlia-

ment and in the country. So tolerant were her

opinions, so generous her sentiments, so large and
liberal her professions, that she succeeded in

detaching them from the Regent, and including
them in the number of her most devoted adherents.

To their exertions must be traced the ultimate

resignation of the Governor, and the queen's ap-

pointment to the regency. It was evident that
this consummation could not longer be delayed.

'Nearly a year hod been spent in mutual crimi-

nation and intrigue.' The Regent had become

contemptible in the eyes of his own subjects ; his
eourt was deserted by all men of rank or influence
on all sides, with the exception of the primate.
TarimaliiM was made by the queen that parliament
wwdd be summoned, and an account exacted of his
ode of administering the royal revenue. Thus

pressed, Arran at length gave way ; and at a meeting
the three Estates, which was held at Edinburgh,
fl^lftb of April, 1554, he solemnly abdicated

the regaacj in favour of the Queen-mother. Instru-

produccd, which formally approved of

bt bold," uyi Randolph, in a letter to Cecil,- i little with a merry tale. Car-
ton him the cure of the UUhop of
that to all other men was judged
lie practiced upon him divers

; be hung him certain hours in the day
MS, as Mm to avoid at the mouth that the

he fed him

yeart; * that

his conduct during the late administration ; he

was appointed governor of Dunbarton Castle, was
invested with the Duchy of Chatelherault, and

declared second person in the kingdom, and nearest

in succession to the crown. A commission from

the Queen of Scotland was then read, which con-

ferred upon her mother the supreme authority ;

and the new Regent having intimated her accept-

ance of the office, immediately received the homage
of the assembled parliament.* Thus did Mary of

Lorraine, by her prudence, sagacity, and persever-

ance, attain to that dignity which for so long a

period had been the object of her ambition.

The regency of Mary of Guise, hailed at the time

with enthusiasm, was productive of consequences
disastrous to the peace of the country as well as to

the interests of the house of Stuart. By no means

destitute of the qualities necessary Character of the

to the discharge of the duties of her Regent,

higli position, she might have enjoyed a tranquil

and prosperous reign, had she not from the first

been involved in unfortunate circumstances and

surrounded by bad advisers. In developing and

maturing her ambitious schemes she had mani-

fested great abilities, an accurate discrimination of

character, and wonderful address in conciliating
her opponents, in retaining the confidence of

her adherents, and securing the affection and re-

spect of all classes. Opposed from principle and

prejudice to the Protestant party, she yet contrived

by her prudent management to secure from them

the support of her pretensions and the advocacy of

her cause. To them, indeed, the ultimate success

of lier projects was principally owing.
The difficulties of her position were from the

outset great. Her elevation to the Difficul:

regency was very much owing to ^er Pos^

the assistance she had received from the court of

France. The residence of her daughter, the youthful

queen, at this court, had placed her in intimate and

peculiar relations with Henry II. It was impos-
sible that the obligations incurred by the Queen-

mother should be lightly regarded or altogether

ignored, nor were the Frenchmen likely to forget

the part they had played or the services tL

rendered. Thus, in the very commencement of her

reign, the Regent was placed in circumstances

which necessitated her giving offence to one or

other of the powerful parties by which she was

surrounded. She could not, on the one hand,

endanger her alliasce with Franco, by refusing to

forward the interests of those whose claini

imperatively pressed on her attention
; nor, on the

other hand, could these claims be met without

creating dissatisfaction among her subjcc'.

alienating the affections of her tmest friends.

Regardless of the consequences, Disposal o:

however, which at first were not offices i

apparent, she proceeded to dis-

tribute the chief offices of state among the French

noblemen and gentlemen who frequented her

court. At this time the office of Lord Chan-

Lesley, pp. 249, 250.
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cellar was filled by the Earl of Huntly, a man of

great abilities and occupying a prominent position,

being at the head of the Roman Catholic party
;- Scotland. This nobleman was virtually dis-

ssed of his power, retaining it only in name,
his place being filled by Monsieur de Rubay, who
was intrusted with the great seal and dignified
with the name of Vice-Chancellor.

The office of Comptroller, one of great impor-
tance and responsibility, involving as it did tho

management of the public revenue, was committed

1

Monsieur Villemore. D'Osell, though without

y formal position in the conduct of public affairs,

was admitted into the confidence of the Regent, and
constituted one of her most influential advisers.

The e appointments were naturally galling to the

Scottish nobility; and insulting as they were to

the national pride, they created universal indig-
nation. They were the first subjects of dissension

between the Regent and her people, and her popu-

larity sustained a shock which it never afterwards

recovered. There were other circumstances which

materially increased the difficulties of the Queen-
mother's position. Two rival parties in the state,

equally matched, if not in numbers, at least in

strength, with mutual jealousies and animosities,

contended for the mastery over each other, and for

influence over the Regent. These were tho Pro-

Policy towards
testants and Romanists. To the

the Keformed former, as adherents of the ancient

and Catholic
faith, she was closely united by
her principles and her sympathies,

'o the latter she was equally bound by the ties of

gratitude, as without them she could not have at-

tained to the proud eminence which had crowned
and satisfied her ambition. Her wisest policy there-

fore was one of conciliation and forbearance, not

exhibiting undue preference for either, but dis-

tributing her favours without partiality to both.

It was out of her power, unfortunately, to preserve
this balance of mind, or to refrain from furthering
the aggrandizement of one party at the expense of

the other. She wanted principles determinate in

character
;
she was without singleness of aim and

purpose ;
she was surrounded by selfish and un-

scrupulous advisers ; she was besieged by needy
and importunate suitors. Both parties could not

be pleased.
' She could not grant enough to

satisfy the Reformers, and she offended the Roman
Catholics by granting their opponents anything.'
The result, as might have been anticipated, was
that both were dissatisfied and alienated.

One of the first acts of the new government was

Disturbances in to dispatch the Earl of Huntly
the North. with a commission of lieutenancy

to apprehend a notorious freebooter, John Mur-

derac, the Laird of Moydart, a chief of the clan

Ranald. The lawless character and predatory
habits of the northern clans had frequently rendered

necessary the adoption of severe measures for their

punishment and suppression. James IV. had a

crafty mode of dealing with these turbulent septs,

which, as a general policy, was eminently successful.

To divert their attention and provide Ttm with
sufficient mmnpyfrm in their own Mhirf
territories, he fomented th+ir m- ftmti IT.

tual jealousies and encouraged the natoral Ml*
gonism of dan tocUn, in order that. engaged wfck
their own pertonal conflict*, they mifht neither
have leisure nor inclination to combine fVr hostile
movements against his own government Fr
quently, however, and in spite of every ]

one or other of tho

open rebellion ; and, i

nobleman, at the head of Us
the scat of the disturbance, and aided by the** who
were only too glad to "iht *"*"Trni OMSO with
him, for tho purpose of avenging MOM old fatfvy
or fancied slight of their ancient rtvak, erosfced
tho insurrection.

During the regency of Arran, John of Mcydart
had openly defied tho government, and rrfbsed. in

answer to a summons, to appear before the eovt,
which was then sitting at InvorncM. Arfryle, it

appears, had undertaken to compel his attendance.
and in case of his non-compliance to ravage Us trr-

ritorics with fire and sword. Thie

having never been conducted to a
successful issue, if it was entered Untir Md ki

upon at all, and the year 1554 being
fclMa,

distinguished by a fresh outbreak on the part of the

clan Ranald, Huntly was eommisaioncd with rail

powers to bring the offenders to justice. This r*

pedition failed ; BOOM aeserfing that HonUy h*l

acted treacherously, others suspecting the drltty
of tho clan Chattan, who had rained the onder-

taking, they said, on account of their inveterate

animosity to their leader. This animosity had it*

origin in the following circtunetaacca. When the

Queen-mother was about to depart far VMM*,
Mackintosh, the chief of the clan Chaltan.

young man liberally educated by tho Earl el

Moray,' had fallen into the hand* of Hundr. who.

without having charged him with My crime, *

ccpt that which to him was the greatest of all

offences, his refusal, arising from a lore of inde-

pendence, to acknowledge Hantly's ooporiarity,

had nevertheless confined him a strict pi inner.

and contrived in his own absence, and by means ef

the instrumentality of hie wifc, to peeve his

execution.*

Whatever were the tme reosoos whiek led to tl

failure of Huntly'i expedition to the

its unsuocesBful issue was attributed to his

misconduct, and advaotago taken of the

stance by his numerous advononee

his destruction. Returning in die- MJJJ'I>
grace, he WM immediately appre-

handed and committed to prieoo,

stances might have operated in his mvon

Queen-mother. His services in her behalf. dw i t

the events which aouierited her asow

the government, had been nnmercwe at

They were not afleient, however,

occasion to protect him from tho OMMfBMMl of
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hi* real or supposed delinquency. The fact of his

~
ff
;liiiinf being already decided upon, the only

anfimi which occupied the council of the Regent
was its degree and extent. Some contended that

hi* conduct had amounted to treason, and de-

manded his death ;
others proposed his banish-

ment to France. Both counsels were objected to

by his principal enemy, Gilbert Earl of Cassillis.

It was finally resolved to deprive him of all his

offices and to banish him to France for five years.

The latter part of his sentence was afterwards

commuted for the payment of a heavy fine.

On the assembling of parliament at Edinburgh
Measure* of (June, 1555) many wise and salu-

\cgal reform,
fary measures of legal reform were

proposed and adopted. Subsequently to this the

Queen-regent travelled in royal state into the

.outhern counties to hold justiciary courts, and
from the following account of her proceedings by
an English nobleman she appears to have dis-

covered ability and discretion in the exercise of

her judicial powers.
" So far as I can learn, the

Scotch queen doth greatly desire that justice be

ministered on the Borders
; and for the mere ap-

pearance thereof, since her repair to Jedworth, I do
well understand that she hath called before her
divers of the worst and greatest faulters both of

Tcriotdale and the March, and doth punish them
in ward." The principal adviser of the Regent
Henry Sinclair in the framing of measures for

er advuer. the simplifying of legal processes
and the abridgement of the vexatious delays which
but too frequently occurred in the settlement of
wits was the " learned Henry Sinclair, Dean of

Glasgow, Vice-President of the College of Justice,
who had been a favourite counsellor of her late

husband, James V. ; but finding himself neglected
by the Governor Arran, had retired to France."

* legal knowledge was profound, and he enjoyed
an almost equal reputation as a scholar and a states-

In the judicious exercise of the powers
Intrusted to him many abuses were corrected,

ay corruptions were swept away, and justice,b generally acknowledged, was then more im-
Uy administered than at almost any former

period in the history of the country.
* same spirit of reform in another direction was

certain statutes of the parliament of

"proscribing Robin Hood, Little John, the
r May, and the Abbot of Unreason, and

Ung those ancient games and festivals in
a singing about summer trees

'

dis-
bed the queen and her lieges in their progress

through the country." f
An event now occurred which threatened se-

* riously to impair the Regent's

"JJJ popularity and to create an irrepa-
rable breach between her and her

This wan the attempted introduction into
>f a standing army, and that army to be

Tytler, vol. vi. p. 64.

composed of foreign mercenaries. Such a proposi-
tion could not fail to be equally offensive to the

nobility and the nation at large. To the former it

was especially obnoxious. For as an introduc-

tion to the measure, and in part Restraints to be

also to furnish a pretence for its imposed on the

adoption, it was contemplated to

break down the power of the barons by enforcing
a reduction in the number of their respective

retainers, and prohibiting their appearance in

public with a train of followers more numerous

than their personal attendants. Under the feudal

system it was not an uncommon thing for a

Douglas or a Huntly to muster an assemblage
of dependents sufficient to overawe the sove-

reign, and to impose upon him such terms as they

thought proper. Acting in accordance with the

counsels of her French advisers, the queen en-

deavoured, but without success, to introduce the

sagacious policy of Henry VII., and to restrict

within proper limits the almost regal domina-

tion of the Scottish barons. Proclamations were

issued forbidding the attendance of a nobleman at

the meetings of parliament, or the public conven-

tions, with any other followers than his domestic

servants.

As an answer to these proclamations, and by
way of bravado, the Earl of Angus Bold conduct

immediately rode to Edinburgh at of Angus,

the head of a thousand horsemen. Appearing in

the presence of the Regent, and upbraided by her

for this daring violation of her express injunctions,

the baron made this reply :
"
Well, madam, the

knaves will follow me. Gladly would I get rid of

them, for they devour all my beef and my bread ;

and much, madam, would I be beholden to you if

you could tell me how to get quit of them." On
this occasion she unfolded to the earl her scheme

for the introduction of foreign troops, which, by

forming a standing force, would effectually protect

the realm from English invasion. With the old

and sturdy spirit of a Scottish noble, Angus replied,

shortly, "We will fight ourselves, and that better

than any hired fellows."
*

Notwithstanding this characteristic answer, the

Regent persevered in attempting to carry out her

measure. For the support of the foreign troops

which should constitute a standing army, she pro-

posed that a tax should be levied on landed pro-

perty, and that for this purpose a general
of the country should be undertaken, and tin

ments adjusted according to the annual value oi

the estates which each baron possessed. The ob-

* Hume's History of the Douglases. At another inter

view which took place on occasion of a court bam

queen proposed to Angus to place one of her g;:;

hired troops in his castle of Tantallan. For some to

Angus made no direct reply,
but addressing apparent

goshawk which he had brought in on his wrist, and wnttn

was then feeding, he remarked,
" The devil take t !

gled !

(kite) thou hast too much already, yet thou dear

more ?'' The Regent having again introduced the su

he at length answered,
" Oh yes, madam why not, madan

all is yours ye shall have it. But, madam, I must

captain of your muster, and keeper of Tantallan.
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noxiousness of this tax was speedily manifested in

flic spirit of determined opposition -which it called

The opposition of forth. Nohlemen and gentlemen,
the barons to the to the number of throe hundred,
standing army, assembled in the Abbey Church of

blyrood, and, after denouncing the measure in

rong terms, deputed Sir James Sandilands of

Icier, and the Laird of Wemyss, to wait upon the

queen, and remonstrate with her against the uncon-

stitutional step she was then meditating. They
remarked that Scotland had never wanted bravo de-

fenders in the person of their own sons
; that they,

like their ancestors before them, were prepared to

fight her battles ;
that the admission of mercenaries

into the country was hazardous and uncalled for
;

that the proposed registration of their lands, and

inquisition into their fortunes, were unjustifiable

innovations on their ancient customs, and would

hardly be submitted to by the nation. This spirited

remonstrance had the desired effect, and the mea-
sure was at once abandoned.

Peace had for some time been continued with

Anxiety of the England. The commencement of

Kegent for war war, however, between Henry of
with England. France and philip of Spain) threat_

ened to involve the nation in hostilities. The
former had the Pope as an ally ;

the latter, in con-

sequence of his marriage with Mary of England,
was strengthened by considerable reinforcements

un that country. Sensible of the great importance
f securing the assistance of Scotland as a means of

iverting the attention of his enemies, Henry dis-

patched ambassadors to induce theRegent to declare

war against England. Naturally attached to the

house of Guise, the queen was willing to give effect

Ecsistance of to the wishes of her kinsman. She
tho nobility, assembled the nobles at Newbattle,

recounted the numerous injuries which from time

to time they had suffered at the hands of the Eng-
lish, and urged them at once to assume the offen-

sive, and dispatch their forces to the Borders.

Various motives have been assigned to account for

the refusal of the barons on this occasion to carry
out her plans. It is not improbable that jealousy of

her French advisers, together with a natural unwil-

lingness to engage in war merely to assist Henry,

principally weighed with them in the decision they
arrived at. It is certain their refusal was instant

and peremptory. Foiled in her intentions, the

queen compassed her end in another way. By the

advice it is believed of D'Osell, she ordered, in

violation of the late treaty, the fortress of Eye-

mouth, in the neighbourhood of Berwick, to be

rebuilt. Here she planted a strong garrison, and

established a magazine for military stores and ar-

tillery. This step, she was perfectly aware, would

provoke the hostility of the English, for during the

course of the last negotiations it had been mutually

agreed that this fortress should be razed to the

ground and never again reconstructed. The expect-

ations of the Regent were at once realised. Eye-
mouth Castle was invested, and a pretence furnished

for an immediate declaration of hostilities. In the

meantime, aware of the
tho Border chief* had already
into the Kit^li-h territory ; but, after

forays, a body of tho*.m
were encountered and signally lissVnlsJ at

brcy. War being now determined on,]
were issued summoning the army to as

Edinburgh. I'rotn this city the Urgent
to Kelso, and there, in '"mrilj. proposed that Ksw.
land should be instantly invaded. This was n step
which the nobles at once decidedly rrfnscd to frJTff

Disappointed and indignant, the qoccn attenrpted
to compel them to the adoption of her mesjsnres

by continuing the war in her own person, and
by besieging, with tho French fort* at her com*
mand, tho castle of Wark. Troops and cannon
were dispatched across the Tweed by the !* of
D'Osell. The council, who had not been eonsnhed
in tho matter, were enraged at this assumption of

authority on the part of a foreigner ; and, at the

instance of the Duke of Chatclhcrault, an assem-

blage ofthe nobles was convened at Maxwell Hanfh,
when a resolution was passed, which ordered the

sicgo of Wark to be raised, and the troops to retnrn

to their own country. Her plans being thus every*
where thwarted, tho Regent with reluctance die-

banded her army.
WL now come to one of the most interesting

events in the history of the present ^luj'u sstr-

timcs, the marriage between the rijta
youthful queen and the Dauphin u^TftSb
of France. Many reasons weighed
with the queen-mother in desiring the

tion of this alliance. The centre of

factions, she had to play a difficult and ardnons part.

Ambitious of power, and desirous, if possible, of

perpetuating her government, ah* pstuived that hi

order to gain this end rigorous restraints mast he

imposed on the growing domination of such noble-

men as Huntly, Argylc, and Chatelhcranlt. Nothing

could be better fitted to further her projects in this

respect, as well as to confer additional strength on

her own party, than an intimate union with France

through the contemplated marriageof her dnnghler

But, however popular this allianon fIIB ij| <rf**

might be in* tho latter country, skisa * it

there wore not wanting at conrt

advisers of the monarch who strongly

him from giving it his sanction. Among tl

the Constable Montmorency, who had *

his influence to break off an

1 reflected so much lustre on th*

raine.'

the

sible,

for this reason the young\
on one of the princes of the h

in Scotland, 'might preeem I

useful ally to Franc*, which, hynBOi

crown, would becom* a liimsl sd anger

province.'
The eo-tohlt, kow-tnT, m

Memoirs of Sir J

the Maitland Club.

of Lor-

ie.' He had pointed out, that in the ahseswe of

sovereign it would be dimc.lt, if notfap*

e, to maintain order in the CMS*

MeMUs, p. ft
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prisoner in Spain; and the influence of

the boBM of Lorraine prevailed over these prudent
.

In the month of December, a parliament was

summoned at Edinburgh to con-

Fta*wih ider a letter which had just been

toUMSoottuh received from the French mo-

pvUunent. narch. After reciting at some

length the ancient treaties and long continuance of

(Headship between the two nations, this letter ex-

pressed a desire that, as the Dauphin had attained

the Ml legal age, the solemnization of his marriage
with the Queen of Scots should no longer be de-

lated; and that for this purpose proper persons

should be chosen out of the three Estates to procccc

as ambassadors to the French court, and give to

the important ceremony the sanction of their pre-

sence. This missive was favourably received by
parliament ; and, to give effect to the wishes of the

Appointment
^B' ei&ht noblemen and gentle-

of oommls- men were selected as commissioners
*-nwi' from the Scottish nation, and au-

thorised to complete the marriage. These were
the Earl of Cassillis, Lords Fleming and Seton,

'

the Earl of Rothes, James Beaton, archbishop ol

Glasgow, Robert Reid, president of the Court of Ses-

sion, Lord James Stewart, prior of St. Andrew's, and
John Erskine, provost of Montrose. The instruc-

Thrfrnutnictions
tion8 they received were such as to

M to the indc- do all honour to the parliament from
: of the which they emanated. Every pre-om*

caution was adopted which could
tend to secure the integrity and independence of
the kingdom, and the maintenance of its laws and
institutions. After a somewhat hazardous voyage,
in which two of their vessels were wrecked, the
tnbassadoi'i arrived at the French court, and at once
tred on tho peculiar duties of their mission. They

found no difficulty in obtaining a full recognition
of all their demands. To all appearance notliing
could bo more fair and honourable than the manner
in which they were met by the French king. Pre-
liminaries baring been thus

satisfactorily adjusted,
both parties proceeded to arrange tho conditions of
the onion. It was mutually agreed that the Dauphin,
bj consent of the king, his father, and his royal
Artklw of the consort, should bear the name and
*"** - ttlo of King of Scotland ; that the

arms of that crown should be quar-
rod with his own j and that on his accession to

ron of Franco, he should assume the title
TBiofboth kingdoms united under one crown.
M provided further, that tho eldest son of the

ihoald bo king of France and Scotland
;

if daughters were the only issue, the eldest
Queen of Scotland > that as a daughter of
ihould bo portioned with a dowry of four

liousand crowns, and bo disposed of in
ith the united consent of tho Estates of

and the King of Franco. The jointure of
was fixed at six hundred thousand livres if

husband died after his accession to the throne
;

if h became a widow when he was still

Dauphin, it was to be reduced to half that sum.

Lastly, the commissioners agreed, immediately after

the marriage, to swear fealty to the Dauphin
in the name of the Estates of Scotland, on the

ground that their sovereign, the Daupliiuess, woe
his consort.* These conditions having been for-

mally arranged, the marriage of the Soicmn ization of
illustrious personages was solern- the marriugp,

nized with great pomp at Paris by April 14, 15

the Cardinal Bourbon, in tho cathedral church of

Notre Dame. The ceremony was attended

King and Queen of France, four cardinals, the

princes of the blood, and the most august person-

ages of the realm.

But while everything on the part of the French

had been conducted apparently Duplicity of tho

with fairness and impartiality, in French,

reality they had been guilty of baseness and trea-

chery. Possessed of an insatiable ambition, the

house of Guise attempted to compass by fraud what

they could not obtain by force. Projects of a dis-

honourable character were entertained and carried

out by some of the most distinguished members of

the court of Henry II., amongst whom were the king

himself, the Keeper of the Great Seals, the Duke
of Guise, and the Cardinal of Lorraine. Ten days

previous to the public transactions which ratified

the conditions of marriage between the queen and

Dauphin, Mary had been induced to subscribe three

secret documents, containing stipulations highly
dishonourable and perfidious. By the first, should

she herself die without issue, she conferred the

kingdom of Scotland, with whatever inheritance

or succession might thereafter be connected with

it, in free gift upon the King of France. The

second provided that the same monarch should

hold possession of the kingdom, till the sum of a

million pieces of eight should be received by him,

in discharge of the nation's obligations for expenses
incurred by the education and maintenance of tiie

queen in France. The last document embodied a

declaration to the effect that these deeds were to

be held valid, notwithstanding anything to the

contrary she might afterwards be persuaded or

necessitated to declare in consequence of the soli-

citation of her subjects, or the resolution of her

parliament.f As a party in these secret and under-

hand transactions, Mary, from her youth and inex-

perience, being at this time only fifteen, must be

held guiltless. The whole scheme was evidently

concocted by the princes of the Guisian family, for

the purpose of aggrandizing that ambitious house.

Their designs on the liberties and independence of

Scotland were speedily apparent. We Lave teen

that the commissioners had agreed to swear fealty

to the Dauphin, in virtue of his marriage with their

sovereign. Their own interpretation of this act

attached to it slight importance. His title, as

iing, they viewed as simply honorary and compli-

mentary. But the French insisted on annexing to

t solid privileges and supreme power. When the

ejoicings consequent on the marriage ceremonial

*
Keith, vol. i. Appendix, No. XI. + Keith, p. 74.
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were concluded, the ambassadors were summoned
to appear before the French council, and the

chancellor demanded that the crown, or other

insignia of royalty, should be produced, in order

that the crown-matrimonial might be conferred

on the Dauphin, and the rights of a legitimate

ivcreign vested in his person. To a demand

extraordinary it was at once replied that their

ion was explicit ;
that they could not exceed

.eir powers ;
and that even if it were not so, they

would never be a party in any transaction which
tended to change the order of succession to the

Scottish crown. In this matter they had lately been

furnished with a precedent for their conduct, which

they were prudent enough to follow. The marriage
articles between Mary of England and Philip of

Spain had been framed on the principle of regard-

ing with jealousy and suspicion the near approach
of a foreigner to the throne. The commissioners

from Scotland acted on the same principle, and
their refusal to depart from it was firm and decided.*

Shortly afterwards the commissioners set out

oil their return to Scotland. It was a disastrous

Death of four of Journe7' f r
>
on reaching Dieppe,

the ambassadors four of their number died suddenly.
and suspicions Reid, the Bishop of Orkney, ex-

Bf poison.
pired OQ the 6th of Septemberi

After a few days, the Earls of Rothes and Cassillis,

together with Lord Fleming, were also carried off,

eir illness lasting only a few hours. From their

termined opposition to the ambitious schemes of

e house of Guiso grave suspicions were enter-

ed that these unexpected deaths were the

results of poison, administered by some of their un-

scrupulous adherents. It is certain that their

removal was very opportune for the French party,
as their influence would have been employed against
them when the questions at issue came to be de-

cided by the Scottish Estates. The parliament
assembled at Edinburgh in the beginning of De-

cember. Great efforts were made by the partisans

Proposition to OI< the house of Guise to obtain the

consent of the three Estates to the

conferring on the Dauphin of the
. .

*
. , . ,,

crown-matrimonial, in this they
were actively supported by the

Queen-mother and the friends of the reformed reli-

gion. The movement was strenuously opposed by
the Duke of Hamilton, whose interests would be

seriously compromised by the proposed transaction.

The contest was keen but unequal, for the party of

the Regent, strengthened on this occasion by acces-

sions from the Reformers, was all-powerful. Ac-

cordingly, an act was passed, declaring that the

crown-matrimonial should be granted to the consort

of Mary ; that during his marriage his title should

be King of Scotland; "that all letters should

henceforth run in the style of ' Francis and Mary,

King and Queen of Scotland, Dauphin and Dau-

phincss of Vienne ;

' and that the great seal of the

kingdom and the current coin of the realm should

be changed."f Every precaution was adopted to

ilaitland, p, 903. f Keith, p. 77 ; Lesley, p. 268.

;ent that

P 1^1-

momal should
be given to

the Dauphin,

guard against any alteration in the onto of MO-
cession being effected by this act. Bt,aot<
with the security thus afforded, UM
Duke of Hamilton entered his so- taa'n
lomn protest against UM nnnnemiuu whioh had now
been made. Perhaps the moot i

stance in this transaction is the
ance rendered to the Itegent by the party of tW
Reformation. Certain it is that without this sho
would have signally failed in carrying ot her mea-
sures. The only explanation which seems pro-
bable is, that the Protestants were dcuroos of con-

ciliating the queen by timely rmmnlbares with her
demands, when these were not ifM^mysiflik with
their ideas of absolute right and justice. Tims* of

dilficulty were at hand. Contests, UM semiiy ef
which had been mitigated by intervening errata,
were about to bo renewed ; priestly tyranny WM
becoming every day more intolerable; and. with
the prospect of coming into TvUiskm with the
Romish party, a conciliatory policy WM evidently
the most prudent for the adherents of UM "''mill

religion.

While these negotiations wore being settled, the

war between France and v-ng^a4 WM maintained

on both aides with vigour and determination. In the

progress of the campaign the arms of the Duke of

Guise were attended with signal

finally crowned by the capture of Calais.

was but slightly involved in the contests of this

period. The Borderers, indeed, of the respective
countries were, as usual, actively engaged in forays (

many incursions took place; many Tillages wre
burnt, and much booty secured. Two noblemen

were taken prisoners by the English. Aa English

fleet, under the conduct of Sir John Clare, WM
dispatched to harass the coatts of Scotland Pro-

cccding to the Orkneys, f.-r UM pmrpose of destroy.

ing Kirkwall, he landed a considerable force ; hat,

before his operations could be carried oat, hie fleet

was compelled, in consequence of a violent tempest,

to put out to sea, and, without any further aUompts.

he returned to England.
At this time there happened an event the im-

portance of which, in its bearings on the history of

Europe, cannot be over estimated. This we* UM
death of Mary, and the accssinn A ml iWPje
of Elizabeth to the throne of Eng- hsjlj
land. Distinguished in after yean
for the prudence, sagacity, and fa might of

counsels, this princess marked the

of her reign by an act of policy which

possession of the qualities now indka*

tives were not wanting, urging her to Hr7
'

**

vigour the war with Franca, Calais. wh

two centuries had been in the posssseion of Eog-

land, was now lost. The conduct of UM homo el

Guise, iu advancing the claims of Mary t-

English Uirone, and setting aside the title i

Elizabeth, whom they declared masitim.fr, to-

gether with the assumption by Mary and

husband of the arms of Kagkod. were o

to awaken her reeeatnontaiidpirwbj bor hostility.
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Whaterer wer her feelings, she effectually dis-

gatilnfl them j and when treaties were concluded

at the Chateau Cambresis between France and

Spain, she consented to become a party in these

nsfirthtirmi
With this view she dispatched com-

missioner* from England, who were instructed,

however, that unless Scotland were included in the

present treaty, it was needless to proceed further.*

TrrttTof Xorhjun, The Queen-regent was not un-

SUt'Mav, 1659. willing to conclude a peace, and

Maitland of Lcthington, her secretary, was sent

to France to enter into such arrangements as

might seem expedient The result was that, inde-

pendent of the treaties between England, France,

and Spain, a separate treaty was concluded between

Scotland and England,t The final negotiations on

this subject were completed at Norham. It was

provided by this treaty that the fortress of Eye-
month should be once more destroyed, that several

Mitlcs lately erected on the English Borders should

be also razed, and that a lasting peace should be

proclaimed between the two countries.

In the meantime, the Reformation, which had

Frojiui of the happily begun in Scotland, was
lUwrmation. nujlring rapid progress. Protestant

opinions were almost universally diffused throughout
the most populous parts of the country ; and, what-
ever advances were made in religious enlightenment
and teal, were owing to the extraordinary exertions

of the intrepid Knox. The Reformer, after the

capture of the castle of St. Andrew's, having passed
three years as a prisoner in France, regained his

Career of John liberty (
1 550) at the intercession of

Edward VI. Subsequent to this,

having taken refuge at the English court, he
was compelled to escape to the continent, in conse-

qpwee f the accession of Mary. His residence at

Genera, and intimate association with Calvin, con-
firmed his attachment to the forms of Presbyterian
worship, and induced a dislike of the more elabo-
rate services of the Church of England. The year
1468 was memorable, as it witnessed the return of

Hk return to the Reformer to Scotland, the sub-

ject of unalterable convictions and
an invincible determination to do, as God enabled
liim, his great work, and at all hazards to complete
the establishment of the Reformation. Everywherehu efforts in the cause of truth were crowned with
riiittikablo success. His followers comprised many

the most eminent of the nobility : Erskine of Dun,
Archibald Lord Lorn afterwards Earl of Argyle

> Master of Mar, the Lord James Stewart
ftcrwards Regent the Earl of Olencairn, the Earl

Marischal, Sir James Sandilands, commonly known
>t. John, were amongst the number of his

istiugttijihcd adherents. It was impossible
at snch an example should be without its effect

l nation at large. Multitudes of all ranks
roanded his pulpit, attracted by the impassioned

MseosuBM of the great preacher. The Roman Ca-

tholic party, for a long time indifferent to the grow-

ing ascendancy of their opponents, were at length

alarmed, and summoned Knox to answer for his

conduct before an Ecclesiastical Convention. Ar-

riving in Edinburgh for this purpose, no proceed-

ings were instituted against him, but, on the

contrary, he was permitted to preach without

molestation. Tolerant as the Regent appeared on

this occasion, she exhibited a different spirit when,

having received a letter from the Reformer, by the

hands of the Earl of Glencairn, exhorting her to

renounce the errors of the Papacy, she handed it

with an expression of contempt to the Archbishop
of Glasgow, asking him whether he desired to read

a pasquil meaning, a pasquinade. At this period
of his history, Knox received an Departure of Knox
invitation from the congregation of *or Genera.

Geneva to become their pastor. Induced probably

by the dangerous position in which he was at this

time placed he accepted of the invitation, and im-

mediately set out for the continent. Xo sooner

had he departed than he was again summoned to

appear and stand his trial. In consequence of his

failure to obey this summons he was summarily
condemned, and burnt in effigy at the Cross of Edin-

burgh. Scotland, however, was not left without

zealous and indefatigable preachers. Connected

with a proclamation which was shortly issued to

compel their attendance to answer Temper of the

for their boldness, an incident hap- barons,

pened which manifested the tone and temper of the

barons who belonged to the Reformed Church. A
numerous body having accompanied to the capital

their respective ministers, and somewhat alarmed

the Regent, she commanded all who had not been,

specially summoned to repair to the Borders for

fifteen days. Refusing compliance with this in-

junction, the significance of which was apparent,

they forced their way into the presence of the

Regent, and addressed her in the following strong
terms :

" We know, madam, that this is the device

of the bishops who now stand beside you. We
avow to God we shall make a day of it. They
oppress us and our poor tenants to feed themselves.

They trouble our ministers, and seek to undo them

and us all. We will not suffer it any longer."
This courageous address was delivered by Chalmers

of Gathgirth, and, at its conclusion, the barons,

who had hitherto remained uncovered, placed
their steel caps upon their heads with a menacing
air.*

Matters, which were evidently hastening to a

crisis, were further precipitated by the drawing up,

on the 3rd of December, 1557, by the lords of the

congregation, of that memorable Xational core-

covenant which at once put an end nant.

to all hesitation on the part of the Reformers as to

their future proceedings, and formed the connecting
link which banded them together into one united

and powerful association. The signatures of many
noblemen, including the Earls of Glencairn, Argyle,

* Knox's History, p. 103 Keith, p. 65; Spottiswood.
Book ii. p. 94.
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Morton, and Lord Lorn, were attached to this

document. It embodied a declaration of their

principles,
and set forth in plain language their

determination to secure for themselves and their

adherents, the free and undisturbed exercise of the

religion they professed. The formation of this

Protestant league may be traced to the influence of

Knox, who had dispatched from the continent a

spirited address to the leaders of the movement, par-

ticularly Erskine of Dun, and Wishart of Pitarrow.

Great consternation prevailed among the Roman
Catholic party, in consequence of the adoption of

these measures. Strong remonstrances were ad-

dressed to the Regent, but, from motives which can

easily be understood, they were at this time un-

heeded. Policy demanded, on the part of the Queen-

mother, the greatest forbearance in her treatment of

the Reformers. She was then engaged in the pro-

ject she had always so much at heart the union of

Mary with the Dauphin. The marriage had been

proposed to parliament, but the sanction of that

body had yet to be obtained. It was obvious that

any indication of hostility towards the Protestants

would have been fatal to her designs. Again, we
have seen her anxiety that the crown matrimonial

should be conferred on the Dauphin, and that this

was accomplished through the assistance of the

adherents of Knox. These considerations suffi-

ciently account for the seeming indifference of the

Regent to the complaints of her Romish subjects.

Notwithstanding the toleration exercised by the

Queen-mother, the priesthood were still power-
ful enough to manifest their old spirit of tyranny
and persecution. This was exhibited in their cruel

Martyrdom of treatment of Walter Mill, an 6ld

Mill, April, 1558. an(j enfeebled man, who, at the

age of eighty-two, was condemned to the flames

in the city of St. Andrew's. Universal indigna-
tion was awakened throughout the country by this

murder. Measures were taken to instruct the

nation as to the extreme oppression experienced at

the hands of the ecclesiastical rulers. An address

was also presented to the Regent, demanding
the acknowledgment of their rights, and redress

for their injuries. This address, which was full

and explicit, strong in its statements, and impera-
tive in its requirements, was presented by Sir James

Sandilands, Preceptor of the Knights of St. John ;

and, although the Regent gave it no immediate

A or, she promised to take it into her serious con-

sideration. This temporizing policy produced differ-

ent effects on the Protestants and Roman Catholics

The former were, in a measure, satisfied, and rely-

on the assurances of the Regent, abstained for

the present from any public exercise of their reli-

i. The latter were indignant at the timidity

she discovered, and attempted to urge her to the

adoption of more decided and severe measures

Terms of compromise were offered to the accept

ancc of both parties, but these were so unfavour

able to the Protestants, that they were at once

eted. Parliament having assembled, on occa

Mun of the return from France of the commissioners

VOL. I.

dispatched to arrange the Mary
Dauphin, the lords of the Sfe^iesalhiej had

prepared certain article* embodying thesrdssssssssV
vitli the view of presenting them for the
ation of the three Estates. Through the
of tho Regent, and by
desisted from their intention, and
selves with presenting to jiarihMt a
rotation.

character of its statements, and the energetic lan-

guage in which they were fiinieastd t hut thie fa net
the place to give a detailed account of to contents.
From tho remarks which have now hew woe, to

will appear that, so long a* any- Cheats f seley
thing was to be gained from the sfcaust.

exercise of forbearance toward* the
that forbearance was uniformly eitei

no love of the reformed religion were its i

treated with leniency and
reasons alone weighed with the Regent in the ede*
tion and prosecution of this course of policy. But,
no sooner did these motives cease to operate, then
tier conduct underwent a material change. She had

employed the Reformers a* the instruments of her

ambition. Without their concurrence and eessftV

ance her greatest projects could not have been

realized. All her schemes had been downed with

success. In Scotland she reigned nipteast hi

France the marriage of her daughter with the Dau-

phin was consummated, and the title of King of

Scotland conferred upon the latter. It is not unusual

for princes to despise tho instruments by which

they themselves have been elevated to power. It

was reasonable to expect that the solicitations of the

Roman Catholic party, to which she was attached by
her principles, would not always be disregarded ;

and that the cxcrciac of the powers they demanded

would one day be granted them. But these, though

legitimate explanation* of the Regent's change of

policy, do uot comprehend or exhaust the whole

facts of tho case. There

weighty considerations which

in the conduct she subsequently

Wo have already alluded to the

that claims were advanced on he- Piutnjftas

half of Mar>- to the throne of Bag-

land. Ry the unprincipled conduct

of Henry VIII., plausible pretence*
a

nished for tho setting forth to tl

claims. The illegitimacy of
both^t

had been declared by Act of Parties**

withstanding of this, they were botl

throne by the monarch himeelf, who f"1

to settle the order of succession. The tali

settlement had never been formally n

the sovereigns of other nation*. Theri

however, to the throne had nerer been

of dispute. But the casee of I

were, in the estimation of IU

least, totally distinct The I

of the tnie church, and pledged
I

it _ : A.;h Th latter was ea eesosti

.
: -

4 L

the ancient faith. The Utter

ledged heretic, bent upon carrying
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we* of her father, and completing the establish-

ment of the detested Reformation. Her accession

to the crown was, therefore, throughout Europe,

viewed by the subjects of the Pope with indignation

arm. Advantage was taken of this circum-

by the ambitious princes of the house of

ption br Guise' Aware that th
.

eir Pr Jects

trr oftbe title would be regarded with no un-

of Queen of favourable eye by their own parti-
^n**m" -

rans, and by those of every country

who would esteem the downfall of Protestantism as

the happiest event for the world, they persuaded

Mary and her husband, as already stated, to assume

the title of King and Queen of England. This

style and appellation were employed in public

documents, some of which are still extant.* Their

coin and plate were engraved with the arms of

England, and everywhere throughout Europe their

unfounded assumption was proclaimed. If the

putting forth of these pretensions had been the only

ctops which they contemplated for the vindication of

their claims upon the English throne, Elizabeth

might well have afforded to despise such contempt-
ible exhibitions. But the princes of Lorraine were
reeolved on the adoption of more serious measures.

Their project pointed to the invasion of England ;

but how was this to be accomplished ?
" Elizabeth

was already seated on the throne ; she possessed all

the intrepidity of spirit, and all the arts of policy
which were necessary for maintaining her station.

England was growing into reputation as a naval

power. The marine of France had been utterly
neglected ; and Scotland remained the only avenue

by which the territories of Elizabeth could be
approached." It was on this side, therefore, that the
Gui*ian princes determined that the attack should
be made.t
To obtain the promise of assistance from the Re-

gent, now became an object of the first importance.
Meewngois, accordingly, were dispatched to Scot-
land for this purpose, soon after the Peace of Carn-
brai. To the honour of this princess, she was wholly
disinclined to embark in so wild an enterprise.
Monaieur do Bcttancourt, who had been

specially
deputed from the court of France on this mission,
attempted, but in vain, to obtain her consent. To

i* argument* she replied that the project would
meet with no encouragement from Scotland ; that
the nation were unwilling to embroil themselves
in a war with England ; that, above all, their pre-
dilections in favour of the reformed religion would
*ber incline them to assist Elizalwlh than to fur-

ther the ambitious designs of iheir own sovereign
spirit of these remarks the Regent addressed

Mi remonstrances to the prince of I^rraine,
ndeavourcd to dissuade thorn from their enter-

le wu
signally uusuccess-

J s and, in an evil hour, reluctantly, and against
r judgment, she at lost consented to the

imagined, ii, .rnncment of
Jfliwfceth, pad

. Scot..y . 68, 104.
Collection.

the overthrow of the Reformation, but in their OWE

discomfiture, the ruin of the French faction in

Scotland, and the final triumph of the Protestant

cause.

These negotiations, and their unfortunate issue,

sufficiently explain the change of policy which

was speedily manifested by the queen towards

the Reformers. Committed by her own act to the

adoption of measures which would involve the

nation in a war with the English sovereign, her

first step was directed to the breaking up of that

powerful and united confederacy, of which the

lords of the congregation were the acknowledged
leaders. Unless this could be accomplished, and the

Roman Catholics reinstated in their former position

of influence and authority, it was hopeless to expect

any earnest movement on the part of the Scottish

people. Already was Elizabeth looked up to as

the defender of the Reformed faith
;
and not till

the sentiments of the country underwent a change
in favour of the Papacy, could assistance be ex-

pected which should aid in her expulsion from the

throne. Resolved, therefore, on the destruction of

the Protestant party, she concluded that there was

but one weapon with which her purpose could be

effected, and that was persecution. The result,

as might have been anticipated, was an immediate

collision between the Protestants
Comsioil v

and Romanists. This more particu- the Pro:

larly occurred in a convention of and the .

the clergy, which was held at Edin-

burgh, in March, 1559, where the demands of the

Reformers were not only refused, but steps token

which added considerably to their anger and exas-

peration. No language, it was declared, should

henceforth be employed in the public services of

the church except the Latin. An act wa.-

same time promulgated by the Regent, which con-

demned the principles of the Reformers, prescribed

conformity in religion, and enjoined upon all the

observance of daily mass
;
and summoning to her

presence their chief leaders, she announced her

intention of dealing with them in a different spirit

from that she had hitherto discovered, and plainly
intimated that their position was eminently peril-

ous. Further, as a parliament was appointed to

be held at Stirling, she issued proclamations en-

joining the attendance of some of the most eminent

of their ministers, to answer the accusations which
had been lodged against them. This behaviour

on the part of the queen naturally awakened in-

dignation and alarm in the lords of the congi <

tion. Resolved upon remonstrance, they dispatched
the Earl of Glencairn and Sir ifemonstr.r

Hugh Campbell, Sheriff of Ayr, to the lord--

wait upon the Queen-mother. In co" rt> !lti

calm and dignified language they represented
their right to hold and profess such opinions in

religious matters as they thought proper, and re-

quested her to abstain from interfering with then

preachers, so long as they could not be

with disseminating priiiciples dangerous to t Li-

state, or contrary to the word of God. Provoktc
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at these remonstrances, the Regent exclaimed
with bitterness and contempt, that she would
silence their ministers, though they were as elo-

quent as St. Paul.* Reminded of the fair pro-
-i.-s of toleration, so frequently made to the

leaders of the congregation, she replied in words
which cannot be sufficiently reprobated that the

promises of princes ought not to be urged upon
them, unless they could conveniently observe

them. The reply of the deputation was bold and
itecl: "If, Madam," said they, "you are re-

solved to keep no faith with your subjects, wo
will renounce oar allegiance ; and it will be for

your grace to consider the calamities which such
utc of things must entail upon the country."!

It is po.-sible that the adoption of this decided tone
Ut have induced the queen to reconsider her

had not an event now occurred which
i nnined her to pursue the course on which
h:r,l entered. Intelligence was communicated

Perth embraces to her at this time that Perth
the llelbrmed < had publicly embraced the Re-

3n3 ' formed opinions.' In great con-

r.ation, she instantly sent for the provost of

that city, and commanded him to enforce the laws,

and put an end to the religious disturbances which

distinguished his district. The provost, Lord

Ruthvcn, replied that ' he could bring the bodies

of hi- citizens to her grace, and compel them to

prostrate themselves before her, till she was fully
ite of their blood ; but over their consciences she

had no power.' J For this '

malapert
'

reply, as

termed it, he was sharply reproved ;
and the

-jut having again recourse to her former op-

ineasures, repeated her citation to Paul

liven and others of the Reformers, to repair to

ling, and appear before the parliament sum-

moned to assemble in the month of May. In

addition to this, she ordered the festival of Easter to

be celebrated with all the accustomed pomp and

ceremony peculiar to the Church of Rome.

Afiaivs were now approaching to a crisis, and both

parties prepared for the collision which appeared in-

>> al of Knox, evitable. At this period, however,
May, 1559. the return of Knox to his native

country, in consequence of the urgent invitation

addressed to him by the lords of the congregation
in the preceding year, produced an important

change in the state of parties. The Reformers

were immensely strengthened and encouraged.
Their opponents were proportionably dismayed.
Their former experience of the presence of this bold

;ind uncompromising man, afforded the Romanists

le comfort in the prospect of the struggles that

now before them. The effects of his com-

manding influence and overpowering eloquence
not yet forgotten; and they trembled to

confront him in circumstances calculated to call

forth all his surpassing powers and invincible

^'y. His first act was to repair to Dundee,

1
Caldervvood's History, vol. i. p. 310.

t ive of Maitlau'd of Lethington, Keith, vol. i. p. 186.

* lytler, vol. vi. p. 90.

and enter into Tahatioa with hie frieade < UM
measures to be adopted b this tmttgtmt. A* Ik*
time approached lor UM appsaraaee at StirUaer af
the minUturs who bad been ttrtd with eitatiesMU
t ho lord* of the congregation marred to eeeeav

LIU, and for this purpoea soaw of UM prta-
cipal baron* not oat for Perth. Krarn this ptsee
they deputed John Knkina of Das, * af
great authority with their party, and dktiagvkked
for the prudence and moderation of hi* savaeess. to
wait upon the Regent at Stirling, and espUia the
object they had in view. Though their asaahere
were considerable, they were without anas, sad had
no hostile intentions; they were only desfcasj* af
affording, by their presence, ooaataaaaee to thsaT

ministers, and aiding them in asas^as the aajast
accusations which had bean broaghl agaiaet thesa.

Apparently, these representations wan fraakry
accepted by the Regent, in the MUM spirit b whisk
they were offered. In reality, however, this was
not the case. But, concealing bar DusiMiy a UM
real sentiments, she arowed bar l*feat

willingness to concede any rre.snns.hle demands i

and that, if the people would disperse, she weabl

grant them the free exercise of their reUfiaa, dis-

charge the summonses against their pcestihuis, sad
secure to them the unmolested discharge of their

sacred functions. Trusting to the sincerity of the

Regent, Erskine wrote letters to his friends, detail*

ing the results of his "?'"". and advising that the

conditions of the Queen should be at oocecosBplied
with. Accordingly, the greater part of the people
were dismissed from Perth, by orders of the berate,

who, however, remained behind to obeerre the

issue. The conduct of the Qneen mother was a*

this occasion extremely tmachsrom No
were her wishes fulfilled, than bar

conveniently forgotten. Her condo

she had formed engagements without th slightest

intention of giving them effect. She gave ae

orders for the toleration of the PratasUat fiuthj

she discharged none of the summonses against the

ministers, but commanded them, in v*J *

be rigidly enforced. On the day Omkiny f the

appointed for the trial, no appear-

ances being made on the part ofthe Refcrmed *&*1jt

they were at once condemned at rontuBucMj

sentence of outlawry was pronounce*! agaiaet thsai |

and the lieges were forbidden, ttndrrthe i*e*hy

of high-treason, to harbour or support

1 to defend the preeeedhf*

^ont, on the pica that the oaaditiaM fM
upon between herself and Brskfae had ae hsea I

filled, because the barons nd the smiaietar. reekeiaed

: he fallacioaaBeai ofthis desWce is apfi
stctV

rent, from the
cimunstancejhat

tha
l^

dently jwintcd to the dispenioB of tl

apart from their followers, she had I

apprehend from the lorde of the

^'e can readily

at such palpable duplkity.

dignar.tiy
withdrew from court, and

his friends at Perth, warned them to to oa
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Mard against the dangers which now threatened

{frU Rnox, who was then at Perth, opportunely

ranted the pulpit, and delivered one of his most

powerful discourses against idolatry in general, and

UM adoration of the host in particular. The people

DMUucttoo of were agitated, but his large congre-

OMgM at Perth,
gation dispersed without tumult.

There now occurred one of those strange incidents

which, trivial in themselves, give hirtb to moment-

ous consequences. At the conclusion of the services,

when the church was comparatively empty, a priest

uncovered one of the rich altar-pieces and prepared

to celebrate mass. A young man, who witnessed the

proceeding, exclaimed that this was intolerable. A
blow from the priest was answered by a stone,

which struck the altar and demolished one of the

images. This was the signal for a general attack. In

a short time the altar was destroyed, the shrines

despoiled of their ornaments, the beautiful carved

work broken to pieces, and the images and pictures

shared the same fate. On the same day similar ex-

cesses were committed in other parts of the town,
the houses of the Grey and Black Friars were

plundered, amd the Charter-house or Carthusian

monastery, a building of great magnificence, was

wholly demolished. Nor was the popular indigna-
tion satisfied with this manifestation. The same

spirit of destructiveness exhibited itself in other

places, particularly in the town of Cupar-Fife.
When these proceedings were related to the queen,

lager of the Be- s^e was transported with rage and
fsnt, and mea- grief, and her resentment was ex-

""byfc?*"
1

P1*886*1 "* no measured terms. She
denounced summary and dreadful

vengeance against the Reformers. Lamenting the
destruction of the beautiful Carthusian Church, and
the desecration of the tombs of James I., his queen,
Jan* Beaufort, and of her own mother-in-law, the
late Queen Margaret Tudor, she declared her reso-
lution to ' raze the town of Perth to the ground
and sow it with salt, as a monument of perpetual
desolation.' She instantly summoned to her as-
istance the Earls of Hamilton, Argyle, and Athol,
ith their friends and vassals, and sent orders to

I to join her with the French troops under his
wiaimand. At the head of the forces thus collected
*
"I?"

*
t

Pcrth ' on thc 18th of Ma7' th the
>f surprising the confederates.

Intelligence,
cr, of these preparations had reached the

want*, who lost no time in preparing for their

Everywhere throughout the country the
exertions were made to dispatch assistance
friends. Amongst others who were fore-

ith their aid was Alexander, Earl of Glen-
irn, who mustered two thousand five hundred

foot, and marching with all speed
in avoiding the Regent's camp, and

1 I crth in
safety. Tim welcome reinforce-

t not only .ecuml thc town against the dangers

'/I/"**'
but in a few days enabled the

en to take thc field and to face the Queen
ranced against them with a

strong force.

Kaox; Tytier, voL vL p. 101.

Previous, however, to committing themselves to

more decided measures, the lords of the congrega-
tion addressed three letters, one to Letter to the Ee-
the Regent, another to the nobi- gent from the

lity, and a third to the Roman con^ation.

Catholic prelates. In the first they professed their

willingness to continue in obedience to the State oh

the single condition of being allowed to worship
God according to their consciences. They declared

their determination to lay a statement of their case

before their Sovereign and the King of France, and

willingly to abide by their decision.* The second

letter addressed the nobles in Letter to the

stronger language, embodying a de- nobility,

fence and justification of their conduct. " Our long
and earnest request hath been," they remarked,

" and
still is, that in open assembly it may be disputed in

presence of indifferent auditors, whether that these

abominations, named by the pestilent Papists reli-

gion, which they by fire and sword defend, be tho

true religion of Jesus Christ or not. Now this our

humble request being denied us, our lives are

sought in a most cruel manner
;
and ye, the nobility,

whose duty is to defend innocents and to bridle tho

fury and rage of wicked men, were it of princes or

emperors, do, notwithstanding, follow their appe-

tites, and arm yourselves against us, your brethren

and natural countrymen."! The third letter had

this remarkable superscription : Letter to the
" To the generation of Antichrist, prelates,

the pestilent prelates and their shavelings, within

Scotland." In this, as may be imagined, prelacj
was denounced in the strongest and most vehement

language. This epistle has been severely animad-

verted on by modern historians. This is not the

place to enter upon a formal vindication of its

matter or its language. Thus much we may state,

that these were not the times when men were wont

to indulge in courtly and unmeaning phrases ;
that

the statements made in regard to the cruelty and

profligacy of the prelates did not exceed the

truth
; that the wrongs endured by thc Reformers

at the hands of their opponents were not t

rated, and that the terms they employed in charac-

terising these wrongs were justified and demanded

by the unparalleled circumstances in which they
were placed.

All attempts at negotiation having proved abor-

tive, the Regent would probably
i i i j xi. -D 4 Peace negotiated.nave attacked the Protestants,
had she not suddenly become aware of thc great

accession to their numbers derived from the troops

brought by the Earl of Glencairu. These rein-

forcements inclined her to desire terms of accom-

modation
; and conditions of peace were arranged,

through the mediation of the Earl of Argyle and

the Lord James, who, though they had subscribed

thc covenant, still adhered to the Regent, and

refused to approve of the decided
,
rl

, , . Peace concluded.
measures adopted by their party.
It was agreed that both armies should be dis-

*
Keith, vol. i. p. 194; Spottiswood Society's Edit,

t Knox, pp. 139, HO, 141.
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inded, and the gates of Perth set open to the

iueeu ; that indemnity should bo granted to the

labitants of the city and to all in any way con-

erned with the late disturbances ; that the town
lould not be occupied by a French garrison, and
lat no Frenchman should approach within three

lilcs of it; that all religious controversies should be

served till the meeting of Parliament
; and that,

the meantime, the utmost toleration should be

inted to the Reformers.* Matters being thus

ranged, the Regent, with comparatively few

ttemlants, entered the city, and met with an

jnourable reception. In her progress through the

ects, an unhappy incident occurred, which in-

icd the minds of the inhabitants, and tended to

anfirm the estrangement which already existed.

Passing by the house of a respectable citizen, one

Patrick Murray, six of the French mercenaries

relied their pieces and shot into a wooden bal-

my, whence his family were viewing the proces-

[>n, thereby killing his only son, a youth thirteen

pears of age. f The remark of the Queen on this

iclancholy occasion, when the body was laid

cfore the house where she was then resting, was

it once heartless and impolitic. She said it was

ily an unhappy event, the more so as it fell on the

an rather than the father ;
but it was no fault of

neither was she accountable for accidents.

ler conduct at Perth at once discovered that the

eaty she had entered into was one of convenience

only, and that, on the first opportunity, she would

E>t it aside. Its articles, indeed, were never car-

Violent proceed-
rle ^- out. Several of the citizens

in .S3 of the were banished, others fined ;
the

Provost and magistrates were re-

moved from their office ; and, on her departure for

Stirling, a garrison of six hundred Scottish soldiers,

in the pay of the King of France, was established

in the city. Remonstrated with, on account of these

unwarrantable infractions of the articles of peace,

she replied that she was not bound to keep faith

with heretics.

Fortunately for their cause, the lords of the con-

gregation, before they separated, had solemnly en-

Signing of a new tered into anew covenant, in Avhich

covenant. it was agreed mutually to defend

each other and the body ofwhich they were members
"
sparing neither life, labour, nor substance, in main-

taining the liberty of the brethren
"
against whom-

soever should trouble them on account of their

religion. This agreement was signed by the Earls of

Argylc and Glencairn, the Lord James, Lord Boyd,

Lord Ochiltrce, and Mathew Campbell, of Tarm-

gannare. The intentions of the Queen being now

manifestly of a hostile character, the Protestants

discovered great activity in the reassembling of

their forces. The court was immediately deserted

by the Earl of Argyle and Lord James Stuart, who

were soon after followed by the Earl of Monteith,

Lord Ruthvcn, and Murray, of Tullibardine. Sum-

moned by the Regent to return, on pain of her dis-

Knox, p. 146
; Spottiswood, p.

122.

r Luchanau Book xvi. chap. 31 ; Knox, p. !.

pleasure, they replied that tor conduct had i

this impossible ; that, through the dnplieiU of tor

manure*, they felt themselves no loafer M* b tor

presence ; and that they mold not aflbrd tomato-
nance her in the npptBesiuii of which ato and tor
council were guilty towards those wbosa. in i

of their common faith, they rrganb

Subsequent proceedings of tto

opened the eyes of the Reformers TsafcsMy W ito
to the extent of her designs. Ttoy * H7
[wrccivcd that she aimed not only at tto repression
of the Reformation, but that tor efforts were di-

rected towards the subversion of tto liberties of tto

kingdom, and its subjection to tto power of tto
French faction. The French farco tod iidled
from Scotland in the year 1500, but ttoy tod eeay

tinucd to return at different times and under varioes)

pretences. This new feature in tto policy of tto

Regent considerably strengthened tto hands of tto

Reformers, alienated many of her own party, aad
induced not a few to engage actively in tto stieffis
who would otherwise hare "*i"H pensive aad
indifferent. Letters were now dispatched by tto

confederate lords to the Provost of Dundee, tto

lairds of Dun, and I'itarrow, and others of their

supporters, urgently entreating their assistant* hi

the impending contest, and requesting then, m a

first step, to assemble without fail at St. Andrew'*.

On the 4th of June they were joined by many of

their most zealous adherents and .^t .* r-g.
by Knox, who had been preaching

throughout the country with great (access. His

sermons at Grail, and the neighbouring seaport of

Anstruther, were followed by manifsstattoM of

popular feeling, equally violent with that which

had lately been exhibited at Perth, A similar eel-

break took place at St. Ajjdretrt, when tto mones-

tcrics of the Dominican and Franciscan orders fa

that city were totally destroyed. St. Andrew's

was the residence of the Metropolitan of Scotland,

and the Archbishop, who was present when ttose

excesses were committed, instantly repaired t

Regent, who lay with her Frviich troops at Falk-

land. Amazed and indignant at thew rim

determined to march upon 8t Andrew's

delay. Aware that the Reformers were *

forces, she expected to surprise them, bi

hope she was destined to be diss|i|iiieled

ligcnce of her movements wae rapid

catcd, and no difficulty was H|i leased!

ing a considerable army. Men of all ran

to their assistance, and in

use the language of Knox, ttoy sees*

from the clouds." It is -id UnU Arfyfc

Lord James left St. Andrew's with only

horse, but bofon

about fourteen miles, their

augmented, that the Regent

them. In fact, when tto eongre,

iTnumbLs to their opponents, se thnt the

Queen was necessitated to eater

Ka,5
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After tfff* delay, they consented to a truce of eight

din. They demanded, as the conditions of its ob-

servance, that no Frenchman should remain in the

kingdom of Fife, and that commissioners should he

Mot to 8t Andrew's, with instructions to arrange a

more lasting peace. It was clearly understood by

the Protestants that the truce was a mere artifice to

procure delay, and that the Queen had no intention

of carrying "the stipulations into effect. Her de-

signs on the liberties of Scotland having been made

apparent, she now found herself in a position of dif-

ficulty and danger. She had now to deal with men

who had taken up arms not merely for the vin-

dication of their religious rights, but with the full

determination of asserting their independence as

Scottish subjects, and defending the constitution of

the realm against all assailants. They were pre-

pared to protest against French influence and

French domination ; and no settlement of affairs

would meet their wishes which had not the departure
of the French out of the kingdom as its first and

indispensable condition. But the Regent, had she

been ercr so inclined, could not have ventured to

adopt to decided a step without the concurrence of

the French monarch. Hence she was compelled to

maae the Reformers with fair words and promises
which she had no intention to observe. Doubtless

ahe expected to receive from France such reinforce-

ments as should enable her to dictate her own terms.

In the meantime, no commissioners were sent to St.

Andrew's, and consequently no measures adopted
for the maintenance of peace.
The Reformers were now joined by Sir William

Kirkaldy, of Grange, 'a soldier of great military
experience, and undaunted determination.' No
tap* having been taken by the Regent to recall

from Perth the French garrison, and tidings being
daily received of their cruelties and exactions, and
also of the oppressive conduct of the new Provost,
the unprincipled Chartcris, the leaders of the con-

fcriMn invwt gregation resolved to advance on
Perth, and to compel the French

troop* to abandon that town. Accordingly, they
marched thither in great force, and on the 24th of
Jon* the garrison were summoned to surrender.
On their refusal, the city was formally invested
batteries were opened upon it by Lord Ruthven on
the west, and on the cast quarter by the citizens of
Dttdee. Then measures had the effect antici-

pated, and on the following day the town was sur-
rendered to tin- K formers, whose first step was
to reetore Ruthvcn to his office as Provost, from
rhich he had been illegally expelled. The posscs-

Uiw place was an object of importance to
rtiee, and, as might bo expected, conferred

adorable advantage on the Protestant cause
rd at the lost of Perth, the Urgent attempted

ee on Stirling, which was
strongly for-

Med, and commanded the approaches to the only
p orer the Forth. Her intentions were de-

r the rapid marches of her opponents, whosewee before the gates of the fortress was
(loomed, and their admission

immediately

allowed. Animated by these successes, their mea-

sures became bolder and more decided. Mustering
a force which amounted to no move than three

hundred men, they proceeded from Stirling in the

direction of Linlithgow. This force was under the

command of the Lord James and the Earl of Argyle.
But such was the enthusiasm of the people, that

great multitudes from all quarters flocked to their

standard, and their army speedily numbered five

thousand men. Having secured Linlithgow, they

pressed forward to the capital. No opposition in-

terfered with their progress. The Queen-regent

precipitately abandoned her position, and retired,

together with her French forces, Take possession

to Dunbar. Edinburgh was taken f Edinburgh,

possession of without resistance, on the 29th of

June, 1559. The ultimate intentions of the Re-

formers were now unreservedly declared. Resolved,

not to be content with the mere toleration of their

religion, they aimed at the total subversion of

popery, and the establishment on its ruins of that

protestantism for which they had so cheerfully
laboured and endured. With these views, they
determined to fix their residence in the capital, for

the purpose of disseminating their opinions, and, if

possible, augmenting the number of their adherents.

Accordingly, the pulpits of Edinburgh were occu-

pied by Knox and other ministers, whose -zeal,

energy, and eloquence were eminently successful in

advancing to a prosperous issue the glorious enter-

prise to which they were devoted.

That the views of the leaders of the Reformed

movement were such as we have now charac-

terised may be easily determined. There are

documents in existence which afford us some

luable information on this point. In a letter ad-

dressed to Sir Henry Percy by Sir
j cttcr of

William Kirkaldy, of Grange, on Kirkaldy, of

the day subsequent to the occupa- Gran

tion of Edinburgh, the object of
Sir H

the party is thus explicitly declared :

' I received

your letter this last of June. Perceiving therobv

the doubt and suspicion you stand in for the

coming forward of the congregation, whom 1

sure you, you need not to have in suspicion ;
for

they mean nothing but reformation of religion,
which shortly, throughout the realm, they will

bring to pass ; for the Queen and Monsieur

D'Oscll, with all the Frenchmen, for refuge
retired to Dunbar. The foresaid congregation
came this last of June, by three of the clock, lo

Edinburgh, where they will take order for the

maintenance of the true religion, and resisting of

the King of France, if he sends any force ai,
r

;;

them The manner of their proceeding
in Reformation is this : they pull down all mu
of friaries, and some abbeys, which willingly re-

ceive not the Reformation. As to parish churc!

they cleanse them of images, and all other monu-
ments of idolatry, and command that no masses be

said in them
;
in place thereof, the book set forth

by godly King Edward is read in the same

churches. They have never as yet meddled wit?
1

.
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a pennyworth of that which pertains to the

church ;
but presently -will take order, through-

out all the parts where they dwell, that all the

fruits of the abbeys, and other churches, shall be

kept and bestowed upon the faithful ministers,
until such time as a further order be taken. Some

suppose the Queen, seeing no further remedy, will

follow their desires, which is, a general reformation

throughout the whole realm, conform to the pure
word of God, and the Frenchmen to be sent awav.

If her Grace will do so, they will obey her and
serve her, and annex the whole revenues of the

abbeys to the crown. If her Grace will not be

content with this, they are determined to hear of

no agreement."
* Another letter, on the same sub-

Letter of Knox ject, was about this time addressed
to Percy. to Percy by Knox himself. From

its tenor it appears that grave suspicions were

entertained in England, as to the ultimate objects
which the Reformers had in view

;
and that on

this account it was highly advisable to furnish

credible information of their doings and designs,
for the satisfaction of Elizabeth and the nation.
" The troubles," says Knox,

" of this realm you
hear, but the cause to many is not known.

Persuade yourself and assure others, that we
mean neither sedition, neither yet rebellion

against any just and lawful authority, but only
the advancement of Christ's religion, and the

liberty of this poor realm. If we can have the

one with the other, it will fare better with

England, which, if we lack, though we mourn and

smart, England will not escape without worse

trouble." f
Several points of considerable importance are

Importance of brought out by these documents.
these letters. They determine the views of the

Protestants, which included civil and religious

objects, the expulsion of the French, and the esta-

blishment of the Reformation. They evince the

real moderation of the very men who apparently
were chargeable with the wildest excesses; for while

monasteries were destroyed, and images broken in

pieces, they refrained from any distribution or ap-

propriation of ecclesiastical property, and were will-

ing to consent that a transfer of the whole should

be made over to the crown, provided only that the

ministers of the gospel had secured to them a suffi-

cient maintenance. Further, we learn that in all

their proceedings, they were not animated by mere

selfish considerations, but were impelled onward by

patriotic desires, which urged them to vindicate the

independence of the kingdom, and to preserve in

their integrity their ancient liberties. The event

which they dreaded most was the arrival of French

troops, and the exercise of an influence amongst

themselves, which it was at once dangerous to admit

and difficult to resist. Hitherto they had even-

to be satisfied with their progress.
Their suc-

*
SIS. Letter, State Taper Office, Sir W. Zirkaldy to Sir

Henry Percy. Tvtlcr, vol. vi. p. 117.

t SIS. Letter, "State Paper Office, Knoi to Sir Henry

Percy. Ilid. p. 118.

oeme* had been M great M proUHIc they wee mv
expected. Tneir eaneew.* popular, tto fcAUity hod
generally declared in their fcvwr. --J ... *
strength were duly recetad, and it MM* .*

unlikely that a very *draittaf*oai aOhmee miffcl to
formed with England; far, MM after tto letter ef

Kirkaldy had been dfapntohed. to Ia.^,^ ^
was invited to a private interview Khto% *a
with Percy, which took place at

Norham. This event had toea homint atont to
the arrangement! of Cecil, seentaij to tto Eafffcm
Queen. Percy had received lUmnUim* to MR.
mimic-ate with the barons, and inform ttom *f tto

disposition of England, to enter farto a leaf*e wfth
them, and afford them ratotaatial aietoMo.

In the meantime, the Regent made great Mrtfen*
to recover the position which the had lent la daily

expectation of receiving large reiaforeemeat* tram

France, she adopted moaimre* calculated to <

the cause of the Reformer*, and to cool tto i

many of their adherent*. Report* were nmidaoaely

promulgated that their intention* pointed to tto

subversion of the existing govern-

ment, that religions lefeum were *** **

only a colourable pretence for bringing ahont

portant political change*, and that the i

was an object of ambition to the Lord Ji

of their greatest leaders. Thee*

made in a public and formal

tions were issued in the name of

Mary, King and Qneen of Hrnfmnn
1

, eettiof forth.

'that tho Protostant* were gju'hjr of erdatm.

that they had seized the iron* of the Mint, ami

maintained a treasonable correcpondence with

England.
1

They were enjoined to depart imear-

diately from the capital, and were infcimrf that if

they had grievances to complain of, a parliament

would be summoned to consider them, and thai for

the present they should enjoy fall liberty ofe

science in all matters of religion. Tto lUfoimii*

indignantly repudiated the intentions attritotrj to

them ; and, in a letter to the Qneen, declared them-

selves obedient subject*, willing to

existing Government, and profteeed

only objects were the promotion of Pod**

defence of their minister*, and the

idolat:

In spite of t:

-os of the Regent were i

from the party not a few of their prim

cnts. Negotiation* were new en-

tercd into by uMiimlmii*n from

thinn. These

ment, as the pnnctpal

Regent, that whererer h.

ants should refrain from

evidently one which conld net

the conference* were *tD

ther they were

Keith, rot L p. O* Tjlhr, rU. ft j. L
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rnt as well as of religion, they replied,
" that

LttT to Cedl *s J"
et we ^ave ma(* D0 mcnt i n

turn Ik* of any change of authority, nei-

Bdatinr*. ther yet hath any such thing en-

tend into our hearts, except that extreme necessity

compel us thereto. But perceiving that France,

the Queen-regent here, together with her priests,

ltd Frenchmen, pretend nothing else than the

pprcmion of Christ's evangel, the maintenance

of idolatry, the ruin of us, and the utter subver-

sion of this poor realm, we are fully purposed
to seek the best remedy to withstand their ty-

ranny, in which matter we unfeignedly require

your faithful counsel and furtherance at the Queen

and council's hands, for our assistance."
* The

yof policy of Elizabeth's chief minis-

fejland. ter at this time appears to have

been undecided and temporizing. His anxiety
was to keep on good terms with both parties. On
the one hand he was unwilling to offend the

Regent by openly countenancing her opponents,

approving of their measures, and granting them
substantial aid. On the other hand, he was far

from desiring the suppression of the Reformed

party : it was impossible not to sympathize with

the movement, but it seemed equally impossible for

the present to devise means which should effect-

ually further its advances. Peace had been lately
concluded with France, and it was not apparent
how England could, on this account, consistently
interfere in the affairs of Scotland.

It is evident that whatever her intentions were,
Elizabeth had no wish that the disturbances of the

country should be brought to a termination
; and,

on her part, nothing was left unsaid which could

neourage the Reformers to pursue the course on
which they had entered. These conclusions are

apparent from the letter sent by Cecil to the lords
of the congregation, and addressed to the Earls of
OlMwairo and Argyle, the Prior of St. Andrew's,
and Lords Boyd and Ochiltree. This communi-
eation exhorted them to prolong the contest, to

Pft the land from idolatry, and to despoil the
prelates of their riches after the fashion of Henry" Ye know," he says,

"
your chief adver-

iea, the popiah kirkmen, be noted wise in their
aeration : they he rich also, whereby they make

many friends, by their wit with false persuasions,
by their riches with corruption. As long as they
fed no aharpnes they be bold j but if they be once

ith fear they be the greatest cowards.
fc lUfunnation here, in King Henry

Eighth hu time, although in some pointsw oversight for the help of the ministry
poor ; yet if the prelacy had been left

r pomp and wealth, the victory had been
Wee no spoil ; but I allow to have good
to good uses, as to the enriching of

wu, the help to the youth and the nobi-
mamtcnanco of the ministry in the

t*. of
letrning in schools, and to relieve the

e- Orijiuol Draft in CccU'8 hand.

Mission of Melvil.

poor members of Christ, being in body and limbs

impotent.
"*

Meanwhile, a vigorous attempt was made by the

Regent to recover the possession of Edinburgh.

Advancing unexpectedly from Dunbar by a rapid

night march, she appeared before the city with all

her forces. The affairs of the congregation were

in no flourishing condition, and it was hopeless to

attempt to cope with the superior strength of their

opponents. In these circumstances, negotiations

were resumed, and on the twenty- Truce with the

fourth of July a truce was con- Kegent.

eluded, to last till the tenth of January. Conditions

were mutually agreed to, by which it was stipu-

lated, on the part of the Regent, that the Protestants

should evacuate the capital, and promise to render

dutiful obedience to the government, to abstain from

all future violation of religious houses, and to offer

no impediment to the collecting by the popish

clergy of their tithes, stipends, or any other revenue
;

on the part of the Reformers, it was settled that no

molestation should be given to the preachers or

professors of their religion, that the citizens of

Edinburgh should be allowed to choose their own
form of worship, and that no garrison should be

introduced into the town. Little anxiety was

felt by the queen in regard to the observance of

this truce, as she had now received promises of

assistance from France, and was in daily expecta-
tion of its arrival. Measures had been taken by
the French court to make itself

acquainted with the state of mat-

ters in Scotland. For this purpose, Sir James

Melvil, who had been educated in the house of the

Constable Montmorency, was dispatched on a secret

mission to that country. Here he instituted in-

quiries into the truth of the reports which had

been so industriously circulated to the disadvantage
of the Reformers, and his investigations seem to

have been conducted with impartiality and pru-

dence. A modern historian, indeed, has attempted to

charge him with incompetence and insincerity, and

affirms " that the manner in which he executed

his commission, argues either extreme simplicity,

or a predetermination not to seek the truth. "t "W c

apprehend, however, that this is a thoroughly gra-

tuitous statement, and it is unsupported by other

than the most unsubstantial evidence. The desire

of the French government was to ascertain the

truth of the allegation, that the Lord Jan.

engaged in treasonable designs, which had for their

object the seizure of the crown. That this was the

case, has never been alleged even by his enemies.

But no difficulty could have been experienced in

coming to a conclusion as to its truth or falsehood ;

and we have no reason to suspect that care was

not exercised in arriving at a correct decision.

On the conclusion of the truce, the Duke of

Chatelherault and the Earl of Huntly desired

and obtained an interview with the lords of the

congregation. This step was adopted in consc-

* MS. State Taper Office. Original draft in Cecil's hand

Tytler. f T} tier, vol. vi. p. !&>
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;qucnce of their suspicions as to the projects of the

Recent, and the threatened subversion of the

liberties and independence of the kingdom. These

noblemen, at this time the most powerful of the

adherents of the queen, had continued their attach-

ent to her cause during the late commotions, but

isliking the tendency of her councils, determined,
,t all hazards, to provide for the safety of the

aim, and, with this view, entered into consul-

tion with Argyle, the Prior of St. Andrew's, and
.e Earl of Glencairn. With these barons pledges
ere exchanged, that if the queen should, with

her usual insincerity,
" violate any condition in the

articles of truce, or refuse to gratify the wishes of

the whole nation, by dismissing her French troops,

they would then instantly join with their country-
men in compelling her to a measure, which the public

safety and the preservation of their liberties
"
im-

peratively demanded.* Nor were these dangers

imaginaiy. The superiority of the French troops
over the undisciplined forces of the nobility was suf-

ficiently apparent. The subjugation of the entire

kingdom might therefore be attempted, with consi-

derable chanoe of success, by the introduction of an

army of adequate strength. Conscious of their own

weakness, not less than inspired by a patriotic

jgard for their country's welfare, the leaders of

congregation, together with the most influ-

tial of the Regent's adherents, however they

ight differ as to their religious opinions, were at

:e in the adoption of measures which secured the

dependence and liberties of the kingdom.
At this juncture of affairs, the death of Henry II.

Death of took place. This was in every re-

Henry II. spect an unfortunate circumstance.

Wards the close of his reign, that monarch ap-

,rs to have entertained juster views as to the state

matters in Scotland, and to have had in contem-

lation liberal and comprehensive measures, which

all probability would have restored union and

nquillity to that kingdem.f The ascendancy of

.e house of Guise had visibly declined; their

counsels were no longer followed, and, as a natural

consequence, they were no longer able to prose-

cute their ambitious enterprises. The Constable

Montmorency, whose influence had formerly been

paramount with his master, was, by the assistance

of the Duchess of Valentinois, restored to favour.

It was by advice of this distinguished nrniistcr

that Melvil had been dispatched on his mission to

Scotland; and the monarch had undertaken to

regulate his conduct according to the character of

the report which his agent should bring back.

But his tragical and untimely end terminated for

the present all chances of accommodating matters

in Scotland. The accession of Frances II. intro-

duced important changes in the administration of

affairs. The Guises were restored to power ; and

Change of policy
the chief of that house, together

at the French with the Cardinal of Lorraine,
court. werc intrusted with the govern-

ment. The schemes which for some time they

*
Knox, 154. t Melvil, p. 49.
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had been compelled to lay Mid*. were again, re
Burned, and, iu rnnsimaeane of their

position, pushed forward with activity and
and with greater probability of IIIIIM Xothsnf
could exceed the imeariaeei and shagria with whtoh
the progress of the Ifefcraatioa had beea viewed
by thi faction. It waa eaafly pateeited that iu
ultimate triumph would oppoee inetrsBoaatahte bar*
riera to the carrying oat of their project* i

so long as Scotland remained Fi ulaelejil. aha
lend no assistance in promoting the
of Elizabeth, and the claim, of Mary to the
crown. Stimulated, therefore, by this

tion, they determined
the suppression of the

the rendering substantial aid to their relative, the

Regent A change of policy eo rcmaiktl
soon communicated to the leaden of the

gation, by means of the corrapoodeoee

constantly kept up with the brethren hi

Cecil, also, was similarly advised ; and both partial
thus placed upon their guard, prepared to watch
the motions of the common enemy, and to meet them
with effective resistance. On departing froai the

capital, in fulfilment of the article* of treaty, pro-

clamations had been issued in name of the He-

formers, which act forth that if the MUMIM at the

conditions which were then agreed
lefcteMss,

to, failed to be carried out on the part of the Regent,

they would resent their violation, and again emcftble

their forces for the defence of their friend*, and the

vindication of their principle*. This

their intentions was followed np by the

tion of a new bond, which received

of the most influential of the party,

on the confederacy greater
The principal article of this

none of their adherents should receive conuaaniea*

tions from the Regent without laying them bafhte

their brethren, and consulting with them on the

proposals which they contained *

About this time the Reformed party

strengthened by the accession of Arm)i MIS*

the Earl of Arran, eldest son of

the Duke of Chatolhorault. This noble*)

resided for a considerable time in France.

had commanded the Scottish Guard*. H
rehfjei

views tended to Protestantise* and

were enlisted in behalf of those who werei

in Scotland in behalf of

known character of his i

o

His

was obviously necessary from the .

stances of hi. portion. Naturally *
tuous, he had expressed opWo **
offence to a court bigotted in t

gaged at this
T^juJtoijl--

for the suppression of the Rntaniti

country as well as in Scotland.

Wished in various district, of France, to tohnenaa*

cance of all who were thought to be tainted 1

Koith, *L i. ?- *

of dislike and svspieion to th

is conduct wo not marked I

tithlhe
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i of heresy, and ' several persons of distinction

i condemned to the flames.' But the invincible

nty of the princes of Lorraine towards all pro-

i of the reformed faith was not satisfied with

these sacrifices ; they resolved to mark their deter-

mination to extinguish protestantism, by taking

tjfjl rengeance on the Earl of Arran for his pre-

smaptaons adherence to a cause they abhorred and

denounced. Such a measure in relation to so emi-

nent a personage would impress the kingdom in

UM FT"*"" they desired, and strike terror into all

hearts Suspicions of their design being enter-

tained by the earl, on account of some pointed

otwcrration of the Cardinal of Lorraine, he imme-

diately retreated from the country, and took refuge
in Geneva. His presence, however, was earnestly

requested at home, and letters were dispatched to

hasten his movements. In his passage through

England, he was cordially received by Elizabeth,

who, inflaming the resentment he already cherished

towards France and the persecuting Guises, dis-

aiissed him with many promises of future service.

It was evidently her wish that the influence of

Arran should be exerted in opposition to the au-

thority of the Regent, and that the duke, his father,
should also be detached from the French faction.

ilph Sadler, who was at this time sent on a
aisskm to Scotland, was instructed to exhort the

duke,
" for preservation of the expectant interest

which he hath in the crown, if God call the young
qaeen before she hath issue to withstand the govern-
ance of that realm by any other than the blood of
Scotland. That upon this principle had acted the

King of Spain, who, although husband to the
Qaeen of England, committed no charge of any
aiwer of office, spiritual or temporal, to a stranger ;

likewise of his father, Charles V., who governed
his countries of Flanders and Brabant by their own

It, as appears to have been the case, the
English queen desired that these noblemen should

i looked up to as the leaders of the congrega-
t hr expectations on this point were des-

be disappointed. Neither the duke nor
i son were calculated for the parts assigned them

i the political drama. Their abilities were small
;

f w* destitute of energy, weak-minded, incon-
mtt and not to be depended on. The times were

cal, the circumstances of the Reformers by no
prosperous, the aspects of France threat-

unf, and the conduct of Elizabeth
vacillatingeooLArran was not without ambition, but

titute of the capacity necessary for the
t of his schemes, and of the firmness

r to carry them forward to a successful
actual and acknowledged leader of

nad party was a man of another stamp,
his portion, and capable of acquir-d

retaining the confidence and affection of
awwts. This was the Lord James, Prior of

Vs. natural son of James V., and after-
' * Urgent Moray. In early life, as i. plain

MB. lastnaefeM State Paper Office, 8th Augurt, 1669.

from his ecclesiastical standing, he was intended

for the church. Nature had con- Character of

ferred upon him great and com- L*>r& James,

manding talents; education had developed and

matured his intellect
;
events had brought into play

his varied and unquestionable abilities
; and his

first lessons in war and politics had tended to alien-

ate his mind from the profession "which had rather

been chosen for him, than selected by himself. The
influence of this nobleman at home and abroad,

over the minds not only of his own countrymen, but

also of the English, and even of foreigners, was
commensurate with his remarkable character,

which is thus excellently summed up by a modern

historian :

" His acquaintance with European

politics was superior to most of those with

whom he acted, and enabled him to transact

business, and conduct his correspondence, with un-

common clearness, brevity, and precision. His

knowledge of human nature was profound. He

possessed that rapid intuitive insight into the

disposition of those with whom he acted, which

taught him to select with readiness, and employ
with success, those best calculated to forward his

designs ;
and it was his peculiar art to appear to

do nothing, whilst in truth, he did all. There was

a bluntness, openness, and honesty about his manner

which disarmed suspicion, and disposed men to

unbosom themselves to him with equal readiness

and sincerity. He was brave almost to rashness ;

his address was dignified ;
his countenance noble

and kingly."
* We may add that the general con-

sistency of his conduct, the severe morality of his

life, and his sincere attachment to the principles of

the reformed religion, contributed much to place
him at the head of the reforming party, and

to secure for him the ascendancy for which he

was distinguished. He was, on several occasions,

charged with aspiring to the Scottish crown ;
and

the suspicions -which were entertained at the court

of France respecting his intentions, appear to have

been cherished, to a certain extent by the English
Queen ; for, when Sir Ralph Sadler was sent to

Scotland, he was instructed by Cecil to investigate
the matter, and if such was found to be his aim,

" and

the duke be seen to be very cold in his own ca

it shall not be amiss to let him follow his own device

therein, without dissuading or persuading him

anything therein." f That the imputation was

unfounded is proved, not to mention other circum-

stances, by the unanimity with which his measures

were concurred in by the Scottish nobility, the

confidence reposed in him by the Duke of Chatel-

herault and the Earl of Arran, and his own volun-

tary offer to reside constantly in France, on condi-

tion that the public grievances were redressed.}:

The Protestant chiefs having evacuated Edin-

burgh, retired to Stirling, from
,.-, . _ August 3, 1509.

wiiicn, city Jtnox was sent on a
secret mission to Sir James Crofts, Governor of Ber-

*
Tvtler, vol. vi. p. 136.

t MS. State Paper Office, August 8, 1559. Tvtler, voLti

p. 136. J Melvil, p. 64.
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wick. On this occasion, many urgent representa-
tions were made by him as to the state of matters in

Scotland, the measures to be adopted, and the amount
of assistance required from the English Queen. He
pointed out that Stirling, from its importance as ' the

key and principal place,' should be occupied and gar-
risoned ;

that a naval force would be required for the

safety ofDundee and Pertli ; that fortifications should

be erected at Broughty Craig ; that Eyemouth Castle

should be seized by the English, to secure it from the

French ;
and that considerable supplies of money,

together with men and ships, would be required to

carry on the war with any prospects of success.

These representations were prepared with the view

of being communicated to Sir Henry Percy, and

through him to Cecil, the English Secretary of

The policy of State.* At this time the policy of
Elizabeth. Elizabeth was marked by her cha-

racteristic duplicity. She addressed the Regent
in letters which expressed her anxiety for the ter-

mination of the present commotions, and the con-

tinuance of peace between the respective countries
;

and yet she exerted all her influence in fomenting
the disturbances she professed to deplore, urging on

the leaders of the congregation the adoption of yet

stronger measures, accusing them of inactivity, and

taunting them with coldness in supporting the cause

they had undertaken to promote. It was doubtless

her wish, for state purposes, that affairs in Scotland

should remain in an unsettled condition, and accord-

ingly Sir Ralph Sadler was instructed to
" nourish

the faction between the Scots and the French, so

that the French may be better occupied with

them, and less busy with England."! Such con-

duct naturally gave great offence to the reformed

party. Strong remonstrances on the subject were

addressed to Cecil and Sir James Crofts by the

Earl of Argyle and the Lord James. " Ye are

not ignorant," said they,
" how difficult it is to

persuade a multitude to the revolt of an authority

established. The last tirae that we were pursued,
our enemies in number were thrice more than we,

besides that the castle of Edinburgh declared plain

enemy to us at our uttermost necessity, which

was one cause of our appointment." J The un-

accountable delays and suspicions of the English

Queen were thus alluded to by Knox, in a letter

to the Governor of Berwick :

" I must signify to

you, that unless the council be more forward in this

common action, ye will utterly discourage the hearts

of all here, for they cannot abide the crime of sus-

picion ; they will not trifle ;
but if they cannot have

present support of them, they will seek the next

remedy (not that I mean that ever they intend to

return to France) to preserve their own bodies,

whatsoever become of the country, which our

enemies may easily occupy ;
and when they have

so done, make your account of what may ensue

toM-ards yourself."
* MS. Instructions. State Paper Office, July 31, 1659, &

the hands of Knox. Tytler, vol. vi. p. 128.

t Ibid. Tytler, vol. vi. p. 129.

i MS. Instructions, August 8, 1559.

f MS. letter Knox to Sir J. Crofts, August 6, 15o9.

'The irresolute and temporidaff
zabcth arc by no **
cable. It may be
without injustice to that
win -t her tho had redly at heart the <

of tho Reformation in Scotland. Her
towards Rumanura art well knew*. Whether, If
her own individual iftrfatflM kt4 braa mttyj aaf.
the Reformed religion would hare beea atttle4 ia

England, may bo well doubted. Whatever SMT
have been her real antUDenta, ah* was caJfed to the
throne on the understanding thai b*r priaatoan
were in harmony with UMM of the saajorirv at her
people. Thus much, however, U certain, that 'the

anti-prelatical opinion*' of

pugnant to her own view* j that the reJhrMr MaV
self was an object of contempt and hatred, and tfcb,
not only on account of the severity of his nttgtoai
principles, but of a book which he had lately pub-
lished containing some strong stateawata on the tH-

ject of female government Her aveniae to his waa
excessive. She refused hi* apologia* and caacaa

sions, she prohibited his nppaaranca in hrr domi-

nions, and even interdictc-d him
some of the northern counties. Thaw i

partially explain her indifference to the

applications for aid transmitted to her tkieafh her

secretary, Cecil. At the same time she eoald not

conceal from herself the importance

occupation for the French at the tpem of

land. Amusing the Reformers, thereto*,

promises which were easily

broken, she encouraged their

supreme authority. 1 >rcading the t

of the house of Guiso, indignant at

by Mary of her title and anna, aba regard*

alarm the prospect of a- alliance hetwtea the two

countries, and the effect upon her Roman Catholic

subjects of the establishment of French inflate** ia

Scotland.

In answer to a letter from (Veil, qaoted ana*

advising the.Reformers to enrich theaweb

the spoils of tho Romuh church, it was npHcd
the Lord James :

" We are not iaoraat that iare not igaoraat that i

en are craft
s, the Popish kirkmen, are crafty

cious, and bloodthirsty, and most gladly *

have their riches otherwise bash*

sider, sir, that we hare against

authority, which did ercr farour yoa

both, in "all your reformation* i tad

without sup'port,
we cannot

obedience as we deaire. W e**

all men to favour oar canea, tad

have established a council ; bat

Reformers, their wwarft*

demands on England for
*ij?ef

tial assistance, are fully ui

following important
U

^
ox to the Secretary of State

the

Knox
. MS. State

voL vi.
.
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these gentlemen slandeth thus : that unless without

Jesftj money be furnished to pay their soldiers, -who

m numbers are now but fire hundred, for their

srrrke by past, and to retain another thousand

lurtmrp. with three hundred horsemen for a time,

they will be compelled every man to seek the

next way for his own safety. I am assured (as

esh may be of flesh) that some of them will

take a very hard life before that ever they compone

either with the Queen-regent or with France ;
but

this I dare not promise of all, unless in you they

see greater forwardness for their support. To aid

us so liberally as we require to some of you will ap-

pear excessive, and to displease France to many will

appear dangerous ; but, sir, I hope that ye consider

that our destruction will be your greatest loss, and

that when France shall be our full master (which
God avert) they will be but slender friends to you.
Lord Bettancourt bragged in his credit, after he had

delivered his menacing letter to the Prior (Lord

James), that the king and his council would spend
the crown of France, unless they had our full obe-

dience. I am assured, that unless they had a farther

respect, they would not buy our poverty at that

price. They labour to corrupt some of our great men
with money ; and some of our number are so poor
that without support they cannot serve. Some they
threaten, and against others they have raised up a

party in their own country. In this meantime, if

you lie as manacled, what will be the end you may
easily conclude. Some of the council, after the

sight of your letters, immediately departed, not
well appeased. The Earl of Argyle is gone to his

country for putting order to the same, and mindeth

shortly to return with his force, if assurance be had
of your support ; and likewise will the gentlemen
in these lower parts put themselves in readiness to

enterprise the uttermost, if ye will assist with them
;

nd, therefore, in the bowels of Christ Jesus, I re-

quire you, sir, to make plain answer what they
may lippen* to, and at what time their support shall
be in readiness. Some danger is in the drift of
time, in such matters ye are not ignorant. It was

& marvelled that the queen's majesty wrote no
Winer of answer, considering that her good

ttr, the most noble and redoubted of his time,
Uined not lovingly to write to men fewer in

number and far inferior in authority and power
than those be that wrote to her gracc."t

In order to understand the urgency of this
MMtnnee, wo must consider the new aspect*h the anairs of the Regent had at Sis

tore assumed. Her repeated applications to
rre at length attended with success.
wencment of August the Sieur de

court had arrived in Scotland, and as-

iquecn that a French army was about to
tehcd to her assistance.

Accordingly, at
the mouth, an Italian officer landed at

r Leith with a force of a thousand mcu.

Trust

? ut ' 15th

This was a seasonable but veiy inadequate supply.

Octavian, their commander, was, therefore, imme-

diately sent back to France to solicit further re-

inforcements. He was instructed to urge on behalf

of the Regent that the Reformers were daily re-

ceiving fresh accessions of strength ; that their

leaders were soliciting aid, and would probably
obtain it, from England and Germany ; and that,

with another thousand men, a hundred barbed

horse, together with four ships of war, she had no

doubt her opponents might be kept in check, if not

altogether subdued.

Subsequent to the landing of the French forces

there arrived at the Scottish court the Bishop of

Amiens and two doctors of the Sorbonne, whose mis-

sion, according to profession, was for the peaceful

purpose of holding disputations ; but, according to

appearance, was rather of a more warlike character,

as they were attended by La Brosse, a French officer,

two hundred men, and a company of eighty horse.

Twelve of the principal nobility being then in Edin-

burgh, they were invited by the bishop to appoint a

day when their demands might be stated and con-

sidered. To this challenge it was at once replied

that if it was the purpose of the bishop and

his coadjutors to argue the question, they must

send back their troops, as no controversies could

be decided with the presence on either side of

armed forces. This prelate exercised a perni-
cious influence on the counsels of the Regent. It

was expressly stipulated by the late convention

that the cathedral of St. Giles should remain in

the hands of the Protestants
; but the Bishop, a

furious bigot, and servilely attached to the house of

Guise, induced the Queen-mother to violate her

promise ; and, taking possession of St. Giles, she

ordered it to be again solemnly consecrated and the

rites of the Romish Church to be re-established.

No sooner had the French reinforcements arrived,

than the queen took possession of Leith is fortified

Leith, which, from its vicinity to by order of the

Edinburgh, and its excellent har-

bour, was a place of much importance. The seizure

of this port, and the manner in which it was exe-

cuted, excited the popular indignation. Not only
were fortifications commenced, but, in order to pro-

vide quarters for the troops, many of the inhabitants

were turned out of their houses and compelled to

evacuate the town. Remonstrances, by order of the

congregation, were addressed to the Regent by the

Duke of Chatelherault, to whom she replied con-

temptuously :
" It is as meet and lawful for the

queen, my daughter, in whose behalf I act, to fortify

any place she listeth in her own realm, as for you
to build at Hamilton ; nor will I desist at your

bidding." Matters being thus hastened forward to

a crisis, the Reformers, as we have seen, dispatched

urgent representations to Elizabeth, setting forth

their position, and requesting immediate assistance.

This princess, being now convinced that without

aid they could not proceed further, at once re-

sponded to their call. In consequence of recent

treaties it was impossible for her openly to counts-
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ice their proceedings, but Sir Ralph Sadler was

Elizabeth sends scnt to Berwick with secret in-

:usis';mee to the structions for the conduct of nego-
Reformcrs.

tlations, and with three thousand
aunds to be applied to the purchase of arms and

the payment of troops. This was on the 20th of

August, 1559, and shortly afterwards Balnaves, a
ilous adherent of Knox, repaired to Berwick, and

icld a confidential interview with the English agent.
Sadler, having had the views of the congregation

illy explained, assured him that substantial sup-

port should not be wanting, and, meanwhile, paid
him two thousand pounds towards the mainte-

nance of the troops. No time was now lost by
the Reformers in adopting decided measures.

Having mustered a force which, though some-

what undisciplined, amounted to twelve thou-

sand men, they advanced to Edinburgh, and there

established their head-quarters. Two councils, for

the management of civil and religious affairs, were
here appointed, the one composed of the Duke of

Chatelherault, the Earl of Arran, his son, the

Earls of Argyle and Glencairn, the Lord James,
with the Lords Ruthven, Boyd, Maxwell, the Laird

of Dun, Henry Balnaves, Kirkaldy of Grange,
and the Provost of Dundee

; the other included

Knox, Goodman, and the Bishop of Galloway. At
this period the Protestants were much strengthened

by the accession of Thomas Randolph, who had

closely united himself to the Earl of Arran during
his residence at Geneva. But of infinitely greater

importance to their party was the influence and co-

operation of Maitland of Lethington, the Secretary
of the Regent, a man of eminent abilities, varied

accomplishments, and great sagacity and expe-
rience.

Having again addressed the queen on the subject

of the fortifications at Leith, they received an

unfavourable answer at the hands of the Lord

Lion, king-at-arms.
" First of all," she says, in her

The Regent's mes- instructions to her herald,
"
you are

sage to the to show that I eannet understand
congregation. h(ny any

. Qne can possess powcr jn

this realm, except my son-in-law and daughter,

from whom I derive all my authority. The former

deeds of the nobles, and their present request, or

rather command, sufficiently declares that they

acknowledge no superior authority, neither does

their petition, or rather threat, however plausibly

expressed, surprise me. You will require the Duke

of Chatelherault to remember what he promised
to me verbally, and to the king by letters, not only

that he would himself continue loyal, but would

prevent his son, the Earl of Arran, from at all in-

terfering in the troubles of the country ;
and ask

him how his conduct corresponds with these pro-

mises. To their addresses you will reply that I am

ready to do, and hereby promise to do, whatever

the public tranquillity requires, and is not repug-

nant to religion and my duty to the sovereign

Respecting the fortifications at Leith, you will ask

whether I ever attempted anything of that kind,

until they, bv many meetings, and at last by a con-

spiracy, openly entered into, declared that they had
rejected alt legitimate authority, and woald manage
the Commonwealth at their own rlsararr. witlsost

consulting mo who held the rank and aathotky of
chief magistrate, until they hod strengthened their

party by taking towns and by entering into a nego.
tiation with the ancient enemy, for ratifying a

league. Besides, what rtaaoa eaa they earn?

why they should be allowed lo
*

at Edinburgh, for attacking the governors of
realm, and I not suffered to i

at Leith as a protection for my
support of my authority. They
not ignorant that the French had long ago keen
ordered out of Scotland by the king, if they, by
their own conduct, had not nrrasimiid the delay.
Wherefore, if they would now offer any koaMiabm
conditions, which would afford a hope that tho

majesty of the government would be piossrud. and
that they would modestly and obediently ombmit to

their superiors, I will reject no plan for

concord. Further, you will require and
both the duke, nobles, and all others, of

rank, to separate from the army, on pain of brag
proclaimed traitors."* Scch a message was bat iU

calculated to conciliate the parties to whom it was

addressed. The Scottish nobles wore at aD times

impatient of haughty or imperious behavioar on

the part of their rulers; they were irposfamml

to be treated with deference, and oecvpyiag. as

they conceived, the position of injured men, they
looked upon the answer of the Regent as ia

the highest degree offensive and insalting. In

consequence of these feelings a convention of tho

peers, barons, representatives and borgassos* was

immediately summoned, and met ia tho Tolbooth of

Edinburgh on tho 2lst of October. 1W. Tho dol

berations of this assembly were not protracted, bat

they terminated in a resolution bold and decided

and eminently important.

Lord Ruthven having been appointed presidont,

the leaders of the congregation Tkt Qswo

produced and read the declaration sVmsisa^

which the Queen had scnt in an-

swer to their remonstrance, and i

.^
what answer it became them to retam.

sidcnt was tho first to intimate his opta

observed that the measures adopted b

ment were calculated to min tho k

the Regent, who was exercising ol

authority, had exceeded** >J *
naturally bounded ;

had neglected

those who, as councillors of tho

titled to consideration had trea

strances and humble *V**
dain, and thru-by baring *

and discovered her own y. *

that sentence of deposition
afco

her. Thoit

thci

character of the measnra fc

ever, the subject of aoaa
discasskm i

VMkx.Lsbso.il
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their proceeding* were somewhat abrupt, they were

it destitute of solemnity. Strangers to those

larmt which obstruct business, unacquainted with

(heart* which make a figure in debate, and much

ore fitted for action than discourse, a warlike

people always hasten to a conclusion, and bring

their deliberations to the shortest issue. It was

the work but of one day to examine and resolve

this nice question, concerning the behaviour of

ibjects towards a ruler who abuses bis power."

The clergy having been called upon to declare their

ppinin-. a speech was delivered by Willock on the

tan of the " Divine Ordinance of Magistracy,"

and its limitations, as denned by the Word of God.

He adverted to the precepts and examples of Scrip-

ture, and maintained that it was lawful for subjects

not only to resist tyrannical princes, but to deprive

them of authority. He denounced the Regent as

an oppressor, who had refused them justice, with-

held from them their rights, and was now attempt-

ing to destroy their liberties. For himself, he

avowed that no other sentence than that of deposi-

tion would satisfy his own mind.* Knox followed,

and in a solemn and impressive manner delivered

his sentiments. He could not disapprove, he said,

of the decision which had now been intimated, but

earnestly exhorted them to consider that the un-

worthincss of the Regent furnished no plea for the

withdrawal of their allegiance or affections from

their legitimate sovereigns. He warned them to

anticipate the severest judgments of God, if in this

matter they were actuated by other motives than

real for the Protestant religion, and a desire to pre-
serve from invasion the liberties and independence
of the realm. And, lastly, he required that no such
sentence should be pronounced against her, but that

upon her open repentance she should be restored to

those honours of which, for just causes, she might
now be deprived.! The judgment of the assembly
wms now given in the most formal and emphatic
manner. The votes were individually taken, and
without a dissentient voice the Regent was deposed
from her office, an instrument to this effect drawn
up, and proclamation made of the same at the Cross
of Edinburgh. Immediately afterwards, the Lion
herald was commissioned with a letter to the Queen,
to inform her of this decision.

This document declares :
" We plainly perceive,

by the letters and mandates sent us by your herald,
your perserering aversion to the true worship of
God, and the public welfare of the nation, and our
noon liberty. In order, therefore, to preserve
m, we, in the name of our King and Queen,

twpcnd and prohibit you from exercising the
government in their name, as Regent, or under

iterrr title yon may assume, as we arc assured
tkat your proceedings arc in entire opposition to

bhee for the welfare of this kingdom. And
u jnoor grace will not acknowledge us, our sove-

lord and lady's true barons, for your subjects
id council, no more will we acknowledge you for

*

Sf1 T* L **' *** ***
' SP ""* "* Society's Edit.

any regent or lawful magistrate unto us
; seeing,

if any authority ye have, by reason of our sove-

reign's commission granted unto your grace, the

same, for most weighty reasons, is worthily s

pended by us, and by name and authority of o

sovereigns, whose council we are, of native bi:

in the affairs of this our commonwealth." *

The bold measure which the leaders of the con-

gregation had adopted in depriving the Queen-

regent of her authority was followed up by a

summons to all the French and Scottish soldiers

to quit the town of Leith within twelve hours. As
a matter of course, this order was treated with con-

tempt by the queen's party ; preparations were

therefore made for an assault upon the town, and

scaling-ladders were ordered to be made in the

isles of the church of St. Giles, to the interruption
of public worship and the great displeasure of the

preachers, who regarded this occurrence as an

omen of failure in their enterprise. Division indeed

had already broken out in their Divisions among
ranks. The Queen-mother had the confederated

tampered with some of the leaders,

and had succeeded in detaching them from the

cause, and the secret counsels of the confederated

lords were treacherously betrayed to her. As
the money which had been sent from the English
court was now spent, the soldiers clamoured for

their arrears of wages, and broke out iuto an open

mutiny ; f and the vassals of the barons who
served without pay were unable to keep the field,

and began to return to their homes. In this

emergency it was agreed that the confederated

nobles should give up their silver plate to b-.

into money ;
but the workmen of the mint absconded,

and carried off with them the instruments of

coinage, so that this expedient failed. The only
resource that remained was to solicit a*.-

from England ; and accordingly an application for

money was made to Sir Ralph Sadler and Sir James

Crofts, the governors of Berwick, who sent four

thousand crowns by Cockburii of Ormiston, a

zealous adherent of the congregation. But the

Regent had in some way obtained notice of this,

and at her instigation Cockburn was treacherously

waylaid and robbed of the whole sum by the no-

torious Earl o Bothwoll, although he had

period professed great attachment to the c

the Reformers. J

Meanwhile, in order to rouse the depressed
of the party, it was resolved to Assault upon

press the siege of Leith with vigour,
and some pieces of artillery were planted on an

eminence near Holyrood, under the command of

James Halyburton, Provost of Dundee, one of the

ablest military leaders of the congregation. The

*
Keith, vol. i. p. 231

; Knox's History.
t Knox sa}-s,

" The men of war who were men without
God or honesty made a mutiny because they hvked .1 part
of their wages. They had done the same in Liulithgow

before, when they made a proclamation that they would

serve any man to suppress the congregation, aud set up the

mass again."
i Appendix to Keith's History, vol. i. p. 381.
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Regent, however, Laving received information

rom oue of her secret adherents in Edinburgh,
~

at, on the last day of October, all the leading

n of the party had gone to attend sermon, which

ould last till noon, issued orders to a chosen body
'

her French guard to make a sortie from Leith,

id seize tho artillery. This attack met with com-

ete success. The Scotch were defeated with con-

Defeat of tho siderable loss, and their leader

besiegers. Halyburton was killed ; the French

_iied the fugitives as far as the Canongate and

. foot of Leith Wynd, and cruelly murdered in

Id blood several aged persons and a woman with

infant at her breast. On their return to Leith,

\vith the plunder which they had carried

from the houses of the poor citizens, they were

ordially received by the Queen-regent, who, says

aox,
" sat upon the rampart to salute and wel-

. her victorious soldiers. One brought akirtle,

lother a petticoat, the third a pot or a pan ;
and

envy, more than womanly lauchter, she asked,

fhere bought ye your ware ? I guess ye have

rchased that without money.' This was the

at and motherly care which she took for the

ouble of the poor subjects of this realm."* On

6th November the French made another sally

om Leith for the purpose of intercepting a sup-

y of provisions and stores for the congregation.

ie Earl of Arrau and Lord James Stewart attacked

dem at the head of a small force, and compelled

em to retire. But the French, having received

.enforcements, renewed the combat, and the Scots

becoming entangled in the marshes betwixt Rcs-

talrig and the royal park, were defeated, and nar-

rowly escaped being cut to pieces. The leaders of

the congregation were so much disheartened by this

second reverse, that they resolved to abandon the

capital without delay; and accordingly, amid the

shouts and insults of many of the citizens whom

the recent disasters had alienated from their cause,-

they quitted the city at midnight, and retired t

Stirling.}

In this day of darkness and distress, Knox aloi

Courage of seems tohave ' bated not ajot ofhear

Knox. or hope,' and his spirit-stirring
ex

hortations contributed greatly to support his per

pit-zed and dispirited friends. Two days after thei

retreat to Stirling, he preached a sermon to the con

gregation on the 80th Psalm, in which he shewcc

that the happiness of the people of God was not to

be measured by external appearances,
since i

Hi,
spirit-stirring

quently happened that ]

exhortations, them with the bread of aftlicti

and gave them tears to drink in great measure

While the ignorant and idolatrous heathen wci

Knox'

ving in peace and plenty. He peiatod oat the a

they had committed in trusting too meek to an
arm of flesh i reminded them of the ksUaeei and

umility which they displayed at the beginning
f the straggle, when they had only God ft* tnefr

>n, and warned them to take eare bet they
hould trust more to the power and dignity eftheir

fader, the Duke of Cbntotheraalt. than to Ike

avourof God and the justice of their teem Then

urning to the duke himself, he ismiiiliJ kirn ef
the sin ho had committed in aseitatieg so long to

oin tho Keformcrs, and in firing assistance to

heir enemies. "
I sjn uncertain," said be,

-
if my

ord's grace hath unfeignedly upsntod of his es-

istunce given to the murderers who unjwtly pnr-
sued us. I am uncertain if be hath repented ef

the innocent blood of Christ's martyrs, which wee

shed through his default. But let it be that se be

mth done (as I hear he hath confessed bis eJbaea

before tho lords and brethren of the congregation).

yet sure I am that neither he nor his friend* did

ieel, before this time, the anguish and grief ef

icart which we felt when their blind fury pnrened

us ; and, therefore, hath God justly permitted b*4k

them and us to fall in this eonfttaJon, as beeanse we

put our confidence in man, and them to make them

feel how bitter was that cup which they had made

others to drink before them. What then remninetn,

but that both they and we tarn to the (eel aw

God, who beateth down to death that he may raise

up again, to leave behind the remembrance ef bis

wondrous deliverance to the praise of bis own

name, which if we do unfeignedly I no more del

that this our dolour confusion and fcnr shall be

turned into joy, honour, and boldness, than 1 denkt

that God gave victory to the Israelites ever '

Benjomites after they were twiee with

repulsed and driven back. Be assured,"

conclusion, "that this cause, whatever

us and our mortal carcases, shall in

Satan, prevail in this realm of Scotland. It tke

eternal truth of God, and however!

oppressed, must in the end betetumB

The condition of the Reformers

imperative that prompt measures t

for their immediate u

exhausted, and, having gone 1

retreat possible,
their

cvitablc. In this cxtremu

jn-egation having met in

dispatch Maitland of Lethington to*

Queen of England the d
^LT*^, U wee

--

to diobJ te .

in different direetio*.Afto

u

papers, vol. i. p. 554.
, PP. 55,

Histacr*
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Oehiltree, continued in Glasgow. Edinburgh being

Am evacuated by the Reformers, was entered

without delay by the Queen-mother. Anxious

to obtain possession
of the castle, she summoned

it to surrender ;
and when this was refused, she

alternately employed threats and promises to com-

pass her end. All her efforts, however, were with-

out imcccflfr The governor, Lord Erskine, was a

stout soldier, who was not to be either seduced by

flattery, or terrified into compliance with her wishes.

In a peremptory manner he declared that the castle

had been delivered into his keeping by the parlia-

ment of Scotland, and nothing but an order from

the three Estates would induce him to abandon his

charge.*
While Maitland was absent on his embassy,

Morements of the French exerted themselves

the French, to the utmost to destroy the party
of their opponents, and thus terminate the war

before the arrival of the English auxiliaries.

They were the more stimulated to this course, as

intelligence had reached them that great prepara-
tions were making in France for sending over

reinforcements to their friends. It appeared cer-

tain also that Elizabeth would assist the Pro-

testants, and that if they did not anticipate the

arrival of this succour, they might be placed in

a difficult position. They resolved to proceed
first against the party which had retired to

Fife. On their march they ravaged the country
of the Hamiltons, and attacked Linlithgow. From
thence they proceeded to Stirling, plundering wher-
ever they came, and exciting consternation in the
minds of the inhabitants. In order to put a stop,
if possible, to their progress, a garrison was placed
in Dysart Here they were engaged in skirmishing
for some days ; and in one of their incursions into
the country they destroyed the Grange, the seat of

Kirkaldy. Soon after this they met with a signal
disaster. An ambush was successfully formed by
Kirkaldy, and an officer named L'Abbas, 'together
with his company, fell into the snare. The enemy,
finding that they were cut off from their friends,
took refuge in a village which was near, and en-
cavourcd to defend themselves behind the walls

hedges. The Scots, enraged by the former
Tueltics of the French, disregarding their own
fety, in their eagerness to injure their enemies,
twugh they had no other weapons than horsemen's
cw, rushed within the place, and overthrew all
tan them. The captain, refusing to surrender, was
un, with

fifty soldiers, and the rest were sent pri-
to Dundee.f At this time, also, the French
anea were encountered by the Prior of St. An-
Ixwd Kuthvcn, and a few of the more spirited
r the congregation.

"
Having assembled six

li-sted the French with conti-
mmons, beat up their quarters, intercepted

troys of provisions, cut off their straggling
tea, and so

effectually harassed them with

.l.vi c<>I Alc"ndcr Whitclaw to Cecil;

t Uu-iuhun, book itvi chap. fiO.

perpetual alarms that they prevented them from

advancing for more than three weeks." At last,

this small but brave party were compelled to re-

treat, and the enemy advancing from Kirkaldy
moved in the direction of St. Andrew's. Having
marched for a few miles along the Arrival of the

sea-coast, and reached the promon- English fleet.

tory of Kincraig, they perceived a powerful fleet

sailing up the Frith of Forth. As they were now
in expectation of receiving assistance from their

own country, conducted by the Marquis D'Elbeuf,

they concluded that these were the ships which

conveyed his army, and were rilled with exultation

at the spectacle before them. To testify their joy
a great number of cannon were fired, and the day
was devoted to amusement and the exchange of

mutual congratulations. Their rejoicings, however,
were premature, as they were speedily informed that

the fleet they had just saluted was from England,
and that the army which was intended to co-

operate with it was at no great distance from the

Scottish borders. They were so much alarmed at

these tidings that they resolved immediately to re-

join their comrades on the south of the Forth, and,

after a circuitous and toilsome march by Stirling,

in the midst of a snow-storm, they succeeded in

reaching Leith on the third day, having lost a num-

ber of men by the way, through the inclemency of

the weather and the attacks of the Scottish cavalry,

under the Lord James, by whom they were dread-

fully harassed.*

The success of Maitland had been proportionate
to his wishes. The cause of the congregation, in-

deed, did not require much advocacy at his hands.

Elizabeth had already determined to afford them

substantial assistance. This resolution had been

taken by the advice of her secretary, Cecil. AYith

his usual sagacity and penetration, he had ahvays

regarded the interference of the Queen of Eng-
land as not only advisable but necessary. His

views in regard to the position of affairs at the

present crisis are ably embodied in two state papers,

entitled, "A Short Discussion of the Weighty
Affairs of Scotland," which are still extant in his

own handwriting. The motives which should urge
the queen to countenance and aid the Reformers

are in these documents laid down with admi-

rable clearness and great force. He pointed out

that the French were the ancient and implacable
enemies of England. No treaty of peace which had

been formed between them had ever been Mr.*

or permanent. Nothing, therefore, was to IK

pected from the late convention, which was only

consented to on account of the weakness of their

armies, and the exhausted state of their treasury.
As soon as their affairs should attain to a more

prosperous condition, the articles of peace would l>e

broken on the slightest pretence. The French

monarch, he observed, was influenced by the perni-

cious counsels of the house of Guise, and that house

was ever distinguished for its animosity to England.

They had openly called in question the legitimacy
* Diurnal of Occurrcnts, p. 55.
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his royal mistress,
" and by advancing the title

d pretensions of the Queen of Scotland, studied

deprive Elizabeth of her crown." England could
ith most advantage be invaded through Scotland :

d if the French -were successful in extinguishing
e party of the Reformers, their next step would be
take measures for the dethronement of Elizabeth,
d the restoration in her kingdom of the Popish iv-

ion. Her best policy was to arrest the progress
the enemy, and by supporting the Congregation
;h a powerful army, at once render the triumph
the French impossible, and put a stop to the

thcr prosecution of the designs which were i

ing matured by the Princes of Lorraine.* These
lunsels being supported by the strong icpre-
ntations of Maitland, were adopted by the

een ; and intelligence was accordingly conveyed
the Reformers on the loth of December, by

ibcrt Melvil, "who had accompanied Lethington to

the English court, that preparations were now

making for the equipment of a fleet, and the as-

sembling of such a force as would enable them
without delay to take the field against the enemy.

Every precaution was taken by Elizabeth to

inccal from the Queen-regent the real character

the measures she was now adopting. In their

plications for assistance the Reformers were

ctcd to make no mention of religion. They
ere instructed to express their apprehensions of

.e French, whose designs pointed to the subvcr-

ion of the independence of Scotland, and through
.e conquest of that kingdom to the dethronement

Elizabeth. " Most true it is," say they,
" that

is practice of the French is not attempted only

against this kingdom of Scotland, but also against
the crown and kingdom of England and Ireland ;

for we know most certainly that the French have

devised to spread abroad, though most falsely, that

our queen is right heir to England and Ireland
;

anil to notify the same to the world, have, in

paintings, at public jousts, in France and other

places, this year, caused the arms of England,

contrary to all right, fo be borne quarterly with

the arms of Scotland, meaning nothing less than

any augmentation to Scotland, but to annex them

both perpetually to the crown of France." f Early
in December the Reformers, having received a

seasonable supply of money, were enabled to levy

an additional force of one thousand foot and two

hundred horse. At Glasgow, the Duke of Chatcl-

herault actively employed himself in the sup-

pression of idolatrous practices, vaking possession

of the archbishop's palace, and destroying the altars,

images, and relics with which the churches were

furnished. But the archbishop having procured

the assistance of some French soldiers, recovered

Proclamation by
thc castle ^J"^?^* , J?"

the llefonnere lowers of the Duke.J About th

at Glasgow. ciose of November, proclamations
were issued in Glasgow, professedly in the name of

K-jitli, vol. i. Appendix, p. 370.

Instructions of Elizabeth to Cecil.

Keith, vol. i. p. ?46.

VOL. I.

Sadler 570

Ml

Froncia and Mary, King and Queen of feats, to
the effect, that the whole authority of UM Ream*
had been devolved upon the reformed lords of the

i 'onncil, and warning their enbjeeto again*
the consequences of refusing to snbmit to the
government. Their only aim. it was further *
clarcd, was the glory of God and the
of

idolatry. And, in order to the
f these ends, all clergymen who

tendered their adherence to the n
commanded, under the penalty of lirmitlnf their
benefices, and being declared enemies of God, to
repair to St. Andrew's, and appear before the
council there assembled.* Following up thia pro-
cccding, the council of the Congregation at Dundee
issued, in the name of the king and queen, stieng
denunciations against the consistory court, whkh
they denominated the court of ftntiehrist, pro-
hibited its future meetings, and 'trtrrttttri " *uch
wicked persons as had dared to disobey this in-

junction, from any repetition of their oflrnee under

pain of death." f
On the arrival in the Forth of the English

fleet, the French ambassador, De Sen*, wna

dispatched by the Regent to demand the earn*
of this invasion in a time of pence. The
of the admiral, Winter was to the
" his intentions were pacific, and baring gone
to sea in search of pirates, he had entered the

Forth to watch for thtrn tin r. ." ; To thie 1*
Scvrc replied,

- that what chiefly gave discontent-

ment to his court was, the aid which the Quern of

England had given to the Scottish rebels." On
the part of Elizabeth, it was immediately retorted,
" that she could not consider the nobility and nation

of Scotland as rebels; bat, on the contrary, she

deemed them wise and faithful subjects to the crown

of Scotland, since they had, ventured to nflsud the

French king, in defence of the rights of hie wifr.

their sovereign. And t ce barons should

permit the government of thtir kingdom to be

wrested out of tht-ir hands during the ahwncv

of their queen if they tamely gate up the ii

dependence of their native country, whilst she

used the counsel, not of the Scots, bni solely ef

the French her mother and other mrdgnaw

being her advisers in Scotland, and the {Or-

dinal and Duke of Guise in Frnnee I

good cause for the world to speak sham*

Xay, if the young queen herself shentt

to survive her husband, she would, ii

case, have just occasion to condemn tl

cowards and unnatural subject*

this answer had been rrtnrnni

stranees of the Regent, the Duke (

arrived in Berwick, to hold a

the lords of the Congregation, whc

sentcd by Maitland. Bsinavcs, Pitnmrw. at

Ruthveu. AtthismeetfagJJ
according to the terms of

herself to rapport the cause of i

Krith,ToU.p.MT. tgjV
$ Sadler, voL L p. W7.
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them with money and a powerful army, to

aid them in expelling the French

out of the country, and never to

['nd'the abandon them so long as they con-

-/*S& tinued faitnful in t*16"" allegiance
Ftb. 27, M60.

to ^^ jegj t jmafe sovereign and

aintained inviolate the rights of the crown. On

At flthor hand, it was promised by the commis-

jJBOfn that their forces should be united with those

of England ; that if the latter country should be

jsjvaded they would assist Elizabeth with an army
of fcor thousand men ; that no other union with

France than that which already existed would ever

receive their sanction; and they protested their

intention to continue in their loyalty to the Queen

of Scotland and the King, her husband, in "
every-

thing which did not tend to the overthrow of the

tacitnt laws and liberties of the kingdom." They

promised, in the hist place, that hostages should be

given as a guarantee for the performance of these

article..*

These terms being satisfactorily arranged, and

the hostages having arrived at Berwick, the English

army, consisting of two thousand horse and six

thousand foot, under the command of Lord Grey,
erased the Borders on the 2nd of April, 1560. At
Preston they were joined by the army of the Con-

gregation, numbering about eight thousand men,
tad conducted by the Duke of Chatelherault, the

Earl* of Argyle, Glencairu, and Monteith, and the

Lord James. The united forces having advanced

rapidly from Preston to Restalrig, were encountered
there by the French cavalry, when, after a short
hut sharp contest, the latter were compelled to

retire with the loss of forty men and a hundred

prisoners. Measures were immediately adopted by
At English general for the siege of Leith. His

nay was encamped on the fields to the south and
south-east of that seaport. V/inter, the English
admiral, opened a cannonade from the fleet, and a

battery of eight guns, firing on the landside,
speedily silenced those which tho French had
Mated on the steeple of St. Anthony. Partial
messes hare erer a tendency to induce self-confi-

denee tad a relaxation of discipline. Taking ad-

*lS**
f
ftik*"

Tant**e of thU' a ^Uy was made
* U**'

ty the French, under the conduct
rtignes, who boldly attacked the English*", fccd their opponents to give way, spiked

wtt cannon, and put to the sword six hundred

This defeat was a tource of severe discourao-e-
th* *nned party. They were further

by the coldness and continued neutra-
otftt of the principal barons who had
to assist them. In order to account for

he remembered that the position of
fctst barons was difficult and trying. On
nd, their attachment to the ancient faith
WMhaken; while on the other, they were

> continued presence in the country

i. p. 201.

of the French forces, jealous of the ascendancy of

French counsels, and anxious for the preservation
of the liberties and independence of the kingdom.
So long as it was possible to refrain from counte-

nancing the Reformers, without endangering the

interests of Scotland, they remained passive, and
refused to embroil themselves in the contentious of

the day. This was the course pursued in par-
ticular by the Earl of Huntly, a Roman Catholic

nobleman of immense influence, and possessed of

almost regal power in the northern counties. 1

ing entered into an agreement with the lords of the

Congregation to assist them with his adherents, he
had delayed the fulfilment of his promises, watch-

ing the progress of events, and calculating the

probabilities of success before he declared himself
;

and he now entered into a separate treaty, by which
he stipulated for the preservation of his authority
and the security of his possessions. On this subject
some new and interesting facts have been brought
to light by the investigations of a modern historian.

It appears that the French had acquired such con-

siderable influence in the northern parts of the

realm, that they had succeeded in persuading cer-

tain nobles and clans to enter into a common league,

by which they agreed to defend with their whole

power the Roman Catholic faith, and to maintain

the French authority within the kingdom. Hi:

had been deterred for a long period from can

out his engagements with the Reformers, influenced

by the fear not unnatural in the circumstances

that any decided steps in this direction would

immediately expose him to the resentment and

attacks of the combined members of this ler.
3

Re-assured, however, by promises The Beformers

of support from the lords, he openly arejoined by

avowed his adherence to their

cause, and, accompanied by sixty horse, entered

their camp on the 25th of April.*
At this period the Queen-regent, who on 1

vance of the English forces to Leith had retired to

Edinburgh, and placed herself under the protection
of Lord Erskine, governor of the castle, was visited

by the Bishop of Valence, a commissioner from the

court of France, ^Yith instructions to attempt r-.

tiations between the two factions. Having held a

conference with her for two days, he endeavoured to

obtain an interview with the lords of the Cor

gation. This they were highly indisposed to <r.

and only consented at the request of the English

queen. But the attempted mediation compk
failed. The prelate insisted that the basis of

agreement must be an express renunciation of the

league with England. To this it was answered

that no such measure could be adopted without

the consent of Elizabeth ; but that if he could

show that this league was in any way im

with their allegiance to their sovereign, or preju-

dicial to the liberties of Scotland, it would K
once abandoned. On their part it was require.

:..

the fundamental article of any treaty, that the for-

tifications of Leith should be at once demolished,

* SIS. State Taper Office ; Tytler, vol. vi. p. 160.
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and the French compelled to quit the country. Tina

condition was peremptorily refused by the bishop,
and the negotiations were in consequence broken off.

ibeth having dispatched reinforcements to

the camp before Leith, Lord Grey determined to

press the siege with greater vigour, the more so as

the town was now suffering from famine. On the

4th of May the English set fire to the water-mills
;

the one they burned in the morning and next day
they destroyed the other, notwithstanding the efforts

of the French to extinguish the flames. On the 7th

Failure of the as- a general assault was made, but, in

sault ou Leith. Spite of the greatest exertions on

the part of the troops, the attempt failed. Their

positions were improperly chosen, their scaling
ladders were too short, and they were but ill sup-

ported. They were in consequence repulsed, with

the loss of a hundred and sixty men. The unfortu-

nate issue of this attack may be traced in a great
measure to the treachery of Sir James Crofts, who,

having been entrusted with a division for the

storming of the quarter nearest the sea, culpably

delayed his advance till his assistance was rendered
"

unavailing by the defeat of his associates. Encou-

raged by this partial success, the Regent again

attempted the renewal of negotiations. Requesting
an interview with the Earls of Huntly and Glen-

cairn, she was waited upon instead, by Lethington,
the Lord James, the Master of Maxwell, and Lord

Ruthven, who declared that on the single con-

dition of the departure from the kingdom of the

French forces they would disband their troops,

acknowledge her authority, and refer all other sub-

jects of dispute to the decision of parliament.
Terms so moderate would not, there is reason to

believe, have been rejected by the queen, if she had

been permitted to exercise her own judgment and

to act upon her own responsibility. But this was

impossible. Her connection with her French ad-

visers rendered it imperative that they should he

consulted. Tho request which she made that the

matter might be laid Before La Brosse, D'Osell, and

the Bishop of Amiens, was refused by the barons,

and the conference was abruptly closed.*

The health of the Queen-regent had for some

Death of the time been in a very precarious
Queen-regent, state. On this account she had

contemplated retiring from the cares of office, and

returning to her native France, there to spend the

remainder of her days in peace and quiet. That

such a resolution had been adopted and communi-

cated to her daughter appears from the following

commission, executed at Blois, by Francis and Mary,
on the 4th of December, 1559, constituting their

uncle, Rene, Marquis d'Elbccuf, Regent of Scotland,

"in place of their beloved lady mother, Qm-r:-.-

regent, who, on account of her infirm state of health,

perceiving herself incapable of the fatigue of state

affairs, desires to withdraw privately from Scotland

into France, for change of air and milder climate,

meaning to come at her first convenient oppor-

* MS. State Paper Office, Uth May, 1560. Tytler, vol.

ru p. 163.

aW^lk Kaaa

tunitr by easy joaroeya, as ah* oaa *aar
order to obtain rest and rehuatioa far awki
tin- burden and vexation ah* ha*

day and night, of

entirely destroyed her health. Per that

reason, they, her nhildtsa. are
her in France, and to commit the
tho realm, daring her abecaa*. iato

'

^training the tarbaleaat of th*

protecting their subjects t and. for his

qualities, have mad* choice of th* said lUaa. af

Lorraine, their dearest ancle,"* tier la*t aahmt

parliament to convene on th* oth of Jaly. far th*

purpose of composing tht aahaaay diflsaa*M m
the country, and arranging a treaty to faafcato Ea*.
land, France, and Scotland. Th* day ah* had lisas

fixed, however, she did not live to aaa. Danag bar

residence in the caatle ah* had braa attaaksa
1

by
frequent fits of sickness, which nadermiaed her aaa-

.stitution and prostrated her strength. Fiadiag
hem-If at the point of death, she nymtod a la*
interview with the lords of the Congregatiea. Ac-

cordingly, she was at once visited by th* Dak* af

Chatelherault, the Earls of Argyfe, Marisnaal, aad

Glcncairn, and the Lord James. Both partial w*r*

equally affected at this snlnma intemew, aad. m
spite of their hostility to her government, the spec-

tacle of tho dying princess moved to tears th*

hardy barons who had t

ponents. She expressed her grief far th*

that distracted the kingdom;

plored the nobles to conclude a peace, aad tot

out of the country both the English aad the Kreaah

forces. She advised than to a faithfal obserraace

of the ancient league with France, which had

lately been confirmed in ao special a mmmm by the

marriage of Francis with their ow

.-'

.Q ,,_r Bi to saea, eam^w
than their own queen, and far having

>rs to snch extremities, which ah*

r to the Dcrnicioo* eaaasals *f la* larl af

the nation's liberties.

having compelled than

other

matters

owing to tho pernicioo*

Huntly and her French advisers, *

vented her agreeing, as ah* wiakad.

proposed at the conference hold

many such endearing ii|iiiisieas
she

into tears, asking nardoa

she had in any way

forgiving those who had

also pardon and

lie more to da
nbruccd. and with

kissed the nobles oa* ky oaa, M*J
fcrior r^k whortood by,ak* ga^kar

s-4.

as n token of bar kladaoi aad <

. het.wi.h.agi

at Ik* haa- of CkaL

karhmaadi

ad to tkas* *f >
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cod for Willock, a distinguished preacher of the

letainrd faith. To this she readily consented,

ad Willock, a mild but faithful minister of Christ,

banns pressed upon her the only way of salvation,

as well as the vanity of the mass,
" she did openly

fOBfr^ that there was no salvation hut in and by

the death of Jesus Christ; hut of the mass we

beani not her confession."
* She died on the llth

at June, 1560,
"
and," says Archhishop Spottis-

wood,
" she ended her life most Christianly."t It

is not necessary to delineate the character of this

princess at any length. The facts of her history

peak for themselves. Her natural talents were

excellent, her intellect clear, her disposition gentle

and humane. Her capacity for government was

undoubtedly great, and many judicious measures

characterised the commencement of her reign, and

secured for her the confidence of the nobility and

the affections of the people. But in after years she

hfnPft* the tool of France, and the instrument of

the unprincipled ambition of the princes of Lor-

raine. No longer influenced by the dictates of

her own sound judgment, she allowed herself to

be swayed by the pernicious counsels of the house

of Guise, and thus outlived to a great extent her

ysyitation and popularity.
" Her death," says

Behansn, "
variously affected the minds of men,

fcr some of them who fought against her did yet
bewail her death, forshe was indued with a singular
wit, and had also a mind very prepense to equity.
She had quieted the fiercest Highlanders and the
farthest inhabitants of the Isles by her wisdom and
TfJoor. Some believed that she would never have
had any war with the Scots if she had been left

iVse to her own disposition, for she so accommodated
herself to their manners, that she seemed able to

eeowplish all things without force."!

Mary of Lorraine expired in the forty-fifth year
er age and the sixth of her regency.' Her body,
T own desire, was transported to France after

interval of several months, and buried in the
tine monastery of St. Peter, at Rheims, in

**"Pgne, of which her sister Renee Lorraine
was then Abbess. $
The French forces, shut up in the town of Leith,

t this period reduced to the last extremity of

of partiss.
distress. They had suffered much
from famine ; and the failure of all

Ues necessary to enable them to hold out, ren-
H apparent that nothing could now save them

ediat conclusion of a peace, or the ar-
of powerful reinforcements from the continent

r expectations might have been formed as
arrival of the latter, they were destined to

it. Amusing their party in Scotland
ml promises of large and speedy assistance,

I*nrnine had no intention of givingw professions. Nor, indeed, was it in
cr to comply with the demands which

pon them. The condition of France

, (fcc. iii.

imperatively claimed their undivided attention.

That country was the seat of popular commotions,
distracted by religious dissensions, and weakened

by frequent conspiracies ; and the consequent

position of affairs gave great uneasiness to the

court and monarch. The Protestants were HOW
a party formidable by their number, and the in-

fluence and genius of their principal leaders.

Treated with extreme severity by Francis II. and
his advisers, the house of Guise, Avho had openly
avowed their determination to extinguish heresy,
and persecute to the death its adherents, they
were not on that account dismayed, but, on the

contrary, resolved to secure their own safety by

anticipating the designs of their enemies. Hence,

among others, the famous conspiracy of Amboise,

which, however, through the vigilance of their

adversaries, was detected and rendered abortive. It

was evident that this attempt would shortly be suc-

ceeded by others more desperate and probably more
successful in their results, and that to counteract

these plots would require all their energies. The
attention of the French government being thus

concentrated on their own country, they became

desirous to conclude a peace, and to withdraw
their forces from the Scottish kingdom. On the

other hand, Elizabeth was not less anxious for the

termination of hostilities. She had consented to

become a party in the war with evident reluct-

ance, and, even after she had dispatched her army
to the assistance of the Congregation, she employed
all her efforts to effect an amicable settlement with

the French court. The Reformers were also de-

sirous of peace, from motives the urgency of which

admitted of no dispute. The struggle had proved
too severe and too protracted for their limited

forces and exhausted treasury. It was found to

be impracticable to keep their followers together
for any length of time, and to preserve the order

and discipline so essential to the organization
and efficiency of a body of troops. Mercenaries;

had been hired, but these could never be de-

pended on, and now that their pay had fallen into

arrear, they were proving refractory, and show-

ing themselves ready to mutiny and to sell their

services to the enemy. France had been found a

more formidable opponent than was at first antici-

pated. All their operations at Leith had signally

failed, and Lethiugton acknowledged in one of his

letters that its fortifications were so strong that, if

well victualled, it might safely defy an army of

twenty thousand men. All parties were thus pre-

pared and anxious for the com- Negotiations for

mencement of negotiations. In peace.

these circumstances, a commission was granted by
Francis andMary to John Moluc, Bishop of Valence,

Nicolas Bishop of Amiens, La Brosse, D'Osell, and

the Sieur de Randan, to proceed to Scotland and

arrange the conditions of a treaty to include re-

spectively Scotland, England, and France.

Arriving at Edinburgh in the mouth of June,

they were met by Cecil, the minister of Elizabeth,

and" Sir Nicholas "Wotton, Dean of Canterbury,
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who had '

grown old in tho art of negotiating
under three successive monarchs.' Two great in-

terests required to be consulted in the treaty about
to be concluded : tho interests on the one hand
of France and England, and on the other of tho
lords of the Congregation. No

difficulty was expe-
rienced in the adjustment of the former. The only
obstacle of any importance was the unjust assump-
tion on the part of Mary and her husband of the

title and arms of the Queen of England ; and the

French ambassadors at once consented that these

should be renounced, and that tho claims of Eliza-

beth to receive compensation for the injury she had

thereby sustained, should be a question reserved

for after consideration. Further, as France agreed
to withdraw her forces from Scotland, the other

points in dispute were easily settled, and matters

accommodated to the satisfaction of both parties.

To provide for the interests of the lords of the Con-

gregation, however, was another and more delicate

task. They had combined together for the expul-
sion of the French forces ; they had entered unlaw-

fully, (so it was alleged) into a treaty with the

English queen, who had assisted them with men and

money ; they had avowed their resolution to over-

throw the established religion ; they had attacked

and destroyed ecclesiastical edifices; they had ap-

peared in arms against their natural sovereign,

inasmuch as they had deposed the Queen-regent
from the exercise of her legitimate authority, and

had assumed the supreme power, not only without

any commission from their queen, but contrary to

her express injunctions. They were regarded by
the French as nothing better than rebels deserving
of the most rigorous treatment. On the other

hand, the lords of the Congregation were resolved

upon maintaining their position till they were fur-

nished with substantial guarantees against the

encroachments of regal power, "which, in the late

events, had aimed at the subversion of their liber-

ties and the overthrow of their ancient consti-

tution. It was obvious that the Reformers would

be exposed to the vengeance of the French court,

and that their own sovereign might manifest her

displeasure at their conduct by prohibiting the ex-

ercise of their religion, and by severe persecution
of its adherents. To provide against this dangiT,

it was necessary to include them in the agreement
between France and England, and to recognise

as valid the treaty which had been formed at

Berwick between Elizabeth and the leaders of

the reformed party. But to this it was objected

by the French commissioners that such a treaty

could never be acknowledged as binding by their

sovereign, without compromising her dignity in

the most serious manner. "
They had received no

authority (they said) on this point ;
it was even

part of their instructions that any allusion to it

should be carefully avoided." Elizabeth, however,

fully alive to the advantages of this treaty, had re-

solved upon maintaining and confirming it ; and her

minister, Cecil, announced his intention of breaking

off the negotiations, unless her wishes were iu this

respect complied with. IB that COM. ho
"the Duke of Norfolk should mill
vance with hi* army into Sotflaad. ad iW mmttmmst once more be ooonrfrted to tho orttovoMM d
the word."* The sogaoity of rVrfl Md hfe o*.
knowledgcd skill in diplomacy.
displayed in this protracted
ended in his obtaining all to* arorU* t H*4
zealously contended far. The latorerta of tho >
formed party were oaeonsfally pmliij far fa
words that, without rfim|aMidas, ffrrfr owa sot*,

reign, flattered the vanity of tho Proaoh i whflo H
was not made to appear fhtt tho eoacsMSso* hod
been granted in ooDsoqaoaeo of thoir affioaoo wtt
England. In a letter to Elizabeth. Cecil iasMgo*
in the following characteristic strata of setf-

gratulation : To make a cover far all fMn thsoa
ambassadors were forced by as to tako a fcw g*od
words in a preface to tho same article, and we, Ba-
ton t with tho kernel, yielded to then tho shaft to

play withal.'*

The treaty which was thus with

concluded, was in every way advantageous to

English queen. Her minister remarks, with gi

truth, that it
" would be no small

her honour in this beginning of her reiga. that it

would finally procure that eon aasot of

which none of her progenitors, with all

battles, ever obtained naawly. tho whole

and good-will of the nobility aad people. wUoh
surely was better for England thorn tho IMBOOI of

the crown."f

In one of the most important article* of this treaty,

the right of Elizabeth to the Eng- Arurl** f U
lish crown was acknowledged ia

the strongest terms. It was provided that Praocts

and Mary should renounce tho claim* they had oat

vanced, and neither assume tho title, nor hoar tho

arms, of king and queen of England, in any uow U
come. Honourable conditions wore nhteiasd far tho

leaders of tho Congregation and tho adhiioalsoftho

Reformed faith. Instructed a> Ilaadaa aad Moato*

had been carefully to avoid reference to tb* tr*aly of

Berwick, and to exclude tho Pruteotoars trout psuti

ciputing in tho bcnefite of tho proposed i

t-rtheleoi agreed to a <

'

afforded them protection, and i

nection with Elizabeth. As act of liiiaifcy. it o

further decided, should be pa-ed far all ros or

injuries committed from tho 6th of Maroh. I J

the 1st of August, IfiflO. Osthote and

to lay asido thoir tansity. >d a
i

>,-.;nn WM to take place among the I

WiTO

conciliation was to tako Jjlsei
tmt

sul.j-ts of the land. Tho

todMunil Ihoir force*, and

vidcdfwbyoitebiishodisato.
norf*s*i

bcr who, like the DakoofChat

n France, were to be wotoro

Compensation was to bo gioa
inrchmen who had MO!

MS State PsoerOAs*. Tytlor, v*L vt so. Ma,!^-
-

:
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and none of them were for the future

to be molested in the collection of their revenues.

On the other hand, the fortifications of Leith were

to be immediately demolished, the Frenchmen to

ante the kingdom, and no foreign troops here-

to be introduced without the knowledge and

; of parliament. It was also agreed that the

of state should be administered by native

rmlen; that no strangers should dispense justice or

be advanced to places of dignity and trust, such as

the high offices of Chancellor, Treasurer, and Comp-
troller. To secure an efficient government of the

realm, during the absence of the sovereign, the

conduct of public matters was to.be vested in a

cil of twelve to be chosen out of twenty-four
I by the Estates seven to be appointed by the

and five by the parliament. War was never

to be declared, nor peace concluded, by the queen,

without the concurrence of the Estates. None of

the subjects of the realm, under pretence of being

punished for any violation of the royal authority

daring the last two years, were to be deprived of the

otVes, benefices, or estates which they now held. It

wasi lastly agreed that, for the settlement of reli-

gioas controversies, a parliament should be convened
in the month of August, for which a commission
was to be sent by the king and queen of France,
"and it was added, that this meeting of the Estates

should in all respects be as lawful as if the same
had been convoked by command of these royal per-
sons, provided only that all who ought to be present
resorted without fear to the parliament, and that
its proceedings were free and unfettered."*

It will be observed that in this treaty no provisions
were included favourable to the establishment in
Scotland of the reformed religion. Its adherents
were, indeed, protected, but their peculiar opinions1

no countenance. Nor was there anything
g in this omission. We have before
to the coldness with which Elizabeth re-
the cause of Protestantism, and her indif-
lf not aversion, to many of the religious
the Congregation in S'cotland. It may,

t injustice, be questioned whether she felt
*** eaxiety as to the universal diffusion and

triumph of these views. It is more than
that, in supporting the Protestants with

ay, she was solely influenced by the desire of
*ra in their struggles for independence, in~ d*Tours to expel the foreign troops,

'

determination to preserve their coun-

amndincy of French councils. Nor^ *"duct " this occasion wholly disinter-
The pretensions of Mary had bce'n a source
annoyance from the very commencement
a I she was aware of the ambitious pro-

Jhowe
of Guiw

; she dreaded the conse-
lt follow the extension of their

*land, as through that kingdom her
night be invaded, her power shaken,
adangered. These apprehensions

:

' '

-

furnish us with an intelligible and adequate ex-

planation of the proceedings of Elizabeth at the

important crisis, the events of which have now
been recorded. And as by this treaty she had not

only gained her object, but secured other and con-

siderable advantages, she had no motive for in-

teresting herself in the religious views of the

Congregation, much less for making the recognition
of their opinions a fundamental article of the con-

ditions of the peace. She was satisfied with at-

tempting to provide that their persons should be

protected and their property secured. But while it

may, perhaps, appear that the interests of the Re-

formers had been designedly overlooked by this

treaty, iu reality they had been greatly forwarded.

The sovereign authority was virtually transferred

to their hands. They were empowered to assemble

a parliament for the discussion and settlement of

religious controversies, in order to the sanctioning
of which a commission was to be sent over by the

queen, whereby its proceedings would be rendered

as regular and valid as if it had been summoned

by her own command. Such concessions were in

harmony with their utmost wishes, and amply re-

warded them for their courage and perseverance in

the conduct of an enterprise which, at one period,
had promised very different results.

While the French and English commissioners

were engaged in arranging the articles of treaty,

the leaders of the Congregation had presented
certain propositions on the subject of religion
which they desired should be considered, and

either received or rejected. On the refusal of the

commissioners to pronounce or even to debate upon
them, they were at once withdrawn, without re-

monstrance, and without any expression of dis-

appointment. Nor was this unusual acquiescence
the result of indifference or fear. It is rather

to be explained by the confidence of the Protes-

tants in the truth of their principles, and in their

speedy recognition on the part of the country.

They felt assured that the cities, burghs, and middle

classes constituting the great body of the people,
were favourable to the Reformation; and that,

aided by the support of the great majority of the

nobles, on which they reckoned, it would soon be

firmly established in Scotland. They looked for-

ward without anxiety to the meeting of parlia-

ment, satisfied that measures would then be taken

to vindicate their principles and to put an cud to

the controversies which distracted the nation.

The treaty having thus been concluded, peace was

proclaimed at Edinburgh on the 8th July, 1560.

Shortly afterwards the French forces, to the number
of four thousand men, embarked in English a]

for their native country. At the same time

army of Elizabeth took its departure, ami on its

march homeward demolished the fortifications of

Eyemouth, according to agreement. A solemn

A
public thanks- thanksgiving was held in

giving held for Giles's church on the 19th of July
lie peace. rcformc(1 party . The

vices on the occasion appear to have been conduced
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by Knox himself, who, in forcible terms, described
the miseries of their country, lately groaning under
a foreign yoke and an idolatrous worship. He ac-

knowledged God's mercy in sending them, through
the instrumentality of Elizabeth, an unex]>cctfd
and complete deliverance

; called upon all to main-
tain the league which had been formed with

her ; and prayed that the counsels of those who
endeavoured to dissolve this alliance might be

confounded.* Ministers were then appointed to

different stations of importance throughout the

kingdom. Knox continued at Edinburgh, Goodman
was sent to St. Andrew's, Heriot to Aberdeen, Row
to Perth, and others to Jedburgh, Dundee, Dun-

fermline, and Leith. Superintendents were selected

for the districts of Lothian, Glasgow, Fife, Angus,
and Mearns, and lastly for Argyle and the Isles.f

On the 10th of July, 1560, the parliament as-

Meeting of sembled, but was immediately ad-

Parliament, journed to the 1st of August, when
1st August, 1560. the proceedings were opened with

great solemnity. Never, in the history of the

country, had the Estates met at a period when the

position of affairs more imperatively demanded

grave and earnest deliberation. The critical cha-

racter of the times, and the peculiar circumstances

of the Reformed party, occasioned the attendance at

this parliament to be more than usually numerous.

The Estates, who conferred together and settled the

affairs of the nation, were generally composed of

bishops, abbots, barons, and a few commissioners of

burghs. The lesser barons, though entitled to a

seat and vote in parliament, seldom exercised their

rights. In ordinary times the administration of the

government was, without jealousy or distrust, com-

mitted to the monarch and the nobles. The expense
of repairing to the national convention, with a nu-

merous train of vassals and dependents ;

" the inat-

tention of the age to any legal or regular system of

government ; the exorbitant authority of the

greater barons, who had drawn the whole power
into their own hands, rendered the privilege of

attending of so little value, as to be almost totally

neglected." It was only in extraordinary con-

junctures, when men were roused by a long series

of oppressions to vindicate their liberty and assert

their independence, when the encroachments of the

crown became so intolerable as to necessitate a

struggle for the maintenance of their rights and

privileges, that the lesser barons combined together,

and in full force mustered in parliament for the

purpose of resisting the aggression of the govern-

ment. Such a period had now arrived. Every-
where the people manifested a surprising enthu-

siasm for civil and religious liberty. They had seen

their country occupied by the forces of France, and

the ascendancy of French councils had threatened

them with the imposition of a foreign rule ; they

had been forbidden the exercise of that religion

which they esteemed truth, in opposition to recog-

nised and tolerated error, and in defence of which

they were prepared to lay down their lives. They
*
Knox, vol. ii. p. 85.

. t IbiJ. p. 87.

!.-.;;.:.; :

;
.

.

formed faith, and they <

to tho meeting of
j-

would result in noMrtoM iseeae to the <

ad M> much at bent. On tab i

that, according to Lethington. the i

national council was man nimsiusj
been witnessed in hie own time. -

from all cornen of the kingdom. M
mined to aid with their voicesb the sen*** the <

cause which they had defended with their
in the field." At thie simienliim there i

in addition to the peera temporal and seehtatl. tW
representatives of almat all the VtrgBr. eod p-
wards of a hundred barons, who, dtheegh of the
lesser order, were gentlemen of the tat rejtk ami
fortune in the nation.f

The business of the

diatcly have nonuBencod, had not a

objection been taken to the

ccedings. We have already remarked, that a* It

had been summoned by authority of the neeiea.

and without pcimissioa from the sstsieiga, it

was necessary to obtain her consent in the form

of a commission, legalising their meetMg. and

sanctioning their deliberations. During the ad-

journment of the Estates, from the 10th of Jnly to

the 1st of August, it wee provided,
" that the mrds

deputies shall order a deepatrh to the king

queen, to advertise them of their having <

to the sitting of a parliament, and to

their majesties most humbly, that they

pleased to agree to that which they have

recorded." J That these deputies uiinrnd

mission with all doe dispatch we can have no

doubt ; but it does not appear that any satismetory

answer was returned or the part of Mary. In I

circumstances it was doubted whether they

warranted in holding a parliament The

was very keenly agitated, and the debate

for a week. ' In the beginning of the
|

ment," says Spottiswood,
- there was great

cation; divers holding that no

be kept, seeing that the

commission, nor authorised aay to

persons 5 others, alleging

whereby it was agreed that a parliemen!
"

the month of August, and las* I

should be as lawful in all respeeta as I

ordained by the express immnb af

jesties,
maintained that the

warrant sufficient ft*
thafrjprasea*

sseets>

this opinion by roieea prevaJsi

This question having beende*

the majority, the crown, the meea, sj

we*lud upon the throne rnmally am,

sovereign, and the pnHsadinfi
i

election of Maitland to the eaV

he waa then termed, 'buMf"
ing the aseembly in aahort he*

+ KM*, wt L p. N
f Seetskwvxi, r-
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eketehed briefly the history of the late events, ad-

verting to the necessity which had been laid upon

ftp, oftaking np arms in defence of their liberties ;

the support which had been liberally extended to

frnn god in what way they were bound to acknow-

ledge and repay it. He protested that
no other de-

gas had been entertainedon the part of the Congre-

gation,
but such as were intended to promote the

{dependence of their country and the toleration of

tfofr religion. He exhorted the Estates to the

adoption of disinterested measures, which, leaving

oat of view individual interests and feelings, should

hsre for their object the true service of God, and the

advantage and happiness of the kingdom, which had

frlLm into so miserable a condition from the absence

of good government, and the defective administra-

tion ofjustice. He enjoined them to live in union,

to form hearty and mutual friendships, and to act

ae embeis of one body, enforcing his remarks

by the illustration of the fable which represents
* themonth as having quarrelledwith the members,

and refusing to receive sustenance for so long a time

that the whole body perished." Lastly, he prayed
that amity and peace with all princes, and espe-

cially between the realms of England and Scotland,

might be long maintained in the love and fear of

God.'

The articles of the peace having been read over.

Proceeding! of they were unanimously approved
the Parliament, of, and ordered to be sent over to

France, for the ratification of the sovereign. The

parliament next proceeded to the election of the

lords of the Articles, the order of which, says Ran-

dolph, is, that "the Lords Spiritual choose the

Temporal, and the Temporal the Spiritual, and the

Burgesses theirown," f These lords of the Articles

wwe a sort of committee of the Estates, whose con-
eent was necessary before any articles or bills could
be eahmitted to the parliament.

" I observe," says
Keith,

* that for three hundred years backward, theykTe consisted of an uncertain number of members,
not wader three of the

clergy, three of the barons,
and three of the burgesses. But sometimes thereWe been sixteen prelates, and as many barons,
bough the burgesses have not been commonly so

^^""r VjT reason, I suppose, that there was
lorn any huge number of those members out of

which to make an election." As it was usual then
the nobility to appoint a certain number of the

jargy
to act in this capacity, they exercised their

nfht by selecting those only who were well known
btfcrourably aflected to the reformed religion,

J giving great offence to a number of the
tea, who were altogether overlooked. " This

lone," says Randolph in a letter to Cecil,

^u*^1

*!
th P"***^ ?8 f the par-

as departed, and accompanied the

the lligh-strcet, and many down unto the
he licth; the town all in armour, the

wading, and all other kinds of music,

to Cecil,

p. 178.

such as they have. Other solemnities have not

been used, saving in times long past, the lords

have had parliament robes, which are now with
them wholly out of use. The lords of the Articles

sat from thenceforth in Holyrood House, except
that at such times as, upon any matter of import-

ance, the whole lords assembled themselves again,
as they did this day, in the Parliament House." *

The lords of the Articles having met and delibe-

rated, they first proceeded to ratify the conditions

of the late treaty. The act of indemnity, and the

nomination of twenty-four persons, out ofwhom the

council to be entrusted with supreme authority was
to be chosen, were immediately agreed to. As soon

as this matter wits settled, a petition was presented
to the parliament on the part of the Reformers, hav-

ing for its object the following important results :

1. That the doctrines of transub- The Parliament

stantiation, justification by works, petitioned to

indulgence, purgatory, pilgrimage,
abolish Popery,

and invocation of saints should be abolished, by
authority of parliament, 2. That the profanation
of the Holy Sacraments be prevented, and the dis-

cipline of the ancient church restored. 3. That

the Pope's usurped authority may be abolished,

and the patrimony of the church be employed to

the sustentation of the ministry, the provision of

schools, and the support of the poor, t This was a

bold and decided step. A blow was thus aimed at

the whole fabric of Popish superstition, at a period
when the party of the Protestants was powerful
and well organised, and the circumstances in which

they were placed favoured their designs, and justi-

fied their hopes as to the final triumph of their

cause. Many of the prelates were members of the

national convention
;
but taken by surprise, and con-

scious of their own weakness, they offered little or no

resistance to the adoption of these vigorous measures.

In this passive acquiescence they were perhaps con-

firmed by the expectation that by yielding to the

torrent of religious zeal, which was now in its full

strength, it would soon be exhausted, and that the

king and queen, having their attention directed to

the subversion of the ancient religion, would inter-

po^fe their authority, check the progress of the Refor-

mation, and restore the church to its rightful position
and its former influence. Doubtless, also, some of

them were willing to sacrifice their principles, in

order to secure the safety of their persons and the

undisturbed possession of their revenues.

Actuated by such motives as these, when the

Confession of Faith, or summary of the Protestant

doctrines, was laid before parliament, the prelates,

aware that an overwhelming majority was arrayed

against them, felt that all opposition would be

less, and declined to state their opinions. There

was, consequently, no discussion, and the consent of

parliament to this important document was given
almost by acclamation, some of the lords declaring
in their enthusiasm that they would sooner end

their lives than think contrary to these doctrines.

* MS. State Paper
vol. vi. p. 179.

Office, Eandolph to Cecil. Tytler,

t Keith, vol. i., p. 320.
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The Primate, -with the Bishops of Dunkeld and

Dunblane, contented themselves with protesting

against its adoption, on the ground that time had
not been afforded for the examination of its con-

tents. In this protest they -were joined by the

Earls of Cassillis and Caithness, and, as Spottiswood
mentions, by the Earl of Atholl, and Lords Somer-
villc and Borthwick. But, in spite of their ob-

jections, the Confession was adopted by the Estates

on the 17th of August, 1560, and declared to be the

standard of the Protestant faith in Scotland.

In order to give effect to this resolution of the

Severity of the Parliament, three other acts were

measures adopted immediately passed. The first de-

to suppress clared that the former clergy were
Popery.

nothing else but usurped ministers ;

that the new preachers were the only persons that

had power to administer the sacraments
;

" that

the savers and hearers of mass should, for the first

fault, suffer the confiscation of all their goods what-

soever, movable and immovable, and a corporeal

discretionary punishment besides
; for the second

fault, banishment out of the kingdom ;
and for the

third, loss of life three punishments," quaintly
adds the historian,

" well enough calculated for

compelling men to come in!"* The second act

abolished for ever the authority of the Pope in the

realm of Scotland ;
and the third repealed all former

statutes passed in favour of the Roman Catholic

Church, or known to be in spirit and tendency

opposed to the Confession of Faith now ratified and

approved by the Estates.

It has been justly remarked, in reference to the

enactment which instituted penalties for the pur-

pose of securing conformity in religious opinion,
that " Few blessings have been of slower growth in

Europe than religious toleration. The same men
who had groaned so lately under persecution, and

who upbraided their brethren, and with perfect

justice, for the tyranny of maintaining their errors

with fire and sword, now injured the cause they
advocated by similar severities, and compelled the

reception of what they pronounced as truth, under

the penalty of death."f
Various other measures of a similar character

"were passed by this parliament against the Roman
Catholic bishops. Many of these prelates consider-

ing the meeting to be illegal, for reasons which

have been already alluded to, had absented them-

selves, and on this account had given great offence

to the Reformed party. Others, having taken their

^cats, declined to take part in the proceedings, on

the ground that when the lords of the Articles were

chosen they were unjustly overlooked. For these

and other reasons a bill of complaint was presented

against them on the part of the barons, containing,

according to Randolph's account,
" rather a general

accusation of all living bishops than any special

<-Time that they were burdened with." Summonses
were issued to the Bishops of Dunblane, St. An-

drew's, arid Dunkeld, who were called upon to

appear and answer the complaint. But as they

!

*
Keith, vol. i. p. 322. *

Tytler, vol. vi. p. 185.

VOL. I.

declined to comply, judgment was
.

'
. and a decree isened ordaining the star of

their livings.' lint matters did not lest (MO,
Aware that their

anxious to secure them from fcffing into the bond*
of the barons, many of the prelates bad adopta! the
expedient of granting conveyances or hose* of
their lands to those who agreed to rent them in the

meantime, and to re-convey them to their igmej
proprietors when times should ninnmi mere ommi-
cious. Such a proceeding, it is obvious, wos not

likely to receive the sanction ofthe Estate*, although
it was approved of by the Pope; andt ehorueterboag
it as an unjustifiable alienation of the estates of the

church, which deserved to be severely censured, the

parliament passed a resolution directing that afl

such leases should be void, without further protean
of law.

The next subject of importance which wns

brought before the Estates was the Csuufmstiea of

treaty which had been entered into
**J*^**y

***
at Berwick between the lords of p^UjJJ
the Congregation and the English "EliaWt

queen. On this point the greatest
theBadofl

unanimity prevailed, and without any
this important treaty was at once confirmed. The

advantages of a lasting peace between the two

realms was, indeed, so apparent to all, that a pro>

posal having been made to place so desirable a peace
on a secure footing, by the marriage of EHnahoth

with the Karl of Arran, eldest son ofthe Duke ofCha>

tclherault, and heir-apparent to the Scottish throne,

it was received with the greatest favour, and evea

enthusiasm, and immediate steps were taken for it

realisation. It was resolved "that suit should be

made to the Queen of England, in the best manner,

that it may please her majesty, for the establishing

of a perpetual friendship, to join in marriage witk

the Earl of Arran."
'

The parliament was subsequently occupied will

the selection of the twenty-four members out of

whom the Council of Twelve was to be chosen. The

election issued in the appointment of the !

noblemen and barons, among whom wow
not only the principal leaders of the

Cumulation,
but several influential members oftbeoppaeistmv

The Duke, the Earls of Arran, lluatly.

Glencairn, Morton, Atholl, Monteith. Mm
and Rothes ;

the Lords James, Brakino. 1

Lindsay, Boyd, Ogilvy, St. John, and I

Maxwell ;
the Lairds of Lundy, P

Drumlanrig, Cunningbambend,
and L

it was necessary that six of the t

appointed by the sovereign, H was

the arrival of a commiortnel I

should determine this, six ofthe I

should sit continually at Edinburgl

tration of justice. If, however, any

portance, involving
the general

a

dom should be brought before tham.ofm
sixteen ofthe above numberwereorde

* MS. Letter, Stmto Paper Onks,
I^lbtalg

Tytler, vol. vi. p. 191.
^
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Tto lat act of the parliament, previous to its

dissolution, on the 27th of August,

f*8 to authorise Sir James Sandi-

lands, of Colder, Grand Prior of

franc*. ^ Knights of St, John of Jerusa-

lem within Scotland, to proceed to France, and in-

fcnn their majesties of tlie matters -which had been

arranged at the meetings of the national council.

Lethington, with the Earls of Morton and Glen-

cairn, was dispatched with the same commission

to the court of England. This resolution, so far, at

least, as it respected France, -was in accordance with

the agreement which had been entered into between

the deputies of the king and queen, and the leaders

of the Congregation, which provided "That the

nobility of Scotland have engaged that, in the en-

Ming convention of estates, some persons of quality

hall be chosen for to repair to their majesties, and

lay before them the state of their affairs, at -which

time they shall get delivered to them a ratification

done by their majesties."* It was not to he ex-

pected that the reception of Sandilands -would be

CkYoarable. The proceedings of the Congregation
had certainly been irregular. Parliament had

ejemililml on its own authority, and without wait-

ing either for the sovereigns' rati-

fication of the treaty, or the com-

imimi which should invest their meetings with a

legal sanction. Resolutions had been taken, and

measures passed, of vast importance, and calculated

to effect a more momentous change in the consti-

tution of the kingdom than any series of acts which
had erer been introduced in the preceding history
of the nation. These, to a great extent, must have
bee* highly obnoxious to the queen, and still more so

to the house of Guise, her most influential advisers.

It was not to be anticipated that her consent would
ewer be accorded to the sweeping innovations which

aed the established religion, and con-
fined in its place a faith she had been taught from
fcer youth to regard with suspicion and dislike.

Nor could the erident influence of Elizabeth in the
Scottish parliament fail to awaken resentment in
the court of France, All their efforts had hitherto
been directed to break off the good understanding
which rob.utcd between the two countries, and the
nuhv* of these, together with the recent confirma-
tion of the alliance with England, must have been

extremely mortifying.
The feelings of the queen's advisers on this sub-

iMtasntofUM ject were strongly expressed in an
interriew which took place between

English ambassador, Throckmorton, and the
dinal Lorraine, soon after the arrival of Sandi-

, who had been but coldly received. "
I tell

pnsi

Jmnkly,"
said this proud minister,

" the Scots,
aMjft Mbjects, do perform no part of then-

ce king and the queen have the name of

K^S^*' * d yOUF mi8trC8 hath the effect
obedience. They would bring the realm to
be, and say in their words they are the

cU. To tell you of the particular dis-

Keith, rot ii. p. 2.

orders were too long ; every man doth what lie

lists. All this is too far out of order
;
and when

fault is found with them, they threaten the king
with the aid of the queen, your mistress. Let your
mistress either make them obedient subjects, c

her rid her hands of them ; for, rather than :

shall be at this point, the king will quit all. They
have made a league with, the queen, your mis:

without us
;
what manner of dealing is thi

subjects ? Thereupon it is they bear themselves so

proudly. They have sent hither a mean man, in

post to the king and queen, their sovereigns ; and to

the queen, your mistress, a great and solemn lega-
tion. This great legation goeth for the marriage of

the queen, your mistress, with the Earl of Arran.

What shall she have with him ? I think her I.

too great to marry with, such an one as he is.

one of the queen's subjects."* This lang\

gives us a good idea of the light in which the con-

duct of the Reformers was regarded by the court

of France.

The queen having for some time delayed giving
an answer to the ambassador, who had requc
from her a ratification, of the treaty and of the

proceedings of the late parliament, at length inti-

mated her refusal. And it is to be observed, fays

Keith, that "neither now, nor at any time there
;

even wheu she was returned into her ancient and

hereditary kingdom of Scotland, and thereby free

from the influence of her husband and French i

tions, could her maje&ty be prevailed upon to i

and acknowledge the late meeting as a lawful par-

liament
; nor were the acts therein passed <.

allowed to be printed and published along with the

acts of other parliaments, during her majesty's ad-

ministration."f
At this time an interview took place between

Scottish sovereign and the English interview-

ambassador, which is interesting, tetwec:

not only on account of the insight
and *e En -

, ,r. j . , , ,. Ambassador,
it anords us into the real senti-

ments of Mary, but as giving us an opportunity

observing her behaviour in this, her first public

pearance. She w'as then only sixteen
;
and "

it i:

be admitted that in this conversation, with one oi

ablest ministers of Elizabeth, she acquitted he:

with uncommon spirit and good sense." Throck-

morton having entreated her to ratify the tn

she replied :
' Such answer as the king, my lord

and husband, and his council, hath made you in

that matter, might suffice: but because you si

know I have reason to do as I do, I will tell
;

what moveth me to refuse to ratify the tiv

My subjects in Scotland do their duty in noth

nor have they performed one point that belong
unto them. I am their queen, and so they call :

but they use me not so. They have done v.

pleaseth them; and although I have not ni:

faithful subjects there, yet those few that be ti

on my party, were not present when these mat:

were done, nor at this assembly. I will have them

* MS. Letter, Stato Paper Office. Tytler, vol. vi. p.
-

t Keith, vol. ii. p. 5.
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assemble by my authority, and proceed in their

doings after the laws of the realm, which they so

much boast of, and keep none of them. They have
sent hither a poor gentleman to me, whom I dis-

dain to have come in the name of them all to the

king and me in such a legation. They lur

great personages to your mistress : I am their

sovereign, but they take me not so. They must be

taught to know their duties." " In this speech,"

says Throckmorton,
" the queen uttered some choler

and stomach against them. I said,
' as to the Lord

of St. John, I know him not ; but he is Great Prior of

Scotland, and you know by others what rank that

estate hath, equal to any earl within your realm.'

The queen answered, 'I do not take him for Great

Prior, for he is married. I marvel how it happencth

they could send other manner of men to your mis-

tress.' I said,
' madam, I have heard that if your

majesty do proceed graciously with the Lord St.

John, in observation of all that which was by the

Bishop of Valence and Mons. de Randan promised
in the king's and your name, the nobles and states

of Scotland do mind to send unto the king and you
a greater legation.'

' Then the king and I,' quoth

she,
' must begin with them.' '

Madam,' quoth I,

' I am sorry the ratification of the treaty is refused ;

for that matter, together with other injuries offered

to the queen, my mistress (as, contrary to the ex-

press articles of the treaty, the king and you do

bear openly the arms of England), will give the

queen, my mistress, occasion greatly to suspect your

well-meaning unto her.' ' Mine uncles,' quoth she,
' have sufficiently answered you in this matter. And
for your part, I pray you, do the office of a good
minister betwixt us, and so shall you do well.'

And so, he concludes, the queen dismissed me, and

Mons. de Lansac brought me to my horse."
*

Successive historians have fallen into a mistake

in regard to the reception of Sir James Sandilands.

They have taken their account from Buchanan, who

states, that when the Great Prior was received by
the Guises,

"
they reproved him with great harsh-

ness, because that he, a man devoted to a holy mili-

tary order, should have undertaken to carry the

messages of rebels, in favour of an execrable heresy,

which, with the universal approbation of all nations,

had been condemned by the Council of Trent." On
the other hand, it is stated by the English am-

bassador, Throckmorton, who was, as we have

seen, at co irt, and probably in daily communica-

tion with Lim, that "the Lord St. John had his

depeclie hore the 21st of this month. He took

not his ler.' o of the king, by reason of his indis-

position, bvt of the qtieen, and the Cardinal

Lorraine. He had very good words, and was

required to use the part and office of a good

nuni.stei towards the Estates of Scotland, and oi'

a good subject towards his sovereigns. He hath a

letter from the king and queen to the said Estates,

the copy whereof I send your majesty
herewith.

"
f

* MS. Letter, State Paper Office, Throckmorton to

Elizabeth, 17th Nov., 1560. Tytler, vol. vi. p. 195.

Ibid, p. 196.

el

Preriou. to hi. departve, *. John hod a prJee*
taterrlew with the envoy of EUnaboth. la
ho entreated him to recommend to

queen,
'
tlie ordering of their oJbin I

us without her aid and interference it we* ato>
bable the affaire of the OnojgiaesjIlBOj woJd MOO bo
in as unfortunate a condition a* they had b
before.

In the meantime the ambassadors of the pnrlhv
ment proceeded to Kngwad, and _^
were cordially received by
bet!.. Professing their

for the seasonable and
she had afforded them, they boMiOfbl her to
the friendship between the two I

by condescending to a onion with the Eorl of
Arran, who, though a subject, woo nearly allied to
the royal family of Scotland, and we* indeed the

heir-apparent to the throne. To this proposal on
answer was returned, acknowledging the "

front

goodwill of the Estates toward* her Majesty.

offering her the beat and aboieejt perm that

they have, and that not without BOOM danger of

the displeasure of the French King in so

but that her majesty finding

presently to marry, although it may bo that ihe

necessity and respect of her realm shall 1

constrain her, wished that the Earl of

should not forbear to accept each marriage os may
be mode to him, for his own weal and seretyi
and that all other moans bo nsed to the can-

tinuance of amity firmly betwixt

whereunto her majesty thinketh many
sons ought to induce the people of

'

and in a manner to continue oe food amily

thereby as by marriage."
*

It is interesting to observe the policy of the

Guises at this period. The* object, new. aa fee-

merly, was to effect

Reformers and Elizabeth, to

courts both of France and

thus left to their own resources, and

of their own weakness, they might bo ferood to

purchase peace, howeror unfavourable the ton*
and however great the sacrifice.

The important end to which all their

were directed, was the arresting of the

the Reformation, and the re ante. Noisy of 1

blihhment throughout Europe of

the ancient Iaith.
* To put down the I

toen<>ooragothenuniBloMni

Scotland, to sow disoooeMooL

princes in Germany, to supper

now sitting, and, in a word. UM

strength of France, Spain. Itt

against that great moral and raU|

by which light and troth were strong*

a separation between the

h. to isolate them from the

tbownolo

bent their effort*." ThootOl

order to the ojiiiMillismw.Tl

pendedon the inweoftheembaosy

:
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the part of the parliament, to negotiate a marriage

between Elizabeth and the Earl of Arran. If, as

waned probable,
she should refuse to comply with

tfrfr wishes, they resolved to persuade the Scots

that she had acted solely from a desire to ag-

grandize herself, and that now their eyes were

mmH to the insidious character of her designs,

it would be prudent to break off their engagements

with her, and form with France such a close alli-

ance, as would effectually protect them from the

eoBMqnences of her displeasure. They proposed

also to bribe Arran into the relinquishment of his

connection with the Congregation, by offering to

marry him to a daughter of France, to invest him

with* the office of Lieutenant in Scotland, where,

acting for the king and queen, his powers would

be almost unlimited, and the whole revenue of the

kingdom would be at his disposal. Further, they
determined to weaken the power of the Congrega-

tion, by sowing dissensions among their leaders.

Then schemes, it appears, however secretly con-

cocted, were not unknown to Throckmorton, who,
in order to counteract them, advised Elizabeth to

employ one of his subtle and intriguing agents,

named dark, an archer of the French guard, who
was accordingly dispatched to Scotland, to act as a

spy upon the conduct of the Guisian faction.*

Certain state papers which have been recently

brought to light place in a very striking aspect the

unscrupulous policy of the house of Guise at this

period. We have seen that, under the regency of

the queen-dowager, the affairs of Scotland were
entrusted to the management of a Frenchman,
named D'Osell. This officer, however, on the return

to the court, of Monluc, Bishop of Valence, found
himself deprived of all influence, and subjected to

the displeasure of his royal master. The cause
of his disgrace is stated by Throckmorton. It

appears that, during the late war, advice had been
tendered to tho queen-regent, by the Bishop of

Amiens, De la Brosse, and Martignes, to the effect

that, dissembling with the Congregation, she
should summon a parliament at Leith or Edin-

burgh, and having thus got them into her power,
should seiie, and summarily put to death, the
leaders of the Reformed party. Through the influ-
ence of D'Oaell, his associates were compelled re-

luctantly to abandon their nefarious proposal. On
ihb account, the want of success which attended
the French cause was imputed to his conduct, and

vforth he not only ceased to be consulted re-

gwdbf the affairs of Scotland, but was treated on
all oecaMons with studied coldness and neglect.f
At this crisis an event took place which consider-
Wy modified the condition of affairs, and was pro-

Dstfk of ductivc of important consequences
to Scotland. This was the death

Bch monarch, Francis II., who expired at
urn, on the 6th of December, 1560. By the

8 ***" Omee French Correspondence.

demise of her husband, the youthful queen was

placed ia a position peculiarly trying. Inex-

perienced as she was, however, she exhibited an

energy and self-possession, which proved that she

was not unequal to the duties and responsibilities

which had thus so unexpectedly devolved upon her.

In a letter addressed by Throckmorton at this

period to the English council, we are presented
with an interesting view, not only of the character

of Mary, but of the position of parties, aud the pro-

jected policy of England:
" My very good lords Now that God hath thus

disposed of the late French king, ^ cl:nracta.

whereby the Scottish queen is left and conduct

a widow, in my simple judgment,
of 11

one of the special things your lordships have to

consider, and to have an eye to, is the marriage of

that queen. During her husband's life there was
no great account made of her; for that, being
under band of marriage and subjection of her

husband, who carried the burden and care of all

her matters, there was offered no great occasion to

know what was in her. But since her husband's

death she hath showed, and so continueth, that

she is both of great wisdom for her years, modesty,
and also of great judgment in the wise handling
herself and her matters ; which, increasing in her

with her years, cannot but turn to her commenda-

tion, reputation, honour, and great benefit of her

and her country. And already it appeareth. that

some such as made no great account of her, do now,

seeing her wisdom, both honour and pity her.

"Immediately upon her husband's death, she

changed her lodging, withdrew herself from all

company, became so solitary and exempt from all

worldliness, that she doth not to this day see day-

light, and thus will continue out forty days. For

the space of fifteen days after the death of her said

husband, she admitted no man to come unto her

chamber, but the king, his brethren, the King of

Navarre, the constable, and her uncles. About

four or five days after that, she was content to

admit some bishops, and the ancient knights of

the order, and none of the younger, saving Mar-

tignes, who, having done her good service, and

married the chief gentlewoman of her chamber, had

so much favour showed him among the rest. The

ambassadors also were lastly admitted, as they

came, who have been all with her to condole,

saving I, which I have forborne to do, knowing
not the queen's majesty's pleas\ire in that behalf.

"
Amongst others, the ambassador of Spain hath

been with her above an hour together, which is

thought to be far more than the ceremony of con-

doling required. He hath also since that time

dined, and had great conference with the Cardinal

of Lorraine ; and though I cannot yet think that it

be about any matter of marriage for her with the

Prince of Spain for I think the Council of Spain
too wise to think upon it without other commodity

yet it is not amiss to hearken to the matter ;
for

she, using herself as she beginneth, will make

herself to be beloved, and to lack no good means
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of offers. But to conclude herein : as long as the
matter shall be well handled in England, and that

now, in time, good occasions be not let pass, the

King of Spain will have little mind that way. As
for my part, I see her behaviour to be such, and
her wisdom and queenly modesty so great, in that

she thinkcth herself not too wise, but is content to

be ruled by good counsel and wise men (which is

a great virtue in a prince or princess, and which
eth a great judgment and wisdom in her) that

these means she cannot do amiss. And I cannot
.t fear her proceedings with the time, if any
icans be left, and offered her to take advantage

" I understand very credibly," continued the am-

bassador,
" that the said Scottish queen is desirous

to return into Scotland
; marry, she would so handle

the matter as that the desire should not seem nor

appear to come of herself, nor of her seeking, but

by the request and suit of the subjects of Scotland.

To compass which device she hath sent one Robert

Lesley (who pretendeth title to the earldom of

Rothes) into Scotland, to work by such as are hers
;

and, besides them, doubteth nothing to procure to

her a good many of those that were lately against
her

;
and among others, she holdeth herself sure of

the Lord James and of all the Stewards, wholly to

be at her devotion. She mistrusteth none but the

Duke of Chatelherault and his party ;
and besides

these, she nothing doubteth to assure to her, with

easy persuasions, the whole, or the most part, of

those that carried themselves indifferently as neu-

ters all this while, who are thought to be many
besides the common people. And now to have their

queen home [they] will altogether, she thinketh,

lean and incline to her. Upon request, thus to be

made to her by these nobles, requiring to have her

return, she will demand that the principal forts and

holds of the realm be delivered into her hands, or

to such for her as she will appoint, to the end that

she may be more assured against the evil meaning
of the hollow-hearted, or such as fear the worst to-

wards themselves. She doth also look that those

that shall thus request her to come into Scotland,

shall offer and promise all obedience and duty

belonging to loving and obedient subjects ;
whom

she will, for her part, recompense by all the favour,

assurance, and benevolence, that a prince can pro-

id owe to good subjects. This matter, my
lords, being worth good consideration, I leave to

your lordships' grave wisdom to consider of it."*

It is not difficult to understand the universal

satisfaction with which the news of the king's

death was received in Scotland. So long as he

continued to reign there was every danger that the

peace of the kingdom would be again disturbed by
the machinations of the house of Guise. The in-

fluence of Mary over her weak and compliant

husband was unbounded, and the conduct of that

princess was entirely under the direction of her

uncles, the princes of Lorraine. Their hostility to

* MS. Letter, State Paper Office. Throckmorton to the

t'ouncil. Tytler, vol. vi. pp. 199202.

formed party, and their <

decisive measure* to ramp** iu
been already alluded to. Hitherto they fa
tlnv;

. r d%M, partly by the rimeli i

tcrpositiu,, ,,f I ;;ibcth in behejf of the
~-^

tion, and partly by the religions
at this period distracted their art*
latter would, probably, bar* MMQ few
a conclusion, and mean* "right hat* been
prevent a rope t 1 1 ion of the hum lm rilner CM
they would have been left at liberty town
dark policy, and to vi.it Scotland with th*

quences of their long-meditated vesjgonejea. TW
dangers to which the Mnfiknj waa Un
were to a great extent averted by the
Francis. " The princes of Lorraine
to contract their views, to

were ebc%ed

formisjf vnst
to domestic objects, and, initend of

projects with regard to Britain, found it

to think of acquiring and establishing an interne
with the new administration."

Shortly after the king's death a parliament was
summoned, which smmMul at

Edinburgh on the ICth of January,
1561. At this meeting Sir Ja

appeared, and, after giving an aecoont of bit sua-

sion. produced the letter with which his emsHJgn
had entrusted him. This document informed the
Estates that she had been ascared of their determi-

nation to remain steadfast in their allegiance, bet

that in the account she had received of their met

assembly (she refused to term it a

observed with regret that their

coincided with these profeerione. She
she remarked, that their requests shom

the consideration to which they
that for this purpose she had revolted to

two noble persons with authority to convene i

parliament, where their alleged grievances

meet with a full discussion.* A good deal of con-

sideration was given by the barons to this letter*

which, however, lost much of its interest in conse-

quence of the king's death. The remit of their

deliberations was expressed in n very impgtam reso-

lution of the parliament vi*.. that tnoii ewei%n.
who was now unconnected with France by any ties

of sufficient importance to detain her in thai

country, should be invited to return to her e*m oV

minions ; and that their cntimcnU on this eabjert

should be delivered to her by the Lerd Janm. her

own brother, and the principal leader oftheCenfft

Cation. Explicit instmctiae* were given ei

ambassador as to the terms of his messes]*. He*

to assure the sovereign of a hearty reerption

her loyal and devoted subjects, provided only U

she reposed confidence in the

scnted to return unneeopnnien by any

force. She wea advised to

land, where she might obtain an i

Elizabeth, and consult with bar ea to tne

nance of a permanent peace bstwien tne twe

tries. On the subject of religion he wea

ilS. Letter, State PaserOmss. Tytkr. ^L rt f
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W WL" that if he consented that she should hear

Met aither publicly or privately,
he would be con-

lidfrni as betraying the cause of God and exposing

religion to the utmost peril To this he replied,

"That he would never consent that she should hear

rM publicly; but to hear it secretly in her

dumber, who could stop her ?
"*

The activity of the Protestants at this juncture

was not lost upon the opposite party. Alive to the

MCMtty ofobtaining, and, if possible, preserving an

ascendancy in the councils of the young sovereign,

the Ilomish party secretly assembled a convention

and deliberated on the measures to be adopted.

This meeting was attended by the Archbishop of

St. Andrew's, the Bishops of Aberdeen, Moray, and

Bow; the Earls of Huntly, Atholl, Crawford,

Sutherland, Marischal, Caithness, and a number of

Mauiliiil barons. It -was then resolved that John

Ltelif, Official and Vicar-General of the diocese of

Aberdeen, and afterwards Bishop Ross, should be

deputed to wait upon the queen, to express their

attachment to her person, and to remain at court to

watch the current of events. The departure of the

Lord James was delayed for a short time, in con-

sequence of the arrival in Scotland of four corn-

Buenoners from the queen. These were Preston

of Craigmillar, Ogilvy of Findlater, Lumsden of

Blanern, and Lesley of Auchtennuchty. They
were the bearers of a commission from her ma-

jesty, directed to some of the principal nobility of

toe kingdom the Duke of Chatelherault, Argyle,
Atholl, Huntly, Bothwell, the Lord James, and
the Archbishop of St. Andrew's authorising them
to mmoo a parliament, at which she intimated
an ambassador from France, in the person of
MnMimrde Xoailles, would appear, for the purpose
of proposing a renewal of their ancient league
with that kingdom. The message which accom-
panied these instructions was

conciliatory. She
expressed her intention of returning speedily to
her oiro dominions, of extending forgiveness to all

poKtinal offenders, and sending out of the country
100 * French soldiers who still remained in

within the fortress of Dunbar. She also
* them th*t* While^ had *cccived offers

marriage from the Kings of Sweden and Den-"

and the Prince of Spain, it was not her
BO to take any decided step, without in

(uniting her nobles, and receiving the
her people.' f Letters were at the same

Hjatchcd by Mary to all the leading men of
am, declaring that, notwithstanding their

rt, she was resolved to continue them in
*'ofcea, provided only that they re-

! in their allegiance to herself.

policy of Elizabeth, at this juncture, was
Nfanr T marked by her characteristic saga-

city and prudence. It was obvi-
r interest to retain the influence she had

otland, and at the same time to keep
*ly terms with the young eovcreign, as

vol. vi. p. 208.
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well as to preserve amicable relations with the

court of France. To secure the first, she instructed

Randolph, then resident in Edinburgh, as her
accredited envoy, in the particular line of con-

duct he was now to follow. This person was one
of the ablest agents she had ever employed ; but
he is described as being of " a dark intriguing

spirit, full of cunning and void of conscience
; and

there is little doubt that die unhappy divisions in

Scotland were fomented, by this man's artifices, for

more than twenty years." He was enjoined to

hold friendly intercourse with the Protestant

leaders ; to assure them of the unabated determina-

tion of his mistress to adhere to the great principles
of the Reformed faith

;
to exhort them to have no

confidence in France, to avoid committing them-

selves to any alliance with that country, which could

never be productive of good, and, finally, to ratify
their engagements with England, and labour to

secure permanence for the present peace.
For the purpose of gaining the second object em-

braced by the policy of the English queen, the Earl

of Bedford was sent over to present her condolences

to Mary, on occasion of her late bereavement
; but

lie was also instructed to require from her that ratifi-

cation of the treaty which had been hitherto refused.

He was to remind her that the disturbances of her

kingdom had terminated on the removal of the

French forces ; that for the last hundred yc .

borders had never enjoyed so much peace as at pre-

sent ; and that if she wished the prosperity to be

lasting, it could only be perpetuated by allowing tht

country the same freedom as had been universally

granted during the reign of her father, Ja.
" which consisted chiefly in its being governed by
its own laws, and ruled by means of its

' natural

or born' people/' Bedford, in addition, was en-

joined, if he discovered any disposition on the part

of the house of Guise to promote the marriage of

Mary with Spain or Austria, to stimulate the King
of Xavarre to protest against it, as contrary to his

own greatness, and subversive of the inti.

Christendom.*

This envoy arrived at Paris on the 3rd of Feb-

ruary, and on the 15th proceeded to Fontainebleau,

where he was received by Mary with much kind-

ness and cordiality. His interview, and that oi

Tlvrockmorton, with the Scottish queen, i-

minutely described, in a letter addressed by them

to the Privy Council. On being much prt
-

ratify the treaty which had lately been concluded

at Edinburgh, she replied that " there were more

reasons to persuade to amity between Eli.

her good sister, and herself than between any
two princes in all Christendom. We are both/'

said she,
" in one isle, both of one language.

both the nearest kinswomen that each other hath,

and both queens. As to the treaty of Edinburgh.
I am here, as you see, without all counsel. And 1

pray you to tell the queen, my good sister, I trust.

ere it be long, some of the nobility and council oi

* MS. Instructions, State Paper Office, Sir J. William-
son's Collection, Tytler, vol. vi. p. 210.
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Scotland will be here, for I do hear they mean to

send some shortly unto ma. And when I shall

have communed with them, mind to send my good
sister, the queen, your mistress, such an answer as

I trust she shall be pleased with."* Much dis>atis-

with the results of this interview, Bedford re-

ed to England.

According to the statement of Secretary Lethint,'-

. ton, Scotland was at this time

divided into three parties. The
irst consisted of the Duke of Chatelherault and his

adherents, whose efforts were directed to bring
about a marriage between Mary and his eldest son,

the Earl of Arran. The second were desirous of

the immediate return of the queen to her own do-

minions, where they were ready to secure for her a

favourable reception, under the single condition that

she should arrive unaccompanied by a foreign force.

Many of the nobility, of the highest rank and in-

fluence, were included in this party. They believed

that if she consented to their wishes she would be

induced to favour their religion, and ratify the

treaty with England. A third faction ai%e described

as neutrals, who, without a settled policy, were

willing to support the adoption of any measures,

provided they were sanctioned by the authority of

the sovereign.
While Mary was residing at Rheims, she was

Interview of Les- visited, on the 14th of April, by
ley with Mary. Lesley, the envoy of the Romish

party, who then delivered to her the message with

which he had been entrusted. He assured her of

the warm attachment and devotion of his friends in

Scotland
;
and warned her to put no trust in the

Lord James, who was now on his way to her pre-

sence, to reject his counsels, and, above all, to

detain him, if possible, in France, till after she had

arrived in her own kingdom. He recommended her

to land at Aberdeen, where, as the Reformed religion

had made little progress in the north of Scotland,

an army of twenty thousand men could easily be col-

lected, with which she might advance with security

to Edinburgh, and defeat the designs of her ene-

mies. It does not appear that Mary was favourably

impressed by this interview. She was not disposed,

and with reason, to put implicit confidence in the

promises even of her professed friends. Several

of the nobles who had deputed Lesley Huntly

amongst the number while avowing their ad-

herence to the ancient faith, had, nevertheless, for

the furtherance, as she believed, of their own

selfish projects, joined themselves to the party of

the Congregation, and powerfully aided them in

carrying out their extreme measures. It is not sur-

prising, therefore, that the mission of the Roman

Catholic envoy proved a failure. Mary intimated no

approval of the advice he tendered, nor any inten-

tion of taking advantage of the offer so urgently

I on her acceptance. In giving an account of

his interview, Lesley simply observes, that lie was

graciously received and listened to, that she com-

manded him to remain by her person till her return

;

* MS. Letter, State Paper Office. Tytler, vol. vi. p. 213.

to Scotland, and in the meantime to
and prelate* who had sent him of her
toward* them, and bar intention to (

It was a curious cireometanee that thie viafc was
paid on the very day prvrioa* to that en vhtoh the
Lord Jamee wae admitted mto her pimiam. Tim
nobleman, in repairing to France, had faaaat
through England, and solicited an interview with
Elizabeth. Befog preamd by that pri to eh.
tain from Man- the ratification of the treaty ef

Edinburgh, he aerorcd her that, in hi* praam
to his sister, he was not the hearer ef any
commission, and that the only meamt
IV. -in the council and nobility was 'a
claration of their duty and detotiam to their even*

ri'i:ni.' It appears that much diflereae* ef eaiam*

prevailed on the part of Cecil and Throckmortoa a*
to the propriety of allowing him to pam over to

France. The latter observe*, in one of hi* tetter*.
>'

I learn that this king, by mean* of the Qaean ef

Scotland, deviseth all the mean* he can to win him to

his devotion, and for that purpose hath both pro-
cured for him the red hat, if he will accept it. and ale*

mindeth to endow him with good abbey* ami bene-

fices in this realm. If he will be won, then yemr

majesty knoweth he may be, a* it i* like he will be.

the most perilous man to yoar majesty and year
ilm of all the realm of Scotland, and meet able to

stand this king in his be** etead for the

there, so that his coming cannot bat pnjadicv every

way ; and I verily believe, if he come, he will a* tv

turn into Scut land so toon as be thinketh." Cecil, en

the other hand, relying on his well-known dufaei-

t ion to cultivate and maintain friendship with Eng-

land, was disposed to put implicit oonndenee hi Ik*

Lord James; and, accordingly, after treating him

with great distinction, iliiiaimed him with

expressions of good-wilL
Her brother was received by Mary with

teristic kindness. She had erer Thearrfalef

entertained an affection tar him,

and his frank disposition, and Bin-

ning manners, were well calculated *
t
*H

favourably towards him. Had ahe hem

however, of the character of hie

the English sovereign and her mint

duct on thb occasion would hare beea

As it was, ho eoon gained a very W*
over her, and induced her freely l

her intention*. She admitted, w

that she wa by no mean* eatialei

intimate alliance which ealiiMi

andl-nglund: that, a to U>

she wae anxioM that it ahevid I

that, at all erenta, ahe wonld o

it without the advice and "

liamcnt. She also intimated

prohibit
the meeting ef the 1

as she henelf could matt *

. i mniammm mmm\ i
mrmnem

Koth, veL ft. |v
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voold never consent to a union with the Earl of

Arran, ahe was not averse to a marriage with a

fereign prinee.
As to the manner of her retuni

to bar kingdom, she intimated her intention, instead

el passing through England, to proceed by sea.

Having made these explanations,
she endeavoured

to persuade Lord James to renounce the Protestant

frith and return to the creed of Rome. In these

endeavours she was strongly seconded by the

Guise*, who, among other inducements, held out

the offer of a Cardinal's hat, and the highest

advancement in the church; but, resisting every

importunity, he remained true to his engagements

with the Reformed party. This firmness of pur-

pose raised rather than lowered him in the esti-

mation of the queen, and confirmed the resolution

he had already formed of entrusting to him the

management of public affairs till her own arrival

in her kingdom. As he proposed an immediate

return to Scotland, she intimated that his com-

ubnon for this purpose would be sent after him.

It must be admitted that the conduct of the Lord

June* at this time was marked both by ingratitude
and duplicity. No sooner had he left his sovereign,

who had now honoured him with sueh signal

proof* of her esteem and confidence, than, proceed-

ing to Paris, he held a secret interview with the

English ambassador, Throckmorton, and disclosed

to him even-thing that had passed between him-
elf and Mary. This information was, of course,

immediately transmitted to Elizabeth, with the re-

mark that, ou his return through England, Lord
Janes would communicate the circumstances in

greater detail to her Majesty.*
The history of this period is extremely intricate,

and it is impossible to trace with accuracy the un-
derhand and unprincipled transactions which then

ndoabtcdly took place. This much is certain, that
the policy of Elizabeth was dark and crooked;
the measures of her ministers base; and the con-
dnct of many of the Scottish nobles highly venal.
Tlie letter of Throckmorton to the queen, to which
wehare just referred, furnishes, we think, satis-

factory confirmation of the statement now made.
It discloses the nature of the advice tendered by
her ministers to the English sovereign, and inti-
mate* the possible corruption of influential persons

l Scotland, who might thereby be bribed to favour
design*.

M At this present," says he,
"
your

ath peace with all the world, and I see no
OMttm to more unto your majesty or your realm

ly war from any place or person, but by the Queen
d and her means. Then wisdom doth
ir majesty to buy your surety, quietness,

city, though it cost you dear. The means
re thiii is, in time, before any other push in

- hire, and practices, to win unto vour
Icrotion and party the mightiest, the

Jrt,

and the most honest of the realm of Scot-
And, though it be to your majesty great

twenty thouuid pounds yearly, yct it

Throckm'rt''1 to the

is in no wise to be omitted or spared. And in sorting

your entertainment to every person, there should

be some special consideration had of the Earl of

Arran, because he is the second person of that realm,
whose quality and credit your majesty knoweth
better than I; and in like manner of the Lord

James, whose credit, love, and honesty is compar-
able, in my judgment, to any man of that realm."

The visit of the Lord James to Paris was much
resented by Mary. She had earnestly entreated

him not to visit the French court or to re

home through England 5 and, when her reasonable

wishes in these respects were not regarded, her

sentiments towards him were much modified. She

changed her resolution of entrusting him with

supreme authority, and dismissed the gentleman
who had remained behind to receive from her

hands the commission which appointed him Gover-

nor. This circumstance was taken advantage of

by Throckmorton, who advised his sovereign thai

Mary's sentiments had been altered solely on ac-

count of the devotion she had discovered in the Lord

James towards the English queen,
' ; and on this

account he deserveth to be well entertained and

made of, as one that may stand you in no small :

for the advancement of your desire." "\Vhat \

the precise objects which the ambition of the Lord

James urged him at this period to compass cannot

now be ascertained. Whatever might be the nature

of these, certain it is that he courted the favour of

Elizabeth in an extraordinary degree, and in so

doing, acted, to say the least of it, an unfaithful and

disingenuous part. "\Ve are not disposed, how
to put implicit confidence in all that has been stated

as to his conduct during his residence at the English
court. It is well enough known that, if all other

schemes concocted for the purpose of detaining

Mary in France failed, means were to be taken to

intercept her on, her passage ;
but it is difficult to

imagine that her brother could prove so far forget-

ful of his duty to his country and his queen, or so

ungrateful to a sister who had loaded him with

kindness, as to become a party to so mean and

despicable a measure.

In the month of March the court of France dis-

patched Monsieur Noailles with
Anaml);;

a commission, which empowered from 1 ;

him to require 1. That the an-

cient league betwixt the two

kingdoms should be renewed. 2. That the late

confederacy with England should be dissolved. :J.

That the churchmen should be restored to their

places and benefices. It was not to be expected that

such demands would be complied with ;
but the con-

sideration of them was delayed till the meeting of

the convention, which was appointed to take p!

in the month of May. Accordingly, at this pi-,

the nobility having assembled, the French ambas-

sador brought forward his propositions. They
were at once rejected, and strong resolutions drawn

up expressive of their determination to maintain

their alliance with England. It was observed in

the answers which were furnished to Noaillcs, that
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France had not deserved that either they or their

posterity should again enter into any league or con-

federacy with that country, seeing that the French
had traitorously and cruelly persecuted them, under

pretence of unity and marriage. That they could
not righteously dissolve a league which had been
formed in the name of God with that sovereign
who had delivered Scotland from the tyranny of
the Guises. And lastly,

" That such as they called
~

"shops and churchmen, they knew neither for

stors of the church, nor yet for any just posscs-
i of the patrimony thereof, but understood them

crfectly to be wolves, thieves, murderers, and idle

cllies. And, therefore, as Scotland hath forsaken

eir Pope and Papistry, so they could not be

ebtors to his foresworn vassals."*

On these replies being transmitted to France,
lizabeth again endeavoured to procure from Mary
le ratification of the treaty of Edinburgh. For this

pose, Throckmorton solicited and obtained an
itervicw with Mary. He found, however, her

olution on this subject unshaken. She expressed
ierself desirous of preserving friendly relations

with Elizabeth, but determined to take no steps in

the matter alluded to till she had first an opportu-

nity of consulting her parliament. It was urged
in reply that there appeared no necessity for this,

seeing that the treaty in question had been entered

into with their knowledge and by their express
desire. "

Yea," she answered,
"
by some of them,

but not by all. It will appear when I come

amongst them whether they be of the same mind
that you say they were then of. But of this I

assure you, Monsieur 1'Ambassadeur, I, for my part,
am very desirous to have the perfect and assured

. amity of the queen, my good sister, and I will use
1

all the means I can to give her occasion to think

that I mean it indeed."!
Let us here consider for a moment the motives

which, on the one hand, constrained

Elizabeth to insist on the ratifica-

tion of this treaty, and, on the

other, weighed with Mary in per-

sisting with her refusal.' Many of

its articles, it is true, were extremely favourable to

the interests of Elizabeth, but were such, also, as

could not possibly be objected to by the Queen of

Scots, with any show of reason. In almost eveiy
instance these articles had been earned into effect

by both parties. The fortifications of Lcith had

been demolished, and the respective forces of Eng-
land and France withdrawn at the appointed time,

jit
was the sixth article which excited the resent-

ment of Mary, and moved her to withstand all

attempts to induce her to comply with its terms.

Its stipulations were originally drawn up at the sug-

gestion, or rather the demand, of Cecil, who had

leclared his determination, rather than give them

-ip, to break off negotiations altogether. Offensive at

:he rime to the French ambassadors, they could not

3e less so to their royal mistress. She was required,
n accordance with them, to acknowledge the sole

*
Keith, vol. ii. p. 25. t Itod- vo1- " P- 33 '

VOL. I.

Motives which

weighed with,

Mary in re-

fusing to ratify
the treaty.

right of EUaabcth to the crows* of EmrioW *4
hx-land ; tc.reftotaot. i, p.h.,^W,
claims to theMOM j and torn**** far tb* tomn u
abstain from tuing the title* or bsaviatr ib* arm*
of those kingdom*. That priaeaoi Hit Mary
would at once consent to nek a
not to be expected. She bad IN

the belief that

valid. Their

additional importance in tho eyw of CaiOfi. Sao
had been promised assistanos from various ooorton,
if she resolved to vindicate bar rights by farat of
arms. The Roman Catbottea of Eogmod-^ aaass>
rous and active party would williagiy ba staled
her on the throne. On tbe otbar mud, aoo woa ac-

knowledged, even by tbe Protestants, as tba Wgi-
timatc heir of Elizabeth. In tbaat eirroaMtoJNBl
we can easily understand Bar nnwilliagM to coo-
sent to the ratification of a treaty wbiob doprhud
her of the advantages of ber p^tKm. and farad bar
to surrender the ambitious hope, wbkb aba bad
hitherto so assiduously cherished, of attaining to

the English crown. Elizabeth, OB bar part, waa
not insensible to the advantages to be gained by
extorting from Mary tbe ratification of i

in the formation of which she hod Bat

suited. In this way she would be

ever from the pretensions of a dangerous rival, sad
be left at liberty to alter the order of succrauoo by

authority of Parliament, and transfer the

some other descendant of the royal blood.

alternative would have been every way
to her disposition and desire*. It ia not, tbcrefara,

a matter of surprise that she laboured, through
means of her ambassador, to yinaaos the <

of Scots to adopt a course which would <

materially to advance her iatercsta. We bovo OMB.

however, that Mary, under various protooosa, still

contrived to gain time, and to

And, while the one queen solidtad witb p
ing importunity, and tbe other evaded witb artfal

delay, they both studied an extreme poUtMM f

behaviour, and loaded each otber with pntoafes*

of sisterly love, witb reciprocal detUrarinsM af aa-

chongeable esteem and amity."
*

Mary, in compliance witb tbe

her subjects, and the advice of bar

uncles, the Princes of Lorraine,

hod long determined to return to

nions. Her departure bad beamjatyd
far

time by the various proposal* wjsioa
<

mode for her hand in marriage,

nated from the King of Dmw
Sweden, and tbe Prince of Spain

with tbe latter being at ona_

creating mueb alarm to tbe

This negotiation, bowwfar, I

she now began, witb mack'*X!
pare for ber voyage. Foadryat

iTwhich sbe had lived from rfciMkoad wb.

had spent tbe few bom* ofti

ever knew naturally attracted 1J t
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,lendour, and gaiety of a polite court-she con-

tSnphtcd with anxiety her appearance in her own

country, where her subjects though loyal-hearted,

*! rude in their manners and turbulent in their

conduct ;
and contrasting the difficulties of her

position with her own inexperience, it was, doubt-

leas, with painful apprehensions that she made up

her mind to bid adieu to her beloved France, and

undertake the discharge of her important but

duties. In order to the security of her

passage, it was necessary to apply

to Elizabeth for a safe conduct.

Hmbrth, which She accordingly deputed D'Osell,
i* icfued. onc Qf j^r most intimate advisers,

to proceed to England and solicit this favour.

From thence he was to pursue his journey into

Scotland, to prepare her subjects for the arrival of

their queen. But it was the misfortune of this

princess to repose her confidence in persons totally

unworthy of so high a trust On this occasion,

D'Osell acted with deliberate treachery. Not only
did he communicate to Throckmorton her intended

increments, but disclosed them to Elizabeth ; and

instead of proceeding on his mission', he allowed

himself to be sent back to Paris with the tidings
that the passport he had requested had been igno-

miniously refused. Nothing could be more unge-
nerous or pitiful than this proceeding of the English

queen. A letter which Cecil addressed at this time

to the Earl of Sussex serves to explain and ac-

count for this crookad policy :
" Monsieur D'Osell,"

he says,
" came from the Scots queen with the

request that the queen, his mistress, might have a
afc conduct to pass along our sea coasts, and him-
aelf to pass into Scotland to provide for her coming.

reasons moved us to mislikc her passage;
but this only served us for answer, that where she
had promised to send the queen's majesty a good

wcr for the ratification of the last league of
kcc. made at Edinburgh, and now had sent none,
T majesty would not disguise with her, but
inly would forbear to show her such pleasure
il she should ratify it ; and, that done, she

1 not only have free passage, but all helps and
tities. Monsieur D'Osell was also gently re-

quired to return with this answer; what will followw will shortly
But not only did Eli/abcth refuse the safe-conduct,

Oso adopted measures for
intercepting and dc-

: the Scottish queen. She dared not act in
cr openly, as this would be to violate all the

to wnalty observed by one sovereign towards
and the attempt she meditated would be
I by all Europe. She had, therefore, re-

to tratagem ; and, under the pretence of
B was for pirates, by which they were

i infested, she gave orders that her fleet
Mhorer about the coasts, and watch the pas-

French ships. On the 20th of Julv,
had an interview with Mary, at

erjlained to her, on the part of his

;i*Mla**Bm, MS. Letter, Cecil to Sussex. Tvtler,
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sovereign, the reasons why she had been refused a

safe conduct. Mary, on this occasion, manifested
a proper feeling of indignation at the unw<
treatment she had experienced, and expressed
self in spirited terms : "There is nothing," sail.

" that doth grieve me more than that I did so i\-

myself as to require of the queen, your mist:

that favour which I had no need to ask. I needed
no more to make her privy to my journey, tha;:

doth me of hers. I may pass well enough home into

mine own realm, I think, without her passport or

licence
;
for though the late king, your master, used

all the impeachment (hindrance) he could, both

to stay me, and to catch me as I came hither :

you know, Monsieur 1'Ambassadeur, I came hither

safely, and I may have as good means to help me
home again as I had to come hither, if I wi

employ my friends. You have, Monsieur 1'An:

sadeur, oftentimes told me, that the amity betv

the queen, your mistress, and me was very ru

sary and profitable for us both. I have reason

to think the queen, your mistress, is not of ;

mind; for I am sure, if she were, she would not

have refused me thus unkindly. I asked her," she

continued,
"
nothing but friendship. I do not

trouble her state, nor practise with her subjects ;

and yet I know there be in her realm that be in-

clined enough to hear offers. I know also they bo

not of the mind she is of, neither in religion
in other things. The queen, your mistress, <~

say I am young, and do lack experience; but I

have age enough, and experience to use my
towards my friends and kinsfolk friendly ar.cl i

rightly ;
and I trust my discretion shall not so -

me that my passion shall move me to use other lan-

guage of her than becometh a queen and rny ;

kinswoman. Well, Monsieur 1'Ambassn

could tell you that I am as she is, a qucen-
and friended as is known and I tell you also, ;

my heart is not inferior to hers, so as an

respect could be had betwixt us on both
]

At this interview, Throckmorton introduce

and for the last time, the subject of the ratifictr

of the treaty of Edinburgh, and the assumption

Mary of the arms and title of England. As to

first, she replied, she had no other answer to gn<
than what she hafl formerly advanced vi: .

previous to her coming to a final decision,

necessary that the matter should be laid

parliament, and deliberated upon by that body
As to the second, she affirmed she was not n

sible for what had been done in the name and b;

the authority of her father-in-law, Henry I

that since his death, and that of her husband, sii

had neither borne the arms nor used the title c

England.
On the following day, the English amb-

took formal leave of Mary, and expressed h :

corn that a regard to his duty did not permit hii

to wait upon her at her embarkation.
"

1 : .

the young queen, almost in the spirit of prophecl
"
my preparations were not so much advanced s

* MS. Letter, State Paper Office. Keith, vol. ii. i
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they arc, pcradventure, tne queen, your mistress'*,

unkiadness might stay my voyage ; but now I am
determined to adventure the matter whatsoever como
of it. I trust the -wind -will be so favourable, as I

shall not need to come on the coast of England, and
if I do, then, Monsieur 1'Ambasbadeur, the queen,

your mistress, shall have me in her hands to do her

will of me
;
and if she be so hard-hearted as to

desire my end, she may then do her pleasure, and
make sacrifice of me

; peradventure that casualty

might be better for me than to live. In this matter,

God's will be fulfilled."*

On the 25th of July the queen departed from St.

The queen em- Germain with the intention- of
barks ;it Calais, embarking at Calais. She had

been accompanied in her journey from Paris by the

King of France, Catherine de Medicis, the King of

Navarre, and a numerous retinue of nobles and

princes. In her passage through Normandy she

was attended by a train of illustrious persons, in-

cluding the Duke of Guise and the Cardinals of

Lorraine and Guise. " All the bravest and noblest

gentlemen," says one of Mary's French biographers,
" assembled themselves around the fairest of queens
and women." Arriving at Calais on the 9th of

August, she found that few preparations had been

made for her voyage, and that the only available

vessels were two galleys and two transports. In-

telligence in the meantime reached her of the

intentions of Elizabeth to intercept her passage.

She then determined on a scheme, which, while

apparently indicative of irresolution and fear, in

reality afforded her an opportunity of exhibiting

her courage, and successfully baffling the designs of

her vigilant enemies. With this view she dis-

patched Lord Henry Stewart, Abbot of St. Colme,

to tiie English queen, with a second request to be

favoured with a safe conduct. Mary had no intention

of awaiting the return of her messenger ; but, after

*
Keith, vol. ii. p. 51.
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CHAPTER XXVIII.

ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY.

A.D. 15421560.

DCKIXG the reign of James V., the principles of

the Reformation had made consi-

derable progress in Scotland. Xot

death of a few individuals of rank and in-

James V.
fluence had become convir.ced of

the unscriptural character of the Papal system, and

vast numbers of the people throughout the country

were sighing for a better order of things. The

clergy were thoroughly alarmed, and, as they had

secured a preponderating influence in the royal

counsels, they were projecting measures, under the

able guidance of Cardinal Beaton, for the complete

suppression of the new doctrines. Their machina-

tions, however, were defeated by the unexpected
demise of the king ; and the long minority -which

ensued, with its intrigues and struggles of oppos-

ing factions for supremacy, proved upon the whole

favourable to the progress of the principles of the

Reformation.

Strenuous efforts were made by the Cardinal to

Earl f Irran
secure f r himself the reins of

invested with government ; but his claims were
the office of get aside, and James Hamilton,
Bcgent. Earl of Arran, who -was next heir

to the crown, was invested with the office of Re-

gent during the minority of the infant queen.
This appointment gave general satisfaction. The

Regent was favourable to the principles of the Re-

formation, and the friends of truth and liberty
expected that his exaltation would give an impulse
to the cause which was dearest to their hearts.

And, for a time, there was every prospect that these

hopes would be completely realised. The chaplains
whom the Regent employed in his own house were
Thomas Williams, a man described by Knox* as
" of solid judgment, reasonable letters, and prompt
and good utterance," and John Rough, charac-
terised by the same authority as " not so learned,
yet more simple, and more vehement against all

impiety." These men preached the Gospel with
zeal and faithfulness, their position secured for
them the attention of multitudes

; and the assaults
which they made upon the Pope's authority, the
adoration of images, and the invocation of saints
whiUt they stirred up the rage of the Romish
clergy, who exclaimed that Williams and Rough
would carry the governor to the devil contributed

Tery greatly to the advancement of sound religious
ft Mb
But the most important measure by far that sig-

Aetofparlia-
"ali***! the commencement of the

rt permitting new government, was an act passed'

l35S b^ thc e*tate9 assembled in parlia-
'

ment, 15th March, 1542-3,f au-
thorising all men to read the Scriptures in the

1 5s;
1

'iKY'ioo:
L

vulgar tongue. There were laws in existence against

the importation of heretical books, and against the

use of works translated by heretics from other

languages, which were also, though not formally

abrogated by this statute, to a great extent neu-

tralised by it. Keen opposition was given to

these changes by the clergy, who argued that Latin,

Greek, and Hebrew were the only tongues in which

the Church allowed the Holy Scriptures to be read.

But it was alleged, in answer to this argument,
that if the Gospel was to be preached to all na-

tions, as Christ commanded, it must be preached to

them in languages which they understood
; and

if they might hear it, why, it was asked, might

they not equally read it, in their own tongues ?

It was then argued by the clergy, that the com-

mon translation was not a correct one ; but as

the only defect which they were prepared to point

out in it was the use of the word ' love' instead

of 'charity,' as the rendering of
dyajrij, it was

finally decreed by Act of Parliament, that all men
should be allowed to use the existing transla-

tion till the prelates should produce a more correct

one. The act ran in the following terms :
"

It is

statute and ordained that it shall be lawful to all

our Soveriegn Lady's lieges to have the Holy Writ,

to wit, the New Testament and Old, in the vulgar

tongue, in English or Scotch, of a good and true

translation : and that they shall incur no crimes

for the having and reading of the same, providing

always that no man dispute or hold opinions, under

the pains contained in the Acts of Parliament."*

Previously to this period, the reading even of the

Lord's Prayer, or of the Ten Commandments, or

of the Articles of the Creed, in the English tongue,

was sufficient to expose a man to the charge of

heresy ; and those who ventured to read the Bible

were obliged to do so in secret, and to conceal the

book from the prying eyes of unfriendly neigh-

bours. But now the Scriptures might be seen

lying openly upon many a table ; they were read

with eagerness by thousands ; they were made the

subject of conversation between friends when they

met together ;
and thus a mighty impulse wus

given to the progress of the pure doctrines of the

Gospel. Although the new law only authorised

the reading of the Scriptures, yet mention had

been made, by those who craved the interference

of parliament, of treatises containing wholesome

doctrine; and works accordingly began to be pub-
lished in which the craft, and tyranny, and

of the Church of Rome were exposed, and produc-
tions of a similar character were imported in large

numbers from the sister kingdom,f
The sincerity of the Governor in consenting to

the act permitting the reading of
Effortsof the

the Scriptures in the vulgar tongue Governor to

was evinced by the fact, that not forward the de-

only did he make public procla-
'

mation of it at the market cross of Edinburgh, im-

mediately after the close of parliament, but he also

* Acts of the Scottish Parliament, vol. ii. p. 41 o.

t Knox's History, vol. i. pp. 100, 101.
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employed the English ambassador, Sadler, to pro-
cure a supply of Bibles from England, that all who
desired copies of the Holy Scriptures might rt-udih
obtain them.* And he likewise expressed an ear-
nest wish to the ambassador, that when books were
published by authority in England, setting forth
*\e doctrines of religion established and proved bv

e Word of God, they should be sent to him, thut
e might publish them in Scotland also for the
nefit of the people,t
At this time an alliance of peace and marriage
Alliance con- was concluded with England, wliit-h
eluded with was opposed by the stanch ad-

igland. Brents of Rome, but generally ap-
ived of by the supporters of the new doctrines,
th as promising to terminate the Border-wars,
hich had so long wasted the strength of both

ingdoms, and as calculated to check the tyrannical
d persecuting measures by which the church of

me sought to uphold her power.
The hopes inspired by the wise and liberal mea-

gent's change sures of parliament, and by the
of policy. Regent's apparent earnestness in

rrying them out, were soon blasted. Though he

disposed himself to adhere to the principles
which had procured for his government the general

ipect of the country, yet, being somewhat infirm

purpose, he was unable to compete with the

tute and strong-willed Cardinal, who, through the

presentations of Hamilton, Abbot of Paisley, and
avid Panter, afterwards Bishop of Ross, subtle

,d accomplished men, so wrought upon his fears,

t he recoiled from the danger of doing aught in

iposition to the authority of Rome, and was
en brought to believe that the legitimacy of his

title to the earldom of Arran depended upon her

tcnce. The first symptoms of his change of

ws appeared in the coldness which he began
manifest towards his chaplains, and the increas-

ing insults which he allowed to be heaped upon
them

;
in consequence of which, they were under

the necessity of retiring from court. Very soon

all his advisers, Sir David Lindsay, Kirkaldy of

Orange, and Balnaves, whose wise counsels had

shed so much lustre upon the commencement of

his regency, were driven from the position which

they occupied. And, in the end, the Regent, find-

ing that the Cardinal's influence was daily augment-

ing, not only violated the engagements which he had

i made with England, but proceeded from Holyrood

i House to Stirling, and formally recanted his prin-

ciples, received absolution from the hands of the

Cardinal, and was reconciled publicly to the Church

of Home.J From this moment, though he re-

tained the office of governor, yet it was merely the

1
shadow of authority which he possessed. All

ircal power passed into the hands of the Cardinal,

|

who was not slow to wield it for his own purposes.

* It cannot be determined with any ctTtainty whether

"ii of the Scriptures in the vulgar tongue was printed
at this time in Scotland or not.

t Keith's History of the Affairs of Church and S

".id, vol i. p. 92.

I Knox's History, vol. i. pp. 105, 109.

Immediately after UM jo>eiam
>s

Protestant
principle., an Art of

Parliament WM fsrud at Kdisv
burgh. 15th December. 1M3. far
the roppraefam of hereer, which WM
greatly on the inert** 5 and all

naries wen
pected persona, aoeording to the rales efU
It was also declared in the art that the hw4
governor would at all time* be ready to do M sata
ease* what was required of his am**.* Ner did
the Cardinal fail speedily to sat *a *aam| af Ism
manner in which it was hi* deair* that heretm*
should be treated ; for in the fbUowiag MMa. wbaa
ho waA at Perth, making a TisitotioaefbkdUtas*.
with the governor in hi* company, t a nambtr af
individuals of both sexea were broagbt to trial hmfcja
him, of whom several were 'hasjhbsd. and fhv wee*
put to death. These five T., fou mea and a
woman were accused of violating the late Act ef
Parliament, and frequenting meet. fmt mm^
ings where the scripture* war* not mesaa MM
only read, but also expounded. J"

1
*****..

One of them, Robert Lamb, a mar-
chant in Perth, was further charged with

contradicting Friar Spence, who bad

prayers to departed saint* were indispensable to

salvation. Other two of them, William AndrnaB,
maltman, and James Konaldson, Mn"tf, were ac-

cused of nailing the horns of a ram to the bead

of an image of St. Francis, tad eating a game ea

All- Hallow-even. Nothing special was laid to the

charge of James Hunter, the fourth individual, bat

only that he had kept company with the

and concurred in their pi (needings. The

Helen Stark, was the wife of Jaw
and the particular crime kid to her charge was
that when in child-bed, and exhorted by her at-

tendants to pray to the Virgin Mary, she bad

declared she would pray only to God. far Christ**

sake, and had also said 'that it was not aaj **>
r merit of the Virgin, but (kid's

which had raised her to th*

mother of Jesus. For thaw

death was passed upon all the five. Great

i was made to the goreraor to grant them a

pardon, and he was himself inclined tosaw* Item

but being entirely under the iaimmee ef i

dinal, who was bent upon tatfr
aWsftnetma.^b

could not venture to annul the atoMa>|

men were hanged at the ordinary flaw af *a>

PorJ. Sect, rot U.
'

:

\

x.

117), sdd*

Fame* Hunter.

.

ffin-TSa^fer-ii^'*
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ccution, the spectacle being witnessed, it is said,

by the Cardinal and his companions from the Spy-

Tower in the Earl of Cowrie's garden. They

encountered death with much firmness and con-

stancy, encouraging one another with the hope of

supping together in the kingdom of heaven that

night, and exhorting the people who -\vcre gathered

around them to fear God, and to forsake the errors

of Popery. The woman was desirous of dying

with her husband ;
but this request being refused,

she followed him to the place of execution, ex-

horted him to perseverance and patience, for

Christ's sake, and at parting thus addressed him :

"Husband, rejoice, for we have lived together

many joyful days ;
but this day, in -which we must

die, ought to be most joyful to us both, because we
now shall have joy for ever. Therefore, I will not

bid you good-night, for we shall shortly meet with

joy in the kingdom of heaven." Immediately after

his death, she was hurried away to the river Tay
with her infant child in her arms, and there, having

resigned her babe into the hands of a nurse, and

commended her other children to the sympathy of

friends and to the care of God, she was cast into a

deep pool, and died full of faith and Christian hope.*
What a shocking thing it is, that such deeds should

have been done in the name of religion ! Yet there

are some historians who can make respectful men-
tion of the men who were actors ill these atrocious

proceedings, whilst they hold up to scorn the friends

of the Reformation as coarse and intolerant bigots,
for merely speaking of ungodly persecutors with

severity, f

Fox's Book of Jlartvrs, vol. ii. p. 709.

t The editor of Keith's History is at great pains to exte-
nuate the conduct of the Cardinal at Perth. He thinks it

probable that the conduct of the whole of the parties ex-
ecuted there had been peculiarly violent and offensive

; and
he conceives it to be a palliation of Beaton's share in the
proceedings, that James VI. hanged Francis Tennent sixty-* 7**" afterwards for writing pasquils against himself:
that the same monarch allowed Archibald Cornwall to be

501, for exhibiting the royal portrait on a

jj*****
that in 1615 John Fleming was hanged for uttering

treasonable, blasphemous, and damnable speeches against
the same king. Therefore Cardinal Beaton was not greatly

****** or Banging four men and drowning one woman
*"*5 w

f. < w probatle, had behaved in a violent man-
ner. The logic of this is inimitable. And Mr. Parker
Lawon might have strengthened his case, by producing

ree, but thirty thousand monstrous crimes that darken
the page of history. The object of the note, however, is
to tugywt the idea that the Protestants have been as bad as

BamanisU in regard to persecution. Now the cases
*d are altogether irrelevant to this view of the subject

nat u wanting is a case in which the Scottish Reformers
ught five Komamsts, aye, or even one, to trial purelv on

u
elr

,

re
,
1

,
i iou' teneU' * d hanged, or drowned,urned them ! When this case is produced wo will notMM the Cardinal leu, but we will blame the Protestantso, than we have been in the habit of doing. The un-

of Mr. Uwson is most offensive. Whilst he ex-
* conduct of the Cardinal in the proceedings at

find no terms black enough to depict the guiltrho slew the Cardinal himself. Might he not

i?
1^1 *** benefit ** of * arbitrary and cruel

he otei as specimens of what was done in those
I tae tact that an age is barbarous is to modifyW
',,X?

rt nly^^ of * action8 of one
it ought to be applied in the same manner to the

TjA !?*
natofs of the Cardinal ought not

M,.*??
1
- kjr i?^

m?cimi of tho P"*6 ' 11 ge, while theCardinal himself i, judged by the maxims of hU own In-

Other instances of the Cardinal's persecuting

fury, in the shape of fines, impri- other persecn-

sonments, and executions, occurred tions on the part

in various parts of the country; but

the one that excited the deepest indignation, and

exhibited the bloodthirsty character of the enemies

of the Reformation in the clearest light, was the

martyrdom of George Wishart, brother of the Laird

of Pittarrow, in Mearns. This man Character of

was endowed with a singular gift George Wi-

of eloquence ;
his attainments in knowledge, both

secular and sacred, were very extensive ; his gentle-
ness and modesty won for him universal esteem and

love; and he was devotedly attached to the pure
doctrines of the Gospel of Christ. Nothing is known

regarding his early years. He first appears a? a

teacher of the Greek tongue in Montrose, at the

time Erskine of Dun was provost of that place ;

but having presumed to instruct his pupils in the

Greek Testament, he was threatened with a prose-

cution by Hepburn, Bishop of Brechin, which

obliged him to retire from Montrose, and even to

leave his native country. Traces of him are next

found in Bristol, where he became a preacher of

the Gospel, and denounced the worship and media-

tion of the Virgin, declaring, as the records of that

city state, that Christ's mother neither had nor

could have merit for him nor for us ; but his faith

had not yet attained full vigour, for when he was

brought before the ecclesiastical authorities, and

condemned as a heretic, he recanted, and, according
to the custom observed in such cases, burned a

faggot in the church of St. Nicholas. After spend-

ing some time in Germany and Switzerland, to

which he refers in the answers he gave during his

trial at St. Andrew's, he found his way to Cam-

bridge, where he became a member of Corpus
Christi College, and both prosecuted his studies

with diligence and faithfully superintended the

studies of others.* Whilst there he was noted

for his piety, his self-denial, and his charity to the

poor. One of his pupils, Emery Tylney, bears most

honourable and affectionate testimony to the agrec-

ableness of his manners and the distinguished ex-

cellence of his conduct. " He was a man of tall

stature, black-haired, long-bearded, comely of per-

sonage, well-spoken after his country of Scotland,

courteous, lowly, lovely, glad to teach, desirous to

learn, and was well travelled ; having on him for

his clothing never but a mantle or frie/e gown
to the shoes, a black millian fustian doublet, and

plain black hosen, coarse new canvas for his shirts,

and white falling bands, and cuffs at his hands

deed, Beaton is less entitled to this kind of consider

than any other man of his times, for being vastl;

to the bulk of his countrymen in point of talen'.

beyond them in respect of mental culture, not to e

his
priestly character, he ought to have been greatly in ad-

vance of them also in humanity and all the virtues. Tin

maxims of the present age may be applied to him more fairb

and justly than to any of his contemporaries. Xritk

History, vol. i. pp. 100/113.
* Keith's History of the Affairs of Church and Staff

vol. i. p. 103. Knox's History, vol. i. p. 535. M'Cm
Life of Knox, vol. i. p. 383.
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He was a man modest, temperate, fearing God,
hating covetousness for his charity had never an

end, night, noon, nor day ; he forburc one meal in

three, one day in four for the most part, except
something to comfort nature. He lay upon a pull'

of straw and coarse new canvas sheets, which,
when he changed, he gave away. He had com-

monly by his bed-side a tuV of water, in the which,
his people being in bed and the candle put out,

he used to bathe himself. lie taught with great

modesty and gravity, so that some of his people

thought him severe, and would have slain him,
but the Lord was his defence. And he, after due

correction for their malice, by good exhortation

emended them and went his way. Oh ! that the

Lord had left him to me, his poor boy, that he

might have finished what he had begun. If I

should declare his love to me and all men his

charity to the poor, in giving, relieving, caring,

helping, providing yea, infinitely studying how to

do good unto all and hurt to none I should sooner

want words than just cause to commend him. All

this I testify with my whole heart and truth of

this godly man. He that made all, governeth all,

and shall judge all, knoweth that I speak the

truth, that the simple may be satisfied, the drro-

gant confounded, the hypocrite disclosed."
*

Entertaining an ardent desire to advance the

knowledge of the Gospel in his native land, \Vishart

Wishart's return returned to Scotland, in company
to Scotland. with the commissioners who had

been sent to conclude the treaty with Henry VIII.

The towns of Montrose and Dundee were the places

which he chiefly frequented, and there he preached
with such zeal and persuasiveness, commenting
for the most part, upon the Epistle to the llomans,

that all who heard him were filled with admira-

tion, and many, by the blessing of God, were

brought to the saving knowledge of the truth, and

renounced the errors of Popery.
The effects of Wishart's preaching were soon re-

ported to Cardinal Beaton, who took measures for

compelling him to remove from these places. He
was openly forbidden by Robert Mylc, one of the

principal men of Dundee, to trouble the town any

more with his doctrines, for they would not tolerate

his preaching ;
and finding that he could not main-

tain his position with any prospect of safety or use-

fulness, he withdrew, warning the citizens of the

guilt which they incurred by putting tbe gospel

away from them. From Dundee he proceeded to the

west country, and, notwithstanding the opposition

that was given to him by the Archbishop of Glas-

gow, he preached to multitudes in Ayr, Galston,

His zealous Mauchline, and other places, and

preaching. thus scattered very widely the

seeds of Christian knowledge, which were after-

wards quickened into growth by the courageous

and faithful testimony which he bore to the truth

at the time of his martyrdom. He was led very

soon to terminate his labours in the west, by the

intelligence which reached him, that the plague

* iox's Bock ofMartyrs, vol. ii. pp. 709, 710.

had broken out at Dundee. la Use baarveia* aajrfe

to be his duty to visit his tnmm bsaiau ia tiesr af
tiict ion ; and, disregarding the daanr. be teat

amongst them, iudcfatifably jug si lag itoOaaaat
and miuiatering to the tiaipmj neesssstias el
afflicted, until the plague had alatttf wboUy dav
appeared. During his stay b Uvkdea ea 'Mr
trying occasion, an attempt was made apt*) Ua lUb
by a iloniteh priest, who stood whik be wv

i

ing with a dagger concealed sjader

ready to pierce him as he descended t
*

be.

thing in the man's appearance exhtiaf hi* ssjsai-

ciou, he caught his ^^*vt. atd the assasaia was

immediately seixed by the crowd, who weald h**
taken summary vengeance apon him, but far

Wishart's prompt aod generous iateifaisata, Fre*
Dundee he proceeded to Montrost, to teUbbsh aad
confirm the friends of Christ in that qaarter. aad
while he was there he met with a very itaMimsbh
deliverance. A letter was put into hie bead*
from his intimate friend the Laird of Kiaaoir, da-

siring him to come with all expedition, as be bad
been seized with hudden lirlrness ; bat, after be bod
left the town, the idea was forcibly imprested aaaa
his mind that the message was a fcbrieatksa of hie

enemies to lure him into their bands ; aad thereto**

remaining behind himself he teat fciaid MSB*
of his friends, who soon came upon sixty boneeaea,

waiting at an angle of the road to iaterorpt bam.

From MOD trot*, after an interval of a few day*.
ho went southward, and preached ia Lrtth, Ii-
resk, and Haddington. When be was learbf (be

latter place, he uud to John Knox, who was pre-

paring to gu with him as uual,
-
Nay, ratura ta

your pupils ;
one is enough at this

time for a sacrifice." He went

with the Laird of OrmUtoo to lhrl *

spend the night at his iteidears ; bat shortly attar

he hud retired to rest, the house was laiisesdiJ If
armed men, and the Earl of Bothwwll, ealitaf far

the laird, required him to deliver ay his gaast.

assuring him it was rain to attempt laaislaaee. fc

the Cardinal and the Urgent waw at kaad wit* al

their power. At the same time, be plsd|

honour for the safety of Wishart's psnea, ai

declared that he would either
kaeyjsiai

ia b

bouse, or restore him to his frieada.

muses, however, were all rietolai fcr tbe Q
and the Queen-dowager Mrtad

all their influence with Botlnaatl

to obtain possession of Wlakart. aad a

in the castle of Kdintmrfh. aad I

transferred to 8t Andrew's.

;ng now got hold of hi*

the Cardinal, with
alljaaA

moned a council of the biaboae

at SU Andrew's for tba trial t

charge of heresy ; aii al tW aW
tothelU-gcntforthe

-

to perform the part n _

cJttofconnctiooforthis
Keith's HsKarj,
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roars were made by Hamilton of Preston to con-

rinee the Regent of the wickedness of the measures

which were contemplated against Wishart, and of

the guilt and danger which he would incur by

giving his sanction to them; and such an im-

prcssion was produced upon his mind by these

remonstrances, that he wrote to the Cardinal not

to precipitate the trial, but to await his coming, as

he could not consent to the de-
The governor a ,.,, .,

rvfuMlto sanction struction of any man till the cause

WUhmrt's trial, -^as very fully tried.* The Car-

dinal, however, though he little expected such, an

answer, was not to be diverted from his purpose.

Such a triumph over heresy as was now within his

reach was not to be so easily relinquished. He
feared that delay might lead to the prisoner's

escape, and the thorough examination which the

Governor proposed was by no means what he

wanted. He therefore signified his purpose of

proceeding with the trial at once, assuring the

Governor that he had written to him, not because

he needed his consent, but because he desired that

the heretic's condemnation might have the counten-

ance of his authority. The proceedings against
Wishart thus lost everything like the colour of a

public judicial act; and the martyr's death was
as really a private murder as the Cardinal's own

subsequent assassination.

When Wishart was brought before the bishops

Wi.hart'8 trial.
End (

!

ther cler^ convened D7 the

Cardinal for his trial, he appealed
to the lord-governor, as supreme authority in the

kingdom, because he denied the competency and
had no confidence in the integrity of the court at

whose bar he stood
; but his appeal was disre-

garded. Eighteen accusations were read against
him by John Laudcr, touching the doctrines he had
preached, to all of which, though expressed in a
style of coarse invective and bitter malignity, he
replied with great meekness, and with ready
command of scripture. The first, second, and last

charges may be stated as fair specimens of the
'Thou false heretic, renegade, traitor,

and thief, deceiver of the people, thou despisest
the holy church, and in like case contemnest my
lord-governor's authority. And this we know for

that when thou preachedst in Dundee, and
was charged by my lord-governor's authority to

dcaist, nevertheless thou would not obey, but per-
erercd in the same. And therefore the Bishop of
Hrcchin cursed thec, and delivered thec into the

i hands, and gave thee in commandment
thou shouldst preach no more. That, not-

thstanding, thou didst continue
obstinately."

ishart's answer to this charge ran in the fol-

ding terms : My Lords, I have read in the Acts
B Apostles, that it is not lawful to desist from
preaching of the Gospel for the threats and

cnaccs of men. Therefore, it is written, Acts v
should obey God rather than man." Also I have
in the prophet Malachi,

"
I shall curse your

blessings, and bless your cursings." (Mai. ii.) I be-

lieve firmly that the Lord will turn Thc charges

your cursings into blessings. An- against Wishart.

other charge ran in these words :
"
Thou, false heretic,

didst say that the priest standing at the altar saying
mass, was like a fox wagging his tail in July." To
which Wishart answered :

" My lords, I said not so.

These were my sayings : The moving of the body
outward, Avithout the inward moving of the heart,

is nought else but the playing of an ape, and not the

true serving of God." The last accusation rose

somewhat above the ordinaryjargon of the rest, and
related to the immortality of the soul. It was couched
in the following terms :

"
Thou, false heretic, hath

preached openly, saying that the soul of man shall

sleep to the latter day of judgment, and so shall not

obtain life immortal until that day." To which
Wishart replied :

"
God, full of mercies and good-

ness, forgive them that say such things of me. I

wot, and know surely by the Word of God, that he
who hath begun to have the faith of Jesus Christ,

and believeth firmly in him, I know surely that the

soul of that man shall never sleep, but ever shall

live in immortal life." The other accusations had

reference to the number of the sacraments, auri-

cular confession, the bread of the Lord's Supper,
extreme unction, holy water, the priesthood of

believers, the eating of flesh upon Friday, prayer
to saints, purgatory, the marriage of priests, fasting,
and the obedience due to general councils

;

*
to all

of which the doomed martyr returned answers

grounded upon the Word of God, and expressed in

language clear, respectful, and impressive.
As might have been expected, the Cardinal's coun-

cil of bishops and abbots, blind to "\Vishart
1

s

the beautiful spectacle of Christian condemnation,

meekness and purity presented to their view, and

wholly unmoved by the profound reverence of God
that pervaded all Wishart uttered, at once found the

charge of heresy established against him, and con-

demned him to be burned at the stake. He took

his stand upon the Holy Scriptures, refusing to

believe anything that could not be established by
their authority, but bowing with implicit submis-

sion to whatever they taught ; and for this he was

judged worthy of death by the ministers of a

church professing to regard the Bible as a revela-

tion from God.

The execution of the sentence was delayed till

the following day. The greater Execution of the

part of the night was spent by sentence,

Wishart in prayer, and next morn- ^arch 1, 1546.

ing he was visited by two friars, who desired him
to confess to them

;
but he declined their services,

though he had a conference with Winram, the sub-

prior, who seems to have been a man of religious

principle, and already dissatisfied with the Church

of Rome. At the request of the captain of the

castle, he took breakfast with him ;
and as he had

been refused the privilege of having the Lord's

Supper administered to him, he took the oppor-

* Caldenvood's History, vol. i. pp. 206216. Pox's Book
of Martyrs, vol. ii. pp. 711715.
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tunity of praying aloud for the divine blessing
upon a portion of the bread and wine that were
upon the table, and distributed them to those

present, exhorting them to mutual love, to the
fear of God, and to the leading of holy lives.

Having spent some time alone in praver, and
the appointed hour having now arrived,' he was
brought out by two executioners, who dressed
him in a black coat of linen, and fastened some
bags of gunpowder upon various parts of hi* body.
The scaffold was erected with a tree in the centre
of it, to which the prisoner was to be bound;
and, lest the friends of Wishart should attempt to

rescue him, the guns of the castle were all directed
to the fatal spot, and soldiers were posted in

readiness beside them. The windows of the fore-

tower, too, were adorned with tapestry, and couches
were spread with rich cushions, from which the
Cardinal and the prelates might have the oppor-

tunity of beholding at their ease the triumph of

their wicked and cruel machinations. And procla-
mation was made through the town, by order of

the Cardinal, forbidding any person to pray for the

heretic, under pain of the severest censures of the

church.*

When Wishart was brought to the stake, he

prayed thus three times :
"
O, thou Saviour of the

Wishart's address world, have mercy on me ! Father of

to the people. heaven, I commend my spirit into

thy holy hands." And before the fire was kindled,
he thus addressed the crowd gathered around him :

" I beseech you, Christian brethren, that ye be not

offended in the Word of God, for the afflictions and
torments which ye see already prepared for me.

But I exhort you that ye love the Word of God,
and suffer patiently and with a comfortable heart

for the Word's sake, which is your undoubted sal-

vation and everlasting comfort. Moreover, I pray

you show my brethren and sisters, which have

heard me oft before, that they cease not, nor leave

off the Word of God, which I taught unto them

after the grace given to me, for any persecutions
or troubles in this world, which lasteth not

;
and

* Keith's History, vol. i. p. 103. Bishop Keith, and the

editor of his history, both doubt whether there be evidence

to prove that the Cardinal witnessed Wishart's incremation ;

and certainly the evidence for this fact is not so strong as

for the other circumstances mentioned. It is not noticed

by Fox
;

it is not mentioned in the first edition of Knox's

History ;
it has no place in Sir David Lindsay's Tragedy

of Cardinal Beaton. David Buchanan, however, records it

in his edition of Knox, published in London in 1644; and
a much higher authority, Archbishop Spottiswood (p. 81)

seems to entertain no doubt of it. Besides, George Bu
a contemporary historian, states it as an undoubted fact.

(Vol. ii. p. 35?.) Nor is it in itself a very unlikely cir-

cumstance. The Cardinal plainly was bent upon having
"Wishart destroyed, and the direction of the guns of the

castle to the spot shows his fear that possibly there might
be an attempt to rescue him. Is it therefore improbable

that, being in the castle at the time, he would watch

with his own eyes, that he might be readv to issue orders

at the first appearance of any commotion : And the man
who could forbid the sympathising people from offering up
prayers for the sufferer, under pain of the heaviest *-
sias'tical censures, cannot be supposed to have been troubled

^"ith any such yearnings of humanity, as would make i

painful for him" to witness the dying struggles of his tor-

tured victim.

afterthmitfttfaiofm..
men', doctrine. I hW *

from men
5 but tor the Worfe aahe ami tra

which was (firm to me by the gr.ee af
suffer thu day by men. not

sorrowfaOj. h **
a glad heart and mind. For tUi CM* I w
thatlihooUM&rtlMflivftvCMrt'balM. C
aider and behold my rtMf*. Tt *tuU **
change my colour. Tbfa grim tre I far Ml. AW
so I pray you not to frar them thai .lav th. W*
but afterward* hate DO power t. slay the ei
Some have raid of me that I taught *hat ht Mai
of man should sleep until the ha dan tot I kec

surely, and my faith U socb, that my ml ehal *
with my Saviour Christ this night, et* it W ei*
hours, for whom I suffer th

He continued alive one time after Use fw
powder exploded ; and when the aaptafa) of th

castle, perceiving thu, drew near, and eihartoi
him to be of good courage, it u n*dW by am*
that he replied :

" Thk fir* tmauati mr kWy.
yet does not disturb my mind ; bat he who*now
proudly looks down upon me from hi* high plat*
will within a few days be aa ignomiaioaly fhnaa
over as he now arrogantly recline*."

These arc the terms in which it fa aDrffd to
Buchanan and Spottiswood t that

Wishart predicted the death of

Cardinal Beaton; and certainly they
with marvellous accuracy to the ereel

however, may be entertained raapwtlaf the realfey
of this supposed prophecy. It u not mr*tiaa*d

by Fox, or by Knox, who could hardly haw
been ignorant of the prediction had it rrallr hem
uttered. And therefore, the probability fa tWt
the general terms which Knox tar* the martyr 4hi

employ
"
if they will not eccTett themeerrea fram

their wicked error, there ahall hattilr come pea
them the wrath of God. which they shall Wt
eschew "J were afterward* made more sfermV
and circumstantial. It U certain that the bWy of

the Cardinal was exposed, in order to eatfafy the

people that he was really dead, at the tame viai

from which he is said to hare exmhtafiy fwd mm
the dying agonies of Wishart j ami e atrikkf

fact was in itself calculated to

and might very naturally en
denounced God's judgment

transgressors to be so altered in prai
to seem a specific jjiedktMB of th perwrmWb
doom. It U tree there m the same eaher*ty
,),.. nmnh..tm words that there fa mr the met ef
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gazing from the window fa-. tknt
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vented altogether.
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Wishart, as reported by Buchanan and Spottis-

1; whether, in short, he said more than any

preacher might have declared in similar ch-

ances ; and yet not be under the necessity of

rejecting the palpable fact recorded by these same

historians, that the Cardinal gazed upon the execu-

tion from a couch conveniently placed in a window.

The death of Wishart was regarded as a signal
.. ..

Of^ triumph by the enemies of the

Btisstbuod over Reformation. The priests extolled

their victory. ^e cartHnal to the skies for the

mrflj and boldness with which, in despite of the

Governor's authority, he had taken vengeance upon

the heretic. Everywhere they might be heard

vaunting,
" if the church in former times had found

such a protector, matters had not Iteeii reduced to

the doubtful terms wherein they now stand, but

long ere i his time, by her own power and autho-

rity, she had been able to maintain herself." And
the Cardinal himselfwas delighted with the success

of his measures. One most dangerous individual

who had long escaped him was cut off, and the

werity of the blow, it was imagined, would strike

terror into the hearts of all who held. the same

opinions. But the feelings of men throughout the

country were shocked by the cruelty, and disgusted

by the illegality of the proceedings at St. Andrew's.
The mild and blameless character of Wishart was

universally known, and a very large number of

persons were persuaded that it was not heresy, but
the pure Gospel of Christ for which he had suffered.

Much indignation was excited among all ranks of

men, and the cruelty and tyranny of the Cardinal
were declared to be quite insufferable.

These feelings, whilst they actuated multitudes

Conspiracy throughout the country, acquired
pinst an overwhelming strength in the

n*L
breasts of a few individuals, of

some also were urged on by the desire of
for private wrongs, and some had long
wen hired by English gold.* These men,

of whom the principal were Norman Leslie, son of
the Earl of Rothes ; John Leslie, his uncle

; William

Kirkaldy, of Grange ; Peter Cannichael, of Fife
;

and James Melville, of the house of Carnbee, formed
a conspiracy against the Cardinal's life ; and having
obtained admission into the castle of St. Andrew's
whilst it was under repair, they executed their

purpose on the 29th May, 1546. The unhappy
man, amidst the agonies of death, continued crying,1

1 am a priest ! I am a priest ! Ye will not slay
. I am a priest! I am a priest! Fy! fy ! all is

.Nothing can justify the assassination of Beaton
;

/y**!! 1
."^ * no wrongs, either public or private," can warrant the taking away of

otherwi* than by legal process. The indi-
k who were accessory to the Cardinal's death
!* a foul stain upon their own names, and

Jipon
the party with which they were con- ,

let it must be remembered that the mur-

Hiitorr, vol. T. p. 430. KeiUi'
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der of the Cardinal was not approved and applauded

amongst the Reformers, as the burning of Wishurt

was amongst the Romanists. Doubtless there were
some who approved the act itself on the ground

very dangerous and not at all to be defended,

but yet, at the same time, very distinguishable from

the indiscriminate right of private vengeance
that individuals of great criminality, whose position,

places them practically above the reach of law,

may be assailed as opportunity offers by the victims

of their cruelty. But the general feeling that pre-
vailed amongst the Protestants was very different,

and is correctly represented by the poet in the fol-

lowing lines :

"As for the Cardinal, \ve grant,
He was a man we well might want,
And we'll forget him sone :

And yet I think, the sooth to say,

Although the loon is well away,
The deed was foully done."

How different was the view taken of the death of

Wishart among the Romanists. That death was
as really a private assassination as the death of the

Cardinal, for the civil authorities had interdicted

the proceedings, and yet it was celebrated by the

Romish party as a signal triumph of the church

over her enemies,* and the Cardinal and his asso-

ciates were prepared to take similar vengeance

upon all who questioned the dogmas of the Church

of Rome. The murder of the Cardinal, and the

martyrdom of Wishart, though both meriting the

severest reprehension, yet stand upon wholly dif-

ferent grounds : Wishart was burnt at the stake,

for no delinquency, but simply for holding and

proclaiming certain doctrines of religion ; the Car-

dinal was put to death, not for any religious

opinions he held at all, but for the oppressive

injustice and abominable cruelty which had sig-

nalised his whole career. Both deeds were dis-

graceful to their perpetrators, but to place the oiie

upon a level with the other, shows an utter d;

gard of all moral distinctions. The Cardinal, as

a murderer, deserved to die, though his death

ought not to have been effected by private hands ;

but Wishart, so far from having done any':

worthy of death, was a man of blameless integ:

whose whole time was spent in promoting the

good of others.

It has been alleged that Wishart was a party
to plots for seizing the Cardinal

Attempt to
and delivering him into the hands blacken the

of Henry \~III., and that it was the character of

knowledge of these plots which
stimulated the Cardinal to bring Wishart to the

stake,t The only ground for this supposition is the

fact, that a person named '

Wysshert' is mentioned

in the famous letter of the Earl of Hertford to the

king, which speaks of a plot for seizing Beaton

even at the risk of slaying him. That such a

conspiracy existed is now established beyond all

doubt; but that George Wishart, the martyr, was

* Keith's History, vol. i. p. 106.

t Tytler's History vol. v. pp. 417, -tii6.

A oL i. p. 536.

Enox'e History,
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connected with it is by no means so clear. There
were many persons of the name of Wishart in
Scotland ; and it appears highly improbable that
an individual of the martyr's character and JK>-
sition would have been appointed by Brunston to

carry his letters to thu Karl of Hertford

barons, who attended Wishart's sermons in full

armour to protect him from his enemies, were
not likely to send him on an errand which any
of their retainers, if trustworthy, could have per-
formed equally well. Brunston's emissary is

mentioned by Hertford as 'a Scotishman called

Wysshert,' terms which would scarcely have been

employed to describe the preacher, who was well
known both in England and Scotland, and who,
two years before, had returned to his native country
in the company of the commissioners sent to Henry
VIII. Besides, can we imagine, that if Wishart "s

supposed connection with such schemes had been

any part of the Cardinal's ground for proceeding

against him, it would not have been brought
forward at his trial? It being past all doubt that

the Cardinal put five individuals to death at Perth,

purely on religious grounds, there is no occasion to

imagine any other reason for the treatment given
to Wishart than his religious principles, and the

boldness with which he maintained and propagated
them. And further, the idea that Wishart was

accessory to any conspiracy for the capture and

possible slaughter of the Cardinal is opposed to

all that we know regarding his character. But
even were it clearly made out that Wishart knew
and approved the scheme for surrendering the Car-

dinal to Henry VIII., how extravagant is it to

affirm that for this he deserved to die a thousand

deaths ! How many thousand, then, did Beaton

deserve to die, who not only plotted for the appre-

hension of innocent men, but actually consigned
them to cruel and barbarous deaths ?

* When
Chalmers t pronounces the assassination of Beaton

"to be the foulest crime which ever stained a

country, except perhaps the similar murder of

Archbishop Sharp, within the same shire, in the

subsequent century, by similar miscreants," one is

at a loss to imagine on what principle he estimates

the relative magnitude of different crimes. Cer-

tainly it is not on the common-sense principle that

the innocence of a party is the greatest aggravation

of injuries done to him, for Beaton's own hands

were stained with blood. The dictum of this

author could only be made good on the pugilUtie

principle, that as the conqueror of the man who has

conquered others adds all his laurels to his own,

so the murder of the man who has murdered others,

appropriates to himself the whole guilt of his

victim, and thus swells the amount of his own

criminality.
For their own security, the conspirators retained

possession of the castle of St. Andrew's; and a

number of others who favoured the reformed

* Keith's History, vol. i. p. 110.

t Chalmers' Works of Lyndsay, vol. i. pp. 34, 3o; TOI.

ii. p. 231.
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,
that you take upon you the public office and

charge of preaching, even as you look to avoid God's

heavy displeasure, and desire him to multiply his

gnux* upon you." Then, turning to those who were

present,
he said,

" Was not this your charge given

to me, and do ye not approve this vocation ?
"
They

answered,
" It was, and we approve it."* Thus

publicly called to the work of the ministry, Knox

Mt that he could no longer, with a clear conscience,

decline accepting the office. Abashed, and bursting

into tears, he withdrew to the secrecy of his own

chamber. For many days together he kept aloof

from society, and his countenance bore testimony
to the mighty conflict which was agitating his

bosom. Strengthened by this solitary communion

with God, he at length presented himself in the

pulpit, and thenceforth he co-operated with Rough
in preaching the Gospel to all the inhabitants of

the town, and also in defending the truth against
the assaults of the Popish priests.

The public call given to Knox by Rough was

The raliditv of
ever regarde<i bj him as one of

Knox's call to the most interesting events of his
the work of Jife) and he viewed it as the true
the ministry. * > ., n \ i ,

foundation of his right to preach
the Gospel, and to discharge all the functions of

the ministerial office. He had indeed been or-

dained a priest some years before by the authorities

of the Church of Rome, but his views had under-

gone so great a change, and his convictions of the

unscriptural character of Popery had become so

strong, that he never thought for a moment of

putting his early ordination upon a par with the
call given to him in St. Andrew's, f He was not

guilty of the absurdity chargeable upon many in
our day, of maintaining, on the one hand, that the

corruptions of Rome are such as to render the re-

nouncement of her communion an imperative duty,
and yet of holding, on the other, that no man can
assess a valid title to preach the Gospel unless it

has come to him through parties forming a chain
the way back to Rome. That it should both

s a duty to forsake Rome, and yet wrong to
preach unless ordination traceable up to her can

found, is a logic at which, however much it

J please the advocates of a rigid Apostolical
moo, common sense laughs in scorn. Either

lome is everything, or Apostolical succession is

ng. The true successors of the Apostles are
e who are animated by the same spirit, who

th same glorious truths, who manifest the
i turning men from sin, and who them-*Jm exhibit similar purity of morals and holy

conversation.
J

Knox, in his assaults upon Popery, took higher
Thsbightmnd ground than any of the opponents

ox in of Rome had ever yet ventured to

ttpoa Popery.
do; for whcn I>i John Annand,

fences, and took refuge in the authority of the

Church as an impregnable fortress, Knox argued,
the necessity of previously defining what the Church,

was, of distinguishing between the true Church of

Christ and spiritual Babylon ; and he declared that

he no more doubted that the Roman Church was
the synagogue of Satan, and its head the Pope, the

Man of Sin spoken of by Paul, than he doubted
that Christ had suffered by procurement of the

visible Church of Jerusalem.* And he concluded

with offering to prove, either by word or writing,
that the present Church of Rome had degenerated
further from the purity which existed in the days
of the Apostles, than the Church of the Jews had

done, when they consented to the death of Christ

from the ordinances given by Moses.

These words produced an extraordinary .sensation.

They were spoken publicly in the church, in the

presence of a large assemblage of people, and the

desire was awakened in every mind to hear what
could be advanced in support of an affirmation so

subversive of all that had hitherto been most

firmly believed. " If this be true," said they,
" we

have been miserably deceived."

On the following Sabbath-day, accordingly, Knox
did preach to a crowded audience, Substance of
in the parish church of St. An- Knox's sermon

drew's, on the subject of Popery.
on l>0PeiT-

Instead of wasting his strength upon the smaller

points at issue between the Church of Rome and
the Protestants, he took for his theme the 24th and
25th verses of the vil.th chapter of Daniel, and,
after pointing out the correspondence between the

four great monarchies of ancient times and the four

beasts seen in vision by the prophet, he boldly
maintained that the Roman hierarchy was the

wicked blaspheming power spoken of in connection

with the fourth beast, which denoted the Roman

empire. It was this same power which was referred

to in the New Testament, when mention was made
of the apostasy, the Man of Sin, the Antichrist, the

whore of Babylon. All the marks of opposition to God

pointed out by Daniel and by the Apostles were to

be found in the Papal system, and in no other that

ever existed. Antichrist was not to be understood

as denoting a single person, but a body and multi-

tude of people, having a wicked head, which proved
the occasion of wickedness to all under his autho-

rity. The true ground of the designation was con-

trariety to Christ in life, in doctrines, and in laws ;

and this contrariety in all its parts, he maintained,
was to be found in the Church of Rome. Her

contrariety in respect of life appeared in the gross

immorality and licentiousness which had notoriously

prevailed, both amongst the Popes themselves and

amongst all orders of the clergy. Her contrariety in

respect of doctrine was made good by comparing the

scriptural principle of justification by faith with the

Romish dogma of justification by works, and pil-

grimages, and penances, and priestly absolutions.

Her
contrariety in regard to laws was established by

a reference to church holidays, enforced abstinence
*

Caldenvood's History, vol. i. p. 228. Spottiswood, p. S3.
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from meats, and prohibition of marriage, which had
been left free by Christ to all men, and which even
the Apostles themselves had entered into. One mark
of the beast indicated by the prophet was, that ho
was to speak great words against the Most High.
But what more presumptuous things could be ima-

gined than were spoken by the Pope, who called

himself Christ's vicar upon earth, the successor of

Peter, the head of the Church, most holy, most
blessed ;

who maintained that he could not err
;

that he could make right wrong, and wrong right ;

that out of nothing he could make something; that

he had all truth enclosed in the shrine of his own
breast ;

that he had power over all, and none had

any power over him, even to say he did wrong,

though he drew millions of souls with him to hell.

If these titles and pretensions, which are contained

in his own canon law, be not great and blasphemous

words, and such as mortal man never spake before,

let the world judge. Another feature of the pre-
dicted apostasy was adduced from the Apocalypse
of John, who says that the great whore was to

make merchandise of tbe souls of men, and such

merchandise it was affirmed was made by the Pope
and his clergy. For did they not take upon them

to mitigate the pains said to be endured in purga-

tory, and to release souls from thence by means of

masses sold for money to surviving friends ? And
also did they not make merchandise of pardons
and indulgences, which no other church had ever

had the hardihood to do ? And in the conclusion of

his discourse he declared that if any person present

and there were present many canons, and friars

of both Orders, and the sub-prior, John "VViuram

would affirm that he had cited scripture, or any
human author or standard, unfairly, he would ex-

hibit the original documents before competent

witnesses, and not only point out the passages

complained of, but demonstrate that their meaning
was what he had alleged it to be.*

This discourse, which was the first Knox preached

Deep impression
in Public > P*uced an extraordi-

procKiced by nary impression upon the minds ol

Knox's first men. It shook the confidence of
discourse.

multitudes in the authority and

character of the Church of Rome, and it led not a

few to forsake her communion altogether.
" Others

(it was said) had hewed at the branches of Popery,

but Knox struck at the root, to bring down the

whole tree." " Let the doctors and masters now

defend the Pope and his authority, so mani-

festly impugned in their own presence." Some said

Wishart never spoke so plainly, and yet he was

turned, and so shall this man. Others said the

tyranny of the Cardinal made not his cause the

better, nor the suffering of Wishart his cause the

worse
;
and therefore the priests and bishops must

now provide better defenders than fire and sword,

otherwise they shall be disappointed, for men are

looking with different eyes than in former days.

Knox's History of the Reformation, vol. i. pp. 1
^9

Calderwood's History of the Kirk, vol. i. pp. 229,

Spottiswood, pp. 85, 80.

The adherents of ROM Mt the

something to stem the tide of oppo*
Mtion that was setting in so stronfij
against their system ; and the new
Archbishop of SL Andrew's. Joha
ther of the Governor, althoagh art
wrote to the sub-prior. Dean Jaha
pressing sttnoiihmeat that he
tical and schismatkal doatriai
\\ i t hout opposition. Thus naJhd imsj by ib* *<

of authority, the sub-prior, aad a eoaaa ef
Block and Grey Friars, drew p a

gathered out of Knox's disco*

Rough and him to appear before them, to _
for sentiments so strange aad ee sabtaieiM of el
the principles held by the Church, The
tions complained of, as maiataiasd by
the following :

1. That no mortal man can be head of the

2. That the Pope is Antichrist, aad thertesre b
no member of Christ's mystical body.

3. That man neither can make nor devise a ffehV

gion acceptable to God. bat is boaad la

obsen-e and keep the religion twemd tram

God, without chopping or r'bingti It.

4. That the sacraments of the

ought to be administered as they
Ktituted by Chrut. and observisl

Apostles, nothing b

nothing taken away from them.

-,. That the HUM is abominable idelatiy. blas-

phemous to the death of Christ, aad a f*
fanation of the Lord** Beppsi.

6. That there u no purgatory in w hick tbe ml*
of men can either be paired or ptrW
after this life ;

bat hcana awatu the WaV
ful, and hell i iLe parties of the r praemte

and unfaithful

7. That praying for the dead u rain, aad ftaflaf
to them U idolatry.

8. That there are no btahopeeieapti*
!*

preach themselves, and not by

9. That by God's law tithe* do aet

necessity to churchmen.*

In the disputation which t

articles, the sub-prior, whose kea-

ings already were manifestly *

words the reformed opiaioaa, eoe- f

ducted himself with great awdr

ration. When Knox laid that he had

heard he was not ignorant of thelrath.
aad

to his conscience, as in the eight ef the I

Judge, that, if he brlicred the deetH

in the articles to be^ **** *>*

his mind, for the aBlblhrttol * fdaw
people,

who looked to hi. as aa aathsnfj

plied" I come ot here asajadfe^hM
liarly to convene, and thiiifcii

approve nor coodeaui t hat, if

reason." Thewb.priertheme.al.il Jr^
the Church to appoint dean!

stanccd the band in bapti ee sif^ieaat

Hlstsry rf the lefsneatlom, ai L t+ ^
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of the law, and the oil as significant of

God's merer. But Knox argued that if you might

urreat ceremonies, and give them a signification
at

TOUT pleasure,
then the ceremonies of the Gentiles,

and those of the Mahometans, might all be adopted,

if you only took care to ^Ire them some plausible

interpretation.
The only sate rule was to take Scrip-

ture tar a guide, and to introduce no rites into the

Church but such as were sanctioned by God himself.

When the sub-prior alleged that many things might

be done without the express authority of Scripture

tfh u asking drink when thirsty Knox besought

him not to jest in so grave a matter, and reminded

him that there was a liberty expressly allowed in

the New Testament as to meats and drinks, while

there was no such liberty conceded in respect of

religions observances ; but, on the contrary, the

command was to add nothing to them, and to take

nothing from them.

One Arbucle, a Grey Friar, then attempted to

prore the divine authority of the ceremonies insti-

tuted by the Church from the text of Paul, where

Arbucle'*
he BPcaks of building old and

arguBcnt for the silver and precious stones, wood

**"!*"** ^ and hay and stubble, upon Christ
rc "

the foundation ; affirming that the

gold and silver and precious stones were the cere-

raonies of the Church, which she had built upon
Christ, according to the express authority of the

Apostle. But Knox met his argument by request-

ing to know what fire it was that the ceremonies

of the Church, like gold and silver and precious

stones, were able to abide ? If it was the Word of

God that was the fire, then it was obvious that as

we are commanded not to add to this Word, nor
to take anything from it, the ceremonies of the

Church stood condemned as a human addition to

the institutions of God. They could abide the trial

of the Word only, as the thief abides the trial of

hw, and is condemned to be hanged. The friar,
MNBewhat at a loss for an answer to the keen lo-ic
of his opponent, and trying to prove that we are
not socWly bound to the Word as Knox supposed,
firmed that the Apostles had not received the

Holy Ghost when they wrote their epistles, and that
it was after they were inspired that they instituted

of the Church. This foolish answer,
the

while it drew from Knox the sarcastic exclamation,
r that bo true, I have been long in error, and I

thMtlBhall die in my error," led to the immediate
Itafcivuee of the sub-prior, who cried out,

" God
id that you make such an affirmation as that,
ben farewell to the ground of our faith." The

rfcr BOW betook himself in confusion to the autho-
r of the Church as a safe and impregnable
re ; and when Knox argued that the spouse of
ht eould have no power or authority against

"ord of God, the friar cried out, "Then ve
e us no Church at all." Knox repliedMM irony that there was a Church mentioned

ook of Psalms (xxvi. 5), ecclesiam w.ilignan-**

congregation of evil-doers which they
itc without the Word of God, if they were

so disposed ;
but as for him he would abide by that

Church which had Christ Jesus for its great pastor,

and whose leading characteristic was to hear his

voice, and to turn away from the voice of strangers.
After sonic other matters were briefly considered,

the conference was brought to a close, and Knox
and Rough were dismissed, simply with an admo-
nition to take heed what doctrine they delivered in

public.*
The clergy, perceiving that public discussion only

tended to give wider circulation to yew , n
the views of their opponents, re- adopted by the

framed from any further conference clergy.

with the Reformers ; and, having consulted regard-

ing the best means of putting a stop to defection

from the Church, they resolved that all the learned

men of the Abbey and University should preach in

the parish church on the Lord's-days, according to

seniority, avoiding all controverted points that

would furnish occasion for talk among the people.

By this means, not only did they appear to be re-

turning to a sense of their duty as public instructors,

but Knox also was excluded from the pulpit, for

which hitherto there had been none to compete
witli him. On the week-days, however, he con-

tinued to preach, and his enemies were restrained

from molesting him by fear of those who held the

castle.

The labours of Knox during his stay at St. An-
drew's were the means of turning many from the

errors of Popery ;
and a considerable number, both

in the castle and in the town, were awakened to a

sense of their sins, embraced Christ as the Saviour,

and made an open profession of faith in him. The

sacrament of the Lord's Supper Observance of the

was publicly dispensed, free from Lord's Supper at

all Popish mummeries, and in ac-
St - Aachv

cordance with the method which has prevailed ever

since in the Reformed Church.f These proceedings
at St. Andrew's filled the adherents of the Church
of Rome with rage ; the priests and bishops ran to

the Governor and to the Queen with the bitter

complaint
" What are you doing ? will yoxi suffer

this whole realm to be infected with pernicious
doctrine?" A formal supplication was presented
to the Governor and Lords of the Great Council, by

bishops, prelates, and kirkmen, to the effect that it

was not unknown to his Grace and their lordships

that sundry parts of this realm, which had been Ca-

tholic from the beginning of the faith till these days,
were now infected with the pestilential heresies of

Luther
; that many persons were openly preaching

and instructing others in the said damnable doctrines,

not in secluded places merely, but in the centre of

the kingdom, and near the court ; and that unless

some remedy were applied, and the aid of the tem-

poral power afforded to the spiritual jurisdiction,
the evil would increase and extend from day to

day, until it became so great as to bafHe resistance.

Therefore, it was humbly craved that speedy help
and remedy might be given, which would be well

Knox's Historv. vol. i. pp. 195200.
t Ibid. vol. i. P : 202.
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pleasing to God, and conduce to the maintenance of
the Christian faith, and the honour of his Grace
and their lordships. To this application a favour-
able answer was returned by the Governor, and

promise was given that the laws of the realm should
be executed on all whom the bishops proved to be

guilty of heresy.*
At the same time, renewed efforts \vere made to

obtain possession of the castle of St. Andrew's, and
those who held it were summoned to surrender.

A promise had been given to them long before this

of a full and free pardon of all past offences, on
condition of a voluntary submission

; but when the

deed of absolution arrived from Rome, it contained

the clause, remittimus crimen irrcmissibile we

pardon a crime which, cannot be pardoned which
was justly considered as not securing the safety
of those who had been concerned in the Cardinal's

death. The surrender of the castle was therefore

still refused ;
but the Governor having procured a

fleet of galleys and a considerable body of troops

Castle of from France, was enabled to pro-
St. Andrew's secute the siege with vigour ; and
surrendered.

at lcngth> after varioug SUCCCSSM

and reverses on both sides, the garrison agreed
to surrender the castle on condition the lives of

all who were in it, whether English or Scots,

were to be spared, and that they were to be safely

transported to France, and cither allowed to remain

there in freedom, or to be sent, at the expense of

the King of France, to any other country they

pleased, Scotland only excepted.f Great joy pre-

vailed among the adherents of Rome in conse-

quence of the recovery of St. Andrew's. The castle

was ordered, by an Act of Council, to be razed to

the ground, either as having been the scene of a

Cardinal's assassination, or through fear that it

might fall into the hands of the English. But this

order seems to have been only partially executed. J

After the surrender of the castle, on the 31st July,

1547, on the conditions above specified, Knox and

all his friends were carried into France, and, con-

trary to one of the express stipulations of the treaty

made in St. Andrew's, they were confined some in

Treatment of Prisons >
and othcrs in S*11

^?'
a"d

the captives treated with the utmost rigour.
in France. They were subjected to great indig-

nities, and endured much suffering, till the war was

terminated, by the treaty of Boulogne, in 1550.
^Con-

stant efforts were made to shake their principles,

to induce them to attend mass, to kiss images of the

Virgin Mary, or to comply with some other Popish

rite. Henry Balnavcs was confined in the castle of

Rouen, and, being a very learned man, he had many
conflicts with accomplished and skilful opponents,

who were sent to shake his faith, and to bring him

over, if possible, to the Church of Rome ;
but he re-

pelled with energy and acuteness every assault tl

was made upon him, and remained true to his pni

ciples. In prison, he wrote a work on Justification,

* Keith's History, vol. i. p. 14". Knox's History. "I- *

D 29&'

t "Sec mpra, p. 604. J Knos's History, vol. i. p. 208-

ri

which Knox
tuc, and which
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who were confined ia tto galleya.

rc*t WOT employed to aonei hfe a*4 I
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* Let Or Lady
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ling anew the flames of religious strife and perse-

cution. That liberty of profession, which had now

beta enjoyed for several yeai-s,
must come to an end.

The fruits of the triumph which had been gained

in securing possession of St. Andrew's must be

reaped.

Relieved of the presence of Knox, whose burning

lsMil of at- eloquence had such an irresistible

tempt* to extir- power over the whole community,
jate hemr. ^& whose spirit it was impossible

to tame, the priesthood determined to take prompt

and effective measures for the extirpation of heresy.

Justice courts were held by the Governor at the

instigation of his brother, the bishop, in various

part* of the country, which proved a vast annoy-
ancc to the people, and involved in ruin not a few

individuals favourable to the new opinions. It

was at this time the martyrdom of Adam Wallace,

tutor to the family of Lady Ormiston, took place.

He was brought to trial at Edinburgh in presence
of the Governor, the Earl of Argyle, great Justiciar

of the realm, the Earls of Angus, Huntly, and Glen-

cairn, with many bishops and abbots, and charged

Charge* against 'with usurping the office of the

Adam Wallace. Christian ministry without a lawful

call with baptizing one of his own children with

denying the existence of purgatory with main-

taining that prayers addressed to departed saints or

for persons deceased were altogether superstitious
with styling the mass an idolatrous service, and af-

firming that the bread and wine in the sacrament of

the altar remained, even after the words of consecra-

tion, nothing but bread and wine. Though not a
of much learning or ability, he conducted his

nee with firmness and propriety, made a fear-

profession of the truth as it is in Christ, and
that he could hold no doctrines but such

u were proved to him out of the Word of God.
He had a Bible fastened to his belt in French, and
Dutch, and English; and when the accuser en-
dearoored to convict him of heresy as diverging
from the doctrines of the Church, he invariably
brought the question to the test of Scripture as the

only authority entitled to regulate his faith. When
aaked whether the bread and wine were not the

very body of Christ flesh, blood, and bones he
replied, that the body of Christ was in heaven, and
wodd continue at the right hand of the Father till

at came to judge the quick and the dead ; and that
M words in John's Gospel, Except ye eat my flesh

^J Wood, ye have no life in you," were to
illtM[luted on the principle laid down by our

VIS"''
that VCI7 chapter :

"
It is the spirit

t quckeneth, the flesh profiteth nothing." It
an horrible heresy!" exclaimed the Bishop of

7.

the trial was drawing to a close, he ad-"

A|fal f dweeed the Governor and the other
t to Us lords in these solemn and affecting

' words: "If you condemn me for

AWori, my innocent blood shall
* t your hands when you shall be*w the judgment-seat of Christ, who

is mighty to defend my innocent cause, before

whom you shall not deny it, nor yet be able to re-

sist his wrath, to whom I refer the vengeance ; as

it is written,
'

Vengeance is mine, and I will repay
it.'

"*
Notwithstanding this solemn appeal to his

judges, he was pronounced guilty of heresy, and
condemned to the flames

;
and the sentence was

carried into execution, on the following day, on

the Castle Hill, f During the night he was con-

fined with irons about his legs and neck, and
various persons were sent to him to endeavour to

shake bis faith
;
but nothing could drive him from

his trust in God, and from the doctrines which, he

believed to be grounded on Scripture. His Bible,

which had been his constant companion wherever

he went, was taken from him ;
but as he had the

Psalms of David stored up in his memory, he was
able to sing the praise of God, to bis great conso-

lation. Certain other books, also, which he had
with him to sustain and comfort his soul in this

trying season, were forced out of his possession;
but no provocation could exhaust his patience, or

shake the hope which he had in God through
Christ. When morning came, renewed attempts
were made to induce him to recant, Wallace burned

but he was firm as a rock, which upon the Castle

so provoked Sir Hugh Terry, that,

in a rage, he declared he would make the devils

come out of him before night. The only reply of

the innocent sufferer to these unfeeling words was,
" You should be a godly man, and rather give me
consolation in my trying case." On his way to the

Castle Hill, he was followed by a numerous crowd,

many of whom were moved with sympathy, and

were heard to say,
" God have mercy upon him."

Before he entered the fire he lifted his eyes in

prayer to heaven, and then began to address the

people,
" Let it not offend you that I suffer death

this day for the truth's sake, for the disciple is not

above his master;" but he was prevented from

giving further expression to his feelings ; and the

fire being kindled he commended his soul to God,
and met his death of torture with unshaken con-

* Calderwood's History, vol. i. p. 268.

t Although Bishop Keith himself speaks respectfully of

Adam "Wallace, yet the Editor of his History, as published by
the Spottiswood Society, so far from uttering a word in con-

demnation of the barSarity and cruelty of his wicked per-

secutors, only remarks, that his execution was the tirst

public act of" Archbishop Hamilton after his elevation to

the primacy of St. Andrew's, and then adds,
' It is evident

that the poor man was unworthy of notice from his ob-

scurity, and the weakness of his intellect.' Surely this

only made the putting of him to death in so cruel a manner
an act of more aggravated criminality, and should have
drawn forth from the impartial historian only sterner

and more indignant reprobation. The poor man was un-

worthy of notice ! What does this mean ? Are we to

understand that if "Wallace had been a man of more abi-

lity and learning, it would have been all right and proper
to burn him

; but that with his intellect he was unworthy
of the honour of being consigned to the flames by an arch-

bishop? This editor's sympathies are always on the

side of those who delighted to imbrue their hands in the

blood of the innocent, and his indignation is only roused

when anv one presumes to touch the hair of a persecutor's
head. Keith's History of ihe Affairs of Church and State,

vol. i. p. 148.
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srancy and firm trust in the promises of that Book
v.-hich had ever been so dear to his h>

About this time a controversy broke out among
Controversy re- the Romish clergy, which

SeSS* mentioned OH an iilust.u.i,,,

among the 'llo-
all ost incredible ignorance which

misli clergy, prevailed among them. Richard
Marshall, prior of the Black Friars .

having taught in a sermon at St. Audi

oppositio'.i to a practice sanctioned by miiir.

clergy, that the Pater Noster should h,

God only, and not to the saints
; great offence wa.-.

taken at this self-evident truth, and attem;
made to prove that the Lord's prayer, in all its

petitions, might be addressed to the saints; for,

said Friar Tottis, if you meet an old man in the

street, you will say to him,
' Good morrow, father:'

and why may you not call a departed saint your
father ? and as the saints are in heaven, why may
you not say to any one of them,

' Our Father,
which art in heaven?' and as God has made their

names holy, why may you not address them in this

manner,
' Hallowed be thy name ?

' The kingdom
of God, too, is their's, as being possessed a

joyed by them, and their will differs in no

from the will of God : therefore, in praying to

them, you may employ the language,
'

Thy king-
dom come : thy will be done on earth as it is in

heaven.' More difficulty was found in showing th<

applicability to the saints of the petition

ing daily bread
;
but the ingenious friar was not to

be baffled
; for, quoth he, the saints pray for us that

we may get our daily bread, and thus in some sort

we are indebted to them for the supplies we
receive from time to time.

This discourse of the friar excited the ridicule of

all who were able to comprehend what the words

Pater Noster meant ; and the very craftsmen and

servants at St. Andrew's applied to the preacher

the nick-name of Friar Pater Noster. Pasqu
also affixed to the Abbey Church in ridicule of the

doctors of theology of fourscore years, who, though

calling one another Rabbi and Magistcr

yet knew not to whom to say their Pater I

For the settlement of this profound theological

question, it was found necessary, in order to avoid

greater inconveniences, to convene various meetings

Meetings of the
of the clcr^- S me in

*ff*
slergy with re- that the Pater Noster should be

ference to the said to God farmaliter, and to the

question. ^.^ materiaUter
.

others, that it

should be said to God principaliter,
and to the

saints minus principaliter; and others still, that it

should be said to God capiendo stride, and to the

saints capiendo large.

While this weighty matter was under debate,

the servant of the sub-prior asked him one

on his return home, what business was on hand,

and being answered,
" We cannot agcee t-

the Pater Noster should be said," he replied.
"

to whom should it be said but unto (

what," rejoined the sub-prior,
" are we to do with

SpottUwood, p. 91.
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VM germinating in not a few hearts, and that a

real progress was going on during

^rtSbeuXT this time of apparent inaction. The

rotMUnt doe- suspension of visible growth in

trine*- winter is as needful to the subse-

qui-:jt harvest as arc the shooting blades and burst-

ing buds of spring. During the dark season of the

year juices are elaborated, and unseen processes are

earned on, which prepare the way for the visible

changes that delight the eye in spring and summer.

So, although nothing was openly done at this time

to advance the principles of the Reformation, yet the

B had time (o meditate in the retirement of

(heir houses upon the principles
which they had

heard from the lips of faithful preachers ;
and they

were thus prepared for giving more attentive heed

to the truths of the Gospel, and deriving greater

benefit from them, when another opportunity

should, in the good providence of God, be afforded

for the public preaching of the Word. There is an

ebb and a flow in all human affairs. Reverses

follow times of prosperity, and reverses are often

the means of eliciting greater energy and securing

preater prosperity afterwards. From the days of

n downwards, the history of the church has

exhibited persecutions and trials made subservient

to the wider extension and firmer establishment of

the troth. Out of the fire of affliction the people
of Hod have come, like gold, purified and refined.

The next event that exerted an influence upon
the state of religion in Scotland, was the ac-

ccwion of Mary to the English throne at the

Effect of the
death f Edward VI., in 1553.

4*th of Kdward Her principles being altogether
>.Ute different from those of her pre-

decessor, she very speedily over-
threw the order of things which had been esta-

blished by him, and raised so fierce a persecution
gainst all who refused to submit to the authority

the Komihh Church, that she has come to be
known by the name of " the bloody Mary." It
was in this persecution that John Rough, colleague

Knox at St. Andrew's, suffered martyrdom.B ing obliged to visit London for articles requisite
the trade by which he supported his wife and

hmfly, he was apprehended, and brought to trial

Bishop Bonncr, on the charges of being a
larried priest, rcfutting to use the Latin service,

Denting himself from mass; and having
tided hi* conduct in all these respects, he was

mriemard to die, and was
accordingly burned at

lilhfield on the 21st November, 1557.*
t * KVCn measures adopted during

pemcuting reign, was to drive the most
miaUni into

neighbouring countries.
them came to Scotland, and were the means
ng anew the flame of religious zeal when it

ewn i threatened with extinction.

AIIK.IIJ; those messengers of truth
thus m-nt in providence, may be
mentioned William Harlow, a

' man, by birth a Scotchman, who
CtUenrood, vol. i p. 2.57.

had served some years with approbation in the

English Church, and John Willock, a man of greater

ability and learning, who had formerly been a Fran-

ciscan friar in the town of Ayr. On leaving England
he had fled into Friesland, where he practised medi-

cine for some time
;
and thereafter lie was sent bv

the Countess of Friesland with a commission of

some kind to the Queen-regent of Scotland. This

commission naturally gave him some liberty of

speech and action ; and he availed himself of the

opportunity of sowing the seeds of religious truth.

Both he and Harlow* were visited by many of the

friends of the Gospel, and by not a few persons of

distinction ; and the faithful instructions which

they imparted, enforced by the sufferings which

they were enduring for the sake of Christ, had no

small influence in extending the knowledge of the

pure doctrines of the Gospel, and in confirming
those who had already embraced them. Thus, as in

the case of the persecution that arose at the death

of the first martyr, good sprang from evil : the

blast of persecution scattered more widely the seeds

of evangelical truth. At this time there was a

regular meeting of the friends of the Gospel in

Edinburgh, held in the fields in summer, and in

houses in winter. Harlow and Willock were their

teachers, and sometimes also Paul Methven, John

Douglas, and the laird of Dun. At first there were

two small societies, but they were joined into one

body through the influence of the laird of Dun;
and their numbers increased from day to day.

They had elders and deacons set apart for the

management of their affairs, whose names are not

unworthy of being mentioned, they were George

Small, Michael Christison, James Gray, Adam Craig,

John Cairns
;
and the office of reader was held by

Alexander Hope.f This association, gathered to-

gether in such troublous times, and moulded into

shape and form under the pressure of adversity,

maintained its existence unbroken, and in the end

became a great body. It was the acorn from which

grew the oak of the religious privileges of Scotland.

It was the nucleus of what was afterwards called

the Congregation, which exerted so mighty an in-

fluence upon the institutions of the whole kingdom :

a striking instance of the truth of the scriptural

principle that God hath chosen the foolish things
of the world to confound the wise, and the weak

things of the world to confound the mighty, and

base things of the world and things which are

despised hath God chosen: yea, and things which

are not to bring to nought things that are, that no

flesh should glory in his presence.
But the event which produced the most powerful

effect upon the state of religion in Scotland was

the return of John Knox, towards Return of Knox
the close of the year 1555. After to Scotland,

his deliverance from the galleys in 1550, he had

spent some time in England, where he refused the

bishopric of Rochester, on account of his dislike

of welacy. He had then proceeded to Frank f': t.

*
Spottiswood, p. 93. Keith, vol. i. p. 150.

t Calderwood, vol, i. p. 304.
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and, above all, the net. thai maay a*w %. M
absent themselves from th* mas* a* aa 'sTliL _

where he ministered for some time to the Englishchurch in that place ; but keen controversies aris-

ing about the order and form of worship, he had
left Frankfort, and gone to reside in (

-And now there being nothing to detain him upon
the continent, he felt that it was his duty to ven-
ture back among his own countrymen j though his
enemies at home occupied all the seats of power,
and he knew they would not scruple to employ'
every possible means for his annoyance and destruc-
tion. His return was hailed with gladness and
delight by all the friends of evangelical truth; and
it gave a new impulse to the progress of the c.iuse

for which he had already done so much.
Knox resumed his labours at Edinburgh, where

his private exhortations were attended by consider-
able numbers. His great object was to unfold the

pure doctrines of the Gospel ;
to display the fulness

and freeness of God's mercy in Christ ; to exhibit
t he Son of God as the only mediator between hcaveu
and earth

; and his preaching brought peace and
comfort to many who had been sorely distressed

by the consciousness of sin. Finding that some
who made a professiou of the truth were in the

Knox's exposure habit of attending mass, not be-
of the evil of cause they valued it, but through

fear of danger, and that they re-

garded Paul's payment of a vow in the temple as

warranting their conformity, he exposed the ido-

latrous character of the popish sacrament, and

showed that the Apostle's conduct was not a

parallel case at all.* His arguments on this topic

produced a deep impression on some men of high

standing, such as Maitland of Lethington. who

candidly acknowledged that Knox was right, and

said,
"

I see perfectly that these shifts will serve

for nothing before God, seeing they stand us

in so small stead before men." Through these

efforts of the Reformer, the mass fell into utter dis-

credit among the friends of truth, and was shunned

as an idolatrous rite.

From Edinburgh Knox proceeded to various

parts of the country, Angus and Mearnc, Lanark

and Ayrshire, preaching the Gospel both publicly

Knox visits va- and privately to multitudes of all

nous parts of ranks, and dispensing the Lord's
the country.

Supper) according to the purity and

simplicity of Scripture. He went from place to

place, at the invitation of different friends of the

Reformation, and was successively the guest of Ers-

kine of Dun, Sandilands of Calder, Campbell of

Kinzeancleugh, the Earl of Glencairn, and others.

Immense benefit accrued to the cause of truth from

this preaching tour. The friends of the Gospel

were instructed and encouraged, and their numbers

were considerably augmented. And they were led

to the determination to renounce all connection

with idolatry, and to maintain to the uttermost the

preaching of the Gospel, as God should give them

preachers and opportunity.f
The success attendant upon Knox's preaching,

* Calderwood, vol. i. p. 305

t Ibid., vol. i. p. 306.
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trine*. 1 know," he continues,
"
you will wonder

bow the religion which is universally received can

be no damnable and corrupted. But if your Grace

will consider, that from the beginning the multi-

tude hare declined from God, yea, even among the

people to whom he spake by his law and his pro-

phets, if you consider the complaint of the Holy

.training that nations, people, princes.

and kings of the earth, have raged against the

Lord and his Anointed : further, if you consider

thi- question which Christ himself moves in these

wo-ds,
' When the Son of man shall come, shall he

find faith upon the earth ?
' and lastly, if your

Grace consider the manifest contempt of God, and

of his holy precepts, which this day reigneth with-

out punishment upon the face of the whole earth

if deeply, I say, your Grace contemplate the uni-

versal corruption that reigneth in all estates $ then

hall your Grace cease to wonder that many are

called and few chosen ; and you shall begin to

tremble and fear to follow the multitude to per-
dition. The universal defection, whereof St Paul

prophesied, is easily to be espied as well in religionM in manners. The corruption of life is evident;
and religion is not judged nor measured by the

plain Word of God, but by custom, consuetude,
will, consent, and determinations of men. But shall

he who hath pronounced all the cogitations of man's
heart to be vain, accept the counsels and consents
of men for a religion acceptable and pleasing be-
fore him ? Let not your Grace be deceived : God
hath witnessed from the beginning that no reli-

gion pieaseth him, except that which he by his own
word hath commanded' In vain do they worship
me, teaching for doctrines the commandments of

Htfore the coming of his Son, God punished
o altered his ceremonies and statutes

; and
\ he now, after he hath opened his counsel to

10 world by Christ, admit men's inventions in the
tier of religion ? Were an angel to say so, God's

uuld convict him of falsehood :'
' Not that

iieh Memeth good to thine eyes shalt thou do to
<rd, but that which the Lord hath com-

thee, that do thou. Add nothing to it,Mb nothing from it.' God's messenger might
n-qturc of your Grace a motherly pity upon

r .ubjecta, justice against murderers and oppres-' uwl of
partiality, with the rest of the

> in God'* rulers. But vain it is to
.nnation of manm-m where religion is cor-

hkc a. a man cannot do the office of a
ivc a being and life, so to work

tin the night of God the Father, can* do,th,,ut ,1,, Spirit of the Lord Jesus,
. dolh not .b,d, ; th , ]IM ofidolators

ra hPr of our Lo,,l J,,us ChriBt
cons,der these

things. To him I
"it your Grace."

W* solicitation from

ing him to appear before the clergy and, for non-

appearance, he was condemned as a Knox proceeds
heretic, and his effigy was burned to Geneva, and

at the market-cross of Edinburgh,
is condemned in

The sentence having been trans-

mitted to him, he wrote an answer to it, styled,
" An appellation from the Clergy to the Nobility
and Commons of Scotland," which is full of elo-

quent appeals and most convincing arguments, and
which must have helped forward the cause of re-

form, as much as if he had been personally present

labouring with all his wonted zeal.

In this appeal he shows, from the cases of

Jeremiah and Paul, that he had a right, when his

life was threatened by men calling themselves the

spiritual power, to seek the protection of the tem-

poral authorities " If you he powers ordained by
God, then is the sword given unto you for mahi-

tainance of the innocent, and punishment of male-

factors. But I and my brethren do offer not only
to prove ourselves innocent in all things laid to our

charge, but al.so to show most evidently that your

bishops are the very pestilence who have infected

all Christianity. The words of the Apostie teadi

how far the higher powers are
Subst!mce of hi,

bound to their subjects to wit, appellation i

that because they are God's minis- "*e nobility
, i . j . j f ,, f., and commons,

ters, by him ordained for the profit

and utility of others, most diligently ought they to

attend upon the same
;
and this is the reason why

subjects are commanded to pay tribute,
' for this do

ye pay tribute and toll.' Whence it is plain that

there is no honour without a charge annexed. And
this I wish your wisdoms deeply to consider, that

God hath not placed you above your brethren to

reign as tyrants, without regard to their profit and

commodity. You hear the Holy Ghost witness the

contrary, that all lawful powers are God's ministers,

ordained for the wealth, profit, and salvation of

their subjects, and not for their destruction. Could

it be said, I beseech you, that magistrates enclosing
their subjects in a city without victuals, or giving
them onlji such as were poisoned, did rule for their

profit ? Now, if the soul be greater and more pre-
cious than the body, we may easily espy how

unworthy of authority those be, who debar their

subjects from hearing of God's Word, and by fire

and sword compel them to feed upon the damnable

doctrine of Antichrist. It is not enough that you
abstain from violent wrong and oppression : you
are bound to rule for the public good, which you
cannot do, if, by your maintenance of ravening

wolves, you suffer men's souls to perish for lack of

the true food, which is Christ's evangel sincerely

preached. It will not excuse you to say that you
supposed the charge of souls committed to your

bishops; for if your bishops be proved to be no

bishops, but ravening wolves, which I offer to prove

by God's Word, by law and councils, by the judg-
ment of all the godly learned from the primitive
church to this day : then must your permission and
defence of them be reputed before God a parti-

cipation in their theft and murder. I am not
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ignorant what be the vain defences of your proud
prelates. They claim a prerogative and privi-

lege that they arc exempted, and that by consent
of councils and emperors, from all jurisdiction of
the temporal power. But from what fountain did
this their immunity spring ? When the bishops of
Rome had, partly by fraud, and partly by violence,

usurped the superiority of some places in Italy,
then began Pope after Pope to devise how

tht'y

might be exempted from the judgment of princes
and the equity of laws. In this point they were
most vigilant, till at length iniquity so prevailed,
that this sentence was pronounced that ' neither

by the emperor, neither by the clergy, nor yet by
the people, shall the judge be judged; for, saith

Agatho, all the precepts of the apostolic seat are

assured as by the voice of God himself.' This im-

munity being established for the head, then began
provision to be made for the members

; and the fruit

is, that none of the papistical order will be subject to

civil magistrates, how enormous soever his crime,

but must be tried by his own ordinary. This is just
as if thieves, and murderers, and brigands, should

conspire among themselves never to answer before

a lawful magistrate, to the end that theft and

murder should not be punished. Thus, my lords,

I have declared what God rcquireth of you as

rulers and princes. I have offered unto you, and

to the inhabitants of the realm, the verity of Christ

Jesus
; and, with the hazard of my life, I offer to

prove the religion which is maintained amongst

you by fire and sword, to be false, damnable, and

diabolical. Which things if you refuse, maintain-

ing tyrants in their tyranny, then I dare not

flatter, but must with Ezekiel proclaim to you,

that you shall perish in your iniquity ;
and in the

day of Christ's apparition be driven from his

presence. May God, by the power of his Spirit,

rule and dispose your hearts to consider these

things with simplicity."*
It is recorded that many prodigies and signs were

observed about this time; a remarkable comet,

which shone for three months ;
rivers dried up in

winter, and swoln so high in summer that villages

were flooded, and many cattle swept away into the

sea ;
whales of immense size thrown ashore in various

parts of the Forth ;
hailstones of the size of pigeons'

eggs, which destroyed much corn ;
and a fiery dra-

gon, which was seen to fly along the earth, vomiting

forth fire, and rendering it necessary to watch

houses and corn-yards. These signs were very

generally regarded as portending great changes,

particularly in the state of the Church. Doubtless

this interpretation had no other ground than the

fancies and feelings of the people ;
but still it is

worthy of notice, as indicating a wide-spread d

fection from the Church, and a general onti>

of change. And certain it is that the estimatio

and influence of the Romish clergy began now

rapidly to decline. Not a few of their nurabe:

became converts to the new opinions, and, relir

quishing their ecclesiastical position,
made an

*
Calderwood, vol. i. pp. 362396.
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turn again into thee part., where yaa atoJl tad afl

the faithful that you left behind yea. art aary ftoi
to hear your doctrine, tot will be ready to jrafiard

lives and goods for tto setting award af tto ftory
of God, as he will permit time. Aad alhnft tto

magistrates in this cooninr to as yet ia tto slate

you left them, yet we tore no raprraace af a*y

more cruelty than was before, bat rather wa toe*

belief that God will augment his flock, tors;.

see daily the friars, enaaues to Ctoiet's Ga*et. *
less estimation both with tto qarea's giaat aad Ito

rest of the nobility of oar realm."t

With the concurrence af Cahia. tto

Reformer, who shrank from aa

when duty urged him ea. Qearws (

speedily left Genera at tto call
JJ'j'^JJUj

ntrymen; totwtoatotosj

proceeded as far as Dieppe, to laesifad btt*

more discouraging character, whiea

pause. Averse to desist fram a BUMM

had hoped might to uadastin af ban

cause of Christ, to wroto to tto tar*, fr

,7 expeetahUtaf
** **sai I*

Monchr- i *>^wis,aa*mmmtm.Ttom

no tenij

toOai
to fault ia jwar

iaf aad
that may follow,

'Spsit-.^ ^jsr^-
,

-
:

parate you from God's mvaar

ro l. I p. Itt
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Mm and grievous plagues against you, because

I* would that you should prefer your worldly rest

to God's praise and glory, and the friendship of the

wicked to the salvation of your brethren. I am

not ignorant that fearful troubles must ensue upon

your enterprise, as in my former letters I did signify

^nto you; but, Oh! joyful and comfortable are

those 'troubles and adversities, which man sus-

taineth for the accomplishment of God's will ; for,

however terrible they be, the invisible and invin-

cible power of God sustaineth and preserveth ac-

cording to his promise all such as with simplicity

do obev him." Yet it was no violent resistance of

constituted authority to which the Reformer was

urging his countrymen, but the unflinching profes-

sion and practice of those religious principles which

they believed to be from God ;
for we find him, in

another letter, written a few weeks later, for the

same purpose as the former, speaking thus :

" But

now no further to trouble you at this present, I

will only advertise you of such bruit as I hear in

these parts uncertainly noised, which is this that

contradiction and rebellion are made by some to the

authority in that realm ; for which point my con-

science will not suffer me to keep back from you
my counsel yea, my judgment and commandment

which I communicate to you in God's fear, and

by the assurance of his truth ; which is, that none
of you who seek to promote the glory of Christ do

tuddcnly disobey or displease the authority esta-

blished in things lawful; neither yet, that you
or fortify such as for their own particular
and worldly promotion would trouble the
But in the bowels of Christ Jesus I ex-

hort you, that with all simplicity and lawful

obedience, joined with boldness in God, and with
open eon&suou of your faith, you seek the favours

r the authority, that by it, if possible, that cause
in which you labour may be promoted, or at the
least not persecuted. The mighty spirit of the

lew rule your hearts in the true fear of God
;

pea your eyes to consider your duties, and give
Jed strength to execute the same."

But though Knox, after
\\aiting some time at

>i*pj. felt it to be his duty to return to Geneva,
ettcrs which he had thus written to the
'

the Gospel in Scotland were productive
happiest effects. If any of them had wavered
moment, their resolution gathered fresh

Owgth ; and a convention was held at Edinburgh"M resolved to follow out their purpose
wmation, and to hold fast and avow their

at all harards. For mutual encourage-
*epared and subscribed a bond, the first
truments which bave become so famous

eb *lesurtical history under the name of
1

J>*" date 3rd December, 1557,
f Argyle, Glcncairn,
kine of Dun, Mait-

d many others arc appended
a Tart influence upon the state of

*!%> pert,cs,n Scotland. It proved a standard

PP. 32-2, 324.

.

'

-

Lord

around which the friends of reformation gathered
and it gave unity and consistency to their efforts.

Its importance requires that we should present it

to our readers.
" We, perceiving how Satan in his members, the

Antichrist of our time, cruelly doth Bond subscribed

rage, seeking to overthrow and at Edinburgh,

destroy the Gospel of Christ and 3rd Dec., 1557, by

his congregation, ought, according
to our bouuden duty, to strive in our master's

cause even to the death, being certain of the victory
in him. The which, our duty being well con-

sidered, we do promise, before the majesty of God
and his congregation, that we by his grace shall

with all diligence continually apply our whole

power, substance, and our very lives, to maintain,

set forward, and establish the most blessed Word of

God and his congregation, and shall labour at our

possibility to have faithful ministers, truly and

purely to minister Christ's Gospel and sacraments

to his people. We shall maintain them, nourish

them, and defend them, and the whole congregation
of Christ, and every member thereof, at our whole

power and waging of our lives, against Satan and

all wicked power, that doth intend tyranny or

trouble against the foresaid congregation. Unto
the which Holy Word and congregation we do join

ourselves, and so do forsake and renounce the con-

gregation of Satan, with all the superstitions, abo-

mination, and idolatry thereof ; and, moreover, shall

declare ourselves manifestly enemies thereto, by
this our faithful promise before God, testified to his

congregation by our subscription to these presents.
At Edinburgh, the third day of December, 1557.

God called to witness it : Earl of Argyle, Glen-

cairn, Morton, Archibald Lord of Lorn, John
Erskine of Dun, &c." *

In this document the word '

congregation
'

is

repeatedly employed, to denote the whole body of

Christ's followers, and hence the party favourable

to a reform of religion came to be called ' the Con-

gregation,' and the leading noblemen among them
were designated the ' Lords of the Congregation.'
It was their object to effect a reformation of the

gross abuses which deformed the Church, and to

secure for their countrymen the liberty of worship-

ping God according to his own Word. With this

view they held frequent conferences, after the sub-

scription of the covenant
;
and it soon became evi-

dent, from the number of subscriptions appended to

the covenant, that in all parts of the country their

adherents were numerous, and in some places even

outnumbered their opponents.
The friends of the Reformation now began to

withdraw themselves more and
Increasi with _

more from the mass and other rites drawmcnt from
of the Romish church. Both by the rites of the

communication with learned and Komish church -

godly men on the continent, and by their own exa-

mination of scripture, they were led to the conviction

that it was wrong for individuals among them,
who were judges or magistrates, by their silence to

*
Keith, vol. i. p. 154. Calderwoou,vol. i. p. 326.
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give countenance to idolatry. A true faith required
an open confession, when Christ's Gospel was op-
posed ; and not only were those persons guilty who
did evil, but those also who assented to it. It was
felt to be necessary, therefore, as well for avoiding
the guilt of sinful compliance with error, as for pro-

moting their own spiritual improvement and growth
in religious knowledge, that they should assemble

together at stated times, in the several places where

they resided, to read the Holy Scriptures, and to

engage in united prayer, till it should please God
to give the gift of exhortation to some of the

brethren, for the comfort and instruction of the

rest.

These small beginnings were so greatly blessed,

that within a few months something like the aspect

Protestant con-
f a church be&an to aPPear in

gregations many places. Elders were ap-
fonned in pointed by election to rule the se-

various places. yeral societies .

and> in thc absence

of stated pastors, zealous individuals among whom

may be mentioned the Laird of Dun, David Forress,

Robert Lockhart, and Robert Hamilton exhorted

the brethren according to the grace and ability

given to them. William Harlow, too, continued his

labours ; and Paul Methven openly preached the

Gospel in various parts of Fife and Angus, and par-

ticularly in Dundee, where a reformed church was

publicly set up, and the sacraments were adminis-

tered in scriptural purity; and John Willock.

although suffering under severe illness, laboured

with much zeal in Edinburgh, and greatly en-

couraged and strengthened the friends of the Gospel

there.*

And not only were congregations gathered in

various towns, but sundry noble-SHL nand gentlemen throughout the

bishop of St. An- country took preachers into their

foe^s
and the houses to instruct their dependents,

of Argyle. ^ tQ ^^ ^ ^ p]&cc& oycr

which their influence and authority extended. The

Earl of Argyle thus afforded a shelter to John

Douglas, who had been a Carmelite friar, but who

now opposed the errors of Popery with all his

might. These proceedings occasioned much unea-

siness to the adherents of the Church of Rome,

who felt that it would be vain to commence prose-

cutions against men so protected; and therefore

the Archbishop of St. Andrew's used all his in-

fluence with the Earl of Argyle to induce him to

dismiss Douglas. He not only wrote him a letter,

which bears date 25th March, 1558, full of civility,

and expressing deep interest in his welfare and

in the honour of his name, but he also sent Sir

David Hamilton as a special messenger to him, to

set before him the evils which could not fail

accrue to himself, his house, his friends, and his

servants, from the harbour which he was giving t<

heresy. But this ill-omened word had now Ic

much of its terrors, and the earl was not to be inti-

midated by the idea of having it associa'

name. He not only refused to dismiss his chai>-

* Calderwood, vol. i. p. 333.

lain, but he entered (*
and repelled the charge*
trine.

'

conscience, as con.traiaiaf htai to legatee feto ii

heresies of Itouglaa, he replied, wuh eaav
spice of sarcasm :

- He p
I remit to your lordship

hereey or not He
fornication ; I refer that to

science.

that to
y,.ur lordship's

against all manner of

Christ's sincere religion i I refer thai to

lordship's conscience,"* la his letter, th*

bishop had mad* offer of providtaf the oar! uh
a learned and orthodox teaaher teiaasjta*; to IW
Catholic Church, if he would dkotk fTiafhi to

which the earl replied: "God 1la%hlj anU ua

many of that sort, that will

nothing but one Catholic universal I

and we Highland rod* people have ae*4 of

And if your lordship would get
such a man, I should provide htm a surpaiai hi tag
as to myself, with great thanks to your WoVaip.
for truly I and many more hat* great a**4 of

such men. And bttaase 1 am able toi

nor one of them, 1 will reqv

ncstiy to provide mc.uch a man to you wrote, tor

the harvest U great, and there are fcw lahaul en."

At a meeting of the Congregation, hahi the

beginning of 15.">S, it was resolved.

for the purpose of making the

government acquainted with their

then and proceedings, and obtaining fer tk* I*.

sanction of public authority, to pi *! a patWasto
the Queen-regent. Thia dec ament we* aaUurti*!

to Sir James Sandiland*. of Caider. a maa af ve*

ruble age, of distinguished integrity, aad af uatav

peachable loyalty.
What they soufht we* that tt

should be lawful, either publicly or priratalj. *

the common prayers in the vulgar toafu*t thai whesj

any difficult passage of Scrip:

bcV'"nittcd to any qualified
indii

give an explanation of it 5 that the OH

bur.ti-m should be dispensed in th* I

pimple, so that all might mad

connected with it; that th*

should be administered in the i

both kinds, agreeably toCWitttpHj
finally, that means should to takn

the fives of eedsriatlW por-. -
i * v . ^f t^M teVUL MeMMBB 4v 9**

mi^nt oc Wniiffi^n* ^
posing it by their angodly oea*>

Whilst

i7Z>sZ.Z

.

rtnwd, tU. I. .
a 111-
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the Church of Home, was perpetrated by the priest-

Walter Mill nood at St - Andrew's. Walter

trmurht to trial Mill, who had been a priest him-

fer a*n*v. ^if jn ^is youth, but who had long

MOW relinquished the mass and other errors of

Popery, was apprehended at Dysart, by two priests

in the" service of the Archbishop of St. Andrew's,

who brought him to the scat of their master's au-

thority. a:ul imprisoned him in the castle. Many
. It- in private, by threatening him

with torture, to induce him to recant ; and promises

were also held out to him of a monk's portion all his

days; but threatening and promises were alike inef-

fectual to shake his constancy. At length, an assem-

bly of bishops, abbots, and doctors of theology, was

convened for his trial in the metropolitan church.

When he was brought before the meeting, he was

o weak and feeble, partly from age, being now
above fourscore, and partly from the treatment

which he had received, that he could not without

help climb up to the pulpit where he was appointed
to take his place, and it was feared that he would
not be able to make himself heard at all. But when
he began to speak, he made the church ring with his

roice; and the courage and vigour which he dis-

played confounilc d his enemies, as well as filled

with joy those of his friends who were present.
asked what he thought of the marriage of

priest*, he replied :
"

I esteem it a blessed bond,
:.;ade marriage free to all men

; but you
abhor it, and in the meantime you take other men's
wire* and daughters, and will not keep the bond
that God hath m.ule. You vow chastity, and break
the game." Win-:, diarged with saying that there
WCTe

. he answered,
" Give me the

:. and take you the rest,
and part them a,uoi.g you. If there be seven, why
do you omit to observe one of them yourselves viz.,

Mrriage and give yourselves to ungodly whore-

charge of denying that the sacra-
nt of the altar wa the very body of Christ, his

spjjr waa,
"
that Scripture was not to be taken

rnally, but
spiritually, and that the mass was

. for Clirut was once offered for man's sin,
ii-vor t.

again, having made an
1 Morifuf

"
He was charged with preach-

privitdy in houses, and openly in

M-pliwl, "and on the sea also,
in a hip." He wa, a^ked, in tine, whether

1 ****'' i-ous opinions; but he
:im accused of my lift. : I know I

on<*.n<lth. ::mt said to Judos,
You shall know that I will

"th. r,,r I am com, and not chaff.

"away with tho wind, nor burst
' nail, but will abide both."

length. Sir Andrew
()[ipha,,t, one of the

rd u Mahop*! print* who had proposed
all the qiuM inns to him, pronounced

that he .hould be given over to the
judge, and punished as a heretic. Hut
d umvcraal wa. the sympathy felt for

o*, roL i. p. 339. Keith, vol. i. p. 157.

him, that the provost of the town, Patrick Lear-

mouth, absolutely refused to act the part of tem-

poral judge, and not a rope would any individual

supply to bind the victim to the stake. The spiritual

power, however, did not dismiss him, as should

have been done, according to the vaunted theory of

the Church of Rome that she never herself inflicts

punishment upon offenders, but always with deep

regret hands them over to the secular arm but

one of the archbishop's own domestics was made

temporal judge for the occasion, and the ropes of

the archbishop's pavilion were employed to bind

the victim to the stake.

The nearer the fatal moment approached, his

courage waxed the greater, and it manifestly ap-

peared that he enjoyed the support of a power

higher than human. While standing upon the

coals, he declared that the cause for which he suf-

fered was not any crime laid to his charge, but his

defence of the faith of Christ as set forth in Scrip-

ture, for which he declared that he most willingly
sacrificed his life. He exhorted the people, as they
would escape eternal death, to place their entire

dependence upon Christ, the one and only sacrifice,

and to relinquish the fatal errors of the Romish

priests and bishops. His last .words, -while the

flames were circling round him, were
" Lord have

mercy upon me : pray people while there is time."

The substance of his address was afterwards thrown

into the form of an epitaph, by Patrick Adamson,

Archbishop of St. Andrew's :

Non nostra iinpietas, aut actae crimina vite
Armarunt hostes in men fata truces,
Sola fides Christi, sacris signata libellis,

Quse vifae causa est, est miM causa necis.

The martyrdom of Mill was not only a -wicked

and cruel act on the part of Effect produced
the Romanists, but it was egre- by the death

gious and suicidal folly. It ex-

cited the deepest indignation throughout the king-
dom. The cruelty of the priesthood was every-

where execrated, and the constancy of the venerable

martyr was the theme of universal admiration.

Many were shaken in their attachment to the

Romish Church
; and those who had already joined

the Congregation were confirmed in the course

which they had taken. In St. Andrew's, the people
erected a great heap of stones upon the spot where

Mill had been burned, that the memory of his suffer-

ings might be preserved : and although the priests

repeatedly caused them to be removed, ami threat-

ened curses to those who should lay down any more,

still there were hands ready to deposit new stni;i-

in tiio place. In all parts of the country a

were taken out of the churches and destroyed ;
and

in Edinburgh in particular, the image of St. Giles,

the tutelary saint of the town, was first throv. n

into the North Loch, and then burned to a.-lu>.

These proceedings filled the priesthood with indig-

nation
; but in the present temper of men's minds

thry \\ere afraid to proceed against the Reformers

on a charge of heresy, and therefore they prevailed

upon the Queen-regent to summon some of the
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preachers before the council, for exciting sedition

among the people. But when the day ap;
for their appearance arrived (19th July", 155*
were accompanied by such a train "of fol:

determined to protect them from violence, that it

was judged hazardous to take any measures against
them till the multitude should disperse ; and in

order the more speedily to reduce their numU'r,
a proclamation was issued, at the suggestion of

the Bishop of Galloway, commanding all who had
come to the town without authority to repair to

the Borders for fifteen days. Many of those who
were present had but newly returned fn.

vice in that quarter, and perceiving the treacherous

object of the proclamation, they went in a body to

the palace to remonstrate with the queen, and de-

clared they would not leave their preachers in the

dangerous circumstances 171 which they were placed.
James Chalmers, of Gadgirth, thus spoke in the

name of the rest :
"
Madam, we know this procla-

mation is a device of the bishops. They opp:
and our tenants ; they trouble our preachers, and
would murder them and us. Shall we suffer this

stny longer ? No
;

it shall not be." And every man
seized his weapon. Their firmness prevailed. The

queen had recourse to fair words, and not only \\ a.-.

the proclamation recalled, but the preachers were

all dismissed for the present.* Not long afterwards,

however, Paul Methven was summoned before a

meeting of clergy, and not appearing,
banishment was passed against him, and all nu u

were forbidden to receive him, or entertain him in

their houses. But he continued to preach in

Dundee as usual, and the citizens not only joyfully
listened to his discourses, but also supplied him
with all that was needful to his comfort.

The leaders of the reforming party now felt

, , more strongly than ever the nei-d
Proposals made J

by die Congrega- of united and strenuous effort ;

tion to the they saw that unless bv their union
llpiTPTlt i i

they could effect some change of

measures, they must either abandon their principles,

or fall victims to the persecuting fury of their ene-

mies. They therefore prepared a series of articles

to be presented to the Queen-regent, with tin-

view of being laid before the parliament that was

to meet during the ensuing October. In these

articles they humbly craved that all Acts of Par-

liament authorising churchmen to proceed against

heretics should be abrogated or suspended, till u

lawful general council met
;
that charges of

should be tried before the temporal judge, prolate*

and priests being allowed to appear as accusers ;

that parties charged with this offence should have

full liberty to defend themselves, and to state any-

thing that might fairly be viewed as disqua

witnesses from giving evidence against them ;
that

they should have ample opportunity of unfolding

their own views and principles, and that their de-

claration of what they believed should have more

weight attached to it than the depositions of any

wasnot fooad obstinate in kk
And, finally, it as Mfca4 that a
detuned as brrrtim. ! it

v ord of God UMU UM? to* rW * t

faith declared by ihc Ho); Gfc* to W
'

Thea. prooMdiap of UM
prat offence to the prU>. wfco
declared that they wwid aoC <U-

viato from the dCT of th < ot ''

1 : At leffth .t .a. r.^ . _
adjust diffcrencea by a pabttt sUsfvlttiaa. to wish*
the lord- of the- CoMfnfatioa m -fflhi to

cede, on two conditions -u.. thai tU M r4 vf i .4
blumld be the only standard of apfs^L. aarf ta^
their cxilt-1 -Sold U illiail to
and take part with tbcta in tW otwjrrw
these condition* were rrjcdeJ t

There were aooM at them, how*^

as a ban* of agroemMit, that if the

would suffer the BUM to U h*U
verencc if they would

and allow the luwfulocw of _
of offering up pra}rn for the Ami Ihijf
have liberty to tne the ruljrv toafvc ta

prayers a .il in the adiain>rtTat>fl of tto

ment> -c propowtioo* wer* cttnii <U-

dTenm of rHor*. a*d t*

t of rccouciliatioa abe Ml to iW !

n parliamrot met. th* Qana tt%mt, WBf
deMrouc of prucunng tltf MMMft t^efe Wta*
of both partic* to UMWust Cm
of the crown matrimooial upoo UM *7"

Dauphin of France, prevaiWd poa
'

the lords of the CiMfn(atMM M( to

: heir articles b, ought forvwd.

>em in prirau UM ii
assured them Uat tb* *m

of what they had said abo.1 UM refcnai

religion, aud promWd that VMS
. v, w a* duly arranged, ah* wash! ftmtt i

what they desired. TnUf to UMS fI >< ni . *?
nemselrea with raa^iMt

in whii'li.

ment, and

to postpone their

selves at liberty to

nutters of religion

without

to political pain*, or

tan
..' '':'

themsdre. with roaafef |i I UM'

after referring to raisCtef at*** to*
n-y had thought of "*<*

---- tWy Ml tW

* Buchanan, vol. ii. p. 397, 393. Caldenvo-*!, vol. i.

p. 3U. k',-iih, vol. i. pp. 158, 159.
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Mdfmitt Of the preachers were summoned to appear

before the Archbishop of St. Andrew's, on the 2nd

February, 1359. This prelate and the Regent had

long been on very unfriendly terms, but the rapid

yiugmus which reforming principles were making

jatV^ them to bury their mutual jealousies in

oblivion, and to combine their efforts for the sup-

pression of what they both hated ;
and it was in

consequence of assurances of support received

from the Regent that the archbishop issued his

f^mrtn* Representations were immediately made

to the queen by a deputation of Reformers, that,

after what had happened in the case of Walter

Mill, they felt it to be incumbent upon them to

accompany their preachers to the place of trial,

and to defend them from all such barbarous treat-

ment Dread of the consequences of a numerous

sMmblage at St. Andrew's, and the conviction

that the object of the trial could not be attained

in such circumstances, made the Regent falter

in her purpose, and she wrote to the archbishop
that it would be necessary to delay proceedings
for the present At the same time, she sum-

moned a convention of the nobles to meet at

Edinburgh on the 7th of March, for the purpose of

considering the religious differences of the nation ;

and a provincial council of the clergy was appointed
to take place during the same month.*
When this council met, certain articles were

Pneetdingi of presented to them by Protestant

titt Provincial commissioners, in which it was
craved that the vulgar tongue

should be used in religious worship; that means
should be taken to prevent unfit persons from hold-

ing ecclesiastical offices
; and that bishops should

tor upon office with the assent of the local barons,
ad parish priest* with the assent of the parish-

loner*,f Another document, consisting of thirteen

articles, was laid before the council by parties
adhering to the Romish Church, which also craved

certain grievances might be redressed; that

English tongue should be used in the common
prajers and litanies

; and that a manual should be
prepared in the same language, for the instruction

who partook of the sacraments. Some of
*
S?***

11*8* oomP1*ined of ty the adherents of
l ware partially redressed, but the council

ather concede to friend nor foe that any
Mic service should be conducted in

condemned all the peculiar tenets
d by the lie-formers. They threatened

n agaiiut all who observed the
hiTwiee than as the Church prescribed.

to Md sponsors, who had taken their children
nt preachers for baptism, were required
thai anew to the Romish priests, that

might bo
properly performed; and strict** to be made after all who ab-

elTes from mass, that they might be
*l with

according to the laws of the Church.t

**9
Kmh,vol.i.p.i85.

These decisive measures received the entire con-

currence of the Regent, to whom the clergy, it is

said, had promised a large subsidy that she might
be enabled to proceed with vigour against the

Reformers ;
and the consequence was, that the

Protestant commissioners, and other friends of the

Reformation, who had assembled in large numbers

at Edinburgh, felt constrained to retire to the

country. After their departure a Proclamation

proclamation was issued by the issued by the

Queen-regent forbidding any to Queen-regent,

preach or to administer the sacraments without

authority from the bishops, and commanding all

men to observe the ensuing feast of Easter accord-

ing to the rules of the Romish Church. This \vas

a proclamation which it was impossible for the Re-

formers to obey. They must either trample upon
all their most sacred convictions of duty, or disobey
the queen. They were at no loss how to decide.

They continued to preach, and to observe the ordi-

nances of the Gospel according to their own views

of Scripture ; and for this offence Paul Methven,
John Christison, William Harlow, and John Willock,
were cited to appear before the Justiciary Court at

Stirling, on the 10th May, 1559. Sureties were

required for their appearance, and George Lovell,

burgess of Dundee, became surety for Methven,
John Erskine ofDun for Christison, Patrick Murray
of Gibbermuir for Harlow, and Robert Campbell of

Kinzeancleuch for Willock.*

Immediately after this citation was issued, the

Earl of Glencairn, and Sir Hugh Campbell, sheriff

of Ayr, were sent to the Regent to remonstrate with

her against the course she was pursuing. But she

plainly declared to them that, in spite of their

hearts these preachers should be banished from

Scotland, though they preached as soundly as ever

St. Paul did. They then reminded her of the

repeated promises which she had given that the

preachers should not be molested
;
but she scrupled

not to tell them that the promises of princes should

be no further strained than it seemed to them con-

venient to perform them. This unblushing avowal
and defence of bad faith,f while it surprised Glen-

cairn and Campbell, drew from them the remark
"
that the duties of princes and subjects were reci-

procal, and that if princes would not keep their

promises, they could not expect subjects to acknow-

ledge their authority." The queen was somewhat
calmed by these unexpected words, and she pro-
mised to suspend the trial of the preachers, and to

consider how existing differences might be adjusted.
But the public adoption of reformed principles at

Perth, and the intelligence which arrived from

France, of measures to be adopted by France and

Spain in conjunction, for the suppression of heresy,
determined the Regent to persevere in her course,
and to bring the preachers to trial at the appointed
day.
When the time for the appearance of the minis-

*
Justiciary Records, May 10, 1559.

t Spottiswood, p. 121. M'Crie's Life of Knox, vol. i.
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tcrs at Stirling drew nigh, their friends, rcmcm-

Fresh breach of
bering the recent martyrdom of

faith on the Walter Mill, gathered together
Pi
Reen

the from all parts of the country, both

to protect them from injuHtice,
and to make profession of the same faith for which

they were to be tried. Large numbers from I )undcc

and Montrose, from Angus and Mearns, assembled at

Perth ;
but fearing lest a wrong construction should

be put upon their proceedings, they sent Krskine

of Dun before them to Stirling, to assure the

Queen-regent that their only object was to aid the

ministers in their defence, and to make confession

of faith along with them. The P.fgent, in order to

effect their dispersion, prevailed upon Erskine to

remain in Stirling, and to write to his friends at

Perth, advising them to return to their several

homes, and assuring them that all proceedings

against the ministers should be stopped. In con-

sequence of these representations many of them did

depart. The ministers, too, remained at Perth,

instead of proceeding to Stirling on the appointed

day. But the promises which had been given by
the Regent were shamefully broken ;

for when they

did not appear agreeably to citation, they were de-

nounced as rebels, and all men were forbidden,

under pain of rebellion, to aid them in any mauner.

The parties, too, who had given security for their

appearance, were fined.*

But a few days before sentence was pronounced

upon the preachers, John Knox
LOX>

had returned to his native country,

feeling it to be his duty to take part in the arduous

struggle to which the friends of Christ were there

summoned. His presence filled the adherents of

the Koniish Church with consternation, and re-

assured the drooping spirits of the Reformers.

From Edinburgh he at once proceeded to Dundee,

and thence to Perth, that he might assist his

brethren, and make confession of his faith along

with them. His views are expressed in a letter to

Mrs. Ann Locke :

" I am uncertain as yet what

God shall further work in this country, except

that I see the battle shall be great, for Satan rageth

even to the uttermost; and I am come, I praise

my God, in the brunt of the battle. For m\ fel-

low-preachers have a day appointed to answer

before the Queen-reger.t, the 10th of this instant,

where I intend, if God impede not, also to be

present, by life, by death, or else by both, to

glorify his godly name, who thus mercifully hath

heard my long cries. Assist me, sister, with your

prayers, that now I shrink not when the battle

approacheth." f
Whilst Knox was in Perth, an event occum

which has been made the ground

S^lmagef, * keen i"**""!** *
and ecclesiastical former and his friends, and w U

buildings at
exposed them to no small danger

Perth '

at the time. He had preached a

discourse, in which he condemned the adoratiou of

Spottiswood, p. 121. Caldenvood, vol. i. p.
!

t Calderwood, vol. i. p. **0-

A.s>

image* a* tending to Coda
. d the mas* a* an irtoUtie** nt Alto ib*>

dismiation of the aoogrrjratioa. a priest, a* J u
hi* contempt of UM doctrine wbk* bad **

preached, nncorered a rieh alter p*ew.*4|- f.fW
'.ate- n. irv

having atid that ntch

priest struck him. whieb pnm*ed UM W*y
throw a stone at the prio
the altar, and broke one of UM
roar was immediately excited. Altar,
all the ornament, of UM chare* the. .

appearance of idolatry were brake*) *W. TW
lo

though the magistrates and

thing in their power to quell the tauUt. iWj
unable to restrain the funr of the people. FMS
the church they passed to the BMMJUTM*. wbs*b
were speedily laid in ruins; and UM i

also, \\hich was a royal
thrown down, but the

were carried away, till scarcely a **% cf UM
building wit-

This was a very dimtrons occurmxv tat UM
Reformers. It was not their doing. It w*e UM
work of uhut Knox designate* a

tude." But it was eagerly laid bold of by
, aa a mean* of ewrerinf the**

cause with odium ; and sb*

to let them feel the full weight of

ire. She mmain*Md

to Stirling the nohility and gentry.
u

to whom she reprc*onted the Kefanawrs *

whose object was, not to efiert a nUfMSJ* M
tion a ided, but to subvert the sjtfi

of the government altogether. An araiy * i*

mediately <
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miiuition of laying the city in rain*, and tobn
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the late rioU Th* watebword **'

upon the heretic* ; we shall rid UM l**J*i

them."
'

The Reformer* at Ptrtb being

alarm at the report of the blow i

them, both wrote MttOT* to lb*

that they entertained an? idea of

subvert the government, and ab **4
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ho accompanied Olencaira, had an interview

with them, in which they blamed them severely for

deserting their brethren in the day of their ex-

TiMtr Mwsluded treme distress. Argyle and Stewart

t IVrth. avowed unshaken attachment to

their principles, and when doubts were expressed

that the Regent would not observe such terms as

might be agreed upon, they promised that if any
at the terms were broken, they would concur with

their brethren,* in all time to come, with their

whole power. An accommodation was then con-

clnded, and the following were the articles upon
which it was based : that both armies should be

dittolvrd, and the town opened to the queen ;
that

none of the inhabitants should be called in ques-
.it they had done in religion ; and that

no Frenchman should enter the town, nor any
French garrison be placed in it.

After the conclusion of this treaty, public thanks

wore rendered by Knox in the midst of the assem-

bled Congregation for the dispersion of the dark

cloud which had threatened to burst upon them. And

Kr bond rob-
* e ^or^3 f *ne Congregation, be-

rribtd bv the fore retiring to their several homes,
subscribed a new bond or covenant,

'

by which they bound themselves
to be faithful in maintaining the true religion, and
to be ready on all occasions to defend the profes-
sion of it. This instrument, which had no small
effect upon the ecclesiastical affairs of Scotland, ran
in the following terms :

Perth, the last day of May, 1559, the Con-

grefttioru of the West Country, with the Con-

gregations of Fife, Perth, Dundee, Angus, Mearns,
and Montrose, being convened in the town of

Perth, in the name of Jesus Christ, for furthset-
f hi glory; understanding that there is

tiling more necessary for the same, than to

*p a constant amity, unity, and fellowship
together, according as they are commanded by
od, tre confederate and become bounden and
Miged, in the presence of God, to concur and

assist together in doing all things required of God
the scripture, that may be to his glory, and

heir whole powers to
destroy, and put away

ling* that do dishonour to his name, so that

majr be truly and purely worshipped. And in
it any trouble be blended against the said
ions of any part or member thereof, the

rregations shall concur, assist, and con-
fthar, to the defence of the said Congre-
perms troubled ; and shall not spare

wr, good*, substance, bodies, or lives, in main-
tile

liberty of the whole Congregation,
rerjr member thereof, against whatsoever

i hall intend the said trouble for cause
y oth.-r cause depending thereupon,

their charge under pretence thereof,

***** and
testimony of which, the whole

i foreiid have ..rUained and appointed
s

p. 122. CaUcrwood, vol. i. p.'

the noblemen and persons underwritten to subscribe

these presents. Sic subscribitur.

"ARGYLE.
"JAMES STEWART.
" GLEXCAIRN.
" R. LORD BOYD.
" OCHILTREE.
" MATTHEW CAMPBELL OF

TARINGIIAMI:."*

The fears expressed by Knox and "Willock as to

the queen's adherence to the articles of the treaty
were but too well founded. Before three days

elapsed, they were all broken ; Queeu's breach

some of the citizens of Perth were of *he treaty.

expelled from the town, and others fined. The

existing magistrates were thrust out of office, and

others put in their room ; a garrison was placed in

the town, and all worship but the Romish was in-

terdicted. When remonstrances were made against
this violation of the treaty, she only answered that

princes ought not to have their promises so strictly

urged. Such faithless conduct destroyed the conii-

dence of all men in the Regent, and the Reformers

were compelled to adopt a bolder course in order to

save themselves from ruin. The Earl of Ari;vle

and Lord James Stewart, feeling their honour tar-

nished by the breach of a treaty which they ).;.<!

solemnly ratified with the queen's consent, openly

joined the Congregation, and determined to uphou;
the tme religion at all hazards. Thus the quL<. :.'.-

breach of faith recoiled upon her own head. '! ". .:

sacredness of promises is one of the most indis-

pensable bonds of society; and the more elevate:!

an individual is in rank, the evils resulting fi oiu

his bad faith are only the more sweeping ar.d

calamitous.

After the accession of Argyle and Stewart to

the party of the Congregation, important event*

took place in Fifeshire, and the principles of the

Reformation rapidly rose to ascendancy. A dis-

course preached by Knox at Crail on the duty of

boldly maintaining the Truth led the inhabitants

to destroy altars and images, and all the monu-
ments of idolatry in the town ;

and ^ -

d gpread of
similar appeals were followed by principles or

like results at Anstruther, on the the Keforma-

following day. Thence the Re-
former proceeded, on the invitation of Lord James

Stewart, to St. Andrew's, with the view of de-

nouncing the errors of Popery, and persuading the

inhabitants to adopt the principles of the Refor-

mation, and to give full effect to them. But the

archbishop, heai'lng of the attempt that was to be

made, came to town on Saturday evening with a

company of armed retainers, and threatened, that

if Knox appeared in the pulpit he would salute

him with a dozen culverins.f The friends of Knox,

being alarmed for his safety, tried to dissuade him
from preaching on the occasion, but he was pre-

pared to run all hazards, and earnestly besought

*
(':il(]or\v<v.<l, vol. i. ]>p. 4-58, -Io9.

f T\ tier, vol. vi. p. 12 (".
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them to throw no ohstacles in his way.
" In this town

and church," said he,
"
began God first to call me to

the dignity of a preacher. When my body was absent

from Scotland, reft away by the tyranny of France,

my assured hope was in open audience to prrach in

St. Andrew's before I departed this life. Therefore,

my lords, seeing God, above the expectation of

many, hath brought the body to the same place

where first I was called to the office of a preacher,

I beseech your honours not to stop me from pre-

senting myself to the brethren. As for the fear of

danger that may come to me, let no man be soli-

citous, for my life is in the custody of Him whose

glory I seek. Therefore I cannot so fear their

boast and tyranny, that I will cease from doing my
duty when God of his mercy offereth the occasion.

I desire the hand or weapon of no man to defend

I only crave audience, which if it be denied

here to me at this time, I must seek further where

I may have it."* And, accordingly, he did preach

on the following day, with the entire concurrence

of his friends, to a numerous audience, discoursing

on the subject of our Lord's casting the buyers

and sellers out of the temple, and showing that it

was the duty of Christians to purify the Church

from the shameful corruptions introduced by

Popery.
The effect of hia bold and eloquent appeals was

Effect of Knox's so great, that the provost, magis-

preaching. trates, and people of the town im-

mediately proceeded to destroy all monuments of

idolatry, with the view of setting up the worship

<;i God according to a purer form. The monas-

teries of the Dominican and Franciscan orders were

levelled with the ground, and a great number of

images and pictures were burnt in the very

presence of the priests.

Informed of these proceedings,
and aware that AT-

gvle and Stewart had but few followers with them

at the time, the Queen-regent determined to co

upon them suddenly, and by overwhelming t

at once, to crush the cause of the Reformation. I

their danger becoming known, such numbers I

to them from all quarters, that, says Calderwood, it

seemed as if men rained down to them from tl

clouds ;
and by the time the royal forces reached

Cupar, they presented
so bold a front, and

skilfully drawn up on Cupar-moor, that the Rcge

declined the unequal contest, and proposals

made for an accommodation. Ihe queen of

free remission of all past offences, on oooditi

the Reformers should abstain from aU further ro-

them betray the Truth, or suffer
idolatry^ tlu

sent by her during th* true* to St. Aadmft to

arrange the bads of a solid psoee. Tto> kite? part
<>f this stipulation, howew. ww ahigefltoi dhr*.

< fore, the lords of tb < .*rrcr
tt it *a* sary, in order to fistset

lve from the Rrfmt's d*ptiritf . to t*m*tm

in an sane time, the Karl of Arfjit
d Jamos Stewart tent to hrr a

garrlnt.

had placed in Perth, contra

i-fim-nt which hc autho-

rised them to make -

qtid tto

. to the- inhabi'anU their **

The Bishop of Moray, bariaf jeiasd a tW
measures which had been take* to

ciii/.-. and being also disfiked tor kis

in Walter Mill's martyrdom,* they a*t ps
one, his place of isslissirs. -l ! rv % r

the leaden, were desirous of saif the aotoy *!

the p..
> multitude, cnraftd at Ike drmik-

of one of their number, killed by a
* tW

bishop, set fire to thoe nafoificettt Oi **, es>d

aurned them to the ground. WWlst

were ascending, to the sorrow aad iad%MDOB of

many, an aged matron, whose dwettisif * *

the abbey, thus expressed her satisfbrOea at t

spectacle: "Now I see God's judgmrts ore
j

and no man is able tc sa*r when

10 my remeaibraaeav tW*H"* '

been nothing else but a den of protif*
1

those filthy beasts, the friar*,
ba^orted

&

ness every sort of sin, and especially

,d man the bishop.

much as I, they would praise God. aad i

would be Ofl Her woeds, a* 1

mony of one who had long resided tear tk* afctoy.
i T it. .t f tW ^

annAU>(l m*HV WOO WIN I
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. __ _

appeased many who wew
stnu-ti..n of -iu-h noWe b

to look upon a mult, so coetrary to vto4 I

tended, as God's justjudfet !

before the abbey of 8eot

porposc to place a

New truce. .

whicll it was s

the French troops in the queen's
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retire from Fife, and that commiss.o,

* Calderwood, vol. i. P- *<>3 -
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All images and other monuments of

JdoUtry were destroyed both within the town and

b places adjacent The Romish worship was en-

tirely suppressed, and preachers were appointed to

proclaim the pure doctrines of the Gospel.

The rapid progress thus made by the lords of

of the
tne Congregation can only be ac-

npidprogras counted for on the supposition,

of theCongre- that the vast body of the people
***^ were everywhere alienated from

thf Church of Rome, and longed for the establish-

ment of a purer worship. Doubtless some who

adhered to the Congregation were swayed by poli-

tical motives only, and their object in opposing the

Queen-regent was to prevent their country, which

already swarmed with French soldiers, from fall-

ing under the influence of a foreign power. But

the vast majority were influenced mainly by reli-

gions considerations. They were convinced of the

nnscriptural character of the Romish tenets ; they
were disgusted with the immoralities so prevalent

among all orders of the priesthood ; and they were

indignant at the savage persecutions by which so

many of the best men in the country had been de-

stroyed. And surely it is a distinguished glory of

the Congregation, that notwithstanding all the

cruelty with which their party had been visited in

the shape of imprisonments, and drownings, and

oornings at the stake, they did not retaliate

when they had the power. Not one Romanist
was brought to trial and executed for his reli-

gions principles.* The Reformers burned monas-

Molrrmtion of teries, destroyed altars, and threw
eformrr* down images, but they spared

^* human life. Fierce denunciations

have been uttered against them,
fa their rudeness and barbarism in destroying
so many rare and precious works of art. Rather
should they be praised for the moderation which
ltd them, after the extreme provocation which they
bad received, to direct their zeal, not against the

of their opponents, but only against the
hrines of superstition. Some seem to think that
1 argued greater barbarity in the Protestants to
born images and abbeys, than in the Romanists to

wuagn human beings to the flames. Not a few
load in condemnation of the one procedure, who

wrocly allow a word to escape them in reference to
other. This is a mode of computation which

altogether at a loss to comprehend. The
were concerned about objects of infi-

ly greater importance than the progress of art
;

/eal for the advancement of these
> rc-U, they sometimes did

destroy fabrics
it were to be wished they had spared, it is
1 to censure them severely for this, as it

I be to blame the man who saved you from
fceMW he inflicted some scratches upon
"gging yon ashore, or the man who

I the flames that enveloped your dwell-OMe ho broke home beautiful
waeed a favourite

painting.

IMwteni, rot L p. 17C. Ledey Ap. Jebb rot. i. p.

mirror, or

The disinterested zeal, the heroic self-devotion,

the untiring self-denial of the Exalted views

leading Reformers, are above all ofKnox.

praise. Who can read these words of Knox, con-

tained in a letter written during the progress from

St. Andrew's to Perth, and Stirling, and Linlith-

gow, and Edinburgh, without feeling that he was

a man wholly engrossed with great and glorious

objects, and who was ready at any moment to die

for their advancement :
" O that my heart could

be thankful for the super-excellent benefit of my
God! The long thirst of my wretched heart is

satisfied in abundance that is above my expecta-
tion

;
for now, forty days and more hath my God

used my tongue in my native country to the mani-

festation of his glory. Whatsoever now shall fol-

low as touching my own carcase, His holy name be

praised ; the thirst of the poor people as well as of

the nobility here is wondrous great, which puttcth
me in comfort that Christ Jesus shall triumph for

a space here, in the north and extreme parts of the

earth. We fear that the tyranny of France shall,

under cloak of religion, seek a plain conquest of us.

But potent is God to confound their counsels, and
to break their force. God move the hearts of such

as profess Christ Jesus with us to have respect for

our infancy, and open their eyes to see that our

ruin shall be their destruction." *

With the view of arresting the progress of the

Congregation, and detaching as Proclamation and

many as possible from their stand- counter

ard, the Queen-regent issued a P**"*"*-

proclamation, in which she maintained that it was
not religion, nor anything having reference to reli-

gion, that was the object of their confederacy, but

the subversion of all constituted authority. To this

proclamation the lords of the Congregation replied,
both by a letter to the Regent and by a public

proclamation of their own, in which they repelled
the charges brought against them, and affirmed

solemnly that their only object was to abolish

idolatry, and all practices inconsistent with the

Word of God, and to protect the preachers of the

Gospel from the violence of wicked men. The
lairds of Pittarrow and Cunningham-head were
also sent to the Regent in the name of the Congre-

gation a safe-conduct having been provided for

them and they were instructed to assure her that

it was liberty of conscience they wanted, the re-

moval of unfit persons from ecclesiastical offices,

the right administration of the
Conference at

sacraments, and permission to their Preston with a

preachers to discharge their func- view to

tions without molestation, till a
accommodatio '

general council or a parliament within the realm

should decide the controverted points. The Regent

replying that she still suspected they had some

higher object in view than the one alleged, a con-

ference was appointed to take place at Preston be-

tween parties duly commissioned on both sides ;
but

this step was productive of no benefit, for the Re-

gent, whilst apparently conceding the free exercise

*
Calderwood, vol. i. p. 470.
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of religion, proposed the stipulation, that whenever
she came to any place, the Protestant minister*

should be silent, and the Romish worship only be
observed. To this the commissioners of the Con-

gregation could not at all agree, for they said it

would leave them no church: the Regent could

change her place of residence when she pleased,
and there would be no certain exercise of religion

anywhere, which would be equivalent to the sub-

version of it. Unwilling to break off the conference

without coming to some arrangement, the commis-

sioners requested some time to consider the Regent's

proposals, and after deliberation they sent Lord

Ruthven and the Laird of Pittarrow with this an-

swer that as they would not interfere with the

religious rites which the Regent might be pleased
to observe, so neither could they consent that

Christ's ministers should be silenced on any occa-

sion, or that the service of God should give place

t o superstition or idolatry.

The delay occasioned by these negotiations began
to thin the numbers of the Congregation, for many
of them were under the necessity of retiring to

their homes in the country, to attend to their pri-

vate affairs, and not a few believed that the Regent
was sincerely disposed to an amicable adjustment.

But whilst amusing the Reformers with conferences

and proposals, she was only waiting patiently till

the necessities of their position should have sum-

moned the bulk of them away ;
and no sooner was

she informed of the great diminution which had

taken place in their numbers, than she marched

with celerity from Dunbar on a Sunday, and came

within two miles of Edinburgh on Monday morn-

ing before sunrise. The Protestants were taken by

surprise, and, finding themselves unable to retain

possession of the capital, they agreed to a truce,

which was to remain in force till

Truce concluded. ^ ^ of January| in which it

was stipulated that they shouldwithdraw,
and allow

the Regent to take possession of the town. It was

also agreed, on the one hand, that the Protestants

should abstain from assailing religious houses, or

defacing their ornaments ; and, on the other, that

the free exercise of their religion should be con-

ceded to them,* and the use of such churches as

they were in possession of, till the meeting of

parliament.

Agreeably to this last article of the truce, John

Willock remained in Edinburgh, after the lords of

the Congregation retired, to preach the Gospel to

the inhabitants, and to administer all religious

ordinances. John Knox had indeed been chosen

by the Protestants of the capital as their minister,

and he had actually begun his labours among them ;

Extensive but it was found that in the I

preaching of the sent juncture of affairs it wou

Gospel. dangerous for him, on account <

the extreme hatred borne to him by the

manists.to remain unprotected
in them..!

army.t The great Reformer, however, WB-

* Buchanan, vol. i. p. 413.

f Knox, vol. i. p. 388.

means idle. Although eaJarfaf neW a

malady, he went fan oe.e place to another.

ing the Gospel with his ut*l Ternn
labour* were attended with
The uiiM.-tt led state of th* country. aad UM fcar4
impending commotions. Sf*m to *

nd to more than mriiaaiji
"

I have been," says Knot. m iettar writtoa at

St. Andrew'*, on the 2nd Slumber, to Mr AM
Locke,

"
in continual trmvt! Man the 4ey of afv

pointment; and, notwithstanding the torn
vuxcd me the space of a month. j ** I

travelled through the mart part of tkb nate.
where (all prmiw be to hu bUi >f d Majesty) mm4
all sorts and condition* embrace the trwth. BMeiiaa
we have many, by reason of the FreadttMB) wfc at

lately arrived, of whoa oar parti** hop* g**ts*
hills, and such rapport as me be aot abte to restst,

\Ve do nothing but go about Jsriaho.llswiaf with

trumpets, as God givcth strength, aopfoff t>

tory by hu power alone, Christ JOMM b pisathe<

even in Edinburgh, and hu

rightly ministered in ail congregatiaa*

the ministry is established; and they bt

Edinburgh, St. Andrew's, Dundee, St. Jiiiitin.

Brechin, Montrose, Stirling, Ayr. And aw Canst

Jesus is begun to be pieaainid upon ih Mill

borders next unto you, in Jedburgh and KriM, M
thut the trumpet scundeth orr all, bi**wd or
God. We lack labourer*, al*: and jm asd Mr
Wood have deceived me. who, accordiaf to my

request and expectation, ha* not adreitieed mj
brotlier, Mr. Goodman."

* l>nf k
g***^"*

journeys at thu time, much rigiUac* wa najaMto

on the part of Knox to protect Maai

machinations of hu aaaarvpvJow amaeiia*. \

occasion, Lord Sctoo, Proroat of Cdiab|h, ee

out in hot purrait of AleMaV WkJtotow. w!

was proceeding from Preetoa to iSdhiK^t

pany with William Knox, and
ahckeae^aat

chase till he came to the tow of Ormi^o*.

he found that the prey be wae foUowiag to eag

was not, as he had imagined. Joto K
After the departure of the PrdaetM

Edinburgh, Willock immed

in St. Gile' Church, iHnaiahbf

pent and fomke thir aioa, and ekorttatA
thren to be .teadlart and fcitkfcl

present difficulties ; and hia BMW

to atti-act a numerooa aemhlafe

was by no means pleasing to tt

Quwn-regent. 8ht than

a,,d council, to reo.et tha
thsj

..... \A ^~^, .MM other Ptose of *!. WM
would choose eome other place

thcir^""^j^i^^^^^ff!u
, : ftt i:. .:-"

'
'

:

'

,trat replied
U-ttW.W41

,,f the trmeei
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to relinquish it, nor allow services to be

parformed within its walls which they believed to

CidoUtrous. Another course of procedure was then

adopted by the Regent's followers, with the view of

NOBtniniiig the Protestants to betake themselves

to *.mc more private place for their religious meet-

ing*. French captains and soldiers made a practice

of walking in the church during the time of public

wonhip, speaking and laughing so loud, that it

WM iometimes difficult to hear what the preacher

aid ; but this rude and insolent conduct was pa-

tiently endured, because
it was believed that occasion

fur quarrel was sotight, that there might be some

plaarible ground for breaking the truce. The

cr was oft-times constrained to cry out against

them for their noise, and to pray God to rid his

people of " ruch locusts ;" but the annoyance con-

tinued unabated.*

At the abbey of Holyrood-house, the service of

common prayers, which had now continued for a

considerable time, was forcibly suppressed, the

foods set apart for that purpose being diverted to

another object ; and in the church at Leith, the

pulpit which had been erected for the Protestant

preachers was destroyed, and worship according to

the Romish form was restored, in manifest violation

of the troce.t After a time, too, at the instigation

!ove, Bishop of Amiens, and three doctors of

the Sorbonne, who were sent from France by the

prince* of the house of Guise to reside at the court

of the Regent, and to aid her with their counsels,
the church of St. Giles was seized,J and after being
purified by a new and solemn consecration from
the pollution which it was conceived to have con-
tracted from Protestant worship, it was appro-
priated entirely to the service of the Romish
Church. But it admits of doubt whether this act,

illhough most offensive to the feelings of the com-
T, was sufficiently early to allow it to be re-

garded M a breach of the truce. The Protestants
nhimed their part of the stipulations, according to

Oalderwood, with scrupulous fidelity with this

gle exception, that on one occasion a horned cap
token off a priest's head, and cut in four

quarter*, because he said he would wear it in

Mpito of the Congregation.

.J55*
1* *"* DOW "HMly hastening on to a crisis.
atjons and counter-proclamations were is-

at length the lords of the Congregation,
oined by almost all the leading nobilitv,
great council at Edinburgh, || exceeding in

fc, ol. i. p 221 Knoi, vol. i. p. 389.

HP H
:,-

..
-

Ifti*?1^*.!
p. l*v

'

tuwood assigns it to

;'
Uut suapended
.'-vol.,.p

number and equalling in dignity the usual meetings
of parliament, at which, on the 21st October, 1559,

after long deliberation, they una- Suspension of

nimously passed an act suspending the Regent,

the Queen-regent from her office. This bold mea-

sure has been regarded by some as furnishing con-

clusive evidence that the Congregation were all

along actuated by other motives than those which

they pretended. But there seems to be no good

ground for doubting that at first their motives

were exclusively of a religious kind, and that

throughout they continued to be predominantly of

the same character. During the progress of the

struggle, however, the love of civil liberty was

awakened in many a bosom, and the leading motive

of not a few, who ultimately joined the Congrega-
tion, was to save their country from becoming a

mere appendage of France. The incorrigible du-

plicity of the Regent, too, rendered it impossible
for the lords of the Congregation to avoid the grave

step of throwing off her authority, however reluct-

ant they might be to proceed to extremities
;
for they

felt that no accommodation which it was possible to

make, however solemn might be the sanctions with

which it was confirmed and ratified, would prevent
her from crushing them whenever she had them

in her power. That this conviction had no small

influence over them in the end is plain, from one

of their own proclamations
" We are not ignorant

that princes think it good policy to betray their

subjects by breaking promises, be they never so

selemnly made. We have not forgotten what
eounsel she and Monsieur d'Osell gave to the Duke

against those that slew the Cardinal, and kept the

oastle of St. Andrew's that what promise the

list to require should be made unto them but as

soon as the castle was rendered, and things brought
to such pass as was expedient, that he should

chop the heads from eveiy one of them. To which
the Duke answered that he would never consent to

so treasonable an act ; but if he promised fidelity,

he would faithfully keep it. Monsieur d'Osell said,

in mockery, to the queen, in French,
' That is a

good simple nature, but I know no other prince
that so would do.' If this was his judgment in so

small a matter, what have we to expect in this our

cause ? For the question is not of the slaughter of one

cardinal, but of the just abolishing of all tyranny
which that Roman Antichrist hath usurped above
us

; of the suppressing of idolatry, and of the re-

formation of the whole religion, by that vermin of

shavelings utterly corrupted. Now, if the slaughter
of a cardinal be a sin irremissible, as they them-
selves affirm and if faith ought not to be kept to

heretics, as their own law speaketh what promise
can she, that is ruled by the counsel and command-
ment of a cardinal, make to us that can be sure ?

" *

Beyond all question, it was the bad faith of the

Regent that was mainly instrumental in bringing
matters to the extremity which they now reached.
Yet she was less culpable than her brothers, the

Princes of Lorraine, in France, whoso scheme of

*
Calderwood, vol. i. p. 530.
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policy with regard to England required that the

principles of the Reformation should be utterly

suppressed in Scotland. Their influence over the

Regent was unbounded ; she was a mere tool in

their hands; and in order to prevent her from

wavering in the line of policy which they had

marked out for her, they placed at her court Romish

bishops and doctors, who were always ready to

stimulate her zeal and to suggest severity when slit-

might be disposed to adopt milder measures.* With

such a policy a policy which aimed at the <!

tion of the dearest interests of the nation, and which

was pursued with an utter disregard of all treaties

and promises there were but two alternatives pre-

sented to the Congregation either they must be

utterly suppressed, and their leaders and preachers

brought to the scaffold and the stake, or they must

endeavour to emancipate their country from the

degradation and misery of a foreign yoke. Blessed

be God, they were equal to the duties and respon-

sibilities of their difficult position. They threw off

the galling yoke of spiritual and civil bondage

they restored their native laud to freedom and

they laid the foundations of a system of government

whose beneficial effects we are experiencing at the

present moment. Had they failed, or proved re-

creant to the cause of liberty, Scotland might now
j

have been in the same condition as Italy, or Spain, j

or Portugal. Yet, amid all their struggles, they

preserved their loyalty untainted. And the best
j

proof that could be imagined of their uprightness

and integrity in this respect is furnished by the

fact that they never once thought as their enemies

alleged was* their purpose of setting aside the

authority of their young queen, and putting another

in her room. They maintained their allegiance to

her unbroken they never questioned her title to

the throne and they received her with open arms

and hearty acclamations of welcome when shortly

afterwards she returned from France to reside

amongst them.

The suspension of the Regent did not put a

. to. Period to the war, which con-
j

^andtV tinned to be prosecuted
with va-

elusion of a ried success till her death, winch

P6^6 -

took place on the 10th of June,

1560. Shortly after this event, ambassadors from

France and England met in Edinburgh, who, u

conjunction with the lords of the Congregation,

concluded a peace, the leading conditions of whi

were, that the French troops should be i

diately withdrawn from the kingdom, and t

the English auxiliaries should also return at t

same time to their own country, and that 1

Estates of the realm should meet in parliament
u

August to settle the affairs of the kingdom.

Three days after the departure
of the Frenc

and English troops, a solemn meet
Public thanksgiv- J ^ ^ St Gilcs

-

s Church,

^SSSf bv
g
,hfwel.f the Kef.

granted by him.
fo

'

r^ purpOse of returning thank

Buchanan, vol. i. p. 430. Bobertson, vol. i. pp. W,

186. SjKjttiswood, p. 1*6.
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far the
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by a ta MB*

to God Almighty
their effort* had

peaee which had hern

This meeting was
of the nobility and
course of people, the
i<\ KH..X. Afu-r a <itcoum eaitahie to the asmv

he poured out the graUlade ot has eaai ia hie
i >v, a name and in the name of the asaesahied thtemaa

tc-rnal and everlasting G-

I.'-nl Jesus Chrut, ia how mwwahle a

this poor country, when idolatry waa
when virgins were deaoweied. i

men's wives violently aad villaiieaaly

the blood of iimomnte sbed wiUtoal aiiuy, aad
the unjust commandmenta of proad tytaate w*a
obeyed as law. Out of thaw miaeriia.O Lard. SMthi

neither our wit, policy, nor strength deliver *

yea, they did but show how vain was the a*ip af

man. In these our anguishes we sathad aato taw.

we cried for thy help, and we pirnlaimed thy aaaaa

as thy troubled flock, persecuted for thy Irath'a

Mercifully hast thou heard us, O Lard, for

neither in us nor in our confederate* was there any
cause why thou shouldst have givca to as sojsyfoj

and sudden a deliverance. O give u* heart) with

reverence and fear to meditate thy woadraaa wanto

late wrought in our eyes. We bawech tha*. O
Fathi -.that, asof thy

thou hast partly removed oar dari

idolatry, and taken from above oar heads the sV-

vouriug sword of merciless atiaagvra, so it waaM

please thec to proct-vu
this thy gaw

begun. And albeit there ia nothing ia a* to awo
-how aa favour. O j*. for fanst a

sake, whoe name we bear, we beawek ther ae*er

to suffer us to forsake or deny due thy
*

which now we posstea. But aeaiag that ihesj hast

mercifully heard us, and hast eau^d U

triumph in us, so we crava of thle

unto the end, that thy godly aame may
in us thy creatures. And string that i

more odious in thy presence, O Lerd, I

titude and violation of an oath and eaxvea

in thv name ; and seeing that ttoa hasf mad

confederates of England tha **"
at liberty, to whom we have pnaaiBtd

O Lord, that either we declare ouree*

ful unto them, or profaaen of

Confound thou the counsels ef thm

to break that most godly Jeafae
e.

name, and retain us so ftmly tagatl

.^thataata.mw^ml

gtrain of our Lord Jesaa,

the Holy Spirit
be all

v

now and ever,

fiery,
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At this f'*, also, an allocation was made of

the ministers to various parts of

of the the kingdom, that the preaching of

the Gospel might be enjoyed as ex-

tansJTrlj as possible, and that the various churches

tight he properly organised.
John Knox was

HatitMmd in Edinburgh, Christopher Goodman in

Vadrew's, Adam Heriot in Aberdeen, John

Row in Perth, William Christison in Dundee,

David Ferguson in Dunfermline, Paul Methven in

Jcdburgh, and David Lindsay in Leith. And be-

side* the appointment of these individuals to the

leading burghs, there was another arrangement

adopted, which was intended to be of a temporary

r, and which was suggested apparently by

paucity of preachers. Certain persons were

, over extensive districts of country under the

designation of superintendents, whose duty it was

to itinerate from place to place, and to use means

lor procuring and settling ministers in the various

churches. John Spotswood was appointed super-

intendent of Lothian and Merse, John Winram of

John Krskine of Dun of Angus and Mearns,
John Willock of Glasgow, and John Carswell of

Argylc and the Isles. These arrangements were
all made by the commissioners of boroughs, with
some of the nobility and barons, though it was left

to the various congregations and districts to decide,
whether they would receive the individuals assigned
to them as their ministers and superintendents.*

Yet we must not suppose that it was only now,
Great trml of when peace was restored, that the

th+j^fays Protestant preachers laboured in
'

disseminating the principles of the

Gospel We have seen that John Willock with
stotoa*

intrepidity discharged all the functions of
his office in the very centre of the Regent's troops
in Edinburgh ; and that John Knox, at the same
Period, waa carrying the torch of truth in his

powerful hand OTCT the length and breadth of the

country. Nor were the rest of the preachers idle,
i all quarter*, as they could find

opportunity,
xpostd the errors and corruptions, and de-
ewwonials of the Papal system, and they

hitod the Holy Scriptures as the only test
rhat was true and salutary in religion and

Tht very dangers which surrounded
wsed their teal and courage; and the un-

y felt how long they might
>f

proclaiming the unsearch-
Chrut to their countrymen, spurredwn on to

extraordinary efforts. They were wil-
1 and to be spent for the sake of
T adf-dcnying labours were crowned

WlaB alaMattflaMlt *MA*A i
ess. Everywhere increasing

renounced the delusions of Poperv, and
1 ATiew* of the Reformers, and not a

, whose minds had been
gradually

g a change, openly joined their standard
hegan to preach doctrines which
ccustomed to regard as heretical

3U. Km*, vol. ii. pp. 87 Hi Spotft.
* * !' 0|niu-

and damnable. While the war between the troops
was prosecuted with continually varying success,

the war of opinion exhibited one uniform result.

And perhaps an earlier termination of the physical

struggle, though most ardently desired by the

Reformers, might not have been so advantageous
to their cause. Perplexities and troubles God can

overrule for the spiritual benefit of men, and times

of protracted difficulty are often the means of

awakening a serious and thoughtful spirit. Out of

evil the sovereign ruler makes it his sublime and

godlike employment to be always educing good.
It was but a feeble opposition the Romish clergy

were able to give to the Reformers
weakness of

on the field of eloquence and ar- the Romanists

gument ; they were in general ex- on t ^ie fie^ of

ceedingly illiterate; they had

scarcely any knowledge of the Scriptures, and
had never been accustomed to anything that de-

served the name of preaching. Rites and forms,

ceremonies and consecrations were the weapons
which they were most expert in handling; but

these had now lost all their power over a people
accustomed to the pregnant discourses and heart-

stirring appeals of the Reformers. An attempt
was made by the Romish clergy to create a

diversion in their favour, by bringing pretended
miracles into the field of conflict

;
but the detec-

tion of the artifice and falsehood which they

employed covered them with confusion, and gave a

new impulse to the cause, which it was their pur-

pose to obstruct. Proclamation was made by the

friars, that they intended to give irrefragable de-

monstration of the truth of the system to which

they adhered, by restoring to sight at the Chapel
of Our Lady of Loretto, near Mussolburgh, a young
man who had been born blind. And soolh to say,
at the appointed time, in presence of a vast mul-

titude gathered from all quarters, a youth was pro-

duced, whom many at once recognised as a blind

man whom they had seen sometimes begging by
the wayside ; and this individual, of whose blind-

ness none doubted, after earnest invocation of the

Virgin, and the performance of many ceremonies

by the friars, actually began to see the objects
around him, and went down among the people to

let them test the reality of the cure by inspection
of his eyes. What clearer proof could be imagined
of the soundness of the principles of Poperv ? All

the world must now be convinced that the Re-

formers were quite in the wrong ! When the very
blind were restored to sight, surely they must be

blind Avho saw not the conclusiveness of this argu-
ment ! And some such obstinate doubting people
there were. Robert Colville, of Cleish, a Protestant,

having persuaded the young man to go with him
to Edinburgh, and having reasoned with him
about the wickedness of his conduct, drew from

him the confession, that he was possessed of a

peculiar faculty of turning up the white of his

eyes, so as to make himself appear blind, and that

the friars, having become acquainted with th.

h:ul ;>:evailed upon him to lend himself as an ao-
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complice to them, and had sent him forth to bog
us a blind man, that he might become

generallyknown before the time when the miracle was to be
Detection of a wrought. On the following day,

P^^hf
1 Cleish caused him to make a publ'ic

declaration of these facts at the

Cross of Edinburgh, and to exhibit to the crowd
the manner in which the pretended miracle had
been performed, by flapping

*
up his eyelids and

turning up the white of the eyeballs; and in <>

protect him from the vengeance that would soon have

despoiled him, not of his eyes merely, but of his

life, he took him into his own service, and <

him along with him to his house in Fife. The blind

man of Musselburgh, the winking Madonna, the

liquefaction of the blood of St. Janunrius, the cures

wrought at the tomb of the Abbe Paris, the holy
coat of Treves are all fruits of the same tree of

wilful deception lying wonders, that but serve to

identify the Church of Rome with the mystery of

iniquity spoken of by St. Paul in the Second Epistle
to the Thessalonians.f

"When the parliament met in August, as had

been fixed in the articles of peace,Petition to par- .

liaraent for the subject of religion was brought
certain changes under their notice by means of a

in religion.
petition from a number of barons,

gentlemen, burgesses, and other subjects, in which,

after rehearsing the efforts which they had made

for the advancement of the pure Gospel of Christ,

they craved the states to interpose their authority

for the reformation of all existing abuses and errors

in the Church. First of all, they sought that the

peculiar dogmas of the Church of Rome, such as

transubstantiation, the adoration of Christ's body
under the form of bread, the merit of works, Pa-

pistical indulgences, purgatory, pilgrimages, pray-

ing to departed saints which were described as

pestilent errors, most dangerous to the souls of men,

and utterly unsupported by the word of God, should

be condemned and suppressed. In the next place,

they drew the attention of parliament to the guilt

of profaning Christ's holy sacraments, and the

necessity of restoring the discipline of the Church

to its ancient purity ; and they affirmed that the

Romish clergy, so far from being patterns of good

conduct, were notorious for their disregard of the

most common principles of morality. And lastly,

they craved that not only should the pope's usurped

authority be altogether disowned, but that also a

godly policy and discipline should be established

by public authority, and that the revenues of t he-

Church should be devoted to the supjwrt of the

Christian ministry, the founding of schools for tl

instruction of the people, and the relief of the poor.

This last topic was by no means agreeable to nun

hers of the nobility "present,
who had taken pos

session of ecclesiastical revenues in their sevcra

neighbourhoods, and were unwilling to relinquu

their prey ; but, in regard to the other point* they

* Means to fold. _. ... ,
;

f M'Crie's Life of Knoz, vol. i. p. 323. Keith, roL i

p. 494.

were quite prepared to saartioa ehaafv. aa4

doctrines to he kidup a summary of

parliament tot their

tant task was eonflded to John Wfavaax lh *r*.
tiswood, John Willock. John Doafiss, Jeha K*w.
and John Knox, wbo,ia the space ef today* ;

pored a document which they Ii loil l.th.
tenon of the Faith aad Doctrtoe hehi by the rW

' of Scotland.

Hie principles of this fmfcssiiis were itiiuiilj
sound and erangviiesl. It n- f L|t_

Chri>tianity lespectiag the di*iae aatar*, the

Trinity of persons in the Godhead, the <

of Christ's person, the creation of a*a, the fcl.
01-igiuol sin, redemption from the cane ef a\a aad]

fM.in its power.
"
It behoved the Redeeasar to ha

K! and very man, huaase he was to 1

lie the punishment doe for

by death to overcome him who was the aether ef

death. Hut because the only Godhead eaahi net

suffer death, nor the only maahead nstiaai the

same, ho joined both in one person, that the
'

cility of the one should be eahjtet to

the invincible power of the

life, liberty, and perpetual victory."

tion in the benefits of Christ's death was

to the influence of the Holy CihosL -For bf
nature we are so dead, eo b'.tnd. eo pervana, thai

neither can we feel when we are parked, see nV

light when it shineth, nor assaat aato the tB af
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Lord Jesus quicken that wbich ia <

darkness from our minds, aad at
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corrupt and imperfect that wo can never, even

aftrr we are regenerate, fulfil the works of the law,

therefore, we must apprehend Christ Jesus

his justice and satisfaction, who is the end of

tht law to all that believe, by whom we are set at

thu liberty, that the curse and malediction of God

(kll not upon us, albeit we fulfil not the same in all

potato. Those who boast themselves of the merit

of their works, or put trust in works of supereroga-

tion, boast themselves of that which is not, and

put their trust in damnable idolatry."* The

miiks, also, of the true Church, the supreme

authority of the Scriptures in matters of doctrine,

the nature and legitimate use of general councils,

the number, purpose, and right administration of

the sacraments, and the origin and authority of

government, are all handled at considerable

length.
" Those who allege Scripture to have no

other authority but what is received from the

kirk, are blasphemous against God and injurious
to the true kirk, which always heareth the voice of

fcer own spouse without taking upon her to be
metres* over the same. If men, under the name
of a council, pretend to forge new articles of faith,

*r to make constitutions repugning to the Word of

God, then utterly must we refuse the same as the

doctrine* of devils. The reason why councils as-

attnbled was not to make new articles of faith, nor
to give authority to the Word of God, much less to

make that his Word which was not his Word be-

fore, or that a true interpretation which before had
no sohd foundation. The purpose of councils was
partly to confute heresies and partly to make a
public confession of their faith to posterity, which
they did by the authority of God's written Word,
and not under any idea that they could not err, in
virtue of being a general council."

TU Coo&Mion of Faith prepared by Knox and
V
ciS^Ii

thU *"* *880ciate8 is not e1ual in

respect of precision and method
(onfrnions that have been

subsequently com-
t u in some points too full, in others

wfleient, and, upon the whole, it has too
Mch of a polemical character. Nevertheless, it

a valuable document, and embodies a great* of sound religious troth. It was first pre-
rmed to the lords of Articles, whose approba-

t received, and then it was formally laid
foe* the whole parliament The framers of it

n attendance to answer any questions that
N pot regarding it. It was read article by

eta, on two several occasions, that all might
e
opportunity of hearing it, and that no

i
precipitancy might be shown in a matter of
importance; and, at the same tinfe, ample
nty was conceded to all parties to state

id "Ljections. The only individuals
th tempo! al estate, who expressed

", were the Earl of Athol, and Lords
.Mck. who said, they would

bttr father* before them hod believed.

*. ii. pp. t_l20. Calderwood, vol. ii. p.

The Romish prelates maintained a profound silenct.

This led the Earl Marischal to
Ratification of

declare that he had long carried the Confession

some favour to the Protestant by Act
of^Par-

views, and been jealous of the

Roman religion, but this day fully convinced him
of the truth of the one and of the falsehood of

the other; for the bishops, whose learning made
them able, and whose zeal should make them

willing to defend their views, said nothing against
the Confession of Faith now presented to parliament.
A formal vote was taken, and the document was

approved as a correct exhibition of scriptural truth,

and authorised accordingly by Act of Parliament.*

On the following week viz., 24th August
there were some other acts passed, bearing upon the

subject of religion, and designed to carry out the

Reformation already begun. By one, all former

acts were rescinded that had been made for the

maintenance of idolatry, or that were inconsistent

with the new Confession of Faith ; another act had

respect to the Pope's authority within the realm

of Scotland, which it described as Abolition of the

having been most hurtful and pre- Pope's authority

judicial to the authority of the so-
m Scotland,

vereign, and to the common weal of the country ;

and which it therefore abolished in all time coming,

forbidding the subjects, under pain of proscription,

banishment, and disqualification for civil office, to

carry any question relating to any matter in Scot-

land before the Bishop of Rome. A third act was
directed against the mass, in which the Romish

clergy are described as usurped ministers, and in

which the mass itself is declared to be a profana-
tion of the Lord's Supper ;

and it was ordained

that no persons but those who were properly ad-

mitted, and who had power to that effect, should

administer the sacraments. And not only was the

mass declared to be unlawful, but Penalties affixed

penalties were also enacted both to the celebration

against those who performed the

service, and against those who countenanced it by
their presence. The first offence was to be visited

with confiscation of goods, the second with banish-

ment, and the third with dcath.f
These severities have been loudly condemned by

the enemies of the reformed reli- T1
. __j , j f ,, Unreasonableness

gion, and cited as proofs of the ex- of the chargo of
treme bigotry and intolerance of bigotry brought
the Reformers

; and doubtless they 2pl
inst

were carnal weapons that ought not
to have been employed against the adherents of the

old system : but from whom did the Reformers
learn the use of them ? The maxim had been acted

upon for centuries by the Church of Rome, that

pains and penalties, that fire and sword, were

legitimate means of propagating truth and sup-

pressing error; and it is no great marvel that the

Protestants were not able, during the first year of

*
Knox, vol. ii. p. 121. Keith, vol. i. p. 321. Spottis-

wood, p. 150.

v, vol. ii. p. 123. Calderwood, vol. ii. p. 38,
Keith, vol. i. p. 322.
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their ascendancy, to unlearn a lesson so long and
sedulously inculcated. Has the Church 01

unlearned it even to the present hour ? It ia ex-

tremely unfair in sympathisers with Romanism to

exclaim against the bigotry of the Reformers, as if

they had been the first to introduce persecuting
enactments as if no such measures ha .

heard of till their day when the fact is that for ge-
nerations the Church of Rome had everywhere made
pains and penalties her chief instrument in dealing
with those who differed from her ; and the unfairness

appears the more deserving of reprobation, when it

is remembered that never in one single instance

did the Reformers of Scotland carry out the perse-

cuting enactments made at this time to the extent

of taking away life. Can the same be said with

regard to the Romish Church in Scotland, or any-
where else ? Of all men in the world, the adherents

of Rome are the last who should make any com-

plaints about persecution. We justify not the

Reformers in regard to the penalties affixed to the

celebration of mass we condemn them but we
maintain that their opponents had no right to con-

demn them. He who chastises with scorpions

should be very meek, when whips only are applied
to himself. It is only the man who repudiates

persecution in all cases who has a right to condemn

it in any.
The ratification of the new Confession of Faith,

Altered position by Act of Parliament, was the moat

of the signal triumph which had yet been
Reformers.

gained by the Reformers. The

royal sanction, indeed, was as yet withheld from

the document ; but, though in ordinary times this

would have been fatal to it, yet the whole proceed-

ings of the period were of an abnormal character,

and the Confession stood in the same position as

numerous other acts which passed into laws, and

were afterwards acquiesced in by the sovereign.

The parliament of August, 1560, was one of the

most numerous and influential that ever had met,

and its decisions were the best index of the true

mind of the country. By a public authority, there-

fore, which really represented the nation, the

dogmas of the Church of Rome were set aside, and

a legal sanction was given to the principles of the

Reformers ; so that they were now to be regarded

as the only authorised teachers of religion, and the

sole dispensers of religious ordinances. They stood

now, with regard to the civil power, in the Mine

position which the adherents of the Romish i

had formerly occupied. It was not enough, how-

ever, that the doctrines which Knox and his asso-

ciates taught should be publicly approved and

sanctioned ; it was necessary also that a scheme

of discipline and church government should be in-

stituted, and that funds should be provided for the

maintenance of religious ordinances, and :

struction of the young. The petition presented

parliament in August* had made emphatic menl

of these important points, and it had been earnestly

requested by the Reformers that some public en-

M'Ciie's Life of Knox, vol. ii. p. 2. Knos, vol. ii. p. 91.

actmeots should be
too, in the

he Book of Haggii. darbsj the rilliej. f
parliament, bad drmwn paralkl
tkm of the Jews newly retaned frem Bab*bw ami
the poBttioQ of the PirtXMto ju

the Jewish temple and th*

he had insisted. with hu u
neetoeaa, .poo the ate af easafjb* eaet self eat
with hi* own private affair*, aad epist the t

making a combined and etreaaea* t*4 tsuwAaae
to build the temple af the Lori. lUt (U
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to make provuion for the n~" -*"

frrt ilaal

Church, as they bad baa* to maitisu the iiiliku
of the new Coafcrnioa. The spirit with *

> d the applicatioa of the RHenaer* TOMS}
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Li'thington, regardiaf the diatsmam ef Kaaa
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quite distasteful to the freat body ef the sjehht
and parliament srpmraled witheat ceamf % sy

>n about the support and jpnmmr+t ef the

Church, which wae a great hlov tad tor* dare*

ragemcnt to the Kcfonarrs.

The ministers, howercr. were fjot

from their parpose. They cool

to urge the subject with e*

earncntncss, and with sadl weifbi

reasons, that the Prirj
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commjusioned John Knox. John
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tad in mockery they styled it a devout imagina-

tjff, A convention of ministers and commissioners

fim various churches throughout the country

commonly styled the First General Assembly was

btJdon the 20th December. The Book of Policy

and Discipline was laid before this meeting, and,

Av being somewhat altered and abridged, it re-

wired their approbation.* It was then submitted

to the Privy Council, in January, but it was not

destined to meet with the same favourable treat-

ant from them. It was opposed by many, not

because they disapproved in the slightest degree of

the form of church government which the Re-

former* proposed to set up, but because they dis-

liked the strict measures which were to be employed
tor the suppression of vice, and because they were

unwilling to appropriate out of the ecclesiastical

fond* in their possession what was required for

the support of the ministers, for the relief of the

poor, and for the endowments of seats of learning.

Not a few of the nobles had seized lands and
revenue* belonging to the Church in the vicinity
of their respective estates,! and they wished to

retain undisturbed possession of them. But, though
not formally ratified, the Book of Discipline was

approved almost universally in

e all its leading principles, and it

portion of the was subscribed as a whole by a
**y'

considerable portion of the nobi-

w ho expressed their adhesion to it in the fol-

lowing terms :
" We who have subscribed these

j'reeent.i, having advised with the articles herein

tpeetficd, and as is above mentioned from the be-

giaaing of this book, think the same good, and
eoafcriu to God's Word in all points, conform to

otto* and additions thereto eked, and promise to
*t the tame forward to the uttermost of our

jwwera, providing that the bishops, abbots, priors,
and other prelate* and beneficed men, who else

JUw*S
118. History of the Kirk, pp. 12-16.

h* rapacity of the noble., in seizing upon the lands of

.-"TJl J^i f^ **", has been the
e for many a day, and even Pro-

have spoken as if these properties had

*V i? Tf5t
tllou

lh ^T were never in their$&USUS^^5
iHMWiinof the Church of Rome had been

r**ffJh01 * n*tow of the verynobles

i"T3jr
i

S?li' but b
t

brin*''ng ^e ten-ore

.TflLJ^T ^ nd* of m " laidUM DM of death, and I

the ouU of departed friends
* men ieypi, therefore, were opened,

etoruuon. to the deceptions bv whS

have joined themselves to us, bruik* the revenues of

their benefices during their life-time ; they sustain-

ing and upholding the ministry and ministers, as is

herein specified, for preaching of the Word and

ministering of the sacraments." f
This document iu reference to the Book of Policy

and Discipline was subscribed by the Duke of Cha-

telherault, the Earls of Arran, Argyle, Glencairn,

Rothes, Marischal, Monteith, and Morton ; Lords

James Stewart, Boyd, Tester, Ochiltree, Lindsay,

Sanquhar, St. John of Torphichen, the Master of

Maxwell, the Master of Lindsay, Drumlanrig,
Lochinvar, Garlics, Balgarnie, Cunninghamhead ;

Alexander Gordon, Bishop of Galloway ; Alexander

Campbell, Dean of Murray, with a great many
more. It bears date 27th Jan., 1560 \.\

The approbation of the Book of Discipline, ex-

pressed by these distinguished noblemen, has been

described by various writers as an act of the Secret

Council. It is so styled in Dunlop's Collection of

Confessions, and certainly it had all the weight of

such an act, for the parties whose names were ap-

pended to it were the most distinguished and
influential individuals in the country. Their ex-

pressed approbation of the Book of Discipline,

coupled with the parliamentary sanction which
had been given to the Confession of Faith in

August, enabled the Reformers to proceed with all

measures that were requisite for the due settlement

of the Church. There does not appear to have
been any difference of opinion at all with regard to

the general framework of the ecclesiastical body
that was to be substituted in place of the Romish
Churci, abolished by Act of Parliament, and there-

fore the whole country, with one consent, sub-

mitted to almost all the enactments of the Book of

Discipline. It became in reality the model, in

accordance with which the affairs of the Church
were regulated, though it was not possessed of a

strictly legal sanction.

The first Book of Discipline is a document of

considerable length and of great Substance of

interest. It exhibits the views the first Book

which prevailed among the Re-
formers of Scotland regarding the order to be

observed in Christ's Church, and it shows the deep

anxiety which they felt to regulate all their pro-

ceedings by Scripture, and to take every means of

reforming and preventing abuses. The first three

heads relate to the test of sound doctrine viz.,

accordance with Sci-ipture, the right administra-

tion of the Sacraments, and the duty of abolishing

idolatry and all the monuments of it. Then the

nature of the Christian ministry is brought into

view
; and vocation to it is described as consisting

in election, examination, and admission. To the

people, and to every several congregation, it belongs
to elect their minister ;

and after election the indi-

vidual chosen was to be examined by the ministers

*
Enjoy.

t Calderwood, vol. ii. p. 60.

Knox, vol. ii. pp. 129, 258. Calderwood, vol. ii. i>.
50.

J V,.". ii. p. 6.
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and elders of the Church on the leading doctrines of

the Gospel ; and finally his admission to office was

to take place openly before the assembled congre-

gation. Nor was the great scarcity of ministers

to diminish the strictness of examination, for it

was judged better to have a few well-qualified

labourers than a greater number of inefficient ones ;

and fervent prayer meanwhile was to be made to

God to thrust forth more labourers into his harvest.

On account of the scarcity of ministers, men were

to be appointed to read the Common Prayers and

the Scriptures, and if they were diligent in ex-

tending their knowledge and cultivating their

gifts, they might in the end be admitted to the

office of the ministry. The same cause gave rise to

the appointment of superintendents, who were to

take charge of an extensive district of country.

Their duty was not only to preach regularly them-

selves, in some part or other of their district, but

also to take measures for supplying vacant churches

with ministers or readers as they could be found.

Yet, in the examination of candidates for admission

to the ministry, they were bound to associate with

themselves the ministers of the neighbouring

parishes, and they were under the control of the

provincial synod as much as other ministers, and

might be rebuked, suspended, or deposed by them

for negligence or misconduct. They were to be

elected and admitted to office in the same manner

as other pastors. They were not to remain more

than twenty days in any one place during tl

course of their visitation, till they had gone through

their whoie bounds. Thrice every week they were

to preach at the least And when they returned

to their principal town of residence, they were not

to remain in it more than three or four months ;

and even then they were to be regularly employed

in preaching.
From the appointment of superintendent

the Reformers, it has been ima-

JSS&* S^d by some that it was tteir

office of purpose to set up a modified episco-

superintendent. JQ gcotland. And certainly, if

it was some form of episcopacy which they thought

of establishing, it was a very different kind of epis-

copacy, as the facts already mentioned evince, from

any episcopacy that now exists in the Church. I

the terms employed in the first Book of Disciplin

make it plain that the office of superintendent
was

a temporary expedient occasioned by the great

of ministers. Archbishop Spottiswood
omits som

clauses relating to superintendents;
but (

passage as quoted by him implies the tempo

character of the office: "It is found **
the erecting and planting of churches, tli

time there be elected ten or twelve supcrmti-m:

The passage as it stands in the Book
**g

itself runs in the following terms: \U COB.K
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i in the spiritual government ofthe Church,

EUen and the latter to receive the rents

ad Deacons, and gather the alms of the Church,

tad distribute the same according to the appoint-

ment of the ministry and the Church.

Sunday was to be faithfully observed. In the

fcreaoon the Word was to be preached, the sacra-

Ohssrranee of mer.ts were to be administered, and
ibs LoedWu. marriages solemnised. In the after-

Man the Catechism was to be taught, and young
children were to be examined in it in the audience

of all the people. Parents and masters were to

instruct their children and servants ;
and if any

Mfiacted this duty they were liable to censure,

and, in the end, to excommunication, and then their

ease was to be referred to the civil magistrate.

It was judged proper, also, that there should be

WWkly en i.*e in every town a weekly exercise

of propbecnng. called prophecying, to be attended

by the ministers and learned men of the neigh-
bourhood for six miles round. Portions of scripture
wen? to be read and expounded at these meetings.
And all who were known to have any gifts fitted

fcr edifying the Church were to be charged by the

iaialflfs and elders to attend, that they might be
trained for serving in the vocation of the ministry.
And if any disobeyed, the censures of the Church
were to be used against them, with consent of the
eiril magistrate; for no man was to be permitted to

live as he pleased within the Church, hut all were
to bestow their labours where it was thought they
might serve to the edification of others.

The remaining articles related to marriage, burial,

repair of churches, and the punishment of those
wfco profaned the sacraments.*

8eh was the substance of the famous first

Msritoofths Book of Discipline. It manifests
*rf the ardent desire which the Re-

formers felt to have the whole na-

thonmghly instructed in the knowledge of the
fatpsj, and so educated that all might be able to

4f> fcr themselves. The greater part of its provi-
i were not only unexceptionable, but admirable

;

far greater number of them were
Ik approved. The only points which ex-

1 opposition, and which hindered the book from
rifled, as the Confession of Faith had been,
appropriation propoMid of Church reve-
the discipline to be exercised upon

wargeaWc with immoralities. Many of
i had seized considerable portions of

tfcal
property, and they were

unwilling to
i the prize ; and the discipline which it was
I to institute was odious in the eyes of

rmers did not
sufficiently

i between the Church and the nation,

'discipline, a* applied to a Church
parties who have

voluntarily joined
ptable, and such as ought to exist

: but the idea that such a discipline
ned out with respect to a whole nation,

or all the inhabitants of any given district, was

certainly a great mistake ; and it was no wonder

that, viewed in this light, many styled it a devout

imagination. If the Church is to be made co-ex-

tensive with the nation, then its discipline must
be brought down to the standard of the world's

morality; whilst, on the other hand, if it is

determined to have a scriptural discipline, then it

must be applied only to those who profess faith in

Christ, and thus place themselves under ecclesi-

astical authority ;
and even with regard to them,

what is done must involve no curtailment of civil

privileges, nor appeal for enforcement to the civil

magistrate.
When the enactments of parliament regarding

religion were carried to France for ratification,

by Sir James Sandilands, Knight 7
-

; _- _ , . unsuccessful
ot Rhodes, he was treated with mission of Sir

great contempt and severity, par-
James Saudilands

ticularly by the uncles of Queen

Mary, who reproached him bitterly for acting so

inconsistently with his position as a knight of the

holy order as to take a commission from rebels, to

solicit the ratification of execrable heresies. His

mission altogether failed of its object ;
and though

he made every effort to moderate the feelings of

indignation that were manifested against him, he

was dismissed without an answer. Meanwhile,
Francis II., Mary's husband, died, and was suc-

ceeded on the throne of France by his brother,

Charles IX., who, in March, sent an ambassador to

Scotland Noailles, a senator of Bordeaux to en-

deavour to obtain a renewal of the alliance between

the two kingdoms, and the restoration of all church-

men to the places from which they had been ejected.
In the absence of Lord James Stewart, who had

been commissioned to proceed to France to invite

the now widowed Queen of Scotland home, the

council declined giving an answer to the French

ambassador; but in the end of May, after Lord

James's return, a convention of the nobility was
held at Edinburgh, at which the proposals of the

King of France received a decided negative.* It

was unanimously declared that Scotland could not

abandon the alliance with England ; that, having
renounced the Pope's authority, she would main-

tain his priests and vassals no longer ;
and that

she could not recognise the parties whose restora-

tion to office was solicited as office-bearers in the

church at all.

It has been objected to the ratification of the

Confession of Faith by parliament AUeged defect
in August, and to the establish- ui the

ment of the Reformed Church foundation of the

which ensued, that the parliament
K

which took these grave measures was not a legal

meeting. Calderwood, indeed, attempts to show
that the previous pacification fully authorised the

meeting, and that none of the preliminaries requi-
site to constitute it quite a formal parliament were

wanting. But this is more than can be made good.

*
Spottiswood, p. 151. Kobertson, vol. i. p. 232. Tytler.

vol. vi. p. 263.
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True it has been shown by Tytlcr that the crown,
the mace, and the sword were laid upon the seat or
throne usually occupied by the queen. But still

the fact is, that the sovereign's authority was
not given for holding the parliament, and that
the sovereign's ratification of what was done in

the parliament was refused, when Sir James San-
dilands was sent to France to obtain it. It is

vain, therefore, to treat the legality of this par-
liament as a question of forms, and to

vour to show that in nothing did the mode of pro-
cedure deviate from the ordinary practice of the

constitution. The fact is, that the whole proceed! HITS

of the Congregation were abnormal
; but it doo imt

therefore follow that they were unjust or unwar-
ranted. Society was in a transition state, and it

was impossible that old forms could be thrown

aside, and new ones adopted, without some measure
of violence. No friend of the British constitution,

as at present existing, can maintain that resistance

to the supreme power is at all times wrong ; there

are times when resistance is the duty of every

patriot. The simple question, therefore, is whe-

ther the Congregation were warranted in the first

steps which they took in resisting the Kegent,
after their repeated experience of her duplicity,

when they found they could trust to no promise
which she gave, and when the lives of all who
breathed a word against the doctrines of Rome
were in hourly peril. If they were justified in re-

fusing submission to an authority which was only

watching for their destruction, which sought to

compel them to worship God according to forms

they considered idolatrous, then they were jus-

tified in carrying out the work on which they had

entered, and it is childish trifling to object to them

that they violated various forms observed in the

ordinary practice of government. The opponents

they had to deal with were troubled with no such

squeamishness, when their own ends were to be

served. It is well known, and it is acknowledged

by Tytler himself,* that the Guisean faction, who

directed all the movements of the Regent in Scot-

land, and who had Mary completely under their

influence, aimed at the total destruction of the

party of the Reformation in Europe. And it is

also a well-attested fact, that at the commencement

of the religious troubles in Scotland, the !

ecclesiastics sent over to direct the Regent advised

her to dissemble with the Congregation, to call a

parliament at Leith or Edinburgh, and, having got

the chief leaders under one roof, to seize the most

violent of them, and put them to death.f AVas this

according to the forms of parliament ? And the

lords of the Congregation, forsooth, were bound,

in dealing with parties who thus trampled upon all

*
Tytler, vol. vi. p. 230.

t Tytler, vol. vi. p. 231.
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CHAPTER XXLX.

MABY.

LD. 1661-156-5.

MART was indebted for her safe passage partly to

a faTOurable wind, and partly to a dense fog, under

corer of which ahe was enabled to avoid the Eng-

liah fleet. She landed in circumstances by no means

calculated to divert her from the melancholy which

had fattened on her spirits in consequence of her

departure from her beloved France. The day on

which, after thirteen years of absence, she returned

to her native kingdom, was dull and gloomy.

Knox aay* that,
" In the memory of man, that day of

the year was never seen a more dolorous face of

the heaven than was at her arrival, which two

day* after did so continue ; for besides the surface

wet, a corruption of the air, the mist was so thick

and dark, that scarce might any man espy another

the length of two pair of buttis. The sun was
not aecn to shine two days before, nor two days
aftei

'

Arriving at least ten days earlier than was anti-

cipated, ahe found that few preparations had been

\t tat her reception. Her greeting, however,
i not on that account the less hearty or enthu-

tic. All classes of her subjects hastened to

cxprea* their joy and demonstrate their loyalty.
;ue sound of the cannons which the galleys

hot, the multitude being advertised, happy was he
or ahe that might have the presence of the queen."
Landing at ten o'clock, Mary would have proceeded
hMMdiately to Holyrood; but the defective cha-
KMterof the arrangements rendered it necessary that
h* ahottld defer her intention till the afternoon. In

tenral she remained at Leith, where she was
nailed by the Lord James, the Earl of Argyle, and
other nobles. Accuatomed to the splendid equipages
of a rich and luxurious court, she was sensibly
Acted by the contrast presented in the miserable
arrangement* made for her conveyance to the

palace. A* there were no carriages in Scotland,* wa obliged to proceed on horseback. This,
in itaelf, was no hardship, as the queen rode

and gracefully; but Bmntome, the French
urtorUn, relate*, ahe was subjected on this occasion

jloUion
trying enough to one of her years

tion. Her favourite state
palfrey, to-

ff with the rcat of the choice stud reserved for
t OM of benelf and ladies, had been captured
the Engliah admiral, in the same ship with

Eglintoun, and carried into the port
Applying this low, it appears

fctdnot be rery fortunate in the selection^
the UM of the royal party This dis-

^IffT* .

fi* redm
' ' ftc presence,

' xrcm 7 mor-
to Mary. Her eye. filled with tears as

ol. ii. p. 266.

she observed to her attendants " These are not

like the appointments to which I have been

accustomed ;
but it behoves me to arm myself with

patience."
*

Unauspicious as was this incident, she could not

but perceive that her reception, Mary's

though rude, was sincere and cor- reception.

dial. Her youth and beauty, and the peculiarity of

her position, were all calculated to engage the in-

terest and affection of a warm-hearted, generous

people ;
and as they crowded round her with

boisterous demonstrations of satisfaction, her mo-

mentary feelings of vexation must have given way
to livelier emotions, more worthy of her character

and prospects.
On her way to Holyrood she was met by a party

of suppliants, who, being in some peril on account

of an insurrectionary tumult which had disturbed

the city about a month previous to her return,

seized this favourable opportunity of suing for her

majesty's pardon. As illustrative of the character

of the times, \ve may notice the origin and nature

of this disturbance. Austere in their principles

and practice, the Reformers had for some time past

expressed their strong disapprobation of the sports

and pastimes of the people, which, however in

themselves promotive of innocent recreation, were

but too frequently the occasion of most disgraceful

scenes. They had succeeded in prohibiting the

May-games ; but the popular pantomime of Robin

Hood still survived. In the spring of 1561, this

play was acted in Edinburgh, the principal charac-

ters being represented by servants and appren-
tices. The day on which it was performed hap-

pened to be a Sunday, and as a grave offence

was thereby committed, the unfortunate man who
had personated Robin Hood, James Kellone, a

shoemaker, was committed to prison, and con-

demned by the magistrates to be hanged. Great

efforts were made to get this severe sentence modi-

fied, but in vain. Knox and the bailies were

solicited in his behalf, but they refused to interfere.

But, as we are informed in the chronicles of the

times, when the time of the unfortunate man's exe-

cution arrived, and the gibbet was set up, the crafts-

men, apprentices, and servants flew to arms, seized

the provost and bailies, and shut them up in Alex-

ander Guthrie's writing-booth ; pulled down the

gibbet, and broke it to pieces ; then rushed to the

Tolbooth, which, being fastened from within, they
broke open the doors with hammers, and delivered

the condemned Robin Hood, together with all the

other prisoners there, in despite of magistrates and
ministers. One of the bailies imprisoned in the

writing-booth shot a dag or pistol at the insurgents,
and grievously wounded the servant of a craftsman.

This was the occasion of a fierce conflict, which con-

tinued from three in the afternoon till eight in the

evening, during which time not a man in the town
made any effort to defend either provost or bailies.

Eventually the rioters were so far successful as to

compel the magistrates, in order to secure their

* Brantfrue.
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release, to promise them an amnesty.* Notwith-

standing this, being in some apprehension that severe
measures might be yet taken against them, they
took advantage of the presence of their sovereign
to implore her clemency. There was evidently
much propriety as well as policy in the gracious
manner in which their humble petition was received

and granted.
Brantume gives a lively and amusing account of

the manner in which her subjects attempted to

provide for the entertainment of their queen by
concerts of vocal and instrumental music, with

which they regaled her during successive nights,

to her great apparent satisfaction, but certainly to

the grievous annoyance of her refined attendants.

The apartments she then occupied in the palace

were on the ground-floor.
" There came," he says,

" under her window, five or six hundred citizens of

that town, who gave her a concert of the vilest

fiddles and little rebecs, which are as bad as they
can be in that country, and accompanied them

with singing Psalms, but so wretchedly out of tune

and concord, that nothing could be worse. Ah,

what melody it was ! what a lullaby for the night !

"

Knox speaks of these musicians as " a company of

honest men, who, with instruments of music, gave
their salutations at her chamber window

;

" and

adds, that " the melody, as she alleged, liked her

well, and she willed the same to be continued."

However, she took good care to change her apart-

ments, and removed to a quarter of the palace less

accessible to the sound of this unwelcome min-

strelsy.

It is difficult at this distance of time to appre-

ciate the very trying and difficult
State of parties.

position then occupied by the

youthful sovereign. She was only nineteen years

of age, and had entered on the cares of government

without experience, with but .few advisers on whom

she could rely with any confidence, and with a very

imperfect knowledge of the manners, laws, and cus-

toms, which prevailed among the people she was

called to govern. The religious controversies of the

age were a source of perpetual disquiet. Both par-

ties carried on the straggle with violence and pas-

sion. The Protestants were now in the ascendant ;

but the remembrance of past injuries prevented

them from at all times using their power with mo-

deration and temper. The Catholics were depressed,

and the contrast of their present circumstances w ith

their former supremacy in the state urged them to

resort to the most violent expedients
for the pur

pose of recovering their authority. Mary's situatu

was one in which she might not unreasonably hav,

looked for the forbearance and sympathy of 1

subjects. All her prepossessions
and early as*

ciations were in favour of the Romish religior

and vet from motives, not less of justice
than

expediency, she was bound to afford her counte-

nance and support to that form of religion t

from principle and education she was firmly oppos

but which, as the religion of the majority,
sli

* Diurnal of Occurrcnts, p. 66.

compelled to respect. Nor were Ik* fviifJoal eJr.
cumstances of the kingdom
inspire her with rriniJssn to thai

ofherreigB. The people were re4e a*d I

The nobles, at all timse dURealt to eawtrai has! SM|

only during the late dwtarfcaan* aseojOMtoUal
considerable wealth, bat, fro* the Uaf it 1111
of the sovereign, had altoiaed to a state * to*.

nee inroneiotssjt with the
macv of the crown. The leagtheojed, ead am

respects unfortunate therafter of the i

acted on the kingdom with injaitoto aa%ol h'
ening the authority of rulers, and

contempt for the law. For the last raw year*, to

particular, a state of alma* pare sjsarshy hat

prevailed without a regent, withsejt a ssjaesaae

council, without the power or evoa the feres af
a regular government.
On the other hand, as no aitaatiea) to Wk hav.

ever desperate, is without to partial attrrtotiea*.

there were circumstances rnoiotsa* with V
advent to the throne whieh. if they did ae< ab

gether counterbalance the itisadTueitogss new sasav

tioned, at least contributed to render her peawtea
more hopeful. The prtsenee of royalty aetvr fceM
to command the sttanhroent aad lesptet of the Sea*.

, t-ople. The absence of the eoveroig* frass

Scotland hud been viewed with regret by all parties.

and her return was welcomed ithcnthsjeiesav TW
e>t:i!i the court at Hotfiuud. Mlewed as

it was by the revival of shows sad pageejafr^

cited great and general sariafcrtina i hat that wheaa

, .st calculated to eadrar to 1

youthful queen, was her _

extreme bt<auty, the graeefalnew of her

her cultivated mind, and

The progress she had

iiich were the

ornamental, was fcr beyond what ie

attained by princes : and all her <

were rendered more agreeable

bility whieh, without learning the dignity rf a

prince, steals on the hearta ef sah>eai with a

bewitching iosinnation." The tepreestoa wMeh
J t -S

her appearance produced m i

telnau
" She quickly woo the hearts

by the graciontnan and sBHtosss ef her <

nlt-iit. Nature had endowed her witi

si 1 1 for realising the tee* ksW ef a a*

and the Scotch were proad ef psMesssa

who was the moat bamrtifcl aed peri

ladies of that age." Thtehj
ton-, also, already a awlaaebeJj

i-
:
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hoards of chance. Next, leaving her country as

if sent into banishment, and preserved with diffi-

culty from the arms of enemies and the fury of

the waves. There fortune smiled upon her for

a little, exalted by an illustrious marriage ;
but

j

it was only a transient glimpse of joy, for her
j

mrtfrr and husband cut off, she was now left to

orrow and widowhood, her new kingdoms gone,

and her ancient inheritance uncertain."
*

Soon after Mary's arrival at the capital, an inci-

.u_.nf ^cnt occurre^ trifling in itself, but

n*ofthe which, threatening to issue in a

mam being ttid serious disturbance, indicated but
1

. too clearly the temper of the times.
'

When the Lord James had been

dispatched to France, for the purpose of per-

suading the queen to return to Scotland, he had

maintained, in opposition to the more zealous of the

Reformers, that no one should venture to interfere

with the sovereign in the exercise of her religion, so

long as it was confined to the precincts of her own
household. It was only reasonable and just that

the same liberty of conscience and freedom of wor-

ship which were granted freely to her subjects
should be enjoyed by herself. On the first Sunday
subsequent to her return she ordered mass to be
Maid in the Chapel Royal. The preparations for

this service caused great excitement amongst the

Protoktants. The Master of Lindsay, with several

other gentlemen, rushed into the court of the

palace, exclaiming that " the idolater priest should
die the death." A law had some time previous
been promulgated, forbidding, under the penalty
of death, the public celebration of the mass. The
tumult increasing, and the multitude, who had
now collected, threatening in their fury to enter
the chapel, and lay violent hands on the priest, the
Lord James placed himself at the door, and suc-
wied in preventing the entrance of the rioters.

This conduct gave great offence to many members
the Congregation. The real motive of his action

i apparent enough, but his excuse was, that he
uhed to prevent any Scotchman from witnessing

lolatrous service. After the priest had per-
n-nod his functions, he was committed to the protec-
ion of Ixmi Robert, the Commendator of Holyrood,

/mi John of Coldingham, who conducted him
' to his residence. " And so," says Knox,

godly departed with great grief of heart, and
moon repaired to the Abbey in great com-

panus. and gave plain signification that they could
t abide that the land which God had by his

rgcd from
idolatry should be polluted

again.f

few days after, Mary, by advice of her Privy
Prod.rn.tioi> Council, issued a proclamation, in

n-hirh .he stated that a meeting of
1

/I-
States would be held

shortly,that the religious differences amon* her
might be

satisfactorily accommodated In
>tun, she assured he.-

subjects of her

[ gchwwu, vol. ii. n. 240.
t knox, roL ii. p. 271.

determination to uphold that form of religions

worship which she found established in the country,
and that any one attempting, either publicly or

privately, to make innovations upon it, would

be punished with death. On the other hand,
she expressed her resolution to assert for lu>r.-df

the same liberty of conscience as she granted to

others, and prohibited, under the same penalty,

any of her Protestant subjects from interfering
with her domestic servants, or any of the persons
who had accompanied her from France, in the

exercise of their religion, either within or with-

out the palace. This proclamation was but ill-

received on the part of the Reformers, who refrained,

however, from any expression of their opinion.

The only man who protested against it was the

Earl of Arran, who, when it was made known at

the Market Cross of Edinburgh, exclaimed, in the

hearing of the heralds and people,
" that he dis-

sented that any protection or defence should be

made to the queen's domestics, or to any that came

from France, to offend God's majesty, and to violate

the laws of the realm, more than to any other sub-

ject ; for God's law had pronounced death against
the idolater, and the laws of the realm had ap-

pointed punishment for the saying and hearing of

the mass, which (said he) I here protest, be uni-

versally observed, and that none be exempted, until

such time as a law, as publicly made, and as con-

sonant to the law of God, have disannulled the

former." * The following Sunday, Knox, denounc-

ing the abominations of idolatry with his usual

vehemence of manner and language, observed, that

"one mass was more fearful to him than if ten

thousand armed enemies were landed in any part
of the realm for the purpose of suppressing the

whole religion. For in our God there is strength
to resist and confound multitudes, whereof, here-

tofore, we have had experience ; but when we join

hands with idolatry, it is no doubt but that God's

amicable presence and comfortable defence leaveth

us
; and what shall then become of us."

The queen had only been a week in Edinburgh,
before she took what was deemed interview oOiary

by her own party the bold and im- with Knox.

prudent step of requesting an interview with the

great Reformer. "Whether this measure originated
with herself or with her Protestant advisers, it was

certainly, in the peculiar circumstances of her posi-

tion, judicious and politic. Recognising in Knox
the acknowledged leader of the most influential

party in the state, to which in so many points sho

was unfortunately opposed, it was obviously her

best policy to have a personal meeting with tbut

leader, not only for the purpose of hearing his

views and explaining her own, but, if possible,
of conciliating one who exercised so great an in-

fluence upon the interests of her subjects and the

security of her government. The circumstances of

this interview, which, in many not unimportant

respects, have been grossly misrepresented, are re-

corded by Knox himself. According to his own
*

Kuo.\, vol. ii. p. 274.
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statement, the queen commenced the conference

by accusing him of exciting a part of her BI

against herselfand the late Queen-mother
; affirming

that he had written a book against her just autho-

rity ; and that he was the cause of much -

and great slaughter in England. To whi( !.

replied, that " as touching that book which seemeth
so highly to offend your majesty, it is most certain

that I wrote it, and am content that all the

world judge of it. I hear that an Englishman
hath written against it,* but I have not read him.
If he have sufficiently disproved my reasons, and
established his contrary proposition with as <

testimony as I have done mine, I shall not be ob-

stinate, but shall confess mv error and ignorance.
But to this hour I have thought, and yet think,

myself alone to be more able to sustain the things
affirmed in that my work than any ten in Europe
shall be able to confute." " Ye think, then," said

Mary,
" that I have no just authority ?" In reply,

Knox affirmed that this was by no means a just

inference, from the fact of his having written

against female government ;
his book containing a

summary of his opinions, and not pledging him to

resist legitimate authority "men in all ages having
their judgments free in such matters, publishing
them both with pen and tongue, and yet, notwith-

standing, they themselves have lived in the common

society with others, and borne patiently with the

errors and imperfections which they could not

mend." " Even so, madam, am I content to do, in

uprightness of heart, with the testimony of a good
conscience. I have communicated my judgment to

the world ;
if the realm find no inconvenience from

the regiment of a woman, that which they approve

I shall not further disallow than within my own

breast, but shall be also well content to live under

your grace, as Paul was to live under Nero."

"
But," said Mary,

"
you speak of women in ge-

neral." " Most true it is, madam," he replied,
" and yet it appeareth to me that wisdom should

persuade your grace never to raise trouble for that,

which to this day hath not troubled your majesty,

neither in person nor yet in authority."
" But

yet," she rejoined,
"
you have taught the people to

receive another religion than their princes can allow ;

and how can that doctrine be of God, seeing that

God commands subjects to obey their princes?"

In replying to this remark, Knox took occasion

to lay down the true doctrine of the obedience

which a ruler might claim from the subject, and

the nature of the limitations which of necessity

were attached to that obedience. In the m..

religion, for example, he contended that subject*

were bound to follow not the will of their prince,

but the commands of their God.
" If all men in

the days of the Apostles should have been con

pelled to follow the religion of the Roman cinperora,

what religion would there have been on the face a

the earth? Daniel and his fellows were subj<

to Nebuchadnezzar and Darius, and yet, modi

they would not be of their religion,
neither fl

* John A\ lui"r.

one nor of the other."
:. :

'

prinec*."- he replied. -aa aaaaat daw
bat that they rsafatodi far those that O., ^ ,i.
commandments that *rr .rt N

'J." she said.
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the sword." M
God, madam
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he Reformer, -priare* taawd tinr
*

j i.
madam, and do afaiast that far vluei tae? atssasi
be obeyed, it i* no doubt bat they SM; a.
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nor greater obedirar* to t*
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take the sword from him, aad uatty au
hands and keep him in arise* till hi*

post, think you, madam, that tie cailirw eV mtj
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is no disobedience afaiaat priarea. bat jart eie

dience, because it afreeti with tie Wd <sf Ged.*
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were, amazed more than a quarter of aa mm"
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" V *t MW
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be subject to them, and aet they to me."- Ossl
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.

'
-
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'
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-
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of Oo.l, u the Church of Rome is declined, and

for more than five hundred years hath declined

from the purity of that religion which the Apostles

tught and planted."
" My conscience," said Mary,

"U not so."" Conscience," said Knox,
"
requires

knowledge ;
and I fear, madam, that right know-

ledge yoa have none." Knox then proceeded in a

frw short, but emphatic, sentences to expose the

idohtij of the mass, and expressed his earnest

desire,
" that the most learned Papist i Europe,

and he that you would best believe, were present

with jour grace to sustain the argument ; and that

von would patiently abide to hear the matter

reasoned to the end." " In that wish," rejoined

Mary, "you may be satisfied sooner than you
bcliere." The conference was then closed, the

Reformer parting from her majesty with these re-

markable words, "I pray God, madam, that ye

may be as blessed within the Commonwealth of

Scotland, if it be the pleasure of God, as ever De-
borah was in the Commonwealth of Israel."*

Notwithstanding the unkind treatment which

Etiabeth'i letter Mary had experienced from Eliza-

1* M*rj- beth, in being refused a safe-con-

duct, she was still desirous of continuing on friendly
terms with that princess. The latter, on hearing
of the arrival of the Scottish queen, lost no time in

dispatching to her a letter of congratulation, in

which she gave formal assurances that she had
nerer intended to intercept her in passing to her

KBOIL Tol. ii. pp. 277286. The important interview
wtwsaKnox and Mary, the particulars of which we havew* recorded with tome minuteness, has been represented
mj a rteeat historian in a style which cannot be accounted
Wftxcept by the desire 'of the author to exhibit the

lelsr of toe Reformer in an aspect calculated to dimi-
l IM nmut in which he is so justly held. The exag^e-

whiah Mr. Tytler has indulged, and the fanciful

f"f " MS imparted to a plain narrative, would be
Ibey wet* not discreditable. In the first place,pusr omits to state the accusations which the___ tT .

"~ >^uo wwou uie
: Knox, omission which leaves many" of *** Banner wholly unintelligible.

advised him to treat with greater
from him m opinion," an advice

t w
11011 than the Wnation of the

* *&* t insinuate that Knox had for-

7hld
J^ 't0od> r^ takm a mean
*' yoK-o'ereign, he cer-

fcMUkL .ft? k7'
bur*t L

own kingdom; that the object of the naval force

she had collected was the capturing of certain

pirates, to effect which she requested her assistance

and co-operation. At the same time, she once more
renewed the request she had so often

ineffectually
made viz., that Mary would grant her the ratifi-

cation of the treaty of Edinburgh. This letter was
delivered by Randolph, who had now been resident

in Scotland for a considerable period, and had lately
been appointed the accredited agent of the English

sovereign. As an acknowledgment of this commu-

nication, Mary authorised her se- Embassy
cretary, Lethington, to proceed to of Lethington

the court of Elizabeth, with a mes- to E^d-
sage reciprocating the friendly sentiments which
had been expressed towards her, and expressing
her earnest wishes for the continuance of peace
between the two countries. Besides being the

bearer of a letter from his royal mistress, Lethiugton
was entrusted with despatches from the nobility to

Elizabeth, the contents of which were highly im-

portant. They expressed their gratitude and affec-

tion for her former good offices. They requested
her to show kindness and courtesy, both in public
and private, towards their queen; that her friend-

ship, so frankly begun, might not only be pieserved

by good offices, but, if possible, be daily knit closer
;

and they on their part would omit no opportunity
of exerting their zeal and anxiety for the preserva-
tion of perpetual amity between the neighbouring

kingdoms.* Lethington, however, had instructions

of a much more explicit character, .

, , , . f . . f His instructions,
and relating to a subject of extreme

delicacy. Whether they were contained in the

written papers with which he was furnished, or

were merely of a verbal nature, is a matter of some

uncertainty, as the original documents exist only
in a mutilated state. That he was instructed as to

the point alluded to is evident from the communi-
cations which he made to the English court. These

related to the subject which had already given rise

to so much bitterness and bad feeling, and hereafter

was to be productive of more disastrous conse-

quences viz., the claim of Mary to the English

crown, and her assumption of the arms of that

kingdom. It is true that she had partially dis-

claimed the pretensions imputed to her, and trans-

ferred the blame of their promulgation to the world

to its true authors the ambitious Princes of Lor-

raine. But Mary was not disposed tamely to relin-

quish a claim which she regarded as founded on

right and justice. Believing, however, that all

hopes of making it good during the life of the

reigning sovereign were at an end, she appears to

have been willing to disclaim any present right to

the throne of England, provided that her title to

be considered as the next heir, failing Elizabeth

and her offspring, were recognised by the Eng-
lish parliament. In this way it is obvious all

parties might have been satisfied ; the fears of

Kli/.abcth as to her dangerous rival would be fcr

ever removed ; the ambition of Mary would be

* Buchanan.
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satisfied with the acknowledgment which secured
the crown to herself and her successors ;

animosities would be buried in oblivion, and the

prospective union of the two countries under one
monarch would operate favourably for the pre-
servation of peace and the cultivation of mutual

friendship.*
The scheme by which Mary proposed to reconcile

the differences between herself and Elizabeth was

regarded by her advisers and the nobility with the

highest satisfaction, and Lethington was instructed

to communicate the same to the English court.

The secretary, indeed, had long considered it with

favour, and previous to the queen's return had
alluded to it in a letter to Cecil. A more formal

and explicit overture on the same difficult subject
was also made by the Lord James, in a letter to

Elizabeth, dated about six months after the com-

munication of Lethington. In this remarkable

epistle, he congratulated the queen on the mutual

esteem which subsisted between herself and Mary,
and earnestly prayed that it might be continued and

strengthened.
" You are tender cousins," he \s rote,

" both queens, in the flower of your ages, much

resembling each other in excellent and goodly qua-

lities, on whom God hath bestowed most liberally

the gifts of nature and fortune, whose sex will not

permit that you should advance your glory by wars

and bloodshed, but that the chief glory of both

should stand in a peaceable reign." He then re-

marks that the only ground of dispute between

them related to the title put forth by Mary, and

laments that such pretensions should have been

*>ver started. "I wish to God," said he, "my
sovereign lady had never, by any advice, taken in

head to pretend interest or claim any title to your

majesty's realm, for then I am fully persuaded you
should have been, and continued, as dear friends as

you be tender cousins ; but now, since on her part

something hath been thought of it, and first mo-

tioned when the two realms were in war together,

your majesty knoweth, I fear, that unless that root

may be removed, it shall ever breed unkindness

between you. Your majesty cannot yield ;
and she

may, on the other hand, think it hard, being so

nigh of the blood of England, so to be made a

stranger from it." He then approaches the delicate

question of the recognition of Mary as heir to the

throne, and proposes this as a compromise which

would prove advantageous to both parties.
"

If,'

* So much has been said above of Mary's pretension* and

title to the crown of England, that it may be proper to

a few words on this perplexing topic. The two roeea

the .symbols of the families of fork and Lancaster were

conjoined by the marriage of Henry VII. with Elizabeth

York. Of this marriage were born Henry \III. and tl

Lady Margaret. Henry VIII. left three legitimate chil

dren Edward VI., his successor, who died m J

Mary, who succeeded him, and died in November, 10;
Elizabeth, who was born on the 7th September, law,

and succeeded her sister M. .ry. The preteiiMons
.

Scottish queen arose in this manner : The Lady Margaret,

eldest daughter of Henry VII., married James IV., w
lf>MVGOb UttUgill.171 V* AJ.VU.1J i - .

died in 1513, leaving by her James V., who was the ft

>}' M.iry by the Duchess of Lnngucville, also call*

Lorraine and .Mary of Guise. Uftalniert'i Ltft of

JK.iry, vol. i. p. 115.

7" he, "any midway eoaJd W
twnort thtt difcrM to Uch *
then it u

likely w .fcmld a
I hare thought of il iu*c. uxi
nicato it to UM qw* o>r ,

.v countrymen, nor ;c {]!

farther than hall Mm fo
The nutter u higher thaa

comptM, yt poo my *i*
MM can lay a larger fhatMttba Wbal
nit-iire were it if yoar MJ< :j rTU.a
untouched, an wtU*fbr ywumU M far UM 4
your body, to prmid* thatto UM * . .-.

'ier own pkot war* r**r*W la UM MMMMMI
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. roc if I take to U ant ky U . W *4
nations, as the that u ant in lavfcl AMJW( f u*
right line of K ing Hrarj UM tow**, j v: r a.
father, and in UM amatiaM dtk kit k>W MMIM!

petnal friendahip The
cometh by God'* appointn
pleasure, and no prorMOB of ataa * altar UMa
which he halh determined, bat U mm* aw* 4MB*
to paaa ; yet there it appito paaa ; yet there u appearance that. wtaltoBl i-

jury of any party, thia accord might bm4 gnat
quictneaa. Everything mu*t hat* M* togteatof.
If I may receive answer from yoar Biajarfj. that

you will allow of any aach agreement. 1

with the queen, my aorarviga. to da Ut I aa to

bring her to aome eonJorn.

. will no farther

Able and judiciow at th Wttw k U is art *

that it produced aay gnmt oaW ea Uw aua4

Elizabeth. From the character a*d M f v

temper of that priacM. woaay ra- *'LSJW.
dily conclude ab womid aot W li 1 1 ||MJMM
to an arrangvmcat which iwogBiwd a* IMTMJMMMV
on the throne one who had bwa far M> MB* a |rtMl

t at one* of bar dalika aad fcar.

withhtanding all UM gnwi
such lustre on her rai|rn. e

tinctured with a jealousy of her ngat to UM <

which often betrayed her into moaa aad MMMI

actions. She suffered UM titk by WBMB * a<4

the crown to remain ami

rather than submit it to paiiilBltotiiy
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authority. E\cry prttoMtor to UM MJSSBMS M
obaerred not only with UM aiu.u~ *-

dfl unamibto. but with that aims*denoe prerib, but
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t
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views the queen consented to the following ar

rni;iinent : "That the queen of Scots shoulc

abstain from using the arms and titles of Englanc

and Ireland, so long as the queen of England or

any of her children were alive ; and, on the other

hand, that the queen of England should make an

act restricting herself and her posterity from im-

pairing the queen of Scotland's right of succession

to the crown of England." This, however, appears

improbable, from the fact that, soon after, for the

very purpose as it seems of avoiding the discussion

..c succession question, Elizabeth dispatched

i'eter Mewtas to request from Mary a con-

firmation of the treaty of Edinburgh a proposal

which she was quite aware would be firmly refused.

The reception accorded to Lethington's proposition,

and the consequent embarrassment of the English

cuart, are pointedly alluded to in a letter from the

French ambassador, Throckmorton, to Secretary
' For the matter," says he,

"
lately proposed

to her majesty by the Laird of Lethington, in which
to deal one way or other you find difficulties, even
ao do I think, that not to deal at all, no manner of

waj, is more dangerous, as well for the queen's

majesty as for the realm, and especially if God
khoald deal ao unmercifully with us as to take the

qaeen from us, without issue, which God forbid,

considering the terms the State standeth in pre-

sently." The important object which Mary had in

view in these negotiations of her secretary may be

regarded as the true key to the policy adopted by
her daring the first years of her government. In

eonfcrmity with this policy, she greatly favoured

)br?'t trcataeat tn Protestants, and entrusted
PrataUnu. them with the administration of

afiurs. Her council was filled with the most emi-
nent persons of that party, not a single Papist
being admitted into any degree of confidence.*

I thank TOO," says Lethington to Cecil,
" for your

good adrice towards our Papists, which hath been
as yet mostly followed, and I trust since the queen's

ival they have obtained no great advantage,
bat. to be plain with you, be in worse case a ereat
deal than before."

depression of the Romish party was a
blow to the expectations they had formed

Mary's return to Scotland. They had suf-
Bcfa in her cause, and had naturally looked

reward proportionate to their
fidelity. In-

of this, they found themselves almost uni-

ly neglected, and beheld with indignation
art bitter enemies advanced to the chief

lee in the state. Treated with bare toleration
n of religion, and

politically ignored, they
pon adopting measures calculated to
in in some degree the influence they

t. For this purpose they communicated
i-e*, but found them less disposed than

occasions to commit themselves to the
the KoniMh faction. They dcter-

*, bowerer, if possible, to bring about a re-
the league with France, and to secure the

K.UOX.

co-operation of the queen in the carrying out of

their schemes ;

" and if they failed if Mary de-

clined their great offers, and refused to '

hang her

keys at their girdle' they would form a faction

against her, at the head of which should stand

Chatelherault, Arran, Huntly, and Hume." *

A few days after the departure of her secretary
for England, the queen made her PubHc entr}

. of

public entry into Edinburgh with Mary
ereat pomp. A minute and inte- into Edinburgh,

,. , . 2nd Sept.
resting account ot this event is

chronicled in the " Diurnal of Occurrents." Xo-

thing was neglected which could express the duty
and affection of the citizens towards their sove-

reign, f
" Her highness," says the ancient record

from which we quote,
"
departed from Holyrood

House with her train, and rode by the long street

on the north side of the burgh, till she came to the

foot of the Castle-hill, where a gate (probably a

kind of triumphal arch) had been erected for her

to pass under, accompanied by the most part of the

nobles of Scotland, with the exception of the Duke
of Chatelherault and the Earl of Arran. She then

rode up the bank to the castle, and dined therein

at twelve o'clock. Her highness afterwards came
forth from the said castle to the said burgh, at

which departing the artillery shot vehemently.
And thereafter, as she was descending the Castle-

hill, there met her highness a convoy of young men
of the burgh, to the number of fifty, their bodies

covered with yellow taffaty ;
their arms and legs

bare, coloured with black, in the manner of Moors
;

upon their heads black hats, and on their faces

black vizors
;
in their mouths rings, garnished with

hitellable precious stones ;
about their necks, legs,

and arms, an infinite of chains of gold. Also six-

teen of the most honest men of the town, clad in

velvet gowns and velvet bonnets, carried about the

pall (or canopy), under which the queen rode

which pall was of fine purple velvet, lined with

red taffaty, fringed with gold and silk. And after

them was a cart with bairns, toge- Pasreants

:her with a coffer wherein was a exhibited,

upboard and propyne,^ which should be propynit

* MS. Letter, Throckmorton to Elizabeth,

t Some interesting notices of the preparations that

were made for this great event occur in the "
Registers of

the Council of Edinburgh;" from which it appears, that on

the 28th of August, 1561,
" the provost, bailies, and deacons

of crafts, ordain Luke Wilson, treasurer, to deliver to every
ane of the twelve servants, the Javillour and Guild sen-ants,

is much French briber as will be to every ane of them ane

coat
; also as much black stennying as will be to every aue

Df them ane pair of hose, and aiie black bonnet, against the

time of the triumph. Also ordain (here are set down the

names of ten
persons) every ane of them to have and make

ane gown of tine black velvit reaching to their foot, lined

vith pan velvit; ane coat of black velvit, ane doublet of

ximson satin, with velvit bonnet and hose. -\r .

welve to bear the pall (or canopy) above the queeu grace's

lead, and none others. And all the other neighbours that

hall be seen upon the gait to have side-gowns of fine

French black satin, with pan velvit coats, and doublets of

aiiii
;
and every man to go in his due and properorder,

and

In- servants to order the causeway, and to make room for

lit-
nobility and neighbours aforesaid." Register Book of

Kd
i.e. present.
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to her highness; and when her grace came for-

ward to the Butter-tronc *
of said burgh, tli.

lity and convoy proceeded. At the Butter-trone

there was a port made of timber in mo*t honour-
able manner, coloured with fine colours, and hung
with sundry arms, upon the which port wen

ing certain bairns in most heavenlywise.
!

the port was a cloud opening with four leaves, in

the which was put a bonny bairn. And when tho

queen's highness was coming through the said

port, the cloud opened, and the bairn descended

down as if it had been an angel, and delivered to

her highness the keys of the town, together with a

Bible and a psalm-book, covered with fine purple
velvit ; and after the good bairn had spoken some

small speeches, he delivered also to her highness
three writings the tenour thereof is uncertain.!

After this," continues the chronicle,
" the queen's

grace came to the Cross, where there were standing
four fair virgins, clad in most heavenly clothing ;

and from the Cross the wine ran out at the spoute

in great abundance, and there was the noise of

people casting the glasses with the wine.f Our

sovereign lady then came to the Salt-trone, where

there were some speakers, and after one little

speech, they burned upon the scaffold made at the

said trone the manner of a sacrifice ;
and that being

done, she departed to the Nether-bow, where there

was another scaffold made, having a dragon in the

same
;
and after the dragon was burned, and the

queen's grace heard a psalm sung, she passed to

her abbey of Holyrood with the said convoy and

nobility ;
and there the bairns, which were in the

cart with the propyne (present), made some speech

concerning the putting away of the mass, and

thereafter sung a psalm. This being done, the cart

came to Edinburgh, and the said honest men re-

mained in her outer-chamber, and desired her

grace to receive the said cupboard, which was

double overgilt, and the price thereof two hundred

marks. This being received by the queen, who

thanked them, the honest men and convoy returned

to Edinburgh. ||

A few days after her public entry into Edin-

Mary undertakes burgh, Mary resolved to make a

a progress progress through the central coun-

througb. the
*

d
.

ifc ral of the
central counties ' les

'
"

llth Sept. principal towns, for the purpos

becoming acquainted with the general condition of

that part of her kingdom. She was accompann

by fifteen ladies of her household, six of the met

hers of her council, her uncle, the Marquis d'E

*
"Weighing machine.

t Knox savs they were "verses Li her <wn
PJ*"*^

hearing of Which she smiled." "The Bible h .**
"she gave unto the most pestilent Papist in th

wit, Arthur Erskine." ., ,

I An allusion to the old custom of *B!SJ
r"

shoulder the glass which had
just

been emptied, in

meut to the person whose health had beet) drunk.

Randolph savs an interlude was performed
in

Koran, DatLn, and Abiram were de*tr.-.y-d.
:* t

rtranro fire upon the altar.
" Tli-v ven minded

have the effigy of a pricst
f

burned at the altar at U

the elevation of the ho*t."

K Diurnal of Occurrents, p. 67.

VOL. I.

ha-uf, and her brother, tW Lard Jsatsa. TW
queen and ber retinae departed free) HsJjrsad
the 1 1th of September, and arrirW el l,.atnW
the same evening. On tW fcUewfaf 4rj. iW WM
her court in the peJaea, and tW day after prssMsM
to Stirling. Here, accordiaf to tW aeaeajnl ef

Randolph, an unlortvai

in conMqnenee of an

queen should be barnt -

sensation. Whik in bed and aslsp. with a btss4
candle beside ber. the cwtaiM and ts*sv ta>4 t*e.
" and ao wo like to bare ssBothered Wv a* aW
lay." Leaving Stiiibf oa tbe 1Mb, ebe sshaeaid

S and InTwkettktof. to l^te
Castle, in Fifnhire, tbe ant ef Ike Fart ef lUHae.
where sbe paexd tbe nifbL OB
made her entrance into Pertk, vfcjek la

from Leslie Castle about twenty t
< cetved with great fatour.

being displayed in her bonovr. and a Wart <4 t>U,
full of gold pieoea, waa prewatcd to bar. Tbe aest

day. while riding in proceedIM tbna*> tbe etoeato*

as suddenly taken ill. and. bnaf Ufted fee*

her hone, was carried into ber pake* ta a eta** ef

ibility. This, bowerer, appear* to haw baa*

but a slight indupontion. M tbe ncit day aba rede

twenty miles through tbe 0am ef Cowrie. bar

way to Dundee, where she resnaiaed rw daya.

From thence, croaainf tbe Tar, ibe yiaiMdid to

St. Andrew's, and, after a week's milieu h) thai

city, she visited Falkland, where

James V. died; and on the 9th

turned to Holyrood. This prosjiw- af

whole to hare given great aatisavtM to the
;

queen. Whetrrer aba appeared, she we*

with cordial dswtjtiosrfettae*en.i
such presente offered her ea the pointy e4

habitants permitted.
Nia ofher sab

could fail to be attracted

reign, whose

ment commended

saw her.

The queen now turned her attesrtiesi It

of the Borders, which fcr eee flijijiti

time had been tbe seen* of i iohM
and crime. At this period, the m

administration of jastiee

indeed, were in existosjee*<
scrvation of public ordtTandtheje*J

property, but, from the ipotot

xhorbitantpowertf thane

Tiolence of fccdon. the *;
:iT ulv'

congregatinf
on

to exceasee which eefled f* tW saeesal

,

afeJIwb*

ther with tW title f tW ^
J"J"

him *- *fct- '""
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completely armed, constituting an over-

whelming force, which rendered opposition useless.

Proceeding to Jedburgh and Dumfries, he pursued

the marauders into their strongholds,
" razed their

towers to the ground, hanged twenty of the most

notorious offenders, sent fifty more in chains to

Edinburgh, and in a meeting with the English

wardens. Lord Grey and Sir John Foster, restored

mder and good government to the Marches."
*

Daring the absence of the Lord James, the Roman

Catholics made great efforts to be received into the

confidence of Mary. Hamilton, the Archbishop of

8t Andrew's, entered Edinburgh with great pomp,

at the head of eighty horsemen, and repaired to

oonrt. At the same time, Mons. de Moret, an envoy

from the Duke of Savoy, was admitted to an au-

dience with the queen, and endeavoured to influence

her in favour of the Romanists. In this, however,

ha failed, partly because she had already pledged
herself to support the Reformation, and had en-

trvstcd the administration of affairs to members of

the Congregation, and partly because, owing to his

connection with the house of Hamilton, she had no

confidence in the Archbishop of St. Andrew's. She

eoald nerer forgive the Duke of Chatclherault

and his son in alienating themselves from the Ca-

tholic cause; and the conduct of these noblemen

since her accession to the throne tended rather to

increase than abate her displeasure. The former

aWutrd himself from court, and lived in retire-

Meat. The latter, though avowedly aspiring to

th* hand of his sovereign, had yefy acted in a
manner which made his pretensions appear con-

temptible. He was the only man of any conse-

quence in the kingdom who had refused to consent
that Mary should enjoy the exercise of her own
religion, and hating published a solemn protestation

againt it, he thereby entirely forfeited her favour.
At this period, an important meeting of the Gen-

SU-Unr of the e d Assembly took place, chiefly
**

iSl^'
* r ^e P"?086 ^ presenting the

following supplications to the

riy Council. First, That the queen should put
way herBUM as well from herselfas from the whole

redm. Second, That the Book of Reformation and
vripline might be established. Third, That order
ifrht be taken for the sustentation of ministers.

Korth, That such as were known to be open and
manifest I'apuU might be removed from the session.

being considered, weighed, and divers
MWS given on either side ; of them all, the re-

the ministers was thought most reason-
*. ^withstanding they would travel with her

Tbt Reformation was now established in Scot-

Kfertsortha *"* but no arrangements had
been made for the support of the

1

Protestant ministers. Hitherto

^ 'hey hod drawn a
scant}' and pre-

Mtanoe from the benevolence of their
hey now began, however, to take mea-

L2SV2>-'-- ^a;,Wa-

sures for the fulfilment of their not unreasonable

expectations of being supported by the state. The
vast revenues of the Popish Church were the only
fund from which they could look for an endow-

ment. These were already distributed in a manner
which made no provision for the wants of the re-

formed clergy. They were either retained in the

hands of the Romish prelates, or had been divided

among the nobles, who had unjustly appropriated
them to their own use. " A great majority of

abbots, priors, and other heads of religious houses,

had, either from a sense of duty, or from views

of interest, renounced the errors of Popery ; and,

notwithstanding their change of sentiments, they
still retained their ecclesiastical revenues. Al-

most the whole order of bishops, and several of

the other dignitaries, still adhered to the Romish

superstition ; and, though debarred from every

spiritual function, continued to enjoy the tempo-
ralities of their benefices. Many laymen, espe-

cially those who had been active in promoting the

Reformation, had, under various pretences, and
amidst the license of civil wars, got into their

hands possessions which belonged to the Church.

Thus, before any part of the ancient ecclesiastical

revenues could be applied towards the maintenance

of the Protestant ministers, many different interests

required to be adjusted, many claims to be ex-

amined, and the prejudices and passions of the two

contending parties demanded the application of a

delicate hand." * On the meeting of the General

Assembly, the ministers consulted as to the steps
to be taken in order to secure a suitable provision
for their wants. In this they met with considerable,

and, in some cases, vehement, opposition from the

nobles, who dreaded, and with reason, that any

arrangements which could be entered into would
be detrimental to their interests. Kiiox says that
" the rulers of the Court began to draw themselves

apart from the society of their brethren, and to

fret and grudge that anything should be consulted

upon without their advice. Master John Wood
(then secretary to the Lord James), who before had

shown himself very fervent in the cause of God,
and forward in giving of his counsel in all doubtful

matters, plainly refused ever to assist the Assembly
again, whereof many did wonder. The courtiers

drew unto them some of the lords, and would not

convene with their brethren as before they were

accustomed, but kept them in the abbey.'' t

After much contention, an act was passed by a

majority of the Convention, provid-
.,

' ' *
,, Arrangements

ing tnat an exact account should for ^e main-
be taken of the value of ecclcsias- tenance of the

tical benefices throughout the king-
clergy.

dom
; that the present incumbents should be al-

lowed to keep possession of two-thirds of their

revenues
; and that the remaining third should

be appropriated by the queen, with the under-

standing that out of it she was to provide for the

maintenance of the ministers, the endowment of

*
Robertson, vol. i. p. 276.

t Knox, vol. ii. p. 295.
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schools, and the support of the poor. Varioni
circumstances contributed to render this scheme

inadequate for the purposes it was designed to

accomplish. On the overthrow of Popery, the

bishops and other dignitaries, desirous that thi-ir

own relations, rather than the crown or the Pro-

testant clergy, should be enriched at the expense
of the church, had entered into transactions with
their friends and kinsmen, by which large por-
tions of ecclesiastical property passed into private
hands. For this reason, they willingly connived

at the encroachments of the nobles ; they divided

the patrimony of the church amongst their own
connections, and by granting feus and perpetual
leases of lands and tithes, which were confirmed by
the Pope, they in a measure legalised what was

strictly speaking mere usurpation. Other means

were adopted by which the operation of the act

was evaded or neutralised. Fraudulent returns

were rendered ; many refused to produce their

rentals ; others estimated the corn, and similar pay-
ments in kind, at an under value ; and thus, by the

connivance of collectors, greatly diminish

charge against themselves : so that, when every
source of revenue was taken into account it was

found that the third of all the money collected fell

far short of the sum necessary to afford an adequate

support to the clergy. The assigning, or, as it was

termed, modification of the stipends, was under-

taken by the Earls of Argyle and Morton, the

Lord James, and Maitland of Lethington. The

Laird of Pitarrow was appointed to pay the stipends

of the ministers according to their modification.

"
But," says Knox,

" so busy and circumspect were

the modificutors that the ministers should not be

over wanton, that it was determined that one hun-

dred merks Scottish was an allowance sufficient

for a single man, being a common minister. Three

hundred merks were the highest that was appointed

to any, except unto the superintendents and a few

others. Shortly, whether it was the niggardliness

of their own hearts, or the care that they had to

enrich the queen,* we know not; but the poor

ministers, readers, and exhorters, cried out to the

heaven, that neither were they able to live upon

the stipends appointed, neither could they get pay-

ment of that small thing that was appointed.!

About twenty-four thousand pounds Scots appears

to have been the whole sum allotted for the main-

tenance of the ministers. There is no doubt that

this was an inadequate provision ;
but we cannot

attach too much value to the fact of even this hav-

ing been granted. It involved the legal recognition

of the Pveformed Church, and was an evidence of

Mary's determination to uphold the religion whicfc

the majority of her subjects had accepted,

conduct of the queen in this matter gave grei

offence to the Komish party, who declared t

One of the objects proposed by the new .chcme wui the

im-rtase of the revenue of the crown. In allusion to

Lethinston. in one of his letters, observes-'
1 iho rain

being sustained, the queen will not get at the year en

much as to buy her a pair of new shoes.

t KJIO.V, vol. ii. p. 311.
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preliminaries
of this interview.

" Our trusty and

K loved councillor," she writes to Cecil,
" the

laird of Lethington, our principal secretary, will

report onto you what he has in charge from us,

towards our dearest sister, the queen, your mis-

liw, wherein we desire you, for the place of credit

jt occupy, to procure him by your good means

iwtmrable and hasty dispatch. Nothing doubting

bat that ye will give him firm credit in such

tilings as he will declare unto you upon our behalf,

Wag a man of a long time well known unto you,

and one whom we especially trust"

This approaching interview was regarded with

great suspicion by the Catholics. The Protestants

weredivided in opinion. Knox appears to have been

strongly opposed to it.
" Our Papists," says Ran-

dolph,
"
greatly mistrust the meeting : our Protest-

ante as greatly desire it : our preachers, to be plain
with your honour, at one word, be more vehement
than discreet or learned, which I greatly lament.

The little bruit that hath been here of late, that

this queen is advised by the Cardinal to embrace
the religion of England, maketh them now almost

wild, of the which they both say and preach, that

it i little than when it was at the worst. I have
not so amply conferred with Mr. Knox in these

matters as shortly I must, who, upon Sunday last,

gmre the cross and the candle such a wipe, that as

wise and learned as himself wished him to have
held his peace. He accompanied the same with a
marrellous vehement and piercing prayer, in the
od of his sermon, for the continuance of amity
and hearty love with England."

*

About this time the Earl of Arran became sud-

Suppottd con- denly deranged, and in his mad-
ptocy rf Arrtn. ness accused himself, his father,

and the Earl of Bothwell of a conspiracy to seize
** P***00 ** the queen ' murder the Earl of Mar,
ad possess themselves of the government. Arran's
madness appears to be the only explanation which
n he given of o improbable a plot ; at least the

rasMrahn of historians have not been successful,
ing to the want of all authentic records on the
hjcct, in placing it in a clearer light. This

much, however, is certain, that whether the con-

intj was
mcrt-ly the invention of Arran, or had

SwunUtion in truth, the madness of that
was not apparent on his first

discovery of
the enterprise. It appears from the statements of

>ox. that the accusations which compromised
If and his father, the Duke of

Chatelherault,
i !Md0 m the first instance to the Reformer

'

L>n Friday," says he, the said Earl
<.\rrn came to the house of the said John Knox,

*ht with him Master Richard Strange
ider Outhrie, in whose presence he said,

WMOMNy betrayed ;

'

and, with these words,
jw to weep. Knox demanded-' Who has

'One Juda. or other,' said he;
Office. Many of the core-

' but I know it is my life that is sought.'
' My

lord,' said Knox,
' I understand not such dark man-

ner of speaking : if I shall give you any answer,

you must speak more plainly.'
'

Well,' said he,
'
I take you three to witness that I open things

unto you, and I will write it to the queen. An act

of treason is laid to my charge. The Earl of Both-

well has shown to me in council that he shall take

the queen, and put her in my hands in the castle

of Dunbarton : that he shall slay the Earl of Mar,

Lethington, and others that now misguide her
; and

so shall I and he rule all. But I know that is

devised to accuse me of treason, for I know that he

will inform the queen of it ; but I take you to wit-

ness that I open it here unto you, and I will pass

incontinent, and write unto the queen's majesty,
and unto my brother, the Earl of Mar.'

" * On this

determination lie acted; for as the "Diurnal of

Occurrents
"
informs us " My lord of Arran came

forth in ane phrenzy in the night, and passed to

the queen's grace at the palace of Falkland, and
said to her, that my lord duke, his father, and my
lord Bothwell, and Gawin, commendator of Kil-

winning, had conspired against the queen's grace
and Lord James." f

Arran's disclosures appear to have been at first

clear and consistent. Afterwards, however, as his

malady developed itself, they became confused,
and exhibited such inconsistencies in several im-

portant particulars of his statements as left no doubt

as to the state of his mind. Knox adds,
" that he

plainly forewarned the Earl of Mar that the Earl

of Arran was stricken with phrenzy, and thus,

that over great credit should not be given unto his

words and inventions. And as he advertised, so

it came to pass. Within a few days, his sickness

increased
; he devised of wondrous signs that he

saw in the heavens
; he alleged that he was be-

witched; and, finally, he behaved himself in all

things so foolishly, that his phrenzy could not be

hid." | Some credit was, notwithstanding his ill-

ness, attached to his allegations, and by order of

the Council he was committed to prison first in

St. Andrew's, and afterwards in the castle of

Edinburgh. The conduct of Bothwell and the

Abbot of Kilwinning having given rise to some

suspicions, they were apprehended and detained

in
custody. The only step which was taken in

regard to the Duke of Chatelherault was the

obliging him to resign the governorship of the

castle of Dunbarton, which he had held ever since

the time of his quitting the office of Regent This

nobleman was now advanced in years, and, on this

occasion, was treated by the queen with kindness

and consideration. In the following letter from

Randolph to Elizabeth, we have a valuable testi-

mony to the gentle and amiable character of Mary,
which is all the more trustworthy as the writer

cannot be charged with being prejudiced in favour

of the Scottish sovereign.
" For the likelihood,"

says he,
" that the queen is not moved with any

Knox, vol. ii. p. 327. t Diurnal of Oecurrents, p. 7L
X Knox, vol. ii. p. 329.
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evil mind towards the duke or his, besides that
which I have heard her grace say, I will only de-
clare unto your majesty that which I myself
(having many times had suspicion thereof) hare
observed and marked. I never saw yet, since her

grace's arrival, but she sought more means to win
the Duke of Chatelherault's good-will, and my
Lord of Arran's, than ever they had wish to ac-

knowledge their duties as subjects unto their

sovereign. She knoweth herself in what place
God hath appointed them, and that he is the

revenger of all injustice. To separate them from

her, being her subjects, there is no cause but dis-

obedience and transgression of her hinds. She is

not ignorant also of the affection of many in this

realm toward that house, how many they are, and
how they are allied ; wherein to attempt anything

against them unjustly, or that should not manifest

unto the world what their fault were, it should be

her own ruin. These things an't like your majesty,
are no small stays to the appetite of man's will, and

much more unto her's, being a woman lately re-

turned unto a country where never yet such obe-

dience hath been given unto the prince or princess,

as is due unto them. In token also that no such

thing was meant of her part, it appeared in no-

thing more than in the usage of his father, of him-

self, and their friends, with all gentleness ; the

more to let them know, and the world judge, that

she did love them as her kinsmen, esteemed them

as her successors (if God gave her no issue), and

favoured them as her subjects, if their doings do

not merit the contrary. Unto the one, not long

since, she promised a reasonable support towards

his living, for the time of his father's life
;
and re-

mitted unto the other many things that, both by
law and conscience, he was in danger for both

body and goods. After the detection of this crime,

the queen's grace so well conceived of my Lord

Arran, and judged so well of his sincere meaning

towards her, that she devised with her Council

what yearly sum, either of money or other thing,

she might bestow upon him. What grief this is

unto her heart, it hath appeared in many ways,

and she hath wished that it could be known unto

your majesty, without whose advice, I believe, she

will not hastily determine anything against either

the one or the other." Of these things, he con-

cludes, "likewise the whole country doth bear

witness, my testimony needeth the less."*

About this time, disturbances on the Borders

Disturbances again called forth the interference

on the of government.
" Murder, n

Borders. ^^ and offences of all kinds pre-

vailed to an intolerable degree; and men who had

been publicly outlawed walked abroad, dene

the terrors of justice."
Determined to restore t

quillity to these districts, and to vindicate t

premacy of the law, the queen dispatch

Earl of Mar with full powers to proceed agar

offenders. His success was not less

which attended him on a former expediti

MS. Letter, State Paper Office. Tytler,
rol. vi. p. E
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her Aterty affection towards her, her good-will and

t desire to continue in peace and amity, and

b special that they might see each other, she

thowrth unto me my said sovereign's picture, and

asketh me how like' that was to her lively face ?

I answered unto her, that I trusted her grace should

ihurt!y be judge thereof herself, and find much

nan perfection than could be set forth by the art

of ma." "
That," said she,

"
is the thing that I

hare most desired ever since I was in hope thereof,

tad she shall well assure herself there shall be no

stay in me, though I were to take any pains, or to

do more than I may well say ; and I trust by the

tiiM that we have spoken together, oar hearts will

be so eased, that the greatest grief that shall ever

after be between us, will be when we shall take

leare the one of the other. And, let God be my
witness, I honour her in my heart, and love her as

my dear and natural sister. Let me be believed of

you that I do not feign."
"
Since, therefore," con-

cluded Randolph,
" the princesses' hearts are so

wedded together, as divers ways it is manifest they
are, seeing tie purpose is so goodly, without other

respect but to live in love, 1 doubt not but, how
much soever the world rage thereat, the greater
would be the glory unto them both, and the suc-

cess of the enterprise the happier. To resolve,

therefore, with your honour therein, I find in this

qsjeen so much good-will as can be possible; in

many of her subjects no less desire than in herself;
the rest not such that any such account is to be

made of, that cither can hinder the purpose, or do

great good, what-iomever they become."*

It may be reasonably doubted whether the
Queen of England was ever sincere in her inten-

tion of meeting with Mary. Her ministers, indeed,
Jtred it; but there were many personal consi-

derations which might weigh with that naturally
jealous princess, and induce her to avoid the inter-

view. Certain it is, that when every preparation
d been nude for the journey into England, Sir

Henry Sidney f arrived at court with the tidings
that the long-expected meeting was delayed till

Ue rammer of the following year. Nor were there

wanting apparently good reasons for this conduct
Klirabcth. From the instructions given to

Sidney, it appears that she was desirous of remain-
ing In London or its

vicinity, on account of the
able* then raging in France. The Catholics and
rtanU of that country were now engaged in

bt most sanguinary conflicts which distin-
hed this age of religious and political conten-
A league had been formed between the

"P*rtit governments of France, Spain, Savoy,
r the purpose of

suppressing the Re-
The aspect of aflairs became every day

riooa, and Elizabeth, who had invariably
I her support to the Protestants, considered

t to at least she avowed to Marv
the present summer she should remain at

06-*T i

f Fs*ar sT &, illqriou, Sir PhPhilip Sidney.

home, and watch the proceedings of the common

enemy. At the same time, her communications to

her sister sovereign were extremely friendly. In

her instructions to Sidney, she says
" Of mere

necessity, and utterly against our will and determi-

nation, we are forced to forbear that which we
most desired this summer, which was to have seen

our said dear sister : of the lack whereof we be

sure our grief shall be more than any other care

whatsoever that shall happen ; and yet, for the

ease of our mind and the relief of our sorrow, we
have devised, and fully determined, by God's will,

if our sister shall so agree, to see her and enjoy her

company in the beginning of the next summer;
for assurance whereof we have at present sent unto

her a confirmation of the former accord, for our

meeting to be at the city of York, or our castles of

Pomfret or Nottingham, at any time that she shall

name and appoint, betwixt the twentieth of May
next and the last of August then following ; with

assurance of like safe-conduct for that year as

was now presently intended for this."
*

Mary
felt this disappointment keenly. She seems to

have looked forward to the interview as an event

which would tend to conciliate the affections of

her cousin, and cement the friendship between

the respective countries. On being first informed

of the embassy of Sidney, her eyes filled with tears,

and, retiring to her chamber, she gave passionate

expression to her regretf Conscious of her own

generous intentions, this unexpected withdrawal

on the part of Elizabeth appeared to her strange
and suspicious. Reassured, however, by the com-

munications of the envoy, she entrusted him with a

friendly letter, and would at once have agreed to the

meeting appointed for next year, had she not been

advised by her secretary, Lethington, to delay her

final answer till her council, the most of whom were

at this time absent, could be conveniently assembled.

The queen now determined to undertake ajourney

through the northern part of her
jjary undertakes

dominions. Before she set out, she

was visited by an emissary from

the court of Rome. His object was to persuade
her majesty to send a representative to the Council

of Trent, which was then sitting. Xot daring to

receive him openly, he was conducted secretly to

her presence while the Protestant nobles were

attending sermon. The papal messenger, however,
had a narrow escape ; for, returning somewhat un-

expectedly, the Earl of Mar, attended by the English

ambassador, Randolph, entered the ante-chamber,

and but for the presence ofmind of one of the queen's

maids, who conveyed him away by a private en-

trance, he would have been seized, and not impro-

bably put to death. Randolph says that he caught
a glimpse of " a strange visage, which filled him
full of suspicion," and that inquiry having been

made, he was diligently sought for, and only saved

by the remonstrances of the Earl of Mar.J
*

Keith, vol. ii. p. 153.

t MS. Letter, State Paper Office, Sidney to Cecil.

; Randolph to Cecil, 1st August, 1562.
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Having completed her arrangements, Mary
started for Inverness, accompanied by her prin-

cipal nobles. In connection with this royal pro-

gress, we have now to give some account of the

conspiracy of the Earl of Huntly, which is one of

Conspiracy of the the most intricate and mysterious
Earl of Huntly. passages in Scottish history.

" As

it was a transaction purely domestic, and in which

the English were hut little interested, few original

papers concerning it have been found in Cecil's

collection, which is the great storehouse of evidence

and information with regard to the affairs of this

period." George Gordon, Earl of Huntly, who laid

the foundation of the subsequent greatness of his

family, was one of the nobles who had enjoyed the

confidence and shared in the bounty of James IV.,

as a reward for the services he had rendered to that

monarch. Great accessions of wealth and power

were then obtained by a family already opulent

and powerful. Alexander, the next earl, on re-

ceiving his appointment of lord-lieutenant of all

the counties beyond the Forth, had retired from

court, and, proceeding to his estates in the north,

resided there in a state of princely independence.

The conduct of George, the present earl, had

not been such as to deserve the confidence of go-

vernment. During the late commotions, under the

regency of the Queen-mother, he had acted a va-

cillating and temporising part. At one time, when

the affairs of the Congregation had appeared despe-

rate, he had assisted the Regent in her attempts to

overpower them. At another, when the prospects of

the Reformers were more encouraging, he had pre-

tended to join them, but avoided giving them any

material aid.
" He was courted and feared by each

of the contending parties ;
both connived at his en

croachments in the north ;
and by artifice and f

which he well knew how to employ alternately, and

in their proper places,
he added every day to th

exorbitant power and wealth which he already po*

sessed."
*
Huntly was a man of inordinate am

which he only waited for a seasonable opportunity
u

discover. He had long been jealous
of the growmi

reputation and authority of the Earl of Mar, ar

ardently desired to supplant him in his influ

with the queen. This desire was shared by fl

Duke of Chatelherault, to whom Huntly
i

closely allied, through the marriage of 1

Lord Gordon, to the daughter of Hamilton. Pei

sonal injuries had increased his animosity t<

He had discovered that the latter was cndeava

ing to persuade the queen to bestow upon h

earidom of Moray, together
with the to

domains appertaining
to that title. Of

had for many years appropriated
the revenues,

enjoyed the power; and he could -

pccted to view with indifference their best,

upon his rival. In addition to all this, h

dignant at the treatment he had received

Passing the same religion as his sovcmgn

regarded as the head of the Catholic party>

no! unnaturally expected to be advanced to

* Robertson.
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the porpoee
of prejudicing Mary against Huntly,

and accomplishing his ruin. "It was natural,"

aa Mr. Tytler remarks,
" that Mar should rejoice

in the fall of BO potent an enemy to the Protestant

m^fmM Huntly. It is true that he availed him-

atlf of his offences to strengthen his own power ;

bat that, prior to the rebellion, he had laid a

^tft design to entrap him into treason, is an

opinion founded on conjecture, and contradicted

byfcct"'
Mary commenced her progress from Edinburgh

on the" llth of August, 1562, on horseback, and

rode to Calder, twelve miles distant, with part of

her train ; and after dinner crossed the country to

Linlithgow, where she was joined by others of her

attendants and passed the night in the palace.

On the following day she rode to Callender House,

the aeat of Lord Livingstone, from whence she pro-

ceeded to Stirling Castle, where she remained till

the 18th of August The queen arrived at Old

Aberdeen on the 27th of the same month. She

apanied by Randolph, the English am-

r, the Earl of Mar, Secretary Lethington,
and the greater part of the nobility. The absence

of the Duke of Chatelherault, who was now re-

tored to favour, seems to have been occasioned

by the infirmities of age. After all her attendants

and men-at-arms had arrived, she left Old Aber-

deen on the 1st of September, intending to make
a public entry into the neighbouring town of

New Aberdeen, and to remain there twenty days.

Departing from her design, and proceeding north-

ward, ahe was pressed by Huntly to visit his mag-
nificent residence at Strathbogie ; but, notwith-

standing that his invitation was supported by the

majority of her council, she steadily refused, alleg-

ing that ahe would not visit the father of a rebel.

Learing Kinloss Abbey, where she passed the

night, OQ the 8th of September, she set out for Dar-

uaway Cartlc,! the chief mansion of the earldom of

Moray. Here a Privy Council was held, at which
Mar enated the Lord James produced his patent

Earl of Many, of the earldom of Moray, and relin-

quished that of Mar. In relation to this circum-

ataace, Randolph write* to Cecil :
" The queen, it

my pleeee your honour to know, hath given the

:r, roL rt p. 268.
1

*fJ***
BW J

r.CiU*, the wat of the ancient and present
*
**Jyt

u in the united parishes of Dyke and MovM county of Moray, partly in the county of

jreHwpartioa
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nt periods, and of irregular

y, nephew of King
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^Tulf {f
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Ll>itcd
. Kingdom, measuring
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y l" brc"dth ' and ^d &
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A.^I of Lord James Stuart, gave a splendidt tenantry in this noble hall, in width
f ant aouimod the title of Karl of

' '

that of Mar."-/'
-

earldom of Moray, which was once Earl Thorn p. s

Randolph's, to the Earl of Mar. It is both more

honourable and greater in profit than the other."*

From Darnaway the queen proceeded to Inver-

ness, the gates of which, however, she found

insolently shut against her. On the place being

summoned, the governor declared that he held it

for Lord Gordon, and that, acting under his orders,

he refused her admittance. This conduct being

equivalent to rebellion, the spirit of Mary was

roused, and without any further parleying slie pre-

pared for an assault upon the town. " On this

occasion," says Randolph,
" she repented she was

not a man, to know what life it was to lie all night
in the fields, or walk the rounds with a jack and

knapscull." f The queen having again summoned
the garrison to surrender, the demand, as they were

not prepared for a siege, was immediately complied
with. The governor suffered the penalty of treason,

and was hanged. This expedition appears to have

excited the military enthusiasm of the English
ambassador. " What desperate blows," he writes,
" would that day have been given when every man
should have fought in sight of so noble a queea,
and so many fair ladies, our enemies to have taken

them from us, and we to save our honours, and not

to be bereft of them your honour may easily

imagine."

Huntly appears to have taken the decisive step,

and to have openly assumed arms in defiance of the

proclamation of his sovereign at the period when
the earldom of Moray was conferred upon his hated

rival. Having assembled his vassals, and fortified

his castles of Fiudlater, Achendowu, and Strath-

bogie, he pushed forward with rapid inarches in

the direction of Aberdeen, with the hope of sei/.ing

the person of the queen. To this place Mary
had retired on leaving Inverness, having on her

way summoned the castle of Findlater to surrender,

but without effect. Not being provided with the

means of enforcing the submission of this strong

fortress, she proceeded to New Aberdeen, at the

head of three thousand men. " The Earl of Huntly,"

says Knox,
" was then charged to deliver the said

castles, on pain of treason. To show some obedience,
he caused the keys of both to be presented by his

servant, Mr. Thomas Ker. But before this the queen
had sent Captain Stuart, with six score of soldiers,

to lie about the said place of Findlater. Upon a

certain night, Sir John Gordon, falling upon them
with a company of horsemen, captured their leader,

slew certain of the soldiers, and disarmed the rest.

This fact so inflamed the queen, that all hope of

reconciliation was past ;
and so the said Earl of

Huntly was charged, under pain of putting him to

the horne, to present himself and the said Sir John
before the queen and council within six days ;

which charge he disobeyed, and so was pronounced
a rebel," J

The forces of Huntly were at first considerable ;

*
Randolph to Cecil, 18th September, 1562. Chalmers

1

Life of Man-, vol. i. pp. 81-84. t Ibid-

J Knox, voL ii. p. 354.
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but, as he advanced towards Aberdeen, they gra-

dually meltedaway, till they numbered only between

Moray encounters seven and eight hundred. Hi-

and found himself opposed by the Earls
defeaU Huntly. of Moray> Mortonf ^ Mho[[
at the head of upwards of two thousand men. < )f

these, however, a considerable number could not be

trusted. They were brought into the 6eld by the

neighbouring barons, who were suspected of being
favourable to the designs of Huntly. Tht

posted his army on a hill named Corrichie, a very

advantageous position, about twelve miles distant

from the city. The adherents in whose fidelity

Moray had placed but little confidence wen- thr

Forbeses, Hays, and Leslies, whose conduct in im-

mediately betaking themselves to flight, on the first

attack, amply justified his suspicious. But Moray,
who was both a prudent leader and a courageous

soldier, with a small but determined force took up a

position on a rising ground, and there awaited the

attack of his opponents. After a short but severe con-

flict, the insurgents were completely defeated, and

their leader himself slain whether by the sword

or suffocation from the weight of his armour, in

consequence of his extreme corpulency, is uncer-

tain.* Huntly's two sons were made prisoners,

and conveyed to Aberdeen. Three days after

Execution of
the battle '

Sil>
3

J h" Gordon '
the

,
Sir John Gordon, second son, and chief instigator of

and imprisonment the rebellion, was beheaded in that
of his brother.

dty f Huntly
.

B thlrd ,, on

account of his youth being then only eighteen

received a pardon. Lord Gordon, the eldest of this

unfortunate family, was shortly afterwards appre-

hended in the south, and, having been brought to

his trial, was found guilty of treason. Through

the clemency of the queen, his punishment was

commuted for imprisonment. On the first meeting

of parliament, Huntly's immense estates were con-

fiscated to the crown, the title was forfeited, and

" this all-potent house reduced in a moment to

insignificance and beggary." There is no doubt

that Huntly had meditated the most violent

measures against his sovereign. Randolph, in

a letter to Cecil, relates that " Sir John Gordor

confessed his treasonable designs, but laid the

burden of them on his father ;
that two confidential

servants of that nobleman, Thomas Ker and his

brother, acknowledged that their master, on three

* "The vale of Corrichie, the scene of this battle, U in

the parish of Mid-Mar, amid the mountain scene

hill of Farr, which is upwards of two thousand ftakn the

on the side of a rock in the vicinity
of the vale
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the world that because they will not hear God

ranking to the comfort of the penitent, and for

aaeadinent of the wicked, they are often compelled

to hear the fait" report of others, to their great

JjailiMarf I doubt not that it came to the ears

of Herod, that our master, Jesus Christ, called him

a fex ; but they told him not how odious a thing it

was before God to murder an innocent, as he had

lately done before, causing to behead John the Bap-

tHt, to reward the dancing of a harlot's daughter.

If the reporters of my words had been honest men,

they would have repeated my words, and the cir-

eanwtancefl of the same : but because they would

hare credit at court, and wanting virtue worthy

thereof, they needs must have somewhat to pica-

awe your majesty, if it were but flatteries and lies
;

bat such pleasure, if any your majesty take in such

persons, will turn to your everlasting displeasure ;

for, fldin i
if your own ears had heard the whole

natter that I treated, if there be in you any spark
of the ipirit of .God, yea, of honesty and wisdom,

JOB would not justly have been offended with any-

thing that I spake. And because you have heard

their report, please your majesty to hear myself
reheane the same so near as memory will serve.

My text, madam, was this
' And now, O kings,

indeiitand ; be learned, ye judges of the earth.'

After I had declared the dignity of kings and
ralcrs, the honour wherein God has placed them,
the obedience which is due unto them, being God's

lieutenants, I demanded this question : but, Oh,
alat! what account shall the most part of princes

before that Supreme Judge, whose throne

authority so manifestly and shamefully they
e? The complaint of Solomon is this day most

trno that violence and oppression do occupy the
throne of God here on this earth

; for whilst that

murderers, bloodthirsty men, oppressors, and male-
etora, dare be bold to present themselves before

tiagi and princes, and that the poor saints of God
art haniahed and exiled, what shall we say, but
that the deril hath taken possession in the throne

God, which ought to be a dread to all wicked
, and a refuge to the innocent and oppressed ?

sow can it be otherwise? For princes will not
wtand, they will not be learned as God com-
tham, but they despise God's law, his sta-

lioly ordinance, they will not understand
;

liBf and flinging they are more exercised

NT or hearing God's most blessed
idler, and flatterers (which commonly

are more precious in their eyes
wisdom and

gravity, who, by whole-
lona, may beat down in them some

and pride wherein we are allht which in princes takes deep root and
y eril education. And of dancing,

that, albeit in Scripture I found no
r it, and u, profane writers that it is termed

.
of tho l that are mad and in frenzy

*n, yot I do not
utterly condemn it,

vorice.be avoided; the former,
principal rotation of those- that UM> that

exercise be not neglected for the pleasure of danc-

ing ; secondly, that they dance not as the Philis-

tines, their fathers, for the pleasure that they take

in the displeasure of God's people ; for, if they do

these, or either of them, they shall receive the re-

ward of dancers, and that will be to drink in hell,

unless they repent."
" Your words are sharp

enough, even now," said Mary,
" and yet they

were told me in another manner. I know that you
and my uncles are not of one religion, and therefore

I cannot blame you for conceiving so ill an opinion
of them; but, for myself, if you disapprove of

ought, come to myself, speak openly, and I shall

hear you."
"
Madam," answered Knox,

"
I am

assured that your uncles are enemies to God, and
unto his son Jesus Christ ; and for the maintenance

of their own pomp and worldly glory, that they

spare not to spill the blood of many innocents
;

and therefore, I am assured, their enterprises shal

have no better success than others have had, who
before them have done as they do now."

On the 25th of December the General Assembly
was convened, at which meetin : Meeting of the

many complaints were made that General As-
" churches lacked ministers ; that sembly.

ministers lacked their stipends; and that wicked
men were permitted to be schoolmasters, and so to

infect the youth." These complaints had reference

to the negligence or avarice of those who had been

appointed to collect and distribute the small and

inadequate fund appropriated for the maintenance
of the clergy. Petitions to the queen were pre-

sented, praying for redress of these grievances, but

without effect. For the other transactions of this

assembly we must refer our readers to that por-
tion of our history which treats of the ecclesiastical

affairs of this period.
About this time, Lethington was dispatched to

England on a special embassy, ,-, ,

.
- * ' Embassy of

in consequence of a rumour, that Lethington to

measures were contemplated by the England,

English parliament prejudicial to
Feb> 1563>

the interests of the Scottish queen as the nearest

heir of Elizabeth. Naturally jealous of an attempt
to invalidate her rights, she instructed her secre-

tary
" to renew unto our good sister, and reduce

to her remembrance all conferences and communi-
cations past betwixt our good sister and herself,

touching that matter
;
and shall also enlarge unto

her and make manifest the good title and interest

we have in the succession of that crown, as nearest

and lawful in the right line from King Henry VII.,

by just descent from his eldest daughter Margaret,
sometime Queen of Scots ;

and desire our good
sister that, according to justice and equity, and

having respect to the good amity and intelligence

presently standing between us, she neither do pro-
cure nor suffer to be done anything prejudicial to

oar aforesaid title."* Lethington was a skiiiul

diplomatist, and, in consequence of his active ex-

ertions, no steps were taken by the English par-
liament in the matter of the succession.

*
Keith, vol. ii. p. 191.
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Various circumstances combined to press upon
Proposals for the attention of Mary the

<j
u

the hand of the of her marriage. Her -widowhood
had now continued for three yean.

Her youth and inexperience, the difficulties of her

position, the interests of the kingdom, the advice
of her councillors, the expressed wishes of her

subjects, rendered it apparent that it would be for

the advantage of all parties that she should bestow
her hand upon one or other of the numerous suitors

who then solicited it. Several proposals had been
made to this effect. In the summer of the previous

year, the Cardinal of Lorraine had made a visit to

Ferdinand, the Emperor of Germany, as he was

returning home from assisting at the Council of

Trent, and had suggested a marriage between

Mary and the Archduke Charles, the youngest
son of the emperor.* Charles, however, had for-

merly made overtures of marriage to the Queen
of England, and that princess, hearing of the pro-

ject now mentioned, warned Mary, through her

envoy, Randolph,
" That if she listened to the

Cardinal as to anything relating to that match, it

would be the ready way to dissolve the good
ment between Scotland and England, if not to

exclude her from any hopes of succeeding to the

crown of England ; which, that she might not

come short of, she warned her, as a friend, to make
choice of such an husband out of the English nation,

as might be both acceptable to her, and lay the

foundation of a firm peace between the two king-

doms at the same time, and secure her sue.

to the crown, which would never be declared till

her choice were publicly known as to this matter."*

Cecil also addressed a remonstrance on the subject

to the Earl of Moray, who replied that nothing

had been yet concluded as to this proposal ; but

that it was not consistent with her honour to iv-

press the suit of princes, neither to such a course

could he advise her, however deeply interested in

the continuance of the friendship between the two

queens and the mutual love and quietness of their

subjects.}: Besides the offer of the Archduke, pro-

posals for the hand of Mary were made by Philip II.

on behalf of his son Don Carlos, Infant of Spain ;

and by Catherine de Medicis on behalf of the brother

of her former husband, the Duke of Anjou. Knox

speaks of Lord Robert Dudley and Lord Darnlcy

being also aspirants for the hand of the S

queen. It is probable that Mary was prepoui**d

in favour of a foreign alliance, but two circum-

stances tended to divert her thoughts from such a

marriage. On the one hand, she was desirous ol

giving effect to the wishes of her own subjects,

and these she was fully aware were opposed

any project that would again connect them >

a foreign power. They had suffered much

her former marriage with the King of Frano

and could never forge: the miseries entailed v

the country in consequence of the interfere

that kingdom with their rights and

Melville's Memoirs, p. 32. t Camden Aunal*, p. K

J MS. Letter, Moray to Cecil.
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the queen, with unfortunate forbearance, no further

nifated her displeasure tlian by commanding

him to quit the court. The infatuated Frenchman

however, followed her to Dunfermline, and from

thence to Burntisland, where he repeated his

Mdacious conduct by intruding into her apartment

at the moment when she was making preparations

to retire for the night. His own excuse was, that

ho wished to clear himself from the former impu-

tation against his conduct. On seeing Chastellet,

Mary and her ladies called for help, and theii

fhr^Aa goon alarmed the royal household. The

wretched man was immediately seized, and un-

hesitantly acknowledged that he had meditated

an attempt on the honour of the queen. Roused to

indignation at this insulting confession, Mary com-

manded Moray, who first came to her assistance, to

dispatch the wretch with his dagger. The latter,

however, acted a more prudent part, observing that
14

it would not be for her honour ifhe were punished
in a summary way, but that he should be dealt

with according to the laws of the realm." The

Earl of Morton, who had succeeded Huntly as

Lord Chancellor, the Lord Justice-clerk, Bellenden,

and other members of the Privy Council, were

Mmmoncd from Edinburgh. On the second day
after the outrage, Chastellet was tried, condemned,
and executed at St. Andrew's on the 22nd of Fe-

bruary. Randolph says that he died penitent;
and Knox that " he made a godly confession,
and granted that his declining from the truth of

God and following vanity and impiety was justly

recompensed upon him." Somewhat inconsistent

with these statements is the fact, that on the scaf-

fold, instead of attending to his religious devotions,
he took out of his pocket a volume of Ronsard, and
read that French poet's hymn on death, "after
which he resigned himself to his fate with gaiety
nd indiflerenee."* This is a sad story : but we
re not disposed to consider the infatuated conduct

of Chastellet at traceable to any undue favour
which was shown towards him on the part of Mary.
Our own ideas of propriety would doubtless con-
din her

familiarity with the accomplished mu-
an, but we have no reason to believe that it

needed the limits allowed by the opinions of

toeiety as then constituted.! We may safely as-

MBe, that up to this period, at least, the character

Mary was such, as it is thus drawn by Sir
Mclrillc :

" The queen's majesty, after her
linfout ofFrance, behaved herself so

princely,
boooorably, so

discreetly, that her reputation
I in all countries, and she was inclined and

tomined so to continue in that sort of comeli-
into the end of her life, desiring to hold

her company but such as were of the
* qualities and conversation, abhorring all vices

( *#fA, for it wu the gnntcel eutreatmeut of-
,

and vicious persons, whether they were men or

women." *

"While Lethington was absent on his embassy
respecting the succession, the Catholics, in de-

fiance of the queen's proclamation, celebrated

mass in the houses of many of their adherents.

The Bishop of St. Andrew's and the Prior of

Whithorn were particularly conspicuous in their

violations of the law. No steps having been

taken by government for the punishment of the

offenders, the Reformers took the law into their

own haiids, pursued and apprehended several of

the priests, and intimated to the Romish clergy
that henceforth they should neither complain to

queen nor council, but should execute the punish-
ment that God has appointed to idolaters in his

law by such means as they were able.f These

proceedings were naturally ob- Knox sent for

noxious to Mary, and sending for *>)" the queen,

the Reformer to Lochleven, where she was then

residing, she expostulated with him on the con-

duct of his friends. " She travailed with him ear-

nestly two hours before her supper, that he would

be the instrument to persuade the people, and

principally the gentlemen of the West, not to pro-
ceed to the punishment of any man for the using
of themselves in their religion as pleased them."

Knox replied by exhorting her to punish male-

factors according to the laws. But if she thought
to elude the laws, he feared that some one would

let the Papists understand that without punish-
ment they should not be suffered so manifestly to

offend God's majesty.
" Will you," said the queen,

" allow that they shall take my sword in their

hand?" The Reformer replied that the sword

belonged to God, who entrusted it to princes to the

end that justice might be done ; and if the latter

failed to perform it, others must do it for them.

Nor would God be offended if men, though neither

kings nor magistrates, took it upon them to in-

flict judgment.
"
Samuel," said he,

"
spared not

to slay Agag, the fat and delicate king of Amalek,
whom Saul had saved

;
nor did Elias spare Jeza-

bel's prophets, and Baal's priests, although king
Ahab stood by. Phineas was no magistrate, but

lie feared not to strike Zimri and Cosbi. And so,

madam, you may see that others than chief magis-
trates may lawfully punish, and have punished, the

-'ice and crimes that God commands to be punished.

Consider," he concluded,
" what is the thing your

grace's subjects look to receive from your majesty,
and what it is you ought to do unto them by
mutual contract. They are bound to obey you, and

:hat only in God. You are bound to keep the laws

unto them. You crave of them service ; they
crave from you protection and defence agaicst
wicked doers. But if you deny your duty unto

hem, do you expect to receive full obedience from

them ? I fear, madam, you shall not." J These

were bold words, but they do not appear to have

eft an unfavourable impression on the mind of

*
Memoirs, p. 130. Bannatyne Club Edition.

t Kuox, vol. ii. p. 371. J Knox, vol. ii. p. 37G.
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Mary. The very fearlessness of the undaunted
Knox's inter- Reformer, who cared nothing fo

3SS2S3.
the disP^ure of prim,
was anxious only to exprew hL

strong convictions, disposed her to receive from his

lips what he conceived to be the scriptura
sition of her duty as a queen. On the following
day, being desirous of another intervicv.

sent a message to Knox by the hands of Walk'
Melville, to meet her at Kinross, whither she pro-

posed to go to enjoy the pastime of hawking
Their intercourse on this occasion was of an un

usually friendly character. Mary even ventum
to tender to the Reformer some excellent advice
He was about to proceed to Dumfries to preside a

the election of a superintendent for the surround

ing district. Understanding that Alexander GOT

don, titular Archbishop of Athens,* was a candidati

for that office, she warned him, in a friendly spirit
that the character of that person was not such as

to justify his appointment to the proposed office

Knox had reason afterwards, as he himself con

fesses, to acknowledge the soundness of her coun-

sel,t She then proceeded to inform him that, as

regarded their conversation of the day previous
she had resolved to do as he required.

"
I shal

cause all offenders to be summoned, and you shal

know that I shall minister justice."! Nor did she

fail in her performance of this promise ; for, as

we learn from the " Diurnal of Occurrents," on the

19th of May, a few days before the meeting of

parliament,
" the Archbishop of St. Andre\\

Prior of Whithorn, and other Romanists, appeared
before Argyle, the Justice General, to answer the

charge of having celebrated mass contrary to her

majesty's proclamation. The archbishop and the

prior (to this indictment having pleaded guilty)

were ordered to be imprisoned in the castle oi

Edinburgh during the queen's pleasure, and the

rest, having given security for their future obe-

dience, were dismissed."

The first parliament which had met since Mary's

Meeting return into Scotland assembled

of parliament. on the 26th of May. The queen

determined to open the proceedings in person

* In consequence of a typographical error in some of the

printed copies of Knox's" History, Mr. Tytler and other*

hare been led into the mistake of saying that the queen
here refers to

" the Bishop of Caithness." It is true that

in MS. G. we find "the Bishop of Cathenis," but the mar-

ginal note in that MS. reads correct lv
"
Ui-hop <>f

The person referred to is undoubtedly, as stated in tl

Alexander Gordon, titular Archbishop of Athens, aftei

Bishop of Galloway. He joined the Keformere, m

enjoyed his titles ; but he was not allowed to cxei

functions as a bishop, nor was his petition acceded to, to

be appointed visitor to the churches within hi* di

Galloway. We are indebted for the correctioni of U
mistake to the valuable notes appended

to tl

Knox's History printed for the Wodrow Society, si

edited by David Laing Esq.

t Knox, vol. ii. p. 374.

t It is supposed that, at this interesting in

Marv presented the Reformer with the small watr

in a crystal case, of an oblong octagon shape,

the late Dr. M'Crie wrote his celebrated I .grapbi . w.

the possession of Mr. Thompson of Aberdeen,

M'Crie's Life of Kuox. Strickland's Life of Uuet

{ Diurnal of Occurrents, p. 76.
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that the question of religion should be formally

brought before the three Estates, and that measures

should be taken to establish the Protestant faith in

In this he was opposed and thwarted

by the ministers of Mary, and espe-

en Knox cially by the Earl of Moray. This
d Mormy. conduct on the part of one with

whom be had been so long and intimately associated,

and who was so much indebted to his power and

fafjyaMMi, was extremely painful to the Reformer.

He expostulated with the earl, plainly hinting

that he was acting from selfish motives ; that

he dared not introduce the subject of religion,

lest his own interests should be compromised; and

that the true explanation of his reserve was the

fear that confirmation would be refused to his

grant of the earldom of Moray. These insinuations

exasperated the earl, and he replied to them in

terms of great severity. But the Reformer was
not a man to remain silent when his conscience

prompted him to speak, nor to refrain from admi-

nistering a rebuke when the most solemn engage-
ments were broken, and that cause for which he
had suffered so much was betrayed for the pro-
motion of selfish ambition and personal aggran-
disement. In a letter to Moray, he reminded him
of their first acquaintance, in what condition he
was when they had met in London, and how,
since that period, he had been promoted, beyond
h own and the expectations of other men, to the
chief offices of state. He expressed the sanguine
hopes he had once entertained of being assisted by
him in the establishment of the truth, atfd how he
was now

reluctantly compelled to abandon these

hopes. But seeing," says he, in conclusion,
" that

1 perceive myself frustrate of my expectation,
which was, that you should ever have preferredGl to your own affection, and the advancement of

truth to your singular commodity, I commit
i to your own understanding, and to the con-

ting of those who can better please you. I

aiwmj God I leave you victor over your enemies,
waotod to great honour, and in credit and autho-
r with your sovereign. If you shall long con-

to, noo* within the realm will be more glad
; but if, after Uiis, you shall decay (as I fear

Ull), then call to mind by what means God
J ltd, you; which was neither by bearing with

:or yet by maintaining of pestilent
This remonstrance was so keenly felt by

that for nearly a year and a half he had
ition with the Reformer."*

.

Kofwithrfuding the failure ofTi efforts to
h tUblishmcut of the reformed

religion,
oil Knox determined to address some

*ious admonitions to the nobility,

|

tht dilution of parliament. Accord-
"irwed from the pulpit a powerful dis-

1

""* of Ood to** the realm of

^ingratitude
of the multitude for

e from the cruel tyranny which had
<*h body and soul. He reminded the

Knux, rol. ii. p. 382.

Lords that he had been with them in their most

desperate trials; that in their greatest extremity
he had ever desired them to depend upon God, and
in his name had promised them victory and pre-
servation. " I see before me," said he, with that

vehemence of voice and action which distinguished
the preaching of this extraordinary man,*

"
I see

before me St. Johnston, Cupar Muir, and the Crags
of Edinburgh; yea, in that dark and dolorous

night wherein all ye, my lords, with shame and

fear, left this town, is still in my mind, and God
forbid that I should ever forget it. % There is not

one of you, against whom death and destruction

were threatened, who hath perished in that danger ;

and how many of your enemies hath God plagued
before your eyes ? Shall this be your thankfulness

to God, to betray his cause, when you have it in

your hands to establish it as you please? The

queen, you say, will not agree with us. Ask of

her that which by God's AVord you may justly re-

quire, and if she will not agree with you in God,

you are not bound to agree with her in the devil.

But I see nothing but such a recoiling from Christ,

as that the man that first and most speedily flyeth

from Christ's ensign holdeth himself most happy."
Before concluding his sermon, Knox alluded to the

rumours then current in regard to the marriage of

the queen.
" And now, my lords," said he,

" to

put an end to all, I hear of the queen's marriage :

dukes, brethren to emperors and kings, strive all

for the best game. But this, my lords, will I say
note the day, and bear witness hereafter when-
ever the nobility of Scotland, who profess the Lord

Jesus, consent that an infidel (and all Papists are

infidels) shall be head to our sovereign, you do as

far as in you lieth to banish Christ Jesus from this

realm, and to bring God's vengeance on the coun-

try.'^ Knox tells us that these words, and his

manner of speaking them, were judged intolerable.

Protestants and Catholics were equally offended
;

his own friends remonstrated with him on the ve-

hemence of his language. Placemen and flatterers

posted to court to give information that Knox
had spotfin against the queen's marriage. The

consequence was, that Mary sent -g^^ is gum.

Douglas of Drumlanrig with a moned to the

summons to the Reformer to ap- queen's presence,

pear before her. Introduced into her presence by
Erskine of Dun, then superintendent of Angus and

Mearns, Mary upbraided him in terms of much

severity. She reminded him that in various ways
she had courted his favour that she had not com-

plained of the censures directed against herself and

her uncles that whenever he wished to admonish

her she had freely admitted him to an audience.
" And yet," said she,

" I cannot get quit of you ;
I

avow to God I shall be once revenged." With these

words she burst into a passionate fit of weeping.
"
It is true, madam," said Knox,

"
your grace and

* Melville savs that the Reformer was so vehement in the

delivery of this sermon, that "he was like to ding the

pulpit in tatters, and flee out of it."

t Knox, vol. ii. p. 389.
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I have been at divers controversies, in the which I

never perceived your grace to be offended at me.
Without the preaching place, madam, I think few
have occasion to be offended at me; and there,

madam, I am not master of myself, but must obey
him who commands me to speak plain, and to

flatter no flesh upon the face of the earth." "
But,"

said the queen,
" what have you to do with my

marriage ? or what are you within this common-
wealth ?

" "A subject born within the same," re-

joined the Reformer ;

"
and, albeit, madam, neither

earl, lord, nor baron within it
; yet has God made

me, how abject soever in your eyes, a profitable

member within the same. Yea, madam, to me it

appertains no less to forewarn of such things as

may hurt it, if I foresee them, than it does to any
of the nobility ;

for both my vocation and my con-

science crave plainness ofme; and therefore, madam,
to yourself I say that which I speak in public

place : Whensoever that the nobility of this realm

shall consent that you be subject to an unfaithful

(viz., Catholic) husband, they do as much as in

them lieth to renounce Christ, to banish his truth

from them, to betray the freedom of this realm, and

perchance shall, in the end, do small comfort to

yourself."
Words so emphatic and stern could not fail to

produce a deep impression upon the youthful

queen, and she began again to weep and sob

bitterly. Erskine of Dun,
" a man of meek

and gentle spirit," who was present during the

interview, in vain attempted to mitigate her an-

ger. It has often been alleged, from his conduct

on this and similar occasions, that the Reformer

was a harsh and unfeeling man, whose language

was but too frequently the hasty ebullition of a

petulant temper, and who actually found a cruel

satisfaction in exciting the auger and wit;

the tears of his sovereign. Let the following

expressions bear witness to the natural warm-

heartedness and even tenderness of Knox's cha-

racter:" Madam," said he, in taking his depar-

ture,
" in God's presence I speak. I never delighted

in the weeping of any of God's creatures ; yea, I

can scarcely well abide the tears of my own boys,

whom my own hand corrects, much less can I re-

joice in your majesty's weeping. But seeing I

have offered you no just occasion to be offended, bu

have spoken the truth as my vocation craves of me,

I must sustain, albeit unwillingly, your majesty

tears, rather than I dare hurt my conscience, m

betray the commonwealth through my silence.

This apology had no effect in appeasing
th

resentment of the queen, and she ordered 1

instantly to quit the apartment.
While waitu

in the outer chamber, the nobles of the (

shunned him as " one whom men had neve

But the undaunted Reformer regarded their

pleasure with indifference or contempt, and turnu

to the ladies of the queen's
household, who

Bitting near attired in their richest dresses, he

"
O, fair ladies ! how pleasant

were this hf

* Knox, vol. ii. p. 389.
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nlMj and a day appointed for their trial. Knox

honttlf was much disturbed by this event. Con-

dering them sufferers in a righteous cause, he

determined, if possible,
to secure them from the

MMoqamiiTT of their conduct. For this purpose,

he issued circular letters, to the effect that all who

professed the true religion, or were concerned for

its preservation,
should assemble at Edinburgh on

the day of trial, that by their presence they

Bight comfort and assist their distressed brethren.

Through the treachery of some of his pretended

friends, one of these letters fell into the queen's

hands. Its contents afforded an opportunity to his

adversaries to compass his destruction. His attempt

to assemble the subjects of the sovereign with-

out her auction was regarded as an act of trea-

Trial of Knox * ni an^ it was resolved to prose-

ksfcw the cute Knox before the Privy Coun-

Privy Council
cy jjjg ^jj ^oo^ pi^e on the

15th of December, and a full account of its pro-

cecdings is recorded in his History. The result

was, that, after a long hearing, he was fully and

unanimously acquitted. It is somewhat remark-

able that this decision, much to the displeasure of

the queen, was acquiesced in by the zealous Ca-

tholic, Sinclair, Bishop of Ross, and President of

the Court of Session.*

Hie marriage of Mary was at this time a subject

ffsjirtiiii
f great anxiety to the English

for the marriage sovereign. She was under com-

siderable apprehension that the

Scottish queen might contract an alliance with a

foreign prince. It is not improbable that intrigues
for this purpose were then secretly agitated, both
ia Scotland and on the Continent. The importance
of obtaining such a husband for the queen was ap-

parent to the Catholics. It was the only circum-
stance which afforded them the slightest prospect
of regaining their lost ascendancy. Catherine de

Mediets, in particular, was sensible of this. That
pnnccM had acted a most ungenerous part towards
bar royal relative. Soon after the death of the
Dke of GUM, she had shown her dislike to the
Scottish queen by stopping the payment of the

dowry to which she was entitled as the widow
of Franeu II., by depriving the Duke of Chatel-
heraalt of hi* pension, and by bestowing on a

*"M the command of the Scottish guards.
'tJow, bowtTST, of the intimacy which she now
P*id to robust between Elizabeth and Mary,W changed her

policy, and employed all her art
iltato the latter princess. The arrears of her

**7 W** paid up, with the promise, that future
ts would be more

punctually tendered.

dtllary warm professions of
friendship,n extremely liberal in her offers of service.

The queen of England had her
own Tiews with regard to Mary's

"Mort. She had
frequently expressed

toon to oppoc with all her influence
Ji a foreign potentate. Her senti-

Uus point are
forcibly described in a

Kswx, ol. ii. p. 412.

document entitled,
" A memorial of certain mat-

ters committed to our servant, Thomas Randolph,
sent to our good sister, the Queen of Scots,

twentieth August, 1563." In this paper she writes,
" The seeking of a husband for our sister is honour-

able and convenient for her, and a thing that we
like very well in her, although hitherto we havo

not found such disposition in out-self; remitting,

nevertheless, our mind and heart to be directed by
God, as it shall best please Him, for his honour

and the weal of our realm. But this herein we
consider, that to seek such a husband, as we well

many ways perceive is sought for in the emperor's

lineage, by her uncle, the Cardinal of Lorraine, of

whose former practices against us we have had good

experience, must needs bring a manifest danger to

our private amity ; an apparent occasion to dissolve

the concord that is presently between our nations
;

and thirdly, an interruption of such a course, as

otherwise might be taken to further and awake

such title or right as she might have to succeed us

in this crown, if we should depart without issue of

our body."* But Elizabeth was prepared to in-

terfere much further in this marriage than is

apparent from the language we have just quoted.
She wished, in fact, if not to dictate, at least to

suggest the person, whom she considered a suitable

consort for the Scottish sovereign. In her own

mind, she had fixed upon her favourite, Leicester,

then Lord Robert Dudley,f and without immedi-

ately proposing him for the acceptance of Mary,
she instructed Randolph to sound her inclinations,

and confer upon the subject with Moray and Leth-

ington. Randolph was not for the present to speak
of Dudley, but only,

" if she shall press upon you,
what kind of marriage you think might best con-

tent us and our realm, you may well say, you can

but wish that there might be found some noble

person of good birth within this our realm that

might be agreeable to her." Randolph was by
no means pleased with the task which was thus

assigned him. It is probable, indeed, that he

entertained suspicions of the sin-
., , . *~i , . i_ Her insincerity.

cerity 01 his royal mistress in her

expressed intention of bestowing upon Dudley
the hand of the Scottish queen. Considering the

extraordinary favour which she had shown towards

that courtier, the partiality and even affection

with which he had been long regarded, he con-

ceived it impossible, from her well-known character

and dispositions, that she should be really willing
to unite him in marriage with one whom she

looked upon as her rival, and on this account both

disliked and feared. His sentiments in this re-

spect were thus forcibly expressed in a letter to

Cecil :
" To persuade the queen of Scotland," he

remarks,
" to marry any man under the rank of a

prince, would be a dangerous and dishonourable

task for any subject to adventure ;
and even if

*
Keith, vol. ii. p. 203.

t Elizabeth, in creating him Earl of Leicester, pretended
that his title and honours were conferred upon him to

render him more worthy of the Scottish queen.
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Mary was ready to forgot her royal dignity, and
listen for a moment to the prop
there remained a greater difficulty behii, .

offering the nohlcst in England, none could be at a
loss to divine who was meant. Hut how unwilling
the queen's majesty hci-M.'lf would be to

from him (that is from Dudley), and how hardly
his mind would be divorced or drawn from that

worthy room where it is placed, let any man see,

where it cannot be thought but it is so pi i.

ever, that the world would judge worse of him
than of any living man, if he should not rather

yield his life than alter his thoughts. Tin

thus, both Moray and Lethington conclude, :.

for her majesty's part, as for him who is so happy
to be so far in her grace's favour, that if this queen
would wholly put herself into Elizabeth's will, as

to receive a husband of her selecting, either she

should not have the best, or, at least, match herself

with him that hath his mind placed already else-

where
;
or if it can be withdrawn from thence, she

shall take a man unworthy, from his disloyalty

and inconstancy, to marry with any, much !<>*

with a queen. Whereupon they, knowing both

their affections and judging them inseparable,

think rather that no such thing is meant on

my sovereign's part, and that all these offers

bear a greater show of goodwill than any good

meaning."
*

After considerable delay, Randolph received per-

mission to disclose to Mary the name of the noble-

man whom Elizabeth proposed as her consort.

This communication was heard by the queen with

surprise and displeasure. The ambassador having

urged her to come to a decision as soon as possible,

Mary replied that his own mistress had been long

, f enough of coming to a decision;

thTpropo^eV "and you know she hath coun-

marriage with selled me to have regard to throe

Dudley. p in ts ,
whereof the special one

was honour. Now, think you, Master Randolph,

that it will be honourable in me to imbase my
state and marry one of her subjects? Is ti

formable to her promise to use me as her sister

or daughter to advise me to many my Lord

Robert to ally myself with her own subject?

In order to reconcile her to the intended match.

Randolph artfully represented to her the ad-

vantages which would result to the respective

kingdoms, and in particular stimulated her per-

sonal ambition, by reminding her of the assurances

formerly given by Elizabeth, that her right
.

succession to the crown of England would, on the

consummation of this union, be formally nckm.w

ledged. To this, however, it was reasonably o

jected by Mary, that she had no guarni

these promises would be faithfully observ

"Where," said she, "is my assurance i

What if the queen, your mistress, should marry h

self and have children? What, then, have 1 -.,tt

and who will say I have acted wisely 11

this step, which requires long consideration, or

* MS. Letter, State Taper Office, 21st February. 1561
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The insincerity of Elizabeth throughout the

whole transactions was rendered painfully apparent

in their conclusion. Mary had been her dupe :

the eoold not but feel that her own amiable feel-

tact and sanguine anticipations had been artfully

tamed to advantage by the more experienced and

Baearttpuloud queen. It appears, from this con-

duct, not improbable that Eliza-

gljStSi in beth designed to prevent her rival

regard to the from entering into any matrimo-
aa"">av

nial engagements, and thereby best

tethering her own wishes. There can be no doubt

ef her strong repugnance to allow the recognition

f Mary's rights. Many professions to the con-

trary were indulged in, but the conduct she pur-

aaed satisfactorily demonstrated their insincerity.

If really entertaining an aversion to that recogni-

tion, she would naturally be desirous of rendering
it unacceptable to the English people. One very
obvious way of accomplishing this end would be to

keep the queen of Scotland unmarried. With a

gi eater plausibility she could then absolutely
refuse to sanction, through a decision of the legis-

lature, the acknowledgment of Mary's claims. She
dared not, indeed, openly promulgate these views,
or discover her deliberate intention of frustrating

the matrimonial projects entertained by her sister

and approved of universally by her people. The

injustice and cruelty of such a design would be too

apparent But measures which a regard to her
own character prevented her from publicly avow-

ing wtjt, nevertheless, covertly adopted and assi-

daoudy punned. Mary was successfully diverted
from a foreign alliance. She accepted the friendly
oflct* of Elizabeth in the selection of a consort.
She wu kept for a long period in a state of anxiety
and nucpenM; and at the end of three years her

amage, after having been the subject of most
altering overtures from some of the greatest

prince* in Europe, was so far from being consum-
mated, that it was even more unsettled than it was

the day in which he landed from France. Suchu the policy of Elizabeth, and such even at this
in* iu

unsatisfactory and pernicious results.
e opinion of the advisers of Mary as to this

"delay, mystery, and caprice," is very
y given in the following communication from
"fton to Cecil: "If," said he, "a conjunc-

*lly meant, and you will prosecute the
> draw it on which were opened up by the

i my mistress's but answer, I doubt not but
find

conformity enough on this part; but
always driven without farther effect than
Wlowed upuu any message which hath
tween them these three years, I am of

hall , the end think hiiiuwlf most
rho hath Icart meddled in the matter.

ra, good words, and pleasant messages
ns to

be^n friendship amongst princes ;
1 take them to be too slender bands to hold it

"
Jfreat cause* between our sovereigns,

tZTlZZ.*?
*
V*1 fault with y. that as in

always wrote
obscurely, so in

*

private communications you seldom uttered your
own judgment : you might well more dispute
in utramque partein academico, leaving me in

suspense to collect what I could. So, I fear, in

giving advice you vrill walk so warily, rather being
intent to speak nothing that may at any time

thereafter hurt yourself, than to speak all things
that might further the matter ; and I will confess

I have of late enforced my natural disposition to

learn this same lesson of you, for the icveri ;.<.<. 1

bear you, that your manner of doing serves me
for instruction to direct my proceedings. Marry, I

fear the common affairs do not fare a whit the better

for our too great wariness."*

The inconsistency of Elizabeth in. all matters

connected with her policy towards Return Of the
Scotland, is strikingly shown in Earl of Lennox

her conduct on the occasion of the froni his exile

. . , e ., of twenty years.
return to his own country ot the

outlawed Lennox. This nobleman, having been

kindly received at the English court, had long im-

portuned the queeii to interpose on his behalf, and

procure for him a permission to present himself

before his sovereign. To this she graciously ac-

ceded
; and, in compliance with her earnest recom-

mendation, the desired permission, given under the

great seal, was dispatched to Lennox. "When all

the preparations for his return, under the most

favourable auspices, were completed, Elizabeth, with
a capriciousness which is wholly Capricious con-

uuaccouutable, repented the part duct of

she had taken in promoting his

restoration
; and, everting her influence for the

detention of Lennox in England, took immediate

steps for prejudicing Mary against him, and re-

voked the permission already given under the

most solemn sanctions. To this effect, Moray and

Lethington were both addressed by Secretary
Cecil. But so far from complying with the extra-

ordinary demands expressed in his communications,

they replied in terms of such marked severity as to

give serious offence to the English queen and her

minister. The only conceivable explanation of Eliza-

beth's conduct is the circumstance that the return

of Lennox, on account of his supposed Catholic

tendencies, was viewed with much alarm by the

Protestant parry. Strong representations to this

effect were made in a letter to Randolph by Knox ;

and these, being communicated to his mistress,

formed the plausible ground of the sudden alter-

ation in her conduct. In regard to this change,
the answer of Lethington to Cecil is worthy uf

being quoted, lie observes, that the steps which
he had taken in the matter were adopted solely in

compliance with the expressed wishes of the Eng-
lish queen.

"
It is therefore," he continues,

" not

a little marvellous, seeing how earnestly her ma-

jesty did recommend unto me my Lord of Lennox's

cause and my lady's, at my last being in that

court. Nay, suddenly, after 1 had taken my leave,

you yourself, at her majesty's commandment, did

send after me by post her letters to the queen 'a

* ila. Letter, h.;iate Paper Oiliee, 6th June, 15G4.
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majesty, my mistress, very affectionate in their
favour, -willing me to present the same with re-
commendation from the queen. And now," he con-
tinues,

"
having once, under the great wal per-

mitted him
liberally to come, it will be a Irard

matter to persuade her majesty to revoke it
; and I

dare little presume to enter into any such commu-
nication with her majesty.knowing how much she
doth respect her honour where promise is once
passed, and how unwilling she is to change her
deliberations being once resolved; which, as she
will not do herself, so doth she altogether mistake
in all others."

AVith respect to the danger to the Protestant cause,
which some apprehendedfrom the return of Lennox]
Lethington gives a very decided opinion.

" The
religion here," he says,

" doth not depend upon my
Lord of Lennox's coming, neither do those of the

religion hang upon the sleeves of any one or two
that may mislike his coming. For us", whether he
come or not come, I take it to be no great matter,

up or down. Many, that the stay should grow
upon the queen majesty's side here, it should some-
what touch her majesty in honour, having once

permitted his license so freely."
'

Moray also, in

Moray's letter a letter to Cecil, of the same date,
to Cecil. and arising out of the same cir-

cumstances, observes :
" As to the faction that his

coming might make for the matters of religion,

thanks to God, our foundation is not so weak that

we have cause to fear if he had the greatest subject
of this realm joined to him, seeing we have the fa-

vour of our prince and liberty of conscience in such

abundance as our hearts can wish. It will nei-

ther be he nor I, praised be God, can hinder or

alter religion here away ; and his coming or re-

maining in that cause will be to small purpose." t

Elizabeth having failed in making any effectual

opposition to the return of Lennox, reluctantly

desisted from her efforts
; and, acting a strangely

inconsistent part, actually furnished the earl with

strong letters of recommendation to the Scottish

queen. Mary was absent on a progress which she

had undertaken into the northern parts of her

dominions when Lennox J arrived in Edinburgh,
on the 4th of September, 1564.

* MS. Letter, State Paper Office, 13th July, 1664.

t Ibid. Tytler, vol. vi. p. 296.

J It may be well in this place to remind the reader of the

circumstances which led to the long banishment of Lennox,
who was forced to reside in exile for a period of twenty

years. After having served in France in a military capa-

city, he returned to Scotland in the
year

1643. Thi wa*

subsequent to the death of James V. In 1544, he was

obliged to abandon the kingdom, in conseouenee of hi*

intrigues with the English, and his advocacy of the proposed

marriage between the youthful Mary and Edward vi.

the month of June of" the same year, he signed a scent

agreement with Henry VIII., and soon afterward* w*
dispatched to Scotland with an armament of ships and men.

During a residence at Carlisle in the following: winter, he

engaged in a treasonable correspondence with the Earl o

Gleneairn and others of the nobility ;
for which treason

sentence of forfeiture was pronounced again.-! him, in

parliament held at Lmlithgow, in October, la

that time to the period of his recall, he re.-: :

He was connected with the royal family both of bcotland

und England. He married Lady Maryiret Douglas, daughter

On hearing of th* aarfs
"turned to Holyrood.
"admitted to an with th* k mm

been pronounced afainat haw abaaai b*
wwnded. Tbmi.aaa.iaaaaarfba.laih.
of Oecurrenta* aa Mlowa:-Oa th* 1ml mw
September, Matthew. Mmetime Barl af

a-m.
*** by open proclamation, at th* Matlat Oa .<
I

iluiburgh, rtlaxed from th* *aaam af am? -

reign lady's Aor~. by Mr Rate* Paman *f
Luthria, Knighl Lion King af Ana*, ami Ul th*)

officers, delivering th* waad af aaar* to Jeha. Cart
of Atholl, who received th* same b th* ma* aarf*
name. The eari waa than invite
in obedience to this

with a splendid retinue. Ridtof aa hsrashaat to
the abbey, he ws* accompanied by -.. -

, L f
twelve gentleman, clothed in Wark I*-*-. - u-
velvet, "with chafe*

necks and mounted
him rode thirty of hi* rXaiaera, etotbed b a
of grey. Arnving at Hdpeod, b* vat mdaitij
to the lodging which had born moat baaavahrr

prepared for him, in tb* haaa* af Marj' bmhar.
the Lord Robert, CntamaimHeT of th* fabm
He was then admitted into th* |iiiiin *| tb*

qaeen, who recetTed him with graft I

Lennox having deUvtrad to Marr the I

recommendation with which KUtabrth had I

him. the quean d^fatffhad a knar la bar smtar af

England, in which ah* aanuiii ber that, m aanv

pliance with her

the earl every hrndnaai. -and that

only by her reception given him aama cast af

goodwill, but also iateaaid to

his full restitution, wbareby h* ahaahi to ah** to

enjoy the pririlegaa of a aahjeet. th* Uberty af hh>

native count n-, and hi* old titW It affeara.

from an intereatiaf letter of RamielahX that lh

earlVeatabUahmantwatem^ala*)ana*a%h>^fiat

magnificence, and that his hosrrtahty waa*f .

tensive and costly character. Aa ll anaa Ir

poecd that hi* mean*, whan b arntffd >>

could support so lavuh an

bable that Mary fulfill**! bar]

by bestowing apoa him aaah an i

as enabled him to mak* thaat

inconvenience to himselt "I

Lennox," saya Kaadalah. Wsaf by I

in the morning. 1 fca^ aathtaf bn. mr tb. I

lying and furniture of hb Jodfiaf. U

hath heard by report: the hanat

well furniahcd; an* .

and fair bad. whore his !ar4sw> Ha*

-
.
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passage mde through the wall, to come the next

way into conrt when he will. I see him honour-

WV ased of all men, and that the queen's self hath

good liking of his behaviour. There dined with

him the Earl of Atholl, in whom he reposes a sin-

gular trust, and they are seldom asunder, saving

when the Earl of Lennox is at the sermon. There

was also his brother, the Bishop of Caithness, a

Protestant, vrho sometimes preacheth. His lord-

ship'* cheer is great, and his household many,

though he hath dispatched divers of his train away.
He findeth occasion to disburse his money very

and of his 700 brought with him, I am sure

Uut much is not left. If he tarry long, Lennox

may, perchance, be to him a dear purchase. He

gate the queen a marvellous fair and rich jewel,
of there is made no small account ;

a clock

tad a dial, curiously wrought and set with stones
;

and a looking-glass, very rich set with stones in the

four metals ; to my Lord of Lethington, a very fair

diamond in a ring ; to my Lord of Atholl another,

u also somewhat to his wife I know not what
;

to divers others somewhat ; but to my Lord Moray
nothing. He presented also each of the Marys
with such pretty things as he thought fittest for

them ; such good means he hath to win their

heart*, and to make his way to farther effect. The
bruit i* here, that my lady herself, and my Lord

drnley, are coming after, insomuch that some
Iwvc asked me if she were upon the way. This
I find, that there is here marvellous good liking of

-ng lord, and many that desire to have
him h

he month of October, Mary carried out her
'

ions, expressed in the letter to Elizabeth, with

regard to the restoration of Lennox to his titles

nd rUtcs. Proclamation was made at the Market

Edinburgh, that the carl was restored to

Jids, heritage, and good fame
;

"
and that the

tern offorfeiture pronounced upon him was revoked
nd rescinded. Full effect, however, was not given
this proclamation till the (ith of December, on

rhich day a parliament was convened for the

ring of the nectary measures. The proposed
wrntioo of the honours and estates of the house
IX-ODOX was vehemently opposed by its ancient

Duke of Chatelhcrault. That nobleman
I that the low of his estates was a smaller

braent than the treason of Lennox merited,
urn to his native land would be

d by eomequeoccs fatal to the happiness of
! nd the

prosperity of the realm. On the
r Lennox, the duke had refused to see liirn ;

!H.T, we are told they were
'

n. our
sovereign lady', palace

rwd. *nd ftnaliy.^ by om . ^
lord, of her council, and .hook hands

d drank every one to the other." f This
. however, *M of brief duration,

hadelmpaed, the duke and Lennox* presence of the queen, who severely

*-. *. * P. 298-

reprimanded them on account of their disrespectful

and violent conduct, and assured them she would
take part against the one who presumed to enter

first into a fresh strife.

When parliament was convened, in the month of

December, the duke refused to at- Eestored to his

tend. In the procession of her titles

majesty from the abbey to the
and estates-

Tolbooth, for the purpose of opening the proceedings,
the crown was carried by the Earl of Moray, the

sceptre by the Earl of Atholl, and the sword of

state by the Earl of Crawford. The queen, in her

address, explained the object for which the three

Estates were assembled, and desired that a measure
should be passed in accordance with her wishes.

Lethington, her Secretary of State, in a speech of

great power, then set forth the claims of Lennox to

the favourable consideration of parliament. He
dwelt strongly on the fact of the noble ancestry of

Lennox, his connection with the royal family, and
his near relationship to the queen, by his marriage
with her aunt. He expatiated on the policy of

attending, in this matter, to the recommendation

of Elizabeth, and giving effect to her wishes;
and urged them also to respect the feelings of

their own sovereign, who, he observed, "as we
have heard from her own report, has a great deal

more pleasure to be the instrument of the uphold-

ing, maintenance, and advancement of the ancient

blood, than to have matter ministered of the decay
and overthrow of any good race." Xo opposition

appears to have been offered in this assembly to the

proposed measure, and Lennox was accordingly re-

instated in the honours and estates of his ancient

house. In a speech made on this occasion by
Maitland of Lethington, there occurs the follow-

ing striking tribute to the character of the Scot-

tish queen, which may be appropriately quoted in

this connection :
"
As, by her majesty's prudence,

we enjoy this present peace with all foreign nations,

and quietness among yourselves, in such sort as, I

think, justly it may be affirmed, Scotland in no

man's age that presently lives was in greater tran-

quillity, so it is the duty of all of us, her loving

subjects, to acknowledge the same as a most high
benefit, proceeding from the good government of

her majesty, declaring ourselves thankful, and

rendering to her majesty such due obedience as a

just prince may look for at the hands of faithful

and obedient subjects. A good proof have we all

in general had of her majesty's benignity, these

three years that she has lived in the government
over you ;

and many of you have largely tasted of

her large liberality and frank dealing the many
notable examples of her clemency, above others her

good qualities, which ought to move them to the

abhorrence of all bruits and rumours (which are

the most pestilent evils that can be in any common-

wealth), and the inventors and sowers thereof."
"

It may not be improper to mention, that on the

queen's proceeding a second time from the abbey
to the Tolbooth, to give her sanction to the acts

* Bobertson's History of Scotland. Appendix, No. IX.
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which restored Lennox to his honours, the Duke of
Chatelherault was persuaded to occupy the place
to which he was entitled by his rank, and to carrythe crown before her majesty.
The tortuous and

contradictory policy of the

J
>

p
1?lePt

Y queen of England, in rcga.
B

Mary's marriage and the return of
Leiinox, is very strikingly illustrated by a letter
which she at this time wrote with h,

hand to the Secretary of State.
Considering, as

she did, that her interests demanded the datamtton
of Lennox in her own dominions, and having
laboured, but without effect, to accomplish t!

she had virtually condemned her policy, and coin-

promised herself, by furnishing the earl with a
letter of recommendation to the Scottish

The reception which he met with, the favours
lavished upon him, his restoration to rank and
fortune, filled her with alarm, and rendered her

perplexed and anxious. In this difficult position
she had recourse to Cecil, and threw upon that able
and adroit minister the responsibility of exi : .

her from the dilemma in which she had been placed

by her own rash and inexplicable policy. Confined
at this time to her chamber by temporary indis-

position, she addressed the secretary in the follow-

ing extraordinary terms :
"

I am involved in such

a labyrinth in regard of the reply to the letter of

the Queen of Scots, that I know not how I can

satisfy her, having delayed all this time sending
her any answer, and now really being at a total

loss what I must say. Find me out some good
excuse, which I may plead in the dispatches to be

given to Randolph, and let me know your opinion
in this matter." *

The results of the secretary's deliberation on this

important matter, are expressed at great length in

a document entitled,
" A Memorial for Thomas

Randolph,! being sent to the Queen of Scots, in

message from the queen's majesty, 4th October,

1564." These instructions arc written in a confused

and, at times, unintelligible manner, and, instead

of supplying Randolph with ai. TV ex-

cuses to account to Mary for the manner in which

an answer to her letters had been delayed, they

insinuate that this delay was wholly owing to the

conduct of the Scottish queen and certain noblemen

of her court. "
But, behold," says this memorial,

"upon a just occasion given us to write a letter

somewhat before this time to our said sister, for

a matter concerning the Earl of Lennox coming

thither, we received in that unreasonable time an

answer from our sister much different from our

*""* nl

of ours in Ibr
Uu.i luul ru-, r.,n,

om.ahanwwwd.in
than u reasonable ia * a*
our dealing waa wn. a*.

aarptom*. tad

* This missive was written with the queen'* own hand, in

the Latin language. The following is tin- 01

ejusmodi laberintho posita sum de response
11. [reginre] Scotia, ut nescio quoni<><i.>

illi -atufucwm,

quum neque toto isto tempore illi ullum '
-

rim, nee quid mihi dicenduui mine sciam. Inremaa ijrilu

aliqiiid boiii quod in mandutis B< : . -1 d*re

possem, et in hac oaussm tiriin opiiii'nii'in
inUn r

M.S. Letter, State Paper Ojfift, 23rd B fjtter,

vol. vi. p. 299.

fKundolph, who had been called to Ixnidon i

Queen Marv's northern progress, brought thu mcmon
with him when he returned to Edinburgh.

bonded." She thearmo.
of writing was the eaawtoiaf i

doubt as to what new <

on the part of Mary ; aad that."
one opinion and soaMtima* of t_
last concluded that it samr aad mart"
to delay her answer till eaca time a* tet__
liganc* reached her from the 8eattah eart.
About this time, Mary dispatched to

on a mission of importance, the ;.
iiihed Sir James Mr.

gentleman educated ia the
hold of the rnaetable

resident at the court of Fraare. JMOU .

-ant, and this waa probably oaa ef the

grounds of his selection for the oaW to atofc

w now appointed, lib iasCraetiaae

clear and . tad lisaft i m af
x had occasioned a ehfht iaterraffeaa to

the friendly intercoane aad uiaiian ef ta

tut-ena, and had fivea riat ia the anad af
Elizabeth to feeling* of aaeaetoem aad imteuea.

. t. in fart, that her coadact was ridtra:

well as inexplicable; ami. haamly semaaie af her
anomalous position, aad ef the jast aamavea to

which she had cxpesed hmrlf. she teak ufaji to

an affected displeaeare aad aa aanmed svaw ef

injury. Melvil wae iastraeted to aftat by rwary
means a reconciliation, to eJer aay esaaiaaUea*
that might be aeeesaary or eapedseal. aad to a>
establish the good adenrMitiag beta^aa tk*

queens on its old and atlaaVrtery baaw. I*

advised to be aa much aa possihb u> eomaaay oh

..-en. to hold with her cnaidiattol daaaaMa.

to mingle merry diseoaraaa vith baaiaaav aad to

gain her familiar ear { te disco

real intentions oa the eabjeel ef the i

to keep a strict aad jeabaa eye aaaa aay
which might be

f sacceaeioa to the Eagava <

arririnf ia Loadaa. Mafnl aa aMs*tv

inanymarkaofaUeaiieafremLerd i ma
Hubert l>udlrr. who seal ha* a * *
magnificent pmeat. in the ehapa

of a hone and a

gold, llu

the garden of her palaee,

queen waa eaatamtof the boar aha* bad

sent br Mary.
- with," -he -a-d,

'

bMg.-ge, that ^ bei^ni aa

familiarity bad been faa f .

minded aewr to write aavsa, aatoi
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Irttw jost as despiteful."
This letter, it seems, she

hid already prepared,
" which," adds Melvil,

" she

took out of her pouch to let me see, adding, that

the only reason why she had not sent it was, that

it was too gentle; so that she delayed till she

eoold writ* one more vehement in answer to the

Oaten of Scot's angry bill viz. billet." Melvil

had eoofecdly a difficult part to play in this

somewhat trying interview, but he acted with

surprising tact and consummate adroitness. Pre-

tending to be unable to understand how his sove-

reign could have written to so mighty a princess

Hi* injfnioui in a style so strongly reprehended
defence of Mary, by her majesty, Elizabeth, in order

to satisfy him that she had not exaggerated, placed

in his hands the letter she had termed despiteful.

On receiving and examining it, the subtle courtier

observed, that, considering the terms of familiarity

in which they stood towards each other, he was

nable to discover anything offensive in its lan-

guage ; tnd that whatever she had judged to the

contrary was a misapprehension on her part, to be

accounted for by her comparative ignorance of the

French idioms !
"
For," says he,

"
although her

majexty conld speak as good French as any that

had never been out of this country, yet that she

lacked the nse of the French court language, which
wm frank and short, and had oftentimes two signi-

fiemtions, which discreet and familiar friends always
took in the best part. He prayed her, therefore,
to de*troy the angry letter which she had thought
to send to the queen by way of revenge, and he
would never let her know that her true, plain

meaning had been so misconstrued." The queen,
be adds, having been convinced by this plausible

explanation, destroyed, in his presence, both the
letter of Mary and her own angry epistle, and
promised that henceforth she would put the best

id most liberal cons traction on the sayings and
cr g<xxl siMtr.*

'

'ge of this interview, we find
*tb giving expression to her sentiments on

subject of the disputed question of the suc-
<1 the marriage of Maty with Lord

tobwt Dudley. She inquired of Melvil "
if the

ScoU had sent any answer to the propo-
larriagc made to her by Randolph ?

"

be replied, that his sovereign had not, as
rt, jiven much consideration to the subject ; but

le contemplated with satisfaction the ap-
hing meeting of the ,

:iers on the
to which meeting she proposed to send,

put. Secretary Lcthington and the Earl of
1 tnuted that her majesty would fulfil

of sending the Earl of Bedford and
ttWUf, L "1 Dudley. Elizabeth on this

UjsV*
b?rTed' that Mclvil appeared to

,

J

small account of my Lord

H-J, . ,_f
lobcrt' bX naming the Earl of

'"n; but ere long she would make
'

wrt. and that Mt-lvil should see it

ug home; for she esteemed the
MdviTs Memoir*, j,. 117.

Lord Robert as her brother and best friend, whom
she would have married herself, if she had been

minded to take a husband. But being determined

to end her life in virginity, she wished that the

queen, her sister, should marry him, as meetest of

all other, and with whom she might find it in her

heart to declare her next in the succession to her

realm than with any other person ; for, being
matched with him, she would not then fear any
attempts at usurpation during her own life,

"
being

assured that he was so trusty and loving, that he

would never give his consent, nor suffer such a

thing to be enterprised in her time." * These sen-

timents and professions, whether sincere or not

and this is a question to be decided by comparing
them with her past and subsequent conduct were

at least in consistency with those formerly ex-

pressed to different parties.

Melvil had every reason to be satisfied with his

reception at the English court, and with the facili-

ties afforded him for holding confidential and pro-

longed intercourse with the queen. He assures us

that he was favourably and familiarly used, and that,

during the nine days he remained at court, her

majesty was pleased to confer with him every day,
and sometimes thrice a day

" before noon, after

noon, and after supper." On one occasion, taking him
into her bed-chamber, she showed him some small

miniatures, wrapped up in paper, on which was

written, in her own hand, the name of the originals.
On the first that she had taken up was written
" My Lord's picture." Melvil, having his attention

attracted towards it, importuned her to allow him
to inspect it. This she was at first unwilling to

do, as it had been a present from her favourite, Lei-

cester. At length she yielded, and, having greatly
admired the portrait, he begged to be allowed to

carry it to his royal mistress. "
Nay," said the

queen,
" I have but that one." "

True," replied the

courtier; "but," looking significantly towards the

earl, who stood conversing with Cecil at the further

end of the chamber,
"
your majesty possesses the

principal." She then took out from her escritoire

another picture, which, having kissed with evuvy

appearance of affection, she put it into the hands of

Melvil. It was the likeness of his sovereign, and
the ambassador kissed her hand,

" for the great
love I saw she bore to the queen." He asked her

to send this, or the picture of my lord, as a token

to his queen. She answered,
" that if his queen

would follow her counsel, she would get both in

time, and all that she had
;
but that she would send

her a diamond by him."

It has been well remarked, that the lively account

which Sir James Melvil has left us
Melvirs .

in his memoirs of his residence at desevipi:
the English court, presents us with the Queen of

the best portrait of Elizabeth,
" as

a woman," which has been ever given to the world.

The extreme vanity and jealous disposition of this

princess, who could not brook the idea that her own
charms were surpassed, or even equalled, by those

* Melvil' s Memoirs, p. 119.
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of her sister of Scotland, are amusingly exhibited

in one of the many conversations which

was privileged to hold with this renowned qoeeo.

Elizabeth inquired of him what kind of colour of

hair was reputed to be best whether the queen'*

hair or her own were best, and which of the two

was the fairest. To this he answered,
" that the

fairness of both was not their worst fault." She

desired, however, to know which of them was the

fairest ?
"

I said she was the fairest queen in

England, and ours the fairest queen in Scotland."

A gallant and most courtier-like reply. She still

pressed her inquiry ; and, to free himself from this

importunity, Melvil at last admitted " that they

were the fairest ladies in their courts that the

Queen of England was whiter, but our queen was

very lusome." She further inquired, which of them

was of the highest stature ?
" Our queen," said

Melvil.
"
Then," said Elizabeth,

" she is over high,

for that she was herself neither over high nor over

low!" She asked next, whether Mary played

well ?
"
Reasonably well," said he,

" for a queen."

The next day, Elizabeth gave him an opportunity

of judging of her skill in performing on the vir-

ginals, without, however, appearing to make a

studied exhibition of her powers. After dinner

he says, Lord Hunsdou drew him aside into a

quiet gallery, where he might hear some music

the instrument being the virginals, and the per

former the queen herself. After listening in thi

stealthy manner for some time, Melvil drew asid

the tapestry which separated the gallery in which he

stood from the royal chamber, and, perceiving that

the queen's back was towards him, he stole gently

in, and heard her play excellently well. In a few

moments, her majesty, turning suddenly round, and

discovering the intruder, ran forwards, threatening

to strike him with her left hand. She was not

used, she said, to play before men, and inquire

how he came there ?
" I was walking," repUt

Melvil, at no loss for a plausible
and flatten.

explanation, "in the gallery,
with my Lord Huns-

don, when I heard such melody as ravished

and drew me within the chamber, I wist not how.

Elizabeth was greatly delighted. She invited hun

to remain ; and, sitting down upon a cushion,&

inquired whether she or Mary was the most skilful

performer ? In that," says he,
" I gave her t

praise."' Not content with this exhibition, d

detained him at court during two days, on pur

to allow him to witness her movements in the dana

Having enjoyed this edifying spectacle,
he

again required to institute comparisons
1>

hS own style of dancing and that of'**
mistress. He admitted that Ins queen dance*

so high or disposedly as she did."

Previous to the return of MclvU to Scotland tl

Dudlev created proposed
husband of Ma

;

Earl of"Leicester. Hobert Dudley, was ci

of Leicester, with great solemnity

befor* her, keepiaf a peat fmvitj e*d
behaviour $ bat abe ooaid M fdtoia *,_
her hand on hi. neck, to kittle (ifeeJ., hi*.

ngly the French a*hMeadey tad I em
beaide bar. Then." ccaUaM* Mel'

me how 1 liked hun ? leaid.Ma-

object, he WM bappy in baric*

princee* that eoald dime* aadrww fee* ter*ea>

Yet," ahe eaid. paiatbg to Urd Itaraley.
-
ye tt

bettor yonder loag lam."
-
My aa*ee apto>

that no WOBMU of epiiit vo^d awa* MM el

uch a man, who WM avore kbe a tka a
man t for be WM try torty. UatdkM, aad toJy

faced." Mt*v;i huaealfasptoiaalb*e%Melia*
harcavtio remark. He *. uwUvtod by be* ee

reign to communicate with Lady Leeawa. Uaraevy^

mother, and pmnite her t nli in fc lb* Mml
her Mm to Scotland t aad on tbk arm*, to ^aw

to conceal from Klisabetb bb
was anxious to appear aapfti

character and penoaal appearaaea d
Darnley.
On the subject of bar own

on one occasion declared.
" that U WM be*

lution at thU moment to reMta ull be*

virgin queen; and tbat BOtkbf *wt
to change her mind but the adatifel

the queen bcr utter."
" M

with a profound ioMfbi into ber tne

need not tell thai : 1 kew ;

ttfftpffti ; you thick lhal it je* were am
i be but queca of rlafUad. a*d *>* "*

king and qoeen botb; yo me? ^ * **

mandcr." She eaid. tbat eiw ear^eOy Wd a

meti. -ry. MeTil iiiu|ind

romantic ju.jict,
wttk wbkk abe |I MI1 ' "

plcawd. He offered to <wiwy be emej^f I

Scotland, di.gui*d i:ke aw k- ;--
-.h bad ruited Fra^e wder

stance* ; and that, dariaf Ur abw

ho w* luil'ufnn" f
I ibe S

-
out that

chamber. "Alal

nii^ht be dona.

v
. hi* dcpartare _

with Lefce.tof.who ***

bqttired bow

riage wMNf
1* Jcordbg to i

ictiona, anewared ia a eaM.

Lekeetor tbea beaa H

!.,:

eceser,

the queen herself," says the ambassador,

to put on his ceremonial, he sitting on h

* Melvil's Memoirs, p.
12J.
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eanviu:; with him many valuable presents to his

n>) &1 mistress. After delivering to her the friendly

ttnsage* with which he had been charged from

the English queen, he dwelt upon the kindness, and

eren cordiality of his reception, and repeated the

xprcsttons of esteem and attachment which had

fallen from the lips of Elizabeth. With this gene-

rml account, however, Man- was by no means satis-

fied. In order to be guided in her subsequent cou-

doct in the important negotiations which were still

pending between the two courts, she insisted upon
.' giving his own opinion as to the sincerity

of the strong protestations of Elizabeth. She in-

Mary an quired whether he conceived the

account of hi* queen of England meant truly
*""'

towards her, as well inwardly in

her heart, w she appeared to do outwardly by her

peech ? To this he replied in words that must
have filled Mary with distrust and alarm: "In
HIT judgment," said he,

" there was neither plain

dealing nor upright meaning, but great dissi-

mulation, emulation, and fear that your princely
qualities should ovcrshine, chase her out, and dis-

pUce her from her kingdom, as having already
hindered the marriage with the Archduke Charles
of Austria, and now offering my Lord of Leicester,
whom she hereelf would be loth to want." On

..Jds Mclvil, the queen gave him her hand
-In- would never marry the new-made earl.*

ilf as we have seen, had succeeded in re-

tubli*hing a good understanding between the two
qnero*; but this was in constant danger of being
fain interrupted through the suspicious temper
>f Elizabeth. A tumour about this time reached
her f.m France, that the proposed marriage with
Leicottr had, since the return of her envoy, been

bUy and
contemptuously ^.okeu of by Mary.was a new ground of offence, and she did not

M'lwuiure. This circumstance
i to in a letter from Queen Mary to Beaton,
""Prf -Jidthcn her minister at

wutof Fiance. In this epistle she says :

to the queen, my good sister, with an
fcr some let ten, of mine, which she thoughtwhat rude, but has taken the interpretation

Upon them in good part. She has since

Randolph, who is now here, some
etters, written with her own hand, con-

r words, and some complaints that the
.recent of France) and her ambassador had

had published in mockery thew* for my marria*c with
I cannot imagine that any one

* *>
. me BO much with her,

-I-oki-n of it to any one, nor
.u ^01 r

ranee), who,

J2J.
would not have borne such

testimony

tfc mawtime, the
long-appointed meeting'

i . _i_*rs who were to arrangeo/ a union between Mary and Lei-

.osp. 129
1***, Utter, of Mary, vol i. p. 243

cester took place at Berwick, on the 19th of No
vember. Moray and Lethington ,, ,.' Meeting of the
were sent on the part or Mary ; English and

Bedford and Randolph on the part Scotch commis-

of Elizabeth. The meeting ended sione^ Ber'

in nothing; indeed, it was a so-

lemn farce. This result was nothing more than

what might have been expected in the circum-

stances of the case. It is certain that Elizabeth,

not knowing her own mind, still hesitated be-

tween the prospective advantages of an alliance

between Leicester and Mary, and the pain which
the giving up of this favourite involved; or, being

secretly resolved upon retaining him near her

person, she was playing on the credulity of

Mary, and following out a line of policy the mo^t

crooked and dishonest. In either case, from the

want of definite instructions, which wholly pre-
cluded them from concluding negotiations, which

indeed they were hardly wan-anted to commence
;

without having powers to determine either wny
to complete or break off the arrangements, the

commissioners were reduced to the necessity of

doing nothing, and thus confirming in the mind of

Mary the suspicions of Elizabeth's sincerity, which

had been awakened by the report of MelviL Other

circumstances, however, appear at this time to

have favoured the views of Leicester, if that noble-

man, had ever seriously aspired to the hand of

Mary. Melvil says, that he had endeavoured to

ingratiate himself with the Scottish queen, and, as

it seems, with partial success :

" He had written

such wise and discreet letters unto my Lord Moray
for his excuses, that the queen appeared to have

such good liking of him as that the Queen of Eng-
land began to fear and suspect that the said mar-

riage might perchance take effect
; and, therefore,

my Lord Daruley obtained the rather licei^e to

come to Scotland, who was a lusty youth, in hopes
that he should prevail, being present, before Leices-

ter, being absent ; which license was obtained by
means of Secretary Cecil, not that he was minded

that either of the marriages should take effect, but

with such sh'fts and practices to keep the qut'eit
as

/oiiff unmarried as he could. For he persuaded
himself that my Lord Daruley durst not pa*s for-

ward without the consent of the Queen of England
to the said marriage, his land lying in England,
and his mother remaining there. Therefore he

thought it lay in the queen his own mistress's hand
to let the marriage go forward, or stay the same at

her pleasure ; and in case my Lord Uarnley should

disobey the queen of England's charge to come
back at her call, intended to forfault him. whereby
he should lose all his lands, rights, and titles that

he had in England."
*

Whatever might have been Mary's opinion of

the temporising and ungenerous ,....,.
, ^\ ilhngness of

Conduct of Elizabeth, it appears Marv to coin-hide

by no means doubtful that, having a mariiaia- with

so
lo:ig contemplated the marriage

Lo1"

with Leicester desirous of perpetuating, if pos-

Mehii's .Memoirs, p. 130.
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sible, the friendly intercourse which then subsisted
between the two countries, and steadily refusing
her sanction to the foreign alliances which con-
tinued to be pressed upon her, through the assiduity
of her uncle, the Cardinal de Lorraine she was not

indisposed to conclude the union with the IV.

of Elizabeth, provided the conditions were complied
with, which had all along been regarded by her as

the basis of the proposed contract. Such was the

opinion at least of her ministers and most con-

fidential advisers ; for we find them in the month
of December assuring Cecil, that there were no

serious obstacles in the way of her marriage with

Leicester ;
and that if he procured, by an act of the

legislature, the recognition of Mary's claims to the

succession, they would undertake for its speedy
consummation. The same conviction is expressed

by Randolph in a letter to the English Secretary
of State, of date 14th December, 1564. These, and

other documents, extracts from which we shall

now present to the reader, are important, in order

to the justification of Mary's conduct throughout
the whole of these tedious and protracted nego-

tiations, and to show that she had always been

sincere in her sentiments, honest and straightfor-

ward in her purpose. In the letter to Cecil, alluded

to above, Randolph observes :
" The stay now

standeth either in the queen's majesty (Elizabeth)

to have all this performed, or in his lordship'*

self (Leicester), that hath the matter so well

framed to his hand that much more, I believe, there

need not be than his own consent with that which

may be for the queen's majesty's honour to do for

him. It abideth now no longer deliberation ; you

have the offer you have the choice." In these

words it is certainly intimated, with sufficient

explicitness, that the whole responsibility of con-

cluding or of not concluding the proposed marriage

rested not with Mary, but on the one hand with

Leicester, and on the other with Elizabeth and her

ministers. Nothing can be more clear and satis-

factory than Randolph's avowal, that, so far as

Mary was concerned, she was willing to carry out

the arrangement ; and that the matter was, so to

speak, out of her hands, and committed to the charge

of the other parties included in the negotiation.

Randolph next proceeds to justify his state-

ment, that 'it abideth now no
Elizabeth pressed

j deliberation,' by enumcrat-
bv her minister '""fe^ 1 *

, ,

Itundolph to ing the causes which

come to a defi- the arriving at a speedy decision

nite resolution.
either for Qr ^{^1 the union.

"
Age," says he,

"
time, necessity of her state,

compel he'r to marry : her people, her f

press her thereunto.

*

The offers made are

as not without good cause they can be refu

though some inconveniences may ansc

in matching with one than with another;

tices there are divers in hand. That which 11

this case is not a little to be cons.d

that I have inquired of themselves, and

true by others, that there is no man for i

hitherto, any suit hath been made

VOL. I.

with thu thai akdl W
more acceptable to Uw fnpli. t

Lori Uobwt. TK*rhih UM
my Lord Denley
at thu preseat The

doted of any that toMMrefh her.*

Strong a* were thaw ieMMir*eeav
the VMIBM why the pottey of the

should aawae a

productiTB of any good
hare been ihangeiy
account to hi*

irresolution of hie royal 1

so, appear* from the i

t the opinion, of Mary'. eeaifcMhi

Moray and LHhfeftM had to

Ttcnt ! !< laaBMllll fal *

paaugee of eaeh iBteraia*hie Wofth end

meaning, that " Uthinfton and Many veva

up to great agonies and paion*."
We hare Men the eatfejeBta of

envoy as to the delay which eaevffei ui

mcnt of thin quietion, To

must look

ministers,

siderable extent

conduct of these negiilhirtneje
KaAivelid hy

they had gone beyond their

their anxiety to Beet the wish*, of tW

queen, had acted in a manner wklrh. h

known to their

would have

unnatural

Cecil, tliry

which matter*

which

extricating

against the ionaqefee of lheir<

was one thing, they
-land to i

tenUofwhichhewaenoti
known to, and in fact

to match

, Mt'of wWeh******m_*?Z2
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either be broifht to del

altogether broke- et
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far what you write, and BO work surely, writing

nothing but that your mistress both knoweth and

daft allow; and we, without any commandment

or warrant, write such things as, being brought to

light, were sufficient matters to overthrow our

credit at our sovereign's hand, and put all we have

in danger. Although our conscience doth, not

accose M that we intend any prejudice to her

ntajwty, yet, in princes' affairs, matters be as they

Ittt to take them ; and it will not be allowed for a

good reason, when they call their ministers to

account, to say that we meant well."

In another paragraph, they allude to those long

and obscure despatches which Cecil had transmitted

to lUndolph, and out of whose interminable compli-

eations they had been unable to extract a meaning.
- In your letter," they observe,

"
you have well

provided that we shall find no lack for shortness

thereof; yet, to speak squarely our opinion, we
think you could in fewer lines have comprehended
natter more to our contentation, and better for

furtherance of the purpose intended, if you had a

nActent warrant, and therewithal a mind to fall

roundly to work with us.
* * * When we came to

tho*c words that seeing us mean to fall roundly to

work, you will also go roundly to work with us,

and proceed plainly we looked for a plain resolu-

tion ; but having read over that which followed,

jo* must bear with us if v,e find ourselves

nothing satisfied ; for in that same plain speech
thrre be many obscure words and dark sentences,
and (pardon us that we say so), in a manner, as

many words as there be, as many ambiguities do
itwlt thereof." How must this old and wily
diplomatist, who had no other end in view than
the notification of the Scottish ministers, have re-

joiced orer this doleful complaint of his puzzled
correspondents, which proved how completely he
had succeeded in "darkening counsel by words
wiUwut knowledge."
About this time viz. the commencement of the

*"?'* 'SPy y**1
' 1563 Mai7 retired from the

metropolis to the city of St. An-
w's, which was with her a favourite retreat,

rbt she exchanged for a few days the cares of
*e, for the enjoyments and repose of domestic

Here khe resided, without any ostentation, and
only a small retinue of attendants, in the house
wfaaot burgess. Thither, however, she was

Randolph, who carried with him a
I B*BMf from his queen. Mary was at first

Jy ^willing to be intruded upon in her
ulpmacy.

"
It was," she said, her holi-

JI
h had come to St. Andrew's to be

wa the pressure of state affairs, and
o hae grave and weighty matters

> her consideration." Randolph was

Wjfed
to wait for a more favourable

for banging before her the business
anxious to discuss. In the mean-

the
city, according to his

ing and supping with her every6UU i'per Onk.. T, tier, vol. vL pp. 307^08.
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day.
" Your majesty," says he, writing to Eliza-

beth,
" was often drunken unto by her at dinners

and suppers. Having in this sort continued with

her Grace, Sunday, Monday, and Tuesday, I thought
it time to take occasion to utter to her that which

last I received in command from your majesty by
Mr. Secretary's letter, which was to know her reso-

lution touching those matters propounded at Ber-

wick by my Lord of Bedford and rue to my Lords

Moray and Lethington. I had no sooner spoken
these words," continues he,

" than she saith ' I

see now well that you are weary of this company
and treatment. I sent for you to be merry, and to

see how like a bourgeois wife I live with my little

troop, and you will interrupt our pastimes with

your great and grave matters. I pray you, sir, if

you be weary here, return home to Edinburgh, and

keep your gravity and great einbassade until the

queen cometh thither ; for, I assure you, you shall

not get her here, nor I know not myself where she

is become. You see neither cloth of estate, nor

such appearance, that you should think I am she at

St. Andrew's that I was at Edinburgh.' I said,"

continues Randolph,
" that I was very sorry for

that, for that at Edinburgh she said that she did

love the queen, my mistress, better than any other,

and now I marvelled how her mind was changed.
It pleased her at this to be very merry, and called

me by more names than were given me at my Chris-

tendom. At these merry conceits much good sport
was made. '

Well, sir,' said she, at length,
' that

which then I spoke in words shall be confirmed to

my good sister, your mistress, in writing. Before

you go out of this town, you shall have a letter

unto her
; and for yourself, go where you will, I

care no more for you.' The next day, however, I

was willed to be at my ordinary table, and placed
the next person (saving worthy Beaton) to the

queen's self." In many respects, the interviews of

Randolph with the queen in this old city of St.

Andrew's are important, as, from the open manner
in which she delivered her sentiments, we have
reason to believe that she expressed frankly and

unreservedly her real feelings. We shall therefore
record at some length her conversations with Ran-

dolph, as reported by himself in Her conversations

his correspondence with Elizabeth. *'itn Randolph.
" She had occasion," says he,

" to speak much of

France, for the honour she received there to be the

wife of a great king, and for the friendship showed
unto her by many in particular, for which occasions

she was bound to love the nation, to show them

pleasure, and do them good. Her acquaintance,
indeed, was not so forgotten there, nor her friend-

ship so little esteemed, but yet it was divers ways
sought to be continued. There were those among
her subjects, too, who had had their nurture in

France, who were also well affected that way for

the commodity of the service, as those of the men-
at-arms and the archer-guard; besides her mer-

chants, for the privileges they had enjoyed, greater
than had been granted to any other nation."

From these remarks we learn the great attach-
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ment of Mary to that beloved France, which was
associated with the memory of a fond husband,
whose untimely end she could never cease to regret.
The " diverse ways" in which her friendship with

that country was sought to be continued, or rather

strengthened, alludes to the pressing ofler-

were made on the part of the Cardinal de Lor-ruino

to unite her in marriage with one of her royal

brothers-in-law of France, or with the Prince de

Conde. Desirable as such a connection might be,

and agreeable to her own wishes, as perpetuating

still more decidedly the interest she felt in France,

she was prepared, as we have seen, to sacrifice her

own inclinations upon this, as upon other points, to

gratify the wishes of Elizabeth, and to secure the

friendship of a power which, according to its dispo-

sition towards her, might prove beneficial to, or

destructive of, the best interests of her realm.

The discourse between the queen and Randolph

then turned upon her proposed marriage.
" Wliut

Mary's senti- P^ely hath been sought,- said

mehts as to she,
" for a long time, and is yi t

the proposed sought, that I should yield myself
marriage. unto their fesirea jn mv .marriage,

your mistress cannot be ignorant of it, and you have

heard. To have such friends, and to lose such

offers, without assurance of as good, nobody will

give me advice that loveth me. Not to marry, you

know, it cannot be for me. To defer it long, many

incommodities ensue. Now, privy to my mind

your mistress hath been herein, you know. How

willing I am to follow her advice I have shown

many times, and yet I can find in her no resolution

or determination. For nothing I cannot be bound

to her ; and I have of kte given assurance to my
brother of Moray and Lethington, that I am loath

to frame my will against hers, and so do now show

unto yourself, and which I wish you to bear in

mind, to let it be known unto my sister, your mis-

tress. And, therefore, this I say, and, trust me, I

mean it if your mistress will (as she hath

use me us her natural born sister or dir

will take myself either the one or the other, as s

please, and will show no less readiness to .

and honour her, than my mother or eldest 8

but if she will repute me always as her neighbour,

the Queen of Scots, how willing soever I

amitv and to maintain peace, yet
must she n(

that at my hands, that otherwise I wouldha

give that is, in other circumstances.

friendship offered, and present commodity, f

certainty, no friendship will advise me;

did, would your mistress's self approve my w

Let her, therefore, measure my case as her o*

and so will I be hers. For these causes, ui

sister and I have further proceeded,
I must

my mind to the advice of those who seem to

most my profit, that show their care over me, ai

relation, of I

subsisted between them, tot (Ui
more intimate aad bsaW MBS*
which is founded on fssraiae ewdtokty of MJtosj
and mutual nWina aad estates. Tkare Is SMBB
that is beautiful aad tnaskbf to Ike bkf iery.
that she might bo to Flisaknb aa a SMS* ~ a

daughter. She was laiMfcissit a* to Ik* MM.

looked upon, not only M a sbfor OMSB, W.

sister through that .ynpelbt end tote tor *ak

so well fitted tenderly to rmpiwoto.
"

I have disolosad to yon.* ooaiiMss) Mary.
-
s*y

whole mind, and require yo to let It b* kMsm to

your sovereign. My BMsiat * br b ytoto,

and so shall my dealing he. 1 kaow Ww w*fl ote

is worthy, and so do eatocsa kort aad ikanAsv I

will say thus nrach more - ibat a* I!M b MM
nearer of kin onto her thaa 1 am, wot MM MM
worthy to whom I may evbeait ;wi(. ee b
none to whom with bettor will I

holden unto than onto her, or to

may be with my
In the midst of her >

dtnly, avowing that she _
a subject upon wbJe^ehe

bad

to him a profound silenae.

lodged that it was so, bat *id be kayw
ksr^tota

I ebvfed I

: y,
" to consider who! we* 1

and I find them bent towards yo^M* ]

they will advise the beat j bt yoir sjei

nae'me, no that I wiU be tkeiradiisB,Md

her's alone." The mliniinr ~"~*7
might be so.

- Rene-ber. the*.

coutiuued the Scottish OMJ i

not upon the Mddo* tt b
"^J-

*

too, that -1-11 * ksjow.'
'

I

then; it was so good, so wbe.

to lu-nr that mind in

onlv to iiouruh a prptlM and l-r.aod thai tkba-fc

tmean*. "Hw*>*

oanpuage could more clearly,
or with greater

force, desert the extent of those sacrifice* whuh

Marv was prepared to make for the sake ofr

roval sister's good-will,
and the sincere di*ire .

.
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as bv our predecessors have been before

Let us seek this honour against some other, rather

tbtt fall tt debate among ourselves."
" I asket

her grace," says Randolph,
" whether she would be

content one day, whenever it were, to give her

awifinrci for the recovery of Calais?" At this

question Mary laughed, and said,
"
Many things

ust p*M between my good sister and me before I

can gm you answer ; but I believe to see the day
that all our quarrels shall be one, and assure you
if we be not, the fault shall not be in me." Ran-

dolph then inquired
" how she liked the suit of my

Lord Robert, Earl of Leicester, that he might -write

her opinion of him to Elizabeth." "My mind

towards him," replied Mary,
"

is such as it ought
to be of a very noble gentleman, as I hear say by

any ; and such a one as the queen, your mistress,

my good sister, does so well like to be her husband,
if he were not her subject, ought not to mislike me
to be mine. Marry ! what I shall do, lieth in your
mistress's will, who shall wholly guide me and
ndeme."
That ended this important conference with

Randolph ; interesting not only for the revelation

tt her feelings towards Elizabeth, but also as afford-

ing us many and pleasing glimpses of Mary's real

character, as they shone out unobscured by the

frigid formalities of her ordinary courtly life.

Mary's residence at St. Andrew's was limited to

ten days ; and the same day witnessed her depar-
ture from that city, and the arrival at Berwick of

Henry, Lord Darnley. The alleged object of his

journey to Scotland was to pay a visit to his

islher, the Earl of Lennox. There is little doubt,
bowerer, that his real views involved projects of

per significance. Whatever may have been his

a, whether original to himself or suggested by
the ambitious character of the house of

nox was well known, and his mother was re-
rded a*

peculiarly skilful in craft and intrigue.
hare awn that Melvil was commissioned by
to request the Countess of Lennox to procure
rion for Darnley to visit Scotland. Elizabeth

dpo*od to grant her this favour, as she
J afforded herself a chance of escaping from

Uties in which she was involved, through
as conduct with regard to Leicester.

fore, furnished by her commands,
Iv with a license to visit the

neighbouring
OBs, but also with credentials to the Scottish

letter of recommendation to
the Earl of I^iccster. He arrived
at Edinburgh on the 12th of Feb-
ruary, lu6.J, and was received
with that distinction to whicli he
a prince of the

blood-royal. There

hf-,
y. Randolph, my Lord of Mor-

rl ofGUcalrn
, and divers other gentle-

imtown. He dined one day with
queen's brother, at Holyrood-er, a

tous bearing and dealing with all
tli great praise, and is well spoken of.

to Eluabeth, 6th i'eb., 1564-5

Many surmises were made to account for the

presence in Scotland of this young nobleman.

Conscious of this, and feeling that his position
demanded the greatest circumspection, Darnley
acted in such a way as to conciliate all parties.

Speaking of the numerous conjectures which were
formed concerning him, Randolph writes "

They
like well of his personage ; what to judge of his

other qualities, the time hath not yet served to

have any great trial. Thete are here a great
number that do wish him well. Others doubt

what he will prove, and deeplier consider what is

fit for the state of the country than us : they call

him a fair young man. Some suspect more than I

do myself that his presence may hinder other pur-

poses intended, as that in special whereabout I go.

Others, suspecting his religion, can allow of nothing
that they can see in him. With all these diver-

sities, I have had some discourses." *

Darnley's first interview with Mary was at the

castle of Wemyss, in Fifeshire. His first inter-

This, however, Avas not the first view with Mary.

introduction of the royal relatives to each other.

Four years previously, in the early days of the

queen's widowhood, she had been visited by her

cousin, tlieu a youth of fifteen, who delivered from
his mother, the Countess of Lennox, a letter of con-

dolence on the death of her consort, Francis. Her

reception of him on the present occasion was frank

and cordial. If we may believe the account of Sir

James Melvil, she was favourably impressed by his

personal appearance.
" Her majesty," says he,

" took well with him
; she remarked,

' he was the

handsomest and best proportioned lang man she

had seen ;' for he was of a tall stature, lang and

small, even and brent up (straight), and well in-

structed from his youth in all honest and comely
exercises." f

The long series of tedious and unmeaning nego-

tiations, which, originating in the proposed mar-

riage of Mary with the Earl of Leicester, had been

protracted to no purpose, were now about to be

concluded, and that in an unexpected and sum-

mary manner. What object Elizabeth had proposed
to herself to gain by the adoption of the policy
which she had now perseveringly pursued for up-
wards of two years, it is utterly impossible to cou-

iecture. Certainly it docs appear as if that policy
was intended to retard, rather than to hasten to

prevent altogether, rather than provide for the

marriage of the Scottish queen; and had for its

origin the capricious)) ess of a jealous woman,
rather than the wisdom of a sovereign and the ge-

icrosity of a sister. To the lait Mary was willing
:o oblige Elizabeth. In an interview with Ran-

dolph, shortly before the announcement of the

iueeu of England's final decision, an allusion

mving been made to Leicester, she observed -

' Of that matter I will say no more, till I see the

greater likelihood ; but no creature living shall

make me break more of my will than my good
* State Paper Office, Eandolph to Cecil,

t Melvil' s iu-uiuir..
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sister, if she will use me as a sister
j if not, I must

do as I may."
*

. may
Every effort was at the same time made by her

ministers to bring the matter to a conclusion, and

persuade Elizabeth to comply with the condition* on
which the marriage with Leicester depended for its

consummation. Moray, iu particular, who, as

already mentioned, had compromised himself in the

affair, urgently represented to Randolph the neces-

sity imposed upon him of adopting such measures

as would, in the eyes of the queen, justify him in

the conduct he had so long pursued. He was re-

sponsible, he said, for the policy which Mary had
followed in consonance with his advice. He had

held out to her hopes, that, if she deferred to the

wishes of Elizabeth, her rights in the matter of the

succession would be acknowledged; and it would

prove his ruin if these hopes should, after all, be

found to be fallacious. If he had the satisfaction

of feeling that he had been true to his sovereign,

and had performed his duty, he could submit to

lose much of his authority and power. He expressed

himself as much alarmed at the prospect of u ;

alliance.
"

If," said he,
" she marry any other

than Leicester, what mind will the new king bear

me, that knoweth I have so strongly oppc

advancement ? If he be a Papist, either we most

obey, or fall into new misery and difficulty, whilst

I shall be regarded as the ringleader of tiic dis-

contented. But what need to say more of t!

have often heard me say as much before ; and yet

we see nothing but drift of time, delays from duy

to day : to do all for nothing, and to get nothing

forall!"t

The final resolution of Elizabeth with regard to

the proposition of the Scottish

minister, was now declared. It

claims of Mary amounted to this that she could

in the matter not bind herself to recognise Mary's
of the succession. ^ tm ghe hftd made up hcr ;.

mind whether she would marry or not ; that if the

queen would accept Leicester as a simple earl, she

would be well pleased ;
and in that case she intended

that this nobleman should be advanced to still

higher honours. This declaration at once put an end

to all further negotiations, and annihilated the hopes

of Mary. It was a cruel disappointment. Un-

fair representations of the English ambassm.

repeated and solemn protestations
of friendship

on the part of Elizabeth, and the assurances of

her own ministers, Moray and Lethington, had all

flattered her into the belief that her claims 1

been favourably regarded, and after some delay

would be formally acknowledged. For years
i

recognition of her right of succession had !

grand object of her ambition the moving pj

of her policy.
In conjunction

with her h

Francis, she had assumed the arms of England, an

quartered them with her own. And when,

formable to a treaty with England, she had aba

doned the use of these arms, it was only that

State Paper Office, Kandolph to Cecil, *th lUreh,

1564-5.

claims might be bfwffbt
divt-t.d of i,, a;,,,, ...
end represeated as pat forward ea7u _

,

of aoaity cad Janice. Oa ess***
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warm terms, her destie thai a tosua* ITM***
""Kh' be setcbHchid Wtaeea bem *w KiMa-

Tor aa iatcrview wuh that
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own inclination, the t
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totalled good sister, using, as Cecil observes,
" evil

apnch of her Majesty, and alleging that
^

she had

based her, and made her waste her time."

Much of the subsequent conduct of Mary may

be traced to the revolution occasioned in her mind

by this discovery of the falsehood and treachery of

Elizabeth. If, "for example, she had exercised

great toleration towards her Pro-

YMd tcstant subjects, contrary, perhaps,

dtmlinty of to her own inclinations, certainly
Elisabeth.

jn ^ face Of repeated and urgent

remonstrances from the nobility and clergy of the

Catholic persuasion, she had only, in so doing,

acted a part in consistency with her general policy.

To exhibit hostility towards the religion esta-

blished in the country, to promulgate oppressive

measures for the persecution of its adherents if it

did not endanger her own security, would certainly

have roused in England a storm of indignation

which would effectually have terminated for ever

any hopes she entertained of having her rights

acknowledged. But now that this motive for the

forbearance she had displayed in dealing with the

RffornuTS was removed, we have no reason to be

surprised if we find her resolutely opposing the

religion she had fostered, and regarding with

coldness and distrust the very men to whom she

had formerly extended her greatest confidence.

.er unfortunate result of the treachery of

Elizabeth was the alienation of the Scottish queen
from her confidential advisers, Moray and Lething-
ton. In them, too, she found herself deceived

;

not one of their fair promises had been realised
;

and it was not unnatural she should identify them
with the duplicity and falsehood so shamefully dis-

covered in the conduct of the English queen. *This
was a consequence which, as already noticed, was
anticipated by the sagacious Moray.

" The queen,"
be observed to Randolph,

" would dislike and
aspect him, because he had deceived her with
promise* he could not realise." From these cir-

l^ances it will readily be perceived that the

position of the queen was one of extreme
difficulty

and great periL She was still young and inex-
wieed ; she was hasty in her confidences, aud
n to rashness in her measures. She was no

Ick for i he sovereign of England, backed by the

trifung Randolph and the wily Cecil. She was
i into the mysteries of state-craft ; and

" experiences, so far as they went, were unfor-

diwxmraging. Elizabeth had deceived
jurcd her ; she was the victim " of fraud,
MS, and falsehood." Randolph was a mere

upon her actions; Moray and her trusted
had aided in her defeat, and ministered

'

Mortification. She had no
security that,

I her confidence once abused, she would
nbetrajed. From the Protestants she

istance. and little sympathy.

;npt,
and ,,,,w

, in her hour of"5ea, he

^ '. -:.,nablc and their
t lukewarm. If 8he turned from Scot-

[CHAP. XXIX.

land to France, desirous of renewing the ancient

understanding between the two countries, she

found her relatives alienated, and her uncles dis-

gusted with her repeated refusals to contract an

alliance with some of the illustrious branches of

the royal family. Her position, therefore, was one

of extreme difficulty ;
she had been taught to

mistrust every one about her the lesson, unhap-

pily, was not thrown away; and if we subsequently
find her betrayed into imprudences which she had

afterwards reason to deplore, we are bound to make
allowances for her natural weakness of character,

and remember the combination of circumstances

against which, isolated and unbefriended, she had

to contend.

Her first thoughts were naturally given to the

subject of her marriage. This was a necessary

step, both on account of her present situation, and

the well-known wishes of her subjects. It is not

wonderful that, everything considered, she looked

towards Darnley ;
an alliance with ^ary proposes to

whom, she conceived, would be marry Darnley.

beneficial to her own interests, and tend to con-

ciliate a large body of her people. As a prince of

the blood-royal, he was her equal in birth

his grandmother being the sister of Henry the

Eighth, and his mother cousin-german to Queen
Elizabeth. The mother of Uarnley, the Countess

of Lennox, was Mary's most dangerous rival in her

claim upon the English succession. Though born

of a second marriage, she "was one degree nearer

the blood-royal of England than Mary, having
been the daughter of Margaret, the eldest sister of

Henry, while Mary, Queen of Scotland, was only
her granddaughter. But this AVOS not the only

advantage over Mary which was possessed by the

Countess of Lennox. The latter was born in Eng-
land, and by a maxim of law in that country with

regard to private inheritances,
" whoever is not

born in England, or at least of parents who, at the

time of his birth, were in the obedience of the

King of England, cannot enjoy any inheritance in

this kingdom." This maxim, an English lawyer
of the name of Hales produced in a treatise which
he published at this time, with the intention of

applying it to the regulation of the right of suc-

cession to the crown.*

The claims of the house of Lennox had long
been regarded by Mary with uneasiness and alarm,

and laid the foundation of that friendly intercourse

which she had formerly established with them, and
now laboured to perpetuate. To unite herself with
this house, through her union with a
Darnley, appeared to offer an easy
and legitimate solution of the difficulties which

might arise out of their rival claims upon the

same prize; and by the marriage of the parties

principally concerned, their interests would become
identified. It was probably the idea of some not

very well-defined compromise, suggesting itself to

the mind of Mary, which induced her with such

earnestness to solicit the return to Scotland of the

*
Robertson, vol. i. p. 310.
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Earl of Lennox ; aud now that the marriage with
Leicester was broken off, and Elizabeth had volun-

tarily freed her from the obligations under which the
had come, she resolved to act without reference to

this capricious sovereign, and to contract an alliance

agreeable to her own wishes, whether those wixhe*

were regarded with approbation or resentment by
the English court. She had, however, just ground*
for anticipating that her projected union with

Darnley would not be displeasing to Elizabeth.

That princess, -while repeatedly avowing her deter-

mination to oppose with all her influence any
alliance with a foreign prince, had expressly
affirmed that a marriage with any of the nobility

of England would meet with her sanction and

approval. In her choice of Darnley, the condition*

specified were adhered to. He was a subject of

England; he had extensive estates in that country;

he was not only a member of the nobility, but a

near relative of the sovereign. And when, there-

fore, as we shall afterwards see, this marriage was

opposed by the queen, and that, too, upon the most

frivolous pretexts, we can only conclude that this

refusal to grant the concurrence which wa>

proceeded from the same jealous disposition, and the

t-ame ungenerous spirit, as that which had given

birth to her former dark and unprincipled policy.

The conduct of Darnley, on his arrival in Scot-

land, was prudent and wary. He appears to have

made an agreeable impression equally on the

mind of Mary and of her subjects. Suspected of

being a Papist, he ingratiated himself with tin-

Reformers, and attended on the preaching of Knox
"
Yesterday," writes Randolph to Cecil, "both his

lordship (Darnley) and I dined with my lord of

Moray. His lordship's behaviour is very veil

liked, and hitherto he so governeth himself that

there is great praise of him. Yesterday he heard

Mr. Knox preach, and came in the company of my
lord of Moray. After supper, after that he had seen

the queen and divers other ludies dance, he, being

required by my lord of Moray, danced a gaUiard

with the queen, who, after this travel of i.

come home stronger than she went forth."
*

But this moderation of conduct did not long

Dai-nicy's over- continue. Intoxicated with the

bearing conduct, extraordinary favour shown to

him by the queen, his treatment of the nobles

became imperious and intolerable. Aspmng t

the hand of bis sovereign, and finding his pre

tensions allowed, and his advances permitted,
b

imagined his ambitious projects already realwed,

and acted with all the haughtiness
of a k

consort. Young, ardent, and impetuous, ol

understanding and passionate temper, elated

his present position,
and dazzled with the magm-

ficent prospects dawning on his imagination,
h

soon ceased to impose any restraints on his oon

and discovered an overbearing insolence 01

mcnt and extravagance of behaviour, which m

tallv offended the nobility, and alienated th

reject of those who had formerly regard.

This alludes to her residence in St. Andrew's.
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ad employed in conducting her French corre-

"Tbe redden promotion of this man," says

Buchanan,
" from a state of beggary to wealth.

without any intermediate gradation his fortune

o far abore his merit, his arrogance so far beyond

his fortune, his contempt for his equals, and his

rivalry with his superiors already gave rise to

many remarks." Riccio probably courted Darnley,

whoie fortunes he perceived were in the ascendant,

with the view of securing his countenance and pro-

tect on against the attacks of the nobility, whose

attil \ue towards him was dauy assuming a more

threa vning aspect On the other hand, Darnley

appea to have encouraged his advances, and to

hare ived on familiar terms with the fortunate

secret*, y, whose influence with the queen he

doubilcte expected would be used for the further-

ance of \iis ambitious projects. As it was, this

intimacy ccasioned the alienation of many noble-

Huat, the i w of whose friendship he had afterwards

good rcaso, bitterly to lament.

The extraordinary favour which had been shown

by Mary towards the house of Lennox, was viewed

with suspicion and alarm by various parties in the

tate. Mo*t of the nobility were of opinion that

to Lennox and his son would be entrusted the

whole authority of the government, and that their

influence at cotrt would shortly become paramount.
The Duke of Ohatelherault in particular, under

whoM regency the Earl of Lennox had been

baniahcd, anticipated nothing less than the entire

ruin of his fortunes and the destruction of his

home. Moray, .ilso, could not fail to perceive
that hie power <ras on the wane, and his in-

fluence supplantt I by the rising favourite. So

great WM hit dissutisfaction that, pretending to be

Monv withdrawn oflfcnded with the popish ceremo-
fron court. nJm practised at the abbey, he

withdrew from couri, for the purpose of mustering
hi* party and collecting his resources. According
to the statement* of Randolph to which, however,
implicit evidence must not at all times be given
the people ware universally discontented; threat-

ening murmur* wen heard among all classes
; and

if Eiixabtth, he remarked, felt disposed to raise

fcrtiont in Scotland, and embroil the country, there
new wa a time in which she could do so with

fritter probabilities of success/

But that prioeeM was herself the object of grave
Iliiiuui on the part of the Scottish people. It

we* openly affirmed by many, that the events which
id given rise to roch deep dissatisfaction had been
rofht about by her own connivance and the in-

trifa" of her ministers. It was afiirmed that

""^y bd been tent into Scotland for the veryH** f creating internal disturbances
; that the

7 of the Queen of England aimed at inter-

f obrtackt.
, iy of an alliance being

ietween Mary and any powerful foreign
tc j tLat the object of Elizabeth was to force

to Cecil
> 15th^

upon the Scottish queen some contemptible mar-

riage, which would humble her in the eyes of her

own subjects and in those of Europe ;
and that,

finally, she was anxious to bring about a rupture in

the friendly intercourse of the two kingdoms.*
These were accusations which her ministers could

not well meet with a satisfactory answer. Her
conduct during the late negotiations, even so much
of it as was generally known, had given rise to the

most injurious reflections on her character and in-

tentions. It was notorious that the queen had been

injured by Elizabeth
;
that she had failed to carry

out her engagements; and every subsequent step
taken by that princess would be watched with

anxious and jealous scrutiny.
Whatever opinions may have been formed by

others as to the growing intimacy of the queen
with Darnley, Randolph seems to have been blind

to its probable results. In a letter to Cecil, he

observes, speaking of the measure which had been

taken of his character and abilities :
" Of my Lord

Darnley they have this opinion, that in wisdom he

doth not much differ from his father. The honour,

countenance, and entertainment that he hath had

here, maketh him think no little of himself. Some

persuade him that there is no less good- will born

unto him by many of his nation, than that they
think him a fit party for such a queen. How
easily a young man so born in hand, daily in

presence, well used, continually in company either

of the best or next about her, may be induced,

either by himself to attempt, or by persuasions of

others to imagine, I leave it to the judgment of

others. Of this queen's miud hitherto towards

him, I am void of suspicion ;
but what affection

may be stirred up in her, or whether she will be

moved at any time that way, seeing she is a

woman, and in all things desirous of having her

will, I cannot say." f
We have spoken of the dissatisfaction which the

countenance shown to the house of Lennox had

given to many of the nobility, and especially to the

Duke of Chatelherault. This is alluded to in strong
terms in the letter from which we have just quoted.
"
I find him (the duke)," he says,

" more pitied and

better beloved than ever he was. He keepeth

continually at home; few of his name repair to the

court
; they seek all quietly to live, and, throuyii

innocency, or not offence of late, to avoid all dangers
that are intended, or what mischief shall be prac-
tised against them, whereof they do most assure

themselves, if this queen do marry any other than

Leicester, but especially if she should take my Lord

Darnley. This putteth no small fear also among
the Douglasses, for what cause your honour know-
eth. J With divers of them of late I have had

some talk
; I maintain them in good hope the best

I can, that there is no danger that way. From the

duke I received this message that he cannot be

* State Paper Office. Randolph to Cecil. 1-Srli April. 156,5.

t Ibid., March, 1565.

t Randolph alludes to the claim \\liuh tl.

Lennox Lad to the earkloui of An^us.
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without fear of the overthrow of his house, if tin-

Lord Darnley marry the queen."
About this time, Bothwell, who it will be re-

Return of membered had been obliged to
Bothwell from quit the kingdom, on account of

the part he had taken in ;

spiracy of the Earl of Arran, returned suddenly,
and without the queen's permission, to Scotland.

This nobleman was known to be a person of profli-

gate character, and he was in consequence ;

by Mary with considerable severity. At tin

gation of the Earl of Moray, whose life he had fre-

quently threatened, it was resolved to brin^ him
to a public trial. The charges made against him
were of a serious description. He was arraigned
for high-treason, in having conspired, three years

previously, with the Earl of Arran, to seize the

person of her majesty. The circumstances of this

trial are alluded to by Randolph, in a despatch to

the English secretary.
"
Upon Tuesday night," he

says,
" the 1st of May, there came up to this town

my Lords of Moray and Argyle, to keep the day of

law against the Earl of Bothwell, who appeared

not, nor is it yet for certain known what is become

of him, though the common report is, that he em-

barked at North Berwick. The company that came

His trial for to this town in favour of my Lord

high-treason, of Moray are esteemed five or six

thousand ; and, for my part, I assure your honour

I never saw a greater assembly. More also had

come, saving that they were stayed by the queen,

who hath showed herself now of late to mislike

that my Lord of Moray so earnestly pursueth him,

and will not give his advice to take the like advan-

tage upon some others whom she beareth small

affection unto. In this matter, thus far they have

proceeded : Upon the Wednesday he was called,

and, for lack of appearance, was condemned in the

same
;
farther the queen would not that the justice-

clerk should proceed, which hath brought so much

misliking, and given occasion of such kind of talk

against her grace, for bearing with such men in

her own cause, that that which is already spoken

passeth all measure."

It is not easy to understand what Randolph

means by these assertions. The very fact that

Mary allowed Bothwell to be brought to trial con-

tradicts the statement that he was treated wit

undue favour. Randolph himself reports that

Bothwell had of late behaved towards the queen in

such a scandalous and insulting manner, as to force

her to declare that he had forfeited all claims to

her respect and forbearance.*

Randolph then proceeds to describe to Cecil

Kandolph's
state of parties, and adds some i

account of the teresting details in connect]

state of parties. the Scottish court. "With my

Lord of Argyle there came to this town the Lord

David and the duke's sou, with most part
.

duke's friends. Assured bands and promise* ai

made between the duke and the Lord of Moray, t h

nothing shall be attempted against each other; b

* MS. State Taper Office. JUndolph to Cecil.

VOL. I.
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arrived at Westminster on the 18th of April. Eh-

tabeth affected the greatest surprise at the tidings

of which he was the bearer. She refused at once,

and in a peremptory manner, to countenance this

marriage ; and at the same time indulged iu many

bitter expressions, reflecting on the conduct of the

Scottish queen. We have here another example of

the ungracious
character of Elizabeth in her treat-

Bent of Mary. On no grounds, but those of the

most frivolous'nature, could she oppose the contem-

plated alliance. Mary's resolution to many had

been often declared the wishes of her subjects

wvrc well known Elizabeth herself had urged

for to the adoption of this step. In many respects,

the union with Darnley was unexceptionable. The

danger of introducing a foreign interest into Scot-

land, o justly dreaded, was thereby avoided.

There was nothing in the condition or position of

Mary's intended consort which could render him

formidable to the English sovereign. Allied to

both crowns, and possessed of lands in both king-

doms, he could not be dangerous to either. The ap-

prehensions, therefore, which Elizabeth pretended

to entertain with regard to this marriage were, even

y felt, totally without foundation . Whatever

were the motives which weighed with the queen,

At affected the greatest displeasure, and, without

delay, summoning together her Privy Council, she

laid before them the propositions for this projected
union. As might be anticipated, they, after long-

protracted deliberations, declared themselves una-

nimously opposed to it.
" After sundry conferences,

and many arguments among themselves, they all

with one judgment thought this marriage with my
Lord l)arnley, being attended with such circum-

stance* as therein do appear to be unusual, un-

profitable, and directly prejudicial to the sincere

amity between both the queens, and consequently
perilous to the continuance of the mutual good
concord and tranquillity that at present is known
lo be, and u desired to be made perpetual, betwixt
both the realms." The ostensible ground of their

opposition was, that the measure was "plainly pre-
judicial to them both, and consequently dangerous
to the weal of both their countries." It is worthy
of notice, however, that the council carefully

d specifying any particular dangers or pre-
judkcs which might, through this marriage, be
entailed upon the two queens and their respective
roalau. The whole

jiolicy of Elizabeth, in fact,
rawittd iUelf into thw, that Mary should either

frain from marriage altogether, or accept the
ttband whom, in her wisdom, she desired to impose

upon her. " The sharpest thorn," says a French
Mtorian,

"
thatcvt-r the Queen of England dreaded,

wa* a potent alliance to bo made by the Queen of

%* CouncU of En*land uP n

* i

een of 8ooto' ut Ma>"'
1*-

-nan tad Knox acknowledge that this mar-nti renr
generally believed not to be contrary to the

erdwatigiactionahe might
5tf.SI 1 " '

w>t down the French
. C*rtliaai, dc UauveMicre) ientimenU of this

Before consummating her marriage with Darnley,
Mary anxiously endeavoured to obtain the consent

of Moray to this union. Every effort was employed
for this purpose, but without effect. That nobleman

had for some time absented himself from court,

matter. This goi)t!i-;;i;in, sneaking of our queen's marriage
with foreign princes, saith ' But all these great alliances

were equally disagreeable to the Queen of England, who
never dreaded a sharper thorn in her foot than some potent
foreign alliance to be made by the Queen of Scotland, \\ !

kingdom lies so close upon hers, that they are only separated

by a fordable river
;
and so she might be easily annoyed by

a bad neighbour. This the Queen of England foreseeing,
cast her eyes on the young Lord Darnley, to make a present
of him to the Scottish queen ;

and found means to persuade
the queen, by several powerful considerations, that there

was not a marriage in Christendom which could bring her
more certain advantages, together with the eventual suc-

cession to the kingdom of England, which she (the Queen
of Scots) pretended to be lodged in her person, than this

with the Lord Darnley ;
because thev two, being joined hi

matrimony, with the consent of the Queen of England, and
the wisest in both the kingdoms, would fortify each other's

title, and so take out of the way many scruples which, in

the event of time, might come to disturb these two neigh-
bouring states. Now, this purpose was the more speedily
executed, that it was approved by those in whom the Queen
of Scots reposed most confidence namely, the Earl of

Moray, bastard brother to that queen, who had the manage-
ment of all her affairs

;
the Laird of Lethington, her Secre-

tary of State ;
and their confederates, who were all gained

over to persuade their mistress not only to receive the said

Lord Darnley kindly, and to give him a new title to his

father's estate, but likewise to yield a favourable ear to the

mam ing of him, as being more useful to her for obtaining
the crown of England than any other ; and, moreover, to

represent to her, that, ,if she should think of marrving
either in France or Spain, the expenses and difficulties

of accomplishing the same would be greater than Scotland

could well bear. Besides, that such a marriage would not
fail to create a jealousy in the Queen of England, who
could take none at all against the Lord Darnley, her own

subject and her own blood, as the Queen of Scots herself

was.' Then, after he has told how fond our queen became
of this marriage, and that she sent him into Prance to ob-

tain that king and the queen-mother's consent to the mar-

riage, he adds ' On my road, I met the Queen of England,
who had been travelling into some parts of her kingdom ;

but her majesty did not outwardly snow the joy and plea-
sure which was in her heart, when I told her that this mar-

riage was advancing apace ; on the contrary, she affected

not to approve it
;
which thing, however, dia rather hasten

than retard it.' After he had been in France, and obtained

their majesties' consent to the marriage, he returns through

England, and then says
' I found the Queen of England

much colder towards the Queen of Scots than formerly,

complaining that she had subtracted her relation and sub-

ject, and that she was intending to marry him against her

consent and approbation. And I am assured that these

words were very far from her heart, for she used all her

effortej
and spared nothing to set this marriage a-going.'

Now, if these observations be well-founded, what .~lmll we

say of some princes and princesses ? It will manifestly ap-

pear, by subsequent and authentic papers, that the Lord

Darnley had a license from Queen Elizabeth to come into

Scotland, and here to remain a certain space ; yet, in her

instructions to Sir Henry Norris, her ambassador in France,

she expresseth herself thus ' It chanced that a yo
1

:

bleman, our near kinsman, brought up in our court, named
the Lord Daniley, was secretly enticed to pass into Scot land,

upon other pretences, for private suits for lands, and such

like (the Lord Darnley had not, nor could have any suit for

land) and there without our knowledge, according to the

same former practices whereof we were not altogether

ignorant, though we would not seem so jealous of that same,
he was suddenly accepted by that queen to be allyed in

contract of marriage with her, as one thought to be a meet

person to work troubles in our realm for her advantage ;

yen, contrary to the advice of the wiser part of her <

(this is said without sufficient foundation) and, conse-

quently, contrary to our will and liking, was married to h
in all haste.'" Sco Sir Dudley ifii/gty'n Ambassador.
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having felt that his influence had been undermined,

Marv's anxiety
a"d rendcrcd almo8t "

to obtain Blnc'e the arrival of Darnlcy in the

Moray's consent kingdom. This was u result which

mSria^e.
his Proud s

l
)irit wa8 unablc <

hrook. It may readily be supposed
that he regarded Darnley, and indeed tin

house of Lennox, with feelings of aversion and
resentment.

Conscious, however, of the importance of con-

ciliating the earl, and remembering the important
services which he had formerly rendered her, and
the good offices she might yet require at his hands,
she invitedMm back to court, and received him \\ ith

many demonstrations of respect and confidence.

Her interview The object she had in view was
with Moray. soon declared. When alone with

him in the chamber of Lord Darnley, the queen
put into his hands a paper containing an unquali-
fied approval of her projected marriage, and re-

quested him to attach to it his signature. Probably
the earl was not surprised at the demand

; but

several and weighty reasons induced him to with-

hold his assent. Entertaining a strong aversion

for Darnley, whom, not unnaturally, he regarded
as his rival and enemy, it was unreasonable to

expect that he would voluntarily bestow upon
him such an accession of power and dignity as

was implied in his elevation to the throne. Alive

to the importance of maintaining on its present

footing the good understanding between the two

countries, which depended on the friendly disposi-

tions of the English sovereign, he necessarily hesi-

tated to afford his sanction to an arrangement
which he was perfectly aware would be obnoxious

to Elizabeth. He had always openly preferred a

confederacy with England, rather than the an-

cient alliance with France. Through the policy

which he had recommended and carried out, this

principle had been adopted. By consenting to

her marriage with Daruley it was virtually sur-

rendered, or at least endangered. "A league

with England had been established, and he could

not think of sacrificing to a rash and youthful

passion an alliance of so much advantage to the

kingdom, and which he and the other nobles

were bound by every obligation to maintain."
*

Further, Darnley was obnoxious to Moray on ac-

count of his religion. On their first arrival in

Scotland, Lennox and his son had successfully con-

cealed from the nation their real sentiments. They

carried their dissimulation to such a height as to

attend, apparently with satisfaction, the ministra-

tions of Protestant divines. No sooner, however,

He refuses his did they find themselves secure in

consent. their position at court their in-

fluence extending their power consolidating than

they threw off the mask, and without hesitatio

discovered opinions very different from their pre

vious professions. Foremost in the ranks of t

Reformers having played a conspicuous part

the enterprise which ended in the triumph ol

*KoberUou. Keith.
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to which he would be raised. These instructions

were penned with her own hand. "
They wanted,"

ays the English ambassador, Throckmorton, who

had teen them,
" neither eloquence, despite, anger,

lore, nor passion." They were written by a woman,

and that woman smarting under the sense of a long

eric* of premeditated injuries at the hands of one

from whom she had a right to expect very different

treatment.

Lethington was directed, after fulfilling his in-

tructions in England, to proceed immediately to

France, for the purpose of explaining her intentions

to the king, and endeavouring to procure his appro-

bation of her marriage. With the view of inducing

the secretary to act in this delicate matter with the

greater promptitude and zeal, she wrote him, with

her own hand, "the most favourable and gentle

letter that ever queen addressed to her servant."

Betides entrusting him with full powers, she gave
him the command of a considerable sum of money,
which, at this time, was due as part of the dowry
which she received from France. Finally, in the

erent of his mission being successful, she promised
him the highest advancement in the state which it

wa* in her power to confer.* Beaton, who was the

Dearer of these instructions, encountered Lething-
ton near Newark, as he was returning from his

unfortunate embassy. Instead, however, of acting

according to their direction, and retracing his steps
t<i Kngland, the secretary posted forward with the

intention of overtaking Throckmorton, who, in

the meantime, had been dispatched by Elizabeth
on a mission to Scotland. The latter was com-
manded to communicate to Mary the resolution
of the English Privy Council, to intimate her
own entire disapproval of the proposed marriage
with Darnley, and to take measures for pre-

ig its consummation. The two ambassa-
dor*, baring met at Alnwick, proceeded together
into Scotland.

Ix-thington has been charged with baseness and
treachery in neglecting to carry out the instruc-
u communicated by Beaton. Doubtless, he was

chargeable with disobedience; and, in venturing
> incur the displeasure of his sovereign, he acted a
Id and hazardous part But this very fact sup-

it with the key to his otherwise inexplicable
It was his interest, as we have seen, to

1 to the commands to Mary ; and, in fail-

this, he must have been influenced by
ierations more

praiseworthy than those of a
character. These, therefore, could have

other than a regard for the interests of the
i and the

safety of her realm. It was not
'

anticipate the consequences of the
)f such a message as that with which

ni entrusted him. To Elizabeth it would
hare been deemed a sufficient provocation

suspension of all
friendly relations

ro countries, and giving rise to some
-ion of her unbounded indignation*e created an irreparable breach, and

*. Lrttw.SUU P.per Office. Throckmorton to Cecil.

have violently rent asunder the few remaining ties

which still linked together the two queens.

Shortly after the departure of Beaton, the conven-

tion of nobles, summoned by com- ,,~

j f\r j r-u *i. The Convention
mand of Mary to deliberate on her Of nobles

marriage, assembled at Stilling,
assemble at Stir-

on the 15th of May. With the ***> 15th Ma?'

exception of Lord Ochiltree and one or two others,

this meeting was attended by the whole of the most
influential of the Scottish nobility. There were

present the Duke of Chatelherault
; the Earls of

Argyle, Moray, Morton, Glencairn, Atholl, Craw-

ford, Eglinton, Cassillis, Rothes, and Caithness;
the Lords Hume, Gray, Glammis, Borthwick,

Tester, Fleming, Livingston, Semple, Ross, Lind-

say, Lovat, Boyd, and Somerville. In addition to

these noblemen and barons, there were present
the officers of state, the secretary, the treasurer,

the justice-clerk, and the advocate
; together with

the commendators of Holyrood, Kihvinning, Jed-

burgh, St. Colm's Inch, and Balmerinoch.* In the

midst of this illustrious assemblage of the Estates

of her realm, the queen announced her resolution

of contracting an alliance by marriage with the

son of the Earl of Lennox, Henry Lord Darnley.
No opposition was offered to the proposed measure.

Many of the nobles openly expressed their appro-

bation, and the few who, like Moray, were averse

to the marriage, did not venture to avow their sen-

timents. Probably their silent acquiescence was

owing to the overwhelming majo- Sanction the pro-

rity of the barons by whom Mary Posed marriage,

was supported in the proposition she had made.

Not satisfied, however, with this result, the queen

gave orders that another convention should be

summoned to meet at Perth, for the purpose of

procuring the final consent of the nobility to her

union with Darnley, and the period fixed for the

consummation of the marriage. This meeting was

appointed for the 22nd of June.

In the meantime, while the Convention at Stir-

ling was still sitting, Mary conferred upon Darnley
the honour of knighthood, and immediately after-

wards created him Lord of Ard-
Darnley

manach and Earl of Ross. After knighted, and

having taken the oaths, and the
createdjarl

of

ceremonial being completed by his

being girt with the sword, Darnley, rising from

his knees, himself conferred the dignity of knight-
hood upon fourteen gentlemen of ancient and loyal
families who knelt before the throne,f In the

* MS. Letter, State Paper Office. Throekmorton to Cecil.

t
" At Stirling, the 15th day of May, 1565, by our sove-

reign the queen's majesty, Marie, heretrix of Scotland, and

dowager of France, Henry Stuart, eldest son to Matthew.
Earl of Lennox, was created lord, and made knight, and

gave his oath thereupon. 2dly, Was made baron, baronet,
and named Lord Ardmanach," and lord of our sovereign

lady's parliament. 3dly, The said Henry, before tbo

queen's majesty, made the oath of an earl, and was belted

Earl of Ross. And after were created, by the said Henry,
before the queen's majesty, fourteen knights, whose names

follow, and gave their oath thereupon : Sir Robert Stuart,
of Straighten: Sir Robert Stuart, of Largis ;

Sir Al*
Stuart, of Dalswinton

; Sir James Stuart, of Dotin ;
Sir

William Murray, of Tillibarden ; Sir William Stuart, of

Hawick
; Sir Patrick Houston, of that ilk ;

Sir John Max-
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midst of this imposing ceremonial, the queen was
informed of the arrival of the English ambassador,

Arrival of an Throckmorton, who had ha
E
?slisl\

am- to Stirling, and now urgently de-
or - manded an audience. Orders hav-

ing been given for his admittance to her presence,
he immediately delivered the message with which
he was entrusted from his royal mistress. The lan-

guage he employed was harsh and vehement. He

expressed the strong determination of his mistress

to oppose with all her influence the proposed

marriage remonstrated with Mary on account of

what he termed her strange and unadvised proceed-

ings animadverted in bitter terms on the presump-
tion of Lennox and Darnley, her own subjects,

who, without giving any previous notice of their

intentions, had dared to engage in such an enter-

prise. To this communication Mary replied with

firmness and spirit :
" That as soon as she had

formed her resolution on the subject of her mar-

riage with Darnley, she had at once made known
her intentions to Elizabeth, which was all that she

had ever promised to do. As to her good sister's

Mary's spirited great dislike to the match, that,"

answer to his she observed,
" was a marvellous

communication. circumstance, since the selection

was made in conformity to the queen's wishes, as

communicated by Mr. Randolph. She had rejected

all foreign suitors, and had chosen an Englishman,
descended from the blood-royal of both kingdoms,

and the first prince of the blood in England ; and

one whom she believed would, for these reasons,

be acceptable to the subjects of both realms."
'

It must have been a difficult matter for the

ambassador to answer this spirited address; the

more so as it had truth for its foundation. This,

however, he attempted, as he tells us :
" That he

took occasion to impugn her sayings by the very

words of Mr. Randolph's commission, containing

these three articles. First. For her own content-

ation. Next. The allowance of her people. Thirdly.

That her choice be such as the amity which is now

betwixt us, not only for our own persons, but also

for our nation, may be continued, and not dis-

solved nor diminished ; proving to her by many

and probable arguments, that Lord Darnley did

not satisfy the contents of that liberal permission,

whereupon she did chiefly ground herself to have

your majesty's allowance." t Mary had propose

further honours for the acceptance of Darnley, and

intended to create him Duke of Albany ;
but i

deference to the wishes of Throckmorton, she con

sented to postpone this ceremony. J

well, of Nether Pollock; Sir William UnnKston,
( J

svth; Sir John Murray, of Caldwell ;
Sir fcfcrf

mond, of Carnoch; Sir James Hume, of tym
James Stirling, of Kier ; Sir William Kuthren, of Bsldeme.

Keith, vol. ii. p. 289. ..
, ... .

* Throckmorton to Elizabeth. Keith, voL u. p. *
f Ibid. Keith, vol. ii. p. 283.

t " The Lord Daruley received the honours

viz*, knighthood, the Unship of
^^JJj
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'i :. <
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in which her policy was assuming an aspect even

more alarming.

"It is also to be remembered," remarks Cecil in

continuation,
" that seeing now, before this attempt

of marriage, it was found and manifestly seen,

that in every corner of the realm the faction that

,{ favoured the Scottish title is grown stout and

bold yea. seen manifestly in this court, both in

hall and chamber, it could not be but (except good

heed were speedily given to it) the same faction

would speedily increase by this marriage, and by

the practice of the author thereof, and grow so

great a.id dangerous, as the redress thereof would

be almost desperate. And to this purpose it was

to be remembered how, of late, in perusing of the

rabatancc of the justices of peace in all the countries

of the realm, scactily a third part was found fully

atcared to be trusted in the matter of religion, upon
which only string the Queen of Scots title doth hang;
and some doubts might be that the friends of the

Earl of Lennox had more knowledge of this than

wm meet, and thereby made their vaunt now in

Scotland, that their party was now so great in

Kngland that the queeu's majesty dared not attempt
to oppose the marriage."

It will be seen from this document, and its re-

markable admissions, in the first place, that the

Catholic paity had, from whatever cause, received

of late considerable accessions of strength, and had
become, on this account, a source of uneasiness and
erea alarm to the English Privy Council. This

circumstance, as is justly observed by Cecil, could
not be unknown at the Scottish court

; and while
it raided the expectations of the adherents of the
ancient faith, must have tended at the same time
to confirm Mary in her determination at once to

carry out her intentions with regard to her mar-
riage with Darnley, and to assert her claims as

betaes-apparont to the English crown.*
Another fact brought out in this minute of the
Two tartir* in

.-:..,

.

v,..,

Privy Council is, that there were
two parties at the English court
who held opposite opinions on
the subject of Mary's marriage
with Darnley ; and that those who

approved of her intentions in that matter were no
can or contemptible faction. Cecil, indeed, ex-

pressed himself in terms of the strongest aversion
thu union, and that statesman may be regarded

a* the bead and representative of the "party
1

hooeetly and
consistently opposed theni-

i"d<-ed, it was currently reported in
uuabrth hnelf was ,v,rv ,lav manifesting

-5nes, at leastww~ of Ihe Roman Church. It is ahd determined to imp** a par-
m

thclth
r>

'

; ,i
.'

V to

selves to this measure. Apparently, Elizabeth

allowed herself to be guided in her sentiments

and policy by the opinions of her minister, and

to regard the marriage with unqualified disappro-
bation. Grounds, however, are not wanting for

entertaining the supposition, that the displeasure
manifested by her on this occasion was, to use

the quaint language of a French historian, mere

grimace. Confessedly this union secured several

points which, had been to Elizabeth a subject of

some anxiety. It delivered her at once from the

dangers apprehended should Mary resolve upon

contracting an alliance with any of the conti-

nental princes, as had been proposed by Austria

and Spain. It extricated her from the difficulties

in which she had involved herself through the

treacherous policy pursued with regard to Leicester,

and it enabled her to retain that nobleman at

court. These reasons were not without their due

weight in Scotland, and served to convince the

people that probably the anger of Elizabeth was
mere dissimulation. This, in fact, as we learn

from Throckmorton, was the observation made
whenever Randolph affected to anticipate with

dread the results of Elizabeth's resentment.

We have said that Cecil was honest and con-

sistent in his determination to oppose this marriage
with Darnley. His efforts to prevent its consum-

mation were strenuous and unceasing, and were
seconded with zeal and energy by Bedford and
others in England, and by Randolph in Scotland.

This opposition was founded on the apprehension,
that not only would the Protestant religion be

endangered by the elevation of Darnley to the

throne, but what, perhaps, in their estimation was

equally to be deplored, the influence of Elizabeth

in the Scottish kingdom would be materially

weakened, if not totally subverted. These were
evils which the ministers of Elizabeth felt them-

selves called upon, if possible, to avert at all

hazards.

In the paper from which we have already quoted,
we find that answers were returned by the Privy
Council to the second question proposed to its con-

sideration, viz., what was most expedient to be

done in order to avoid the dangers anticipated
from this marriage. First, they observed, that the

time was come for the queen majesty's own mar-

riage, and that she should hold them with no

long delay ; secondly, that measures of a decided

character should be at once taken to advance and

fortify the profession of religion, both in Scotland

and in England ; thirdly, that proceedings should
be immediately commenced to secure the breaking
off of this contemplated marriage ; or, if that \\ as

impossible, to provide against the perils appre-
hended from its consummation; lastly,

" That some

intelligence should be used in Scotland with the

party opposed to the union, and comfort given
them from time to time." *

We may here allude to the shameful system of

misrepresentation adopted about this time by Ran
* State Paper Office. Draft by Cecil, 4th June, 1565.
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dolpli. That envoy had, so long as Mary was tubter-

Randolph's mis- nt to the wishes of the English

representations, sovereign, uniformly praised her

conduct in the administration of public affairs.

Repeatedly he had assured Elizabeth that the Pro-

testants of Scotland had every reason to be satisfied

with the toleration they enjoyed. The foundations

of the reformed religion, he said, were perfectly

secure, and its adherents were blessed with the

favour of their queen, and unfettered liberty of

conscience, as abundantly as heart could wish.

To speak of Mary in such terms was no more than

justice to that queen. In her exertions for the

Protestant party she had incurred the displeasure

of the Catholics, and the latter had been treated

with remarkable severity.
" No sooner, however,"

it has been well remarked, "did Mary fix her

choice on Darnley no sooner did it appear to

Randolph that the English faction in Scotland was

likely to lose ground, and to be superseded in their

authority, than the letters of this pliant envoy

abounde'd with complaints and misrepresentations."

The reformed religion was described as not only in

danger, but already ruined, and the godly undone.

The queen was said to be fallen into universal eon-

tempt.
" We are told that her whole character had

altered in a few days; that even her countenance

and beauty -.vere decayed, so that many thought

she was bewitched ;
and lastly, that an irrt

partv had resolved to oppose the marriage, and

avert the ruin of the country."* Such statements

were wholly without foundation, and discover to

us very forcibly the unscrupulous character of the

man, who, in his eagerness to forward the views

and flatter the prejudices of the mistress to whose

service, it must be confessed, he was sincerely

devoted, did not hesitate to pronounce, as already

experienced, the evils and disasters which, even in

the gloomiest minds, were only matters of antici-

pation.
Anxious to the last to keep on good terms wit:

her sister of England, Mary now dispatched to th

court of that country, on a friendly

had been taken e^laH the Ceajatav af
" We cannot bat tKtak." eke ay% to her

tim to the envoy," wry rtiaar
*

ing and handling af wr dear eaaeto, the l4f
Margaret Doagla*. aad eaa jadge ao ataw to*

this evil and hard aHiaitiag b far ar eaaea,*

this ejahejMdor arrtted

allegiance a. Kn^lia*

himMlf and DernWy at the eeart ef tkair

About thiUn*.ako.aadiiiiliM*Ae
Elizabeth nlJraaeH a letter to the

similar in termt to

an intimation that her tiew a* to la*

nm>^ oaehaagW. R.

structione to coannee we

Moray and other* ef the

to assure them that, ea bag

nothing bat the maintenance ef

honour of God, the aphatdto* af

estate, and the noariahiag af

two realms, ahe womld
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dent
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awaithatthairokje*weeryiMkiiil

n

he profe^d ^^^"fI "'""^ *^

dispatched on a quests,
a man of great

mission to
unquestionable prudence. He wa

England. instructed to employ every argu-

ment to gain Elizabeth's consent to the proposed

marriage ;
to intimate that,

"
though in her hi

she had determined to have my Lord of ROM

husband her whole nobility agreeing
in

pOSe_Vet, having consideration of their amity, sb

was content to delay and suspend the final a

plishment and solemnization of her marriage 1

convenient season;" and to express her wil

ness, if Elizabeth were so inclined, to ap

commissioners to meet with tho,e from Engla

who should labour to adjust the differences bet*

the kingdoms.! In addition, Hay was direci

address a spirited remonstrance tothe queen

account of the severe and unjust proceedings
*

terms, Randolph wa. dimtod to

they, for the fwtherei
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which they would not otherwise have dared to

propose.
Now that they considered this union as

able, and all their remonstrances had been

unavailing, they debated among themselves whe-

Aer it would not be possible to apprehend Lennox

and his son by violence, and convey them both as

prisoners
into England.

To this desperate step they were the more in-

clined, on account of the conduct of Darnley, whose

haughtiness and insolence had become insupport-

ltnd able. Of this a description is

t of givenby Randolph, in the following

terms, which, from other sources,

we know to be authentic.
"
Riccio," says he,

"
is

he that now worketh all chief secretary to the

queen, and only governor to her good man. The

bruits here are wonderful men talk very strange

the hazard towards him [Darnley] and his house

marvellous great ; his pride intolerable ;
his words

not to be borne, but where no man dare to speak

again. He spareth not also, in token of his man-

hood, to let some blows fall where he knoweth

that they will be taken. Such passions, such

furies as I hear say that he will sometimes be in,

is strange to believe. What cause this people
hath to rejoice of this their worthy prince, I leave

it to the world to think. When they have said

all," continues Randolph with bitterness, "and

thought what they can, they can find nothing but

that God must send him a short end, or themselves

a miserable life, to live under such an estate and

government as this is like to be."

The same letter makes a very significant allusion

to the feeling prevalent in the country, that the

marriage with I>arnley, and all the misfortunes to

the realm which might possibly result from that

OBneetion, were traceable to the ruinous policy of

the English queen.
' What comfort," he goes on

to say, can they look for at the queen's majesty's
hands, or what support, if aught should be at-

tempted, seeing the most part are persuaded that
to this end he was sent into this country? I spare
* to speak so much as I have heard ; and know-

ing so little of the queen's mind as I do, I know
not what counsel or advice to give."

Nevertheless, this able and wily man was per-
Uy aware of the secret inclinations of his mis-

and that nothing would have pleased her
than the existence of disturbances in the
r, which would in some way excuse her in-
Bet with its internal affairs. Scotland, she
to have determined, should enjoy no peace

no security, unless in that kingdom her in-
wu paramount. Knowing then the mind
th, he takes occasion to bring before her
ous position of Moray, who was exposed
f in eonsequeno* of his opposition to

iffa, and therefore, as he
sagaciously in-

[CHAP. XXIX.

Bll*to
5.

to wnsaqaence of the support he" had
h*r

fjtj'i Tiews. He then throws out
that, as it was probable *he would in the end
i discontented nobles, it would be better
o at once, as the object in view would be

gained with greater ease and at less cost. "To
see so many in hazard," he remarks,

" as now
stand in danger of life, land, and goods, it is great

pity to think; only to remedy this mischief he

[Darnley] must be taken away, or such as he

hateth find such support, that whatsoever he in-

tendeth to another may light upon himself. A
little now spent in the beginning yieldeth double

fruit. What were it for the queen's majesty, if

she list not to do it by force, with the expense of

three or four thousand pounds to do with this

country as she would ?
" '

It may now not improperly be inquired, what

were the views of the Protestants, as a party,

in relation to Queen Mary's marriage with Lord

Darnley. AVe have seen the opposition of their

leaders, Moray and Lethington ;
but in the case of

these men it cannot be maintained that they acted

solely on the principle that the security of the

Reformed faith was endangered. That such was

not their opinion may be gathered Views of the

from their own statement to Cecil, Protestants on
. , . f if ,1 . the subject of

in a letter from Moray to that Marv '

s

j

mar.

statesman, written in the previous risge with

year. Their sentiments, thus ex- Darnley.

pressed, were to this effect that the presence of

Lennox in Scotland, even did that nobleman suc-

ceed in forming an alliance with the most illus-

trious and powerful personage of the state, would

not be influential enough to disturb the foundation

on which the national religion now rested. No-

thing had since occurred to justify their present
or pretended fears that this state of things would
be totally changed by Mary's marriage. But the

Reformer himself, and along with him a great body
of Protestants, were resolutely bent on opposing
this union. The conduct of Knox in this matter

is susceptible of an easy explanation. From the

first accession of Mary to the throne he had been

apprehensive of the evils which seemed almost in-

evitable, in the case of a Protestant country go-
verned by a popish sovereign. With these views, he

had always acted a consistent and uncompromising

part. Romanism was an elaborated system of ido-

latry, and as such, he would have destroyed it

root and branch. So long as it was even tolerated

so long as the mass was said even in the privacy
of the queen's chamber, so long he believed the

religion of the country endangered, and, therefore,

against that toleration he was firm and unwaver-

ing in his habitual protest. The prospect of Mary's
union with a papist must have excited in his mind
the most anxious concern, and the most melancholy

forebodings : miserable results to the cause of free-

dom and of truth could not fail to follow in the

train of such an alliance. In opposing it with all

his influence in bringing to bear upon the minds
of men all the resources of his powerful intellect

and indomitable spirit, to induce men to regard it

with the same condemnation and abhorrence as

himself, he acted from the purest motives, in con-

sistency with the whole course of his useful and
* MS. Letter, State Paper Office. Kandolph to Leicester.
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laborious life, and from a firm conviction of the

incalculable evils about to be entailed upon the

nation. .

We now come to speak of circumstances which,

from the obscurity in which their mil character is

,
, f involved, have given rise to much

Supposed plots
and counterplots disputation among the writers of

of Moray and Scottish history : we allude to the
Darnley .

plotg &nd counterpiots ofMoray and

Argyle, on the one hand, and Darnley and his asso-

ciates, on the other. There can be little doubt of tho

reality of both of these opposite conspiracies, but

the statements which have been made by various

authors regarding their details, as they

tremely conflicting, so they must be received with

caution. Some historians positively deny that

there are any grounds for believing in the accusa-

tions made against Darnley, as cherishing designs

against the life of Moray. This, however, is plainly

asserted by Buchanan, who states that a plan was

formed to murder him at Perth, and even describes

the manner in which this plot was to have been

executed.*

The situation of Moray at this time in relation to

the court, his determined opposition to the queen's

marriage, the dangers to be anticipated from his

enmity, the strong resentment and violent passions

of Darnley, all serve to lend the colour of pro-

bability to the existence of some such scheme as

that now described. Moray himself alleged that

his life was threatened, and on this account he

refused to attend the convention of the nobility

which had been summoned to meet at St. Johnston,

near Perth, on the 22nd of June. On the oth

hand, the imputation of this crime was null-

nantly repelled by the parties accused. Lenno

and his son, we are informed by Randolph,

Mr. John Hay with a message to Moray, express-

in* his good-will
towards him, disclaiming t

treacherous design which had been laid to h

charge, and offering to do battle with any one w

should prefer the accusation.f Anxious ti

matter should be investigated, theS t""- queen summoned Moray to attend

tend at court. ner at court, and sent him for h

assurance letters of safe-conduct, signed not only

by herself, but by the members of her pm y

cil. This safe-conduct permitted
his appear

with a guard of no less than eighty attend

but he did not feel himself justified
i:.

call, and his refusal served in a measure 1

pate Darnlev.

While it is certain that a plot of some kind h

been formed by Moray against
th,

its character and extent cannot be accurat,

fined. Some historians have given a

account of this conspiracy,
as if they

timately coBTeraaai wit* iD U
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fcire tnd vigorous. Having received intelli-

gence that Argyle was preparing to attack Atholl,

and that Moray was collecting his adherents for

the purpose of making a demonstration at Glasgow,

she dispatched messengers to both noblemen, en-

joining the one instantly to disband his forces, and

prohibiting the other from gathering together his

followers on pain of treason. Further, she issued

Himna to her subjects to assemble in arms at

Edinburgh, with fifteen days' provision, to assist

her in proceeding against her enemies.

In the meantime, while the convention of nobility

was holding its meetings at Perth, the General

Mtin of the Assembly was convened at Edin-

OeMral Awem- burgh. At this meeting several

My, Jun 25, important resolutions were drawn

up, bearing on the state of the

country and the circumstances of the church,*

urging the entire suppression of popish idolatry,

and the establishment of the true religion through-
out the realm. It was also declared that some

fixed and regulated provision should be made for

the rapport of the ministers of the church; that

no two benefices should be held at once by the

aw nun (in other words, that pluralities should

be abolished) ; that a strict examination should
be instituted into the appointment of all teachers

of youth in schools and colleges ; and that a fund
fthonld be set apart for the maintenance of the

poor, out of those lands which had formerly
Vcn allotted for this purpose, whereby some
relief might be afforded to the labourers of the
oil. who were much oppressed in the payment of
their tithes, by unreasonable and illegal exactions.t

Petition Five commissioners were appointed
d to the to wait upon the queen with this

petition.} At the head of these
the Earl of Glencairn, who immediately re-

'tiL
111* followin? note: "Buchanan and Ran-
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paired to Perth, where her majesty was then

residing. Until the twentieth of August no an-

swer was returned to these demands
;
on that day,

however, a letter was received by the commis-

sioners, expressing the queen's sentiments in tem-

perate language, but holding out no prospect of

her compliance with their requests. She was not

convinced, she said, that there was any impiety
in the mass ;

and therefore her loving subjects
should not press her to receive a religion which
was not approved of by her conscience; nor, in-

deed, had she any intention of forsaking the reli-

gion in which she had been nourished and brought

up. As for the establishment of religion in the

body of the realm, she declared that this could not

be done without the consent of the three Estates
;

that she was ready to abide by the decision of her

parliament on this important subject; and that

until the matter could be deliberated upon -with

due solemnity, she would take care that no man
should be oppressed or troubled on account of his

religion.* This answer proved very unsatisfac-

tory to the Reformers, and a further remonstrance

was directed to be made to her majesty.

Moray and the confederate lords now determined

to appeal to Elizabeth to afford Morav appeals
them the countenance aud support to Elisabeth.

which they had reason to believe
for suPP rt -

she would not be unwilling to grant. Accordingly,

they represented that the queen was resolved to

overthrow the Protestant religion, and to bring to

an end the friendly intercourse that now subsisted

between the two kingdoms. This application
for assistance, and the reasons alleged in its

justification, are formally brought before the

English Secretary of State, in a letter from Ran-

dolph to Cecil. After alluding to the notorious

fact, that Elizabeth had encouraged Moray and his

party to enter on the course of opposition which

they were now pursuing, and that they relied

upon the promises she had made of assistance in

their enterprise, he proceeds to remark, that " the

said earls [Moray and Argyle] do see their sove-

reign determined to overthrow the received reli-

gion, and sore bent against those who desire that

the amity between the realms should be continued.

Which two points they are bound in conscience to

maintain and defend, and are resolved to provide
for their sovereign's estate better than at this time

she can consider thereof herself.f Wherefore their

lordships became most humble suitors to the queen's

majesty, that it will please her highness to give
unto them some such support as will enable them
to bear out to that end some such sums of money
as will provide for their keeping together. They
think that if her majesty would bestow only three

thousand pounds for this year, they shall be able

*
Knox, vol. ii.

p. 488.
t Camden remarks that these questions were now mooted

among the faction : \\-/,. Whether a papist might lawfully
be made their king ? Whether the queen was at liberty to
make choice of a husband for herself? And whether "the
States ought not to appoint a husband to her ? Note to

Keith's Hittory, vol. ii. p. 317.
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very well (except some foreign force be brought
against them) to bring this realm to peace and
quietness."

*

To these communications Elizabeth replied by
Elizabeth's many assurances of sympathy, and

crooked policy. vagllc promises of support.'

'

Tho
time was not yet come for openly declaring henelt
In reality, she was not displeased with tin- exist-

ence of disturbances in Scotland
j but desirous of

still maintaining the appearance, at least, of a

friendly disposition towards Mary, she refused to

compromise herself by extending to the discon-

tented nobles her active support,f

Meanwhile, Mary proceeded to adopt the most

Vigorous mea- vigorous measures against Moray
sures adopted and his adherents. She sent a
by Mary. herald to Glasgow to forbid, under

the pain of treason, a meeting which they intended

to hold in that city. The meeting of the three

Estates was prorogued from July to September.
A proclamation was issued to the lieges to meet

their sovereign immediately in arms in the capital,

with fifteen days' provision, to provide against any
sudden disturbance on the part of the discontented

barons ;
and private letters were at the same time

addressed to the principal nobles and gentry of

the kingdom, requiring their instant attendance, J

Matters were rapidly approaching a crisis ; Moray,
as we have seen, had absented himself from the con-

vention of the Estates at Perth, on the plea that

Alleged conspi-
Lennox and Darnley had furuied

racy against a conspiracy to assassinate him

there ;
and Mary now called upon

him to appear and make good his charge, which

these noblemen indignantly denied.|| In a letter,

subsequently written by her to Paul de Foix, she

thus narrates the steps which she took in connection

with this affair :
"
Moray," she says,

"
disappointed

in his first attempt to break the marriage, bethought

himself of another way of doing it, by spreading a

report among my subjects that the Earl of Lennox

and the king his sou would have him murdered

because he had not consented to my marriage

without the advice of all the nobles ; and, |

ing that they would carefully consider the matter

before they permitted me to marry, the said Earl of

Moray endeavoured all he could to persuade m\

subjects that the king had the evil nature of a

homicide, in order to render them more reluctant

to my marriage. Not wishing his false ace-.;

to be believed among mine own, I assembled all the

lords of my council in the town of Edinburgh, and

explained to them that the Earl of Moray h

plained that they had desired to have him mur

dered ; and, as I allowed justice to have free course

-
Randolph 'to Cecil, 4th July, 1565. Keith, vol. ii
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Randolph, the crafty agent of Cecil, continued

M menu- zealously to advocate the cause of

tissjs of Moray and his friends, and to urge
Baadolpft- upon his royal mistress the po-

licy of rendering them prompt and effective aid.

HU letters show that he was not at all scrupulous

as to the means which he employed to forward

his designs, and that the accounts which he trans-

Bitted to the English court respecting the state of

affair* in Scotland were in many points entirely at

variance with truth. The Scottish queen, he

said, had
" credit none at all, friendship with few."

"She is so much altered," he adds, "from that

ajesty that I have seen in her, from that modesty
that I have wondered at to be in her, that she is

not now counted by her own subjects to be the

woman she was." On the other hand, he repre-

sented the discontented barons as so powerful, that

they required only the aid of some money from

England to enable them to compel the queen to

alter her policy, and to submit to their wishes.

My Lord of Moray," he says,
"

is grieved to see

these extreme follies in his sovereign ;
he lamenteth

the state of this country, that tendeth to utter

ruin ; he feareth that the nobility shall be forced

to assemble together to do her honour and rever-

ence, as they are in duty bound, but so provide for

th state that it do not utterly perish, the whole

MUti^ being now broken, and every man living
in such discontentment as they do."*

Elizabeth was probably aware that these state-

JBizabrth inter- ments were at variance with the
i far Moray. truth >^ ^y certainly failed to

induce her to assist the discontented barons with
the money which they so earnestly solicited. It

appears, however, that she had directed her am-
bassador to intercede for Moray and his associates

;

fur, in a letter from Randolph to Cecil, of date 21st

'nly, he says :
"
Yesterday I had audience of the

een, to whom I delivered my message, word by
word as I had it in writing. To which she said :

Marj 'reply.
Th** 8^e took in very good part
the queen my mistress's advice;

these,' saith she,
' whom your mistress

7 best subjects, I can't esteem them so, nor
tj deserve to be accounted of, that will not do
""nds ; and therefore my good sister must

ofeoded though I do that against them
they deserve."' Randolph then addressed

If to Lennox and Darnley, reminding them of

SfrJt S
T

d h
? ."I

if **J w*re carried prisoners
plainly ihowi that some such, designM4, SBM Randolph did not discourage it by the

(Keith, vol. ii. ,,. 307). 3. The'

'

<-n<he queen retired, and the reason
den flight, are mentioned by Randolph
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the peremptory order which Elizabeth had given
them to return to England, and requiring from

them a plain and direct answer ; but from both he
received a decided refusal. Lennox declared that

he thought it dangerous to place himself within

the power of one who, without any just reason,
had treated his wife with such harshness

; while

Darnley informed him that he acknowledged no
other duty or obedience but to the Scottish queen,
whom he served and honoured

;

" and seeing," he

added,
" the other, your mistress, is so envious of

my good fortune, I doubt not but she may have
need of me, as you shall know within a few days.

\\"herefore, to return I intend not
;

I find myself

very well where I am, and so purpose to keep me ;

and this shall be your answer." The English
ambassador was so provoked at this reply, that,

according to his own account, he turned his back

upon the haughty and ambitious youth, and " de-

parted without reverence or farewell." Darnley,
whose head appears to have been Behaviour

turned by the elevated position
of Darnley.

which he was about to attain, with his charac-

teristic presumption and imprudence, had boasted

that " he and the Queen of Scots had so strong a

party in England, that Queen Elizabeth had more
cause to be in fear of them than they of her, and
that he would like nothing better than an oppor-

tunity of leading an invasion into the northern

counties;" adding, with still greater folly, "that

he cared more for the Papists in England than for

the Protestants in Scotland." * No wonder that

Randolph should say of one so rash and head-

strong,
" his behaviour is such, that he is seen in

open contempt of all men, even of those that were
his chief friends. What shall become of him I

know not, but it is greatly to be feared that he can

have no long life among this people. The queen
herself, being of better understanding, seeketh to

frame and fashion the nature of her subject : no

persuasion can alter that which custom hath made
old in him. He is counted proud, disdainful, and

suspicious, which kind of men this soil of any other

can none bear." f
It was now the end of July, and Mary, undeterred

by the menaces of Elizabeth, or Marriage of

the opposition of Moray and his Mary,

associates, gave public notice of her intention to

take Darnley for her husband. The researches of

Prince Labanoff, however, have brought to light a

contemporary record, which proves that, nearly four

months before the public solemnization of their

nuptials, Queen Mary and her cousin were pri-

vately married at Stirling Castle, in the apartment
of David Riccio, which had been fitted up for that

purpose as a Romish chapel.f The proclamation
of the banns of marriage took place in the Canon

gate Church, on the 22nd of July, 1565, the day on

which Chisholm, Bishop of Dunblane, arrived from

* Miss Strickland, vol. iv. p. 165.

t Randolph to Cecil, 2nd July, 1565. Keith, vol. ii.

p. 299.

1 1'i-ince Labauoff, vol. vii. p. 67.
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Rome -with the Papal dispensation for the mar-

riage.* On the 23rd, Darnley was created Duke
of Albany ;

and on the 28th, Mary issued a public

proclamation, enjoining her subjects henceforth to

give him the title of king, and directing all letters

and writs from that time to be made in their joint

names, as King and Queen of Scotland conjointly
a step equally illegal and unwise. Next day, being

Sunday, the 29th of July, at six in the morning,
the nuptial ceremony was performed according to t he

Roman Catholic ritual, by Sir John Sinclair,

of Restalrig and Bishop of Brechin.f
" She was

led into the chapel," says Randolph,
"
by th

of Lennox and Atholl, and there she was left until

her husband came, who also was conveyed by the

same lords. The ministers, two priests, did there

receive them. The banns were asked a third time,

and an instrument taken by a notary that no man

objected to them, or alleged any cause why the

marriage might not proceed. The words were

spoken ; the rings, which were three the middle

one a rich diamond were put upon her Anger.

They then knelt together, and many prayers were

said over them." At their conclusion, Darnley
kissed his bride, and retiring from the chapel with

the Protestant lords, left her to hear mass alone,

attended by those nobles who adhered to the an-

cient faith. It was regarded by some as an in-

auspicious omen, that Mary was habited in sable

garments, resembling those which she wore for her

first husband. " She had upon her back," says

Randolph, "the great mourning gown of black,

with the great wide mourning hood, not unlike

unto that which she wore on the doleful day of the

burial of her husband." This, it was alleged, was

the dress of a widowed Queen of France, and the

royal etiquette of the period rendered it imperative

for Mary to appear in it on all state occasions, till

she was actually the wife of her second husband. J

This was rendered necessary by the fact that Mary and

Darnley were first cousins. Mary was now in her tw

third, and Darnley in his nineteenth year.

t The bishop was a skilful lawyer,
and succeeded

brother Henry, Bishop of Ross, in the PresidenUhip of

t Mi*. Strickland, vol. iv. p. 169. It is affirmed, how-

ever, by the Editor of Keith, that Mary mourned for h>

first husband, Francis II., in white; that she always
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CHAPTER XXX.

MABY.

A.p. 15651567.

THE marriage of the Scottish queen took place

amid troubles and dissensions ;
and it soon became

trident that the conduct of her youthful consort

was likely to aggravate, rather than to diminish

her anxieties. She lavished upon him the tokens

JUrr'i auction of a most devoted affection, and for

fbrtMrbtuband. a time submitted to his most un-

reasonable wishes and demands. According to the

testimony of Sir James Melvil,
" after that the

quetn's majesty had married my Lord Darnley, she

did him great honour herself, and -willed every one

that would deserve her favour to do the like, and

to wait upon him, so that he was well accompanied ;

and such as suited him only for a while came

beet speed of their errands."
* And Randolph, who

was by no means disposed to regard her conduct

with a favourable eye, gives evidence to the same

effect.
- All honour," he says,

" that may be attri-

buted unto any man by a wife he hath it wholly
and fully ; all praise that may be spoken of him he

laeketh not from herself
;
all dignities that she can

indue him with are already given and granted ; no
nun pleaseth her that contenteth not him

; and what

ey I say more ? She hath given even unto him
her whole will, to be ruled and guided as himself

best liketh." f From the first, however, Darnley's
Hi* Leditrong rash, headstrong, and presumptuous

bshariour. behaviour showed that he was

wholly unworthy of the high honour conferred

apoo him, and unfit for the position to which he
had been raised. He resented every opposition to

bis will, and gare way to furious bursts of passion
on the most trifling occasions. Only two days after
his marriage, his conduct is thus described by Ran-
dolph :" His words to all men against whom he
OMmeth any displeasure, how unjust soever it is,
bt so pnmd and spiteful, that rather he seemeth a
monarch of the world, than he that not long since
we hare seen and known as the Lord Darnley.
Helooketh now for reverence to be given him, and
tern* there be that think him little worthy of it.

Ike [the queen] can as much prevail with him in

anything that is against his will, as your lordshipmy with me to persuade that I should hang myself.
la*t dignity out of hand, to have him pro-
id king, the would have had it deferred until

rere agreed by parliament, or had been himself
mty-one years of age, that things done in his

might have better
authority. He would in

aoeesc hare it deferred." J

on perceived the necessit
Ung prompt and decisive steps against" the

McJriTs Msssoin.

jWph to th. Earl rf Lsi^rtw, 3Ut July, 1665.

discontented nobles, -who sought to avail themselves

of the queen's illegal stretch of prerogative, in con-

ferring upon her husband the title and dignity of

king, to stir up opposition against her authority-

Three days after the marriage, Moray was again
summoned to appear at court, Proceedings

under the severest penalties ; and, against Moray,

having failed, he was denounced as a rebel, and
"
put to the home ;

" on which he retired into

Argyleshire, and secretly dispatched a messenger
to Elizabeth, to implore her immediate ass;

His request was, as usual, strenuously supported

by Randolph, who endeavoured to work on the

fears of his royal mistress, by drawing an alarming

picture of the dangers which menaced the Pro-

testant religion, and the amity between the two

kingdoms ;
and wrote also to the Earl of Bedford,

entreating him to make a diversion in Moray's

favour, by letting loose the English borderers, so as

to keep the Scottish government employed in re-

pressing the disturbances which they might excite.

Elizabeth, however, was niggardly of her money,
and, though willing to feed the malcontent . itli

secret hopes of assistance, she was careful not to

commit herself openly to their cause. She, there-

fore, declined in the meantime to send the supplies
of money and soldiers which Moray and his asso-

ciates so earnestly requested, and contented herself

with dispatching Mr. Tainworth, one of the gen-
tlemen of her bedchamber, to the Scottish court, to

intercede with Mary in behalf of the insurgent
nobles. This envoy, who, according to Caniden,

was " a forward, insolent man," was instructed not

to acknowledge Darnley as king, and to give him
no title but that which he had borne in England ;

but Mary,
"
having smelt," as Camden adds,

" the

nature both of the message and of the animal who

brought it," refused to admit him
Message of

into her presence. His message Elizabeth to

was, therefore, communicated in Mary, and the

writing, and the answer was given
in a similar form. These documents will be read with

interest, as they place in a very clear point of view

the insincerity of Elizabeth, and the vrorthlessness

of the grounds of offence which she pretended at

this time to have against the Scottish queen.
On the part of Elizabeth, it was alleged that IILT

majesty had found Mary's late proceedings, both

towards herself and towards her subjects, veiv

strange, upon divers grounds. First. Elizabeth

took God to witness that her offer to Mary of any
of her own subjects in marriage was made sincerely
and lovingly, and that she was grieved to hear that

Mary, listening to false counsel, had been made to

think otherwise. To this it was answered That

the Queen of Scots did not doubt Elizabeth's sin-

cerity and uprightness in her offer of a husband
from England, and that no counsel had been given
to induce her to change her opinion. Second.

Elizabeth was much surprised that, notwithstand-

ing the offer made by Mary to Sir Nicolas Throck-
morton to delay her marriage till the middle of

August, that she might have longer time to prevai.
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upon Elizabeth to consent to it, she had cutuum-

mated that marriage, without giving her majecty

any intimation, on the 29th of July, and had

thereby disappointed both Elizabeth and tome

foreign princes, who thought as strangely of the

alliance as she did. To this it was answered

That it was true that though Mary's resolution

was fixed before Sir Nicolas Throckmorton came
into Scotland, she had, nevertheless, promised to

delay her marriage, in the hope that the doubts

entertained by Elizabeth as to the propriety of the

said marriage might in the meantime be removed ;

but that this promise was made expressly on the

condition that commissioners should be appointed

on both sides to discuss the matter ; and that as

Elizabeth refused to nominate any such commis-

sioners, Mary was relieved from her promise ; that,

farther, she had good reasons, known to herself

and her own people, with which no other prince

needed to interfere, for consummating her marriage

at the time she did ; and that with regard to foreign

princes thinking the marriage strange, she had a

perfect knowledge of the opinions, and had obtained

the express consent, of the principal and greatest

princes in Christendom. Third. Elizabeth was

astonished how Mary, in direct opposition to the

conditions of the treaty of peace existing between

England and Scotland, could detain her majesty's

subjects, Lennox and Darnley, in Scotland j having

allured them thither under a pretence of suits for

lands, but in reality to form an alliance without her

majesty's consent and license an offence so un-

natural, that the world spoke of it, and her majesty

could not forget it. To this it was answered-

That Mary marvelled not a little at the queen, her

good sister, insisting any further upon this head ;

for she did not understand how it could be found

strange that she detained within her realm the

person with whom she had joined herself in mar-

riage, or a Scottish earl, whom Elizabeth her*

named by his Scottish title- the more especially

as they both came to her with Elizabeth's H*****

and letters of recommendation ;
and that the 1

no doubt that the world spoke as sound sense w

dictate, judging that her detaining of them was i

no ways prejudicial to any treaty of peace exi

between the two realms, since no annoyance

intended towards Elizabeth, her kingdom, or es

Fourth. Elizabeth wondered that Mary t a

sador, Mr. John Hay, came to ask to be infor

of her majesty's objections
to the marriage, at

what she wished to be done, but had no authonl

either to agree to, or refuse her request^

therefore, supposed that he had been seni

a piece of empty form than for any useful Purpo~
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ererity, that many noblemen had been constrained

to Uke such measures for their own security as

they would otherwise never have resorted to ;
and

that tb*ee were part of the reasons why Elizabeth

ww offended with Mary. To this it was answered

That Mary wished her good sister would not

addle with the affairs of her Scottish subjects any

more than Mary meddled with the affairs of Eliza-

beth'* English subjects; but that if Elizabeth

desired any explanation of her conduct towards

Moray, it "would be willingly given, as soon as

Elizabeth explained her motives for committing to

the Tower Lady Margaret, Countess of Lennox,

mother-in-law and aunt of Mary; and that as soon

as Elizabeth stated any other grounds of offence,

they should be answered as satisfactorily as the

bore had been.*

Having thus triumphantly replied to the English

qoevn's irritating message, Mary, in the true spirit

of conciliation, had the magnanimity to propose

that the following articles should be mutually

freed upon. On the part of the King and Queen
of Scotland: First. That their majesties, being
satisfied of the queen their sister's friendship, are

content to assure the queen, that during the term

of her life, or that of her lawful issue, they will not,

directly or indirectly, attempt anything prejudicial
to their sister's title to the crown of England, or in

ny way disturb the quietness of that kingdom.
Second. They will enter into no communication
with any subject or subjects of the realm of

Kaglind in prejudice of their said sister and her
lawful issue, or receive into their protection any
nbjects of the realm of England, with whom their

awter may have occasion to be offended. Third.

They will not enter into any league or confedera-
tion with any foreign prince, to the hurt, damage,
ad displeasure of the Queen and the realm of
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Futirth. They will enter into any such
and confederation with the Queen and

i of England, as shall be for the weal of the
and subjects on both sides. And, Fifth,
11 not go about to procure, in any way,

Iteration, innovation, or change in the religion,
bwm, or liberties of the realm of England, though**ld pk*M God, at any time hereafter, to* to the succession of that kingdom. In
Mrilhutiun of these offers, the three following&&J reasonable articles were to be agreed to

tW put of England. Fir*. That by Act of
the acceesum to the crown, failing*Mdhar Uwfiil wrae, shall be

established,
Tson of Mary and her lawful issue,

Kjfcn,
in the person of the Countess of
lawful issue, by the law of God

titled to the inheritance of the said
That the second offer made by the

8COtUnd * ^madeon the
. And Third, that the third offer

Kkeirue mntual.t In other words, that

IUmio.Vn, Bell'. Life of Qu<*n

Elizabeth should cease to give countenance or

assistance to the Scottish malcontents a stipula-

tion on which Mary had good reason peremptorily
to insist, for she could not but suspect what was

undoubtedly the truth, that Elizabeth had through-
out fomented the disturbances which had taken

place in Scotland. The English ambassador was
at the same time informed, that " unless he would

promise on his honour not to meddle with the

rebels, the queen should be under the necessity of

placing a guard round his house." To this reason-

able demand, Randolph replied in the most insolent

terms, declaring that he would promise nothing
either on honour, honesty, word, or writing ; and

as for guards to attend him, he threatened that

they should fare full ill, unless stronger and better

armed than his own servants. Lethington then

requested him to withdraw to Berwick, but to this

request, also, he returned a peremptory refusal.*

"With equal insolence, Tamworth not only refused

to give Darnley the royal title, but declined to ac-

cept a passport because it bore the regal signature
of Henry as well as Mary. A hint of this had

probably been given to the borderers, for on his

way home the arrogant envoy was waylaid, mal-

treated, and carried a prisoner to Hume Castle,

where he was detained for some time. Randolph
complained of this outrage to the Scottish queen, but

was drily told that it was Tamworth's own fault in

refusing the safe-conduct which was offered him.f
At this juncture, the queen manifested the

hostile feelings which she now entertained towards

the Earl of Moray, by restoring to favour those

nobles who had long been his avowed enemies.

Lord Gordon, son of the late Earl of Huntley, who
had been detained a prisoner ever since his father's

insurrection in the year 1562, was set at liberty,

and was shortly after restored to his estates and

honours
; the Earl of Sutherland, an accomplice of

Huntley, was recalled from banishment
;
and the

profligate Earl of Bothwell, the "
enemy of all

honest men," as he was justly termed, was invited

to return into Scotland. The favour thus shown
to his implacable adversaries was regarded by

Moray and his associates as a proof of the inexorable

resentment which Mary cherished against them,
and matters were speedily brought to an extremity.
On the 15th of August, Moray, the Duke, Argyle
Glencairn, Rothes, and others of

Moray and his

the insurgent barons, having re- associates take

ceived a small supply of money up arms,

from Elizabeth, appeared in arms at Ayr, and
endeavoured to raise their friends and followers in

the western counties. Mary declared to the

English ambassador, that " she would rather lose

her crown than not chastise them for their mis-

conduct ;

"
and, with the utmost promptitude and

energy, adopted measures for the immediate sup-

pression of the insurrection. She issued a sum-
mons to the barons and gentry of her kingdom to

come to her assistance with " their whole kin,

*
Keith, vol. if. p. 355; Tytlcr, vol. vii. p. 5:

+ I/ettcr of Tarn-worth to Cecil, 21st August, 1-565.
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friends, and household," as she was preparing to go
in person against the rebels

; and so cordially wan
the appeal responded to, that, on the 26th of

August, she was able to take the field at the head
of five thousand men. In order to encourage her

troops, and to show that she was determined to

share with them all the dangers and fatigues of

the war, she rode with pistols at her saddlebow,
and is reported even to have worn a light suit of

defensive armour under her embroidered riding-
dress. She reached Glasgow on the 29th, expect-

ing to meet the insurgents there, but conscious

of their inferiority in numbers, and probably
daunted by the unexpected celerity and vigour of

the queen's movement, they did not venture to

face her in the field, but turning aside towards

Hamilton, they evaded the royal army and marched

to Edinburgh, which they entered on the last day
of August.* But all their efforts to rouse the

inhabitants of that city to arms entirely failed.

"
They got no good of their coming," says Knox,

"
though they dispatched messengers northward

and southward praying for succour, but all in vain.

They caused to beat their drums, desiring all such

men as would receive wages for the defence of the

glory of God to resort the following day to the

church, where they should receive good pay. But

they profited little that way, neither could they in

Edinburgh get any comfort or support, for none or

few resorted unto them." Finding that the citizens

regarded their cause with disapprobation or indif-

ference, they addressed a letter to the queen, offer-

ing to submit their cause to be tried by the laws of

their country; and declaring that they desired

only that the Protestant faith should be secured

against the dangers to which it was exposed, and

that the administration of public affairs should be

entrusted to those in whom the nation could have

confidence;! but adding, that if their enemies

continued to seek their lives, their blood should be

dearly bought. On learning, however, that the

queen was advancing against them, without wait-

ing for a reply, they abandoned the capital with

precipitation, and retired to Dumfries. From this

place they dispatched Robert Melvil to the English

court, to entreat that a body of troops and some

ships of war should immediately be sent to their

assistance.J

Elizabeth was willing to assist the insurgen

Elizabeth's far M she could d M Wltl

crooked policy, safety to herself, but, at the same

time, she was careful to preserve appearances,

*and to avoid an open rupture with Mary. She,

therefore, with her characteristic duplicity,
w

to the Earl of Bedford, remitting him three

wind pounds, one thousand of which was to be pai

immediately to Moray in the most private ws

possible, and as if the money came from B

himself, and further advances might 1

already to the -n*

fState Paper Office. Instructions given to Hobcrt Melril,

10th September, 1565.

YOL. I.

required. "And when we p*reti*," she me.
tiniu-d, "by jam sundry Utorv, UM
quest of the Mid Karl of Moray tad hi*

hat they might, it lut, he three hundred of
our soldiers to aid them, and that you a*o writ*
hat though we would not oooiiMad 70* t
hein aid, yet if we would but wiak al

therein, and Mem to blame you tar

such thing* as you with the help of <

bring about, yon doubt not but thing*
weH. We are content, and do thorite joe, if

you shall nee it mriimry for their deeme*. to be
them (as of your own adventure, aad without ne-

tiiitation that you hare any direction therein fcwm

us) have the number of three hundred inldnn.
when you shall expreealy advertise that you eend

them that aid only for their defence, aad net

therewith to make war againet the quee, wherein

you shall so precisely deal with then that they

may perceive your came to be such, a* if it thouid

otherwise appear, your danger should be ae great

as all the friends you hare ooold not be ebw to

save you towards us. And so, we ami* you,
<

conscience moveth us to charge you to In <

with them, for otherwise than to

from ruin we do not yield to gfae them aid of

money or men ; and yet we would not that cither

of these were known to be our act, but rather toW
covered with your own desire and atieexpL"

Elizabeth, howev.

bawador had as greatly overrated the etreafth d
s, as he had underrated the powerthe insurgents,

and popularity of the queen,

Bedford were therefore count

promised succours, for which Moruy and hie at

ciates so eagerly looked, nerer armed,t
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mbrrrwon of the Church of Christ within the

realm, and the re-establishment of Popery and

superstition. They described the grievous dilapi-

dation of the patrimony of the crown, which, they

affirmed, had led to the persecution of honourable

jfff t tnd complained of the promotion of Riccio

and other foreigners to the place in council, which

properly belonged to the ancient nobility. Darnley,

a stranger and the subject of another realm, had

iatiaded himwlf, they alleged, into the state,

and claimed the name and authority of a king,

against all order that ever was used in the realm ;

while they, because they desired the redress of

UMM abuse*, were persecuted as traitors and

enemies to the commonwealth. " The cause,"

said they,
"
why our destruction is sought is, first,

the real we bear to the maintenance of the true

religion ; and, secondly, the care that we have to

redress the past enormities lately crept into the

public regimen of this miserable commonwealth."*

These apprehensions were certainly not without

Marr's appli-
ôun^ati n - The appointment of

emtion for aid Riccio to the important and cen-

to U* Kin* of fidential office of secretary to the
6t
t^Poo^ ueen was matter of public noto-

riety, and had given great offence
to the haughty nobility of Scotland. Mary had at
thu juncture entered into a correspondence with
Philip II. of Spain, expressing her desire to commit
herself, her hasband, and her realm to his protection.
IB aa autograph letter to this monarch, she declares
cr own and her husband's devoted attachment to

tanan Catholic religion, and expresses her
letion that it U the intention of her Protestant
ects to deprive them of their crown, unless
Jbtained the support ofFrance or Spain.

" The

TW^C
she says, is not merely for the crown,

for the Uberty of the Church, which otherwise
crashed for ever."t Philip not only ex-

determination to assist the Scottish
due the Protestant rebels, to maintain
uth, and to vindicate her rights to

i *"
; but, as an earnest of the aid

d to afford, he placed twenty

?^ T"
1 ^ E"KlMd' with * toaMky it

J*t secrecy and address in support
>n queen and her

husband."} Man-
ned

pecuniary assistance from the
t her a remittance of eight thousand

1 which was wrecked on the

MWorough j and the Earl of
"d, though a Roman Catholic and a

**.*<
. n>l. ii. p 9

ii. P.

vide for the security of the central districts of the

kingdom. She therefore, accom- Marv's visit

panied by Darnley, led her army to Fife, Sept.,

from Stirling through Fife to St.

Andrew's, and took possession on the way of Castle

Campbell, a stronghold of the Earl of Argyle. At
St. Andrew's she obliged some of the barons, whose

fidelity she suspected, to subscribe a bond for

her defence; and issued a proclamation against
the rebels, declaring that they used religion only
as a cloak to cover their wicked designs, and

that the Earl of Moray was actuated by an insa-

tiable ambition, which was not to be satisfied

with riches and honours however great, unless

he should also continue to have, Herproclama-
as he had too long had, the queen tion against

and the whole realm in his own the '"****

hands, to be used and governed at his pleasure.
"
By letter sent from themselves to us," she con-

tinued, "they make plain profession that the

establishment of religion will not content them,
but we must perforce be governed by such council

as it shall please them to appoint unto us." " The

like," she adds,
" was never demanded cf any of

our most noble progenitors heretofore, yea, not

even of governors or regents, but the prince, or

such as occupied his place, ever chose his council of

such as he thought most fit for the purpose. When
we ourselves were of less age, and at our first arrival

in our realm, we had free choice of our council at

our pleasure ; and now, when we are at our full

majority, shall we be brought back to the state of

pupils and minors, or be put under tutelage ? So

long as some of them bore the whole swing with
us themselves, this matter was never called in

question, but now, when they cannot be longer

permitted to do and undo all things of then-

appetite, they will put a bridle in our mouths, and

give us a council chosen after their phantasy ! To

speak it in plain language, they would be king
themselves

; or, at the least, leaving to us the

bare name and title, take to themselves the whole
use and administration of the kingdom."*
From St. Andrew's Mary proceeded to Dundee,

on which she imposed a fine of Her visit to

two thousand marks, on the plea Dundee and

that the magistrates of that town
had secretly favoured the insurgents, and allowed
some men to be levied there for their service.

After a brief visit to Perth and Dunfermline, she

returned to Edinburgh on the 19th of September,
having everywhere received a cordial welcome
from her subjects. Elizabeth, meanwhile, with

many fair professions of regard Elizabeth in-
and friendship for Mary, had prof- tercedes for the

fered her good offices to effect a malcontente-

reconciliation between the insurgent nobles and
their sovereign. But Mary replied with great
spirit, that "if it should please the Queen of

England to send any person properly accredited
to effect a reconciliation between themselves, by
explaining and comparing the various causes of

*
Appendix to Keith.
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displeasure that had
unfortunately ari>.

should be heartily welcome, as it was her greatest
wish to establish and preserve relations of perfect
amity with the Queen of England; but if il

only for a pretence of interfering in the affairs of
her realm, with regard to the matters b*

Mary rejects her and her subjects, she wished
her offers. to have it plainly understood that

she would not endure such interference
from the Queen of England or any other monarch,"
adding,

" that she was perfectly able herself to
chastise her rebels and bring them to reaso

De Foix, the French ambassador, to whom Eli-
zabeth expressed herself in very angry terms at
this rejection of her friendly offices, having endea-
voured to mediate between the two queens, was
requested by Elizabeth to hear from Cecil a state-

ment of the causes of complaint which the insur-

gents had against their sovereign. That crafty

Cecil's state-
statesman professed his inability to

ment of the 8*7 who was most to blame in the
case of the quarrel, but stated that " he had
insurgent*. been told thafc i(

.

ftU proceeded from

the marriage of the Queen of Scotland with the son

of the Earl of Lennox, previously to which she and
her subjects had lived in the greatest harmony,
owing to the good administration and faithful

services of those whom she at present pursued.
All that Moray and his friends required," he added,

was,
" that the queen should replace them in the

same state of peace and repose they had enjoyed

previous to her marriage, and that she should re-

move all causes of complaint which had been given

by innovations against their laws, liberties, and

the privileges of the nobles." De Foix inquired
what innovations had been made by the Scottish

queen ;
Cecil replied, that "

according to the laws

of the realm, the Duke of Chatelherault and the

Earl of Argyle were hereditary councillors of the

crown of Scotland, and that they had been driven

away. Moreover, that the husband of the Queen

of Scotland, against the laws of the realm, and to

the prejudice of the nearest in blood, had been

proclaimed king. Yet her first husband, King

Francis, being Dauphin of France, never assumed

the title of King of Scotland till it had been

conferred upon him by the general consent of the

Estates of that realm a prince very great in com-

parison of the son of the Earl of Lennox, who was

of no account." Cecil also alleged that Darnley

was accused of having wished " to slay the Earl

of Moray, and having treated him at all tim

threats and various kinds of insults," and that the

malcontents complained of the great consideration

with which Mary treated her two Italian servants,

David Riccio and Francisco.f

Mary's indignation at the proceedings of the

insurgents was now so great, that she would

to no intercession on their behalf.
" She is now so

offended," says Randolph,
" that she cannot abide

* Conversation between Elizabeth andDe Foil ; Teulet,

rol. ii. p. 70 ;
Miss Strickland, vol. iv. p. 196.

f.'lbid. p. 197.
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regard to the marriage, the
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pretext
of poverty, had been recently affording pe-

cuniary aid to the insurgents, she summoned seven-

teen of the offenders to appear before the Privy

Council, and amerced them in a thousand marks ;

and thoe who had met the rebel lords at Dumfries

hft/j to pay an equal sum. A loan of ten thousand

marks was granted by the Corporation of Edin-

burgh, on condition of their receiving from the

queen the mortgage of the superiority of Leith.

Having thus raised the necessary funds for the

expedition, Mary quitted the capital on the 8th

Sheeipelsthe
^ October, to march southwards

uuorgrnu from against the insurgents, who still

land,
lay with a small force at Dumfries.

On her approach, at the head of an army amount-

ing to no less than eighteen thousand men, Moray
and his associates, unable to make head against this

greatly superior force, retreated across the Border,
and took refuge in Carlisle. Maxwell of Terregles,
a powerful Border baron who had recently joined
the insurgents, and raised a troop of horse for their

cnrice with a thousand pounds of English money
which he had received for that purpose, hastened
to make his submission

; and Mary, after granting
him a pardon, and visiting his castle of Lochmaben,
where he entertained her and her consort for three

days, returned to Edinburgh on the 18th October,
and disbanded her army, leaving Bothwell with
one troop* to watch the Borders.*

Meanwhile, the fugitive nobles, being hospitably
entertained by the Earl of Bedford, fixed their
residence at Newcastle, whence Moray and the
Abbot of Kilwinning were deputed to proceed to
the Knglish court, and lay their claims before the

qnecn. The failure of their enterprise, however,
had satisfied Elizabeth that she had been misled byhr agents in Scotland, and that the influence of
the malcontents had been greatly overrated. She

Hsr spirited had, moreover, lately received a

^Jf2SbS. 1"" tc<* remonstrance from Mary,u on account of the policy she had
flowed in sowing discord and jealousies among

her subjects. "Your ministers," she said, "on
Bordm, are

threatening to put to fire and
those subjects who met, according to their

tfy, to assist as against our rebels, instead of ac-

ting the aid I had hoped from you, and which
before God I would have given to

td you been in like circumstances. Never-
ws, I cannot persuade myself that you, being so

related to me, would show so little regard towe as to place on an
equality with me men

am assured you will find, in the end, no
than 1 have done. If I be deceived in

r your natural affection, I would at

H
1^.^. bchove8 a z00* 8ister> to thc

;m princes owe each other
h<mld find others take example from your

-fact to do the like. And if you are plcied,
nnot Mk-ve, to make common cause
tors, I shall regret to be compelled not

owl from all thc princes our allies this great
Kritfc, rol. ii. pp. 370, 371.

wrong, which we are willing to impute to the fault

of your officers, unless we have plain declaration

that it is so."
*

The English queen was alarmed at the threats

conveyed in this letter, and anxious Falsehood and
to save appearances and to justify dissimulation of

herself to the French and Spanish
the English

ambassadors, who accused her in

no measured terms of fomenting, by her intrigues,

the commotions in Scotland, she abandoned to

their fate without hesitation the men who had
hazarded their lives and fortunes, in dependance
on her promises, and treated them with open and

studied insult and scorn. As soon as she heard

that Moray was on his way to her court, she scut

a messenger to stop him, and to inform him that il

was not meet for him to have any "open dealing"
with her. The earl remained at Ware, till, at

the earnest entreaty of Bedford, a secret messenger
was sent to him, permitting him to continue his

journey. A considerable time elapsed, however,
before he could obtain an audience of the

queen, and this favour was only granted him at

length through the intercession of the French am-
bassador. When he was admitted into the pre-
sence of Elizabeth, with her characteristic dissi-

mulation, and more than her usual effrontery, she

demanded " how he, a rebel to her sister of Scotland,

durst take the boldness upon him Her base treat-

to come into her realm ?
" " These ment of Moray,

and the like words got he," says Knox,
" instead of

the good and courteous entertainment he expected.''

Moray, in reply, referred to the promises of support

they had all along received from her in their enter-

prise.
"
Madam," said he,

" whatsoever thing

your majesty meant in your heart we are thereof

ignorant, but thus much we know assuredly, tiiat

we had lately promises of aid and support by your
ambassador and familiar servants in your name

;

and, further, we have your own handwriting con-

firming the said promises." f This defence so

exasperated Elizabeth, that she declared the earl

and his friend should receive nothing from her

but neglect and scorn, until he publicly retracted

the assertion which he had made. AVith this de-

mand Moray and his companion, the Abbot of

Kilwinning, had the meanness and dishonesty to

comply. In the presence of the French and Spanish
ambassadors they affirmed, upon their knees, ac-

cording to preconcerted arrangement, that the

Queen of England had never moved them to any
opposition or resistance against their own sovereign.
"
Now," exclaimed Elizabeth,

"
ye have told the

truth
; for neither did I, nor any in my name, stir

ye up against your queen; for your abominable

treason might serve for example to move my own

subjects to rebel against me. Therefore, get ye out

of my presence ye are but unworthy traitors." J

Elizabeth took great credit to herself, in a letter

which she wrote to the Scottish queen, for the re-

*
Labanoff, vol. i. ;

Miss Strickland, vol. iv. p. 211.
-

Knox, vol. ii.
p.

513.

J MelriTs Memoirs, p. 135.
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buke which she thus administered to her rebellion*

subjects.
" I could have wished," she wrote,

" that

your ears had been judges, to hear both the honour

and affection which I manifested towards you, to

the complete disproof of what is stated, that I

defended your rebel subjects against you, which

will belways very far removed from my heart, it

being too great an. ignominy for a princess, I will

not say to do, but even to suffer."
* The history of

these transactions is thus briefly and quaintly

summed up by Sir James Melvil :
"
Mary chasit

the rebel lords here and there, till at length they

were compelled to flee into England for refuge to

her that had promised by her ambassadors to wair

(expend) her croun in their defence, in case they

were driven to any strait for their opposition to

the said marriage." "But Elizabeth," he adds,

"handlit the matter sae subtilly, and the other

twa sae blaitly (timidly), that she triumphed both

over them and the ambassadors." The earl and

his friend returned in deep dejection to their asso-

ciates at Newcastle, where they lived for some

time in great distress.

Mary had waited with anxiety to see what recep-

Mary's satisfac- tion her malcontent nobles would

tion at their meet with at the English court ;

discomfiture. an(j(
whatever credit she might at-

tach to the deceitful professions of her royal cousin,

she heard with great satisfaction the welcome news

of the severe treatment which Moray had received.

The intelligence was communicated to her by the

French ambassador, and was immediately published

to her court. An express was forwarded to Darnley,

who at the time was absent on a hawking expe-

dition ; and letters announcing the gratifying fact

were ordered to be written, and dispatched to all

parts of Scotland. The party of Mary and her

husband were greatly elated by the news, while

"all the contrary faction," says Randolph, "are

discouraged, and think themselves utterly undone.

At this juncture the Duke of Chatelherault,

The Hamiltons greatly to the dissatisfaction of

pardoned. Lennox and Darnley, succeeded in

making his peace with Mary ; and, on his humble

submission, was pardoned, on condition of 1

surrendering his castles of Hamilton and Draphane

into the hands of the queen, and living abro*

five years. But measures were taken to put 1

Elizabeth to Queen Mary,
29th Oct., 1586.
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and threw the whole weight of their influence into

tfcc opposite
scale. The former was instructed to con-

graralate
the queen on her marriage, and to invest

her consort with the order of St. Michael ;
but the

Utter, who was specially accredited by the Car-

dinal Lorraine to confer with Mary on matters of

religion, along with Thornton, a messenger from

i
the Scottish ambassador in France, who

to court about the same time, informed the

of the confederacy which, at the instigation

of the infamous Catherine de Medicis and the Duke

of Alra, had recently been formed between France,

Spain, and the emperor, for the extirpation of the

Protestant faith tliroughout Europe.* A copy of

the " band "
or league, for this purpose, which had

bean drawn up at Bayonne in the summer of the

preceding year, was brought by Thornton from the

Cardinal Lorraine, and Mary was strongly urged to

join the coalition, and to avail herself of the present
favourable opportunity to crush the leaders of the

Protestant party in Scotland. It was represented
to her that the measures which Bhe contemplated
fir the advancement of the Romish faith would
never be sanctioned by the Estates of the realm, if

Moray and his friends were allowed to return, and
resume their places in parliament ; and that if she

neglected the present opportunity of destroying the

heretical faction which had so long troubled the

kingdom and thwarted her authority, her misfor-

tanes were only in their commencement. Riccio,

who, according to Sir James Melvil, seemed at first

inclined to recommend a more lenient policy, now
supported with all his influence the views'of the
French ambassadors, which were also enforced with
the utmost earnestness by the king and the whole of
the Komish party. Mary unfortunately yielded to

Msrr joins th their advice, and signed the league3*W for the extirpation of the Pro-
testants ;f and, in pursuance of

th policy to which she thus became pledged, she
resolved to take immediate steps for the forfeiture
fth banished lords. At the time when she was
lined to yield to the intercession made in their
alt she adjourned the parliament to the 7th of

, bat, by a new proclamation, the 7th of
now fixed for it* meeting, and Moray

is associates were summoned to appear on the
fth, to answer for their treason.
U awm M Mary's adhesion to the Roman Ca-

"& "* her resolution to hasten the
fcrtnate meeting of parliament for the for-

of the exiled lords, became
known, they saw at once that their

cape from ruin lay in the adoption
iBsperato measures

; and a coalition
twen them and the various parties

who were dissatisfied with the queen's policy, for

the purpose of preventing the meeting of parlia-

ment, and overturning the government. Strange
to say, the queen's youthful consort was among the

most prominent of these malcontents. Darnley's

personal graces and accomplishments were unhap-

pily not accompanied by those
Darnley^ vicious

moral and intellectual qualifica- behaviour,

tions indispensably necessary for the position to

which he had been elevated. He was weak, inex-

perienced, and headstrong ;
ambitious of power,

yet totally unfit to wield it. The grievous defects

of his character became every day more painfully

apparent, and his behaviour more discreditable.

He broke out into a thousand excesses, indul%l in

gross licentiousness and intemperance, and not only

neglected the queen and forsook her company, but

even publicly treated her with disrespect and brutal

insult. The following account of the manner in

which this foolish and profligate youth resented an

attempt on the part of the queen, to restrain him
from disgracing himself by a public exposure of his

dissolute habits, is communicated to Cecil by Sir

William Drury, in a letter from Berwick :
" Mon-

sieur de la Roc Paussey and his brother arrived

here yesterday (from Scotland). He is sick, my
Lord Darnley having made him drunk of aqua
composita* All people say that Darnley is too

much addicted to drinking. It is certainly reported
there was some jar betwixt the queen and him at an
entertainment in a merchant's house in Edinburgh

she only dissuading him from drinking too

much himself, and enticing others in both which
he proceeded, and gave her such words, that she

left the place with tears
;
which they who know

their proceedings say are not strange to be seen.
* * * * His government is very much blamed,
for he is thought to be wilful and haughty, and
some say vicious

; whereof too many were witnesses

the other day at Inchkeith, with the Lord Robert,

Fleming, and such like grave personages.f I will

not rehearse to your honour what of certainty is

said of him at his being there." \
At the time of their marriage, Mary had lavished

on her unworthy consort all the tokens of the most
devoted affection. She had illegally, as well as

unwisely, caused him to be proclaimed king on her
own authority, and without the consent of the

Estates a step taken in opposition to her own
judgment, and which gave great offence to her
nobles his name in all public writs was signed, in

some before, in others after her own,|j and the

*
Apparently the distilled ardent spirit known as whiskey.

At that time, the Incorporation of Surgeons in Edinburgh
possessed the exclusive right of selling whiskey in the city.
t This was evidently a scandalous drinking carousal, 011

the island of Inchkeith, in the Firth of Forth.
: I)rury to Cecil. Berwick, 16th Feb., 15656. As Keith

remarks" These must have been black and odious doings,
which Sir William was ashamed to rehearse."

J
"
Darnley is of an insolent, imperious temper, and

thinks that he is never sufficiently honoured. The queen
does everything to oblige him, though he cannot be pre-
vailed upon to yield the smallest thing to please her."

Jbmdolph to Ceetl, 5th July, 156.5.

I) Keith, vol. ii. p. 399. It is alleged that, iu consequence
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public coin of the realm issued subsequent to tho

marriage also contained his name. All this, how-

ever, did not content the ambitions, yet incapable,

His unsuccessful youth whom Marv had 8 for-

attempt to tunatcly associated with herself

obtain the crown jn the sovereignty of Scotland,

and he imperiously demanded the

crown matrimonial "a term," says Mr. Bell,
" used only by Scottish historians, by many of

whom its exact import does not appear to have

been understood. In its more limited acceptation,

it seems to have conferred upon the husband who
married a wife of superior rank, the whole of her

power and dignity so long as their union continued.

Thus, if a countess married an esquire, he might
become by the marriage contract a matrimonial

earl, and during the life of the countess her autho-

rity was vested in her husband as entirely as if he

had been an earl by birth. But it was in a more

extended sense that Darnley was anxious for this

matrimonial dignity. Knowing it to be consistent

with the laws of Scotland that a person who mar-

ried an heiress should keep possession of her estate

not only during his wife's Hfe, but till his own

death, he was desirous of having a sovereign sway

secured in his own person, even though Mary died

without issue."
*

In the first ardour of her affection for Darnley,

Mary appears to have promised him this share in

the government ; but, after his real character he-

came known to her, she naturally hesitated to place

supreme authority in the hands of one who had

shown himself so unfit to exercise it.t The more

reluctant the queen showed herself to gratify his

ambition, the more vehement he became in his de-

mands that the promised dignity should be conferred

upon him ;
and though she urged that this gift was

beyond her power, and could be conferred only by

the authority of parliament, his headstrong tempei

led him to persist in his request, Riccio hat

hitherto been the friend of Darnley, and, by tl

cordial support which he had given to his marriage

with the queen, had incurred the hatred of Moray

and the Protestant nobles. It would appear, how

ever, that the weakness and vacillation of the king

had lost him the confidence of the astute foreigner

and that he now refused to support his pretensions

to the crown matrimonial. Darnley, therefore, no

only became estranged from the queen, and treatw

her with the utmost coldness and harshness, bi

contracted a bitter dislike to her favourite

of the king's frequent absence at bis diversion., Uie .qu

found it necessarv to make an \**\for,***
name to public deeds and acts, which shei deliTered

Riccio; and that this excited great anger in DarnK

Ibid., p. 389. ^
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her own person which, because I think

better to keep secret than write to Mr. Secretary, I

peak not of them, but now to your lordship."*

Thii statement of Randolph respecting the plot

of Darnley and Lennox against the queen, is cor-

roborated by an interesting document in the col-

lection of Prince Labanoff, copied from the archives

of the house of Medici, in which it is distinctly

stated that Darnley had given his consent to the

death of the queen, as well as to the murder of

Kiwio. It is even affirmed by Blackwood in his

"
Martyre de Marie," that it was not the original

intention of the conspirators to assassinate Riccio,

bat merely to secure the person of Mary, and that

it was in consequence of Riccio's fidelity to the

queen, and his refusal to sanction such a proceed-

ing, that they afterwards changed their plan. The

king, he says,
" hated Riccio greatly, both because

he bad laboured to effect the re-establishment of

the house of Hamilton, and because he had not only
refused to become a party to, but had even revealed

to the queen, a certain conspiracy that had been

concluded on between his highness and the rebels,

by which it was resolved to shut up her majesty in

a castle under good and secure guard, that Darnley

might gain for himself all authority, and the

entire government of the kingdom. My Lord

Rnthven, the head of this conspiracy, entertained

the greatest ill-will against the poor secretary,
because he had neither dared nor been able to

conceal from her majesty that he had found Ruth-
n-n and all the conspirators assembled together in

council in a small closet, and had heard her hus-

band express himself with especial violence and

chagrin. Besides, Morton, fearing greatly the

foresight and penetration of this man, whom he
knew to be entirely opposed to his designs, re-

volved to accomplish his death, and in so doing
comply with the advice which had been given
him by the English courf't The assertion, how-
frtr> *****

'

fe and object of this conspi-
racy were known both to Riccio and the queen, is

ot supported by any trustworthy evidence, and is
at variance with the whole of their conduct towards
the coMptrators.

Kuthren communicated to the Earl of Morton,
then chancellor of the kingdom,
I>arnley's desire to be revenged
upon Riccio, and this able but un-

mpnlous nobleman perceived at once the facilities
hi. plot would afford him to promote his

wn se<nah schemes, at well as to labour for the
the banished lords. He had reason
thut m the approaching parliament
compiled to restore certain crown-

ti had been
illegally appropriated, and

i be deprived of his office as chancellor,
*, with the view of averting these per-

1 ealamitwa, as well as the forfeiture of his
*, h. entered

heartily into the conspiracy.
to secure more

certainly the success of

their nefarious project, Morton proceeded to widen
the basis ofthe plot, and to procure the co-operation
of Moray and his associates, and the countenance

of the English queen and her ministers, Cecil and
Leicester. The concurrence of some of the leading
Protestant barons appears to have been obtained

without difficulty. They entertained at this moment

great apprehensions respecting the
Apprehensions

dangers which threatened the cause entertained by

of the Reformation, and it cannot the Protestants,

be denied that their fears were well founded. It

was known that the queen had joined the Roman
Catholic confederacy for the extermination of the

Protestants, and her letters to the Pope, the King
of Spain, and her uncles, the cardinals of Lorraine

and Guise, show that she fondly cherished the

hope of restoring the Papal hierarchy, not only
in Scotland, but in England also. Every effort

had been made for some time past to induce the

leading nobles to accompany the queen and Darnley
to mass.* It was suspected that a parliamentary

investigation was about to be made into the right
of the lay abbots, priors, commendators, and

bishops, to retain the ecclesiastical domains which

they had unjustly appropriated. The popish ec-

clesiastics were restored to their seats in parlia-

ment an important step in the queen's estimation

towards the restoration of the ancient religion.f
Her consort had been heard to declare that, "he
would have a mass again in St. Giles's Church ere

long ;

" and it is said that the altars which were to

be erected in that church for the celebration of the

Roman Catholic worship were already prepared.
The whole procedure, in short, of the queen and her

councillors made it evident that a strenuous effort

was about to be made for the re-establishment of the
" auld religion

"
in Scotland, and that measures for

that purpose were in preparation, and only waited

for the meeting of parliament to be carried into

execution. In these circumstances, Lords Lindsay,

Ochiltree, and other reforming nobles,were induced,
for the purpose of averting these impending dangers,
to join in a plot to preven t the meeting of parliament,

by putting Riccio to death, restoring the banished

lords, imprisoning the queen, and conferring the

supreme power upon Darnley.J Riccio was pecu-

*
Kandolph states that the king

" sent for the Lords Flem-
ing, Livingston, and Lindsay, and asked them whether they
would be content to go to mass with him, which they re-

fusing, he gave them all very evil words. The queen useth

speech to some others she used to take by the hand and
offered to lead them with her to mass, which thing the
Earls of Bothwell and Huntley both refused to do. The
Lord Darnley sometime would shut up the noblemen in

chambers, thereby to bring them to near mass." Ran-
dolph to Throckmorton, Feb. 7th, and to Cecil, Feb. 8th,
1565-6.

t In a letter addressed to Beaton, her ambassador at
the French court, Mary says,

" The spiritual estate being

placed therein [in parliament], in the ancient manner, tend-

ing to have done somegood anent restoring the auld religion."
Keith, vol. ii. p. 412.

t A charge has recently been brought by Mr. Tytler
against John Knox of being privy to this conspiracy,
founded entirely on a scrap of paper which that writer
found pinned (by some person unknown) to a document in

_

the State Paper "Office, in which paper is a list (written by
|
some person unknown) containing the names of Knox aud
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liarly obnoxious to all the parties engaged in this

atrocious conspiracy. He was deleted !>y Darnlcy
General dislike ** the person who had advised the

to Riccio. queen to withhold from hiii

crown matrimonial, and who had, as he imagined,
even dishonoured his bed. He was regarded by thu
Reformers as the pensioned agent of the Popt", t he-

tool of the unscrupulous Cardinal of Lorraine, the

enemy of the Protestant faith, and the bigoted
supporter of the Romish Church; while the banished
lords believed that he was the principal adviser of

the queen in the measures which she was about to

propose to parliament for their forfeiture. The
unfortunate secretary had indeed incurred the

envy and hatred of almost every one about the

court. The Scots have always manifested great
aversion to allow strangers to interfere with their

affairs ;
and Riccio, in consequenceboth of his foreign

extraction and of his low birth, was doubly obnox-

ious to the ignorant and haughty Scottish barons.

In the homely, but expressive language of Melril,
" some of the nobility would gloom upon him, and
some of them would shoulder him and shoot him by,
when they entered in the chamber and found him

always speaking with her majesty." His religion

too added to his general unpopularity; and he is

moreover accused, both by Melvil and Knox, of in-

terfering with the administration of justice in the

Court of Session, and of receiving bribes from the

nobles to further their suits with the queen. Ric-

cio, as we have seen, was aware of the dislike with

which he was regarded by the courtiers, and re-

ceived in good part the judicious advice which Sir

James Melvil gave him, to be cautious how he

intermeddled openly with public affairs, to give

place to the nobility, and to avoid any open mani-

festation of familiarity with the queen. But he

alleged, that though anxious to adopt this pru-

dent course, he was prevented by the queen, who
" would not suffer him, but would needs have him

to use himself in the old manner." Melvil advised

the queen herself, but without effect, to be cautious

as to the favour she evinced to one who was sus-

pected to be a pensioner of the Pope, and to
" alter

her carriage" to him, reminding her of the unfor-

tunate affair of Chatelard, her affability
with

whom had done her serious injury. Mary, how-

ever, entertained opinions very different from those

his colleague, Craig, among the
conspirators

who had fled.

The incorrectness of this unsubscribed and suspicious paper

has been shown from its containing the name of Craig, who

was never suspected of the plot,
and never left the city.

It is disproved by an authenticated list of the conspirator*,

in which no mention is made either of Knox or Craig, and

by the official lists of the proscribed individuals, publwf

after the whole plot had been revealed by the king to Mary,

who would gladly have availed herself of the slightest

text to have involved John Knox in the odium and guilt of

the conspiracy. And it is distinctly cor

conspirators themselves, who declare that the minu

no share whatever in aiding or abetting the U*ns
Great stress has been laid upon the fact that ..

pened to be held in Edinburgh at the time of Rimos deatb,

but the truth is that this fast was appoint
of the preceding year, when no such event was

plated. For a further consideration of thm question,
m
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wide fpeechas of strung* tbiaf* tbat mifbt I

ere the porliameot aba we* abaat to tammea)

appears to bar* turned tb* bead of tb* tea-

ts foreigner hinuelf. who ffetisbt* bajaa to

ended," but without afcet. Tba ]

with a bunt of indignation,
"

I defy

should they do, and what dar* tbey I*aV
at Ja^^aWaaB^sal a\ll ^B^*_*MBV> ^Atm

.David." ay Melril,

despised counsel, so that I wa waaaefl

I feared lat* ivpaataaoa.' "t At a lator

after the plot again*! biai w

caution from oa* a at*

"French priest aad a

warned Riorio to beware of tb*

Tm*
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rved him speedily to settle his affairs and to re-

tarn to hu own country with the property he had

aiMcd about eleven thousand pounds Scots,

rather more than two thousand pounds sterling ;

hat w little did Riccio know the character of the

people he was assisting the queen to govern, that

he replied he was not afraid of them they were

mere ducks strike one of them and all the rest

woald cower down. " You will find them geese,"

was the answer; "if you handle one of them, the

rest will fly upon you and pluck you so that they
will leave neither feather nor down upon you."*
Morton having so far matured the plot for the

overthrow of the government and

the destruction of Riccio, proceeded
to make the necessary arrange-
ments for the execution of his atro-

cious scheme. According to the

usual practice of this age, a formal
1

or "covenant" was drawn up, and signed

hy the conspirators, setting forth the objects which

they had in view, and providing for their mutual

co-operation and security. This agreement was

expressed in the king's name, though it was signed
also hy Morton and Ruthven, and probably by some

others, and its contents were communicated to

Maitland of Lethington, as well as to Moray and
the other banished lords. It contained denuncia-
tion* of certain wicked and ungodly persons spe-

cially an Italian called David bywhom the queen's"
good and gentle nature

" was abused ; and declared
the resolution of the king, with the assistance of
hk friends, to seize these enemies, and, if resist-

ance was offered,
"
to cut them off immediately, and

alay them, wherever it happened ;" while Darnley
cleanly promised, on the word of a prince, that
he would maintain and defend his associates in
thk deed, even though it should be perpetrated
within the precincts of the palace, and in the pre-
aenee of the queen. f It was now judged expedient
a inform Moray and his associates of the plot, and

* F"P" the king's father, the Earl f
BOX, was dispatched to England. The exil* d

appear to have
readily embarked in an

rite which promised to avert their impending
un, and to restore them to their former position

ktad of affairs. A second "
covenant" was

far* drawn up, supplementary to the first,

Henry King of Scotland, and James Earl
oray, Archibald Earl of Argyle, Andrew Earl
M, Robert Lord Boyd, Andrew Lord Ochil-

l certain others "
remaining in England,"

was stipulated, on the part of the lords,
t parliament which should be held

tr return, they would procure for Darnley
matrimonial of Scotland; and that, in

the queen's death, he should be de-
itfal succenor, and his father the

r after hiaself
; and that they would seek

>. and extirpate out of the realm of Scotland,and day," all who opposed this resolution
\

'.ii. p. 409. Note,
t OowUll, vol. L p. 266.

while Darnley. on his part, engaged that he should

not allow, in as much as in him lay, any forfeiture

to be laid against them ; and that, as soon as he

obtained the crown matrimonial, he should give
them a free remission for all crimes, taking every
means to remove and punish any one who opposed
such remission.*

It could scarcely be expected that a plot so

widely ramified could escape the The lot made
knowledge of the English queen known to

and her agents in Scotland, and Elizabeth and

there is the clearest evidence that
her numsters -

she was fully informed of the object of the conspi-

racy, and tacitly, at least, gave it her approval.

Randolph was now at Berwick, having been ex-

pelled from Scotland in consequence of the disco-

very by the queen that he had encouraged and
assisted Moray in his rebellion ; f but he was evi-

dently in close communication with the conspi-

rators, and was fully informed respecting their

proceedings. On the 6th of March he wrote to Eli-

zabeth, to apprise her that " a matter of no small

consequence was intended in Scotland," referring
her for particulars to a letter addressed by himself,
in conjunction with the Earl of Bedford, to Secre-

tary Cecil
; adding, that the exiled barons would

thus be restored, that Tuesday was the last day,
and that they looked daily to hear of the execution

of the plot.J

The other letter from Bedford and Randolph to

Cecil, entered much more minutely into a detail of

the villanous project which was on foot, and en-

joined the strictest secrecy, as they had promised
that " no one except the queen, Leicester, and Cecil

himself, should be informed of the great attempt
now on the eve of being put in execution. " The

matter," they say,
"
is this : Somewhat we are sure

you have heard of divers discords and jarrers be-

tween this queen and her husband, partly for that

she hath refused him the crown matrimonial, partly
for that he hath assured knowledge of such usage
of herself as altogether is intolerable to be borne,

which, if it were not over well known, we would
both be very loath to think that it could be true.

To take away this occasion of slander, he is himself

determined to be at the apprehension and execution

of him whom he is able manifestly to charge with
the crime, and to have done him the most dishonour
that can be to any man, much more being as he is.

We need not more plainly to describe the person ;

you have heard of the man whom we mean of.

" To come by the other thing \vhich he desireth,

*
Ibid., p. 227. The original of this infamous "bond"

ia preserved in the charter-chest of the Earl of Leven, and
is printed in the Maitland Miscellany.
t .Randolph denied the charge, but Mary confronted him

before the Privy Council with Johnston, the agent whom
he had employed to convey to Moray the money which
Elizabeth had granted to the insurgents. Johnston confessed
the whole transaction, and Randolph was immediatel}' con-

ducted, under a guard, beyond the boundary of the king-
dom. See Maitland Club 'Miscellany, vol. iii. part 1.

t MS. Letter, State Paper Office ; Bedford and Randolph
to the queen, Berwick, March 6, 16656 ; Tytler, vol. vii.

p. -1
; see also Steveuson'slllustrationi, p. lol.

{ Jars.
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which is the crown matrimonial, what is devised

and concluded upon by him and the noblemen you
shall see by the copies of the conditions between

them and him, of which Mr. Randolph oasureth

me to have seen the principals, and taken the copies

written with his own hand.
" The time of execution and performance of these

matters is before the parliament, as near as it is.

To this determination of theirs, there are privy in

Scotland these : Argyle, Morton, Boyd, Ruthven,

and Liddington; in England these: Moray,

Rothes, Grange, myself, and the writer hereof. If

persuasions to cause the queen to yield to these

matters do no good, they purpose to proceed we

know not in what sort. If she be able to moke

any power at home, she shall be withstood, and

herself kept from all other counsel than her own

nobility. If she seek any foreign support, the

queen's majesty our sovereign shall be sought and

sued unto to accept his and their defence, with

offers reasonable to her majesty's contentment.

These are the things which we thought, and think

to be, of no small importance ;
and knowing them

certainly intended and concluded upon, thought it

our duties to utter the same to you, Mr. Secretary,

to make declaration thereof as shall seem best to

your wisdom ;
and of this matter thought to write

conjunctly, though we came severally by know-

led"e, agreeing both in one in the substance of

that which is determined."
*

A sovereign actuated by a proper sense of ho-

nour, and possessed of ordinary integrity, or even

of common humanity, would undoubtedly have

warned the Scottish queen of her danger, and have

thus enabled her to defeat the machinations of

the conspirators against her government and her

liberty. But, true to her cold-blooded and selfish

policy, 'Elizabeth,
in spite of her professions of

warm attachment to Mary, carefully concealed fi

her the information which she had received, an<3

not only allowed Moray to leave England, for the

purpose of taking part in the plot which his friend

had devised for his restoration, but, on his d

parture, loaded him with tokens of the highest

tidence and distinction, and must, therefore, b<

the infamy of an accomplice in those nefonoi

transactions which soon after followed.!

The plot which had for some time been matui

was now ripe for execution. There has been

ereat deal of controversy respecting
the pre

Objects of objects which the conspirators h.

the conspiracy. ia view, and the lengths t

they were prepared to go for the accomplishment o

their schemes. On the day preceding
that ap

pointed for the execution of the plot, Darnley
cl

longed Riccio to play at tennis with him, pro

for the purpose of lulling any suspicions
wh

may have been entertained by his unhappy

Whileengagedintius game,
which lasted for*

hours, it wa^ suggested to Darnley, aside, by <

* MS. Letter, State Paper Office. Bedford and Bandolph

to Cecil, March 6, 1565; Tytler,
vol. vu. p.

f Ibid., p. 27.

of his Mofrderrtes. the* it wovkt be a

opportunity to t apoo the rrtarr m be Ml
the tmi*-wt, aad dkpatoh him wtth ihew 4*.
gen;

'

would hare Kicoo taken with the

that he might be tainted in her
\

hare, therefore, JMnwiit that the

to take advantage of th* sitaat

then was, and terrify bar intoa ...

might hare ended in her death. Ami ft Msmtt tea*

grapher of th* quean has r*n foe* e ftw ae to

assert, that " the blow which WM aimed at ttarj
was intended for bar destmetton and thnt ef hot mv
born infant, and for th* deetntetten of Uarairv am*
who, in the event of hi* consort's death. **!! b*e*

been torn limb from limb by the torrM*

of popular vengeance." or that Moray
would " hare assmmed th* ehnrnator *f the

of his royal sister, and tred his

mangled corpees of h*r gmilty bat

band and his unprincipled father to Ik*

of Scotland." It is farther amrmed by the esm*

writer, that "th* work of death wa* net to b*

confined to th* foreign secretory;

scene of slaughter
whole of Mary's ministers, who bad shown _
selves opposed to herrirtaal deposition by >i !

to jrrant the crow* matrimonial to her nmjrntafnlto grant the

husband. The intended

of Bothwell, Hontley, and Alkofl. the Lor*.

ming and Livingstone, and Sir Jam** Batfmv

at the qaeen
1
* chamber-doer, and ^

most attached ladies wnr* to b* diuwned. ,

herself, if she survived th* homa*f *

purposed to be acted in her preann**. wna * '

be slain, or imprkwd in Sbrtiaf UssJa. tffl>*bo

consented to legalis* ^nr hnshnmfa Mnffnfl

[ :.,.,: . . .'

foundation than th* ainff*"*** '

lated at the time by unscrapmW f*ft*

real object of th* W*Vi*7 *J
establishment of th* Protestant

the plot which had km

tion, and to prevent th*

lords, and the mwmptioa
,. .-..-. ..'

- -
'

Morton and od noblemeniW ta

sought to gain by breaking d

lisment, recalling Mora

ling th* queen'* Ho

crown matrimonial on

todceth. Withregardtol

tunate secretary, tknr*

tlii'ir ;-ur;
-

headed king

hurried

Ruthven,

r;
- " -1 - :

'

ing, who* jealem?

the att
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x> the contrary, and thought it not decent that he

should put hand on such a mean person ;

" but the

king persisting
in his design,

" Ruthven affixed a day

on which David should be slain, though he would

hare him rather to be judged by the nobility."

That the great majority of the conspirators neither

wished nor projected the tragical result, is evident

from the language of Douglas of Lochleven, one of

Dumber, who declares that it was their pur-

pose
M to have given him [Riccio] his trial, and

punished him by order of justice. But men pro-

and God disposit otherwise, by some extra-

ordinary means, which truly my own heart abhorrit

when I* saw him ; for I never consentit that he

should be used by [beside or against] justice, nei-

i as it in any nobleman his mind." * And

B of Godscroft, who may be almost termed a

contemporary historian, and who possessed the best

means of information, states that the noblemen had

determined that Riccio should be carried to the

city, and have his trial by assize, and so legally and

formally (for they had matter enough against him)
condemned and executed at the Market Cross of

'

trgh. On apprehending him, however, at

the palace, which they were obliged to do by the

- orders, their attendants, hearing the noise

made by Huntley and Bothwell in the court below,

and ' not knowing what it might import, but fear-

:.at he might be rescued from them, fell upon
him, and stabbed him with their daggers, sore

agaiast the will and beside the intention of Morton
' of the noblemen, who thought to have

erased execute him upon the scaffold, so to have

gratified the common people, to whom it would
hae been a most acceptable and pleasant sight." f
From these statements, it appears plain that Darn-

ley alone was bent upon the murder of Riccio
;

Out tome of the conspirators were willing to accede
to his wishes, though they would have preferred a
different coarse ; while the others, either owing to

tmuBstauccs or their known character, were not
entrusted with the secret of the king's bloody de-

ign, but were led to believe that the favourite was
merely to be arrested and brought to trial." J

Mary had received some vague intimation that a

conspiracy was in agitation against her, but she
iim not appear to have taken the alarm, or to have

THE PICTORIAL HISTORY OF SCOTLAND. [CHAP. XXX.

Papers, in the
possession of the Earl of

Appendix
to M'Crie's Sketches of Church History

18.
"

n Ufeof ^"K1" "d **. vol. ii.

therw could be found than that David should
tkt out of the way. Wh.-n-iii he [Darnlev] was so

ft. awl lajrlj pressed the same, that no rest could be

J"E Pu
l m

f
x" '"'"" ' ' ' He dayly pressedf ltelfc"52 nW fc D0 Wer d,L,v,

that he might manifest unto the world

s, ...-, ..

i achi nations, nml would
A\ii. ch. 67.

considered that she had any grounds for serious

apprehension. She therefore proceeded to carry
out her measures for the forfeiture of the banished

lords, and the restoration of the Roman Catholic

religion. The parliament assembled on Thursday,
the 7th of March. The queen had arranged that

her husband should ride in state with her to the

opening ceremonial, after which she proposed to

introduce him to the Estates of the realm as her

consort, and to obtain from them his recognition
as king and joint sovereign of the realm. But

Darnley, haughty and headstrong as usual, pro-
tested that he would not occupy an inferior posi-

tion, and that " unless he were allowed to act as

the sovereign of Scotland, by opening the parlia-

ment himself, he would in no wise condescend to

give his presence to that ceremonial." * As the

queen very properly refused to accede to these

demands, Darnley rode down to Leith,
" with seven

or aucht horse," to amuse himself during the cere-

mony. Mary, therefore, opened the parliament
in person, proceeding from the pa- Opening of

lace of Holyrood to the Tolbooth, the Parliament,

near St. Giles's Church, the usual place of meeting,
in " wondrous gorgeous apparel," says Knox,
" albeit the number of lords and train was not very

great." The Lords of the Articles were chosen

three of the lords spiritual being selected from the

Romish prelates a step which, as the queen her-

self admits, was intended to prepare the way for

the restoration of the " auld religion." The for-

feiture against Moray and his associates was dis-

cussed on Friday and Saturday, with great diversity
of opinion some contending that the summons was
not " well libelled or dressed," while others thought
that " the matter of treason was not sufficiently

proved." The influence of the queen and the Romish

party eventually prevailed, and it was agreed that

the forfeiture of the banished lords should be passed
on the following Tuesday, the 12th of March.

It was on the evening of Saturday, the 9th of

March, that the conspirators de- xhe murder
tertnined to strike the long medi- of Kiccio.

tated blow. In the dusk of that evening, about

five hundred men, the retainers of Morton and the

other lords, his accomplices, assembled secretly in

the neighbourhood of Holyrood. They were all

armed, and about seven o'clock, when it was dark,

Morton, who took the command, admitted a hundred
and fifty of them into the inner court of the palace ;

he then ordered the gates to be locked, and took

possession of the keys. Meanwhile Darnley, along
with George Douglas the Postulate,! and the Lords
Ruthven and Lindsay, were waiting the signal to

proceed to the queen's chamber, where they ex-

pected to find their victim. It had been originally

proposed to seize Riccio in his own apartment, but
this plan was abandoned for two reasons : First,

the .Archbishop of Glasgow ; Keith, vol. ii. p. 411.
t A Postulate was a candidate for some benefice which

he had nut yet obtained.
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Because it was less certain, as it was often late
before Riccio retired for the ni-!r

times did not sleep in his own room at all, but
in that of his brother; and since then- \\i-ru back-
doors and windows, through which he ini-i

effected his escape ; and second, Because it would
not have so much intimidated Mary, and
have made it necessary to employ anct

secure her person.* At this nimu-n:

gether unsuspicious of danger, was at

small closet which entered froiii

company with her illegitimate .-i

of Argyle, her brother, the Lord ] :

Commendator of Holyrood, Beaton of

master of the household, Arthur Erskine, captain
of the guard, and David Riccio.f One or two
other servants of the Privy Chamber were in

waiting at a side-table. Queen Mary's apartment*
in Holyrood, which still exist in nearly the same
state in which they were on this eventful ev

consist of a presence-chamber, a bedroom opening
from it, where her bed yet stands, although the

furniture is now grievously dilapidated, and the

small closet already referred to, containing- one win-

dow, and only about twelve feet square
rooms were on the groundfloor, immediately below

those of the queen, with which they commu;

by means of a secret turnpike stair. The approach
to this stair, from the queen's room, is concealed by
a piece of wainscot little more than a yard
which hangs upon hinges in the wall. The con-

spirators had already been admitted to the king's

apartment, and Darnley, ascending the :

stair, entered the closet where Mary sn ;

seating himself beside her at table, placed his

arm around her waist, and embraced h> :

every demonstration of affection.! A mim

scarcely elapsed, when Ruthven, clad in ci

armour, pushed aside the tapestry which co-

the opening in the wall, abruptly entered the

room, and threw himself unceremoniously into a

chair. He had for some months been confined to a

sick bed by an incurable disease, and his haggard

appearance, his features pale and wasted by long

illness, together with the naked sword which he

brandished in his hand, and the coat of mai!

under the folds of his loose gown, were ca!-

to inspire the queen, who was now far adv;i

pregnancy, with the utmost terror. But repreoa-

ing all exclamations of surprise and fear, she said,

" My lord, I was coming to \

chamber, having been told you
now you enter our presence in your armour,

does this mean?" The savage baron replied

* Appendix to Keith ;
Bell's Life of Queen Mary, p. .

t Archbishop Spottiswood states that Riccio tat at table

with the queen ; Crawford, on the other hand, aei

he was sitting at a side-table, as he always

waiting; and Camden affirms that the ec

standing at the sideboard, eating sonr

sent to him from the queen's t

remarks, the closet is so small that the di-'

scarcely perceptible. Keith, vol. 11. p. 4.
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in her hand as it was falling, the room -would have

been involved in darkness. Mary still strove to

protect her unhappy servant, and with tears, en-

treaties, and threatenings, adjured the murderers to

proceed according to the forms of justice against

their miserable victim, who, catching in his despair

at the word, clung to her robe, calling out " Gius-

tizia ! Giustizia ! suave ma vie, Madame, suave ma
vie !

" * The first man who struck Riccio was the

Postulate, George Douglas, who stabbed him over

the quetn's shoulder with the dagger which the king
wore at his side. Others followed the example; and

Darnley, having forcibly unloosed the tenacious

grasp with which the poor bleeding secretary clung
to the queen's gown, he was torn from her knees, and

dragged, amidst shouts and hideous oaths, through
the bedroom to the door of the presence-chamber,
where the conspirators, gathering about him,

speedily completed the bloody deed. So eager were

they to take part in the murder, that they wounded
one another in the struggle, and the body of their

wretched victim, mangled by no fewer than fifty-

six wounds, was left in a pool of blood, with the

king's dagger sticking in it, to show, as was alleged,
that he had sanctioned the murder,f The body was
afterwards thrown down the stairs, dragged to the

porter's lodge, stripped naked,! an<^ treated with

every mark of indignity. It was obscurely buried,
next day, in the Canongate churchyard ; but at a

subsequent period it was removed to the cemetery
of Holyrood Chapel.

During the perpetration of this horrid deed,

Darnley, who at first
" stood amazed, and wist not

what to do," in compliance with the injunction of

Ruthven, took the queen in his arms, and forcing
her into a chair, stood behind it, and held her so

tightly embraced, that she could not rise. Ker of

Faudonside, one of the most ferocious of the con-

spirators, held a pistol to her breast, and with a
furious imprecation told her he would shoot her
dead if she offered any resistance. The weapon

Justice ! justice ! save my life, madam, save my life !

t '* David had fifty-six wounds, whereof thirty-four were
in his back. Such desire was to have him surely and
speedily tlain, that in jabbing at him so many at once, as
some bestowed their daggers where neither they meant it,
nor the receivers willing to have it ; as one can,"for his own
good, now in this town, (a follower to my Lord Ruthven) be
too true a testimony who carries the bag on his hand "

Vrury to Cfol, Btrwick, 27th March, 1566.

I He wan dressed on that fatal night in a rich evening
dreae of black figured damask, faced with fur (called, in the
nomenclature of the period, a "

night-gown"), with a satin
doublet and russet-coloured velvet hose ; and he wore a rich
jewel round hi neck, which was never heard of after his
death. " Of the great substance he had there is much

Some say, in gold, to the value of two thousand
: ! is apparel was very good : as it is said

. pair of tclvet hose. His chamber well furnished !

armour, daggs (horse-pistols), pistoleta, harquebusscs
twenty-two swords. Of all this nothing spoiled nor lacking
saving two or three daggs. He had the custody of all the
queen letters which were delivered unlocked upon

"

rffJrt"**
Sandolfh * G**f, Berwick, 27th March, 1566.

?re comes the fin <-e fanatic Kuthven party-hatred
[Wine him to bear the armour which would otherwise
tn down a form extenuated by wasting disease Sec

.'hen features show under the hollow helmet,
6 those of a corpse tenanted by a demon, whose vindic-

tive purpose looks out at the flashing eyes, while the visage

was hastily turned aside by Darnley, but Mary
afterwards declared that " she felt the coldness of

the iron through her dress, and that Faudonside

had actually pulled the trigger, but that the pistol

hung fire." It is also asserted that Patrick Bellen-

den, the brother of the Justice-clerk, aimed a stroke

at the queen with a sword or dagger; but Anthony
Standen, her page, parried the blow, by striking
*he weapon aside with the torch he had been hold-

ing to light the music score which the queen and

Riccio, with others of the company, had been sing-

ing in parts that evening.* This statement, how-

ever, was vehemently denied by Ruthven and

Morton, who " take God to record that there was
not one stroke in her presence, nor was David

stricken till he was at the farther door of her

majesty's antechamber, and that there was no evil

meant to the queen's body." f

Mary's own account of these shocking events is

worthy of recital :
"
Upon the 9th day of March

instant, we being at even about seven hours (seven

o'clock) in our cabinet at our supper, sociated with

our sister the Countess of Argyle, our brother the

Commendator of Holyrood-house, the Laird of

Creich, Arthur Erskine, and certain others our

domestic servitors, in quiet manner, especially by
reason of an evil disposition being counselled to

sustain ourselves with flesh [it was Lent], having
almost passed to the end of seven months in our birth

[that is, she was seven months gone with child],

the king our husband came to us in our cabinet,

and placed him beside us at our supper. The Earl

of Morton and Lord Lindsay, with their assisters,

boden in warlike manner [arrayed in armour] to

the number of eight score persons, or thereby, kept
and occupied the whole entry of our palace of

has the stillness of death. Yonder appears the tall form of

the boy Darnley, as goodly in person as vacillating in reso-

lution
; yonder he advances with hesitating step, and yet

more hesitating purpose, his childish fear having already
overcome his childish passion. He is in the plight of a
mischievous lad who has fired a mine, and who now, ex-

pecting the explosion in remorse and terror, would give his

life to quench the train which his own hand lighted.
Yonder yonder. But I forget the rest of the worthy cut-

throats. Help me if you can.
" Summon up," said I,

" the Postulate, George Douglas,
tho most active of the gang. Let him arise at your call

the claimant of wealth which he does not possess the

partaker of the illustrious blood of Douglas, but which in

nis veins is sullied with illegitimacy. Paint him the ruth-

less, the daring, the ambitious so near greatness, yet
debarred from it so near to wealth, yet excluded from

possessing it. A political Tantalus, ready to do or dare

anything to terminate his necessities, and assert his imper-
fect claims.

" Who comes next? Yon tall, thin-made, savage-looking
man, with the petronel in his hand, must be Andruw Ker
of Faldonside, a brother's son, I believe, of the celebrated
Sir David Ker of Cessford

;
his look and bearing those of a

Border freebooter
;

his disposition so savage, that, during
the fray in the cabinet, he presented his loaded piece at tho
bosom of the young and beautiful queen, that queen also

being within a few weeks of becoming a mother. Intro-
duction to Sir Walter Scoffs "fair Maid of Perth."* Blackwood's Life of Queen Mary ;

Life and Death of

jUrj Stuart, Queen of Scotland, in the Memoirs of the
Pontificate of Sextus V., quoted in Miss Strickland's LIMS.
vol. iv. p. 285.

t Narrative of the Slaughter of David Eiceio by Ruthven
and Morton.
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Holyrood House, so that, as they believed, it was
not possible to any person to escape forth of the

same. In the meantime, the Lord Uuthvcn, boden

in like manner, -with his accomplices, took

perforce in our cabinet, and there, seeing our secre-

tary, David Eiccio, among our other servants,

declared he had to speak to him. In this instant,

we required the king our husband, if he knew any-

thing of that enterprise, who denied the same.

Abo, vre commanded the Lord Ruthvcu, under pain

of treason, to avoid him forth of our
,

claring we should exhibit the said David before the

lords of parliament, to be punished, if any sort he

had offended. Notwithstanding, the said Lord

Ruthven perforce invaded him in our presence ; he

[David] then for refuge took safeguard, and n-tirul

him behind our back, and Ruthven, with his ac-

complices, cast down our table upon oursclf, put

violent hands upon him, struck him over our

shoulder with whingars, one part of them standing

before our face with bended daggs [cocked pistols],

most cruelly took him forth of our cabinet, and at

the entry of our chamber gave him fifty-six strokes

with whingars and swords. In doing thereof, we

were not only struck with great dreadour, but also

by sundry considerations was most justly induced

to take extreme fear of our life"
'

Mary and Darnley were left alone together in

Mary's danger the cabinet while the assassins

and terror. completed their bloody work, she

continuing to intercede, with tears, for the lid' <-f

her unhappy favourite, and her husband assuring

her that " no harm was intended." One of Darnley's

equerries now entered the room, and Mary eagerly

inquired
" whether David had been put in ward, and

where." " Madam," replied the equerry,
"

less to speak ofDavid, for the man is dead," This i

corroborated by one of the ladies, who rushed ii

the room, and exclaimed, that
" she had seen the

mangled remains of the murdered man," and "

it was said all had been done by the king's order.

" Is it so ?" said the queen ;

" I will then dry

tears, and study revenge !

"
But, overcome

horrors of the scene which she had wit

she soon after fell into a swoon, from which, he

ever, she was speedily roused by the entrance

Ruthven, who, reeking from the I

staggered into the cabinet, and throwing h

upon a seat, called for a cup of wine, complain-

ing that "he was sore felled by hia siclti

"Is this your malady?" said the <;

ferocious ruffian eagerly drained the

one of her French pages filled and brought to

him. God forbid your majesty had such, I

rejoined. A most undignified
scene of

recrimination now took place between tl

and her wretched husband, in which he aci

her, in gross terms, of too great *

Riccio, while she indignantly
dec ared

would live with him as his wife no longer,

ven here interposed
with a remark o

Queen Marv's Letter to the Archbuhop of

Keith, vol. ii. pp. illr-4**
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those noblemen that were banished, and entertain-

ing of amity with foreign princes and nations,

with whom she was confederate;" and informing

her that the exiled lords
" had been sent for by the

king, and would return on the morrow, to take

part with them against her."

Meanwhile, the friends of the queen, who had

succeeded in effecting their escape, made known

Abortive attempt her perilous situation to the pro-
at a rescue. vost Of the city, Preston of Craig-

millar, who caused the common bell to be rung, and

at the head of five hundred burgesses, who hastily

assembled in arms at the summons, hurried to the

palace, and demanded to see and speak with their

sovereign, that she might personally assure them of

her welfare. ButMarywas not permitted to approach
the windows, or to hold any intercourse with her

faithful subjects ; and, as she afterwards wrote to

her ambassador in France, she " was extremely
threatened by the traitors, who in her face declared

that, if she spoke to the townspeople, they would cut

her in collops, and cast her over the walls." * In

her stead, her despicable husband, being thrust for-

ward, opened the window, and informed the crowd

that the queen and he were well, and did not re-

quire their assistance. " Let us see our queen, and

hear her speak for herself !

" was the exclamation of

the provost and his followers ;
to which Darnley

imperiously rejoined "Provost, know you not I

am king? I command you and your company
to pass home to your houses." The citizens, in a
state of great irritation, threatened to devote the

queen's enemies in the palace to fire and sword ;

but on being solemnly assured by the conspirators
" that the Italian secretary was slain, because he
had been detected in an intrigue with the Pope,
the King of Spain, and other foreign potentates, for

the purpose of destroying the true Evangile, and

introducing Popery again into Scotland," they con-

sented to return home.t
The poor queen was by this time in such a state

of faintncss and complete exhaustion as to be inca-

pable of utterance; and Ruthven, perceiving at

length that she was very ill, proposed to Darnley
that they should retire and leave her to take some

repose; which they accordingly did, taking care,

however, to station a sufficient guard at the door
of her chamber. " All that night," says Mary,
"we were detained in a captivity within our

chamber, and not permitted to have intercommu-
nion scarcely with our sen-ant women." J

" The next morning being Sunday," says Sir
James Melvil,

"
I was letten forth of the gates, for

I lay therein. Passing through the outer close,
the queen's majesty was looking forth of a window
and cried unto me to help her. Then I drew near
unto the window, and asked,

' What help lay in

my power, for that I should give ?
'
she said,

' Go
to the provost of Edinburgh, and bid him convene
the town with speed, and come and release me out

Quern Mary's Letter to the Archbishop of Glasgow.
r Italian Memorial in Labanoffs Appendix, vol. vii

I Uueen Mary's Letter to the Archbishop of Glasgow.

of these traitors' hands ;
but run fast,' she said,

' for they will stay you.' The words were scarcely

spoken when Nisbet, master of the household to

the Earl of Lennox, was sent with a company to

stay me, to whom I gave good words, and said,

I was only passing to the preaching at St. Giles's

church,' for it was Sunday ; but I went with

speed to the provost, and told him my commission

from the queen ;

" but the provost alleged that he

did not know how to act, for he had received con-

trary commands from the king, and besides, the

people, he said, were not disposed to take up arms
to revenge Riccio's death. Sir James was, there-

fore, obliged to send word to the queen through one

of her ladies, that he could not effect her release.*

Damley, in the meantime, assuming the supreme

power, issued his royal letters, dissolving the par-

liament, and enjoining all the members to leave the

capital within three hours,
" under pain of loss of

life, lands, and goods, except only such as the

king by his special command caused to remain."

Proclamation was also made at the market cross,

that none but Protestants should be suffered to

leave their houses ; and the magistrates were en-

joined to arm a strong guard to enforce obedience

to these arbitrary mandates.-]-

Mary was now fully alive to the horrors of her

situation, a prisoner in the hands of a band of

brutal assassins, by whom all her motions were

watched, she had too good reason to suspect that

they would not scruple at any measures to accom-

plish their purposes. These apprehensions threw

her into a state of delirious agony, in which she

imagined that Ruthven was coming to murder her ;

and so great was her excitement and terror, that

she was in danger of a miscarriage.;): No person
was allowed to enter her chamber without the

express permission of the conspirators, and it was
not without the greatest difficulty, and after several

hours' delay, that Darnley, who had begun to

relent at the sight of his consort's distress, obtained

permission for her gentlewomen to go to her as-

sistance. Morton and Ruthven strongly objected
to this concession, alleging that "

it would be ex-

tremely hazardous, as they feared the queen would

be able through her ladies to communicate with

her nobles." The suspicions of these crafty and

cold-blooded plotters were well founded, for Mary
speedily availed herself of the services of her

faithful attendants to cany out a project for her

deliverance. Through the agency of Mary Living-

ston, the black box containing the queen's secret

foreign correspondence, and the keys of her various

ciphers, was brought from David Riccio's chamber,
where it had been deposited. Letters were then

written and sent to the Earls of Atholl, Argyle,

Bothwell, and other barons friendly to the queen,
and intimation was also conveyed to Arthur

Erskine, and several other trustworthy servants, of

* Sir James Melvil's Memoirs, p. 150.

t Morton and Ruthven' s Narrative
; Appendix to Keith.

?

Diurnal of Occurrents, p. 91.

Morton and KuUiren's Narrative.
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her intention to attempt her escape to Seton-houae.
The conspirators meanwhile kept a strict watch
on the queen and her female attendants, and, so

strong were their apprehensions that she might
escape from their grasp, that they issued strict

orders that no lady should be allowed to past" muffled " from the queen's chamber
;

*

knowing Darnley's weak and vacillating character,
and observing some symptoms of returning a;'

for his beautiful consort, they expressed ti;.

satisfaction when he informed them that he had so

effectually soothed the terrors of his royal wife that

she had consented that he should pass the night
with her. Morton having declared that "it was

necessary that he, as chancellor, should confer with
the queen on the subject of the crown-matrimonial,
and also that of the return of the banished lords,"

Mary granted him the audience which, indeed, she

had no power to refuse. On entering her chamber
he said, that " he had not come to ask pardon in the

case of David, seeing he was wholly innocent of his

slaughter, but to inquire her pleasure about the

Estates of parliament, and whether she meant to

deny the crown-matrimonial to her husband." "
My

cousin," replied the queen,
"
I have never refused to

honour my husband to the utmost of my power, and

since I have espoused him, I have continually pro-

cured for him everything I could for his aggran-

disement, but the persons to whom the king now

gives his confidence are those who have always
dissuaded me from it." To this implied reproach,

Morton, who was one of the most prominent of the

advisers referred to, answered only by urging her to

do what was required of her ;
but Mar}' refused, ob-

serving that, "as she was a prisoner, all she might
do would be invalid, and foreign princes would

say that her subjects had given laws to their sove-

reign an example very improper to establish."!

In the course of the evening the Earls of Moray

and Rothes, Kirkaldy of Grange,
Moray's return. ^ ^ Q^ej

. banisl ;ed Iord8> ac_

cording to previous concert, arrived in the capital,

escorted by a thousand horsemen under the com-

mand of Lord Home, and proceeded straight to the

palace, where they were cordially welcomed by

Darnley. As soon as Mary heard of their arrival she

instantly sent for Moray, and, throwing herself into

his arms, kissed and embraced him many times, ex-

claiming at the same time,
" If my brother had been

here, he never would have allowed me to be so cruelly

handled! "{ Tears fell from Moray's eyes at this

pathetic appeal ;
and "

seeing our state and enter-

tainment," says Mary,
" he was moved with natui

affection towards us." She assured him that

was no fault of hers that he had been so long away,

for it was well known she would have restored

long ago, but for displeasing others;" and told

" he was welcome, and promised if he would r

to his allegiance and be a good subject, she >

Morton and Ruthven's Narrative '.Appendix to K

f Second Italian Memorial in Labanoff . Appett

Strickland's Lives, vol. iv. p. 301.

t Melvil's Memoirs, p. 150.

f Mary to Beaton, Keith, vol. u. p. 9.
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thing the conspirators demanded; and Darnley
informed Morton and his accomplices that he had

prevailed upon the queen to grant them an audience,

and " to forgive all their offences, which she would

dismiss from her mind, as though they had never

been." They strongly distrusted the queen's sin-

cerity, however, and insisted that she meant only
to betray them. " It is all words," said they,

" and
instead of your persuading her, we fear she will

persuade you to her desire, for she has been trained

up in the court of France. Fair speaking is but

policy, and such promises will never be performed."*
But Darnley insisted that Mary was a true princess,
and declared that he would stake his life for her

faith and honour,t On the afternoon of Monday,
the llth, he led the principal conspirators to her

chamber, where she listened to their defence and
their promises of obedience for the future, and
assured them of her readiness to pardon their

offence, bidding them "prepare their own securi-

ties, and she would subscribe them." But as they
still manifested their distrust of her promises, and
their reluctance to remove their guards from the

palace, on the evening of the same day another
conference took place, the particulars of which are
thus recorded by a contemporary writer : "And
all the llth of March our sovereign lady was holden
in captivity within her chamber in Holyrood-house
till even ; and at even it was convened between our
said sovereign lady and all the lords committers of
the slaughter, except my Lord Ruthven (whom
he would not allow to come in her presence, be-
cause he was the principal man that came in her
cabinet to commit the said

slaughter), and with all
the remaining lords banished before, as said is, that
her majesty would give them remission for all
crimes bygone unto the said eleventh day; and
albeit she would subscribe their remission in-

stantly, she said, because she was holden in cap-
tivity, it would do them no good ; and to satisfythem more

pleasantly, she said she would pass the
morn, God willing, to the Tolbooth, and there, by
consent of parliament, make an act of remission to

the crimes above written ; and, this said,
drank to every one of them in

special.";); Having
promised this formal remission of their crime, Mary
requested the conspirators

"
to deliver the keys of

her palace to her servants, and leave her chamber
to her own officials the same as it was wont to be
ecause for the last two nights she had taken no

rest Darnley enforced her request, promisin
" to

be her keeper himself for that night, and to take
Tery good care of her, if so be they would rid the
palace of strangers, and trust her in his hands "

id also
representing that she was now so ill and

uited, that she could
scarcely stand, and was

t IbS
n Mld ButhTen> ' Narrative ; Appendix to Keith,

in Scotland, p.

therefore wholly unable to make any efforts to

escape. Morton, Ruthven, and their associates,

showed the greatest reluctance to consent to this

arrangement ;
and Ruthven, in particular, pro-

tested that " whatever bloodshed or mischief should

ensue thereupon, should fall upon the king's head
and his posterity." Darnley answered that " he
would warrant them all

;

" and the conspirators
at length, with many misgivings, withdrew their

retainers from the palace, permitted the household

servants to resume their charge, and went to sup at

the house of Morton, the chancellor.

To lull suspicion, the queen and her husband
retired to rest ;

but two hours after The queen's

midnight they arose, and, attended escape to

only by one maid, stealthily de- Dunbar.

scended a secret stair to a postern leading through
the cemetery of the chapel royal, at the outer gate
of which Lord Traquair, the captain of the guard,
Arthur Erskine, the queen's equerry, Sir Wil-

liam Standen, Darnley's master of the horse, and

Bastian, one of the household servants, were in

waiting. Mary was placed on horseback behind

Arthur Erskine. Lord Traquair took her maid
behind him,* and, thus arranged, the little caval-

cade, consisting of seven persons, left the pre-
cincts of the palace unperceived, and arrived in

safety at Seton-house, where Lord Seton was in

readiness, with two hundred armed men, to escort

his sovereign and her consort to Dunbar, which

they reached before sunrise.f Their intentions had

been communicated to Huntley and Bothwell, and

these powerful nobles hastened, with their retainers,

to join the royal standard. Great numbers of the

barons and gentry of the kingdom speedily fol-

lowed their example, and the queen, in a few days,
found herself at the head of an army of eight
thousand men.

The conspirators were filled with consternation

when they heard that the queen had escaped
from their grasp, and that all their plans were

completely frustrated by the defection of Darn-

ley, and his reconciliation with his consort. It

soon became evident that they would find no

support in the country, and that all ranks were

prepared to rally round the throne, and to defend

their sovereign against the perpetrators of the

brutal murder which had been committed in her

presence. In this altered state of affairs, the con-

spirators dispatched Lord Sempill to Dunbar, with

an humble supplication to her majesty to sign their

securities, and perform the other articles of her

engagement; but he was dismissed with an un-

favourable answer. It soon became evident that

Mary did not consider herself bound by any pro-
mises extorted from her while a prisoner in the

hands of the murderers of Riccio. She directed a

* Miss Strickland, vol. iv. p. 317.

t
" The first thing the queen did, was to order a fire to

be made to warm her, and asked for some new laid eggs :

when the said eggs were brought to the queen, she her-

self out them on the fire to cook."' Memorial on Scotch

Affairs, addressed to Cosmo de Medicis ; Labanojft Af-
pmdix, vol. riL
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writ of treason to be issued against Morton,
'

Lethington, and their accomplices, and summoned
her faithful subjects to meet her in anna at Mussel-

burgh, on the 17th of March. The rebel con-

federacy immediately broke up. The Earls of

Flight of the Rothes and Glencairn hastened to

conspirators. Dunbar, threw themselves on the

mercy of their sovereign, and were pardoned;
while Lethington retired to Dunkeld, and Morton,
Ruthven, Lindsay, Kerr, and George Douglas, fled

with the utmost precipitation to Newcastle. After

remaining five days at Dunbar, the queen pro-
ceeded to Haddington, where she held a council

(March 17th), and made various important changes
in her administration. Morton was deprived of

the office of Lord Chancellor, which was bestowed
on the Earl of Huntley ; Sir James Balfour was
made Clerk-register, in the room of M'Gill

;

Lethington was stripped of the rich abbacy of

Haddington, which was transferred to the Earl of
'

Bothwell. This highly-favoured noble was also

reinstated in his hereditary office of Lord Admiral,
confirmed in the appointment of Lieutenant-Ge-

neral of Scotland, and made Captain of Dunbar,
so that the whole military force of the crown was

confided to his charge.
In the critical situation in which the queen was

now placed, she prudently resolved to make a

distinction between the old and the new rebels,

and to pardon the Earl of Moray and the other
'

insurgent lords, on condition that they should
j

detach themselves from the murderers of Riccio.

To this they readily agreed. Moray sent Sir

James Melvil to the queen at Haddington, with

Moray and his letters protesting his own inno-;

associates cence, and his repudiation of those

pardoned. who had committed the late odious

crime, solemnly pledging himself to have nothing

more to do with them ; on which Mary immediately

signed the remission for her brother, and the other

barons who had returned with him from England,

merely stipulating that they should " nowise apply

themselves to the last conspirators, and should

retire themselves into Argyle during her will."
*

Next day (March 18) the queen and her husband

The queen's
returned to the capital, escorted

return to by the nobles of her party and

Edinburgh. ^jj. fouowers, amounting to about

nine thousand men, and took up her residence, not

in the palace of Holyrood, but in Lord Home's

house, in the High-street, called the old E

Dunkeld's lodging. Mary's first care was ti

tect her consort from the consequences of his <

by granting him full remission for every kind

treason that could be laid to bis charge,
" that i

in case of her death," she said,
"
proceedings eho

be instituted against him, he might be able

plead her forgiveness." Darnlcy himsetf, il

supposed by Mary's desire appeared bcfo,

Council, on the 29th of March, and most sole

protested that
" he was innocent

treason and slaughter committed in the Abbey c

Keith, voL ii. p. 421-
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complained of his perfidiousness,
and all of them

despised the weakness of his understanding and

the inconstancy of his heart.
* * * The aversion

of the queen for him increased every day, and

could no longer be concealed. He was often absent

from court, appeared there with little splendour,

and was trusted with no power. Avoided equally

bv those who endeavoured to please the queen,

w'ho favoured Morton and his associates, or who

adhered to the house of Hamilton, he was left

almost alone in a neglected and unpitied solitude."
*

Smarting under the distrust and contempt with

which he was now regarded, he passionately ex-

claimed, "That since he was held in so little

account, he repented him of having forsaken the

lords." t It is said that he even attempted to form

a new confederacy with Moray and Argyle, but
j

they prudently refused to hold any communication

with him.

The situation of the unhappy queen at this
j

Her trying critical period was exceedingly j

situation.
perplexing. Betrayed by her own I

husband, and surrounded by selfish, unprincipled,
and treacherous counsellors, she knew not where

to turn for assistance and trustworthy advice.

In the extremity of her wretchedness, she at

one time entertained the design of retiring to

France, and entrusting the government of her

realm to a provisional regency, composed of five

of her principal lords Moray, Mar, Bothwell,

Atholl, and Huntly.J It was even reported at the

time that she meditated a divorce from her worthless
|

husband, and that she had sent an envoy, named
Thornton, to Rome for that purpose. In a letter

written about this period to one of her female rela-

tives in France, she says touchingly,
" It will

grieve you to hear how entirely, in a very short

time, I have changed my character, from that of
the most easily satisfied and care-chasing of mor-
tals, to one embroiled in constant turmoils and

perplexities."
" She was sad and pensive," says

Sir James Melvil, "for the late foul act com-
mitted in her presence so irreverently. So many
great sighs she would give, that it was pity to
hear her, and over few were careful to comfort
her."

In the midst of these anxieties and griefs, the
time for the queen's delivery drew near, and, by
the advice of her Privy Council, she went to reside
iu the castle of Edinburgh, as the place of greatest
security, till the birth of the expected heir to the
crown. Here she received a visit from Mauvissiere
de Castelnau, who was sent by the king and
Queen-mother of France to congratulate the Scot-
tish queen on her escape from her recent peril. In
the train of the French ambassador came Joseph
Riccio, David's brother, whom Mary appointed to
tho office of

secretary, left vacant by the murder
*n unpopular step which, however, may be ex-

1 ' 1- P- 3l6
' Melvil

'

8 Memoirs, p. 153.

j Lethington to Randolph, April 27th.
* Randolph to Cecil, April 25lh, 1566.

cused, if not justified, by the difficulty of finding

among her courtiers a trustworthy person to whom
she could confide the charge of her private corre-

spondence. As the time of her confinement ap-

proached, her resentment towards Darnley appears
to have somewhat abated, and she exerted herself,

with considerable success, to com- jjer exertions

pose the differences between Moray, to reconcile

Huntley, Bothwell, Atholl, Argyle,
her uobles -

and others of her nobles, who had long been at

deadly feud with each other, and prevailed upon
them to meet amicably at a banquet which she

gave to celebrate their reconciliation.* Her mind
seems to have been haunted with the apprehension
of a fresh attack, at this critical moment, from the

murderers of Riccio, and she sent an earnest re-

quest to the English queen that she would not

continue to harbour those traitors who had sought
her life. In answer to this re- Elizabeth's

monstrance, Elizabeth assured her duplicity,

sister sovereign that she had dismissed Morton
and his associates from her dominions a state-

ment which was, however, not consistent with

truth ; for though they were ordered to depart from

Newcastle, it was at the same time significantly
hinted to them that "

England was a wide field,

and they would find as good accommodation else-

where, and nearer Scotland ;" and they accordingly
shifted their quarters to Alnwick, a few miles from

the Scottish border. Early in June, Mary wrote

letters to her principal nobility, requiring their

presence in the metropolis, as the time of her con-

finement was at hand. She then made her will,

which she caused to be thrice transcribed; one

copy was sent to France, a second committed to

the charge of her Privy Council, and the third she

kept herself,t The day preceding her delivery
she wrote with her own hand a letter to Elizabeth,

announcing the event, but leaving a blank " to be

filled," says Melvil,
" either with a son or a

daughter, as it might please God to grant unto

her."

On Wednesday, the 19th of June, the queen was

safely delivered of a son,
" whose Birth of

birth was happy for the whole James VI.

island, and unfortunate to her alone." The happy
tidings of the safety of the queen, and birth of the

heir to the throne, were announced by a discharge
of the castle guns, which were within a few yards
of the royal bed. About two o'clock the same

afternoon Darnley came to visit the queen, and

expressed a desire to see the child. " My lord,"

said Mary,
" God has given you and me a son,

whose paternity is of none but you." Darnley
blushed as he stooped and kissed the child. Maiy
then taking the infant in her arms, and uncovering
his face, said to her husband,

" My lord, here I

protest to God, and as I shall answer to them at

the great day ofjudgment, this is your son, and no

other man's son. He is indeed so much your son,

Randolph to Cecil, 2nd April, 1566; and Robert Mel-
vil to Cecil, 3rd April, 1566.

f Randolph to Cecil, June 7th.
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that I only fear it will be the worse for him here-
after." Then turning to Sir W. Standen, Darnley's
principal English servant, Mary added,

" Tbia is

the son whom I hope shall first unite the two

kingdoms of Scotland and England." "Why,
madam," answered Sir William,

"
shall he succeed

before your majesty and his father?" "Alas! 1*

replied Mary,
" his father has broken to me."

Hearing these words, Darnley, who still stood near,

said,
" Sweet madam, is this your promise that

you made to forget and forgive all ?
" "

I have

forgiven all," observed the queen,
" but will never

forget What if Faudonside's pistol had shot

what would have become of him and me both, and
what estate would you have been in ? God only
knows, but we may suspect."

" Madam," an-
;

swered Darnley,
" these things are all past."

"
Then," said the queen,

" let them go."
*

The intelligence of the birth of the heir to the

throne was received everywhere throughout Scot-

land with demonstrations of the greatest joy.
" As the birth of a prin;e," says Keith,

" was one

of the greatest of blessings that God could bestow

upon this poor, divided land, so was the same most

thankfully acknowledged by all ranks of people,

according as the welcome news thereof reached

their ears." In Edinburgh, all the nobility in

town, accompanied by a vast concourse of the

citizens, went in solemn procession nezt day to

the High Church, and offered up thanksgiving to

God for the safety of the queen, and the national

blessing which had been granted in the birth of an

heir to the crown. The General Assembly of the

Church at the same time met, and agreed to Bend

Spottiswood, the Superintendent of Lothian, the

father of Archbishop Spottiswood of St Andrew's,

to congratulate the queen upon her delivery, and

to request her to permit her son to be baptised and

brought up in the Protestant faith. Mary re-

ceived the superintendent very graciously,
but she

smiled and was silent when he expressed the

wishes of his brethren respecting the education of

the prince. She commanded the child to be

brought into the room, and shown to the venerable

*
History of Mary Queen of Scota, by Lord Herriea;

Chambers's Life of James YI., p W.
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APPENDIX.

ItJuubetH found necessary to add a number of additional Notes, but in aM cotes there is a reference to the page
J J

which the Note is intended to illustrate.

NOTE A, p. 83.

Letterfrom the Estates of Scotland to Sing Edward

respecting the marriage of the Princess Margaret

to Prince Edward.

" LTTERA Communitatis Scotiae, per quam consu-

lunt Regi Angliae quod matrimonium fiat inter i

Primogenitum suum et natam Regis Norwegiae,
Haeredem Scotiae ;

et etiam per quam petunt quod |

Rex Angliae, concedat eis Petitionem suam, quam i

petituri sunt per Nuncios suos, in Parliamento

ipsius Regis.
" A tres noble Prince Edward, par la grace de

Deu, Roy de Engletterre, Seygnur de Yrland, et

Duk de Aquitain.
"
Guillame, e Robert, par meme, et cele grace, de

Saint Andreu, de Glasgu Evesques.

Joban Comyn, et

June* Seneschal de Escose,

1 Gardeyns du Reaume

J de Escoce.

Maheu, Evesque de Dunkeldin.

Archebaud, Evesk de Moref.

Henry, Eveske de Abirdene.

Guillame, Eresque de Dunblain.

Marc, Evesque de Man.

Henry, Eresqne de Gallway.

Guillame, Evesque de Brechin.

Alayn, Evesque de Catenes.

Robert, Evesque de Boss, et

Laurence, Eresque de Ergaythil.

OOM'I'Efl.

MalU, de Stralhern.

Pttrie, de Dunbar.

Johan Comyn de Bochan.

Doreoald de Mar.

Gilbert de Humfiranril, de

Johan de Acele.

Gaulter, de Meneteth.

Robert de Bni de Carrik.

Guillame, de R/*.

Millfolm, de Lorenaui.

BAKOX8.

loberd de Bnu, Seygnur de
Val de Anaunt

Guillame de Moref.

Guillame de Soulya,
AlUaundre de Ergayl.
Aluanndre de Bayliol, de

Kaoen.

Ocftay de Moubray
Graham.

KktldeLugir.

Inkeram de Bailiol.

Richard Siward.

Herbert de Macswell.

David le Mariacal.

Ingeram de Gyneg.
Thomas Randolph.
Guillame Comyn, Seygnur de

Kirketolac.

Simon Eraser.

Renaud le Chen le Pere.

Renaud le Chen le Fitz.

Andreu de Moref.

Johannetde Soulea.

Nicol de la Haye.
Guillame de la Haye.
Roberd de Cambron.

Guillame de Seincler.

Patrick de Grame.
Johannes de Estrivelin.

Johannes de Kalentir.

Johan de Malevile.

Johan de Seneschal.

Johan de Gleneak.

Alisaundre de Bonkyll.

Bertram de Cardenes.

Donenald le fit Can.

Magnus de Fetherieh.

Roberd de Fleyming.
Guillame de Moref, de Drum-

sergard.

David de Betume.

Guillame de Duglas.

Alisaundre de Lyndeseye.

Alisaundre de Meneteth.

Alisaundre de Meners.

Juillame de Muhaut.

Thomas de Somervil.

Tohan de Inchmartin.

Tohan de Vaus.

Fohan de Moref.

Slallcolom de Ferendrauc.

Johan de Carniauth.

uillame de Sotherland.

Johan de Catenes.

De Kelquou.
De Meuros.

De Dunfermlin.

De Aberbrothok.

De la Seinte Croys.

De Cambuskinet.

De Kupre.
De Driburgh.

De Newbotil.

De Passelay.

De Jedeworth.

De Londora.

De Babnorinaute.

De Glenluce.

De Elwynun.
De Incheufran.

De Culros.

De Dundraynan.
De Darwongvil.
De Kinlos.

De Deer.

De Tecolunkile et

De Tungeland.
PBIOUBS.

De Seint Andreu.

De Coldingham et

De Leasmahagu.
De Pluscardin.

De Beaulou.

De Hurward.

De Wytherne.
De Restinolk.

De May.
De Cononby.
De Blantir.

" Du Realme de Escose saluz, et totes honors.
" Pur la vostre bone fame, et pur la droyture ke

TOUS fetes si communement a tut, et pur le bon

voysinage et le grant profit, que le Reaume de

Escoce a rescu de vous, et vouster Pere, et de vous

Auncestres, du tens cea en arere.
" Sumes nus mut leez et joyus de ascones noveles,

que mult de gentparlent, ke le Apostoyll deust aver

otree et fet dispensation, ke Mariage se puist fere

entre mun Hire Edward, vostre Fitz, et Dame
Margaret Reyne de Escoce, nostres tres chere

Dame, non ostant procheynete de Saunk ; et prium
vostre hautesse ke vous plese certefier nous de ceste

chose.
"
Kar, si la dispensacion graunte, vous seite

graute, nus des hore, ke le manage de eus face,

otreom e nostre acord, et nostre assent ydonom ;

et ke vousfacez a nuz les choses, que nos messages, que
nous enverrom a voustre Parlement, vous mustrnut
de par nus, que resonables serrunt,

" Et si ele seit a purcbacer, nus, pur les grant
biens e profit, que purrunt de cos avenir al'un e le

autre Reaume, mettrom volenters conseyl, ensem-

blemeut ovesque vous, coment ele seit purchace.
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"
E, pur ceste chose, e autres, ke tnchent 1'wtat

du Reaume de Escoce, sur queux nous aurora matter

de aver seurte de vous ; nous avauntdit Gardeyas,

Evesques, Countes, Abbez, Priurs, c Barons, en-

voioms a vous, a Londres, a voustre Parkment

de Pasch prochein avenir, de bone gent du Reanme

de Escoce, pur eus, et pur tote la Commune de

Escoce ,

"
Et, en tesmoignance de avauntdites chose*,

nous, Gardeyns du Reaume, Prelate, Countes, e

Barons avauntditz, en nom de nous, et de tote 1*

Commune, la Seel Conun, que nus usom en Escoce,

ou nun de nostre Dame avauntdyte, auvom fiet

mettre a ceste lettre,

"Done a Briggeham, le vendrede procheyn

apres la Feste Seint Gregorie, le an de nostre Seyg

nur. 1289."

NOTE B, p. 83.

Letter of the Estate of Scotland to Erie, King of

Norway, respecting his daughter, the Princett

Margaret.

" A tress noble prince, Sire Eyrik, par le grace

de Deu, Roy de Norway, Guillame Robert, pr
meme cele grace, de Seint Andreu c de Glasgu

Eveskes, Johan Comyn, & James Senencal c

coce, Gardains de Reaume de Escoce, e tote

commune de meyme eel Reaume, salut & t

honours.
" Comme nus feumes certayns ke vous .

sirous del' honur, & del' profist
de nostre D

vostre fille, et a'e tut le Reaume de Escoce, par a

cheson de lye ;
le Apostoylle ad grante, ft 1

pencacion, solom ceo ke communement est parle

diverses partys de Mound, ke le Fits & le 1

le Roy de Engleterre pusse nostre dame, v,

fille, en femme prendre,
nin ostaunt procheyne

de Saunk.

"Nous, par commun assent de tut le Rean

de Escoce, e pur le grant profits
de lun ft

1'autre Reaume, ke le mariage se face,

Beit, avums uniement accorde, e communem
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tnt of the calamitous engagement in which they

fell:

" The glance of the morn had sparkled bright

On their plumage green and their actons light ;

The bugle WM strung at each hunter's side,

As they hmd been bound to the chase to ride ;

But the bugle is mute, and the shafts are spent,

The inn unnerved, and the bow unbent,

And the tired forester is laid

Far, far from the clustering greenwood shade !

Sore hare they toiled they are fallen asleep,

And their dumber is heavy, and dull, and deep !

When over their bones the grass shall wave,

When the wild winds over their tombs shall rave,

Memory shall lean on their graves, and tell

How Selkirk's hunters bold around old Stewart fell !"

Jl'alLict, or tht Fight of Falkirk, by Miss Holford.

NOTE E (IL), p. 110.

Surrender of Stirling Castle.

"The form of the reddition of Stirling is a

singular instrument, and well deserving the perusal

of every one who wishes to read manners as well

as events in the history of past ages. John Bouhs

(1. Bushe), of the City of London, papal notary,

has recorded it :
' In the year of the incarnation of

our Lord, 1304, in the second year of indiction, on

the 24th July, and on the eve of the feast of St.

James the Apostle, in presence of me, notary-public

subscribing, and of the witnesses subscribing,

specially called and also required to witness the

premises in a certain valley, upon a certain road,

which leads to a certain gate of the castle of Stir-

ling, in the kingdom of Scotland and diocese of

St. Andrew's, at the command of our sovereign
lord the King aforesaid, appeared certain noble and
discreet persons, viz., the Lords Ralph de Mon-

thermer, of Gloucester, and Richard de Burgh, of

Ulster, earls,' &c. After a minute narrative of the

treaty of capitulation, he adds,
'

Quibus per ipsum
eoostabularium intellectis, viginti quinque personas
de ipso castro secumeduxit, quorum unus, ordinis

sancti Dominici pnedicatorum, et alius de domo de
Kclso fuere, quos usque ad tunicas denudatos,
tonifl projectis, dictis religiosis exceptis, quos una
com aliis sparsis crinibus, flexis genibus, et eorum

jooctis man ibus, et coram codem Rege etiam ele-

tatia, una secum suam, eidem Regi suo Domino
ligio confitcntea, culpam, offensam, injuriam, inobe-
dii-ntiam et reatum, tremuloset quasi cum lacrimis,

pneaentavit ; reddens se eidem Regi ac voluntati

irmioa, ac alioe presenter necnon omnes et singulos
in caitro morantes prsedicto, tanquam capitaneus
eorondem ; Lecnon et ipsi pnesentes se ipsos sicut
et alii cum gemitibus et saspiriis reddiderunt.'"

Fadera, roL ii. p. 951
; Ilailcs' Annals, vol. i.

pp. 341, 312.

The following are the names of the leaders in
this gallant defence of

Stirling :

Domini WUlielmw Olyfkrd. 1 .....

WUlelmtu de Dupplyn. )
lteg>

Ferjtiu de Ardrowan.
Bobinn de Ardrowan, frater ejus.
Willielmu* d BamMya.

Domini Hugo de Ramseya.
Eudulfus de Haleburton.

Thomas de Znellhulle.

Thomas Lellay.

Patricius de Polleworche.

Hugo Olyfard.

Walterus Olyfard.

Willielmus Gyffard.

Alanus de Vipont.

Andreas Wychard.
Godefridus le Botiller.

Johannes le Naper.
"Willielmus le Scherere.

Hugo le Botiller.

Joannes de Kulgas.

Willielmus de Anant.

Robertus de Ranfru.

Walterus Taylleu.

Simon Larmerer.

Frater Willielmus de Keith, ordiais Sancti Dominiei,
Praedicatorum.

Frater Petrus Edereston, de domo de Kelsou, ordinis Sancti

Benedicti. Syiner, Fcedera, p. 966.

The capitulation is dated July 24th, 1304.

NOTE F (in.), p. 110.

Capture of Wallace.

" A document recently discovered in the Chapter

House, at Westminster, throws some light on this

nefarious proceeding, and, by the high amount of

the rewards given to the traitors, shows Edward's

estimate of the prize which they had secured for

him. Forty marks, equal to thirty pounds, were

given to one person who had watched Wallace,

probably the individual through whose aid he had
been captured ; sixty marks (forty pounds) were

given to others who had been employed in the

same mission
; a like sum was divided among those

who had been present at his capture ;
and land to

the value of one hundred pounds was assigned to

Sir John Menteith. In estimating these sums with

reference to the value of produce in our own day,
we shall probably not overstate the amount thus

distributed, if we consider it equivalent to 1,100

|

of ready money. This is exclusive of Sir John
Menteith's share of the spoil, the amount of which
it is not easy to reckon, since it was expended in

land, at that time, of comparatively little value in

the market." Introductory Notice to the Wallace

Papers, p. 24.

This document corroborates the unvarying testi-

mony of Scottish history and tradition, that Sir

John Menteith was the person by whom Wallace
was betrayed into the hands of the English. Lord

Hailes, however, attempts to throw discredit on
the statement that Menteith was the friend of

Wallace, or "had ever any intercourse of friend-

ship or familiarity with him." But Bower ex-

pressly asserts that Menteith co-operated with

Wallace, Graham, and Scrymgeour, in the suppres-
sion of the Galwegian insurgents. John Major,
also, expressly affirms the treachery of Menteith

as acting in concert with Aymer de Vallence, Earl

of Pembroke; and says that Menteith was con-

sidered as the most intimate friend of Wallace.
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Bower, who was born only about eighty year*
after the death of the Scottish patriot, anerts that

Wallace,
"
suspecting no evil, was fraudulently and

treacherously seized, at Glasgow, by Lord John do
Menteith" (Scotichron, xii. p. 8); and he again'
refers to the treacherous conduct of M. n;< ith !>-

wards Wallace, when afterwards relating a similar

plot which he had laid for taking King llobort

Bruce prisoner, under pretence of delivering up to

him the Castle of Dunbarton (Book xxii. pp. Hi. 1 7 \

Arnold Blair designates Menteith a monstrous

traitor, and says,
" Accursed be the day of hi*

nativity, and may his name be struck out of the

book of life." (See notes to Dr. Jamieson's edition

of Blind Harry's Wallace.} It is generally said

;

:

:

;
.

'

'

pawn mam
cunque aondiai ltf

that Wallace was betrayed at a place called liar- illiu* faciendam ordiMMH *t

:-....
par

:,

Dullol.

trmc inimko*
.

r-,,

fidelitatM

rnm pivUfcwm pwbltc* rwvytoMt, |

per toUm tanm 8
tode term tllm, l

WilU-lmum I* Wakta,

immcmor, omnia quv

pnecogitata in ipna
ibi et confojdermto i

rexit, et ewtodw et

'.me omni qoa p
.-it-i ct fclonts* tue a

civitatw, et ctra !rm

per totam Scotia*,

tcrne, croaoare fccit t

i

iu-<iuititt et wditioM

biston, or Robroyston, a few miles from Glas-

gow ;
and the tradition of the country bean,

that the signal for rushing upon him and taking

him at unawares was given by one of his pre-

tended friends turning a bannock, or loaf, which

was placed upon the table with its bottom or

flat side uppermost. Hence, it waa reckoned ill-

breeding to turn a loaf in that manner if there was

a person named Menteith in company, since it

was virtually to remind him that his namesake had terfecit, ct pntra, it

betrayed the great Scottish patriot. When the vicccomitrtn

house in which Wallace was captured was taken

down, about thirty years ago, the late Mr. Train

purchased some butts of the oaken rafters, which

were in a remarkable state of preservation, and

caused to be made out of them an antique chuir.

curiously carved, which he presented to Sir Wulu-r

Scott, who attached a high value to the relic, and

ultimately placed it in his own sanctum sanctorum.

It is mentioned by Mr. Train " that reports of this

chair spread over the adjacent country with a fiery-

cross-like speed, and raised public curiosity to

such a height, that persons in their own carriages

came many miles to see it." The symbolic chair

was borne in triumph from Mr. Train's lot!

the bank of the Great Canal, there to be shipped

for Abbotsford, in the midst of the town

of Kirkintilloch playing
" Scots wha hae w

lace bled," and surrounded by thousands who m

the welkin resound with bursts of national ent

siasm, justifying
the couplet of Pope :-

All this may be, the people's
voice it odd ;

The Scots will fight for Wallace as for God.

NOTE G (IV.), p. HI-

Copy of the sentence pronounced upon Sir 71

Wallace, taken from a transcript of one of t

Cottonian MSS.^hich was subsequently

by the fire of 1731. (See Wallace Pa^

xxviii.)

"ISiliii
Willelmus Waleis Scotus et de Scotia o,

captn* pro seditione, homicidiis,

"VOL. I.

inrasit et iap(m*il. et

Ticecomitem d* Lanark*. H** ***
plcno comitatu [ J.

ipsiui domini rtfit

pncdicti donini Wffe i *"*
* *** <t *

oninibua pnrlatia, <p*Wk *

TOD parti wot &* . f

dominio regis Francis* M

';
-

'

mena,r*fiA ftt*to;
berland. Combrrland.

batur, et nne

Angli*

is: .--

ft
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et pnedicrum Willelmum de Waleis ad

suam misericorditer revocari fecisset, idem

Willelmua in sua prsenotata nequitia seditiose et

felonice concorditer et animose perseverans, paci

praedicti domini regis se submittere et ad earn

evenire contempsit, et sic in curia ipsins domini

regis ut seductor, pnedo et felo, secundum leges et

conroetudincs Anglise et Scotiae, publice fuit utla-

gatos. Et injustum et legibus Anglicanis disso-

num existat et creditor aliquem sic utlagatum et

extra leges positron nee postea ad pacem ipsius resti-

tutum, et defensionem status sui seu responsionem

admitti. Consideratum est quod praedictus Wil-

lelmus pro manifesta seditione quam ipsi domino

regi fecerat felonice machinando, in mortem ejus

perpetrando, annulationem et enervationem coronse

et regie dignitatis suse vexillum contra dominum
suum ligium in bello mortali deferendo, detrahatur

a palatio Westmonasterii usque Turrim London, et

a Turn usque Allegate, et sic per medium civitatis

tuque Elmes, et pro roberiis et homicidiis et feloniis,

qua* in regno Anglise et terra Scotiae fecit, ibidem

uspendatur et postea devaletur. Et quia utla-

gatus fuit, nee postea ad pacem domini regis

restitutus, decolletur et decapitetnr. Et postea

pro immeusa vilitate, quam Deo et sacrosancta?

eeclesiae fecit comburendo ecclesias, rasa et feretra,

in quibus corpus Christi et corpora sanctomm et

reliquiae eornndem collocabantur, cor, epar, et

pulmo et omnia interiora ipsius Willelmi, a quibus
tarn perrerne cogitationes processerunt, in ignem
mittantur et comburentur. Et etiam, quia nou
olum ipsi domino regi, sed toti plebi Angliae et

Scotiae pnedicta seditionem, depraedationes, in-

cendia, et homicidia et felonias fecerat, corpus
illius Willelmi in quatuor quarteria scindatur et

dividatur, et caput sic abscissum assedatur super
ponton London, in conspectu tarn per terram quam
per aquam transeuntium, et unum quarterium
wpendatur in gibetto apud Novum Castrum super
Tynam, alium quarterium apud Berewyk, tertium
quarterium apud Stryvelyn, et quartum quarterium
apud Villam Sancti Johannis, in metum et cas-

ani omnium pnetereuntium et ea conspi-
i

*

There exists, in the possession of H. P. Wallace,
Esq., of Priory Lodge, near Cheltenham, a paint-
Ing which has been considered by competent
idfes to be an original portrait of the Scottish
m>. The following description of this valuable

orial, and sketch of its history, are given in a
lettar addrewed by it* present possessor to the

wewtery of the Maitland Club :

* ' The portrait was procured in France by Mar-
frt, Countess of Southesk, and by her presented
to an ancestor of mine, Robert Wallace of Holm-
eton. then Sheriff of Ayrshire.'

The above is the inscription on a brass plate.
re is framed in the remains of the tree

r William Wallace's Oak, from the Tor-

Stirliiigshire, cut from the stump in 1779,
ad given to my father by Sir James Dunbar of

j

Mochrum. The picture is in perfect preservation,
and a fine representation of a Scotch warrior of the

period. In letters at the top of the picture

'GVL "WALLAS SCOTTS HOST IYML TEREOE.

Mr. Wallace of Kelly saw the picture in my house
some time ago, and knew of nothing to compete
with it in originality. It answers to the descrip-
tion of the patriot given by Blind Harry, who
alludes to a picture painted of him in France

; but
into whose hands such a picture fell, is stated to be
unknown."

NOTE H (V.), p. 114.

Murder of Comyn.

It has been justly said by Sir Walter Scott, that
" a homicide in such a place, and in such an age,

could hardly escape embellishment from the fertile

genius of the churchmen, whose interest was so

; closely connected with the inviolability of a divine

I sanctuary. Accordingly, Bowmaker informs us,

I

that the body of the slaughtered baron was watched

during the night by the Dominicans with the usual

rites of the church. But, at midnight, the whole

assistants fell into a dead sleep, with the excep-
' tion of one aged father, who heard, with terror

I

and surprise, a voice like that of a wailing infant

exclaim,
' How long, O Lord, shall vengeance bo

deferred !

'
It was answered, in an awful tone,

;
'Endure with patience until the anniversary of

this day shall return for the fifty-second time.'

j
In the year 1357, fifty-two years after Comyn's
death, James of Lindsay was hospitably feasted in

the Castle of Caerlaveroc, in Dumfries-shire, belong-

ing to Roger Kirkpatrick. They were the sons of

the murderers of the Regent. In the dead of

night, for some unknown cause, Lindsay arose, and

poniarded in his bed his unsuspecting host. He
then mounted his horse to fly ;

but guilt and fear

had so bewildered his senses, that, after riding all

night, he was taken at break of day not three

miles from the castle, and was afterwards executed

by order of King David II."

The story of the murder is thus told by the Prior

of Lochlevin :

" That ilk yere in our kynryk

Hoge was slayne of Kilpatrick

By Sir Jakkis the Lyndessay
In-til Karlaveroc

;
and away

For til have been with all his myoht
This Lyndessay pressit all a nycht,
Forth on a horse rycht fast rydand,

Nevyrtheless yet they him fand

Nocht three mile fra that ilk place ;

There tane and broucht agane he was
Til Karlaveroc, by thae men
That friendis were til Kirkpatrick then ;

Thare was he keepit rycht straitly.

His wyf * passyd til the King Davy,
And prayed him of his realte,

Of Lauche t that scho mycht servyd be.

* That is, Kirkpatrick's wife,

t Law.
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The King Davy then also fast,

Til Dumfres with his court he put,
Aa Lawchelwald. What was than mair >

This Lyndessay to deth he gart* do thare."

Wintowrit "
CronykiU," book viii. cap. 44.

This incident forms the subject of the following

interesting ballad, by the late Charles Kirkpatrick

Sharpe, Esq. :

"
Now, come to me, my little page,

Of wit sae wondrous sly ;

Ne'er under flower o' youthfu* age

Did mair destruction lie.

"
I'll dance and revel wi' the rest,

"Within this castle rare
;

Tet he shall rue the drearie feast,

Bot and his lady fair.

" For ye maun drug Kirkpatrick's win*

Wi' juice o' poppy flowers;

Nae mair he'll see the morning Rhine

Frae proud Caerlaveroc's towers.

" For he has twined my love and me,

The maid of mickle scorn

She'll welcome, wi' a tearfu' ee,

Her widowhood the morn.

" And saddle weel my milk-white steed,

Prepare my harness bright;

Gif I can make my rival bleed,

I'll ride away this night."

" Now, haste ye, master, to the ha' !

The guests are drinking there ;

Kirkpatrick's pride sail be but sma',

For a' his lady fair."

*

In came the merry minstrelsy ;

Shrill harps wi' tinkling string,

And bagpipes, lilting melody.

Made proud Caerlaveroc ring.

There gallant knights, and ladies bright,

Did move to measures fine,

Like frolic fairies, jimp and light,

Wha dance in pale moonshine.

The ladies glided through the ha',

Wi' footing swift and sure

Kirkpatrick's dame outdid them a",

When she stood on the floor.

And some had tyres of gold so rare,

And pendantsf eight or nine ;

And she, wi' but her gowden hair,

Did a' the rest outshine.

And some wi' costly diamonds sheen

Did warriors' hearts assail-

But she, wi' her twa sparkling een,

Pierced through the thickest mail.

Kirkpatrick led her by the hand,

With gay and courteous air ;

No stately castle in the land

Could show so bright a pair.

! he was young-and
clear the day

Of life to youth appears !

Alas ! how soon his setting ray

Was dimm'd wi' shoVring to

II. InW f ul~ to fcfe k* i

&U w4 h. te.

* Caused. Pendants-jewel* on
0* fohtd.

Hb*Mdfc*m4j***i
AW or tk (teinM* b (to rM,
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As fire-fought darted through the rain,

Whare a' was mirk before,

And glinted o'er the raging main,

That shook the sandy shore.

But mirk and mirker grew the night,

And heavier beat the rain ;

And quicker Lindsay urged his flight,

Some ha' or beild to gain.

Lang did he ride o'er hill and dale,

>or mire nor flood he fear'd :

I trow his courage 'gan to fail

When morning light appear'd.

For having hied the live-lang night,

Through hail and heavy showers,

He found himself, at peep o' light,

Hard by Caerlaveroc's towers.

The castle bell was ringing out,

The ha' was all asteer ;

And mony a ocriech and waefu' shout

Appall'd the murderer's ear.

Now they hae bound this traitor strang,

Wi' curses and wi' blows,

And high in air they did him hang,

To feed the carrion crows.**
" To sweet Lincluden's* haly cells

Fou dowie I'll repair ;

There Peace wi' gentle Patience dwells,

Na deadly feuds are there.

" In tears I'll wither ilka charm,

Like drops o' balefu' yew ;

And wail the beauty that cou'd harm

A knight sae brave and true.
"

Miiutrclty of the Scottish Border, vol. IT. p. 317.

NOTE I (VI.), p. 119.

Capture and execution of Sir Simon Frazer, and
other adherents of King Robert Bruce.

England I would not let thee go, -without com-

mandment of King Edward. And too' he was led

to the king, and the king would not see him, but

commanded to lead him away to his doom in

London, on Our Lady's even Nativity. And he

was hung and drawn, and his head smitten off, and

hanged again, with chains of iron, upon the gal-

lows ;
and his head was set at London-bridge upon

a spear, and against Christmas the body was

burnt, for encheson (reason) that the men that

keeped the body saw many devils ramping with

iron hooks, running upon the gallows, and horribly

tormenting the body. And many that them saw,

anon thereafter died for dread, or waxen mad, or

sore sickness they had." MS. Chronicle in the

British Museum quoted by Ritson.

The following stanzas of a rude ballad of the

times commemorate the fate of the gallant Sir

Simon, spoken of in the preceding singular narra-

tive, and give a minute account of the trial and

barbarous execution of state criminals of that age.

It was written immediately at the period, for it

mentions the Earl of Athol as not yet in custody.

" This was before St. Bartholomew's mass,

That Frizel was y-taken, were it more other less,

To Sir Thomas of Multon, gentil baron and free,

And to Sir Johan Jose be-take tho was he

To hand

He was y-fettered wele,

Both with iron and with steel,

To bringen of Scotland.

" Soon thereafter the tiding to the king come,

He sent him to London, with mony armed groom,

He came in at Newgate, I tell you it on a-plight,

A garland of leaves on his head y-dight

Of green,

For he should be y-know,
Both of high and of low,

For traitour I ween.

" The Friday next before the Assumption of our

Lady, King Edward met Robert the Bruce at Saint

Johnstoune, in Scotland, and with his company, of

which company King Edward quelde seven thou-

sand. When Robert the Bruce saw this mischief,
and gan to flee, and hov*d him that men might not
Had him ; but S. Simond Frisell (or Frazer) pur-
oed was o sore, so that he turned again and
abode bataille, for he was a worthy knight and a
bolde of bodye j and the Englishmen pursuede him
ore on every side, and quelde the steed that Sir
Simon Frisell rode upon, and then took him and
ld him to the host. And 8. Simond began for to

flatter and speke fair, and saide, Lordyes, I shall

give yon four thousand markes of silver, and myne
bon and harness, and all my annoure and income.
Tho' answered Thobaude of Pevenes, that was the

kinges archer, Now, God me so helpe, it is for

nought that thou speakest, for all the gold of

Lineloden Abbey U situated near Dumfries, on the

"rl^r* ri*er Cluden - It was founded and filled with

Uettnj nun*, in the time of Mulcolm IV., by Uthred,
BoUnd Lord of Galloway : these were expelled

7 AnhiUtd the Grim, Earl of Douglas.

" T-fettered were his legs under his horse's wombe,
Both with iron and with steel mancled were his hond,

A garland of pervynk* set upon his heved,t

Much was the power that him was bereved,

In land.

So God me amend,
Little he ween'd

So to be brought in hand.

" This was upon our lady's even, forsooth I understand,

The justices sate for the knights of Scotland,

Sir Thomas of Multon, an kinde knyght and wise,

And Sir Ralph of Sandwich, that mickle is told in price,

And Sir Johan Abel
;

Moe I might tell by tale,

Both of great and of small,

\' e know sooth well.

" Then said the justice, that gentil is and free,

Sir Simond Frizel, the king's trailer hast thou be,

In water and in land, that mony mighten see,

"What sayst thou thereto, how will thou quite thee,

Do say.

So foul he him wist,

Nede war on trust,

For to say nay.

Periwinkle. tHead.
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" With fetters and with gives y-hot he was to draw*From the Tower of London, that many men nuxht knowIn a kirtle of burel, a sclcouth wise,
And a garland on his head of the new guise,

Through Cheape ;

Many men of England,
For to see Symond,

Thitherward can leap.

"
Though he cam to the gallows first he was on hung

All quick beheaded that him thought long ;

Then he was y-opened, his bowels y-brend,'f
The heved to London-bridge was send

To shende.

So evermore mote I the,
Some while weened he

Thus little to stand.J

" He rideth through the city, as I tell may,
With gamen and with solace that was their play,
To London-bridge he took the way,
Mony was the wives child that thereon lacketh a day, }

And said alas !

That he was y-born,
And so vilely forlorn,

So fair man he was.

" Now standeth the heved above the tu-brigge,
Fast by Wallace, sooth for to segge ;

After succour of Scotland long may he pry,
And after help of France what halt it to h'e,

I ween ;

Better him were in Scotland,

With his axe in his hand,
To play on the green," Ac.

Appendix to Sir Walter Seotft " Lord oftkt Itlu'

pp. 305307.

NOTE J (VH.), p. 120.

We are told by Barbour, that when King
Robert Bruce was about to pass over from Arran

to the Scottish mainland, to make a final effort

to regain his lost kingdom, he was met by a High-
land prophetess, who not only predicted hi* good

fortune, but sent her two sons along with him to

ensure her own family a share in it.

" Then in time men micht them see

Schute all their galleys to the tea,

And bear to sea baith ayr and ster,

And other things that mystir j|
were ;

And as the king upon the sand

Was ganging up and doun, bidand 1

Till that his men ready were,

His ost ** cam richt till him there.

And when that she him halyst had,

And priwe spek till him she made ;

And said,
' Takis gud kep till my saw : tt

For or ye pass I sail you shaw,

Of your fortoun a great party.

But o'ur all speceally

A wyttring }J here I sail you ma,

What end that your purpose sail to.

THE PICTORIAL HISTORY OF SCOTUWD.

* He was condemned to be drawn. t D""**

J
Meaning, at one time he little thought to stand

,

edeT
"
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Diiown'd, deserted, and distress' d,

I bless thec, and thou shall be bless'd !

Blew'd in the hall and in the field,

Under the mantle as the shield.

Avenger of thy country's shame,

Bdtorer of her injured fame,

Blecs'd in thy sceptre and thy sword,

De Bruce, fair Scotland's rightful lord,

Blew'd in thy deeds and in thy fame,

What lengthen'd honours wait thy name !

In distant ages, sire to son

Shall tell thy tale of freedom won.

And teach his infants, in the use

Of earliest speech, to falter Bruce.

Go, then, triumphant ! sweep along

Thy course, the theme of many a song !

The Power, whose dictates swell my breast,

Hath bless"d thec, and thou shalt be bless'd !'"

Lord of the Isles, canto ii., st. 30, 31, 32.

NOTE K (Vm.), p. 120.

The signalfire near Turnberry Castle.

The following is the account given by Barbour

f the manner in which this fire was kindled :

"
They rowed fast, with, all their mycht,
Till that upon them fell the night,

That woux mirk upon great manner,
8* that they wist nocht where they were,
For they nae necdill had, nae stane

;

But rowed always in till ane,

Steering all tyme upon the fire,

That they saw brynnandf lycht and schyr.J
It waa but aventure} them led,

And they in short time sae them sped
That at the fire arrived they,
And went to land but|| mair delay.
And Cuthbert, that has seen the fire,

WM full of anger, and of ire :

For he durst nocht do it away ;

And wu also dowtand aye
That his lord suld pass to see,

Therefore their coming waitit he,
And met them at their arriving.
Ha wu wecl soon broucht to the king,
That peerit at him how he had done.
And he with lair heart tauld him soon,
How that he fand nane weel luffimd,U
But all were faes, that he fand :

And that the lord the Percy,
With near three hunder in cumpanyWai in the cattle there beside,
Fullfilled of dupite and pride,
But mair than twa pairte of his routW herbored in the toune without-
And dupitit you mair, Sir Zing,TUa men may dupyt ony thing.'

8 laid tho king, in full great ire,
Traitor, why made thou then the fire ?'

Ah, Bin,' uid he,
' sa GOD me see !

The fire wu nerermade for me
;

K", or the nicht, I wit it nocht :

it(ralwirtit,weellthocht,
That ye, and haly your rnenye,**
In hy ft iuld put you to the sea

;

'' rk t Burning.

K ,
" Withou

*

whole of your men.

t Clear.

f Loving,
tt Haste?

For this I come to meet you here,

To tell perils that may appear.'

The king was of his spek angry,
And askit his prywe men, in hy,
"What at them thocht was best to do.

Sir Edward first answered thereto,

His brother that was sae hardy,
And said,

' I say you sickerly

There sail nae peril, that may be,

Drive me eftsonys
* to the sea,

Mine aventure here take will I,

Whether it be esfull or angry.'
4
Brother,' he said,

' sen thou will sa,

It is gude that we samyn ta,

Dissese or ease, or pain or play

Eftyr as GOD will us purway.f
And sen men sayis that the Percy
Mine heritage will occupy ;

And his men sae near us 1 vis,

That us dispytis mony wyss ;

Ga we and wenge J some of the dispyte,

And that may we have done all so tite ;$

For they lye traistly,j| but dreading
Of us or of our here cummyng.
And tho we sleeping slew them all,

Kepruff thereof nae man sail.

For werrayour nae force suld ma,
Whether he micht ourcome his fa

Through strength, or through subtilty,

But that gude faith aye holdyn be.'
"

Barbour's " Bruce" book iv. 50.

The same incident is described by Sir Walter

Seott in the following spirited lines :

" In night the fairy prospects sink,

Where Cumray's isles with verdant link

Close the fair entrance of the Clyde ;

The woods of Bute, no more descried,

Are gone and on the placid sea

The rowers ply their task with glee,

While hands that knightly lances bore

Impatient aid the labouring oar.

The half-faced moon shone dim and pale,

And glanced against the whitened sail
;

But on that ruddy beacon-light

Each steersman kept the helm aright,

And oft, for such the king's command,
That all at once might reach the strand,

From boat to boat loud shout and hail

Warned them to crowd or slacken sail.

South and by west the armada bore,

And near at length the Carrick shore,

As less and less the distance grows,

High and more high the beacon rose ;

The light, that seem'd a twinkling star,

Now blazed portentous, fierce, and far.

Dark-red the sea beneath it flow*d,

Dark-red the heaven above it gloVd,
Bed rose the rocks on ocean's brim,

In blood-red light her islets swim ;

Wild scream the dazzled sea-fowl gave,

Dropp'd from their crags on plashing wave,

The deer to distant covert drew,
The blackcock deem'd it day, and crew ;

* Soon after.

J Avenge.
Confidently.

Prepare.

Quickly.
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Like some tall castle given to flame,
O'er half the land the lustre came.

"

With that the boats approach'd the land,
But Edward's grounded on the sand ;

The eager knight leaped in the sea

Waist-deep, and first on shore was he,

Though every barge's hardy band
Contended which should gain the land,
When that strange light, which, seen afar,
Seem'd steady as the polar star,

Now, like a prophet's fiery chair,
Seem'd travelling the realms of air,

Wide o'er the sky the splendour glows,
As that portentous meteor rote ;

Helm, axe, and falchion glitter'd bright,
And in the red and dusky light
His comrade's face each warrior saw,
Nor niarvell'd it was pale with awe.

Then high in air the beams were lost,

And darkness sunk upon the coast."

Lord of the Itks, canto v. st. 13, 14.

The late Mr. Joseph Train says, "The only
tradition now remembered of the landing of Robert
Bruce in Carrick, relates to the fire seen by him
from the Isle of Arran. It is still generally re-

puted, and religiously believed by mauy, that this ,

fire was really the work of supernatural power,
unassisted by the hand of any mortal being : and

it is said that, for several centuries, the Same TOM

yearly on the same hour of the same night of the

year on which the king first saw it from the

turrets of Brodick Castle, and some go so far as to

say, that if the exact time were known, it would

be still seen. That this superstitious notion is

very ancient, is evident from the place where the

fire is said to have appeared being called the

Bogles Brae beyond the remembrance of mail."

*' Now, ask you whence that wondrous light,

Whose fairy glow beguiled their sight ?

It ne'er was known yet grey-haired eld

A superstitious credence held,

That never did a mortal hand

Wake its broad glare on Carrick strand ;

Nay, and that on the self-same night

When Bruce cross'd o'er, still gleams the light.

Yearly it gleams o'er mount and moor,

And glittering wave and crimson'd shore

But whether beam celestial, lent

By heaven to aid the king's descent,

Or fire hell-kindled from beneath,

To lure him to defeat and death,

Or were it but some meteor strange,

Of such as oft through midnight range,

Startling the traveller late ami

I know not, and it ne'er was known."

Lord of the Itlet, canto T. it 17-

NOTE L (IX.), p. 133.

Position of the Scottish army at Banockb*n.

According to the account which Barbour gme
of the arrangements made by King Robert 1

the Scottish line must have extended b a n1
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reach the Forth or Stirling Castle. 5. The Gillies'

Hill, if this hypothesis
be adopted, would be situated

not 'in the rear, as allowed by all the historians,

but upon the left flank of Bruce's army. (See

Hailtt Annalt, vol. ii. p. 54; Appendix to Sir

Waller Scotft Lord of the Isles, Note V.
;
Barlow's

Bruce, Book viii. and ix.)

The following list of the slain at Bannockburn,

extracted from the continuation of Trivet's Annals,

will show the extent of the loss suffered by the

F.ngl'"h in this disastrous conflict :

LIST OF THE SLAIN.

IAKOX8 AND KNIGHTS BAN-
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in the year 1385. " Et ideo," says he, speaking of

the designs of the disinherited barons against Ran-

dolph,
" novam artem confixerunt, ct ut Italici

ferunt, bello tradimento verius vili effcccrunt, ut

quidam Anglicus religione corruptus dicto custodi

familiaris capellanus, sibi venenum in vino propi-

naret. Quod et factum est ut supra." Tytler,

Appendix to vol. ii., Letter B.

NOTE O, p. 188.

Battle of Halidon Hill

Extract from a MS. chronicle of England, down

to the time of Henry V., by Douglas, a monk of

Glastonbury. Harleian, 4690, fol. 79.

" Ande the Scottes come in this arraye in iiii

bateilles ageste the II kingges of Englond & Skot-

telond, as it is schewed herafter plenely by the

names of the Lordes, as ye mough se in this nexte

writingge.
"In the forewarde of Skottelonde, weren the*

Lordes whas names folowenne :

(16.000)

'InthellllwanUoflL.
were lime I>mir

Th ErU *f LtfMM.

ErU of Wi* (Fife) I

; -. , ... -

. .
.

The Earl Morefie (orMoray) .

James Friselle (or Frazer).f

Simonde Friselle.

Walter Stewarde.

Reginald de Cheyne.

Patrick Graham.

Jonne Grant.

James Cardeille

(probably Carlisle).
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down righte. And ther men might see the nowbel

Kinge Edwarde of Englonde and his folke, hough

mannefully they chaseden the Skottes, whereo

this romance was made :

41 There men mighte well se

Many a Skotte lightly flee ;

And the Engliache after priking,

With sharp swerdes them stiking.

And then ther baners weren founde

All displayde on the grounde,

And layne starkly on blode

As thei hadde fought on the flode.

But the Skottes ill mote thei

Thought the Englisch adrenit schulde be,

For bicause thei might not flee.

But if thei adrenite schulde be,

But thei kepte them manly on londe,

So that the Skottes might not stonde,

And felde them down to grounde

Many thousands in that stouude,

And the Englische men pursuyed them so

Tille the flode was alle a-goo.

And thus the Skottes discomfite were,
In litell tyme with grite feere,

For no notherwise did thei stryve,

But as XX schepe among wolves fyve,
For V of them then were

Agenste ane Englischeman there
;

So there itte was welle semyng
Thatte with multitude is no scomfiting.
But with God fulle of mighte
Wham he will helpe in trewe fighte.

So was this bi Goddes grace
Discomfiture of Skottes in that place,
That men cleped Halidoun Hille

;

For ther this bateill befelle,

AOe Berwicke beside the towne
This was do with mery goune,
With pipes, trompes, and nakers thereto,
And loude clarionnes thei blew also

;

And there the Skottes leyen dede
MX" beyonde Tweed,
And V" told thereto,
With VII XII & mo ;

And of Englischemen but sevenne,
Worshipped be God in hevenne !

And that were men on fote goyng
By fely of ther oune doyng.
On Sciute Margete-yg eve, as I yow telle,
Brfille the victory of Halidoune Hille.
In the yere of Gode Almighte,
A m. llle. & II &

thritty.
Atte this discomfiture

Th Englische knighes towke ther hurc
f the SkottM that weren dede,

Clothes and habergiounes for ther mede,And wattetrer thei might finde
On the Skottes thei Icfte not behinde,And the knaves by ther purchas
Hadde ther a mery solas,
For all* ther lyffe the better to be.
All. thus the bateille towke ending
But I cannot telle of the ymgoing
f lh. two lunge*, where thei become,d whether thri wenten cute or home
t Godde that is in heven king

us pes and gode ending !"

i* (0 ,-rf. //., Letter D, pp. 382-385 .

NOTE P, p. 198.

List of the persons of distinction in the Scottish

army killed or made prisoners at the Battle cf
Durham, llth October, 1346.

KILLED.
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David Moray.
William de Moray.
William More.

William Moubray.
Patrick de Polwarth.1
John de Preston.**

Alexander do Ramsay.
Henry de Ramsay
Ness de Ramsay.
William de Ramsey.ff
William de Salton.

John St. '

Alexander Steel.

Alexander Stewart.

John Stewart.JJ
John Stewart

John de Valleneg.

William de Vaux.
Robert Wallace.

William Douglas, the elder.*

Patrick de Dunbar.

Adam de Fullarton.

John Giffard.

Laurence Gilibrand.

David Graham.f
Alexander Haliburton.

John de Haliburton.

Walter de Haliburton. J
Patrick Heron.

William de Jardin.

Roger de Kirkpatrick.}
Thomas de Lippes.
William de Livingston.

Lorein.

Duncan M'Donnel.
Duncan M'Donnel.

de Makepath.
John de Maxwell.

||

Walter Moigne.

NOTE Q (XL), p. 234.

Death of the Earl of Douglas at Otterburn.

According to one version of the ballad on the

Battle of Otterburn, Douglas was assassinated by
his page, a story which Godscroft states was
not without some foundation in tradition. " There
are that say, that he (Douglas) was not slain by
the enemy, but by one of his own men, a groom of

his chamber, whom he had struck the day before

with a truncheon, in ordering of the battle, because

he saw him make somewhat slowly to. And they
name this man John Bickerton of Luffhess. who
left a part of his armour behind unfastened, and

when he was in the greatest conflict, this servant

of his came behind his back, and slew him thereat."
" But this narration," adds the historian,

"
is not

so probable."
"
Indeed," says Sir Walter Scott,

* Lord Hailes is of opinion that this is William Douglas,
the bastard brother of William Douglas of Liddesdale.

f Of Montrose ;
ancestor of the Duke of Montrose.

t Predecessor of the Lords Haliburton of Dirleton.

I Made prisoner by Ralph de Hastings. Hasting* died

of nis wounds. He bequeathed the body of Roger de Kirk-

patrick to bis joint legatees, Edmund Hastings of Kyn-

thorp, and John de Kirkeby.

||
Of Caerlaverock, ancestor of the Earl of Nithsdale.

J Ancestor of the Earl of Marchmont.
**

Supposed to have been the ancestor of Preston Lord

Dingwall.
ft Probably Sir William Ramsay of Colluthy. He ws

at the battle of Poictiers, in 1356, and was made pdsaaer

n 'Of Dalswinton, as the record bears. Aneestoc of UM
Earl of Galloway.

6 Wintoun assigns another cause forDouglaioaiaf a*

lessly armed :

" The Erie Jamys was sa besy,

For til ordane his company,
And on his fays for to pas,

That reckles he of his annyng was ;

The Erie of Mwrrawys bassenet,

Thai sayd, at thot tyme wa fe"l! t* ^
The circumstance of Douglas omitting to pa* *

hairnet occurs in the ballad of the BattU of

"He belted on his guid braid sword,

And to the field he ran ;

But he forgot the helmet good,
f>

That should have kept his brain.

Fife et da

Archibald**,

widutfiliw
DostnB qua doit to

filium

Doccm KotaaMje, ac

H,eapi fcecnu

i pjtt IB H \

Md.
fcC.Vri.ftM

4 a%

apud KaucUnd ia cwtodtt drthnl. a* a*
luce, dirina proruiartia. M. a*

Tento, pro pablira, at

taatM, in

duximu*

Habita dat

r, .:-.;, 1, '.i'.-

^

at quani wttm rp. * MT

qoan T| aliqwa, to Wt fcrt
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annullamua, removenras, et adnullatos volumus

hmberi, in perpetuum. Quare omnibus et singulis

snbditis nostris, cnjuscunque status aut conditionis

erstiterint, districte pnecipimus et mandamus,

qvatenns sape dictis Roberto et Archibaldo,

eonnnque in hoc facto participibus, consentientibus,

en adbjarwitibus, ut prsemittitur, verbo non detra-

hent, neque facto, nee contra eosdem murmurent

qualitercunque, unde possit eorum bona fama laedi,

Tel aliquod prajudicium generari, sub omni poena

qxuc exinde competere poterit, quomodolibet ipso

jure. Datum, sub testimonio magni sigilli nostri,

in monasterio Sanctse Crucis de Edinburgh, vice-

imo die mensis Maii prsedicti, anno Domini mille-

imn quadringentesimo secundo, et regni nostri

anno tertio dccimo."

"From this instrument, the following circum-

stances may be collected :

"
1. The death ofDavid, Prince of Scotland, occa-

sioned a parliamentary inquiry.
44
2. His ancle, Robert, Duke of Albany, and his

hpothcr-in-law, Archibald, Earl of Douglas, were,

at least, suspected of having confined him and put
him to death.

"
3. The result of the inquiry was, that the Duke

of Albany and the Earl of Douglas avowed that

they had confined him, and justified their conduct

from motives of public utility.

"4. The king did not hold it as expedient or

necessary to publish their motives to the world.

j. It appeared that the Prince of Scotland ' de-

parted this life, through Divine Providence, and
not otherwise.' The reader will determine as to

the import of this phrase. If by it a natural death
was intended, the circumlocution seems strange
and affected.

"
6. The Duke ofAlbany and the Earl of Douglas

obtained a remission in terms as ample as if they
had actually murdered the heir-apparent" Hailed
AtataU, vol. iii. p. 57.

NOTE S, p. 253.

The Battle of Harlau>.

Tne Dunidier as I came through,
Doun by the hill of Bannochie,

AUnprt the land* of Garioch,
Grit pitie was to heir and tee

Tb OO!M and duletome harmonic,
(That erir that dulefu' day did daw !)

Crjraod the eoranach on hie,

HM, alas for the Harlaw!

I raarrelit what the matter meint ;

All folks were in a ferie fairrie
;

I wut not wha was fae or friend
;

Yet quietly I did me carrie.

But, tin the days of auld King Harm,
Bfe alaochter wu not heard nor seen

;

Aad there I had not time to tarrie,
For business in Ahirdene.

That as I walkit on the way,
To Inrrrury M I went,

I met a man and bade him stay,

Kcqutiitug him to mak me 'quaint

Of the beginning and the event,

That happenit there at the Harlaw :

Then he entreitit me tak tent,

And he the truth sould to me shaw.

" Grit Donald of the Isles did claim

Unto the lands of Ross some richt,

And to the governor he came

Them for to have, gif that he micht ;

Wha saw his interest was but slicht,

And therefore answerit with disdain.

He haisit hame baith day and nicht.

And sent nae bodward * back again.

" But Donald, richt impatient
Of that answer Duke Robert gave,

He vowed to God omnipotent
All the hale lands of Ross to have,
Or else be graithitf in his grave.

He wald nocht quat his richt for nocht,
Nor be abaisit like a slave.

That bargain sould be deirly boucht.

11 Then hastilie he did command
That all his weir-men J sould convene,

Ilk ane weil-harnessit frae hand, J

To meit and heir what he did mem.
He warit wroth and vowit tein,||

Sweirand he wald surprise the North,
Subdue the bruch of Abirdene,

Mearns, Angus, and all Fife to Forth.

"
Thus, with the weir-men of the Isles,

Wha war aye at his biddin boun' ;

With monie mae, with fors and wyles,
Richt far and neir, baith up and douu,

Through mount and muir, frae toun to toun,

Alangs the lands of Ross, he roars ;

And all obeyed at his bandoun, If

Evin frae the north to suthren shores.

" Then all the countrie-men did yield,

For nae resistance durst they mak,
Nor offer battle in the field,

Be fors of arms to beir him back.

But they resolvit all, and spak,
That best it was for their behuve,

They sould him for their chieftain tak.

Believing weel he did them luve.

" Then he a proclamation made,
All men to meit at Inverness

Through Murray land to make a raid,
**

Frae Arthursyre unto Speyness.

And, furthermair, he sent expresse,
To shaw his colours and ensenyie,

To all and sundrie, mair or less,

Throughout the bounds of Boyne and Enyie.

" And then through fair Strabogie land

His purpose was for to pursue,

And whasoevir durst gainstand,

That race they should full sairly rue.

Then he bade all his men be true,

And him defend by fors and slicht,

And promist them rewards enew,
To mak them men of mickle micht.

-
Message, reply.

1 Men of war.

Revenge.I
** Inroad.

f Dressed.

$ Immediately.
IF Commandi
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Without

resistans, aa he aid,

Through all these bounds he rtoutlr DM*
Where some war wae, and tome war rlid^
But Garioch was all aghast !

Through all these field. he .ped him t*L
For sic a sicht was nevir scne

;

And then, forsooth, he laugcd at hut
To see the bruch of Abirdene.

" To hinder this proud enterpryw,
The stout and michtie Earl of Mmr

With all his men in arms, did rye,

'

Even frae Crugarf to Craigievar,'
And doun the syde of Don richt far.

Angus and Mearns did a' convene,
To fecht, orr Donald cam sae nar

The royal bruch of Abirdene.
" And thus the martial Earl of Mar

Marcht with his men in richt array ;

Befoir the enemy was nar,
His banner bauldly did display.
For weel eneu<;h they kenned the way,

And all their semblance weil they taw,
Without all danger or delay,

Come hastilie to the Harlaw.
" With him the braif Lord Ogilvie,

Of Angus sherif-principal,
The constable of gude Dundie,
The vanguard led befoir them all.

Suppose in number they war small,

They first richt bauldlie did pursue,
And made their foes before them fall,

Wha then that race did sairly rue.

" And then the worthy Lord Saltone,
The strong, undoubted Laird of Drum,

The stalwart Laird of Lauristone,
With ilk their forces all and some

;

Panmure, with all his men, did come ;

The provost of braif Abirdene,
With trumpettis and with tuik of drum.

Came shortlie in their armour sheen.

" These with the Earl of Mar came on,
In the reinvard richt orderlie,

Their enemies to set upon,
In awful manner, hardlie

;

Together vowit to live and die,

Since they had marchit monie rnyle*,

For to suppress the tyrannic
Of doubted Donald of the Isles.

" But he in number ten to ane

Richt subtilie alang did ryde,

With Malcolmtosh and fell Maclean,

With all their power at their syde.

Presumand on their strength and pryde,

Without all feir or ony awe,

Eicht bauldlie battle did abyde,

Hard by the toun of fair llarlaw.

" The armies met, the trumpet sound*,

The dandering* drums aloud did tuik,

Baith armyes bydand on the bounds,

Till ane of them the field Bould bruik.t

Nae help was therefoir ;
nane would jouk ;J

Ferce was the fecht on ilka syde,

And on the ground lay mony a bouk t

Of tham that there did battle byde.

A word formed from the sound
; rattling.

f Possess. 1 To escape by luddanly rtMfiaf.

{Body.

IbMlMfclMirftlVHllijrtMt
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' Sir James Scrimgeour of Dudhope, knicht,

Grit Constable of fair Dundie,

Unto the dulefu' death was dicht ;

The king^ chief bannerman was he
;

A valiant man of chivalrie,

Whase predecessors
wan that place

At Spey, with gude King William frie,

'Gainst Murray and Macduncan's race.

" Gude Sir Alexander Irving,

The much renownit Laird of Drum,

Nane in his days was bettir sene,

When they war semblit all and some ;

To praise him we sould nocht be dunibe,

For valour, witte, and worthines ;

To end his dayis he there did come,

Whaise ransom is reineidyles.

" And there the Knicht of Lauriston

Was slain into his armour sheen
;

And gude Sir Robert Davidson,

Wha Prorost was of Abirdene ;

The Knicht of Panmure, as was sene,

A mortal man,* in armour bricht
;

Sir Thomas Murray, stout and kene,

Left to the world their last gude-nicht.

44 There was not, sin' King Kenneth's dayis,

Sic strange intestine cruel stryfe

In Scotlande sene, as ik man sayis,

Where monie lyklie -f lost their lyfe ;

Whilk made divorce twene man and wyfe,
And monie children fatherles,

Whilk in this realm has bene full ryfe ;

Lord help these lands ! our wrangs redress !

" In July, on St. James his euin,
That four-and-twenty dismal day,

Twelve hundred, twelve score, and eleven,
Of yeirs sin' Christ, the suthe to say;
Men will remember, as they may,

When thus the veritie they knaw ;

And monie a ane will mourne for ay,
The brim *

battle of the Harlaw."

14 The exact age of the above historical song or

poem has not been ascertained, and has given rise
to tome discussion. Lord Hailes suspected, that
it wiU be found to be as recent as the days of
Queen Mary or James VI.' Mr. Sibbald concurs

i this opinion ; but, on the other hand, Mr. Ritson,
I'inkerton, and Mr. Fiulay, maintain that,'
i its manner, it might have been written soon
be erent.' That this poem is of considerable

Uiquity cannot be doubted, the '

battleof HayrlaV
ng named amongst the popular songs of the

by the author of the Complaynt of Scotland,
; and it may be considered as the original of

:r a numerous class of our historical ballads

'

co|iy of an earlier date than that in Ramsay's"Vrn, 1,24, u known; but it certainly had
long before his time. An edition,

|

the year 1668, was in the curious

In the
maniacript geographical description of

d. collected by Macfarlane, and preserved

f Handwme men. Fierce>

in the Advocates' Library, vol. i. p. 7, there is the

following minute description of the site of this

battle :
"
Through this parish (the chapel of Ga-

rioch, called formerly Capella Beate Mariae Virginie

de Garryoch, Chart. Aberdon, p. 31) runs the king's

highway from Aberdeen to Inverness, and from

Aberdeen to the high country. A large mile to

the east of the church lies the field of an ancient

battle, called the Battle of Harlaw, from a country
town of that name hard by. This town and the

field of battle, which lies along the king's highway

upon a moor extending a short mile from SE. NW.,
stands on the north-east side of the water of Urie,

and a small distance therefrom. To the west of

the field of battle, about half a mile, is a farmer's

house, called Legget's Den, hard by in which is a

tomb, built in the form of a malt-steep, of four large

stones, covered with a broad stone above, where,

as the country-people generally report, Donald of

the Isles lies buried, being slain in the battle, and

therefore they call it commonly Donald's tomb."

So far the MS. It is certain, however, that the

Lord of the Isles was not slain. This may probably
be the tomb of the chief of Maclean, or of Macin-

tosh, both of whom fell in the battle. In the

genealogical collections of the same industrious

antiquary (MS. Advocates' Library, Jac. V. 4, 16,

vol. i. p. 180), we find a manuscript account of the

family of Maclean, which informs us that Lauchlan

Lubanich had by McDonald's daughter a son,

called Eachin Rusidh ni Cath, or Hector Rufus

Bellicosus. He commanded as lieutenant-general
under the Earl of Ross at the Battle of Harlaw,
in 1411, where he and Irving of Drum, seeking out

one another by their armorial bearings on their

shields, met and killed each other. He was mar-

ried to a daughter of the Earl of Douglas.
" Sir Walter Ogilvy, on the 28th of January,

1426, founded a chaplainry in the parish church of

St. Mary of Uchternouse, in which perpetual prayers
were to be offered up for the salvation of King
James and his Queen Johanna

; and for the souls

of all who died in the Battle of Harlaw." Diplom.
Regior. Indices, vol. i. p. 97 ; Tytler, Appendix to

vol. iii., letter B, p. 156.

NOTE T (XIII.), p. 257.

Annual Revenues of the Hostagesfor James I.

The following list of the names of the hostages
of James I. is not a little curious, as there is added
to the name of each baron a statement of his yearly
income, presenting us with an interesting picture
of the comparative wealth of the members of the

Scottish aristocracy in 1423 :

David, eldest son and heir of the Earl of Atholl, returned

at twelve hundred marks.

Thomas, Earl of Moray, at 1000 marks.

Alexander, Earl of Crawford, at 1000 marks.

Duncan, Lord of Argyle, at 1500 marks.

William, eldest son and heir of Lord Dalkeith, at 1600

marks.
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Robert, Marechal of Scotland, at 800 mark.
Robert, Lord of Erskin, at 1000 mark.
Walter, Lord of Direlton, at 800 mark.
Thomas Boyd, of

Kilmarnock, at 600 mark.
Lord Patrick Dunbar, Lord of Cumnok, at 600 mark.
Alexander, Lord de Gordon, at 400 mark..

The following were to take the place of any of
the hostages who might obtain leave of abaenoe:-
Lord William of Abernethy, at 500 mark..
Jaines Dunbar, Lord of Frendrath, at 600 mark.
Andrew Gray de Foulis, at 600 marks.
Lord Eobert Levinston, at 400 mark..
John Lindsay, at 500 marks.
Lord Eobert de Lisle, at 300 mark..

James, Lord of Calder, at 400 marks.

James, Lord of Cadyo, at 500 marks.
Lord William de Euthven, at 400 mark..
William Oliphant, Lord of Abirdalgy.
George, eldest son and heir of Hugh Campbell, at 300 mark.
Robert, eldest son and heir of Lord Eobert de MautalenL

at 400 marks.

David Meinzes, at 200 marks.
David Oglivy, at 200 marks.

Patrick, eldest son and heir of Lord John Lyon, at 300 mark..

Rymer, vol. x. p. 307.

4 Thir faimid aitkia * b la

NOTE U, p. 258.

Coronation Oath, and Oaths of Fidelity and

Homage.

FORMA JURAMENTI REGIS SUIS TRIBUS 8TATIBU8.&C.
" I sail be lele and trew to God and Haly Kirk,

and to the Thre Estatis of my realm. And ilk

estate kepe, defende, and governe, in thair awn
fredome and privilege, at my gudly power, eftir

the lawis and custumis of the realm. The law,
custume, and statutis of the realm, ncyther to

eik, nor to mynis (add to nor diminish), 'without
the consent of the Thre Estatis. And nathing to

wirk, na use, tuiching the commoun proffitof the

realm, but (without) consent of the Thre Kstatu.
The law and statuts, maid be my forbearis (ances-

tors), keip and use in all puncts, at all my power,
till all my leigis in all things, sa that thai n-punj
nocht agane the faith. Sa help me God, and thi

halydome, &c.

FORMA FIDELITATI8 PRELATORfM.
" I sail be lele and trew to you, my Liege Lord,

Schir James King of Scottis. And sail nocht heir

your scaith, nor se it, but I sail hit (hinder) it, at

all my power, and warn you thereof. Your coaatU

heil that ye schaw me : The best conaale I can to

gif to yow, quhen ye charge me in terbo Dei. Aad
als help me God, and haly ewangelis, &0.

JI7RAMENTUM BAROXUM, ET IPSOBUM HOMAGII

JURAMKNTt'M.

" I B. becumis your man as my King, in land. lif.

licht, and lym, and warldlis honour, fewtie, and
'

la wtie, aganis all that leifand dee may j youreoaaale ;

celand that ye schaw to me. The beat

7-
mtUaaddatar.

~~' *"

gud*. land., aad r . ___
the Kingi eacbet, !. than ba W^aT.
wd day, aad ndarf. ta, k*. aad taaf JZ

AlUr tUa fcUow tW ** / iW
" ^ Mlitj to
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than to hear the English dispraised. The country

u divided into two parts, the cultivated lowlands,

and the region where agriculture is not used. The

wild Scots have a different language, and some-

times eat the bark of trees. There are no wolves.

Crow are new inhabitants, and therefore the tree

iu which they build becomes royal property.' At

tne winter solstice, when the author was there, the

dar did not exceed four hours. In another place,

> observes,
' That the fabulous tale of the bar-

nacles, the invention of dreaming monks, had

passed from Scotland to the Orkneys: and that

coals were given to the poor at the church doors,

by way of alms, the country being denuded of

wood.'"

The author adds a naif account of his adven-

turcs in the north of England on his return. He
went disguised as a merchant, and on passing the

Tweed, could get neither wine nor bread. An
alarm was spread in the night that the Scottisli

borderers were approaching, and the men fled,

but the women refused :
" nihil enim his mali

fkcturos hostes credunt, qui stuprum inter mala
non ducuat." Pinkerton, vol. i. p. 150.

NOTE W (XIV.), p. 294.

Romance of Ferambrace, or Fierdbras.

The romance, which the venerable biographer
of Brace represents that "gude King" as reading
or reciting to his followers on the shores of Loch
Lomond, is evidently the French romance of Ft'er-
abrat. The late Dr. Farmer had in his possession
a copy of this romance in MS., from which Mr.
EOfa has given some extracts in his Specimens of
Eartv English Metrical Romances, vol. ii. p. 356.
The English work is

professedly translated from
ench

; but the copy used by Bruce must have
been different, and an earlier translation than that
loted by Mr. Ellis in his abstract of the story
Fhe original," Mr. Ellis

says, "may possiblv he
which there " a

Per-a-bra,,* say the authors of the Diet, de
**, "ou Bras-de/er, est un surnom pris par

lqu grands seigneurs qui avoient signale lenr
de leur bras

Robert, Guiscard, porta le surnomde
Fer^ra,

i cause de sa valeur." -X 'es to

NOTE X
(XV.), P. 322.

Execution of the Douglases.

bris, anno Domini Im mic XL." The date in the

Extracta ex Veteribus Chronicis Scotia agrees with

;
this ; but it appears, from the following curious

instrument, that Malcolm Fleming was executed,

not at the same time as the Douglases, but on the

fourth day thereafter : In Dei nomine, Amen.
Per hoc presens publicum instrumeutum cunctis

pateat evidenter quod anno ab incarnacione Do-

mini, secundum computacionem Regni Scocie

M"00 CCCCmo XLmo mensis Januarii die vii. In-

dictione quarta Pontificatus Sanctissime in Xpo
patris et Domini nostvi, Domini Eugenii divina

providentia Popae Quarti, Anno Xmo
. In mei

Notarii publici et testium subscriptorum pre-
sencia personaliter constitut Xobiles viri AValterus

de Buchqwhanane et Thomas de Murhede scutiferi,

ac procuratores nobilis viri Roberti Flemyng scu-

tiferi, filii et heredis Malcolmi Flemyng quondam
Domini de Bigar, habentes ad infrascripta potes-
taten et sufficiens mandatum, ut meipso notario

constabat per legitima documenta, accedentes ad
Crucem fori Burgi de Lithgw, coram Willmo de

Howstoun deputato Vicecomitis ejusdem, procura-
torio nomine dicti Roberti, falsaverunt quoddam ju-
dicium datum sen prelatum super Malcolmum Fle-

myng, patrem dicti Roberti, super montem Castri

de Edynburch, Secundum moduni et formam, et

propter raciotiem inferius scriptum, quaruin teuor

sequitur in wulgar.
"We, Walter of Buchquanane and Thomas of

Murhede, speciale procurators and actournais, con-

junctly and severally, to Robert Flemying, son and

ayr to Malcolm Flemying, sumtyme Lord of Bigar,

sayis to thee, John of Blayr Dempstar, that the

doyme gyfliu out of thy mouth on Malcolm Flemy-
ing, in a said Courte haldyu befor our soverane lord

y
e
king, on the Castle-hill of Edynburch, on Mon-

onday, the acht and twenty day of the moneth of

November, the yere of our Lord Mmo CCCCmo
and fourty yeris. Sayande,

' that he had forfat

land, lyff, and gude as chete to the king, and that

you gave for doyme;' that doyme forsaid giffyn
out of thy mouth is evyl, fals, and rotten in itself

;

and here we, the forsaid Walter and Thomas, pro-
curators to the said Robert for hym, and in his

name, fals it, adnull it, and again cancel it in thy
hand, William of Howston, deput to the sherray
of Lithgow, and tharto a borch in thy hand

; and
for this cause the courte was unlachfull, the doyme
unlachfull, unorderly gyffn, and agane our btatut

;

for had he been a common thef takyn redhand

haldyn twa sonys, he sulde haff had his law dayis
he askande them, as he did before our soverane lord
the king ; and be this resoune the doyme is evyll
giffyu and \veill again said, and her we, the foresaid

Walter and Thomas, procurators to the foresaid

Robert, protests for ma resounys to be giffyn up be
the said Robert, or be his procurators qwhar he
acht, in lawfull tyme.

" Dictum judicium sic ut premittitur falsatum et

adnullatum dicti procuratoris, nomine dicti Roberti,
iuvenerunt plegium ad prosequendum dictas adnul-
laciones et falsaciones predict! judicii, in uianu
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Roberti Nicholson, serjandi domini noarri rejrU,
qui dictum plegium recepit. Postmo.'

procuratores ofterebant falsacionem nclnullii

dicte judicii sub sigillo prsefati I myng
dicto Willelmo de Howstoun deputato dicti ric-
comitis, qui recipere recusavit, dicendo quod re-

cepeio ejusdem pertinebat ad justiciarimu et non
ad vicecomitum, et tune ipsi procuratores contintio

publice protestati sunt, quod dicta rccusaoio nullum

prejudicium dicto Roberto Flemyng genernrrt in

futurum. Super quibus omnibus et singulU pnp-
fati Walterus et Thomas procuratorio nomine ut

supra a me notario publico infrascript M'

pecierunt publicum instrumentum, seu publica in-

strumenta.
" Acta fuerunt haec apud crucem ville de Lithgw,

hora qui decima ante meridiem anno, die, mcnse,

Indiccione et Pontificatu quibus supra, presentibus
ibidem providis viris, Willelmo de Houston, depu-
tato ut supra, Domino Willmollane, Domino Jo-

hanne person presbyteris, Jacobo Fowlys, publico
notario cum multis aliis testibus, ad premima
vocatis specialiter et rogats."

This instrument, which exhibits in a striking

light the formal solemnity of feudal manners, is

printed from a copy communicated to Mr.

by Thomas Thomson, Esq., Depute-clerk Register, |

and taken from the original, in the archives of the

earldom of Wigtown, preserved in the charter-chest

at Cumbernauld. Tytler, Appendix to vol. iv.

NOTE Y, p. 365.

Rise of the Power of the Soydt.

The remarkable indenture referred to in the text

is preserved among the archives of the earldom of

Wigtown, in the charter-chest of the Flemings of

Cumbernauld :

" Yis indentour, mad at Striue'yn, the tend day

of Februar, the zer of God a thousand four hun-

dreth sixty and fyf zeris, betwyx honourable ai

worschipful lordis, yat is to say, Robert, Lord Flc

myng on ye ta pairt, and Gilbert, Lord Kennedy

and Sir Alexander Boid of Duchol, knight, on the

todir pairt, yat yai ar fullelie accordit and appoint

in maner and form as eftir follouis : Yat U to My,

yat ye said lordis ar bundyn and oblist yaim selfi

yair kyn, friendis, and men, to stand in a

kendnes, supple, and defencs, ilk an til odir, in

yair caussis and querreil leifull and honest, m

and to be movit, for all ye dais of yair hffis, in

trery and aganis al maner of per*01
"

dee may, yair allegiance til our soucran k

nerly outan, excepand to the Lord Uemyng. b,

bandis mad of befoir, to ye Lord Levynston, an

yhe Lord Hamilton, and, in lyk maner i-

to the saidis Lordis Kennedy and bir Ale"

yair bandis mad of befoir, til a reverend

Crist, Master Patrik the Graham Bishop ol

tander, ye Erie of Crawford, ye Lord !

the Lord Maxvel, the Lord Boid the Lord U

ston, the Lord Hamilton, and the Lord

Item, yat the said Lord Flemyng sol be of .p*
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Item, to James Homel, to buy graith for the

King's vellum doublet . .

Item, to Andrew Balfour, an half elne of graith

to lyne the King's short gowne

Fra the same, twa elne of quhite, to lyne twa

pair of hots to the King, price elne twantie

pennies, (um .......
Item, Fra the samyn, an elne of black, to eke

forth (to widen) the lyning of the King's gown

Item, Coft (bought) fra Will, of Carkettel, be

Aadrou Balfoure, and deliverit to Rob. Sheves,

for three sarks (shirts) to the King, 3d Sep.

tembris, 10 elne and ane half of small (fine)

holland cloth, price elne 13s. 4rf. sum .

Item, Fra babell Williamsone, 3d Septembris,

and delirerit to Rob. Sheves, 13 elne of small

holland cloth, for three sarks, and a curch

(cap), price elne 12*. sum ....
Item, Fra Thomas Brown, 4th Septembris, thre

quarters of blew, for harnessing to the King's

ndellis, price 12*. .....
Item, Fra the samyn, an elne of quhite, for the

ntnyn twantie penies .....
Item, Fra Tom. Crown, for the samyne harness*

ing,
an elne and a half of rede, price . .

Item, Fra David Quiltitch's wife, 3 unce of silk,

for the samyne, price of the unce, 5*.

Item, Giren to James Saddilar, for a saddil to

the King's trompLs, coft be Androu Balfoure,
fra the aide James, price 45*.

Item, Given to a skynner, 7th Septembris, for a

lyning of lam-skinnies, coft be Androu Bal-

foure, to lyne a gowne of chamlot to the King,
price *4*........

Item, Fra Thorn. Malcolme, an elne and ane half of

quhite, for futo sokks to the King, price elne 2s.

lira, Fra David Quiteheid, be Androu Balfoure,
6 elne of braide clath, to turse the King's dou-
blatte and his hose, price of the elne 18rf.

Item, Given to Archibald of Edmonstoune, 12th

Septembru, to buy a pair ofgpurrs to the King, 4*.

Item, To a child of the chalmer, 4 elne of braid
elath for twa sarks, price elne 3*. ...

'*"* By the King's command, 5 quarters of

boktty, for a doublatt to littill Bell, 10s.

Item, POT braid clath to the samyne, 18d.

UM, For a quarter of blak, to make a jakat to

Ml, fe....... '

Item, For quarter of satyne, to bind Bell's

doubUtt, 6. ...
Itom, B Androu Balfoure, 20 Ocfcibria, fra David
Ooldwith, 8 elne of small ribbons, for the.......

Itm, Be UM said Androu, 24 Octobris, fra Will
Uriwtill, 10 elne of canves, to mak Nikkyad Bell a bed to lie on in the King's chalmer

price of the elne 16*. sum
lUm, Fra Thome of Stanly, be the sati Androu'-. lne and ane half of blak, for 2 pair of
kon to the King, price 38*.

,*loolme
. 2 **< of quhite, to

's boss, price elne ltd.

uhit*heid ' 3 Decembris, 2 elne

, v , ,.
of Tare, and deliverit to Archi-

s. d.

10

12

034
060

700

7 16

12

018
090

15

250

1 14

030

076
040

12

10

1 C

080

060

020

13 4

2 17

030
5 10

5 12 6

s. d.

Item, Fra Thome Cant, 24 bestes of grece, to lyne

a tippat to the King, price of the best, \Zd. sum 160
Item, Fra Thome Cant, be Androu Balfoure, 20

Decembris, a bonet to the King, price 15*. . 15

Item, For 2 hattis to the King, coft fra Karnies,

price 20* 100
Item, Given to Sandy Balfoure the schevar, for

certane clath schorn be him to the King and

Quene, and the King's sister, and the heus-

men, fra Pasche to Yule, (that is, from Easter

to Christmas) 200
Item, Given to a skynner, for the lyning of lam-

skinnis, to the King's jakat of sating . .060
Item, Given to James Homyll, 3 Januarius, to

buy 3 elne of gray, for lang sokks to the King. 050
Item, Given to Will. Scheves, to pay for the

sewing of the King's sarks, laid down by him
before 3 Septembris 12

Item, for silk to the samyne . . . .030
Item, Fra Thome of Stanley, half an elne of black

sating, to cover an orisone buke to the King . 13 4

Item, For a hat to the King, tane by Johne of

Murray at Tule 12

Item, Fra ane elne and ane half of velloues, for

a chesabell to the King's closat, price 45*. .376
Item, Fra Isabell Williamsone, primo Martii,

halfe an elne of vellous, to the King's brigin-

tynis, 25* 150
Item, Fra Will, of Rend, 4 pyrnis of gold, for the

King's knappis to the harnessing, price of the

pyrn, 12s. sum 280
Item, Fra Will, of Rend, 16 elne of Holland-

clath, for sarks to the King, price elne 10*. .800
Item, Given to Robyne Hun tar, 20 Junii, to buy

a chymna to the King's closat, 18*. . . 18

Item, Fra Thome Cant, to the King on Pasche

evin, a bonat 16

Item, For the King, 5 elne of ribbanis for his

doublat 034
Item. Fra David Quhiteheid, for grene ginger, tane

at divers tymes, be Kirkaldy and Will. Pringell,

at the command of Will. Schevas, sen the cornp-
tar's last compt to the 26th day of Julii last .206

Item, Fra Will, of Rend, 6 elne of small braid

clath, for covers to the King's codbers (pil-

lows), price elne 4s. sum . . ..140
Item, Fra David Malwyne, three elne and ane

halfe of gray, for a clok to the King, price elne

10*. sum 1 15

Item, The 27th day of Julii, to a Flemyng of

Brugess, for certane potigaries, coft to the

Kin? be Maister William Shevas, Archdene
of Sanct Androis 12 7

Item, Given Jame Broune, sadillar, at the King's

command, the 26th Augusti, ane and ane halfe

henry-noble of gold, to gilt a small harnessing
to the King .200

Item, Given to a tailyour that makes the King's

hoss, for certane lyning, making, and uther

warkmanship, wrocht be him, as his bill beirs,

presentit to the comptar be Androu Balfoure,
28 Augusti 4 13 6

Item, Fra Isabell Williamsone, 6 Octobris, 6

quarters of rellous, for covering of a sword and
two tippats, price of the elne 3*. . . . 4 10

Item, A pyrn of gold, for a skawburn to the samyn 10

Item, Given to Androu Balfoure, a ferding of a

noble, to gilt the chaip to the King's sword .076
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. 4
Item, Fra Johne of Tare, 13 Octobru, ane lne of

skarlett, for a petticote to the King . . 2 10

Item, The samyii tyme, fra Isabel! WillittnsoM,
ane quarter of rede crammasay vellous, for

the covering of the litil bering sword . .100
Item, Fra Thome of Stanly, 16 elne of tmall rib-

banis, for the King's doublat sleifli, price the

elne 3d. sum 040
Item, Fra Will, of Kerketill, 26 Octobru, 4 elne

and ane halfe of sating, to lyne a gowne of olath

of gold to the King, the quhilk was gerin to

the herald of Inglande, at the pasting of the

ambasters, price elne 30s 6 16

Item, Given to Rob. Raa, 4 Novembria, for cer-

tane gluflFs coft to the King and Queen, u a

bill beris, subscrivit with the King** hand . 1 10

Item, Fra Will, of Kerkettil, 8 NovembrU, ane

elne of holland-clath, for muchia (cap*) to the

King 10

Item, Given to Gely Brusour, 20 Novembris, for

a bag, silk, gold, and werk thereof, to the King 100
Summa totalis, 118 18 6

Things tane for the Quenis person.

Imprimis, To Caldwell in here chalmer, to pay for

patynis and corks

Item, To Androu Balfoure, 20 Augusti, for lirery

gownes to sex ladies of the Quenis chalmer, at

here passing to Quhiteherene, 21 elne of gray,

fra David Gill, price elne 10*.

Item, Fra Henry Caunt, 22 Augusti, ane elne

and ane halve of satyne, for turrets to the

Quene, price of the elne 26*. 8rf.

Item, Fra Thome Malcolme, 26 Augusti, 28 elne of

gray, to lyne the sex gownes, price elne Hd. sum

Item, Fra Will, of Kerkettil, the samyn tyme, 6

elne of braid clath, to the samyn gownes, price

elne I8d. sum

Item, Fra samyn man, the samyn tyme, 3 elne

and ane halve of blak, for a sliding gowne to

the Quene, price 36*. sum ....
Item, Fra the samyn, 3 elne of velouss, for the

collars and sleiffs of the gentill womans gowne*,

price elne 55s. sum

Item, The samyn tyme, fra the saide Williame,

3 elne and ane halve of vellouss, for the Quenis

gowne, price elne 55*. sum . . .

Item, Gevin to a skynner of Strivelinge, for a

dusane of gluffs to the Quene

Item, Be Androu Balfoure, fra Will, of Kerket-

till, twa elne and ane halve of blak, for a clok

and capite bern for the Quene, price elne 36*.

sum

Item, Twa elne and ane halve of Scotts blade, to

lyne the samyne clok, price cine 5*.

Item, Three quarteris of blak, to fulfil forth the

lynyng of the Quenis gowne .

Item, Fra Androu Moubra, 8 elne of braid cUth,

6 Octobris, to cover a baith seat to the Queue,

price 2*. 6d. the elne .

Item, Fra the samyn, 3 elne of braid clath,

schete to put about the Quene in the baith (at,

price elne 3*. sum '**,
Item, Fra Isabell Williamsone, be Sandy V

ropare, in absence of Androu Balfoure, 5

vembris, 5 quarters of black, for ho to

Quene, price elne 40*

Item Qivm to sr* f L**. ft* .
totter

tojj >
-

12

10 10

200

1 12 8

090

660

-
|

9 12 6

o | |

4 10

012

039

18

090

2 10

I>m. >-, H',:,

Mhtotyw
QMM,MB

Item. PrmTtMSMrf8toBs7.trAffOto.1
of blew riDia, to SOT* M <)MS I

iron*

Item, FT* Will ef 1

UUU, UlT, , rfM
totW<

Item,Q^toOiU.sl.ajm^.totojjt
iatitorhMi

Item, Fra Ls^U
for tifMtomrf
wU, prim etoJi Ms.

Item, Fim WflL WBsmt k. 1M.WT <

ad k*lf ^Mrtor rf atp* for * I

oftyr.i

Item, Fr.

WUrt.ft
ofhotoUM(

Item,GtrtoksWi
IL- fl.a.jt J-Jv* ..Wv^ Vim A MsikIrm r*AJUi> 0^tf9 **/ ^ ^^^

dayerS^tosMN
Item, Fr WUL f

I*

M

T

tU

t

tt

l t i

I : I

i

. f

I

T.ncc rir.r Vi

Item, Fortm
Item, To TBMSM
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j. d. ' In the fyrst of angellis twa hundreth four score & v angellis.

_ From Thome of Stanly, 2 elne of lauiie,

for my Lorde* muchiw, price elne 12*. .

Item, Fra Thome of Tare, ane elne of Carsaye .

Item, 30 Februarii, for ane elne of quhite, for

my Lorde Prince's pettycote, price 4*. .

Item, Frm Dick Forestare in Leith, 3 dusane of

Ertknd burda, for my Lorde's chalmer, price

of the duaane 15*

Item, To my Lorde Prince, for his sarks, 3 elne

of braid clath, tane fra Isabell Williamsone's

one, price elne 4*.

Hf^t
Fra laabell Williamsone, quarto Aprilis,

two elne and ane halve of Franche broune, to

eo?er my Lorde'* cradile, price elne 30*.

Item, For 4 elne and ane halve of tartane, for a

tparwort aboun his credill, price elne 10s.

]ttm, Elevin elne of braide clath, for sarks and

acheta, tane fra Isabell Williamsone, to my
Lorde Prince, price elne 4*. sum .

Item, Fra Will, of Bend, to bind my Lord's

courting*, ane and a halve quarter of bukrame

Item, For 8 elme of quhite, to my Lord, for

blanket*, price of the elne 4s

Item, Be Androu Balfoure, fra Thome of Tare,

28 Junii, 3 elne and ane halve of Inglis russat,

for a gowne to my Lord the Prince's nuriss,

price elne 24*

Item, Ten elne of quhite fustiane, for blankets

to my Lorde, tane fra Will, of Bend, price

elne 2*. Sd. turn 4

Item, 12 elne of braid clath, for a pair of schets,

Une fra Will, of Bend, price elne 2*. 6rf.

Item, To my Lorde Prince, fra Will, of Kerkettill,

5 elne of braid clath to his schets in his cradill,

price 2*. W. sum

Item, Fra Will of Kerkettill, 26 Julii, 8 elne of

holland clath, for sarks and muchiss, price
elne 10* 4

Item, Fra Isabell Williamsone, sexto Octobris, 2

clue of tatyne, to his cot, price elne 36*.

Item, Fra the lamyn, ane elne and ane half of

blew Urtan, to lyne hu gowne of a clath of gold
Item, Twa elne and ane halve of quhite, for a

night-cot to him .

1 4

13

040

250

12

3 15

250

240
140
140

440

1 10

12 6

3 12

1 10

050
Bumma totalis (Prince), 41 1 8

(King), 118 18 6

(Queen), 113 1 6

Sum total of the three accounts, 273 1 8
Due to balance, 2967 18 1

Nor* AA (XVI.), p. 378.

Inttntory of the Jewelt and Money of James
the Third.

rnmiTARi or AN* PARTS OF TOT GOLD AND SILVER,
IT AX0 UWCCNTE1T, JOWBU.I8, AND CTHEK STUFF,rmrno TO TJMQOHILB ocas SOVERANE LOBDIS

FAD**, THAT HI HAD IN DEPOI8 THE TTME OF HIS
W, AND THAT COMR TO THE HANDIS OF OUE

OTRRAITR LORD THAT NOW i.

H.OOOC.LXXIVIII.

* channoune
to the theaaurar, tauld in presens of the

lord Lile, the prior of Sanctandr^
pig of tynn.

Pyne Pig ; perhap* our Scots "
penny pig."

Item in ridaris nyne score and aucht ridaiis.

Item in rialis of France fyfty and four.

Item in unicornis nyne hundrethe & four score.

Item in demyis & Scottis crounis four hundreth & tuenti.

Item in rose nobilis fytfti and four.

Item in Hari nobilis & salutis fourti & ane.

Item fyftene Flemis ridaris.

Item tuelf Lewis.

Item in Franche crounis thre score and thre.

Item in unkennyt* golde thretti pundis.

Memorandum, be the command of the king, thar past to

the castell to see the jowalis, silver money, and uther stuff,

the xvii day of Junii, the yer of god one thousand four

hundreth and eighty- eight yeris,
thir persouns under

writtin, that is to say

The erle of Angus.
The erle of Ergile.

The bischope of Glasgw.
The lord Halis.

The lord Home.
The knycht of Torfichane thesaurar.

Memorandum, fund be the said personis in the blak kist
;

thre cofferis, a box, a cageat.t

Item fund in the maist of the said cofferis, lous & put in

na thing, but liand within the said coffyr, fyve hundretli,

thre score ten rois nobilis, and ane angell noble.

Item in a poik of canves. beand within the said coffre, of

angell nobilis, seven hundreth and fyfty angelis.

Item in a litill purs, within the said coffre, of quarteris of

rois nobilis, seviii score nyne rois nobilis, a quarter of a

nobill.

Item in a litill coffre, beand within the said coffre, of rois

nobilis sevin hundreth fyfty & thre nobilis.

Item in a litill payntit coffre, beand within the said blak

kist, of Henry nobilis a thousand thre hundreth, and

sevintene nobillis.

Item in ane uther coffre, beand with the said blak kist, a

poik of canves, with demyis contenand aucht hundreth,

ane less.

Item in a box, beand within the said blak kist, the grete

bedis of gold, contenand six score twa bedis, and a knop.

Item in the said box, a buke of gold like ane tabell, and on

the glasp of it, four perlis, and a fare ruby.

Item in the said box the grete diamant, with the diamantis

sett about it.

Item in the said box, a thing of gold with a top like a

tunnele.

Item in the same box a stomok,J & on it set a hert, all of

precious stains, & perle.

Item in a trouch} of cipre tre within the said box, a point

maid of perle, contenand xxv perle with hornis of gold.

Item twa tuthpikis of gold with a chenye, a perle, & ere-

pike, a moist ball of gold, ane hert of gold, with uther

small japis. j|

Item in a round buste, within the said box, a cors of gold,

with four stanis. Item a collar of gold, two glassis with

balme.

Item in a litill paper, within the said box, ane uche, with

a diamant, twa hornis, four butonis horse nalis blak.

Item ane uchell of gold, like a flour the lis, of diamanti*

& thre bedis of gold, a columbe of gold and twa rubeis.

* Gold of unknown denomination.

t Cageat casket. Jamieson, who quotes this inventory.

j Stomok stomacher. Jamieson.
6 Trouch a deep long box.

|| Japis playthings, trifles.

II Uche brooch. Not in Jamleaon.
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Item in a cageat, beand within the said blak kilt, a braid

chenye, a ball of cristaL

Item a purs maid of perle, in it a moist ball,

gold, a litill chenye of gold, a raggit itaff, a terptnt

toung sett.

Item in the said cageat, a litill coffre of i rer, ou

with a litil saltfat % and a cover.

Item a mannach of silver.

Item in a small coffre, a chenye of gold, a hert of gold,

anamelit, a brassalet of gold, sett with precioui itani*.

Item a collar of gold maid with eliphaatis and a gret

hingar at it.

Item sanct Michaell of gold with a perle on hu pere.

Item a quhissill||
of gold.

Item a flour the lys of gold.

Item a ryng, with a turcas. t

Item a small cors with twa pecia of gold at it.

Item a grete precious stane.

Item a litil barrell maid of gold.

Item twa berialis, and a grete bene.

Item in a litill coffre, a grete serpent toung, set

perle,
& precious stanis, and twa small serpem

set in gold, and ane ymage of gold.

Item in ane uther coffre, beand within the blak kyit, an

roll with ringis, ane with a grete saner," ane emi

rant,ft a stane of pillar,
and ane uther nng.

Item in the same coffre, ane uther roll with nngu, ane

with a grete ruby, & uther iiii ringis.

Item ane uther roll with ringis in it, of thame, tk

emmorantis, a ruby, a diamant.

Item a roll of ringis, ane emmorant, a topas, and a

Item ane uther roll of ringis, ane with a grete turcaa, and

IteTa^on tS sevin small ringis, diamentis, rubeia, &

Itemtroll with ringis, a turcas, a stane of pillar,
&

small ring

Item

lira the b~fe, W ftlfv. rfM of* (

Iirm a fan 4utk.

Item tvaka* *!;*.

lum ukm to UM mflk ifc*

fourtr Arwyu.
Item la Ifp frail* nl

fan to Ito tekwfc W kjm

Item a Mll bdl of*******
lira a belt f fMt

Item a litill tott fnU,

Item in a box

- _
Item an* v&**! " "*

auebtlttkk.

Item a freU

^ fourj 4 fc4>-

grete perle.

Item a grete ring with a topas.

Item a wodward|||| of gold with a diamant

Item ane uche of gold, maid hke a rose of

Item a kist of silver, in it a grete cors-^

rf <M . wlafrK^ , ^y.

C '

Mt vith prccioo$

etanis.

sex linkis.

Item threplatis of silver.

Item tuelf salfatis.

Item fyftene
discheis ouregilt.

Item a grete gilt plate.

I tern twa grete bassingis ouregilt.

A moist ball a musk ball.

fS^fSSS..'*'
(I
QuhissiU whistle.

** Sapphire.
11 Beryl.
M Unknown.
lit Cabinet Jamieson.

f Pj-n pin.

Not in Jamiewn.

5[ Turquois.

^+ Emerald.
U pendant*.

TUSSR
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ItHl in the Mid lust of the quenis ane string of grete perle

rc^frMiMl fvfti & a perle, and stringis of small perle.

Item twm lingattis* of gold.

|fr MX pecu of the said chenye of gold frere knottis.

Item twa grete ringis with safeiis.

Item tw ringu with turcacis.

Item ring with a paddokstane with a charnale.f

Item a ring with a face.

Item a signet & na thing in it

Item thre email ringis with rubeis.

Item fyre ring-is with diamantis.

Item a cant collar of gold, maid like suannis, set in gold,

with xvi rubeis, and diamantis, and viii quhite suannis

ft set with double perle.

Item a grete round ball, in maner of a chalfer, of silver

ourefilt.

Item a levare J of silver ouregilt with a cover.

Item a cop with a cover ouregilt & punchit.

Item thre brokin gilt pecis of silver.

Item thre quhite pecis, a fut & a cover of silver, ouregilt.

Item a grete vice nail maid of silver.

Item twa brokin platis of silver and a dische.

Item in a gardeviant in the fyrst a grete hosterage fedder.

Item a poik of lavender.

Item a buke with levis of golde with xiii levis of gold fulye.
Item a covering of variand purpir tarter, browdin with

thnatillii ft a unicorne.

Item a ruff ft pendiclis of the same.

Item a pare of metingis j|
for hunting.

Item the turples of the robe riall.

In ane other gardeviant, in the fyrst a lamp of silver, a

eorperale with a cais. Item thre quhippisIF and twa

Memorandum, gottin in a box quhilk was deliverit be
fa* eovatu of Athole, and told in presens of the chancellar,
lord Lile, the prior of Sanctandrois & the thesaurar. In
the fvrat in a pure of ledder within the said box thre hun-
drath rait nobili* of the quhilkis thare is vii Hari nobilis.

Item in the same pun of half rois nobillis fyve hundreth
hail rou nobilia, aextene rois nobillis.

Item gottin in ane uther box, fra the said countas, the xxi
day of Junii, in a canves poik, within the said box, tuelf
hundreth ft sevin angel nobilis.**

Item in ane other purs, of ledder, beand in the same box
at hundreth angelis.

Item in the same purs, thre hundreth fyfti & sevin demyis.

V
11

v
biak "^ quhuk WM brocht be

, In the first the grete sarpeft of gold
XXT ehaiffls with the fedder betuix

Item a water pot of silver.

Item a pare of em-ale bedis, and a grete rauste ball.
Ite-i collar of ook^chelli. contenand xxiii schellis of

. ...

*. eoftVe ft in it a grete cor. of gold, with four
pweiow rtanu and a chenye of gold

IlmabeidofaeuNdonne.
ttem twa braid pecis of brynt silrer bullioune

Sftff beaud * the said blak^xvi aalutis.

m* pur. thretti 4 sex Lewi, and a half

JLaver.

ttBelt.

Item in the same purs four score and thre Tranche crounis.

Item in the same purs fourtene score of ducatis, and of

thame gevin to the erle of Angus fyre score and six

ducatis.

Item in the said coffre, quhilk was brocht be the said

abbot, a litil core with precious stanis.

Item in a blak box brocht be the said abbot to the toune of

Perth the xxvi day of Junii, in the first, lows in the said

box, four thousand thre hundreth and fourti demyis.
Item in a purs of ledder in the said box four hundreth

tuenti & viii Lewis of gold, and in the same purs of

ledder, of Franche crounis fyve hundreth thre score and

sex. And of thame twa salutis and four Lewis.

Item in a quhite coffre of irne deliverit be the said abbot,

thre thousand, nyne hundreth, four score & viii angelis.

Memorandum, ressauit in Scone, be the thesaurar, in

presens of the bischop of Glasgow, lord Lile, the prior of

Sanctandrois, Patrik Home, & lord Drummond, the xxiii

day of Junii, in Avereis box, lous, without ony purs, a

thousand and thretti Hari nobilis.

Item in a purs of ledder, within the said box, a thousand
& twenti rois nobilis, and in the said purs fyfti & four

Hari nobilis in half Hari nobilis.

Item a grete gugeoune * of gold.

Item thare was a writ fund in the said box sayand, in hac

boxa xii c Hari nobilis, et in eadem boxa, xi c rois nobilis.

Thir ar the names of thame, that wist of the said box

quhen it was in the myre :

James Averi.

William Patonsone.

William Wallace.

Item ressavit fra lang Patric Hume, & George of Touris,

xvi skore of Hare nobelis, quhilkis tha had of a part of

the money takin be the Cuntas of Atholl and Johne

Steward.

Item of the same some & money gevin to the said Patric

for his reward - - fourti Hare nobilis.

THE COMPT of schir William Knollis, lord saint Johnnis

of Jerusalem, &c. thesaurar till our soverain lord maid at

Edinburgh the xxiiii day of Februar, the yer of god &c.

nynte ane yeris

of all his ressait & expens fra the ferd day of the moneth
of Junii in the yer of god &c. auchty yeris unto the day of

this present compt.

In the first he chargis him with viim vc Ixxxxvii li iiii s in

gold of sex thousand thre hundreth thretty a pece ol

angell nobillis ressavit be the comptar as is contenit in

the beginning of this buke writtin with Johnne Tyriia

hand, And with iic xvi li iiii s in gold of ane hundreth
fourscore aucht Scottis ridaris, as is contenit in this

sammyn buke.

And with liiii li be fifty four Fraunce riallis of gold.

And with viiic Ixxxii li be nyne hundreth fourscore uni-

cornis.

And with vic Ixvi li xiiii s iiii d in, ane thousand Scottis

crownis.

And with Jm iiic xxxiii li vi s viii d in tua thousand demyii
ressauit and gevin for a merke the pece.

Unknown.
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And with iim Ixix 11 iiii s in tua thousand nync hundreth

fifty sex dcmyis gcvin the pecc for fourtene tchillinffu.

And with vim xix li ix s in tare thousand thre hutulrrth

fifty five rose nobillis and anc quarter, the quhilk wtr

gevin for thretty sex schilling* the pcce, except four

hundreth that war gevin for thretty fire schilling* the

pece.

And with iiii iiiic Ixvi li viii B in tua thousand ierin

hundreth tuenty nyne Hary nobillii gevin for thretty tua

schillingis the pece.

And with xi 11 v B in fiftene Flemia ridaru uftcuo vhilling

the pece.

And with iiiic xxxii li in four hundreth four icore Lewi<

and halve rose nohillis gevin for auchtene ichiUiug the

pece.

And with iiiic Ixxxxiiii li iiii a in sevin hundreth ex

Fraunce crounis gevin for fourtene schilling Is the pec*.

And with xxx li in Duch gold.

And with iic vi li viii s in tua hundreth fifty aucht lalutu

gevin for sestene schillingis the pece.

And with i
c xxxix li iiii s in ane hundreth Mvinty four

ducatis gevin for sextene schillingis the peoe.

Summa of this charge xxiiiim vc xvii li x i.

1, ,r ht. d* !,

Hawmrti et ra

U plus irrmat

"U
eanee, NT la dTeMe da
a sa main faaehe It IU d* e

poftereat toat lea fce de earta

btttaille la d'Roy d*KMOW flbt ta*

iran

Argflle, arce lev
centre de

f

NOTE B B, p. 407.

" Gazette of the Battle o/ Flodden, Sept. 1513. MS.

Heralds College, London, marked 2d. .Jf 16.

" Articles envouez aux Maistres des Postea du ROT

d'Angleterre, par son serviteur, d<> la fourme

et maniere de hataille, d'entre le Hoy d'Eecoeee

et Monsr le Conte de Surrey, lieuten. dud. '

Roy d'Engleterre, a Brankston le ixt jour de

Septembre, lequel serviteur estoit a la d'baUille.

"Premierement, quant les deux armees estoient

a lieue et demy, 1'une de 1'autre, le d'Conte 'de

Surrey envoya Rouge Croix Poursuivant devers It

d'Roy d'Escosse, luy desirant bataille; a quoy

repondit qu'il 1'atendroit la jusques au Venredi

none. Le sr de Haward, filz aisne dud. Conte de

Surrey, envyron 1'heure de unze heures, le ix 1

jour,

passa le pont de Tuissell, avant 1'avantgarde et

artillerie ;
et le d'Conte son pere le suyvit, et pawa

apres, avec 1'arrieregarde ;
et la d'anneo paesee,

mysdrent icelles en deux batailles, avec 1

chune bataille.

Item a la bataille dud. Roy d'Escosse est<

divisee en cinq batailles, et chune bataille I

1'un de 1'autre, environ unq traict d'arc ; et tout*

cinq estoient advances sur la bataiUe des Ang

aussi loinq 1'une comme 1'autre, en grant

peaulx; et partie deulx estoient en quadrans,

autres en maniere de pointe,
et estoient

haulte d'une raontagne, bien a ung quart

Oie Miimenr de Haward fist arrester robitenant

son avantgWe en une petite Valleejusque,
ad^

que 1'arrieregarde feust joinct
avec 1 une des 1

de sa bataille ;
a dont les deux marchcrent out

ung front, et eulx avansans a 1 encontre d

des d. Escossois, lesquelz Escossois descend!

Howard the Admiral? See the end.

et lean gen* farwU mtmiMto teb MrtH m
fuyU>.

.m Edmood H*w4. eeeevi At CbMf
de Surrey, ttoit avee bqr aO heaae* 4* tr* *

Unqchrre et Cbeekif*. et 4^ej% M
homma lUUeo^drM. ll MMNb 1AH^
la droicto Kile dm eeifaew 4e He^eeje4 *

nr leeqttelB le ee%MV OaafcrftM d
J

d'RKOMC, Btee ptaMXW MMne e^

deiu. M>ietiOryt etMe^HUby.l H

pruoonir^ et Me-ir. IbrWrd Ke*rtiM
d'Fxlmood H.ward fM trek M ekefe

teUement ezploirta >! * e

Mj*JJjJ
Decree taea. et m k d* eataOW fcft Me f^HtDacm taea, et e la d

nombredeadThini iii

Item labateilbeti

Tiron de qomlre a

chajee cootiaaa liew et

. --^ - ---- m _ ^B^IM B
-. ._^ A^^H^.

daraatafe, ei lee Aaya
'

' '

_i^_ ** - A. i>_< . AA
mOle, et eatyroa on

Anglou o dneovbe *MI"'*
s tooldien M !*>

qnatre a cinq flb cfcefi^i

','.:.
rindrent a
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Lt ROT d'Etcoeae.

L'areheTwque de sainct An-

drew.

L'erwque de* I*le.

L'tretque de Ketnes.

L'abbe D'Tnchaffraye.

L'M de Kilkenny.

Lt eonte de Huntley.

Le eonte de Ketnea.

Lt eonte de Montroa.

Le eoote de Crafford.

Le eonte de Argyle.

Lt eoote de Lynnor.
Li eoote de Lanear.*

Lt eonte de Casuslls.

Li ate de Morton.

Lt eonte de Bothwell.

Lt eoote de Arrell, connes-

Le eonte de Athell.

Le seigneur de Lowett.

Le seigneur de Forbes.

Mons. de la Mote-francois.

Le Sr. de Elveston.

Le Sr. de Inderby.

Le Sr. de MaxwelL

Le Sr. de Sainccler.

niackeen.

like Chene.

Jehan de Grant.

Le Maistre de Angwys.
Le Sr. de Eoos.

Le Sr. de Sempill.

Le Sr. de Borthwick.

Le Sr. de Askill.

Le secretaire du oi d'Es-

cosse.

Le Sr. Dawiffy.

Messire Alexandra Setton.

Messire Guille Scotte.

Messire Jehan Home.
Le Sr. de Colwyn.
Le Doyen de Glaseo.

Messire Davy Home.

Culbert Home de Fastcastell.

tt aultre, et par dessus ceulx cy, par le rapport de plusienrs

gentili hommet qui sont prisonniers, il y a des meilleurs

gentlz hommet tuez, et prins, en ung merveilieusemeut

frmnt nombre.

" Le nombre de I'artillerie que le Roy cTEscosse

perdit a la journee de Brankston, le ix* jour de

Septembre.

Item cinq groux courtaulx.

TtMi iem colorynes.
Item quatre tacre de la mesme grandeur, qui estoient au
derant du naryre appelle la Roze Gallee.

Item tii terpentynes plus grandes, et plus longues, que
terpentjne que le Boy fire Sr. a.

En tout la quantiti de xvii pieces.

4
Lesqnelles sont les plus cleres, et les plus neetes,

ct les myeulx fassonees, et avec les moindres pertuys
a la tooche ou 1'on met le feu, et les plus belles de
laor grandeur et longueur que jai viz oncques ; et
let d*coartaulx sont de fort bonne taille, et neetes.

Signees an dessoubs des choses dessus dThomas Sr.
Howard Admiral d'Angleterre, qui estoit a la

iTbataille avec le eonte de Surrey son pere, et
it Tavantgarde."

NOTE CC (XVn.), p. 453.

Contpiracy of Lady Glammis.
The

following account of the charges againstbu noble lady is abridged from the Appendix to
Tytler, vol. v., Letter B.
-
Lady Olammi. married, probably about the

'21, John, sixth Lord of Glammis. He died
the 8tJb of August, 1628, in his

thirty-seventh
nd, about four months after his death (Dec.1,1 W) Lady Olammis was summoned, with
Hume of Blacater, Hugh Kennedy of Gir-

GlflMain. Huntley u a mistake for Rothes.

vanmains, and Patrick Charteris, to answer before

parliament for having given assistance to the Earl

of Angus in convocating the king's lieges for the

invasion of his majesty's person. These men were

all bold and active partisans of the Douglases. On

September 20, 1529, we find that Lady Glammis
and Patrick Charteris, of Cuthelgurdy, a person

who, in the interval, had been indicted to stand his

trial for fire-raising and cow-lifting; obtained u

letter of license to pass to parts beyond sea, on

their pilgrimage, and other lawful business. Whe-
ther Patrick and the lady had gone upon their pil-

grimage, does not appear, but she did not interrupt
her political intrigues, and seems to have been

again not only summoned, but found guilty of

treason; for, on July 1, 1531, we find that Gavin

Hamilton got a gift from the crown of the escheat

of all the goods, heritable and moveable, of Janet

Lady Glammis, which had been forfeited on account

of her intercommuning with our sovereign lord's

rebels, or for any other crimes.

"At this time she appears to have fled from jus-

tice, and we lose sight of her for some time
; hut, on

31st January, 1532, a far darker crime than cabal-

ling with rebels, or associating with fire-raisers,

was laid to her charge. She was summoned tc

stand her trial at the Justice Ayre of Forfar, for

the poisoning her husband, Lord Glammis. The
crimes of poisoning and witchcraft were then very

commonly associated, as may be seen from many
interesting trials in Mr. Pitcairn's collections.

The great dealers in poisons were witches, and the

potency of their drugs was thought to be increased

by the charms and incantations with which they
were concocted : hence probably the mala fama
against Lady Glammis, as a witch or sorceress.

But however this may be, it is certain that, on

February 2, and February 26, 1532, Lord Ruthven,
Lord Oliphant, with the Lairds of Ardoch, Mon-

crieff, Tullibardine, and a great many other barons,

to the number of twenty-eight, were fined for not

appearing to pass upon the Lady Glammis' jury :

and the imperfect and mutilated state of the cri-

minal records of this period, unfortunately, leaves

us in the dark as to the future proceedings upon
this trial. The probability seems to be, that she

was either acquitted, or the charge dropped from

want of evidence. If innocent, she was certainly
most unfortunate ; for, on the 17th of July, 1537,

she was, for the fourth time, brought to trial, found

guilty of having been art and part in the con-

spiring the death of the king by poison, and also

for her having treasonably assisted Archibald Earl

of Angus and George Douglas his brother, who
were traitors and rebels. For this crime she was
condemned to be burned at the stake, the com-

mon mode of death, as Mr. Pitcairn informs us,

for all females of rank in cases of treason and

murder, and from which he plausibly conjectures
that the vulgar opinion of her having been burnt

for a witch may have partly arisen. Her son Lord

Glammis, then only sixteen years old, her husband

Archibald Campbell, a priest, and a barber named
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John Lyon, were tried along with her. The wit-

nesses, as was usual in this cruel age, b !

amined under the rack, or pynebaukis, Lord Glara-

mis, on his own confession, was found p-

concealing the conspiracy, and imprisoned till the

death of James the Fifth, when he wa* restored to

his estates and honours, upon the ground, that, in

the fear of his life, and having the rack before hi*

eyes, he had made a false confession.

That there is any ground on which we may con-

clude that unprincipled witnesses were brought ,

forward to give false testimony, upon whirl', tho

jury were compelled to convict her, I cannot admit ;

still less do I perceive the proceedings to have been

characterized by any savage traces of unmanly

revenge upon the part of the King. On the other

hand, it appears clear that at this time the Doug-

lases, whose last hope of restoration had been de-

stroyed, began to embrace desperate designs.
" The

letters of Penman, their secret agent," says Pinker-

ton (vol ii. p. 350), "to Sir George Douglas, hi*

employer, betray a malice, and designs the most

horrid."
" The King is crazed and ill spoken of by

his people." "He has beggared all Scotland."

"All are weary of him." "James shall do the

commandment 'of the Douglases, God willinj;."

" All hate him and say he must go down."

glass will soon run out." These diabolical expres-

sions against a prince in the vigour of early life,

what can they insinuate but poison or the dagger?

Could they be addressed to a person who did n

seal them"with approbation ? And could a mor

fit or secret agent than a sister he employed

promote the interests of her family at any n

If the reader will turn to Pitcairn's Criminal Tnat

p 190, and read the names of the jurymen ^

gave the verdict against her, he will scarcely adn

the idea of her being innocent ;
and it is worth;

notice, that instead of having the least appearai

of its being a packed jury, some of the leading

men amongst them were friends and near com

ions of the Douglases. John Earl of Athol, one

the iurv, married Janet, a sister of that I

Forbes who suffered for treason at the same ti

Lady Glammis, and who was a supporter
o

Douglases. -(Douglas Peerage, p. 1

Robert lord Maxwell, another of the jury it u

well known was intimately connected wit

Douglases. He married a Daughter of
Dougja.

of

Drumlanriff (Douglas, vol. u. P- 7> *
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define hym to be punished, by this our sentence

definiriuc, deprinyng and sentencyng hym, to be

depriued of all d'ignities, honours, orders, offices,

and benefices of the Church : and therfore do iudge

and pronounce him to be deliuered ouer to the

secular power, to be punished, and his goodes to be

confiscate.

- This our sentence definitiue, -was geuen and read

at our Metropolitan Churche of S. Andrewes, the

last day of the moneth of February, an. 1527,

bcyng present, the most reuerend fathers in Christ

and Lordes : Gawand, Byshop of Glasgow ; George,

Byshop of Dunkelden ; lohn, Byshop of Brechani ;

William, Byshop of Dunblane; Patrike, Prior of

Saint Andrew; Danid, Abbott of Abirbrothok;

George, Abbot of Dunfermclyng; Alexander, Abbot

of Cumbuskvneth ; Henry, Abbot of Lenders ; lohn,

Prior of Pettynweme ; the Dcane and Sub-Deane of

Glasgow; M. Hew Spens, Thomas Ramsay, Allane

Meldrum. &c. In the presence of the clergy and

the people."

Copy of a Letter congratulatory sentfrom the Doc-

ton of Loraine to tJie Archbishop of St. Andrew's

nd Doctor* of Scotland, commending them for
tkt death ofM. Patrick Hamilton.

u Your excellent vertue (most honourable Bishop) |

bath so deserucd, that albeit we be farre distant,

both by aea and land, without conjunction of fami-

liaritic.yet we desire with all our hartes, to thanke

you for your worthy deede, by whose workes, that

true faith which, not long ago, was tainted with

beresie, not onely remaineth vnhurt, but also is

more confirmed. For as our deare frcnd, M. Alex-
ander Galoway, Chanon of Aberdon, hath shewed
Ta, the presumption of the wicked hereticke Pa-
trike Hamelton, which is expressed in this your
example, in that you haue cut him of, when there

was no hope of amendement, &c. The which

thyng, u it is thought commendable to vs, so the
mmner of the procedyng was no lesse pleasant, that
the matter was performed by so great consent of
so many estates, as of the clergy, nobility, and
Tnlgare people, not rashely, but most prudently, the
order of law bcyng in all poynts obserued. We
ban* Bcne the sentence which ye pronounced, and
alway dp approue the same, not doubtyng but that
the Article* which be inserted, are erroneous, so
that whosoever wil defend for a truth, any one of
UM same, with pertinacitie, should be esteemed
an enemy to the fayth, and an aduercary to the
holy Scripture. And albeit one or two of them
appeare to be without erronr, to them that will
consider oncly the bare wordes : as (for example)

workes make not a good man, but a good man
eth good workes, yet there is no doubt, but

h*y eontetne a Lutheran sense, which, in a maner,
hey signitir : to witte, that workes done after fayth,

tileation, make not a man the better, nor
e worthy of any reward before God. Beleue

lot, that this example shall have place onely
among you, for there shal be among externe na-
>n, which shall imitate the same, &c.

Certainly,

ye haue geuen vs great courage, so that now we

acknowledge your Vniuersitie, which was founded

accordyng to the example of our Vniuersitie of

Louane, to be equall to ours, or else aboue, and

would God occasion were offered of testifying our

myndes towards you. In the mean tyme, let vs

labour with one consent, that the rauenyug "\Volues

may be expelled from the shepefold of Christ,

while we haue tyme. Let vs study to preach to

the people more learnedly hereafter, and more

wisely. Let vs haue Inquisitours, and espycrs of

bookes, containyng that doctrine, especially that is

brought in from farre countreys, whether by apos-
tatiue Monkes, or by Marchauntes, the most sus-

pected kynde of men in these dayes. It is sayd,
that since Scotland first embraced the Christian

fayth, it was neuer defiled with any heresie.

"
Perseuer, therefore, beyng moued thereunto by

the example of England, your next neighbour,
which in this most troublous ryme, is not chaui.gt-d,

partly by the workyug of the Byshops, among the

which Boffensis hath shewed hymselfe an Evaii-

gelicall Phoenix, and partly of theKyng, declaryng
himselfe to be an other Mathias of the new law :

pretermittyng nothyng that may defend the law of

his realme. The which, if your most renouned

Kyng of Scotland will follow, he shall purchase to

himselfe eternal glory. Further, as touchyng the

condigne commendation, due for your part (most
Reuerand Byshop) in this Behalfe, it shal not be

the least part of your prayse, that these heresies

haue bene extinct sometymes in Scotland, you
beyng Primate of Scotland and principal authour

thereof. Albeit that they also which haue assisted

you, are not to be defrauded of their deserued

prayse, as the Reuerand Byshop of Glasgow, of

whose erudition we haue here geuen vs partly to un-

derstand, and also the ReuerendByshop of Aberden,
a stoute defender of the fayth, together with the

rest of the Prelates, Abbots, Priours, and profes-

sours of holy Scripture. Let your reuerand father-

hode take this lette testificate of our duety toward

you, in good part, whom we wish long aud hap-

pely -well to fare in Christ. From Louane, an.

1528, April 21.
"
By the Maisters and Professours of Theologie in

the Vniuersitie of Louane. Yours to command."
Fox't Martyrs.

NOTE E E (XIX), p. 612.

Perfidy of the Scottish Nobtes.

The letters relating to this period, which Mr.

Tytler has discovered in the State Paper Office,

clearly prove that the leading Scottish nobles had

shamefully betrayed the cause of their country,
and sold themselves to the English. Sir George

Douglas, as a reward for the services mentioned in

the text stipulated 1st. " To have one thousand

pounds sterling within eleven days to support

himself, friends, and strengths against the autho-

rity, aud to have a yearly stipend of five hundred

pounds sterling. 2nd. His friends not to be op-
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prest. 3rd. That he may have bis goods, silver,

money, plate, and apparel that he left in hi*

hostess' house in Berwick delivered to him. 4th.

To have from the English king the keeping of the

fort at Eyemouth." A letter from t

Angus, his brother, to Sir Andrew Dudley, the

English governor of the fort of Droughty, shows

that nobleman to have been equally venal and

treacherous. Sir Andrew addressed a letter to

the Protector, informing him that he had opened
secret negotiations with Argyle

"
to be a fir

of the king's godly purpose, and to take the king's

majesty's part in the same; on which communing
the Lord Gray borrowed one thousand crotcns of

me to give the Earl of Argyle to maki him the

more earnest in the same. The Lord Gray and

puttcth no doubt but that for a pension and n cer-

tain sum of money your Grace shall win him to the

king's majesty's yodly purpose, and to be an earnet

setter forth of the same." And Huntley, in a letter

to the Protector, dated Newcastle, 20th of March,

says, "Your grace shall be sure of such sen-ice as

I may do to the furthering of the king's m:>

affairs in all sorts as your grace will command, as

my duty is.
* * * And further your grace may

command me
;
and in what place I may do best

service shall be aye ready at your grace's charge."

provoked SM to lev*
'ation i ft- T-

rf *a* sat

which are the ef CM. hseet
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NOTE FF (XIX.), p. 47 1.

Martyrdom of Thomas Forret.

The official accuser in court on this occasion was

a servile creature of Beaton's, Mr. John Lauder,

between whom and Forret the following dialogue

took place :

"Accuser. False heretic! Thou sayest i

not lawful to Kirkmen to take their teinds (tythea)

and offerings and corps-presents, though we have

been in use of them, constitute by the Kirk and

King, and also our holy father, the Pope, hath

confirmed to the same ?

" Dean Forret Brother, I said not so, b

said it was not lawful to Kirkmen to spend

patrimony of the Kirk as they do, as on not

feasting and on fair women, and at playing
i

cards and dice; and neither the Kirk well

tained nor the people instructed in G

nor the sacraments duly administered to then

Christ commanded.

Abuser. Vtae thou deny that which is open

known in the country ? That thou gave agan

the parishioners
the cow and the upmost

saying you had no right to them ?

Dean Forret. I gave them again ti

that had more mister (need)
than I.

"^ccwser.-Thou false heretic!

all thy parishioners
to say the Paternoster; the

Creed, and the Ten Commandments

which is contrary to our acts, that they

-Brother, my people
- .rude
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Scotland, that they should be no more taken ;
and

that every man should have his own teind (tythe),

paying for his tythes such like as he pays to his

landlord of his maills (rents), and no more, for his

whole tythes. Sir James and the other two said

to the clergy, if they granted not that at the

King's command, that there should be a charge

Lid to them, that he would ger (make) them set

all the temporals that the Kirk have, to feu (fee),
|

and to have for it but the old rent such as the old

rentals bear. The Kirkmen of Scotland were never

so ill content." Anderson's Annals of the English

Bible, p. 448.

NOTE HH (XX.), p. 615.

Ferocity of the War between England and Scotland.

This fact is strikingly illustrated by a paper

entitled Memorial for Edward Atkinson, alias Blue-

mantle, sent by the protector to the governor of !

Scotland. This document states,
" that after having

j

obtained audience, the said Bluemantle, putting on

his coat of arms, and making reverence to him
i

(the governor), without any other salutation, shall
'

boldly say as eusueth : The substance is, that
,

understanding that sundry the king's majesty's
'

kit grace's sovereign lord's subjects and servants, ;

bora within the realm of Scotland, have now a good !

while, and yet do, according to their bounden duty,
serve his majesty in these wars, the governor had

published a proclamation, commanding, that if

any Scotsman so serving shall be taken in the

field bearing arms against him, they shall not be

used as prisoners, but immediately put to death as

rebels. Bluemantle is enjoined to demand this

proclamation to be immediately recalled, otherwise

all Scottish prisoners, of whatever rank they be,

khall be put to death as soon as they are taken.'

This paper is followed by a ' Minute of a Procla-

mation for not taking of Scottishmen, dated 22d

May, 1549.' It commences thus : 'Edward by the

grace of God, &c., Whereas the Earl of

Arran, pretending himself to be Governor of Scot-

land,' and goes on to speak of the people of Scot-

land, not acknowledging, or giving obedience to
'
their superior and sovereign lord the King's majesty
fEngland, in consequence of which the countries
are at war, and Scotland grievously afflicted with

laughter and devastation, as with a just plague of
God.' It then proceeds thus: 'Not content with
all this, the governor hath devised a most cruel,
unnatural, and deadly proclamation, that every
cotwnan serving the King of England, should be

slain as soon as taken, by means of which some of i

his majesty's subjects, Scotsmen born, have been
I

put to open and cruel death.' Therefore, it con-
uw. that cruelty may be punished, and repelled

rth
cruelty,' he, the protector, straightly com-

j

nds all his highness's wardens, deputy-wardens, i

ffiem, &c., that they do not from henceforth take I

My Scotsman serving against his highness in the '<

J*ld, but do kill the same out of hand without ran-
i them, until the Governor Arran have revoked

his proclamation, under penalty of death, if this is

disobeyed." Tytler, Appendix to vol. vi. No. V.

No wonder that such vindictive proceedings led

the Scottish Borderers to make dreadful retaliation

for the injuries they had sustained. An idea may
be conceived of this horrid warfare, from the me-

moirs of Beaugue, a French officer serving in Scot-

land. The Castle of Fernihirst, situated about three

miles above Jedburgh, had been taken and garri-

soned by the English. The commander and his

followers are accused of such excesses of lust and

cruelty,
" as would," says Beaugue,

" have made to

tremble the most savage Moor in Africa." A band

of Frenchmen, with the Laird of Fernihirst and
his Borderers, assaulted this fortress. The English
archers showered their arrows down the steep
ascent leading to the castle, and from the outer

wall by which it was surrounded. A vigorous

escalade, however, gained the base court, and the

shai-p fire of the French arquebusiers drove the

bowmen into the square keep, or dungeon, of the

fortress. Here the English defended themselves

till a breach in the wall was made by mining.

Through this hole the commandant creeped forth,

and surrendering himself to De la Mothe-rouge,

implored protection from the vengeance of the

Borderers. But a Scottish Marchman, eyeing in

the captive the ravisher of his wife, approached
him e'er the French officer could guess his in-

tention, and, at one blow, carried his head four

paces from the trunk. Above a hundred Scots

rushed to wash their hands in the blood of their

oppressor, bandied about the severed head, and

expressed their joy in such shouts, as if they had

stormed the City of London. The prisoners who
fell into their merciless hands were put to death,

after their eyes had been torn out
;
the victors con-

tending who should display the greatest address

in severing their legs and arms, before inflicting a

mortal wound. When their own prisoners were

slain, the Scottish, with an unextinguishable thirst

for blood, purchased those of the French
; parting

willingly with their very arms, in exchange for an

English captive.
"

I myself," says Beaugue, with

military sang-froid,
" I myself sold them a prisoner

for a small horse. They laid him down upon the

ground, galloped over him with their lances in rest,

and wounded him as they passed. When slain, they
cut his body in pieces, and bore the mangled
gobbets, in triumph, on the points of their spears.
I cannot greatly praise the Scottish for this prac-
tice. But the truth is, that the English tyrannized
over the Borders in a most barbarous manner;
and I think it was but fair to repay them, accord-

ing to the proverb, in their own coin." Border

Minstrelsy, voL i. pp. 127129.

NOTE II (XXI.), p. 760.

J/r. Tytler's charge against John Knox of being

privy to the Murder of Riccio.

The following able and most satisfactory refu-

tation of the charge which Mr. Tytler has brought
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against the Scottish Reformer, is extracted from

the North British Review, vol. iv.

" Mr. Tytler first favours us with a letter from tho

Earl of Bedford, the governor of Berwick, t

the minister of Elizabeth, in which he, among
other information as to the murder, states, that as

' Mr. Randolph writeth also more at large of tht

names of such as now be gone abroad, I shall not

trouble you therewith.' (Vol. vii. p. 351.) Ran-

dolph at this period was resident at Berwick, and i

not in Edinburgh ;
and the letter referred to by :

Bedford, accordingly follows. It is dated tin- 'Jl-t

March, 1565-6 ;
and in the body of thiN

Randolph gives the list of names in the following

terms :

" ' The lords of the last attemptate, which were

these Morton, Ruthven, Lindsay, and Ledding-

ton, besides these that were the principal takers

in hand of this matter, there are also these the

Laird of Ormiston, Hawton, his son-in-law, Cawder,

his nephew, Brunsden, Whyttyngham, Andrew

Car, of Fawlside, Justice-Clerk's brother,

Douglas, and some other ;
of the town of Edin-

burgh divers.' (Vol. vii. p. 355.)

"This is the list of Randolph, and in it Knox s

name does not appear; but Mr. Tytler found a valuabl

piece of paper pinned to the letter, with some

names written in some unknown
hand.jhichjie ^

'

0imttL
.
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iniht draw from Mr. Tytler's language. Besides

the list contained in the body of Randolph's letter

of 21st March, and the scrap :f paper which Mr.

Tytler found pinned to that tetter, there exists a

third list, not written by a clerk, not unsubscribed,

not nnauthenticated, but in the handwriting of

Randolph himself, and authenticated by the sub-

scriptions of him and Bedford ; and in this list also

tke name of Knox does not occur. This list was

sent on the 27th of March, with a minute account

of the conspiracy, to the Council of England, and

after every means had been adopted for arriving at

the troth. We have this important document

printed elsewhere than in Mr. Tytler's history.
" From it, it appears that both Randolph and

,

Bedford were in the dark in regard to the whole

matter, and resorted to every expedient to collect

information. They state that,
'

hearing of so many
matters as we do, and finding such variety in the

reports, we have much ado to discern the verity, I

which maketh us the slower and leather to put

anything in writing.' (This uncertainty as to

fact*, be it observed, existed no less than six days
after Mr. Tytler's famous ' authentic list' is

said to have been sent off by Bedford's clerk to

Ixmdon.) The writers then state, that ' we would

that yonr honours, and by you the queen's majesty,
our iovereign, should be advertised but of the veiy
troth, as near as we can possible.' How did they

proceed ? 'To this end, we thought good to send
j

up Captain Carewe, who was in Edinburgh at the

time of the last attempt, who spoke there with '.

diverse, and after that with the queen's self and
her husband.' Thus, therefore, on the 27th of

March, eighteen days after the murder, when the

usual exaggerations and falsehoods that attend the
first report of a startling event had died away, and
when the English ministers had derived their in-

formation from the sure source of a special envoy,

they tat down to write a deliberate account ' of
the Tcry truth.' Willing to our utmost part to

inform yoo of the truth.' We beg attention to the
data on which their statement is founded, on ac-
count of a perversion of fact by Mr. Tytler. They
distinctly state that their information" is

' conform
to that which we have learned by others, and
known by his, Captain Carewe's report ; we find the
Mine cunjirined by the parties selves that were there

prannt.ond aMitora unto those that were executors
of the deed.' (Ellis's Letters, vol. ii. p. 208.) In
defiance of this explicit declaration, that 'the chief
MUiorititV were authentic statements made by
the special commissioner and others,

'

confirmed
'

rely by Morton and Ruthven, we have Mr.
TjrtJcr, for a purpose of his own, risking the extra-

inarya.H..rtion (we will not characterise it more
ererely) that Morton and Ruthven were the 'chief

The object of this i to take away
t the cliaracter of being impartial by

enng ,t entirely the work of Morton and
en. who, Mr. T viler ajmiii most gratuitously,nd without a shadow of evidence, tells us, wished

With Hnmau
generosity, to screen Ki ox by sacri-

ficing themselves. Tn this list of the 27th March,
we have ' the names of such as were doers, and of

counsel in this last attempt.' Mr. Tytler accord-

ingly very naturally cross-examines himself in the

following style :

' Why do you reject the evi-

dence of this second list, and why are we not to

believe this solemn declaration, absolving the mi-

nisters of Scotland, and of course Knox with them,
from all participation in the murder ?

'

(Vol. vii.

p. 340.) His answer to this sensible question, and

the reply of his opponent, reminds one of the remark
of Bishop Home, that '

by the writers of dialogues
matters are often contrived, as in the combats of

the Emperor Commodus, in his gladiatorial capa-

city, where the antagonist of his imperial majesty
was allowed only a leaden weapon.' He first

asserts that Randolph and Bedford, in direct con-

tradiction to their own averment, oftentimes re-

peated in their letter, made up the list under the

dictation of Morton and Ruthven, and that these

two worthies had some inexplicable interest to con-

ceal Knox's concern in the transaction. That they
had any such interest, farther than the interest of

truth, we again affirm to be destitute of proof,

and invented solely to meet the exigencies of

Mr. Tytler's argument. Again, Mr. Tytler, not

feeling secure on this point, makes another gra-
tuitous assertion, when he says that Randolph
would be more precise on delicate matters in his

private letter to Cecil of the 21st March, sending
the scrap of paper (assuming that he sent it, of

which there is no evidence), than he and Bedford

would be to the Council, in their letter of the 27th,

That they felt any such delicacy is also contra

dieted by the very letter in question ; for, in men-

tioning the insinuations against Mary's honour,

they write in the margin thus :

" ' It is our parts to pass this over in silence,

rather than to make any such rehearsal of things
committed unto us in secret; but we know to whom
we write.' Ellis, vol. ii. p. 229, note.

"
But, secondly, Mr. Tytler having thus argued

that the list of the 27th March was concocted at

Berwick, by Randolph, Bedford, Morton, and

Ruthven, absolutely forgets what he had written,

flounders into a new contradiction, and transfers

the locus delicti and the culprits to London, where
he makes Cecil,

' the secretary of Elizabeth, modify
and recast the story, after the failure of the con-

spiracy, and with the approbation and by the direc-

tions of Elizabeth.' (Vol. vii. p. 360.) One of these

arguments must be false. It is clear that the very
same act could not be done at Berwick and at

London, and that, too, by different people. On the

authority of the Italian manuscript which Mr.

Tytler cites, he may maintain d Voutrance, if it

please him, that Cecil concocted the most enormous
falsehoods on the subject; but it is absolutely

amazing how he imagines that, in consequence of

this, Cecil had prepared the list of the 27th March,
when that very list itself now lies in the British

Museum, patent to all the world, and, as he himself

states,
' in the handwriting of Randolph !'
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" So much for this third list. We now come to a i

fourth, as contained in another letter by Randolph.
He here informs us that '

there are privy in Soot-
land these Moray, Rothes, Orange, mjaelf.'

(Tytler, vol. vii. p. 25.) The name of Kno* don
not here occur, nor does it in the fifth list, preserved
in the appendix to Keith. But this is not all,

Morton and Ruthven wrote from Berwick a letter

of their own to Cecil, in which they say that
" ' It is come to our knowledge that some Papist*

have bruited that these our proceedings have been

at the instigation of the ministers of Scotland. We
assure your lordship, upon our honour, that there

were none of the mart nor part of that deed, nor

were participate thereof.' Tytler, vol. vii. p. 380.
" Mr. Tytler again puts himself through the cate-

chism. ' Why not helieve Morton ? Where U
Ruthven, when he states upon his word of honour

that none of the ministers of Scotland were art and

part of that deed?' He answers, that Morton did

not know the meaning of art and part of the king's

murder, though he admitted foreknowledge of it.

But, if this be the case, what does the other state-

ment, that none of the ministers were participate

in the murder mean ? and, in order to render this

absurd, hypercritical argument effectual, be it ob-

served that it is necessary to leave out of view that

the letter is not Morton's only, but the joint pro-

duction of him and Ruthven ;
and that the latter

must have been equally obtuse in matters of phi-

lology. There are still, however, some arguments

remaining, which we ask indulgence for examining

also, as the matter involves so much the credit of

an illustrious name.
" ' Another corroboration,' says Air. Tytler,

' of

his accession to this conspiracy was his precipitate

flight from Edinburgh, with the rest of the con-

spirators, upon the threatened advance of the queen

to the city. Knox fled precipitately,
and in ex-

treme agony of spirit, to Kyle; and, as we have

already seen, did not venture to return till the

noblemen rose against the queen, after the death of

Darnley. If he was not implicated, why did

he take guilt to himself by flight?' (Vol. vii.

p. 359.) Here is an extreme and ludicrous rapidity

in a conclusion, which is neither morally j>

consistent with the facts. Flight by Knox before

the queen, marching on Edinburgh at the head of

troops, was only a common measure of prudence in

his position. We have already seen that he fre-

quently came into collision with Ma-}

her exasperation had reached such a point, that

she declared before her Council 'I vow to God, I

shall be once revenged.' (Knox, p. 359.) At 1

very time, too, he was a proscribed
and r

man, and the very first person to be scimi dunn

the licence of military misrule. In that old

temporary diary, titled A Diurnal of Oceu

which Mr. Tytler estimates so highly,
v

informed that,
'

upon the 19th day of August, th

king [Darnleyj came to St Giles' Kirk, and Joh

Knoxe preachit; quhairat
he was crabbit, ana

causit discharge the said Johne of his preitching.
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" Xow it is matter of notorious fact, that the fifth

book of the volume, which goes under the name of

Knox's History of the Reformation, was not written

by him ;
and if this be the case, why should the

historian drag in a passage written by another

hand full sixty years after the grass was growing

green upon his grave? Why should Knox be

made responsible for the reflections of David Bu-

chanan, with which that worthy gentleman en-

lightened the world in the following age ? Knox

himself expressly states, in incidentally referring

to the death of Riccio, and declining to tell the

story, that ' he refers it to such as God shall raise

jp to the same.' As the force of all this could

not be disputed, Mr. Tytler endeavours to implicate

the Reformer by insinuating that the statement

might be found 'in his notes and collections;' for

which, however, we have only the worn-out autho-

rity of the historian's imagination, which can never

take a flight except in one direction.

" On the return of the queen from Dunbar, the

Privy Council was immediately convened, in order

to bring down upon the murderers the punishment
of the laws. Their directions on this head were of

the most sweeping description :
' The lords think

expedient, that all that were of the device, council,

or actually at the committing of the slaughter,
shall be prosecuted by order of justice.' (Keith,

App. p. 131.) Accordingly, seventy-one persons
were put to ' the horn,' which, we understand,
involved the pains and infamy of rebellion. And,
in Pitcairn's Criminal Trials, we find that during
the succeeding months of April, May, June, and

July, this indiscriminate blistering of the lieges
was kept up. (Pitcairn, vol. ii. p. 283, seq.) High
and low, rich and poor, were denounced

; cordiners
and cutlers in the Canongate, residenters in Mus-

selburgh and Dalkeith, were all involved in the
indiscriminate forfeitures. Suspicion, in nearly

'

all oases, was the ground of charge ; and hence the :

*imp!e, obvious, but important question, why was
Knox not denounced, seeing that 'he took guilt to !

himself by flight ? 'seeing that he was at the
moment suffering a punishment imposed upon him
by the king, who, in

disclosing the names of all
the other conspirators, would not surely overlook
the man who had on other points displeased him ?

j

Was it not because no such interpretation was put
upon his conduct by those who had every wish
lo put it, and because the breath of slander had
not, in his own day, dimmed the lustre of his
flii:;:' ?

"The last argument we now approach and it

fortunately is one which may be disposed of in a

sentence. There was a religious fast held in Edin-

burgh during the week on which the murder was

perpetrated, and which, Mr. Tytler tells us, the

ministers took advantage of, in order to preach

fiery sermons suited to the times. It is clear that

their motive in this was to prepare the public mind
for the coming tragedy. Unfortunately for Mr.

Tytler, however, it is upon record that this fast

was ordained to be celebrated by the General

Assembly of the Church, which had three months

previously closed its sittings. The subjects of ex-

hortation were expressly stated ; a regular treatise

for the fast was prepared ; and, with general direc-

tions to apply their sermons to sins of all times,

they were specially to have in view the calamitous

position of the country at that period, by the

banishment of the Protestant lords, the open cele-

bration of the mass, the danger that threatened the

existence of the church, and the insecurity in which
the whole Protestant community was placed by the

queen's accession to the Bayonne League. These

were the causes that induced the ministers so to

preach. These are the reasons assigned by our

historians, until sve come down to Goodall, who first

put upon it a sinister interpretation (vol. i. p. 248),
which 'my grandfather' copied, and which the

grandson has again transcribed verbatim et

literatim.
" All contemporary history all the private cor-

respondence of the age of Knox is silent on the

subject of his accession to the murder. We have
examined every printed treatise on the subject,
and many of the MSS. that still exist, and in not

one of the laboured journals, or didactic histories

of either enemies or friends in not one of the

numerous letters written for private perusal, and

uninfluenced by any sinister purpose, have we been
able to find one single inuendo or insinuation tc

corroborate the tale.
"
Thus, therefore, with all this body of overpower-

ing and invincible negative evidence, we have four

distinct lists of the murderers or their accessories,,

in none of which does the name of Knox appear,
set in opposition to a miserable rag of paper, unsub-

scribed, unauthenticated, referred to in no letter,

author unknown, date in nubibiia in short, without
one single element of that evidence on which human
opinion rests, and without one single recommenda-
tion to induce us to treat it with respect, or to give
it

credibility."

END OF VOL. X.
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